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General Electric REVIE^A/'
THE PATHS OF PROGRESS

As a rule, we devote our editorial in the

first issue of a new year to -the scientific and
technical progress of the year just completed,

but on this occasion there seem even more
important things to be considered, as most of

us are thinking of the immediate future rather

than contemplating the immediate past.

We publish in this issue an article bv
Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., entitled "How Shall

Manufacturers Contribute to American In-

dustrial Progress," and one by Mr. Frank A.

Vanderlip. President of the National City
Bank, dealing with the "Relation of Banking
to Industry." Both of these authors consider

what we can do at this time to combat present

eWls to strengthen our future economic
position. We believe that most thinking men,
who will spare the time to look up from their

desks, see danger signals for the future. With
this condition in mind, we are particularly

interested in the brief reference that Mr.
Vanderlip makes to a conversation that he
recently had with an eminent Frenchman

—

"He said he believed that democracy in its

present form had been pretty well demon-
strated to be a failure * * *." Here is the

crux of all our present troubles—Is democracy
a failure? To this, we would emphatically
answer: No, democracy is not a failure.

Again, Is democracy in its present form a
failure' The answer to this, although perhaps
less emphatic, is still no. Democracy may
not be an entire success, but it certainly is

not a complete failure.

If we look back into the pages of history,

we can find many examples of democracies
that rose, flourished and died; but this is no
argument against democracy, because the
same is true of every form of government.

But, if democracy in its present form is not
an entire success, what is it that ails our
present form of democracy? This is hard to

determine, and a point on which there are
sure to be disagreements; but there is one
ailment that seems clearly discernable

—

Democracy—^the government of the people,
by the people, for the people—cannot bear
its ripest fruit so long as the factor by the

people is so incomplete.
This is not merely a national question ; it is

world wide-. To again quote from Mr. Vander-
lip 's address where he is referring to his

conversation with an eminent Frenchman

—

"It struck me particularly that in that
analysis he put his finger on almost identically

the things that we would say w^ere weaknesses
here with ourselves, more particularly perhaps

that democracy seemed to throw up into

legislative places at least, mediocrity almost
invariably, that whenever there came into

legislative place a man strongly representative
of any interest, he was at once set down
as a special pleader for that interest, was

. discounted and eliminated." It is certainly

a matter of interest to note that some of the
faults of democracy as developed in France
are the same as those showing themselves in

American democracy; it leads one to wonder
if the same faults do not exist in all modern
democracies.
The fault with our democracy is that we

have let mediocrity represent us, and it

woujd seem that this condition has arisen,

mainly for two reasons: first, we are afraid

of great men and they know they are dis-

trusted; secondly, this has lead to our great
men wrapping themselves up in personal and
corporate business affairs to the exclusion

of taking any interest in the government of

their country.
Like every other state of affairs that we

find in our economic, social and political lives,

there is a reason for our present state.

—

We must look to broad fundamentals to find

this reason. Many of the historic battlefields

of the world have been drenched with blood
to establish democracy. Democracy has been
established, but in the process the people
have learned to distrust not only despotic
monarchs, but all men that were powerful,
whether their power lay in brains, in money,
or in lawful or unlawful combinations of men.
It is unfortunate that this distrust of great

men has been carried to the extent to which
it has, but at the same time we cannot
claim that the people were always wrong in

their distrust.

These conditions have led to the democratic
form of government being not truly represen-

tative, and the condition has been aggravated
by selfishness and indifference which have
been stimulated by prosperity.

We had this thought in mind when we wrote
our last editorial pointing out the debt of grati-

tude that we owed Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., for call-

ing the attention of the young engineer to his

broader duty as a citizen.

One of the fundamental necessities for good
democratic government is that all sections

of the community should be fairly represented
in our various law making bodies. It is a
recognition of the fact that the best brains
of the country are, practically speaking,

devoting their entire time to business, to the
neglect of political considerations, that has
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led to the establishment of the National

Industrial Conference Board, the object of this

Board being to make the great business men of

America articulate in government matters.

It is unfortunate that so many mis-

representations have been made in bringing

the formation of the National Industrial

Conference Board to the attention of the

public. These very misrepresentations empha-
size the distrust with which all big business

men are held and emphasize the great diffi-

culties that they must labor under in an
effort to serve their country.

So far as we can learn nothing could be

further from the truth than the statement

that this Board was organized with a view of

fighting labor ; our impression is that the Board
would be just as ready to fight for the legiti-

mate ends of labor as for any other industrial

ends, as labor is recognized as one of the most
essential elements of our industrial life.

We wish the National Industrial Conference

Board every success and hope they will be

the means of securing the best brains of the

country to help the government in framing

and administering good laws which will be

just and equitable to every element in the

community.

We publish on page 38 of this issue an
address by Dr. E. W. Rice, delivered at Boston
on the occasion of the presentation of the Fritz

Medal to Prof. Elihu Thomson; and by per-

mission of the New York Times we reproduce

here an editorial from their issue of December
10, whichdraws public attention to the debt the

nation owes this most distinguished scientist.

A GREAT AMERICAN
To how many hundreds of thousands

of Americans is the name of Elihu Thomson
even known, or if known does it connote

anything more than some vague notion of

science or invention ? In a popular referendum
where, say, the twelve most "famous" or

"greatest" men in the country were to be

selected, how many hundreds of thousands,

how many thousands, of ballots would he

receive? The quiet, fruitful labors of men
of science pass unnoticed by the general in

every nation. Elihu Thomson, English by
birth, is an American citizen of whom the

United States will boast hereafter. He is

of the minds, few in every generation, that

produce a great and lasting effect upon
national welfare and industrial progress, that

fructify civilization by the originality of their

thought and their scientific achievement.

Only the other day Mr. Thomson, who
wears modestly the laurels of we don't know

how many native and foreign societies,

received the medal of the Royal Society of

London. On Friday night the Fritz medal was
given to him. President Maclaurin of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, of

the corporation of which Mr. Thomson is a
member, mentioned his five hundred-odd
patents, "a large number of them embodying
principles so wide in their application that
they might almost be classed as physical
laws," his master discovery of electric welding,
"one of the great inventions of the last

generation," and so on. Greater than the
work, though, is the man; and not merely
by the number and brilliance of his inventions,

not merely because of his contributions to
electrical engineering, the applied science

perhaps most characteristic of this age, is

Elihu Thomson great. He has not been
content to dwell apart in that region of

creative imagination which is the mathe-
matician's, the astronomer's. The fact,

uncommon, and one would have thought all

but impossible, in this apotheosis of specializa-

tion, that his scientific interest and knowledge
have the widest scope and range, has not
engrossed him and confined him to the
cultivation of his own powers. In his youth
he was a teacher in the Central High School
of Philadelphia. He has not ceased to teach,

and more productively than he could hope to

do in a university. In President Maclaurin's
pondered estimation of the man this trait and
habit are among the most significant:

Throughout his life he has not only done great
things himself, but shown an intense desire to help
all who are struggling earnestly with scientific

problems. He has proved an inspiration to an ever
widening circle of engineers and others who have
intrusted him with their secrets and sought his help
in overcoming their difficulties. They have done
this, knowing that they had only to ask in order to

get the full benefit of his imagination and his power,
and that they need have no misgivings that he would
take any advantage of their confidence or any credit

for their work, for he has no touch of selfishness.

Thus by helpfulness to others as well as

by his own labors he furthers that scientific

research the economic necessity and value of

which the war is impressing upon this country
laggard before it in spite of the shining

example of Germany.
As we take leave of this honor to America,

we like to think of him, as President M-aclaurin

let us see him, in his "laboratory built right

into his house and an integral part of it," a

man from whose mind "probably thoughts on
scientific problems are never wholly absent,"

and "unselfish, generous, well-trained, well-

rounded, well-balanced man of science."

—

New York Times.
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HOW SHALL MANUFACTURERS CONTRIBUTE TO
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS

By E. W. Rice, Jr.

President General Electric Company
This paper was read before the National Founders' Association at its annual convention on November

15th, in New York. The author points out the necessity of American Industries preparing to meet the changed
industrial conditions which will inevitably follow the European war.

—

Editor.

There are many indications that when the
great war ends our troubles in this country
will begin. We have received ample notice

that the principal actors in the present
struggle will then begin what has been termed
an industrial war. This industrial war will

not permit us to remain neutral because it

will be aimed to a large extent at us and we
will become involved whether we like it or

not. It is evident, therefore, that we as a
people, and especially those directly interested

in our manufacturing industries, will be faced
with new, complex and even menacing con-
ditions.

We read in a recent number of Nature, an
English periodical, of the organization of a
Federation of British industries which includes

the leading manufacturing and producing
industries of Great Britain. The objects of

the Federation are
—"The organization and

development of the industry now and after

the war in co-operation with labor and in

conjunction with the Government and Gov-
ernment Departments. These and other
signs show that our leading business men are

prepared to do their part towards strength-

ening British industry and commerce for the
competitive struggles of the future."

It is certain that the great industries of

England have not only remained intact up
to the present, but have been enormously
enlarged and improved. England bitterly

regrets her attitude of indifference towards
science and the indu.stries and is now headed
in the right direction. She is certain to be a
more jjowerful and efficient competitor in the
world's industrial market than before the
war. She is, moreover, copying as rapidly

as possible whatever seems to be good in the
German industrial system.
German industries also arc unimpaired and

are even improved and increased, and after

the war, under the well-known system of

governmental protection and assistance, will

be in a positicm to com])Cte more efficiently

than ever before for the world's markets.
The men and women of industrial Iiuroi)C,

as a result of the war, are being trained in

habits of discii)line, economy and self-

sacrifice, while we are being enervated by our
great prosperity. The peoples of Europe are

being taught by a life and death struggle the
imperative necessity of co-operation in every
detail of life. Their armies are now fighting,

but after the war, even if they still continue
the struggle commercially and industrially,

the now contending groups will in effect be
united to compete with us, not only in neutral

markets but if possible in our own market.
Simple prudence, to say nothing of fore-

sight, should impel us to take advantage of

our present condition of extraordinary pros-

perity to prepare ourselves for the future.

We should take an inventory of our resources

and critically examine and compare them
with the probable resources of our competi-
tors, and exert ourselves to the utmost to

remedy any deficiency that may be dis-

covered. This is not an act of pessimism,
but of wisdom.

It seems to be quite evident that the

beginning of this great industrial struggle

will find us well equipped financially as we
are rapidly accumulating the gold of the

world. We may also assume that we will

have ample manufacturing plants, tools and
equipment. These, however, are but the

raw ingredients which must be skillfully and
efficiently combined by human beings before

they can be made useful to ourselves and to

others, and thereby form a basis of j^ennanent

prosperity. We have, on the whole, good and
skillful managers of ovir industries, but we
must not be satisfied until we have the best

and most efficient combination in the world.

It will not require a very exhaustive process

of self-analysis to disclose that we are all

relatively deficient in discipline and co-

operation com])ared with the conditions which
will exi.st in industrial Euro])c after the war.

The day of extreme individualism is past.

The problems pressing for solution are so

great that no single manufacturer, no matter
how i)Owcrful, or grouj) of manufacturers, no
matter how numerous, is al)lc to stand alone

to the exclusion of other manufacturers or

groups of manufacturers. The time has come
when co-operation in tlu' broadest sense is
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essential to the maintenance of our industrial

prosperity.

All men and women engaged in industry,

from the president and executive officers

downi to the humblest wage earner, must be

brought into truly effective co-operative

relationship. There is today a serious lack

of mutual understanding between the manu-
facturer and the wage earner, and while

considerable progress has been made in

bringing about more harmonious relations,

the situation leaves mvich to be desired. This

lack of understanding and confidence is

largely dite to a lack of knowledge of each
other, and this knowledge is lacking in the

manufacturer as well as in the wage earner.

Employers are desirous to maintain good,

healthful conditions of work and to provide
fair treatment for their employees and to

pay liberal but just wages, but the employer
still needs to take an increased personal

interest in his men as men.
On the other hand, if we are to have his

effective co-operation, the employee must be
convinced that all limitations of productive
activity or restrictions of output are simply
suicidal and as much an injury to himself as

to his employer, in that such efforts only
result in waste, inefficiency, high costs and
poor business. He should get clearly in his

mind that high costs restrict business and
that the less of his product there is made and
sold the less money there will be to divide.

He should understand that although wages
have the first claim on the earnings of any
business, there must be a sufficient margin
after payment for wages and material to pay
for the use of capital, and, in addition, to set

aside a reasonable reserve in good times to

provide against bad times. But this is not
all. Our governmental agencies. Federal,

State and Municipal, must be won over to

support proper industrial effort by sympa-
thetic assistance. The manufacturers of

other countries will have the great advantage
of the intelligent and sympathetic help of

their governments and of their people, and
partiotism will be lifted to the highest plane.

Our manufacturers, if we are to be success-

ful in the coming struggle, must secure similar

intelligent and sympathetic treatment from
our Government and our people. We as

manufacturers naturally think that we are

entitled to such treatment and, in any event,

we are making and shall continue to make an
earnest endeavor to deserve it; furthermore,

we intend to make continuous and, we hope,
intelligent efforts to remove such defects in

our business methods as may exist. In this

process we will take the public and our
employees into our confidence and deal with
both in a spirit of absolute frankness and
sincerity. We will endeavor to obtain con-

structive and helpful assistance from all

sources, but we do not wish to encourage
paternalism either in our relationship with
our employees or on the part of our Govern-
ment with us. What we want is intelligent,

honest co-operation based upon simple justice

and fair play. We want efficiency in every
part of our country, but the only efficiency

that is really worth while must be based
upon a satisfactory treatment of the human
factor in the problem.
We will indeed need to sharpen our wits

to meet the future competition of foreign

industrial nations with their industrial armies
disciplined by co-operation, aided by their

respective governments and with wages ruling

at about one-half of those now prevailing

in this country.
It is obvious that there must be unity of

purpose and unity of action, not only among
manufacturers but among all of our people,

if we are to succeed in maintaining our
position in the industrial world.

The National Industrial Conference Board,
recently brought into action as a co-operative

force among manufacturers throughout the

country, is the type of agency which under
wise and efficient leadership will be a potent
factor in the solution of the many vexing
problems herein briefly outlined and of

many more that are constantly arising with
changing social, industrial and political

conditions.
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THE RELATION OF BANKING TO INDUSTRY
By Ffaxk a. Vanderlip

President, The National City Bank of New York

Mr. V'andcrlip considers commerce as divided into three classes, production, transportation and banking,
each of which is absolutely essential, and between which complete cooperation should exist. A strong plea is

made for the American business man to take an active interest in government, to find time from his regular
duties to work for better economic and social conditions, and for a closer cooperative relation between the
government and the country's industries. The paper was read before the annual convention of the National
Founders' Association,. New York City, November 15th.

—

Editor.

It is a privilege that I \'ery highly appreciate
to meet you here. I am sorry that I am such
a busy man that I have not had, on this

particular occasion, the time to prepare, as
Mr. Rice has prepared, a thoroughly thought-
ful paper. I can only give you today, not a
speech, but just a little face to face talk.

Your President assigned to me the subject
of the relation of the banker, or of bank-
ing, to industry. Now commerce, it seems
to me, falls in three classes; we have first,

production, then transportation, and then
banking. Each field contributes its important
part and an equally im]3ortant part to the

'

whole of commerce; each is absolutely
essential. Obviously, production b}^ itself

wotild not get far; it mUvSt have the aid of

transportation, and I conceive that the
business of banking plays as essential a part
in the final make-up of commerce as do the
other two fields of production and trans-

portation. If that is so, the relation that
must exist between banking and industry is

a relation of complete co-operation; it is a

relation that makes it evident that we must
not look u])on bankers in that narrow sense

of men who for a time hold your money; who
for a time loan it at a profit; and who are
merely the parasites scraj^ing off a bit of

profit here and there. They are rendering,

I believe, a service as essential, as absolutely

necessary to society as that which either you,
the producers, or the great transportation
factors are rendering in the whole scheme of

commerce. If, as I say, that is so, then their

relations are relations of com])lete co-opera-

tion if the best results are to be obtained.
It seems to me that we are today pecul-

iarly in a time when all of us, bankers, ]:)ro-

duccrs, and those who manage the great

transportation interests, must do mx)rc than
look on our desks, must do more than the

work that normally flows by us. We are all

of us so normally busy with that work that it

pretty much consumes all of our time; it

normally leaves us with little time to think,

in bn^id, fundamental ways, of the ])roblems

that are tiffccting (jur business and are funda-

mentally affecting the societ\' in which we
live ; but I conceive that those problems at the
present time are more fundamental and in

many ways more important than any we have
had to observe before.

The fundamental jjroblem of all is the
problem of government. I had an interesting

conversation a few days ago with a very emi-
nent Frenchman, a great financier, who has
spent the last two years at the front and was
profoundly affected, as are all of the men who
are going through that great drama. I asked
him what he thought was going to come out
of the war that would be fundamental to the
future world, and he told me that he thought
it not improbable that as great changes in the
fundamental forms of government would come
out of this great war as came out of the French
Revolution. He said he believed that democ-
racy, in its present form, had been pretty well

demonstrated to be a failure, and he went on
to analyze some of the weaknesses as they
appeared in the French Government. It

struck me particularly that in that analysis

he put his finger on almost identically the
things that we would say were weaknesses
here with ourselves ; more particularly perhaps
that democracy seemed to throw up into

legislative places, at least, mediocrity almost
invariably; that whenever there came into

legislative place a man strongly representative

of any interest, he was at once set down as a

special pleader for that interest, was dis-

counted and eliminated.

Now if that is so, and it seems to me so

with us as it is so in other countries, ijerhai)s

it is time that we did do some fundamental
thinking, certainly not of returning to any
former ty])c of government, certainly not to

changing finidamentally from democracy, but
to considering whether there cannol be foimd
some way wherel)\' wc arc ri'])rcsrntril not by
the mediocre men but by men in jjiiblic life

who do re])resent in an exi)ert way llie various

interests of our socieU'. Now 1 bclic\-e it is

to such subjects as this that all of ns nnisl

give some of otn* alU'iition. 1 am nu-rcly

citing this as a sort ol a fundanu'iilal. Tln'
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point that I want to emphasize is the neces-

sity for all of lis to have a broader vision than
the consideration of the work of the desk.

One of the thinj^s that Mr. Rice referred to

which I believe is goin^ to be of vast import-

ance to the business of this country and par-

ticularly to the productive energy of the

country, is the co-operative relation between
government and business, and we are going

to see illustrations of that co-operative rela-

tion in European countries that will be some-
thing novel in business life. We are seeing

now great experiments in state socialism;

we are seeing co-operation in the way of

subsidies; we are seeing the direction of great

shipping interests by government and the

control of shipping interests as recently

illustrated in Australia, by government
capital. We are going to meet in the future

competition an entirely new relationship in

the European countries, particularly, between
the government and business, and a relation-

ship that is going to increase your difficulties

to meet that competition. Now, unless we
can get something like similar co-operation
between business and industry in this country,
between government and industry in this

country, unless we can get a sympathetic
relation, a helpful relation of government to

business, we are going to find ourselves very
greatly handicapped in the competition of this

new order of affairs which I believe will

develop very much from its present state in

the future development of European politics.

So, there again, it is up to us to look at

things in the large, to find time to look up
from our desks, not to be absorbed with our
day's work to the extent that we are not
participating in the political life and the
legislative decisions that are going to mean so

much to the future of our development. We
are no longer isolated; we are out in the world
in spite of ourselves. What the world does is

going to mean a vast amount in our lives,

in our industrial affairs here, in our business,

and it is up to us to take that interest in

public affairs which will tend to make our
voices heard and our wisdom have its influence
in the shaping of that legislative relation to
business which forms so great a part of legisla-

tive action. I think we will see the most
adroit tariffs framed by the European
countries, and those must be met, not by the
log-rolling tariffs that we have heretofore had,
but by equally scientific, equally adroit
legislative measures which will serve to pro-
tect our industries. We are going to see the
government ownership of utilities, particularly

of shipping; we are going to see the influence

of government in the shipping business to a
larger extent than we have ever seen before.

The business in this country that has
felt, more than anything else, the hand of

government, has been the business of trans-

portation. Railroads have been regulated

—

I believe, in many respects properly regu-

lated—although I believe we have very
foolishly applied two theories to the regula-

tion of railroads, both of which cannot possi-

bly be right, and when both are applied at

the same time the result spells nothing but
disaster. We have the one theory of minute
regulation, starting with the regulation of

rates, and embracing the regulation of book-
keeping of almost every act of the trans-

portation company; then we have the other
theory of the prevention of combinations,
prohibition of pooling. Now both of these

theories cannot be right and both of them are

being worked side by side, both being applied

to the railroads with resultant disaster.

*Now you may very readily say ' * Disaster ?

Where is the disaster to the railroads ? They
are doing more business than they ever did

in their lives, their earnings are showing
enormous increase

;
you are going a good way

to talk about disaster in the railroads field."

But I tell you any business that has become
so hampered in the eyes of the investors

that it will attract no money into partner-

ship in the business, that it has only credit

that will permit it to borrow, is in a bad way.
Now that is really what the position of the
railroads is today. They can borrow money,
yes, they have still some credit. All last

year the total amount of new money that
went into railroads to buy stock for the
construction of roads, that is, money that went
in partnership in the business, was less than
thirteen million dollars. So far this year there

has not been a dollar of new railroad stock
listed on the exchange here. Now there is

something fundamentally wrong with that
great branch of the industry, transportation,
when we find that it occupies a place in the
investor's mind such that he is willing to lend
it money but not willing to go into partner-
ship with it, not willing to put any fresh

money in as a stockholder.

I believe that one of the troubles there
lies in just this illustration of being busy
with what is on your desk. Railroad
men, too many of them, are good oper-
ators and too few of them statesmen; too
few of them are looking at that problem in a
broad way. I had an illustration happen
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at breakfast today. I had been talking

to a railroad president a few days ago about
what seemed to me the great economic waste
in our present system of car ownership
and control. We see empty cars traveling

both ways at the same time. We see the
great difficulties that roads are under because
of this individual ownership of cars and the
methods by which they get away from the
owners and into other hands at busy times,

and I said I believed the railroads must find

some fundamentally different methods of

handling the car situation. He said he
was impressed with that same thing but had
always been too busy really to think it out.

I happened to meet him at breakfast this

morning and he said "I sent you yesterday a
plan for a national car pool that a very
important railroad man has gotten up and
sent me a copy of." "Well," I said, "Is
it a good planr" "Oh," he says, "I don't
know, I didn't have time to read it, but I

just passed it on to you." Well now that is

illustrative not only of what I believe is one
of the troubles with the railroad situation, but
one of our troubles all around; we are too
busy doing the thing we have got to do today
to look after broadly some of those very
fundamental things the correct solution of

which is going to influence our future, the
future of the business in which we are engaged.
Our problems are not all technical, by

any means; a lot of them are economic, a lot

of them are social; we have got to think
soundly about principles of political economy;
we have got to think soundly about social

relationships, particularly in relation to

labor; and have got to think, it seems to

me, in a much more far-reaching way than to

settle immediate difficulties, to avoid a strike

today, or to hold the wage scale down to a
reasonable point. Haven't we got to do a lot

of educating of workmen themselves ? Aren't
they influenced Vjy the fallacies of economics?
Would they not, if they better understood the
true ])rinciples of economics, take much

more reasonable views of their rights and
make much more reasonable demands? The
great fallacy, one of the greatest of all that
you find so general among many working
men, the fallacy that a restriction of pro-

duction is a benefit to their class, I believe

could be rooted out if all of us would do our
best towards education. It is that fallacy,

restriction of production, that brought Eng-
land to a very unfortunate point before the
war. The clearing up of union restrictions as

war measures have demonstrated what an
enormously increased capacity follows the
wiping out of those union restrictions, and I

am inclined to think that it demonstrates
probably to union men themselves in England
that they can have a much greater share of

prosperity if they will permit a freer pro-

duction. I believe the tendency here at

present is in the other direction. In some
branches of industry with which I am familiar

I have seen in these two years not only great

advances in wages but an almost equal fall in

efficiency. Now that is a fatal thing, and a
tendency that will certainly make our posi-

tion a very trying one when we come again
to compete with a Europe that is free to

enter into industry fully, — to continue

advancing wages, and decreasing efficiency

by permitting the fallacy to exist in many
minds that a decrease of efficiency is helpful

to the laboring class.

Well, in a word, the message that I would
bring is that we want statesmen in business,

that we want men who think broadly, funda-
mentally, on economic lines; and who think
on social lines sympathetically but with clear

vision. The man who is going to work 30
days in the month just at his business is not
going to be left free to enjoy the fruits of

that labor uninterruptedly. I tell you he has

got to devote some of his 30 days to

these broader fields of thought; he has
got to devote some of them to sound citizen-

shi]), to bringing statesmanship into business.

(Ap])lause)
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SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
DURING 1916

By John Liston

Pi BLicATioN Bureau, General Electric Company

The great diversity in electrical apparatus and the wide field of power application which is affected either

directly or indirectly by developments in the electrical industry make it difficult to include within the limits

of a single article a complete description, even in outline, of all phases of the progress achieved during the year.

However, by specific reference to typical equipments and installations, the author has in this article described

the salient features of the more important developments in a manner which conveys a logical and comprehen-
sive idea of their technical and commercial values, and also indicates their influence on both the designing and
manufacturing trend throughout the industry.

—

Editor.

Notwithstanding the intensity of pro-

ductive activity imposed on the electrical

industry during 1916, by the demand for

equipment to meet the needs of the unparal-
leled manufacturing business of the United
States, a considerable nimiber of important
ad\'ances were achieved in the design and
construction of various classes of electrical

apparatus.
The phenomenal expansion of our sea-

borne commerce entailed a noteworthy
increase in the use of electric auxiliaries on
shipboard, and there was also a further

acceptance and adoption of electric pro-

ptilsion for naval vessels. Perhaps the most
impressive development in marine work,
however, was the radical increase in the use
of geared turbine propulsion for merchant
ships.

The unit capacity of steam turbine
generator sets was carried well beyond the
maximimi of previous years, and many
minor changes were introduced in the con-

struction and methods of operation of

apparatus for central station generation,

distribution and control systems, and for the
further safeguarding of industrial electrical

equipment. These developments tended to
enhance the value of electric service in

widely diversified industries and to further

extend the field of economical electric power
application.

In railway work the regular operation of

electrified trunk lines on a scale which was
never before possible gave gratifying practical

results and rendered possible the accumula-
tion of detailed operating data which cannot
fail to have a vital influence on the future
trend of railway electrification, not only in the
United States but throughout the world.
Due to the nature of this article the

references to each class or type of apparatus
must be necessarily limited in scope and fully

detailed description which might be of interest

to designing and operating engineers must
perforce be abridged. Therefore the omission

of specific mention of certain classes of

machines does not imply the absence of

improvements during the year, but merely
indicates that the changes made were of a
minor nature and did not involve elements of

radical departure from previous practice.

The electrical apparatus and turbines

referred to in the various sections of the
article are all of General Electric manu-
facture, but the character and extent of the
equipments cited permit their use as criteria

of the advances made in the electrical indus-

try as a whole, in a year replete with import-
ant engineering and commercial develop-
ments.

Turbines

The greatest advances of the past year in

turbine work were along the lines of better

economy and greater simplicity. The
tendency toward the use of higher initial

steam pressure which has become increasingly

evident during recent years, led to the design-

ing of units to operate at steam pressures as

high as 300 pounds gauge. Most of the larger

installations have taken advantage of im-
proved condenser design and now operate
regularly at vacua within one inch of perfect

vacutim.
When we consider that the volume of each

pound of steam is twice as great at 29 inches

as at 28 inches vacuum, it is obvious that in

utilizing such high vacuum with the resulting

enormous volume of steam to be handled, the
proportions of the turbine must be initially

designed for such conditions if the full benefit

of the high vacutim is to be obtained. This
has been fully provided for in G-E turbine
design.

Along the lines of greater simplicity, there

were under construction self-contained single

flow turbines of 35,000 kw. capacity and
larger. These sets consist of a turbine enclosed
in a single casing and operating with steam
flow in one direction, the turbine driving a
direct-connected generator mounted on a
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base intej^ral with the turbine casing.

This construction secures a maximum of

simplicity and gives the smallest number of

joints, connections and possible air leaks,

thereby assuring sustained economical opera-
tion.

sets, combined with the advantage of the low
speed direct current generator, explains this

development. A number of alternating-

current 25-cycle geared sets w'ere built.

One of the most important applications of

turbine and gear is for ship propulsion,

and orders were received

for a large number of

such outfits for driving

merchant vessels. These
turbines range in output
from 1800 to 4000 horse

power. A typical ship of

this class is shown in Fig.

1, w^hile Fig. 3 shows the
turbine and gear equip-

ment that is used. Sev-
eral larger sets are being
built for high speed scout

ships for the United States

Navv.

Fig. 1. S. S. Eurana, Equipped with Geared Turbine Propelling Machinery

In the size of the turbine generators being
considered and built, the year showed notable

progress when compared with previous

practice. In this connection the order placed

by the Detroit Edison Company for a 45,000-

kw. turbine-generator is of interest. This
set consists of a single turbine of single fiow

design, connected to a single generator rated

50,000 kilovolt-am]3eres at 90 per cent power
factor.

To meet the demand for turbine driven

exciters for the large installations, a line of

geared direct-current sets (Fig.

2) was developed to supplement
the smaller direct-connected sets

which have been on the market
for some time. Turbines and
gears similar to those used in

these sets arc also used exten-

sively for driving pumps, air

compressors and similar ap])a-

ratus. For high speed rotating

machines these turbines are

employed without the gearing.

These turbines and sets are

also used on ship board for

driving various auxiliaries.

A large number of geared turbine gciuTalor

sets were built during the year; of whidi the

greater part are direct current sets. 'I'lic

improved econcnny due 1o the higher turbine

speeds made ])ossib]c 1)\- the use of j^c-ircd

Electric Drive for Auxiliaries

on Ships

The equipment of the

Union Oil Company of

California's tank steamer "La Brea," which
began its initial voyage on March 9, 1916,

is of unusual interest due to the fact that

induction motors were used throughout
for driving the auxiliaries; in which ser-

vice direct-current motors or steam drive

had previously been used almost exclu-

sively.

The "La Brea" is 435 ft. long, and is

propelled by a steam turbine through
reduction gearing. In addition to the

main turbine, which is rated at 2()00 h.]).,

Small Curtis Steam Turbine Geared to Direct current Generator

two small hirl)()-

375 k\'-a. and I 25

])hase, ()0 cycles, 2

supplying currciil

auxiliaries.

.^eneralor sets, rated at

k\-a., 3()()() r.p.in., thrce-

10 \(ilts, ;irt' installtMl for

for the motor drix'en
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There are twenty-two carj:;o tanks in the

hull of the ship, each served by a 4-inch

vertical shaft rotary piunp, individualh-

driven throuj^h j^earinj:; by a 4{)-h.p.. ()l)t)-

r.p.m.. 220-volt horizontal shaft induction

motor. (Fig. 4) These motors are of the

open type and are installed on the deck in

cast iron gas-tight casings, the hand-hole

covers of which are opened when the motors
are in operation in order to secure the neces-

sary ventilation.

On account of the nature of the cargo

carried it was not considered advisable to

locate the motor starting equipment where
the circuit would be made or broken on the

upper deck, and all of the 22 cargo pump
motors are therefore started from the engine

room switchboard through a single com-
pensator. In order to accomplish this the
control panels have running and starting

buses, the former being energized direct from
the generators and the starting buses through
the compensator. With this arrangement and
the use of triple-pole double-throw switches,

the pump motors are put in operation in

sequence so that only the one compensator
referred to is required; a spare compensator
is held in reserve.

In addition to the cargo pump motors a
60-h.p., 720-r.p.m. motor is direct-connected

to the circulation pump for the main con-

Radio Apparatus

Electrical equipment more powerful than
any previously installed for wireless tele-

graphy was produced for three high power
radio stations, which, when completed, will

give a service spanning the Pacific Ocean.

Fig. 4. Arrangement of Motor Drive for Cargo Pumps
on S. S. La Brea

These stations are

California, Pearl

Cavite

Fig. 3. Curtis Turbine and One Plane, Flexible Type, Speed Reduction Gear
for Ship Propulsion

denser, while the centrifugal boiler feed pump
is direct driven by oO-h.p., 3600-r.p.m. motor,
and a centrifugal ballast pump by a 35-h.p.,

1800-r.p.m. motor.
In order to avoid all possibility of the igni-

tion of explosive gases, neither direct-current
nor slip ring motors were considered, and the
squirrel-cage type was adopted throughout.

located at San Diego,
Harbor, Hawaii, and

, P.I.

The apparatus supplied by
the General Electric Com-
pany includes all power and
auxiliary electrical equipment,
except that immediately con-
nected with the arc and its

control and operation. Current
for radio service will be fur-

nished in each case by a
motor-generator set, and two
complete units were furnished
for each station, one of which
is held in reserve, and auto-
matic starting, with both local

and remote control, was pro-
vided for. The motor-gen-
erator sets are rated as fol-

lows:

station

San Diego

Pearl Harbor

Cavite, P. I.

Motor

300 h.p., 1200r.p.m.,
2200 volts

750 h.p., 900 r.p.m.,
2200 volts

720 h.p., 900 r.p.m.,
220 volts

Generator

/200 kw.,

\ 950 volts

/ 500 kw.,

I 1430 volts

/500 kw.,

1 1430 volts
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The current supply at San Diego and
Pearl Habor is secured from an outside

source, and enters the former station at

11,000 volts, where it is then stepped down
to 2200 volts; while at Pearl Habor it is

received at 2200 volts, this being the operat-

ing voltage of the driving motors of the motor-
generator sets in both stations. At Cavite.

however, an independent generating plant

supplies current for the radio service. This

equipment consists of two G-E 150-kw.,

220-volt high compression oil engine generat-

ing sets, used in conjunction with a 300-kw.

storage battery. There is also a battery

charging booster.

Each station is provided with a contactor

panel for short circuiting the regulating

resistance in series with the arc, and these

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

A conspicuous example of the ability of

large manufacturers successfully to design

and put in operation electrification projects of

any magnitude, is the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway now operating 335 miles of

route from Harlowton to Alberton, Montana,
and with additional trackage nearing com-
pletion, making a total of 440 route miles.

The unqualified success of this initial 3000-

volt direct current electrification is a source

of gratification to all concerned. The one
feature of the project which stood out as new
and untried was the use of regenerative

electric braking in connection with standard
direct-current series motors. After trials

extending over a full year, it is most significant

that this portion of the equipment is operating

Fig. 5. Chicago, Milwaukee fit St. Paul, Canadian Northern and Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Locomotives on

Test Track at Erie Works

contactors are operated in sequence by means
of a single-pole multiple blade switch. The
necessary resistance is mounted back of the

panel on porcelain insulators, and the 125-

volt control circuit is especially insulated to

enable it to withstand the heavy surges which
are imposed on the circuit when the arc

is broken. On the back of this panel are

mounted two specially designed direct-cur-

rent high voltage contactors for the main arc

circuit.

Electric Railways

In the railway field the year was marked
by a trend toward standardization, indicating

a general accejitance of existing types of

electric equipment as eminently suited to

the performan('e of various classes of ser-

vice. Both manufacturers and operating com-
panies, therefore, were more concerned with

perfecting details and eliminating minor
defects than in developing new types of

apparatus.

with entire satisfaction and practically with-

out change from the original design.

Overload line construction and the remain-

ing substations are practically finished for the

entire electric zone and electric trains will be
in operation over the entire 440 miles by the

beginning of 1917. One feature of the motor-
generator sets supplied on the last seven

substations is worthy of mention. On these

sets the ventilating fans used to cool the

direct-current machines have been omitted

and ventilation is secured by separate blower

so controlled that it operates only above a

certain tem])crature limit. This control is

entirely automatic, depending upon the

action of a thermostat suitably located.

(See G. E. Rhvikw, November, 1910, page

908.)

Bethlehem- Chile Iron Mines Company

Three 120-ton, 240()-volt direct-current

locomotives were shii)i)ed during the latter

part of the year to the Bethlehem-Chile
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Iron Mines Company for operating a 15 mile

ore hauling road between Cruz Grande and
Tofo. Chile. These locomotives are similar

in many respects to a half unit of the Chicago,

Milwaukee tS: St. Paul locomotive without the

guiding taicks. Regenerative electric braking
equipment is provided and will

be used for lowering the ore

trains for a distance of 14 miles

downi a continuous 3 per cent

grade. (See G. E. Review,
Nov., 1916, page 995.)

Butte, Anaconda d* Pacific Railway

In order to take care of

greatly increased traffic, the

Butte. Anaconda & Pacific Rail-

way purchased six additional

SO-ton locomotives which are

duplicates of the original equip-

ment, making a total of 28 loco-

motives. Two additional 1000-

kw. synchronous motor-genera-
tor sets were provided for the

substations, these being dupli-

cates of the five sets previously

purchased. An additional 20
miles of track were also electrified in the

vicinity of Butte Hill.

Canadian Northern Railway

Work on the new tunnel and terminal of

the Canadian Northern Railwav entering

Fig. 6. Bethlehem-Chile 120-ton Locomotive

Montreal, which had been held up on account
of the European War, was resimied and
partial shipment made of the 83-ton electric

locomotives which will be used on this new
2400-volt electrification. Substation equip-

ment was installed and the first electric loco-

motives will be used for construction work.

New York Central Locomotives

The electrical equipment of the New York
Central Railroad operating on the New York

Fig. 7. Canadian Northern 83-ton Locomotive

Terminal Division will be augmented during
the present year by ten additional 125-ton
locomotives, which will be duplicates of those
last furnished. Each of these locomotives is

equipped with eight bipolar gearless motors
designed for high speed passenger service.

Automatic Substations

i Since the first automatic rail-

way substation was placed in

operation about two years ago,

twenty similar equipments have
been sold in various parts of the
country. About half of these
are now in operation, and ex-

perience to date indicates that it

is entirely practicable to operate
a railway substation without at-

tendants. Furthermore, operat-
ing data now available show that
the saving in power due to the
elimination of no-load losses

and the reduced expenditure
for attendance entirely jus-

tify the initial expenditure re-

quired.

One of the novel applications of this

apparatus was the portable automatic sub-
station built for the Interurban Railway of

Des Moines, Iowa. Another adaptation of

the automatic feature includes the control
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of two units in one substation, the control

equipment being so arranged that one machine
carries the load up to a predetermined figure

and the second machine automatically cuts

in on the higher peaks. The operation of

both machines is automatic, the entire sta-

Fig. 8. Portable Automatic Substation

tion being shut down under no-load condi-

tions.

Car Equipments

Orders for car equi]jment indicated an
unusual activity in light-weight motors includ-

ing Types GE-25S and GE-247 rating 25 and
40 horse power respectively. More than
SOO Type GE-25S motors were sold during the
year for use both as two and four motor equip-
ments. A large number of these motors were
installed on light-weight frequent service

cars designed to secure better .service to the
public and at the same time to return satis-

factory earnings on the investment.
Large equipment orders were also taken for

subway and surface lines, interurban ]jro-

perties and storage battery cars. The Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company and the
New York Municipal Railways of New York
City purchased more than 1200 motors for

new subway and elevated cqui])ment. The
New York Railways have added to their

storage battery equi])mcnt, and the surburliun

lines of the New York Central are instalHng

new multiple unit car equi])ment Other
large car equipment orders were received

from Detroit, Minneapolis, Providence,
Boston, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Baltimore and
from the Public Service Com])any of New
Jersey. Many of these orders included PC

control. This type of control, which differs

in many important features from previous
systems of remote control, is fulfilling the
requirements of operating companies in a
most satisfactory manner. (Details of this

type of control are given in the General
Electric Review of Novem-
ber, 191G, page 1015.)

Automatic Synchronous Condenser

Substation

As a logical result of the suc-

cess achieved with automatic
substations in railway opera-
tion, the same principles were
applied, with certain modifica-
tions, in a synchronous condenser
substation installed toward the
close of the year on a transmis-
sion line of the Interstate Light&
Power Company, Hazel Green,
Wis., in the vicinity of a low
power-factor mining load located

at a considerable distance from
the generating station.

The installation comprises a
3000-kv-a., 4000-volt synchro-

nous condenser and an automatic starting

and control equipment, so that the substa-

tion does not require the attention of an
operator except for periodical inspection and
renewal of lubrication.

When the voltage at this substation drops,

because of poor power-factor or increased

load, a contact-making voltmeter auto-
matically starts a motor-driven controller,

which, through contactors and oil switches

operating in proper sequence, effects the
starting of the synchronous condenser, and
connects it to the line with its field excited

from the direct-connected exciter. A voltage
regulator then holds constant voltage at the
station, varying the kilovolt-ampere input
to the condenser. As the need for the con-

denser becomes less and less (to hold the

l)roper voltage) and the load drops to about
10 per cent of normal, a contact-making
ammeter shuts down the equipment.
The condenser is prevented from being

overloaded by means of a stop on the voltage

regulator and the equipment is further pro-

tected against unusual internal disturbances

l)y inverse time-limit overload relays.

Industrial and Mining Locomotives

In addition to meeting an uuin-ecedented

demand for standard forms of industrial

locomotives, a considerable numl)er of unusual
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types wore developed durinj; the year to lake

care of exceptional operating:: conditions, and
a brief reference to certain of these special

units \v\\\ serve to demonstrate the great

flexibility which is possible in the design of

the electric type of tractor. This character-

istic permits it easily and successfully to

overcome operating limitations which would
render the adoption or modification of other
forms of locomotives a matter of great dif-

ficulty and expense.

Three 2o-ton locomotives, one of which is

shown in Fig. 10, were built early in the year
for haulage service through a restricted

tunnel over a 30-inch gauge road on the pro-

perty of the Braden Copper Company in

Chile. They are the heaviest locomotives
operating on this gauge, and are of the trolley

type.

Each unit is driven by four 45-h.p., 2o0-volt

motors, and is equipped with Type M control

and automatic air brakes. In order to secure

sufficient vertical clearance while traversing

the tunnel, the cab roof is only 7 ft. 6 in.

above the rails.

A niunber of uncommon features are
found in a 20-ton locomotive which was
specially developed for coke oven service in

steel mills. The locomotive is standard
gauge and operates on a 220-volt direct-

current metallic circuit, the feeders being two
rails mounted vertically along one side of the

discharged the c

broad ribbon of

deposited along
order that this

locomotive has
control centered

ar is mo\'ed slowly so that a
incandescent coke is evenly
the bottom of the car. In
may be accomplished the
a two-story cab with the
in the upper section so that

Fig. 10. 25-ton 30-in. Gauge Haulage Locomotive

on Test Track

the motorman can overlook the length of the
coke car and manipulate the locomotive
so as to secure the required even distribution

of the coke.

After being loaded the car is drawn to the
quenching station where the motorman by

\

Fig. 9. Three-unit, 2000-kw. Synchronous Motor-generator Set Arranged for External Ventilation

track, as shown in Fig. 11. Two 85 -h.p.

driving motors are used with hand control
and straight air brakes.

The service cycle is as follows: The loco-

motive pushes long steel cars beneath the
coke ovens, and while the coke is being

stepping from the cab to the small platform,
which forms part of the upper floor of the
locomotive cab (Fig. 11), can easily reach the
quenching valves. The car is thereafter
brought to the coke wharf where the coke is

discharged, as shown in Fig. 12.
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The doors of the coke car are controlled by
the motorman and are operated by com-
pressed air, which is supplied by a CP-26
motor driven air compressor installed on the
lower platform of the locomotive. At present

fifteen of these coke oven locomotives are

Fig. 11. 20-ton Coke Oven Locomotive at

Quenching Station

Fig. 12. Coke Car Discharging at Coke Wharf

in service, and the com])lction of those now
under construction will brinj.^ the total number
above forty. They were designed for the IL
Ko])])ers Co. of Pittsburg, Pa.

Another special ty])e, known as a "pusher"
locomotive, was designed for handling coal

trains and sj)otting cars at the ])la!U. of the

Toledo Furnace Co., Toledo, Ohio. It is

rated at 25 tons with two 12o-h.p., 250-volt
driving motors and has Type M control with
straight air brakes.

The duty of this locomotive is limited to
shuttle service on a single line of 42-inch
gauge track (Fig. 13), centrally located
between two standard gauge tracks on which
the coal cars are run. Current is supplied by
a metallic circuit consisting of two rails

located between the running rails.

Fig. 13. 25-ton "Pusher" Locomotive with Both Pusher

Arms in Operating Position

Fig. 14. Side View of "Pusher" Locomotive Showing

Construction of Pneumatically Operated Pusher Arm

At the center of each side of the locomotive
(Fig. 14) a hinged heavy metal arm or wing
]msher is provided, these arms are raised or

lowered pneumatically. The locomotive was
placed in service in July, 191(), and has been
in successful operation since that time.

Radically dilTercnt conditions govern the

service of four ]2-t()n standard gauge loco-

motives (Fig. 15) used in the ])lant of the

Davison Chemical (\)mi)any at C\irtis Bay
Md., for here the locomotive must, in addition
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to its work as a tractor, act as a movable air

reservoir. Current is supplied through an
over-running third rail at 250 volts to two
65-h.p. driving motors.
The exceptional equipment for each loco-

motive consists of two CP-30 air compressors
of 35 cu. ft. capacity each, which supply
air at 70 lb. pressure to four storage tanks,

two of which are located on the locomotive
deck and two below. The compressed air

Fig. 15. 12-ton Locomotive Showing Arrangement of

Compressors and Air Storage Tanks

is Stored rapidly in these reservoirs, so that
while the locomotive is making a relatively

short haul (Fig. 16) an ample supply of air

is available for dumping the cars at the end of

then be diunped pneumatically by means of
their own supply of stored air. Combined
straight and automatic air brakes are used.

For yard switching and industrial railway
haulage, a compact 12-ton gasolene-electric

locomotive (Fig. 17) was built. It runs on
standard gauge tracks and its power plant
consists of a 25-kw., 560- r.p.m. gasolene-
electric generating set which supplies current
at 250 volts to two 25-h.p. driving motors.

Fig. 17. 12-ton Industrial Gasolene-electric Locomotive

Like the large gasolene-electric passenger
cars, its operating speeds are regulated
by field control of the generator, and hand
brakes are used. It has proven very suc-

Fig. 16. Two 20-ton Locomotives Hauling Trips, Showing
the Over-running Third Rail and Current Collectors

the run. This is accomplished by delivering
air from the locomotive tanks to storage tanks
on the cars, so that at the end of a run the
locomotive may leave the cars, which can

cessful in a variety of haulage service

and as it is altogether self-contained (Fig.

18) with regard to its energy supply, it is

especially useful where feeder wires or other
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electrical conductors would be objectionable,

and for conditions involving long hauls and
continuous service which might limit the

usefulness of storage battery locomotives.

The entire weight is carried on the four

driving wheels and speeds up to 16 miles per

Fig. 18. View in Cab of Gasolene-electric Locomotive

Showirg Self-contained Power Plant from
Generator End

hour can be obtained on level track. When
it is considered that the locomotive carries its

own power ]jlant, its overall dimensions are

notably small; length 16 ft., width (5 ft., (5 in.,

and height between rails and top of cab 10 ft.

;j in.

The advance made in the storage battery

type of locomotive was typified by the con-

struction of a double truck locomotive with
the battery on a centrally located ])latform

joining the two trucks, thereby minimizing
the vertical dimensions of the locomotive and
permitting its effective application for service

in low coal seams and on the short radius

tracks frequently encountered in mine haul-

age.

With a total weight of S tons, about 6 tons

are im])Osed on the two ])airs of driving

wheels at either end of the locomotive. The
two central pairs of wheels are not drivers.

Each truck has a rigid wheel base of only

.'iO inches, while the overall height above the

rails is 'M inches, indicating unu.sual com-
pactness and flexibility for a locomotive of

this capacity. It is the first double-truck
storage battery locomotive built by the
General Electric Company, and three others
of the same type were under construction at

the close of the year.

Toward the end of the year, the largest

G-E locomotive so far built for main mine
haulage was completed. The locomotive
is rated at 25 tons, but the three 125-

h.p., 500-volt motors with which it is

equipped have ample capacity to permit the
addition of sufficient weight to give a rating

of 35 tons, if required. Its overall dimensions
are: length over bumpers, 300 inches; width,
77 inches; and maximum height above rails,

54 inches. The wheel base is 120 inches,

with 36-inch diameter wheels; it runs on a
4S-inch gauge track, and develops a drawbar
pull of 10,000 pounds at 8.8 miles per hour.

Both straight air and hand brakes are
provided on this locomotive, and it is also

equipped with Type M multiple unit control.

Where additional haulage capacity is required,

the design permits the coupling together of

two of these units, so that if necessary the
effective rating of a tandem locomotive of

this type, operating within the working
limits which regvilated its design, can be
raised to 70 tons with a control system as

easily manipulated as that of the smallest

and simplest form of mine locomotive. This
25-ton unit is intended for main haulage in

the Caruthers coal mine of the H. C. Frick
Co. at Maxwell Station, Fayatte County, Pa.

Electric Shovels

In the fall of 1915 the Piney Fork Coal
Company, Smithfield, Ohio, placed in service

a 250-ton electric shovel, and a year later a
similar machine, rated at 300 tons, was
installed by the Beech Flats Coal Company
at Rush Run, Ohio. Both of these shovels

are employed in stripping overbvirden from
coal beds, and they arc the largest electric

shovels in existence.

In order to gain a comprehensive idea of the
imjjrovements embodied in the operation
and control systems of the 1916 shovel, a
comi)arison of the equii)mcnt of both shovels

is necessary.

The 1915 machine" has a six yard dii)])cr,

and is equi])])C(l willi a 300-kw., 250-volt

synchronous motor-generator set having a
4000-volt, ()0-cycle motor, switchboard control

])ancl, two 170-h.]). hoisting motors, one ()3-

h.]). swinging motor, one (iO-h.]). crowding
motor, and three contactor control ])anels.

The motors are of series mill ty])c construe-
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tion. while the control is automatic and
reversible \\'ith current limit acceleration,

"notching back" and plui^jjinj:; features.

The hoistinjj control, although not strictly

of the reversible type, has a hoisting and
lowering position corresponding to the for-

ward and reverse positions on
any reversible controller; but

the lowering position is utilized

for regeneration, and the energy
given up by the falling dipper is

in this way applied in the opera-

tion of the swinging motor on its

return trip.

Magnetically operated air

valves are used in conjunction
with each control for releasing

the friction band brakes, the air

being supplied by a small self-

contained motor-driven com-
pressor. This shovel requires

tW'O men for its operation. At
the time of its installation it

was not only the largest electri-

cally equipped shovel, but it

embodied certain features hith-

erto untried on this type of

machine. The 1916 shovel is not only of

greater capacity than its prototype, but is so

designed that its unique control system per-

mits the carrying on of all operations by one
man.
The dipper of the new shovel is of eight

yard capacity, and the operator controls the
entire equipment as follows

:

The hoisting master controller is man-
ipulated with one hand, and the crowding
master controller with the other, while the
swinging motor is started and stopped
by means of two foot-operated push
buttons. The dipper trip, instead of

being manually operated, as in the 1915
machine, is opened and closed by a small
motor, controlled through a push button
in the handle of the crowding master con-
troller.

In other details the electrical equipment of

the tw^o shovels is identical. The power is

supplied in both cases from a three-phase,
60-cycle high potential line from which the
current is stepped down to 4000 volts in the
field in which the shovel is operating, after

which it is transmitted directly to the shovel
through a three-phase armored cable and
taken into the cab through a three ring col-

lector. Slack cable is wound up on a large
reel mounted on the shovel frame, as shown in

Fig. 19.

Some idea of the exceptional size and service

capacity of the 1916 shovel may be gained
from the following data

:

Radius of cut at bottom, approximately 60 ft.

Center rotation to center of dump, approxi-
mately 95 ft.

Fig. 19. 250-ton Electric Stripping Shovel in Coal Field at Smithfield, Ohio

Height of dump above rail, 65 ft.

Maximum radius of cut, 103 ft.

Length of boom, approximately 90 ft.

Length of dipper handle approximately 45 ft.

Weight of dipper and handle, 45,000 lb.

Average length of cycle, 45 sec.

As an evidence of the fact that these
machines have fully met the service test in a
class of work which imposes the severest
strains and jars on the operating mechanism,
a third shovel of the "one man" type, similar

to the 1916 machine above described, was
nearing completion at the end of the year,
and at an early date will be applied for remov-
ing overburden on coal fields near Zanesville,

Ohio.

Mine Hoists

That considerable progress was made in

the application of electric drive to mine hoists

during the year is indicated by the fact that
in that period there were installed seventy-
nine equipments, aggregating more than
30,000 h.p., the average unit size being about
380 h.p. This does not include any hoisting
set rated at less than 100 h.p. Of this total

approximately 24,000 h.p., or about 80 per
cent of the rated capacity, consisted of induc-
tion motors, the remainder utilizing direct-

current equipments with flywheel motor-
generator sets and the Ward Leonard system
of control.
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Among the more notable direct current

outfits is that for the Cleveland Cliffs Iron

Mining Company, provided for hoisting iron

ore at the Athens Hoist, Ishpeming, Mich.
The equipment here comprises a 900-h.p.,

300-volt direct-current motor (Fig. 20),

Fig. 20. 900-h.p. 300-volt 71-r.p.m. Motor for Direct

Connection to Mine Hoist

direct coupled to a double drum, balanced
hoist, operating at 71 r.p.m. In service

the equipment hoists 12,000

pounds of iron ore per trip

through a shaft having a

maximum depth of 2700 ft.,

at a hoisting speed of 1800 ft.

per minute; this duty re-

quiring from the motor a

maximum output of approxi-

mately 1700 h.p. Current is

supplied to the hoist motor
by a motor-generator set

(Fig. 21) consisting of an 850-

h.p., 2200-volt, three-phase,

GO-cyclc induction motor di-

rect connected to a 675-kw.,

300-volt generator. This set

operates at 720 r.p.m., and is

provided with a 30-ton flywheel which'/unc-

tions to limit the demand from the power
system to approximately 9()() h.p.

Another shaft hoist, for htmdling copper

ore at a maximum dei)th of 3500 ft. with a

rope speed of 2500 ft. j)er minute and;a weight

of 10,000 pounds per trip, was installed at the
Elm-Orlu Mines at Butte, Mont. This is a
balanced double drum hoist driven by an
1800-h.p., 80-r.p.m. direct current motor.
It is a first motion hoist with the motor
coupled directly to the hoist drums. It is of

importance in connection with this motor to

state that the rating of 1800 h.p. is for con-
tinuous operation with a temperature rise not
to exceed 40 deg. C. The installation of this

equipment was completed toward the end of

the year and includes a flywheel motor-
generator set having an output of 1300 kw.
for supplying the hoist motor; the flywheel

weighing approximately 45 tons.

About the middle of the year an induction
motor driven mine hoist was put in service

by the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company at

Slope 4, Muscoda, Ala. This included an
1800-h.p., Form M induction motor geared
to a single hoist drum through single reduc-
tion gearing, and the outfit is the largest

induction motor driven mine hoist ever
installed in America. The control of this

hoist is secured through primary reversing

air break contactors with liquid rheostat for

secondary control, the primary voltage being
2200.

This equipment superseded a steam driven
hoist, and the drums of the original equipment
have been retained. It is utilized for hoisting

iron ore on a 23 deg. slope, one mile in length,

with a load of 26,880 pounds per trip, and
with a rope speed of 2700 ft. per minute. The
operating results obtained have been so

Fig. 21. Flywheel Motor-generator Set which Supplies Current to Hoist

Motor Shown in Fig. 20

satisfactory that a number of similar equip-

ments are being considered for other pro-

])crtics of this C'!omi)any.

Another outfit having tlie same system of

control as the above has been applied in the

operation of a water hoist at Lansford, Pa.,
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by the Lehigh Coal tS: Navi^ij^tion Co. The
induction motor in this case is rated at 1200

h.p., it is geared to a double dnnn balanced

hoist, and is controlled by means of a liquid

rheostat. Each bucket carries a load of

30.000 pounds of water, and the hoist deHvers

at the rate of 200.000 gallons per hour.

rope speeds were required, but the develop-
ment of an electric motor with exceedingly
light flywheel effect in its armature made it

possible to secure the desired rapidity in

starting, stopping and reversing a motor-
driven hoist, so that the benefits of electric

operation were at once rendered available

Fig. 22. 1800-h.p. Induction Motor Driving Converted Steam Hoist

Among the larger orders received by the
General Electric Company during the year,

was one for the Oliver Iron Mining Company,
Irqnwood, Mich., covering five 875-h.p.

and five 400-h.p. motors with liquid rheostat
secondary control. In connection with this

order it may be stated that these hoists,

together with compressor and turbine equip-

Fig. 23. 350-h.p. Induction Motor Driving High-speed

Coal Hoist

ments, will form the first extensive mine
electrification in this district.

Coal Tower Hoist

Prior to 1916, steam driven coal hoists
were used exclusively where extremely high

for this particular class of power applica-

tion.

A coal tower hoist of this type was installed

at the Essex Street Station of the Public
Service Electric Company of New Jersey,
to give a rope speed of 1260 feet per minute,
with a lift of 180 ft. The bucket capacity is

two tons of coal and two round trips per
minute are made (see illustration on cover)

.

The equipment consists of a 350-h.p., 200-

r.p.m., 440-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle motor,
(Fig. 23) coupled direct to the hoisting drums
and capable of bringing the load from rest to
full speed in 2}^ seconds. Solenoid brakes
and magnetic controls are used, and for the
trolleying a 75-h.p., 900-r.p.m. motor is

geared to drums to give a speed of about 450
feet per minute.

This initial installation was placed in service

early in the year, and has given entire sat-

isfaction in operation. It is the first direct-

connected motor-driven hoist designed for

such high speeds and rapid acceleration as

were required in this instance, and its suc-

cessful application opens up a wide field of

usefulness for motors having rotors with very
light flywheel effect.

Mine Pumps
The mine pumping sets produced included

two vertical shaft, centrifugal sinking pumps
for the Iron & Silver Mining Co., Leadville,

Colo., which are each direct driven by a 150-

h.p., 440-volt, 1845-r.p.m. induction motor.
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These jjumps are used for unwatering
service and deliver 1000 gallons per minute,
against heads varying from to 315 ft. The
motors are totally enclosed and water-cooled,

and are the first totally enclosed motors of

this capacity to be applied to this particular

class of service.

Fig. 24. Centrifugal Compressor Driven by Induction

Motor Through Increasing Gears

Fig. 25. Motor Driven Phase-shifting Device for

Frequency Changers

Motor Driven Centrifugal Compressors

The develo]jment in this class of a]j]:)aratus

can be indicated by reference to three distinct

classes of service for which motor-driven
centrifugal compressor .sets were built. In
all three outfits the necessary high s])eeds for

the rotating element of the comi)ressors is

obtained by means of increasing gears between
the motor and the com])ressor, and in the
cases cited Alquist gears, which were originally

developed for reduction gearing on steam
turbine equij)ments, were used.

The first set consists of a 25,000 cu. ft.

five-pound single stage com])ressor cm])loyed
by the Insjjiration Consolidated Cop])er
Company at Miami, Ariz., in connection with

their flotation process of ore concentration.

This compressor is driven through gearing
by a 720-h.p., GCiOO-volt, three-phase, 25cycle,
750-r.p.m. induction motor, the speed of the
compressor rotor being .3850 r.p.m.

A similar motor equipment is utilized for a
20,000 cu. ft., two-stage, five-pound gas
exhauster (Fig. 24) installed at the River
Furnace Company's Plant, Cleveland, Ohio.
The motor and compressor speeds are respec-

tively 750 and 3850 r.p.m. and the outfit is

provided with an avitomatic constant volume
governor.

These two compressor sets were completed
and shipped during the year, while two larger

sets, each having a capacity of 40,000 cu. ft.

of air per minute at a pressure of 30 pounds
per square inch, were under construction at

the close of the year. They are five-stage

compressors, and are intended for use in

connection with the operation of Bessemer
converters by the Bethlehem Steel Co. The
driving motor for each unit is rated at 5150
h.p., 6600 volts, 25 cycles, and operates at

490 r.p.m., the increasing gears giving a

compressor speed of 3200 r.p.m.

Alternating-current Machines

While numerous alternating-current

machines of unusual size were produced,
their individual capacities did not in any case

exceed the maximum of previous years.

There were under construction, however,
three vertical shaft generators of a higher
rating than any machine of this class hereto-

fore built. These alternators are intended for

waterwheel drive and have a normal rating

of 18,000 kw., 13,200 volts at 154 r.p.m.

They will have a safe maximum capacity of

22,500 kw. These machines will be installed

by the Aluminum Company of America, at

Whitney, N. C.

Another large equipment which was not
completed at the close of the year consisted of

a frequency changer set for the Applachian
Power Company of West Virginia. It is

intended to tie in a three-jjhase, 13,200-

volt, 60-cycle sj^stem with a single-i)hase,

1 1 ,000-volt, 25-cycle system. The motor is

rated at 9375 h.p., and the single-jjhase

generator has a normal rating of 10,00() kw.,

with a maximum ca])acity of 11,500 kv-a. at

zero ]iower-factor. The set is started by
means of a 25-cycle rcjjulsion induction motor
which can be disconnected from the set when
the set is running. This equipment represents

the maximimi ca])acity so far adoj^ted for

frcciucncy changer sets.
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A device which is unique in American ])o\ver

station practice was constnicted eariy in the

year. It consists of a phase shifting:; device

for tise on frequency changers and is ilhis-

trated by Fig. 2'). It will be noted that the

motor operates through gearing, to rotate

the frame of one element of the frequency
changer set. and this renders it possible to

change the load on the set while it is in

operation. This method has a decided ad-

vantage over the previous practice of rotat-

ing the frame of the machine by hand, which
is feasible only when the set is at standstill.

Synchronous Converters

Machines of this class were built in both
larger and smaller sizes than had previously

been constructed in complete commercial
lines, and important advances were made,
particularly in the use of 60-cycle machines.
The smaller 60-cycle units were designed for

the transformation of current for direct-

current mine industrial service.

With a previous low limit of capacity of

about 150 kw., the newly developed line

(Fig. 26) w^hich has been practically stand-

ardized, included 25, 50 and 75-kw. units,

operating at 1800 r.p.m., 250 volts, and 100,

150 and 200-kw. sizes at 1200 r.p.m., 250 volts;

with a line of 125-volt machines up to and
including 75 kw. With these machines higher

efficiencies were secured than with cor-

responding types brought out in previous
years and commutating poles were provided
for all 100-kw. units and larger.

For the larger 60-cycle converters the maxi-
mtun capacity represented by individual

machines w^as more than twice that of pre-

ceding years, and some very large units were
produced for use in zinc refining. Five of

these have an effective output of 5800 kw.
at 580 volts, 225 r.p.m., the current rating

being 10,000 amperes (Fig. 27). They are

provided with separate motor driven boosters

to secure necessary variations in the direct-

current voltage. When it is understood that
the rating of the largest machines of this class

built in former years did not exceed 2500
kw., the advance made during 1916 can be
appreciated.

For frequencies lower than 60 cycles some
very large units were completed and installed,

and others were nearing completion at the
close of the year. An order was received
which included eleven converters, rated at

6825 kw., 525 volts, or an aggregate capacity
of 75,075 kw. for this one type of machine,
for a single installation.

This is the largest order for synchronous
converters ever placed, and the individual

machines are of record size.

Transformers

Circular coil transformers were built for

larger capacities than any heretofore con-

Fig. 26. 100-kw. 1200-r.p.m. 250-volt Three-wire

Synchronous Converter

structed, and reference to some of the more
important units will serve to indicate the

nature and extent of the advances made.
In the self-cooled type (Fig. 28) there were

three-phase, 25-cycle, 4000-kv-a., 44,000Y-
2300-volt circular coil transformers which,
because of the low frequency for which they
were wound, had considerably larger physical

dimensions than the three-phase, 60-cycle,

5000-kv-a., 23,000-1 1,000-volt circular coil

units built during 1915. There were also

under construction single-phase, 25-cycle,

SOOO-kv-a., 44,000-6600-volt circular coil

units to give a bank output of 24,000 kv-a.

These are by far the largest G-E transformers

of the self-cooled type.

In the development of the water-cooled

type (Fig. 29) there were single-phase, 60-

cycle, 10,000-kv-a., 120,000-24,000 /6600-volt

circular coil units, and three-phase, 60-cycle,

11,500-kv-a., 26,400Y-13,200-volt units, these

capacities being nearly twice as great as that

for any of this type previously built.

A three-phase water-cooled, 60-cycle auto-

transformer is being constructed to give

an output of more than twice that of any
previously built transformer or auto-trans-

former of any type. It is a three-phase,

water-cooled, core-type auto-transformer,

stepping up from 12,200 volts, three-phase,

to 24,400 volts three-phase. It has a normal
output of 50,000 kv-a. at 55 deg. rise, and is

to be used to double the voltage of a 45,000-
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kw., 50,000-kv-a. turbo-generator. It is cap-

able of withstanding momentary short circuits

limited only by its own reactance. Its

guaranteed efficiency is 99.1 per cent at }/i

load, and 99.4 per cent at all other loads.

Current-limiting Reactors

The largest reactor built before 1916 had a
rating of 25 cycles, 720 kv-a., 1200 volts, 600
amperes, which was for use in a three-phase,

9000-volt, 9375-kv-a. circuit. This rating was

obtaining strictly adjustable speed control
under varying load for speed ranges above as
well as below the normal synchronous speed
of the motor.

This "double-range" speed-regulating set

was the result of several years investigation

of previous unsuccessful attempts to secure
an efficient shunt speed characteristic for

the polyphase induction motor, and is the
only successful double-range system yet
devised.

Fig. 27. 5800-kw. 225-r.p.m. 580-volt Synchronous Converter

carried to 25 cycles, 1135 kv-a., 010 volts,

1860 amperes in 1916 by the construction
of three reactors for giving 8 per cent reactive

drop in a three-phase, 13,200-volt, 42,500-

kv-a. circuit.

Steel Mills

The polyphase induction tyj^c of motor,
already long familiar to and in high favor with
the steel mill engineer, had its usefulness still

further increased by the development of an
efficient and commercially practical means of

The "double-range" system is, except for

certain important details, practically a dupli-

cate of the well known "single-range" system
])laced on the market several \'ears ago by the
General Electric Com]Kiny. Briefly, the fol-

lowing ])rinciples arc involved:

The ])oly])hase induction motor wilh phase
wound rotor, when excited with nonnal
primary potential and frecjuency, has a
secondary or slij) ring frequency and voltage
])roportional to its speed either above or

l)cl()w synchronism. At synchronism, the
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secondary voltage and frequency are zero,

and above synchronism the phase rotation is

reversed. The secondary current is pro-

portional to the mechanical load.

The secondary eneri::y of the motor of which
the speed is to be controlled is utilized at

varying frequency and voltage

to drive a polyphase commu-
tator motor ^^•ith shunt speed
characteristics. This commuta-
tor motor forms one unit of a

two-unit motor-generator, the

second unit of which is a

squirrel-cage induction motor
wound for line frequency and
voltage. When the speed of the

main motor is to be adjusted
below SNTichronism the commu-
tator motor drives the squirrel-

cage motor slightly above its

synchronous speed, causing it

to function as an asynchronous
induction generator, thus return-

ing to the power system, at line

frequency and voltage, the sec-

ondary energy of the main in-

duction motor.
When the speed of the main

motor is to be adjusted above synchronism,
the squirrel-cage motor performs its normal
function as a motor, driving the commutator

Adjustment of speed is secured by varying
the excitation of the commutator machine
which normally is excited from the slip rings
of the main motor. Since, however, this

source of excitation fails at synchronism as
noted above, it is necessary to supply suitable

Fig. 28. An Outdoor Installation of Self-cooled

Transformers

machine as a generator and thus supplies
energy at the necessary frequency and voltage
to the secondary of the main motor. The
speed of the main motor is therefore the
resiilt of the algebraic sum of the primary
and secondary frequencies.

Fig. 29. An Indoor Installation of Water-cooled Transformers

excitation while passing through synchronism.
The device for accomplishing this purpose is

the essential requirement to make the single
range equipment operate successfully on
double range. It consists of a small winding
with slip rings and commutator mounted on
the main motor shaft. Suitable voltage at
primary frequency is impressed on the col-

lector rings and from the commutator is

taken the necessary current for excitation of
the commutator machine while the main
motor is running at and near its rated syn-
chronous speed.

The double-range system increases the
range of available motor speeds at high
efficiency, and for a given capacity of auxiliary
equipment gives practically twice the range of
adjustment of the single-range system.
The first equipment of this character was

sold to the Bethlehem Steel Company in
January (Fig. 30) and by the end of the year
orders had been received for twenty-two
equipments with an aggregate normal rating
of 34,500 h.p.

The largest single installation of adjustable
speed main roll drives was that for the
McDonald Bar Mills of the Carnegie Steel
Company, which includes nine separate and
complete equipments. Construction work
was in progress for other important equip-
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ments of similar character for the following

companies:
Keystone Steel & Wire Co., Peoria, 111.

Wickwire Steel Company, Buffalo, X.Y.
Donner Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Trumbull Steel Company, Warren, Ohio

Fig. 30. 2000-h.p. Motor and Regulating Set for Steel Mill Drive

The growing demand for the reversing

motor drive for blooming and plate mills,

with necessary flywheel motor-generators for

the equalization of widely fluctuating peak
loads, was indicated by the receipt of orders

for four such equipments, viz.,

34 in. Bloomer Mill, Ashland Iron & Mining Co.,
Ashland, Ky.

34 in. Bloomer Mill, Keystone Steel & Wire Co.,

Peoria, 111.

36 in. Bloomer Mill, Trumlnill Steel Com])any,
Warren, Ohio.

40 in. Bloomer Mill, Bethlehem Steel Company,
So. Bethlehem, Pa.

Rubber Mills

A new automatic ];ush button control

eciuipment was produced for the sjjced control

of rubber calenclers, the object being to secure

a slow-down feature which would ])ermit the

o])erati(m of the calender (Fig. 'A\) at mini-

m\im s])eed for threading in new rolls of

fabric without the necessity for disturbing

the field rheostat setting for normal oiK'rating

speed.

These equi])ments are designed for both

single-voltage two-wire, and two-voltage

three-wire circuits. By the manipulation of

a push button contactors are energized and
the motor is automatically decelerated until

it is running at the minimum speed of which
it is capable, and it continues to operate at

this speed imtil the button is restored. The
motor then accelerates to the
speed at which it was previ-

ously operating.

This relatively simple ar-

rangement has proved of con-
siderable value in this indus-

try, due to the fact that the
operator is merely required
to press the button, and can
then continue the threading
in operation work without
giving further attention to

the motor.

Shoe and Leather Industry

From time to time the use
of electrically heated devices

has been extended in this

industry, but in many plants

steam and gas heat were
largely used even when part

of the heating was accom-
plished electrically. During
the year 19 1(5, however, there

was a marked increase in the
number and relative importance of the elec-

tricallv heated units, due to the demonstrated

''t^iR'l
1

1 '^t ^ \ /">Ti^ OR

%^l • _ -^ Z/f j^; ^.
'd^^^^^^^^^HT
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^^i'.iiU^. ^r

Fig. 31. Motor-driven Rubber Calender Equipped

with Automatic Push Button Control

value of the electric system of heating and to

imi)rovements in the heating devices them-
selves; so that in certain of the newer plants

fuel heating for manufacturing i)ur])()ses was
entirely avoided and the recitiired heal was
generated exclusively by electricity.
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Among the more important of these heating

operations are those involved in enibossing,

sole drying, wax heating or stitching, and the

heating of the heads of lasting machines; and
in these newer factories, even where the

direct application of the heat is accompHshed
by steam, the steam itself is produced by
means of electrical heating tmits.

The year has also seen in this industry a

very marked growth in the adoption of

indi\-idual drive for all classes of shoe ma-
chinery. In preceding years a limited number
of individtial machines had been equipped as

self-contained motor-driven units, but in

most of the shoe factories the group method
of driving was retained to a very large extent.

However, as the extreme flexibility of

individual motor drive became better under-
stood, machines were re-located solely to

facilitate production, regardless of the loca-

tion of shafting, and it was demonstrated
that only relatively slight mechanical changes
were required for individual motor drive on
machines which had previously been driven

only in groups.

A considerable number of these inde-

pendently driven machines have already
been produced by the manufacturers of shoe
machinery, and equipped with individual

motors ranging in capacity from 1/50 h.p.

to l]/2 h-P-. and among those which have
already been subjected to exhaustive tests

in actual service are clicking machines,
gearless sole cutters, eyeletting machines,
agitators, etc.

This same evolution has already been
completed in a number of other industries

in which extremes of power consumption for

individual machines are met, and during
the past year the growth of the individual
drive system in shoe factories followed the
same logical lines as similar developments
had previously done, as for example, in

machine shop practice and in the equipment
of textile mills. For in both of these indus-
tries the original method of electric drive

developed in successive stages from large

groups to segregated groups and, finally, to

a practically universal system of individual
motor drive for a large percentage of the
machines in all modern installations.

Switching Apparatus

It can be safely asserted that during the
year 191 G more progress was made in the
improvement of this class of apparatus, with
regard to securing immunity from injury to
the apparatus or danger to the operator.

than in all the ])reccding decades of electrical

manufacture.
The slogan "safety first" became, to an

unprecedented extent, the dominating factor

in the design and construction of two new
ty]ies of lever switches, and in the develop-

Fig. 32. Enclosed "Safety First" Lever Switch, 2-poIe,

30-amp. 250-volt, Switch Locked Open, Fuse
Compartment Locked Closed

ment of a unique sectionalized, removable
panel, compartment type of switchboard.
Some of these "safety first" devices are

illustrated here and their distinguishing

features may be briefly outlined as follows:

The enclosed lever switch is made up of a
standard lever switch mounted in an iron
box (Fig. 32) so constructed that all current
carrying parts, including fuses, are inacces-

sible while alive. The lid to the fuse chamber
can be opened when the switch is "off," and
the switch cannot be closed while this lid is

open. Provision can be made for locking the
switch in the "off" position.

The second type is known as the low tension

dead front switch, and consists of standard
knife switch and fuse clip parts mounted on
a slate base (Fig. 33) which is in turn sup-
ported on iron studs at the back of a sheet

steel panel. The operating handle is arranged
so that it is in an upright position when the
switch is "on." and at an angle of 60 deg. to

the panel when the switch is "off." A sheet
steel door, which opens upward, gives access

to the fuses from the front of the panel, but
cannot be opened while the switch is "on."
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and conversely, the switch cannot be closed

while the door is open. Air circuit breakers

of the carbon type are mounted on these

panels in the same manner. These switches

and circuit breakers are for use on circuits of

600 volts and under.

Fig. 33. "Safety First" Panel Switch Unit. 200-amp.,

250-volt 2-pole

For circuits up to 300 amperes at 2500 volts

a pedestal type switching unit is used, which
has a standard oil circuit breaker and dis-

connecting switches so interlocked that the

switch cannot be opened while the circuit

breaker is closed, nor can the circuit breaker

be closed while the switch is open. The dis-

connecting switch is operated by means of a

key, which may be removed when the switch

is open, thus locking the circuit breaker in

the open position.

A steel switching cabinet utilizing the inter-

locking principle of the pedestal type switch-

ing unit in a modified form was developed for

capacities up to 500 amperes on 6600-volt

circuits.

Each com]:)lete unit of the "safety first"

truck type switchboard ])anels consists of

two elements (Fig. 34), viz., the truck or

movaVjle element carrying the panel, oil

circuit breaker and instrument transformers,

and the stationary or housing element which
encloses the truck when it is in the operating

jxjsition, and also contains the buses and the

terminals of the incoming and ovitgoing

cables.

The truck is mounted on wheels and can

readily be withdrawn for inspection, repair

or replacement; but an interlock is provided
so that the truck can neither be withdrawn

nor replaced in the housing while the oil

circuit breaker is closed. When in operation
all live current carrying parts are completely
enclosed and the buses are isolated from the
remainder of the housing by a heavy metal
partition. The action of withdrawing the
truck automatically opens the disconnecting
switches.

The panels are interchangeable within rea-

sonable ranges, and new units can be easily and
quickly added to a group of panels already
installed, or an extra truck held in reserve
will insure a minimum interruption to service

if it should be necessary at any time to with-
draw a panel from the switchboard for inspec-

tion or repair. When required the oil circuit

breakers may be of the electrically operated
type.

In connection with switchboards and
switchboard apparatus, the tendency toward
further standardization of parts continued.

One indication of this is the universal insulator

made in 3500-volt and 15,000-volt sizes,

which can be used interchangeably for the
same voltage ratings on any standard busbar
support, T. D. fuses, switch mountings or on
pipe supports. The caps, tops, and bottoms
of these insulators are interchangeable (Fig.

35), and in this way a great variety of fittings

can be used with a single form of insulator.

Fig. 34. Truck Type "Safety First" Switchboard Unit,

Showing Truck just Entering Compartment

A further advtuice in the standardization of

high tension insulators comi)rehends the

eventual u.se of the same insulators for a

given potential on diiTerent classes of

apparatus, su(Mi as oil switches, lightning

arresters and transforniors.
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It is ob\4ous that the further this method
of standardization can be safely and effec-

tively carried, the greater will be the econ-

omies in manufacturing and operating costs,

and a reduction in the number of spare parts

which N\411 be required for any ])ower system.

In order to produce a time-limit overload
relay which would be immune from the dis-

turbing influences of heavy fluxes set up in

the magnetic circuit during the operating
period, a relay of entirely new design, operat-
ing on the induction principle, was developed.

Fig. 35. Universal Insulator Used with Various Fittings

A reverse phase relay was perfected (Fig.

36), the function of which is to afford pro-

tection against the accidental reversal of

motor rotation. It operates on the same
principle as the squirrel-cage induction

motor, the operating coils corresponding to

the stator, and a hollow almuinum cylinder,

connected to the contacts, to the rotor. The
relay is made in both circuit-opening and
circuit-closing forms. The cylinder does not
rotate, but moves in a straight line, either

Fig. 36. Instantaneous Circuit-opening Reverse Phase
Relay with Hand Reset Contacts

up or down, depending on the phase rotation,

and in the event of one of the phases of the
line being reversed the movement of the
cylinder operates the circuit-closing or circuit-

opening contacts, depending on the form of

the relay used.

It is made as a single-pole, circuit-closing

device, for frequencies of 25 to 60 cycles,

with a continuous rated capacity of 5 amperes,
and is suitable for operation from current

transformers. Its characteristics are such
that selective action of two or more relays is

assured when settings are made with due
regard to the time element inherent in the
mechanism of the circuit breaker controlled.

Changes in surrounding temperature will

cause the ordinary induction time-limit relay

to act with a large variation in its time delay,

if uncompensated for such changes. This
relay, however, is provided with an efficient

temperature compensating device which keeps
time delay variations within reasonable limits.

Electrically Heated Industrial Ovens

At present more than fifty different manu-
facturers are using G-E electrical heating
equipment with automatic control for ovens
for baking japan, drying paint, and other
similar manufacturing purposes. It is inter-

esting to note that more than 80 per cent of

these concerns adopted the electric oven
during 1916, and that while the initial

installations were practically all for japan-
ning work, their use has been extended to a
great variety of other drying and baking
processes which require accurate application

of heat and close control of temperature.
The electric ovens already installed

represent a total connected load of about
45,000 kw., and one manufacturer alone is
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utilizing several batteries of ovens aggregat-
ing about 20,000 kw. in capacity (Fig. 37).

The remaining installations consist of one or

more ovens requiring a current supply of

, from 25 kw. to 250 kw. each.

While not of such great commercial import-
ance as the ovens above referred to, the use of

electric furnaces for heating gun tubes and
gun jackets, preparatory to inserting the
lining or to shrinking on the jacket, is of

considerable interest as it demonstrates the
possibilities of electric heat for securing a
uniform and positively controlled temperature
in the manufacture of heavy ordnance. The
original equipment for this work was supplied
several years ago, and consisted of two sec-

secured than b\' the previous processes of oil

or fuel tempering, due to the fact that the
positive control of the temperature, made
possible by the use of electrical heating units,

enabled the results obtained to be accurately
predetermined.

Domestic Electric Heating Appliances

Improvements in the design of electric

ranges, increased sales of these appliances,

and a notable growth in the adoption of

electric cooking, were the outstanding features

in the development of domestic heating
devices.

The National Electric Light Association
recognized the importance of this section of

Fig. 37. Electrically Heated Japanning Oven in

Automobile Manufacturing Plant

tions, each 5 ft. high with about 4 ft. internal

diameter, and each having a current consump-
tion of about 30 kw. These sections were at

first used in connection with oil heating for

boosting the temi)erature at the top of the
heating pits, where great difficulty had been
exijerienced in securing the necessary high
temjjerature with fuel heating. The electrical

sections, however, jjroved so successful in

ojjcration that the use of fuel was entirely

aijandoned, and at the close of the year there

were under construction for one of the large

steel com])anies five gun furnace sections of

a])proximately the same dimensions and with
the same current consum])tion as the original

sections.

A new development for the year consisted

of an air oven for tem])ering steel, by the use
of which more accurate results conld be

the heating device industry by appointing
an electric range committee to investigate

conditions and to determine the possibilities

of the future. The results of this investiga-

tion have been of great value to the manu-
facturers, central stations and the user, as it

secured valuable data regarding merchandis-
ing, costs of installing and oi)erating, heating
rates, effect on day load, ])ower-factor, etc.

Many ])ractical and useful suggestions were
gathered from those who have had extended
cxijcrience in the electric range business, and
these will assist in the standardization of this

ai)i)liance.

The rapidl\' iiUTcasiiig dcniand for electric

ranges stimulated many central stations to

establish sjjccial cooking rales, and this

service gave adequate retinnis in incretised

income. a<l(lc<l (la\' load and a better load
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factor. It was demonstrated that electric

cooking is thoroughly practical and eco-

nomical where reasonable service rates are

available, and experience indicated that an
average heating rate of o cents or less would
more than double the demand for electric

serxnce.

Statistics on cooking rates granted by the

central stations throughout the country,

showed that 3350 communities had heating

and cooking rates of 5 cents or less per kw-
hr. Approximately GO per cent of these had
rates of 4 cents or less, while 30 per cent had
rates of 3 cents or less. About ()5 per cent of

all the comniunities on which data were
secured are located in the eastern half of the

countrv. and it is interesting to note that.

Coolidge X-ray tubes ; these devices depending
on the emission of electrons from an incandes-
cent filament. In the kenotron and Coolidge
tubes there is the highest possible vacuvim,
so that the electrons themselves are the only
current carriers, and the tubes operate at low
currents and very high voltages. The
voltage drop across the kenotron will be from
100 to 500 volts, from which it will be seen

that it would be impractical to operate these

on the usual commercial circuits of 110 and
220 volts.

In the recently developed Tungar rectifier

bulb there is an inert gas, at low pressure,

which is ionized by the electrons emitted
from the incandescent filament. This ionized

gas acts as the principal current carrier, with

Fig. 38. Shipment of 611 G-E Electric Ranges

contrary to the general impression, low rates

for cooking are largely confined to the Western
States.

The production of electric ranges exceeded
all previous records. The largest single order
ever placed for electric ranges was filled last

May by the Pittsfield (Mass.) plant of the
General Electric Company. The shipment
comprised 611 ranges packed in eight freight

cars, (Fig. 38) and had a listed value of

approximately 853,000. But this enviable
record was far surpassed by the receipt of

another single order last November for 2000
electric ranges. This represents a listed value
of §222,000, and will require approximately
25 cars when jjacked for shipment.

Rectifiers

It has been known for some time that a
vacuum tube containing a hot and a cold
electrode would act as a rectifier. This
principle is utilized in the kenotron, which is

a high voltage rectifier, and also in the

the result that the bulb operates with a much
lower voltage drop (from 5 to 10 volts), and
is capable of passing currents of several

amperes, the current limit depending on the
size of the tube.

The Tungar bulb rectifies because, on the
half wave when the tungsten filament is

negative, the emitted electrons from the
incandescent filament are being pulled toward
the anode by the voltage across the tube,

colliding with the gas molecules, ionizing

them, and making them conductive in the
direction of anode to cathode. On the other
half cycle, when the filament is positive, any
electrons that are emitted are driven back
to the filament, so that the gas in the bulb is

non-conductive toward that half cycle; or, in

other words, during the half cycle when
rectification does not take place, ionization

of the gas dies out, but immediately builds up
on the next half cycle which the Tungar
rectifies. The filam^ent of these rectifiers is

constantly excited.
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At the present time this rectifier is made in

three sizes for charging storage batteries:

2 amperes, 7.5 volts (Fig. 39) (which also

delivers 15 volts at 1 ampere); 6 amperes,
7.5/15 volts; 6 amperes, 7.5/75 volts (Fig. 40).

Lighting

With an increasing efficiency of Mazda
lamps there was evidenced a marked tendency

Fig. 39. 2-amp. 7.5-volt Tungar Rectifier

toward taking advantage of the increased

light available, for the purpose of improving
the effect of diffusion, or otherwise making
the light more suitable for particular purposes,

rather than endeavoring to secure extreme
economy. This was first apparent through
the rapidly increasing popularity of the

indirect methods of lighting. More recently

it was indicated by the demand for modified

color of light. It was therefore found desirable

to use lamps with tinted bulbs, either natural

or dipped, as, for example, the Mazda C2
(white light) lamps, Mazda C photographic
lamps, and the Mazda yellow bulb lamps.

The Mazda C2 lamps are intended for use

in stores, store windows and certain manu-
facturing processes where an approximately
white light is advantageous. The natural

blue glass bulb absorbs the excess of red and
yellow light which is minimized by o])erating

the filament at a higher tem])erature than
n(jrmal. The shortened life of the lam])S is

justified by their relatively high efficiency,

which is only 25 ])er cent or 30 j)er cent below
that of the corresponding clear bulb lamjxs.

These lamps are now made in 100, 150, 300
and (iOO-watt sizes.

The Mazda C photographic lamj) also has
a blue bulb, but of diilerent color from the

C2. The function is to reduce the visible

light without appreciably affecting its photo-
graphic value. This avoids a bright light in

the eyes of the subject. It has no value in

photographing inanimate objects. Economy
has made it desirable to force this lamp also,

so as to produce a high percentage of actinic

rays. A lOOO-watt unit is made. The yellow
or amber bulb Mazda lamps, most of which
have so far been produced by dipping, found
application in the lighting of residences and
other artistic interiors, where it was desired

to reproduce the warm glow of fire and lamp
light. They have been extensively applied in

a few cities. The 60-watt size is usually
employed.
The efficiency and approximation of the

"point source" obtainable with Mazda C
lamps have very largely increased the pos-
sibilities of incandescent lamps in projection,

i.e., searchlights, headlights, floodlights, and
stereopticons. vSmall moving picture machines
were so equipped, and developments are now
under way that promise to extend the applica-

tion in the near future to the machines used
in moving picture theaters. Such lamps are

of low voltage and high current, thus being
most economical on alternating-current

circuits where the arc is least effective.

Fig. 40. 6 amp. 7.5/75-volt Tungar Rectifier

A 75-watt Mazda C lamp was brought out
for use on 105 to 125-volt circuits. This
lamp can be used in sockets with shades where
the ordinary lani]) has heretofore been used.

It gives nearly as much light as a IOO-watt

Mazda B (vacuum) lam]), about f(nn- times

as much as the 50-watt Gem. and Wvc limes

that of tlic 5()-\valt carbon lani]).
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A oO-watt ^L'lzda B lamp was also de-

veloped for operation on 105 to 125-volt

circuits. It is largely used by central stations

pre\-iously supphnng 50-watt Gem and carbon

lamps, the new lamp j^iving the customer
about two and three times, respectively, the

amount of light previously obtained from the

Gem and carbon lamps for the same current

consumption.
Figs. 41 and 42 show the nmnber of lamps

sold by the Edison Lamp Works since its

beginning. In 1900, carbon lamps attained

their greatest sale, being then about thirty-

millions as compared with 1916 (estimated)

sales of two and one-half millions. Gem lamps

The increase in the average candle-power of

Mazda lamps used for street lighting during
the past few years is as follows

:

Year Average Candle-power

. 1908 35
1909 45
1910 47
1911 48
1912 56
1913 62
1914 78
1915 108
1916 125 (estimated)
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reached the height of their popularity in 1912,

with about twenty million lamps sold as

compared with 1916 (estimated), seven and
one-half millions. Mazda lamps have been
increasing in popularity every year, the
1916 (estimated) sales being about forty-

seven and one-half millions, and about
twenty-two and one-half millions miniature
Alazda lamps. The latter is largely a result

of the increase use of automobiles, only
Mazda lamps being used for this class of

lighting.

The relative popularity of series circuits of

different amperes, compared by the number
of lamps sold, is as follows

:

Amperes of Circuit
Proportion of Lamps

Sold (1915)

6.6 50
4.0 20
5.5 15
7.5 10

Miscellaneous 5

100
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Fl(od Li<liiiuK I'f StuUic of Liberty
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The more logical rating of incandescent

lamps by lumens, rather than candle-power.

vvas adopted by the Illuminating Engineering

Society, American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, National Electric Light Associa-

tion Lamp Committee, and the various lamp
manufacturers.
The arc lamp assumed the role of strictly

street lighting unit and the tendency in its

construction was toward the development
of a more ornamental exterior and higher

efficiencv electrode. That this was success-

G-E luminous arc lamps, the same as those

used for the Exi)osition. were adopted. They
operated at C). 6-amperes, but their appearance
is greatly enhanced by the addition of a new
sectional globe and special glassware, which
has a yellowish tint that is visible in daytime,
but not at night, when it prevents glare.

These lamps are mounted in the form of a
triangle, with the plane of the lights at right-

angles to the direction of the street, and have a
combined candle-power of 4500 as compared
with 225 candle-power, the capacity of the

Fig. 43. "Path of Gold" Street Lighting in San Francisco

fully accomplished and was received with
favor is evidenced by the installations at

Salt Lake City, Utah and San Francisco,

California. The latter city deviated from the
stereotyped "white way" system and intro-

duced color into its street lighting equipment,
creating what has been called the "Path of

Gold," in which a higher intensity of illumina-
tion was secured than had ever before been
attempted for street lighting.

This installation (Fig. 43), consisting of

439 lamps, commences at the Ferry Building
and extends along Market Street to 7th
Street, taking in 15 business blocks on the
north side of the street and 13 blocks on the
south side, a distance of approximately 7500
feet, and including the Ferry Building Plaza,

1.5 miles.

lamps previously used. The poles average
110 feet apart, and are 32 feet high, including

the ornamental triangular tops.

The growing recognition of the importance
of adequate lighting as a factor of safety in

industrial work was indicated by the adoption
of a code of lighting for "factories, mills and
other work places," by the Industrial Board,
Department of Labor and Industry, State of

Pennsylvania. These rules and regulations

went into effect June 1, 1916, and similar

action was later taken by the State of New
Jersey.

This resume of achievements for the year,

in the field of electric lighting, would be
incomplete without reference to the flood

lighting of the Statue of Liberty on Bedloes
Island in New York Harbor.
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While this statue has occasionally been
lighted in outline by means of incandescent
lamps, this lighting was of a temporary
nature, and during the past thirty years only
the rays from the torch in the hand of the
statue could be clearly discerned in the night
by those watching on the shore or from ships

;

but on the evening of December 2, at a
signal given by the President of the United
States, the entire statue was instantly bathed
in a flood of light (Fig. 44) which rendered
it more conspicuous, by reason of the contrast

with the surrounding darkness, than when
seen by daylight.

This effect was accomplished by means of

15 batteries of flood-lighting projectors,

totaling 246 units, each utilizing a 250-watt
Mazda lamp. Each projector was provided
with an individual compensator through
which the incoming line potential of 220 volts

was stepped down to 35 volts for the lamps.
The current supply is transmitted to the
Island b}' submarine cable.

By this means the statue, which stands
as the epitome of our national aspirations, is

made perpetually visible, glowing with en-

hanced beauty throughout the night, until

with the coming of dawn the man-made
illumination is gradually superseded by the
light of day.

AN ADDRESS BY E. W. RICE, JR. ON THE OCCASION OF THE
PRESENTATION OF THE JOHN FRITZ MEDAL TO

ELIHU THOMSON, DECEMBER 8, 1916

This address will be full of interest to every engineer. Prof. Thomson's life's work has been as varied as
it has been useful. Few know the scope of his work.

—

Editor.

The Possibilities of Liquid Air in Electrical Work
An Unjust Patent Statute
The Light of the Fire Fly
Cosmic Electrical Phenomena
Safety and Safety Devices in Electrical Installa-

tions
Lightning Rods
Sterescopic Roentgen Pictures
Oil Insulation for High Tension Transformers

The medal which was awarded in January
1916 to Dr. Elihu Thomson, and which is to

be presented tonight, is for "Achievements
in Electrical Inventions, in Electrical Engi-
neering, in Industrial Development and in

Scientific Research."
It w^ould be impossible in the brief time at

our disposal to adequately describe the
achievements of our medalist in these various
fields, as it would involve describing the life

work of one of the world's most prolific and
indu.strious inventors and scientists. The
impossibility of performing such a task can
perhaps best be indicated by the statement
that in the field of electrical inventions alone
Prof. Thomson has been awarded something
over 550 United States jjatents, and in other
fields, notably mechanical work, about 150
patents, making a total of some 700 U. vS.

patents; that he has made contributions to

the world's scientific and technical literature,

set forth in several hundred articles de-

scriV)ing not only his own discoveries and
inventions but making remarkably interesting

contributions to scientific speculation and
thought. The range of such contributions

may be indicated by some of the titles taken
at random

:

Nature of the Liglilniiig Discharge
Conditions Affecting Stability in Electric Light-

ing Circuits
Wireless Tek:graj)hy
Electric Welding Process
Experimental Research
Properties of Carbon in Electrical Work
Simple Steam Engine with Remarkaljle Jiconomy

and so on through a long and suggestive

series of subjects.

Prof. Thomson's electrical work began
about 37 years ago with the in\'ention of the

3-coil arc dynamo, which, with its automatic
regulator and other novel features, fonned
the basis of the successful lighting system put
out by the Thomson-Houston Company,
beginning in 1880. This machine was re-

markable for its extreme simplicity, rug-

gedness, flexibility and general efficiency. It

was designed to operate a series of arc lamps
and was the first machine to be entirely

automatic in its o])eration. It was so con-

structed that it would maintain a constant

current flowing in a series circuit over the

extreme range from full load of, say 25 lights,

down to one light or even to a com])lete

metallic short circuit; a feature possessed by
no other arc light machine at that time.

This feature of automatic regulation together

with its general reliability and f()()l-])roofness

were the basis of its great technical and com-
mercial success. This 3-coil dynamo was, of

course, designed for direct current and there-

fore provided with a commulator of only three

segments.
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Yovi will be interested to learn that the

original application for a patent for this

3-coil machine showed that it could also

be used to produce alternating; currents. As
the armature coils were spaced 120 degrees

apart the application showed a structure

identical \\'ith that now known as a three-

phase alternator. Prof. Thomson, writing

some years ago, referred to this in the follow-

ing language:

"It is not generally known that the original

application for our three-coil armature showed it

with a common joint and three collector rings, a
veritable three-phase, Y-connected alternator, but
that alternating currents were then of so little

importance that we were persuaded to limit the
case to a three-segment commutator as facilitating

the grant of the patent."

This alternating-current feature was but
one instance of many where Prof. Thomson's
ideas were years in advance of the world's

readiness for their reception.

The next important electrical invention was
the utilization of a magnetic field to

mechanically propel an electric arc. This
idea took many forms and was first applied
some time in ISSl in connection with a light-

ning arrester for his arc light system. This is

an interesting example of Prof. Thomson's
foresight. He had often observed the powerful
inductive effects of lightning on telegraph
wires and knew that such effects would be
present in extended circuits used in connec-
tion with arc lighting, and, to forestall trouble,

decided that it would be necessary to use
lightning arresters for the protection of such
circuits. Lightning arresters had been used,

as stated, with telegraph lines, but such
arresters could not be employed with a
dynamo because the dynamic current would
follow any spark to earth and produce an
arc which wovdd be maintained with dis-

astrous consequences. It was necessary to

provide some means for interrupting the
flow of the dynamic current. Prof. Thomson
made use of the fact that an electric arc was
a conductor which could be moved by a
properly disposed magnetic circuit. His
first lightning arrester took the form now well-

known as the horn lightning arrester, the
gap between the horns being surrounded by
the poles of a magnet. Any high potential
discharge from lightning induction would
cross the gap of the lightning arrester at its

narrowest point, a resulting arc would follow
and be impelled upwards by the magnetic
field, gradually increasing its length until it

broke at the tips of the horns. The first

m.odel of this lightning arrester was im-

mediately put into commercial use and was
manufactured without alteration for many
years.

This important principle was immediately
extended to the construction of switches in

which the magnetic field was used to interrupt

the arc formed upon breaking a circuit. AH
these devices areknown as "magnetic blowout
devices and are used on a very extensive scale

at the present time; notable applications

being found in the controllers for electric

street cars, on electric trains for elevated

roads, and on large electric locomotives.

Prof. Thomson was one of the earliest

workers in the field of alternating currents.

As I have stated, his first 3-coil dynamo was
also intended to be used as an alternator.

The modern transformer system with trans-

mission at high potential and reduction of

the potential in the secondaries of the trans-

formers was worked upon at the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia in 1879, and in

February of that year he ran two trans-

formers by an alternating dynamo with the
fine wire primaries connected in parallel to

the dynamo line and the secondaries doing
the local work. Later on, this pioneer work
was taken up (especially after safety devices

had been produced), and in 1885 a patent was
applied for and went through the fire of

interferences with others here and abroad
and finally was issued with broad claims

The whole history of the multiple arc dis-

tribution system with transformers may be
found in the Patent Office record and the

interferences and procedures in which it was
involved. It was issued, after a long contest,

in 1902.

A patent granted in 1883 for a reactive coil

points out very clearly the distinction between
a resistance and a reactance, and sets forth

the practical value of the reactive coil in

regulating and controlling alternating-current

circuits. I think I am correct in stating that
in this patent the name of "reactive coil"

first appears in literature.

While, as stated, Prof. Thomson had con-
fidence in the commercial value of alternating

current at a very early date, he objected to

its commercial exploitation because he
believed that no insulation could be devised
which would make it impossible for the high-
pressure alternating current to occasionally

come into contact with the low-pressure
circuits, with fatal results to the unsuspecting
users. It was not until he conceived the idea
of grounding the secondary circuit, which
eliminated this danger, that he was willing
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to push the development of alternating

current for commercial purposes. This idea

of grounding the secondary circuit, in order
to insure safety, is first disclosed in one of his

patents granted in 1885, and from that time
on his contributions to alternating-current

work were renewed in earnest. I would
mention incidentally that the patents in this

general line were dedicated to the public by
the owner, on the ground of public safety, so

that there should be no difficulty in applying
them universally. In the same general class

are safety devices for cutting off high tension

lines from secondaries, such as described in a

patent of 1885, a pioneer patent in this field.

The year 1886 is notable for the invention
of the art and process of electric welding
which has already gone into very extensive
use and which perhaps constitutes one of his

most notable achievements, as by this inven-
tion he has contributed an entirely new art to

the world. In electric welding by the Thom-
son process alternating-current is essential

because of the extremely large current which
is required.

In 1887, 1888 and 1889 Prof. Thomson
first proposed the method of using oil for

insulating and cooling transformers—

a

method universally used at the present time;
and invented the constant current trans-

former, a device in which a constant potential

alternating-current in the primary is turned
into a constant alternating-current in the
secondary, being used for all purposes where
a constant alternating-current is required,

such as for arc lights and incandescent lamps
in series.

The alternating-current induction regu-

lator, in which a movable secondary or pri-

mary is used to vary the mutual induction
and thereby control the current and voltage
in an alternating-current circuit, was devised
in 1888.

About this time Prof. Thomson made a
large number of brilliant discoveries in con-
nection with so-called alternating-current

rejmlsion phenomena, and patented the first

alternating-current single-] )hase re])ulsion

motor, the basis of the existing single-phase

motor. It is interesting, in this connection,
to quote from an editorial appearing in the

Electrical World of May 28, 1887, com-
menting upon this work:

"It is, as yet, too early to assign to its proper
place and limit the part which the alternating cur-

rent will take in the electric arts. It has starlcil

on its career with most raj)i(l strides, and it now
only remains to devise means for its accurate
measurement, regulation and dis1ril)ulion. Certain

it is that Prof. Thomson's brilliant paper cannot
fail to act as a powerful stimulus to those whose
attention is now absorbed in the direction indicated,
and the fruits of which will soon be noted. We hope
that at a later meeting of the Institute Prof. Thom-
son will give to the world his practical results, which
he has only hinted at in the present paper."

The wish which was expressed in this

editorial was promptly realized. Following
the principles first shown in this interesting

experimental apparatus. Prof. Thomson
rapidly devised instruments for the accurate
measurement of alternating-current and other
apparatus needed in its regulation and dis-

tribution. As already stated, these experi-

ments formed the basis for the single-phase

alternating-current motor, of which hundreds
of thousands are in daily use; an interesting

and rather useful example is found in the fan
motor, which contributes so much to our
comfort in hot and humid weather.
He also made the first very high frequency

dynamo. This was constructed in 1890 to

give 4000 cycles, a frequency from 30 to 40
times higher than that hitherto produced in a

dynamo electric machine. Shortly after the
introduction of this high frequency dynamo
he originated the method of producing a high-

frequency alternating current from a direct-

current arc by shunting the arc with
inductance and capacity. He published at

the time a full description of this beautiful

apparatus and the theory of its operation.

To Prof. Thomson, therefore, must be given
the credit for discovering and originating

this interesting method of producing an
alternating current which has since been
developed by Poulsen and others in con-
nection with wireless telegraphy. About
this time also he produced his high-frequency
transformer, made a series of brilliant investi-

gations and developed apparatus of extreme
scientific interest which form the basis of

wireless telephone and telegraph work.
In this same decade, 1885 to 1895, we find

Prof. Thomson busily engaged with electric

meters, and as an outcome various meters
known by his name were designed, of which
over 4, ()()(), ()()() have been sold and are now in

operation. These meters are used for measur-
ing the electrical energy consumed by electric

lights, motors and other industrial a])i)lianccs.

1 le also invented the electrical switch o])erated

from a distance, which forms the basis of the

switching devices iised on electric elevators,

trolley cars, electric locomotives, and electric

trains on elevated and stiburban^ roads—the

essential fcatmx's of the so-called nniltii)le

unit system.
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If time permitted it would be interesting

to tell you of the notable discoveries and
inventions which were made in connection
with the Roentgen or so-called X-rays: of

his static electric machine, which makes it

possible to obtain from the ordinary low
tension supply high tension discharges suit-

able for work with vacuum tube apparatus:
of the countless arc lamps: of chain making
machinery: of electric forging and brazing:

of novel types of lightning arresters, such as

the mtilti-gap and those with polarizing cells

:

of the film cutout, of time limit switches, and
the resistance electric furnace. I think I

should mention that the first stereoscopic

X-ray pictures were made by him in 1897.

The growing importance of this kind of work
in X-ray applications, sometimes called

"radiography," justifies mention of this

matter, which is believed to be a pioneer
development

.

In addition to this great list or electrical

inventions and contributions to electrical

engineering. Prof. Thomson's active mind
has found time to make valuable contribu-
tions in other lines. Among the earliest

patents is a joint patent with Prof. Houston
on a centrifugal creamer, filed in 1877 and
issued in 1881. This patent was issued with
broad claims to the continuous separation of

cream from milk and was the first example of

a continuously operating centrifugal machine
with ducts for the separation of the new
charge and ducts for the exit of the separated
constituents. During the life of the patent
all centrifugal creamers were manufactured
under this patent coupled with another of

De Laval, famous for his early steam turbine
work; but the pioneer patent was one to
Professors Thomson and Houston to which I

have referred. In 1899 he produced a steam
engine of remarkable efficiency, which has
since become known to the world as the
"uni-flow" engine. The inventor's des-

cription of the principle upon which this

engine was based is as follows:

"The conditions are such that there is no re-

traversing of passages, no re-traversing of even the
cylinder portion. The steam enters, goes forward
and out, keeps running steadily forward, so that
we do not have any of those inter-actions that use
up energy. We have a temperature gradient from
one end to the other of steam cylinder."

In this connection may be mentioned the
electric air drill, in which an electric motor
drives an air pulsator which compresses air

for operating an ordinary air drill. This
method was patented in 1895, and is now
being extensively used.

In 1894 he devised a muffler for automobiles
a form of muffler which embodies a silencing

principle which is remarkable for its effec-

tiveness, and interesting because it employs
the method of dividing up an impulse and
lagging certain parts of it behind others so as

to prevent an explosive shock and spread the
imptilse over a considerable time. It antedates
the Maxim silencer, and in some respects may
be said to be similar in principle. He also

devised numerous gas and oil engines, and
developed a method of manufacturing fused
quartz by electrical means, which gives every
evidence of being the best yet devised.

It may not perhaps be generally known
that our medalist is as much at home in the
science of optics, in the practical application

of its laws and in the design and use of its

apparatus, as he is with those of electrical

science. As early as 1878 he published an
account of a method of grinding and polishing

glass specula, or mirrors, such as are used in

reflecting telescopes. His method was
ridiculous in its simplicity, requiring no tools

and yet capable of yielding optically true

surfaces. He has a well equipped optical

workshop at his laboratory at home and has
originated many ingenious tools for the work-
ing and figuring of optical glass. He has
found great delight in constructing with his

own hands a large number of lenses, prisms,

mirrors and other optical pieces for use in

various apparatus. In his observatory is a
10-inch achromatic telescope in which all the
optical parts, including the object glass and
the spectroscopic attachment, were made
with his own hands. If he had not chosen
electrical engineering as his profession, but
that of optics, he probably would have made
a reputation in that field comparable with
that which he has made in electricity.

He is equally at home in the science and
practice of acoustics. Back in 1875 he con-
structed a pipe organ with several banks of

pipes and with electropneumatic key action;

many of the features of which have been
adopted in the industry.

Prof. Thomson's scientific researches have
been largely associated with his inventions, as

his inventions are not those of the happy-
go-lucky kind but are the result of careful

and thorough research.

It must be remembered that he started in

his early scientific career as a teacher, and
has never been content with superficial

knowledge, but has mastered fundamental
principles so thoroughly as to be able to

impart his knowledge to others. Such study
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has invariably led to original observations
which have added to our scientific knowledge.
One of the earliest wireless experiments, of

which I have knowledge, was made by-

Professors Thomson and Houston at the old

High School in Philadelphia, in the Winter
of 1879-80, by using an induction coil with
one terminal connected to a water pipe
through a wire of some length to a tin vessel

on a glass stand. Sparks passing between the
secondary terminals of the transformer set up
ethereal vibrations all around which could be
detected all over a large building containing
numerous rooms. The detector was a
sharpened lead pencil point in a dark place
held close to a metallic object. Minute
sparks would pass between the pencil point
and the metallic object. Prof. Thomson has
stated to me that he recognized at that time
that a system of signalling could be based
upon this phenomenon.

His first important research covered a
study into the nature of and the electrical

laws governing the operation of the electric

arc. The results of this investigation were
published in the Franklin Institute Journal in

1879. The research disclosed, among other
things, the important fact that the resistance

of the electric arc varied inversely with the
current, and accounts for the instaJDility of an
arc unless operating from a circuit having
constant-current characteristics. The import-
ant facts learned in this research undoubtedly
put Prof. Thomson in a position to under-
stand the characteristics of the electric

circuit which were necessary to produce a
satisfactory arc lighting system.

In February 1 896 was published the results

of a careful research conducted several years
previously as to the dielectric .strength of

insulating oils under alternating-current
potentials; he points out for the first time the
interesting and important fact that with
high frequencies; that is, frequencies of the
order of 50,000 to 100,000 cycles per second,
the insulating power of oil always is, as

measured by the striking distance in air

relative to that in the oil, far in excess of the
insulating power for low frequencies, such as
from 50 to 125 cycles, the ustial commercial
frequencies then em])loycd. In this research
attention is called for the first time to the
extremely deleterious effect upon the insulat-

ing power of oil of an exceedingly minute
quantity of moisture, and ])oints out the
necessity for the thorough drying of oil when
used as an insulatf^r iti high jjressure electrical

apjjaratus.

As I have already stated, his inventions
were so largely the result of and accompanied
by original scientific research that it is

impossible to separate them, and the informa-
tion, therefore, which we may obtain as to his

various scientific researches will be largely

found in the descriptions of his inventions and
discoveries.

I hope that this sketch of Prof. Thom-
son's work, brief and imperfect as it is, will

serve to illustrate the extent and variety of

his knowledge and the range of his mental
activities and the ingenuity and great

practical value of his work. He has not been
content to make some one astonishing dis-

covery or invention and then lapse into

comparative quietude, but during his entire

life has been a "continuous performer" and
succeeded in turning out an amount of work
astounding in quantity and equally remark-
able for its high quality.

As a close observer of Prof. Thomson's
activities for over 86 years I may be able to

say something of interest as to his method
of work. A skilled workman, he is always able

to himself do the work which he asks others

to perform. He prefers to make his own
drawings, freehand sketches, to which he adds
dimensions and a short written description.

He selects his own materials, supervises the
work, quickly makes such modifications as

may be needed during its progress and stands
constantly ready to give just the advice
necessary to help over difficult places and
turn failure into success. His inventions are

the result of such profotmd and accurate
knowledge, and developed with such skill

that they almost invariably work on the
first trial in accordance with expectation.

One of the most extraordinary things about
his experimental work is its low cost. I am
certain that if a prize were to be given for the
inventor or engineer who could make a
dollar go the furthest, and produce the
greatest results, that Prof. Thomson would
have no worthy competitor in this or any
other country. He seems to possess an almost
intuitive insight into Nature and her ways,
]jrobal)ly because of the ciuickness and
accuracy of his ])ercc])tion combined with the

most remarkable dei)th and range of scientific

knowledge, all helped by a marvellously
retentive memory. In fact, Prof. Thomson
perhaps more than an\' other inventor since

the days of Henry or Faraday, combines
in his ])erson i^rofoinid and acciu-atc scien-

tific knowledge willi cxlvaordinavx- Icclmicul

skill.
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Yoxi may be interested in learning from
this great master of experimental research

something as to his own views of the field

to be covered and the method of attack.

I therefore take the liberty of reading a few
short quotations from an address delivered

in August 1899 before the American Society

for the Advancement of Science on "The
Field of Experimental Research."
"The development in the field of research

by experiment is like the opening of a mine,
which, as it deepens and widens continually

Welds new treasure but with increased

difficulty, except when a rich vein is struck

and worked for a time. In general, however,
as the work progresses there will be needed
closer application and more refined methods.
In most fields of research the investigator

must be ready to guide the trained mechanic
and be able himself to administer those

finishing touches which often mark the dif-

ference between success and failure. There
must be in his mental equipment that clear

comprehension of the proper adjustment of

means to ends which is of such great value in

work in new fields. He must also learn to

render available to science the resources of

the larger workshops and industrial establish-

ments.
"The obstacle of increasing costliness of

equipment, which in some fields might act

as a bar to further progress, can only be
overcome by more liberal endowments of

laboratories engaged in advanced work. Even
those in a community who can only under-
stand the value of scientific work when it has
been put to practical use may find in the
history of past progress that many discoveries

in pure science, which had not, when made,
any commercial importance or value, have in

the end resulted in great practical revolu-
tions.

"Scientific facts are of little value in them-
selves. Their significance has a bearing upon
other facts, enabling us to generalize and to

discover principles, just as the accurate
measurement of the position of a star may be
without value in itself, but in relation to
other similar measurements of other stars

may become the means of discovering their

proper motion. We refine our instruments,
we render more trustworthy our means of

observ^ation, we extend our range of experi-

mental inquiry and thus lay the foundation

for future work with the full knowledge that
although our researches cannot extend beyond
certain limits; the field itself is even within
those limits inexhaustible."

The address is one which could be read
with profit by everyone having to do with
experimental research. While it points out
certain apparent limitations in research due
to the impossibility of producing the range of

temperatures and pressures which exist in

nature, it is, nevertheless, full of suggestions

as to method of overcoming difficulties. It

points out the gaps in our knowledge and
makes fascinating suggestions as to the pos-

sibilities of filling these gaps in future.

It is difficult to restrain our enthusiasm
for one who has given the world so much,
who has been and still continues to be such
an inspiring example to all workers in science

and industry. If I have failed to use super-

latives it is not because they are undeserved,
but in deference to his well-known modesty
and because of a conviction that a plain

statement of the facts would be most impres-
sive. His technical and scientific work has
met with the enthusiastic approval of his

fellowmen as evidenced by the honors of all

kinds that have been showered upon him;
but I think those who know him best prize

not only his technical skill and scientific

attainments but those qualities—ethical if

you please—with which he is so generously
endowed; those qualities which make the
personality of the man we delight to honor,
so sincere, so full of sympathy with all that
is good in life; that character which com-
mands our confidence and respect and wins
and retains our affection. He has certainly

made generous additions to the world's

material wealth, but he has added almost
infinitely more to its intellectual treasures.

It strikes me as a particularly happy and
sensible thing to do, to honor such a man
while he is in the prime of life ; it gives double
pleasure, to those who join in the fortunate
event and to the one who receives the token
of appreciation. While our friend perhaps
considers the joy which he has had in his

work as a sufficient reward, let us hope that

that joy and satisfaction may be increased by
the many evidences of appreciation of a
grateful world, of which the medal to be
bestowed tonight is the latest but by no
means the least or the last.
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EFFECT OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON TEMPERATURE
RISE OF SELF-COOLED TRANSFORMERS

By V. M. MONTSINGER
Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

A standard rating applies only when an electrical machine is installed in a temperate location and at a
moderate altitude. For service in a tropical climate or at a great altitude, an electrical machine must be
re-rated, as otherwise the temperatures attained may exceed approved values. The author's paper deals with
the influence of altitude.

Section 308 of the 1916 Edition of the A.I.E.E. Rules contains the recommendation:

"That when a machine is intended for service at altitudes above 1000 meters (3,300 ft.), the per-
missible temperature rise at sea level, until more nearly accurate information is available, shall be
reduced by 1 per cent for each 100 meters (330 ft.) by which the altitude exceeds 1000 meters. Water
cooled oil transformers are exempt from this reduction."

The recommendation in the British Rules (Report No. 72 of the Engineering Standards Committee)
reads as follows:

" For a machine intended for service at an altitude above 3,300 feet (1,000 meters approximately), the
observable temperature rise, if tested near sea-level, shall be reduced 23^2 per cent for each 1,000 feet

above sea-level at which the machine is intended to work in service. The correction shall not be applied
for altitudes below 3,300 feet."

The author discusses the effect of altitude upon the temperature rise of oil-immersed transformers without
water cooling and describes tests made successively at Pittsfield, whose altitude is 305 meters; at Boulder,
Colorado, where the altitude is 1830 meters and at Leadville, where the altitude is 3360 meters. For some
kinds of transformer tanks the temperature rise at this greatest altitude exceeded that at Pittsfield by some
12 per cent. It is quite evident that a variation of so considerable magnitude cannot be ignored. Formulae
are developed by the author which will enable the effect of altitude to be accurately taken into account and he
recommends their inclusion in the American Rules. The present recommendations concerning altitude in the
American and British Rules are shown by the author to be inapplicable for transformers immersed in oil in
tanks of the types which were employed in the tests at Pittsfield, Boulder and Leadville.

—

Editor.

General

Although it is generally recognized that an
increase in altitude has the effect of increasing

the temperature of electrical apparatus, the
extent to which such apparatus is affected by
changes in atmospheric pressure has never
been accurately determined.

While the 1915 A.I.E.E. rule (Section 308),
which specifies that the same correction be
made for all types of air-cooled apparatus, may
be correct for certain types, an analysis of

the modes in which heat is dissipated and of

the effects of atmospheric pressure on these

modes indicates that there are other types of

apparatus for which this correction is much
too large. This latter type comprises prin-

cipally self-cooled stationary apparatus where
the cooling is not as dependent on the volume
of air passing through or over the cooling
surfaces as is the case with forced ventilating

systems. All self-cooled transformers, of

course, fall within the self-cooled class, and
air-blast transformers (and rotating ma-
chinery to a greater or less extent) fall within
the forced ventilating class.

The purpose of this article is to present
a short discussion* on the dissii)ation of heat
from self-cooled transformers in order to show
how barometric jjressure affects the heating
and togive the results of experimental observa-

tions conducted on transformers at different

altitudes. The results of the tests are then
compared with calculated values, making
use of the principal laws of cooling and of

the effect of barometric pressure on these

laws.

MODES OF HEAT DISSIPATION
The loss of heat from the surface of a tank

takes place by radiation and by convection, the
relative amounts depending to some extent
on the color and the height of plane, but
principally on the shape of the contour.

Radiation is dependent upon the envelope
surface or outer jDcrimeter of a tank, while con-

vection is dependent upon the total developed
surface, providing free circulation of air is

allowed.

While the nature or form of the laws of

radiation and convection are fairly well

understood, it is almost impossible in practice

to separate the two and obtain absolutely

correct values for the emi)irical constants.

For the present discussion, however, the

writer has vised for radiation the em])irical

constant that is given by the best authorities.

For convection, the constant was dclcnnined
by subtracting from the total, or su])])lied

losses, the calculated loss by radiation.

* For a more comprehensive treatment of this subject, see
Proc. A.I.E.E. Apr. 1910. by V. M. Montsingcr.

•"
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The loss of heat from a self-cooled trans-

former mav be expressed as follows

:

ir=nv+ir, (1)

where

ir = total losses supplied to transformer.

Trr = loss by radiation.

11'. = loss by convection.

Radiation

The Stefan-Boltzman law that radiation

is proportional to the difference of the fourth

powers of the absolute temperatures is

generallv expressed in the form

Wr =K E{T^-T\) (2)
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Fig. 1. \yatts Dissipated in Test from Tanks 1, 2 and 3 at

Various Temperatures above Room Temperature

where '
•'

TIV = watts dissipated by radiation per
sq. in. of surface.

i<: = constant = 3.68X 10-11.

£ = relative emissivity which depends
upon the nature and color of the
surface.

72 = absolute temperature of the radiat-
ing surface.

71 = absolute temperature of the room.

Convection
i

Practically all Physicists have found that
loss by convection varies very nearly as the
L25 power of the temperature rise. For
example, Lorenz (An. d. Physik. Vol. 13.

P-582, 1881) by making certain arbitrary
assumptions proved that the convection of

heat from vertical plane surface varied as the

5/4 power of the temperature rise. Also
in 1817 Dulong and Petit announced that
"The velocity of the cooling due solely to

the contact of a gas is proportional to the
excess of temperature in degrees centigrade
to the power 1.233."

The following equation then is no doubt
fairly accurate and for practical purposes may
be used for the loss of heat by convection from
vertical surfaces of tanks.

M^. = i^ei-25 (3)

where

PF£ = watts dissipated per sq. in. of

developed surface.
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Fig. 2. Watts Dissipated per Square Inch Surface at Various

Room Temperatures and Degrees Rise above Room Temperature

and
K = constant for any one tank.

= temperature rise of surface above
room temperature.

MAXIMUM OIL RISE VS. TOTAL LOSS
SUPPLIED TO TANKS

Referring to Fig. 1 in which the maximum
oil rise (0) is plotted on logarithmic scale

against total watts {W) supplied to the three
different tanks as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it

will be seen that the test points for each tank
fall in a straight line. Since the slope of the
lines for the tanks having irregular contours,
and consequently dissipating the greater part
of their losses by convection, is close to 1.25,

this also indicates that the loss of heat by
convection for various temperature rises of

the surface follows this same law, i.e., the
loss varies as the 1.25 power of the tempera-
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ture rise. The reason the line for tank No. 3,

having a plain surface, has a slope (L15) less

than L25 is no doubt due to the fact that
radiation plays a more prominent part in the
loss of its heat than it did for the other
tanks. The relative amounts of loss of heat

Fig. 3. Tank No. 1 on Heat Run

from the plain tank were approximately
60 per cent radiation and 40 per cent con-
vection.

If we plot on logarithmic paper the Stefan-

Boltzman equation for radiation, we obtain,

between the limits of 10 and 50 deg. cent rise

above a 30 deg. room temperature, a line

whose slope is about LI 2. The slope of

L15 for the plain surface as given in Fig. 1

(for approximately equal loss«s by radiation

and by convection) then looks reasonable.

In practice, however, the slopes may vary
slightly from L15 for plain and L25 for com-
plicated surfaces, due to the fact that the
height of oil which affects to some extent the
surface effective for loss of heat, may change,

due to expansion of the oil as the tempera-
ture increases. Again if the viscosity of the

oil is such as to cause an appreciable change
in the temperature gradient along the surface

of the tank, the maximum oil rise when
plotted on logarithmic ])a])er against loss may
not fall in a straight line.

The error due to change in oil height is

usually small. The error due to change in

viscosity of oil may be considerable with oils

having a high viscosity at low temi)eratures,

but the present day oils used in transformers

do not change in viscosity to a great extent

between about 40 deg. and 100 deg. C. In
practice then the maximiun oil rise vs. total

loss supplied to self-cooled transformers should
generally follow very closely the formvila

W =K 0", where n has a constant value for

any given tank but varies from 1.15 to 1.25

for different tanks, depending upon
the shape of the surface.

Effect of Shape and Height of Surface

on Convection

For the plain and for the corru-

gated surface having corrugations

33^ in. in depth and 2}4 in. pitch,

the experimental tests indicated

that 7v has about the same value,

i.e., 1.5X10"^, while for the surface

having corrugations 9 in. in depth
and 2^ in. pitch, the value was
1.32X10-3 or 88 per cent of the
value for the less complicated sur-

faces. This is shown in tabulated
form in Table I.

The reduction in the value of K
for the 9 in. corrugations is no
doubt due to a greater resistance

offered to movement of the air

through the deep vents. As sur-

faces become more and more com-
plicated the value of K no doubt would be
further decreased. Also for surfaces of this

Fib. 4. Tanks Nos. 2 und 3

nature the height no doubt would jirove

to be an important factor, whereas for

ordinary plain and simi)lc corrugated sur-

faces, practice has shown that tlie effect of

height usually has very little if any effect

on the thermal eflicMcncy.
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EFFECT OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON
RADIATION AND CONVECTION

Radiation

Radiation is not affected by changes in air

density.

Convection

In 1S17 Dulong and Petit found that the

velocity of cooHng in a gas was proportional

to the pressure raised to the power of

0.45 for atmospheric air

0.38 for hydrogen
0.517 for carbonic acid

0.501 for olifiant gas.

Messrs. Kennelly and Sanborn* in an
investigation on "The Influence of Atmos-
pheric Pressure upon the Forced Thermal
Convection from Small Electrically Heated
Platinum Wires" found that the linear

convection is nearly proportional to the 0.5

power of the atmospheric pressure.

According to Lorenz, convection varies as

the 0.5 power of the pressure. It seems,

therefore, that if we use 0.5 power of the

pressure, the result should be fairly accurate.

CALCULATION OF THE EFFECT OF
PRESSURE ON COOLING

Assuming that the loss by convection Wc
varies as the 0.5 power of the pressure and as

the 1.25 power of the temperature rise,

letting B represent the barometric pressure
in inches of mercury, the general equation
for convection becomes

Wc = Ke^-^^ B^-^ (4)

transposing

01.25 = .

W,
K BO-5

or for temperature rise compared with rise at

sea level

e mxw (5)

For a constant loss the temperature rise

therefore varies inversely as the 0.4 power of

the barometric pressure. Assuming, then, a
constant loss the expression reduces to

ZJ.J\
^g^e = /29.9Y

* Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, Vol. LIII, 1914.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED LOSS WITH TESTS (LOSS) CONDUCTED
AT PITTSFIELD

Test
Max. Oilt

Rise Deg. Cent.
Totalt Watts

Input

Convection or Input
Watts less Gale.

Radiation

WATTS LOSS BY CONVECTION CALCULATED
BY EQUATIONS Wr =

1.32191.25 1.591.25

Tank No. 1

21.1
34.6
50.9

1564.5
2910.0
4721.0

1245.0
2380.0
3830.0

24.9
42.3
56.7

Tank No. 2

1550.0
3114.0
4500.0

1023.4
2114.0
3026.2

1005.0
2041.0
3129.0

Tank No. 3

7
8
9

15.6
41.9
60.2

347.5
1064.5
1657.5

186.5
478.0
704.5

100.0
446.5
722.3

tBased on the following average ambient temperatures:
For tests No . . . 1

Room (deg. cent.) •.

". 30.0
Test No 8

Room (deg. cent.) 30.2

JAvg. of volt X ampere and wattmeter readings.

2 3 4 5 6 7
30.1 32.1 30.0 32.0 32.0 29.9
9

30.1
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According to the Smithsonian Institute

formula for altitude vs. pressure.

logwB = logw2d.9-
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Fig. 5. Curves Calculated by Formula 7

where

i^ = barometric pressure in inches of

mercury.
A 1 = altitude in feet.

r = temperature in deg. cent.

Values of B for different values of A, when
r=10, 30 deg. and 50 deg. are plotted in

Fig. 5.

Substituting in equation (6) the values for

B as found for different values of A\ in

equation (7), and letting 0^ represent tem-
perature rise when 5 = 29.9 (at sea level), we
have (when 7 = 30 deg.)

For
/1 1 = 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000,

12,000, 14,000

_e
J _ 1.028 1.057 1.0862 1.115 1.147

e, \ "1.1786 1.212

Letting

so 100

and expressing altitude A in thousands of

feet, we again have

For
A= 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

^'=
\^

1.1 1.425 1.436 1.44 1.47 1.49 1.51

Since the above values of . are so nearly

the same, we may take an average (1.46) of

these values and only a small error is

introduced at the lowest and highest altitudes.

The equation then becomes

01= 1.46 yl (8)

where ^\ is the percentage increase in tem-
perature rise for a constant loss and A is

the difference in altitude between lower and
upper elevations expressed in thousands of

feet (that is, for 1000 ft. ^ = 1).

Equation (8) is true only for a surface
dissipating all its loss by convection when
naturally cooled. However, this condition
seldom exists in commercial transformers*.

For a plain surface the percentage of loss by
convection is probably from 40 to 45 per cent
of the total loss, whereas for surfaces with
very complicated contours the loss by con-
vection may approach more nearly 100 per
cent. It is evident, therefore, that the
effect of altitude will be very dift'erent for

different styles of surfaces—each one requir-

ing special consideration.

This effect may be expressed in terms of the
percentage of loss by convection to the total

loss. For example, if only 50 per cent of the
loss is by convection and the remaining by
radiation (unaffected by pressure) the effect

of pressure will be approximately one-half

that expressed by equation (S). Letting ^o

equal the percentage increase in temperature
rise for surfaces having both radiation and
convection, we have

</)2=1.46AX
loss by convection

total loss
(9)

or substituting for loss their equivalent values

given in equations (1) and (3) and assuming
that E = 1

(^,= 1.46 AX: ^^'

Wc^Wr
1.46 A

1+—
11

(10)

Since the ratio of rrrr docs not remain cjuite

the same when the altitude changes, equation

(10) is not quite correct. For instance, when
the api)aratus is taken to a higher altitude

the radiation increases while the convection

may decrease. However, the error is small

es])ecially for surfaces with irregular contours,

.such as corrugations, etc., where I he greater

])art of the loss is by convection, ami since it is

Natural draft transformers would come uncU^r this condition

where the total W/» loss is dissipated by convection.
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a positive error, i.e., it makes the estimated
temperature rise slightly higher than it should

be, it may be neglected for practical purposes.

An attempt to make a correction for this error

would require an equation too cumbersome to

handle.

If we assimie a standard room temperature
and a standard temperature rise, we can, for

practical purposes, express, Wc and \Vr in

terms of the developed and envelope surfaces

reduced to equivalent values of loss per unit

area. This makes it niore convenient for

practical application. For example, referring

to Fig. 2, we find that for a 50 deg. rise above
30 deg. room temperature, the calculated

watts dissipated per sq. in. of surface are

approximately in the ratio of LO for con-
vection to L3 for radiation. If we let

R = Envelope area of surface

Developed area of surface

equation (10) may be written

lAQA
<f>,=

1+ 1.3 i?
(11)

DERIVATION OF GENERAL EQUATION FOR
EFFECT OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

ON TEMPERATURE RISE

We have seen that for temperature rises

between deg. and 75 deg. cent., the general
equation of temperature rise vs. loss is =
A-'U'" and that the equation of temperature
rise vs. altitude is

1.46A

"^'-^l + ljR-

If we let 9 = temperature rise at some high
altitude and let

irc, = loss at room temperature Go for

given load conditions on the
transformer.

]r = loss at temperature rise 9.

_ copper loss

(iron+ copper) loss

We may put

Wo=Wo{l-r)-\-rWo
Since iron loss is practically unaffected by

temperature (see Proc. A.I.E.E., Oct. 1912,
MacLaren) at temperature 9 (for temperature
coefficient or resistivity of copper of 0.00427
per cent per deg. cent.) the copper loss

_ /234+a+9\
-'^^\ 234+ 9. J

Then

]V=Wo{l-r) + r\V,
'234+ 9,,+ 9

\ 234+9o

_ /234+9o+r9\
-^^\ 234+9o )

)

The temperature rise (say 9;^) for this loss at

sea level will be

^ 234 +0,, ^>

If taken to a high altitude the temperature
rise, with this loss, will be increased 02 per
cent, i.e.,

9 — 9a;+ 77:7: 9x — 9

= KWn"/,
, _02_\ r234+9o+9n

V^
'^100J [ 234+ 9o J

Let

then

95 = temperature rise at the lower altitude
for the given load conditions.

^/., _02_\ r 234+9o+r9 ]
»

^^ "^100^ [234+9o+r9j234+9o+r9,

Which may be written in the form

^ = /'l 4.^\ r234+ 9o+r9,+r(9-9;
9. ^ "^

100^ [
Putting

V^ ^100^

234+ 9o+r9,

= B

']

and

(234+9o+r9.)=L>

h^W^'-'
Expanding by the binomial theorem

^-b\i
I

/(Q-e.) +^(^-i)/(e^-e.? _^_

9^1^ D 2 D2

The terms after the second may be neglected
without any appreciable error, then

9 _ r D-nrOs
el \_D-BnrQ,

= B

[
D-nrOs 1

D-B nrQsl

L D-nrQs_\
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or with an error of less than 1 per cent

= 5 I 1+
'

[1+ ^o^l
|_ D-nrOsJ

which reduces to

=C+w.)[
(t>2

100
n r Qs

.]2344-eo+re5(l-«)

(12)

While equation (12) may be used for

calculating the temperature rise for various
altitudes and for various ratios of copper to
iron loss, it is not in a convenient form, and for

commercial transformers conditions are

usually such that we can assume definite
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values of r, Go, 65 and n and the error

introduced for other conditions is permissible.

Assuming a difference in altitude of 1000 ft.,

that is, when A = 1 and letting R = {), n = 0.8,

Go = 30, G, = 50 deg. cent., and r = O.G, and
substituting these values in equation (12)

we have (- — 1) 100= lA] A; that is, we have
Gi

increased in equation (11) the value 1 .40/1 to

1.6i4 due to the fact that 00 per cent of the
total loss is in co]j]jer windings.

Then \.UA

"^-l + l.'AR
^^'^^

Curves calculated from equation (13) for

different values of R are shown in I^""ig. (i,

together with a curve re])rcscnting the

present A.I.E.E. (i)ara. 308) Rule.

Table II shows a comparison between
observed temperature rises and calculated

temperature rises by equation (11) using the

data shown in Tables III, IV and V giving

complete data on observations conducted at

Pittsfield, Mass. Boulder, Colo, and at

Leadville, Colo.

An inspection of Table II shows that the
calculated and observed temperature rises for

all tests on tank No. 1, which is the most
important of the three (because the effect is

greatest), agree very well. Also there is only

a slight difference, the observed being lower
than the calculated values, for the Leadville

tests on tanks Nos. 2 and 3. Why the

observed and calculated values for the Boulder
tests on tanks Nos. 2 and 3 do not agree
any better is not clearly understood. This
difference is no doubt mostly due to the fact

that the room temperatures were from three

to six degrees higher at Boulder than at

Pittsfield, which as seen before, has the effect

of increasing the tank's effectiveness for

radiation. The difference is largest for the
plain tank where radiation plays the more
prominent part. Also it will be noted that

the humidity of the air at the former place

was somewhat higher, but in general this has
been shown to have very little effect. (See

Proc. A.I.E.E. Feb. 1913. Frank and Dwyer)

Fig. 7. Pressboard Housing used for Making Tests

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Observations were made under exactly the

same conditions, with the above excejitions,

at
Pittsfield, Mass. ap])rox. . . ]()()() ft. above sea level

Boulder, Col.* a])prox (iOOO ft. above sea level

Leadville, C\)lo. api)rox. . . 1 IOOO ft. above sea level

* It is (U'sirt'd here to ackiiowkulgo iiuicl)ti.HliK-ss to Prof.
H. S. Evans of the University of Colorado, who had ihartje of
and conducted the observalii)n at Boulder at the expense of tlie

University lin^. Dept. .Mso the writer wishes to acknowledge
the excellent aid K>-en by Messrs. C. D. Fawcett and T. M.
Victory in carrying on the observations at Boulder and at Lead-
ville.
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The wTiter had charge of the observations

at Pittsfield and at Leadville.

The housing. Fig. 7. consisted of pressboard
walls matie up into sections so it could be
easily assembled and disassembled. A view
of the arrangements on the inside of the

housing is shown in Fig. 3. The room tem-
perature was controlled by means of sliding

covers. In a few instances when the supplied

loss was small, in order to keep the room
temperature from falling below the desired

value, it was necessary to use a small electric

heater.

Two 16-in. desk fans were operated in a
vertical position in opposite corners of the
room, with pressboard screens placed between
the fans and the tank to prevent breezes

from striking the surface of the tank. Tests

made in this manner at different outside tem-
peratures showed that under all conditions,

the difference in air temperature (approx. 35
in. from the tank surface) level with the top
and bottom of tank did not in any case
exceed 2 deg. cent., whereas without the fans
sometimes as much as 6 to 8 deg. cent,

difference was observed. The room tem-
perature used as a base was taken as the
average of the four thermometers placed on
a level with the center of the tank, in each
corner of the room as shown in Fig. 3. In
addition to the room temperature being used
as the base, the temperature of a small
lighting size transformer tank, filled with oil,

set with its center on a level with the center
of the tank under test, was also used. The
percentage of humidity of the air, during

TABLE II

TEMPERATURE RISE IN PERCENTAGE ABOVE RISE AT PITTSFIELD

Approx. Average
T^^t v« Surface Rise
Test .No. jjgg Cent, at

Pittsfield

Tests at Boulder Tests at Leadville

Calculated

Equation
(11)

Rise above Calculated
by

Equation
(11)

Rise above

^Roor Idle Tank Average
Room Idle Tank

Tank No. 1

17.5
29.7
44.4

Mean values 6.0
Mean value obtained by formula"

6.2

6.1

5.7

6.83
5.5

6.7

6.34

8.32
7.0

7.5

7.6

12.0
12.6

11.0

11.9

11.05

10.0

13.5
12.6

12.0

11.0
14.6

13.3

12.9

Tank No. 2

4 15.8
5 31.4
6 44.4

Mean values 4.8

Mean value obtained by formula

7.40
9.50
9.95

8.95

Tank No. 3

9.85
31.5
48.3

Mean values 3.36
Mean value obtained by formula"

3.1

3.55
3.43

-3.34
-2.82

-2.08

-3.34
-3.26

-2.2

6.4

6.6

6.4

6.45
5.85

5.77
3.82
4.32

4.6

5.6

4.05
5.0

4.88

1 +^—

^

Wr
Note.—Instead of using here a constant value for -rjr for different temperature rises, the values are based upon actual watts

dissipated as given by equations (1) and (3) for surface temperature rises shown in second column above. Since the values for
We and Wr change in opposite directions for change in altitude, the calculations are made for the proper values at an average altitude
of Pittsfield and Boulder (5000 ft. above sea-level).
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TABLE III

RECORD OF TESTS ON TANK No. 1 (CORRUGATIONS 9 IN. IN DEPTH)

Test Volts

WATTS (')

OBSERVED BY

Amp-
eres Volts

X
Amp.

Watt-
meter

TEMPERATURE IN DEC. CENT.

Oil in
Idle
Tank

Avg.p)
Room Act-

ual

AVERAGE MAX. oilO) Observed
Baromet-

Pres-RISE ABOVE

Oil in

Idle
Tank

Avg.
Room

nc
sure in
Inches
Hg.

CALCULATED
ALTITUDE IN
FEET ABOVE

Sea
Level

Pitts-

field

Humidity
of Air
in per
cent of

Satura-
tion

Grains
of

Moisture
Per Litre

j

of Air I

Date
of

Test

Pittsfield

1 110 14.35 1565 1564 30.3 30.0 51.1 20.8 21.1 28.7 1200 21 0.106 3--27-15

2 110 26.6 2913 2907 30.4 30.1 64.7 34.3 34.6 28.9 1000 16 0.086 3--26-15

3 110 43.1 4728 4707 32.4 32.0 82.9 50.5 50.9 28.6 1300 17 0.95 3--23-15

Boulder

1 110 14.5 1583 1538 36.0 36.0 58.5 22.5 22.5 24.2 6200 5000 21 0.132 5-14-15
2 110 26.7 2925 2908 37.3 37.4 74.0 36.5 36.7 24.4 5900 4900 18 0.130 5-12-15
3 110 43.5 4773 4688 37.2 37.2 91.5 54.3 54.3 24.4 5900 4600 20 0.140 5-10-15

Leadville

1 110 14.35 1565 1564 29.9 29.8 53.0 23.2 23.1 20.6 10900 9700 25 0.122 7--24--15

2 110 26.4 2891 2897 30.0 30.0 69.3 39.3 39.3 20.4 11150 10150 20 0.099 7--23--15

3 110 43.1 4728 4727 30.9 30.9 88.2 57.3 57.3 21.1 10200 8900 22 0.106 7--22--15

(')Less instrument losses.

(')Avg. of 4 thermometers.
(')Avg. of 3 thermometers.

TABLE IV

RECORD OF TESTS ON TANK No. 2 (CORRUGATIONS 3 IN. IN DEPTH)

Test Volts

WATTS (')

OBSERVED BY

Amp-
eres

Amp.

TEMPERATURE IN DEC. CENT.

Oil in

Idle
Tank

AVERAGE MAX. OIL (')

Avg. (=!)

Room Act-
ual

RISE ABOVE

Oil in

Idle
Tank

Avg.
Room

Observed
Baromet-
ric Pres-
sure in
Inches
Hg.

CALCULATED
ALTITUDE IN
FEET ABOVE

Sea
Level

Pitts-

field

Humidity
of Air
in per
cent of
Satur-
ation

Grains
of

Moisture
Per Litre
of Air

Date
of

Test

Pittsfield

4 110 14.25 1554 1547 30.5 30.1 54.9 24.4 24.8 28.6 1300 16 0.081 3--19--15

5 no 28.4 3111 3117 32.3 32.0 74.3 42.0 42.3 28.7 1200 14 0.081 3--18--15

6 no 41.0 4493 4507 32.4 32.0 88.7 56.3 56.7 28.5 1400 14.5 0.078 3--16--15

Boulder

4
5
6

no' 14.25 1554
110 28.8 3163
110 41.5 4552

1556
3117
4573

31.5
36.4
38.8

31.1
35.5
38.3

55.9
79.2
96.1

24.4
42.8
57.3

24.8
43.7
57.8

24.3
24.1

24.1

6000
6300
6300

4700
5100
4900

34
29
22.5

0.176
0.188

5-20-15
5-18-15
5-17-15

Leadville

4 110 14.1 1548 1547 30.2 30.0 56.4 26.2 26.4 20.5 11000 9700 21 0.110

5 110 28.4 3111 3 n 7 31.8 32.0 78.0 46.2 46.0 20.4 11150 10950 24 0.130

6 110 41.3 4517 4517 31.7 32.0 93.6 61.9 61.6 20.4 11150 9750 24 0. 1 1

6

(')Les8 instrument losses.

(')AvK. of 4 thermometers.
(')Avg. of 3 thermometers.

7-27-15
7-26-15
7-25-16
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all tests, was detemiined by means of wet
and dry mercury bulb theniiometers. The
barometric pressure was observed with a

mercurial barometer. Particular care was
taken to see that the oil height was the same
for similar tests at all three altitudes.

Tanks

The dimensions of the three tanks used are

given in Fig. S.

The covers for the three tanks were insu-

lated thermally from the tanks proper. Also

for tank No. 1 the two plain sides were covered

each ^^•ith two 1 in. thicknesses of hair felt,

so as to make the loss by radiation a minimum.
However, in order to determine the amount
of heat passing out through these blanketed
sides, the blanketing material was covered
w4th a sheet iron casing of black color. By
obser\*ing the temperature of these insulated

sides and covers it was possible to calculate

the amount of heat lost.

The following tabulation gives the

estimated loss by these blanketed areas in

percentage of input loss on each tank for the

tests conducted at Pittsfield.

Tank No.

'

Run No.
Estimated Loss by
Blanketed Areas in

Percentage of Input Loss

I 1

2
3

2.5
2.2

2.9

II 4
5
6

1.32

0.75
0.70

III 7

8
9

1.5

1.8

1.9

Since the above losses are so small, we can
neglect these surfaces in calculating R. How-
ever, in making calculations for comparison
of dissipated with input losses, these blanketed
areas were considered.

The developed surfaces effective for con-
vection were as follows

:

Tank No. I (24 corrug. 9 in. in depth)
Corr.—24 X 19.14 in. X55M in 25,600 sq. in.

Space above corr. not blanketed .... 500 sq. in.

26,100 sq. in.

TABLE V

RECORD OF TESTS ON TANK No. 3 (PLAIN SURFACE)

Test Volts

WATTS (')

OBSERVED BY

Amp-
Volts

/aav.

Watt-
meter

TEMPERATURE IN DEC. CENT.

Oilin
Idle
Tank

Avg. (2)

Room

AVERAGE MAX. OIL (')

Act-
ual

RISE ABOVE

Oil in
Idle
Tank

Avg.
Room

Observed
Baromet-
ric Pres-
sure in

Inches
Hg.

CALCULATED
ALTITUDE IN
FEET ABOVE

Sea
Level

Pitts-
field

Humidity
of Air
in per
cent of
Satur-
ation

Grains
of

Moisture
Per Litre
of Air

Date
of

Test

Pittsfield

7 110 3.28 348 347 29.4 29.9 45.5 16.1 15.6 28.8 1100 18 0.092 3- 2-15
8 110 9.79 1066 1063 30.1 30.2 72.1 42.0 41.9 29.2 700 17 0.092 3- 4-15
9 110 15.2 1658 1657 30.4 30.1 90.3 59.9 60.2 29.0 900 18 0.092 3- 6-15

Boulder

7 110 3.23 354 342 33.6 33.6 49.0 15.4 15.4 24.3 6000 4900 40 0.24 5-25-15
8 110 9.87 1073 1067 33.9 33.9 74.4 40.5 40.5 24.1 6300 5600 24 0.148 5-23-15
9 110 15.6 1703 1637 33.7 33.2 91.7 58.0 58.5 24.1 6300 5400 32 0.190 5-22-15

Leadville

7 110 3.26 346 313 29.5 30.0 46.5 17.0 16.5 20.4 11150 10050 18 0.105 7--29-15
8 110 3.78 1063 1066 29.8 30.0 73.5 43.7 43.5 20.4 11150 10450 19 0.113 7--28-15
9 110 15.2 1658 1667 30.0 30.1 92.0 62.9 62.8 20.5 11000 10100 19 0.105 7--27-15

(')Less instrument losses.
(')Avg. of 4 thermometers.
rtAvg. of 3 thermometers.
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Tank No. II (43 corrug. 3}4 in. in depth)
Corn—43 XT. 81 in. X51 in 17,200 sq. in.

Plain bands at top and bottom
16 (29 in. +24.8 in. tt) 1,710 sq. in.

18.910 sq. in.

Tank No.III (Plain sides)

23.25 in. X7rX51.25 in 3,750 sq. in.

The envelope surfaces (not blanketed)
effective for radiation were:

Tank No. 1—24X2.375 in.X62.5 in... 3,560 sq. in.

Tank No. II—67(4 X7.24 in. +24.8 in.7r)7,160 sq. in.

Tank No. Ill—23.25 in. Xtt X51.25 in. 3,750 sq. in.

The values of R (envelop divided by
developed surface) for the above tanks are as

follows

:

Tank No. R
I 0.137

II 0.378
III 1.0

one per cent under all conditions. In fact, at

Leadville the regulation was better than one
per cent.

The instruments consisted of

One 150-volt voltmeter
One 5-ampere ammeter.
One 600-watt, 15-ampere, 150-volt watt-

meter.
One 10:1 ratio current transformer.

The wattmeter was used to obtain a check
on the input losses as found by the volt-

ammeter method (volts X amperes). The
same instnunents were used at both Pitts-

field and Leadville. At Boulder the meters
were furnished by the University of Colorado.
All the thermometers were of the mercury
bulb type and only those reading accurately

7an/i /^S / Tank /l/°^

Fig. 8. Dimensions of Tanks 1, 2 and 3

Tonh N33

Method of Loading

Each tank was fitted with tubes wound
(non-inductively) with resistance wires of

zero temperature coefficient, and so arranged
that by connecting in parallel various com-
binations proper losses were supplied, at

110 volts pressure, to give three maximum
oil rises ranging from about 20 to GO deg.

cent. These tubes were so grouped that for

each test the loss was uniformly distributed

over the tank. By means of a diagrammatic
record the same grouping was used at Pitts-

field, at Boulder and at Leadville. The tubes

were supplied at Pittsfield and at Boulder
with current from an a-c. generator, and at

Leadville from an a-c. circuit of the Colorado
Power Company. The regulation was witliin

within Y2 deg. cent, by calibration were used.

The four used for room read in 1 /5 deg.

divisions. The three used for the maximum
(top) oil read in Yi deg. divisions.

In order to obtain the temperature gradient

along the surface of the tanks (for checking
injmt against dissij^ated losses), thermometers
were i^laced at short intervals from tojD to

bottom on both the outside and inside bend
of the corrugations. Small felt ])ads and
])utty were placed over the bulbs to protect

them from the influence of the room. At
Pittsfield thermoc()U])les were welded to the
tank surface adjoining five of these ther-

mometer bulbs to ol)tain a check on the

temi)eratures. The therniocou])lcs and ther-

mometers read together, in almost all cases,
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within 1 deg. cent., showing that the felt pads
were not causing hot spots fx-om a blanketing

effect.

For each test the mn was continued at least

8 or 10 and in some cases 15 hours after con-

ditions became constant, and an average of

these readings (observed hourly) was taken as

the final value.

Summary

Within a limited range of temperature,

namely from about 40 deg. to SO deg. C. loss

by radiation varies approximately as the 1.12

power of the temperature rise.

Loss by convection varies as the 1.25 power
of the temperature rise. For self-cooled

transformers having tanks with irregular

contours, the total loss dissipated usually

varies as the 1.25 power of the top oil rise.

For transformers having smooth surfaces the
loss varies close to the 1.15 power of the top
oil rise.

Radiation is not affected by barometric
pressure.

Convection varies approximately as the 0.5

power of barometric pressure. Or stated in

another way, for a constant loss, the tem-

perature rise varies inversely as the 0.4 power
of the barometric pressure.

For a constant loss supplied to tanks having
different shaped surfaces, the effect of altitude

on the temperature rise of top oil is expressed
by the formula;

1.46A
<p2

in which
1X1.3/?

4>2 = Increase in temperature rise of top
oil* in percentage of rise at lower
altitude.

A = Difference in altitude in thousands
of feet.

R =
Envelope area of tank surface.

Developed area of tank surface.

For transformers having 40 per cent core
loss and 60 per cent copper loss (which is

increased with an increase in temperature due
to higher altitude) the effect is to increase the
constant 1.46 in the above formula to 1.6 so

that we have
l.QA

*Same correction, i.e., same number of degrees to be added to
temperature rise of windings.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN THE OPERATION OF
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

Part XXI (Nos. 82 and 83)

By E. C. Parham
Construction Department, General Electric Company

r82) ABNORMAL INTERNAL LOSSES
The total loss of a generator includes the

core losses, the copper losses, the friction

losses, and the windage losses. The core
losses are composed of the hysteresis losses

and the eddy current losses. The hysteresis

loss depends on the quality of the iron

involved and on the magnetic density at
which it is worked; and the eddy current
loss depends on the thickness of the lamina-
tions and on the effectiveness of the insulation
between them. The poorer the quality of the
iron and the greater the density of the
magnetic lines, the greater will be the hyster-
esis loss. The thicker the laminations, the
greater will be the eddy current loss; also,

if the laminations should be burred over from
one to another, as the result of mechanical
injury, or of an electrical short-circuit, or of

failure to remove the original burrs incident

to punching, the effective thickness of the
laminations is thereby increased and the
eddy current loss will thereby be increased.

The various losses can be separated but on a
completed unit it is seldom necessary to do
this.

In a certain instance, however, an approxi-
mate idea was wanted of the combined no-load
losses of a large alternator. In order to get
this, the machine was brought up to syn-
chronism by means of the connected water-
wheel, then it was thrown on the line, the
water cut off, and the machine permitted to

operate as a synchronous motor. Under this

condition the power absorbed by it was
measured by means of suitable meters and
current and potential transformers. The
result obtained should have represented the
no-load losses at rated speed and specified

field excitation, but it proved to be much
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greater than there was any reason to expect.

As the calculated result was about ten times
what it should have been, a misplaced
decimal point or a current transformer or a
potential transformer of the wrong ratio was
suspected and these possibilities were care-

fully checked; but nothing irregular was
found. As a check on the method used, the
machine was then subjected to a retardation
test: Briefly, this consists in bringing the
machine up to a little above synchronous
speed, then cutting off the driving power and
permitting the rotor to slow under the
influence of only the losses, and measuring
the rate at which it slows. Normally, the
rate of slowing of large rotors will be low;
in this particular case, however, as soon as

the driving power was removed, the rotor
slowed as if a powerful brake was being
applied.

The testers had thought that conditions
warranted the assumption that there was no
water in the penstock at the time of taking
the readings; it developed, however, that
there actually was considerable water and
it was the rotating of the wheel in this water
that produced the apparently abnormal
internal losses.

(83) RESISTANCE AT NEGATIVE
TEMPERATURE

Given the resistance Ro of a copper winding
at a temperature of zero deg. C, the resistance

Rt of that winding at a temperature of t

deg. C. can be derived from the formula

i?, = i?o (1+0.0042X0 (1)

This formula holds good for all values of t

met with in ordinary electrical practice (that
is, the formula fails for very wide and un-
limited temperature ranges); therefore the
resistance Rs corresponding to a temperature
s would be

i?, = 7?o (1+0.0042X5) (2)

L-sually the mea.sured resistance Rt at a
certain temperature t is known, and the
resistance Rs at another temperature 5 is

desired.

From equation (1),

R=- ^'

1+ 0.0042 X/
P'rom equation (2),

Ro =

These two values of Rj must be equal,
therefore,

Rs Rt

1+0.0042 5 1+0.0042/

Whence,

Rs = Ri
1+0.0042 5

1+0.0042/

This formula does not involve Ro] conse-
quently, the resistance Rs at any temperature
5 can be derived from the measured resistance

Rt corresponding to any other temperature t.

It is assumed in the formula that the resis-

tance is 100 per cent at zero deg. C. ; therefore,

the resistances corresponding to negative
temperatures will be less than 100 per cent.

It follows, then, that where negative tem-
peratures are involved, due reversal of

algebraic sign must be observed in using the
formula, otherwise misleading results will be
obtained. To Illustrate

:

In a locality where the temperature fre-

quently dropped to —40 deg. C. a field coil

was measured at —20 deg. C. and it was
desired to know what would be the resistance

at +20 deg. C. because that was the average
room temperature during the season which
the machine was operating. The resistance

Rt as measured at —20 deg. C. was 91.6

ohms. The quantities to be incorporated in

the formula were /=— 20, i?; = 91.G, and
5= +20. However, the negative sign of t was
omitted, which gave

1+00042X20
i?. = 91.6X^^QQQ^2X20 = ^^-^X^=^^-^

ohms a result which indicated the — 20-deg.

resistance to be the same as the + 20-deg.

resistance. The operator realized the absur-
dity but as he did not know exactly how to

modify the formula he brought the whole
machine into a room which he then main-
tained as nearly as possible at +20 deg. all

day. He then measured the resistance and
got 107 ohms as the result, which was very
close.

If in api^lying the formula, however, he
should have modified it thus

Rs
Rs = Ol.()X

1+0.0042X20 1.0cS4

1+0.0042X5

1-0.0042X20 0.910

91.0= lOS. I olims.

.X
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OPERATION OF CURTIS STEAM TURBINES AND ALQUIST
REDUCTION GEARS IN THE PROPULSION

OF CARGO SHIPS

By W. J. Davis, Jr.

Pacific Coast Engineer, General Electric Company

The unprecedented demand for more cargo ships has vigorously raised the question as to what form the

power plant shall take—reciprocating engines, direct-connected turbine, or turbine with reduction gears. In

the following article certain limitations of the first two forms for cargo ships are pointed out, and the merits of

the turbine reduction-gear drive are explained. The construction and arrangement of Curtis "ahead" and
"astern" turbines with Alquist reduction gears is described and illustrated. Attention is particularly called to

Tables I and II which are valuable in that they furnish directly comparable operating figures for two identi-

cal ships, one equipped with reciprocating engines and the other with a turbine and reduction gears.

—

Editor.

The present acth-ity in American ship yards

due to the extraordinary demand for cargo

ships is of especial interest to engineers by
reason of the large number of such ships

which are to be driven by steam turbines

^vith redviction gears. Although only a very
few large steel freight carrying ships were
being built in this country before the war,

within the past two years the Pacific Coast
yards alone have built, or contracted for,

sixty-five steel ships of 8000 to 10,000 tons

cargo capacity, of which more than fifty are

to be equipped with geared turbines.

The first commercially successful steam
turbine driven freighter, the S. S. "Ves-
pasian," built in England and equipped
with a 1000-h.p. Parsons turbine with
reduction gear, was placed in service in 1909,

but it was not until November, 1915, that

the first American built turbine freighter was
commissioned. It is evident, therefore, that
the steam turbine is now making substantial

and rapid progress in a field in which the
reciprocating engine has for many years
been strongly entrenched.
The distinction of being the first cargo ship

built in the United States to be equipped
with the new drive belongs to the S. S.

"Pacific," built by the Union Iron Works
Company at San Francisco, and propelled

by a 2400-h.p. Curtis turbine with Alquist
flexible gears, manufactured at the Schenec-
tady Works of the General Electric Company.
For twenty years and more, there has been

little progress made in the way of improve-
ments in the operating characteristics of

steam power plants used in driving slow and
moderate speed merchant vessels, in spite of

the fact that during this period the steam
turbine has been developed to its present
high state of perfection, restdting in extra-

ordinary' reductions in cost of producing
power for manufacturing and industrial

purposes.

The initial cost of a moderate sized electric

power plant built today under normal condi-

tions would be less than half the cost of an
equivalent plant of fifteen or twenty years

ago, the fuel consumption per hp-hr. would
be reduced by 35 to 45 per cent and the total

cost of generating power by 50 to 60 per cent.

It is well known that these improvements in

central station construction and operating

costs have been due almost entirely to the

use of high speed steam turbines direct

connected to electric generators, by which
combination it has been made possible to

greatly increase the steam economy and
reduce the weight and cost of the prime
mover.
As an illustration of the gain in economy

effected, it may be of interest to mention
an installation with which the writer was
connected in which eight 1500-kw. recipro-

cating engines direct connected to electric

generatorswere replaced by a 12,000-kw. turbo-
generator. Whereas it required twenty-four
boilers to supply steam for the engines, only
eleven of these boilers were sufficient to

enable the turbine to carry the same load.

The steam turbine being essentially a high
speed machine, while the propeller of a ship

must run at a low speed, it is obvious that
an attempt to connect the turbine directly

to the propeller shaft must result in a com-
promise in which the efficiency of both
turbine and propeller must be sacrificed.

In the case of very high speed ships, such as

destroyers, certain classes of passenger ves-

sels, etc., it has been possible to make such a

compromise which would possess certain

advantages in the way of increased speed,

reduction in vibration and saving in weight
which would over-balance the failure to give

the best attainable economy in fuel. These
advantages, however, would not apply to slow
speed freight carrying vessels, due to limi-

tations of propeller speed.
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As an example illustrating this condition,

we may consider a freighter or tanker of

8000 to 10,000 tons capacity with a speed
loaded of 11 knots. Such a ship will require
about 2500 h.p. to drive it. The most eco-

nomical speed for the propeller would be

Fig. 1. Curtis Turbine Connected to Alquist One-plane Flexible Type Speed
Reduction Gear for Ship Propulsion

about 90 r.p.m., while that for the turbine
would be not less than 3000 r.p.m. It is

impracticable in this case to attempt a

direct connection by increasing the speed
of the xjropeller and reducing that of the
turbine, as such an arrangement would prove
so greatly inferior in economy to a recipro-

cating engine as to outweigh
any claims for other possible

advantages.
It is this difficulty accom-

panied by lack of experience and
knowledge in the design and
construction of high speed gear-

ing of capacity suitable for the

purpose which has until recently

prevented the general adoption
of the steam turbine drive in

the propulsion of cargo vessels.

For eight or ten years a num-
ber of able and experienced
engineers have been studying
the problem of designing and
cutting helical gears which
would operate successfully under
the conditions of high speed and large

powers required of them for marine work.
Several successful designs of gears and gear

cutting tools have been recently ])erfected

and tried out in England on turbine propelled

ships with excellent results in tlie wa\' of

economy and reliability.

The Alquist flexible gear as manufactured
by the General Electric Company is particu-
larly interesting amongst high speed reduction
gears in its mechanical features. The wheels
for this type of gear are made up of rolled steel

plates or disks rigidly bolted together near
the center and keyed to the
shaft. Each disk is reduced in

thickness between the hub and
the rim sufficiently to give a
small amount of flexibility in an
axial direction, and to permit
this movement a clearance of

about ten thousandths of an
inch is provided between the

disks at their rims. As the gears

are of the double helical type,

this construction insures equal

distribution of pressure along

the face of the teeth. It will

readily be seen that if the pres-

sure applied by a pinion tooth

at any point should exceed the

normal pressure, the axial com-
ponent will cause a slight axial

flexure of the disk. Experience
has shown that changes in alignment or

slight inaccuracies in tooth cutting or assem-
bly of the gears which would cause objection-

able noise, loss in efficiency, high temperature
and excessive wear of the teeth of solid gears

have little effect on the operation of the

flexible disk type.

Fig. 2. Top Half of Gear Casing Removed, Showing Gears

Accurate measurements of tlic teeth

of the Alquist reduction gears on the

S. S. "Pacific" show tlic wear of the

flexible gear teeth to 1h' ;ilni()st negligible

and that the life of I lie gears may be

expected to be at least e(|u;il to that of the

ship.
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An interesting commercial feature of the

present abnormal demand and production
of steel cargo vessels in this country is the

uniformity in capacity, speed and power
requirements. This has made it possible for

the ship yards to standardize in the matter of

hull construction and power plant require-

ments. Fully ninety per cent of the turbine

ships completed or under construction by the

Pacific Coast yards are provided with turbines

of the same type and practically of the same
size, namely. 2400 to 2600 h.p. A description

of one may therefore be held to apply to all.

The ahead turbine is designed to run at

33S0 r.p.m. It is of the Curtis type of impulse
turbine as developed by the General Electric

Company and consists of five stages, the first

ha\-ing two rows of buckets mounted on a
single wheel and each of the succeeding stages

a single row of buckets. The speed of the
turbine is controlled by means of a lever

operated balanced throttle valve in the main
steam line, but in order to overcome the loss

in efficiency due to throttling when running
at reduced speed, two hand valves are

pro\'ided which block off a number of the
first stage nozzle sections. By this means it is

possible to obtain 58, 75, 83 and 100 per cent
of full power with full steam pressure at the
nozzles, resulting in a net saving of three to

common exhaust. Steam is admitted by a
balanced valve operated by the same lever

controlling the admission valve of the ahead
turbine. When the ship is running forward
the wheels of the astern turbine revolve in a
vacuum and therefore consume but little

power.

Fig. 3. End View of Set, Showing Control Mechanism

five per cent in fuel when it is necessary to
run the ship at reduced speed in a rough sea.

The astern turbine has two stages of similar
construction but of smaller diameter, and is

mounted on the same shaft and in the same
casing as the ahead turbine, both having a

Fig. 4. Intermediate Shaft of Reduction Gear

The reversing turbine will develop two-
thirds torque at two-thirds speed with a total

steam flow equal to that of the forward
turbine at rated capacity. The nozzle area,

however, is greater than that of the ahead
turbine, thus permitting the reversing power
to be considerably increased if desired.

The speed of the propeller being 90 revo-
lutions per minute and the turbine 3380, it is

necessary to obtain a gear reduction of 37.5.

This is accomplished by means
of a double reduction, the high
speed gearing having a ratio

of 7.36 and the low speed 5.10.

The reduction gear is of the
"one-plane" type, that is, the
axes of the high and low speed
pinion and gear shafts lie in the
same horizontal plane. This
arrangement reduces the head
room, simplifies lubrication and
facilitates inspection and accessi-

bility to all parts.

Power is transmitted through
the high speed or driving pinion
to two gears, one on each side,

and thence through the two
low speed pinions to the low
speed gear. Rigid bearings are

used throughout for the gears
and pinions. This division of

power between two low speed
pinions possesses several obvious advan-
tages, such as saving in longitudinal space
required, weight of parts, width of gear teeth
and size of bearings.

The turbine shaft is connected to the high
speed pinion shaft by means of a slip coupling
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which prevents any part of the propeller

thrust being transmitted to the turbine. The
high speed gears and pinion and low speed
pinions are therefore free to adjust themselves

to the position of the low speed gear which is

coupled solidly to the thrust shaft. The
position of the turbine wheels with respect

to their nozzles is fixed by a small adjustable

thrust bearing on the turbine shaft.

It is highly desirable on the score of

simplicity to be able to use the same grade

of oil for both the turbine bearings and the
reduction gear, thus preventing duplication

of oil pumps, strainers, coolers, storage tanks,

settling tanks, etc. It has been possible to

accomplish this by the use of a moderate
tooth angle and by reason of the flexible disk

construction of the gears. Several grades of

oil were tried out on the S .S. "Davanger,"
the best results being obtained with a medium
heavy oil having a viscosity of 260 (Saybolt)

at 100 deg. F. This oil proved to be about

TABLE I

S. S. "LOS ANGELES"

Records of Fuel Consumption for Nine Voyages—Average Gravity of Fuel Oil 16 Deg. Baume at 60 Deg. F.

Average Steam Pressure Boilers 205 Lb. Gauge. Average Superheat 29 Deg. F.

Voyage Date
Total

Distance
in Knots

Ave.
Speed

in
Knots
per
Hour

Total
Barrels

Delivered
Name of Port

Total
Fuel
Used
Steam-
ing on
Voyage
in Bbls.

Total
Bbls.
per
Knot

Steam-
ing

Total
Bbls.
Used
in

Port

Total
Bbls.
per
Knot

Steam-
ing and
in Port

Pump-
ing

in Port
Hours

Bbls.
Dis-

charged

Hour

Cost of

Fuel at 80c.
per Bbl. per

Knot
Steaming

and in Port

1

2

3

•1

•1

•1

7 •

I
9

Apr. 9
to

Apr. 15

Apr. 16
to

Apr. 25

Apr. 27
to

May 25

May 26
to

May 29

May 30
to

June 27

June 29
to

Aug. 7

Aug. 9
to

Aug. 17

Aug. 19
to

Sept. 27

Sept. 28
to

Oct. 2

\ 423
J

1845

6549

220

6348

9151

[
450

[
9086.6

450

9:4

10.13

10.22

9.1

10.60

10.24

10.7

10.76

10.9

67,074

74,739

73,734

72,592

72,538

70,959

75,761

70,214

71,149

Oleum

Vancouver

Panama

Oleum

Balboa

Antofagasta, Chile

Oleum

Tocopilla, Chile

Oleum

556

1656

5579

221

5462

8293

375

7896

365

1.31

0.897

0.851

1.00

0.860

0.906

0.833

0.868

0.811

164

218

169

123

159

186

167

208

134

1.70

1.01

0.877

1.56

0.885

0.926

1.20

0.891

1.10

64K

33%

46%

41

35

52H

42

82

41%

1039

2214

1577

1770

2072

1351

1803

856

1704

$1.36

0.80-8/10

0.70-1/10

1.24

0.70-8/10

0.74-1/10

0.96-3/10

0.71-2/10

0.88

Total 34523 648,760 30403 1528 439M •(•

Ave. 10.22 0.881 0.936 1598 '
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right for the dual purpose for which it was
used, being light enough to flow freely

through the turbine bearings and heavy
enough to give sufficient cushioning effect

at the face of the gear teeth. The smooth
and quiet running of the "Davanger" gears

was remarked upon repeatedly by engineers

and others present during the trial trip.

Oil for the turbine bearings and gears is

circulated by means of steam-driven pumps
which take the oil from the main tank and
force it first through a strainer and then

through a cooler before it passes through the
spray nozzles supplying oil to the gears, or is

delivered to the turbine bearings and the
various bearings of the gears and pinions.

A settling tank is also provided for removing
any water which may get into the oiling

system.

Economy
The engine room logs of the Union Oil

Company's tank steamers "La Brca" and
"Los Angeles" afford an unusual and
valuable comparison in fuel consumption

TABLE II

S. S. "LA BREA"
Records of Fuel Consumption for Nine Voyages—Average Gravity of Fuel Oil 16 Deg. Baume at 60 Deg. F.

Average Steam Pressure Boilers 200 Lb. Gauge. Average Superheat 37 Deg. F.

Voyage Date
Total

Distance
in Knots

Ave.
Speed

in Knots
per Hour

Total
Barrels

Delivered
Name of Port

Total
Fuel
Used

Steaming
on

Voyage
in Bbls.

Total
Bbls.

Knot
Steam-

ing

Total
Bbls.
Used
in

Port

Total
Bbls per
Knot

Steaming
and

in Port

Pump-
ing
Time
in Port
Hours

Bbls.
Dis-
char-
ged
per
Hour

Cost of Fuel
at 80c. per

Bbl. per Knot
Steaming

and in Port

1
f

2

3

4

>

•1

7

8

9

Mar. 9
to

Mar. 15

Mar. 15
to

Mar. 26

Mar. 28
to

Apr. 6

Apr. 8
to

May 16

May 17
to

May 23

May 24
to

July 1

July 2
to

Aug. 9

Aug. 10
to

Aug. 19

Aug. 20
to

Sept. 26

650

2037

2108

9254.5

450

9196.5

1

[
9284

1
425

9021

9.5

11.33

11.01

10.97

11.2

10.65

10.39

10.77

10.68

62,578

73,600

64,676

8,642

52,109

19,045

77,292

71,824

71,677

73,620

71,160

Oleum

Seattle

Vancouver

Seattle

Taltal

Antofagasta,
Chile

Oleum

Antofagasta,
Chile

Antofagasta,
Chile

Oleum

Antofagasta,
Chile

574

1459

1584

6896

321

6900

6875

350

6720

0.883

0.716

0.751

0.745

0.713

0.750

0.740

0.823

0.744

142

152

155

117

134

109

107

114

83

1.10

0.790

0.824

0.757

1.01

0.762

0.752

1.09

0.754

361^

37K

26

133^

33M

39

25

31

28

26M

1714

1962

2487

640

1544

1228

1980

2660

2312

2629

2710

$0.88c.

0.63-2/10

0.65-9/10

0.60-5/10

0.80-8/10

0.60-9/10

0.60-1/10

0.87-3/10

0.60-3/10]

Total 42426 646,223 31,679 1113 312

Ave. 10.72 0.747 0.773 1987
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between reciprocating engines and Curtis

turbines with reduction gears. These are

sister ships, both built b}' the Union Iron

Works Company in 1916, and both operating
in the same character of service and under
similar conditions. The ships differ from each
other only in character of the propelling

machinery and the cargo pumping systems.
"Los Angeles" is driven by a triple ex-

pansion engine with a propeller speed of

65 r.p.m. and has the usual type of centralized

steam ptunping plant for discharging her
cargo of oil. The propelling machinery of

"La Brea" consists of a 2600 brake horse
power Curtis turbine with Alquist reduction

gears giving 90 revolutions at the propeller.

She is also fitted with a unique and highly

efficient cargo pumping system originated by
Mr. O. B. Kibele, Superintendent of Trans-
portation of the Union Oil Company, in

which a separate electric motor driven pump
is provided for each compartment, power
being supplied to the motors from a 300-kw.
60-cycle alternating-current Curtis turbo-

generator located in the engine room.
Some of the important dimensions and

data applying to the hull and propelling

machinery of "La Brea" are as follows:

Hull

Length overall 442 ft.

Length between perpendiculars 435 ft.

Breadth, extreme 56 ft.

Depth, moulded 33 ft. 6 in.

Dead weight, carrying capacity 10,335 tons
On mean draught of 27 ft.

Oil tank capacity 70,000 bbls.

Speed with 10,000 tons dead weight. . 11 knots

Propeller

Diameter 16 ft. 6 in.

Pitch 14 ft.

Revolutions per minute 90

Power Plant

Turbine rating 2600 h.p.

Number boilers (Scotch type) 3
Heating surface, boilers 2685 sq. ft.

Working pressure 210 lb. gauge
Superheat 50 deg. F.

Fuel, oil—mechanical burners
Condenser cooling surface 4000 sq. ft.

Circulating water, gallons per minute.4000

The data given in Tables I and II show the
fuel consumption of "Los Angeles" and
"La Brea" for nine typical voyages each.

It will be seen from the results shown
that the increase in fuel consiunption
of the reciprocating engined ship "Los
Angeles" over that of the steam turbined
ship "La Brea" under operating conditions

as found is

:

While steaming 17.9 per cent
While steaming and in port 21.1 per cent

The above comparison does not take into

account the fact that the average speed of

"La Brea" is one-half knot better than
"Los Angeles." If the speeds had been
equal in each case, the advantage in favor of

"La Brea" would have been not less than
20 per cent while steaming and 23 per cent

total while steaming and in port.

When we consider that the engine of

S. S. "Los Angeles" was specially designed for

high economy, the performance of "La Brea"
is seen to be such as to definitely establish

the superiority of the geared turbine drive.

With further improvemeiits in the way of

increased steam pressures, higher superheats
and power plant design and equipment, there

are still further possibilities in reduced operat-

ing costs of steamships driven by geared tur-

bines which may be confidently expected in

the future.

Fig. 5. ship " I,.i Un.i" Fowcnd Willi .UilKI-h ji. Curl is Turt)iiu- nnviiin llirouuli Alquist KciUution Genr
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Part VI

MAGNETIC CONTROL FOR MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS
By C. W. Gammons

Industrial Control Department, General Electric Company

This installment of the Industrial Control series is descriptive of those applications of magnetic control

apparatus which have been thoroughly standardized. Many photographs and complementary wiring diagrams
of the various types of apparatus are included. The descriptions of the parts of the equipments are complete
and the explanations of their sometimes intricate functions are remarkably lucid. In particular, the article

treats of starters for squirrel-cage, form-wound, single-phase, and direct-current motors, and equipments for

master switches, valve control, arc furnace control, and arc welding control.

—

Editor.

General

Previous articles in this series on Industrial

Control have discussed the application of

magjietic control apparatus to motor drive in

certain special industries. These industries,

in most cases, require drives of such a nature
that magnetic control is a necessity for

one or more of the following reasons: first,

because manual controllers would be of

such size that excessive physical exertion

would be required in their operation; second,

because the high operating voltages used
require the removal of control apparatus
bearing line potential to a safe distance from
the operator; third, because the complicated
nature of the control requires that it be auto-
matic, removing from the operator all care in

connection with the sequence of operations;

and. fourth, because the continuous operation
and value of the machinery require the
application of limit switches, speed control-

ling devices, and other safety features, which
are so easily adapted to magnetic control

apparatus.
An acquaintance with control conditions in

connection with motor drives where the
apparatus involved is usually not so large or

so complicated, as that discussed in the
previous articles, shows that even in con-
nection with small motors used in com-
paratively simple operations, one or more
of the advantages previously noted make
magnetic control desirable. It is the purpose
of the present article to present a few examples
of the lines of control, more or less stand-
ardized, which have been developed in con-
nection with some of the general and a few
of the special applications of electrical

apparatus.

Starters for Squirrel-cage Motors

The motor in most general use today is the
polyphase squirrel-cage induction motor. This
wide use is due not only to its operating
characteristics, which make it applicable to

practically all kinds of industrial drive, but
also to its simplicity and ruggedness, which
commend it for use where experienced elec-

trical attendants are not available. Although
mechanically strong enough to withstand the

shock caused by being connected directly to

the full voltage of the supply mains, where the

heavy inrush current and the consequent dis-

turbance upon the lines are detrimental, it is

imperative that some starting device be used
to reduce starting peaks. The most common
method is to connect the motor to a supply of

low voltage, from 50 to 70 per cent of normal,
obtained from a transformer. To auto-
matically start such a motor, making use of

an auto-transformer for obtaining starting

voltage, an automatic compensator panel has
been standardized. This is shown in Fig. 1

and consists of a two-pole line contactor, a
current-limit relay, a four-pole starting con-
tactor, an autotransformer, and the necessary

motor and control circuits.

The current-limit relay used on the com-
pensator panel consists of a shunt coil and a

series coil, the latter being connected in the

motor line during starting. The plungers

of these two coils rest one upon each end of a
lever pivoted at its center. They are so

proportioned that under normal conditions,

with both coils de-energized, the plunger of

the series coil is held up. This plunger acts

upon a contact lever above the relay which
normally makes contact with the upper of

two studs, but which makes contact with the

lower stud when the series coil plunger is

allowed to drop. Below the relay is an
auxiliary contact, closed when the shunt coil

of the relay is energized.

The wiring of the panel is shown in Fig. 2.

When the control switch is closed, a circuit is

made from the line through the control

switch, through the contact lever of the

current-limit relay to the upper stud, through
the operating coil of the starting contactor

and a normally closed interlock on the line
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contactor to the other side of the Hne, thus
closing the starting contactor. This connects

the supply mains to the compensator and
the low-voltage taps to the motor, thus
starting the motor. The starting contactor,

upon closing, closes its normally open inter-

at the top of the relay drops, opening the

energizing circuit of the starting contactor

and thus causing it to drop out. A circuit is

then established from one side of the line

through the control switch, through the

lower contact stud of the contact lever of

the current-limit relay, through the normally
closed interlock on the starting contactor and
the normally closed interlock on the line

contactor to the other side of the line, energiz-

ing the line contactor and connecting full

voltage to the motor. The line contactor on
closing establishes an energizing circuit

through its own normally open interlock, and
at the same time opens the circuit energizing

the shunt coil of the relay. It will be noted
that as the energizing circuit, which causes the

line contactor to pick up, passes through a

normally closed interlock on the starting

contactor, it is necessary for the latter to

Contra/
^rv/bc/?

Fjg. 1. Automatic Compensator Panel for Squirrel-

cage Type Motors Drawing 75 Amperes
or Less

lock,' establishing a circuit from one side of

the line through the control switch, shunt coil

of the current-limit relay, interlock on the

starting contactor, normally closed interlock

on the line contactor, to the other side of the

line, energizing the shunt coil of the relay.

When the shunt coil plunger picks up, the

auxiliary interlock below the relay is closed,

estaljlishing a holding circuit for the shunt
coil that is independent of the interlock on the

starting contactor but which does pass

through the normally closed interlock on the

line contactor. With the shunt coil of the

relay energized, the plunger of the series coil

is free to fall as soon as the starting current

of the motor, which passes through the coil,

has decrea.sed to the predetermined value.

This is usually at about twenty-five per cent

above normal full-load current. When the

series coil i)lungcr drops, the contact lever

Ti^:i'-M
'r-<r-i°h-

4 1^4

Cr^— \>- ir- -Ci
'

Fig. 2. Connection Diagram of the Automatic Compensator

Panel shown in Fig. 1

open before the line contactor can close, thus

making it impossible to connect both low

voltage and line voltage to-^ie motor at the

same time. As the energizing circuit for the

line contactor, in the nonnal ()i)erating con-

dition of the panel, is directly through the

control switch, it is only necessary to open
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that switch to open the line contactor and
thus disconnect the motor from the line.

A less efficient method of startinj,^ a squirrel-

cage motor, but one which is satisfactory for

motors of small size where low starting torque

is permissible and high starting current with
consequent line distrubance are not detri-

mental, makes use of resistance inserted in

the lines to the motor to reduce the starting

current. The panel designed to make use of

this method is shown in Fig. 3, and its connec-

tions in Fig. 4. It consists of a two-pole line

contactor, the necessary resistor, and a
three-pole contactor for short circuiting

the resistor. The closing of the line con-
tactor connects the motor to the line through
the resistor and the closing of the three-pole

contactor connects the motor directly to the
line voltage. Automatic acceleration is

obtained by making use of a time-limit

dashpot, the plunger of which carries an
interlock disk. This time-limit dashpot is

used in connection with the line contactor and

^3 iz

Tl TnCer-^oc*:

Fig. 4. Connection Diagram of the Primary Resistance

Starter shown in Fig. 3

is SO arranged that when the contactor is open
the plunger is held up. When the contactor
closes the plungec^is free to fall and after a
predetermined time, depending upon the
rate at which air is allowed to flow into the
dashpot, the interlock disk makes contact
across two studs in the energizing circuit of the

three-pole contactor thus closing that con-
tactor.

Starters for Form-wound Induction Motors

Where the wound-rotor type of induction
motor is used, smooth acceleration in starting

is obtained by connecting a resistor into the

Fig. 3. Primary Resistance Starting Panel for

Squirrel -cage Induction Motors

rotor circuit of the motor through slip-rings

and then by cutting out various sections of

this resistor as the motor comes up to speed.
The panel designed to start a motor by this

method consists of a line contactor, a resistor,

a ntrmber of accelerating contactors so con-
nected that they short circuit the sections of

the resistor when closed, and one or more
current-limit relays. Fig. 5 illustrates such a
panel. The current-limit relay used on this

type of panel differs slightly from that used
on the compensator panel in that the contact
lever is replaced by a contact disk held open
by the series-coil plunger when that plunger
is held up, and which makes contact across
two studs when the plunger is allowed to fall.

The auxiliary contact below the relay is

removed also.
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When the line contactor of this panel is

closed by completing its energizing circuit

through a control switch, (see Fig. 6) it closes

a normally open interlock. This interlock

closes the control circuit of the first accelerat-

ing contactor through the shunt coil of one of

the current-limit relays. The coils of the

relay and contactor are so proportioned that,

when connected in series, the shunt coil of

the relay will receive sufficient current to lift

its plunger but the coil of the contactor will

not receive sufficient current to pull in its

armature. With the shunt-coil plunger lifted,

the series-coil plunger is free to fall as soon as

the line current, which passes through the

dropping the series coil of the relay, the
second contactor is closed, forming its own
holding circuit as was done by the first con-

tactor. The third accelerating contactor is

then connected across the line through a
normally open disk on the second contactor,

this time again making use of the first current-

limit relay and closing when the line current

reaches the setting value. This same closing

process follows for all the following accelerat-

ing contactors, each being closed through an
interlock disk on the preceding contactor and
making use alternately of the two current-

limit relays. As the magnetizing, current

taken by the coils of such a panel reaches a

Fus/rButton cc'rriira//s usocf

F.g. 5. Current -limit Starting Panel for an

Induction Motor with Form -wound Rotor

Fig. 6. Connection Diagram of the Current -limit

Starting Panel shown in Fig. 5

series coil, drojjs to the predetermined value.

The interlock carried by this plunger then
short circuits the shunt coil of the relay, thus
placing the coil of the contactor directly

across the line and closing the contactor. A
normally open disk on the contactor
establishes a holding circuit for the contactor
independent of the current-limit relay. The
second accelerating contactor is then con-

nected across the line through the shunt coil

of the second current-limit relay and through
a normally open interlock on the first acceler-

ating contactor. When the line current

again reaches the j^redetermined value for

considerable value, the interlocking system
is usually so arranged that all but the line

contactor and the last accelerating contactor,

which short circuits the rotor slip rings, are

de-energized when the last contactor is closed.

Panels for this tyj^e of service are usually

provided with overload ])rotection in the form
of inverse-time-limit overload relays in two of

the lines of a three-] )hase circuit or one in each

])hasc of a two-])hase circuit. These relays

consist of a coil, wired in series with the

motor circuit, and a plunger at the lower end
of which is fitted a ])iston travelling in a dash-

l)()t of oil. A varying time-element is obtained
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by adjusting the size of opening in the piston

through which the oil must pass. The contact

element is fitted with a toggle joint which
gives a snap-action break. This contact

element is wired into the control circuit of the

line contactor. When the magnetizing current

of the line contactor control circuit is too

great, a small auxiHary contactor is used.

The fingers of this auxiliary contactor then

operate the control circuit of the panel, the

energizing coil of the contactor being wired

across the line through the control switch and
contact elements of the overload relays.

much simpler than that using current-limit

relays, as it does away with the complicated
interlocking system.

Starter for Single-phase Motors

The panel for starting the single-phase

commutator type motor is essentially like

that designed for the time-limit primary-
resistance starters for squirrel-cage motors.
A typical panel and its connections are shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. A line contactor is pro-

vided, fitted with a dashpot, time-limit

interlock, and the motor is started with

Control
3witc/j

Time limit
/n6er/oc/i -

^

Time
ii'm/6 i

\
gi^

"1

lyM

\{

9—sr^
^^~Ji

jini.iinn__

jiJiiriJiJL

y^odor-

Fig. 8. Connection Diagram of the Time-limit

Starting Panel shown in Fig. 7.

n̂:...:...^{^^ -;...-

Fig. 7. Time-limit Starting Panel for a

Single-phasa Motor

Under certain conditions, as on a circuit

where the voltage is liable to vary con-
siderably, or where motor starting conditions
are not always the same, it is sometimes
desirable to have a starting panel of more
positive action, that is, one on which the
contactors will close in their proper order
regardless of external conditions. For this

ser\-ice a time-limit starter is provided, mak-
ing use of a dashpot interlock as on the
panels for starting the squirrel-cage motor
through primary resistance. A panel of this

type and its connections appear in Figs. 7 and
8. It will be seen that this type of panel is

resistance in the line when this contdctor is

closed. A second contactor, its energizing

circuit being made through the disk of the
time-limit interlock, short circuits the starting

resistor, connecting the motor directly to

line voltage. The standard control panel for

this line of work is provided with an inverse-

time-limit relay also.

Starters for Direct-current Motors

For starting small direct-current motors,
shunt or compound wound, the simplest

form of control is that which makes use of

the counter-electromotive force generated by
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the motor for closing the accelerating con-
tactor. Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate a panel of

this type and its wiring. The coil of this

contactor is connected directly across the
armature of the motor, closing when the motor
has reached the proper speed and cutting

out the starting resistor. This type of starter

is not recommended, however, for motors of

is locked out magnetically, but when the
current is reduced to the proper value the
armature is pulled in. The motor starting

current with a panel using these contactors
passes through the line contactor, motor
resistor, and the coil of the first accelerating

contactor. When the current has decreased
to the proper value, the accelerating con-

Fig. 9. Time-limit Starter for a Single-phase Motor Fig. 11. Counter-electromotive -force Starter
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Fig. 10. Connection Diagram of the Time-limit

Starter shown in Fig. 9

large size or where the starting voltage is

liable to vary to any great extent.

For the larger size direct-current motor,
shunt, series, or com])ound wound, the
simplest starter makes use of the series

contactor (see Fig. 18). The energizing coil

of this type of contactor is inserted directly

in the starting line, receiving the full starting

current of the motor. It is so designed that

when it receives an inrush current its armature

e=Q=s

Fig. 12.

I I

Connnection Diagram of the Counter-electromotive-

force Starter shown in Fig. H I
tactor closes, cutting out one step of the

resistor and establishing a circuit for the

motor current through the coil and tips of the

first accelerating contactor and through the

coil of the second accelerating contactor.

This in turn closes, short circuiting the

second resistor step and establishing a circuit

through the coil of the third accelerating

contactor. The last accelerating contactor

is provided with a shunt holding coil so that
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the contactor armature is held in regardless

of varying line current, due to varying load

conditions. The ^^iring is so arranged that

each accelerating contactor, upon closing,

short circuits not only a section of the resistor,

but also the series coil of the preceding

accelerating contactor. Thus all contactors,

excepting the line contactors and the final

accelerating contactor, are de-energized under
normal operating conditions.

For direct-current motors of large size, or

wherever regulating points are required, the

standard starting panel makes use throughout
of contactors having shunt-wound energizing

coils. In order to obtain automatic accelera-

tion with such a panel (Fig. 14), current-limit
interlocks are used. This type of interlock

is essentially a current-limit relay, consisting

of a coil wound to be inserted in series in the

motor line and an adjustable plunger carrying
an interlock disk. The frame of this inter-

lock is so attached to the frame of the con-
tactor that the plunger is held open mechan-

O^er/c-aa' ff£/i3j/s

Fig. 14. Connection Diagram of a Starting Panel for Direct-current
Motors Using Current-limit Interlocks

Fig. 13. Connection Diagram of a Panel Using
Series Type Contactors

ically by the contactor armature when
the latter is open, and after the con-
tactor is closed is held up magnet-
ically until the line current has
dropped to the proper value. As
each interlock drops it completes the
circuit energizing the next acceler-

ating contactor. As there is no cur-
rent flowing when the line contactors
close, and the accelerating interlock
used in connection with them would
be free to fall with the closing arma-
ture, the first accelerating interlock
is fitted with a shunt-wound instead
of a series-wound coil. The line con-
tactors are then so interlocked elec-

trically that the contactor carrying
the accelerating interlock cannot close

until the other line contactor has
closed, and the latter completes a
circuit placing the relay coil across
the line. After both line contactors
are closed the interlock coil receives
the voltage across a portion of the
motor starting resistor, and when that
voltage has decreased to the proper
value the plunger is free to fall, clos-

ing the first accelerating contactor.
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Master Switches

In connection with the previously described

types of panels, there are several different

types of master switches which may be used.

The simplest form makes use of a single-pole

switch inserted in the circuit energizing the
contactor coils. With such control the panel
is placed in operation by simply closing the

Fig. 15. Valve Control Panel

switch and the contactors remain closed as

long as the switch is closed. A more con-

venient form of hand-operated master switch,

and one which provides several advantageous
features, is the push-button control. The
push-button station is safer than the knife

switch, as all live parts are covered. The
station most used contains a "start" button
and a "stop" button. The "start" button
closes the control circuit of the panel starting

the motor. The "stop" button having
normally closed contacts provides a holding

circuit for the panel control, this circuit

passing through a normally open interlock on
the line contactors on the panel ; so the motor
may be stopped by pushing this button. In

addition to the convenience of this method of

control, there are two advantages. First, by
connecting all circuits to the "start" buttons

in multiple and by connecting the holding

circuit through all "stop" buttons in series,

several control stations may be used, advan-
tageously placed about the machine being

driven. As a second advantage, the push-

button station provides a no-voltage j)ro-

tection since the holding circuit is broken
in the normally open interlock on the line

contactor if the latter opens due to failure

of voltage, and the pick-up circuit placing the

panel in operation again can be established,

after the return of voltage, only by pressing

the "start" button. Where several stations

are provided in connection with one machine,

an additional safety feature may be provided
by using a "safe-run" button. This consists

of a flush-type snap-switch with a circuit

opened when the "safe" button is pressed.

With such a station, the circuit being wired
in series with the circuit through the "stop"
buttons, any operator can stop the motor to
make adjustments about the machine and
may be sure that the motor cannot be started

from any other station until the "run"
button at his own station has been pressed.

In connection with some machines, it is

desirable to have the control entirely inde-

pendent of any operator. This is true in

compressor systems, where it is necessary to
hold air pressure between certain limits; and
it is true in connection with pumps where
water level is to be kept below a certain point
in sumps, or above a given point in reservoirs.

In connection with air compressors a pressure

governor panel is used, consisting of a
governor and a control relay or contactor,

the latter replacing the knife switch used in

hand control. In connection with pumps a
float switch is used, replacing the knife

switch control.

Fig. 16. Connection Diagram of the Valve Control

Panel Shown in Fig. 15

The panels which have been shown are not

designed for use in connection with any special

industry but are for use with their respective

motors wherever those motors may be used.

Any variations from standard, in order to

make them more especially ai)plicable to a
given service, are usually minor variations, as

current-limit relay settings, contactor closing

settings, or variations in values of resistor
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steps. There are, however, certain lines of

panels designed for specific industries and so

far different from the standard line of starters

that they are not applicable for use with any
other industry.

Valve Control

Among the special lines of panels is one

developed for use with valve operating

automatic in operation, and magnetic control

is used. A combination frequently used con-

sists of a motor control panel, a remote
control master panel, and a limit switch.

(Figs. 15 and 16.) The motor control panel

contains a line switch with fuses and two
contactors for throwing the motor onto the
line either forward or reverse. These con-

tactors are mechanically interlocked, so it is

impossible to close both at once and thus

Fig. 17. Automatic Electrode Regulating Panel for

Control of Arc Ftimaces

Fig. 18. Rear View of the Panel shown
in Fig. 17

motors. A motor for this service is required

to exert maximtmi torque at starting to

unseat the valve, and must therefore be
designed to be thrown directly on the line.

The control requirements are, therefore, very
simple, as no provision need be made for

accelerating contactors. With small motors
the control panel frequently used consists

of a double-throw line switch only. More
frequently, however, it is desired to have
the control rem.ote, and either full or semi-

short circuit the line. The remote control

panel contains a double-throw switch and
two indicating lamps. The limit switch, con-

nected to the valve stem or to the driving

motor, is so wired that when the valve is

fully open only the contactor starting the

motor in the "close" direction can be energized

and vice-versa. With the valve in mid-
position, however, the motor may be operated
in either direction. The indicating lamps
show the position of the valve.
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Arc Furnace Control

In connection with the steel industry,

increasing use has been found for the arc

furnace. To maintain constant arcs in such
a furnace a set of small motors is used for

regulating the carbon electrodes. For the
control of these motors a panel of special

construction has been designed. Figs. 17 and
18 illustrate a common type of these panels.

Each electrode motor is connected to a set

of/ contactors, consisting of a pair of double-
pole contactors for the lowering and hoisting

motion and a single-pole normally closed

contactor for dynamic braking. These con-

tactors are so interlocked mechanically that
it is impossible to close any two at the same
time. The regulating motors and their control

apparatus are connected to a direct-current
supply in accordance with Fig. 19. To raise

any electrode, its motor is connected to the
line through a resistor designed to give the
proper motor speed. To lower the electrode,

the lines to the motor armature are reversed
and an additional resistor is connected in

series with that used in hoisting, giving the
proper lowering speed and taking into account
the tendency for the weight of the electrode

to overhaul the motor. When the motor is

disconnected from the line the dynamic
brake contactor closes, connecting a resistor

across the motor armature and bringing it

quickly to rest. The coil of the dynamic-
brake contactor is connected directly across

the motor armature and is energized by the

I

Fig. 19. Connection Diagram of a Three-phase, Three-electrode Arc Furnncc' Panel
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counter-electromotive force which it generates.

Until the motor annature has come nearly

to rest, therefore, it is impossible to close

either of the double-pole line contactors,

because of the mechanical interlocks. This
makes it impossible to reverse the regulating

motor while running at full speed.

Automatic control of the regulating motors
is maintained by a set of contact-making
ammeters. The coils of these ammeters are

connected to current transformers in the lines

connecting the electrode to their alternating-

current source of supply. The ammeter

or an opening of one of the lines, would de-

energize one or more of the contact-making
ammeters. This would close the circuit to the
corresponding "down" contactors and would
cause the motors to run in that direction

continuously. To prevent this a set of

low-voltage relays is provided. The coils of

these relays are connected across the alternat-

ing-current supply lines, and the normally
open interlock disks are wired in series in the
direct-current control circuit. Failure of

voltage on any one relay will then make the
whole panel inoperative.

To /lcJK///ory

Ftine/ ifusee/

Fig. 20. Arc Welding and Generator Control Panel

C/c^srs Siv/Cch 'X'l^hen i^^/ng Cori>or> £/e<:Cr-<:xy(s on /ot^er/Do/nCs of

Fig. 21. Connection Diagram of the Arc Welding and Generator

Control Panel shown in Fig. 20

contact fingers are held in mid-position when
the current through the ammeter coil is at a
predetermined value, this value being made
adjustable to a certain degree by connection
to taps on the ammeter coil through a small
dial switch. As the current through any
electrode varies either above or below normal,
the contact fingers of the corresponding
ammeter close the energizing circuit of either

the "up" or "down" contactor, thus operat-
ing the regulating motor. This lengthens or
shortens the electrode arc and maintains
normal current.

With this equipment a failure of voltage on
the alternating-current supply to the furnace,

An auxiliary panel used in connection with
the regulator panel is provided with a throw-
over switch, which makes the regulator panel
control either automatic or manual. For the
latter, a push-button station for each electrode

is mounted on the auxiliary panel. Each
station contains an "up" and a "down"
button, the electrode regulating motor operat-

ing continuously in either direction as long as

a button is depressed. The buttons on each
station are so interconnected that when
either is depressed the control circuit through
the other is opened. This insures a slight

time interval between the release of any
button and the depression of the reverse
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button in the same station, the time interval

giving the dynamic brake contactor time to

close and stop the motor.

Arc Welding Control

Another use for electric energy that is

coming more and more into prominence is in

connection with arc welding. For this work

Fig. 22. Auxiliary Arc Welding Panel

low-voltage direct current is the most suit-

able, and a motor-generator set is usually

employed taking power from whatever supply
lines are available and delivering current at

the proper voltage. The standard control

panel designed for this service includes the

generator control and the welding control.

The generator control consists of a field switch

and rheostat, meters to indicate voltage at

the generator terminals and current delivered,

and a standard circuit-V:)reaker for protection

against extreme overload or short circuit.

For control of the welding circuit a resistor

is connected in scries in the line to the work.
(Sec Fig. 20 and 21.) This resistor serves to

steady the arc and also to limit the amount of

current to he drawn, a dial switch being used
to connect to different taps on the resistor.

The welding circuit pas.ses through a con-

tactor, the control circuit of which is wired
through the normally closed interlock of a

time-limit relay. The energizing coil of this

relay is so wired that it receives the voltage

drop across that portion of the resistor which
may be in use during any operation. With
this arrangement the protective relay, having
a definite setting, always opens at approxi-

mately the same percentage increase of

current above normal value for any given
setting of the dial switch. In case heavy
current is drawn, as when the operator leaves

the welding electrode lying on the work,
this relay will operate, de-energizing the
welding circuit contactor and thus opening
the circuit. After the contactor opens, line

voltage is impressed upon the relay coil, thus
keeping it energized and holding the welding
circuit open until the cause of the overload is

removed. The time element of the relay is

so set that the relay operates in from two to

Fig. 23. Connection Diagram of the Auxiliary Arc
Welding Panel shown in Fig. 22

three seconds. This gives the operator ample
time to strike the welding arc without tripping

the relay.

In order to make the welding control

suitable for operation with cither carbon or

metallic electrodes, it is necessary to so

arrange the relay circuit that the relay will

trip at a higher value when the metallic

electrode is used. This is necessitated by the

voltage droj) across a metallic .'ire being lower

than across a carbon arc, which means that
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the drop across the resistor is higher ^\^th the

former than w-ith the latter. Thus the relay

set for the proper drop across the resistor

vrith carbon electrodes would trip at too low
a value for welding with metallic electrodes

and would make it impossible to hold the

contactor closed. This change
from a higher to a lower voltage
setting is taken care of automati-
cally on the panel designed for

use with both kinds of work. A
resistor tube is inserted in the

circuit energizing the coil of the
time-limit relay. The resistance

of this tube is of such a value

that when in series w4th the coil

the relay will trip at the proper
value for metallic electrode weld-
ing, and when the tube is short

circuited the relay will operate
at the proper value for carbon
electrode welding. As only part
of the steps of the welding
resistor are suitable for use with
the metallic electrode, an aux-
iliary contact is mounted on the
dial switch arm so arranged that
the tube in the relay circuit is short circuited

when the switch makes contact with those

resistor taps where the metallic electrode can-

not be used. As all taps of the resistor are

suitable for use with the carbon electrode,

Where several welding jobs are to be carried

on at the same time, the generator is usually

provided with a control panel containing the
field switch and rheostat, the meters, and the
circuit-breaker. A welding protective panel
containing the dial switch, resistor, relav, and

Fig. 24. Generator and Welding Panel with Auxiliary Welding Panel and
Starting Panel Mounted on a Truck with Starting Rheostats and

a Direct-current Driven Motor and Generator Set

and it is sometimes desirable to make use
of those taps designed for use with the
metallic electrode, a single-pole lever switch
is provided to short circuit the relay resistor

tube when using the carbon electrode on
the metallic electrode taps.

Fig. 25. Another View of the Welding Equipment shown in Fig. 24

contactor is then provided for each welding
station. Views of this equipment are given
in Figs. 22 and 23.

For use in shops where a certain amount
of welding is required in connection with

various classes of work and where
there is not a sufficient amount
of welding in any one place
to warrant the installation of a
welding set, a portable set has
been designed containing a com-
plete welding equipment. This,

as shown in Figs. 24 and 25,

consists of a truck upon which
is mounted a motor-generator
set, a hand starting panel for the
motor, a generator control panel,

and a welding control panel.

No attempt has been made in

this article to describe in detail

the theory or practice in connec-
tion with the apparatus being
operated, nor has any attempt
been made to show examples of

control panels containing special

refinements required in connec-
tion with specific industries. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the examples of standard apparatus
shown will make it evident that the magnetic
controller is flexible enough to make it appli-

cable for use in any mdustry and with any
type of apparatus using electric energy.
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LITERATURE OF THE NITROGEN INDUSTRIES, 1912-1916

By Helen R. Hosmer

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

Nitrogen compounds are essentials to any country at peace or at war. In peace they are used extensively
for agricultural purposes, for the making of dyes, and for other manufactured products, and in war nitric acid
is an essential ingredient for practically every type of explosive. During peace the United States can import
nitrates, but these supplies could easily be cut off in the event of war. A nation wide recognition of the import-
ance of fixed nitrogen has stimulated the study of its production, and we feel that the present exhaustive
treatise covering the literature relative to this important subject is both timely and of great value. The contents
of the entire series of articles is given in this installment, as this will enable our readers to see the scope of the
work.

—

Editor.
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PART VI. REFERENCES

INTRODUCTION
In the following general review of the

literature of the Nitrogen Industries it is

attempted to give in convenient form the
essential statements of papers published
during the last five years. The earlier

literature is very general and often vague in

nature, and is sufficiently well covered by
a number of books. Moreover it is the recent

material with its more specific treatment of

technical and cost details which is now of

particular interest in connection with the
attempts being made to establish an adequate
domestic suj)])ly of nitrogen compounds for

the United States.

The purjjose has been to present an outline

giving the salient features of the subject, as

stated by various authorities, together with a
bibliogra])hy of such a kind that the original

articles need not be consulted in order to

find which contain the j)articular information
desired. The aim has not been exhaustiveness

but rather the listing of references generally

available in this country. It is believed, how-
ever, that the field is fairly well covered by
these and that extension of the list would but
lead to duplication, or to the inclusion of

trivial articles.

The arrangement is inversely chronological

except where entire consistency might have
separated related items. The appendix con-

tains material not properly a part of the sub-

ject but of possible use tothoseinterested in tlie

present day problem. In these latter no ctTort

is made to cover the fields at all completely.

It should be kept in mind that in all cases

the statements made are those of the authors

quoted. This accounts for some repetition

and for contradictory data on some ]it)ints.

In cases where the material of dilTcrent

writers was obviously talcen from the same
authority this fact is noted and onlx- one is

quoted in detail.

I
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In regard to the fact that the testimony
given favors certain processes very markedly
it must be remembered that certain industrial

interests now prominent in this country have
contributed disproportionately to the litera-

ture. It may well be that some of the processes

not praised at all highly here, may yet prove
to be cheaper and more efficient.

Very recently infonnation of a fragmentary
nature seems, for instance, to indicate that

the Gennans have been placing their reliance

upon the Haber process, which may well have
been much improved and developed during
the last two years. In all cases, the data given

here should be taken for what they are worth
and not as authoritative.

Part I: DESCRIPTION AND CHEMISTRY OF PROCESSES

GENERAL
Washburn ('-) discusses in some detail the

factors ha^*ing bearing upon the problem
before the United States of establishing a
domestic supply of nitrates adequate to war
demands. He analyses the various proposals
made.
Norton (^*) discusses the various water

powers in the United States which are avail-

able and adaptable to the nitrogen fixation

industry. He favors the establishment of

three plants to supply the needs of the sections

of the country having the largest demands.
He also mentions the possibility of getting

7,400,000 horse power during 14 hours of the
day from complete harnessing of Niagara
Falls. The details of this plan are given by
Dunn (3«). See also 0^) and {''').

Merrill {^^) gives similar data for Western
water powers.

Skerrett (^^) gives a very general and brief

treatment of the nitrogen situation, mention-
ing the importance of its consideration in con-
nection with preparedness, and outlining very
briefly the arc and cyanamide processes. He
quotes from Norton, and most of his other
data are to be found in Washburn's articles

and statements.
Cushjnan {^*) in an article entitled "Role

of Chemistry in War" has discussed, among
other things, the status of our nitrogen
supply and the methods available for remedy-
ing this situation. His data on this point
is taken from Smnmers (^'^) and Baekeland

Cresap (^^) gives in very general terms the
composition and characteristics of some 15 of

the more common military explosives. It is

to be noted that nitric acid is required for the
preparation of all.

Baekeland (^^) gives a Vjrief history of the
nitrogen industries and their present status,

explaining the cause of failure of the Bradley
and Lovejoy process. He mentions that a
French Company has taken up the application

of the Serpek process.

Merrill (**^) gives full statistics of the water
power resources and electric power develop-

ment and control in the United States.

The conclusions of his report are, however,
severely criticised in reference (^^).

Martin and Barbour (}) in their book on
"Industrial Nitrogen Compounds and Ex-
plosives" present a general review of the

whole subject with references. They des-

cribe the most important processes and give

diagrams and photographs of the apparatus.

They also discuss the more general aspects of

the subject and include statistics and many
patents.

Roeber (^^^) gives a good general review of

the nature of the various processes for nitrogen

fixation, and their present status.

Siimmers (^°) discusses in detail the physical

chemistry and thermodynamics of the

endothermic reaction between nitrogen and
oxygen, giving the results obtained by
Nemst from investigation of the equilibrium

at temperatures between 1500 and 3500 deg.

C, by Nernst and Jellinek on rate of dis-

sociation of NO at various temperatures and
by Haber and Koenig working at reduced

(12) Washburn, "The Facts in the Nitrogen Case." (1916).
(") Norton, Statement before Senate Committee on Agriculture

and Forestry, 1916. (S. 4971).
(38) Dunn, Scientific American, 113. 492-3, 505-7 (1915)
(i') Baekeland, Statement before Senate Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry, 1916. (S. 4971).
('-*) Scott, " Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere."
Smithsonian Report for 1913, pp. 3.59-84, (1914). (Publication
2291). Reprinted from Journal, Royal Society of Arts, (London)
GO. No. 3104, (1912).

('i) Merril, Statement before Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry, 1916. (S. 4971).

(21) Skerrett, Iron Age, 97. 3.59-62 (1916).
(") Cushman, Journal, Franklin Institute, 181, 163-90, (1916).
(»") Summers, Transactions Amer. Electrochemical Society, £7,

339-83 (1915).
Proceedings, Amer. Institute of Electrical

Engineers, 34, 337-81 (191.5).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing, IS. 241-4 (1915).

(56) Baekeland, Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,
a. 769-78 (1914).

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS,
5.59-60 (1914).

(36) Cresap, Iron Age, .96, 7.52-3 (1915).
(") Merrill, Report upon Electric Power Development in the

United States, etc., in response to Senate resolution of Feb. 13,
1915. Part 2, Doc. 316, 485 pp.

(2») Electrical World, 68, 10-2, 69-70 (1916).
(1) Martin and Barbour, "Industrial Nitrogen Compounds

and Explosives." (D. Appleton & Co. N. Y. 1916).
(1") Roeber, Mineral Industry, 19. .58-67 (1910).

1915

1916

1916

1910

1915
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pressures. He computes that owing to the
extreme dilution of the product there is a
loss of some 95 per cent of the energy
employed. He also mentions briefly the
physico-chemical factors involved in the
Cyanamide and Serpek processes.

The only arc processes in actual operation
1915 according to Landis (*'*) are the Birkeland-

Eyde, the Schonherr, and the Pauling, all

of which give as a product a gaseous mixture
containing from 1 per cent to 2 per cent by
volume of nitric oxide, from which the present
well standardized condensation plants recover
nearly 95 per cent in the form of 30 to 35 per
cent nitric acid. This can be concentrated to

50 per cent by utilizing the waste heat of the
process, but must then be further con-
centrated by special processes, or else con-
verted into calcium or ammonium nitrate,

before it is available for commercial purposes.
The ammonia for such conversion is obtained
in most cases from cyanamide.
These arc processes require enormous

1915 quantities of cheap electrical energy (^'*).

For a detailed discussion of the reactions

involved and the thermodynamics of the case
1914 Knox (^'') should be consulted. He gives a full

and critical review of the literature down to

1913, devoting over 86 pp. to the chemistry
of the processes with references to the original

articles.

He also describes the commercial processes
and furnaces, taking up the Birkeland-Eyde,
Pauling, Schonherr, Haber, vSerpek, Cyana-
mide, and some other less important ones.

The book is an extremely good resume of the
subject but lacks entirely yields, cost data,

and technical details.

1914 Haber C''^) mentions the thermodynamical
conditions limiting the yields of the arc and
synthetic ammonia processes for fixing nitro-

gen. He Vjelieves that each process has its

own field in which it may 1:)C successfully

operated

.

The chemistry and reactions involved in the
oxidation of nitrogen and the absorption of the

1912 acid formed arc discussed by Scott ('^'*) who
gives the equations. He also discusses the
theories for the ])rocess of oxidation, mention-
ing jjarticularly the j^robability that ozone is

an intermediate jjroduct and very essential

to the cour.se of the reaction.

1912 Norton's ('^") lx)ok like Knf)x's is a resume
of the nitrogen situation, including material
collected from the literature, ])atents and
personal observation. It is extremely full and
comprehensive, and supplements Knox's hook
just where the latter is lacking, i.e., on the

technical and commercial side. The develop-
ment of the industry and the various plants
are given special attention. Methods of

producing the materials required by the
various processes are considered in their

bearing upon an American industry. The
properties and applications of the products
are taken up. The organization of the
European industry is described.

The chemistry of the processes and the pos-

sibilities for improvement are mentioned.
He discusses the probable future of the
industry particularly with regard to the effect

of the cost of power and price of Chilean
nitrate.

Norton also takes up the thermodynamics of

the various processes. He describes also the
less well known patented processes and
furnaces such as those of Guye, Von Kowalski
and Moscicki, Thorsen and Tharaldsen,
and Albihn. In fact he pays especial attention
to patents. He includes non-electrical pro-

cesses such as that of Hausser.
The uses of the various products, the

syntheses of related products such as cyanides,
statistics of the world's supply and con-
stunption of nitrogen compounds, recovery of

waste nitrogen products are all reviewed.
The book is, in fact, the most complete

treatise on the subject that has been
published. Relatively few references are
given.

OXIDATION PROCESSES

Arc Processes

Summers C"") describes with diagrams the 1915

com])arative operation of the three com-
mercial types of furnace for direct combina-
tion of the oxygen and nitrogen of the air, the
Hausser, and the Birkeland-Eyde, Schonherr,
and Pauling. The three last, which are arc

processes, take alternating-current at voltages

of from 4000 to 5500 between the electrodes.

The Birkeland-Eyde fvirnace, which has
had the most extensive application, employs

(") Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 7,

433-8 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering. /5.

213 R (\Q:r>).

(•*) Knox, "Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen." (D. Van
Nostrand Co. 1914. 110 pp.)

(•'') Ilahcr, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,. SS, 52

^

(1914).
('") Scott. "Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere."
Smith'onian Report for 1913, pp. 359-84. (1914). (Publication
2291). Roi)rintcd from Journal. Roval Society of Arts. (London)
6". No. 3104. (1912).

'

, .

('-") Norton, " Ulilizalioii of atmospheric nitrogen.!' Dcpt. of
Commerce and Labor. Bur. of Manufactures. Special Agents
Series. .'.2, 1912.

('°) SunimiTs, Transactions Amcr. Electrochemical Society. ST,
339-83 (1915).

Proceedings. Amer. Institute of Electrical
Engineers, 5/,, 337-81 (191."i).

Alistract, M<t.Ulurgic:il and Chemical Ivngineer-
ing, IS. 2-11 4 (1915).
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a series of semicircular arcs rapidly expanded
by means of a powerful direct-current magnet
against the incoming air. The products are

withdrawTi at a temperature of about 1250
deg. C. and contain about 2 per cent of NO.
The recent furnaces have a 3000 kw. capacity

and give a yield of o80 to 000 kg. of nitric

acid per kw-yr. or Go to 70 g. per kw-hr.
1915 Scott {*^) states that some furnaces take

over 4000 horse power. At Notodden there

are 32 furnaces using from 600 to 1000 kw.
each and at Saaheim 8 of 3500 kw. each.

The Schonherr furnace uses a quietly

burning arc some 23 feet long, around which
the air circulates with a vortex motion.
The gases pass over a water-cooler, and are

withdrawn at about 850 deg. C. after having
given up a further part of their heat to the
incoming air. The A'O concentration is about
2.25 per cent. The largest furnaces have 800
kw. capacity, and yield 550 to 575 kg. of

nitric acid per kw-yr. or 65 g. per kw-hr.
1915 Scott {*^) states that the Christianssand

works have twelve 450 kw. furnaces of this

type, and the Saaheim ninety-six 1000 kw.
The Pauling furnace makes use of a series of

rapidly succeeding arcs, driven upward by
the blast of incoming air, and broken by the
diverging horns of the electrodes. The
effect is an arc flame 30 in. high in intimate
contact with rapidly moving air. The yield

of iVO is from 1.25 to 1.5 per cent in the 400
kw. furnace, with yields of from 525 to 540
kg. per kw-yr. or 60 g. per kw-hr.

1915 Scott i*^) says that this furnace is employed
in factories at Gelsenkirchen, Innsbruck,
Milan, Roche-de-Rame, and in South
Carolina.

1915 Scott (^^) describes the Birkeland-Eyde,
Schonherr-Hessberger, and Pauling furnaces
and operation in considerably greater detail

than Siimmers, and gives a comparison of

their disadvantages.
1912 Scott (^'*') gives the temperatures of the

flames and escaping gases respectively as

3500 deg. C. and 800-1000 deg. C. for the
Birkeland-Eyde furnace, 3000 deg. and 1200
deg. for the Schonherr, and and
1000 deg. for the Pauling. The .current

supplies required for each furnace are as

follows

:

Birkeland-Eyd{ -Direct-current for magnetic
field of 4500 lines of force
per sq. cm.—Alternating-current 5000

volts, 50 periods, 600-3000 kw.
Sch6nherr—Alternating-current 4200

volts, 50 periods, 600 h.p.-

1000 kw.

Pauling—Single-phase Alternating-cur-
rent 4000-6000 volts, 50
periods, 400 kw.

Eyde ("^) gives similar values for his furnace 1912

which he states is the only type used at

Notodden. Both Birkeland-Eyde and
Schonherr systems are used at Rjukan. He
also gives cuts, diagrams, and photographs of

plants and discusses power developments.
Scott's ('-^) article and this are very similar 1912

in context.

Scott (^^^) gives the most detail concerning 1912

the construction of the furnaces, conditions of

operation, layout of plants, yields, etc., for

the arc and cyanamide process with photo-
graphs from the plants. He also describes

the absorption methods. He states that the
power-factor for nitrogen fixation processes is

about 0.6.

He^also discusses the relative advantages of

the three arc processes, and describes the
electrical equipment with its guarantees, used
by the Birkeland-Eyde plant at Rjukanfos.
This last is described in considerable
detail.

Scott also ('*^) describes the Scott-Kilburn 1915

arc furnace and process for oxidizing nitrogen.

The apparatus employes a three-phase current

giving, under the blast of air, an inverted
cone of flame. Air enriched with oxygen is to

be used cyclically, whereby it is expected to

increase the yield of NO 20 per cent. Direct
absorption in water is claimed to give a 50
per cent nitric acid.

The process does not appear to have been
applied commercially as yet. Operating
factors and their effect upon yields are
mentioned but no data given.

The design of a commercial furnace, similar

to the experimental one, is given for -which
the advantages of simplicity, conservation
of heat, low first and maintenance costs, etc.,

are claimed.

Patents of methods for the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen by arc processes issued
in recent years are reviewed in reference (^^). 1915

Lamy (^^^) gives a general review of the 1911

cyanamide and arc processes for nitrogen
fixation. His description of the Birkeland-

09) Scott, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry 34, 113-26
(1915).
('") Scott, "Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere."
Smithsonian Report for 1913, pp. 359-84, (1914). (Publication
2291). Reprinted from Journal, Royal Society of Arts, (London)
60. No. 3104. (1912).
("*) Eyde, Transactions, 8th International Congress of Applied
Chemistry (New York, 1912) S8, 169-81 (1912).

Abstracts, Chemical Engineer, 16, 188-91 (1912).
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chem., 4>

771-4 (1912).m Elektrochemische Zeitschrift, SI, 211-21 (1915)
('") Lamy, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 9, 99-104

(1911).
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1912

1911

1911

1910

Eyde, Schonherr, and Pauling processes,

illustrated with diagrams, is very good.

1912 Auzies (^"**) discusses the theory of nitrogen

oxidation and gives tables showing the rela-

tion between temperature and yield. The
catalysis of the reaction by oxides of cobalt,

magnesium, chromium, nickel, platinum,

palladium, barium, lead, cerium, and thorium
has been effected. Ceritim works best.

Work has also been done on the catalysis of

the reaction between nitrogen and hydrogen.
Tausent (^^^) shows the advantage of

vertical arcs over horizontal, both in stability

and yield of nitric acid.

Ehrlich and Russ (^^^) conclude from
experiments on mixtures of nitrogen and
oxygen that ozone is an important factor in

the oxidation of nitrogen. They give the

variation of per cent of nitric oxide formed,

with the oxygen in the original mixture.

Vanderpol (^^^) gives a detailed description

with diagrams for the Pauling process and
absorption towers at La-Roche-de Rame,
Hautes-Alpes, France.

Haber, Koenig, Platou and Holwech ("*)

have studied the effect of high voltage, high

frequency alternating-current, cooled direct-

current arcs, and pressure upon the oxidation

of nitrogen and give their experimental data
in considerable detail.

1910 Holwech ("^) has studied the formation of

nitric oxide in the short direct-current arc

at various temperatures with a cooled anode.

He obtained the best results with the shortest

arc and the highest field strengths compatible
with the projjer temperature, getting yields

as high as 80 g. of nitric acid per kw-hr. at a

maximum concentration of 9 per cent of NO.
1910 Wolokitin (^'*'*) has studied the formation of

nitrogen oxides in the flame of hydrogen and
discusses the thermodynamics of the reaction.

1910 Zenneck ('^'') gives a general discussion of

the various methods for oxidizing nitrogen in

the arc.

1915 Koenig (^2) discusses rather fully the subject

of active nitrogen and its relation to nitrogen

fixation. He reviews the literature and gives

the results of work of his own upon the

activation of nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen.
1914 Hene ('"*) got a higher yield from S])arking

oxygen i cfore mixing it with nitrogen than

from sparking the nitrogen. He concludes

that ozone is formed.
The reaction of active hydrogen and oxygen

1914 has been studied by Koenig and VAod ("•') and
the conclusion reached tliat the electric

discharge must also produce an active form
of oxygen.

Lowry (") finds spectroscopically that when 1914

active nitrogen and ozonized air are mixed,
nitric oxide is produced, and suggests that the

fact may throw light upon the molecular con-

dition necessary for the oxidation of nitrogen.

Koenig (^*) criticizes the conclusion of 1913

Fischer and Hene (^^^) that the electrical 1912

discharge activates the oxygen and not the

nitrogen.

Fischer and Hene ("*) conclude from a study
of the effect of subjecting nitrogen and air sepa-

rately to the action of electric discharges, that

the oxidation of nitrogen in the arc flame is

dependent upon the dissociation or activation

of the oxygen and not of the nitrogen. In 1913

reference (**) they reply to Koenig (*^) and 1913

give their experimental data in detail.

Lowry {^^^) got increased yields of nitrogen 1912

peroxide from mixing air which had been
subjected to the action of a series of spark

gaps, with ozone.

Russ (^2^) discusses the evidence of various 1912

investigators that the reaction is not purely

thermic but may involve electronic factors

and points out that the formation of active

nitrogen might be harmful.

Strutt C^^^) states that active nitrogen is not 1912

oxidized by oxygen but that the latter prob-

ably acts as a catalyser to destroy the active

modification.

Strutt ("'^) has studied the flame arising 1911

from the nitrogen-burning arc and concluded
that it, like the after-glow phenomena in

vacuum tubes containing air, is due to the

oxidation of oxides of nitrogen by ozone.
(108) Auzies. Revue generale de Chimie pure et applique, 15,

233-41 (1912).
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,

SI, 919, (1912).
(128) Tausent, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie. 18. 314-9 (1912).

("«) Ehrlich, Russ, Monatshefte fur Chemie. S£, 917-6 (1911).
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical

Industry, SO. 1393-4 (1011).

O''^) Vanderpol, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 9,

196-8. (1911).
('") Haber, KocniR, Platou; and Holwech, Zeitschrift fur

Elektrochemie, IH. 789 K13 (1910).
("5) Holwech, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie, 16, 369-90 (1910).
(148) Wolokitin, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie, 10, 814-25 (1910).
(i«9) Zenneck, Physikalische Zeitschrift, //. 1228-33 (1910).

Abstract. Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing 5. 73-r) (1911).
(«) Koenig. Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie. SI, 267-86 (1915).
(M) Hene, Discrtation dcr Berliner Technischcn. Hochschule.

1912, p.48.
Abstract, Elektrotechnisehe Zeitschrift. S.i, 745

(1914).
("'') Koenig, Elod, Berichte, Deutschen Chemi.schen Gesell-

schaft, 47. .'516-29 (1914).
(«') Lowry. Transactions, Faraday Society, 9, 189-92, (1914).
(«») Koenig, Berichte, Deutschen Cheniischen Oesellschaft, 40,

132 4 (1913).
("») Fischer. Hene, Berichte, Deutschen Chemischen Gesell-

.schaft, V,. .36.')2 8 (1912).
(81) Fischer, Hene, Berichte, Deutschen Chemischen Gesell-

schaft, .',(!, 603 17 (1913).
("«) Lowry, Journal, Chemical Society. 101. 1152-8 (1912).
(i'«) Russ, Zeitschrift fur nngewnndte Chemie. SB, .'>S6 (1912).

Journal, Society Chemical Industry, SI. 383 (1912).
('2«) SlniU, Proceedings, Royal Society, .Vff, (A) .W 63 (1911).

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,

SI, 70 1 (1012).
('«>) Strutt. Proceedings, Royal Society. So, .')33 6 (191 1).
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1915 Dary ('") states that Nodon has been able

to obtain nitric acid very economically by
electrolyzing peat under 10 volts. Peat
contains 2 per cent by weight of nitrogen,

which is converted into nitric acid by the
combined action of nitrogen bacteria, the

oxygen of the air, water, and heat from the
electric current. The yield of nitric acid per
ampere hour is 1 g., or 432 kg. in 24 hours per
ha consumes ISO kw-hr. The yield per year
on 150 ha is 100,000 tons of nitrate.

HSusser Process

1915 The Hausser process (^*') of which a single

commercial installation has been made in

Germany, employs coke oven gases mixed
with air under pressure in an explosion bomb,
fired by a high tension spark. The products
are cooled at once b}' a high pressure spray of

water. The temperature attained is 2100
deg. A. and the concentration of NO, 0.5 per

cent. The maximimi yield is 99 g. of nitric

acid per cu. m. of gas equal to 6.2 lb. per 1000
ft.

1912 Dobbelstein ("^) has experimented with the
Hausser process using coke oven gas in a
bomb of 100 litres capacity. Diagrams of the
plant are given as well as curves showing the
relation of yield to pressure, temperature of

gas, and per cent of oxygen. The advantages
and costs are compared with other processes.

1912 Hausser ("®) gives a detailed account of

investigations upon nitrogen fixation by the
explosion of gas mixtures and the influence of

the various factors of pressure, etc. Increase
in size of bomb gave larger yields.

Absorption

1915 The NO mixtures (^^) produced by all these
processes are cooled, passed into a gas holder,

where time is allowed for the reaction:

2 NO+02 = 2 NO2

and are then sent to counter absorption
towers, where they react with water, accord-
ing to the equation

2 N02+H,0 =HNO3+HNO2
The nitrous acid is oxidized by the excess
oxygen. An acid of 30 to 50 per cent con-
centration is thus obtained. The residual

gases are circtilated through towers con-
taining weak alkaline solutions yielding
nitrite-nitrate salts. About 2 or 3 per cent
of the original NO gas is discharged with the
waste gases.

1915 Scott {*^) discusses his absorption system
and compares its operation and the con-

centration and nature of the products with
those of the ordinary systems.

Briner and Durand ("-) have studied the 1912

equilibrium of nitrous and nitric acids formed
when oxides of nitrogen are absorbed in

water and conclude that increase in the
pressure of NO and lowering the pressure
favor the formation of nitric acid.

Lewis and Edgar {^^^) have also studied the 1911

equilibrium between nitrous and nitric acids

in aqueous solution and get as the value for

the dissociation constant for

(HN02y
(H) (NOz)

= /C = 0.0267at25deg. C.

REDUCTION PROCESSES
Haber Process (Synthetic Ammonia)

The Haber process depends upon the direct

combination of nitrogen and hydrogen at

temperatures of about 500 deg. C. under the
influence of uranium as a catalyser, and is

carried out under pressures of 200 atmos-
pheres. The 8 per cent of ammonia formed is

condensed out by cooling the mixture. The
power expenditure is about 1.5 kw-hr. per
kg. of nitrogen, the lowest of any of the fixa-

tion processes. The preparation of the nitro-

gen and hydrogen, and the compression re-

quired , increase the costs very considerably (^°) . 1915

Haber (^'') and his co-workers have made 1915

extended investigations of the heat of forma-
tion of ammonia at temperatures from 659
deg. C. to 466, and at ordinary temperatures,
and have determined its specific heat.

They {^^) (*^) have also determined the 1915
equilibrium at various temperatures, at
ordinary pressures, and at 30 atmospheres.

Landis (**) doubts whether even the 1916
Badische Company, with its supply of waste

(") Dary, Revue d'Electrochimie et d'Electrometallurgie, 8,
70-2 (1914).

Abstract, Elektrochemische Zeitschrift, SI, 226
(1915).

(">) Summers, Transactions Amer. Electrochemical Society, 27,
339-83 (1915).

Proceedings Amer. Institute of Electrical
Engineers, S4, 337-81 (1915).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing. IS, 241-4 (1915).
("3) Dobbelstein. Stahl und Eisen, SS, 1571-7 (1912).

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical
Industry SI, 982 (1912).
("•) Hausser, Zeitschrift, Vereines Deutschen Ingenieure, 66,
1157-64 (1912).
(«) Scott, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry, S4, 113-26

(1915).
("2) Briner, Durand, Comptes Rendus, 155, 1495-7 (1912).
("9) Lewis, Edgar, Journal, Amer. Chemical Society, S3, 292-9
(1911).

(«o) Haber, Tamaru, Oeholm, Zeitschrift ftir Elektrochemie, tl,
191-245 (19i5).

(»9) Haber, Maschke, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie, SI, 128-30
(1915).

(*') Haber, Tamaru, Ponnaz, Zeitschrift fur Electrochemie, tl,
89-106 (1915).

(") Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 7,
433-8 (1915).

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS,
213-8 (1915).
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sulphuric acid and hydrogen, is able to supply
ammonium sulphate at a profit in normal
times. The process, while not requiring very
much electric power, does demand a great

deal of skilled labor, and so probably has no
future in the United States, in competition

with the cyanamide process, which provides

the same end product, ammonia.
1914 Crossley (^^) gives a brief outline of Haber's

synthetic ammonia process.

1914 Haber (") discusses in detail the history of

the development and thermodynamics of the

process for the production of synthetic

ammonia.
1913 Reference (**) gives the report of Haber and

Le Rossignol, presented to the Badische
Anilin-und Soda-fabrik in 1909, which led

that company to take up the large scale

development of the process for synthetic

ammonia. The thermodynamics of the

reversible reaction between hydrogen and
nitrogen are discussed and the reasons for

working the process between 500 and 700
deg. C. and under 200 atmospheres pressure

are explained.

1912 Bernthsen (^''^) gives a detailed but general

review of the history of the development of

process for making synthetic ammonia. He
mentions the various catalysers tried and
their adaptability and the effect of poisons and
"promoters."

1912 Billiter ("") finds that the rapid exhaustion

of cerium hydride and intride, which are

quite active catalysts at 200-300 deg. C.

is due to gradual oxidation.

1914 Serpek (^") discusses the general problem of

inorganic ammonia synthesis taking up the

chemistry of each of the several processes

known. He quotes his material mainly
from patents.

Cyanamide Process

The fixation of nitrogen by the cyanamide
process depends upon reactions that are

generally expressed by the equation

CaCi+N; = CaCNi+C
which is not only reversible, but so com-
plicated that its equilibrium constants have

1915 not yet been established. Landis ('*'*) points

out a few of the difficulties and special

problems to be met and solved in preparing

satisfactory grades of carbide and nitrogen,

and then combining them on a commercial
scale.

1915 Summers (^"j discusses the thermodynamics
of the reactions involved in making calcium
cyanamide from the elements, giving figures

to show that the yield j)cr unit of electrical

energy is 4 to 5 times that of the direct oxida-

tion methods, but this advantage is partly

offset in practice by other costs, such as that

of the preparation of nitrogen.

A history of the development of the cyana-
mide industry in America, with descriptions

of operations, and illustrations of the

apparatus and buildings of the American
Cyanamide Company is given in the Engineer-

ing News (^^). The output of the various 1915

factories of the world is given. (See Pro-

duction, Cyanamide.)
Landis (^^) also describes the various sub- 1915

sidiary installations, such as the calcium car-

bide, lime, and coal gas plants, necessary to

the operation of a cyanamide plant. Photo-
graphs are given, and capacities stated.

Reference (") describes in great detail the 1914

electrical equipment and water power develop-

ment employed in making calcium carbide

and cyanamide in Norway and Sweden, under
the control of the Nitrogen Products and
Carbide Co., Ltd. which also owns plants in

Belgium for making ammonium nitrate by
the Ostwald process. The history of the

development of the business is also out-

lined.

Reference Q^) is a short general article 1914

describing with photographs the coal-gas and
lime plants of the American Cyanamide
Company's works at Niagara Falls.

Pranke (^*) gives a brief history of the 1913

development of the process and its chemistry,

and mentions the uses of the material.

(") Crossley, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry. SS, 1140
(1914).

(61) Haber. Zeitschrift fur angewandte Chemie. 27. (1) 473-7
(1914).

(86) Haber, Le Rossignal, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie, 19.
53-72 (1913).

Abstracts, Metallurgical and Chemi-
cal Engineering, 11, 211^ (1913).

Journal, Society Chemical Industry,
S2, 134-8 (1913).

Journal, Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry. 6. 328-31 (1913).
(109) Bernthsen, Transactions, 8th International Congress of

Applied Chemistry, 28. 182-210 (1912).
Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,

4,760-7 (1912).
(110) Billiter. Nernst Festschrift. 86-9 (1912).

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,
5/, 9x9 (l9i2).

{"">) Serpek, Zeitschrift fur angewandte Chemie, S7, (1) 41-8
(1914).
(") Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 7,

433-8 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS.

213-8 (191.5).

(y>) Summers, Transactions, Anier. Electrochemical Society, 87,
339-83 (191.5).

Proceedings, Amer. Institute of Electrical

Engineers. 34. 337-81 (1915).
Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-

ing. IS. 241-4 (1915).
(W) Washburn, Engineering News, 7S. 16-21 (1915).
(") Landis, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS,

218-20 (l'.)l.')).

(") Wagner. Engineering (London) OS, 207-72. 294-6, 351-3.
465-8 (1914).

('») Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, /«,

2<i5-8 (1914).
(»») Pranke. Chemical Engineer. /«. 113-5. (1913).
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1913 Pranke's book C**) discusses very fully

the history and chemistry of cyanamide, its

preparation, conversion products and uses,

and their reactions, and its action in the soil.

Reports of tests and analyses are also given.

Over two-thirds of the book is devoted to its

agricultural value and properties. Extremely
little manufacturing or cost data is given.

1907 Foerster and Jacoby {^*^) have studied the

reaction between calcium carbide and nitro-

gen with especial attention to the lowering of

the temperature required, produced by the

admixture of calcium chloride or fluoride.

Ammonia from Cyanamide

1906 Calciiun cyanamide (^') is readily and
almost quantitatively (98-99 per cent) con-
verted into ammonia by treatment with
steam, in accordance with the reaction

CaCNo-^-H^O = CaCOz^-2 NHz
This reaction is exothermic, evolving from
200 to 300 lb. cals. of heat per pound of

ammonia, and to realize the advantage of

this fact the commercial process (U.S. Patent
1,149,633, Aug. 10, 1915) is carried out in

autoclaves. Lime nitrogen is fed slowly and
with constant agitation into water, or mother
liquor from a previous run, with ventilation

to carr^" off the acetylene evolved from uncon-
verted carbide, soda and lime added, the
autoclave closed, and steam admitted up to a
pressure of 3 or 4 atmospheres, at which
temperature the reaction starts at a fair rate,

generating ammonia and steam so rapidly as

to necessitate relief of pressure by special

valves. Even then the pressure generally
reaches 12-15 atm. in 20 minutes, then
falling off again. The steaming operation is

repeated once or twice more to expel the
ammonia from the solution, which is then
filtered from the mud, the latter going to the
dimip.

The course of the reaction is illustrated by
curves, showing the variation of pressure,

rate of discharge, and percentage of ammonia
in the ammonia-steam mixture, with time for

quantities of from 7000-8000 lb. of lime
nitrogen. Less than 0.2 per cent of ammonia
remains in the sludge.

The mixture of ammonia and steam may
either be absorbed directly, producing a high
grade ammonitmi sulphate, or passed through
a simple rectifying coltunn, giving an ammonia
gas which is stated to be so pure that it can
even be oxidized directly with no trouble
from poisoning of the catalysers.

1913 Reference (^''') gives a brief description of

the method for obtaining ammonia by treat-

ing cN'anamide with steam and states that

ammonia of 99.8 per cent purity is thus
obtained. Figures are given showing the

completeness of decomposition.

Landis (^^) considers it certain that the 1916

process for. the preparation of ammonia by
treating cyanamide with steam is already in

successful operation in Norway, France,

Switzerland, Italy, and Japan, and was
installed in Belgium, before the war. The
bulk of the product is used, in the form of

ammonium sulphate, by the chemical and
fertilizer industries. Norway produces large

quantities for absorption of nitric acid from
its Birkeland-Eyde plants. Germany is

making enormous quantities for oxidation to

nitric acid.

The American Cyanamide Company has
had a small plant in successful operation, in

the United States, for six months, and is

producing several tons per day of pure
ammonia gas.

Serpek Process

The Serpek process is typical of the methods
depending upon the formation of a nitride

from which ammonia may be obtained by
treatment with steam. The reaction which it

involves is represented by the equation

'AhOi^-^C+N2^2Al N+^CO
and is carried out at a temperature of from
1800 deg. to 1900 deg. C. in a revolving
barrel type of electric resistance furnace
which affords the constant agitation neces-
sary. Bauxite and coal from a producer type
of furnace are fed into this and the product
is discharged as aluminum nitride containing
from 26 to 34 per cent of nitrogen.

Summers (^'') calculates that under the most 1915

favorable conditions 9 to 10 kw-hrs. of elec-

trical energy will be required per kg. of

nitrogen, besides the heat from the coal and
producer gas. The cyanamide process requires
about 16.2 kw-hr. per kg. of nitrogen, or if all

energy be supplied by the electrical current,

the two processes will have practically the
same power consumption. The Serpek process
is hampered by the necessity for disposing of

the by-product altmiina.

(9») Pranke, "Cyanamide," (Chemical Publishing Co., Easton,
Pa. 1913 106 pp.)
("3) Foerster, Jacoby, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie, 13, 101-7
(1907).
(") Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,

8, 156-60 (1916).
(103) Tucker. Coal Trades Review (L) May 23. 1913.

Coal Trades Review (L), 11. 476 (1913).
(*) Summers, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society, S7,

339-83 (1915).
Procefdings, Amer. Institute of Electrical

Engineers, 34, 337-81 (1915).
Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-

ing, IS. 241-4 (1915).
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1914 Reference (^'•') discusses the nitride reactions

and the chemistry of the Serpek process men-
tioningthe catalytic effectof hydrogen andiron.

1914 Reference (^i) gives briefly the history of the

reactions fixing nitrogen by the formation of

metallic nitrides. Of these, the only one to

find commercial application is that involving

the production of by-product alumina which
has been developed by Serpek.

The starting point is impure oxide, or

bauxite, which is mixed with carbon and
heated in the presence of nitrogen. Combina-
tion occurs at about 1550 deg. C. without any
carbide formation, and is hastened by the
presence of certain catalyzing reagents such
as iron, silica, titaniiun oxide, nickel, and
manganese, of which the first is most effective.

The reaction temperature is further lowered
by the presence of hydrogen, and aluminum
nitride may thus be prepared at from 1250
to 1300 deg. C. provided a large excess of

nitrogen be used. At higher temperatures
this is unnecessary, and the rate of the
reaction is much increased. At 1900 deg. the

alumina is completely converted into nitride

in 5 minutes, and recently Serpek has reduced
the time to a fraction of a second by suitable

control of the reaction mixture and of the

nitrogen supply.

The nitride is easily decomposed into

aluminum hydrate and ammonia by heating

under several atmospheres pressure for 3 or

4 hours. Pure alumina may be produced as

a by-product. The yield is 2 tons of alumina
and 500 kg. of fixed nitrogen per kw-yr.

The process is in operation only in an
experimental installation at Saint Jean de
Manrieme in Savoy, though other plants are

under construction at Arendal, in Norway,
and in the United States.

1913 P'raenkel C*^) has investigated the progress

of the reaction for the formation of aluminium
nitride from alumina, carbon, and nitrogen,

which he finds begins under suitable con-

ditions at 1400 deg. C. He has determined
the effect of various factors upon the velocity.

1913 Richards (") gives the history of the reac-

tions involved in the Serpek process, and
outlines the process as patented.

1913 Ross ("**) has carried out some preliminary

experiments ujjon the fixation of nitrogen by
the alumina in feldspar, as a by-])roduct in the

I)rej)aration of ])otash. Larger jjcrcentages of

nitrogen were fixed than corresponded to the

aluminum present.

1913 Russ C") has been able to demonstrate the

exothermic formation of ahiminum nitride

from the elements.

Tucker i^"^) has studied the chemistry of 1913

this process and concludes that it is of com-
mercial interest only where the by-product of

pure alumina may find use in the aluminum
industry. He compares the advantages and
disadvantages of this and the cyanamide
process for amonia.

Reference {^°^) gives an abstract of the 1913

patent (U. S. 1,040,439) discussing the
chemistry of the Serpek method for decom-
posing aluminum nitride b}^ means of alkaline

aluminates.

Tucker and Read (}^^) have studied the 1912

reaction between nitrogen, alumina, and
carbon, and state the necessary conditions
for a good ^aeld.

Stabler and Elbert (1°°) have studied the 1913

reaction for the formation of boron nitride by
heating boron oxide or boro-calcite with car-

bon in the presence of nitrogen at various
pressures. From the mixture containing
oxide a yield of more than 85 per cent of

B N was obtained under increased pressure at

temperatures between 1500 and 1700 deg. C.

Using instead of oxide, borocalcite {CaB^Oj) a
nearly theoretical yield was obtained between
1400 and 1800 deg. C. without effect from
pressure.

OXIDATION OF AMMONIA (OSTWALD
PROCESS)

Zeisberg (^) reviews the history of the pro- 1916

cess and development of the industry for the
catalytic oxidation of ammonia to nitric acid

with estimates of costs for American con-

ditions. (See Costs). He reviews recent pat-

ents and other literature. He states that a suc-

cessful plant in Westphalia built in 1909 had an
annual production of 2400 tons of 53 per cent

nitric acid. From Jan. 1911 to Aug. 1912 the

efficiency was 89.6 per cent on a monthly pro-

duction of 130 tons of ammonium nitrate.

The efficiency of conversion was 83 per cent

and of absorption 97 per cent. This plant

operates on coal-tar ammonia. It is stated

(«») Matignon, Chemiker Zeitung. S8, 894-5 (1914).
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,

SS. 829 (1914).
(81) Wagner, Zeitschrift, Vercines Deutschen Ingenieure, 68,

()() 7 (19l4).
(»i) Fracnkol, Zeitschrift fur Elcklrochemic, 10. 302-73 (1913).
(") Richards, Chemical Engineer, 17, I9G-9 (191.3).

C") Ross, Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, S,
72.'". -9 (191.3).

(»») Russ, Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemic, tO, 923-5 (19i3).
('»2) Tucker. Journal. Society of Chemical Industry, SS, 1143^
(1913).

Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
r,, 191-2 (1913).
("•') Engineering and Mining Journal, .9/;. G02 (1913).
(iju) Tucki-r, Read, 'Iraiisaclions, Anier. Electrochemical
Society. US. 57 Of), (1912).
("») Sliihler, Ivlhert, Ikrichle, Deutschen Chemischen Gesell-

schaft. /,(S. 2000 77 (1913).
(«) Zeisberg, Mclallurgiral .ind Chcniical Kng'g. 15, 299 304

(1910).
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that this product has never appeared in the

market. In 1912 and 1913, S per cent dividends
were paid to stockholders. In 1910 the process

was purcliased by a London conipan\' cap-
itahzed at £2,000,000 and a new plant was
erected in Belgium.

It is stated that the diagrams of the c?on-

1916 verter given by Schuphaus {^^) are the only
ones ever published. It is not possible to

ascertain actual dimensions used. A few
other details of the probable methods of

operation of the process are mentioned.
1916 According to Schuphaus (") the nitric acid

needed for the manufacture of sulphuric acid

by the chamber process was supplied in

Germany, after cutting off of other sources

at the beginning of the war, by oxidation of

ammonia from ammonia water. He describes

the process and the apparatus which is

mamifactured and sold by the Berlin-

Anhaltischen Maschinenbau - Aktiengesell-

schaft in Berlin.

The ammonia gas is liberated by treating a
spray of its 3 per cent solution, mixed with
milk of lime, with steam. The gas is passed
through coolers to condense the water-vapor
and then through caustic soda scrubbers to

a gas holder.

The ammonia gas is thoroughly mixed with
air and passed over very fine meshed platinum
gauze heated by electric current (24 to 26 v.

120-125 amp.) to about 700 deg., where
almost quantitative reaction forming nitro-

gen oxides and water occurs. The oxides
then go to the lead chambers.
The apparatus is illustrated by cuts and a

photograph, showing the arrangement of the
parts of the system. Details of construction
are given, but no exact dimensions nor
capacities.

1916 Reference (^°^) mentions that this process
has been in successful commercial operation
for some time in Belgium and probably has a
great future.

The process for the oxidation of ammonia
gas to nitric acid (generally known as the

Ostwald process) is described in detail in

1913 reference (^°*) with the history of its develop-
ment. Cuts show the arrangement of a plant
capable of converting 25 tons of ammonia per
month into about 150 tons of 36 deg. B^
commercial nitric acid. The reaction

NH2-\-W = HN03-{-H20
is brought about by passing the mixture of

gases over spongy platinum, or platiniun, or
platinum black as a catalyser at a temperature
of about 300 deg. C. at a velocity of 1 to 5
meters per second. The time of contact

between gas and catalyser should not exceed

—-r of a second, or decomposition of the

product into nitrogen and water will cut
down the yield very seriously. Under pro-
perly adjusted conditions the yield is very
nearly the theoretical.

The condensation plant is also described in

detail, and costs are estimated. See Costs {^°^). ^^^^

The successful development (^''^) of the 1913
process using platinum for a catalyst is

mentioned with outline of its development at

Odda and other places in Norway, Iceland
and England.

Meneghini (^i) has investigated the oxida- 1913
tion of ammonia by various oxides as cata-

lysts. His efficiency was highest with
increased rate of gas flow and with those
oxides that were effective only at the higher
temperatures, exceeding 95 per cent for

burnt pyrites, chromic oxide, and oxides
of rare earths. Values are given for various
temperatures.
Kochman ("^) mentions the oxidation of 1912

ammonia by metallic contact agents at
relatively low temperatures as a practical

problem and gives a description and drawing
of a furnace.

Meneghini ("^) had previously studied the 1913
catalytic action of electrically heated platinum
and found that no reaction occurred below
350 deg. C. Rapid action occurs between 400
and 450 deg. The principal product was
nitrous acid.

Reinders and Cats (^^2) q^^q studied the 1912
conditions for this catalysis using platinum,
ferric oxide, platinized copper, thoria. With
the first two 80-90 per cent of the ammonia
was oxidized to nitric acid and nitrogen
trioxide. The velocity of the gas current is

very important, there being an optimimi for

each catalyser. The best temperature found
for platinum was 500 deg. C. and for ferric

oxide 650-700 deg. C.

(") Schuphaus, Metall und Erz, IS. 21-8 (1916)
Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engi-

neering. 14. 425-6 (1916).
(io») Tucker, Coal Trades Review (L) May 23. 1913.

Coal Trades Review (L), 11. 476 (1913).
("") Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 11,
438-42 (1913).
("') Times Engineering Supplement, Oct. 15, 1913.

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,
S2. 1008 (1913^.

(•') Meneghini, Gazzetta chimica italiana, 4S. (1) 81-90 (1913).
Abstract, Journal, Society Chemical Industry,

Se, 230 (1913).
('") Kochmann, Arbeit. Pharm. Institut. Berlin. 8. 81

Abstracts Chemiker Zemtralblatt, 1912 (1) 169.
Chemical Abstracts, 6, 2295 (1912).

("») Meneghini. Gazzetta chimica italina. 4«, (1) 126-34 (1912).
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Ind..

SI. 383 (1912).
(>») Reinders. Cats. Chemisch Weekblad. 9, 47-58 (1912).

(I) 708 ('1912'>
Abstracts, Chemisches Zentralblatt, 8S,

SI 280 (19121
Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,
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THEORY OF THE SINGLE-PHASE ALTERNATING-CURRENT
MOTOR
Part II

By W. C. K. Altes

Induction Motor Department, General Electric Company

In the first part of this article a description is given of the combination of the repulsion motor and the
single-phase induction motor to form the shunt compensated repulsion motor, in which the high starting torque
of the repulsion motor and the limited no-load speed and flat torque-speed characteristics of the induction
motor are retained. The theory of the individual component motors is also discussed. In this installment
the theory of the shunt compensated single-phase induction motor, shunt compensated repulsion motor,
series compensated repulsion motor, and the compensated induction motor is given.

—

Editor.

THE SHUNT COMPENSATED SINGLE-PHASE
INDUCTION MOTOR

If we impress upon the brushes 7 and 5 a

small voltage Ec derived from the line by
means of an additional winding on the stator,

as shown in Fig. 20, we obtain the shunt
compensated induction motor. This voltage

can be just large enough to balance the resist-

ance drop IcTc, as is shown in the diagram of

Fig. 2L Assuming sine wave distribution,

the motor will run light at synchronous speed,

Er2 being equal and opposite to Ewi at this

speed. The secondary current L> will be

zero, and Ii = Im- Hence we see that by
means of the voltage Ec we have reduced the

current drawn from the line at no-load to the

magnetizing current which would flow with

open armature. The torque exerted by both
armature circviits is zero, the current J2

being zero and Ic being perpendicular to

Ere- If, again, we take into account the

actual distribution of the flux, the theoretical

no-load speed will be equal to 5=1 .045,

which in this case is reduced by the hystere-

sis, friction and windage only and not by any
generator torque in the circuit 5-7. If we
increase the voltage Ec beyond the value
covered by Fig. 21, we can still further reduce
the running light current. In Fig. 22 is

shown diagrammatically the operation at

synchronous speed, with an impressed voltage

Ec of such a time phase and value that the

current A is equal to /,„, so that /i = /„,—

/2 = 0. Under these conditions the stator

circuit will not draw any current from the line

at synchronous speed.

The current I2. yields with the flux excited

by Ic a generator torque, the angle between
Eri and I^ being smaller than 90 degrees.

1

i

^nr
^ivc= -^c^m

,

r, --Im
,

r

- re
Fig. 21

The current Ic yields with the flux of

transformation a motor torque, the angle

between Ic and Ere being larger than 90 deg.

When loaded the shunt compensated induc-

tion motor will operate in a manner similar

to the induction motor, and the speed will

decrease with increasing load so as to enable

the current Ii, which is usually called the

"energy current," to increase and change its

time i^hase to exert the torque rcciuircd by
the load, by reacting on the motor iicld flux

yielded by the current h., u.sually called the

"compensating current." The ])rinciplc dif-

ference between the shunt compensated and
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the plain induction motor is that the fonner
\\'ill operate in the neiy.hborhood of syn-
chronous speed with a higher power-factor
than the latter, depending on the voltage Ec
which excites the motor field flux by means of

a watt current, as \\\\\ be noted from Fig. 21

and Fig. 22, in which /< is practically in time
phase with. Ec .

At standstill £rc = 0, so that Ic is very
small and lags considerably behind Ec . The
starting torque of the shunt compensated
induction motor is therefore very small and
in general will not suffice for overcoming the

static friction.

The Effect of External Reactance in the Compen-
sating Circuit

The circuit 5-7 of Fig. 20, which carries

the compensating current Ic, is usually

calletd the compensating circuit. If we insert

in this circuit an external reactance Xg and
make the compensating voltage Ec equal to

the resistance drop Icrc, we shall obtain at

no-load the diagram of Fig. 23. At no-load
the rotation voltage Er2 will be equal and
opposite to the voltage Ew2 induced by
alternation between the brushes 3 and 4.

We can calculate the speed 5 in percentage of

the synchronous speed, at which this con-

dition will be fulfilled

:

For 3--

equal and opposite to Eri for 5^
X,

Fig. 22

It further follows from Fig. 23 that:

Ic Xm-\-Ic Xe=S Im Xm OV

Er2-SIc Xm or Er^^S^-
X,

Xm In
Xm-\-Xe

As E'M = Im Xm, we find that £-^.2 will be

-^ m iXe
1 or

Xm-}-Xe

We thus find a simple equation for determing
the no-load speed of the shunt compensated

i4

/, -- /.

*C ^m • ^ i^c ^ c ^«

^crc

Ere - >5//7, Xm

Fig. 23

induction motor with external reactance in

the compensating circuit. It can be proved
easily that this equation applies also in case

Ec is larger or smaller than the resistance

drop Ic re

So far we have neglected the leakage react-

ance of the armature itself. As long as we
have one set of brushes only, as on the plain

repulsion motor, this leakage reactance is inde-

pendent of the speed. If, however, we have
two sets of brushes, the reactance voltage
induced by the commutation of the current
flowing in one of the armature circuits will

induce a voltage in the other armature circuit

so that the leakage reactance is approximately
zero at no-load and complete compensation;
i.e., such a value for Ec that l2 = Ic and /i = 0.

In that case the two quadrature armature cir-

cuits carry approximately equal currents dif-

fering approximately 90 deg. in time phase, as
follows, from Fig. 22, and we have conditions
similar to those existing in the quarter-phase
series motor, for which we have found the
armature reactance to be approximately zero

at synchronous speed.

If we compensate, as shown in Fig. 21,

then the current in the energy circuit is zero
and the leakage reactance of the armature
compensating circuit will not disappear at

synchronous speed, but will have the same
effect as an external reactance, i.e., it will

raise the no-load speed.

If we have no compensation at all, as

shown in Fig. 19, the current in the energy
circuit is reversed, which has the same effect

approximately as doubling the leakage react-
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ance of the armature compensating circuit

and results in a corresponding increase in the

no-load speed.

The above considerations lead to the con-

clusion that a high compensating voltage Ec
tends to decrease the no-load speed, provided
we do not introduce an additional external

reactance by securing this increased compen-
sating voltage from a source with high

internal leakage reactance. The increased

losses which are incidental to an increased

compensation further decrease the no-load

speed.

The compensating voltage required for ob-

taining complete compensation is approxi-

mately equal to

Ec ^Im (r.+r2+r.+2 h)

in which re is the internal resistance of the

source which supplies the voltage Ec, Im
the magnetizing current reduced to the arma-

brush drop
ture circuit, and rb =

Ir

As the shunt compensated induction motor
has little practical value on account of its lack

of starting torque we will not go further into

its theory, but will explain how some of the

phenomena which we have analyzed for both
the repulsion motor and the shunt com-
pensated induction motor reappear in the

shunt compensated repulsion motor, which
is a combination of the repulsion and shunt
compensated induction motors. (0

THE SHUNT COMPENSATED REPULSION
MOTOR

A comparison of Fig. 3 representing the

shunt compensated repulsion motor, and
Fig. 20 representing the shunt compensated
induction motor, immediately shows the

difference between the two motors which, if

we neglect the external reactance shown in

Fig. 3 and not in Fig. 20, merely results from
the brush shift A that divides the stator

winding of Fig. 3 into two components, one
of which (the stator transformation turns)

is in inductive relation to the armature
circuit 3-4 and the other (the motor field

turns) is in inductive relation to the armature
circuit 5-7. If the compensating voltage Ec
has such a value that both the motor field

flux and the flux of transformation are

excited by it, in which case the diagram at

no-load is covered by Fig. 22, a small brush
shift will not materially alter the conditions;

the stator turns of transformation, which are

equal to cos A times the total number of

turns, being reduced by only a slight amount,

so that the flux of transformation is changed
only slightly while the motor field turns do
not carry any current and therefore cannot
change the conditions. As soon as the motor
is loaded the primary load current flo^^-ing

through the motor field turns will help to

excite the motor field flux and the voltage
diagram of the circuit 5-7 will be changed.
The compensating current Ic will be reduced
and the vector diagram which results can
be covered by Fig. 24. Assuming that both
stator and rotor have the same number of

effective turns 14^2 = W^i, then with a brush
shift A the resultant ampere turns OL
exciting the motor field flux are the vector
sum of hWi sin A and IcWi. The motor
field flux F yielded by these ampere turns
induces by alternation in the compensating
circuit the voltage E^c lagging 90 deg. in time
phase behind the flux and induces by rota-

tion in the energy circuit the voltage Er2 =
S Etuc in time phase with the flux. The
motor field turns Wi sin A and the armature
compensating circuit 5-7, are in the same
relation to each other as the primary and

' secondary winding of a series transformer
with air gap, the secondary winding being

connected to a source in which the voltages

Ec and Erc = SIm Xm are induced and having
a leakage reactance Xe and resistance rc+Tf
The secondary induced voltage of the trans-

former is Eyic. As long as the vector sum of

Ec and Ere is larger than E^^c, as is the case

in Fig. 24, the compensating current Ic

(which by the reactance drop Ic Xe and the

resistance drop Ic (rc-\-re) built up by it in

the compensating circuit balances the vector

difference between E.u,c, Ere and Ec), will

have such a time phase that the sum of the

ampere turns of IcWi and h Wi sin A is larger

than either of the components. The motor
field flux in this case is excited partly by the

primary ampere-turns /i VFi sin A and partly

by the compensating ampere-turns Ic l^l^i-

When the speed of the motor decreases,

Erc = SIm Xm will also dccrcasc and a con-

dition will soon be reached where Eu,c is

larger than the sum of E, and Ere- At stand-

still Erc = and the diagram for this con-

dition is represented in Fig. 25. In this

case, moreover, we have to take into account

the leakage reactance Xc of the armature
circuit, which is only negligibly small at

synchronous speed and under the conditions

described above. OL again represents the

ampere-turns exciting the motor field flux.

(1) I''iir a complete theory of the shunt coinpeiLSatel induc-

tion motor see "E. Arnold, Die Wcchsel-.tronitechiiik BdV2."
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A comparison of Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 shows
how the compensating cxirront changes its

time phase with decreasing speed, so that at

standstill h ll'i sin A and /cH'i are nearly-

opposite to each other. The flux of trans-

formation induces between the brushes 3-4 a

voltage Eu<> that is balanced by the reactance

and resistance drop I2X2 and Lyr-i of the cir-

cuit 3-4. In the circuit 5-7 at standstill the

voltage E^c induced by the motor field flux

is balanced by the applied compensating

voltage Ec and the impedance drop Ic \/ ixc-{-

Xe)--\-{rc-\-re)-. The stator field turns are

equal to IFi sin A. We can assume that they
are equal to Wi and that the current is equal

to I] sin A. In that case the mutual inductive

reactance will be constant and equal to Xm.
The equivalent circuit for the stator field

turns in inductive relation to the armature
circuit 5-7 has been represented in Fig. 25.

If Ec = we have simply a reactance in

multiple with an impedance, which gives as

resultant impedance:

XmV{Xc-\-Xey-\-(rc+rey

ViXm+Xc + x^r^-irc-hreV

and the magnetizing current required for

exciting the flux which induces £«,<; is equal to

Ewe
I ml — , . ,V{x, + XeY+ {rc + reY

Iistn A ,---

A'„, ^'^-^WlXm-\-Xc+Xey-\-{rc-^r,y

If the circuit has been opened and Ec is

directly applied to Xm, a current^/„,c would

Fig. 25

flow so that Ec =Xm Imc- Hence, for the

circuit of Fig. 26 we can calculate the cur-

rents Im2 and Ic by first resolving (as has

been shown in Fig. 27) Ii sin A = OK in two
currents, viz., OH = Imc which furnishes the

ampere-turns required by Ec, and Ii sin A —
Imc = IIK- We then find that

Fig. 24

^wc^ A; /c + '"e

so that

„ , . . Xm^iXc+XeY+Crc+reY
Eu:c = 1 1 sm A ,

^ —
\f{Xr^^Xc^XeY + {rc^TeY

Ic^

= 1 1 sin A

ViXc+XeY+irc+ TcY

Xm
V{Xm-\-Xc-\-XcY (rc+ TcY

V{xc-hXeY-h(rc-hreY

V(X^+ Xc^XeY+ (rc+rcY

Xm
V(X„,+Xc+XeY+irc-hreY

With the aid of the above equations we are

able to predetermine the starting torque of

the shunt compensated repulsion motor. We

HL = Iml = HK

LK^L=HK
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reduce all quantities to the armatvire circuit.

Assuming a certain brush shift A and sec-

ondary currant h we make (see Fig. 28)

OA =hr2 AB = 12X2 and find OB = Eu^. Eu^
is induced by the flux of transformation
which requires a magnetizing current /,» =

Urc^rg)

Fig. 27

Xr.
which we set off at right angles to Eu'2

and which we can obtain from the saturation

curve. The combination of Im and 12 gives

the primary current /i reduced to the sec-

ondary, and as the primary turns of trans-

formation are equal to 11
'1 cos. A, the pri-

mary current will be equal to -. The
cos k

ampere turns exciting the motor field flux

are therefore equal to /i \Vx and not
cos A

/i W\ sin A, as shown in P^igs. 24, 25 and 27.

As long as the angle of brush shift A is small,

cos A can be omitted without altering the

results. The voltage induced by the flux of

transformation in the stator transformation

turns is equal to OP = OB cos A.

We find—^ri = PC and—^%i = CD, the
cos A cos A

primary resistance and reactance drop.

If Ec is equal to the com])ensating voltage

induced in the stator comjiensating winding
at standstill with open armature and full line

voltage El apiilied to the stator, at starting

the compensating voltage will be ec|ual to

0F =^ Ec, which is set off in Eig. 28
El

in time phase with OB. We find the
OF

magnetizing current Imc — -^n— and set this

current off as OH at right angles to OP. We

and find HK.further make OK — Ii
stn A
cos A

V{X„,-j-Xc+Xey-hirc+rey

Then

HL^I,n2 =HK

and

LK = I,=HK
\/{Xm+Xc+XeY+{rc+reY

so that the triangle KHL can be constructed,

in which HL = Im2 and LK — Ic . Hence, the
resultant ampere turns which excite the
motor field flux are equal to WiY^OL. The
motor field flux induces in the stator field

turns a voltage DM = OL. A',„ sin A at

right angles to OL, so that the applied line

voltage should be equal to OM = Ei. The
torque in synchronous watts exerted by the

FiR. 28

energy current /-j through its reaction on the

motor field flux is ecjual to 01.. 1 2 X ,„ cos

AO/., and the torciue exerted by the com-
])ensating current J,=LK by its reaction on
the flux of transformation is ociual to I,„L.K.

Xm COS KNO. In order to find the actual
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I

primary line current, we have to reduce the

current and voltage to the primary turns.

If we find that the voltage thus obtained does
not correspond to the line voltage to be
applied to the motor, we can repeat the cal-

culation or recalculate both current and
torque by assuming that the former changes
proportionally to the line voltage and the

latter proportionally to the square of the line

voltage. We should also add to Ii, under the
proper angle, Ic reduced in the ratio of the
turns of the compensating coil to the primary
turns.

The construction of the diagram for the

running condition is still more complicated.

If we assume the angle of brush shift A, the
speed 5, the flux of transformation inducing
between the brushes 3-4 the voltage Eu<2, and
the secondary current I2 both in magnitude
and time phase, we can construct a diagram
which will show how large the reactance Xe

and the voltage Ec of the compensating cir-

cuit should be in order to have the motor
operate under these conditions. Finally

the torque, output, primary current, effi-

ciency and the power-factor can be deter-

mined for the operating conditions covered
by the diagram. In Fig. 29 we have made OB
equal to the assumed voltage Ew2 and h
equal to the assumed current. We set off

BA=l2X2 and AC = l2r2 and find 0C = Er2-

The voltage OB is induced by the flux of

transformation, requiring the magnetizing
current Im to be determined with the aid

of the excitation curve. By subtracting I2

vectorially from Im, we find /i. With the
aid of an excitation curve we further find

that it takes OL amperes to excite with
OC

Tr2 = TI'i turns -^ volts. Hence, the equiva-

lent magnetizing current for the motor field

flux is OL. We make OK =h : and find
cos A

that the compensating current Ic must be
equal to KL. For the compensating circuit

OC
we make OS = S.OB, OH = at right angles

to OC, and HG = Ic (re+rc) parallel to KL.
In G we draw a line at right angles to HG and
in 5 a line at right angles to OS. These two
lines meet in F and we should make Ec = FS
and the value of Xg such that GF = Ic x.. We

further make OP = OB cos A, PQ = Ii
n

cos A '

motor. If the stator turns differ from the
rotor turns we can reduce this voltage in the
proper ratio. The torque in synchronous
watts exerted by the current I2 is equal to I2

OC
-^ cos (180°— CO/z), and the torque

XiQR =h^^, RM^OH sin A, and find the
cos A

line voltage OM = Ei to be applied to the

Fig. 29

exerted by the current Ic =LKXOB cos ONL,
if the prolongation of LK meets OS in N.
The output can be calculated from the torque
and the speed. The input is equal to I\ X
OM cos h OM. By dividing the output
minus the friction windage and core loss by
the input, we find the efficiency. The power-
factor is equal to cos /i OM. In order to

obtain the real primary current, we should
have added to /i under the proper angle the

FS
compensating current -pr^LK.

OJj

The calculation can be repeated for dif-

ferent values of the secondary current, brush
shift, speed, and voltage .Ea,2 until the desired

load point has been obtained in a brush
position in which the motor exerts sufficient

starting torque and does not run at too high
a no-load speed. Instead of taking into

account the full rotor reactarice Xc at stand'
still and no rotor reactance at full speed for

the compensating circuit, we can always
figure with the full rotor reactance for both
compensating and energy circuit and intro-
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duce in the energy circuit the voltage Ic Xn

and in the compensating circuit I2 x„ for the
voltage induced by the commutation of both
the energy and the compensating current.

Commutation

The commutation conditions of the energy
brushes when the motor is running are

Fig. 30

essentially the same as for the brushes of the
repulsion motor. At starting they are con-
siderably better due to the reduction of the
motor field flux. Hence the armature of the
shunt compensated repulsion motor can be
wound for a considerably higher voltage than
that of the repulsion motor without exceeding
the safe commutation limits at starting,

which results in a material reduction in the
size of the commutator and the brush service.

An examination of Fig. 3 shows that the
axis of the coil short circuited by the com-
pensating brush 7 follows the axis of the

stator turns of transformation. Hence, a
voltage lagging 90 dcg. behind the flux of trans-

formation will be induced in this coil. The
axis of the coil short circuited by brush 7 is dis-

placed 90 dcg. in the direction of rotation with
respect to the axis of the motor field turns
hence by rotation a voltage will be induced
in it which is in time phase with the motor
field flux, i.e., opposite to the voltage induced

by the alternation of the flux of transforma-
tion. The flux of transformation increases

approximately proportionally to the speed
and the motor field flux and the voltage
induced by rotation through the motor field

flux increases proportionally to the speed and
the motor field flux so that the resultant

voltage induced in the coils short circuited by
the compensating brushes is approximately
zero for all speeds. The commutation of the
compensating brushes does for this reason
not offer any difficulties.

If we take into account the secondary
impedance drop for determining the flux of

transformation, then at standstill both the
flux of transformation and the voltage in-

duced in the coils short circuited by the
brush are not zero.

Reversed Compensation

If we reverse the connections between the
stator compensating coil and the compensat-
ing brushes, then the motor will operate with
an extremely low power-factor. Fig. 30
covers the diagram for this condition, and

Fig. 31

has been drawn in the same way as Fig. 29,

with the comj)cnsating voltage Ec = SF in the
opposite direction. Unless the reactance and
resistance drop of the comi)onsating circuit

is very large, the compensating current which
flows in the opposite direction will have to be
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very large in order to balance the vector

difference between F and H. If the reactance
and resistance of the compensating circuit

is small, then the rotation voltage OC will

have to lead OB in order that OH, which is at

right angles to OC, may move to the other

side of OS and thus bring H and F together.

This means that the secondary current has
to lag still more and still further lowers the

power-factor of the primary current. The
reduction of the power-factor further affects

the output of the motor, and the condition of

reversed compensation is therefore always
easily recognized.

For the performance curves of the shunt
compensated repulsion motor we refer to

Fig. 4 and Fig. 7 on page 582 and 583
of the General Electric Review of July,

1916.

SERIES COMPENSATED REPULSION
MOTOR

If we connect the compensating brushes
5 and 7 of Fig. 3 in series with the line, we
obtain the series compensated repulsion

motor shown in Fig. 31. Instead of con-
necting these brushes directly in series with
the stator winding, we can do this over a
series transformer. If the ratio of the pri-

mary to the secondary turns of the series

transformer equals c, the number of arma-
ture turns between two diametrical brushes
W2, the number of turns thus connected in

series with the stator winding reduced to the
primary circuit will equal W3 = W2 eff c.

We have found that with the motor rep-

resented by Fig. 1, the number of field turns
exciting the motor field flux equals Wi eff.

sin A. Hence if Wi = W2 the total number
of field turns of the motor covered by Fig.

31 will be equal to W'l eff. (sin A-|-c). The
leakage reactance and the resistance of this

additional field circuit, which we will call the
armature compensating circuit reduced to

the primary circuit, equals X2 c^ and ro c-.

The characteristics of this motor can be
derived in the same manner as explained for

the repulsion motor, bearing in mind that
the field turns are equal to Wi eff. (sin A-fc)
instead of Wi eff. sin A. The motor operates
like the repulsion motor, with the difference

that the field flux is excited by ampere turns
which are partly located on the armature
and partly on the primary.

In Fig. 32 we show the vector diagram for

the motor covered by Fig. 31, with the aid
of which we can determine the speed, the
power-factor, efficiency, torque and output

for a given brush shift A, transformer ratio

c, and line voltage £"/. We make

:

OA=Ii (ri+ra cos- A+r- d)
AC = eb (c-\-cos. A) if eb is the reduced

brush drop of one circuit for A = 0.

CD = Ii (xi-\-X'2 COS.- A+rca c^)

Fig. 32

DE = field drop determined with the aid

of Fig. 15 for the abscissa OX = Ii (sin A-\-c)

for which XA=E so that DE =E (sin A-f-cr)

ET = E COS. A.

Furthermore, due to the rotation through
the flux of transformation, a voltage will be
induced between the brushes of the com-
pensating circuit proportional to the speed
and proportional and opposite to the flux

of transformation; the axis of the compen-
sating circuit being displaced 90 deg. opposite
to the direction of rotation with respect to

the axis of the flux of transformation. For
5=1, this voltage reduced to the primary
circuit will be equal to cE and has been drawn
in Fig. 32 as KT = cE. For any speed differ-

ing from synchronous speed this voltage will

be equal to S^ cE, as it is proportional to

both the speed and the flux of transformation,
the latter also being proportional to the speed.
The locus KE of the vector sum of the voltage
of transformation and the voltage induced by
rotation in the armature compensatng cir-

cuit can easily be determined, and has been
shown in Fig. 32. With the line voltage Ei
as radius, we can draw a circle which inter-
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sects KE in L. The speed 5 in percentage
ME

of synchronous speed will be equal to 5 —
^f^-

The efficiency, power-factor, torque and
output can be determined in a way similar

to that for the repulsion motor. The dia-

gram is substantially the same as that of the

polyphase series motor (^) with the excep-

tion that KE is no longer a straight line. The
voltage induced between the compensating
brushes improves the power-factor. For
A = 0, we will have KT^DE, and the power-
factor will be unity when the motor is run-

ning slightl}' above synchronous speed. We
can even operate this motor with unity power-
factor at synchronous speed if we shift the

brushes beyond the neutral so that KT = CE.
The commutation, however, is inferior in

that case, so that in general the brushes

should not be shifted back further than to the

line neutral position.

So far we have neglected the influence of

the magnetizing current required for exciting

the flux in the series transformer. This flux

leads the voltage appearing at the armature
compensating brushes by 90 deg. The voltage

induced by transformation between these

(^

brushes is equal to PE = —.—--— DE. The
stn A-\-c

voltage induced by rotation through the

flux of transformation is equal to NE, N
being the projection of L on CE (see Fig. 32).

Hence, the voltage appearing at the com-
pensating brushes is equal to NP and the

flux in the series transformer will be in time

phase with the line current /i. As this flux

has to be excited by the vector difference

between the primary and secondary ampere-
turns of the transformer, it follows that

the secondary ampere-turns will have to be
lower than the primary. As long as we
neglected the magnetizing current rcqtiired

for exciting the flux in the transformer, the

compensating current was equal to cli. If

we have a saturation curve taken on the

primary of the transformer, we know that

for the speed under consideration, at which
the comjicnsating voltage is equal to NP, a

magnetizing current /( is required. Hence,

in that case, the compensating current will

be equal to c Hi — It) and the total number of

ampere turns exciting the motor field flux

7, M', c#. sin A -he 1 1
14

'i ejjf.-c I, 11', eff.

With the aid of Fig. 15, we can find the volt-

age E for OX =

h Wi eff. sin K+c h Wi ef.-c I, Wi ejjf.

W.eff.

and we can make

:

DE =E {sin A -he).

The voltage across the transformer is NP =
cE (1-52).

If this voltage differs from the transformer
voltage which we have assumed for the speed
under consideration, the calculation has to

be repeated.

The transformer has the same effect as an
increase of the magnetic reluctance of the

path of the motor field flux at the low speed;

which means that, due to the reduction in the

field drop with a certain brush-shift and line

voltage, the motor can draw more current

from the line and the torque will be increased

as long as the reduction of the motor field

flux is not carried on too far. The reduction

of the motor field flux will further result in

improved commutation at low speed. As
soon as the motor runs above synchronous
speed, the voltage NP appearing at the com-
pensating brushes reverses its direction and
is opposite to ED. Hence, the flux in the

transformer will be opposite to the line cur-

rent h and the secondary ampere turns of

the transformer will have to be larger than
the primary ampere turns. If It is again the

magnetizing current required by the trans-

former, the motor field flux will be excited

by h Wi eff. sin A+c Ji eff.+Ii Ei eff.

ampere-turns. Hence, the larger the mag-
netizing current It of the transformer, the

sooner the motor field flux will increase with

increasing speed, in spite of the reduction of

line current /i, and thus the speed can be
limited. The increase of the secondary cur-

rent flowing in the circuit 3-4 with increasing

speed, which has been analysed for the repul-

sion motor, helps in limiting the speed.

The transformers of standard motors are

designed in such a manner that the no-load

speed is no more than 150 per cent of the

synchronous speed.

It required for exciting the flux of the

transformer can be larger than the line cur-

rent lu In that case, when running below
synchronous si:)ccd, part of the excitation

will be furni.shed by the secondary turns of

the transformer and the current in the arma-
ture compensating circuit will be reversed

so that tlie ami)ere-turns yielded by it are

opposite to the amp(>re-turns of the stator

field turns. Part of the excitation reciuired

by the flux of the iransfonner is transmitted

by transformation Inmi the stalor field-turns

to the armature coiiiiiiMisaliii.L; cinniit and

HSvv ('. .•w. i'il)iu:.rv, ntUi.)
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flows from there to the secondary of the
transformer.

In case it is desired to nm the motor of

Fig. 31 counter-clockwise in a brush position

in which the motor has the same character-

istics as in the brush position A in which the

motor nms clockwise, we should shift the
brushes clockwise over lSO-2.4 degrees. On
the plain repulsion motor we could have
shifted the brushes just as well over 2A
degrees counter-clockwise to obtain the same
result; but on the compensated repulsion

motor this cannot be done, as the armature
compensating circuit and stator field winding
buck one another. Nevertheless, it is possible

to obtain counter-clockwise operation by
shifting the brushes far enough counter-
clockwise; however, the power-factor and
commutation will be inferior. As with the
polyphase brush-shifting motor, the voltage
AT of the diagram of Fig. 32 has in that case

to be put into the right of TE which explains

diagrammatically the reduction of the power-
factor.

The torque, speed, efficiency, and power-
factor characteristics of the series compen-
sated repulsion motor have been shown on

Fig. 33

page 582 of the General Electric Review
of July, 1916, in an article which also deals
with its practical application, as varying
speed brush-shifting motor.
By shifting the brushes the motor field

turns can be varied, which results in a varia-

tion of the speed. The motor is designed in

such a manner that the brushes are in the
live neutral when it is carrying its full load

at full speed. In this brush position the
motor really operates as what might be called

a series compensated induction motor, the

motor field flux being yielded by the armature
compensating turns only, which are con-
nected in series with the line.

Commutation

The commutation conditions are essen-

tially the same as for the shunt compensated
repulsion motor, only at starting and slow
speed the series compensated motor will

usually operate with a higher motor field

flux than the shunt compensated motor.
This depends on the design of the series

transformer.

THE COMPOUND COMPENSATED
INDUCTION MOTOR

If we connect the end d of the stator wind-
ing of the shunt compensated induction
motor to the compensating brush 5 instead
of to the line, and connect the compensating
brush 7 to the line, we obtain the compound
compensated induction motor of Fig. 33.

This motor has characteristics similar to

those of the shunt compensated repulsion

motor represented by Fig. 3, the principal

difference being that the field turns through
which the line current flows are no longer
located on the stator but on the rotor, while
the compensating current is the combination
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of the line current and the current resulting

from the voltage E, induced in the stator

compensating coil. The equivalent circuit

for the armature and stator compensating
circuit has been represented in Fig. 34. The
current flowing from brush 5 to 7 we will call

Ic, and the current flowing through the
stator compensating coil /«. /i is the pri-

mary current reduced to the secondary, and
c is equal to the ratio of the secondary to the

primary turns of the motor. In accordance
with Kirchhofs law the vector sum of Ic, Ics

and 1 1 must be zero.

With the aid of the equivalent circuit we
can calculate the starting torque and current

in a way similar to that for the shunt com-
pensated repulsion motor in Fig. 28. We
assume the secondary current h and make
(see Fig. 35) 0A=l2 ra, AB = l2X2, and
find Eu'2 = 0B. If with a line voltage Ei the

compensating voltage is equal to Ec, at

starting the compensating voltage will be

OT?
equal to -7^ £c. The line current c/i has to

El

be resolved into two components in such a
manner that the vector sum of the voltages

in both circuits is equal. Therefore, we sub-
tract from cli the current OH, so that

OH =^Ec
1

El W{Xm^Xcy-\-rc^

If OK = c/i, then we have to resolve HK into

two currents, i.e.,

and

HL =

LK =

\/xe^+f^

y/{X„.-^Xe+XcY-\-{r,^rcY
HK

V{X„-\-x,+Xc)'-h{re+rcy
HK

The compensating current Ic = OL, and the
current flowing through the stator compen-
sating coil Ics = LK. For the calculation of

the torque we refer to Fig. 28.

To OB we add BC =^ Ec; CD = Ics u;
El

DP = Ics xc; PN =h n and NM = Ii xi and
find the line voltage OM.
The diagram for the operation at full speed

can also be drawn and has been shown in

Fig. 36. We can derive it like the diagram
of Fig. 29. We assume a secondary current

12 and voltage OB. We make CA=l2 ^2

AB = l2 X2. Then the voltage to be induced
by rotation is equal to CO. After assuming
the speed S, we find with the aid of a satura-
tion curve the current OL. The primary

current /i is found by adding the magnetizing
current Im to I2; OK = c Ii, and we thus find

the current LK = Ics which flows through the
stator compensating coil. We further make

OC0S= S.OB perpendicular to OB and 0P= -^

perpendicular to OC. To P we add PH =
OLre parallel to OL and HG= LKrc parallel

to LK. We then draw SF perpendicular to

OS and GF perpendicular to HG. The latter

lines meet in F, so that the compensating
voltage should be equal to SF, and we have
to select the value of Xe in such a manner that

GF
Xe= jj^. To B we add BQ =h r^; QR =h Xi

and RM = HS, i.e., the drop across the
brushes 5 and 7. The rest of the calculation

is similar to that of Fig. 29.

As to the relative value of the shunt com-
pensated repulsion motor and compound com-
pensated induction motor, the diagrammatic
analysis shows that if with a certain starting

torque we want to obtain as low a no-load
speed as possible and the smallest possible

variation between no-load and full load speed,

the shunt compensated repulsion motor will

be the more suitable one. A comparison of

Fig. 26 and Fig. 34, representing the equiva-
lent circuits for the field circuits of both types
of motors, shows that in the case of the shunt
compensated repulsion motor the mutual
inductive reactance Xm (see Fig. 26) is con-
nected in multiple to Xe^Xc and r^-f-rc, while
In the case of the compound compensated
induction motor (see Fig. 34) Xm is connected
in series with Xc and Tc and in multiple to

Xe and Te. This means that if we want to
obtain the same field flux at starting, Xe will

have to be larger for the compound com-
pensated induction motor than with the shunt
compensated repulsion motor. An increase of

Xe results in a higher no-load speed, as has
been explained before. This condition can be
improved by connecting the shunt compen-
sation across half the armature from 5 to 3
and the series compensation from 3 to 7 as

has been shown in Fig. 37. In this case we
get for the equivalent field circuit Fig. 38,

which is essentially the same as Fig. 26.

Hence, the diagram of Fig. 28 can be used for

determining the starting torque and the dia-

gram of Fig. 29 for the operation at full

speed. We have only to add cli- tc and c Ii-

Xc to RM, and when the motor is running the

rotation voltage induced between the brushes
5 and 7.

U
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As the brushes are standing in the neutral

position the motor can be readily reversed by
a change in connections by means of a double

throw switch, as shown in Fig. 30. It is

possible to take a standard Type RI, shunt

compensated repulsion motor and operate it

in multiple. In the 220-volt connection, in

which the two stator circuits are connected
in series, the whole armature is used for the

series excitation, as shown in Fig. 40. The
equivalent current for this connection has

been shown in Fig. 41. In some cases, to

ir.i.4r^

z; X^i-4Xp

ZBc

Fig. 41

Fig. 40

with the brushes in the neutral position as a

reversible compound compensated induction

motor connected as in Fig. 39. This applies

to the 110-volt connection in which the two
circuits of the stator winding are connected

secure higher starting torque, it is necessary to

connect a small reactance in series with the

stator compensating coil. The characteristics

of this motor are represented by Fig. 15, page

584, General Electric Review, July, 1916.
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INDUCTION MOTOR: STARTING TORQUE

1 202) What is the ratio existing between the
low-speed and high-speed starting torques of a

two-speed induction motor?

Two-speed induction motors do not possess a
common ratio between their low-speed and high-
speed starting torques. The value of the ratio is

a property of the particular design of a two-speed
motor, not of two-speed motors as a class. There-
fore, a specific design of two-speed motor must
be considered and its characteristics must be known.
The factors upon which the value of the ratio

depends are: (1) the pitch of the stator windings,
i.e., whether the high-speed winding is over half-pitch

and the low-speed winding is above full-pitch; (2)

the end-ring resistance as compared with the bar
resistance of the squirrel cage; and (3) whether the
motor is designed for constant torque or torque in

proportion to speed.
While it is a fact that the torque per ampere at

starting is ordinarily about twice as great on the low-
speed as on the high-speed, the actual delivered
torque is usually somewhat greater on the high
speed than on the low. However, this condition
is sometimes reversed by a change in the type of

winding used. A.E.A.

SYNCHRONISM INDICATOR: PHASE ROTATION

(203) If a synchronism indicator is properly con-
nected to indicate synchronism between two
three-phase generators that are both running in

the same direction will not the instrument incor-
rectly indicate that synchronous conditions also
exist when the generators are running in opposite
directions and are 180 degrees out of phase?

Since the standard synchronism indicator is a
single-phase device,* it will not detect the fact that
one machine is running reversed; consequently, it

might incorrectly indicate that synchronism occurs
under these conditions. However, it is funda-
mentally impossible to operate two machines
together while one is running reversed—unless two
armature leads of one machine are interchanged.
When this interchange has been made, the syn-
chronism indicator will correctly designate the
proper time for paralleling the two machines.

In case it is desired to detect reversed rotation
in one machine, it would only be necessary to use
two synchronism indicators, one connected to each
of two phases of the machines. J.A.H.

* For a detailed description of the construction and operation
of the synchronism indicator see Question and Answer No. 174,
General Electric Review, August, 1916, page 731.

TRANSFORMER: VARIATION OF VOLTAGE WITH
LOAD FOR OPEN AND CLOSED-DELTA

(204) Given a closed-delta secondary made up of
three single-phase transformers and also an open-
delta secondary made up of two single-phase
transformers, all five units being identical.

Are the changes in voltage that are produced by
changes in load greater for the open-delta con-
nection than for the closed-delta connection?

For the same change in load, greater changes are
to be expected in the voltage of the open-delta bank
than in the closed-delta bank. Considered broadly,
this is due to the fact that the members of the open-
delta connection are not as symmetrically linked
together as are those of the closed-delta connection,
and as a natural consequence the effects of load
conditions are likely to be more pronounced in the
former.

Balanced Load
Consider the closed-delta connection. When

connected to a unity power-factor load the separate
windings of the delta operate at unity power-factor
regardless of the load.

Consider now the open-delta connection. (The
load may be drawn from two phases or from three
phases without causing any difference in operation
of the transformers provided the currents in the
windings are the same in each case.) When con-
nected to a unity power-factor load the currents in

the windings are 30 degrees out of phase with their

respective voltages, leading in one winding and
lagging in the other. (This is caused by the V-con-
nection.) Thus, one winding operates at 87 per
cent power-factor leading and the other at 87 per
cent power-factor lagging. Consequently, with
additional load the voltage delivered by the first

winding will increase and that by the second winding
will decrease. Therefore, for unity power-factor
load the difference in voltages is greater in a V-con-
nected secondary than in a delta-connected sec-

ondary; in fact, the difference is greater than in a
delta-connected secondary for 87 per cent power-
factor load.

For loads of less than unity power-factor the

regulation (or change in voltage) of the V-connection
would be further increased over that of the delta-

connection.

Unbalanced Load
The difference in voltages for unbalanced load

would increase in various degrees, depending upon
just where the greater and lesser loads were con-

nected, but in any case it would likely be greater

for the V-connection than for the delta connection.
W.P.W.
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TRANSFORMER: ONE OF TWO IN PARALLEL
BURNED OUT

(205) In an instance in which two identical three-

wire transformers were mounted on a pole and con-

nected in parallel, according to Fig. 1, one of them
burned out. That the two combined were not
overloaded was later demonstrated by the
remaining transformer carrying the entire load
satisfactorily. What was the probable cause of

the burnout?

With identical transformers having properly
balanced windings successful parallel operation
should be obtained with the connections shown in

Fig. 1, unless there was some defect in one or both
machines.

If the machine was not defective a possible cause
of the burnout may have been an imperfectly

balanced design, resulting in an unbalanced heating
on three-wire load. The wiring diagram of a trans-

former having balanced windings is shown in Fig. 2.

This transformer will maintain a uniform heating
on either balanced or unbalanced three-wire load.

(205) Fig. 1.

In it both halves of the secondary winding are

distributed equally on each side of the primary coil;

in other words, the entire length of each half of the

secondary winding is directly adjacent to the whole
primary winding. The diagram shows that the

inside secondary coil is in series with the outside

secondary coil. Such an interconnection insures

that the resistances of the two secondary halves

are equal and also that the reactances are equal;

thus perfect regulation of the two halves is obtained
and the voltage drop in either secondary circuit will

not exceed the listed regulation drop under ordinary
unbalanced load conditions. E.S.

GROUND DETECTOR: ELECTROSTATIC

(206) What is the principle of operation of the

eLctrostatic ground detector?

The electrostatic ground detector, being in effect

a differential voltmeter, measures the difference in

insulation resistance between a line conductor and
ground. For its operation, it is dependent upon the

electrostatic attraction and repulsion between a

stationary set and moving set of vanes. Instruments
of the single-phase type indicate a ground by the

pointer deflecting toward the terminal of the line on
which the ground occurs. Instruments of the

three-phase type indicate a ground of one line l)y the

two pointers of the ungrounded lines deflecting

toward the terminal of the grounded line. E.C.S.

REGULATOR: WIRING

(207) Why are switches not permitted in the
primary circuit of a feeder regulator?

Tlie omission of switches is necessary to insure
the proper co-operation of the primary and secon-
dary windings of the regulator. Specifically, the
primary and secondary windings must be so elec-

trically interlocked that neither can be open-cir-
cuited while current is flowing in the other. The
need for such a system of connections results from
the fact that a current in the secondary would
induce an excessive potential in the primary winding
if the primary were open-circuited. An induced
potential of this magnitude may permanently
modify the magnetic characteristics of the iron core,

may break down the primary insulation, and may
endanger the life of a person who for any reason
comes in contact with an exposed part of the primary
winding.

E.C.S.

01

(205) Fig. 2.

INDUCTION MOTOR: DRYING OUT

(208) Describe the methods recommended tor

drying out an induction motor.

There are several methods for drying out an
induction motor that has become damp or water
soaked. Perhaps the best is to run the motor with-
out load at reduced voltage to cause it to draw a
heavy current for heating without dangerous voltage
stress. The current should be from one to two
times full load value, which will require from K to

}i full voltage for the average motor (slightly less for

25-cycle motors and perhaps slightly more f( r60-cycle

low-speed motors). If the rotor is of the wound
type, the collector rings should be sliort-circuited as

for normal running. This method will apply heat
from the interior of the conductors of both stator

and rotor.

Another method is to apply direct current in a
manner similar to that described for synchronous
motors in Q. and A. No. 11)7, December, p. 1139.

The temi)eratnrc limits specified therein for syn-

chronous macliincs will also apply to induction

motors when dried by the direct-current process.

A third method involves the application of exter-

nal heat in a manner identical to that also described

in Q. and A. No. 197 for synclironous motors.

A. E. A.
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THE PATHS OF PROGRESS
We believe that there are few things more

necessary for the sound economic develop-
ment of the industrial world than organized
industrial research. For this reason, we are

particularly pleased to publish in this issue two
articles devoted to the need of fostering re-

search work. One of these articles is written by
Dr. W. R. Whitney, Director of the Research
Laboratory of the General Electric Company,
the other by Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz.

We feel that there is an imperative need
for the extension and better recognition of

research work. The laboratory of which
Dr. Whitney is Director, is one of the most
encouraging factors in industrial research ac-

tivities, as the existence of such an institution

as part of a manufacturing establishment
speaks well for the future of the industry,

denoting as it does the recognition of the
value that is likely to be derived by instituting

sound organized methods of learning the
secrets of nature, rather than by trusting to

haphazard methods.
One of the most important results that

will be obtained from industrial research

laboratories is the training of men as scientific

investigators. Dr. Whitney shows in a most
striking manner that results are not obtained
by casual workers, or by those who are only
interested in scientific investigation. It is

specially worthy of note that important
results have only been obtained by those who
have been specially trained and who have
devoted a large part of their lives to investi-

gations. The whole business of research work
is finding out the laws of nature and simplify-

ing our understanding of the law, and this is a

work that nothing but patience and perse-

verance can accomplish. It is a work that

those undertaking it must pay undivided
attention to, and it is for this reason that a
man must be an investigator first, and if

possible a teacher second, not a teacher first,

and if possible an investigator.

The list of names that Dr. Whitney recites,

with the mention of the work that some of

these great men have accomplished is an
inspiration and serves to show the limitless

worth to the world of research in scientific

subjects. Who could attempt to calculate

the value to mankind of the discovery of

electro-magnetic induction ? Practically

speaking the electrical industry of the day is

based on this discovery. We believe that

there are still to be discovered secrets from
nature of equal or of greater importance.
If this is the case we can well afford to

stimulate research work both industrially

and nationally, even if the cost is very
great.

Our men of science should receive better

recognition for the service they are rendering,

and this is specially true in connection with
our educational institutions. As it is more
than likely that the future of every country
will depend to a vital degree on scientific

research, and whether any individual nation
is to become a leader or follower will in a
large measure depend upon the facilities

they give their investigators to work with.

It is easy to copy the work of others, but the
nation that originates and has men of inven-
tive genius will always lead.

It is highly probable that the next few
decades will see competitions in getting results

from research. If this is to be so, the nations
which are to lead must discard the old

methods and bring modern methods of

organization to bear upon the work of

scientific investigation as actively as they are

willing to do in the case of manufacture.
The final object of research work is to

enable us to use the resources of nature to

better advantage tomorrow than we can
today. This is a commercial question as well

as a scientific question. The industrial

supremacy of the future will certainly belong
to those who conduct organized research
work, improve their product by the knowledge
thus gained and keep ahead of others by
constantly improving the quality and increas-

ing the efficiency of their product by new
developments.
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SPEED CONTROL OF INDUCTION MOTORS FO? STEEL MILL DRIVE
By J. D. Wright

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

An all-round satisfactory method of speed control for induction motors had long been a desideratum. The
late modification of the Scherbius system, as described in the following article, has met actual operating re-

quirements with remarkable success. The construction of the component units is described below, the function
of each unit and the operation of the system as a whole is explained, and special attention is given to the valu-
able double-range regulation feature. This article was read as a paper before the November, 1916, meeting of

the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers.

—

Editor.

The ordinary induction motor with phase
wound rotor is essentially a constant speed
machine, but on account of its many desirable

characteristics, such as its ability to exert

very high starting and running torques and
to carry heavy overloads, its high efficiency

and its extreme simplicity of construction,

considerable time has been devoted to the
study of means of obtaining speed control.

Many methods have been used, among
which are the following:

Rheostat control
Multispeed windings
Concatenated control
Scherbius system
Kraemer system
Heyland system

It is the object of this paper to describe a
modification of the Scherbius system as

applied to induction motors for steel mill main
roll drives which permits the operation of the
roll motor at speeds above and below syn-

chronism.
An attempt is made here to present a clear

view of the actions of the machines, avoiding
all unnecessary discussion of the somewhat
complex theories involved.

Main Motor

The main roll motor is, of course, the usual
type of three-phase machine with phase
wound rotor, the stator winding being the
primary and the rotor winding the secondary.

It is well known that when voltage is

applied to the primary windings, the alternat-

ing currents in the various coils produce a
magnetic field which revolves at a speed
depending directly upon the frequency and
inversely upon the number of poles.

In the secondary windings, which are cut
by the rotating magnetic field, there is

generated a voltage which is a maximum
when the rotor is at standstill . 'i'hc secondary
frequency is then exactly the same as the
primary frequency.
The currents which flow in the secondary

windings will exert a torque, causing the rotor

to turn in the direction of the rotating field.

The rotor s])ccd will continue to increase, and

at the same time the secondary voltage and
frequency will decrease, until the secondary
voltage is just sufficient to send through the
impedance of the windings sufficient current
to develop the required torque. At exact
synchronism the secondary voltage and fre-

quency are zero. If the load remains con-
stant (normal conditions being assumed) and
the speed is reduced by the well-known
method of inserting resistance in the second-
ary circuit, then at any other speed the voltage
and frequency are practically proportional to
the slip in per cent of synchronous speed.

These relations are shown bv the curve in

Fig. 1.

If, instead of the external resistance, a

constant voltage at rotor frequency is used to

oppose the secondary voltage, the speed of

the rotor will adjust itself to such a value that
the secondary voltage exceeds the opposing
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Fig. 1. Curve Showing Relation Between Secondary

Voltage, Frequency and Speed of Phase

Wound Induction Motor

voltage by an amount ccjual to that necessary

to send through the impedance of the circuits

sufiicient current to devclo}) the recjuired

torque. If the opposing voltage is adjustable,

the si)ced of the main motor may be changed
sim])ly by varying the ojjposing voltage.
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If the opposing voltage has a value
represented by .4 in Fig. 1. the motor at no
load will run at a corresponding speed. If

a load should come on, the motor would slow
down to B, for example, so that the increased
secondary voltage would be just sufficient to

cause enough current to flow to enable the
motor to develop the required torque.

It is the function of the reg-

ulating set to provide a source

of adjustable voltage which may
be impressed on the secondar\-

windings of the main motor.

Regulating Set

Fig. 2 shows a typical reg-

ulating set. It consists of an
induction generator, regulating

motor, and exciter. The induc-

tion generator is an ordinary
squirrel-cage machine which
may operate either below or

above synchronism. When the

speed is less than synchronism
the machine acts as a motor
taking power from the line.

When the rotor is driven above
synchronism the machine acts

as an induction generator and
delivers power to the line.

The regulating motor is a

polyphase commutator motor
with an armature similar to that of an ordi-

nary direct-current machine. Its stator is

usually wound with three distinct windings;
viz., a compensating field winding, an inter-

pole field winding, and a main exciting field

winding.
The exciter is similar to the regulating

motor, but is somewhat simplified because
of its smaller size and lighter service.

Ohmic Drop Exciter

In addition to the regulating set there is

required a small auxiliary exciter which has
been called an ohmic drop exciter.

The armature is mounted on the shaft of

the main motor, so that its speed is always
the same as that of the main motor. This
exciter has the property of giving a constant
voltage with a varying frequency, the fre-

quency always being exactly the same as that
of the secondary circuit of the main motor.
This necessitates that the machine be wound
with the same number of poles as the main
motor.
The machine consists of an armature like

that of a rotary converter, having both com-
mutator and slip rings. The field punchings

which surround the armature are without
slots or windings. Since it is usually designed
to handle three-phase current, its commutator
is usually supplied with a multiple of three

sets of brushes.

As shown in the diagram of connections,

Fig. 3, the slip rings are connected through a
transformer to the main power lines. If

Fig. 2. Regulating Set Consisting of an Induction Generator,

a Regulating Motor, and Exciter

voltage is applied to the slip rings with the
armature at rest the alternating currents in

the various coils produce a magnetic field

which revolves around the rotor at a speed
depending directly upon the frequency and
inversely upon the number of poles, the same
as in an ordinary induction motor.

If the armature of the main motor be
rotated at synchronous speed, and if the phase
rotation of the ohmic drop exciter be such that
the direction of rotation of its magnetic field

is opposite to the mechanical rotation, the
magnetic field would no longer rotate but
would stand still in space. The armature
conductors revolving at synchronous speed
would thus cut this stationary flux and a
voltage would be generated which would
deliver direct current from the brushes on
the commutator just as in a direct-current

generator. At one half synchronous speed,

for example, the magnetic field would be
rotating at half speed and the armature at

half speed, with the result that the armature
conductors would still cut the flux at the same
rate, and the voltage generated would there-

fore be the same as at synchronous speed and
at standstill. The frequency, instead of being
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zero as at synchronous speed, would be one
half of the normal frequency applied to the
slip rings of the ohmic drop exciter, or exactly
the same as the frequency of the secondary
of the main motor, since, as stated above, the
magnetic field of the ohmic drop exciter is

Powcei-zfjc^

7-*«vy/v^5^o/r/^fjf
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Fig. 3. Diagram of Connections for Induction Motor
with Double Range Speed Regulating Equipment

rotating in space at one half of its syn-
chronous speed. At any other speed the
voltage generated is constant and the machine
delivers from its brushes alternating-current
at a frequency equal to the slip frequency of

the main motor. It may be noted that
alternating ciirrent at zero frequency is direct

current.

If the armature is driven above synchronism
the magnetic field will of course rotate in an
opposite direction and the machine will

deliver from the brushes alternating current
having a phase rotation reversed from that
when operating V)elow synchronism.
The use of this form of exciter has made

possible the development of a method of

operation of the main motor that retains all

the desiraV^le characteristics of the normal
induction motor oj)erating with short circuited

sli]> rings, not only at s])ceds considerably
below synchronism but ecjually well at sj^eeds

near synchronism, in synchronism, or above
synchronism.

Operation of the System

In the regulating motor the exciting wind-
ing is a shunt winding connected directly

across the main induction motor slip rings.

The shunt field therefore has practically a
fixed flux regardless of variation in load on
the main motor; for as the speed of the main
motor varies due to a changing load the
secondary voltage and frequency also vary
proportionally, and therefore the flux remains
constant.

The exciter armature is connected in series

with the exciting winding of the regulating
motor so that it can buck or boost the slip-

ring voltage and leave an^^ desired percentage
to be applied to the field of the regulating
motor. If it is desired, for example, to

operate at a speed where one half of the slip-

ring voltage is applied to the regulating motor
field the exciter must buck away the other
half. It must therefore have the property
of generating a voltage always proportional
to the slip-ring voltage, instead of a constant
voltage like the regulating motor. Since it is

an tmsaturated shunt machine its voltage is

proportional to its field current. One of the
fields is excited from the main motor slip

rings over a resistance that is large compared
to the reactance of the circuit, so that the
field current is practically proportional to the
slip-ring voltage.

Thus, since for any particular adjustment
of the field resistance of the exciter the
exciter terminal voltage is proportional to the
slip-ring voltage, the difference between the
two is, of course, proportional to the slip-ring

voltage, and is therefore of the right nature to

apply to the field of the regulating motor to

])roduce constant flux. A change in t he exciter

field resistance makes the exciter consume a
different proportion of the slii)-ring voltage,

thus altering the regulating motor field and
voltage, and as a consequence the s]5ccd of the
main motor.

Reference to Fig. 4 will show that the

exciter has, in addition to the field excited

from the sli]) rings, another field which is

excited from the brushes of the ohmic drop
exciter. It might be mentioned here that
this exciter is called an ohmic drop exciter

because it excites the regulating motor exciter

in .such a manner as to catise the latter to

generate a voltage which actually balances
the ohmic dro]) in the field circuit of the
rcgtilating motor. The effect of this second
field ujjon the speed variation com])ared to

that of the first is small when operating
remote from synchronism, but large when
oi)crat ini; near sx-nchroiiisin. WIumi oiu^'ating
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exactly at synchronism it must of course
provide all the required excitation.

To iUustrate the actions of the different

machines, let it be assumed that the main
motor is running below synchronism and that

it is desired that the speed be raised above
synchronism. Fig. 5 may help to illustrate

the various points. Curve 1 shows the
variations of speed and secondary voltage.

It is assumed that the load is such that a
voltage represented by B is necessary to send
through the impedance of the secondary
circuits sufficient current to enable the motor
to develop the required torque. At any speed
below synchronism the slip-ring or rotor

voltage .4 must be greater than C, which is the
opposing voltage, by an amount equal to B.
Thus .4, in addition to overcoming the
opposing voltage C, also supplies the voltage
B.

Cun^e 2 is an enlarged view of the same
quantities close to s^-nchronism. Condition

ro a^^jre/T.e^

D D D

Fig. 4. Connections of Double Range Speed
Regulating Equipment

1, Curve 2, has been reached by decreasing
the voltage of the regulating motor. This
regulation toward synchronism was accom-
plished by increasing the resistance in the
ohmic drop rheostat and decreasing the
resistance in the exciter field rheostat. (When
regulating toward synchronism the resistance
in the exciter field rheostat is decreased in

order that the exciter may be made to con-

sume a greater and greater percentage of

the slip-ring voltage, as the voltage consumed
in the field windings of the regulating motor
decreases when the flux and frequency
decrease in approaching synchronism.) Con-
dition 2, Curve 2, Fig. 5, is where the
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5. Curves of Speed vs. Secondary Voltage Through
Synchronism Resolved into Their Component

Voltages

regulating set offers no opposing voltage
and the voltage A is equal to B. At this

point the conditions are practically the same
as when operating the main motor with the
slip rings short-circuited. The circuits to the
main fields of the regulating motor are com-
pletely opened so that no voltage is generated.
Up to this point it is evident that, since the

rotorvoltage exceeds thevoltage of the regulat-

ing set, the regulating machine has been acting
as a motor and the induction generator, being
driven above synchronism, has been delivering

power to the line. It should be noted that the
regulating motor has the characteristics of a
shunt wound direct-current motor. That is,

its speed with a given field is proportional to

the voltage applied to the armature. When
operating the main motor below synchronism
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it is evident that the induction generator must
be driven above synchronism in order that
the power deHvered to the regulating motor
may be absorbed. It is also evident that if

the regulating motor were connected to the
main motor slip rings without the induction
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Fig. 6. Curve Showing Size of Regulating Set in

Per Cent of Capacity of Main Motor

generator the speed of the main motor would
continually decrease and the speed of the
regulating motor increase; because, since
there would be no torque to resist the torque
of the regulating motor, the latter would
speed up. Its voltage, opposing the rotor
voltage, would therefore increase, with the
result that the secondary voltage of the main
motor would no longer be sufficient to send
through the impedance of the circuits suf-
ficient current to enable the motor to develop
the torque required by the load, and the main
motor speed would decrease. The rotor
voltage would then become higher, causing
the speed of the regulating motor to still

further increa.se. This action would tend to
continue as long as the rotor voltage could
continue to increase.

Referring further to Curve 2, it is seen that,
in order to regulate toward synchronism from
condition 2, it is necessary that the voltage of
the regulating machine be reversed. To arrive
at condition .'i, the regulating machine must
act as a generator and assist the rotor voltage
/I by a voltage equal to C to supi)ly B. At
exact synchronism, condition 4, the rotor
voltage is zero and the voltage of the regulat-
ing machine must be large enough to send
through the secondary circuits sufficient
current to enable the motor to develo]) the

torque required by the load. If voltage C
is still further increased the main motor torque
increases above that required by the load,
with the result that the rotor speed must
increase. The rotor voltage therefore begins
to develop in the reversed direction, so that
at condition 5 the voltage C of the regulating
machine must be equal to A plus B.

Size of Regulating Set

The size of the regulating equipment is

determined by the amount of speed adjust-
ment required above and below synchronism.
The secondary energy from the main motor is

Q1

'

equal to the following: -^-^X shaft horse
1 — vSlip

power. Fig. G shows the size of the regulating
equipment for any speed adjustment above or
below synchronism where the main motor is

called upon to deliver either constant torque
or constant horse power. From an inspection
of this curve it is evident that it is desirable
to have the synchronous speed of the main
motor midway between the maximum and
minimum speed at which it is required to
operate, as under this condition the size of the
regulating equipment is a minimum.
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Fig. 7. Efficiency and Power-factor Curves for I2-pole

2200/2000/1800-h.p. 275/250/225-r.p.m. Motor
with Regulating Set

Efficiency and Power-factor

I^'ig. 7 shows tyj)ical overall efficienc\- and
jjower-factor curves for an induction motor
with regulating equi])ment. The illustration
also shows the efficiency and i)ower-factor
curves for the main moCor when operating
without the regulating set, that is, with short-
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circuited slip rings. The efficiency values

under this condition are of course higher
because of there being no regulating set

losses. The power-factor values are lower
because the power-factor correction obtained
from the regulating set is no longer available.

Fig. S shows a diagrammatic arrangement
of connections with apjjroximate distribu-

tion of losses and calculations of overall

efficiency for various assumed conditions.

The speed of the main motor is assumed to

be regulated from 20 per cent below syn-

chronism to 20 per cent above synchronism
with constant load torque. The power trans-

mitted by the regulating set, which is deter-

mined by the percentage regulation below or

above synchronism, is approximately equal to

,
"

^^. X shaft horse power or |^X 1600 = 400
1 — Slip SO

20
horse power, or, above synchronism, 77^X
2400 = 400 horse power.
When operating at the intermediate speed

it has been assumed that the losses in the set

would be approximately % of the losses at

maximum or minimum speed, as the set is

then not handling as much power as at other

speeds.

Control

Magnetic control is usually provided for

induction motors with speed regulating sets,

and is especially desirable on account of the
ease with which the proper interlocking of the
various circuits may be accomplished.
The control is so designed that the following

sequence of operations must be observed
when starting the main motor from rest,

assuming that it is desired to operate with the
regulating set:

1. The master controller which governs the
operation of the contactors controlling the main
motor must be in the off position.

2. The speed regulating rheostat must be placed
in the starting position. (The position corresponds
to the setting at which the regulating machine
generates no voltage.)

3. The regulating set must be started from an
ordinary starting compensator by the squirrel cage
machine acting as a motor.

4. The main motor may then be started by the
operation of the master controller.

A contactor is provided for opening the
armature of the regulating motor and another
for opening its field circuit when the main
motor is being started from rest. Provision
is made for closing these contactors after the
motor has been accelerated and all the start-

ing resistance cut out of the secondary circuit.

It is evident that to prevent an excessive
flow of current the regulating set must be con-

nected to the main motor slip rings at a motor
speed corresponding approximately to the
setting of the speed regulating rheostat. This
has been chosen as the normal speed of the
motor without the regulating set.

ep'oLoss

//Z^ax*

Fig. 8. Main Motor 1600/2000/2400-h.p. 20 Per Cent
Regulation Above and Below Synchronism

Size of Regulating Set 400 h.p.
Losses Main Motor 120 h.p.
Losses Main Regulating Motor 44 h.p.
Losses Induction Motor generator 24 h.p.

Total Loss 188 h.p.

Shaft H.P. at Max. Speed 2400

2400
^^"''""^ =

2400+188 =^2-^ P^"" ""*

Shaft H.P. at Min. Speed 1600

= 89.5 per centEfficiency =^ggQ^jgg
Shaft H.P. at Average Speed 2000

Efficiency =
2000 4-120+ Appro X. 23 X6S

= 92.5 per cent

Provision is, of course, made for operation
of the main motor without the regulating set,

and a double throw control switch is arranged
to make the proper change in connections.

In case it is desired to "plug" the main
motor to stop it quickly, additional secondary
resistance is provided to limit the current.

The regulating set is automatically dis-

connected from the main motor when the
master controller is thrown to the reverse

position.

Advantages of Double Range Regulation

Double range speed regulating equipments
(that is, those that permit operation of the

main motor above and below synchronism)
evidently possess several important advan-
tages from an operating point of view. The
following may be noted:

Flexibility: The double range system
permits the operation of the main motor non-
regulating at an average speed with maximum
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efficiency. (With single range systems pro-

viding speed reduction only, the main motor,
without the regulating equipment, operates

at maximum speed.)

Maintenance: The double range auxiliary

set may be idle while rolling at the non-
regulating speed, thus minimizing wear and
upkeep.

Production: In event of trouble with the

regulating set, the main motor operating at an
average speed will permit rolling a wider
variety of sections than will a single range
system operating under similar conditions.

Sections for which higher speeds are desirable

can nearly always be rolled in emergency at

the average speed with reduced tonnage,
while if trouble develops with a single range
set, many low speed sections cannot be rolled

at synchronous speed.

Running Points: A great number of run-
ning points up to 100 or more can easily be
obtained.

Power-factor: Improvement of the power-
factor of the main motor is easily obtained.

Asynchronous Apparatus: Since no syn-
chronous machines are used there is no
tendency for the regulating equipment to fall

out of step under sudden loads.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN ITS RELATION TO THE INDUSTRIES*
By Charles P. Steinmetz

Chief Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

In the introduction of his article, Dr. Steinmetz states that in the latter decades industries have
established and maintained their own research laboratories because educational institutions, as operated,
proved incapable of increasing scientific knowledge fast enough to permit of rapid industrial progress.

Continuing, the author recommends that educational institutions and industrial research laboratories supple-
ment one another for the limitations of the one, as a class, are not those of the other. He allots to each class the

type of research that can best be prosecuted Ijy it and then compares the methods of procedure that are
followed by each. The remainder of the article is devoted to a strong appeal to scientists and abstractors for a
broadminded recognition of the work of the industrial research laboratory and the engineering profession in

general.

—

Editor.

Industry, and with it all our modern
civilization, depends on engineering. Engi-
neering, however, is nothing but applied

science, and science thus is the foundation,

scientific research the ultimate means, which
have created our civilization. For ages the

chief homes of scientific research have been
the universities and other educational institu-

tions. During the last generation, however,
the industrial development has been so rapid,

and the demand for the results of scientific

research so great and urgent, that the
universities have not been able to supply it,

and the industries, especially the more
powerfully organized modern industries, as

electrical engineering, chemistry, etc., had
to enter the field of scientific research. The
country's educational institutions did not
advance in fostering scientific research to the

same degree as the industries advanced and
many universities and educational institutions

rather retrograded in scientific research

—

became submerged in a false commercialism
which figured the output of the college in

student hours per professor, judged efficiency

by the percentage of students graduated, and
altogether too often wasted the university's

best assets, its professors. Thus we find in our
colleges men who had shown themselves

capable as investigators to do scientific

research work of the highest order, overloaded
with educational or administrative routine,

and deprived of the time for research work.
Private industries rarely commit such crimes
of wasting men on work inferior to that which
they can do: industrial efficiency forbids it.

Thus, when the advance of industry
demanded a more rapid extension of our
scientific knowledge than that given by the
educational research institutions, scientific

research laboratories were established in the
industries. Some of them very soon showed
their ability to produce scientific work of high
character. As illustration, I may mention
how an entire new branch of chemistry, the
chemistry of the free atom, has resulted from
the work of Langmuir in the Electrochemical
Research Laboratory of the General Electric

Company, and has been communicated to the

literature by numerous papers..

However, these scientific research labora-

tories of the industry represent only a part,

often the minor part, of the research work
done within the industry, and in many places

throu hout tlie industrial organization oi)por-

tunity is afforded for the riglit men to carry
I'n'sciitcd at a joint meeting of the Pranklin Institute and

the Philadelphia Section, American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, held Wednesday, October 18, 1916.
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out scientific research. Thus in the materials

testing laboratories of our industrial corpora-
tions, in their standardizing laboratories, their

apparatus testing departments, development
sections, etc.. research work is being carried

out. and as a rule is encouraged by the corpo-
rations.

Referring only to the field of electrophysics,

most of our knowledge of the phenomena of

electric waves and impulses in circuits, of

magnetism, of dielectric phenomena, etc.,

has come from this source.

When speaking of industrial research labo-

ratories, we must not forget the commercial
testing laboratories, development laboratories

etc., which have been established and which
serve the same purpose to the smaller indus-
trial organization as do the private labora-

tories to the great industrial corporations.

Theoretically, there is a limitation imposed
on scientific research work in industrial

establishments : It should be of such character
that it may lead to results which are indus-

trially useful. In reality, however, this is no
limitation at all; for there is no scientific

investigation, however remote from indus-
trial requirements, which might not possibly

lead to industrially useful developments,
although obviously no immediate or direct

usefulness is expected. Any investigation

offering a definite prospect of industrial

utility is not scientific research, but is indus-

trial development or design. Indeed experi-

ence has shown that it is rare that some indus-
trially valuable results do not follow sooner
or later, no matter how abstruse and remote
from apparent utility a scientific investiga-

tion may appear, and any scientific research
whatsoever is thus industrially justified.

To illustrate, when the Consulting Engi-
neering Laboratory of the General Electric

Company undertook research work on the
electrostatic corona and in general on dielec-

tric phenomena in the air, no immediate or

direct benefit could be seen for the industrial

company which financed the work ; but it was
justified by the consideration that a greater

knowledge of these phenomena might extend
the economic limits of long distance power
transmission and thereby increase the indus-
trial demand for transmission apparatus.
Nevertheless, before the research was com-
pleted—if research can ever be considered
completed—it had led to a redesign of

practically all high-voltage transmission
apparatus, and has thus proven valuable in

industrial design.

Some research work can be carried out
more efficiently by educational institutions.

and other by the industry. In general, better

facilities in materials and in power are avail-

able for industrial research, but the high class

skilled labor of investigators and research

men, such as is available in university

research through graduate students, is expen-
sive in the industry. Thus research requiring

little in facilities, but a large amount of time
and attention from research men, is especially

adapted to educational laboratories; while

investigations requiring large amounts of

material or of power rather than time of the

investigators are specifically adapted to the

industry, and often beyond the facilities of

the educational institution. Efficiency should
thus require a division of research between
educational and industrial laboratories in

accordance with their facilities, and where
this is done the results are splendid. Thus,
for instance, the phenomena of the dielectric

field beyond the elastic limit, or in other

words those of the disruptive effects in air

and other dielectrics under high electric

stress, were almost entirely unknown a very
few years ago, and it was even unknown
whether there is a definite dielectric strength
of materials, analogous to the mechanical
strength. This field has been very completely
cleared up, and a comprehensive knowledge
of the phenomena of the dielectric field gained,

not only under steady stress, but also under
oscillating stress, and under the transient

stress of sudden electric blows or impulses,
ranging down to time measured by micro-
seconds, as the result largely of the work of an
industrial research laboratory, the Consulting
Engineering Laboratory of the General Elec-
tric Company under Mr. F. W. Peek, and
an educational laboratory, John Hopkins
University under Professor Whitehead—both
laboratories working independently and de-
voting their attention to those subjects for

which they are specifically fitted, though
naturally often overlapping and checking
each other.

Unfortunately, this limitation of research
work in accordance with available facilities

is not always realized, and educational
institutions especially not infrequently at-

tempt research work for which industrial

laboratories are far better fitted, while
research work for which the educational
institution is well fitted and which the
industry needs but can not economically
undertake, is left undone. It is usually the
desire to "do something of industrial value"
which leads universities to undertake investi-

gations on railroading and similar subjects,

in which the probability of adding something
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material to our knowledge is extremely

remote, or to undertake investigations on
industrial iron alloys in competition with the

vastly greater and more efficient research of

industrial laboratories in this field of mag-
netism, while all other magnetic research

is largely neglected. Our knowledge of the

phenomena of magnetism is therefore still

very unsatisfactory, and it is obvious that

a material advance can be expected only from
a comprehensive study of the entire field of

magnetism, and the little investigated non-
ferrous magnetic materials thus would be
the ones most requiring study.

The closer relation of industrial research

laboratories to engineering practice leads to a

tendency which in general may be expressed

by saying that in the results of industrial

research the probable error is greater, but the

possibility of a constant error less, than in

educational research. In any investigation

typical conditions are selected. As these

conditions naturally never can be perfect,

two ways of procedure are feasible: either

to investigate the errors and disturbing

factors and correct for them, or to select the

condition of experiment so that the disturbing

factors are negligible; for instance, experiment

on a large scale. The latter method can not

give as high accuracy as the former; but the

former method, while theoretically more
accurate, may give a constant error, possibly

of hundreds of per cent, if some of the

assumptions on which the corrections are

based are not completely justified. Industrial

research leans towards the first method as

giving results which are safer in reliability,

even if somewhat less accurate, while educa-

tional research leans towards the method of

applying corrections. As an illustration, in

magnetic investigations the effect of joints in

the magnetic circuit, yoke, etc., may be deter-

mined and corrections for it applied, or such a

magnetic circuit may be chosen that the effect

of joints, etc., is negligible and can be neg-

lected, or taken care of by a correction which
is so small that its accuracy is not material.

In industrial research the liah)ility exists of

limiting the work to such a narrow field that

it has little general scientific value: for

instance, to determine the hysteresis loss in a

magnetic material without determining the

magnetization curve. Inversely, in educa-

tional research there is sometimes the ten-

dency to generalize beyond the limits justified

and so draw wrong conclusions. For instance,

numerous investigations have been made and
conclusions drawn therefrom in treatises on

"the arc," while in reality the investigation

was made with the carbon arc only, and the
conclusion apjDlies only to this kind of arc,

and as the carbon arc is not typical but rather

exceptional, the conclusions are wrong for

most other arcs.

As regards the quality of the scientific

research work done in industrial organizations

compared with that in educational establish-

ments, there is no material difference; but the

work done in the industry, just as that done
in universities, varies from scientific research

of the highest quality down to investigations

which are of little if any value—investigations

crude and inaccurate or directly erroneous in

premises, in method, and in results and
interpretation, or investigations which while

correctly conceived and correctly made are

useless because essential conditions have not
been controlled or recorded. Still worse are

those pseudo-scientific investigations occa-

sionally made, which owe their inception to

the desire of self-advertisement or which are

made for commercial or legal purposes; for

instance, to give the appearance of a scientific

standing to some theory which some inventor

has recorded in his patents. Such work, met
occasionally though less and less frequently,

in industrial as well as in educational institu-

tions, tends to discredit scientific research

in the eyes of the layman, who can not
discriminate between science and pseudo-
science.

The essential difference between industrial

and educational research, however, is found
in their method of publication: the publi-

cation mediums of scientific research carried

on in educational institutions are the scientific

publications published more or less under the

direction or supervision of universities, while

the publication mediums of the scientific

research carried on in the industry are the

technical or engineering papers, and only

occasionally an abstract reaches the scientific

publications. Unfortunately a large number
of scientists still look on jniblications in the

technical press as unscientific, take no
cognizance of it, do not recognize it in

scientific abstracts, reviews, etc., and as a

result a large and steadily increasing part

of the scientific research of the country is

practically lost to the scientists, is not avail-

able or easily accessible, through not being

recorded, abstracted or indexed in the records

of scientific ])rogress. For instance, in the

tables of ])hysical constants ])\il)lished only

a few years ago. under " Instcresis" are

])u])lished the losses in a Siemens cable
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transformer (a type which had ceased to exist

a quarter of a century ago), and practically

all that mass of data on magnetism that
has been recorded in the engineering proceed-
ings is neglected, apparently as not "scien-

tific." which shows that there is something
wTong with the attitude of those responsible

for the records of science. Among the worst
offenders in this unjustified exclusiveness are

the physicists, while the chemists make a
recommendable exception. In the chemical
abstracts published by the American Chemical
Society, the results of industrial research as

well as those of the chemical university

laboratories are recognized, and these ab-
stracts are therefore comprehensive and
valuable, which cannot be said of the abstracts

of some other sciences. Possibly the reason
for this is that applied chemistry is chemistry
just as much so as is theoretical chemistry,
while applied physics goes under the name of

engineering, and the average theoretical

physicist is rather inclined not to recognize

engineering as being scientific.

Some excuse may be found in the nature of

the two classes of publications, the physical

science publications and the engineering

publications. The former accept for publi-

cation only scientific papers, exert a critical

judgment, and the appearance in the scientific

publication medium thus implies that the
article, at least in the opinion of the editors, is

of scientific value. This is not the case, and
can not be the case with the engineering or

technical publications: the technical press

is the medium of all the publications of those
engaged in the industry, from scientific

research of the highest value to mere com-
mercial statements, and the appearance of an
article in an engineering paper or transaction

does not imply, nor intend to imply, that it is

of scientific value; but the discrimination
between scientific worth or otherwise, which
in the scientific publications is attempted by
the editors, has in the engineering press to be
left to the reader or abstractor. If, however,
the purpose of the engineering publication is

to bring together all classes of industrial

records and it thus includes commercial and
other articles this is no justification to refuse

recognition to scientific papers contained in

these publications, but rather makes it desir-

able, and indeed necessarv in the interest of

our nation's scientific efficiency, to find some
means or organization to carry out this

discriminaton and make available to the

scientific world at large the scientific work
contained in the annals of applied science,

that is, engineering.

To conclude then : scientific research of the
highest class is carried out today in our
nation in educational institutions as well as in

industrial organizations and commercial test-

ing laboratories, and the scientific research

work in the latter is increasing at a far

greater rate than that in the former. The
publication mediums for the scientific re-

search of industrial organizations are the
engineering publications and transactions,

and the failure, in many branches of science,

of recognizing the engineering publications

in the records of science makes the records of

science incomplete and increasingly so, and
therefore seriously retards the progress of

science, and with it that of applied science,

that is, engineering; and as engineering is the
foundation of our civilization this practice

constitutes a serious menace to our nation's

progress.

It is therefore important that those scien-

tists who are engaged in keeping the records

of science and making the results of scientific

research available and easily accessible

should recognize all sources and records of

scientific research, including those of applied
science, that is, the engineering publications,

and should undertake the work of reviewing
the technical press as well as the purely
scientific publications, judging and selecting

from the former those publications which are

of scientific value and recognizing them.
Only then will our records of science be
complete and correspondingly valuable.

The question then immediately arises, is

not the keeping of records of science one of

the most important and most valuable
activities, which in the interest of our national
progress should be undertaken by our national

government, by the National Bureau of

Standards, as the only body which is un-
partisan and unprejudiced, and by its nature
is in close contact with and intensely inter-

ested in engineering and at the same time has
proved its scientific standing and ability to

do scientific work of the highest class, and
therefore of judging scientific work?
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RESEARCH
By W. R. Whitney

DiRECTOR, Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

In this address, which was delivered at the Alumni Dinner of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
January 6th, Dr. Whitney makes an urgent plea for the better recognition of the value of scientific research work
and a more liberal treatment of those engaged in this pursuit. He recites the accomplishments of many great
men and shows how each of these had spent long years of faithful work on investigations, emphasizing the point
that the results are not obtained by haphazard methods, but only by highly trained men through persistent
and consistent effort.

—

Editor.

I want to talk about pure research because
we Americans seem to know so little about it.

Nothing in the world is so important to

engineers. Although the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology is the greatest engineering

school, it is the home of few research men.
Since the war began we have all taken in-

ventories. We see that there is need on every
side for national planning which shall extend
beyond the four years for which our politi-

cal parties are separately responsible. Our
nation will not mature under a single admin-
istration. National policies should be planned
for long periods. The part which I want to

talk about to-night is the advancement of

science, and the improvement of Americans
by our Institute.

Because of the inherited conservatism of

systematized teaching, radical steps are slow.

William Barton Rogers, in establishing this

Institute, did something radical. Men were
to be taught by contact with things, instead

of being merely told about them by teachers

—

the custom of a thousand years. A great

technical school resulted. It prepares men
for useful work in trade and industry, but
neither this nor any other American school is

doing much to read the countless uncut pages

of science or to lay the foundations of the

future engineering structures.

Even if research had no greater value than
its application to engineering, much more of it

ought to be done at this Institution. If

working into new levels of Nature's infinite

mines merely made students brighter, or

teachers more interesting, there would be

ample warrant for research. But there are

better reasons. Some arc instinctive and
as difficult of analysis as are our reasons for

developing at all.

Man seems to be the su]}rcmc, mentally

elastic organism. He develops by trying

novelties and by taking new j)aths. No one
knows to what extent he may develop, but
everyone knows that through acquisition of

knowledge, or, let me say, production of it,

he may transcend any ])hysical limits. This

will not come about by continuous re])etition

of what we have already learned. Monkeys
and parrots do as much. It will come through
the continual and active appreciation of new
knowledge. In national mental development
we might be wise to learn to do as well as

Germany has done until we can do better.

In most every little town of the Empire there
is a university. In almost every university

there are several high-brow professors, and
in almost every professor there is a research
man of high order. Such has been the con-
dition for two score years. During that time
a large part of the basic knowledge of our
engineering has come from these people,

whether it be the engineering of the physician,

the chemist, or the electrician, or the engineer-

ing of music, economics, or religion. Every
one of these professors delved patiently in

his university laboratory, using his own and
students' hands, and his lectures were far the
lesser part of his work. Such men teach by
example, and produce others like themselves
by contagion. When the student has in turn
contributed to new knowledge, and only then,

he may become a doctor, and in Germany this

means something real. When this doctor has
later shown great originality and productivity,

he may become a professor, and that means
"wie ein Gott"—only a little lower than a

Kaiser. Do not make a mistake here, of

laughing at the funny foreign facts. Maybe
we are funny, and slow to see it. When I

"made my doctor" in Germany, a laurel

wreath was ]jut at my place at table. In

America, I should have had to buy a box of

cigars for the boys.

A professor with us is a conscientious

alumnus a little older than his assistants.

He is stunting his mental growth on a salary

that no chauffeur would accept. He is not
ex]jected to be a scientist, nor a worker in

science. He is not asked to show boys how
new things may be done by doing them. He
must confine liimself to talking about accom-
I)lishments()f()thcrs, usually foreigners. We rail

at him, but do not hcl]) him at all. The fault is

not his. I le was raised as a part of the system
which we, in our ])overty, have had to employ.
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In the advance of ciWlization it is new
knowledge which paves the way, and the
pavement is eternal. While the physical

structures of man are decaying, the facts he
has learned are ever doing new service. Anti-
toxic devices w411 be increasing when loco-

motives are forgotten. Magnetic induction
will work after the pyramids have blown
away. We ought to see that everything dis-

tinguishing our lives from those of Indians
has come from studying something new.
As we grow in years and wealth, we ought

to grow in new wisdom and knowledge.
H. G. Wells, who wrote "Mr. Britling Sees it

Through," once made some notes on Boston
which have enough of fair criticism of our
immobility to warrant repeating. He sa5's:

"There broods over Boston an immense eflfect

of finality. One feels in Boston as one feels in

no other part of the states, that the intellectual

movement has ceased. * * * It makes little in

the mind of the world whether anyone is con-

centrated upon medieval poetry, Florentine

pictures, or the propagation of pills. The com-
mon significant fact in all these cases is this

:

a blindness to the crude splendor of the pos-

sibilities of America now, and to the tragic

greatness of unheeded issues that blunder
towards solution, etc.," and finally, "Over
against unthinking ignorance is scholarly

refinement (the spirt of Boston) ; between that
Scylla and this Charybdis the creative mind
of man steers its precarious way."
The creative mind of man steers its pre-

carious way, and there is little reason for it but
habit. We are not too old to grow the crea-

tive mind. England, France, and Germany
do it. We are not too young, because west-
em universities are doing it in some lines.

In many countries there exist today classes

of men who devote their lives to public welfare
and are kept from starvation by long
established customs of community support.

This grouping may extend from government
officers on the one hand, to monks on the
other. As a matter of fact, much of our
accumiilated knowledge has been disclosed

by these two extreme classes. If one recalls

the ways by which much of our scientific

knowledge has been obtained, he realizes

that it has been through simple, individual

inquisitiveness. At irregular times and places

men have appeared who seemed to be perpetual
interrogation signs. They were never satis-

fied with what was already known, but they
themselves wanted to extend the known with
an ardour which was perpetual. They were
usually professors.

There are a few very marked peculiarities

surrounding these cases which we Americans
have thus far failed to realize. And this is the
more surprising because these peculiarities

deal with the very practical matter of bread
and butter. Most of the foundations of the
world's great advances in experimental
knowledge have been laid by men who were
set apart and supported by the government,
or some more or less public institution, where,
for very long periods (usually for life), they
were encourtaged to delve into the unknown.
Think of Davy and Faraday in the Royal
Institution; of Graham, Ramsay, Rayleigh,

J. J. Thomson, and Kelvin, in English
institutions; of Pasteur in the Sorbonne and
Pasteur Institute, of the Curies, of Dumas
and Berthelot and others of France; of Helm-
holtz, Bunsen, Hertz, Wohler, Hofmann,
Ostwald, Haber, and others, in German
universities; of Berzelius, vant' Hoff, Men-
delejeff, Arrhenius, and a score of men from
the universities of other countries. Most of

these are men of our time and none of our
country. They were in some way supported
in their research work by their country. How
many such cases can we cite for America ? In
a few colleges, one or two men are now per-

mitted to carry on a little research work, when
it does not interfere with routine teaching.

It was not long ago that research, if done at
all in some of our colleges, had to be done
surreptitiously. At this same time, other
countries were paying their best scientists to
continue research, and schools of research
were being maintained in almost every large

German and French city.

There is something distinctive in research
which can best be covered by the word
"trying." It seems to me to convey an
impression of following the suggestions of

Nature, instead of attempting to force some
single, preconceived path, to the exclusion of

others. Many of our real advances come to

us through the development of new phe-
nomena which are in no sense sought for the
purpose. The foundation is laid at times
when thought of the object gained is impos-
sible. The knowledge may be stored a long
time before the value of it is realized. It is

the seeking of this kind of knowledge that we,
as a whole, should encourage. In our various
technical undertakings we make use of the
direct method of attack. We try all the prom-
ising schemes which seem likely to lead us to
the particular new end we have in mind, but
this is not the way by which are produced
our longest strides. It is not the way they
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have developed heretofore. When Professor

Hertz was making observations which were
based on the effect of one spark gap on
another at a distance, and concluded that he
was dealing with electric waves in space, he
was not trying to improve the telegraph or

telephone. He was like an inquisitive child,

making what to him were interesting experi-

ments. He was well trained to observe, but

otherwise he was like a youth guided solely by
the interest in the new things he was finding.

When he had added to our knowledge the

few simple facts which he observed, the

results of trying things, he had laid the

foundation for a Marconi. His ability was
no accident, his ser\dce no unsought nor

unsupported thing. He had been trained by
Helmholtz, and all his life he was employed
in German universities to do pure research

work and to encourage others to do it likewise.

This is the important point.

The reason why we should take most
interest in this type of research is that it

most needs help and understanding in

America, and it most develops the people who
support it. The American manufacturers
are probably wise enough to measure the

value of direct attack on their specific pro-

blems, and they will more and more effectually

employ men to solve them as men appear who
are competent. In this way much that is new
will be discovered, but not enough, nor of the

right kind. The discoveries in separate

industries are usually those of further refine-

ment, or improvement. The natural exten-

sions of present known paths, the more or less

obvious additions or economies, these are

the studies of the industries. By industrial

research as usually successfully carried on,

few new fields of human endeavor are likely

to be opened up.

I do not believe it is commonly realized

(particularly in America) how generally the

world's greatest discoveries were disclosed in

their first stages by men who were highly

trained and experienced in experimenting.

I want to emphasize this point. We do not

appreciate the fact that usually the long

strides in advance are made by careful,

j)ainstaking observations of matters not at the

time j)articularly ])romising or comjjrehensible

to the layman. The foundations of advances

are most often made by such men as experi-

menting science professors, who, with mind
skilled in observation and keen in ap])recia-

tion, have had oi)])ortunity to long continue

the investigation of some ])henomenon of

Nature which they observed. We Americans

must get out of our minds the thought that

our part is always like harvesting the wheat
we have grown on our virgin soils. Something
has to be cultivated, something planted.

We must learn that improvements of great

human interest are not accidental, fortuitous,

or free from extended exertion.

We are generally superficial. The interest-

ing lives of a few exceptionally able American
inventors have led us to overprize engineering
short cuts. We are patenting inventions at

the rate of nearly 50,000 a year, but very few
Americans are advancing the sciences at all.

We need to be told that beneath national

supremacy must lie some sort of national

foundations, and if we are considering

technical, industrial, or engineering su-

premacy, we must expect to need some con-

structive work in bases of physics, chemistry,
electricity, etc.

We do not need to confine our thoughts to

narrow branches of endeavor. Let us look at

fields of modern work, chosen at random.
The underlying thought in these illustrations

is that the great new strides were made by
highly trained observers, that their power of

scientific observation, supported by facilities

for experiment, were the guaranties of sub-

sequent useful developments.
The benefits of anaesthesia, for example,

are due to the experiments of Priestley on
gases, which led Davy to play with nitrous

oxide. Then, by experiment, he discovered
its power of producing insensibility to pain.

Faraday showed that ether acted similarly;

Dr. Morton, in Boston, also disclosed its

applicability, and, finally, anaesthetics came
into general use. The research men were at

the time trained chemists merely trying

things for the pleasure they obtained in

learning something new, and they had been
])ractising this scientific observation and
chemical ex])erimentation all their lives.

Thus they api)reciated the value of the new
facts and tried many ex]jeriments to add to

the knowledge already gained. And they had
time to do it and were ])aid to do it. In this

connection, Sir James Sim]:)son, who intro-

duced chloroform into anaesthesia, early

showed a peculiar talent for medical observa-
tion and research. He was a well-known
])rofessor in I'^dinburgh, a trained ex])eri-

menter. In 1847, after numerous exi)eriments

on himself and others, he disclosed the
possibilities of cliloroform as an anaesthetic.

If we take a stc]) further back in this field,

we find the chloroform itself discox-ered as a

new chemical coniiiound 1)\- llie well-known
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university professor. Liebig. He was trained

and supported all his life for doini:; just such
things. He was the first of a long series, and
he made many such contributions to our
welfare.

It is for such reasons that we want to see

more chemists and physicists trained in our
schools than are absorbed in our industries.

"We need them much more generally in

scientific research laboratories, in the college

or elsewhere, where the country's future

interests are concerned.
The trying of new things which made the

telephone possible was done by Faraday
when he studied the effect of one electric

current on another and disclosed the general

laws of magnetic induction. His was no
untrained mind suddenly awakened by a
gracious Nature with a useful discovery in her

outstretched hands. He was studying a lot

of little effects which all practical men of his

day would have said were meaningless and
useless. He was keeping careful notes of

every observation and continuing every
experiment as the results of the last one led

him onward. His trials of unknown com-
binations, each with its clear object, reached
many thousands in number. To him they
were full of mystery, and so interesting as to

force him to continue them. The world holds

an infinity of just such phenomena still

unstudied, but it does not support many such
investigators.

Speaking in the light of subsequent utilities

and developments of his work, we can safely

claim that such an investigator is worth
thousands of ordinary men. Something must
also be attributed to his opportunities and
environment. Such things we can supply.
Taught to experiment by a Davy, and
retained in a position in the Royal Institution,

he was in command of his own time and
adequate apparatus for scientific research
over a period of two score years. This cost

the Royal Institution of Great Britain yearly
not over $2500 for salary at his highest
annual rate. We would not expect every
such investment to be as productive. But,
there are at this late day, in our own country,
very few men employed to do research work
as he was employed. In most of our institu-

tions of learning, it is still difficult to obtain
funds to permit of scientific research by teach-
ers even for a small fraction of their time.

People have already nearly forgotten that
aeronautics owes its present development to

the trying of certain new things by Professor
Langley. No one took any stock in his early

studies on the rate at which little cardboard
])lanes would fall, if given a certain slant and
a certain lateral speed in the air. His studies

had been ]:)ublished for years, but no one used
them. At that time aviation certainly seemed
more possible through the use of balloons,

of lifting propellers, or of waving wings, than
through any other means. Langely finally

tried to show the application of the facts he
had learned about air-floating-planes to

aeronautics, and was scoffed at. Now we
appropriate at once sixteen million dollars

for such flying machines, to keep abreast of

those who are using the principles disclosed

by Langley.

But Langley's work, so far as his support
by the country went, was one of our best

American near-successes. He, too, was a
highly trained physicist. He was early a
professor of astronomy and physics, and was
long an experimenting student of meteorology,
both at Pittsburgh and Washington. His
efforts for a time were supported by the
government, but this support was withdrawn
at the critical period when a successful aero-

plane, as we now realize, was apparently actu-

ally at hand. For only a part of his work on
other matters, such as the extension of the
invisible solar spectrum or the bolometer, we
ought to have rewarded him by aiding him to

develop those other subjects, like aerodromics,
in which he excelled.

Were his discoveries fortuitous? No. He
was an active scientific investigator with years
of training and experience. The kind of work
he was doing is exactly what is needed for the
foundation of such advances as we hope to
make, but cannot now foresee. Unfor-
tunately, we Americans were not wise enough
to continue encouraging and supporting his

work.
A Swedish professor in a lecture once

noticed that a wire carrying electricity made a
magnetic needle move when brought near it.

He studied this little thing because he liked

it. Another Professor, in France, quickly went
on with this little phenomenon, finding out
how in general electricity and magnets were
related. Then a couple of Germans used the
principle for communication at a distance,

and we soon had electromagnetic telegraphy.
In addition to these, such men as our own

Professor Henry contributed to the study of

the electromagnet. Is it an accident that all

of these men, Oersted, Ampere, Gauss, Weber,
and Henry were in educational institutions,

that they were mature and highly educated
men? Perhaps the two names which first
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occur to the student of the electrical group
are Volta and Galvani. Here again we have
trained observers and teachers. Each of them,
but two, was over forty when he did the
work here referred to. I mention this to

show that in such cases maturity in age and
education has been common, and that we
must get out of the way of thinking that great

advances by original thought and work
emanate usually from the young and un-
trained mind, or are accidents of time and
environment.

Prior to the studies of Ampere, no one
proposed trying currents in wires acting on
magnets as a scheme for communication.
The post did that work satisfactorily. No
one knew telegraphy as a want at all. The
use followed after the discovery. The
discovery was made by a trained scientist.

It was studied by a scientist, and scientists

later steered it into useful directions and
engineers made it commercial.
Most Americans probably imagine the

great utilities now depending on the use of

steam as traceable to the discovery of a lad

who observed the steam pressure exerted in

the kettle at the home fireside and who, with
a little tinkering, soon set up the steam engine.

This is what our newspaper men call the
personal touch, or human element which is so

necessary to effective popular science. But
the truth is sacrificed to please us, for a cent.

Hero of Alexander apparently made the first

steam engine. He was one of the greatest

scientists, students, teachers, and writers of

his day, and his results were the work of most
advanced and careful experimentation, carried

out with remarkable support and con-
veniences. The methods of development of

new things in Hero's time (130 B. C.) are
necessary today.

We find in the researches which led to the
engine becoming the comVjinationof a cylinder,

])iston, and condenser, the work of Papin, a
lifelong experimenter in physics, hydraulics,

and pneumatics, and a professor at Marburg.
He worked out the idea of the condenser.
Apparently the aid of Robert Hooke, a
j)rofessor at Gresham College and a lifelong

research student of physics, enabled Newco-
men to improve Pai)in's ai)paratus, so that an
engine for mine ])um])ing resulted, and then
came Watt. He was aided by (ilasgow ])ro-

fessors, and the college gave him the position

of mathematic instrument maker. In this

position, with the help of the yjrofessor

of chemistry, Black, and the ijrofessor of

natural philoso])hy, Robison, he experimented

on steam. He was at this work eight years
before he made the advance of adding the
vacuum to the earlier engines. It was not a
flash of thought, but a long study.
And so I say, let us train more scientists,

more men who can stud}' new things and ask
questions of Nature. We will be adequately
supplied with good engineers, because the
demand for them is obvious and the pay
good.

It was a professor at Louvain, Minckelers,
who apparently started us in the use of illumi-

nating gas. He became interested in the
distillation of coal. He was not aiming to
illuminate houses, and his first uses gave no
premonition of our present conditions. He
was trying such gases in balloons, but he
also tried lighting his lecture room by this

means. The engineering development of this

peculiar discovery did not take place for ten
or more years, but it was the inquisitive mind
of the trained physicist and chemist which
made the engineering possible.

To take a well-known chemical field, let us
review the way the facts were discovered and
the steps taken in the fixation of nitrogen.

No attempt will be made to give a complete
account, but notice how generally it is the
mature, highly trained man who makes the
observations and carries the study to the
point where obvious utility warrants others

taking hold. The earliest work on the action

of electric arcs in producing combination
between the gases of the air, was the observa-
tions of Priestley and Cavendish, each of

them a lifelong student of chemistry and
physics. They showed that nitric oxides are

produced. The refinements of technical

development were due to the experiments of

Bradley and Lovejoy in America, of Birkeland
and Eyde in Norway, and of Schoenherr and
Pauling in Germany and Austria. Another
of the fixation processes is traceable to the
discoveries of Moissan, an experienced
chemist and teacher in Paris, who described
the production of calcium carbide in the

electric arc. It had been previously made, and
the production of acetylene from it, by
Wohler, a teacher of chemistry in Leipzig,

and at the time of Moissan's discover)- was
also discovered in America, by Willson, who
develoi)ed it commerciaUy. That this carbide

was useful for the fixation of nitrogen was
found by Caro and Frank. Ostwald, one of

the most active i)hysical chemists, became
interested in catalysis and studied the oxida-

tion of ammonia to nitric acid, when this

reaction had onh' scientific \ ahu', and \'et it is
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now used to help Gennany in her manu-
facture of explosives. Professor Haber,
another well equipped German teacher and
investigator, also studied a number of gas
reactions in the way which almost always
puts the science, and sometimes the industries,

ahead. He spent years studying and writing

on the thermodynamics of gas reactions.

His direct production of ammonia is now
possibly the world's simplest way of getting

ammonia, and from it, in turn, the very
desirable nitric acid. Such a large part of

this work has been due to the start given by
the purely inquisitive experiments of well

trained experts that this way of advancing
seems a sure way.

Carl Scheele devoted his whole life to chem-
ical experiment and investigation. The
chemists of today are deeply indebted to him
for his many studies. No one can properly
inventory the work of such a man. His
discovery of oxygen made his name forever

known, but his studies of the coloration of

certain silver salts by light laid the foundation
for photography. How easily we accept as

natural a condition such as this, where the

greatest skill of a human copyist is perfectly

transcended by a simple chemical process. But
it was once unsuspected : the way was opened
by inquisitive experiments by a good observer.

Surely there are many more just such
widely interesting developments which only
await the careful studies of the trained

inquirer. The history of photography is

filled with the names of chemical and physical

investigators, most of whom contributed to

this science only after long preparation in

research work. Very little, or nothing seems
here to have been accidental. Our position has
resulted from gradual accretions of knowledge
from many experimenters.

I do not claim that professors, when given
time to carry on experiments and delve in

some new field, have all started revolutionary

utilities, nor do I believe that every new plane
to which we have been lifted by human effort

has been the result of some college professor's

work, but it is right to realize that most of

them have been. The illustrations are useful

in showing that new knowledge is likely to

come from the experiments of scientifically

trained men who, removed from many of the
interruptions of average life, can go more
deeply into the unknown than most of us, and
they make us question whether we are doing
enough of trying new things.

As we ride in our automobiles, we realize

that the explosion type of engine marked a

new epoch. On account of the proximity, we
cannot estimate the value of this step.

Apparently, like the use of illuminating gas

or magnetic induction, this foundation was
also laid in the professor's lecture room. The
first explosion type of engine was apparently
that of a Professor Parish, at Cambridge, in

1820. In this case he used hydrogen and air

mixtures, but the step to other gases, or

gasoline, was only one of refinement. We
call it engineering after the principles are

founded.
During the past few years we have had our

pleasure constantly increased by the thermos
bottle. This may be a little step, but it must
be attributed to the scientific work of a trained

expert, Professor Dewar. His greatest service

may be his work on the liquefaction of gases,

but his need for such liquids as hydrogen
prompted the development of the vacuum
jacketed and silver coated glass apparatus
now in daily use throughout the world.

We have already mentioned Davy, of the
Royal Institute. His continued experiments
led to many of the conveniences of today,

but he also discovered and isolated the five

metals, sodium, magnesium, calcium, barium,
and strontium. His studies of fire damp and
his safety lamp are also familiar, and his

work on agricultural chemistry started the
world on a line which is still under experi-

ment. His attainments and those of his

successor, Faraday, probably account for the
permanency of publicly supported scientific

research in England.
The Royal Institution of Great Britain

maintains professors of natural philosophy,
chemistry and physiology, and has good
research laboratories under its direction.

Other men who have been thus developed and
maintained were Thomas Young, Tyndall,
Frankland, and Rayleigh. Can any one
question the wisdom of encouraging these

particular men ?

The London Royal Society was established

and largely supported by contributions of its

members, but it occupies a semi-official

position as the scientific adviser of the Govern-
ment. Parliament has long voted annually
$20,000 towards its work.
Any attempt to cover the marked dis-

closures of science would be incomplete
without reference to the work of the German
schools of organic chemistry. But here the
modem results of organized effort by the
best educated chemists are well known. The
number of useful dyes is almost infinite. The
by-products in the way of new explosives,
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such as trinitro toluol, are familiar to all.

So are countless medicinal products, like

antipyrin and phenacetin, and special

chemicals, such as photographic developers.

There is surely no limit to the possibilities

due to the careful and long continued studies

of organic chemical reactions. The way the
work was done is what insured its eternal

usefulness.

The last contribution to our economies in

artificial lighting was due to the purely
scientific researches of Rayleigh and Ramsay,
than whom no scientists were better trained.

Their discovery of argon later permitted its

use in incandescent lamps to improve the
quality of the best then known.
We cannot go into the details of the

discoveries which led to the telescope and
microscope, but after the earliest simple
lenses, they were the work of the investigating

students of physics, whose names, like those
of Hooke, Wallaston and Herschel, are well

known. It is also worth while referring to the
markedly practical case in which the German
government supported the efforts of Professor

Abbe, and thus aided in the production of

those optical glasses and instruments which
have made the reputation of the little town
of Jena.

In biochemical fields there are countless

examples of the value to the race of keeping
able research men at work on questions of

human welfare, the cure and prevention of

disease, etc. The immense field of immunity
studies which in the past quarter century
have seen the strides made by Pasteur,

Ehrlich, Metchnikoff, and their students,

cannot be expressed in ordinary measures
of value. They have called for the life study of

many good men, and any less preparation
would have been inadequate.

I have intentionally omitted the names of

many men who accomplished much for

mankind by devoting their lives to scientific

investigation, usually in connection with some
school. The cases chosen, while selected at

random, are some of the relatively simple ones.

The monumental work of such men as Helm-
holtz, Newton, Maxwell, Liebig, Bunsen,
Kelvin, and scores of others, could scarcely

be briefly treated, but in all of them the value
of long continued application in new fields of

physical knowledge is plain. They were all

given time, opportunity, and support for the
public good.

Readers of Popular Mechanics some time
ago selected by vote the seven wonders of the
modern world. The highest votes were
received by wireless, the telephone, aero-

plane, radium, antiseptics, antitoxins,

spectrum analysis, and X-rays. How were
these originated? All of them were produced
by the indentical formula. In the first place,

they were not the result of a direct attempt
to accomplish what was really attained. The
end was not visible when the foundations
were laid. The real work was done by
thoroughly well trained observers—not by
laymen. They were professors in every case.

They followed up a lead opened by an observa-
tion which was too insignificant to attract the
attention of less trained men. The results

now form a large portion of our human
inventory, and we ask: Are other such addi-

tions possible ? The answer is certainly, Yes,

and by the same method. These disclosures

are portions of an infinite nature. They
seem insignificant until some strenuot;s and
highly studious efforts are expended upon
them, and then it slowly becomes apparent
that they fit perfectly into our needs. As
we could not have foreseen them, so we
cannot foresee their followers, but with the
extentions of knowledge the possibilities con-

tinually increase. The limitations are in us

and in our finite vision. We will get ahead
in proportion to our training for extending
the realms of natural knowledge, and we will

grow in proi)ortion to our api)lications of

modern methods used at the advancing bound-
ary between known and unknown. This is

the way it has always been done.
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ANALYSIS OF SHORT-CIRCUIT OSCILLOGRAMS
By O. E. Shirley

Alternating Cvrrent Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article first points out the need of a short and accurate method of analyzing short-circuited alter-

nator oscillographic test records that will facilitate, or rather make possible, the application of the general
equation for short-circuit current. The theory leading up to the general equation for short-circuit current is

reviewed, and the equation is applied to the particular case of a short circuit at the terminals, under which
conditions factory tests are usually made. The constants determined from such oscillographic tests on any
particular machine can be applied in the general equation to calculate the short-circuit current of that machine
under any condition involving external impedance. A simple method of analyzing oscillographic records to
determine these constants is described, and an example illustrating its application is given. Also, an approxi-
mate formula is given for obtaining the maximum possible short-circuit current from the armature reactance.— Editor.

The armature current of an alternating-

current machine on sudden short circuit may
be of symmetrical or unsymmetrical wave
form, depending upon the point of the voltage
wave at which the short circuit takes place.

The maximum value of the unsymmetri-
cal wave may be as great as twice the
maximum value of the symmetrical wave.
Since the stresses in the windings of the
machine, in the transformers, and in the other

parts of the external circuit are proportional

to the instantaneous value of current, it is

desirable to gain a knowledge of what will

be the maximum value of the unsymmetrical
short-circuit wave, that is, the worst possible

condition to which the machine may be sub-
jected. When short circuiting a machine in

test, it is extremely difficult to time the plac-

ing of the short circuit so that it will occur
at that point of the voltage wave which will

give the maximum value of short-circuit

current. Consequently a method of analysis

from which constants can be obtained to

calculate this maximum value from any short-

circuit current oscillograph wave will be
useful. The method of analysis given in this

article has been found to give quite consistent

restilts on a nimiber of tests; and the values

of armature reactance, the most important
constant, have been found to check very
closely when calculated from a number of

oscillograms on the same machine.

General Theory

The useful flux in the magnetic circuit of an
alternating-current machine is that corres-

ponding to the normal open-circuit voltage
combined vectorially with the impedance drop
in the alternator. This flux is produced by the
resultant m.m.f. of the direct-current field

and the armature reaction of the alternating

currents in the armature. When operating
under steady short circuit the current in the
armature will be proportional to the field

current and of such a value that the back
m.m.f. of the armature will be equal to the
m.m.f. of the field minus the saturation
ampere turns required to give the flux in the
magnetic circuit. This flux will be that
corresponding to the impedance drop in the
machine. The impedance drop in machines
of ordinary design varies from 15 to 25 per
cent at the current corresponding to the
normal rating. Hence, it will be seen that the
flux in an alternator short circuited at normal
voltage will drop from normal to about one-
sixth or one-fourth this value in the interval
between short circuit and the steady con-
dition.

It will be assumed that the flux dies away
approximately according to a simple
exponential curve; and this may be expressed
by the equation

(j) = 4>o Xo
(e-Gi)

Where

6 = time expressed in radians based on the
e.m.f. wave.

01 = time at which the short circuit occurs,

ro = resistance in field circuit.

:Vo = reactance in field circuit.

4) = flux at any time

<^o = initial value of flux at time of short
circuit.

Let

E = maximum value of the normal voltage
wave.

^ = instantaneous value of the voltage
wave after short circuit.

£1 = maximum value of transient com-
ponent of voltage wave.

ei = instantaneous value of transient com-
ponent of voltage wave.

E2 = maximum value of impedance voltage
wave (corresponding to the flux in
the machine under steady short
circuit conditions).
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Zj = synchronous impedance of machine in

ohms.
2 = true armature impedance in ohms.
/ = maximum value of steady armature

current wave,
t = instantaneous value of short circuit

current.

r = resistance of armature circuit.

a; = reactance of armature circuit.

Then, the following relations can be easily

deduced.

E. = Iz

E =Ei-{-E.

Ei = E-;^ =k E and Ei = {l—k) E
Also

e\ = El sin e *^ ® ~ (See equation for (f>)

And

e = Ei sin Oe ^J^~^'^-j-Eo sin

= {l-k)EsinQ€ l^^^'^'^+kEsinO

Since the circuit contains only inductance
and resistance, the following differential

equation applies

di
e = tr-\-x

de
Then

diir+x^ = il-k)Esinee T.^^'""'^ -\-kE sin e

From the integration of this equation and
several transformations, the following formula
for short-circuit current may be derived.

E \ X

,

-ar(e-e,)
t = — l-^il-kje sin(Q-^)-

-an (e-Oi)

(1 -^)^sz« (9,-/3) + .

^|5«n(0i-/3i)j +

k^sin{Q-^{) \ (1)*

Notation.

X X Xo

z=VW+x^
X

(i = arc tan
R

a =— (This is called the armature attenua-
X tion factor.)

a =— (This is called the field attenuation

Xo factor.)

This equation is too complicated for

ordinary use but it may be simplified con-
siderably where the resistance is quite small
compared to the reactance, as is the case with
ordinary short circuits at the terminals of the
machine.

Then

/3 = /3i = 90°

^-1
z

And
p f -a/(e-ei)

=- I (1-^)6 ' i-cose)-

-a., (e-ei)

[(1-^) (-CO5 0,)-H

k {-cosei)]-\-kcose)
^

Bi = arc tan-
r

pv -a/(e-ei)
= -\-{\-k)cosQ€ -f

-a,, (e-eo 1
cos 01 € — fe C05 I (2)

The constants of a machine may be obtained
from any short-circuit oscillogram by the
following method of analysis. The peaks of

the current waves are plotted against time.

See Fig. 1. It will be noted that, ordinarily,

the peaks above and below the zero line will

be very much different during the first few
cycles, due to the armature transient (it is

possible, however, to obtain a perfectly

symmetrical wave). Curves M and N
should be drawn through these peaks and
the average curve of the upper and lower
waves plotted. The difference between the
average curve and either of the original curves
will then give the armature transient curve P.

A straight line Q should then be drawn
parallel to the time axis equal to the maximum
value of the sustained short-circuit current;

and the difference between this line and the

average curve will give the peak value of the

field transient cvirve T. It vShould be noted
that the armature transient is a component
always in the same direction but decreasing in

This cqujilioii for short-circuit curriMit of an alternator was
developed by Ur. K. J. Bern of Union CoUeRe, and wiia first

published by Mr. N. S. Diamant in the A. 1. E. E. proceedings
lor September 1915.
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value, while the field transient is the product
of a similar transient and a sine function.

Returning to equation (2), it w-ill be seen
that cos = 1, since only the peaks of the
current waves are considered. Consequently,
the equation may be simplified to

-f[-('
-aAo-e^) -a,(e-ei) 1

k)e
'

-\-kcosQi € ' — fel

(3)

Where ip is the value of the peaks of the
current waves.

This method of analysis may be applied
onlv to short circuits at the terminals of a

logarithm of the armature and field transients

against time. Since these functions are

exponential, these latter curves will be
straight lines and may be projected to the
logarithm axis. The numerical values of the

constants may be determined from these

curves, as will be illustrated in the example
at the end of this article.

The values of Og and a/ may be determined
from these straight-line curves of Naperian
logarithms against time.

Let
yli = value of armature transient at time 62

Ai = value of armature transient at time 63

Fig. 1. General Curves Showing Analysis of Short-

circuit Oscillogram

machine, in which case the resistance is

negligible as compared to the reactance, and

z = x and Z =X
Equation (3) may then be divided into

three parts giving the armature transient, the
field transient, and the permanent short-

circuit current.

£ -o^O-eo
— (l-k) e (Field transient)

£ -a«(e-ei)
— k cos 01 € (Armature transient)

Then

— k =— k =^X z Z.

(Permanent short-circuit

current)

When (0-01 ) =0, the exponential terms are
equal to unity; hence, by projecting the
armature and field transient curves back to
the current axis, the value of the expressions

E E— {\ — k) and — k cos 0i may be determined.XX
The value of the armature reactance may be
determined from the former and the value of

cos 01 from the latter.

These curves may be projected back to the
current axis by plotting the Naperian

kE ^ -««e»
A].= cos 01 e

X

kE ^ -°«e'

Ai= cos 01 e
X

= ^i(-

= A2(-

X

kE cos 01

X

kE cos 01

X

k cos 01

X

k COS 01

— aa02 = /og A-i-\-log (
—

— aaQz = log Ai-\rlog (-

— aaQ-2.-\-aaQz^logA\ — logAi

_ log Ai— log A2

03— 02

In a similar manner a/ may be obtained
from the field transient curves. It should be
noted that is espressed in radians, in
obtaining aa and a/ in the examples given,
and that the time angles should be expressed
in radians when these values are used.
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Example

Fij^. 2 is an oscillogram taken of a single-

phase short circuit on a 700-kv-a., GO-cycle,

4000-volt alternator. Table I is taken from

n ft H
'J V V V

Fig. 2. Oscillogram Showing Waves of Current and Voltage

with Single-phase Short Circuit on an Alternator. Upper

Curve is Voltage Open Terminal to Neutral; Middle Curve

is Short-circuit Current; and Lower Curve is Voltage

between Short Circuit Terminal.

this oscillogram. The short-circuit current

curves in Fig. 3 are plotted from this table

and the constants of the alternator are derived

in Table II and Fig. 3 by the method given

in the "General Theory."
Discussion

The values obtained for armature reactance

will usually show a variation from the mean
value of from 6 to 8 per cent for any given

voltage, and the lower values will be obtained
on the more unsymmetrical armature current

waves. This armature reactance shows also a

tendency to decrease at the higher values

of armature voltage, and a variation of 15 to

25 per cent from half-voltage to full-voltage

is not unusual. This effect is probably due to

the iron in the leakage paths around the

armature coils becoming saturated at the

higher voltages.

The values of the armature attenuation
factor aa are usually quite consistent, and
the curve between the logarithm of the

armature transient and time is nearly always
a straight line.

The curves between the logarithm of the

field transient and time do not usually

follow a straight line, especially if the arma-
ture current is very unsymmetrical, but it

can usually be approximated very closely

by two straight lines. The first line should be
drawn through the first point and the third

or fourth one, and then the second will

follow the remaining points quite closely.
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The valties of the field attenuation factor

w-ill practically always show a very con-

siderable variation; but, fortunately, the

effect of this factor on the armature current

during the first few cycles, when it is subject

to so great variations, is very small. The
variation is probably due to the eddy currents

produced in the field structure and appears as

a change in the eft'ective resistance of the

field.

It is very important in the analysis of a

particular oscillogram that the straight line

projected back to the time axis, when
determining the value of the field transient

for time 0. should pass through the first

point and very close to the second and third

points. The condition will be fulfilled very
satisfactorily by drawing this line through the

first point and the third or fourth one. This
will give the proper values for the armature
attenuation factor and for the armature
reactance.

TABLE I

SHORT-CIRCUIT SHORT-CIRCUIT
CURRENT UPPER PEAKS CURRENT LOWER PE.\KS

MIDDLE CURVE MIDDLE CURVE
KIG. 2 FIG. 2 Cycles

m.m. amp. m.m. amp.

4.0 150 44.0 1670 1

9.0 340 34.0 1290 2

12.0 460 28.0 1060 3

14.0 530 24.0 910 4

15.0 570 22.0 840 5

16.0 610 20.0 760 6

16.2 620 19.0 720 7

16.5 630 18.0 680 8
16.5 630 17.5 660 9

16.5 630 17.0 650 10

Single-phase. No external resistance in armature
circuit. Effective normal voltage 3996.

Armature current Im.m. =38 amperes.

Amperes field 44.0.

Sustained short- / =223 amperes effective

circuit current \ =320 amperes maximum.

TABLE II

Cycles

UPPER
CURVE

LOWER
CURVE

Sum Aver.
Arm.
Trans.
=A

Log^ A
Sust.

S.-c. c.

Field
Trans.
= B

Log, B

Amperes

40 2000 2040 1020 980 6.90 320 700 6.56
1 180 1670 1850 925 755 6.63 320 605 6.43

2 320 1290 1610 805 485 6.18 320 485 6.20

3 440 1060 1500 750 310 5.73 320 430 6.07

4 520 920 1440 720 200 5.29 320 400 6.00
5 570 820 1390 695 125 4.83 320 375 5.93

6 600 760 1360 680 80 4.38 320 360 5.88
7 615 710 1325 665 45 3.81 320 345 5.84
8 620 680 1300 650 30 3.40 230 330 5.80
9 620 660 1280 640 20 2.99 320 320 5.78
10 620 640 1260 630 10 2.30 320 310 5.74

£= 3996 v/2 =5650
E- = 1020 x = 5.53
X

cos e, =
^^^^

= 0.96 01 = 16"

..=^i^^' =0.0644X2-
6.56-5.99

4X27r
5.99-5.82

4X2

= 0.0224 (first 4 cycles)

= 0.0068 (after first 4 cycles)

320

*"l020"^-^^"^
n-^j =0.686

-0.0224(0-90 -0.064 (9 -ei)
i = 1020 (-0.686 t cose + e cos Qi-O.Sl-i cos e) (first 4 cycles)

-0.0068 (B-9i) -0.064(9-01)
t = 1020 (-0.686 € cose + e cos Oi-O.'SU cos Q) (after first 4 cycles)
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It will be possible to obtain very much
more consistent values of the field attenua-
tion factor by approximating the curve over
a period of twenty or thirty cycles; and, if

this value is used with the average values of

armature reactance and armature attenua-
tion factor, the calculated values of armature
short circuit will check the test within 8 or

10 per cent.

The effect of variations in the attenuation
factors during the first cycle or so are not very
great and the maximum value of the armature

current can be approximated quite closely

from the following formula, when the
armature reactance is known.

. 2.0 £
t =

X
Where

i = maximum instantaneous value of cur-

rent.

£ = maximum value of normal voltage
wave, that is, a/^ EeffecUve-

% = armature reactance in ohms.

GROUP STREET LIGHTING SYSTEM FOR THE CITY OF CHICAGO
By William G. Keith

Commissioner of Gas and Electricity, Chicago, III,

This article describes a system of group street lighting that is novel for large installations, and that has
proved very satisfactory and economical in installation and operation. It is planned to add about 25,000
100 candle-power Mazda lamps by this scheme of distribution to the existing lighting system of Chicago.

—

Editor

The City of Chicago has been extending its

street lighting system for several years, and
has made use of a large number of 100 candle-
power Mazda series lamps placed on posts
about ten feet above the ground. Plans are
now under preparation for adding about
25,000 of these to the existing system.
To continue placing high potential within

reach of the public was not considered safe,

and to eliminate this hazard it was decided
to use individual transformers at each lamp
location. Further analysis showed that the
placing of lamps in series groups of about
twenty to the group, and operating these

from series transformers located in manholes,
would reduce the costs by over 13 per cent.

Plans have been prepared to carry out the
work in this way.
The typical circuit for street lighting in

Chicago will consist of an impedance regulator
in series with a 5050-volt, 60-cycle source of

energy, and approximately 22,000 feet of

underground conductor insulated for 5050-
volt operation. Located in manholes central

to the territory to be lighted, with their

primaries in series with each other and the
high tension cable, will be scries trans-

formers of suitable capacity.

The secondary of each transformer, with a
permanent connection to earth at the center

of the winding, will be connected to a scries

circuit of apx)roximately 3,800 feet of con-
ductor insulated for GOO-volt operation.

Approximately twenty 100-c.p., G.()-am])cre

Mazda "C" series lamps, equipped with
100-volt film cutouts, will be connected in

series with each of these secondary circuits.

The large saving in cost over the individual
transformer method is due to the use of low
voltage cable in place of high voltage, and
the centralizing of the transformer capacity.

The transformer vaults tend to offset this

saving, while labor is approximately the
same, making a net saving of over 13 per cent.

The substation transforms from 12,000
volts, 60 cycle, three-phase delta to 5,050
volts to neutral, 60 cycle, three-phase Y, with
neutral grounded. Group lighting circuits are
run from each phase through a 6.6 ampere con-
stant-current impedance regulator, through
the series transformers, and back to grounded
neutral in the substation. A typical external

circuit is shown diagramatically in Fig. 1, and
consists of the following material:

A source of GO-cycle, 5050-volt energy:
(a) One overload and underload automatic oil

switch.
(b) One 6.G ampere constant current regulator.

(c) 8000 ft. No. 8 B.&S. solid copper con-
ductor, insulated with a iV in. wall of

saturated paper for 5000/8660- volt
operation, and surrounded by a 3^ in.

lead sheath.
(d) 16 (4 groups of 4) 6.6/6.6-ampcre scries

transformers, each to operate twenty
100-c-p., 6.6-amperc series Mazda "C"
lamps, in series with 15800 feet of No. 8
B.&S. solid copper conductor insulated
and armoreil for GOO-volt operation.

(e) 3000 ft. (:3 lengths of 1000 ft.) No. 8
B.&vS. copper conductor, armored, ,'4 in.

varnished cloth insulation for 5()()0-volt

operation.
n.OOO ft. of 5000-volt armored cal)le as

item (e).

8000 ft. of No. 8 B.&S. solid copper con-
ductor, as item c. This conductor
terminates through an air brake switch,
on tlu" grouiiclc<l lu-utral Inis.
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This method of operating street lamps has
never been tried on a large installation, and
several questions arose as to the operating

difficulties that might be encountered. A
thorough consideration of the subject, sup-

plemented by tests, established the follo^ving

facts.

Phenomena with Open Circuited Secondary of

Series Transformer

The first consideration is the effect on the

operating circuit when from any cause the
secondary circuit of any transformer opens.

Practically all the current drawn is due to

resistance load, and sine wave of e.m.f. would
therefore send sine wave of current through
the circuit. In the event that one of the
group transformer secondaries should open,

full 6.6 ampere sine wave current would be
forced through the primary, with the result

that a peaked e.m.f. wave would be induced
in the secondary and impressed on the open
group. Fig. 3 shows this voltage wave.
By the graphical method shown in Fig. 5,

the magnitude of this e.m.f. has been found to

be 1.95 volts per turn per square inch of core,

and the root-mean-square value 0.568 volts

per turn per square inch of core. As a trans-

former of this size will have approximately
182 turns secondary and 5^ square inches of

core, we can expect a maximum voltage of

2040, or a root-mean-square voltage of 595
volts to be impressed on the secondary circuit

until such time as the short circuiting devices

provided shall operate.
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Fig. 1. Group Lighting Circuit

As the cables are tested for five minutes
with a root-mean-square voltage of 1500
volts, or a maximum voltage of 2120 volts,

there will be no danger of cable failure.

To guard against this potential remaining
on the secondary circuit during the period of

open circuit, each lamp will be provided with
a film cutout that will puncture and short

circuit the lamp at a potential of approxi-
mately 100 volts. In addition to this, each

transformer will be provided with a short-

circuiting device that will operate to short

circuit the secondary when the potential

reaches 400 volts. This protection is designed
to operate when for any reason the secondary
circuit is interrupted at some point not pro-
tected by the lamp cutouts, as for example, a
post falling and breaking the conductor.

100Cf e.6Amp. Series
Marcfa 7yp<s C Ur/np

Transformer

Fig. 2. Secondary Lamp Circuit

Fig. 6 shows diagramatically the electrical

system from prime mover to street lights.

Induction

Tests on the cable to be used for the 5000-

volt circuit show that the steel armor forms
such a good path for the magnetic flux that

little or no benefit can be expected by placing

the sides of a circuit in the same trench, while

the armor in place makes impossible the
transmission of electrostatic disturbances

from one cable to another.

Charging Current

When the original series tungsten circuits

were placed in service, a marked difference

in the value of the current at the two ends of

the circuit was observed. This difference was
due to a charging current combining with the

line current and it was found necessary to

correct the difference by inserting reactance
at the point where the circuit connected to its

return conductor.
Fig. 5 is a diagram of the various currents

in the different parts of the proposed circuit

combined in their vector relationship. This
shows that while there is a difference in cur-

rent value of 0.07 of an ampere between the

two station ends of the circuit, the actual

difference of current between the first and
last transformer is only 0.033 of an ampere
and is negligible.
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Fig. 5 also shows the relation of

voltage to current in all portions
of the primary circuit and illus-

trates how the charging current

improves the power-factor of the

whole.

Power-factor

The transformers with their

lamp load have a power-factor
better than 983^2 pei" cent; the cable

has a power-factor of 95.8 per cent

as against 91.2 for that used in

former installations. The regulator

power-factor is very low, making
a combined powder-factor of 81.3.

The charging current combines to

correct this to 89 per cent. This is

1 per cent better than that of

straight series tungsten lighting

and 13^^ per cent better than 600
c-p. series compensator circuits,

and in addition has the advantage
over straight series tungstens of

localizing lamp outage when post

failures occur.

Size of Conductors

The wire sizes selected for the

group lighting circuits was deter-

mined by equating the interest and
depreciation on the cost of cable

against the cost of losses when
using such cable.

These calculations resulted in

sizes considerably smaller than the
No. 8 selected, but the latter size

was chosen for mechanical reasons

rather than the small size.

Transients

The fact that the Department
of Gas and Electricity has for three

years operated circuits containing
reactance in series with cable

capacity, and that such operation
has not indicated the ])rcsence of

critical relationship between such
reactance and capacity, it is only
necessary to show that the relation-

shij; between reactance and capac-

ity in the pro])osed circuits is

such as to give an equal or more
stable ojjcrating condition, to

prove that the proposed system
does not present an o])erating

hazard in excess of that usually

acccj)taV)le.
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The present circuits may be represented
diagramatically as in Fig. 1, where il is a
groiuided source of alternating-current elec-

tromotive force of 5050 volts. GO cycles; L
is the reactance of the regulation

de\'ice; Li, L«, Lz, Li, L5, and Lf,

are the distributed reactance of

the underground cable and trans-

formers; and Ci, C2, C3, d, d, and
Ce are the distributed capacities

of the underground cable.

The critical frequency of this

circuit can be expressed thus

:

where

Lc, = the sum of all the react-

ances.

Co = the sum of all the capac-
ities.

In the case of the present circuit

we will consider the worst possible condition
when the sum of all the reactances is in series

with the capacity of the 8000 feet of return

being in series with the capacity of 3000 feet

of the armored cable and 8000 feet of return
conductor in the multi-conductor cable.

Lo= 1.085 henry s.

Fig. 5. Vector Diagram of Currents in Group Street Lighting Circuit

Co = 0.000000579 farads.

7Vo = 201
This is practically 3.4 times fundamental

f^ycfro-£/ectr/cSiat/on PO¥ver5(yi>st3t'or7 Straet Light/ng Subsjat/on
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Fig. 6. Connections of System from Prime Mover to Street Lights

wire in the multi-conductor cable, and the

ground connection removed.

Lo = 1.058 henrys.

Co = 0.000000409 farads.

A'o = 240, which is an even harmonic of

60 cycles and does not combine to

produce transients.

In the proposed circuits the inductance of

the regulator in series with the cable and
transformer inductance will be considered as

frequency, and will not combine to produce
transients.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that
because of the better oscillation constant of

the proposed circuit liability to self-induced

surges is reduced.

The conditions that might exist, were an
operating secondary circuit to open, have been
met by automatic protective devices that

will short circuit the secondary before an
excessive potential can be reached.
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SMALL ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS

By J. J. Kline

Fort Wayne Works, General Electric Company

The generators described in this article are specially suited for small communities situated beyond the

economical reach of large distribution systems. One of these machines installed in a small town will satis-

factorily supply the local interior lighting direct from the generator bus, series street lighting through trans-

formers' and regulating apparatus, and more remote service through standard step-up and step-down lighting

transformers. These machines are made in many forms, to fulfill practically all ordinary requirements.

—

Editor.

Three forms of standard alternating current

polyphase generators are built at the Fort

Wayne Works. These are the Form ML, or

belted, revolving armature, self excited alter-

nators of 7H. 15 and 25 kv-a. at 1800 r.p.m.;

the^Form PB, or larger belted revolving field

Fig. 1. Three Bearing, 200-kw., 600-r.p.m., Form PB
Alternator

alternators ranging from 30 kw., 1200 r.p.m.

to 240 kw., GOO r.p.m.; and what is locally

known as the Form D (elsewhere referred to

as Types TRE and QRE), ranging from 30

kv-a., 300 r.]).m. to 375 kv-a., 120 r.p.m.

These machines are all standard for 60-cycle

circuits.

Form ML Alternators

This line of machines was developed some
years ago from the line of Type ML direct

current generators in order to supply the

demand for alternating current in the small

widely-scattered towns and villages in the

agricultural districts, where direct current is

not suitable because of the heavy drop in

voltage in the long distrilmtion lines.

By installing a small engine and one of

these alternators, wound for 120 volts or 240

volts, a lighting station can he started in a

town at small expense. The distribution in

the immediate vicinity of the station is

carried directly on the machine through a

simple switchboard, and no transformers are

required. However, as the radius of the

distribution increases, or in case a particular

customer or group of customers located at

some distance from the station want service,

a pair of standard lighting transformers may
be installed to step up and step down the

voltage to take care of that particular circuit

;

or it may be desired to install a Mazda series

circuit for street lighting, and such a circuit

can be supplied by the same alternator that

supplies the ordinary multiple lighting cir-

cuits. Such a variety of circuits is not

possible with the ordinary direct current

generator.

These alternators may be employed for

small isolated manufacturing plants, and a

number of them are in successful service in

such installations. There are certain limita-

tions in design, however, which call for

special consideration in the selection of these

alternators for work of this character. The
size of induction motors that may be used

with them, on power loads only or on mixed

Fig. 2. Form PB Alternator with Direct connected Exciter

Hghting and ])owcr lotuls, cilluT witli or with-

out starting c()mi)cnsators, is liniited.

This limitation on the .size of the induction

motors should not be assumed as a defect

in the alternator, for it is not entirely the

fault of the allcnialor. it is an inherent
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characteristic of an induction motor that it

draws an abnormally heavy current from the

Hne upon starting, and this current is the
more severe on the source of supply because
it is at low power-factor. Without a starting;

compensator a motor will

draw 3^2 to 5 times its

noniial running cvirrent to

deliver full load starting
torqxie. This means a ver\-

hea\-\- momentary demand on
the generating station to ac-

celerate a motor of a size

that approaches the generator
capacity. Furthermore, this

is a much more severe load
than would at first appear,

for the power-factor is very
low, perhaps 40 per cent. It

can readily be seen that the
heavy wattless component of

this load will produce an
abnomial armature reaction
in the alternating current
winding which will destroy
the direct current field, and the voltage on
the line will fail.

By introducing a starting compensator in

the motor circuit the starting current is

under these conditions the demand for

current on the small alternator may create

sufficient armature reaction to disturb the

voltage and perhai:)S demagnetize the alter-

nator.

Fig. 3. 24-pole, 50-kw., 2300-volt

Revolving Field Alternator

reduced to 2 or 3 times the normal full load
current instead of four or five times, and con-
ditions are verv much relieved; but even

Fig. 4. Parts of a 120 Kw. Alternator and Direct Connected Exciter Constructed

for Muleback Transportation, no part of which weighs more than 300 Lb.

Construction of Form ML Alternators

The field is stationary and quite similar

to that of a shunt wound direct current gen-
erator, although some modifications have
been introduced which will not permit of

the substitution of one of these alternator
fields for a direct current field of the same
frame size, or vice versa, as some have wanted
to do. The armature consists of the usual
slotted core and two windings in the slots.

The alternating current winding is placed in

the bottom portion of the slots, and with the
insulation practically fills them. This wind-
ing is connected to suitable collector rings

by proper taps to give quarter-phase four-

wire, or three-phase three-wire or four-wire
service, at the standard voltages of 120, 240,
480 or 600 volts. They are not built for

higher potentials than 600 volts because of

the exposed collector rings and the diffi-

culties of insulating for the higher voltages,

the danger to the operator, etc.

In the same slots with the a-c. winding
and superposed upon it, with suitable insu-

lation between, is placed the direct current
exciter winding. This exciter winding is con-
nected in the usual manner to a small com-
mutator which is mounted on the shaft

between the core and the collector rings.

The current from the commutator is collected

through .suitable carbon brushes mounted
on four brush studs and delivered to the shunt
field winding, just as in the case of any shunt
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field direct current generator. The current

from the main winding on the armature,

immediately below the exciter winding, is

taken off through the brushes which bear

upon the collector rings.

O
Fig. 5. Pole Piece of 24-pole, 50-kv-a., 300-r.p.in.

Alternator Showing Construction

The unit is very similar to an alternator

equipped with a direct-connected exciter,

and yet it is not quite the same. In the form
ML machine the alternator field and the

exciter field are common; hence any change
in field strength affects both the a-c. and the

d-c. armature windings simultaneously, which
is not true of the alternator with direct-con-

nected exciter. Because of this common
field, the form ML machine is not adapted
for service with the Type TA generator

voltage regulator.

These machines may be used as syn-

chronous motors or as synchronous condensers

by fitting the stationary poles with a suitable

collar and bridge winding, which acts in a

manner similar to the amortisseur winding on
a revolving field machine.
The fields of the self-excited alternators

are wound for 115 volts or lower excitation,

so that they may be separately excited from
any llo-volt source of direct current by
removing the brushes from the commutator
and making ])roper connections to the field

circuit. A different field rheostat may be
found necessary in some cases.

Form PB Alternators

The F(;rm PB belted alternators are the

result of years of effort to obtain a low ])riced,

sturdy, simple, and highly efficient l)elted

alternator for all classes of service on multi-

phase sixty-cycle circviits.

All machines of this line are rated on the

basisof full out])ut at 0.8 ])ower-factorcontinu-

ous duty with a rise in temperature of any part

guaranteed not to exceed 50 deg. C. Every
standard machine may be e(|ui])i)cd with a

direct-connected exciter, mounted upon the

bearing housing on the collector end; and
any machine may be converted into a syn-

chronous motor or synchronous condenser
by the addition of an amortisseur winding
and a suitable starting compensator. The
exciter and the amortisseur winding may be
fitted to the machine after delivery to the

user, for the bearing housing is prepared for

the exciter, the field poles are punched for

the amortissuer winding, and the field wind-
ing is insulated for high potential test for

synchronous motor duty before the alter-

nator leaves the factory.

In some cases where belting conditions are

severe, or for some other reason, a third

bearing may be desired. To take care of

these cases the 10-pole and 12-pole machines
may be furnished as shown in Fig. 1. This

three-bearing machine may be furnished with
or without direct-connected exciter, as is the

standard two-bearing unit. (Fig. 2.) The stator

is standard except that a ring is fitted on the

pulley end in place of the bracket. The
shaft is changed, of course, and a base, two
pedestals and two rails with rachet device

are added. Only the 10-pole and 12-pole

frames have been built in this manner.
The Form PB units may be used in motor-

generator work with one or two bearings;

in waterwheel work, with a guarantee to

stand double speed; and for similar service.

Fig. 6. 24-pole, 50-kv-a., 300-r.p.m. Form D Altcrnntor

with Direct Connected Exciter

Sometimes the installation of ti water-

wheel unit re(|uires a sole i)late or ca]) ])late

on the to]) (if tlu' foinulatioii, and in such

cases the regular liclted t\i)c base should be

furnished, oniilting llie nichcl device if

desired.
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Some frames of the Fomi PB alternators

have been built for miile-back transportation,

i.e., so divided that no piece of the shipment
^^^1I weight more than about three hundred
pounds. Fig;. 4 shows the various parts of

an ATB-S-120-kw.. 900-r.p.m. alternator and
direct-connected exciter ready for packinj^

for such a shipment.

Engine Type Alternators

As previously mentioned, these machines
are designated Type TRE and ORE, but are

kno^^•n locallv at the Fort Wavne Works as

Form D. The tenns Type TRE and QRE
are really the remains of a former suggestive
nomenclature used to indicate the physical
appearance and the specifications of the
altematdr. T represents three-phase; Q,
quarter-phase; 5, single-phase; R, revolving
field; E, engine type, i.e., without base, shaft

or bearing or with but one bearing; C,

coupled, i.e., shaft, two bearings and base or

suitable sole or cap plates—a self-contained

unit for coupling to another machine; B,

a belted machine, i.e., with base, bearings,

shaft and pulley and some sort of a belt-

tightening device. The mechanical design
of the line was represented by Form D; i.e.,

a cast iron rotor with spokes and a par-
ticular type of pole piece and stator con-
struction. When the amortisseur winding
was added, the form became DS; when used
for vertical shaft drive, DV.
The construction of the stator is quite

similar to that used in the Form PB line;

viz., two ring-like castings which are drawn
together by bolts which pass through exten-

sions on the back of the laminations holding
them in place and clamping them between
the frame castings. The stators are ventilated

by ducts in the core and the teeth are sup-
ported at the ends by steel fingers. The
stator windings have a concentrated winding
(one coil per phase per pole), however, while
the Form PB machines have a distributed

winding.
The construction of the rotor is very

different from that used in the PB line. In
the latter the spider is shaped as a hexagon,
an octagon, a decagon, or a dodecagon,
depending on the number of poles, and con-
sists of steel laminations riveted together.
In the Form D, or engine type machines,
however, the spider consists of a hub through
which the shaft passes, and on which the
collector rings are mounted; and cast with
the hub are a series of spokes which hold in

place a ring upon which the laminated poles

arc mounted in suitable recesses which are

milled into the periphery.

The spider is cast iron, machined on the

outer ring and at the hub. Each pole piece

consivSts of a laminated core riveted together

and having on each end a heavy piece of steel

Fig. 7. Exciter Direct Connected to 200-kv-a., 720-r.p.m.,

Form B Alternator

bar which is properly bent at the end and
cut to form a two fingered prong to support

the ends of the coil and to provide for the

amortisseur winding if such be furnished.

All pole laminations are punched for amortis-

seur winding, so that it can be added later

if desired for gas engine service or synchronous
motor duty.

The field winding on all but the largest

frames consists of double cotton covered
copper wire which is wound directly upon
the pole core after the latter has been insu-

lated. In some of the larger frames the edge-

wise copper coil, which is slipped over the

pole core, is still used because of better

economy of copper and the fact that space
is more plentiful on the machines of greater

diameter. Such excellent results are ob-

tained from the wire-wound field coils,

however, that the use of the edgewise ribbon
coil is becoming more and more infrequent.

The laminations of the pole core are left

entire, except for a small triangular notch
at the bottom and on each side. After the

winding is in place and the individual pole

is completed it is mounted in the milled slot

in the periphery of the spider, and between
each pair of poles a steel dovetail is inserted

to engage the triangular notch mentioned
above. This steel block is drawn down
toward the spider rim by suitable cap screws
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so that the pole is held securely in place in

the recess in the spider rim by the steel block
on each side. The lamination of the core

is not affected through the introduction of

solid steel in the form of a bar or bolt; the
cap screw threads engage the solid metal
of the steel retaining blocks, and these blocks
form a magnetic path in parallel with the
cast iron of the spider rim, thereby increasing

the magnetic material.

Another feature of interest in this line of

machines is the method employed to get the
exciting current to the revolving field.

Formerly it was the practice to mount the
collector rings on the engine shaft, and the
brush-holder studs on the cap of the engine
builder's pillow block, or else to furnish a
separate brush-holder stand. These practices

had many objections and were the source of

very serious trouble in preparing stock in

advance of a definite order. A mounting for

the collector rings has been adopted which
consists of an extension of the rotor hub, the
brush-holders being supported on an arm or

stand which is rigidly attached to the stator

frame. Sufficient stock is left in the hub
casting so that it may be bored for any size

engine shaft within wide limits; this pro-

cedure making it possible to completely
finish an engine type generator for stock, and
leaving as the only operations to be done, the
boring of the rotor for the size of the engine
shaft, and the pressing of the shaft into the
rotor, if the shaft is delivered to the factory.

Direct Connected Exciters

Where a direct-connected exciter is wanted
on a Form D alternator, an extension is

required on the engine shaft on which to

mount the exciter armature, and also a jjair

of brackets, or other means for vSupporting

the exciter field frame on the outside of the
engine base and engine bearing. No extra

bearing for the exciter is required, as the
machine is furnished without base, shaft, or

bearings.

Synchronous Motors

Through recent improvements in the design
and construction of air comjjressors, an
interesting line of work has developed in the
direct connection of synchronous motors to

these comjjressors. The motors arc built

without base, shaft or bearings, and the
rotors, fitted with suitable amortisseur wind-
ing, are ])ressed on the shafts of the com-
pressors. Such installations are ])roving very
successful in many lines of work.

These motors may also be furnished in

the coupled type, i.e., with base, shaft and
bearings; but the call for these extra parts is

not usual because the direct-connected com-
pressor set makes a much more attractive unit
at a lower cost.

Fig. 8. 150-kv-a., 120-r.p.m Waterwheel Driven Generator

The Form D machines have found a wide
field of application for Diesel engine installa-

tions. They have usually been supplied
with base, shaft and two bearings, and these

extra parts are developed for all but the
largest frames.

Vertical Machines

Through recent improvements in vertical

shaft hydraulic turbines there has developed
an increased demand for small low s])eed

alternators for direct connection to wheels
of this character. The Form D alternator

lends itself reinarkably well to this work, and
various adai)tions are shown in the illustra-

tions.

The rotor and waterwheel, if need be,

are susjjended from the spring plate bearing

mounted in the top of the iniit, where there

is also a steady bearing. Dci)ending npon
the arrangement of the waterwheel part of

the unit, a steady bearing may or may not
be provided below the revolving field. The
generator shaft is generally made with its

half of the cou])ling forged ui)on the lower end.

Various methods of driving the exciters

arc adopted, de])ending u])()n the conditions

which may exist in the i)()wer station. In

some cases the exciter is direct connected, as

in Fig. (i. The exciter annature is ])res.se(l on
the alternator shaft, between the revoh'ing

field and the thrust bearing, and the exciter
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field is within the quadrtipod which supports
the bearing.

Inother cases the exciter may be belt-driven,

in which case the power is taken off a pulley

installed below the revolving field, as shown in

Fig. S. If the exciter is an ordinary horizontal

shaft machine, the exciter belt is usually brought
out through the base ring of the alternator, and
over an idler pulley so as to permit of a quarter

turn in the belt. However, a vertical shaft

belted exciter may be used, and in that case no
turning of the belt is needed.
Sometimes extra weight is wanted in the

rotor, to increase the moment of inertia of

the entire revolving element and improve the

governing of the waterwheel. This extra
material may be very easily and effectively

added to the rotor rim.

MAGNETIC RELUCTIVITY
By Charles P. Steinmetz

Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

This article is a review and discussion of magnetic reluctivity under the following headings: 1, Frohlich's
and Kennelly's laws; 2, The critical points or bends in the reluctivity line of commerical materials; 3, Un-
homogenuity of the material as cause of the bends in the reluctivity line; 4, Reluctivity at low fields, the inward
bend, and the rising magnetic characteristic as part of an unsymmetrical hysteresis cycle; 5, Indefiniteness of the
B-H relation. The alternating magnetic characteristic. Instability and creepage; 6, The area of B-H relation.
Instability of extreme values. Gradual approach to the stable magnetization curve; 7, Production of stable
values by superposition of alternating field. The linear reluctivity law of the stable magnetic characteristic.

—

Editor.

Frohlich's and Kennelly's Laws

1. Considering magnetism as the phe-
nomena of a "magnetic circuit," the foremost
differences between the characteristics of the
magnetic circuit and the electric circuit are:

(a) The maintenance of an electric circuit

requires the expenditure of energy, while the
maintenance of a magnetic circuit does not
require the expenditure of energy, though
the starting of a magnetic circuit requires

energy. A magnetic circuit therefore can
remain "remanent" or "permanent."

(6) All materials are fairly good carriers

of magnetic flux, and the range of magnetic
permeabilities is therefore narrow, from 1 to

a few thousands, while the range of electric

conductivities covers a range of 1 to 10^*. The
magnetic circuit thus is analogous to an
uninsulated electric circuit immersed in a
fairly good conductor, as salt water: the
current or flux can not be carried to any
distance, or constrained in a "conductor,"
but divides, "leaks" or "strays."

(c) In the electric circuit, current and
e.m.f. are proportional in most cases; that is,

the resistance is constant and the circuit can
therefore be calculated theoretically. In the
magnetic circuit, in the materials of high
permeability, which are the most important
carriers of the magnetic flux, the relation

between flux, m.m.f. and energy is merely
empirical; the "reluctance" or magnetic
resistance is not constant, but varies with the
flux density, the previous history, etc. In
the absence of rational laws most of the

magnetic calculations therefore have to be
made by taking numerical values from curves
or tables.

The only rational law of magnetic relation

which has not been disproven is Frohlich's

(1882):
"The permeability is proportional to the

magnetizability
. '

'

^x = a(S-B) (1)

where B is the magnetic flux density, 5 the
saturation density, and S—B therefore the
magnetizability, that is, the still available

increase of flux density over that existing.

From (1) there follows, by substituting:

B
M =H

and re-arranging

:

B = H
a-\-aH

(2)

(3)

where

1
<T = -^ = saturation coefficient, that is, the

reciprocal of the saturation value 5 of flux

density B, and
1 (T

« = —r, = -
a b a

For B = 0, equation (1) gives:

juo = a 5 =
1

a =
l_

Mo
(4)

that is, a is the reciprocal of the magnetic
permeability at zero flux density.
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A very convenient form of this law has
been found by Kennelly (1893) by intro-

ducing the reciprocal of the permeability, as

reluctivitv p:
\ H

B
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in the form, which can be derived from (3)

by transjKJsition

:

p = a+ bll (5)

As a dominates the reluctivity at lower
magnetizing forces, and thereby the initial

rate of rise of the magnetization curve, which
is characteristic of the "magnetic hardness"
of the material, it is called the coejjicient of
magnetic hardness.

The Critical Points or Bends in the Reluctivity Line

of Commercial Materials

2. When investigating flux densities !>

at. very high field intensities //, it was found
that B does not reach a finite saturation value
but increases indefinitely; tlial, however,

B, = B-n (G)

reaches a finite saturation value 5, which
with iron is usually not far from 20 kilolines

])er cm^, and that therefore Frohlich's and
Kennelly 's laws apply not to B but to Bq.

The latter then is usually called the metallic

magnetic density or ferromagnetic density.

Bq may be considered as the magnetic flux

carried by the molecules of the iron or other
magnetic material, in addition to the space
flux H, or flux carried by space independent
of the material in space.

The best evidence seems to establish the
fact that, with the exception of very low
field intensities (where the customary mag-
netization curve usually has an inward bend,
which will be discussed later) in perfectly

pure magnetic materials, iron, nickel, cobalt,

etc., the linear law of reluctivity (5) and (3)

is rigidly obeved bv the metallic induction

Bo.

In the more or less impure commercial
materials, however, the p —H relation, while
a straight line, often has one and occasionally

two points where its slope, and thus the
values of a and a, change.

Fig. 1 shows an average magnetization
curve of good standard iron with field inten-

sity H as abscissae and magnetic induction
B as ordinates. The total induction is shown
in drawn lines, and the metallic induction in

dotted lines. The ordinates are given in

kilolines per cm"-^, the abscissae in units for

B], in tens for B2, and in hundreds for B3.

The reluctivity curves for the three scales

of abscissae are plotted as pu p^, Ps, in tenths
of milli-units, in milli-units, and in tens of

milli-units.

Below // = 3, p is not a straight line, but
is curved due to the inward bend of the mag-
netization curve B in this range. The straight

line law is reached at the point Ci, at // = ii, and
the reluctivity is then expressed by llie linear

law:

for:

pi =0.102+ 0. (),")<)//

3<//< IS

(7)

giving an a])])arcnl saturation \'alue:

.S"i= 10,950

At // = IS, ;i bend occurs in the reluctivity

line, marked by jKunt c-i, and above this ])oint

the reluctivity follows the ecjiiation

p., = ().lS+ 0.o:)lS// (8)

for:

!S< //< SO

giving an ap])ar(Mit satiu"ation value:

52=1S,2.")0
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At // = S0. another bend occurs in the

relucti\nty line, marked by point fs, and above
this point, up to saturation, the reUiclivity

follows the equation:

p., = 0.70+ 0.0477// (9)

for:

H>SO
giving the true saturation value

:

5 = 20,960

Point Co is frequently absent.

Fig. 2 g^ves once more the magnetization
curve (metallic induction) as B, and the dotted
curves Bi, B-2 and Bs representing magnetiza-
tion curves calculated from the three linear

reluctivity equations (7), (8), (9). As seen,

neither of the equations represents B even
approximately over the entire range, but
each represents it very accurately within its

range. The first equation (7) probably covers

the entire industrially important range.

Unhomogenuity of the Material as Cause of the

Bends in the Reluctivity Line

3. As these critical points Co and Cs do not
seem to exist in perfectly pure materials, and
as the change of direction of the reluctivity

line is in general greater, with increase of

impurity of the material, the cause seems to

be lack of homogenuity of the material; that
is, the presence, either on the surface as
scale or in the body as inglomerate, of ma-
terials of different magnetic characteristics:

magnetic, cementite, silicide. Such materials
have a much greater hardness, that is, higher
value of a, and would therefore give the
observed effect. At low field intensities H
the harder material carries practically no
flux, all the flux being carried by the soft

material. The flux density therefore rises

rapidly, giving low a, but tends towards an
apparent low saturation value, as the flux

carr>4ng material fills only part of the space.

At higher field intensities the harder material
begins to carry flux; and while in the softer

material the flux increases at a lesser rate,

the increase of flux in the harder material gives

a greater increase of total flux density and a
greater .saturation value, but also a greater
hardness as the resultant of both materials.

Thus, if the magnetic material is a con-
glomerate of fraction p of soft material of

reluctivity pi (ferrite) and q=l—p of hard
material of reluctivity p2 (cementite, silicide,

magnetite)

:

Pi-ai+(7i//\ /,p,x

At low values of H the part p of the section

carries flux by pi and the part q carries flux

by po; but as po is very high compared with

Pi the latter flux is negligible and is:

Pi ^ «i
I

Oj/^

p p p
(11)
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At high values of H, the flux goes through
both materials, more or less in series, and
thus is:

p" =
:/' Pi+gp2= (/'«i+ <7a2) + (pcri+ (7 0-2) U

(12)

If we assume the same saturation value o" for

both materials, and neglect a\ compared with
Oil, it is:

p"^qa.-{-aH (13)

Substituting, for instance (7) and (9) into

(11) and (13) respectively, gives:

P

p'

q a2 = 0.70

o- = 0.0477

= 0.102

= 0.059
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Hence

:

/? = 0.S0: p, = 0.082+ 0.0477 H
g = 0.20: p. = 3.5+0.0477 //

However, the saturation coefificients a of

the two materials probably are usually not
equal.
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The deviation of the reluctivity equation
from a straight line, by the change of slope
at the critical points c-i and cz thus probably
is only apparent, and is the outward appear-
ance of a change of the flux carrier in an
unhomogeneous material; that is, the result

of a second and magnetically harder material
beginning to carry flux.

Such bends in the reluctivity line have been
artificially produced by Mr. John D. Ball in
coml)ining by superposition two difi"erent

materials which separately gave straight line

p curves, but which when combined gave
a curve showing the characteristic bend.
Very impure materials, like cast-iron, may

give throughout a curved reluctivity line.

Reluctivity at Low Fields, the Inward Bend, and
the Rising Magnetic Characteristic as Part of

an Unsymmetrical Hysteresis Cycle

4. For very low values of field intensity

(H< 3), however, the straight line law of

reluctivity apparently fails, and the mag-
netization curve in Fig. 1 has an inward bend
which gives a rise of p with decreasing //.

This curve is taken by ballistic galvano-
meter, by the stej)-Vjy-ste]) method; that is,

// is increased in successive stejjs, and the

increase of B observed by the throw of the
galvanometer needle. It is thus a "rising

magnetization curve."
The first part of this curve is reproduced

as Bi in Fig. 3, in twice the abscissae and half

the ordinates so as to give it an average slope

of 45 degrees, as with this slope curve shapes
such as the inward bend of .Si below H = 2,

are best shown ("Engineering Mathematics,
"

2d edition, p. 280).

Suppose now that at some point i?o= 13.15

we stop the increase of H, and decrease again
to 0. We do not return on the same mag-
netization curve Bi, but on another curve
Bi, the "decreasing magnetic character-
istic," and at H = we are not back to B = 0,

as residual or remanent flux is left, (Fig. 3:

R = 7.4).

Where the magnetic circuit contains an
air gap, as in the field circuits of electrical

machinery, the decreasing magnetic character-

istic B/ is very much nearer to the increasing

one Bi than in the closed magnetic circuit of

Fig. 3, and practically coincides for higher
values of H.

There appears no theoretical reason why
the rising characteristic Bi should be selected

as the representative magnetization curve,

rather than the decreasing characteristic

Bi', except the incident that Bi passes through
zero. In many engineering applications, for

instance, the calculation of the regulation

of a generator (the decrease of voltage

under increase of load), it is obviously the
decreasing characteristic, Bi', which is deter-

mining.
Suppose we continue 5/ into negative

values of H, to the point Ai, where H = l.o

and B=— 4, and then again reverse. We
get a rising magnetization curve B", which
passes H = at a negative remanent mag-
netism. Suppose we stop at point .42. where
//=— 1.12 and i?=— 1.0; the rising mag-
netization curve B'" then passes H = () at

a positive remanent magnetism. There must
thus be a jjoint .4o, between .4i and .42, svich

that the rising magnetization curve B'

,

starting from Aq, passes through the point

f/ = (), B = 0, and thereby runs into the

curve Bi.

The ri.sing magnetization curve, or standard
magnetic chtiracteristic detennined by the

ste])-by-ste]) method, Hi, is thus nothing but
the rising branch of an ujisymnietrica!

hysteresis cycle, traversed between sucli limits

-\-Bn and — A» that the rising branch of the

hysteresis cycle ])asses through tlie zero

])oint.
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Indefiniteness of the B-H Relation. The Alternat-

ing Magnetic Characteristic. Instability and

Creepage

.'). The characteristic shape of a hysteresis

cycle is a loop, pointed at either end and
thereby having an inflexion point about the

middle of either branch.

In the iinsvnimetrical loop

+£o- ---io of Fio;. 3, the

zero point is fairly close to

one extreme, .4o, and the

inflexion point, character-

istic of the hysteresis loop,

thus lies between and Bo;

that is. on that part of the

rising branch which is used
as the "magnetic charac-

teristic" Bi, thereby pro-

ducing the inward bend in

the magnetization curve at

low fields, which has always
been so puzzling.

If, however, we should
stop the increase of H at

Bo", we would get the
decreasing magnetization
curve Bi", and still other
curA'es for other starting

points of the decreasing

characteristic.

Thus, the relation be-

tween magnetic flux den-
sity B and magnetic field intensity H is not
definite, but any point between the var-

ious rising and decreasing characteristics

B", Bu B'", Bi", B,', and for some distance

outside thereof, is a possible B —H relation.

Bi has the characteristic that it passes through
the zero point, but it is not the only character-

istic which does this. If we traverse the

hysteresis cycle between the unsymmetrical
limits -\-Ao and —Bo, as shown in Fig. 4,

we see that its decreasing branch B3 passes

through the zero point, that is, has the same
feature as Bi. It is interesting to note that

Bz does not show an inw^ard bend, and the
reluctivity curve of B3, given as ps in Fig. 6,

apparently is a straight line.

^Iagnetic characteristics are frequently
determined by the method of reversals, by
reversing the field intensity H and observing
the voltage induced thereby by a ballistic

galvanometer, or by using an alternating

current for field excitation and observing the
induced alternating voltage, preferably by the

oscillograph to eliminate wave shape error.

This ''alternating magnetic characteristic"

is the one which is of consequence in the

design of alternating current apparatus.

It differs from the "rising magnetic character-

istic" Bi in giving lower values of B for the

same //—materially so at low values of H.
It shows the inward bend at low fields still

more pronounced than Bi does. It is shown

—
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as curve Bi in Fig. 5, and its reluctivity line

is given as pi in Fig. 6. At higher values of

H (from H = ?> upwards) B^ and Bi both
coincide with the curve Bo representing the

straight line reluctivity law.

The alternating characteristic Bi is not a
branch of any hysteresis cycle. It is repro-

ducible and independent of the previous
history of the magnetic circuit, except per-

haps at extremely low values of H, and in

view of its engineering importance as repre-

senting the conditions in the alternating

magnetic field, it would appear the most
representative magnetic characteristic and
is commonly used as such.

It has, however, the disadvantage that it

represents an unstable condition. Thus in

Fig. 5, an alternating field B. = \ gives an
alternating flux density Bi = 2.Q. If, how-
ever, this field strength H=l is left on the

magnetic circuit the flux does not remain at

.62 = 2.6, but gradually creeps up to higher

values, especially in the presence of mech-
anical vibrations or slight pulsations of the

magnetizing current. To a lesser extent the

same thing occurs with the values of curve Bi,
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and to a greater extent with B3. At very low

densities this creepage due to instability of

the B —H relation may amount to hundreds
of per cent and continue to an appreciable

extent for minvites. and with magnetically

hard materials for manv vears. Thus steel
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structures in the terrestrial magnetic field

show immediately after erection only a small

part of the magnetization which they finally

assume after many years.

Thus the alternating characteristic Bi,

however important in electrical engineering,

cannot, owing to its instability, be considered

as representing the true physical relation

between B and H, any more than can the

branches of hysteresis cycles B\ and B^.

The Area of B-H Relation. Instability of Extreme

Values. Gradual Approach to the Stable Mag-
netization Curve

(). Correctly, the relation between B and
H thus cannot be expressed by a curve, but

by an area.

Suppose a hysteresis cycle is performed
between infinite values of field intensity:

i/= ±00, that is, practically, between very
high values, for instance such as are given

by the isthmus method of magnetic testing

(where values of // of over 40,000 have been
reached, and where very much lower values

j)robably give practically the same curve).

This gives the magnetic cycle shown in Fig.

5 as B' — B" . Any ])oint //, B within the area

of this loo]) between B' and B" of Fig. 5

then rejjresents a ])ossible condition of the

magnetic circuit, and can be reached V)y

starting from any other ])oint //o, Bv,, such as

the zero point, by gradual change of //.

Thus, for instance from ])oint Fo, the ])oints

Pi, Pi, Px, etc., are reached on the curves

shown in the dotted lines in Fig. 5.

As seen from Fig. 5, a given value of field

intensity, such as H=\, may give any vahic

of flux density between B^ —4.6 and B = -{

13.6, and a given value of flux density, such
Q.S B = 10, may result from any value of field

intensity between H— —0.25 and // = +3.4.
The different values of B corresponding to

the same value of H in the magnetic area.

Fig. 5, are not equally stable,

but the values near the limits

B' and B" are very unstable

and become more stable

towards the interior of the

area. Thus the relation of

point Pi. Fig. o,H = 2,B = 13,

would rapidly change with a
decrease in flux density to Po,

slower to P2, and then still

slower; while from point P3
the flux density would gradu-
ally creep up.

it thus follows that some-
where between the extremes

B' and B", which are most unstable, there
must be a value of B which is stable, that is,

represents the stationary and permanent
relation between B and H, and towards this

stable value Bo all other values would gradu-
ally approach. This then would give the
true magnetic characteristic—the stable physi-
cal relation between B and H.
At higher field intensities, beyond the first

critical point Ci, this stable condition is

ra]3idly reached, and therefore is given by
all the methods of determining magnetic
characteristics. Hence the curves Bi, Bo, Bo
coincide there, and the linear law of reluc-

tivity applies. Below C], however, the range
of possible B values is so large and the final

approach to the stable value so slow as to

make it difficult of detcrminati<jn.

Production of Stable Values by Superposition of

Alternating Field. The Linear Reluctivity

Law of the Stable Magnetic Characteristic

7. For H = 0, the magnetic range is from
—

y\^o
=— 11.2 to +7'^o=lL2; the permanent

value is zero. The method of reaching the

])ermanent value, whatever may be the

remanent magnetism, is well known. It

is by "demagnetizing," that is, ])lacing the

material into a ])owerful alternating field, a

demagnetizing coil, and gradually reducing

this field to zero; that is, dcscM-ihing a large

nunil)er of cycles with gradiiall\- decreasing

amplitude.
The same |)r()('C(liirc can be ai)plicd to any

other ])()iiil of the magnetization curve.

Tims foi- //^ I, to vc;u'li permanent con-

dition, an iiltiTnatini; ni.ni.r. is superimposed
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upon H =\ and gradually decreased to zero,

and durint;; these successive cycles of decreas-

inv:; amplitude, with //= 1 as mean value, the

flux density »:;radually approaches its per-

manent or stable value. (The only require-

ment is, that the initial alternating field

must be higher than any unidirectional field

to which the magnetic circuit had been
exposed.)

This seems to be the value given by curve

Bo, that is. by the straight line law of reluc-

ti^'ity. In other words, it is probable that:

Frohlich's equation, or Kennelly's linear

law of reluctivity, represents the permanent
or stable relation between B and H, that is,

the true magnetic characteristic of the
material over the entire range down to H = 0,

and the inward bend of the magnetic char-

acteristic for low field intensities and corres-

ponding increase of reluctivity p is the per-

sistance of a condition of magnetic instability,

just as are remanent and permanent mag-
netism.

In approaching stable conditions by the
superposition of an alternating field, this

field can be applied at right angles to the

unidirectional field, as by passing an alter-

nating current lengthwise, that is, in the
direction of the lines of magnetic force,

through the material of the magnetic circuit.

This superimposes a circular alternating

flux upon the continuous length flux and
permits observations while the circular alter-

nating flux exists, since the latter does not
induce in the exploring circuit of the former.

Some twenty years ago Ewing showed that

under these conditions the hysteresis loop

collapses, the inward bend of the magnetic
characteristic practically vanishes, and the
magnetic characteristic assumes a shape like

curve Bq.

To conclude, it is probable that in pure
homogeneous magnetic materials the stable

relation between field intensity H and flux

density B is expressed, over the entire range
from zero to infinity, by the linear equation
of reluctivity:

p = a-\-a- H
where p applies to the metallic magnetic
induction, B— H.

In unhomogeneous materials, the slope of

the reluctivity line changes at one or more
critical points, at which the flux path changes
by reason of a material of greater magnetic
hardness beginning to carry flux.

At low field intensities the range of unstable
values of B is very great, and the approach
to stability so slow that considerable devia-

tion of B from its stable value can persist,

some times for years, in the form of remanent
or permanent magnetism, the inward bend
of the magnetic characteristics, etc.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Part VII

MAGNETIC CONTROL AS APPLIED TO LARGE MINE HOISTS

By E. C. Gooch
Industrial Control Department, General Electric Company

The present installment of this series is confined entirely to the application of magnetic control apparatus
to mine hoists. A summary is first given of the control for various types of motor drive and then the most
commonly used type is made the subject of the remainder of the article. The parts of the apparatus are des-

cribed and illustrated, their functions explained, their connections given, and curves showing the charater-

istics of operation are included.

—

Editor.

t

This article is confined entirely to a dis-

cussion of magnetic control equipments as

applied to mine hoists; the characteristics of

motors will be discussed only in so far as is

necessary to describe the control.

A mine hoist may be considered as a sort of

elevator which must run according to a

definite schedule. It may be driven in any of

several ways

:

1. The Ward Leonard System
in which a shunt-wound hoist

motor is direct, connected electri-

cally to a direct-current generator
of a motor-generator set. With
this method of control the speed
of the hoist motor can be varied,

by weakening or strengthening
the generator field, in about the
same ratio as the generator volt-

age.
2. A direct-current motor

geared directly to the hoist con-
trolled by means of a resistance
in series with the armature, cut
in and out of circuit either by a
manually operated drum con-
troller or by magnetic contactors
operated by a master switch.
Fig. 1 shows the connections of a
typical straight reversible mag-
netic direct-current control equip-
ment. (In this system dynamic
braking may be used for lowering
unbalanced loads.)

.'i. A slip-ring induction motor
geared directly to the hoist drum,
the speed of the motor being
varied by changing the amount
of resistance in the secondary
circuit. This resistance may be
varied either by a liquid rheostat*
or by cast grids or other metallic
resistors, cut in and out of circuit

either by manually operated con-
trollers or by magnetic contactors
fJIxTatcd by a muster switch.
This is one (jf the most commonly
used systems for the electric drive
of mine hoists.

The connection diagram shown in Fig. 2

is of a typical high-voltage control equipment
for a slip-ring induction motor. This equip-
ment includes the following: two three-pole

mechanically and electrically interlocked

primary reversing contactors, shown in Fig. 3;

secondary contactor panel, shown in Fig. 4;

overwind protection, using geared and track

type limit switches; potential interlocking

jinKniihnAJUinnjirin^^

*See "Liquid Rheostats for Mini-
Hoists," by G. H. Dorgcloh, Gknkrai,
Electrh KKviicw, May. V.n'Z, page .'{(W.

Fiu. 1. Diutfram of Connections of Typiciil StniiKlit Rrv-rsihlc MiiKnclic Contactor,

Opcriilc-d by Mnslci Switili
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feature; low-voltage protection; emergency
cutout switch; maximum torque push button;

emergency solenoid; master switch; current

and voltage transformers; and secondary

resistance.

Fig. 3. Two Mechanically Interlocked High-voltage Triple-pole Contactors

The equi])ment just outlined furnishes

eight control points both for hoisting and
lowering as indicated on the speed-torque

curves in Fig. 5. These curves

are based on the assumption that

the breakdown torque of the

motor is at least 250 per cent of

the torque required to hoist the

maximum load.

With the six-])oint master
switch and the eight-point con-

trol equipment (Fig. 2), the

s]jeed torque curves (Fig. 5),

show the acceleration of the

motor. Curves A, B, C, D, E,
and H are of hand control by
the master switch, (^urves B,

C, D, E, F, (j, and H are of auto-

matic control by the current-

limit relays. When the master
switch handle is thrown from
the "off" ])osition to the full

"on" jjosition, automatic accele-

ration is obtained as indicated

on the curves and vertical lines

by C, I), E, F, a, and //. 'l^he

curves show that the current-

limit relays o])eratc at 12") ];er

cent of full-load torque. (This

value should V)C from !.") to

25 per cent above the torcjue

required to hoist maximum load at full speed.)

With a four-point master switch and a

seven-point control equipment, the torque

curves are exactly the same as in Fig. 5,

except that cur\^e B is omitted.

Referring to Fig. 2, the geared

I

limit switch provides for opening
contactors 3, 4. 5, 6 and 7 at a

predetermined distance from each
end of the travel, thus allowing the

motor to operate at a reduced speed

just before the load reaches the

dumping horns of the hoist. The
amount of resistance that should

be cut back into circuit by the

geared limit switch depends upon
the maximum load hoisted and
upon the permissible speed of the

hoist cage at the time it reaches the

dumping horns. Obviously, the

same amount of slow down cannot
be obtained for all conditions of

load, and in the case of an over-

haviling load the motor will speed

up when resistance is cut into cir-

cuit. This limit switch also provides

for opening the hoisting or lowering

contactors and sets the emergency solenoid. It

does not however open the oil switch, for this

is not intended as a service operation.

FiK- 4. Secondary Contnctor Panel
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The track limit switches are located so as

to be tripped by the hoist cage above the
point where the geared limit switch operates
to cut off power, and they are so connected as

to open the main line oil switch and all con-
tactors, thus completely cutting off power
from the motor.
The "backing-out" panel con-

sists of two three-pole double-throw
switches connected so that for nor-

mal operation both switches must
be left in the outward position. In

case of an overtravel, which drops
out a main line contactor, the cor-

responding switch must be thrown
inward before the hoist can be
operated in the other direction.

Low-voltage protection is pro-

vided as a part of the control

equipment, in addition to that
embodied in the oil switch. The
double-pole low-voltage release con-
tactor shown on the secondary
panel. Fig. 4, completes the control

circuit to all contactors and is so

connected that its magnetizing coil is ener-

gized when the master switch is in the

"ofiE" position. When it closes, it establishes

a holding circuit through one of the contact
tips, the other tip being used for the emer-
gency solenoid.

The potential interlocking scheme consists

of a small transformer having its primary
circuit connected across one primary phase
of the hoist motor and its secondary circuit

connected to the coil of the normally closed

contactor .shown on the secondary panel, Fig.

2. The magnetizing circuit of the primar}-

reversing contactors is completed through the

normally closed contacts of the contactor

just mentioned, and the holding circuit is

completed through interlock disks on the

primary- reversing contactors. That is, in

order to close a main line contactor the

potential interlocking contactor must be
deenergized. Just as soon as one main line

contactor is closed this potential interlocking

contactor is energized and remains energized

until the main line contactor is entirely open
and the arcs broken. If an arc should hang
on any phase after the main contactor is

open, the interlocking contactor will remain
energized and will effectively prevent the

other main contactor from being closed and a
short circuit occurring.

60 40 20 20 40
Per cent Synchronous Speed

Fig. 5. Speed-torque Curves as Given by Six-point Switch and
Eight -point Control Equipment

The emergency switch. Fig. 2, is of a simple
single-pole type and is intended to be used in

case of emergency so that the equipment can
be shut down with the least possible delay.

The switch has no exposed electrical parts and
should be located within easy reach of the
hoist operator.

The purpose of the maximum torque push
button is to by-pass the current-limit relays

and close the secondary resistance contactor
which allows the motor to exert its maximum
torque.

The emergency solenoid is not intended for

service operation but is connected so that it

will trip in case of overload, low voltage, and
overwind, and also be the emergency switch.

The resistance is designed to give 33 per
cent full-load torque at standstill on the first

controller point, 77 per cent torque on the
second, and 130 per cent torque on the third.

The last four resistance steps are designed
for accelerating the motor with peaks of

about 225 per cent full-load current.
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THE APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY TO MINING IN THE
COEUR D'ALENES

By Ben Olsen
Spokane Office, General Electric Company

The importance attaching at present to the mining industry makes this description of the application of

electricity to the operation of one of the largest mining districts in the country of special interest. The Coeur
D'Alenes installed its first electrical equipment in 1903, with a substation capacity of 275 kv-a., and a yearly

energy consumption of 288,000 kw-hrs. In 1915 the output of this mining group had increased by 75 per

cent, while the substation capacity had increased to 4250 kv.a, and the energy consumption to 10,979,000

kw-hrs. Besides the many advantages of electric power from the operating standpoint, it has proved to be
the most economical system, and in many instances the only one practicable.

—

Editor.

It will undoubtedly be of general interest

to the engineering profession to know how
electricity is applied and to what extent it is

used in one of the largest and richest mining
districts in the United States , namely, the Coeur
d'Alenes. The purpose of this article is to

describe its various applications in this camp

.

The dividends paid by sixteen of the leading

mines in this territory for the year 1915 were

approximately $9,222,394.00, and the total

dividends paid by them up to January 1, 1916,

have been approximately S54,601,000.00.
Owing to the high prices of metals, 1916 will

probably be the banner year to date.

The table of statistics on page 147, taken
from the records of the county assessors' state-

ment for 1915, gives a good detailed account of

various costs chargeable to the extraction and

FiK- I. Map showinn Transmission Lines of the Wosliinnton Water Power Company
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milling of ores and it is gratifying to note how
small thepower bill iscomparedtoothercharges.
The Coeur d'Alenes territory was served

exclusively by the Washington Water Power
Company until recently when the Montana
Power Company extended their lines into the

camp and took over a part of the load, nameh',
the Federal properties and those of the Day
Interests. Fig. 1 shows the Washington
Water Power Company's distributing system.

The metallurgical problems of this camp
vary considerably. Some of the mines pro-

duce ores that are quite complex, while others

produce ores that are easily separated and
respond readily to the ordinary treatment.

Fig. 2 gives the flow sheet of the mill at the

Gold Hunter mine at Mullan, showing
approximately a standard system of milling

practice. Their ore is rather complex, con-

taining galena, pyrite tetrahedrite, siderite,

stibnite, and the gangue materials, such as

quartz, siderite and calcite. (Engineering

& Mining Journal, Dec. 25, 1915.)

Practically this same system is used with
but few variations in nearly all the mills of

this camp and it is readily seen that a cheap
and reliable form of power is necessary to

obtain efficient results, as a great deal of

power is required in the milling operations

alone.

STATISTICS ON SHOSHONE MINES COMPILED FROM ASSESSORS' STATEMENT FOR 1915

B. H. & S. (Silver King)
Caledonia
Ontario
Federal (Wardner)
Gold Hunter
Hecla
Interstate Cal
D. W. Peoples
Success

Totals 1915

Net Profits
Accessors'
Report

tl, 145,854.85
761,797.08
223,724.67
47,370.41
31,662.64

593,680.40
2,921,487.94

46,354.47
898,935.93

6,670,868.39

Gross Tonnage
Assessors'
Report

454,205
42,628
81,208
136,180
118,764
146,675

*113,795
15,159

*21,867

1,130,481

Gross Val.
Assessors'
Report

177,

1,246,

689,
620,
614,

1,422,

4,540,
110,

1,255,

819.20
859.65
392.54
682.06
590.47
578.55
671.56
328.00
801.78

10,678,723.81

X Paid for
Power 1915

72,722.85
9,036.02
1,282.66

30,400.00
24,402.78
26,444.77
29,238.42
1,957.47

18,704.74

214,189.71

Kw-hrs.
Consumed

10,979,000
1,478,040
191,100

3,424,654
3,506,320
3,967,900
3,350,840
168,297

2,442,560

29,508,711

B. H. & S. (Silver King)
Caledonia
Ontario
Federal (Wardner)
Gold Hunter
Hecla
Interstate Cal
D. W. Peoples
Success

Totals 1915

Cost of
Extraction From

Assessors'
Report

1,119
107
265
369
368
388
849
63

1356

,584.24

,575.30
,728.32
,083.09

,612.59

,340.00

,240.85
,973.55
,865.85

3,889,003.79

Cost of
Reduction of

Transportation
From Assessors'

Report

1,793,275.92
378,960.35
199,939.55
204,228.56
72,992.50

393,587.51
643,863.00

Total Cost
Assessors'
Report

3,686,847.39

2,912,860.16
486,535.65
465,667.87
575,311.65
446,605.09
781,927.51

1,493,103.85
63,973.55

356,865.85

7,582,851.18

* Shipping product. f Includes freight, treatment and betterments. i Includes 17,642.00 royalties.

Note X "Total Cost" column does not include betterment and repairs.

Per cent cost of power to net profits of mines 3.22 per cent
Cost of power per gross ton mined $0.1895
Kilowatt hours consumed per gross ton mined 26.1
Per cent power bill to gross value of product 1.46 per cent
Per cent power bill to cost of extraction 5.52 per cent
Cost per gross ton mined for extraction (all charges) $3.44
Per cent power bill to total cost of extraction, reduction and transportation 2.82 per cent
Cost per gross ton mined for extraction, reduction and transportation $6.71

These statistics do not include the large Hercules mine and several of the smaller properties, figures for

these not being available.
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I5 Grizzly

|@Vllg"g0"Bloke Crusher

|"Come+ C" Crushor

Year 1 Substation Kilowatt-hours Tons Ore
Capacity for Year Mined

1903 275-kv-a. 288,000 260.900
1904 500-kv-a. 915,100 288.332
1905 550-kv-a. 1,050,800 304,380
1906 600-kv-a. 1,456,000 347,300
1907 650-kv-a. 2,470,600 336,330
1908 950-kv-a. 2,885,650 335,070
1909 1260-kv-a. 4,866,550 345,270
1910 1900-kv-a. 6,973,180 377,530
1911 1900-kv-a. 7,892,000 432,290
1912 1900-kv-a. 7,992.000 434,800
1913 3250-kv-a. 8,629,500 435,000
1914 3760-kv-a. 9,244,300 440,000
1915 4250-kv-a. 10,979,000 455,000

(iCin+TifugoljlQ
Pump i i I i

—

:

Fig. 2. Flow Sheet of Mill at Gold Hunter Mine. This Method of Hnndlinn

Ore Represents Practically Standard Practice

Feeder Switches and Transformer Room

The present station, shown in Fig. 4, is

equipped with seven G50 kv-a. three-phase
transformers which step the

voltage down to 2300 volts.

Fig. 3 shows the substation

feeder switches and Figs. 5

and 6 show the distributing

])anels at the ]DOwer house.

The a-c. switchboard dis-

tributes the current to the

various motor circuits at 2300
volts and only the smaller

motors below 20-h.p. are sup-

l)lied with 220 volts.

In the ])ower house is in-

stalled a ToO-kw. vertical

Curtis turbine (Fig. 7). This
is ])urely an auxiliary for use

in case the i)ower on the line

should fail. In case of emer-
gency this unit would take

care ol llu- hoist and the

necessary i)miii)ing. it has

rarely been found necessary
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to throw any load on this unit due to

faihire of outside service.

As the Bunker Hill <S: SuUivan
Co. is the largest individual mine
of the Coeur d'Alenes, as well as

one of the largest lead silver mines
in the world, it may be of interest

to briefly describe the applications

of electricity to their mining and
milling operations.

In 1901 the Washington Water
Power Company canvassed the dis-

trict and secured enough contracts

to justify building their GO,000-volt

high-tension lines to supply this camp.
In 1903 the lines were completed and
the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Co. sub-
station was equipped with one 275-

kv-a. transformer.

The table on page 148 shows how
rapidly the kilowatt-hours used in

mining and milling operations have
increased with respect to the tons
mined at the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Co's. plant.

The milling operations require the
largest percentage of the load. In this

department are installed 33 motors
having a connected load of 1897 h.p.

Fig. 8 shows a 250 h.p. Form P motor
used to drive the vanner and table

floor, while the 200 h.p. Form P motor
on the left is used to drive the jigs,

rolls, etc. in West Mill No. 1. The
West Mill No. 2 motor installation

is practically identical.

The device shown standing close to

the rope shieve is called a motor
tell-tale device and was invented by
Mr. M. J. Bottenelli, electrical fore-

man at the mine. Its operation is as

follows: When a strand in the driv-

ing rope breaks, it flies out due to

centrifugal force when traveling
around the periphery of the shieves,

and engages the small horizontal bar
which is set at right angles to the
hollow upright supporting rod and
parallel to the face of the shieve.

A trigger arrangement allows a small

weight to drop, short circuiting the
contacts in the supporting base and
energizing a solenoid coil mounted
under the toggle mechanism of the
oil switch (Fig. 9), the armature of

this coil tripping out the oil switch.

Fig. 10 shows the contact for a bell

alarm mounted on the back of the

Fig. 4. View in Substation of Bunker Hill & Sullivan Company Showing
Seven 650 kv-a. 60,000 /2300-volt Transformers

Fig. 5. Alternating-current Switchboard in Substation

Fig. 6. Direct-current Switchboard in Substation
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Fig. 7. 750-kw. Curtis Steam Turbine for Emergency Use

\

Fig. 8. 250-h.p. Induction Motor Operating Vanner and Table
Floor. The Device Shown Close to the Rope Pulley is

a Tell-tale Device to Indicate the Breaking of a

Strand in the Drive Rope

Fig. 9. Toggle Tripping Mechanism of Oil Switch,

Operated by Device Shown in Fig. 8

FiK. II. .36-inch El. . if.

from Orr Im f.

\'\ for Extracting Pieces of Steel

Knters the Crushers

Fig. 10. Contacts for Alurni Bell Mounted
on Back of Oil Switch. When Oil Switch is

Tripped by Tell talc Device nt the Motor
Pulley the Switch is Tripped and

the Alarm is Sounded
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s\\"itch. When the switch trips out the alarm
rings.

This simple mechanism has been the means
of eliminating long and costly shutdowns;
it has also done away with serious break-
downs that were not infrequent before its

installation.

In the rock house at the end of the conveyor
belt is installed a 36 in., 2o0-volt electro-

magnet (Fig. 11) which extracts all large

pieces of steel before they can enter the
crushers. A varied collection of drills,

hammers, spikes, monkey wrenches, car
links, spectacles and numerable tobacco cans
are gathered at this point.

Mine Pumping

One of the most important applications of

electrical energy is in connection with mine
pumping. For this work there are installed

two independent lead covered cables carrying
2300-volt current from the power house to

the collar of the shaft, a distance of approxi-
mately 12,500 ft. These cables also carry

of 535-h.p. Fig. 13 shows a quintuplex pump
driven by a 150-h.p., 2200-volt Form M
motor on the 13th level. A similar instal-

Fig. 13. Quintuplex Pump Driven by 150-h.p., 2200-volt

Motor, Thirteenth Level

lation is installed at the No. 1 shaft station

on the same level.

Each pump circuit is equipped with a
curve-drawing ammeter which records in

Fig. 14.

Fig. 12. Electric Air Heater for Hoist

Motor-generator Set Furnishing 500-volt Direct-

current for Mine Locomotives

current for the hoist, but their capacity is

great enough so that either cable can carry
the total load.

There are five motors installed for mine
pumping having an aggregate connected load

red ink during the 24 hours the time of

starting and stopping, as well as any irregular

action of the pump. By close inspection of these

charts careless starting, condition of valves,

and other mechanical conditions are revealed.
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The daily cost of pumping 595,150 gallons

from the shaft is only $17.12 for electric

current.

To attempt to pump this water 10,000-ft.

away from the portal of the tunnel by any
other means under existing conditions would

Fig. 15. Loading Ore Cars in Mine. Tail Lamp Consists of

Edison A4 Cell and Incandescent Lamp Mounted
in Iron Box

Fig. 16. 8-ton, 24-inch Gauge, 500-volt Locomotive and Train

of Ore Cars

be impractical to say the least, and nearly

imjjossible if costs were to be c(;nsi(lered.

Continuous and reliable service surely

could not be obtained by other means com-
parable to that resulting from using elec-

tricity. About three years ago a fire started

at the collar of the shaft, disabling the i)umi)

circuits. The ])ump and motor shown in

I'^ig. \'.i were submerged under a 2()0-ft.

vertical head of water and remained there for

three weeks. After the shaft had been

pumped out, low voltage was applied to the

motor for three days, and hot air blasts

supplied by electric heaters were blown
through the windings. The motor was not
taken from its foundation nor taken apart,

and the fourth day the unit was started

and has been in continuous service since.

Hoisting

The first successfully operated induction

motor hoist in this camp is still in operation

at this mine. It is installed near the collar

of the inclined shaft and is rated at 200-h.p.

curv'e-drawing instruments are connected in

the hoist circuit so that a check can be made
on the frequency of hoisting trips, and an
accurate record of time of accidents, etc.,

secured.

Fig. 17. Train of Ore Cars at Dumping Bins

Fig. 18. 4-ton Storage Bntlcry Locomotive Used for Gathering

Loaded Cars Underground and Hauling them

to the Shaft

During 1915 there was hoisted 422,853 tons

with an average con.sumi)tion of 1.0473

kw-hrs. ])cr ton, at a cost of ().()0()79 (XMits

])er ton for electrical energy.

The old air hoist wliicli the electric hoist

disi)laced is still maintained for emergency
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operation. The air for this hoist is reheated
by electricity in a double heater, Fiy;. 12,

which was built at the mine. These heaters
require 90 amperes each at 110 volts and are

pro\-ided ^^•ith switches which pennit
six different heats. The heat required
for the air at the various demands
of the hoist can be readily rej^ulated

by these s%\-itches.

Traction

All ore. timbers and men are hauled
in and out of the mine by electric

locomotives. The main tunnel is

approximately two miles long to the
collar of the shaft, and IS locomotives
are kept busy most of the time
gathering the ores underground and
hauling them to the mills. Several
of the smaller locomotives are used
around the yards. Fig. 14 shows the
motor-generator set which furnishes

the 500-volt direct current for this

haulage system.
The ore is loaded from chutes

into cars of 47 cu. ft. capacity, and
17 cars make up the average train.

Fig 15 shows the cars being loaded,

and in passing it is of interest

to note the type of tail light used
consists of an Edison A4 cell and an incan-
descant lamp mounted in a strong iron box
fitted with a regulation caboose red lens.

train for the ])ortal of the tunnel, and Fig.

17 shows a train arriving over the dvimi)ing

bins. The total length of trolley lines around
the mine and yards is ap])roximately 11 miles.

This

Fig. 20. 2400 Cubic Foot IngersoU-Rand Air Compressor
Driven by 400-h.p., 2200-volt Induction Motor

In the lower levels of the mine, where the
head room is limited along the drifts and
crosscuts, four storage battery locomotives

Fig. 19. 4-ton Storage Battery Locomotive Shown in Fig. 18

Receiving a Charge During Noon Hour

These cells require charging only once every
thirty days.

Fig. 16 shows the standard 8-ton, 24-in.

gauge, 500-volt locomotive starting with a

Fig. 21. 300 kw. Motor-generator Set for Electric Metallurgical

Processes, which Consists of a 4000 Ampere Direct-current

Generator Driven by a 450-h.p. Squirrel-cage

Induction Motor

are used and the results obtained from them
are highly satisfactory. The proposition of
keeping up trolley wires and bonding rails
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in the lower levels had become expensive and
the ever present danger of the 500-volt

trollev to the miners was serious. With

Fig. 22. "Safety-first" Sign to Impress upon the Miners the

Importance of Observing Greatest Care in

Operating all Equipment

Fig. 23. Manually Operated Switch at Portal of Main
Tunnel for Controling Block Signal System

Fig. 24. Block Signal Lamps

storage battery locomotives this was done
away with.

A 4-ton storage battery locomotive, shown
in Fig. 18, is at jjresent being used under-

ground for gathering loaded cars and hauling
them to the shaft. The average haul for these
locomotives is 1000-ft. and the trains average
eight cars each of 34 cubic feet capacity.

The batteries generally receive a boosting
charge during the noon period (Fig. 19).

Compressed air

Fig. 20 shows a 2400 cu. ft. Ingersoll-Rand
compressor driven by a 400-h.p., 2200-volt,

Form P motor. This is the largest elec-

trically driven compressor at the mine.
Additional air is furnished by a 3300 cu. ft.

combination steam and waterwheel driven
compressor which was installed before the
advent of electric power.

Electrometallurgy

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Co. have
experimented quite extensively with several

electrometallurgical processes and have in-

stalled quite a complete electrical equipment
for this work. The main unit, Fig. 21, is

a 300-kw. motor-generator set with a 4000
ampere d-c. generator connected to a 450-

h.p., 2200-volt Form K motor. It was deemed
advisable to enclose this unit in a concrete
room because of the harmful fumes which
were liberated during a certain stage of the
process.

Safety-first Features

To impress upon the several hundred
miners that they are to observe "safety-

first" rules, a large electric sign is placed
inside the main tunnel (Fig. 22). The moral
effect of this sign upon the miners since its

installation has unquestionably been bene-

ficial.

A block signal system has been designed
and built by the electrical department, and
although not elaborate it has been the means
of doing away with all wrecks outside of those

caused by derailments. The manually
operated switch, Fig. 23, is mounted outside

of the portal of the main tunnel. The
motormen on the trains going in pull the
switch, which throws in circuit a scries of

green lam])s in the tunnel (Fig. 24). In the
same manner the outcoming train crew throw
a .series of red lam])s in circuit, and ui)on

arriving at the ])ortal of the tunnel this

circuit is o])cned. If both green and red

lam])S arc lighted at the same time it would
indicate two trains in one block, and the

last train to enter would hurriedly back out
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in the clear. It seems that this system, not
being automatic, would introduce a certain

amount of error, but in the three years of its

operation no mistakes have been made by
train crews.

All hoist bells and telephone signals, Figs.

25 and 26. are operated by 110-volt alternat-

ing current. Electric lights are used in

connection with all signals so that any one
in the vicinity can check the number of rings

by looking at the flashes of the lamps.

Sullivan Co. plant. They are at present
building a smelter close to the mine and this

will also be electrically operated throughout.

Fig. 25. Hoist Signaling Mechanism

The calls and answers on the telephones

are most easily checked by this system. The
telephones are fitted with Russel horns
instead of bells and these make a weird sound
that can be readily heard above the noise

of pumps and escaping air.

In Fig. 27 is shown a home-made combina-
tion bell and light indicator which is used to
show high or low water levels in tanks or

flumes. (Note the Russel horn on the top of

the panel.)

This concludes most of the interesting

electrical applications at the Bunker Hill &

Fig. 26. Installation of Telephone

Fig. 27. Improvised Combination Bell and Light Indicator to

Show High or Low Water Levels in Tanks or Flumes

To commence operation here approximately
1000-h.p. additional will be required.

The writer is indebted to Mr. W. C. Clark,

electrical engineer for the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan Co., for the figures and data given
in this article.
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LITERATURE OF THE NITROGEN INDUSTRIES, 1912-1916

By Helen R. Hosmer
Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

The first installment of this article contained a table of contents of the entire series, as general introduc-
tion, and a review of the literature on descriptions and chemistry of the several processes, including the oxida-
tion processes, reduction processes and the Ostwald process. The present installment has reference to the
production of nitrogen compounds by the different processes and their consumption in the manufacture of

munitions of war, general manufacturing and agriculture.

—

Editor.

Part II: PRODUCTION

1914

GENERAL
Kubierschky {^^) gives the average yearly

increase in production of fertilizer materials
during the past few years. The figures for

several items are as follows:

Cyanamide
Norway saltpeter. . . .

Ammonium sulphate
Chile saltpeter

Ave.
Annual
Increase
Per Cent

1907-12 212.0
1903-11 170.0
1901-11 10.5
1901-11 6.8

The world's production in 1913 is given by
1914 reference (*") as follows

:

Metric Tons

1915

Ammonium sulphate 1,365,000
Chile saltpeter I 2,740,000
Lime nitrogen

i

80,000
Norwegian nitrate [CaiNOi)i] i

30,000

Chile Saltpeter

Stmimcrs {^^) gives the present annual
output of Chile nitrate as 2,500,000 tons, of

which the United States takes from 000,000
to 700,000 tons. The government tax has
netted Chile about $500,000,000 in the last

30 years.

Reference C-*'^)
gives the yearly production

from 1902 to 1912.

Bernthsen ('"'•') gives figures for the exports,

price, and value of Chile nitrate for each year

from KiOO to 1912, and for the world ])r()-

duction, etc., of ammonium sul])hate for

certain years during the same period.

Scott C^'') gives the annual ex])ortations of

nitrate from Chile at intervals during the years

1<S30 to 1911, in which time it has increased

from 935 tons (long?) to 2,420, 100 tons.

Ammonium Sulphate

1916 Turrcntine C') advocates reliance by the

United States U])f)n the coke-oven by-])r()duct

for both the war time and agricultural con-

1913

1912

1912

sumption of nitrogen products, and gives

statistics of the present and probable future

production. He states that the 68 per cent
wasted in 1914 equals 350,000 tons of ammonia
from which 300,000 tons of 100 per cent
nitric acid might be made. He also estimates
that from the surplus coal gas now wasted
800,000 continuous horsepower could be
generated with which 1,400,000 tons of

ammonium sulphate could be produced by
nitrogen fixation processes in time of emer-
gency. He mentions special measures that
should be taken which would further increase

this production.
In a later reference (^) he discusses the

matter in much greater detail, giving statistics

of the past development of the coke-oven
by-product industry and estimates of its

future. He gives the production of ammonium
sulphate in the United vStates for each year from
1900-17 and both the probable and possible

increase by 1920. He states that at the

present (19 10) rate of increase the total pro-

duction from coke-ovens alone will be 800,000

tons of ammonium sulphate. In time of

emergency he would withdraw all of the

supply going into fertilizers. From the out-

put at the rate normal on April 1, 19 IG,

nitric acid could be made by the Ostwald
process equivalent to 271,000 tons of sodium
nitrate, (the importation of sodium nitrate

during 1915 was 577,000 tons) which would

(««) Kubierschky, lournal. Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, 6", 69^ (1<)14).

(«») Zeitschrift, Vereincs Deutschen Ingcnieure, 58,
980 (1914).

('") Summers, Transactions Amer. Electrochemical Society, S7,
:«9-«:} (1915).

ProcecdinRs, Amer. Institute of Electrical

Engineers, S-'i. 337-Sl (191,')).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing, 13. 241-4 (191.'>).

(") Montgomery & Co., Report. Abstract, Journal, Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry, />, 20(5 (191 :i).

Chemical Engineer, 17. 78 (1913).
(io») Ilcrnthsen, Trans.-ictions, 8th International Congress of

Applied Chemistry, ;^S, 182-201 (1912).
Journal, Industri.il and Engineering Chemistry,

/,. 7(>0-7 (1912).
('") Scott, " .Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere."

Smithsonian Report for 191."$, pp. .{.')9-84, (1914). (Publication
2291). Kei)rinted from Journal, Royal Society of Arts, (London)
(!0. No. .•n04 (i9l2).

(«) Turrcntine, Jl. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 8,

r,M-r) (1910).
(') Turrcntine, Jl. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 8,

92:i () (1910).
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more than supply the needs for explosives, in

times of peace. His conclusion is that such
a supply of nitrogen compounds is adequate
for the United States for both times of peace
and of war.

L\Tnn also (-^) gives curves showing the
consumption and production of animonium
sulphate in the United States between 1900
and 1913. together with imports and world
production.

1916 Reference ('"). a pamphlet issued by the
by-products interests, gives data on the rate

of production, and arguments intended to

show that the aminonium sulphate produced
is sufficient to insure a supply of nitric acid

in time of war. The objections to depending
upon such a supply are not mentioned, far

less answered. The pamphlet objects to

government manufacture of nitrates on the
ground that it will lower the price of sulphate
and discourage the by-product industry.

Porter (-) gives almost the same data and
conclusions as Turrentine (^) and continues
with arguments against recent legislation for

the government's establishing a plant for

nitrogen fixation. He gives a list of the
by-product coke plants in the United States

in September, 1916. In connection with
Porter's statement that at the outbreak of the
war Germany had almost reached the limit

in the production of by-product ammonia, its

of interest to note that reference C) says that
at that time only 1/5 of her coal was coked.

The coking industry has been much extended
since but yet it has been found necessary to

make ammonia by the Haber process in

quantities placed at 300,000 tons per year.

In other words, the proposal made by Tur-
rentine (^) that the United States government
should meet an emergency by going into the
coke business does not seem to have been
economical there.

1916 Washburn (^^) discusses the availability of

by-product coke oven ammonia as a source of

nitric acid in time of war, and points out that

its extreme variability, depending upon the
fluctuations of the iron industry, and the
fact that the supplies must be gathered from
scattered localities, are important drawbacks.
The present maximum output, from 21

widely scattered points, is equivalent to

only about 120,000 tons of concentrated
nitric acid, w^hich is perhaps two-thirds of a
minimum safe reliance for war. 37 per cent

of this total production is used for refrigera-

tion and so could not be diverted, particularly

in time of war. 10 per cent is already used in

explosives and chemicals, and the remaining

supply is used in agriculture, where it could
be ill si)ared at a time when im]:)orted fertilizer

materials were cut off.

Germany, with the greatest metallurgical

industry in Europe, and making 90 per cent

of her coke supply in by-product ovens, had
to turn to atmospheric nitrogen for war
supplies.

Childs (^'*) gives the probable increase in 1916

production of ammonium sulphate in the
United States during 1916 as 30,000 to 40,000
tons. He gives the statistics of production,

imports and consumption, in the United
States from 1902 to 1915, and states that the
present production from coking is only 29
per cent of that possible if by-product ovens
were universally used. He discusses the
future of coke by-products, mentioning the
probable competition after the war of German
products from their highly developed fixation

processes. He states that the semi-direct

method is the one used mostly in the United
States. He also discusses the uses and demand
for various by-products.

Landis (*^) points out that the supply of 1915

ammonia from coke ovens has the dis-

advantages inherent in by-product sources.

A ton of coal yields only 5 to 6 lb. of ammonia.
Any industrial depression, and particularly

such as results from war [see Mineral
Industry 23, 412-13, 417-422 (1914)], cuts

down the supply at once. In Germany,
regulations prohibiting the use of coal were
passed, in order to force the production of

coke and its by-products.
Clarke (**) gives an up to date list of by- 1915

products coke ovens built or under construc-

tion in the United States. He states that tar

and ammonia yields are much lower here

than in Europe.
The annual production of ammonium sul-

phate is now about 1,250,000 tons, practically

all coming from by-product coke ovens or

from gas-house retorts. The production in the
United States per year is equivalent to about

(") Lymn, Journal, Amer. Society Mechanical Engineers, S7,
253-66 (1915).

(">) Koppers Co., Pittsburg, Pa., "By-products of the Coking
of Coal in America." (1916) (Pamphlet issued to oppose
government nitrate plant.)

(2) Porter, Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g. 15. 470-5 (1916)
(6) Turrentine, Jl. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, S,

.584-5 (i916).
(') Frankfurter Handelsblatt, May 29, 1916, Abstract,

Engineering, (L.) 101. 576 (1916).
(12) Washburn, "The Facts in the Nitrogen Case." (1916).
(28) Childs, Amer. Iron and Steel Institute, May 1916.

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering,
15. 38-41 (1916).

{") Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 7,

4.33-8 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 13.

213-8 (1915).
(*) Clarke, Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g. 14,

601^3 (1916).
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70,UU(J tons, and is increasing annually at the
1915 rate of some 15 per cent (").

1915 In discussing Peacock's (*'') paper Johnson
states that the production of ammonia pos-
sible in the United States, if all coking were
done in by-product ovens, is about 225,000
tons annually. Only 30 per cent of this

amount is saved at present.

1915 American coals {^°) contain from 0.9 to

1.4 per cent or 18 to 28 lb. of nitrogen
per ton, of which 20 per cent, or from
43^ to 7 lb. of ammonia per ton of

coal distilled is recovered. This yields 18

to 28 lb. of ammonium sulphate per ton
of coal.

1916 Lymnt^'') gives a table of the nitrogen con-
tent of coals from different parts of the
United States.

The Mond producer gas system recovers
75 per cent or from 15 to 20 lb. of nitrogen,

or 00 to 80 lb. of ammonium sulphate per ton
of coal consumed. This plant, although
installed abroad, is not very extensively used
in America, as the expense of installation is

relatively high.

1916 Wagner (^^) gives the yields per ton of

various American coals in tar, ammonia,
sul])hur and naphthalene. The ammonia
yield varies from 4.33 per cent for Alabama
coal to 9.00 for Oak Creek, on the basis of ash
and moisture free coal. He discusses the
subject of coke and coal and furnaces for coal

distillation, etc., very fully but says little

about by-products.
The world ]jroduction for 1914 is estimated

by the American Coal Products Company
1915 ('''^) to have been 1 ,300,000 to 1 ,350,000 metric

tons against 1,409,000 in 1913. England
produced 420,413 tons, or about 0200 tons less

than in 1913. Figures could not be obtained
for Cermany. (See Consum])tion, Ammonium
Sulphate).

In the United States 183,000 tons, or 12,000
tons less than in 1913 were produced. This
decrease was mostly during the last six

months, and was due to the depression in the
iron and steel trade caused by the war. The
recovery ])ossible from the coal now coked is

1915 700,000' tons. (''•)

The ])rincipal source, and the one ])romising

the greatest extension in the near future, is the
by-])roduct coke oven. The Coal Gas Works
have the next largest total outj^ut, though
the unit ])roduction is much smaller and
widely scattered. Other sources are the by-
])roduct recovery gas jjroducer, shale oil

distillati(jn, and the English blast furnaces
mi,") using splint coal. (•'•')

Tutwiller (") gives a table showing the rate
of production and value of coke, tar, am-
monium sulphate, etc., from 1903-1908.

Reference (**") gives the world's production
of ammonium sulphate in 1913 as 1,365,000
tons, compared with 1,214,000 tons (metric)
in 1912. The production of the various
countries in thousands of tons was as follows

:

1913 1912

Germany
England
United States

549
420
177
75.4
48.6

492
379
151

France
Belgium

69
50

In 1913 {'^) the production of ammonia in

terms of ammonium sulphate, in the United
Kingdom was about 420,000 tons (long).

The exports were 325,000 tons.

Canada produced in 1913 C^) 10,608 tons
of ammonium sulphate from coke ovens.
The production in 1910 and 1911 in the

United Kingdom ("0 calculated as sulphate
was 307,500 and 378,500 tons (long).

The production of Great Britain in 1911 and
1912, calculated as sulphate, was as follows:

TONS (long)

1911 1912

Gas works
Iron works
Shale works . . .

169,000
20,000
61,000

135,000

166,000
20,000
61,000

Coke, carbonizing
producer gas plan

WOl
ts. .

•ks and
132,000

385,000 379,000

Bradbury and Hirsch C*^)

(") Peacock, Transactions, AmtT. Kk-clrochcmical Society, S7,
409-17 (191.')).

(''') Summers, Transactions Amer. Hlcctrochcmica'. Society, 37.
."539 -S« (191.)).

Proceeflint;s, Amer. Institute of Electrical
Engineers. 3',. Xil X\ (191.^).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer
ing, ta. 2-11-4 (191.')).

("') Lymn, Journal, Amer. Society Mechanical Engineers, S7,
2o:5-C6 (191.'')).

(02) Wagner, 'Coal and Coke" (1916) (McGraw-HiU Book Co.)
C) Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, tS.

6:58-9, (I9ir)).

(") Tutwiller, Journal, Eranklin Institute. I7S, :iS:i--i\G (1914).
(*) Zeitschrift. Vcreincs Deutschen Ingenieure, oS.

980 (1914).
('») Journal, Society Chemical Industry, 55, i:<4

(1914).
(") Chemical Trade Journal. May 9, 1914.

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry.
S3. r,4] (191 1)

('") lir.idhury, Hirsch, Journal. Society of Chemical Industry,
31. 71; 710 (1912).

(»-) Bradbury, Hirsch, Alistracl, loiinial, Sncielv of Chemical
Industry, 3i. S.', (191.'J).

1914

1914

1914

1914

1912

1913
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1913 The figures given in another reference (^''^)

are:

1912

1914

1911

1916

1916

1912 1911 1910

Gas works 172,094
17,026
62,207
104,932

32,049

168,783
20,121
60,765
105,343

29,964

167,820
Iron works. .

Shale works.
Coke oven w
Producer ga

bonizing \\

orks
5 and car-

orks

20,139
59,113
92,665

27,850

388,308 384,976 367,587

Scott (»2-») gives similar data for 1906, 1909
and 1910.

A comparison of the export trade of England
and Germany during 1912 and 1913 gives the
foUownng totals in metric tons:

1912 1913

Germany
Great Britain

56,897
285,134

74,318
270,697

The amounts exported to each country are

given ('^).

Tufts ("0 reviews briefly the various com-
mercial sources of ammonia. He believes that
the by-product coke oven cannot long be a
leading factor in the situation as the world's
demand for ammonia is increasing at a rate

that in seven years will take almost all the
production possible if all the world's coke were
made in by-product ovens. A corresponding
rate of increase in coke consumption cannot be
expected.

OXIDATION PROCESSES

Washburn (^-) states that the world's yearly
fixation of nitrogen by the arc process is some
32,000 net tons compared to 200,000 tons by
the cyanamide process. The former process

is practically confined to Norway, while the
latter has been applied in Norway, Sweden,
Germany, Austria, France, Japan, and
Canada.
He (^^) also states that there are employed

in the World's Nitrogen Fixation industry
1,000,000 continuous horse-power, and he
gives the distribution as follows:

Canada
Germany
Norway
Dalmatia, Italy, Switzerland, Japan,

France

30,000
350,000
450,000

150.000

980,000

From the condition of operating no arc

processes, Germany has developed in 18

months an industry producing nearly 10,000
tons of nitric acid per year (^^). 1916

James B. Duke (^°) is accredited with the 1915

statement that the Southern Electro-Chemical
Company will shortly be producing at Great
Falls, S. C. by the Pauling process, nitric

acid at the rate of 4 tons per day. The
product will be placed on the market at a
price lower than that of acid made from
sodium nitrate (^^). The plant uses 3000 kw.
and is the only nitrogen fixation plant in the
United States.

Reference {^^^) mentions that operation of a

plant using the Pauling process with an
estimated capacity of 8 tons of calcium
nitrate has been begun by the Southern
Electrochemical Company at Nitrolee, S. C.

Earlier press notices (^•''0 stated that this 1912

plant, which was designed to use the surplus

power of the Southern Power Company, would
turn out 5 tons of nitric acid or 8 tons of

calcium nitrate per day with a possible later

development to a capacity of 50 tons.

Baur (^*) in a table of the power con- 1915

sumption of the electrochemical industries of

the world gives the following figures for

nitrogen fixation:

Process Power kw.
Yearly Production

Metric Tons Yield per kw-hr.

Nitric 295,000 180,000 1kg iV = 65
acid = 40,000 N kw-hr. or
from = 310,000 Ca(NOi) 2 1000 kg N as
air = 270,000 Na NO3 nitrate 7.5

kw-yr.

Lime 55,000 150,000 1 kg iV = 17.5

nitro- = 30,000 N kw-hr. or
gen 1000 kg N as

lime nitrogen
2 kw-yr.

(1 kw-yr. = 1750 kw-hr.)

("•*) Forty-ninth annual report on Alkali. Proceedings
during the year 1912.

Abs., Journal, Society of Chemical Industry, 33,
786-8 (1913).
('") Scott, "Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere."

Smithsonian Report for 191.3, pp. 359-81, (1914), (Publication
2291). Reprinted from Journal, Royal Society of Arts, (London)
60, No. 3104, (1912).

(«) Chemiker Zeitung, SS, 393 (1914).
Abstract, Journal Industrial and Engineering

Chem. 6, 597 (1914).
(1*1) Tufts, Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 5,

295—9 (1911)
(12) Washburn. "The Facts in the Nitrogen Case." (1916).
(16) Washburn, Statement before Senate Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry, 1916. (S. 4971).
(19) Landis, Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g. 14. 260 (1916).
(3<*) Duke, Engineering and Mining Journal, 101, 149 (1916).

Manufacturer's Record, 68. 54 (1915).
(IS") Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 10, 126 (1912)
(I'l) Newspaper clippings. Times, Raleigh, N. C.
June 14, 1912, Wall Street Journal, July 25. 1912.

('*) Baur, Schweizerische Wasserwirtschaft, 7, No. 16 and 17.

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, 36', 694-5 (1915).
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1915

1915

1!)15

1914

1912

Installations of the arc process at Rjukanfos
have already reached 1S5, ()()() kw. and with
the completion of the works at Tyin and
Matre nearly 300, 000 kw. will be applied to

the production of calcium nitrate. Plants for

the production of nitric acid by the Moscicki
process using 74,000 kw. are being installed

in Switzerland. The arc processes, because
of the relatively small power consum]jtion of

each unit, and the ease of starting and stop-

ping, is especially applicable to intermittent
water powers.

Calcium nitrate will probably soon dis-

appear from the market, as it cannot compete
with Chile nitrate, nor with ammonium
sulphate, even when the latter is made from
cyanamide (*^).

Scott (^^) states that in Norway alone nearly
a quarter of a million horse-power is employed
for making nitric acid from the air. One
factory uses 140,000.

Washburn {^^) gives the annvial productive
capacity of the oxidation processes as over
30,000 tons of fixed nitrogen, worth at the
normal average value about $250 per ton.

This is about half of the amount of nitrogen
fixed by the cyanamide process. The single

factory at Nigara Falls has a capacity equal
to one-half of the total world's installed

capacity by arc processes.

Baekeland (^^) states that the Norway
factories alone are using, for the i^roduction

of nitrates, over 200,000 electrical horse-

power with a capital investment of $27,000,-

000 and are contemjjlating an ex])unsion to

500,000 horse-power.
Scott ('^') gives the horse-power consump-

tion of the successive installations of the
Birkeland-Eyde process year by year as

follows

:

Year H.P. Installation

l!)o:i 25 Iixj)c:rimcntal i)lunt, Froj^^ncrkilens

UHi-.i I()0 Experimental plant, Ankerlokken
1904 060 Arcndal
1905 45000 First Nolodden (Svaclgfos)

1910 1 5000 Second Nolodden (Liiuifos)

1912 140000 First Rjiiken Installation
19i;i J 20000 Second Kjuken Installation
1914 70000 Vamnia
1915 80000 Matre
1916 70000 Tyin

912 Scott ('2') States that (in 1012) C.rcat

Britain was not fixing an "otuuc-" of nitro-

gen.

REDUCTION PROCESSES

Haber Process

It is claimed that the Badische factory is at
present producing ammonium svilphate at the
rate of 300,000 to 350,000 tons a year, an
increase of 200,000 tons over the usual rate. (2")

Reference ("•^0 confirms this figure and
estimates that the total production by the
Haber process in 1917 will be 500,000 tons,

compared with 30,000 tons in 1913.

It is also stated that at the beginning of the
war the German government subsidized the
Badische factorv to the amount of 100,000,-

000 M. to avoid a shortage (2«).

It was estimated C^) that the minimum
production for 1914 would be 30,000 metric
tons.

It was stated in 1914 (^') that the Badische
Analin und Soda Fabrik was increasing its

capital by 900,000 £ to cover the cost of

erecting a plant to be capable of producing
130,000 tons of ammonium sulphate annually
bv the Haber process.

Cyanamide Process

The Canadian factory of the American
Cyanamide Company has a capacity for

fixing nitrogen equivalent to 90,000 lb. of

ammonia per day, and is increasing its

capacity up to 110,000 lb. in 24 hours C'^).

Two plants in Germany, one in Bavaria,
and another near Cologne, are producing
45,000 tons between them (-*).

Another ]jlant is being erected in West-
phalia, which will use 10,000 h.p. and is

expected to produce 200,000 tons of con-
centrated nitric acid per year ('^^).

Landis ('^) states that at the beginning of

the war Germany had three factories, with a
total capacity of about 50,000 tons of

(*•') Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistrv, 7,

433-8 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical F,n^»ineerinR, IS

213-8 (1915).
(") Scott, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry, Si. 113-20

(1915).
(ii) Washburn. Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society

27, 385-402 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS

309-14 (1915).
('") Baekeland, Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry

G. 709-78 (191 t).

Mclallurv;ical and Chemical Engineering, 12
5.59-00 (19M).

(2ij Skerrett, Iron Age, !)7, .359 02 (1910).
(28) Nature, .%', .537 (1910).
('2<) Scott, "Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere.'

Smithsonian Report for 1913, pp. 3.59-84. (1914). (Publication
2291). Reprinted from Journal, Royal Society of Arts, (London)
CO. 3104. (1912).
(») Chemiker Zeitung, SS. 593 (1914)

Abstract, Journal Industrial and Engineering
Chem. G, 597 (1914).

(") Chemiker Zeitung, Apr. 23, 1914.
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,

33. 590 (1914).
(") Landis, Journ.ll Induslri;il and Engineering Chemistry,

.V, 1,50 01) (i91(i).

('») Landis. Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g. 14. 200 (1910).

1916

1916

1914

1914

1916

1916

1916

1916
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cyanamide per year, but \viihin IS nu>nths
was prodiicinj:; almost 500.01)0 ions. (See

also Baur. above, vmder Arc Processes.)

Dtxrinj:: 1914 the world production of

cyanamide in 14 factories was some 800,000
1915 tons. averaj:[ini^ over 20 per cent nitrojijen ('^).

An article in the Enf^neerinjj; News of

1915 January 1915 ('^) j^ves a list of the factories

of the worid and the output of each. The
total product is *:^ven as 3.33,500 short

tons.

1914 The Cyanamide industry (*®) represents an
investment of §30.000.000 in 14 factories,

three in Germany, two each in Norway,
Sweden, and Italy, and one each in France,
Switzerland. Austria, Japan and Canada.
The horse-power employed is 200,000, and
the annual ainount was valued at $15,000,000.
An English Company was comtemplating
installations of 600,000 h.p. in Norw^av, and
400.000 in Iceland.

1914 Kubierschky (*®) in a lecture on artificial

fertilizer materials gives the cyanamide pro-

duction for each vear from the beginning of

the industry in 1906 at 500 tons to 208,000
tons in 1914. The average yearly increase

between 1907 and 1912 was 212 per cent.

1914 Haber (^-) gives the amount of nitrogen
fixed by this method as 36,000 tons.

1913 Pranke i^'") states that the w^orld's produc-
tion in 1913 w-as estimated at 120,000 tons
per year in 16 factories, four each in Germany
and Italy, tw^o in France, and one each in

Austria, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Japan
and Canada.

Scott ('-') C^^) gives a list of the factories 1912

and (nit])uts therefrom of calcium cyanamide
in 1912.

Ammonia and Nitric Acid from Cyanamide

Washburn (•''') states that no ammonia is 1915

being made from cyanamide in America out-

side of the American Cyanamide Com]:)any's

laboratory. European plants are producing
it at the rate of 15 tons ])er day, and there is

ready for operation in Norway a plant

designed to transform 60 tons of cyanamide
per day into ammonia to be combined with
the nitric acid from the Birkeland-Eyde fac-

tories.

Kaiser (''0 states that the B. and A. Masch. 1916

A-G. built during 1915 over 30 plants for the

oxidation of ammonia from the Frank-
Caro process, capable of handling over
12,000,000 kg. of ammonia, and have under
construction apparatus for 17,000,000 kg.

The foundation in England of a company
with a capital of $10,000,000 to manufacture
nitric acid from ammonia, the latter being de-

rived from calcium cyanamide, by the Ostwald
process, is mentioned in Reference (^''^). 1913

It is stated (i*^^) that the plant at Odda is 1913

capable of consuming 80,000 tons (long) per
year of calcium cyanamide. Plants are pro-

jected with the following capacities:

Aura, Norway 200,000 tons CaCNi
(Contro's power for 2,000,000 tons)

Dagenham, England 12,000 HNOi
Trafford Park 12,000 HNOi
Manchester, Scotland 9,000 HNO3

Ireland 3,000 HNO3

Part III: CONSUMPTION
GENERAL

In the year before the w'ar (^^) Germany con-
siuned 217,000 metric tons of inorganic

nitrogen from the following compounds:

Chile saltpeter (imported)
Calcium nitrate (imported)
Ammonium sulphate (domestic pro-

duction)
Calcium cyanamide (J^ imported) . .

Metric Tons

100,000
5,000

95,000
17,000

During the first year of the w^ar only 123^
per cent of this quantity w^as obtained or

produced.
By the aid of a government grant of

7,500,000 £ large quantities of cyanamide and
ammonium salts were made for military

1916 purposes (^^).

England's consumption of ammonium sul-

phate in 1914 was 106,000 tons and exports

("J Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 7,
433-8 (1915).

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 13,
213-8 (1915).

(53) Engineering News, 73, 16-21 (1915).
(*6) Baekeland, Journal, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,

6, 769-78 (1914).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 13,

5.59-60 (1914).
(66) Kubierschky, Journal, Industrial and Engineering,

Chemistry, 6, 692 (1914).
(62) Haber, Jour., Society of Chemical Industry, S3. 52-4(1914).
(95) Pranke, Chemical Engineer, IS, 113-5, (1913).

('24) Scott, " Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere."
Smithsonian Report for 1913, pp. 359-84, (1914). (Publication
2291). Reprinted from Journal, Roval Society of Arts, (London)
60, 3104, (19121.
(1") Scott, Nature, 89, 463 (1912).

Abstract. Journal, Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, 4. 619 (1912).

(51) Washburn, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society,
87, 385-402 (1915).

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS,
309-14 (1915).

(") Kaiser, Chemiker Zeitung, 40, 14 (1916)
Abstract, Chemical Abstracts, 10, 806 (19±6).

("'6) Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, //,
438 42 (.913).
(»«') Times Engineering Supplement, Oct. 15, 1913.

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,
33, 1008 (1913).

(") Vogel, Chemiker Zeitung. 40. 12-3 (191 o).

Abstract, Journal Society of Chemical Industry,
So, 431 (1916).
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313,877 tons. German sales of the Deutsche
Ammoniak-Verkaufs-Vereinigung for home
consumption was 321,404 tons. Her exports

for the year were 75.868 metric tons, and
1915 imports 34,628 metric tons (^^).

In 1913 C^) the United Kingdom consumed
ammonia calculated as ammonium sulphate

to the amount of 97,000 tons (long).

The estimated home consumption in Great
Britain was 90,000 tons. {'^^).

The consumption ('") of ammonia in the

United Kingdom in 1911, calculated as

sulphate, was 85,500 tons.

The consumption in the United States was
272,000 tons, compared with 262,000 in 1913

The world consumption in 1913 is given by
reference (^°) as follows

:

The approximate consumptions in 1910
were

:

1914

1913

1912

1915

1914

Germany. . . .

United States
Japan
England
France

Metric Tons

460,000
235,000
115,000
97,000
90,000

The world consumption of sodium nitrate

1913 (^^) for 1 9 10- 1 2 is given as follows in long tons

:

Shipments from
South America

Consumption in

U.K....
Consumption on

Continent
Consumption in

U. S
Consumption in

other countries
Consumption in

WorhJ

1910

2,300,000

120,000

1,.53 1,000

501,000

89,000

2,241,000

1911

2,412,000

132,000

1,564,000

556,000

103,000

2,355,000

1912

2,478,000

130,000

1,778,000

481,000

115,000

2,504,000

1913

1912

1911

Reference (^^) gives the vearly consumption
from 1902 to 1912.

Bernthsen ('"') discusses the increasing

demand for nitrogen compounds, giving the

world ])roduction, increase, and ])rice for

sodium nitrate, and ammonium sul])hate

during the ten years from lilOO.

Lamy C^**) gives the growth in exjjorts of

nitrates from South America as follows:

1830 800 tons 1880 300, ()()() tons

1835 7,000 tons 1890 800, ()()() tons
1850 20,000 tons 1900 1,300, ()()() tons
1860 70,000 tons 1905 1,.500,000 tons

1870 1.50, ()()() tons 1909 2,000,000 tons

France
Great Britain
Germany. . . .

Belgium
United States

250,000
100,000
500,000
200,000
400,000

USES

Washburn (^-) states that even the Allies

are employing 500,000 continuous horse-power
in the fixation of nitrogen for explosive

materials.

Washburn (^^ ^^) estimates that a war
supply of nitric acid for the United States

should amount to at least 180,000 tons per
year, which is (^^) two-thirds of the estimated
consumption of the German army.
He also points out what Germany has

accomplished by the liberal use of fertilizer,

that is, in quantities seven times as large per
average acre cultivated as is the practice in

the United States. From an area less than
80 per cent that of the State of Texas, she

now raises 95 per cent of the food for a
population nearly 70 per cent as large as that

of the United States. In ten years our
exportation of wheat and flour has fallen

from 31 to 13 per cent of the production, and
general crop production has increased only

10 per cent, while the population increased

21 per cent. From less than one-half the area

Germany harvested in 1907 over double
the quantity of grain and potatoes. While
cost of food rose 80 per cent in the United
States it increased only one-half as much
there.

(") Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering. 13,

638-9. (1915).

('8) Journal, Society Chemical Indu.strv. 33. 1.34

(1914).
("") Forty-ninth annual report on Alkali. Proceed

ings during the year 1912.
Abs.. Journal, Society of Chemical Industry, Si,

786-8 (1913).
(I'l) Bradbury, Hirsch, Journal. Society of Chemical Industry

31. 71; 716 (1912).
(1*1) Zeitschrift, Vereines Deutschen Ingenieure, o8

980 (1914).
(''-) Montgomery & Co.. Report. Abstract. Journal, Society

Chemical Industry. 32, 84 (1913).

("•') Montgomery & Co., Report, Abstract. Journal, Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry. S. 260 (191.3).

Chemical Engineer, IT. 7S (1913).

(109) Bernthsen. Trans.ictions, Kth International Congress of

Applied Chemistry, ^S. 182-201 (1912).
Journal. Industrial an<i Engineering Chemistry.

.',. 7tiO 7 (1912).
(i") Lamy, Metallurgicnl and Chemical Engineering, !). 99-104

(1911).
0'') Washburn, "The Fads in the Nitrogen Case." (1916).
('") Washburn, Statement before Senate ('ommittee on

Agriculture and Forestry. 1916. (S. 4971.)
('-') Washburn, Statement before Mouse Committee on Military

AlTairs. Feb. 11, 1916.
Statement before House Committee on

Agriculture, I'eb. 1, 1910.
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1916 Reference (') i::ives the Geniian con-

simiption of nitrogen for 1913 as follows;

Ammonium sulphate
Nitrate of lime (.Xorwegian).
Nitrate of lime
Ammonia, Haber process . . . .

Nitrate of soda

Tons

460.000
00,000
30,000
20,000

750,000

Tons of
Nitrogen

02,000
4,51)0

6,000
4,000

116,000

The consumption of Chile nitrate increased

from 155.000 tons in 1SS5 to 747,000 tons in

1913. of ammoniimi sulphate, from 125,000
tons in 1900 to 400,000 tons in 1913. The
yield of wheat per hectare has doubled in

Germany while increasing only 1 /lO in France
in which latter country only 1/15 as much
potash and J-^ as much nitrate of soda is used
per hectare as in Germany.

1916 Landis (^^) gives the present annual nitric

acid consvmiption of Germany as 250,000
to 300,000 tons for munitions, besides the
equivalent of 850,000 tons of sodium nitrate,

40,000 tons of nitrate of lime, and about
20.000 tons of Norwegian cyanamide, for

agricultural and manufacturing pruposes. The
last items are estimated from the normal
improtation, which is now w^holly cut off, and
replaced by domestic production. The
investment involved is over $100,000,000.
It is quite possible, however, that the
agricultural consumption is curtailed.

During 1912 Germany consumed 750,000
tons of Chile saltpeter, 425,000 tons of

ammonitun sulphate, 50,000 tons of lime
nitrogen, and 50,000 tons of Norwegian

1916 saltpeter (i*).

The imports of nitrates into Germany and
Austria amount to about 750,000 tons
annually. The consumption during the war
is estimated at 750,000 tons of nitric acid for

each side. This is based on an average con-
sumption of 5 tons (3 to 10) of nitric acid per
ton of explosives made, and 150,000 tons of

1916 explosives used per year (^'*).

1913 Christopher (^^) mentions that in Germany
practically the whole production of ammo-
nium sulphate is used on the soil, while in

England, out of a productions of 309,000 tons
a year, only 70,000 tons is so used.

Sodium nitrate and ammonium sulphate
constitute 80 to 85 per cent of the value of

the raw nitrogen compounds produced in the
world amounting in 1913 to nearly .^200,000,-

000. Of this it is estimated that 80 per cent
went for agricultural purposes. The farmers'

purchases of nitrogen used east of the Missis-

sii)pi during 1914 came to about $75,000,000,

of which more than 90 per cent was in the

fomi of ammonia. The nontial annual con-

sumption of nitric acid in the same region is

about $7,()0().()()(). The price per unit of

nitrogen and the present rate of increase of

consumption (10 per cent) is about the same
for the two forms ("). 1915

The fertilizer question is one of great

importance to the United States (^0- In the 1915

ten years from 1900 to 1910 population has

increased 21 per cent, and the crop produc-

tion only 10 per cent. Beef production fell

32 per cent, and the importation of food stuffs

more than doubled, with a marked decrease

in the exports. Food stuffs advanced in cost

by 80 per cent between 1890 and 1912, and
the increase in the cost of living was 59 per

cent.

These figures indicate the necessity for

increasing yields, as has been done in Europe,
where the yield per acre is from 50 to 100

per cent greater than the United States,

chiefly becuase of the use of fertilizers, which
in Germany is, for instance, per acre, 15

times, in value in the United States, the

average used on cultivated lands east of the

Mississippi. Experiments in Indiana and
Illinois have shown an increase in yield of

wheat valued at from 2 to 3 times the cost of

the fertilizer.

The present artificial fertilizers, however,
contain from 85 to 90 per cent of material
having no fertilizer value. To meet the con-

ditions of long distance transportation and
haulage over roads nearly impassable in the

spring, it is essential that for the present

mixtures should be substituted a concentrated
substance of the proper composition and with
the required physical and chemical properties.

Peacock (*'^) emphasizes the necessity of 1915
lowering the present prohibitive price of

nitrogen products to check this increase in

price of farm products.

Washburn- (^^) points out that arc methods 1915
of fixation cannot supply ammonia, and so

must be limited to supplying the relatively

small demand for nitric acid. The ammonia
processes, on the other hand, supply a product
for the conversion of which into nitric acid

(') Frankfurter Handelsblatt. May 29, 1916, Abstract, Engi-
neering, (L) 101, .576 (1916).
(") Landis. Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g, 14.260 (1916).
(IS) Scientific American, 113. 216 (1916).
(*3) Christopher, Journal, Society Chemical Industry, 3£,

115 24 (191.3).
('') Washburn, Transactions. Amer. Electrochemical Society,

27, 385-402 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS,

309-14 (1915).
(«) Peacock, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society, 27.

409-17 (1915).
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processes have already been sufficiently

developed to leave little doubt of their

ultimate success, even through as yet no
thoroughly workable commercial plant is

perfected, or in entirelv satisfactorv operation
(in the U.S.).

Furthermore, the product of the arc

processes, nitric acid, is not suited to the
long distance transportation from the re-

mote localities where power is cheap enough
to permit of its manufacture. Calcium
nitrate is too hygroscopic for fertilizer pur-

poses.

Washburn tends to the conclusion that the
most promising solution of the fertilizer

problem lies in the production of an

ammonium phosphate compound deriving its

ammonia from the cyanamide process.

Peacock {*'') gives the annual nitrogen 1915

consumption of the fertilizer industry in the
United States as equivalent to more than
100,000 tons of ammonia, increasing by about
8 per cent each year.

About 50 per cent of the Chili nitrate

imported into the United States is used in the
manufacture of explosives, and another 25
per cent in the arts requiring nitric acid (^''). 1915

(") Peacock, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society, 27,
409-17 (1915).

C^") Summers, Transactions Amer. Electrochemical Society, £7.
339-83 (1915).

Proceedings, Amer. Institute of Electrical
Engineers, 34, 337-81 (1915).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing, 13. 241-4 (1915).

PHANTOM CIRCUIT SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING STREET LIGHTS
By a. H. Davis

Protective App.a.r.'^tus Laboratory, General Electric Company

An outline of the operation and a detailed description of a very ingenious equipment for controlling street
lights, that are tapped from house lighting circuits, are given in this article. Also, the advantages of the scheme
are enumerated.

—

Editor.

In the suburban districts of cities using a
multijjle system of street lighting, it fre-

quently hapiiens that there is not sufficient load

light on and oflf immediately presents itself.

Usually, the cost of an extra wire for control-

ling a switch is ])rohibitive and switches that

are operated by clock mechanism are unreli-

able.

To secure the desired control, an inexpen-
sive and reliable apparatus has been developed
by means of which the street lights can be
turned on or off at will from the power station.

This apparatus can be used on any alternating-

current lighting system where the 2300-volt

Fig. 1. Automatic Oil Switch for Connecting and
Disconnecting Street Light Circuits to Feeders

Fig. 2. Motor Mechanism for OpefHtiiig

Oil Switch

U) warrant tlic running of feeders exclusively

for street-lighting; consequently, these lights

are connected to the service or house-lighting
feeder. Since house-lighting service must be
continufjus, the i^roblem of turning the street

feeders are not grounded, if ihc s\sU'in has

a grounded neutral on tlie 2."U)0-\'olt lines,

the a])i)aratus can still be used, if it is allow-

able to disconnect the ground wire moment-
arily vvliile turning the street lights on or off.
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A ^ound on the 1 lO-voll lines does not

interfere \\-ith the switchinj^ operation. No
eontrol wire is required and there is absokitely

no variation in voltage on the house lights

while the switch is being operated.
The oil s^^•itch, Fig. 1. used to control the

street lights, is usually connected in the

primary circuit of the transformer from which
these lights are nm. This switch is operated
by a small direct-current motor that has a
permanent magnet field, and the switch
mechanism is so arranged that a reversal in the

direction of the motor's rotation operates the

s\A-itch in opposite directions. One terminal

of the motor is connected to the middle point

of a reactance coil and the other terminal is

grounded. The ends of the reactance are

connected to the two w4res of the 2300-volt

feeder. The function of the reactance is to

allow a direct current to flow from the 2300-

Motor

Street l/^/7C^

\

Fig. 3. Connections of Automatic Oil Switch

volt mains through the motor to ground and
at the same time to hold back the 2.'300-volt

alternating current. The magnetizing current

of the reactance is only a few milliamperes
and therefore the coil does not ground the
2300-volt system.

If a direct current is put on the alternating-

current mains in such a direction that the
mains are positive, when referred to ground,
the street lights will be turned on. If the

direct-current on the mains is made negative,

the street lights will be turned off. This
operation of the switch in opposite directions

is produced by the reversal of the direct-

current motor when its armature current is

reversed.

The direct current is not left on con-
tinuously but is only applied to produce the

switching operation. The switch is so arranged
that after being operated in one direction by
an application of direct current a subsequent
application without reversed polarity will

Fig. 4. Reactance Coil

^^ '^%'i%ce

Fig. 5. Connections of Station Mechanism
for Operating Oil Switch

cause the motor in the switch to run idle, thus
not affecting the position of the switch. How-
ever, as soon as the polarity of the direct

current is changed, the switch operates in the
opposite direction, and as soon as the limit
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of motion of the switch is reached the motor
will again run idle until the direct current is

removed.
The station apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.

It is exceedingly simple, consisting of only
a second reactance which allows direct current

to be put on the alternating-current system
without affecting the alternating-current

potential between wires, and of a reversing

switch for conveniently changing the polarity

of the direct current. By closing the revers-

ing switch for about two seconds the oil

switch on the street lights is operated, even
though miles away.
Any source of direct current can be used,

provided it is allowable to momentarily
ground either side of the circuit. If there is

no direct current available, a small generator
or rectifier can be installed and run from
the alternating-current lines.

Any number of switches can be operated
sim-tdtaneously. In case it is desired to

operate switches independently a few parts

can easily be added to the switch so that its

mechanism will be inoperative the first time
the direct current is put on the system with
polarity such that it tends to operate the
switch but will operate the second time the
direct current is put on with the same polarity.

If this special switch is used in conjunction

with a standard switch, the standard switch
will operate the first time the direct current is

thrown on and the special switch the second
time. Of course the switches will always
operate in the same sequence. A control

switch having this special feature can be made
to operate the first time the direct current is

thrown on by lifting its cover and closing a
single-pole knife switch.

Briefly, the advantages of this system of

controlling street lights are

:

1. vStvirdy construction of switch made
possible, as motor has ample power
to operate heavy parts.

2. Absolute reliability.

3. Negligible attention to switch while in

service.

4. Street lights under the control of the
station operator at all times.

5. All switches can be controlled simul-

taneously by the station operator.

G. If desired, different groups of switches
can be operated in sequence.

7. No flicker in house lights while switch
is being operated.

8. As there is no timing clock, it is no
longer necessary to visit the switch at

frequent intervals to reset it to

conform with a constantly changing
schedule.
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THE ELECTRIFICATION OF THE RED ORE MINES OF THE
TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & R. R. COMPANY

By Howard M. Gassman

CoNsvLTiNG Engineer, Birmingham, Ala.

The properties described in this article form another example of the advantages and economy that result

from electrification. The minC'^ were originally operated by steam power; but, as stated by Mr. Gassman,
who was until recently Chief Electrical Engineer for the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co., electrification

was undertaken to reduce the cost of mining the ore, to increase output, and to provide additional protection
during the wet season. The change from steam to electric power was very much simplified by the advent of
the Alabama Power Company into the district, this company furnishing the power for all operations.

—

Edito^.>

The state of Alabama is quite famous for its

mineral resources, of which the large deposits

of coal and red ore are of the greatest com-
mercial importance on account of both their

magnitude and location. The red ore is the
Rockwood formation and probably is the
same as the Clinton ore of New York State
and Pennsylvania. This formation comprises
approximately 200 feet of measures, prin-

cipally of shale and sandstone. There are

four beds of iron ore, two of which are of

commercial importance. The main one now
being worked in the district is known as the
Big Seam, which, in some of the properties

of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railway
Company, averages as much as 22 ft. in

thickness, of which the upper 12 feet only is

being mined at the present time.

The extent of the red ore deposits in the
Birmingham district is hardly appreciated
by those not familiar with the district. The
government report shows that in the Birming-
ham district alone there is available under
present working conditions, 358,470,700 long
tons of ore, and nearly one-half billion tons

more that is not available under present

conditions. Recent developments show that

these figures are ver}^ conservative and that
there is fully one billion tons of ore reserves in

the Birmingham district. It is also estimated
that at the rate the present ore is being mined
in the Birmingham district, the Big Seam
alone will furnish ore for one hundred years.

The ore is developed by slopes varying from
12 to 45 degrees. The development of these

mines up until the last decade was rather

slow and crude. However, Birmingham in

the last ten years has developed very raridly

as an iron and steel center, due to a recognition

of its favorable conditions.

The red ore operations of the Tennessee
Coal, Iron and Railway Company are divided

into three groups, known as Muscoda,
Wenonah and Ishkooda, and located on
Red Mountain which runs in a general

direction northeast and southwest, passing

through the city limits of Birmingham.
Although the operations of the mines of this

company appeared to be on a comparitively
economical basis, it was recognized that
further improvements could be made and
would be warranted.
The electrification of a portion of these ore

mines was begun for the following reasons:

1. To reduce the cost per ton of ore mined.
2. To increase the output.
3. To provide additional protection dur-

ing the wet season.

GENERAL
The coming of the Alabama Power

Company into this district made the elec-

trification of these mines even more favorable
because of the large power capacity available
for use direct on large hoists, and because the
expenditure for a large generating station
and transmission lines was conserved.

In the Muscoda group there are five slopes.

Number 4 slope was completely electrified by
installing motors on the hoist, air com-
pressors, crusher and shops. The under-
ground equipment for all slopes was com-
pletely electrified, excepting the drilling.

In the Wenonah group there are five slopes,

of which the underground equipment only
has so far been electrified.

The power is furnished by the Alabama
Power Company, from a substation 5 to 10
miles distant from the points of delivery,

at 44000 volts, three-phase, 60 cycles, and
stepped down to 2300 volts for local use.

MUSCODA
At Muscoda there is an eight panel switch-

board with remote control hand-operated
oil switches located in the basement im-
mediately below the board. The switchboard
is equipped with the necessary indicating and
graphic instruments and integrating meters.
Provision was made in the design of the board
for further electrification of this group of

mines.
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Surface Equipment

Electric Hoist: In point of capacity,

the electric hoist is the largest item in the

equipment (Fig. 1). The hoist was originally

a Nordberg twin Corliss, steam driven, first

motion hoist, with cylinders 30 bv CO inches,

Fig 1. View in Hoisting Engine House showing Steam Hoist Converted into

Electric and Driven by 1800-h.p., 2200-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle Induction Mo-
tor. In the foreground are the two induction motor driven exciters for the

synchronous motors on the compressors shown in the far end of the room

»'^a>uji^^

Fir. 2. Electric Hoist, showing I-'lcxiblc Coupling nnd Drag Link. Liquid

rheostat, tank and contactor control panel for hoisting moto' are shown in

corner of re om

and a single drum 12 feet in diameter. The
connecting rods were disconnected and an
l<S()()-h.p. induction motor installed on one
side of the hoist ; the motor driving the hoist

through a herring bone gear having a reduc-

tion of 0.2 to 1 by means of a drag link con-

nected to the crank pin on
the drum shaft. The speed
of the motor is 354 r.p.m.

at full load, which gives a
hoisting speed of 2570 feet

per minute. The motor is

of the wound rotor type,

controlled by a liquid rheo-

stat which is operated me-
chanically from the engi-

neer's platform between the

engine cylinders.

The rheostat (Fig. 2) has

a range of resistance of 120

to 1, obtained by the use
of two sets of electrodes.

The motor operates very
economically at full speed,

as a contactor automati-
cally short circuits the sec-

ondary motor leads at the

rheostat as the motor ap-

proaches full speed. This
control is provided with
interlocks to ])revent sud-

den reversal of the motor
without first inserting all

resistance. Furthermore,
the rate of acceleration is

fixed by the adjvistment of

the circulating pumjj on
the rheostat and cannot be
exceeded l)y the operator.

The primary reversing con-

irol consists of a two panel

marble switchboard, each
panel having mountedupon
ii a lhree-i)ole 230()-volt

air l)reak electrically ope-

rated contactor. The con-

tactors are ])ro\'ided with

heavy arc deflectors and
powerful magnetic lilow-

outs. The board is in I he

basement in a fire ])roof

location and is safeguarded
against aecidental conlat^t.

All the auxiliary control

a])i)aratus is actuated )>>

alternating current.

The ore ski]) weighs (i

tons, and the ore hoisted
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per trip is 12 ions. Upon slowing down, the

skip dxunps automatically at the tipple. The
maximum rate of hoisting is 150 tons per hour,

and the average rate 100 tons per hour.

The cycle of hoisting is shown in the curve
of Fig. 3. The lowering is done by means of

friction brake. The hoisting cycle is approxi-

mately as follows:

Loading—30 seconds
Acceleration—15 seconds
Hoisting— 10() seconds
Slow-down—8 seconds
Dumping—5 seconds
Lowering— 115 seconds

The above cycle is an average, and varies

with the heading from which ore is being
hoisted. The maximum length of the slope

Two 50-kw. motor-generator exciters are

shown in the foreground of Fig. 1. The
motors are of the squirrel cage induction type,

and are wound for 2200 volts. The generators

are interpole machines, and deliver 125 volts

for field excitation. One motor-generator set

has sufficient ca]jacity to excite the two syn-

chronous motors.

The motor-driven air compressors operate

in connection with the steam-driven air com-
pressors of this group, feeding into the same
air lines for supplying air for drilling in all the

mines of this group. No provision has been
made for regulating these motor driven air

compressors, as the steam compressors now
do the regulating. When all the compressors

are electrically driven, provision will be made
for some type of unloading device to avoid

Fig. 3. Graphic Record of Typical Hoisting Operation

at the present time is 3400 feet, and this slope

will average 23 degrees incline.

Air Compressors: The two Nordberg twin

two-stage, steam driven air compressors of

3700 cubic feet capacity each, with steam
cylinders 24 by 48 inches, were each equipped
with a 5G5-kv-a., 90-pole synchronous motor
running at 80 r.p.m. The flywheel was re-

moved and a motor with split stator and rotor

was installed in place of the flywheel (Fig. 4).

The motor frame is very narrow, making it

unnecessary to widen the distance between
the air cylinders. The rotors are provided

with a squirrel cage winding for starting and
for making the operation more stable under
the operating conditions, which otherwise

might result in hunting. These motors start

very smoothly through the use of a compen-
sator in connection with the usual starting

and running oil switches incorporated in the

main switchboard.

frequent starting and stopping under fluctuat-

ing demands for air.

Crusher: The crusher located at the tipple

is a Gates No. 8L, and is belt driven by a

125-h.p., 2200-volt, high-torque squirrel-cage

induction motor of 570 r.p.m. The motor is

provided with push button control and is

operated from the crusher platform.

Shops: The shops of this group are the

main manufacturing and repair plants of the

ore and coal mines, and for this reason

require a large variety of equipment but a

relatively small amount of power. The
power .supplied to the shop is stepped down
from 2300 volts to 220 volts by a group of

pole-type transformers located near the shop.

In the machine shop proper, the line shafts

are driven by 25-h.p. and 10-h.p. motors of

805 r.p.m., the blacksmith shop by a 10-h.p.,

860-r.p.m. motor, and the carpenter shop by
a 25-h.p., 8G5-r.p.m. m.otor.
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Miscellaneous: There are many small

motors used elsewhere on the surface for

driving small pumps and isolated machinery.
The camps and buildings are amply lighted

by 110-volt, 60-cycle supply circuits fed from

Fig. 4. Two Synchronous Motor-driven, Tv/in, Two-stage

Air Compressors with Former Steam Ends Removed

a separate 2300-volt lighting circuit through
3 to 5-kv-a. transformers.

Underground Equipment

Feeders: The power for the underground
operation is carried down the mine through
the manway by a three conductor, lead
enclosed, wire armored cable. This cable is

clipped to a messenger supported from the
roof by ex])ansion bolts and terminates at the
five panel distributing switchboard in the
main pump room. At this point the power is

distributed to the pumi)s and to each of the
mines of the group through the slopes and
main passageways. At points where the cable

changes size or branches, automatic oil

switches are installed to localize trouble and
minimize delay.

Pumping: 'I'he jmmijing conditions have
been very much improved lately in this group
of mines by the construction of a large sum])
slightly above the main station pumj), to

which water from all the slopes of the group
is delivered. A bottom pump (Fig. 5) in

each slope raises the water to such a head as

to allow it to flow into the main .sump. These
bottom pumps are Aldrich 5 by 7 triplex

plunger machines having a capacity of 100
gallons per minute at 500 ft. head. They
are each driven by a 15-h. p. type HI squirrel-

cage induction motor, throtigh one gear
reduction, and are started by means of a

standard com])ensator with
overload and no-voltage
release protection.

The main station pump
is a Prescott duplex, double
acting unit, driven at 585
r.p.m., by a 300-h.p., 2200-

volt, wound rotor type in-

duction motor (Figs. 6 and
7). The plungers are 8 in.

by 36 in. and the pump
runs at 47 r.p.m. It has a
capacity of 1500 gallons

per minute, against a head
of 665 ft. The discharge
hne is connected to the dis-

charge line from the old
steam driven, direct acting,

triple expansion pump, so

that in case of emergency
the steam pump can be put
into service.

The domestic water sup-
ply is handled by a motor-
driven centrifugal pump,
located within short dis-

tance of the main station pump. This pump
has a capacity of 400 gallons per mintite,

I'lK- 'i Typical Bottom Piimi) Installation showing 5 by 7

Aldridi Triplex Pump Driven by Fully Enclosed 15-h. p.

Squirrel cage Induction Motor through Flexible Coupling

against a 002 ft. head, and is driven at 1750
r.]).m. by a 100-h.p., 2200-volt, squirrel-cage

induction motor (Fig. S).
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These two pumps are under the control of

one operator, and handle all the undergjound
water. The small bottom pumps refcn-ed

to run intermittently and are under the

control of men sinking the slope.

Sinking Hoists: The
2300-volt, three-phase
power is carried to a point
within 250 to 500 feet of

the bottom of each slope,

where three 20-kw., single-

phase transformers step it

down to 220 volts. This
voltage was adopted as

being reasonably safe for

use on the sinking hoists

and the bottom pumps.
It is also used to furnish

light in this portion of the
mine. The sinking hoists

are of the single drum,
double gear reduction type
driven by 30-h.p., wound
rotor induction motors,
with drum controller and
grid resistance. These
hoists are portable and are

moved down as the sinl<-

ing of the slope warrants
(Fig. 9).

WENONAH
The electrification of the five slopes of this

group has been confined almost exclusively to

the underground equipment. The conditions

equipment, sinking hoists, motors, transform-

ers and switches were installed.

The surface electrification consistsprincipally

of two pumping stations for handling domestic
and boiler water svipply . The pumps are of the

Fig. 6. Crank end of 1

enclosed Herring

Induction Motor.

500-gallon Duplex Double-acting Prescott Station Pump showing

Bone Gear, Flexible Coupling and 300-h.p. Wound Rotor

Fossil Slope No. 8

Aldrich triplex type, driven by 15-h.p. Type HI
squirrel-ca ge induction motors, one being belted
and the other geared. Light is also sup-

Fig. 7. Pump End of 1 500-gallon Prescott Duplex Double-
Acting Station Pump, Muscada Slope No. 4

Fig. 8. 400-gallon 4-stage Centrifugal Pump, Driven by 100-h.p.

Squirrel -cage Induction Motor for Furnishing Domestic
Water Supply. Muscoda Slope No. 4

underground as regards the quantity of water
and heads are so nearly the same as those in

the Muscoda group that duplicate pumping

plied to buildings and camps as at Muscoda.
A three panel switchboard is installed in the

hoisting engine house at No. 8 slope and con-
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trols the incoming power, and the mine and
surface feeders.

The mine feeder is carried through con-
duit from the hoisting house to the manway
and is supported in the mine in the same
manner as at Muscoda.

bmblj '^ ^s^y^fe?'^

—

y
' ^'^m^^^i f : 1

Fig. 9. Hoist, made by Connellsville Mf^. & Mine Supply

Company, has 36-in. drum, double gear reduction, one

reduction being obtained by back geared motor rated

at 30 h.p. intermittent service, fully enclosed

In both of the above installations effort

was made to reduce the number of sizes of

motors, pumps, transformers and under-
ground hoists to a minimum, so as to make the
carrying of spare jjarts a very simple and
inexijensive item. The conditions were par-

ticularly favorable for carrying this out.

On all of the geared motor drives, except
the sinking hoists which are back geared,

flexible cou]jlings were placed between the
motor and the pinion shaft, for the reason
that such couplings permit of independent
alinement of the herring bone gears, as well as

more flexibility in mounting the motor and
greater ease in replacing motors, particularly

when underground.
Results : Previous to electrification, surface

machinery was operated by means of steam,
in most cases the steam lines being very long.

Steam is also used in the main underground
station pump in No. 4 mine, all other pump-
ing underground being done by means of

compressed air. The long steam and air

lines, with their consequent losses and the
low efficiency of pumping by air, made it

possible to make a very large saving in power
cost by superseding steam and air operation
by electric power. The steam plant is shut
down, but can be put into service should it

be required. This alone gives additional

]:)rotection against damage to the mine by
water. The largest saving has been made in

the pumping and least of all in the hoisting.

The results have shown up so favorably in

this initial installation that there is no doubt
that the company will continue the applica-

tion of electric power, especially as the cost of

fuel is increasing.

All of the electric equipment, except the

cable, was furnished by the General Electric

Company, in accordance with the purchaser's

specifications. These installations were com-
pleted in July, 19 Hi, and have been in regular

service since they were first put in operation.

Fin. I'l. No. -1 Tipple, Red Oic Mines, Tennessee Cool, Iron iinil Kailrond Conipiiny
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THE OPPORTUNITY
By James J. Wood

Inventor of the "Wood" Systems and

Factory Manager, Fort Wayne Electric Works of General Electric Company

The following short address was read before the Electrotechnical Club, Fort Wayne. The author shows that

opportunities for advancement are greater now than ever before and that success or failure is in the hands of

the individual rather than being determined by his environment.

—

Editor.

There is an old adage
—"Opportunity

knocks but once at the door." If this is the

case, it is every man's duty to be prepared
and ready to take advantage of it. "Oppor-
tunity" is usually considered a chance, a

favorable or advantageous circumstance, but
in my opinion "Opportunity" consists of

being prepared to a point, or degree, where
you are able to take advantage of the
improved conditions or environments by
which you are surrounded, and can better

your own condition thereby. This definition

removes the element of chance or uncertainty
and assumes that you are prepared to act

with vigilance, tact and aggressiveness, which
will carry your project to a successful issue.

Therefore, other things being equal, they
have the most opportunities who possess the
most practical and useful knowledge.
The man who is really ambitious, and I

hope you are all ambitious in the right way,
is the man who is never satisfied. The truly

ambitious man says
—"No matter what I do,

I shall simply try to do better. No matter
how hard it may be, I will improve." To do
this you must keep at it, work your very best

just where you are. Don't waste time dream-
ing of what you might do if things were
different. The only thing you can do is to

develop yourself, and you can do that right

where you are. Keep at your work. Don't
shirk whatever you have undertaken. Don't
think that idleness or shirking cheats an
employer. It cheats the man who shirks.

The man who is always watching the clock

or whistle and thinks he is doing all he is

being paid for, is not earning his pay, and he
never advances verv far.

To make a real success, you must have
first of all—industry, stickto-itiveness and the

faculty for hard work. That quality is

greater than all others put together, and you
can cultivate that quality in yourself. Map
out what you are going to do each day, and
do it. Never let yourself get into the habit

of leaving a thing unfinished. It is hard—for

some it is almost impossible—but if you will

do this, you can make yourself a hard worker
eventually. That is the first step to real

success.

What I would most earnestly impress upon
the young man of today is this: You must
study your own character and find out your
own weakness; you must make up your own
mind what qualities are necessary to push
you ahead and cultivate them, remembering
that whatever you do has got to be done
absolutely by the exercise of your own will

power. If you deceive yourself, blaming
others for your failure, you will never get

ahead. You must be your own most severe

judge, and remember that it is not sufficient

to wish for success, or to admire the qualities

that make success. You must develop those

qualities and use them—bearing in mind
that the favorable opportunities for the

young man of today are greater than ever

before in the history of the world, on account
of the wonderful advance in the sciences,

arts and application of electricity to the

use of mankind, opening up vast possi-

bilities and untried fields for research and
improvement; thereby giving the young man
of this twentieth century such opportunities

for advancement as were never dreamed of

before.
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THE EFFECT OF X-RAYS ON THE LENGTH OF LIFE OF
TRIBOLIUM CONFUSUM

By Wheeler P. Davey

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

While various inv'estigators have done considerable work upon the effect of X-rays on Uving organisms,
practically all such work has been open to criticism in that the investigators have failed to record all the
physical data necessarj' to enable their work to be correlated with the work of others. In addition, the work
to date has been of a qualitative nature. It is believed that the following article is the first of its kind to give
completely the physical data necessary to enable others to duplicate the results. By using an appropriate
method of handling his data, the author is able to show quantitative results of considerable accuracy.

—

Editor.

Introduction

A great deal of work is reported in the

literature on the effect of X-rays on various
forms of animal life. A study of this literature

shows that, interesting though the results may
be, it is with few exceptions difficult to

duplicate the experiments because the phys-
ical data relating to the dosage have been so

incompletely given. Excluding work on
human beings, the following work may be
mentioned.

Hastings, Beckton and Wedd(0 found that

the hatching of silkworm eggs was accelerated

by X-rays (dose not given) and that the
second generation was less fertile. Bordier(^)

X-rayed six silkworms, giving them a dose
of 7 to 8 H*, at some unknown penetration.

He found an increased restlessness and
smaller size. The cocoon was only half size,

and the moth did not emerge. Hasebroeck(^)
was able to kill caterpillers of Charaxes
(dose not given), but those of Vanessa urticae,

after being X-rayed an unknown amount,
developed into butterflies which were unable
to fly. Lopriori('*) found a destructive action

on Vallisneria spiralis, Genista and Dar-
lingtonia (dose not given).

Perthes (^) X-rayed the ova of Ascaris

megalocephala, giving them a dose of 24 H
at a voltage corresponding to 6.5 cm. spark
gap. Cell-division was so much retarded
that although the control specimens were in

the 4-ccll stage at the end of 30 hours, the

rayed specimens were still in the 1-cell and
2-cell stage. Hastings (") rayed eggs of the
same species, using an unknown quantity of

characteristic X-rays from co])])er. He found
a retardation in growth. Runner (^) X-rayed
the eggs of the cigarette beetle (Ltisioderma

serricorne) using a Coolidge tube tmd giving

a dose of 150 milliam])erc-minutcs at 65
kilovolts at a distance of 7.5 inches. He
found that eggs less than '.i days old failed to

hatch, and became shrunken in aVxml 10 days.

Eggs over 3 days old hatched but the larvae

never reached the pupa stage. Larvae

similarly rayed refused to eat, and although
they lived a long time after raying, they never
reached the pupa stage.

Gilmam and Baetjer(*) found that X-rays
(amount not given) accelerated the develop-
ment of eggs of Amblystoma for about 10

days, but produced monsters. They also

rayed hen's eggs (dose not given) and found
an accelerated development for 36 hours
with the final production of monsters. Bordier
and Galimard(^) gave incubating hen's eggs
daily doses of X-rays of 15 H each (penetra-

tion not given) for 20 days. The eggs con-

tained no embryos. In specimens which had
been allowed to develop somewhat before

raying, growth was arrested at the first dose.

These results were confirmed by Gaskel^^"),

but he makes no record of the dose.

Lengfellner(") X-rayed three pregnant
guinea pigs, three days before term (dose not
given). Two of the mothers were at once
killed. Their young died in 10 minutes. The
third mother had a miscarriage in 5 hours;

the young were all dead. He also rayed one
hind leg of an 8 days old puppy (dose not
given). Seven and one-half months later,

this leg was 8 cm. shorter than the other.

Cohn(^^) rayed the heads of pregnant rabbits

(dose not given) enclosing the rest of the

rabbit in a lead box. Pregnancy continued

to full term. For 14 days after birth the

young seemed normal, but afterward they
became stunted so that after 7 weeks they

Holzknecht units are measured by means of the change in

color produced by X-rays in a pastille of barium platino-cyanide.
The readinK of these pastilles varies considerably with the
wave-lentfth of X-rays used, so that X-ray measurements made
by such jjastillcs arc meaningless except when the voltage across
the tube is given, or when the " penetration " of the rays is given
in some other reliable way. A better method of measuring
X-rays is given later in this article.

(1) Hastings, Heckton and Wedd, Arch. Middlesex liosp. llth
Cancer Report, \'.)\2.

(>) Bordier. Le Radium, II, p410. U)0,^>.

(») Hasebroeck, Fortschr. a.d. C.eb. der Roent. XI, p. M.
(«) Lopriori, cit. Schaudin in I'lUicgera Arch. ?7, p. .'51, 1899.

(») Perthes, Deut. med Woch. 30, 1901.

(•) Hastings, Arch. Middlesex IIosp. 1 llh Cancer Report, 1912.

(') Jour, of Agr. Research, June 12. 191(1

(») (iilman ami Baetjer, Am. Jour. I'hvsiol. X. p. 222
(») Bordier and C.alimard, Jour, d' IClect. Med. p. -191

(10) (iaskell. I'roc. Roy. Soc. B S:-l, Feb. 2.S. 191 I.

(") LengfelliuT. Munch, nicd. Woch. p 4'1, i90().

('J) Cohn. Verh. d. dculch. Roent. I'.esel. Bd 11, 0. 12

1904.
1 90.'>.
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were only one-third the size of the controls.

Forsterling('') found that if he rayed the heads
of 40-hour old rabbits (dose not given) the
whole animal was stunted, but if any other
part of the animal were niyed. only that part
was stunted. Krukenberg('^) found that if

the pelvis of a young dog or goat is X-rayed
(does not given) the growth of the hind legs

is retarded. Raying the shoulders caused
ataxia and nervousness, affected the eyesight
and made the animal more irritable.

The work showing the possibility of a
stimulating efYect on eggs is confirmed in an
interesting way by studies on single types of

cells in animals. Menetrier and ]Mallet(^^),

and Rowntree(^^) have shown by raying the
ears and tails of rats that somewhere between
zero dose and that dose necessary to produce
dermatitis, there is a dose which stimulates
the growth of epithelial tissue. Benjamin,
Ruess, Sleuka and Schwartz ('^), Aubertin and
Beaujard(^^) and Murphy and Norton(i^)

have shown that X-rays in the proper amount
may increase the number of leukocytes.

All the above work may be summarized as

follows: X-rays may act upon an organism
(or on a single type of cell in that organism)
in one of three ways : ( 1) to produce a stimula-

tion; (2) to produce a destructive effect

which takes place only after a certain latent

inter\'al; (3) to produce an instant destructive

effect.

By analogy with the action of various drugs,

one would expect that the rays could be made
to act in any one of these three ways at will

by merely varying the size of the dose. Not
enough of the authors cited above have
adequately recorded the dose to enable one to

verify this analogy without further experi-

mentation. It is the purpose of this article

to record the results of experiments made
toward this end.

About a year ago the writer was engaged in

some preliminary work on the lethal effect of

X-rays on tribolium confusum. These little

beetles are ordinarily called "flour weevils"
and are said by Chittenden (^^) to be the
most injurious enemy to prepared cereal foods.

In two years from the time of their recognition

as a distinct species, they had spread to nearly

every state in the Union, and even as early

as 1895 are said to have cost the millers of the
United States over $100,000 in manufactured
products alone. It was found possible to

destroy the eggs of these beetles with X-rays,
thus giving hope of a new technical use for

X-rays, but the most interesting results from
a scientific point of view were obtained from
the beetles themselves.

It was found that these beetles could be
killed w4th X-rays if a sufficiently large dose
were given, but it was noticed that the
beetles did not die for several days after they
were rayed. Further experiments indicated
that the length of this latent interval

depended upon the amount of the X-ray dose,

and there seemed to be some evidence that
this relation was approximately logarithmic.

It was therefore decided to repeat these

experiments more carefully, first making sure

that the effect was really due to X-rays and
not some attendant circumstance, and then
to investigate the relation between the latent-

interval and the X-ray dosage. This required

a large number of beetles and it was necessary
to determine their life history and how best

to propagate them. It was found that they
grow and propagate best in oatmeal or whole-
wheat flour, but they will live in corn meal,
white flour or any of the prepared cereal

products. Propagation takes place best at a
temperature of 35-36 deg. C. and at high
humidity. Temperatures of 45 deg. C. or

over are fatal. The eggs are white and from
0.3 to 0.6 mm. in diameter. They are usually

associated with pieces of grain. Larvae
grow to a length of 5 or 6 mm. and shed their

skins six times. Pupae are white. Young
beetles are a light straw color which later

darkens to a russet. The beetles are about
4 mm. long. They are especially adapted to

such work as is reported here because they
are small, harmless, easy to handle and count
in large numbers; they propagate readily,

cannot crawl out of glass breakers or small
porcelain crucibles, and show little tendency
to fly.

In the preliminary experiments mentioned
above, the beetles were packed in small
wooden pill boxes with some food. There
were 25 beetles in each box. There was a
possibihty that death was not due to any
action of X-rays on the beetles, but might
have occured from any of the following causes,

1. Lack of air and food.
2. High temperature due to over crowding.
3. Injury due to over crowding.
4. NOi caused by the high voltage connections of

the X-ray tube.
5. Ionized air.

(13) Forsterling, Verh. d. deutsch. Roent. Gesel. Dd III, p. 126.
('<) Krukenberg, Verh. d. deutsch. Roent. Gesel. Bd V, p. 68.
(") Menetrier and Mallet, Bull, de I'Ass. fran. pour I'etude

du Cancer II, p. 150, 1907.
('•) Rowntree, Arch. Middlesex Hosp. Cancer Reports 1908-

1909.
(") Benjamin, Reuss, Sleuka, and Schwartz, Wien klin. Woch.

19. p. 788, 1906.
(i8J Aubertin and Beaujard, Arch, de Med. Exper. et d'Anat.

Path. 2, p. 273, 1908.
(") Murphy and Norton, Science, Dec. 10, 1915.
(2») Chittenden, Bull. No. 4, New Series, Revised Ed. U.S.

Dept. of Agr. p. 113, 1902.
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H. Excessive humidity.
7. Effect of X-rays on the food in the boxes or

even on the boxes alone.

The following seven experiments were
therefore made.

EXPERIMENT I.

To Show that the Beetles were not Killed by Lack of
Air and Food Rather than by X-rays

A. 10 beetles were sealed up in a glass tube with
a rubber stopper, without food, in a space
0.05 cubic inch. They were all alive at the
end of 76 hours.

B. 20 beetles were sealed up, without food, in a
space 0.05 cubic inch. They were all alive

at the end of 3 weeks, but some of them
seemed to be stuck together by a film of

moisture. At the end of 4 weeks, 8 were
still alive.

C. 10 beetles were sealed up in a space 0.05 cubic
inch together with a pinch of white flour.

They were all alive at the end of 8 weeks.
Evidently the flour had taken care of the
body moisture noted in B.

Therefore, Tribolium Confusum are not easily

killed by lack of air, provided they are
kept dry and have food.

EXPERIMENT II.

To Show that the Beetles were not Killed by some
Effect of Temperature, Rather than by X-rays

20 beetles were placed in a round-bottom test

tube, ^8 of an inch in diameter, well heat-
insulated. Temperature was measured
from time to time by means of a delicate
thermocouple. The highest temperature
reached was 27 J^ deg. C.

Therefore, the bcelles cannot by over-crowding
in a heat-insulated space raise their tem-
perature high enough to produce death.

EXPERIMENT III.

To Show that the Beetles were not Killed by Mech-
anical Injury Rather than by X-rays

A. 5 beetles were placed in a tapered test tube.
Diameter of test tube was ^ inch. Length
of taper was 1 % inch. A small hole in the
bottom gave ventilation. The beetles were
therefore crowded together, and repeatedly
crawled over one another in their efforts

t(j escape. All were alive at the end of 97
hours.

B. 5 beetles were shaken violently in a glass
breaker 50 times a day. At the end of two
days, 4 were still alive. At the end of a
week, li were still alive.

C. In additicjn, it may be stated that beetles
used as "controls" in the main body of this

work do not seem to be at all affected by
being drojjped through a funnel several
times daily during the process of counting.

Therefore, the beetles are not easily given
fatal injuries.

EXPERIMENT IV.

To Show that the Beetles were not Killed by NO:
Rather than by X-rays

A. 20 beetles were i)ul in a tcsl tul>c ''(^ inch
in diameter with a litlK' corn incal. '\'hv

test tube was connected to a source of NO..
All beetles were alive after having been in

an atmosphere of NOi for 25 hours. At the
end of (j4 hours, 5 were alive.

B. 25 beetles were put in a vial and exposed to
dilute NOi for 5 minutes. The concentra-
tion of NO-y was such as to distinctly color
starch-KI paper in 1 3^ minutes. 23 beetles
were found alive after the 20th day. But
there is not enough ozone and A^O^ together
in the lead box where the beetles are
X-rayed to color starch-KI paper during an

MAM
exposure of 14,000 r,^^ at 50 kv.

Therefore, there is not enough NO2 produced
while the beetles are being X-rayed to affect

them.

EXPERIMENT V.

To Show that the Beetles were not Killed by Ionized
Air Rather than by X-rays

25 beetles were carefully shielded from X-rays.
Ionized air, together with what little ozone
and N0> might be present was drawn past
the beetles during an exposure of 19,600

—K^„- at 50 kv. Even if only 10 per cent
25^

of the ions remained uncombined when they
reached the beetles, still this would be
equal to that caused directly by 1960

——-T— at 50 kv. This dose of X-rays,

acting directly on the beetles, would have
killed them all in less than 2 weeks if death
were produced by ionized air rather than
by X-rays directlj'. But at the end of 21
days, only 1 beetle was dead.

Therefore, tlae beetles are not killed by ionized
air.

EXPERIMENT VI.

To Show that the Beetles were not Killed by too
High Humidity Rather than by X-rays

A. 10 beetles were put, without food, in a flat

bottomed test tube ^^ inch in diameter,
which was kept dry by a side tube filled

with PiOi. All but one were alive after

6 days.

B. 60 beetles were gathered in such a way that
each beetle was slightly moistened on the
back. They were all pvit, without food, in

a test tube 1 inch in diameter. As they
crawled over each other, the moisture was
spread over their whole bodies. In 6 hours
most of the beetles were dead. Those alive

were so weak tliat tliey could not turn over,

even wlien lying on their .sides. 60 other
beetles ])ut in a similar test tube with a
cloth bottom lived. The cloth bottom could
only have acted as a ventilator and an
absorber of water.

C. Beetles are grown in an almost water-
saturated atmosphere in the brooders and
seem to lhri\'(' well.

Thcrcfiirc, 1 he licctles are not harinrd l>y eillier

I'xtii-nie dr\'n<.'ss or l)y liigli Innnidily, but
may l)i' killed by strangulatinn whi'u water
is condensi'd on them.
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EXPERIMENT VII.

To Find Effect of X-rays on the Food of the Beetles

A box similar to those used in the i)reliminary

experiments was tilled with corn meal and
X-rayed 15,000 milliampere-minutes at

25 cm. distance at 50 kilovolts. 25 beetles

were then put in this box with the corn-
meal. They lived lives of normal length.
But beetles rayed this amount die almost
instantly.

Therefore, X-raying the boxes and the food
has no effect upon the length of life of the
beetles.

In the light of the above experiments, it

seems safe to conclude that the death of the

beetles recorded below was due to X-rays,
rather than to some accidental circumstance.

APPARATUS
X-rays were produced by a water-ccoled

Coolidge tube (tungsten target) operating
directly from a high-tension 60 cycle trans-

former. Such tubes will rectify their own
current up to 50-100 milliamperes, at 50
kilovolts (r.m.s.). Oscillograph tests showed
that the transformer was of such a type that
when operated under the above conditions

the wave-form of the secondary (high voltage)

resembled that of the primary (low voltage),

and the inverse voltage did not exceed the
direct voltage (i.e. operating voltage of the
tube) by 5 per cent. Further tests with the
oscillograph showed that the r.m.s. voltage
of the secondary differed from that shown by a
voltmeter coil by not more than 3 per cent.

Tube voltage was therefore measured in terms
of r.m.s. kilovolts, as shown by the meter.
The voltage impressed upon the primary

was controlled by means of an auto-trans-

former of such size as to cause no appreciable
change in wave-form. The wave-form used
was very nearly sinusoidal.

The filament of the X-ray tube was heated
by current from a small transformer. This
was connected through a ballast transformer
to the terminals of the circuit supplying the
auto-transformer. Connections are shown in

Fig. 1.

Tube current was measured with a direct-

current milliammeter. Since this current was
pulsating (half of every wave being suppressed
by the rectifying action of the X-ray tube),

oscillograph records were taken to compare
the meter-reading with the instantaneous
value of the current. It was found in all

cases that the value of the mean current as

shown on the meter was almost exactly half

the value of the peak of the wave. The
current through the tube was therefore read

in mean milliamperes on the meter. The
wave form of this current was similar in

every way to that of other Coolidge tubes.

The X-ray tube was in a lead box whose
walls were 3^ inch thick. This provided a
safe protection from X-rays at the voltages

used. The tube was connected to the trans-

former by 3^ inch rods, to prevent corona.

^uto

-60 Cyc/es

Transformer-

-^ To Vo/tmeten
-*-To /^///iammeter

Tens/on
Trar-isTormer

Ba/Zast
Trans.

fflA

Fig. 1. Diagram of Connections of X-ray Outfit

Where these rods entered the lead box, the
lead was replaced by lead glass 1 inch thick,

which acted both as insulation and as X-ray
protection.

A chamber of lead (see A, Fig. 1) 7 cm.
square and 5 cm. long was placed in the
wall of this lead box, directly opposite the
focal spot of the X-ray tube. A sheet of

aluminum 0.025 mm. thick was fastened
across the end of the chamber nearest the
X-ray tube. This protected the interior of

the chamber from electrostatic effects, and
prevented any NOi, ozone, etc. from the
interior of the lead box, and any radiant heat
from the X-ray tube from entering the
chamber. The lead sides of the chamber
protected the interior from any secondary
X-rays which might be produced on the walls
of the lead box. The only rays which could
enter the chamber were those sent out
directly from the X-ray tube itself.

Into this chamber were placed, four at a
time, the boxes of beetles to be raved. These
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boxes were of wood, cylindrical in shape,
1 J/g inches in diameter and ^ of an inch high
The wood was 3^ of an inch thick. Each box
contained 25 beetles and a little cornmeal,
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Fig. 2-A. Curves Showing Per Cent Beetles Dead at Different

Intervals after Raying. Doses Vary from 500 to 8000
MAM
25'

at 50 Kv.

and was kept closed during the raying. The
X-rays, therefore, after leaving the X-ray
tube, passed through 0.025 mm. of Al and
3 mm. of wood before reaching the Ijcetlcs and

cornmeal. At the voltage employed in this

work (50 k.v.r.m.s.), the error due to absorp-
tion of X-rays by the small thickness of Al
and wood was very small.

Experimental

Two or three thousand beetles were
gathered from the same brooder on the same
day and put into a large granite-ware pail.

The next morning they were packed with a
little sterile cornmeal in the wooden boxes
mentioned above, 25 in each box. In this

way the distribution of age, susceptibility

to X-rays, etc., was as nearly uniform as

possible. From this time on the tightly

closed boxes were kept in incubators at 35-36
deg. C. and at saturated humidity, except
while being X-rayed or while being counted.
Every box was opened daily, the beetles

separated from the cornmeal and a record
made of the number of live and dead beetles.

The assistants who did this counting had no
way of knowing the dose of X-rays which had
been given.

After all the beetles in a given group of

boxes were dead, the data sheets were col-

lected and the data combined as shown in

Table I. From 4 to 8 control boxes were used
with each experiment to make sure that the
beetles were in every way normal. The
normal death rate at the end of the first 15

days was never more than 4 per cent. Beetles

MAM
rayed 500 ^ at 50 kv. were practically

all dead in 15 days. Beetles rayed larger doses

were all dead in less than 15 days. There-
fore no correction for nonnal death rate of the
X-rayed beetles wtis considered necessary.

It was found that, while all the beetles in a

given box did not die at the same moment,
there was a very narrow range of time during
which most of them died, thus suggesting

that we were dealing with a qutintitative

effect which could be studied to some good.

For example, the results given more in detail

soo /,ooo 4,000 B,6o6 /6,000 24J00O SZPOO
/5.SOO

64,000 CMf^0>soKyr

—^LOG DOSE

Fig. 2-B. Curves Showing Length of Life, after Raying, of 10, 25, 50. 75 and 90 Per C;nt
of Beetles. "Days Life" is Plotted ogainst the X-Ray Dose.
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in Tables I and II and in Fig. 2-A, show that if

the dose was 15.000
MAM

at 50 kv., all

the beetles were dead at the end of the raying

;

if the dose was 2000
MAM

at 50 kv

practically all the beetles died between the

3rd and the 6th days after raying, while half

of them died between the 4th and 5th days;

if the dose was 500 '
"

at 50 kv., death
2o^

took place between the 4th and the 9th days,

while half of them died between the 6th and

Sth davs. Doses less than 500
MAM
252

at

50 kv. w^ere not fatal to all the beetles.

Now if the percentage of dead beetles is

plotted against the time which has elapsed
since they were X-rayed, it is evident that

the points follow a smooth curve, which is

the integral of a probability curve. If now
the slope of this curve is plotted against its

abscissae, a probability curve rray be
obtained. If the beetles represented by
two such curves have been gathered from
the same brooder at the same time, the

corresponding points on the two curves may
be compared, for they represent beetles of

corresponding resistance to the action of the

X-rays. It will be noticed that the curve
approaches the zero and the 100 per cent

lines asymptotically. This is in agreement
with the well-known fact in toxicology that

some individuals are especially susceptible to

a given harmful agent, so that a very small

dose causes death, while other individuals

are especially resistant to the same agent so

that they continue to live for a comparatively
long time, even when given large doses. The
steepness of the curves as plotted in Fig. 2-A is

a measure of the idiosyncrasy.

This gives a method of handling the data
which not only eliminated errors due to idio-

syncrasy, but which even gives a measure of

idiosyncrasy which is accurate enough between
the limits of " 25 per cent dead" and "75

per cent dead." Fig. 2-A shows a series of

results obtained in this way in which even
the 10 per cent and 90 per cent points could
be used. Before discussing Fig. 2-B, it will

be necessary to explain the methods of

recording X-ray dosage.

In order to define the quantity of X-rays
and the bundle of wave-lengths used in a
given experiment, it is necessary to record
explicitly,

1. The material used as a target in the X-ray tube.
2. The thickness and kind of filters (if any).
3. The form of the voltage wave.
4. The form of the current wave.

BEETLES RAYED 500

TABLE I

MAM
25^

@50 KVRMS

Box Days

36
37
38
39

Total dead. . .

Per cent dead

1 2 3.2 4.2 4.8 5.2 6 7

1 1 5 14 17 22 24
6 15 19 24 25
5 16 18 24 25

1 1 9 15 18 24 25

2 2 25 60 72 94 99
2 2 25 60 72 94 99

7.2

25
25
25
25

100
100

BEETLES RAYED 500

TABLE II

MAM
25*

50 KV.RMS

Box Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8.3 9 10 11

23
24

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

3
1

11

5
6
6

18
9

19
11

24
17
22
20

24
20
24
23

24
23
25
25

25
24
25
25

25
25

25
26

25
25

Total Dead 2
2

2
2

3
3

7
7

28
28

57
57

83
83

91
91

97
97

99
99

100
Per cent dead 100
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The following must be recorded either

explicitly or implicitly,

5. Voltage across the X-ray tube.

6. Current through the tube.

7. The length of time the X-rays were employed.
8. The distance from the focal spot of the X-ray

tube to the point to be rayed.

If 1, 2, 3, 4 are kept constant through-
out the experiment, they may be stated once
for all (as was done in this report under the

head of "apparatus"), and the dose of X-rays
may then be defined by either of two methods

:

a. The voltage may be expressed directly, or an
appro.ximation may be given in terms of

the readings of a Benoist penetrometer or

in terms of the Christen "half value layer."
The other factors may be given in terms of

the reading of a Kienbock strip or a Holz-
knecht pastille, etc., or better,

75 and 90 per cent points of the curves for

500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 kv. he on a family

of straight lines. Y = A — B log X, where X
is the X-ray dose and Y is the number of days
life after raying. All these lines meet the

zero line at the point 64,000. The points for

M AM
8,000 and 15.500 ^., at 58 kv. do not lie

on these lines, but when taken along with the

MAM
points for 4000

9.-^2
at 50 kv., they are

found to form a new family of curves of the

same type as the first, but with a steeper

slope. The interpretation of this is given
later. It should be noted here, however, that

MAM
beetles rayed more than 4000 —r^n;— at

2o-

b.

SOO /poo 2,000 4/)00 ]A00O /5,000
6,000

^^
50,000 \ 200,000 \ S00,000 ddC^^^n/fi/

/00,000 400,000
^^i&>^uf^v.

Fig. 3. Curves Similar to those of Fig. 2-B. "Days Life" is Plotted

against the Logarithm of the X-Ray Dose

The voltage and distance are given directly
and the product of the current and time is

given, thus,
" 100 milliamperc-minutes at 25 cm. distance

at 50 kilovolts." This is usually contracted
to read

100
MAM

25'^
at 50 kv.

It will be noticed that the distance is

expressed in terms of its square. This is

V;ecuuse the intensity of X-rays varies

inversely as the square of the distance. Too
much stress cannot be laid ujjon the necessity

for recording the voltage, and for keei)ing

the voltage reading constant ; for not only
docs the jjcnetrating power of the X-rti\'s

dei^end ujjfm the voltage, hut cxcn the

quantity of rays given off by the tube jjcr

milliamjjere dejjends very largely ui)on the
v<jltage.

In Fig. 2-B, days life is ])lotte{l against the

lof^arithm of the X-ray dose. The 10, 25, 50,

50 kv. were unable to move their legs and
antennae easily, but that this effect was not
noticed in beetles rayed less than this amoinit.

For this reason it was difficult at the higher

dosages to obtain data as acctirate as that

obtained at the lower dosages.

Curves like Fig. 2 have been obtained
time after time, the only difference being in

the height of the ordinates and the slope of

the family of curves. Fig. 'A shows a typical

curve of this sort. It will be noticed thtil in

spite of the difference in the ordinates, the

sharp break in the ctuA-e occtirs at the same
dosage.

At 50 kil(i\(ills tlu' lowest dose of X-ravs
MAM.

wliich is fatal to all the beetles is 500 —T^::r-
2.)-

In onliT to explore the fu-ld below this dose,

1 100 beetles were gatherrd iVom the stime

brooder at the same tiinr and packed into

boxes of 25 each with strriU' coninu'.-il, and
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these boxes were diNnded into 7 groups of

8 boxes each, and one group of 4 boxes.
One group of S was kept as a control. The

MAM
others were rayed 100, 200, 250, 300 v!, at

50 kv. respectivelv. The group of 4 was rayed
MAM

500 '-.^ at 50 kv. The results are plotted

in Fig. 4, curves A, B, C, D, E, F, G.
I It will be noticed that there is no essential

difference between curves A and B. Except
for a small hump between and 10 days, there
is no essential difference between curves A
and C. This is brought out in curve G,
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Fig. 4. Curves showing per cent beetles dead at different

intervals after raying. Doses vary from
MAM

to 500
252

at 50 kv.

which is the same as curve C, except that the
calctilations are based on the supposition
that there were no beetles dead on the tenth
day. This similarity is still more marked
between curves B and G. Except for a
similar hump between and 12 days, curve

D resembles curves A and B. The hump is,

however, much higher than in C. In curve E
the hump is still of the same shape as in

curves C and D (it is the integral of a
probability curve) and covers a period of 12

days, but is considerably higher. In curve F

Dari/s
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f9—BM*

< >—()<^ Z5^
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C) C) Q ^ S
•o s> v^ ^ S•^ *vi •o ^ '*)

o Mgrn

Fig. 5. Curves giving fragmentary data of "Days life'

plotted against the logarithm of the

X-ray dose at 68 kv.

the "hump" is the whole curve, except for a
very flat portion which represents a single

very resistant beetle.

These curves have been duplicated several

times, and although beetles gathered from
different brooders at different times give

curves of slightly different shape, still all

the curves agree very closely with the typical

ones shown in Fig. 4, especially with regard

to the "hump."
This would make it seem that at 50 kilo-

MAM
volts, 200 —^^, is the minimum lethal dose

25"^

of X-rays for the least resistant beetles, and
MAM

that 500 ^^„ is the minimtim lethal dose
25^^

for the most resistant beetles. The fact that

the "hump" is always of the same form
suggests that these beetles which would live

MAM
9 days with a dose of 200 ^^„ at 50 kv.

252

would live a shorter time if rayed 250
MAM
252

at 50 kv. and that some more slightly resistant

beetles which would be unaffected by a dose
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of 200 are killed off at the end of 9 days by a
MAM

dose of 250. But when a dose of 500 ^
at 50 kv. is reached, the most resistant beetles

are also affected by the rays, so that the whole
graph then approximates the probability

integral.

Due to a breakdown of the transformer, the

data to date at any other voltage than 50
kv. is fragmentary. Fig 5 shows the data
obtained at 68 KVrms just before the
transformer broke down. The beetles were
gathered at the same time as those of Fig. 3

and the raying was done within 3 days of that

of Fig. 3. The two graphs may therefore be
compared for what they are worth. It is

hoped later to determine more accurately the

effect of voltage.

THEORETICAL
It has been shown above that if the dosage

of X-rays is sufficiently large, the experi-

mental relation between length of life (Y)

and X-ray dosage (X) is of the form
Y =A-B log X

This formula may be easily derived from an
extension of the Psyscho-physic Law, which
states that a change in response to an external

stimulus is directly proportional to the change
in the stimulus, but inversely proportional to

the amount of the stimtilus. Thus the
flicker-sensation caused by suddenly dimming
a light is directly proportional to the amount
of dimming, but inversely proportional to the

total intensity of the light. Now let us sup-

pose that the same principle applies to the

action of X-rays on living cells.

Let Y = the niimber of days a beetle will

live after being X-rayed.
Let X = the amount of the X-ray dose.

Then dF is directly proportional to dX and
inversely proportional to X. Moreover, an
increase in X produces a decrease in Y.

Therefore,

Ji.

Integrating, Y = A — B {log X) which is the
same as the equation of the experimental
graph.
The constant of integration A has at present

only a theoretical meaning, for it represents

the numVjer of days a beetle would live if it

MAM
were X-rayed only 1 — at 50 kv. and if

no process of rejjair went on inside the beetle,

and if there were no other cause of death
present.

It will be noticed that this formula takes no
account of any cause of death other than

X-rays, nor of any process of repair which may
go on inside the beetle. It therefore applies

only when the X-ray dose has been large

enough to completely destroy the protective

mechanism of the beetle, and when the
damage caused by the X-rays is large enough
so that all other causes of death may be
neglected.

It should be noted that length of life after

raying is a measure of the resistance of an
organism to X-rays, not of its susceptibility.

If X-raj^s are able to kill the organism in two
different ways, as by attacking two different

kinds of cells, or two different organs, then the
experimental graph should be the resultant of

two straight lines, but in such a case it must
be remembered that susceptibilities not resist-

ances are to be added.
The graphs shown above seem to indicate

that Tribolium Confusum are affected in two
ways by the X-rays; the threshold dose being,

MAM
for the first way, 500 ^^„ at 50 kv. and

MAM
for the second way about 4000 -^ at

50 kv. These graphs would also seem to

indicate that the cause of death for dosages
between 500 and 4000 is negligible in the
presence of that for dosages above 4000
MAM . __ .

—2^ at 50 kv.

Summary
I. It has been shown that the lethal effect

noticed on tribolium confusum beetles after

X-raying is really due to X-rays and not to

some accidental circumstance.
II. A method has been developed which

eliminates the error due to idiosyncrasy, thus
making it possible to obtain bio-physical

data of a considerable degree of precision.

III. It has been shown that the lethal

effect of X-rays on tribolium confusum bears

a definite mathematical relation to the

logarithm of the total X-ray dose.

IV. An extension of the Psycho-physic
Law gives a theoretical explanation of the

experimental data, if the resistance rather

than the susceptibility of the organism to the

X-rays is considered.

The effects produced by changes in voltage,

and by dividing the dose of X-rays into

small i)arts, will be taken up in a later article.

A full bibliography of work done up to 1912

may be found in Fortschr. a.d. Gebiete der

Rocnt. XIX, p. 123, 1912, in an article by
Walter.
A complete bibliography of all X-ray work

since 1912 has been published by Gocht.
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General Electric REVIE^A/^
THE ENGINEER AND HIS PART IN

NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS
In our issue of December, 10 16. we printed

an address by E. W. Rice, Jr., in which he
emphasized the oblii:;ation resting on the
engineer, as a citizen, to give thoughtful
consideration to our national problems and to

exert his influence for our national welfare.

Of certain of these problems the engineer
is peculiarly qualified, by training and experi-

ence, to recognize the importance and diffi-

culty. This is especially true of problems in

connection with our national defense. War
today is largely engineering. The time has
long past when a merchant ship could in a
few days be converted into an eftective ship-

of-the-line, and when a supply of flint-lock

muskets and a few small cannon constituted
an adequate equipment for an army. The
battle ship or cruiser of today is a monstrous
power plant, the construction and equipment
of which entails years of labor and the highly
specialized skill of many branches of engineer-

ing—marine, mechanical, metallurgical, steam,
electrical, chemical, and radio. The engineer
knows this, and he knows that the proper
maintenance of such a huge and complicated
machine requires multifarious auxiliaries,

including adequate naval yards with dry
docks and repair shops on land, and colliers,

oil ships, supply ships and tenders of many
kinds at sea. He further realizes how com-
pletely the effective operation of such ships

with their complex mechanisms depends on
a skilled personel, working with the high
efficiency which comes only from long train-

ing in disciplined, intelligent co-operation.

In short, if deficiencies exist in our naval
defenses, no one can perceive more clearly

than the engineer the importance of a prompt
beginning to supply them. It is therefore

peculiarly incumbent on engineers to inform
themselves in regard to our national defenses,

their strength and their weakness, and to

reach an intelligent decision on the steps, if any,

which should be taken better to prepare our
country to meet the dangers that threaten.

The navy is our first line of defense. Any
hostile first class power that had gained
control of the sea could, in a few weeks, ac-

cording to our military experts, land on our
shores an army many times the size of ours;

but until our navy is destroyed invasion by
any trans-oceanic power is impossible.

The navy, even more than the modern
army, is dependent on engineering. We are

therefore glad of the o]3portunity of present-

ing to engineers the thoughtful article by
Prof. Cathcart, which appears in this issue

of the Review, on our navy and its needs.

We believe that this presentation of the

state of our naval preparedness is timely.

The war clouds that have long been threaten-

ing have now drawn very near, and before

these words reach our readers war may
actually be upon us. Then, in one sense, it

may seem too late to discuss deficiencies

which would take many years to supply; it

will be necessary to make the best of what
we have. But, in another sense, now is the

time of all others for taking stock. War, if

it comes, will doubtless thrust into prominence
weaknesses which the mass of the people

have hitherto ignored. Then will ensue the

indiscriminate criticism, usual in such cases,

of those in authority, and the desire to find

a scape-goat for the popular indignation.

Now, in anticipation of such developments,
a study of Prof. Cathcart 's dispassionate pre-

sentation of facts is very salutary. He points

to faults of omission which have extended
over years, and which have long been plain

to any who cared to see. It is because
the people have not cared to see that those

faults have been suffered to exist uncorrected.

If weaknesses there are, it is we, the people,

who are to blame. Congress, in general,

tries to give the people what they want. If

the people make it clear that they are more
keenly interested in a dry dock imperatively
needed by our navy than in a dozen un-
necessary post-offices, we shall get the dry
dock. Therefore, if it is reserved for war to

reveal our deficiencies so glaringly that we
can no more overlook them, the remedy lies,

not in captious criticism, but in the high
resolve on the part of each citizen that hence-
forth and forever he will look beyond private

and sectional interests to the nation's welfare,

will study and try to understand the nation's

needs, and will strive, by word and deed, and,

if need be, at personal inconvenience, to insure

the satisfaction of those needs and to safe-

guard the national welfare.

On no other class is such a resolution more
obligatory than upon engineers, "for the
reason"—to quote Rear Admiral Fiske

—

"that the engineers of any country have so

much power to exert for the safeguarding of

their country, and because men are always
responsible for the power committed to their

keeping."
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STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM

Part I

By Dr. Saul Dushman

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

In the following pajrer, which will consist of two parts, the writer discusses the theories of the structure
of the atom in the light of the most recent discoveries in physics. Part I deals with the experimental observa-
tions on which these theories are based.

—

Editor.

Introduction

The progress achieved during the past
twenty years in the study of the structure of

matter has made this period one of the most
wonderful epochs in the history of science.

There was a time, not so long ago either,

when in a number of universities it was con-
sidered "unscientific" to speak of atoms and
molecules, much less to believe in their

existence. The doctrine of "energetics,"

with its blind worship of the two fundamental
laws of thermodynamics, was taught as the
only logical and true viewpoint from which
to regard chemical and physical phenomena.
However, just about the time when these

ideas seemed to have achieved the widest
popularity and it appeared as if atomic and
molecular theories were doomed to com-
plete oblivion, there were discovered a

number of new phenomena which could be
interpreted only in terms of these theories.

Evidence for Atomic and Molecular Theories

First came the investigations of J. J.

Thomson on the conduction of electricity in

gases. Continuing the experiments of Crookes
on cathode rays, he showed that these rays
consist of negatively charged corpuscles
whose mass is less than one thousandth
that of a hydrogen atom. Then Rutherford
and Soddy took up the study of radioactive

elements which had been recently discovered
by Bequerel and the Curies. These investiga-

tions led them to the conclusion that the
atoms of some elements are not at all stable,

but disintegrate spontaneously and form
atoms of other elements. During this dis-

integration the atoms emit not only .small

negatively charged corpuscles or electrons

(beta particles) such as constitute the cathode
rays, but also positively charged ijarticlcs

(alpha j)articles) of the same mass as helium
atoms, and a radiation (designated as 7-rays)

whose nature was unknown until a coujjIc of

years ago when they were shown to be
extremely short waved X-ravs.

C. T. R. Wilson has actually been able

recently to photograph the paths of these
alpha and beta i)articles through gases, and
the spinthariscope of Crookes enables us to

observe the effects produced on a fluorescent

screen by the bombardment of the alpha
particles from a small mass of radioactive

matter.
While these observations alone would be

sufficiently convincing evidence for the atomic
theory of the constitution of matter, we have
a mass of even more direct evidence on this

point. The kinetic theory of gases, in spite of

its splendid correlation of a large number of

facts, was comparatively speaking neglected
by the majority of physicists, until it received

such signal confirmation in the observations
on Brownian movements. The particles in a

suspension of gum arabic or other colloidal

solution are occasionally big enough to be
actually visible in a powerful microscope;
the smaller particles can be made ^'isible by
means of the ultra-microscope. But, what-
ever their size, they all obey the same laws
as the hypothetical molecules of a gas. It is

surely no great stretch of the imagination to

realize that we can have particles so small as

to be invisible by even the ultramiscrope

and yet possessing the same average kinetic

energy and general motions as those larger

colloidal ])articles which wc can sttidy indi-

vidually under high magnifying powers.*
The investigations of Perrin, Svedl)erg and

Millikan have furthermore led to methods b\-

whicli we can actually count the number of

molecules in a ctibic centimeter of a gas under
standard conditions. As a matter of fact,

there arc no less than a dozen totally dilTerent

methods of arriving at this number; some of

them are based on the study of radioactive

])henomena, others on the study of Brownian
movements, and some, on the determinalion
of 1I1C value of the unit electric charge, while

*A more conipk'tc account of these i)heiionien.i and of the
iiivcstiKations mentioned in the next paragranli will l>e found in

the writer's paper on "The Kinetic Theory of Gases," GlcNiiRAL
Electric Revibw, Vol. XVHl (li)15).
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one is based on the accurate determination
of the laws of distribution of energy in the

radiation from a black body. Yet. and here

is the significant coincidence, all these methods
lead to the same result.

But even if these facts were not enough, we
have an equally striking proof in the results

obtained by W. H. Bragg and W. L. Bragg in

their study of the structure of crystals.

When X-rays are reflected from the cleavage

surface of a crystal they form interference

patterns whose intensity reaches a maximum
when the angle at which the beams strike the

surface bears a definite relation to the wave-
length of the rays and the distance between
successive layers of atoms which are situated

parallel to the reflecting surface. Hence, it is

possible by using ra\-s of known wave-length
to determine the positions of the individual

atoms in the crystal structure, and the Braggs
have been able in this manner to determine
the structure of a large number of crystals of

different metals and chemical compounds.
Another series of investigations in w^hich

the application of the concepts of atoms and
molecules has been found to be of great assist-

ance is concerned with the study of chemical
reactions in gases at low pressures, as carried

on by Dr. I. Langmuir. By the application of

the kinetic theory of gases it is possible to

calaculate for instance, the number of oxygen
molectdes which strike the surface of a tung-
sten filament. What fraction of these mole-
cules react with the tungsten? How does the

magnitude of this fraction vary with the

temperature ; how is it affected by the presence

of other gases in slight amounts? Not only
is it possible, as Langmuir has shown, to

answer these questions definitely, but also

from the results obtained it is possible to

show that the tungsten atoms at the surface

can become covered with a layer of gas one
atom or one molecule in thickness which
inhibits the reaction between tungsten and
another gas with which it would normally
react. We thus obtain a much clearer insight

into the actual mechanism by which surfaces

may be "poisoned," as regards certain reac-

tion, and, on the other hand, made to act as

catalysts for other reactions.

Ven,' recently. Dr. Langmuir has also been
making a study of surface tension phenomena
and he has been able to deduce from these mea-
surements a number of interesting conclusions

as to the shapes and mode of arrangement of

the molecules in the surface layer of liquids.

The atom of the chemist must therefore be
considered as a realitv. The evidence in

favor of the existence of atoms and molecules

may in fact be regarded as being almost as

conclusive as can be desired.

But now there must arise the further

question: What is there about the inner

structure of atoms and molecules which makes
them possess these properties by which we
have learnt to differentiate and detect them?
What is it that causes an atom of sodium and
an atom of chlorine to unite so readily, while

an atom of argon will remain perfectly inert

towards all other atoms ? Why is a solution of

sodium chloride a good electrical conductor,

while liquid methane is almost an absolute

non-conductor? These questions might, of

course, be increased ad infinitum, and we are

far from being able to say that all the possible

questions regarding atomic structure can be

answered at present. Nevertheless some sort

of beginning has been made during the past

few years towards answering these questions

at least partly, and in the following para-

graphs we shall attempt to describe some of

the answers which have been suggested as a

solution of this most important problem of

atomic structure.

And firstly, it is probably well that we
should consider briefly some of the fact which
must be considered as having an important
bearing on the problem under consideration

and then we shall be able to test the value

of any suggested theory by the success

attained in applying it to these observations.

The Periodic Law

During the last decade of the seventeenth
century, an Englishman, Robert Boyle, de-

fined as the chief problem of the "chymists,"
the discovery of the different elements of which
substances are compounded.

'

' I mean by ele-

ments," "hewrote," certain primitive and sim-

ple, or perfectly unmingled bodies ; which not
being made of other bodies, or of one another,

are the ingredients of which all those called

perfectly mixed bodies are immediately com-
pounded, and into which they are ultimately

resolved." At the time, these words were
written, it was still considered proper to

believe in the existence of only four founda-
mental principles or elements (air, water,

earth and fire) as taught by the followers of

Aristolle. Guided by the principles so clearly

laid down by Boyle, the chemists have suc-

ceeded in isolating one element after another,

and at the present time we know of some
ninety odd elements which are the "ingre-

dients of all perfectly mixt (compound)
bodies."
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MENDELEJEFPS PERIODIC SYSTEM OF THE ELEMENTS
Containing Atomic Weights, Atomic Numbers and Isotopic Radioactive Elements
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Now a most significant fact about all these

elements is that it is possible to arrange them
in groups so that the members of any one
group are much more alike in physical and
chemical properties than any two members
from two different groups. The periodic

Jaw enunciated by Mendeljeff in 1871 states

that the properties of the elements, and the

properties and compositions of compounds,
vary periodically unth the atomic weights of the

elements. The arrangement of the elements,

based on this law, and including those which
have been discovered since the above date, is

shown in Fig. 1.*

There is probably no series of observations

bearing on the question of atomic structure

that is of greater importance than those
which are embodied in the periodic table

of the elements.

When the elements are arranged in order

of increasing atomic weight, it is observed
that among the first twenty elements, there is

a repetition to a large extent of physical and
chemical properties at every eighth element.
Thus sodium resembles lithium; phosphorus,
nitrogen and chlorine, fluorine. Beginning
with argon, we have to pass over eighteen

elements before we come to an element
similar to it, and then we have another group
of eighteen before we reach xenon which is the

next homologue to kryton and argon. Thus,
leaving hydrogen out of consideration for the
present, we have two series of seven elements
and then two series of eighteen. In the series

beginning with xenon, however, there occurs

a sort of pleiadic system between cerium and
tantalum. All these elements comprised in

the heavy lines are known as the "rare
earths." Most of them are so nearly alike

chemically and physically that their separa-

tion is a matter of extreme difficulty.

Evidently there is some fact connected with
the structure of the atom which makes the

existence of such a group possible when we
get to elements whose atoms are heavier
than those of cerium. As the atoms increase

in mass, the structure becomes more and more
complex and finally we obtain a series of

elements whose atoms are capable of spon-
taneous disintegration and thus form the

group of radioactive elements.

When Mendeljeff arranged his elements in

order of increasing atomic weight, he found
that tellurium and iodine apparently did not
follow in the order which they should follow

according to their chemical and physical

properties. Thus, while iodine is very similar

to chlorine and fluorine, and tellurium is

similar to oxygen and sulphur, the latter has
an atomic weight greater than that of iodine.

The same discrepancy occurs in the case of

argon and potassium. For a long time it was
thought that the discrepancies were due to

wrong atomic weight determinations, but in-

numerable investigations have shown that

the values as given in Fig. 1 are accurate to

less than one-tenth per cent.

However, a study of the properties of the

radioactive elements and observations on the

X-ray spectra of the different elements has
led to the view that the atomic weight is not

the real determining factor as to the place

which an element occupies in the periodic

table, but rather the atomic number, which is

a number indicating the place in the table

beginning with hydrogen 1, helium as 2,

lithium as 3, and so on. These numbers are

indicated in italics in brackets in the table

of Fig. 1.

MendelJeff's arrangement is not the only

one which has been suggested in order to

exhibit the periodical recurrence of elements
possessing fairly analogous properties. W. D.
Harkinsf has proposed a space form which is

shown in Fig. 2. This form may be easily

converted into a plane diagram by plotting

the atomic numbers radially from a point in

a plane, and we thus obtain a spiral form.|

Similar elements are thus made to occur along
the vertical lines in Fig. 2, and along radial

lines in the spiral arrangement.
The most significant fact brought out by

MendelJeff's arrangement is the gradual
change in valency as we pass in each series

from the elements of low atomic number to

those of higher numbers. The elements of

group are chemically inert; they cannot be
made to react with any other elements.

They are therefore assigned the valency 0.

Elements of Group 1 are monovalent (form-
ing compounds of the general type E2O;
those of group 2 are divalent, and so on.

The elements of the fifth, sixth and seventh
groups possess two kinds of valencies. With
H they form compounds of the types EHs,
EH2 and EH respectively, while with oxygen
and more electronegative elements they are

able to form compounds of the types E2O5,

EO3 and -E2O7 respectively.

* The subject of the Periodic Law and the reasons for arrang-
ing the different elements in the manner shown in Fig. 1 have
been discussed by the writer in a special article in the General
Electric Review, July, 1915, Vol. XVIII, p. 614. The remarks
in the present paper are therefore more in the nature of a
summary of the much more complete discussion given in the
above paper.

t J. Am. Chem. Soc. 38, 169 (1916)
t This form is shown in the writer's articles on "Theories of

Magnetism," General Electric Review.
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Not only do the elements exhibit this

periodical recurrence of chemical properties,

but they exhibit the same periodic recurrence

in most of their physical properties. Fig. 4*

illustrates this in the case of the cohesional

properties. Those elements which belong to

FiK. 2

the same grou]) in the jjeriodic lal)le occu]jy

corres]K)nding i)ositions on each of the curves.

Electro-positive and Electronegative Elements

When a solution (jf co]j])er chloride is

electrolysed, co])])cr is deposited at the

cathode, that is, the electrode which receives

negative electricity, while chlorine is lil)erated

at the anode. Cojjper is therefore said to be

electro-positive, while chlorine is electro-

negative. In a Daniel cell, when the i)lates

arc joinerl by a wire, the zinc goes into sf)ln1if)n

and the copj^er becomes plated with more
copper from the solution. Since the current
flows in the wire from the copper to the zinc,

we say that the copper is electro-positive

with respect to the zinc.

Now it is extremely significant that the
most electro-positive elements occur in Group
1, while the most electro-negative ones occur
in Group 7; furthermore, in each group the
electro-positive property increases with
increase in atomic number, so that Cs is

much more electro-positive than Li, while 1
is much less electro-negative than F. Also,

the elements of Group 1 combine readily with
those of Group 7, the reaction being often

quite energetic. The compounds so produced
are extremely good electrolytes in aqueous
solution and react readily when in solution

with other salts. As we proceed from Group
1 to Group 7, the electro-positivity decreases,

and in Group 5 we find more or less pro-

nounced electro-negative elements, the elec-

tro-negativity finally reaching a maximum in

Group 7.

The electron theory of J. J. Thomson
immediately suggests that there ought to be
a relation between this property of the ele-

ments and their tendency to give up electrons,

and indeed, as Dr. I. Langmuir has shown in a

recent paper j, such a relation does exist.

In order to ex])lain this relation it is neces-

sary to refer to a number of observations on
electron emission from heated metals and
also from metals exposed to ultra-violet and
visible light. .

It has been known for a long time that a
heated carbon filament gives off negative

electricity. J. J. Thomson showed that this

negative electricity is given off in the form of

free electrons which are similar in charge

^nd mass to those which had been previously

discovered by him as constituting cathode
rays. Richardson" showed that platinum and
other metals when heated are also capable of

emitting electrons, and that the nimiber of

electrons emitted increases rai)idly with the

tem])erature according to a law which is

similar to that obe>'cd 1)\- the molecules

emitted from a heated liciuid. In other

words, the electrons arc "c\a])oratcd " from

a heated metal, and for ever>' metal there

exists a "heat of va])orization" {w) which
represents lln' amount ot' work re(|nircd to

se])aralc' an rU'clron iVoni tlu' mt'lal.

Tlu' \ahu' of w has hern ol)lained for a

nunibiT of nielals by Richardson, Langmuir

* \V. I). Miirkiiis, Inc. cit.

I
Ir.nis. Am. Kl.-ilroihcin S.k-. (1<)10.)
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and others, and in continuation of the latter's

suggestion, it is found that, in general, the
more electro-positive the metal, the smaller
is the value of the quantity, w.

The relation is also confirmed by two other
lines of investigation. It has been shown that
for every metal there exists a minimum
value of the frequency of monochromatic
light (Vo) which is able to cause emission
of electrons from that metal. According to

Einstein this represents the minimum amount
of energy- (hVo)* which is just able to cause
an electron to escape from the illuminated
surface, and thus corresponds to the quantity
w mentioned in the previous section. As a
matter of fact, the value of hvo is found to be
practically equal to that of «.- for any metal.
The second line of investigations which is in

accord with this idea that the electro-positive

volts. Furthermore, when electrons with a
velocity only slightly more than 4.9 volts
were allowed to collide with mercury atoms,
they observed that the mercury vapor emitted
a spectrum consisting of a single line of wave-
length 253. 7// /x. Franck and Hertz pointed

7 Jt 10'^cm— A
Fig. 4

out that the energy of an electron which has
fallen through a potential difference of 4.9

volts is almost exactly equal to a quantum of

Fig. 3

or electro-negative property of an element is

intimately related with the electron affinity

(as measured by hvo or w) is connected with
the study of ionizing potentials and single

spectra.

"Franck and Hertz have found that the
ionizing potential f of mercury vapor is 4.9

energy, hv, where v is the frequency cor-

re.sponding to the observed spectrum line. "J
* /i is a universal constant, known as the quantum constant.

According to the quantum theory (See General Electric
Review, March, 1914.) radiant energy is emitted and absorbed
in multiples of the unit quantum hvo-

t The ionizing potential is defined as the work required to
remove an electron from a neutral gas molecule.

X The relation between volts (V) and frequency {v) is Vt=hv
where « is the charge on an electron.
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Now, "McLennan and Henderson* have
shown that by using very low voltages,

various other metal vapors may be made to

emit single-line spectra. The lines obtained
in this way may also be observed as absorp-

tion lines under certain conditions. McLennan
assumes that these single lines correspond to

ionizing potentials." In those cases where
single-line spectra have not as yet been
obtained, AlcLennan calculates what the
frequency of the single line would be, by an
indirect method. By means of these two
methods he arrives at the following ionizing

potentials

:

TABLE I

IONIZING POTENTIALS ACCORDING
TO McLENNAN

Volts

Mercury 4.89
Zinc 4.04
Cadmium 3.81
Calcium 2.94
Strontium 2.69
Barium 2.24
Lithium L85
Sodium 2.11
Potassium 1.61

Rubidium 1.56

Caesium 1.39

It is again interesting to note how similar

the above order is to that in which the

elements are arranged in the periodic table,

and how, on the whole, this order agrees with
the known electro-positive characters of the

different elements. Caesium, the most elec-

tro-positive element, has the lowest ionizing

Ijotential, and next in order come rudidium,
potassium and sodium. Lithium and mercury
are apparently not in their expected order,

but there may be some additional reason

which further investigation will discover for

this anomaly.
There are at least two conclusions regarding

the structure of atom which can readily be
drawn from these observations. Firstly, it

is evident that the electron is a universal

constitutent of all atoms. Secondly, some
atoms have a greater affmity for electrons

than others. The atoms with lowest electron

affinity belong to those elements which we
characterize chemically as most electro-

positive. In a subsequent section we shall

show that there are other relations between
the electron affinity and different ])roperties

of the elements. At present we shall ])ass on
to discuss other observations which enable us

to determine the actual number of electrons

in the atoms of the diflercnt elements.

High-frequency Spectra of the Elements

When cathode rays of low velocity strike

the surface of an\- metal, the latter emits a
continuous spectrum of X-rays with wave-
lengths ranging around 1 X 10~* cms. In the
region of low frequencies, the spectrum is

r

1
!

i

i

Fig. 5

apparently imlimited, the only limit being
that set by the crystals which are available

for measuring the wave-lengths according to

the method of Bragg described above. On the
other hand, the spectrum is cut off very
sharply at an ujiper limit of frequency (Vm)

which is connected with the maximum voltage

over the X-ray tube by the relation

\'e =hv,n

where h is the (juantum constant, and e is

the unit charge of negative electricit}'. That
is, in order to emit X-rays of frequency
u,n, the cathode rays must possess at least

that amovmt of kinetic energy which cor-

responds to the quantity Ve. The relation is

thus quite analogous to that already men-
tioned in discussing photo-electric emission

So'c Miss 11. Ilosmcr, Gknkhal Elkctric Rkvikw, April,

1910, for discussion of these oxpcriments.
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As the voltage over the X-ray tube is raised

above a certain definite vahie, the anti-cathode
material is obser\'ed to emit a characteristic

X-radiationwhich has an intensitymuch greater
thanthatofthecontiniioiisradiation.* Foreach
element it is thus possible to obtain a series of

monochromatic X-radiations which
are characteristic of that element.
These rays as sho\\'n in Fig. 4 (which
is a typical spcclnmi) are classified

according to their wave-lengths into

three groups. A', L and .V, the latter

ha\4ng the longest wave-lengths.
In 1913, N. G. J. Moseley carried

out an investigation in which he
measured the wave-lengths of the
lines in the K and L series for most
of the elements. He found that
the spectaA of the different ele-

ments, beginning w4th that of

aluminum and ending with that of

gold, could be arranged in the
same order as in the Periodic

Table, and that under these condi-

tions the wave-length of any one
characteristic line of the K or L
series decreased regularly with in-

crease in atomic weight. Further-
more, Moseley found that if he
assigned to each element a number
(A'') corresponding to its place in

the Periodic Table (.41 =13, 5j"=14, etc. as

far as .4k =79), there exists for each series of

radiations a simple relation between this num-
ber and the frequency of the characteristic

radiation for that element. This relation has
the general form

\G =a [N-No]
where a and No are constants.

These measurements have been repeated
and extended more recently by de Broglie;

A. W. Hull, and M. Siegbahn. Fig. 5 shows
the K series for some of the elements between
.45 and Rh as photographed by the latter.

The dark line on the extreme left-hand end
corresponds to a wave-length zero. The
first line in each spectrum is found on closer

examination to consist of two lines very
close together. These are known as the 0:2

and «! Hnes of the K series. The darker

lines to the right also consist of two lines,

which are not very easily separated. These
are known as the /3i and ^2 lines of the K
series. Now the significance of Moseley's
law is this: If we plot the square root of

the frequency, or (what amounts to the same
thing) the values of y/T[\ (for the oji, 0:2,

/So, or /3i lines of the different elements) as
ordinates with the atomic numbers {N) as

abscissae, we obtain a straight line for each of

these series, such as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows the L radiations for the
elements Au, Tl, Pb and Bi'f. For each of the

16171819^0^l^2^3^l^^5^627^8^9303I3^33343536373839WMW«^W««8'^9505I5^535'^5556S7585960

SaAr/fCiScIty^ CrMnre CoH, Cu lj)6i6thSeBrMbirYIr Dmo-ftuRhmg6<IJnSn6bTeJ X CiBiU Cel>rNii

Fig. 6

series (7, ^1, jSi, a\ and 0:2) an equation similar

to that given above is found to hold.

The fact that such a relation exists which
enables us to determine the atomic number,
A", for each element and that this atomic
number coincides in all cases with the order
in which the element must be placed in the
periodic table in accordance with its physical
and chemical properties, this fact must be
regarded as one of the most important dis-

coveries in recent years. Not only does it add
a new significance to the Periodic Table, but
it also throws much light upon the whole
problem of atomic structure. For, according
to Rutherford the atomic number signifies

nothing more or less than the magnitude of

the positive charge on the nucleus of the
atom, and hence N corresponds also to the
actual number of electrons in the atom, since

the number of negative charges in a neutral

atom must be equal to the total positive

charge.

* For illustrations, see the paper by Dr. A. W. Hull, " The
X-ray Spectrum of Tungsten," in the General Electric
Review, July, 1916; also the paper on X-rays by Dr. W. P.
Davey in the General Electric Review, Vol. 18, (1915).

t See also the paper by the Dr. A. W. Hull in the General
Electric Review, July, 1916, for photographs of the K and L
radiations from Tungsten.
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The observations of C. G. Barkla on the

scattering of X-rays are also in accord with
this conclusion. Barkla finds that when
X-rays strike an atom of any element,

secondary X-raj^s are produced. Further-
more the amount of this "scattering"

*-t!

«

Fig. 7

increases regularly with increase in atomic
number. On the assumption that X-rays are

electromagnetic pulses (which Bragg 's work
as mentioned above has confirmed), Barkla
also arrives at the conclusion that the num-
ber of electrons in the atom of any ele-

ment cannot be greater than half the atomic
weight.

Scattering of Alpha and Beta Particles by Matter

and the Nuclear Theory of the Atoms

We have already mentioned that Moseley's
results are in accord with a nuclear theory of

the structure of the atom ])ostulated by
Rutherford. It is, however, necessary to

descriljc more fully the experimental observa-

tions on which Rutherford lias based this

theory.

Geeiger and Marsdcn cbserved in !'.)()<) that

when alpha rays are allowed to strike u jnece

of thin gold foil, some of the alj^ha i)articles,

one out of 20,000 or so, suffer a deflection of

more than a right angle at a single en-

counter.

Now remcnibcring that an alpli;i itarticle

has the same mass as an atom of helium, but
differs from the latter in carrying two
positive charges, it would seem a reasonable

guess that the al])ha j)artiele suffers the deflec-

tion because it comes close to another positive

charge which is of much greater magnitude.
Rutherford assum.es, therefore, that the
scattering is due to a positive charge of mag-
nitude A'e (where N is the atomic number)
situated at the center of the atom; and that
this nucleus is surrounded by A^ electrons

uniformly distributed within a sphere of

atomic radius. Furthermore, he assumes
that this ])Ositively charged "nucleus" repels

the alpha particle with a force which varies

inversely as the square of the distance. On
these assum])tions it is possible to calculate

the relative distribution of the alpha particles

for the different angles at Avhich they are

deflected and also the minimum distance, b,

to which the nucleus is approached by the
alpha particle. As the law of distribution

calculated on this basis is found to agree
splendidly with the results actually observed
by Geiger and Marsden, it is reasonable to

conclude that the original assumptions are

probably quite justifiable, and that therefore

the distance b, which represents the maximum
value of the sum of the radii of the two nuclei,

has a real significance.

Now it is extremely interesting to note that
Rutherford finds in this manner that the
alpha particle ai)])roaches the nucleus of the
atom of gold within a distance of 1.7X10"^^
cm. Also, in the case of the scattering of

alpha particles by hydrogen, where the mass
of the nucleus is only one-fourth that of the
alpha particle, we would expect to find, from
ordinary dynamical considerations, that some
of the hydrogen atoms would actually be made
to recoil four times as far as the penetrating

distance of the al])ha jmrticle. Marsden has
shown that this is actually the case, and from
the observations it can also be concluded
that the sum of the radii of the atoms of

hydrogen and helium is less than 1.2X10"'^
cms. On the other hand, considerations based
on the kinetic theor\- of gases and the known
atomic volumes, lead to the conclusion that

on the average the diameter of an atom is

around 2X lO"** cms. It therefore follows that

not only is the diameter of the ])ositive nucleus
less than one Inmdred thousandth of that of

the atom, but, what .seems contradicatory,

that the nucleus contains i)ractically the
whole mass of the atom, since the mass of the
negatively charged i)articles which .surrovmd

the nucleus must be negligible in comparison
with that of the atom itself.*

* Thus, in the rase of the atom of uraniuiii, tin- hi'uvicst of

all the atoms, N =>!>2 and the mass of the atom is 2.'{8.2 X1.663
Xl()~^' K'li. ^.'til.'i.l XIO " «w.. while thr total mass of the elec-

trons is !)2X(>.()1 XIO-'" gwi. -.()H2<)X1() " «'«.
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Radioactive Phenomena

So far we have dealt with two sets of

observations whieh are of extreme significance

for gaining an idea of the structure of the

atom. The periodic table indicates that as

the atom beconies more and more massive,

there is a periodic recurrence of the same
arrangement of the outemiost electrons in

the atom. The observations on high frequency
spectra and scattering of alpha particles

lead to the conclusion that the atom consists

of a positively charged nucleus of extremeh'
small dimensions comjjared with those of

the atom itself .and furthemiore, that the
chemical properties of the elements depend
only upon the magnitude of the positive

charge on the nucleus.

"We now pass on to the discussion of a

number of obser\'ations which show us that

not only is the atomic weight of but secondary
significance in determining the position of an
element in the periodic table and that we may
have several atomic weights for the same
element, but that the structure of the nticleus

itself is quite complicated.

It has already been mentioned that in the

radioactive elements discovered by Becquerel
and Mme. Curie, we have unstable atoms
which disintegrate spontaneously, as has
been shown conclusively by Rutherford and
Soddy. After a certain average period of

existence, which may range from over a

thousand years, as in the case of uranium
(L'l), to a millionth of a second, as in the case

of Ra Ci, the atom undergoes a sudden
explosion and yields an atom w-hich possesses

totally distinct properties. Further investiga-

tion has shown that the rate at which these

atoms disintegrate is absoluteh^ uninfluenced
by any of the factors, such as temperature, pres-

sure, illumination with ultra-violet or X-rays,
etc., which are used in controlling the rate of

ordinary chemical and physical reactions.

Since the disintegration of any atom
always yjelds an atom occupying a different

place in the periodic table we must conclude
that the change actually occurs in the nucleus

itself. Furthermore, as electrons and alpha
particles are emitted during the disintegration,

it follows that the nucleus, small as it is, con-

sists of negatively changed corpuscles and
helium nuclei, packed close together. How is

it possible for positive and negative charges

to remain in equilibrium under .such con-

ditions? Probably Coulomb's law fails com-
pletely for distances as small as those which
exist inside the nucleus. It may indeed
become reversed ; that is, positive and negative

charges repel each other at distances which are

less than 10"'' cm.
It has been found that each of the radio-

active products belongs to one of three well-

defined distintegration series whose starting

points are uranium, thorium, and actinium
respectively." The most noteworthy feature

about these products is the fact that indi-

vidual members of each series appear to be
chemically indistinguishable from certain

members of the other series. Hence, according
to Boyle's definition, they belong to the same
element. Owing, however, to the difference

in previous history of these atoms, they
possess different atomic weights and also differ

in period of existence. Soddy, who has drgwn
attention to these cases, has named these

products isotopes, since they occupy the same
place in the periodic table. As shown in the
table in Fig. I, there are three other isotopes

of thallium, and no less than six isotopes of

lead. These results are thus in accord with
the conclusion already advanced above, that
the most characteristic property of any element
is its atomic number, and not the atomic
weight. The different isotopes of any element
may therefore be regarded as consisting of

atoms which are all alike as far as the number
of electrons, their arrangement, and the
charge on the nucleus; but the arrangement
of electrons and alpha particles in the nucleus
of each of these atoms is evidentl}^ not the
same. Hence arise the differences in mass and
average life.

General Conclusions Regarding the Structure of

Atoms

It is obvious that any theory of the struc-

ture of the atom which we can form at present
must be regarded as only a first approxima-
tion. But there are some conclusions which
can be drawn with a certain degree of

assurance from the above observations.
Firstly, the atom must be constituted of

a positive nucleus of extremely small
dimensions, (but approximately equal in mass
to the atom itself) , and a number of electrons

distributed presumably in one or more rings

or spherical shells outside the nucleus, the
total number of electrons being equal to the
positive charge on the latter. Secondly, all

the physical and chemical properties of the
atom (excepting radioactive and gravita-

tional) are governed solely by the magnitude
of this charge on the nucleus (or atomic
number)

.

* See "The Periodic Law," General Electric Review, July,
1915, for the diagram representing the disintegration products in
each series.
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Thirdly, in order to explain chemical com-
bination and periodic properties, we must
assume that there are two classes of electrons,

an inner and outer set. The outer ones are

the electrons which are active in chemical
combination and conduction of electricity

thru metals. They are the so-called valency
electrons. The number of electrons in this

outer set undergoes periodic changes in value

as the atomic charge increases, and the maxi-
mum number of electrons which are stable

on the outer surface of the atom is eight,

thus accounting for the periodicity of eight

in MendeljefE's table.

The outer electrons are also those which
are active in the production of ordinary

emission spectra. If Lorentz's explanation

of the Zeeman effect is right, and it is the

only one that explains the phenomenon
quantitatively, then we must conclude that

the lines visible in ordinary emission spectra

are due to the vibration of electrons with
frequencies ranging around 10^* per second.

The fact that these emission spectra are

modified by method of excitation and also

differ with different compounds, shows that

the electrons producing these phenomena
are near the surface of the atom and therefore

probably the same as the valency electrons.

On the other hand, the inner electrons are

unaffected by ordinary methods, but high

velocity electrons may stimulate them and
thus produce the high-frequency spectra

observed by Moseley and others. As pointed

out by Kossel* the continuity of the K-line

spectra for the different elements from the

lowest atomic number to the highest, shows
that the periodicity observed in the outer

electrons does not extend to the innermost.

C. A. Kraus has stated the reasons for

drawing the same conclusions from a chemical

standpoint.! "The outer electrons," he
writes, are held loosely and are able to move
from atom to atom. These electrons are

very sensitive to changes in condition, such

as temperature, y)res.sure, the presence of

other atoms, etc. So weak is the bond emit-

ting the electron to an atom, that more
electro-negative atoms may remove it from
the original atom in question. The electrons

to which conduction is due in metals are the

same electrons which are involved in the com-
mon chemical combinations of metals with other

elements.

''The less tendency the metal has to retain its

electron, the more electro-positive it becomes
and the more readily does it in general react.

Ordinarily, the positive and negative constitu-

ents of a compound are held together through
the medium of the electron. Under certain

conditions, however, (for example in solution

in a dielectric medium) the electrostatic

force acting between the metallic atom and
its electron becomes weakened to such an
extent that the negative constituent escapes,

carrying the electron with it. The same
result may be obtained at high temperatures
with the fused salt or even with the solid

compound."
That is, when sodium and chlorine com-

bine, the sodium atom gives up an electron

to the atom of chlorine (which is the electro-

negative element), and the atoms are thus
held together by the electrostatic forces

between the positively charged residue of the
sodium atom and the negatively charged
atom of chlorine. In a solution of high
dielectric constant such as water, these elec-

trostatic forces are weakened to such an
extent that we have the phenomenon known
as "dissociation" and the formation of Na
(sodium ion) and CI (chlorine ion). Natur-
ally the properties of those ions are radically

different from those of metallic Na and
gaseous Ck as we know them.
The electrolytic conductivity of metallic

lithium dissolved in liquid ammonia is

explained in a similar manner. Here we act-

ually have a separation of the lithium atom
into Li and an electron, and in the elec-

trolysis, the lithium is deposited at the cath-

ode while electrons are carried to the anode.
Similar ideas have been expressed by Sir

Wm. Ramsay; G. N. Le\vis; W. Kossel and
others. All are agreed upon this conclusion

that chemical combination between different

atoms consists in the transference of one of

the outer electrons from one atom to the

other. But as to the actual distribution of

the electrons in the different atoms and the

nature of the forces between the electrons

and the positive nucleus—regarding these

and allied questions there is quite a variation

of opinion. The discussion of this part of

our subject must, however, be deferred to a
subsequent issue.

* Ann. d. Physik, 40. 229 (19H5).

t Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. S5. 1/32 (1913).
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Part VIII

CONTROLLERS FOR STEEL-MILL DIRECT-CURRENT AUXILIARY MOTORS
By G. E. Stack

Industrial Control Department, General Electric Company

Previous installments of this series on " Industrial Control " have described the " Applications of mag-
netic control to alternating-current motors in steel mills " (September 1916) and the " Applications of magnetic
control to speed-regulating sets in steel mills " (October 1916). The present installment completes the section

on " Magnetic control for steel mills " and describes the applications of magnetic control to steel-mill direct-

current auxiliary motor drives. In the latter portion of the article considerable valuable information is given
relative to the use of standard cast-grid resistors and the advantages secured from their employment. The
concluding installment of this series on " Industrial Control " will appear in a later issue and will treat of

the " Design of magnetic control appliances."

—

Editor.

The majority of machines classed as aux-
iliaries in steel mills require motors of less

than 100 h.p. capacity. The applications of

these motors and the controls required are

somewhat varied but the drives are generally

of a reversing character and in only a few
instances do they require speed control. The
duty cycle varies from that of an approach
table as one extreme, in which a starting

and running period of not more than ten
seconds is required every two or three min-
utes ^^4th rarely a reversal, to that of a
screw-down as the other extreme, in which
starting, reversing, and " plugging " occurs
continuously in rapid succession as many as

twenty to thirt}'' times a minute.

Ingot Buggy

The requirements of an ingot buggy com-
prise one of the exceptions in which speed
control is desirable and at the same time
automatic slow down and stop by dynamic
brake is very often required. Fig. 1 shows
the wiring diagram of a control equipment
which meets nearly all the demands of this

type of drive.

No-voltage protection is obtained by means
of the circuit-breaker contactor, which is

closed only at the " off " position of the drum-
type master switch and remains closed except
in case of overload or failure of voltage.

When the master switch is returned to the
" off " position the circuit-breaker contactor
will close, providing voltage has returned to

the line. Inasmuch as it normally remains
closed and is called upon to rupture current

only in case of overload, it offers the advant-
age of inserting in the circuit a contactor
which has been used but few times and,

therefore, shotdd be in first-class condition
for opening the circuit, even though the re-

maining contactors on the panel have been
allowed to deteriorate to such an extent as

to impair their arc rupturing capacity for

heavy current. Speed control is obtained
from a six-point hand-operated master switch
and shunt contactors provided with current-

limit interlocks for limiting the current to a
predetermined value during acceleration.

Shunt current-limit interlocks are provided
on two of the line contactors, one for each
direction. In the forward direction contactor
1 closes (see Fig. 1). A circuit is thereby
established from L2 through the overload
relay coil, contactor 1, motor armature,
shunt current-limit coil on contactor 4, part
of starting resistor, series field, circuit-breaker

contactor, overload relay coil, and back to

LI, thus putting full line voltage across the
shunt current-limit coil. The interlock on
contactor 1 then energizes and closes con-

tactor 4 which completes the motor circuit

through all of the starting resistor, this auto-
matically throwing the shunt current-limit

interlock coil of contactor 4 in parallel with
the section of the starting resistor between
R2 and R5. From this sequence it is evident
that the interlock coil is first subjected to

the line voltage which prevents the contact
from closing while contactor 4 is closing,

an operation which would otherwise take
place because the contact is held open me-
chanically by the contactor itself only in the
open position. The voltage drop across the
resistor is proportional to the current flowing
through the resistor and the contact can
therefore be adjusted to close on any desired

current value. The series current-limit inter-

locks operate in much the same manner
as those of the shunt type except that the
full line current passes through the series

coils. The contacts of the interlock are

held open mechanically as long as the con-
tactor to which it is connected is open, and
are allowed to close by gravity when the
contactor closes, providing there is insuf-
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ficient current in the coil to hold them open.

Each coil is wound \nth a tap brouj^ht out

from the center of the windinj^. The cmTcnt
passiui:; through the entire coil is always more
than stifhcient to hold the contacts open
while the contactor is closing, because the

contact is adjusted to close after the contactor
has closed when the current is passing through
only the upper half of the coil because this

is the shortest path or the path of least

resistance.

A slow down near the dumping point is

obtained by a limit switch which opens the

double-throw contactor 10, the upper contact
of which opens the circuit and drops out the
accelerating contactors 6, 7, S and 9 which,
in tuni, inserts the starting resistor in series

with the motor. The lower contact of con-
tactor 10 also closes contactor 3 which puts
the resistor marked R6 to R7 in parallel with
the armature. This results in a very effec-

tive slow down. Contactor iO is also con-

trolled from the master switch and thus
allows the operator to obtain this feature

independent of the limit switch when
desired, as well as a creeping speed during
starting.

An automatic stop is provided at the

dumping point, and also at the other end
of the track by two limit switches which are

wired to open their respective line contactors.

At the dumping point the motor is already
slowed down and it only remains for the
stop limit switch to open the line contactors

for the resistor in parallel with the armature
will provide the necessary dynamic braking
for a quick stop. At the other end of the

track a slow-down limit switch is not pro-

vided and the stop limit switch, in this case,

opens both the line and the accelerating

contactors and closes contactor 3 thereby
applying a dynamic brake immediately.
The other incorporated features such as

overload protection, shunt field protection,

etc., are so generally used that they will not
be discussed here.

Transfer Table

Approach tables, live tables, and run-out
tables all require practically the same type
of control, differing only in capacity and
duty cycle. The general requirements call

for a reversible equipment with a master
switch giving one-point hand control in each
direction and sufficient contactors to give

automatic acceleration. Fig. 2 shows the

wiring of an equipment which provides the

operating characteristics usually required for

tables. In this equipment the automatic
acceleration is obtained by means of series

contactors.

Screw Down

Two types of screw-down equipments are

being used. Both of them seem to be equally

successful from the manufacturers' viewpoint

S;A/\W
S^'/^-tfv /=>^/a'

Fig. 2. Wiring Diagram of a Simple Reversing Equipment
for a Table Control

but there appears to be an unsettled question
among the mill operators as to whether a
quicker and more accurate stop can be made
with a control in which the motor is plugged
for stopping or with one in which dynamic
braking is provided at the " off " position.

A simple reversing equipment as shown in

Fig. 2 for table control is sufficient for the
former but for the latter a complicated control
is required because series motors are prefer-

able for this class of work and for these it

becomes necessary to reverse either the field

or armature to obtain the dynamic braking
feature. The use of compound-wound motors
has been suggested and tried, dynamic brak-
ing being done with the shunt field only,

but it was found that the stop was not suf-

ficiently quick. By employing the series

field, either of a straight series motor or that
of a compound-wound motor, the stop is

effected much more quickly because the

series characteristics of the motor are then
used to the best advantage.
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Fig. 4 shows the wiring of an equipment
using a compound-wound motor the series

field of which is used during the dynamic
braking period. The two mechanically in-

teriocked relaj^s 12 and 13 serve to energize the
proper contactors for the brake. In the

Fig. 3. Contactor Panel for Direct-current Auxiliary Steel

Mill Motor, showing Individual Base Construction

and General Arrangement

direction marked " forward " contactors 1,

2 and 4 are closed, also relay 12 which by
means of a mechanical interlock prevents
13 from closing until 12 is opened. The
series accelerating contactors also close,

bringing the motor up -to speed. When the
controller is returned to the " off " position,

a circuit is completed from finger 6 on the
master switch through relay 12 to contactors

3 and 5, which close. A circuit is also com-
pleted through the coil of relay 13, which
however, cannot close because of the
mechanical interlock between it and 12.

Together with contactors 3 and 5, contactor
10 is also closed at the " off " position. This
connection allows the dynamic-brake current

generated by the armature to flow in the
same direction through the scries field as

when running in the forward direction, and
a very quick stop is the result. When oper-
ating in the reverse direction relay 13 and
contactors 1, 3, and 5 close and at the " off

"

position 2 and 4 close. Thus contactors 2,

4, and 10 establish the dynamic-brake circuit

providing the motor is running in the reverse
direction and contactors 3, 5, and 10 if run-
ning in the forward direction. Contactor 1

simply serves to clear the equipment from
the line during the braking period.

Manipulator Side Guards

The control for side guards is similar to

the control for screw-downs in that frequent
reversals with short runs are required. In
addition, the control must permit of almost
instantly stopping the motors when the
guards come together or come against the
ingot. A slip clutch is generally used to

connect the motor to the drive proper for

the purpose of absorbing these excessive

shocks, but they require careful attention

to keep them in proper adjustment. It

might be remarked that " proper adjust-

ment " is somewhat a matter of opinion and
has resulted in arguments between the elec-

trical and the mechanical departments of

mills, with the result that the electrical

engineer operated the motor with a perman-
ent resistance in series to act as a bufifer and
allow the motor to come to a stalled condition

more gradually. In some cases where the slip

clutch is set at a very high torque, the motor
will come to rest without the clutch slipping.

This is especially true when only a moderate
speed has been attained before the shock
occurs. Before permanent resistance was
used in this connection, torque-limit relays

were employed to insert the starting resistor

when the guards came together, but the ar-

rangement met with questionable results.

The same contention.^, regarding the advis-

ability of using ])lugging versus dynamic
braking for sto]5ping, exist here as mentioned
under screw-down equipment. Limit switch-

es are provided to i)rcvent the guards from
damaging the sides of the mill.

Manipulator Fingers

A wiring diagram of a very simple type of

control now in use for manijiulator fingers

is shown in Fig. 5. This control gives one
complete u]) and down motion of the fingers

for each operation of the controller. The
oi)eration must necessarily be very quick;

and in order to prevent over travel the limit

switch is used to stop the motor at the ])roper
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position during normal operation, and from
the master switch when desired. When the
master switch is thrown in the reverse posi-

tion contactors 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8 close in

proper sequence and the motor runs until

the limit switch is tripped, which breaks
circuit 7, drops out the above mentioned
contactors, and closes contactors 2 and 4,

thus establishing a dynamic-brake circuit

V,

-mm-

WE3fi

.^/ivTT'tf'/^^^y^^/a,^y^a/-r7

My^/T7aifu/^ff

Fig. 5. Wiring Diagram of a Simple Control for Manipulator Fingers

on the generated voltage of the armature
which forces current through the series field

in the same direction as when running as a

motor, resulting in a very abrupt stop. The
change from the running to the dynamic
braking connection is effected so quickly

that the residual magnetism of the field is

sufficient to start braking current immedi-
ately, its value being limited by the resist-

ance in circuit. For the next operation the

master switch is moved from the reverse

to the forward ])osition, when the above
cycle will be repeated. The limit switch

alternately makes and breaks circuits 7 and
6' at each operation.

The erjuipment has also been applied to

certain tyjjes of ymshers and other cam oper-

ated devices with very satisfactory results.

General Remarks

Only a few of the more im])ortant and
com])lex types of control have been covered

in this article, as the field for d-c. control of

steel mill apjmratus is very large.

When going through steel mills it is not
uncommon to find the last one or two ac-

celerating contactors on a control equipment
blocked out or the adjustment set so that
they will never close. Again, the operation
of other equipments is of such short duration
that these last accelerating contactors do not

have time to close. This has
suggested the possibility of

using a control having a

reduced number of accelerat-

ing contactors and operating
with a permanent resistor.

When selecting motors for

steel-mill operation, their

rating is based upon the
maximum load to which they
will probably be subjected.

This load is often encountered
when starting the mill after

a long shut-down. After the

mill is limbered up, however,
the operating loads are often

well within the capacity of

the motor, or in other words
the machine is over-motored
for normal operation. This
condition permits the use of

the permanent resistor with-

out affecting production.

The number of accelerating

contactors and the amount
of permanent resistance to

use on different machines
depends upon the speed characteristics

desired and (the length of time the motor
is allowed to run continuously. A large

number of intermittent cycles will permit
the use of as few as two accelerating

switches, one for cutting out the plug
resistor, m(;re commonl\' known as the

])lugging contactor, and one for cutting out
the accelerating resistor. The remaining
resistor is left ])ermanently in circuit. This
type of control is very well suited to equip-
ments which arc ojx'rated by series motors
and run only intermittently, such as screw
downs, side guards, kick u])s, and tables.

The equi])ment described reduces the
initial cost, lessens the maintenance cost,

and has the additional advantage of ])rovid-

ing a certain degree of protection to the

motor. The ])ermanent resistor serves as a

bumper to aljsorl) se\'ere shocks, such as

occur when tlie side guards or the rolls of a

screw down come together or when the motor

-'-TWUWjOr'-^Miv—'
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is accidentally subjected to abnomial con-

ditions due to improper switching.

Steel mill operators appreciate the rugged-
ness of cast-grid resistors; new steps toward
standardization have been develo])ed recently

and are meeting with the general approval
of steel mill engineers. However it is not
uncommon at the present time to find a
motor with resistors made up of several

boxes, each box containing from one to

three different sizes of grids. When it is

considered that a line of grids consists of

10 to L^ different sizes, the combinations
which might be obtained when arranged in

series and multiple connection are evident.

This point has been called very forcibly to

the attention of several engineers recently

as they have placed their orders for future

equipments to cover resistors in w^hich stand-
ard boxes are used. One of these installa-

tions, consisting of upwards of several

hundred motors ranging in size from 5 to 175
horse-power, uses less than 20 standard boxes.

The total number of equipments involved
and the range in capacities will determine the
number of standard boxes for any complete
installation.

The standard boxes are made up with only
one size of grid, each connected all in series

or two in multiple, or three in multiple. This
allows a possibility of three standard boxes
for each size of grid or a total of 27, but in

Table II only 19 appear because 8 proved
to be practically duplicates of those listed.

When connecting these boxes in the equip-
ment, one complete box is always used for a
division of the resistor. If the necessary
capacity cannot be obtained in one box, two
complete boxes are put in. This eliminates

any taps in the box, and in case one of the
boxes becomes damaged it is only necessary
to disconnect the two end terminals, pull the
box out, and replace it with a box from the
stock room. When the number of different

boxes is small, the cost of keeping several

boxes in stock would be small compared to

the convenience afforded.

This method of using standard resistor

boxes is not particularly advantageous from
the initial cost standpoint, but it works in

very w^ell for the larger sized motors where
the standard control provides for cutting

out all of the resistor and also works in very
much better for all sizes of motors where the
permanent resistor method is adopted. The
maintenance cost of resistors when using
grids and .standard boxes is very low, because
the unsatisfactory " freak " boxes having a

variety of grids connected in a variety of

ways are entirely eliminated. But a very
small amount of engineering and no drafting

is required to design a resistor for repairing

old equipments or building new ones.

Table I gives the resistance and current

capacity of various sizes of grids; and Table
II describes a set of standard boxes which
will be found very applicable to motors rang-
ing from 5 to 200 h.p.

TABLE I

INDIVIDUAL GRID RESISTANCES AND
CAPACITIES

Grid Number Ohms Per Grid Amps. Capacity

1 0.01 140
2 0.02 100
3 0.03 85
4 0.04 70
6 0.06 GO
8 0.08 50
12 0.12 35
18 0.18 30
22 0.22 22

Table II lists standard boxes made from
grids in Table I and suitable for a wide
variation in motor capacity. One or more
complete boxes are used for each division or

step of the resistor.

TABLE II

Ohms
Per
Box

Amp.
Cap-
acity

Connection and
Grid Number

No. of
Grids

Per Box

0.02 420 No. 1—3 in parallel 18
0.04 300 No. 2—3 in parallel 18
0.045 280 No. 1—2 in parallel 18
0.06 255 No. 3—3 in parallel 18
0.09 200 No. 2—2 in parallel 18
0.135 170 No. 3—2 in parallel 18
0.18 140 No. 1—series 18
0.27 120 No. 6—2 in parallel 18
0.36 100 No. 2—series 18
0.54 85 No. 3—series 18
0.72 70 No. 4—series 18
0.84 70 No. 12—2 in parallel 28
1.08 60 No. 6—series 18
1.26 60 No. 18—2 in parallel 28
1.44 50 No. 8—series 18
2.64 • 44 No. 22—2 in parallel 18
3.36 35 No. 12—series 28
5.04 30 No. 18—series 28

10.56 22 No. 22—series 48

In keeping with the use of standard boxes,

the question of mounting is of great import-
ance. The best arrangement so far seems
to be one in which the boxes are placed on
shelf-like supports made of angle iron. With
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the boxes all of the same size, the shelves or

racks can easily be constructed to permit
the boxes being mounted in tiers. An}^ in-

dividual box can very easily be removed
without disturbing the others, which is not
the case when the boxes are stacked on top
of each other and bolted together.

In the steel mill and other industries,

where a shut down for a comparatively short

time at a critical period causes the loss of

hundreds of dollars, it pays to be prepared
for all emergencies. This is especially true

of control apparatus. To meet these emer-
gencies spare control panels are installed

and the switches and wiring are so arranged

that in case any panel fails the motor to

which this panel is connected can instantly

be connected to the spare panel. Economy
will dictate the number of spare panels
necessary. One noteworthy instance is a
case having onl}^ one spare panel for the
auxiliary of a blooming mill, in which a total

of less than one hour of shut-down of the
mill was chargeable to the control during
the period of one year. In this installation

the change-over switches were hand operated
and necessitated an attendant, but more
recent developments have called for auto-
matic throw-over devices under the control of

the operator.

KNOCKING DOWN A 120-TON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR EXPORT
By W. D. Bearce

Railway and Traction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The electrification of heavy steam railroads is rapidly becoming of world-wide interest. A current
installation is taking place in South America where a Chilian ore hauling road is being equipped for electrical

operation. The transportation difficulties likely to be encountered in the export shipment of heavy electri-

fication material are well illustrated in the following article which describes the procedure followed in tearing

down and shipping a 120-ton electric locomotive to facilitate handling by the existing crane equipment. A
brief description of the road upon which these locomotives are to operate is also included.

—

Editor.

The export of electric locomotives up to the

present time has largely been limited to small

units of such size that they could be trans-

ported completely assembled and ready for

service. In the case of the Panama Canal
equipment, locomotives weighing 41 tons

each were shipped to New York City and

In the case of the 120-ton electric loco-

motives which were recently shipped to the
Bethlehem-Chile Iron Mines Company at

Tofo, Chile, there were no cranes of sufficient

capacity either on the vessel or on the docks
at the destination to lift the complete loco-

motives to and from the deck of the vessel.

Pair of Driving Wheels, showing Method of Protecting Axle

loaded com])letely assembled on the decks

of the ocean-going freighters which carried

them to the canal locks. Several other

comj)Ictc locomotives have been shi])])cd on

the decks of the large liners whic-h arc accus-

tomed to handling heavy ])ackagcs.

Method of Packing Contactors

The ca])acity of the unloading crane at Cruz
Grande is ai)])r()xinKitely 35 tons and the

capacity of the ordinary deck lioists on the

freighter S. S. "Celia" is a])])roximatcly 5 tons

eacli. It was therefore necessary to disas-

semjjle these locomotives in somewhat the
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same manner as "knock-down" furniture,

before shipment.
The locomotives were first assembled and

tested at the Erie Works of the General
Electric Company operating under the various

conditions of service expected in actual opera-

tion. These tests included operation under
load on 2400-volt direct-current trolley,

operation of regenerative braking equipment
and numerous other tests to detcnnine the

reliability of the various parts of the equip-

ment. Other 2400-volt locomotives which
were being tested at the same time for the
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific and the Canadian
Northern electrifications were utilized to fully

test out the regenerative braking feature.

l)rocess of knocking down this locomotive
began with the removal of the pantograph
trolleys followed by taking off the hatch covers

of the roof, thus exposing the control and
regenerative braking equipment. Through
these openings the various smaller parts of

the equipment were removed, including

the motor-generator set, the air compressor
and control equipment supports with con-

tactors.

While these parts were being boxed for

shipment, the roof was removed in one piece,

weighing about 5 tons. In the building of

the locomotive cab the roof and sides were
assembled by the use of bolts and nuts with
suitable inside flanges to facilitate dis-

Locomotive Loaded on Flat Cars

In general, the Bethlehem-Chile loco-

motiv.es were constructed along the lines of a
half unit of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul locomotive without the guiding trucks
and without the provision for the heating of

passenger trains. The complete unit weighs
120 tons and is equipped with four GE-253,
L500/3000-volt motors having a normal one
hour rating of 240 h.p. on 2400 volts. The
locomotives are geared for a speed at rated
load of 12.2 m. p. h. and are capable of exerting

a tractive effort of 42,000 lb. at the hourly
rating. Each locomotive is equipped with
Sprague General Electric Type "M " multiple
unit control and regenerative electric braking
apparatus similar to that used on the Chicago,
Milw^aiikee & St. Paul main line locomotives.

After tests were completed the locomotive
was disassembled, care being taken to mark
all parts so that the locomotive could be
reassembled exactly as it stood in test. The

assembling. The usual construction of a cab
of this kind would be by the use of solid rivets.

On account of the flexibility of the roof
caused by its extreme length (about 45 ft.)

this was packed for shipment upon the plat-

form of the locomotive after all equipment had
been removed. After the removal of the
roof, all electrical connections were opened
up, the various panels, contactor compart-
ments and other apparatus was removed and
the sides and end framing taken down. The
platform proper was the heaviest portion of

the shipment weighing about 163^ tons.

Together with the roof and the necessary
boxing for shipment, this package weighed
nearly 23 tons, the heaviest single article in

the shipment.
The motors were then removed from the

trucks, brake rigging and other accessory
apparatus was also disassembled, the trucks
separated and the axles removed. The
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larger parts of the shipmonl lor a single loco-

motive, together \\'ith weights and dimen-
sions, are given below.

Weights of Principal Packages

Platform and roof (.boxed) 45,800 lb.

Tnick frame (unboxed) 24,000 lb.

Motor-generator set (boxed) 14,000 lb.

Traction motors (boxed, each) 12,000 lb.

Sides of cab (bo.xed) 10,000 lb.

Wheel and axle (unboxed, each) 8,000 lb.

Air compressor (boxed 1 8,000 lb

Dimensions of Most Bulky Packages

Length Width Height

Platform and roof 46 ft. 3 in. 10ft. Gin. 5 ft. 7 in.

Sides 21 ft. 4 in. 6 ft. 10 in. 4 ft. 2 in.

Contactor com-
partment 16 ft. 2 in. Oft. 3 in. 6 ft. 10 in.

Truck frame {24 ft. 5 in. 10 ft. 4 ft. 7 in.

"When completely prepared for rail ship-

ment, the 120-ton locomotive occupied eight

cars, including three box cars for the small

package shipment and live flat cars for the
heavier packages and the unboxed parts.

Upon reaching the Harlem River, these cars

were unloaded onto one of the harbor lighters

and transferred to Pier No. 33 in Brooklyn
alongside one of the W.R. Grace & Company's
South American freighters. The second
locomotive was shipped on a typical boat, the

S. S. "Celia," an all-steel vessel 414 ft. in

length and 50 ft. beam having a displacement
of 8350 tons w^th a cubic capacity of 10,000
tons. The speed of this vessel is approxi-
mately 10 knots requiring about forty days
for the trip from New York to Cruz Grande.
With the exception of the one 23-ton package,
the entire shipment was stowed in the hold
of the S. S. "Celia." This package was
lashed to the deck and for this purpose the
boxing had been so constructed as to make
it weather-proof.

A brief description of the railway upon
which these 2400-volt direct-current loco-

motives will be operated may be of interest

since there are several features which are not
ordinarily met with in railway operation.

This road is 15 miles in length extending
from the port of Cruz Grande (about 300
miles north of Valparaiso, Chile) to the
mining village located about 4 miles inland
at Tofo. The iron mine at this point is

located about 2200 feet above sea level and
consists of two hills of iron ore which is

removed somewhat after the manner of tra])

rock quarrying.

The railroad is standard guage with a

uniform grade of 3 per cent for 14 miles

and about one mile near the mines with
1 per cent grade. The trains will consist of

an electric locomotive and from 12 to 20

Parts of Locomotives on Lighter, Ready for Transfer to

Steamship

fifty-ton ore cars. On account of the eleva-

tion of the line all the loaded cars come
down grade. The motive power consists

of three 120-ton, 2400-volt direct-current

locomotives operating from a catenary trolley

supported on concrete poles on the main
line and from a 1200-volt third rail at the

docks. It will be noted that while the mines
are only four miles inland the railroad is

15 miles long. This circuitous route was
necessary in order to limit the grades and the
railroad is constructed in four loops, thus
restricting the grade to a maximum of 3

per cent.

A power plant has been installed capable
of furnishing sufficient power for mining and
transporting 5000 tons of ore per day with
provision for additional equipment to double
the capacity. The present equipment con-

sists of two 3500-kw. Curtis steam turbines

generating 3-phase 60-cycle alternating-

current and one 300-kw. 60-cycle turbine

for lighting and small power service.

The railway substation equipment is located

in the power house and consists of two
1000-kw. 2400-volt direct-current units

operating directly from the 230()-volt alternat-

ing-current busses. On account of the
circuitous route, there is considerable sav-

ing in feeder copper since a portion of the
feeder takes a direct route from the mines to

the docks.
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In order to provide for suitable control on
heavy down grades, these locomotives are

provided with regenerative braking equip-

ment similar to that supplied the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway for use on
its main line electrification. The regenera-

tive braking control will permit the locomo-
tives to descend the grades with ordinary
loads without the use of air brakes, thus
returning power to the system and also

appreciably saving wear on brake shoes,

wheels and rails.

descend at about 12 m.p.h. at which speed
with a trailing load of 1500 tons the loco-

motive will return approximately 1000 kw.
to the line. The schedule will be so arranged
that the empty train going up will take power
from a loaded train coming down the hill.

Excess power will be absorbed by switching
operations at the mines and docks.

At Cruz Grande is a steamer dock equipped
with three tracks for delivering the ore to the
boats and to the steel bins. On account of

the travelling gantry crane which extends

Loading Truck Frame on Steamship Celia

The air brake equipment on these locomo-
tives is also of interest since it contains several

new features which will enable the locomotive
to descend with a greater load than can be
held back by the regenerative braking equip-
ment alone. This outfit provides for either

straight or automatic operation either on
the train alone, the locomotive alone or both
together. In addition to this the cars arc

provided with an emj)ty and loaded-brake to

secure maximum braking jxjwer on each car

whether em])ty or loaded. The trains will

over these tracks, it was considered advisable

to feed the locomotives on this section of the

road from a 1200-volt third rail. Power is

supplied from either of the 1200-volt gener-

ators of the 2400-volt motor-generator set.

In addition to the railway equipment, a
substation is located at Tofo which receives

power from a 22000-volt transmission line

and sui)j)lics the crusher motors, ])umps,

lighting, large air com])rcss()rs and (JOO-volt

direct-current motor-generators for operating

electric shovels and mine locomolives.
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THE TUNGAR RECTIFIER
By R. E. Russell

Supply Department, General Electric Company

This article is a description of the hot cathode argon gas filled rectifiers as at present developed com-
mercially. These convenient rectifying units are now available in three sizes, the smallest having a capacity of

two amperes when charging three cells of lead battery, and the largest a capacity of six amperes when charging
from one to thirty cells. Some of the less obvious applications of a rectifier of this kind are also pointed out.

—

Editor.

The name "Tuiigar" applies to the hot
cathode argon gas filled rectifier developed
by the Research Laboratory of the General
Electric Company as described by G. Stanley
Meikle in the General Electric Review
for April, 191G. A brief revie\v of Mr. Meikle's

article and the theory of the Tungar rectifier

will be of assistance in describing some of the
commercial types of rectifiers employing the
Tungar principle.

It has been known for a number of years
that a vacuum tube containing a hot and a
cold electrode acts as a rectifier. Rectifiers

Fig. 1. Two- and Six-ampere Tungar Rectifier Bulbs

of this principle were not practical for many
reasons. More recently this principle has
been utilized in the Kenotron, a rectifier of

very high voltages, and also in the Coolidge
X-ray tube. These two devices depend for

operation upon the emission of electrons
(small particles of negative electricity) from
an incandescent filament. In the Kenotron

and Coolidge tubes there is the highest possible

vacuum, so that the electrons themselves are

the only current carriers, and the tubes
operate at low current and high voltage.

When it is considered that the drop in voltage

between the anode and cathode of the

Kenotron is in the neighborhood of from 100

to 500 volts, it is quite evident that it would
be impractical to try to operate it on the

usual commercial secondary voltages.

In the Tungar rectifier bulb there is an
inert gas, at low pressure, which is ionized by
the electrons emitted from the incandescent

filament. This ionized gas acts as the principal

current carrier, with the result that the bulb
operates with a very much lower voltage drop

(5 to 10 volts) and is capable of passing a

current of several amperes, the current limit

depending on the design and size of the bulb.

Fig. 1 shows a simple 2-ampere, half-wave
bulb, in which the cathode consists of a
filament of small tungsten wire coiled into a

closely-wound spiral, and the anode of a piece

of graphite of relatively large cross-section.

The bulb rectifies for the reason that on the

half cycle when the incandescent tungsten
filament is negative the emitted electrons

from it are being pulled toward the anode by
the voltage across the bulb, these electrons

colliding with the gas molecules and ionizing

them, that is, making them conductive in the
direction of anode to cathode; while on the

other half of the cycle, when the filament is

positive, any electrons that are emitted are

driven back to the filament, so that the gas

in the bulb is nonconductive during that half

cycle.

All bulbs, whatever the material of which
they are constructed, are carefully exhausted
to the highest possible vacuum and then filled

with argon in a high state of purity; but as

certain impurities, even though present in

very small quantities, produce a more or less

rapid disintegration of the cathode and also

have quite a marked effect on the voltage

characteristics of the rectifier, means must be
used to insure absolute freedom of the argon
from these gases. To accomplish this, certain
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substances are introduced into the bulb at

the time of manufacture, which chemically

react with such impurities as may be present

in the bulb. This reaction keeps the gas in a
pure state practically throughout the life

of the bulb. This purifying agent is shown
in Fig. 1 in the form of a wire ring on the
anode. As soon as the tube is started the

purifier is volatilized and absorbs any foreign

gases, and also (unfortunately for the

appearance of the bulb) somewhat discolors

the interior of the bulb. This is particularly

true of the lower voltage bulbs in which a

larger amount of purifying agent is used.

The general principles thus briefly dis-

cussed a]Dply equally well to the half-wave
and full-wave types of rectifiers. The half-

wave rectifiers are particularly applicable

C\^

Fig. 2. Connections of Half-wave Rectifier

to low current, low wattage designs on
account of the much lower cost of manu-
facture and lower cost of bulb renewals. On
larger sizes the lower power-factor makes
them objectionable from the central station

viewpoint, although it should be remembered
that two half-wave rectifiers may be so con-
nected to central station lines as to rectify

both waves.
Fig. 2 shows the connections of a half-wave

rectifier in its simplest form. The equipment
in this case consists of the bulb B, with
filament (cathode) F and anode A, trans-

former T for exciting the filament, rheostat

R, and the load which is shown as a storage

battery.

Assuming an instant when the side C of the
alternating-current su])])ly is positive, the
current follows the direction (;f the arrows
through the load, rheostat, bulb, and back
to the o[j])Osite side of the alternating-current

line. A certain amount of the alternating

current of course, goes througli the trans-

former 7 to excite the filament, the amount
dei)cnding on the capacity of the bulb. When
the alternating-current su])])ly reverses and

the side D becomes positive, the current is

prevented from flowing for the reason already
mentioned. In other words, the current is

permitted to flow from the anode to the
cathode, or against the flow of emitted elec-

trons from the cathode, but it cannot flow

from the cathode to the anode with the flow

of electrons.

Fig. 3 shows the general method of con-
necting two half-wave bulbs with a single

load and one compensator In this case both
waves are used and the resultant direct

current is a pulsating uni-directional current
which may be smoothed out as much as

necessary by means of direct-current reactance
in series. This is unnecessary, however, in

ordinary battery charging. In actually

designing the rectifier outfits the rheostat is

Load

A C. Line

x_
wvvwwvv
mm %

^

Fig. 3. Method of Connecting Two Half-wave Rectifiers to

Rectify the full wave of Alternating Current

omitted and the regulatit)n obtained entirely

by means of a comi:)ensator, with which is

combined the filament transformer and react-

ance.

At present only small sizes (less than ,")()()

watts) are being sold, and these arc all of the

half-wave type. Work is ra]jidly progressing

on full-wave rectifiers for larger cai)acities

and for services in which the half-wave
rectifier cannot be used for reasons which will

be mentioned later.

Commercial Types

At the ])resent time tlicrc are three styles of

Tungar rectifiers, all of the half-wave type
with different am])ere and voltage cai)acities

as follows:

1

.

The 2-ampcrc unit , which when operated

on 11") volts, ()() cycles alternating-current,

will charge three cells at 2 amperes, six cells

at about 1 am])cre, and eight cells at about
0.7") ampere.

2. 'I'he ()-amperc, T.a/lo-volt unit, for

charging either three or six cells of U'ad battery

at () amperes wlini oi)erated on 1 l,')-\-olt, (10-

cyelc circuit.
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3. The O-ampere. T.o/To-volt unit, for

charging from three to thirty cells of lead

plate battery at from 1 to amperes.

The 2-ampere Rectifier

This rectifier is shown in Figs. 4 and o

The black japan sheet metal casing with
perforated metal cover encloses

the various parts of the rectifier,

which are:

Recti tier bulb and receptacle
Compensator and reactance on
one core

Three ampere fuse and re-

ceptacle

The 2-ampere Tungar bulb
is about 2 in. in diameter and
between 5 in. and G in. long.

This bulb is shown in Fig. 1.

The compensator is designed
for stepping down the primary
voltage of 115 to that required
to deliver the proper direct-

current voltage to the rectifier.

The connections of the compensator and
the rectifier complete are shown in Fig. 6.

The dimensions of the rectifier casing com-
plete are : 8^9 i^- high, 5 J^s in. deep, and 634 in-

wide. It weighs 8 pounds.

The 6-ampere, 7.5/1 5-volt Rectifier

This rectifier is in general similar to the
2-ampere imit, with the exception that it has

cells. With the exception of the tap the
connections of the G-ampere rectifier are

very similar to the 2-ampere unit.

The ()-ampcrc bulb is about 3 in. in diameter
and 7 to S in. long. It has a Mogul base on
account of the higher current carried.

The dimensions of the G-ampere rectifier

Two-ampere Rectifier Complete

taps for charging three or six cells. These
taps are connected to a fuse block on the top
of the rectifier within the case, so that to

charge six cells the fuse is screwed into the
receptacle as shown in Fig. 7, and into the
receptacle which is empty for charging three

Fig. 5. Two-ampere Rectifier with Cover Removed

are 10 in. high, 8 in. deep, and 6}/^ in. wide.

The weight is about 15 pounds.

Operation of 2- and 6-ampere Rectifiers

To use either of these rectifiers after

the proper connections are made to the
battery (the red lead from the rectifier going
to the positive lead of the battery, and
the black lead going to the negative of

the battery), simply connect
the attaching plug to a
convenient lamp socket and
turn on the switch in the
socket. This will cause the
filament to light and the
bulb will start charging im-
mediately. The fact that the
rectifier is charging is evi-

denced by a slight hum,
which is due to the metallic

case, and also on closer in-

spection it will be seen that
there is a purplish glow be-

tween the cathode and the
anode. This is not present
w^hen current is not flowing

through the direct-current

leads of the rectifier or

through the bulb.

The 6-ampere, 75-voIt Rectifier

This rectifier, as will be seen from Figs. 8

and 9, is somewhat more elaborate than the
two smaller capacity sets just described.

This set is designed for charging small
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batteries up to a total of thirty cells. It is

equipped with a 6-ampere, 75-volt Tungar
bulb with Mogul socket, a compensator with
15 taps, a dial switch, a reactance in series, a

Anode

Me
Cat/iode

Attachment

Si/shings

'Tmn CcndudorCable

fied Dlach

Fig. 6. Complete Connection of Two-ampere Rectifier

triple-pole fuse block (2 alternating-current

fuses and 1 direct-current fuse), a steel panel
and enclosure for these parts. On the front

of the panel are a 10-ampere ammeter
(in direct-current circuit), a handwheel for

compensator switch, and a triple-pole snap
switch (1 pole in the direct-current circuit and
2 poles in the alternating-current circuit).

The dimensions of the panel are

:

Height 11 in.

Width lOM in.

Total depth of the complete outfit . . .12}4 in.

The 75-volt bulb is gen-

erally similar in appearance
and size to the 15-volt bulb,

but on account of the higher
voltage output has not such
a large amount of or so

active an agent for absorb-

ing the foreign gases in the
bulb.

Efficiency

The efficiency of the

present sizes compares
favorably with other reli-

able devices of similar

capacity. The smallest size takes from (K)

to SO watts from the line. The ()-am])erc

rectifier requires about 200 watts to (Iclix'cr

90 watts' out]mt.

The efficiency of the 75-volt, 6-ampere
rectifier is 75 per cent when delivering its full

output of 450 watts. A curve of efficiency

and cost of charging various numbers of

three-cell batteries is shown in Fig. 11.

Uses

Probably most readers of this article will

associate this rectifier with gasoline auto-
mobiles for charging starting and lighting

batteries. There has already been a large

demand for this purpose. The 6-ampere,
75-volt Tungar rectifier was designed
primarily for charging ten of these three-cell

batteries in public garages and battery
service stations. The 6-ampere, 7.5 /15-volt

rectifier is for charging three to six cells in

the home garage.

The 2-ampcre unit has a similar field for

charging smaller three-cell batteries for light-

ing and ignition; in fact, some service stations

have made it a rule to charge all batteries at

not over 2 amperes.
But there have been many other applica-

tions suggested which are not so obvious and
probably for that reason seem to the writer

more interesting. In rectifier work in the
past, referring to rectifier loads, "amperes"
was used; with the Tungar it is possible to

speak in "milliamperes." In other words, a
mercury arc rectifier requires at least one or

two amperes to sustain the arc. In the

Tungar the filament keeps the arc excited,

thus permitting lower operating current.

This has permitted the use of these rectifiers

where others were impossible.

As an illustration of this feature: An
electromagnet had been used for a certain

Fig. 7. Six-ampere, 15-volt Rectifier with Cover Removed

])iu-pose and operated from alternating cur-

rent. This method required 55 watts for 24
hours, or 1320 watthours daily. It was
found .such a magnet could be operated from
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a 2-ampere Tungar bulb at .03 ampere and
take only IS watts alternating current, or

432 watthours daily—a sa\nng of (57 per cent.

Another feature which \\-ill add to the use-

fuhiess of the Tungar is the fact that it is

seh'-starting. The bulb starts and is ready to

rectify as soon as current is supplied to the

filament. Starting under normal conditions

will take less than one second from the

turning on of the alternating-current supply.

This makes the rectifier desirable for use

with electric clocks, contact devices, motors
and other small current devices where no
storage battery is used.

In one instance a rectifier was desired for

an electro-magnetic recording device in con-

nection ^^-ith timing job work in factories.

A master clock was supplied with a contact
de\'ice to make electrical contact every 15

minutes. The contact was connected in the
primar>-, or alternating-current side of the rec-

tifier. In using this scheme of connection the
rectifier was run only a few seconds at each
contact, or only a few minutes a day. With
any converting device that must be con-
tinuously excited the wattage would be high
during the entire working day. The same
advantage would apply to the operation of

fractional horse power motors used on adding

Fig. 8. Six-ampere, 75-voIt Rectifier

machines, addressographs, electric pianos, etc.,

where frequent stopping and starting is the rule.

Uniformity of bulb life will be found to play
an important part in the popularity of the

Tungar rectifier. There is every reason to

believe that the bulb life will average at
least COO to SOO hours under normal con-
ditions. In actual commercial use many of

</

1
Mf

Fig. 9. Six-ampere, 75-volt Rectifier with side grating removed,
showing Tungar Bulb and Fuse Block

the standard bulbs have run as long as 1500
to 2000 hours, and the record for long life to
date is 3440 hours on a 6-ampere, 75-volt
bulb, which was operated at an average
overload of 30 per cent. With the Tungar
bulb it is possible and often desirable under
certain conditions of service, where extra
long life is essential and quick and frequent
starting unnecessary, to operate the filament
at reduced voltage and thus reduce evaporiza-
tion and prolong the life. No definite informa-
tion is at present available on the bulb life

under such conditions. Some tests already
under way indicate that the life will be consid-
erably prolonged. This condition will prove of

great advantage in the operation of rectifiers

on storage batteries in connection with direct-

current railway signals on electric inter-

locking systems.

Railway Signals

At the present time two Tungar rectifiers

are being tried out by one of the large rail-

road companies for charging direct-current
automatic signal batteries. The connections
are shown in Fig. 10.

The track battery consists of three lead
cells connected in multiple and through a
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resistance to each rail of track. The rectifier

is connected to the battery and charges it

continuously at about 0.75 amperes. In this

rectifier an insulating transformer (separate

primary and secondary) is used in place of the

//O ^^o/tACl/ne

Lujul"
Tungar

/feci/O'er

s

ijXuT

Motor
Battery

TracH
Battery

ffes/sta^ce

^
/Te/(3 y

X Trach

eiocM H

Fig. 10. Connection of Two Tungar Rectifiers for charging

Storage Batteries operating Automatic Railway Signals

usual compensator. This is to prevent
connection between the alternating-current

line and the battery, both of which are

grounded.
The motor battery used to operate the

semaphore on the block consists of from five

to eight cells. Here the rectifier is

connected in much the same way as

the track battery rectifier. The ca-

I)acity of this rectifier is 0.13 to 0.2

amperes and 10 to IS volts, depend-
ing on the number of cells used.

The rectified current output is

designed to be just sufficient to keep
the battery at a certain ])oint of

charge by supplying sufficient current

to equal the average discharge ]:)lus

the losses in the battery. It will

take some months to determine the

practicability of such a scheme, but
if the device tests out to the satis-

faction of railroad engineers, it will

undoubtedly be a po])ular device for

this service on account of its low cost

and simjjHcity.

Fire Alarms

Another service to wliicli tlie

Tungar rectifier is a])])]icable is the

charging of storage l)attencs for use in oi)cr-

ating bells ami fire; alarms in imlilic schools

and factories.

In the Schenectady schools, for cxami)le,

several of these rectifiers have been installed

for charging 7 to small two-plate storage

cells in series, having a normal charging rate

of 0.75 ampere. In this particular installa-

tion duplicate batteries are used; one is con-

nected to the discharging circuit or bells, etc.,

while the other battery is being charged. In
this way the battery under charge is never
connected to the bell system. In any case

where there is a possibility of the alternating-

current line becoming connected to a bell or

other low-voltage circuit, an insulating trans-

former should be incorporated within the

rectifier. This will add slightly to the cost

of the rectifier set, but "safety first" makes
such a design imperative. A similar rectifier

charges 15 cells of a ^-ampere battery, which
runs the large tower clock in one of Schenec-

tady's churches.

Telephone Batteries

Tungar rectifiers are also useful for charging

storage batteries in private branch telephone

exchanges. A one-half wave rectifier is

useful on telephone systems only when two
batteries are used; that is, the battery on
charge must never be connected to the tele-

phone line. The extreme pulsations of the

half-wave rectified ctirrent would cause a very
annoying hum in the tele])hone receiver.

In small private exchanges using a battery
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ha\ing a 5-am])crc c-harging rale or less it is

usuallx- (•hcai)er to i)ut in an extra battery

than to install a more expensive charging

device that is noiseless on tlu- lelephone line.

A rectifier similar to the ('»-ain])ere, 75-volt
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type is being built for this service. The first

sizes to be standardized will be 2..")-ampero

and o-atnpere for chari::ing the ele\'en or

twelve cells generally used for telephone

operation. These rectifiers will be equi])i)e(l

\Wth insulating transformers.

For larger telephone systems it will be desir-

able to have a rectifier which can be used for

charging the battery at the same time that it

is discharging. This requires a full-wa\-e

rectifier ha\4ng an exceptionally smooth
wave, or in fact a nearly straight line direct

current. At the present time such a rectifier

has not been completely developed, but from
present indications there is a possibility of

such a de^•ice in capacities usually required.

Electric Vehicles

The possibility of using Tungar rectifiers

for electric vehicle battery charging still seems
rather remote. For this service at least 30
amperes and 110 volts are necessary—over
3 kilowatts—and commercially satisfactory

bulbs have not yet been made.

Summary

Some of the many possibilities of the
Tungar rectifiers in a variety of services are
indicated in this article. There are many
more which will undoubtedlv become evident

with {he further (le\'ck)pnient of the rectifier.

The half-wave rectifier might be useful for

oi)erating electric toys. The writer found
that it ran his youngster's miniature " N.Y.C.
Locomotive" with perhaps more pull than
alternating-current would give. There is a
l)ossibility of using these rectifiers for

magnetic chucks on lathes, for small motors,
for electro-therapeutic work, for electro-

l)lating small jewelry, etc., in fact, anywhere
that not over 500 watts at low voltages is

required for strictly direct-current uses and
where only alternating-current is available.

Some of the features of the new Tungar
rectifier may be briefly summarized as follows:

Low first cost

Good efficiency

Low installation cost
Adaptable to many special uses
Small size and light weight
Absence of adjustments, oil or grease
Self starting
Long bulb life

Simplicity of operation

With so many advantages, and so far as can
he seen now, no real disadvantages, there is a
big future for the little Tungar. Even
though it has been on the market only three
months, nearly one thousand have been sold,

and there is a steadily growing demand for

the device.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR FLEET AND NAVAL STATIONS*

By Prof. W. L. Cathcart
Univkrsity of Pennsylvania

One of the paramount problems confronting the United States tochiy is preparedness. The gravity of the
naval situation is brought out with remarkable clearness in the following article which analyzes the strategic
conditions on our east, south, and west coasts, the inadequacy of our navy yards and naval strength in ships.
In conclusion, Prof. Cathcart appeals directly to the Engineer who, by reason of his knowledge, is indispensable
todav.

—

Editor.

WHY WE NEED A GREAT NAVY
Why does the United States need a great

Navy' Several conditions affect the answer:
First, with unequalled wealth inviting

spoliation, this Republic is the most vulner-
able and ill-defended of all the great Powers.
Second, our territory is immense, stretching
from Eastport, Maine, to Manila, more than
half around the world. Third, there is the
factor of distance with regard to that terri-

tory, which factor has no parallel in Europe.
Fourth, the fact that the United States Navy
is really a " Disimited States" navy, since,

like Russia with her Baltic and Black Sea
littorals, we have two widely separated coasts,

linked in our case by a canal which may fail

us in a crisis either by .sHdes, or by treacherous
or direct attack with high exjjlosives on its

locks.

And these are not our only dangers;
indeed, they may be the least of them. It

is bad enough to be hel]jless. It is worse
still, in one's helplessness, to provoke attack
by a challenging attitude toward the world.
And yet, for long years, that is just what
this Re]jublic has done. Militarily negligible,

it has staggered dii)lomatically under the
weight of some national jjolicies which, while
jvtst, are as world-irritating and war-breeding
as any that history has known. These
policies are: The Monroe Doctrine, the
Exclu.sion of Asiatic Races, the Neutralization
of the Panama Canal and the "DjK'n Door"
in China.

Clance for a moment at but two of these
policies. The Monroe Doctrine extends our
"]K;litical suzerainty over two continents,

comjjrising a fcnirth of the habitable earth
and one-half of its unexjjloited wealth."
I'vxcluding Canada and the United States,
this vital and yet war-inviting ])olic\' covers
twenty republics, having a total area of nine
million s(|tian' miles, a population of eighty
milli(;jis, and a foreign trade of nearly three
billion dollars. And all this -the.se lands and
])V()])\os. their trade and wealth arc to be
guarded from iuiropcaii seizure b\- tln' force

Aljstraclcil froni an aildrcss Ix-forc llii- Schciu-ctaily Si'dion
A I. E. E.

behind a doctrine which is not international

law, but sim]3ly a bluff declaration by the
United States that Europe shall not enter in!

Our immunity from attack, thus far,

because of this Doctrine, has been due chiefly

to two conditions: the lack of means for the
swift transfer of fleets and armies across the
Atlantic, and the extreme delicacy of the
balance of jjower in Europe. The progress
of steam navigation has swept the first of

these away, and as for the second, who dare
])redict political conditions in Europe when
this war closes? Let me quote Eliliu Root,
sometime Secretary of State. He says:

"Our danger is not now, but later, when
peace has been made and the great arinies

are free, when rulers and governments look
about for ways to repair their losses, and when
the great sjjaces and ill-defended wealth of the
new world loom large on the horizon of their

desires. * * * Then, must be determined
whether the Monroe Doctrine has behind
it the sincerity and courage of a great nation,

or is to be surrendered as an idle boast."

Now, take the Panama Canal. By inter-

national law it is a i.)art of the territory of

the United States, and it is also, as a military
and commercial highway, one of the world's
greatest ])rizes. Therefore, we must defend
it. Further, by the ]jrovi.sions of the Hay-
Patmceforte Treaty of 1 !)()!, we guaranteed
its neutralization. ICithcr of these obliga-

tions necessitates a very ])owerful fleet, and
neutralization ]:)resents as well most complex
and dangerous ])roblems for the future.

Da\^id ja\'ne Hill, once Assistant Secretary
of State, sa\'s:

"The time will ])()ssil)l\- come when every
right the I'liilcd Stales possesses in the
Panama Canal tlu' right to close the Canal,
to defend it with slii])s within the three-mile

limit, to rc'-\ ictiKil its vessels within the
Canal, and to snhsidize its ocean-going
vessels ])assing through it will bi' called in

question imder this treat >'."

We have glanced al the ])()ssiblc eflects

of but two of our national policies, and they
.'ilonc hoM incnacc cnouijli for the future.
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Trans-oceanic at lack can be nicl primarily

only by a fleet. Do you wonder, then, that

statesmen and stratejj^ists fear that the time

is dra\\-ini: near when the mijjhty thunder of

American j^^xins will roll out in mid-Atlantic

or on the sun-lit Cariblx^an, or perhaps alon<^

the coasts of Europe, or at the threshold of

the Far East

'

The surest way to delay the comins; of that

time is to have, behind the parleys of our

diplomacy, a naval force stronj^er than those

of our possible foes. All history shows that

diplomacy, when backed by j^juns enouj^h,

can keep the peace. But notes without
powder behind them are futile.

STRATEGIC SITUATION, EASTERN COAST

The elements of naval strength are: first,

the fleet—its ships and men; and, second, the

shore stations—navy yards at home and naval
bases in our overseas possessions, which dock,

repair and supply the ships, and from which
the fleet may strike.

Of these two components of naval power,
the shore factor is manifestly the more vital.

For, when cut off by superior force from its

bases in war, a modern fleet, with its many
needs, becomes helpless—a homeless rover,

whose food, fuel, and ammunition soon fail,

and whose encrusted hulls move ever more
slowly to their sure doom in battle. It is

only the swift and isolated commerce des-

troyer, fattening on its prey, which can thus
live at sea; and even .so, its life there during
this war has been brief indeed.

Let us glance briefly at the strategic situa-

tion of our eastern coast, with respect to our
naval stations and the lines of approach of

an attacking fleet.

When invasion by a Eurojjean power is

threatened, our Navy Department will know
only that the enemy has set sail from some
port across the Atlantic. His specific course
and objective on our coast, or in the Carib-
bean Sea, will be unknown. Our fleet, if

strong enough, would take the offen.sive-

defensive, and attack the enemy a thousand
miles or more at sea. To locate him, our
admiral would send out a long line of scouts
to scour the .seas in a great arc from Cape
Sable in Novia Scotia to Trinidad at the
lower entrance of the Caribbean Sea.

There would be four princi])al points of

departure for this enemy fleet, viz: from the
Orkneys, the northern base of the British

Grand Fleet; from the English Channel or

the Straits of Gibraltar; or from some point
on the African coa.st, as Agadir.

The steaming radius of a motlcrn licet in

war is, for full efficiency, about two thousand
miles; that is, it can steam that distance,

fight a battle, and then return, if necessary,

to its base. Now on these four lines of

ajjproach to our coast the distances range
between 2800 and 4200 sea miles.

Hence, continuous operations against us
from Euroi)ean bases are not ])racticablc in

the present state of naval science, and any
enemy but Great Britain must, for such
operations, seize a naval ba.sc on or near our
coast. This does not apply, of course, to

raiding expeditions—to a sudden dash, for

example, in the summer by oil-burning battle

crviisers, which could readily re-fuel at sea.

There are also other reasons why, for con-

tinuous operations, a fleet must seize an
adjacent naval base. In the first place, a

naval force, steaming far from its home bases,

must be followed by a train of supply vessels

—

which train is huge when the force is large.

Second, fleets can not invade. It takes an
army to seize and hold territory. So if

invasion is contemplated, the enemy fleet

must be followed by troop transports.

Finally, unless the enemy had previously

gained command of the sea, these helpless

fleets of transports and supply ships of his

must be guarded always while en route
throughout the whole period of his operations,

and by a stronger force than we could bring
against him.
From these considerations, .several things

are clear: First, for successful invasion an}''

enemy but Great Britain must first seize a
naval base on or near our coast. Second, to

seize that base, he must first defeat decisively

our fleet either destroying it, blockading it

or forcing it to withdraw to a distance. Then,
and then only, when the enemy has won
command of the sea, will his convoys of

troops and supplies be safe.

Naval bases suitable for hostile operations
are fairly numerous on our coast. For
example, Delaware Bay, Narragansett Bav,
Provincetown, Mass., and several others, in

their present defenseless state, could be
.seized with ease, if our fleet were first defeated.
As to our naval stations on this coa.st, a

remarkable condition exists. Our chief navy
yards there all lie within an air-line distance
of five hundred miles, although our Atlantic
and Gulf coasts are more than three thousand
miles long. If an enemy should gain posses-
sion of the.se five hundred miles of coast, our
dreadnaughts would be homeless, unless the
fleet could flee to the Bay of Panama, since
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our southern yards are equi])ped for small

craft only.

And this is not all. As the chart shows,

Norfolk, which is the southernmost of these

chief yards, is S75 miles from Key West and
1250 from Culebra, our most advanced West
Indian base. And both Culebra and our

other base at Guantanamo in Cuba are as

yet wholly unequipped.
After the battle of Jutland, the British

fleet had but four hundred miles to steam to

its base for a swift refittin^^ which made it

near-I)\' harbor of refuge and coffer dams
built.

Now, as to the probability of that battle

off Culebra: As I have shown, no invasion

of our eastern coast is possible, until our fleet

has first been put out of the reckoning. If,

then, the enemy must thus eliminate our

fleet, it seems probable that he would endeavor
to force action where our naval strength is

most vulnerable; that is, off Culebra, where
our ships would be more than twelve hundred
miles from their home bases.

Fig. 1

ready for action again within five hours of

its arrival. As I will show shortl\', our first

sea battle of the future may be fought off

Culebra, or twenty miles east of it, at St.

Thomas.
So, after that ])ossible battle, a battered

dreadnaught may have to lim]) its slow way
through 12r)() miles to Norfolk, with imminent
danger of foundering, of destruction or capture

during that ])erilous run. I^\irther, a damaged
shi]), which might l)e saved by (juick docking

after battle, will have to sink, as matters

stand, unless she can be beached in some

Again, for continuous operations against us,

the enemy must have a naval base of his own,

and the seizmv of a small island, like Culebra

or vSt. Thomas, or of a harbor in some larger

island, would be much casitT llian the attemi)t

to take some csluarx' on our coast, when
()p]K)sed b\' the full strenglli of the mobile

arin\' of tlu' I'liitcd States.

I'iiiall\-, if ihus establisiicd in llu- Carib-

bean, willi our licet negligible for ihc time,

the cucun tould raid our South Atlantii- and

Cjulf coasts at will; he could flank all oui-

routes to the Caribbean and the Panama
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Canal; and when (with full command of the

sea) his convoys of troops had come, he conld

invade the Canal Zone, a tliousand miles

from St. Thomas.
Possession of the Canal would give him

not only a powerful lever for bringing pressure

on our Government, but would enable him

to block the retreat of our defeated fleet to

Gatun Lake or the Bay of Panama, and to

prevent the coming of reinforcements from

the Pacific.

strategic positions than any other im]jortant

expanse of sea on the globe. These potential

naval bases cluster around Colon in a menac-
ing ellipse, like hungry wolves lurking in the

shadows about a camp fire. For the United
States, the mastery of this sea in war is almost

vital, since that mastery is the bulwark of our

defense of the Monroe Doctrine and the Pan-
ama Canal.

Now, as to our two naval bases, Guanta-
namo and Culebra: Guantanamo is but

OF MEXICO

Disiances are m Nau-l-ical

Miles

Fig. 2

These, then, are the considerations which
make it seem probable that some point in the
Caribbean Sea would be the primary objec-
tive of an enemy, since once established
there he would find the second stage of his

campaign much easier; viz: the invasion of

continental United States.

STRATEGIC SITUATION, CARIBBEAN SEA
Now, consider our strategic situation in

the Caribbean Sea. A glance at the chart
will show that this sea is, as Admiral Mahan
once wrote of it, "pre-eminently the domain
of sea power." For its size it has more

seven hundred miles from the Canal, and, as

it flanks all routes to Colon except that from
Jamica, its location centrally is almost as

good. Further, it has surpassing advantages
in the fact that it is on a large island, which
not only has great native resources, but also

direct railway communication with manu-
facturing centers in the United States, except

for the short sea link between Key West and
Havana. Hence, supplies can reach Guanta-
namo by interior land lines immune from
attack by sea, if the Florida Straits be guarded
effectively.

As compared with Guantanamo, Culebra
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is about six hundred miles farther to the east-

ward, and hence has a far better command of

the eastern entrances to the sea—a fleet based
on it flankinjij all routes throuj^h them by short

runs of SoO to oOO miles. Further, it is but
a few miles from Porto Rico, which is in

itself difficvilt of defense. And finally, it is a
salient thrust far to the eastward. If it

were fortified and equipped, and an adequate
fleet were based there, it would not only
flank the main routes from Europe to our
coast, but a hostile force endeavoring to enter
the Caribbean would not dare to pass Culebra
without first defeating our fleet there, since

otherwise those ships of ours would be a
constant menace to its communications with
its home bases.

All of these advantages, and more, hold
for St. Thomas, just across the Virgin Passage
from Culebra. If we had let St. Thomas pass
to the ]jossession of a strong military power
unfriendly to us, our base at Culebra would be
confronted by a rival fortress on the further

shore of that narrow pass. These conditions
would be as if Gibraltar faced an equally
formidable and alien "Rock," with but the
Straits between.
The destiny of nations has given the United

States full opportunity for holding the stra-

tegic mastery of the Caribbean Sea, through
its ])resent and prospective tenure of pre-

dominating positions there. But, strategic

dominance on the sea means nothing, if the
.sites on which it dei)ends are not fully eqviip-

])ed, fortified, and garrisoned, and have not
adequate fleets based on them, since a more
])Owerful enemy would simply wrest them
from us. Therefore, these neglected West
Indian bases of ours give cause for grave con-
cern. With them, some- day, the fate of this

Republic may rest.

Their trouble is, as a prominent officer

writes me, that the naval base in a distant
sea has no constituency. Politics and Con-
gressional "pork" are absent from its wave-
washed shores. The votes do not He thickest

beneath its tossing palms. There are many
able and ]>atriotic men in our Congress, but
there are not a few at Washington who are

immersed in their own sordid schemes, to

whom the flag of Valley Forge is but a strip

of bunting, and who care little for its honor
and .security on these far-off waters.

So lacking naval bases in both the Carib-

Vjcan and the Pacific our fleet is tied to our
shores, and our naval arm is cramped and
palsied. Under such conditions as these, tiie

General Staffs of the strong military jjowers

of Euro])e and Asia must smile sardonically

at our guarantees of independence and our
virtual protectorates of these weak West
Indian lands. At this time the United States

is too feeble to defend itself. Its declarations

as to the protection of these southern republics

are, in effect, but "scraps of paper."

STRATEGIC SITUATION, NORTH PACIFIC

Long ago, William H. Seward told the
Senate of the United States that the com-
merce, politics, thought, and activities of

Europe would "ultimately sink in impor-
tance, while the Pacific Ocean, its shores, its

islands, and the vast regions beyond, will

become the chief theater of events in the
world's great hereafter."

Years later, that master-analyst of world-
])olicies and strategy, Admiral Mahan, echoed
these words, when he said:

"Men have not yet adjusted their thought
to the new condition that the Pacific, rather

than the Atlantic, holds the problem of the

near future."

Let us now consider the military relations

of our Pacific possessions. Napoleon said:

"War is a business of positions," and positions

of military value the United States has in

plenty in this northern ocean. In the first

jjlace, we own, on the shores from Panama
to Kiska in the Aleutian Islands, every
important strategic ])oint except three, viz.,

the Galapagos Islands, Magdalena Bay in

Mexico, and Esquimault, the fortified port

of British Columbia. Thus, geographically

at least, our power over these shores is ])re-

dominating for two-thirds the width of that

great ocean.

Now, if yovi i)lot on a chart the principal

strategic ])ositions in a given war area and
draw lines connecting them, the position lying

nearest to the common intersection of these

Hnes is predominating as the center of com-
munications for that area.

On this basis, as the chart shows, Hawaii
is the strategic focus of the eastern half of

the North Pacific Ocean. This means that

a fleet based there can strike with equal ease,

in offense or defense, at all points on the great

arc of coast line from Kiska to Panama.
Hawaii thus dominates the whole strategic

front fornu'd 1i\ I he shores of the eastern

half of Ihc Xoilh I'aciflc Ocean.

Simihirh-, [\\v strategic lines of the western

half of the North Pai-ilic all intersect near
our ])os,sessi()ns, Guam in the Ladrone group,

which is tlius llu' strategii- focus of that half

of the ocean, and lu'uci' a menace in war to
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every position there, from Japan's northern-

most one at Yetorofu and that of Russia at

Vladivostok, down the Chinese coast to

Sinijapore in the Straits Settlements. Well

within the circle of Guam's protective area

lie the Philippines, indefensible of themselves.

And. also, well within its reach, stands that

(now closing) "Open Door" in China.

Steaming at 12 knots an hour from Panama,
it would take a fleet 10 days to reach Hono-
lulu. 2S to Guam, and 33 to Manila. So. no

there, no enemy from Asiatic waters would
dare to pass Guam without masking or

reducing it and destroying or dispersing its

fleet. And, later, he would have a similar

^•ictory to win off Hawaii, before the Pacific

coast would meet the .shock of war.

And this is not all. From the southwestern
extremity of Ala.ska stretches the long trail

of the Aleutian Islands, the southern bound-
ary of Bering Sea. These islands overlap the

Alaska coast to some extent, their dangerous
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fleet stationed on our western coast in war
could protect the Philippines and that

'

' Open
Door." For their defense, and to .some extent
that of Alaska (2000 miles from San Fran-
cisco) we must rely on our island bases, Guam
and Hawaii.
Now, consider the relations of these bases

to the defense of our western coast. For it.

Gaum and Hawaii, if made ocean fortresses,
would be our Malta and Gibraltar against
aggression by any enemy sailing from the Far
East. If. in war, we had strong fleets based

rocks guarding it like a fog-enshrouded bar-

rier. Now, in Unalaska, one of these mist-

veiled islands, there is an ice-free port, Dutch
Harbor, which from its location and its great

natural strength, seems to have been designed
as Alaska's challenging outpost—a sub-

Arctic Gibraltar, from which a watching fleet

could guard with ease the main channels
of approach to that territory.

And, further, this harbor, if developed,
would be a most effective auxiliary to our
chain of bases, stretching like the piers of a
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colossal brid<j;e from Panama through Hawaii
to Guam. The reason is that Dutch Harbor,
Honolulu, and San Francisco are the vertices

of an equilateral triangle, each of whose sides

is two thousand miles long—which is about
the radius of action of a fleet in war. This
means that if either of the three were threat-

ened, supporting forces from the other two
could reach it simultaneously and make a

united attack. And finally, with Dutch
Harbor fortified and an adequate naval force

there and at Honolulu, the Hawaii-Unalaska
line would form an ocean-wall two thousand
miles long, through which the enemy, flanked
on both sides, would have to break before he
could approach our coast.

There is another consideration which makes
our strategical control of the North Pacific

most important in war. It has been reported
that German crops in the last harvest were
reduced by thirty-five per cent, owing to the
tremendous demand for nitrates for use in

explosives.

The same conditions would exist in this

country, in sudden war at this time. It is

true that the Navy Department has taken
steps to secure a very moderate reserve supply
of Chilean nitrates, and that the construction,

under government support, of a plant for the
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen is contem-
plated. But, any nitrogen plant under
government auspices is likely to be somewhat
lingering in construction, so that the control

of the North Pacific in war, to prevent cutting
our communications with Chile, is of grave
importance.
Guam is a little island—seven miles by

twenty-nine—with no ships stationed there

and garrisoned only by a small force of

marines.
Guam, Samoa, and Dutch Harbor are

wholly undevelo])ed, Hawaii is but partially

fortified, and the garrison of Alaska is just

five hundred men.
What this • epublic has to fear is, less the

"yellow ])crir' than the "American ])cril"

—

the incomj)rehensible ignorance of, the care-

less indifference to the noble future which the
God of Nations offers us in the Pacific Ocean.
If national duty and national jmde can not
stir our Congress, it should be sjmrred to

actic)n by the huge loss of material adwmtages
U> this nation.

THE NEEDS OF OUR NAVY YARDS
In the u])building and maintenance of our

navy, we shall need all the navy yards we
have, and more. As a whole, these yards

lack much, not only in the dredging of their

channels of approach, but in modern equip-
ment for l)uilding and repair, both as to hulls

and machinery. The need of dry docks and
of channels to these yards, which would be
deep enough for our largest vessels at all

stages of tide, is an amazing instance of naval
unpreparedness.

For example, take the New York Yard:
Owing to its strategic position and its un-
limited resources, this yard should be our
greatest naval station. Instead, it is, in its

approaches, not only a nuisance to the navy
in peace, but in war might readily prove a
fatal trap for ships caught in it under certain

conditions. The reasons are : First, its water
front is congested, and it cannot receive even
a moderate fleet. Second, its single approach,
that from the Bay, has channels so shallow
that large battleships can reach the yard only
when wind and tide serve, and in war a
damaged battleship, down by the head or

stern, could not reach it at all. Third, when
ships get there, they must stay after their

repairs are completed, until wind and tide

combine to let them out again. Fourth,
when thus trapped, these ships might readily

be sunk be gun fire in war, since a superior

enemy fleet could easily get near enough to

the coast to shell the yard.

The Kiel Canal has been of vital service to

Germany during this war. Without it, she

could not have held her Baltic coast against

British dreadnaughts convoying troop trans-

l)orts. Every dollar of the ninety-four

millions she spent on it has been repaid a

thousand-fold in her defense. Now, we could

have a largely similar waterway from Sandy
Hook through Long Island vSound to the

open sea between Montauk Point and Block
Island, if the channels through New York
harbor and at Hell Gate were deepened. This
waterway would not only add incalculably

to the effectiveness of our fleet in war, but
would keep the New York yard from being a
dreadnaught-tra]) under hostile fire. Our
shi])s could at least flee from it up the Sound.
At Norfolk, our other great coast yard,

the channel abreast the dry dock is but 525
feet wide. The ()()()-ft. Pennsylvania has been
docked there, bvit only by canting her across

the channel at an angle to the dock, and at

iniminenl danger of serious damage to the
ship, 1 1 is not pleasing to think of war con-
ditions there, with half a dozen great ships,

\-itally needed outside the Cai)es, and yet all

crowded in that narrow channel waiting their

turn to Iwisl into lli;il di^x' dock.
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As to the conditions south of Hatteras,

Rear Admiral Edwards says:

"There is not a dry dock, owned by the

Government or by anyone else, on the South
Atlantic and Gulf coasts which will take any
of our super-dreadnau.£:hts. There is not a

single stationary or floating crane on these

coasts which will remove from, or install in,

a battleship either a modem tun-et gun, a

Scotch marine boiler, or an assembled low-

pressure turbine of the kind now fitted in our

large naval colliers, tankers, and battle-

ships."

The situation as to dry docks is very grave.

To date, we have a total of twenty-one dread-

naught battleships built, building, or author-

ized. Of this total, all but the four oldest are

too large to be docked at any navy yards,

except those at New York, Norfolk and
Bremerton on Puget Sound, and that at

Pearl Harbor in Hawaii when the dock now
building there is completed. And, further,

the Naval Act of 1917 also authorized four

battle cruisers, and the pending Naval Bill

will probably appropriate for two more battle

cruisers and four battleships. Of these ten
ships, the battle cruisers certainly, and the

battleships probably, will be too big to enter

any of our existing naval dry docks. At
present, with our larger ships limited thus
to but two naval docks on our eastern coast,

the possibilities, after but one great battle

there, seem appalling.

It is true that the dock at Balboa, which is

large enough for any ship that can pass
through the Canal, is now available, and that
two naval docks have been authorized
recently, one at Philadelphia, the other at

Norfolk. But heretofore the average time
for building a naval dock has been seven
years. In fact, for so deep a dock as battle-

ships require, this time is always uncertain.
Time and again the character of the soil and
the hydrostatic pressure of its entrained water
have sprung costly surprises on the builders.

So, an adequate dry dock system to meet
the exigencies of early war is, at this time,
virtally impossible for our navy. The hazard
of a dreadnaught fleet costing nearly half a
billion dollars for lack of a few dry docks at
three or four millions each, will scarcely
commend itself to the business sense of this
nation.

It is pleasing to note that Congress seems
to have awakened at last to the condition of
our navy yards. Under the provisions of
last year's Naval Act, a commission, headed
by Rear Admiral Helm, is now investigating

the advisability of establishing an additional

Navy Yard on the Pacific coast, and of either

improving existing yards, or establishing a
new one, on the Atlantic coast south of

Hatteras. With this commission a Board
under Admiral Mayo is virtally cooperating
in furnishing the Helm commission with the
composite views of the fleet.

But, establishing navy yards, building dry
docks, and, indeed, inducing Congress to act
definitely on such subjects, involving as they
do so much local politics, are all the work of

years. For sixteen years the General Board
of the Navy, headed by that gallant veteran,

Admiral Dewey, has been advocating the
fleet's expansion; but it was not until last

August, when war's thunders were shaking
the world, that Congress made reasonable
provision to that end. And, if early war
should come, this provision, like that for

navy yards, will prove to be but eleventh hour
foolish virgin work—everlastingly too late.

THE PASSIVE DEFENSE
During the nation-wide discussion of pre-

paredness, one school of American thought
has urged persistently an almost complete
reliance on a Chinese wall of mines and
submarines for the defense of our shores,

citing Germany's example in this during the
existing war. This sort of thing, is, in effect,

a passive defense, and no such defense of an
extended coast line has ever been successful.

As to mines and submarines, Admiral
Fletcher says: "Submarines and mines
cannot prevent a landing on our coast.

Unless those submarines are backed up by
heavy guns, there is no great difficulty for

an invading fleet to protect itself. For
example, it can send out its destroyers, its

small craft, its boats, its nets, its areoplanes.

It can take its time and destroy the sub-
marines. It can put its nets across the har-

bor entrance and around its ships, so as

to make the submarines nearly powerless.

Eventually, it can capture or drive the sub-
marines in, and sweep up all the mines."

Manifestly, the passive defense will not
serve to guard our coasts. It is only surface

command of the sea that counts in this.

How Large Should Our Navy Be?

Not for aggression, but to keep the peace
and to exert fitly "the silent force of sea
power," the United States needs a great navy.
How big should that navy be ?

If the Panama Canal were closed by acci-

dent or design, it would take sixty days for
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our fleet to steam from the Caribbean Sea
around South America to Panama, and in

war the difficulties of fueling it on that
passajje would be staggering. The Austro-
Prussian War of 1S()() was won at Sadowa in

nineteen days after its declaration. By sixty

days' delay in sudden war we might lose the
lands of an empire in the Pacific Ocean.

Hence, from every viewpoint of strategy

and common sense the conclusion is inevitable

that we should keep permanently in each
ocean a battle fleet strong enough to defeat

decisive!}' any probable enemy there.

This, in itself, means a great navy—espec-

ially if, as is not unlikely, we might have to

face a coalition of the powers, with enemies
both east and west. But, the General Board
of the Navy states that we should go farther

still, that "the Navy of the United States
should ultimately be equal to the most power-
ful maintained by any other nation in the
world." And surely the Board is right.

Admiral Mahan said: "The Monroe
Doctrine is only as strong as the United
States Navy." This is true with regard to the
world at large, but with res])ect to all other
nations than England and the United States

the truth is that, heretofore, this Doctrine has
been as strong as the British Fleet, for (except

at the close of the Civil War, when we had
the most powerful navy in the world) this

Doctrine has existed simply by grace of

lingland. And the reason is that she has not
wished to see the vast lands south of us seized

by other European nations.

Are we—in years to come as in the past

—

to maintain the Monroe Doctrine only by her
grace, and to surrender it, if she should will,

to suit changes in her international ])olicy?

OUR NAVAL STRENGTH
Dreadnaughts

'J'he battleshi]; has been the backbone of

every fleet since navies existed. There is

nothing else on land or sea which is its equal
in the concentration of enormous ])ower.

No nation will attack us with any but a
dreadnaught fleet, and only dreadnaughts can
flght it. Hence, our naval strength lies funda-
mentally in the number and relative i)ower
of out dreadnaughts. The relative dread-
naught strength of battleships and battle

cruisers, based on ])re-war figures and deduct-
ing los.ses, is: Great Britian, II ; GcrmanN', 21

;

and the United States, 12.

No (jne outside of ICngland or (icrniaii\'

knows what they have built or are building

since the war started. There ha\e been ])er-

sistent reports, however, as to feverish energy
in shipbuilding in both countries, and Ger-
many has ample facilities for building at

the rate of 2o dreadnaughts a year, while
England could probable double this figure

under stress.

So the United vStates has a hard road to

travel to reach even second place among the
navies of the world. It is true that, since

July, 1914, we have laid down three dread-
naughts, that the keels of two more will soon
be laid, and that four more have been author-
ized for immediate construction. But it

takes at least three years to build a battle-

ship or battle cruiser, so that the last of the
total of 16 dreadnaughts authorized by the
recent Naval Appropriation Act will not be
completed before 1922—at which time our
dreadnaught strength will be 27, as against
the pre-war strength, deducting losses, of 44
for Great Britain and 24 for Germany.
The question of destroyers is even more

pressing. Primarily, the destroyer's function
is torpedo attack on an enemy fleet in battle.

It can act also in ]jrotecting commerce and
as a scout in moderate weather. But its

surpassing service during this war has been
in guarding Allied battleships from submarine
attack.

England's pre-war i)ro])ortion of destroyers

to battleships was about 4 to 1 , and this

number she has found far too few as time
went on. It takes five of them to convoy a
battleshi]) and it took all she had at first to

guard her (}rand Fleet off the Orkneys, leaving

her LSOO miles of coast line wide oj^jcn for

submarine attack on merchant vessels. To
the British lack of these small, swift, and
handy craft is due very largely her great

losses of merchant vessels.

In 1922 our ])roportion of tlestro}'ers to

battleshii)s will be short by about 100 vessels

of the British ])re-war ])roportion of 4 to 1.

Our deficienc\' with regard to the present
])ro]3ortion in the British fleet must be far

greater. And yet, as the recent raid of the

U-5;i off Nantucket Shoals ])rovcs, we ma>-

yet need them in swarms on our .'^OOO-mile

eastern coast lino. We might better lack a

dreadnaught or an adecjuale fleet of .sub-

marines of oui" own llian a strong force of

destr(\vers.

As to submarines: The coast-defender tyi)e

has shown its wilue during this war, and an
ade(|uate force of these vessels -not exceed-

ing SOO tons' surface (lis])lacenu'nt and
operating from ])rotected bases would worr\-

an invading fleet seriously, and force it to
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make ceaseless attempts to trap or sink its

xinder-water toes.

The fleet submarine—the larj^e boat whicli.

submerged, could charge \\-itli the fleet in

action—is still but a dream. Her require-

ments are beyond the present state of the

art. The ardent desire of every navy is to

have such a vessel, with an engine exhaust
which will not leave a white trail on the

surface to betra>' her. She will surely come
some day. Captain Simon Lake, the Nestor
of submarine in^•ento^s. writes me

:

"The high-speed submarine is going to

come. How soon, I do not know. I do not
believe anyone else can answer that question,

as it all depends on the engines. Germany is,

in all probability, away ahead of us in engine
development today, but progress is being
made, and as soon as we can get reliable high-
powered engines we shall have reliable high-

speed submarines capable of accompanving a
fleet.

APPLIED SCIENCE A MIGHTY FACTOR IN
MODERN WAR

And now. gentlemen, I must close this

brief review of our naval unpreparedness.
The conditions which I have set forth vitally

affect every citizen of this country, but, most
of all, men like you who by their knowledge
and training are best fitted to cope with them.
To engineers of all branches of the pro-

fession, I could not give a more forceful

message than that addressed recently by
Rear Admiral Bradley A. Fiske to the
members of the American Society of Mechan-
ical Enjjineers. He said:

"There are no other men in the United
States so immediately and directly powerful
in developing the fleet and naval stations as
the engineers. While the strategist estimates
the general situation, and determines the
application of the general principles of

strategy to each situation as it arises, and
while the tactician handles the units of per-
sonnel and material in actual battle and in

preparation for it, it is the engineer who pro-
vides the strategist and the tactician with the
mechanisms with which to carry out their

respective and collective aims.

It is the engineer who enables the strategi.st

and the tactician, and who often forces the
strategist and the tactician, to put his art

abreast of the developments of the physical
arts and sciences, and to take advantage of

them . It is the engineer who has given to the
world the gun, the torpedo, the submarine,
the battleship, the wireless telegraph, the
searchlight, and the areoplane. It was the
original military engineer—the youthful
David, afterwards king—who made the first

recorded triumph of science and art over
mere physical strength, when at a distance
great in those days, he killed Goliath with
his sling.

Therefore, for the reason that the engineers
of any country have so much power to exert

for the safeguarding of their country, and
because men are always responsible for the
power committed to their keeping, it is the
high duty of all American engineers, and of

you gentlemen who represent them, so to

direct this power as to secure the peace and
prosperity of the United States.
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THE HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE TURNERS FALLS
POWER & ELECTRIC COMPANY AT MONTAGUE CITY, MASS.

By B. R. Connell
Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article is of interest as being a description of the largest single hydroelectric development so far

contemplated in the New England States, and as indicative of the rapidly increasing industrial activities of the
central Massachusetts section. Its interconnections with the Greenfield Electric Light & Power Company, the
Easthampton Gas Company, the United Electric Company of Springfield, and the New England Power
Company make practically certain a continuous supply of power and show the increasing tendencj'^ of power
companies to interconnect their lines for exchange of power in case of emergencies and unusually heavy demands.—Editor.

General

The Turners Falls Power & Electric

Company during the past year completed
the installation of the fourth generating unit

in their new station at Montague City,

Mass. This station when completed will

be the largest single hydroelectric develop-
ment in New England, and was made neces-

sary by the rapid expansion of the Company's
business in the growing manufacturing centers

of central Massachusetts.
The present company is the outgrowth

of a comjDany originally chartered in 1792
as the " Proprietors of the Upper Locks

crib dam was constructed across the Con-
necticut River at the location shown. This
was recently replaced by a concrete structure,

with a gate-house for controlling the flow
of water to the canal. The gate-house is

of brick, with the gates arranged so that
they may be operated by motors or a water-
wheel which is installed in the structure.

This canal originally supplied hydraulic
power to mills in Turners Falls, and about
1904 was lengthened and enlarged to supply
the company's first hydroelectric develop-
ment, which operates under a head of 39
ft. and develops about 7000 h.p.

500 1000 TOGO 3000
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Fig. 1. General View of the Development

and Canals of the Connecticut River " to

provide passage for small river boats around
the rapids and falls of the river. After the
methods of transportation changed so as

to make the original conce])tion of the com-
pany useless, a new company, known as

the Turners Falls Comj)any, accjuired the
rights of the older corporation to develop
power at the available locations. This was
in ISOO, and the latter name was held until

April, 1915, when the present name was
adopted and other holdings merged into

the new organization.

Hydraulic Arrangement

Fig. 1 will show the general fealiires of

the hydraulic develojjment. After the
Turners T'^alls Com])any was organized, a

To obtain the benefit of the full fall of

the river within the company's water rights

at this i)()int it was decided to locate a new
development about two miles below the dam,
at Montague City. To do this it was
necessary to enlarge part of the old canal

and extend it to the new station. For the
first 3900 feet the new canal is ai)]^roximatel\'

127 feet wide and 1<S feet dceji, cut in rock;

and for the next 3300 feet it is about S()

feet wide and 25 feet deep, with riiiraj^ped

sides. It then gradually oijens into a fore-

bay which has been formed by embankments
just above the station. This foreba>' is of

sufTicient ca])acit>' to take care of sudden
fhu'luations in load without causing too

ra])id a flow in tin- ("inal bi'lOix- the Iiead-

gatcs at the dam can be adjuslcd.
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Fig. 2. View of Station from Canal Side

Power House

The power house forms the central part

of the structure at the end of the forebay.

On the upstream side of the power house is

a concrete spillway with gates to drain the

canal in case of emergency. These gates

are motor operated and are of sufificient size

to pass the full canal flow, which is approxi-

mately 10,000 second-feet. The spillway

will also facilitate the removal of ice from
the canal.

On the downstream end of the power
house is located a concrete log sluice and a
small bay where it is planned to install

later, if necessary, an electric hoist to handle
logs. This would require much less water
than to pass the logs over the main dam.
As will be seen from Fig. 3, the power house

itself is a brick and steel structure set on a
heavy concrete sub-structure on ledge

foundation, with concrete floors, and con-

crete roof supported on trusses. The pen-

stocks or intakes are formed in the concrete

foundation and divided into three sections

from the headgates to the scroll cases of the

wheels, and so designed as to cause as small

a loss as possible from resistance. Fig. 4

shows a cross section of the power house and
the hydraulic arrangement. A separate head-
gate is provided for each of the three intakes

to each wheel pit. These are set in piers

and are protected by racks made of special

rack bars and spaced 33^ inches between
bars.

The gates are the Broome type and are

constructed of heavy steel plates run on a

continuous chain of rollers between the
tracks on the gates and guides, and designed
specially to secure tightness and ease of

operation. A Gantry crane, electrically

driven and running on the head wall, operates

the gates. This crane also carries a specially

designed mechanical rack raking device. Fig.

5 shows a view of this equipment.

Fig. 3. View of the Power House and Spillway from the River Side
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The power house is 235 feet lonj; and 99
feet wide at the widest part, with the gen-
erator room running the entire length of

the station. This room is 43 feet wide
and about 52 feet to the roof. The trans-

former compartments are on the main
generator floor and are 15 feet in depth, and
together with a workroom and the station

service apparatus room extend the entire

length of the building. Above these com-
partments is the switchboard gallery which
occupies the center section, a stock room being
on the upstream end and the office of the
operating superintendent of the system on the
other end. The switchboard gallery section
is carried up to the roof to provide the
required head room for the bus structure
and the outgoing low-voltage lines. Above

the two end sections are the high-tension
switch and bus rooms.
The generator room is provided with a

GO-ton motor-operated crane for handling
the apparatus, and a standard gauge side

track is run far enough into the station to

be within reach of the crane. This allowed
all the heavy apparatus to be shipped direct

to the station without transferring or truck-
ing, and made a considerable saving in the
installation. For supplying outside air to

the generators two air ducts are built in

the concrete foundations running from the
tailrace side of the building to each generator
pit.

The generators are set on 37 foot centers,

which allows ample room for repairing or
dismantling: the machines. The station is

l
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i

Fig. 4. General Cross Section of Power House
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now completed tor the ulliiiKUo installation

of six units.

Waterwheel and Governing Equipment

The turbines are vertical shaft, sinj^le-

runner. Francis type units with a cast iron

speed ring, and have a single downward
discharge into concrete formed draft tubes.

The effective head \\'ith all machines operat-

ing is 54 feet, and under this head and full

gate opening the wheels develop 10,300 h.p.

The rated speed is 97.3 r.p.m. with a free

speed of approximately 189 r.p.m. under the

maximum head.

The nmner is 12 feet in outside diameter
and is a one-piece iron casting. The wheel
is designed for a specific speed of 66 r.p.m.

and the weight of each runner is 59,000 lb.

The inlet to the turbine is controlled by
wicket gates, which are single piece steel cast-

ings connected to the main operating gate ring.

This gate ring is operated by two servo-

motors controlled by the governors which,
with their pressure tanks, are located on
the main generator floor at each machine.
The governors are gear-driven from the
main shaft and are actuated by water
treated with soluble oil under a pressure of

220 lbs., this water being supplied from a
central motor-driven pumping outfit located
in a pit near the center of the building. Two
325-gallon centrifugal pumps are installed, one
acting as spare, with space for a third pump
when the six machines are installed.

Five air-operated shoe brakes are installed

on each unit to stop the rotating element
quickly. These are equalled spaced on alter-

nate foundation plates of the generator and
operate on a machined surface of the gener-

ator rotor. The waterwheels and governors
were supplied by the L P. Morris Co.

Generators and Exciters

The present generating equipment con-
sists of four units, three installed in 1915
and one in 1916, each rated 7500 kv-a.
(6000-kw. 0.8 power-factor), 97.3 r.p.m.,

6600-volts, maximum rated at 50 deg. C.
temperature rise.

The generators are designed with a regu-
lation of approximately 8 per cent at 1.0
power-factor and with an internal reactance
to limit the current of each machine to
approximately 53^2 times full load current
on instantaneous short circuit and 2^ times
for sustained short circuit.

The armature winding consists of form
wound coils Y-connected, with the neutral

lead brought out to a switch in the~pit of

each machine and so connected that any
generator may be grounded. Temperature
coils are installed in the armature windings
and connected to indicating meters on the
l)cnch control board. The armature frame

Fig. 5. Gantry Crane and Special Rack Raking Device

is made up of four sections, the total weight
being approximately 70,000 lbs. and the
overall diameter 24 ft. 2 inches.

The rotor consists of a steel rim cast in four
sections which are securely bolted together and
to a solid cast iron spider. The total weight
of the rotor and generator shaft is 120,000 lbs.

and it is designed to withstand 100 per cent
overspeed with an ample margin of safety.

The flywheel effect {WR~) is approximately
7,000,000 pound feet.

The weight of the entire revolving element,
including the waterwheel runner and water
thrust, is carried by a standard Kingsbury
bearing which is supported by a heavy
bracket arm construction as shown in Fig.

6. A guide bearing is supplied with the
generator and located below the thrust
bearing which, together with the lignum-
vitae bearing of the waterwheel, serves to
align the complete unit. Each machine is

provided with a stairway and gallery on
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Fig. 6 Interior of Power House showinn the 7500-Kv-u. Generators
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the thrust deck to facilitate inspection of

the exciters, collector rings, etc.

The excitation of the generators is furnished

by a direct-connected exciter on each gener-

ator. The exciter is rated 95 kw., 97.3 r.p.m.,

250 volts, and is shunt wound with inter-

poles and mounted directly above the thrust

bearing.

As will be noted b\- referring to the station

wiring. Fig. 12, each exciter is connected
onl\- to its own generator, but a spare motor-
driven unit is installed which can be connected
to any generator in case of emergency. A
double-pole generator field switch, solenoid

operated, is mounted on a panel at the

frame of the machine so that the exciter

main leads are as short as possible. Each
field panel also contains a double-pole,

double-throw switch for transferring the

generator excitation from the direct-con-

nected exciter to the spare unit.

No generator field rheostats are furnished,

the voltage control being effected through
the exciter field, this method cutting down
the rheostat losses to a minimum. This is

an important item on large slow speed gener-

ators of this type and can be accomplished
where each machine has independent exciter

control.

The spare exciter is rated 100 kw., 900
r.p.m., 250 volts. It is compound wound and
is driven by a 150-h.p., 550-volt form "K"
induction motor supplied from the station

service transformers.

Transformers

The transformers are located in compart-
ments on the generator floor, as previously
mentioned. Each compartment is fitted with
an automatic steel fire curtain. These com-
partments have depressed floors with a
drain emptying into the river so that in case
of trouble the oil will not spread into the
station. A hand valve is also located outside
the compartment so that the oil can be
drained from the transformer to the oil

tank or river with the curtains lowered.
The ultimate installation will consist of four

66,000-volt banks for the high-tension dis-

tribution and two 13,200-volt banks for the
local distribution.

Three of the 66,000-volt and one of the
13,200-volt banks are at present installed.

Two banks of the high-tension transformers
that were installed originally consist of three

3500-kv-a. units each; the third bank,
which was installed during the past year,

consisting of three 5000-kv-a. units. These

transformers are water cooled, oil insulated,

and are all maximum rated at 50 deg. C.
temperature rise. They are of the core
type construction and are designed to with-
stand momentary short circuit. The tank
is of the plain boiler type construction, as

shown by Fig. 8, which gives a general view
of the 3500-kv-a. units. Each transformer
is equipped with alarm thermometers, sight-

flow water indicators, and pressure gauges
with alarm connections. They are arranged
with two 23^ per cent full capacity taps
above and below 66,000 volts on the high-

tension side, and a series-multiple connection
for 13200/6600 volts on the secondary side,

and are delta connected on both primary
and secondary sides.

The 13200-volt bank consists of three

1500-kv-a. single-phase, water-cooled, oil-

insulated units, also delta connected on
both primary and secondary side. They
are also arranged with two 23^ per cent full

capacity taps above and below 13200 volts,

and with a 2200/6600-volt secondary con-
nection. The general design of the trans-

formers and arrangement of the compart-
ments is the same as for the main high-
voltage units (Fig. 7.)

The station service transformers, lighting

transformers, battery charging set, and in-

duction motor exciter set with its compensator
and rheostat, are installed in a compartment
between the transformers. The service

transformers consist of three self-cooled units

rated 100-kv-a., 6900/13800 volts primary
to 608 volts secondary. These supply all

the station motors including pumps, head-
gates and cranes. The lighting is supplied
by a 15-kv-a., 6900/13800 to 115/230-volt
transformer.

Switchboard and System of Connections

As shown in Fig. 10, the main switchboard
is of the benchboard type and consists of

eleven bench sections of natural black slate,

each with a rear vertical panel. The board
is located in a gallery overlooking the gener-

ator floor and is in the center of the station.

The bench section contains a mimic bus
showing the station connections, synchroniz-
ing and potential receptacles, and control

switches for the main circuit switches, which
are all solenoid or motor-operated.
The front vertical section contains H-E

indicating instruments for the exciters, gen-
erators, and all the main alternating-current
circuits. On the vertical rear sections are

mounted integrating and curve-drawing
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meters for the ouli^oiiii:: lines, relays and

testing:: links. Above the board are mounted
the exciter rheostats, which are chain-

operated \\4th the exception of that for the

motor driven exciter, which is solenoid

operated. This exciter is not wired for

T-A rej:riilator control, but

each of the direct con-

nected exciters are con-

trolled by an indi\-idual

K-10 regulator mounted
on the vertical section of

its respective generating

]^anel.

To the left of the bench-
board is the station service

and auxiliary board, con-

sisting of 5 vertical panels

of natural black slate. This
board contains the control

equipment for all the

station auxiliary motors,
cranes, lights, etc., and
two additional panels are

installed on which is

mounted a mimic bus
showing a one-line diagram
of the entire system for

the convenience of the
ojjerators. Lights con-

trolled from the operating table show where
switches are closed. In front of the bench
and directlv overlooking the station is the

operating desk, on which are telephones con-
necting with the entire system, as the Mon-
tague City station serves as the load-dis-

patching station of the system.

To the right of the bench is the station

superintendent's and operator's office, and
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Fig. 11. View of Auxiliary Switchboard

Fig. 12. Diagram of Station Connections

at the rear is the low-tension bus structure.

All the main oil switches are of the H-
motor-operated type.

The bus and switch cell structure

is of concrete construction, the center

core wall being cast in built-up forms;
the cell .slabs, etc., being cast in molds
and then assembled to form the com-
plete structure. The oil switches are

mounted in two rows, one consisting

of the G600-volt and the other of the

13200-volt switches, with a passage
way between the two rows at the
switch cell level to facilitate in-

spection and repairs, as the entire

bus and switch cell structure is

built up from the switchboard floor

level. (Fig. 9.)

The switches on the generators are

non-automatic, while those on the low-
tension transformer circuits are auto-

matic, being fitted with definite trial

limit overload relays. The 6600-volt
feeders and 13200-volt outgoing lines

are also supplied with switches hav-
ing instantaneous relays on the 6600-
volt and definite time limit on the
13200-volt lines.
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Fig. 13. Cross Section Throuuh the Transformer and High-tension Switch Room
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The high-tension oil switches are the K-2()

type with each pole in a separate tank, the

complete switch being mounted on steel

frame work with hand-operated tank-raising

and lowering devices. Bushing cutTcnt trans-

formers are installed in the line switches only,

although the tie switches are designed so that

bushing transformers may be installed later

if desired, for the sake of interchangeability.

The high-tension switches are all non-
automatic, and froin the wiring diagram,
Fig. 12. it AA-ill be seen that each transformer
and its line may be considered as a unit.

All switching is done on the low-tension side

in accordance with the latest practice to

limit strains on the high-tension apparatus
A high-tension bus is installed so that any
transformer may be thrown on any line,

or two lines operated from one transformer
bank in case of emergency.

Until the fourth transformer bank is

installed, lines Nos. 3 and 4 will be operated
from bank Xo. 6, and therefore induction
type overload relays are soon to be installed

on these lines to prevent trouble in one
line from interfering with the other line.

The high-tension switch room is divided
into two sections, this arrangement giving
additional room for the low-tension bus
structure and outgoing lines. The transfer

bus is arranged so that it can be sectionalized

from either high-tension gallery. The high-

tension busses consist of 15/16 in. copper
tubing supported on post insulators which
are mounted on a supporting steel frame
work. Fig. 13 shows a section of the station

through the high-tension transformer and
switch rooms.

Lines Nos. 1 and 2 are each rated 10500-
kv-a., and Nos. 3 and 4 15000-kv-a. There
are five 13200-volt lines at present installed,

and provision is made for three additional
13200-volt and two 6600-volt lines. One
6600-volt circuit is rated 10000-kw. and is

connected to a water rheostat which is used
for station testing, and the second supplies

the station service transformers.
To supply power for the oil switch control

circuits, emergency lighting, etc., a GO-cell,

12o-volt storage battery is installed. This
has a 300 amperes maximum instantaneous
discharge rate and a normal 15 amperes,
8 hour rate. A 33^-kw. battery-charging
set is supplied, and is operated continuously
with the battery floating.

All the outgoing lines, with the exception
of two 13200-volt lines, are carried through
roof entrance bushings to supporting struc-

tures on the station roof, where the lines

are dead-ended. The tap to the ahmiinum
lightning arrester is taken off here, and the
arresters are placed in pent houses on the
roof. This arrangement not only eliminates
the lightning arresters from the station

proper but makes the arrester connections
as short as possible, which is a desirable

feature. The arresters are all of the four
tank type, and each line is supplied with a
choke coil mounted just below the roof

bushing.

Two 13200-volt lines leave the station as

underground feeders running to Greenfield,

and on these lines the lightning arresters

without choke coils are used as static dis-

chargers.

Station Auxiliary Apparatus and Special Equipment

A complete oil piping system is installed

so that the oil from the transformers, oil

switches, lightning arresters, etc., may be
circulated through a filter press and the
storage tanks.

For the generator thrust and guide bear-
ing a Peterson oil filtering system of the
central plant type is installed. The filter

and storage tank is located on a small gallery

on the river side of the power house over
the pump pit. From here the oil flows by
gravity to the bearings, and from the bear-
ings to two sump tanks in the pump pit,

whence it is again pumped to the gallery.

Each generator is supplied with a sight

flow indicator and thermometer in both the
feed and discharge line of the thrust and guide
bearings; the indicators in the feed lines

being arranged with alarm connections. A
recording oil meter is installed in the thrust
bearing feed line and a curve-drawing meter
in its discharge line. Fig. 14 shows this

equipment as well as the field switch panels.

An alarm thermometer is also being installed

in each bearing, with the bulb in the oil

as it is discharged from the bearing shoes,

to keep a close watch of the temperature.
In each Kingsbury bearing there is installed

a set of cooling coils so that in case the oil

pumps are shut down by accident or for

repairs, the generators may be run con-
tinuously by shutting off the discharge lines,

as the storage tank has capacity to supply
the guide bearings for a considerable time.

A signal system connects the operat-
ing gallery and the generator floor. On
each generator bench panel is mounted
a signal box with six signals and a general
call button as follows: Emergency, Stand-
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by. Start. Stop. Field Switch Up. Field

S^^^tch Dowm. all of which connect with a

corresponding box moinited on a pedestal

at each machine. There is also a signal

box and pedestal for the motor-operated
exciter and a general station call box on the

s\\-itchboard gallery and main floor. The
signal box with illuminated dial for the alarms
from the transfonners. generator bearings,

etc.. is mounted on a column near the oper-

ator's table.

A complete grounding system is installed

for the generators, instrument transformers,

lightning arresters, transformer and switch

cases, etc. Four separate cables are run
from the comers of the building to plates

buried in the river bottom. The lightning

arresters are grounded through a separate

circuit so as to prevent any disturbances on
these circuits from reaching the other appar-
atus.

For purposes of testing a water rheostat
was constructed and installed in the head
race. The rheostat consists of seven iron

plates. S feet long by 43/^ feet wide, these

plates being mounted in a channel iron

frame work fitted with eye-bolts for handling,
and all bolted together and supported by
insulators, which also serve to insulate the
three phases. A load of over 10,000 kw.
was carried by this rheostat during the tests

which were made on the generators and
wheels after the initial installation.

Two water level indicators, consisting of

glass pressure tubes, are mounted on the
wall near the operator's board and indicate

the level of the head water outside and inside

the penstock gates. A curve-drawing meter
is also furnished to record the head through-
out the day. An indicator is also installed in

the main gate house at the dam, which is con-

nected by telephone with the operator's board.

A discharge level indicator is also mounted
in the station, with a float in the tail race

and a graduated scale and target mounted
on the wall having figures large enough to

be read across the station by the operator
on the switchboard gallery.

Lighting and Heating Systems, Etc.

The station is well lighted in the day time
by numerous windows on all three sides of

the building. These are also arranged for

ventilation, and a monitor is built in the
roof which serves as an outlet for the heated
air as well as to supply light.

At night the generator room is lighted

by 16 lamps in the roof trusses and 16 on

wall brackets. These are evenly distributed

about the room, and each is fitted with a 200-

watt gas-filled lamp with frosted globe. A
number of smaller fixtures are distributed

about the room for emergency lights, and
the.se are fitted with 60-watt gas-filled lamps.
The switchboard operating gallery is lighted

in a similar manner to the main station,

the \-arious other rooms being supplied with
smaller units. An automatic lighting switch
is stipplied to throw the emergency lights to

the battery circuit in case of failure of the
alternating-current voltage. A steam boiler

and heating system is installed to heat the

station in winter when necessary.

Distribution System and Connection Stations

The 13200-volt lines feed into the Com-
pany's extensive 13200-volt network which
feeds Turners Falls, Millers Falls, Greenfield,

and other nearby towns. They also can
serve, if necessary, to transfer power from
the other hydroelectric and steam stations

to the Montague City plant for high-tension
di.stribution.

As mentioned above, this company has
a plant at the upper end of the canal having
a capacity of 5050-kv-a. in six horizontal
units operating under a 39-foot head. This
station originally fed into the 06000-volt
system, but with the completion of the new
plant the 66000-volt apparatus was taken
out and the station operated on the 13200-
volt system as a reserve plant.

The Gardners Falls hydroelectric station

of the Greenfield Electric Light & Power
Company, with an installed capacity of

26S0-kw., connects with the 13200-volt
distributing system, as does also a standby
steam plant of 2750-kw. capacity of this

company at Greenfield. The Gardners Falls

l^lant is located about 1}^ miles below Shel-

burne Falls on the Deerfield River and
contains two 940-kw. vertical and two 400-
kw. horizontal, 2300-volt units. The volt-

age is stepped up to 13200 volts by three
banks of three phase 1200-kv-a. trans-

formers.

At Mt. Tom the 3250-kw. steam plant of

the Easthampton Gas Company can be
connected to the system, and at Springfield

connection can also be made with the United
Electric Company circuits for the transfer

of 10,000-kw.

The 66,000-volt distribution consists of

a 43 mile double circuit transmission line

running to Springfield, Mass., with substa-
tions at Amherst, Chicopee, and Agawam.
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From Amherst two lines run to Mt. Tom
and Easthampton, a distance of approxi-

mately S miles. A second double circuit

line has recently been put in operation from
the generating station to Leverett, with one
circuit extended as far as Amherst, both
tower lines being built over the same right

of way. At Leverett an outdoor switching
and metering station is installed to tie this

system with the G6,000-volt lines of the

New England Power Company running from
its Deerfield river plants to Millbury, Mass.,

for the interchange of power between the
two systems. Fig. 16 shows one of the out-

door substations of the company at Chicopee,
Mass.
The transmission line is designed with

spacings for ultimate service at 110,000 volts,

but is insulated at present for 66,000 volts.

The towers are of steel construction with
a standard spacing of eleven to the mile.

Several river crossings are necessary, the

longest span being 1500 ft.

Suspension insulators are used, four for

standard construction and five in strain

with double strings at angle towers and
crossings. The conductor is 1/0 copper
for lines Nos. 1 and 2 and 2/0 for lines Nos.
3 and 4, and is strung on a 10 foot vertical

spacing. One ground wire is used at the
apex of each tower, and the company's
private telephone line is run on the main
towers of lines Nos. 1 and 2.

Organization, Etc.

The entire engineering work for the new
plant and system, including the detail lay-

out and construction, was done by the
Company's own engineering organization,

with Mr. F. L. Hunt as Chief Engineer,
Mr. H. M. Turner as Hydraulic Engineer,
and Mr. H. A. Moody as Resident Engineer
at the Power House. Mr. A. T. Safford

acted as Consulting Hydraulic Engineer. The
entire electrical equipment for the plant was
furnished by the General Electric Co.

ALQUIST GEARING FOR SHIP PROPULSION
By W. L. R. Emmet

Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

The feature of the Alquist gear that renders it specially suitable for the transmission of large amounts of

power is its flexibility, which permits it to yield at points under excessive pressure. This flexibility is secured by
building the gear of plates between which there is a small clearance, this clearance allowing a slight lateral

movement of the periphery which relieves the stress on the helical teeth. Some results secured in ship pro-

pulsion with this style of gearing are given in tabular form.

—

Editor.

The designs described in this paper are

based upon the inventions of Mr. Karl
Alquist. Mr. Alquist is an accomplished
engineer and was formerly connected with
the Turbine Department of the English

branch of the General Electric Company,
the British Thomson-Houston Company.
His gear inventions were first brought to

the attention of the writer early in the year
1911. For some time previous Mr. Alquist

had endeavored to arouse interest in his

methods in England and on the Continent
but had accomplished nothing. At that time
the (General Electric Com])any had not begun
the commercial manufacture of high-si)eed

spiral gears, but had for some time been con-

ducting ex]jcriments to determine the limits of

speed, j)ressure, etc., which were ])racticable

with such gearing. The importance of high-

sjjeed gearing in connection with turbine and
electrical appliccitions is obvious and the Gen-
eral Electric Company was working with a

view to a dcveloi)ment of the best standards.

Certain features of Mr. Alquist's proposals

appealed strongly to the writer, and arrange-

ments were made with Mr. Alquist to come to

America and assist in experimental develop-
ments along the line of his inventions.

The result of this undertaking has been that

many sets of gearing have been built and
experimented with exhaustively under a
variety of conditions, and by these experi-

ments certain standards of ]jracticability have
been established and extensive commercial
developments have been undertaken. Gear-
ing of this character has been ai)i)lied to about
seventy-two sets where steam turbines drive

electric generators of various tyi)es. Con-
tracts have been closed for machinery for

the ])ropulsi()n of seventy shi])S aggregating

215,200 hor.se ])ower. Some of these electric

generating sets have been in service one and
one-half years and about seven of the ship

sets are in service, some of them having made
many long voyages. Among these are high-

l^ressurc causing units for the battleship
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' Nevada" which have been in service for some
time and shown very fine results. Among the

ship equipments not yet completed are

included the propelling niachinery for

Destroyer No. 09, built at Mare Island, and
new propelling machinery for the scout
cruiser "Salem." In all of this practical

experience no case of trouble with gearing has
developed and no appreciable deterioration

of gears has been observed.

One of the important reasons for adopting
this type of gearing was that its design
tended to afford a distribution of strains and
means by which excessive strains would not
be imposed upon any part through slight

imperfections, distortions, or inaccuracies.

The uniform success which has been accomp-
lished with an entirely new product shows
that this expectation has been amply justified.

Some of the gears which have been used have
been very imperfect, both in the matter of

material and workmanship, and have been
used under extremely trying conditions. That
they have not failed has afforded the strongest
evidence of the general reliability of the
method.
The character of construction used in this

gearing is shown by one of the drawings,
Fig. 1. The gear is built up of a number of

plates machined to a form which gives them
the desired degree of lateral flexibility. These
plates are put together, engaging solidly at

the hub and also engaging on a narrow edge
at the periphery. When so built together
they form a solid cylinder which can be
spirally cut in the ordinary manner. After
cutting, the edge engagements are relieved

with a small dividing tool so that each disk

operates independently and is free to deflect

laterally under the side pressure which results

from its diagonal engagement w4th the pinion.

The parts are so proportioned that this

lateral deflection can at no time involve fiber

strains which could possibly cause destructive

fatigue. A very small amount of this lateral

Fig. 1. Construction of Alquist

Flexible Reduction Gear

deflection is sufficient to afford the desired
distribution of load, and this amount can
easily be given without approaching danger-
ous periodic strains.

Fig. 2. Various Arrangements of Pinions and Gears
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To apijreciate the value of

this flexibiHty and load distri-

bution, various peculiarties of

solid and spiral gearing must be
considered. In the first place,

where gears are inflexible, there

must always be a tendency to
increase strain at the loaded end
of the pinion through torsional

deflection of the pinion. There
is also a tendency to inequality

of strain on different parts of

the surface through the lateral

deflection of the pinion under
load. These inequalities can be
jjartially compensated by elevat-

ing the bearings or evening the
pressure on the bearings, but
this compensation can only be
])artial because the correction

applies only to the two ends and
not to the middle. Further-
more, the momentary and peri-

odic strains on different points

of solid spiral gearing may be
seriously affected by vibrations

of supporting structures, irregu-

larities of machine work or gear
cutting, and other causes. If

for any reason such conditions

cause any tooth or part of a

tooth to receive periodicalh' ex-

cessive strains, fatigue may re-

sult and a broken tooth may
destroy the whole gear.

To obviate the possibility of

breakage under such conditions,

it is often desirable in solid gear-

ing to use relatively large teeth

in order that these possible

irregular strains on teeth or

])arts of teeth will not involve
danger of breakage. For other
reasons, however, the use of large

teeth is distinctly undesirable in

spiral gearing. S])iral gears tend
to engage by ])oint contacts at

or near the ])itch line, and the
ability of these ]5oint contacts to

bear ])ressure without fatigue of

the .surface metal is governed
largeh' l)y flatness of the sur-

faces engaging rather than by
the size of the teeth carrying

these surfaces. Tlie flatness of

the siu'face is a function of the

])ini()n diameter and not of the

l)iteh. If we double the number
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of teeth in a spiral i:;ear we have
tA\-ice the number of driving

points in action, and the flat-

ness of all of these points is the

same in both cases if the pitch

diameters are the same. These
matters are illustrated in the

sketches in Fig. 1.

With gearing of the Alquist

type we can use very small teeth

without any danger of incurring

excessive strains on individual

teeth, which might involve risk

of the development of fatigue

cracks. In this connection it

should be borne in mind that

experiments have shown that

the strongest steel, if subjected

to periodic deflections, will break
after a fiber strain of 20,000

pounds per square inch has been
applied a million or more times.

In the work which is now being
done by the General Electric

Company, gears of the type
described are applied in three

ways. First, a single reduction

has been accomplished by engag-
ing one solid pinion with a flexi-

ble gear of this type ; second, by
engaging a solid pinion with two
flexible idlers, which idlers in

turn engage with a solid large

gear; and third, in a double
reduction where a solid, high-

speed pinion engages flexible

gears on two countershafts, these

countershafts carrying solid pin-

ions, both of which engage a
flexible gear on the same low-
speed shaft. In these two latter

applications the flexibility of the
gears ser\-es to equalize the loads
between all of the driving points,

and the use of a plurality of
driving points on the large gear
reduces the length of face neces-
sary on that gear. These difi'er-

ent methods of application are
illustrated by diagrams in Fig. 2,

and are also shown by the photo-
tographs and drawings of actual
machines which are attached to
this paper.

In both of these cases where
a single high-speed pinion drives
two flexible gears, other very
positive advantages are accom-

Fig. 6. Curtis Turbine and One Plane Flexible Type Speed Reduction Gear
for Ship Propulsion

Fig. 7. Curtis Turbine and One Plane Flexible Type Speed Reduction Gear
for Ship Propulsion, showing Control

Fig. 8. Curtis Turbine and One Plane Flexible Type Speed Reduction Gear
for Ship Propulsion. Top Half of Gear Housing Removed
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plished. The pinion is relieved of bending
Strains, and pressure on the high-speed bear-

ings is avoided.
Experiments have been made in Schenec-

tady which carefully analyze the losses of

high-speed gears under various conditions of

load and pressure, and these experiments
have indicated that low peripheral speeds are

more efificient than high speeds. With solid

gears, low s]:)eeds involve difficulties because

they diminish ])inion diameters and increase
pinion lengths, thus complicating the troubles
which may arise through deflection and
torsion of ])inions and pressure upon pinion
bearings. Since the flexibility of Alquist gears
enables us to compensate easily for all possible

degrees of torsional yield in the pinion, we
can with such gears safely reduce peripheral
speeds by making the gears longer and of

smaller diameter. Such reductions of diameter
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diminish weight and improve cfticicncv. and
the fact that the Alquist method makes such
reductions possible constitutes one of its

important advantages.
The table shows a comparison of perfonn-

ances for two sister ships, the "La Brea" and
the '"Los Angeles." operated by the Union
Oil Company of Los Angeles. Both of these
ships are new. carry similar cargoes, and
bum the same fuel oil in the same boilers

under similar conditions. The "La Brea" is

fitted with geared-turbine equipment, and
the "Los Angeles" is fitted with triple expan-
sion engines of the best type. The '

' Los Ange-
les" is equipped with steam-driven oil-handling
pumps of the ordinary type, and the "La Brea"
is fitted with a new arrangement of pumps
driven from the upper deck by General Electric

motors. The table illustrates the superiority

of the oil-handling machinery as well as that
which propels the ships. The horse-power
hours given in this table are calculated from
the propeller and hull data given by the naval
architect of the Union Iron Works who built

the ships, and based upon model tank experi-

ments which were made in Washington. The
models of the ships are identical, the "La
Brea" propeller operating at 90 revolutions
per minute and that of the "Los Angeles" at
65 revolutions per minute.
The seventh voyage of the

'

'La Brea' ' and the
sixth voyage of the "Los Angeles" were made
over the same course and at nearly the same
time. The relation of fuel economy of these
two voyages almost exactly corresponds to
that shown by the average of all the voyages
and tends to verify the accuracy of the whole
comparison.

Steamship La Brae" Powered with 2600-h.p. Curtis Turbine Driving through Alquist Reduction Gears
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A SURVEY OF THE AUTOMOBILE HEADLIGHT SITUATION *

By W. F. Little

Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York City

Perhaps the principal difficulty in developing a genuinely satisfactory headlight for automobile use is

the elimination of glare. The following article is primarily a survey of this phase of the headlight situation.
One feature of particular interest is a tabulated symposium of the convergence and divergence of opinion as
to what constitutes the best projection characteristics for automobile headlights. Descriptions of the various
devices which have been developed with the view toward attaining such characteristics are given in consider-
able detail.

—

Editor.

In the interests of simplicity this article

deals only with headlij^hts using concentrated
filament electric lamps. In nearly all cases,

however, the same principles may be applied
to headlights using other light sources.

Automobile headlights depend in most
part upon a reflecting paraboloid and a
concentrated light source for their basis of

light projection. Each infinitesimal portion
of the reflecting area of a paraboloid with
a source of light at the focus will reflect a
cone of light equal in solid angle to the solid

angle subtended by the light source at that
point on the reflecting surface. In other
words each infinitesimal reflecting area will

project the image of the light source at its

focus in the direction of the reflector axis.

The center portion of the reflector will

therefore jjroject a more divergent beam
by reason of the shorter distance between
the filament and reflector than will the outer
zone of the reflector. Fig. 1-.4 represents

the divergence of the beam as reflected by
the center and rim of the reflector. The
beam intensity or candle-power is then
(with the lamp pro])erly focused) dependent
upon the filament brightness, reflection coef-

ficient and reflector diameter, while the
quantity of light reflected is de])en(lent upon
the total light from the lam]j, the reflection

coefficient and the solid angle subtended
by the reflector.

With the light source behind the focus

of the i)ara1)C)loifl, a diverging l)eam will be
]jroduced (Fig. \-Ij). Conversely, with the
light source in front of the focus a converging
or crossing beam will be produced ( I'^ig. 1-C).

The Theoretical Projector

The theoretical projector consisting of

a true ])araboloi(l and a ])()int light source

would reflect only ])arallel raws of light.

The diameter of the beam at any distance

would be ecjual to the diameter of the re-

flector, and a surface illuminated by the

beam would be the same brightness irres-

j)ectivc of its distance from ilic reflector.

In this case each infinitesimal reflecting area

would project not a cone (as in the case of

the finite source) but a single beam. There-

fore, viewing the reflector from any single

point in the beam the appearance would
be that of two points of light, one the source,

the other the reflection of the source.

The true paraboloid and the point source
have to do only with the fundamental
theory of light projection. As the former
is almost unattainable, and the latter entirely

so—at least from a practical standpoint

—

they need not be further considered.

Misconceptions

Possibly the most common misconception
in regard to automobile headlights is the
opinion that the elimination of the upper
half of the reflector will obviate all upward
reflected light. This is true only in the case

of the diverging beam, whereas should the
source be moved forward, producing a con-
verging beam, the obscuration of the top
of the reflector would eliminate the lower
half of the beam.
Another misconception often encountered

is that lenses increase light. As a matter
of fact, though they may increase light in

certain directions, they transmit no more
light than a flat glass, and frequently much
less. In no instance can a lens used as a

cover glass for a well-focused parabolic

headlight increase the beam candle-power.
It is al.so believed by many that reflectors

increase light. Here again light is increased

in certain directions by reflection, but with
each re-direction there is absori)tion and
thus the total light is reduced.

Unfortunately general advertising has

strengthened some of these opinions by stat-

ing that with the use of certain lenses, re-

flectors or devices light is increased.

Practical Projectors

Since the focus of a iierfeclh' formed
])aral)oloid is a point, and as an\" light source

has a niati'rial size, it is obx-ious that in no
case can the enlire .source be wholl\- at the

focus. However, assuming this perfect par-

aboloid with some i)arl of the light source

at tlie focus, a beam candle-power will result

* This article is based on a paper by the author presented
before the New York Section of the IlfuininatinK EnuincerinK
Society, New York, J.'inunry 10, MM".
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which depends on the product of the bright-

ness of that portion of the source on the

projected area of the reflector and the

reflection coefficient of the reflector, viz.,

the brightness of the entire reflector is equal

to the brightness of the light source times

the reflection coefficient.

The beam spread u-ill vary
^^•ith the focal distance and
size of the light source.

Therefore, with the same
source a 10-in. reflector

with a 1-in. focus will have
a considerably wider beam
spread than a 10-in. re-

flector \\-ith a 2-in. focus.

The lamp itself forms no
insignificant part in the

means of light control.

The filament winding has

a very material eft'ect upon
the uniformity of light dis-

tribution throughout the

beam. Bulb reflections in

device not only accurately formed but
accurately placed. The locating of the

filament and light controlling device is usually

left to the amateur, who knows but little

of the optics of headlights. Therefore, sim-

plicity is highly desirable.

some cases may cause a

considerable glare by form-
ing images in a position

other than that of the fila-

ment itself. To obviate
this a number of remedies
have been suggested, such
as the use of tubular lamps,
the use of round bulb lamps
with the filament accu-
rately centered, etc.

The centering of the fila-

ment with respect to the
base is extremely import-
ant, as a crooked base or

crooked stem may throw
the filament to one side

by a fraction of an inch,

and seriously distort the
beam. Most reflectors are
equipped with an adjustable socket for forward
and backward movement, but this will not
correct for a crooked base or stem. Some
manufacturers have found it advisable to use
a special lamp basing, a device for accurately
centering the filament.

Headlights, particularly those of short
focal lengths, reqtiire very accurate placing
of the filament, and as a rule any directing
device used with a headlight complicates
rather than simplifies this adjustment.
Therefore, for satisfactory results the re-

flector must be properly formed, the filament
accurately located, and the light controlling

Fig. 1. Convergence and Divergence of Beams

The main problem in headlight design is

that of applying the light effectively for

driving purposes without producing glare.

The angle which separates this useful light

upon the roadway from that which would
produce glare is very small. Also assuming
that it is possible and practicable to keep
all of the light below a plane passing through
the headlight axes, the inequalities in the

roadbed would cause this plane to shift to

the extent of producing glare when the

headlights point upward, and producing but
little useful Hght when they point downward.
A balance should be secured between objec-
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tionable glare on the one hand and useful

driving light on the other.

Requirements

In order to obtain opinions concerning

the requirements for headlight design,

questions were sent to a number of men
who have given thought to the subject.

Several of these have very kindly given their

views, which are summarized in Table I.

It must be understood that Table I does

not represent a fixed opinion on the part of

any of the participants. Most answers as

received were qualified by such expressions

as "In my mind there is no one ideal dis-

tribution characteristic for automobile head-

lights." "Conditions are different in city and

country driving," etc.

The table represents an attempt to tabulate

in each case, the compromise which seems

the most acceptable to the individual. It

has been made up by the author from more

detailed expressions of the contributors'

views, and the wording has not been sub-

mitted to the contributors for approval.

Methods Employed

A number of " non-glare " headHght devices

have been developed. The principles upon

which these depend may be classified as

follows

:

REDUCTION OF GLARE

1. By dimming the light.

2. By diffusing the light.

3. By cutting off disturbing light.

4. By re-direction of the light.

5. By special tyjic of reflector.

G. By change in the color of the light.

7. By tilting the reflector.

Several of the devices available make use

of two or more of these j^rinciples. The
first and simpler principle is the mere dim-

ming of the lights by means of a rheo.stat

or by throwing the two incandescent lamps

in series without changing the light dis-

tribution. As the Vjeam candle-power is

directly i)ro])ortional to the brightness of

the source, the reduction of the beam by

this method of avoiding glare would be

followed by a similar decrease of liglii tipon

the roadway.
The second j)rinci])le, that of reducing the

brightness of the beam by diffusion, is a])plied

in the form of a diffusing front glass either

clear or frosted. Any degree of diffusion

recjuired may thus be obtained. The dif-

fusion has the effect of reducing the beam
intensity and contributing the light so gained

to the illumination of objects contained

within a much wider angle.

The third principle, that of cutting out

portions of the beam, depends on the fact

that if the front end of the lamp filament

is placed at the focus, the divergence of the

beam reflected from the top of the reflector

will all be above the horizontal, while that

from the bottom will all be below the hori-

zontal or axis of the reflector. Hence, if

no reflected Hght from the upper half is

allowed to emerge, all the Hght of the head-

light will be along the axis and below it.

This may be done by a bhnd over the top

half of the glass front or by a cap over the

top of the lamp bulb. This elimination of

course reduces the beam candle-power and

total flux to an extent which in many in-

stances amounts to one half or more. A
variation is made upon this method in some

cases by frosting rather than rendering

opaque the upper half of the reflector or

lamp. Opaque caps covering the upper

half of the lamp bulb, when black, will ac-

complish the same purpose as eliminating

half of the reflector. If the opaque cap has

a reflecting interior surface, the available

flux impinging at the lower surface of the

reflector is greatly increased, but the efficiency

is still less than that of the same unit not

so equipped.
The fourth principle, that of the reduction

of light above the horizontal by re-direction,

is applied principally by the use of prismatic

glass fronts which tend to re-direct all re-

flected light or by prisms surrounding the

lower portion of the bulb.

The fifth principle involves the use of a

split or double reflector having its upper and

lower halves of different focal length or

having the foci separated by the filament

length; also may be accomplished by having

the upper and lower portions of different

shai)e.

The sixtli ])rincii)le, that of reduction in

ajjparent brightness and reduction in glare

by the change in color of light, is accompHshed
either by using a colored glass reflector or

colored glass front, and in some cases a

colored glass bulb. It is asserted that a

yellow beam of light will produce less glare

and ])enetrate a fog bellcr than the same

intensity beam of unmodified light.

The sum :ind snl)st:ince of all of the papers

so far i)rcsenled has been a conglomerate mass of

coiifliiting and pi-rsonal ojjinions. At tliis time

lliere is no al)Solulely authoritative information

on the subject. It must be borne in mind that

the subject of yellow light for headlight work is
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TABLE I

SYMPOSIUM OF ILLUMINATION EQUIPMENTS FOR AUTOMOBILE HEADLIGHTS

Questions G. H. Stickney Louis J. Stern E. C. Patterson F. H. Ford E. J. Ed wards
1

Robert L. Sim Dr. Louis Bell Dr. H. P. Gage A. McMurtryC. C. Lindsay A. L. Powell John E. Ryan Dr. C.H. Sharp

\. Please indicate the light distribution characteristic which in your
opinion is ideal for automobile headlights with special
reference to the following features:

(a)—Angular distance of beam maximum below horizontal 13^° 0° No beam H° 2° Horizontal or
slightly below,
falling off rap-
idly above and
slowly below
horizontal

Very slightly
below

horizontal

Very shghtly
below

horizontal

0° No beam 1)4' 2" —

(b)—Distance ahead of car at which center of beam should 150 to 300 feet

strike a level roadway

1

500 feet - 600 feet 100 to 200 feet The further the
for good head- better
Ught. CO feet

for poor

Long driving
light

Infinite dis-

tance
Infinite dis-

tance
— 100 to 200 feet 250 feet —

(c)—Width of beam on level roadway at 50 feet

Ditto at 100 feet

Ditto at 200 feet

6 feet

10 feet

12 feet •

30 feet

-

20 feet

8 feet

14 feet

20 feet

The broader
the better

Sufficient
direct light

Cover roadway

Cover roadway

10 feet

15 feet

25 feet

No beam

Width of road-
way

Ability to dis-

cern objects on
road

_
5 feet

10 feet

20 feet

15 feet For country
driving, narrow
intense beam

30 feet which does not
reach altitude

60 feet shine in the
eyes of the oI^-
posing driver

Ditto at 300 feet " 16 feet — — — 26 feet — Cover roadway 37H feet Ditto — — —
Ditto at 500 feet 20 feet — — 35 feet

Entire width
at 25 feet

— Cover roadway 62 feet Ditto —
1

(d)—Proportion of reflected light which should be directed
above the horizontal

Preferably not
over 10
per cent.

None None As near a:; prac-
ticable

Of parallel rays,
the less the

better

None Small amount None None One-third of —
the total light
generated from
either half of
the reflector
should be dif-

fused

2. Please state the distance at which the glare from most head- ' City 0-600 ft.

lights is found to be most objectionable
1 Country

0-1,000 ft.

20 to 80 feet From their ap-
pearance to

passing

to 400 feet 200 feet for un-
modified para-
bola

100 to 200 feet Variable 100 to 200 feet 200 feet to
passing

From 200 to
250 feet to
passing

200 feet to 100 feet Nearby
passing

3. In yotir opinion is a height of 42 inches satisfactory as a limit Yes
below which the beam shotild be confined? If it is not
satisfactory, do you consider any alternative?

Not entirely.
48 inches
better

No—Eliminate
beam

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No—Elimi-
nate beam

Yes Yes Yes

4. Have you any practicable means to suggest for determining
what is and what is not objectionable glare from auto-
mobile headlights?

That which ob-
literates adja-
cent objects

Indefinite.
Should be

based upon ex-
periments

When subject
cannot read
fine print after
being subjected
to the light

No Experimenta-
tion. 100 or
more candle-
power d.icided
interference
with vision

No When sur-
roundings of

headlight can
be seen unac-
companied by
halo, glare is

not objection-
able

Above 1,000
beam candle-

power

No No Ability of driv- Ability to dis- No
er to look attinguish the
approaching light source at
car and clearly a distance of 50
see objects be- to 75 feet

;ween it and
him

1

Remarks Conditions dif-

ferent for
country and
city, driving.
Background

influence over
glare

Any light emit-
ting a ray or
beam of light is

dangerous, and
in many sec-
tions illegal
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not the same as yellow light for general illumination.
• « •

I have made many tests of various headlights

which produce j'ellow light, but find no reduction

in glare except that directly traceable to the lesser

intensity of the headlight, due to the absorption

of the glass. So far as my tests are concerned I

cannot find that there is any basis for the claim

that a light of this characteristic will penetrate
fog, dust, smoke or mist to any greater degree
than will a white light of equal intensity. There
is this about yellow light which appears to be ad-
vantageous, and that is, when driving a car through
a rainstorm or a heavy fog, the diffractive halation

or back glare is somewhat reduced. There are,

however, no scientific data on this point.*

The seventh principle, that of tilting the

headlights downward to the point where
very little reflected light is above the hori-

zontal, is a simple expedient, and in many-
cases would probably result in quite as

effectual a glare remedy as many other devices

employed. This expedient is not looked
upon with favor by the law makers, in spite

of the fact that for a well-designed headlight

pointed downward at an angle of 3 deg.,

the maximum would strike a level roadway
67 ft. in front of the car and the reflected

light at the horizontal would be less than
40 per cent, of the beam intensity, while

1 deg. above for the reflected light would
be about 15 per cent, of the maximum.
In many of the devices now in use the cut-

off between the maximum and horizontal

is not as good as the figures just shown.
This is indicated in Table II.

It is interesting to note that in spite of

the use of almost any device modifying the
natural light distribution from an automo-
bile headlight, an opposing driver will in-

variably allow his headlights to burn full

intensity without modification unless one's
own headlights are dimmed in passing.

The several devices available for reducing
glare may be classified as

1. Control of light between the source and reflector
2. Control of light by the reflector
3. Control o£ light after leaving the reflector

The first class includes coloring, frosting
or otherwise changing the surface of the
bulb; and the use of caps and prisms.
The second class involves varying the

contours and forms of the reflectors.

The third class involves the use of glass
fronts made in the various forms, and of
blinds. The various glass fronts used to
control the reflected light may be divided
into two classes, the prismatic and diffusing.
The following is a brief description of some

of the typical devices which have been

developed, and which make use of the fore-

going principles for their operation:

The Fracto Lens consists of curved prisms partially
surrounding the lamp which are intended to be
so located that all of the light striking one-half of

the reflector must pass through these prisms.
The prisms virtually move the filament backward,
by the distance of the filament length. Therefore,
with the prisms placed below the bulb, the complete
length of the filament should be ahead of the
reflector focus causing the upper portion of the
reflector to produce a converging or downward
beam. The light passing downward through the
prisms is moved backwards, producing a diverging
downward beam. Under these circumstances if

all adjustments are correct the beam candle-power
should be somewhat reduced and the beam spread
somewhat increased by the diverging beam. The
extent to which this device performs its function
will depend upon the accuracy of the prisms, the
reflector and the lamp, and upon the correct loca-

tion of each.
The Lennon Cap is a hemispherical metal cap

with nickel-plated surface. This cap snaps on a
21/16-in. bulb and follows its contour. The
concave nickel-plated surface acts as a spherical
mirror and produces an image of the filament in

front of the actual filament. Therefore, the
actual filament should be placed in front of the
focus with the cap on the lower side of the bulb.
A converging or downward beam will be formed
by both the filament and the image. The beam
produced by the image will cross near the reflector

and will be widely distributed below the reflector

axis. The cap extends sufficiently far around the
end of the bulb to eliminate most of the direct
light from the filament.
The Perrin Cap is quite similar in construction

and method of operation to the Lennon cap, with
the exception that the outer end of the cap is cut
away, allowing egress to the direct light at and
below the horizontal. Attached to this end is a
small semi-circular portion of metal similar in

curvature to the cap and bulb and held in place
against the bulb by two spiral springs. This
small metal piece prevents the direct light from
the filament from being thrown upwards.
The Ames Deflector is another device of the cap

variety, constructed to snap on the upper side

of a 13^-inch bulb. The cap is silver plated
and acts as a spherical mirror. It is divided into
three reflecting surfaces, two of which are spherical,

the third flat. The spherical surfaces are so designed
that they produce two filament images, one behind
the other, and each behind the filament, thus
virtually lengthening the filament to three times
its length. To produce the desired adjustment, the
entire filament and filament images are located just
behind the paraboloid focus. This produces a
diverging semicircular beam with a flat top at the
horizontal and a considerable illumination along the
roadway from the beam maximum to the car.

The Ames Headlamps are of several varieties, and
depend for their operation upon the use of spherical

and ellipsoidal surfaces for the upper reflecting

surface. Some of these headlamps have the electric

lamp mounted at an angle of forty degrees to the
horizontal, and the filament located entirely above

Abstract of paper read at Toledo meeting of C. E. R. A.,
November 23 to 24. by Mr. K. W. Mackall, Electrical Engi-
neer, Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio.
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the focus. This feature allows of a considerable

latitude in the location of the filament, and a helical

or V-shaped filament may be used with equal success.

The Matisse Headlight makes use of a silvered

glass reflector, having ground surfaces. The con-

cave surface is spherical and the convex parabolic,

thus making the reflector the converse of the Mangin
mirror, namely, thick in the center and thin at the
edges. The reflector design produces a very con-

centrated beam by reason of its long focal length,

namely 2^4 in. Its diameter is 10 in. and its dei)th

3 3^ in. In front of the lamp is placed a spherical

mirror 3 in. in diameter in such a position that

it intercepts that portion of the beam (the center)

which is the most widely divergent. The small
spherical mirror produces an image of the filament

and this image is placed slightly above the actual

filament. Both the filament and the image are

located above the reflector axis. The filament

produces a concentrated beam of high power
approximately 1 deg. below the reflector axis, and
the image may be adjusted to produce a secondary
beam at any required angle of inclination. This

parabolic part. The ellipsoid is arranged to have
one of its foci at the proper position of the
filament and the other, through which the inter-

cepted rays are directed, at a point on the axis

of the lamp just back of the plane of the front

glass. The lower portion of this device, being
parabolic, distributes the light accordingly. The
upper portion, being an ellipsoid, distributes the
light downward in substantially the same way as

would obtain should the source be placed in the
plane of the glass front with all of the light elim-

inated in the upward direction. The angular
spread of light below the horizontal from the
ellipsoid would be substantially 180 deg., and the
image of the source would be visible from any
position below the axis in front of the plane passing
through the glass fronts.

The Offset Reflector is virtually two half reflectors,

the division being made horizontally. The lower
half has a focal length greater than the upper by
the length of the filament. Therefore, the entire

filament is behind the focus for the lower reflector

and ahead of the focus for the upper reflector.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THREE TYPICAL NON-GLARE HEADLIGHT FRONTS WITH AN UNMODI-
FIED BEAM TILTED DOWNWARD BY 3° CANDLE-POWER AT DIFFERENT ANGLES

Beam
Strikes

the Road

Feet

Unmodified
Tilted

Downward
3°

Per Cent

HEADLIGHT NO. 1 HEADLIGHT NO. 2 HEADLIGHT NO. 3

Degrees
Per Cent
of C-p.
Un-

modified

Per Cent
of 3°

Below

Per Cent
of C-p.
Un-

modified

Per Cent
of 3°

Below

Per Cent
of C-p.
Un-

modified

Per Cent
of 3°

Below

2° above horiz

8
200
100
67
50
43
38

4
14
37
53
91
100
98

4
5

10
20
34
39
36

10
13
25
51
87
100
92

10
10
11

11

10
9

8

110
no
122
122
110
100
89

4
5
5
7

11

20
33
43
43

20
1° above horiz
0° horiz.

25
25

1" below horiz
2° below horiz
3° below horiz
4° below horiz
5° below horiz

35
55
100
165
215

6° below horiz 215

headlight therefore produces two beams, both of

which are highly concentrated, and may be ad-

justed so that practically all of the reflected light

is below the reflector axis.

The Adams-Bagnall tilting device makes use of an
electrically operated mechanism in the housing of

one headlight. The two reflectors are mechanically

attached, so that with the operation of one is secured

the control of both. The mccliunism is operated

(by the driver) with a push button. The reflectors

will go through one complete cycle in sr-mething less

than two seconds. Their tilt can be adjusted at will.

The Rand Reflector is comi)oscd of two half

paraboloids split horizontally in the center, having a

common focal point, and tlu; upi)er half paraboloid

inclined downward at an angle of 2 to 7 deg. Both
halves thrtjw diverging and downward beams.
The Edwards Headlight is a combination consist-

ing of a parabolic lower part and an ellipsoidal

upper part. This device if perfectly made would
give no light above the horizontal, not even the

direct light from the filament. Proper adjust-

ment requires that the filament be jilaced a little

more than half its axial length back of the

and the lower half reflector throws a downward
and diverging beam—the upper half reflector a
downward converging beam.
The Conaphore Prismatic Glass Front has hori-

zontal prisms ajjproximately 5i-in. high and H-in-
deep across the surface of the glass. These prisms
arc warped surfaces with the deeper cuttings in

the center. The reflected light is bent downwards
by half the beam spread. Therefore, the entire

beam spread is below the horizontal. As the center

produces a more widely divergent beam than the

edges of the reflector, the deeper cuttings are in

the center. This produces asymmetric light dis-

tril)ution with the maximum intensity slightly

below the horizontal and reducing rapidly above
the horizontal and much less rapidly below the

horizontal. In addition, the prisms in the center

of the glass arc cut in the form of cylinders in

order to distribute the light sidewise and widen
out the beam. These glass fronts arc made up
in both crystal and no-glare (amber) gla.ss.

The Totalnx Glass Fronts arc of the tirismatic

type. Tlie ui)per two-thirds of the front is divided

in two sets of prisms sloi)ing diagonally downward
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from the center at an angle of 45 deg. The lower
third of the front is left unmoditied. The prisms
are so formed that all of the light jjassing through
them is thrown below the horizontal and the two
sets divert the light away froiti the axis. There-
fore, the unmodified reflected light forms the main
portion of the beam, and the prisms distribute

the hght over the roadway at a shorter distance
from the headlight. A single headlight would
produce three separate and distinct beams. Com-
bining the two headlights, these beams superimpose
making substantially one wide spread beam.
The Osgood Lens is a glass front over which are

a series of prisms. The lower prisms are designed
to bend the light from the lower portion of the
reflector slightly downward, and the upper or pro-

jecting prisms to throw the light more sharply
down and to distribute it nearby. The latest form
of Osgood lens has horizontal prisms across the
entire front to bend the reflected light slightly

below the horizontal. A rib at the center serves
to distribute the beam slightly sidewise.

The Legalite Lens is a front, having horizontal
prisms across the entire surface. The prisms are
graduated in depth and formation, so that all of

the reflected light is slightly diverted toward the
roadway. The opposite side of the lens is a section

of a cylinder with a vertical axis thus distributing
the light sidewise.

The Hess Lens consists of parallel horizontal
bars etched on the inside and outside of the glass

front. These bars are approximately M-in. wide,
alternated with a clear glass of the same width,
and cover the upper two-thirds of the front. It

is designed with a view to allowing the greatest
possible egress of parallel rays in the direction of

the reflector axis, and the least possible egress

of upward light, the idea being that rays other
than parallel will be caught and diffused by the
bars.

The Warner Lens consists of a multiplicity of

small lenses over the glass front. These lenses

are designed to break up and diffuse the light in

a limited solid angle in the direction of the reflector

axis. The extent to which the beam is spread
and diffused will, of course, vary with the formation
of the lenses. As glare is a function of unit bright-
ness from the point of vision, so also is the candle-
power in that direction. Therefore, the reduction in

glare will be followed with a corresponding reduction
in intensity. As the distribution of light is more or
less constant over a comparatively wide angle, the
intensity in the direction of the roadway is, of course,
similar to the intensity above the roadway.
The Star Lens is a glass front upon which is

sandblasted a many pointed star. The only part
that is clear is that at the extreme edge between
the numerous points. This clear portion, how-

ever, allows a concentrated beam of comparatively
low intensity to pass throxigh in the direction of

the reflector axis. The remaining portion of the
reflected light and much of the direct light is

diffused by the etched surface.

The Prysmolite Front is of the diffusing glass

type having horizontal and vertical prisms over
the entire front, forming a checkered surface, the
prisms being approximately 3^ in. between centers.

This glass produces two sheets of light at right

angles to each other, intersecting at the reflector

axis. These sheets are caused by the light passing
through the glass normally where the inside and
outside surfaces are parallel, viz., at the bottom
and top of the prisms.
The Alpha Front is another of the diffusing

glass type, consisting of a ripple glass with a cut
star in the center. The rippling of the glass is

sufficient to break up the light and distribute it

over a narrow angle.

The Melolite Shield consists of a diffusing ma-
terial back of the cover glass intercepting and
diffusing all of the reflected light except that from
a narrow ring around the edge of the reflector.

This ring produces a concentrated beam of com-
paratively low intensity.

The Glare-off Blind is a tin shield placed inside

of the upper part of the front glass. This blind
obscures the upper half of the reflector and the
center to the diameter of approximately 3 in.

With the lamp behind the focus a diverging and
downward beam is produced by the reflected light.

As considerably more than half of the reflecting

surface is obscured a corresponding reduction in

total light results.

The Monarch Dimmer is a blind obscuring the
upper half of the reflector. With a diverging
beam and a well formed reflector no reflected

light is thrown above horizontal.

The Saferlite front glass is a sheet of prismatic glass

with prisms finely cut (approximately 30 to the inch)
over the entire surface, which serve to break up and
diffuse the light over a comparatively narrow angle,

thus giving a uniform brightness over the entire

surface.

The Matisse front glass has numerous small
lenses of the same size arranged in concentric rings

over the outside surface, leaving the center portion,

to the diameter of approximately three inches,

smooth, and frosted on the inside. This device is a
compromise between the concentrated and diffused
systems.
The Radialite front glass is also a compromise

between the concentrating and diffusing systems,
and has two clear sectors on either side of the axis

with the upper and lower sectors sandblasted,
allowing unmodified light to pass out at the side,

and diffused light at the top and bottom.
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LITERATURE OF THE NITROGEN INDUSTRIES, 1912-1916

By Helen R. Hosmer

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

The two previous installments of this article, published in our January and February issues, considered
the description and chemistry of processes for the production of nitrogen compounds, and the extent of their

production and consumption. The review of the literature on the subject is concluded in this installment
with a consideration of the costs of the several processes, and an appendix dealing with the recovery of nitro-

gen compounds from coke ovens, producer gas plants, etc., and with the uses made of cyanamide.

—

Editor.

Part IV: COSTS

GENERAL

Price of Nitrogen

1915 The price of combined nitrogen {^°, ^^) is

fixed by the price of Chile saltpeter, of which
the 95 per cent pure contains about 15.5

per cent of nitrogen. When the latter sells

for 2 cents per lb. for the 15 per cent grade, the

price of nitrogen is 13.2 cents per lb. and the

price of ammonium sulphate containing 21

per cent of nitrogen should be 2.7 cents per

lb. The cost of converting nitrate into nitric

acid increases its value 50 per cent. Hence
there is this added margin for the direct pro-

duction of acid by other processes.

The price of Chile saltpeter has averaged
since 1909, $35 to $40 per ton f.o.b. Chile, or

$45 f.o.b. Liverpool. The present cost of

production is from $10 to $20 per ton, leaving

a profit on the mining of $5 to $10 after

paying a tax to the Chilean government of

$12.25 per ton.

The Liverpool price of ammonium sulphate

approximates that of sodiimi nitrate, varying

from $45 to $G0 per ton. The nitrogen con-

tent is about 21 per cent.

The cost of converting ammonia into

ammonium sulphate is about $15 per ton of

the salt, and the cost to the by-product coke
oven of producing the ammonia required for

a ton is about $10.

1915 Peacock O^) considers that it will be
necessary to get the production cost at the

factory down to 4 cents per lb. of ammonia,
in order to have any process of nitrogen

fixation compete successfully with by- product
ammonium sulphate. This seems to neces-

sitate a process giving other by-products of

value. A low priced ammonia once oV^tuined,

oxidation processes will follow easily. A con-

centrated end product such as potassium or

ammonium nitrate, or ammonium phosphate,

with a factory cost not exceeding 5 cents per

lb. of combined nitrogen in the form of

ammonia will probably be necessary in

order to meet the competative resources of

by-product ammonia.

Summers (*") also believes that the solution

of the problem must be sought through
improvement of processes.

Carlson (") gives the value of a kilogram
of nitrogen in the various forms showing the

increase from the value as element up to a
complex drug like veronal.

Fixation Costs

Washburn ('^) claims that the arc process

is at a great disadvantage compared with the

cyanamide. For the fixation of a unit of

nitrogen the former requires from five to six

times as much power as the latter. The pro-

duction of 180,000 net tons of concentrated
nitric acid per annum requires 540,000 con-

tinuous horse-power by the former and
100,000 continuous horse-power by the latter

method. At the moderate American cost of

installation of $100 per continuous horse-

power, the total installation cost of the arc

process for the above rate of production
would be $80,000,000—and for the cyanamide
process, $30,000,000. Even at an installation

cost of $60 per continuous horse-power on the

switchboard, concentrated nitric acid costs a

third more by the arc ])rocess. Even with
power at the abnormally low figure of $10
operative cost per continuous horse-power on
the switchboard, the pound of nitrogen by the

arc process costs for power alone as much as

the total cost of the pound of nitrogen by the

cyanamide process, including power, materials,

labor, interest, amortization, and depreciation.

He also states that the cost of production

of nitric acid by the cyanamide ])rocess as it is

being established by an luiglish Company
throughout the allied countries is substan-

tially 70 per cent of the cost of production

from Chilean nitrate.

C") Summers, Transactions Anicr. Elci-tiochomical Society, £7
339-83 (1915).

.

ProceedinKs, Amer. Institute of Electrical

Engineers, S/,. XU-Hl (1915).
Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-

ing. /S, 241-4 (lOliJ).

(*') Peacock, Transactions. Amer. IJlectrochcmical Society, S7,

409-17 (1915).
(") Carlson, Zeitschrift fur anKcwandtc Chenuc, e7 (3) 724-5

(1914).
(") Washburn," The Facts in the Nitrogen Case." (1910).

1915

1914

1916
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The German nitrogen monopoly agrees to

sell nitrogen after the war at a niaximinn
price of less than half what fanners normally

1916 pay (--) in the United States.

Germany has expended on her nitrogen

fixation industry since the beginning of the

1916 war, SIOD.OOO.OOO (")•

Washburn (,'^) gives the cost of Chilean
nitrate as S2.40 to S2.60 per unit of ammonia
(20 lb.) ( = S50 a ton), and of cyanamide as

SO-90 cents per unit of ammonia.
1916 Norton ('^) believes from observation of

European practice that the minimum sized

plant for economical fixation of nitrogen is

about oO.OOO horse-power.
He also states that in order to compete with

the cyanamide process using power at $20
per horse-power, the arc processes must get

power at S3 or S-i a horse-power, but if the
final product desired be nitric acid, the
arc process can compete at $7, $8 or $10 per
horse-power.

1915 Summers (^**) considers in detail the relative

costs of the various processes for fixing

nitrogen. From certain initial estimates of

costs of labor, etc., he concludes that under
the best conditions the manufacture cannot
meet expenses and pay more than $15 per
kilowatt year. Hence the acid cannot find

application in fertilizers, and the process can
be utilized only if it may be coupled with
some other product.

He computes that the electrical power
requirements of the various processes are as

follows

:

Direct o.xidation processes require per
kg. of nitrogen 65.0 l.:\v-hr.

Cyanamide process, aside from prepara-
tion of nitrogen gas, requires per kg. of

nitrogen 16.6 kw-hr.
Serpek process, besides energy from coal,

requires per kg. of nitrogen 12.0 kw-hr.
Haber synthetic ammonia process,

besides preparation of nitrogen and
hydrogen, compression and refrigerat-
ing, requires per kg. of nitrogen 1.5 kw-hr.

1915 Baur {^) gives the yields and costs of the
various arc processes as follows

:

Yield, g. of
HNOi per
kw-hr.

Price in
Centimes
per kw-hr.

Cost in
Pfennigs
per kg. N

Moscicki
60
70
75

0.30
0.60
1.20

15
Pauling 30
Birkeland
Schonherr

60

Hence at a market price of 1.23 M. per kg.
of nitrogen as calcium nitrate, this substance

can only be made at a profit, where power can
be obtained in sufficient quantities at a ])rice

less than 0.5 centimes per kilowatt-hour.
The lime nitrogen process requires about

2 kw-yr. per ton of nitrogen fixed, and the
Ilabcr or synthetic ammonia process, 3 kw-yr.
per 1000 kg. of nitrogen.

Washburn (^^) while giving no specific cost 1915

data, draws comparisons which he states are

derived from actual working records, between
the costs of the various processes.

Under the most favorable conditions the

factory cost, exclusive of all power costs, of

nitrogen in the form of commercial nitric

acid, made by the arc process, is greater than
the total cost of nitrogen as cyanamide,
including power used at $10 per continuous
horse-power year. Hence the cyanamide
process can fix nitrogen, with power at $10 per

horse-power year, cheaper than the cheapest
of the arc processes with power free, or with
all labor, raw materials and supplies free, and
a charge of from $8 to $10 per horse-power
year. The total cost of nitrogen in nitric

acid from the arc process cannot by any chance
be less than double that of nitrogen in

cyanamide, thus giving the latter form a
wide margin for its conversion into nitric

acid, if desired. The indications are that
weak nitric acid can be made by the cyanamide
process for about ^ of the cost by the arc

process, but as power is brought below $10
per continuous horse-power year, the pro-
duction cost of the latter process will diminish
until it becomes about the same as for the
former at $4 per horse-power year.

The cost of producing ammonia gas by the
Haber process under the most favorable con-
ditions, is nearly double that by the cyanamide
process.

The investment necessitated by the arc
process per unit of nitrogen as weak nitric

acid, assuming the investment for power to

be between $50 and $75 per horse-power upon
the switchboard, is about three times that per
unit of nitrogen as ammonia, or twice that

(-'-') Washburn, Statement before House Committee on
Military Affairs, Feb. 11, i9i6. Statement before House Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Feb. 1, 1916.

('•) Statement before the Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry, March 16, 1896 (S. 4971).

(''') Norton Statement before Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry, 1916 (S. 4971).

(*) Summers,Transactions Amer. Electrochemical Society, 27,
3.39-83 (1915).

Proceedings. Amer. Institute of Electrical
Engineers. 34, 337-81 (1915).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing, 13, 241-4 (1915).

C^) Baur, Schweizerische Wasserwirtschaft, 7, No. 16 and 17.
Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, 30, 694-5 (1915).

(51) Washburn, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society,
,27,38.5-402 (191.5).

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 13.
.309-14 (191.5).
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per unit of nitrogen as nitric acid derived
from cyananiide. The fixed investment for

ammonia production for the cyanamide
process may be as low as one and one-half

times the market value of the annual product
compared with three times for the Haber
process. For nitric acid by the cyanamide
process the investment may be only one and
one-fourth times the annual product, while
for the arc process, with a power investment
of $75 per continuous horse-power, the fixed

investment would be from three to four times.

In the United States the majority of manu-
facturing concerns vary in fixed investment
from one to one and a half times the market
value of the annual product, exceeding this

proportion only in very special cases. The
most reliable class of investments such as

public utility corporations, do not exceed
$4 to $6 investment per dollar of gross

revenue.
1915 Washburn (^') points out that though the

Haber process demands relatively little power,
yet the cost in the vicinity of New York of

the electrical energy demanded is as much as

the total power cost for cyanamide at other
available sites. Its successful emjjloyment by
the Badische Company is due to their pressing

need for a way of disposing of large quantities

of by-product sulphuric acid.

1915 Peacock (*'') believes that synthetic

ammonia processes such as that of Haber may
have local application, but will never become
commercially important.
The plant investment required for the

production of cyanamide ammonia is about
half that for Haber, or synthetic ammonia.
The cyanamid plant costs per unit of nitrogen

fixed, about one-quarter as much as the arc

process plant, and even the cyanamide-
ammonia-nitric-acid plant costs only frorn

(jne-third to one-half as much to install as the

arc. The electric power required per unit

of nitr(;gen fixed is one-fifth, and the labor

about the same as that of the arc ])rocess.

The further conversion of the ammonia into

nitric acid requires only a small fraction of

additional power and labor. Moreover, the

cyanamide is readily transported, and can
be easily and economically converted into

ammonia and nitric acid by small units at the

1915 point where used ('*'*).

1914 Haber (*^) states that the Frank and Caro
or cyanamide process fixes 50 g. of nitrogen per

kw-hr. including all power.
The energy consumjjtion in tlie fixation of

one ton of nitrogen as calcium cyanamide is

1913 given by Pranke ("") as about three horse-

power years including manufacture of carbide
and all subsequent factory operations.

Kroczek ('''') gives the horse-power con- I9i;i

sumption of the various processes as follows:

Kawalsky-Pauling

.

Birkeland-Eyde ...
vSchonherr
Calcium cyanamide
Aluminum nitride.

.

H.P. hr. Per kg.
(2.2 lb.)

97
84
80
33
16

Scott (^-^) gives the nitrogen content and ^912
comparative prices of various artificial fer-

tilizers as follows:

Per Cent
Nitrogen

Price Per
Ton (Long)

Ammonium sulphate from gas
works 19.75

15.50
12.75
18.00

13 L
Chile nitrate
Norwegian calcium nitrate
Calcium cyanamide

9 L 15s
8 L 10s
10 L

Roeber ("*^) gives the yields of the various
processes as,

Schonherr (Badische Co.) 75 g. HNO3 per kw-hr.
Birkeland-Eyde 70 IINO3 per kw-hr.
Pauling 60-75 HNO3 per kw-hr.
Cyanamide 76 IINOz per kw-hr.

vScott ('^^) gives the yield of the Birkeland-
Eyde process as 500-550 kg. of nitric acid or
851^-938 kg. of calcium nitrate per kw-yr.
The best yield at Notodden has been 900
kg. of 100 per cent nitric acid per kw-yr.
The Pauling process guarantees 60 g. of

100 ])er cent nitric acid per kw-hr. and a cost

of 1 20 francs per kilowatt as cost of the elec-

trochemical ])lant itself.

Dobbelstein ("^) gives the costs of install-

ation and operation for a plant employing
the Hauser method with coke oven gases.

('') Washburn, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Sociotv.
27. ;58.')-402 (li)!.")).

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 13.
.WO-M (191.-)).

(") Peacock, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society,;??',
40!)- 17 (191.')).

('') Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 7,

4:« 8 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, IS,

21.V8 (1915).
("'-') Haber, Journal, Society of C^hemical Industry, SS, 52-4

(1914).
("") Pranke, " Cyanamiffe," (Chemical Publishing Co., Easton,

Pa. 19 1:5 10() PP.)
(»») Kroczek, C.as World. r,0. .378 (19i;}).

Chemical Abstracts, 7, :J922 (191H).
('^') Scott, " Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere.

Smithsonian Report for I9i:5, pp. 359 84, (1914). (Publication
2291). Kepriiilcd from lournal. Royal Society of Arts, (London)
(SO. No. :il04. (1912).

(II") Roehcr, Mineral Industry, /.'', .">8-(>7 (1910).
("») Dobbelstein, Stahl und Eisen, SS. 1571-7 09121.

Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry
ai, !)S2 (1912).

1910

1912

1912
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1914 Reference (*0 gives the yields of the

Serpek process as 2 tons of alumina and
oOO kg. of fixed nitrogen (as ammonia) per

k\v-yr.

1911 Beckman (''-) describes the general financial

status of the nitrogen fixation industry as

being "well pa\'ing" and gives income
figures. He makes a mistake, however, in

stating that the Birkeland-Eyde process has

1911 been abandoned (Sec ^^^.)

1911 Franklin (*'"") gives a very general review

of the status of nitrogen fixation processes,

considering only the Birkeland-Eyde, Schon-
herr, and cyanamide processes, and their

relative costs, with data taken from other

authors.

1910 Roeber ("*) gives a good general review of

the various processes for nitrogen fixation,

with costs, and present status of industry.

1910 Voorhees ("^) discusses the relative costs

and actual value to the farmer of the various

constituents of artificial fertilizers, and shows
where economy should be effected.

Ammonia from Calcium Cyanamide

1916 Landis (-^) gives estimates on the plant and
operating costs for the production of 30,000
lb. of ammonia per day, based on designs made
by the American Cyanamide Company, in

the light of European practice, and after six

months experience in America with a small

plant, imported from Germany. These
involve the use of an autoclave unit of nine
shells requiring a continuous motor load of

about 200 h.p.

The plant, without power or pumping
plants, equipped to put out as final product
an ammonia gas saturated with moisture at

the temperature of the condenser water
available may be erected for $120,000. This
does not include cost of land, foundations, or

sludge disposal. The cost of operation,
including the items of power, steam, water,
labor, chemicals, repairs, interest, deprecia-
tion, etc., comes to $451.43 per day, or

S0.01505 per pound of ammonia. The
detailed items are given in the original.

1914 Laboratory experiments by Manuelli (^^)

have shown the yield to be from 90-99 per
cent of the theoretical. The cost should be
about 20 centimes per kilo of nitrogen.

Oxidation of Ammonia

1916 Zeisberg (*) gives costs deduced for
American conditions from the costs given in
reference (^'^) and compares them with
estimates from other sources for small and
large plants.

He gives the cost of making nitric acid
from sodium nitrate as at least 1.75 cents per
lb. for labor, repairs, and sulphuric acid and
with sodium nitrate at 2.64 cents per lb. the
cost of the nitrogen used per lb. of nitric

acid would be 3.750 cents compared with
4.280 cents for the Ostwald process. But
the Ostwald process will become increasingly

more profitable as the price of Chile nitrate

and consequently of ammonia becomes less.

These estimates are based on an 85 per cent

efficiency for the Ostwald process and a 97
per cent efficiency for the retort method of

making nitirc acid. Zeisberg concludes that

ammonia itself is so valuable that there is

little hope that the Ostwald process can ever

compete successfully with the arc processes

for the production of nitric acid.

Kaiser (^^ claims to be able to oxidize 1916

ammonia to nitric acid with a 90-95 per cent

yield at a cost of 1.25 kg. of coke per kg. of

ammonia, besides the power for driving fans.

Dieffenbach (^'') computes that at the sel- 1914

ling price existing, oxidation of ammonia to

nitric acid is less profitable than conversion to

sulphate. But in factories producing dilute

nitric acid, absorption by nitric acid should
be yet more economical.

In reference ('"^) the cost of manufacture 1913

of nitric acid from ammonia from gas liquor

are given for a plant capable of producing
monthly 148.4 tons of 53 per cent nitric acid

from 25 tons of nitrogen in the form of

ammonia. The cost of plant is estimated at

$55,000, and the items are given. Operating
costs per month should be as follows

:

Power 14,400 h.p. hrs. at 3 cents—$437.50
Steam 20,000 kg. 337.70
Total operation
including above
and interest,

labor, etc 2,187.50
Costs per ton of

100 per cent
HNOz 39.94

CO Zeitschrift, Vereines deutschen Ingenieure, 58,
66-7 (1914).

('32) Beckman, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 9,
340 (1911).
(133) Birkeland, Garfield, Metallurgical and Cheniical Engineer-

ing, 0. 4.36; 485 (1911).
('") Franklin, General Electric Review, 14, 472-5 (1911).

Chemical Engineer, 14. 4.53-6 (1911).
("«) Roeber, Mineral Industry, 19, 58-67 (1910).

('") Voorhees, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,
2, 1.53-5 (1910).

(-') Landis, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,
8, 156-60 (1916).

(«8) Manuelli, Annali Chim. Appl. /, 388-96 (19)4).
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry,

33. 690-1 (1914).
(') Zeisberg, Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g. 15, 299-304

(1916).
("") Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 11,

438-42 (191.3).

(") Kaiser, Chemiker Zeitung, 40, 14 (1916)
Abstract, Chemical Abstracts, 10, 806 (1916).

(M) Dieffenbach, Chemische Industrie, 37, 265-9 (1914).
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These figures include the plant and cost of

production of ammonia gas from gas liquors.

Detailed items are given with estimates of

profits. The estimates are based on English

conditions.

Part V: APPENDIX
RECOVERY OF NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

1913 By-Product Coke Ovens

Christopher {^^) gives a history of the

development of ammonia recovery from coke
ovens with the yields at various periods, des-

criptions of the types of ovens, with com-
parative working costs and values of the
products. A bibliography is included.

The yields obtained in 1870 are given as

10 gallons of tar and 16 lb. of ammonium
sulphate per ton of coal in gas works, and 5 to

11 gallons of tar and 4 to G lb. of ammonium
sulphate from coke ovens. This had been
increased in 18S1 by the Simon-Carves plant

to 6.12 gallons of tar and 28 lb. of ammonium
stdphate.

Producer- Gas Plants

A further resource for the recovery of

nitrogen compounds is the ammonia-recovery
producer-gas plant. The Lymn apparatus is

a recent system based upon the general

principles of the Mond process, but with the

high and bulky towers replaced by vertical

washers. The form and operation is fully

described and illustrated. Operating costs

are given for a plant producing from 2812 to

2830 kw. hr. per hour, with a consumption of

from 64.6 to 70.2 tons of coal yielding from
L76 to 1.94 tons of ammonium sulphate in

24 hours. The nitrogen content of the coal

used was 0.8 per cent, and the cost S3.00
to .13.25 per ton. Including a 10 per cent

depreciation charge, the cost of gas is 0.14 per

kw-hr. Further details are given. (^'')

Coal Gas Manufacture

1914 Wagner C^) describes and gives the costs,

etc., for recovery of ammonia and other pro-

ducts in coal gas distillation by the Feld
system. The raw liquor usually contains from
1 to 2 ])cr cent of ammonia from which all

but about 0.005 per cent is recovered.

The ojjerating costs, without depreciation

and interest, for the ammonia recovery from
a plant carbonizing 300 tons of coal p.er day
should be for a 250 day year:

^i'ZrhiO if aqua ammonia, and
$1281 1 if ammonium sulphate he Ihe final ])ro(luct.

With ammonia at 8 cents per lb., aqua
ammonia of 26 deg. at $102 a ton, and
ammonium sulphate at S60 a ton, the annual

1915

profits for the two processes should be
$47,030, and $30,809, respectively.

If the Bueb process for the extraction of

cyanogen be combined with the above Feld
process, the operating expenses will be
$11,546 and the profit $48,039.

Tutwiller C^) describes in detail the methods
of coal gas manufacture and by-product
recovery, giving cuts and diagrams of

apparatus. He gives analyses, proximate and
ultimate, of a typical coal. He also des-

cribes in detail the concentration of ammon-
iacal solutions, illustrating with cuts and
diagrams. His article is very full.

Rittman and Whitaker (**) give a "biblio-

graphy of the chemistry of gas manufacture of

274 references covering the headings:

Carbonization and distillation of coal
Gas producers, water-gas
Petroleum-oil distillation

Oil gas
Reactions of hydrocarbons
High temperature and high pressure reactions
Low temperature carbonization
Chemical equilibrium and catalysis
General Literature
Books.

Peat Producer-Gas Plants

Lymn (^^) gives an historical resiun^ of

the development of producer-gas by-product
recovery in Europe and outlines the latest

features of his own system. He mentions the
systems and improvements of Young and
Beilby, Mond, Duff, Grossley and others,

describing each and discussing the advantages
of each. The article is very fully illustrated

with diagrams, etc. He gives detailed costs

of operation and estimates on three different

types of installation. He gives the yield of a

Lymn plant as 61 lb. of ammonium sulphate
per ton of coal, which is a "nitrogen efficiency

of 70 per cent." He also discusses the

adaptability of various fuels and states that

peat containing 60 per cent of water can be

used. Plants burning peat have been in

operation in Europe for several years.

Nature ('^) in the course of an article dis-

cussing the distillation of peat in producer-gas
plants gives figures on the recovery of by-

(") Christopher, Journal, Sociolv Chemical Industry, SS,
115-24 (1913).

(") Metallurgical and Chemical Kngineerjng, IS,

456-8, (1915).
(") Wagner, Scientific Anier. Supplement 80, 31G-'.) (lOl.'')).

Metallurgical and Chemical EnginocrinK. '-.
696-702 (1914).

Amur. Gas Institute. (1914).
(") Tutwiller, Journal, Franklin Institute. ITS. 383-4 Hi (.1914).

M") Rillni.in, Whitaker, Bibliography of the Chemistry of gas
manufacture.
Hureiu of Mines, Tech. paper 120,

(191,')).

(") Lymn, Journal, Amcr. Society Mechanical Engineers, ST,
253-06 (1915).

(") Nature. 97, 19-23 (1916).

1914

1915

1916

1916
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products. Peat contains from ()..") to 2.5

per cent of nitrogen, almost all of which may
be liberated as ammonia by passing steam
over the material heated to 350-550 deg.

The following yields have been obtained from
large-scale experiments:

Nitrogen content
per cent

(^Ioistllre content)..
Ammonium sulphate
recovered per ton of

theoretically dry peat

Germany Italy

1.0

(40-60)
1.58

(15)

70 1b. 115 1b.

England

2.3 2.2

(58) (63)

215 1b.

168 lb.

Producer-gas plants treating peat are in

successful operation at Portadown, Ireland,

(400 brake-horse-power), near Osnabruck,
Germany, (3000 h.p.) and at Orentano,
Italy, (700 metric h.p.). The last two recover

ammonitmi sulphate. The German plant

consumes 210 tons of peat (60 per cent

moisture) in 24 hours. The Irish plant using

peat at 5 s. a ton obtains power at ys penny
per h.p. hr. It is stated that the amount of

combustible matter in the world's peat de-

posits exceeds that in all the known coal fields.

Miscellaneous

Ammonia Recovery from Waste Liquors.

Knoedler (*') has been able to recover 28
1915 per cent ammonia from waste liquors of the

Welsbach Company containing about 1 per
cent, by a distillation plant which he des-

cribes in detail, at a cost of operation of

$2.24 per 1000 lb. The output of his plant
was 3000 lb. of 26 per cent ammonia per day.
Ammonium Chloride from Recovery Plants.

A process has been patented and is being
appliedbytheBerlin-AnhaltischeMachinenbau
Aktien-Gesellschaft for the manufacture of

ammonium chloride instead of ammonium
sulphate from by-product ammonia, with the
idea of supplying the market for the pure salt,

and also avoiding a future over-production of

sulphate. (^^)

Wagner C^) in the course of an illustrated

1914 article on coal gas residuals and the Feld
1914 system, describes processes and apparatus for

the recover}' of ammonia gas by continuous
stills and its conversion into ammonium
sulphate.

The restilts obtained by slow distillation of

coal in vacuum at various temperatures are
discussed by Cobb, Burgess and Wheeler. (^**)

A tar scrubber for the direct process i^"^)

1914 for ammonia recovery from gases, avoiding

the customary absorption and redistillation is 1913

described, with cuts, by Strommenger. A good
sulphate containing 25 per cent of NH3 is

obtained.
Heck (**^) describes in some detail the opera-

tion of the Brunck direct, and the Koppers
semi-direct, processes, with estimates of the 1913

relative saving effected by each.

Ohnesorge ('''') outlines the history and
recent development of the direct process for

recovery of ammonium sulphate. 1913

The direct-process using a Pelouze
extractor is briefly described by Pfudel {^^^).

Brown (i'*) gives working directions for the
operation of a waste ammonia recovery plant 1912

and for concentration and testing of the 19 11

product.

Cooper (^^^) has carried out some experi-

ments upon the direct recovery of ammonia,
and gives the diagram of his tar extractor. 1911

PRODUCTS MADE FROM CYANAMIDE
Cyanamide is capable of a number of con-

versions to products, such as urea, dicyan-
amide, creatinin.

Washburn states that the United States
imports annually for the celluloid industry
$50,000 worth of high grade urea which can
now be supplied from this source. Urea is

also applicable in the manufacture of explo-
sives, when not prohibitively expensive. (^i)

Its nitrogen can be converted almost
quantitatively into cyanides by fusion with 1915
salt, giving a yield equal to nearly 25 per cent
of the weight of the cyanide equivalent.

Clennell (^^) discusses the chemistry of this

reaction, and of others for making cyanides,
as given by the literature and patents. 1915
Cyanamide itself is an excellent agent for

case hardening ,and hundreds of tons are

(") Knoedler, Journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
7, 1061-4 (1915).W Chemische Zeits, 13, 117 (1914).

Abstract, Journal Industrial and Engineering
Chem., 6. 778-9 (1914).

C'^) Wagner, Scientific Amer. Supplement 80. .316-9 (1915).
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, 12.

696-702 (1914).
Amer. Gas Institute, (1914).

(5«) Cobb, Journal of Gas Lighting, 126. 329-31 (1914).
Abstract, Journal, Society of Chemical Industry, 33.

541 (1914)
Burgess, Wheeler, Journal, Chemical Society, 10/J, 131-4

(1914).
(101) Strommenger, Stahl und Eisen, 33. (2) 1694-5 (1913).
(>*') Heck, Stahl und Eisen, 33, 777-82 (1913).
('^) Ohnesorge, Zcitschrift fur angewandte Chemie, 26, 593-6

(1913).
(121) Pfudel, Journal fiir Gasbeleuchtung, 54, 1272-3 (1911).

Abstract, Journal, Society of (ihemical Industry.
St, 64-5 (1912).
(i3<) Brown, Chemical Engineer, 14, 4.56-61 (1911).
(135) Cooper, Chemical Engineer, 13, 111 (1911).

(51) Washburn, Transactions, Amer. Electrochemical Society
27, 385-402 (191.5).

Metallurgical and Chemical Eneineering. IS.
.309-14 (1915).

('') Clennel, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering. 13
756-8 (1915).
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being used abroad in the manufacture of war
materials, and will probably find extensive

use here when the peculiarities of the trade

1915 have been overcome. (")

1912 Sulzer ('") makes ammonia and formic acid

from calcium cyanamide by fusing with
charcoal and sodium carbonate, and then
heating with water in an autoclave.

1914 Carlson (") discusses in a general way the

use of cyanamide as a raw material for the

manufacture of other products such as

cyanides, urea, veronal and other drugs.

He gives the value of a kilogram in the

various forms from element to complex drug.

NOMENCLATURE OF CYANAMID
INDUSTRY

1913 The following definitions of terms used in the

Cyanamid industry are given by Pranke:(^®)

Lime-nitrogen. Crude calcium cyanamide,
ground to a fine powder after removal from
the ovens in which it is formed. It contains

about 55 per cent of calcium cyanamide, CN
NCa, about 2 per cent calcium carbide, and
about 20 per cent of free calcium oxide.

Cyanamid. This is a trade name for the

completely hydrated material prepared for

use as a fertilizer in the United States. It

contains about 45 per cent calcium cyanamide,
27 per cent calcium hydroxide and no carbide.

The name is always capitalized and has no
final "e".

Cyanamide. The compound represented by
the formula CN, NH^. It is sometimes referred

to as acid cyanamide, or free cyanamide.
Calcium Cyanamide. The chemical com-

pound of the formula CN.NCa, or CaCN^,
as it is frequently written.

Calcium Cyanamid. The name used by the

United States Department of Agriculture and
by some State Departments of Agriculture to

designate the commercial Cyanamid. It is

sometimes used to indicate the suh)stance

represented by the formula CN.NCa, but

for the sake of clearness the comjjound
CN.NCa will be called calcium cyanamide in

the jjresent jniper.

Nitrolim. The trade name for the material

sold in England for agricultural ]jurposcs.

It is a lime-nitrogen to which has been added
just enough water to destroy the carbide.

Practically all the free lime is i)resent as

calc'ium (jxide.

Kalkslickstojj . The commercial material

manufactured in (iermany for use as a

fertilizer. It is similar to nitrolim.

Slickstojjkalk. A crude calciinn cxananiide

made by nitrifying a calcium carbide which

contains about 10 per cent of calcitun chloride.

Its manufacture in Westergeln, Germany,
under the Polzeniusz patents was discontinued
in 1910.

Calciocianamide. The Italian commercial
product, completely hydrated.
Cyanamide de Calcium. The French com-

mercial product, completely hydrated.

EQUIVALENTS
1 M. (Mark) =$0,238
1 (pfennig) =1/100 M.
1 L (pound) =$4.8(565
1 s (shilling) = 1/20 L
1 fr. (franc) =.$0,193
1 (centime) = 1/100 franc
1 kg (1000 g.) =2.205 lb. (avoirdupois)
1 kw-hr. =1.359 h.p.

1 long ton =2240 lb.

1 metric ton =2204.02 lb.

POWER COSTS

The average coal consumption per kw-hr.
(^) was found to be 2.77 lb. (bituminous) at 1916

a modern 18,500 kw. steam turbine plant at

Worcester, Mass. The unit cost of pro-

duction per kw-hr. was 5.3 mills for fuel

($4.28 per ton) and L12 mills for operating
labor cost. The cost analysis is given.

Dunn (^) discusses the relative construction I9it;

and operation costs of hydro-electric and
steam plants for the generation of electricity.

He gives comparative unit analyses of cost of

operation.

Stillwell (") gives similar data and also 1916

shows the variation in total cost of power for

various costs of coal.

vScheuer C^*^) gives the cost of power from 1916

hard and soft coal of different prices in

Germany, with and without by-product
recovery. He also gives statistics of coal

])roduction and by-product yields of various

kinds.

Baekeland C^) states that at $1.25 a 19 IG

ton for good steam coal power can be
obtained chea])er than the price now paid
at Niagara.

(") Landis, Journal Industrial and EnKinfcring Chemistry, 7,

4:53-8(1915).
Metallurgical and ("hcniical Engineering, IS,

21.3 8 (H)ir)).
('") Sulzer, Zeitschrift fur anMcwaiidle Clu-mie, ;io, 1268 73.

(1<)12).

Alistract, J<iiirnal, Siniitv of Chomical Industry,
SI. 682 (1012).

(•'') Carlson, Zeilschrifl fin- anMcwamlle rhemio, S7 (3) 724-5.
(l!)l-l).

("") Pranke, "Cynnaniide" (("hcinical Publishing C'o., Easton,
I'a.. l(li:<, UW pp.).

(3) Elcitriial World, OS. 671 (lilKi).

(") Dunn, I'roc. Anier. Institute of Eleilrioal lOnKineers, S5,

r)7.'i <K) (1<)I(>).

(") Stillwell, I'roe. Anier. Institute of Eleetrieal Engineers, SS,
r,(;\ 7'1 (1916).

(•-'") Scheuer, Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, .HT. 64-7 (1916).
(") Baekeland, Statement before Senate Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry, 1916 (S. 4971).
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1916 In reference {--) Washbuni discusses the

relation of the water power problem to

nitrogen fixation, describing the difference

between Norwegian and United States water
powers. He gives estimated costs of installing

plants, etc.

There is considerable interest in the pos-

sibility that certain of these processes might
be adapted to utilized off-peak and off-season

1915 loads. (^)

1914 In figuring the cost (*0 of water power, it is

the tendency abroad to include only operating

costs, and not the investment on the plant,

contrary to the practice in the United States.

This should be taken into consideration in

making comparisons. There are many plants

in operation in the chemical industries abroad,

whose real costs of power production are no
lower than many of the more favored loca-

tions in this country.

1912 Scott (^-*) discusses the power question as it

affects Great Britain, and goes into com-
parison and details in regard to the cost of

installation of hydro-electric, and steam

plants, and the relative advantages of coal

and gas-fuel, and of surface combustion. He
gives the capital and running costs for a
producer-gas engine power station for 3000
brake horse power.

In Norway (i^*) the electric horse-power 1912

year costs $4 to $6 compared with $10 to $15
in the U.S.
Lyon and Keeney (^'') give the cost of power 1913

used for various electro-chemical processes
in 25 different localities from hydro-electric

and steam plants.

(*') Washburn, Statement before House Committee on
Military Affairs, Feb. 11, 1916.

Statement before House Committee on
Agrriculture, Feb. 1, 1916.

(^o) Summers, Transactions Amer. Electrochemical Society, 37,
339-83 (1915).

Proceedings, Amer. Institute of Electrical
Engineers, 34, 337-81 (1915).

Abstract, Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing, IS, 241-4 (1915).

("') Zeitschrift, Vereines deutschen Ingenieure, 08,
66-7 (1914).

C'^^) Scott, " Manufacture of nitrates from the atmosphere.
Smithsonian Report for 1913, pp. 359-84, (1914). (Publication
2291). Reprinted from Journal, Royal Society of Arts, (London)
60, No. 3104, (1912).

(90) Lyon, Keeney, Transactions, Amer. Electrochem Society,
24. 119-47 (1913).

AN IMPROVED FORM OF PHOSPHOROSCOPE
By W. S. Andrews

Consulting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The author describes an interesting piece of apparatus called the phosphoroscope, which he has designed
to determine the fluorescence and phosphorescence of various compounds. Much data, in a hitherto little

known field, have been compiled by the use of this apparatus.

—

Editor.

It is well known that certain substances,

both organic and inorganic, exhibit the
curious phenomenon of fluorescence when
exposed to suitable exciting radiations.

Ultra-violet light, which is invisible to the
human eye, is a potent exciter of fluorescence,

and an apparatus for producing this form of

radiation by means of high-tension disruptive

sparks between iron points is described and
illustrated in the Review for April, 1916.

Certain compounds show luminescence
only while they are under the exciting

radiation, and appear to lose it instantane-
ously when the latter is cut off. This effect

is termed fluorescence. Other compounds
retain their luminescence for a longer or
shorter period after the excitation ceases, and
this effect is named phosphorescence. There
is, however, no marked boundary between
fluorescence and phosphorescence, and it is

probable that they are both due to the same
atomic mechanism concerning which we
know little or nothing. It is also probable
that nearly all fluorescent substances are

actually phosphorescent for a certain time,
although the period may be so brief that the
unaided eye fails to perceive it.

The Phosphoroscope is an instrument by
means of which this afterglow is visualized
continuously even when its period is very
short, so that many interesting cases of

phosphorescence can be seen which would
otherwise remain unnoticed. It also permits
spectroscopic observation of short period
phosphorescence, and photographs of the
spectra may thus be made.

It is the purpose of this article to describe
and illustrate a form of phosphoroscope
which has been recently designed and which
has proved very serviceable in practical

use.

This instrument operates by projecting
ultra-violet rays intermittently, at short
regular intervals on to the substance to be
examined and then exposing the latter to the
eye during the intermissions, while the
exciting rays are cut off, the substance being
otherwise in a light proof chamber.
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This result is obtained by the revolution
of a light cylindrical chamber, at a high speed
by an electric motor, inside a stationary
cylindrical chamber. The outer chamber has
two apertures, through one of which the
ultra-violet rays are admitted to the inner
chamber, the other opening being fitted with
an e}-e piece for observation. The revolving
cylinder or shutter also has two openings
which are so spaced that when the ultra-violet

rays are projected into its interior, the eye
piece is closed, and when the ultra-violet

rays are cut off, the interior of the revolving

cylinder is opened to the eye piece. A light

aluminum shelf is supported laterally in the
center of the revolving cylinder by a circular

motor revolves the shutter in that time, so
that its luminescence is continuously revived.

If its period of decay is not shorter than the
interval elapsing between its excitation and
the opening of the eye piece, its phosphores-
cence will be seen through the latter. Also,

the period of its decay, if very short, can be
readily determined by varying the speed of

the motor and calculating the time between
exposure and observation.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the phos-
phoroscope at an angle from one end. Fig. 2

is a perspective view from the other end, and
Fig. 3 is a front view with end removed,
showing the shelf and the way in which it is

withdrawn for receiving the substance to be

I

Fig. 1

The Phosphoroscope
Fig. 2

disk that closes one end of the outer cylinder,

and the substance to be examined is placed

on this shelf.

Under the above arrangement it is ajjparent

that as the shutter revolves, any object on the
shelf will receive the ultra-violet radiation

for an instant, then the rays will be cut off, and
the shelf and whatever may be on it will be
exposed to view through the eye piece. These
operations being repeated from 3000 to 4000
times j)cr minute (according to the r.p.m.

of the motor) will ])re.sent to the eye a
practically continuous picture of the object

on the shelf, if it is yjhosphorescent , otherwise

the interior will be perfectly dark.

The ])h(;sphoresccnt substance will receive

twice as many excitations per minute as the

examined. The short tube projecting at an
upward angle from this end piece permits the
observation of the shelf and its contents
without the interposition of the shutter so

that its fluorescence can be seen continuously.

Certain com])ounds, such as salts of salicylic

acid and barium platino-cyanide show vivid
fluorescent colors through this eye piece

although their period of decay is so short that

they exhibit no sign of phosphorescence when
viewed through the front e_ve piece.

The inclined cylindrical chamber shown
in the cuts contains the two iron ])oints used
for producing the ultra-violet rays, and the

eye piece on the same is fitted with a colored

glass so that the high-tension disruptive

discharge may l)e viewed without injury to the
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eye when it is regulated b\- the insulated

handles that project on each side of the
chamber. The lower right angle tube at the
bottom admits a current of air which is

carried off by the upper right angle tube
which thus serves as a chimney and pre-

vents over heating of the interior of the
chamber.
An interesting optical experiment can be

made ^^•ith this apparatus as follows: Place
on the shelf a piece of card coated with
powdered willemite which \\411 show a brilliant

green phosphorescence through the front eye
piece. Then put a silver coin on the card and

it will appear through the eye piece as a jet
black disk on a bright green field. The rays
of phosphorescent green light are projected
in upward directions from the surface of the
willemite and as the interior of the revolving
shutter is painted dead black, no light can
be reflected downwards on the coin, so that
the surface of the latter is seen in complete
darkness and it is therefore jet black. If the
coin is viewed through the end eye piece it

appears in its natural color by the direct
although intermittent rays of visible light

that are projected on it from the disruptive
discharge between the iron points.

Fig. 3. Phosphoroscope, showing Shelf Removed for

Introduction of Substance to be Examined
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IN MEMORIAM
George Henry Hill. Assistant Engineer of

the Railway c*v: Traction Department of the

General Electric Company, died after a short

illness from pneumonia at his home in Schen-

ectady on the night of January 31st. Up to

a week before his death he had attended to

his various duties and his condition had been
serious only two or three days.

Mr. Hill possessed to an unusual degree a

capacity for making friends and loyal sup-

porters among all who came in contact with
him. From his most intimate friends to his

most casual business acquaintances, all who
knew him came to realize his breadth of mind
and his unfailing generosity and thoughtful-

ness. His reputation for fairness and square
dealing invariably won for him an unswerv-
ing loyalty among all associates in business

and private life.

Many important developments in the

application of electric power to new uses owe
their success to his efforts. Early in his

career as an engineer, he invented and patent-

ed the electric system for operating bulkhead
doors on shipboard, which many years ago
was standardized by the Navy Department
for United States naval vessels and is used
on commercial and naval vessels in many parts

of the world. Later he assisted in the develop-
ment of the multiple unit system of train

control and in connection with this work
produced the multiple unit automatic system
substantially as it exists today.

During the past few years Mr. Hill has
devoted considerable time to the electrifica-

tion of steam railroads and has been an ardent
supporter of high-voltage direct current for

interurban railways and for steam trunk line

electrification. More recently he has been
engaged in exhaustive studies of the interfer-

ence of transmission and railway feeder lines

with telephone and telegraph circuits.

Mr. Hill was born at Williamsport, Pa., on
December 11, 1872, where he attended the
local preparatory schools and Dickinson
Seminary. After completing his preparatory
work, he entered John Hopkins University at

Baltimore, graduating from the Electrical

Engineering Course in 1895. Immediately
upon graduation, he became associated with
Frank J. Sprague who was at that time en-

gaged in the development of electrically

operated elevators and multiple unit control
for railway servdce. He was advanced rapidh'
and soon became Chief of Construction of the

Elevator Dcpartnient with his office in New
York City. When the Sprague Electric

Company gave up its elevator business in

1900 he became Chief Engineer for the Com-
pany at Bloomfield, N. J., and was directly

responsible with Mr. Sprague for the develop-

ment of multiple unit control for railway

trains.

In 1902 the Sprague patents and interests

were taken over by the General Electric

Company and Mr. Hill came to Schenectady
to follow the further development of train

control. Within two years he had become
Assistant to Mr. F. E. Case in supervision of

all train control for the General Electric

Company.
In 1906, Mr. Hill became Assistant Engi-

neer of the Railway & Traction Department
in charge of the group of engineers dealing

with the general problems arising in connec-

tion with the electric railway apparatus and
engineering. In this position his ability and
experience were invaluable and he was one
of the Company's most important advisors,

aiding in the solution of many difficult

problems connected with the railway industry.

Articles from his pen on railway subjects

have frequently appeared in the technical

press and in the Proceedings of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, of which he
was an active member. During the year

1915, he served as Chairman of the Local

Section of the A. I. E. E. and his administra-

tion is remembered as one of the most success-

ful in the history of the Schenectady Section.

During his active career, Mr. Hill has made
many inventions in the railway and other

electrical fields and between forty and fifty

patents have been granted to him. Perhaps
the most important of these are: Electric

System for Water Tight Doors, Patented
June 5, 1900; System of Motor Control for

Railway, Patented June 14, 1904; and Elec-

trical Controlling Apparatus, Patented De-
cember 27, 1904. The first of these is the

broad patent on the electrically operated
system for operating bulkhead doors on ship-

board and the other two are fundamental
patents on the multiple-unit avitomatic train-

control system.
Mr. Hill was married in 1899 to Miss Hazel

Thompson of Bloomfield, N. J. He was
prominent in the social affairs of Schenectady,
and was a member of the Mohawk Club,

Mohawk Golf Club and the Edison Club.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION
The purpose of this department of the Review is two-fold.
First, it enables all subscribers to avail themselves of the consulting service of a highly specialized

corps of engineering experts, or of such other authority as the problem may require. This service provides
for answers by mail with as little delay as possible of such questions as come within the scope of the Review.

Second, it publishes for the benefit of all Review readers questions and answers of general interest
and of educational value. When the original question deals with only one phase of an interesting subject,
the editor may feel warranted in discussing allied questions so as to provide a more complete treatment
of the whole subject.

To avoid the possibility of an incorrect or incomplete answer, the querist should be particularly careful to

include sufficient data to permit of an intelligent understanding of the situation. Address letters of inquiry to

the Editor, Question and Answer Section, General Electric Review, Schenectady, N. Y.

MERCURY-ARC RECTIFIER; LOW CURRENT
CHARGING

(209) Can a heavy current mercury-arc rectifier,

such as is used for charging electric automobile
storage batteries and the like, be also used for

charging ignition cells?

While a small capacity rectifier is naturally the
best unit for charging ignition cells, the large rectifier

named could be used provided the voltage at the
low end of its range is not too high. However, there
would be several disadvantages to its employment
for that purpose. One arises from the fact that any
generating or converting apparatus operates at

low efficiency when delivering a relatively small
output. Another is that the minimum current
necessary to maintain the arc of so large a rectifier

would probably exceed the desired charging current
for the ignition cell.

f 0.6 Termino/s
ofa Large
Mercury -/Ire
ffecd/f7er

O

O
O

Load Lamps
or ffesistonce

HHHlllll-
5ma11 Storage

[Battery

D.C. Terminals ^
of a Large
Mercury-/lrc
Rectifier

Higfi Reactance

Small Storage
Battery

(209j Fig. 1 (209j Fig. 2

However, for emergency purposes or wliere

efficiency is of small consec|uence, Ihc large rectifier

can be operated under the ccjnditions shown in

F'ig. 1. While the incandescent lamps (preferably
carbfjn) or their e(}uivalent in resistance create a
waste, their use is necessitated to increase the out
[)ut current of the rectifier to such <'i value as

will maintain its arc. In using tliese connections,
however, precaution should be taken lliat enough
auxiliary load Ik- used to jjrevent the (niti)ul current
falling below the minimum arc-maintaining value
as the cells approach full charge. If this is not done,

or a reverse-current relay is not inserted between
the cells and the lamps, the cells will discharge
through the lamps when the arc is extinguished.

There is another method for operation, namely,
to insert a high reactance in series between the
rectifier and the small battery load as shown in Fig. 2.

This reactance will tend to allow the rectifier to
operate at a considerably lower current and would,
of course, be more efficient than the using of
auxiliary resistance. Its main disadvantage is the
very high cost of the reactance; probably two or
three times that of the lamps or resistance.

Contrasted against these disadvantages to the
utilization of a large-capacity rectifier for small
cell charging is the suitability of the small rectifier,

especially where considerable work of this character
is to be done.

R.E.R.

TRANSIL OIL: COMPOSITION

(210) What is the chemical composition of transil

oil?

Transil oil is a very complex mixture of hydro-
carbons, being a fractional distillation product of

petroleum. These hydrocarbons are usually made
u]j of the series C„ H^„ .

In the refining of this oil great care is exercised
to eliminate all acids, alkalis, free sulphur, and
moisture as the presence of any of these in an
insixlating oil seriously lessens its value as an insulat-

ing medium.
F.R.F.

INDUCTION MOTOR: REVERSAL OF METERS

(211) When two single-phase watthour meters are

used to measure the energy input to a two-phase
induction motor, will not one meter run back-
ward when the power-factor is less than 50 per
cent?

Unlike the power-factor of a three-phase circuit,

the jxjwer-factor of a two-phase circuit has no
influence u])on the direction in which the meters
revolve. I'^acli meter will run forwanl when the

l)hase to which it is connected feeds energy to the
motor.
The only condition under wliich one meter would

reverse and run backward is that the voltage of the
circuit be so very badly unbalanced that all the

l)ower is taken from one ])liase of the line and the
line voltage of tlie second ])li;ise be less tlian tlie

counter electromotive-force of the motor, thereby
causing a return of energy to the second phase of

the line. However, such a l)adly unbalanced condi-

I i(in would be \(T\' unusual.
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General Electric Review
PATRIOTISM

The mention of Patriotism usually indvices

mental pictures of the national flag, soldiers,

warships, victories, etc.—in short, symbols
and weapons of militant war. In a crisis,

the appeal to Patriotism arouses a spirit of

courage, strength, and obligation to do and
to dare as need be for the support and defense

of a nation's existence and rights. This is

the popular significance of Patriotism; but
it is only a phase of the complete patriotic

feeling.

Patriotism is more extensive. It is not
confined to things militant ; it is not restricted

to times that are tense with international

complications. Patriotism is the inspiration

of the citizen to do thoughtful, energetic,

conscientious W'ork for the welfare of his

nation, his state, his community, his educa-
tional institutions, his employer, his home.
The average American citizen works hard

for his home or his dependents, but he is too
prone to stop there. His interest in his

employer's business is too frequently one of

self-advancement only, his concern in his

educational institutions is usually restricted

to that particular school or college with
which he has some personal connection, his

attention to the civic management of his

community is inclined to be indifferent, his

interest in his home state is only somewhat
greater because of the increased importance
attached to a greater geographical area, and
his assistance to the National executives he
elected is too often confined to destructive
criticism. Furthermore, he ordinarily dis-

plays gross inattention to the naturalization

of alien residents—by giving only scanty con-
sideration to what are the necessary qualifica-

tions, by neglecting to extend the welcome of

fellowship to the newly-made citizens, and by
being "too busy" to assist the newcomers in

increasing their value as citizens.

The growing recognition of the need for

awakening and promoting this "everyday"
patriotism resulted in the calling of a Congress
in Constructive Patriotism on January 25th,

26th and 27th, in Washington, D. C. The
Congress was not empowered with legislative

authority yet its appeal to public spirited
citizens was so strong as to enlist the services
of a remarkable gathering of renowned
speakers and to attract some 2100 delegates
from all over the Country, Alaska, Hawaii,
and the Philippines.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
SPECIFICATIONS

In the article by Mr. Hobart, which
appears on page 291 of this issue, attention

is drawn to the remarkable progress which
has been made in Great Britain, Italy,

Germany and America, in the matter of

converging toward a common basis the

specifications for electrical machinery. There
has been a wide-spread conception of stan-

dardization to the effect that it discourages

progress. We believe this conception to be
quite erroneous as applied to the class of

standardization considered in the article.

The problem to which the Electrical Machin-
ery Standards Committees of many countries

are applying their efforts may be described

as that of establishing a Common Denomin-
ator of Reference on which to base technical

and commercial undertakings.

A prospective purchaser may require

machinery for use under conditions where
it is to serve a temporary purpose prior to

being relegated to the "scrap heap." In

such a case it obviously would be wasteful

to incur the expenditure required for ma-
chinery of a quality conforming with approved
standards. Such a purchaser will nevertheless

find it of advantage to base the transaction

on accepted standards and he may do this by
requiring that the machinery shall conform
with the American Rules, with certain definite

modifications which he will clearly set forth

as such in the specifications to which he
requires that the machinery shall conform.
On the other hand, another purchaser may

require machinery for operation under extra-

ordinarily favorable conditions and where,

moreover, the slightest interruption of service

would be associated with enormous damage
to some valuable product in the manufacture
of which the machinery is to be employed.
This purchaser might estimate that the

exceptional circumstances justified outlays

greatly in excess of the outlays which would
be required for machinery conforming with
accepted good practice. In the interests of

having his specifications thoroughly definite,

this purchaser would, nevertheless, find it

advantageous to require that the machinery
should conform with the American Rules
with a definite number of carefully expressed

exceptions, as for instance, that the temper-
ature limits should be a stipulated number
of degrees lower than those set forth in the
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Rules, or that the dielectric tests should be
more severe by a certain specified percentage.

Recourse to modifications is, however,
rarely desirable, since in the preparation of

the American Rules ever}- endeavor has been
made to arrive at a thoroughly sound balance
of the many conflicting requirements involved.
Thus, for example, departure as regards the

stipulated dielectric test will usually unbal-
ance the design of a machine with respect to its

operating temperature. As another example,
the consequence of an unusual departure with
respect to the specified temperature limits

may exert an unfavorable influence upon the
shape of a machine's efficiency curve, or upon
its regulation or its wave form.

CONGRESS ON CONSTRUCTIVE PATRIOTISM
By G. L. Alexander

Foreign Department, Gener.\l Electric Company

This articJe presents the author's impressions of the salient discussions which took place at the Congress
of Constructive Patriotism, held at the New Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C, January 25, 26 and 27, 1917.—Editor.

The Congress on Constructive Patriotism
was promoted by the National Security
League. The primary object involved was that
of conserving the Nation's resources by bring-
ing home to the people the need for every
individual to render some service to the
State and Nation through concerted efforts,

thus bringing about a centralization of effort

which would have at its head a National
Commission that every one would respect.

The scope of the work was of very large

magnitude, involving all the big National
problems and the best means for their proper
solution.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature was
the desire of the delegates, coming as they did
from all parts of the Country, to go on record
and to show the Country's attitude respecting
the great war now prevailing in Europe and
which now looks very much as though it

would embroil ourselves. Ex-Senator Elihu
Root fittingly expressed the feeling of the
Congress by stating that if "peace without
victory" meant leaving unsettled the prin-

ciples of equity involved he hoped that all

the delegates jjresent would ]:)ray for "peace
with victory".

Nationalization of Strength

The salient features of the .subjects dis-

cussed in the Congress will be briefly outlined.

The Nationalization of the Country's
industrial and educational forces was most
prominently dwelt upon.

Concerning the Nationalization of indus-
trial strength, Mr. Howard E. Coffin of the
Naval Advisory Board, and Designing ICngi-

necr of the Hudson Motor Comi)any, ])ointed

out the great amount of work which had been
done and the results acconi])lished by the

different Engineering Societies of the Country
in preparing a compilation of data showing
the industrial strength of the larger industries.

This compilation will furnish both the
Army and Navy Department with an exact
knowledge of just what any manufacturer
would be able to accomplish in any class of

work which may be allotted to him in time
of war or peace. These data will be invaluable,

both to the Country and to the Industries

themselves.
The war in Europe has taught us many

things, one of which is that the remarkable
efficiency displayed by some of the belli-

gerients has only been attained by their really

wonderful system of handling the industries

of their countries, assigning to the respective

trades that work which they can best do.

The value of efficiency in all tilings represents

no small part of the knowledge gained.

Regarding the Nationalization of edu-
cational strength, Mr. Edward A. Steiner of

Grinnell College, Iowa, ])ointed out the great

variety in the methods of teaching which
exists in the Country and which result in

producing pupils of diverse views in different

sections of the Country, depending upon the

section in which they live. He pointed out
that there was no correlated effort in our
educational life or industrial life, with the

result that there is a perfect maze of methods
and system being used, this making for a

maximum of inefficiency. He also drew atten-

tion to the fact that while the National
Government has had a Dejiartmcnt of

Agriculture for many years, it has never had
a Dei)artment of Education.
As a step toward National su])ervision of all

teaching, it was ])lannc(l that the prominent
men of the (\)untr\- most fitti'd for snch work
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should imniedialoly interest themselves in

this subject and take whatever steps possible

to interest the Govemment.
Value of Citizenship

The feeling was almost unaminous that the

preparatory schools and universities of the

Country should devote some time to the

study of Citizenship. It developed during

the discussion that there were very few insti-

tutions of learning in the Country which make
a study of Citizenship and its Duties a part

of their curriculum.

The Department of the Interior, Washing-
ton. D. C, which department oversees

whatever educational work the Federal

Govemment undertakes, will be requested

to communicate with all Universities and
Colleges for the purpose of having these

institutions embody a course of Citizenship

as a part of their work.
Many speakers expressed the feeling that

altogether too little weight was given to the
taking out of citizenship papers by aliens.

A movement has been underway for some
time, promoted by some of the more promi-
nent manufacturers, the movement having
gained considerable headway, to create a
greater desire by aliens for American citizen-

ship. The awarding of citizenship papers is

now done in many cases by classes. This
affords the opportunity for some person
prominent in the community to address the
newly made citizens, impressing them with
the importance of the step they have just

taken and soliciting their interest in public

questions, particularly inviting them to pay
attention to the conduct of the city officials,

and pointing out that they should all be a
factor in the Community in which they live.

As an example of the attention which
industn,^ is giving to the value of citizenship,

it was shown that the Packard Motor Car
Company has circularized its factory advising
the foreign employees to take out naturali-
zation papers and explaining how it may be
done. It was stated that the Company has
an officer whose duty it is to collect data about
the men in the Company's employ who may
be eligible for citizenship. Foreign employees
are frankly informed that failure to take out
citizenship papers bars them from responsible
positions.

Attention was also called to the fact that
the value of all employees speaking and
understanding a common language cannot be
overestimated.
The representative of the Packard Com-

pany made a statement of considerable

significance, namely, that welfare work was
not inherently the work of any Industry,
that it was a matter for the Community to
take care of, presumably, the City.

Government Ownership

Several speakers expressed the opinion
that Government ownership was wrong in

principle, destroying as it would a healthy
competition, but believed that Government
control of some of the arteries of commerce
would work out to the advantage of the manu-
facturer, the Government, and the people.

Industrial Engineering

The tabulation which is a part of this

article reports the work of one Congressional
Committee and clearly outlines how Industrial

Engineering may be defined and gives, it is

believed, many suggestions of value.

The Navy
The Congress went on record as being in

favor of restoring our Navy to the position

of second naval power in the Atlantic and
first in the Pacific. The latter is just as

important as the former.

This Country has many vital interests in

the East which have befallen to it principally

since the war with Spain, and which call for

a naval strength in the Pacific comparable
with the Country's interest therein.

Universal Military Training

The opinion was unanimous that universal

military naval training is one of the most
pressing needs of the Country. It was pointed
out that if two years ago the subject were
broached in this Country, a man so expressing

himself would likely have been ridiculed.

Today, however, the subject is so far advanced
that the Military Committee of the House
has a bill drawn up proposing such a measure.
The Committee which studied this subject
made the following recommendations:

(a) Military or Naval training for all

physically fit young men prior to the
age of 21, and preferably in their

19th year.

(b) The training to be intensive continuous
field or sea training for a period
necessary to produce an efficient

soldier or sailor.

(c) The system to be under Executive
Federal control.

(d) Obligation to serve in war as well as

to train in time of peace.

Governmental Efficiency

The Congress went unanimously on record
as favoring a National Executive budget
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system; that the Civil Service should be
made more efficient; and that individual

efficiency and loyalty should be properly
rewarded in all branches of Government
service, and throughout the Country.
International Relations

There was much discussion as to the
advisabilitv of our Government entering into

an agreement with other Governments res-

pecting the preservation of the peace of the
World. It was felt that the subject was one
which called for the deepest study and
deliberation, and that before any such
agreement was entered into it should be
referred to the people of the Country for their

approval or disapproval.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Object Method Matter
•

Mechanism

I. TO INCLUDE IN INDUS-
TRIAL ENGINEERING
THE HUMAN FACTOR
IN INDUSTRIAL ORGA-
NIZATION.

I. MONTHLY MAGAZINE

Industrial Americanization.

I. STANDARDS

1. Legislative, state and na-
tional; safety compensa-
tion, insurance, etc.

2. Industrial methods and stan-
dards of various companies.

I. INDUSTRIAL ENGIN-
EERING CORPORA-
TION

1. Board of directors.

2. Board of. editors for maga-
zine and service.

3. Correspondents for gather-
ing and disseminating in-

formation.

II. TO STANDARDIZE WEL-
FARE WORK IN IN-
DUSTRY IN POINT OF
VIEW, PRINCIPLE AND
METHOD

II. INDUSTRIAL SERVICE.

L A frequently issued bulletin
or workable plans.

2. Press releases.

II. MECHANICAL FACTORS
IN CONSERVATION OF
WORKMEN

1. Location of plant; transpor-
tation, cost, etc.

3. Publication of studies.

4. Reprints of articles.

2. Plant construction, light,

heat, ventilation, water
supply and water.

5. Conferences and addresses.

6. Analysis of individual
industries.

3. Preventive equipment;
safety appliances, lunch
and washrooms.

III. TO EXTEND SCIENTI-
FIC METHODS TO THE
HUMAN PHASES OF IN-
DUSTRIAL ORGANIZA-
TION.

III. RESEARCH

1. To secure data for industrial
service.

2. To survey possible fields of
operation.

III. HUMAN FACTORS IN
CONSERVATION

I. Employment management,
shop census, central em-
ployment office system of
promotions and transfers.

3. To make extensive studies of
special subjects and me-
thods.

2. Incentives to efficiency.
wages, hours, insurance,
profit sharing, cooperative
management.

3. Vocational education: school
work, corporation schools,
apprenticeship.

4. Americanizition: American
industrial standards for
foreign-born workmen, citi-

zenship.

IV. TO TRAIN MEN TO
CARRY OUT THESE
METHODS.

IV. ENGINEERING EDU-
CATION.

1. Revision of curricula in re-

cognized schools to include
human phases of industrial
engineering.

IV. PLANT MANAGEMENT
1. Analysis of costs.

2. Relation of machinery to
(a) Cost of protluction.
(b) Labor Management.

2. Development of special
courses.

3. Efficiency methods: schedule
of time and costs.

3. Training of special in.struc-

tions for industrial engi-
Detection of causes of low

efficiency.
neering.

4. Training of experts for prac-
tical work in plants.

Detection of causes of waste.
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ROENTGEN RAYS FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE FOCAL
SPOT IN TUBES OF THE PURE ELECTRON

DISCHARGE TYPE
By W. D. Coolidge and C. N. Moore

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

The tests described in this article were undertaken to determine the source and amount of extraneous
radiations from the electrodes of the Coolidge X-ray tube, and to what extent these radiations affect roent-
genograms of the human body. Roentgenograms of the targets of tubes in which different methods of screen-
ing the extraneous rays are employed are shown; and in most cases the target of the standard tube, made
under identical conditions, is also shown for comparison. The conclusion arrived at is, that if the shortest
exposure consistent with sati'^factory density of image is employed, the special tubes show no particular
advantage over the standard tubes.

—

Editor.

Early in the historj^ of the hot cathode
type of roentgen tube, and before any other
roentgenograms had been made with it, the
pinhole-camera-picture method was appHed
in a preliminary study of the source of the
roentgen rays from the tube. This work
showed that the entire surface of the target
was active in producing roentgen rays. In
spite of this fact, however, experiments
showed that good roentgenographs of the
various parts of the human body could be
produced with the tube.

Since that time, various workers have felt

that still better roentgenographic resultsmight
be obtained if all rays other than those coming
from the focal spot could be eliminated.

It seemed desirable to investigate the sub-
ject pretty thoroughly to learn, first, how
the effect of roentgen rays other than those
coming from the focal spot could best be
minimized and, second, whether the elimina-

tion of this effect would result in roentgeno-
graphic images of greater diagnostic value.

The investigation also seemed worth while
for the hght which it would throw on the
modus operandi of the hot cathode type of

roentgen tube and for the use to which such
information could Ijc put in the development
of new forms of this tube. The investigation

consisted mainly in a pinhole-camera-picture
study of various forms of the tube.

The following pinhole-camera roentgeno-
grams were all made under the same general
conditions: The same diaphragm, with a
hole 0.020 inches in diameter, was used
throughout; the distance from the length

axis of the tube to the j)inhole was always
the same, 15 in., and the distance from the
pinhole to the jjhotographic j)late was T) in.;

and in all length-views of the target the tube
was so jjlaced that the neck of the target was
directly opjjosite the pinhole (see Fig. 1).

The plate was in a closed box made of lead

y^ in. thick. Unless otherwise noted, the

same voltage, that corresponding to a 7-in.

spark gap between points, was used through-
out, and the same current, 4 milliamperes,
and the same time, 10 minutes. Time
development for 4 minutes at the same
definite temperature and with fresh developer
was used on all of the plates. To still further
guard against the possibility of unequal
development, as well as to make comparison
easier, a pinhole camera roentgenogram of the
standard tube has in many cases been put
on the same plate with the particular type
which was being investigated. No protec-
tion of any kind, not even the usual lead glass

bowl, was used around the tube and no cone
or diaphragm.

Fig. 1. Arrangement of Apparatus for making Pinhole-Camera

Roentgenograms shown in this Article

Pinhole-Camera Roentgenograms made with the

Standard Hot-Cathode Tube

Fig. 2 was made with a standard medium
focus tube, operating with the voltage corre-

sponding to a 7-in. spark gaji between points

and with -1 milliamperes of ctirrent for 40
minutes. The image of the focal sjjot is

greatly overexpo.sed, so that the roentgeno-

gram gives a very exaggerated impression of

the amount of radiation coming from the
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remainder of the target. The overexposure
was intentional, the idea being to show the

relative intensities of the radiation coming
from those portions of the target other than
the focal spot. The roentgenogram shows
that the entire target, including the molyb-
denum stem and the adjacent end of the iron

support-tube, gives off roentgen rays and
must, therefore, be bombarded by cathode
rays from some source or other. The circle

described about the middle of the focal spot

as a center indicates the location of the glass

bulb. As ^^•ill be pointed out in connection

w4th some of the later plates, the production
of roentgen rays from the entire surface of

the target must be accounted for by the
reflection* of cathode rays from the focal

spot. These reflected rays, consisting as

they do of negatively charged particles,

electrons, cannot go to the cathode, as it is

negatively charged. Nor can they go to the
glass bulb, as it is charged to the potential

of the cathode. They come away from the

focal spot, as will be shown later, wnth almost
as high a velocity as that with which they
approached it; but, by the repulsion of the
charges on the cathode and on the glass,

they are forced to go back and strike the
target again, and many of them are doubtless
again reflected and again forced to return to

Fig. 2. Roentgenogram made with Standard

Medium-focus Tube

the target. Roentgen rays must be produced
with each collision with the target. It is

clear from Fig. 2 that relatively few electrons

are able to get into the anode arm, because
of the repulsion of the negative charge on the
bulb back of the anode and on the walls of

the anode arm. The intensity of the rays

coming from the stem will be seen to fall off

very rapidly at the point where the circle

crosses the stem.
Those surfaces of the cathode structure

which face the anode are also seen to give off

roentgen rays. The origin of these is entirely

dift'crent in its nature. They are secondary

Fig. 3. Roentgenograms of Front and Back of Target.

Note that, except for Working Face,

Intensity is Practically the same
Front and Back

roentgen rays produced by the primary
roentgen rays coming from the target.

Fig. 3 shows the front and back of a target.

Except for the working face, the intensity is

seen to be essentially the same both front
and back. The intensity of radiation appears
greater at the peripheral than it does in the
central portion of the picture, and, in general,
the greater the angle of inclination of the sur-
face with reference to the plane of the
photographic plate, the greater is the apparent
intensity of radiation. This is simply due
to the fact that the roentgen rays are emitted
with equal intensity in all directions from each
and every point in the surface.

In Fig. 4 the roentgenogram at the top
was made with a 7-in. tube and that at the
bottom with a 33^ in. tube. The circle des-
cribed about the middle of each focal spot
as a center gives the location of the glass bulb
in each case. The figure brings out strikingly

the effect of the negative charge on the glass

in determining the extent of the target to be
bombarded by the reflected cathode rays.

The total production of roentgen rays outside
of the focal spot is doubtless the same in both

The term reflection has_ been used throughout this paper
to include both true reflection and secondary emission.
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cases. (No attempt has been made to confirm
this quantitatively). But there is very little

coming from that portion of the stem which
is within the anode arm, and therefore there

is, of necessity, a greater intensity of radia-

tion from the body of the target in the small

tube than there is in the large one.

Fig. 4. Roentgenograms made with 7-in. and 3^i-in. Tubes

Fig. 5 shows the effect of voltage. Both
roentgenograms were made with the same
tube, the lower one with a 2-in. spark gap
(between points) and the upper one with a
10-in. spark gap. The exposures were so

chosen, by means of a preliminary set of

experiments, that the j)hotographic effect of

the rays from the focal spot should be the
same in both cases. This meant an exposure
of 30000 milliampere seconds for the 2-in.

sjjark gai) and 3500 for the 10-in. spark gap.

The body of the target,, which is of tungsten,

shows a somewhat different distribution of

radiation in the two cases, the working face

and the entire forward portion showing less

radiation at the 2-in. spark gap, and the rear

portion more. The molyV^denum .stem radi-

ates very feebly at the 2-in. sj)ark gap, so

that there is no trouble in seeing where it is

attached to the tungsten head of the target.

The explanation for the feebler radiation of

molybdenum is, as will be seen later, to be
found in its lower atomic weight. At the

10-in. sjjark gaj) the molybdenum stem is

seen to radiate even more strongly than the

tungsten. This is due to the fact that, at

this higher voltage, there is added to the
general radiation of the molybdenum the
characteristic radiation of that element.
To give an idea of the relative intensity-

and penetrating power of the radiations from
the focal spot and from the balance of the
target, two roentgenograms of a Benoist
penetrometer were made, one with the rays
from the front and the other with the rays
from the back of the target. These are shown
in Fig. 6. Both were made with a 2-in. spark
gap. The one to the right was made by rays
coming from the front of the target and was
given, as measured in milliampere seconds,

1 /lO the exposure of the other. The central

circular areas show very nearly the same
photographic action, indicating that the total

radiation from the back of the target is,

photographically measured, about 1/10 of

that from the front. This means that in the
ordinary roentgenogram, made from the front

of the target, there will be, photographically
measured, about 1/9 as much radiation from
the body and stem of the target as there is

from the focal spot. This fraction would,
in ordinary work, be reduced a little by the
use of a diaphragm and cone. The penetra-

tion is seen to be about 434 Benoist from
the back and 5 Benoist from the front.

With a 10-in. spark gap, as shown by
Fig. 7, the conditions are seen to be much the

same. As before, the right-hand roentgeno-

gram was made from the front, and the other
from the back of the target. The exposure
from the front, as measured in milliampere

Fig. 5. Roentgenograms showing the effect of voltage.

Upper, 10-in. Spark Gap; Lower, 2-in. Spark Gap

seconds, was 1 /i) of that from the i)ack and
was apparently a little too much. The facior

of 1/10 used in the ])reccding figure would
have been better. The ])eiu't ration from the

front was Benoist, and from tlie l)aek

8 Benoist.
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PhotographiccUly measured then, there

appears to be from the front of the targjet,

over this wide ranj::e of voltage, approximately

1 /9 as much radiation coming from the bal-

ance of the surface as there is from the focal

spot, and of but slightly less penetrating

power.

METHODS FOR MINIMIZING THE EFFECT
Hooded Target

One of the different methods which has

suggested itself for reducing the effect of the

radiation from outside of the focal spot is

the use of a metal hood attached to the work-
ing end of the target. This is illustrated in

Fig. S and has been described in an earlier

Fig. 6. Roentgenograms of a Benoist Penetrometer. Right,

Rays from Front of Target; Left, Rays from Back
of Target. Exposure for Front of Target 1 10 that

for Back of Target. 2-in. Spark Gap

oo
Fig. 7. Roentgenograms from Front and Back of Target as

in Fig. 6, but with 10-in. Spark Gap. Exposure 1 to 9

paper.* The cathode rays enter through a
hole in the end of the hood and the roentgen
rays emerge through a hole in the side. Fig.

9 shows the roentgenogram from such a
hooded target, and above it, for comparison,

that of the target in a standard tube. Fig.

10 shows the same thing except that the
targets are turned sidewise. The position of

the focal spot has, in the case of the hooded
target, been indicated by those roentgen
rays from the focal spot which penetrated the

Fig. 8. Metal Hood on Working End of Target

molybdenum hood, which in this case was
only -^ in. thick. A comparison of the two
roentgenograms shows that the amount of

radiation from the body and stem of the target

is greatly reduced by the use of the hood.
(Quantitative measurements with the ioniza-

'tion chamber show that with the design of

hood used in this experiment, the reduction
is to about 1/6 of what it would be without
the hood).
The roentgenograms of the hooded target are,

of themselves, sufficient to prove that at least

all of that radiation from outside the focal

spot which is eliminated by the use of a hood
must be due to cathode rays reflected from
the focal spot. Without such proof, one
might think that much of this might be due
to failure on the part of the cathode focusing
device to bring to the focal spot all of the
primary bundle of cathode rays. An inspec-

tion of the hooded target roentgenogram in

Fig. 10 shows the true explanation. Through
the hole in the side of the hood can be seen
a small portion of the inner surface of the
hood, and this area shows a very vigorous
roentgen ray production. The hood is in

good metallic contact with the target, and is

therefore of necessity at the same potential

as the latter. There is then no force to

deflect any of the rapidly moving primary
cathode ray stream out of its course and to

bring it to the inner surface of the hood.
The only possible explanation remaining then,

is, that the vigorous bombardment of the
inner surface of the hood, which manifests
itself not only through roentgen ray produc-
tion but also by a very rapid heating of the
hood (upon starting to excite the tube with
a cold target the hood comes to incandescence
before the body of the target does), is due
to cathode rays reflected from the focal spot.

*W. D. Coolidge, Am. Journal of Roentgenology, Vol. II,

p. 882 (191.5).
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The reflection is not prevented by the hood,

but the roentgen rays resulting from the

reflected cathode rays are produced on the

inner surface of the hood instead of being

produced on the outer surface of the target.

The fact that the roentgenogram shows more

Fig. 9. Lower, Roentgenogram of Hooded Target;

Upper, Roentgenogram of Target of

Standard Tube

intensity on the lower side of the target is

easily accounted for by assuming that a few
of the reflected rays come out through the

hole in the side of the hood and then bombard
the body and stem of the target on that same
side.

Fig. 1 1 shows two hooded targets differing

only in this respect, that in the lower one a

has prevented the difference in intensit\- on
the two sides of the target which is notice-

able in the case of the hooded target without
the foil. It seems most probable, especially

in the light of Fig. 14, which will be described

later, that the small amount of radiation

remaining on the surface and stem in the
case of the hooded target with the foil is due
to reflected cathode rays coming from the
focal spot and emerging through the hole in

the end of the hood, through which the

primary cathode rays enter. The number of

electrons escaping in this way would naturally

be relatively small, owing to the fact that the

angle subtended by the hole is small, and to

the further fact that these electrons have to

move out against the electrostatic repulsion

of the cathode.

Cathode Placed Very Close to Anode

Another method which has presented itself

for reducing the intensity of the roentgen

Fig. 11. Lower, Roentgenogram of Hooded Target:

Upper, Roentgenogram of Hooded Target

with Tungsten Foil

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, except that Targets

are turned Sidewise

Fig. 12. Roentgenogram of Target of Tube in which

Cathode is Placed Very Close to Anode

piece of thin tungsten foil (O.OOOS in. thick)

has been bound over the hole in the side of

the hood. This would necessarily i)revcnt

any of the reflected cathode rays from escap-

ing at this point. An inspection of the

roentgenogram shows that the use of the foil

radiation from the body and stem of the target

consists in bringing the cathode so close to

the anode that the reflected cathode rays

are driven almost straight back to the focal

spot by the electrostatic rei)ulsion of the

cathode.
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In Fig. 12 the front end of the molybdenum
foctising tube of the cathode was only 2.5

mm. from the anode at its nearest point.

(This front end of the focusing tube is clearly

\-isible in the figure, due to the secondary

roentgen rays emitted by it.) The roentgeno-

Fig. 13. Tube in which Working Face of Target is at Right

Angles to Axis of Tube. Distance between focusing

device and face of anode, 2.3 millimeters

gram shows that the reflected electrons which
started out in this direction were forced, by
electrostatic repulsion, to again bombard the
target on its face, close to the focal spot.

Those lea\'ing in other directions, where the

distance between the end of the cathode and
the inclined face of the anode was greater,

were able to get much further away from the

focal spot.

Fig. 13 is the diagram of a tube representing

a more radical experiment. In this tube the
working face of the target was at right angles

to the axis of the tube and the distance

between the end of the focusing device and
the face of the anode was only 2.3 mm. (In

this tube, the filament spiral, to prevent its

Fig. 14. Lower, Roentgenogram of Target of Tube shown
in Fig. 13; Upper, Roentgenogram of Target of

Standard Tube

being ptdled out under the strong electro-
static attraction, was set much further back
than usual in the focusing device).
At the bottom of Fig. 14 is seen the roent-

genogram of this tube, the rays being taken
from the face of the target in a direction

making a very small angle with the face.

The small round spot in the center of the
target face is the focal spot, seen through
the molybdenum focusing tube. The con-
centric circular ring around this is due to
the reflected cathode rays which, instead of

being allowed to bombard the target all over
its surface, have been forced to return to
points close to the focal spot. Comparison
of this roentgenogram with that of the
standard tube above it shows how very
effective this method has been.

Influence of the Atomic Number of the Metal on

which the Reflected Cathode Rays Fall

Fig. 15 is the roentgenogram of a target
consisting of a tungsten button, 19 mm. in

diameter, set in a block of copper 32 mm. in

diameter, the latter being supported by a
stem of molybdenum screwed into it. The
line between the tungsten and the copper is

Fig. 15. Roentgenogram of Target Consisting of

Tungsten Button set in Block of Copper

quite marked in the roentgenogram, and the
roentgen ray production is clearly less from
the copper than it is from the tungsten.
This is in accordance with data published
by Kaye on the efficiency of different metals
in producing general roentgen radiation (not
including characteristic) under a given cath-
ode ray bombardment. His measurements
were made with 25,000 volts on the tube.

"INDEPENDENT" RADIATION

Metal Atomic Weight Intensity of Radiation

Platinum
Tungsten
Molybdenum.

.

Copper
Aluminum ....

195.2
184.0
96.0
63.6
27.

100
91
50
33
10

He found, as the table shows, that the
efficiency decreases as the atomic weight
decreases, and is approximately proportional
to it. By calorizing the copper on the surface,

or by otherwise covering it with aluminum,
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or by replacing the copper with magnesium or

some metal of still lower atomic weight, it would
be possible to still further reduce the roentgen
ray production from the surface of the target

outside of the focal spot. The method is

different in principle from either of the pre-

Fig. 16. Tube in which Target is placed at Right

Angles to Length-Axis of Tube

Fig. 17. Right, Roentgenogram of Target of Tube shown in

Fig. 16; Left, Broadside View of Target for Comparison

ceding in that it involves no attempt to

reduce the intensity of bombardment of the

surface by the reflected cathode rays, but
rather reduces the efficiency of the roentgen

ray ]jrodtiction resulting from this bombard-
ment.

Target placed at Right Angles to the Length-Axis

of the Tube

In this method no attempt is made to

influence the production of roentgen rays on
the surface of the target. The target is

merely inserted in the side of the bulb as

shown in Fig. 16, instead of in the usual

position, and the rays are then taken from
the end instead of the side of the target.

As a result, the rays from the body and stem
of the target do not affect the roentgenogram,
as they are intercei)ted by the face. This

is shown in the roentgenogram. Fig. 17, in

which the broad.side view of the target is al.so

given for comparison. In this simple form
this method would be very efTcctive for work
calling for a narrow angle of rays; it would

not be effective when the angle is wide
enough so that the face of the target no
longer intercepts the rays coming from the
body and stem.

Diaphragm Within the Tube, Parallel to the Target

and Insulated from It

This construction is illustrated in Fig. 18.

The diaphragm is made of some metal opaque
to the roentgen rays, such as molybdenum
or tungsten. It may be attached to the
cathode, or it may be supported by the glass

of the anode arm. In either case the dia-

phragm will be at cathode potential when the
tube is operating, and hence will not be
bombarded by the reflected cathode beam.
Therefore, it will not of itself be a source of

roentgen rays. Fig. 19 shows two roentgeno-
grams of such a target. The lower one is a
face view. The diaphragm itself does not
show at all in this view, indicating that it

undergoes no cathode ray bombardment.
The body and stem of the target show

Fig. 18. Tube having Diaphragm Parallel to

Target and Insulated from it

Fig. 19. Two Roentgenograms of Target

of Tube shown in Fig. 18

llirough the diai)hragm a little, owing to

the fact that it consisted of molybdenum
only 0.010 in. thick. The upper roentgeno-

gram was made after rotating the tube

through an angle of abotit 120 degrees. It

shows that from the inner surface of the
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diaphragrm there is a sniiUl amount of roonti^en

radiation, but this is seen to take place only

from that portion of the end of the diaphragm
which is in the path of the roentgen rays from

the focal spot, and is hence secondary roent-

gen radiation. The roentgenogram shows
that the mol\-bdenum piece not only serve;

as a diaphragm, but that, by being at cathode
potential as it is, it causes some of the reflected

cathode ray bombardment to be transferred

by electrostatic repulsion from the front to

the back of the anode.

Limitations of the Various Methods

Each of these methods, as applied to the

present standard tube, interferes in some
way ^^^th its general usefulness. The hood,
to be very effective, should have a small

^^-indow for the emergence of the roentgen
rays, and this limits the size of plate which
can be covered ^^nth the tube. The same
consideration applies, although with less

force, to the internal diaphragm which i;;

insulated from the anode.
The placing of the target at right angles

to the length axis of the tube makes the
tube awkward to handle. In the simple
form it is, furthermore, effective in only the
narrow central cone of rays. The tube can,

of course, be used to cover a wide angle,

but it is only the central portion of the
restilting roentgenograph which can profit

appreciably by the method.

through the cathode structure. The placing
of the cathode too close to the anode would
also make it difficult to maintain a constant
filament temperature, that is, if the target
was allowed to become incandescent.
The use of a metal of low atomic weight

for the surface of the entire target (exclusive

LEAD scf^eeN

X-RAy Plate

Fig. 20. Diagram showing Arrangement of Apparatus for

Determining Effectiveness of Different Methods

of that needed for the focal spot) and stem,

is practicable only in case the target is not

to be allowed to become very hot, for the

reason that there is no metal of low atomic
weight which is sufficiently refractory.

(Among the non-metallic elements, carbon
might possibly be used, but it would render the

• • • fit
• • • • ft
• • • • • t

Fig. 21. Left, Roentgenogram through Holes in Lead Plate

with Hooded Target 'Fig. 8); Right, Standard Tube
Fig. 22. Left, Tube with Target placed at Right Angles

to Length-Axis (Fig. 16); Right, Standard T*bc

The placing of the cathode very close to
the anode (as close as 2.5 mm., for example)
limits the potential which can be used on
the tube, at least with present exhaust
methods. It would, furthermore, make it

necessary to take the roentgen rays out

exhaust more difficult, and at high temperature
it furthermore alloys readily with tungsten)

.

Relative Test of Effectiveness of the Various
Methods

Of course the pinhole-camera roentgeno-
grams themselves give some idea of the
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eflfectiveness of the various methods. Never-
theless it is difficiilt to say from an inspection

of them which method would give a tube
that would make of a given object the best

roentgenogram. For this reason a test

method, which has been described before*

and which is illustrated in Fig. 20, was
resorted to. The test object is a lead plate

with nine small round holes in it, and is

placed at a distance of 2^ in. from the

fit
iff
• ft

Fig. 23. Left, Tube with Internal Diaphragm fFig. 18).

Right, Standard Tube

photographic plate. The tube is placed with
its focal spot 20 in. from the X-ray plate.

No external diaphragm or cone is used. All

exposures are made with the same voltage,

current and time, and the same development
is used throughout. If all of the roentgen
rays came from the focal spot, the radiogram
would, in each case, be a series of sharply

defined circular areas. Any rays coming
from the body and stem of the target tend
to produce a halo on one side of each of these

circles.

The roentgenogram to the right in Fig. 21

was made with the standard tube and that

to the left with the tube having a hooded
target.

Fig. 22 shows a similar comparison between
the standard tube and the one with the

target set in to the side of the bulb, as in

Fig. 10.

Fig. 23 is a test of the standard tube
versus the one with the internal diaphragm,
as in Fig. IS.

It will be- seen that, according to this test,

the tube with the internal dia])hragm is the

best of those tried. The tube with the

cop])er-backed target was not included. The
one with the cathode ])laccd very close to

the anode, as in Fig. 13, was not included for

the reason that, while from the body and

stem of the target it gave the least radiation
of any of the tubes, the design of this partic-

ular tube was not adapted to the test.

Comparative Test of the Tube with Internal Dia-

phragm Against the Standard Tube in Medical

Roentgenography

The test with the lead plate with the holes

was recognized in the beginning as an artificial

one, the results of which might be difficult

to interpret in terms of medical work. It

seemed to be a safe guide, however, as to the
relative effectiveness of the different methods.

Having determined in this manner that,

of the various experimental tubes made, the
one with the internal diaphragm should be
looked to for the best definition in roentgeno-
graphy, the next problem was to show by
actual tests whether roentgenographs of

medical subjects made with the internally

diaphragmed tube were appreciably better

than those made with the standard tube.

A pair of tubes was chosen, one with and
the other without the diaphragm, with the
same size of focal spot (as determined by
the pinhole camera method).
The difference found in the pairs of plates

made with these tubes of various parts of

the body, was so small that it proved very
difficult to show bej'ond reasonable doubt
that there was really any perceptible differ-

ence. Failure to get absolute immobilization
of the part in question with either roentgeno-

gram was enough to bring a decision in favor
of the other plate. It was finally found that

whatever difference there is could better be
shown by roentgenograms of a dried skull.

This test appears to be more searching than
that with a live subject, for the reason that

the smaller amount of secondary radiation

from the dried skull gives better definition

and hence puts the ol^server in a favorable

position to notice differences ascribable to

the cause in question. To further this same
end, a very small size of focal sjjot was chosen
for the test. The most important thing of

all was to use exactly the same voltage on
both tubes. This was accomj^lished by the

use of auto-transformer control of the high-

voltage transformer and by the use of a
stabiHzer in the filament circuit.

The difference between such a i)air of

plates is .so small that it at first esca])ed

detection. It would be lost in reproduction.

Such a i)air of i)lates has been submitted to

quite a number of ])r()minent roentgenolo-

* W. D. Coolidge, Am. Journal of Roi'nlgcnology, Vol. II,

p. 88.5 (lOl.'i).
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gists, and some of these have chosen the right

plate and some the wrong one as the work of

the tube \\-ith the internal diaphragm.

Explanation of the Smallness of the Gain Made
in the Quality of the Roentgenogram by

Reducing the Effect of the Radiation from

the Target outside of the Focal Spot.

The explanation lies in the sensitiveness

curve of the photographic plate and in the

narrow range of plate densities involved in

roentgenograms of the human body. This

is easily proved by going back and making
further roentgenograms of the lead plate

the pair of tubes in question, one with and
one Anthout an internal diaphragm, and with
the same technique employed in Figs. 21,

22, and 23, except that the exposure, instead

of being 37.5 milliampere seconds, was 10

in Fig. 24 and 1 in Fig. 25.

Conclusions Concerning the Importance of the

Role Played by the Rays from the Target,

Outside of the Focal Spot, in Medical Diag-

nosis

With the present roentgenographic tech-

nique, the part played by these rays seems
to the writers to be too small to warrant the

Fig. 24. Left, Tube with Internal Diaphragm.
Right, Standard Tube. Exposure, 10

Milliampere Seconds

with the holes. If, instead of greatly over-

exposing the area of the plate under the holes,

so as to bring out the halos strongly, the
exposure is so timed as to bring the density
of this part of the developed plate only to

the maximum density found in actual roent-

genograms of the human body, it becomes
diificidt to see the halos. This is illustrated

by Figs. 24 and 25. These were made with

Fig. 25. Left, Tube with Internal Diaphragm.
Right, Shortened Tube. Exposure, 1

Milliampere Second

use of any one of the methods described for

minimizing it, that is, with the present stand-
ard type of tube.

In fluoroscopy, comparative tests have not
yet been made between the standard and
the internally diaphragmed tube; but it

seems most probable that the situation is not
essentially different here from what it is in

roentgenography

.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Part VII

DESIGN OF MAGNETIC CONTROL APPLIANCES

By C. B. Bradish

Industrial Control Department, General Electric Company

The preceding articles of this series on Industrial Control have described the applications of magnetic
control to both standard and special electric drive and have demonstrated the benefits arising from the employ-
ment of this type of control. Since the rapid and extensive adoption of magnetic control has been made possible
by the improved design and construction of the control appliances, particular interest is attached to the follow-
ing article which is descriptive of the most essential of these appliances—contactors and relaxes—and of their
important features.

—

Editor.

Contactors

For industrial applications, magnetic con-
tactors may be divided into five distinct
classes, but these classes have many character-
istics in common and the same general con-
siderations apply to all.

I. Direct-current low-vo'tage, shunt, air-break
contactors, up to 600 volts.

II. Alternating-current, low-voltage, shunt, air-
break contactor?, up to 600 volts.

III. Direct-current, low- voltage, series contact-
ors, up to 600 volts.

IV. Alternating-current, high-voltage, shunt, air-

break contactors, up to 2300 volts.

V. Alternating-current, high-voltage, shunt, oil-

immersed contactors, uj) to 6600 volts.

Detail Construction

To perform successfully, a contactor must
be of rugged construction and snappy in its

action. To obtain this quick action on
direct-current contactors some manufacturers
make the moving parts comparatively light;

but this construction tends to decrease the
life of the contactor. Others use a coil of
lower voltage and cut a resistor in series with
the coil by means of an interlock when the
contactor closes; but this arrangement adds
two sources of trouble, one in the interlock
which may fail to function ])roperly and the
other in the resistor which may burn out.

For practically all equijjments, a contactor
can be designed with a continuously rated
coil* and still be rugged and snappy. For
extremely rapid intermittent direct-current
service, faster operation can be obtained by
using a lower voltage coil with the standard
contactor. This may be of im])ortance in

some steel mill operations where it is common
practice to operate the controller as many
as thirty times in twenty-five seconds. By
using a lower voltage coil the inductance is

decreased and this, in addition to the increased
pull, considerably lessens the time of closing.

* A coil is termed "continuously rated" when it can carry its

operating current continuously without overheating.

This difficulty in obtaining extremely
rapid action is not experienced with alter-

nating-current contactors, for the coils are
necessarily of low inductance. A further
advantage is illustrated by the curv^es in Fig.
1. Curve A shows the pull on the armature
at different air gaps for a sixty-cycle alternat-
ing-current coil. Curve B shows the pull on
the same armature with a direct-current coil.

In each case the coils were designed for con-
tinuous duty with the same temperature rise,

and each coil had approximately six hundred
ampere-turns with the contactor closed.

The area under each curve represents the
work expended on the armature, and clearh-
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Fig. 1. Curve showing Variation of Pull on Armature of

Solenoid at DitTerent Air Gaps, for Alternating

Current and Direct Current

ex])lains the more rapid operation of the
contactor with the alternating-current coil,

even if the time-lag of building u]) the flux

in the direct-current magnet is ignored.

This time-lag is greatly increased by an
actual counter electromotive force generated
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in the coiL due to the increase in the number
of lines of force as the contactor closes. Eddy
currents also serve to increase this lag, as

shown by the fact that a direct-current con-

tactor ^^•ith a laminated structure is faster

than one ^^4th a solid frame.

Cur\-e C shows the effect of doubling the

strength of the direct-current coil; that is,

making it twelve hundred ampere-turns. The
area under this curve more nearly approxi-

mates that tmder Curve .4, and shows the

necessity for increasing the ampere-turns

on the direct-current coil to obtain the same
amount of work. This increase in its strength

still further increases the inductance of the

coil and the time-lag of the contactor. The
cur\'es also indicate that the air-gap of a

direct-current contactor must be small to

obtain a positive "pick-up."
To obtain the necessary travel of the con-

tact tip, the tip must be located on a longer

lever than the pole face of the armature;
therefore the tip is mounted above the coil

and core. The alternating-current magnet
has a high "pick-up" value even with a large

gap. therefore the tips are mounted on shorter

arms and the magnet is given a longer travel.

Because of the longer contact arm on the

direct-current contactor, the coil must give a

stronger pull for the same contact pressure on
the tips. However, when the direct-current

contactor is closed, this pull is more than suf-

ficient, and the exciting current in the coil can
be cut down one-half without affecting the

pressure.

An increase of contact pressure decreases

the contact drop. The most economical
point determines the final pressure on the tip.

A reasonable amount of wear must be allowed
on the tips, this being called the "wipe."
With new tips, the wipe is at a maximum and
this is the condition which determines the

pull to be obtained from the coil. A con-

tactor should pick up at eighty per cent of

normal voltage when the coil is hot, which
corresponds in a direct-current contactor to

about sixty-three per cent when cold. The
resistance of the alternating-current coil is low
in comparison to the reactance, consequently
even a considerable change in the resistance

has but a small effect on the total induct-
ance. For this reason, the pick-up voltage
of an alternating-current contactor is prac-
tically the same whether its coil is cold or
hot.

In considering the matter of design, the
direct-current contactor will be taken as

an example.

If P =pull in lb. necessary to close the con-
tactor in the wipe position, the
flux 4> ( =AB), necessary to obtain
this pull, is obtained from the
formula

:

p _B^ where Ps = dynes per sq. cm.
^ ~8 7r' and B =lines per sq. cm.

Reducing this to the English system of

units

:

where Pi = pounds per sq. in.

73 134 000' and S = lines per sq. in.

Then the total pull

:

AXB^
P -^XPi-j:^i:^^QQQ

Then

B W^34,000 XP
A

And

ci, =AB =\/73,134,000XFXA
A cross-section for the core which will not

give a density beyond the knee of the satura-

tion curve is chosen, but it should be as small

as is consistent, for this also determines the

diameter of the coil.

If Fc = magnetomotive force in ampere-
turns necessary to force the useful

or air-gap flux through the core.

Fg =m.m.f. to force this flux through the

air-gap.

Fa =m.m.f. to force this flux through the

armature

Ff =m.m.f. to force this flux through the

frame

Then the total m.m.f.

This does not take into account the leakage

factor. If we call this factor L, which is the

ratio of the total flux in the frame to the flux

in the gap, the formula becomes

F/=Fg+Fa+(F/+Fc)L
This formula gives approximate results

only, but they are on the safe side since there

is a loss of flux between the core and the lower

part of the frame running parallel to it. This

leakage factor can be determined theoretically

and will be called Lt, or the ratio of average

flux in the core to flux in the gap. If we divide

the frame into lower Fi and back Fb sections,

the formula will then read

:

Ft =Fg-\-FaA-LFb-h(Fi-\-Fc)Lt

In determining these magnetomotive forces,

certain cross-sections in the different parts of

the circuit must be assumed with considera-
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tion for mechanical strength and manu-
facturing advantages, with the exception of

the core as previously mentioned.

If R = reluctance of air-gap

Tg = reluctivity of air-gap

Ig = length of air-gap in inches

Then:

Fg = <t>XR = AXBXrgX^-^ = 0.3lS2BXlg

In the same manner the other forces can be
determined if the reluctivity r is known for

the materials used at the density assumed, or

from B-H curves, with H plotted in ampere-
turns per inch, the forces are easily deter-

mined from the following

:

If

F =(j>XR =4>XrX

and
H
B

Then

F=AXBX~X^ HXl

After determining the ampere-turns neces-

sary, the coil is designed which will have not

over one watt loss per square inch of radiat-

ing surface. In direct-current coils the entire

loss appears as PR loss in the winding. In

considering alternating-current coils, the

hysteresis and eddy current losses in the

magnet are also to be considered, since these

losses are furnished from the coil. It is not

possible to cut in resistance with alternating-

current contactors, as the addition of a

comparatively .small amount in series with

the coil tends to make the contactor noisy.

Also, the high inrush current in the coil, due
to the low reactance when the contactor is

open, prohibits the use of resistance in the

circuit on "pick-up."
Solid copj)er tips have proved to be the most

satisfactory as they insure good contact and
long life. They are so shaped and sup])orted

that there is a "wiping" or rolling action as

the contactor closes. The contact i)rcssurc is

obtained through the compression of a spring

which actuates the tij). Because of this roll-

ing action, pitting of the contact surface on
which the current is made and broken docs

not alTect the surface on which the current

is carried when the contact is dead. This

insures low contact resistance and corres-

pondingly less heat. On contactors for more
than 1000 amj)eres the current is carried by

laminated copper brushes, while the secondary
arcing tips are of soHd copper. The voltage
required to close the contactor when the tips

are touching, designated as the "wipe"
voltage, should be considerably below the
pick-up vol age to insure a positive closing of

the contactor, and, to a great extent, to

prevent welding of the tips. A high final

pressure on the trips tends to lower the heating
as well as to give a strong positive "kick-off"
when the contactor opens.

The arc chutes are made of a moulded
compound and are supported so that they
can be swung up and back to give easy access

to the renewable tips. The blowout coils are

wound with bar copper in the larger sizes and
with insulated wire in the smaller sizes. The
direct-current operating coils are wound with
enamelled wire on fiber spool bodies with
brass centers and are given a water-proof
impregnation treatment after winding. For
alternating-current coils enamelled wire

covered with silk is used, to provide a better

insulation against chafing.

Types

Low-voltage Direct-current Contactors; A
unit of this type is shown in Fig. 2. All are of

Fig. 2. 600 Volt, .339-Amp. Direct current Contactor

with Series Current Limit Interlock

single-j)()lc construction and have the moving
contact mounted on the armature above the

core, except in the 7r)-ami)crc size, for which
cai)acity a doublc-])(>lo contactor has also

been designed having in()\in,u ti])s insulated
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from the armature and ha\'ing two stationary

contact posts ^^•ith blowouts. The frame and
armature on all the direct-current contactors,

\\-ith the exception of the two 20, 40 and 75-

ampere sizes, are iron castings. On the two
smallest noted, they are made of punchings
and cold rolled steel, while the frame of the

75-ampere contactor is made of angle iron.

The armature carries the moving contact and
rotates on a heavy brass pin supported by the
frame. The current is carried from the tip to

the frame by a flexible copper shunt; and in

the double-pole type from the insulated tips to

studs on the slate by shunts, the frame being
dead. These contactors are built in 20, 40, 75,

150, 300, 500, 900 and 1500-ampere sizes, single-

pole, with the exception of the 75-ampere con-

tactor, which is also double-pole. The 3000-

ampere contactor is of special design having
toggle joints, heavy laminated brushes, and
solid arcing tips. To obtain a positive pick-up
the coil is "soaked" and resistance is cut in

series by an interlock. This contactor is not
suitable for heavy duty.

Low-voltage Alternating-current Contactor:

Contactors of this type are made with one,

two, three or four poles, Fig. 3 illustrating the
two-pole type. For any given ampere rating

the different contactors use the same magnet
and coil, with the exception of the four-pole

Fig. 3. 600-Volt, 150-Amp., D. P. Alternating-current

Contactor

contactors, which are used for accelerating
squirrel cage induction motors (these are ener-
gized for only a very short time and use a lower
voltage coil) . Theframe and armature aremade
of thin steel laminations riveted to center ribs

which form part of the main castings. The
frame is U-shaped and the armature closes the
magnetic circuit when the contactor is closed.

A loop of copper wire passes across the upper
face of the frame and back through the slate,

the ends being connected by a german silver

Fig. 4. 600-Volt, 7S-Amp. Series Contactor

shunt. This loop serves to eliminate the
noise in the contactor, due to the rapid
reversal of current in the coil, by setting up a
flux out of phase with the main flux. The
armature is attached to a hexagonal steel
shaft having mica and fibre insulation. This
shaft is supported at its ends by two bearings.
The moving contact arms are clamped on this
insulated shaft with proper spacings between
them.

Contactors of this type are built in 75,
150, 300, 600 and 1500-ampere sizes with one
to four poles, having the magnet on either the
left or right-hand side to facilitate mechani-
cal interlocking.

Disk type interlocks are used with direct-
current contactors of 75 amperes and larger
and with alternating-current contactors of
150 amperes and larger, and are operated by
the movement of the armature. The smaller
contactors use specially designed interlocks.

Series Direct-current Contactor: Contactors
of this type are built in 75, 150, 300, and
500-ampere sizes. Fig. 4 showing the 75-
ampere unit. They have solid copper tips,
and are without arc chutes. The smaller
coils are wire wound and the larger ones bar
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wound. These contactors are designed to

"lock-out" on current above the calibration

point and to close on any value of current

between this point and one-third the con-

tinuous rating of the coil. They will hold
"in" on ten per cent of the normal rating of

Fig. 5. 2300- Volt, SOO-Amp. Air-break Contactor

the coil. The last accelerating contactor on
the great majority of starters has a shunt
holding coil added which is energized by an
interlock, thus holding this contactor closed

for light loads or pumjj-backs. A special

form has also been developed in the larger

sizes with an auxiliary contact, j)rovided with
a blowout, for connecting in the motor field

resistor after the armature starting resistor

has been cut out.

Forms have also been developed with in-

creased spring pressure for use in intermittent

duties, and where plugging is a regular occur-

rence.

High-voltage Air-break Alternating-current

Contactor: Units of this type are designed for

use on circuits u]) to 2;}0() volts, and are

made either double or tri])le-])ole; the latter is

more in demand and is illustrated in Fig. 5.

In these' contactors, the size of the arc in

rupturing the current is the main considera-
tion; consequently long arcing horns, large

arc chutes, and ])owerful blowouts are pro-
vided. The stationary contacts are mounted
on marble bases, with the arcing horn run-
ning back over and protecting the blowout
coil. The moving contact is operated through
a long insulated rod connected to a shaft on
which the armature of the operating magnet
is mounted. The front arcing horn is sup-
ported from the base and is connected with
the moving tip through a flexible shunt.
The tip in opening drops down past this horn
to which it transfers the arc. By keeping the
horn stationary and separate from the moving
tips and thus decreasing the weight of the
moving element, the objectionable arcing on
"make" is eliminated.

The arc chutes are made of a heat resisting

material; and the two outside chutes are

closed on the top and open in front, while the
middle chute is closed in the front and open
on the top. This is to prevent the arcs from
touching and causing a short-circuit when the
contactor opens on overloads. The operating
magnet and coils are the same as used on the
low-voltage contactors.

These contactors, rated at from 50 to 500
amperes, are of the same general construction,

the capacity depending upon the size of the
blowout coil. For reversing service they can
be mechanically interlocked. For this duty
it is the practice to use a potential interlock-

ing device in addition, which prevents either

contactor closing until the arc has been
broken on the tips of the other. This is

accomplished by connecting a potential trans-

former across the tips.

Oil-immersed Contactors: This class of con-

tactors is used on high-voltage alternating-

current circuits from 2800 volts to (UJOO volts.

For special work in mines and similar j^laces,

some small low-voltage direct-current starters

have been immersed in oil tanks, but these are

complete panels rather than contactors and
will not be considered in this article.

Oil-immersed contactors are of two types:

I. Standard air-brake, two and three-pole con-
tactors, supported in oil tanks with porcelain bush-
ings in the cases for entrance of the leads.

IL Contactors with contacts only in oil and
with magnet on the cover of the tank.

The first type of contactor is satisfactory for

infrequent starting duty on alternating-

current lines u]) to 2."{()0 volts, and for currents

of 150, 300, GOO and 1500 amperes. Two
contactors are fre(iuently mounted side by
side in oil, and mechanically interlocked
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for reversing service. They are not suitable.

however, for frequent dut>-. especially jogj^inj;

or quick reversals. The standard line of

2300-volt automatic compensators use two
contactors mechanically interlocked in oil.

one a four-[)ole for startin>^ and the other a

Iwo-pole for nmning. These contactors are

mounted on a marble base su])ported from
the top of the tank.

The second type of contactor is shown in

Fig. 6 and has its contacts motmted on a

shaft in oil. but the operating magnet is

located outside on the cover of the tank. The
contacts are closed through a steel push rod
connecting the magnet armature to the shaft.

This type has been developed especially for

reversing contactors, since it greatlv redtxces

Fig. 6. 2300-Volt, 300-Amp. Oil Immersed Reversing

Contactors

the size and weight of the tank and increases
the ease of handling. With the magnet out-
side the tank, inspection and renewals of coils

or interlocks are simplified. This contactor is

designed for infrequent starting or reversing
on 2300 to 4000-volt alternating-current cir-

cviils. The reversing type of contactor is made
in 150, 300, and 500-ampere sizes.

For higher voltages, from 4000 to GGOO, it is

preferable to use two l^reaks in series with
liberal spacing. A three-phase circuit for

non-reversing service could thus be handled
l)y two triple-pole contactors.

Fig. 7. Instantaneous Overload Gravity Reset Relay

The operating coils on these high-voltage
contactors are usually wound for 220 volts and
a step-down transformer is used for the con-
trol circuits. However, any voltage under 600
is suitable for operating the contactors.

In using any of these oil-immersed con-
tactors the conditions should be positively

known to be within the limits of the con-
tactor. Also, they should never operate
oftener than fifteen times an hour.

Relays

Relays are of the series or shunt type, or

of a combination of both, and are either

instantaneous or time-limit. In general,

they are used to break or make control circuits

when conditions in the main lines become
dangerous or reach certain definite values.

They must be of simple construction and
rugged enough to withstand severe duty
under heavy overloads or short circuits, or

under continuous service. There must be no
delicate parts to fail, due to careless handling.
They should be made "fool-proof" as far as

possible.

Gravity-reset Instantaneous Overload Relay:
The unit shown in Fig. 7 is of the simplest
type. The contacts carrying the control

current have a good positive contact and in

closing "wipe" over the surface to keep a
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bright clean connection. The striking lever

arm sets firmly in its normal position until

the current has reached the tripping value,

when it picks up and opens the tips in a

strong and positive manner. The operating

coil is wire-wound in the smaller sizes and

Fig. 8. Instantaneous Overload Electrical Reset Relay

bar-wound in the larger sizes. The control

circuit is insulated from the frame and coil,

since the coil may be of opposite polarity to

the control circuit. This relay has a wide
calih)ration range and all delicate adjustments
are eliminated. The coil will carry its rated

current continuously without overheating and
momentary peaks without damage.

Electrically-reset Overload Relay: The unit

shown in Fig. 8 has both a series and a shunt
coil, the former for tripping the relay and the

latter for resetting it electrically from the

master switch. The control tips make
positive contact until the plunger lifts on
overload, when the inertia of the moving
lilunger assists in trij)ping the levers. The
resetting coil is energized only momentarily
and the relay breaks this circuit in resetting.

It is advantageous to keep the control circuit

and coils insulated from the frame, as this

enables relays to be used in both sides of the

line, or in two different j^hascs, without

danger of breakdown between coil and frame.

Hand-reset Overload Relay: This type is

a modification of the electrically-reset relay,

the shunt reset coil being omitted and the

resetting being ])erformed by hand. 'I'his

necessitates that the ojjerator shall return

to the panel before again starting up the
equipment. The three relays just described
are designed for both alternating-current and
direct-current circuits.

Inverse Time-limit Overload Relay: A unit

of this t^'pe is shown in Fig. 9. It is made in

both hand and gravity reset types. An oil

dash-pot is used to obtain the time interval,

the plunger operating a toggle on the top
of the frame to open the control circuits.

Punched sheet steel covers are provided to keep
dust from the contacts and dash-pot, and also

to prevent accidental contact with the live

parts of the relay. These relays are used on
alternating-current circuits, especially where
high inrushes for short intervals take place,

as in starting squirrel-cage motors, etc.

Current-limit Relay: Fig. 10 illustrates a

relay of this character having both a series

and a shunt coil and used for alternating-

current motor acceleration. The series coil

carries the primary current direct, or through
current transformers. The shunt coil is con-

nected in series with the contactor coil,

thus keeping the contactor open until the

plunger and disk held up by the series coil

fall and short circuit the shunt coil, therebv

4
Fig. 9. Inverse Time-limit Overload Relay.

Covers Removed

allowing the contactor to close. In using

this relay the series coil should have the

inrush current of the motor i)ass through it

before the shunt coil is energized, in order to

])revent the jjlunger falling too soon. With
two of these rclaws working alternately, any
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number of acceleratini:; contactors can be
closed on current limit.

A moditication of this relay with two extra

contacts is used for current-limit accelera-

tion on automatic compensators.
D-C. Current-limit Relay: This relay is

used in connection with shimt-t\-pe direct-

current contactors and is mechanically
operated from the annature of the contactor,

as shown in Fij:;. 2. The relay has a series

coil with a tap in the middle connected to the

contactor frame. The armature current

flows through the full coil until the contactor
closes, thus holding up the plunger. The
contactor in closing shunts out half of the coil

and the plunger drops at the proper value of

current flowing through the half coil. When
the contactor opens, the relay is picked up
mechanically. Each accelerating contactor
reqtiires a separate relay.

Time-limit Accelerating Relay: A relay of

the shunt type with oil dash-pot, as shown in

Fig. 11, is often used on automatic com-

time-limit acceleration on a special pre-
determined-speed printing press panel. This
relay has a range of from three to seven
seconds in closing.

Step-back Relays: Heavy construction and
independently adjustable pick-up and drop-

Fig. 11. Time-limit Fig. 12. Alternating-current

Shunt Relay Step-back Relay

Fig. 10. Current Limit Alternating-current Relay Fig. 13. Direct-current Field Accelerating Relay

pensators, especially when two motors are to
be started either separately or together. It

is also used on furnace control panels.
Air Dash-pot Relay: A relay of this type,

operated mechanically from the 75-ampere
alternating-current contactor, is used for

out settings are features of this class of relay.

One type is used for direct-current and
another type for alternating-current shown in

Fig. 12. These appliances open the accelerat-

ing-contactor coil circuits only when a heavy
overload comes on the motor, leaving it still
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connected to the line with all of the starting

resistor in circuit.

Field Protective Relay: This relay has its

operating coil connected in the shunt-field

circuit and is used to open the control circuits

upon loss of the shunt field. A copper damper
is incorporated when the motor . is heavily
compounded, since the shunt field is greatly

reduced on a sudden strengthening of the
series field, which condition takes place

during starting.

Field Accelerating Relay: The device shown
in Fig. 13 is used with adjustable speed motors
for accelerating the motor from its basic

speed to some higher speed, determined by the
setting of the field resistor. The operating
coil is connected in the armature circuit and
closes the contact tips on a definite rise in

current. These tips short circuit the field

resistor and thus reduce the current demand
by increasing the counter electro-motive force

TABLE I

CONTACTORS: CLASS I, LOW-VOLTAGE
DC. SHUNT

Amperes Maximum Number Identification
Continuous Voltage of Poles Symbol

3000 250 1 171
1500 600 1 175
900 600 1 184
500 600 1 186
300 600 1 185
150 600 1 225
75 600 1 324
75 250 2 325
40 250

; 1 378
20 250 1 377

TABLE II

CONTACTORS: CLASS II. LOW-VOLTAGE
A-C. SHUNT

Amperes Maximum Number Identification
Contmuous Voltage of Poles Symbol

1500 600 1 194

1500 600 2 230
1500 600 3 307
600 600 1 338
600 600 2 199
600 600 3 224
300 600 1 337
300 600 2 197
300 600 3 223
300 600 4 228
160 (500 1 336
160 600 2 198
160 600 3 222
160 600 4 227
75 600 '2 302
75 600 3 305
76 600 4 306

TABLE III

CONTACTORS: CLASS III. LOW-VOLTAGE
DC. SERIES

Amperes Maximum Number Identification
Continuous Voltage of Poles Symbol

75 600 233
100 int. 600 393
150 600 234
300 int. 600 394
300 600 235
400 int. 600 395
500 600 236
600 int. 600 396

TABLE IV

CONTACTORS: CLASS IV. HIGH-VOLTAGE
A-C. AIR-BREAK

Amperes
Continuous

Maximum Number Identification
Voltage of Poles Symbol

50-150
250-500

2300 2-T-P. 374
2300 2 and 3 202

TABLE V

CONTACTORS: CLASS V. HIGH-VOLTAGE
A-C. OIL-IMMERSED

Amperes Maximum Number Identification
Contmuous Voltage of Poles Sumbol

150 2300 2-T.P. 342-B
300 2300 2-D.P. 326-A
300 2300 2-T.P. 326-B&D
300 4000 2-T.P. 326-C&E
500 2300 2-T.P. 327-B
1500 2300 2-D.P. 328-A
1500 2300 2-T.P. 328-B

TABLE VI

RELAYS: AC. OR D-C,

Maximum
Voltage

Service Reset
Identification

Symbol

600
600
600
600
600

I. T.L. Overload
Inst. Overload
Inst. Overload
Inst. Overload
I.T.L. Overload

Gravity
Gravity
Electrical
Hand
Hand

797-

B

798-A
784-

D

784-E
797-A

TABLE VII

RELAYS: AC. OR DC.

Identifica-Maximum
Voltage

Service tion
Symbol

600 Current limit—a-c. • 7 23-

A

600 CL.—a-c. auto. C\>mpensators 723-H
600 Time limit—-oil dash-pot 778
600 Stop-hack—a-c. 783
600 Step-back—d-c. 763
600 Field protective relays for com-

])(>uii(l motors 376
600 Field accelerating 785
600 Field acceleratinR 766
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of the motor amiatiire. As the current

decreases the tips open again. This vibrat-

ing action continues until the motor has

attained the desired speed. The control

tips are of carbon to insure long life and
improve operation.

All of these relays handle control circuits of

onlv 600 volts or less.

There have been developed many con-

tactors and relays for special services, which
are in general modifications of the type just

described.

Tables I to VII list standard contactors and
relaj^s according to the classification used in

this article and give numerical data des-

criptive of these appliances.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY TESTS AND SPECIFICATIONS
BASED ON MODERN STANDARDS

By H. M. Hobart, M. Inst. C. E.

General Electric Company

The mere drafting and circulating of Standardization Rules constituting a radical departure from former
practice are insufficient to bring about general use of the contemplated modifications. It is necessary to have
a vn.de and thorough discussion in order that there shall be a clear appreciation of the reasons for and the

consequences of the alterations. Furthermore, in working out so comprehensive a proposition as that repre-

sented by the Standardization Rules of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, provision has to be
made for a large number of details, whose importance, if not especially emphasized, is liable to be overlooked
in the practical application of the Rules to concrete cases. There are many sections in the rules, which at

first glance would seem of minor importance, but which, nevertheless, set forth requirements which cannot
be disregarded advisedly on the occasions of acceptance tests and in the drafting of specifications. It is

believed that this paper, which was read at the Toronto Section Meeting of the A.I.E.E., will be found very
instructive in this regard.

—

Editor.

Introduction

The author recently has had occasion to

carry out a series of very interesting accept-

ance tests upon some large waterwheel-driven
generators. Since it was the purpose to make
the tests with exceptional care, it seemed to

be an admirable occasion to subject the
American Standardization Rules to a thorough
test. Consequently, special endeavors were
made to conform with the requirements set

forth in the American rules. Various points

arose in which this practical process of putting
the rules to the test suggested the desirability

of slight modifications to increase their

definiteness.

In the original drafting of a specification,

the feasibility of determining by simple tests

that the requirements of the specification

have been fulfilled should always be kept
prominently in mind. Indeed, the close

association between a consideration of the
terms of the specification and a consideration
of the general subject of the carrying out of

acceptance tests is so obvious that it is

unnecessary' to further justify the predomin-
ance given in this article to the acceptance-
test aspects of the subject.

As regards electrical machinery, the British
Standardization Rules issued by The Engin-
eering Standards Committee in Report No.
72 and the October, 191G, edition bi the
Standardization Rules of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers are in such close

agreement that machinery built and rated to

conform with the one set of rules will usually

also conform with the other set of rules.

The slight quantitative differences between
the two sets of rules practically always will

be covered by the margin reserved by
manufacturers. This general statement of

fact is made as a matter of interest, but of

course it is always important to make certain

that the Standardization Rules according to

which the machinery is specified in any
particular case agree in all particulars. An
appendix to this article contains in tabular

form a statement showing the slight differ-

ences in the temperature limits in the British

and American Standardization Rules. The
heating and temperature sections of the 19 IG

edition of the Italian rules are also in close

agreement with the corresponding sections of

the British and American rules.*

The British rules do not yet cover quite

as many subjects as the American and
Italian rules, which already contain sections

relating to efficiency and to regulation in

addition to those covered by all three sets

of rules. The limitations of this article will

not permit of a discussion of these two latter

subjects nor of the subject of dielectric tests,

notwithstanding their interest and importance.
The article is further limited chiefly to points

relating to rotating machinery, the important
* "Standards for the Ordering and Acceptance of Electrical

Machines" issued by the Italian Electrotechnical Association;
Central Offices; 10 Via S. Paolo, Milan.
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subject of stationary transformers being
excluded since its consideration would have
too greatly increased the length of the arti-

cle.

Temperature Standards

So far as relates to heating and temperature,
the plan underlying all modem standardiza-
tion rules for electrical machinery consists

in establishing approved upper limits of

temperature. These limits are such as to

permit of continuous subjection thereto.

While as an actual fact these limiting tem-
peratures could be exceeded safely for short

intervals, this is not permitted by the rules.

The approved upper limits have been deter-

mined upon with a view to providing adequate
factors of safety. Having determined upon
approved values for the upper temperature
limits, the next step consists in adopting a
reference value for the ambient temperature.
The difference between the approved upper
limits and the ambient temperature of refer-

ence constitutes the limiting temperature rise.

The rating is obviously a function of the thus-
deduced temperature rise.

Ambient Temperature of Reference

In the British, the American, and the Italian

rules the ambient temperature of reference

is 40 deg.* This value was adopted because
it is a temperature approached in all parts of

the temperate zone at some time during the
year.

In none of these three sets of rules is there,

as yet, any provision for machinery for tropi-

cal countries. The author would suggest 55
deg. as a suitable ambient temperature of

reference for trojjical ratings. The sugges-
tion is not based on any contention that
electrical machinery is liable to be installed

in locations where an ambient temperature
of 55 deg. would be at all likely to occvir, but
for the three following reasons:

First, that it is desirable to em])loy a value
which will ensure a margin of a few degrees;

second, that the ambient temperature of

reference for tropical ratings should not
exceed that for temperate ratings by less than
15 deg. (a less difference would lead to ratings

which would be so nearly the same for the

two cases that the difference hardly would
be worth taking into account); third, that

the value of 40 deg. is, strictly s])eaking,

rather too low for the temperate zone. While
its occurrence is by no means usual, it is so

often aj)j)roached within a few degrees that

it cannot be said to provide much margin

when employed as a standard reference value.
Since 40 deg. is now firmly established for

the temperate zone, the consistent value for

a basis for tropical ratings is 55 deg.

Practical experience has demonstrated that
ratings for electrical machinery destined for

use in tropical countries should be distinctly

lower than ratings which have proven satis-

factory for the temperature zone.

The ambient temperature of reference of

40 deg. for all countries in the temperate
zone was adopted only after very careful

investigations. While there are many locali-

ties where an outdoor shade temperature of

40 deg. is never attained at any time in the
year, nevertheless there are in the temperate
zone very few localities where an outdoor
shade temperature of 35 deg. is not sometimes
closely approached. It was decided that 35
deg. did not afford sufficient margin. The
following data bear out the correctness of

this decision.

The temperatures in Table I have been
taken from the report of the Chief of the
Weather Bureau and are the maximum
recorded in any station in the designated
states during the year 1908.

Max.
Temp,
in Year States

1908

42 deg. Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Okla-
homa

43 deg. Montana, Idaho, Oregon, South Dakota,
Utah, Wyoming

44 deg. Washington
46 deg. Texas
47 deg. Nevada
49 deg. California
52 deg. Arizona

In America, meteorological observations

are often made by amateur volunteers and
it is possible that some of these higher values

may not have been adequately verified.

From "Symons Meteorological Magazine"
for 1912 the tem])eraturcs at twenty places

in the British Emi)ire have been compiled
in Table II. The records consulted were
compiled from 30 ])laces in the British

Emi)irc. l'"'or the remaining ten ])laces 32.5

deg. was not reached at an\- time during the

year 1911.

ThrouKhout the paper, all tonipcraturi'S arc given in the
centigrade scale.
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TABLE II

NUMBER OF MONTHS DURING 1911 IN
WHICH THE MAXIMUM SHADE
TEMPERATURE EQUALLED

OR EXCEEDED

32.5
deg.

London 3
Malta 1

Lagos 4
Cape Town 3
Durban (.N'atal) 3
Calcutta 9
Bombay 9
Madras 8
Colombo (Ceylon) 4
Hongkong 3

Sidney 3
Melbourne 4
Adelaide 6
Perth

;

4
Coolgardie ; 6
Hobart (Tasmania) 2
Jamaica (Kingston) I 9
Toronto 1

Fredericton 1

Bloemtgntein i 5

35 37.5
deg. deg.

1

3 1

1

4 2

8 6
:

,

2 2

3 3
6 5
4 3
6 6
2 1

3

1

2

40
deg.

It is of importance to emphasize that it is

not essential to be able to reconcile the

ambient temperature of reference with the

maximum temperature occurring in the
locality where the machinery is to operate.

The greater the amount by which the ambient
temperature of reference exceeds the tempera-
ture where the machinery is operated, the

greater is the factor of safety. The shade
temperatures set forth in meteorological

records are usually taken where there is no
local source of generation of heat and where
air circulates freely. Electrical machinery
in operation is itself a source of heat and in-

creases the temperature of the surrounding
air. Furthermore electrical machinery is

often located in places where the circulation

of air is very much restricted. Consequently,
the ambient temperatures near electrical

machinery will generally considerably exceed
the shade temperatures recorded by meteoro-
logical stations. Indeed there is no proof
that the actual ambient temperatures in the
neighborhood of electrical machinery are
related at all closely to the official tempera-
tures issued from meteorological stations.

It is evident from the tables which have been
given that, strictly speaking, even 40 deg.

is too low for the reference temperature on
the basis that it is to be a value that shall

never be even slightly exceeded. The refer-

ence value adopted must rest upon an
assum])tion and it is important that the

assumption shall be conservative. In the

rules of the Verband Deutscher Elektro-

techniker the ambient temperature of refer-

ence is 35 deg. The precise statement in

this respect as set forth in the V. D. E. rules

is as follows:

"It is assumed that the temperature of the

surrounding air will not exceed 35 deg."

In the British, American and Italian rules,

it is assumed that the temperature of the

surrounding air will not exceed 40 degs. It

is probable that in the neighborhood of elec-

trical machinery, i. e., at a distance of 1 to 2

meters from the machine as set forth in

Section 314 of the American rules), the

temperature of the air at some time during

the year exceeds 35 deg. in the majority of

cases and there is often a considerable proba-

bility that the ambient temperature near

electrical machinery will occasionally rise a

few degrees above 40 deg. But by the adop-
tion of the 40 deg. as the ambient temperature
of reference there will, for almost all installa-

tions of electrical machinery in the temperate
zone, probably be a margin of a few degrees

during 99 per cent of the year. For such an
indefinite state of affairs, it is reasonable to

adopt a value which offers some probability

that there will be such a margin. It is not
possible to predict the maximum ambient
temperature in the neighborhood of an electri-

cal machine within several degrees even when
the machine is not running, and the value to

which the ambient temperature is likely to

attain when the machine is in operation is

still more indefinite. The records of the

official shade temperature for any given

locality are of little or no service. Indeed
the temperatures maintained within build-

ings are apt to be fully as high in cold climates

as in warm climates. In view of the indefin-

niteness inherent to the subject, and of the

importance of taking a conservative value,

it would appear that the reference value of

40 deg. for the ambient temperature in

regions in temperate climates is certainly

not too high and reasonably might be criti-

cized as too low. From whatever way the

matter is approached there is obviously a

5-degree-greater factor of safety, (in other

words, a more conservatively rated machine),
when the rating is based on an ambient
temperature of reference of 40 deg., as in

the British, Italian and American rules, than
by basing it on 35 deg.
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A distinct commercial value is attached
to the provision of means for maintaining
at a reasonably low temperature the premises
in which electrical machinery is operated.
If a temperature of ;^0 deg. on these premises
is never exceeded at any time during the
year, then the maximum temperature ever
occasioned in the electrical machinery when
operating at its rated load is 10 deg. below
the approved limits and the margin of safety

is very much greater.

Ambient Temperature During Acceptance Tests

In determining the ambient temperature
on the occasion of acceptance tests in the
case of rotating machines cooled by forced

draft, it is provided in Section 311 of the
American rules that "a conventional weighted
mean should be employed, a weight of jour
being given to the temperature of the circulat-

ing air supplied through ducts and a weight of

one to the surrounding room air." Thus, for

example, if on the occasion of an acceptance
test the circulating air is taken from outside
the building and has a temperature of 14

deg. at the intake of the machine, while the
temperature of the air in the room is 24 deg.,

the ambient temperature, from which the
temperature rise is determined, should be
taken as:

4X14+1X24 ,^ ,

^ =16 deg.

If the temperature of the machine at the

end of the heat run is 70 deg., then we have:

Temperature rise in accordance with the American
rules =70—16 =54 deg.

Temperature rise above room temperature
= 70 — 24 =46 deg.

Temperature rise above inlet temperature
= 70—14 =56 deg.

While, strictly speaking, the weights given
for the two air temperatures should dej^end
upon the characteristics of the ])articular

machine under test, the correction is of such
moderate amount that it has been desirable

in the interests of simplicity and definiteness

to standardize the weighting of the two tem-
peratures.

It is further to be noted (from Sections

314 and 315 of the American rules) that the

room temjjerature is to be taken as the mean
of "several thermometers })laced at different

points around and half way \x\) the machine,
at a distance of one to two meters," and that

the value to be employed shall V)e the mean
of the readings of the.se thermometers taken
at equal intervals of time during the last

quarter of the duration of the test.

The temperature of a large machine will not
at all promptly follow the changes which are
always taking place in the temperature of the
premises where a heat run is being made.
Consequently, if no appropriate provision be
made, a greater temperature rise will usually
be recorded if the heat run concludes shortly

after midnight, when the air temperature in

a large factory building is usually falling,

than if the heat run is concluded in the middle
of the forenoon, when the air temperature
of such a building is usually rising. Errors
from this source are avoided by complying
with the requirement in Section 316 that
"the thermometer for determining the am-
bient temperature shall be immersed in a
suitable liquid, such as oil, in a suitable heavy
metal cup." With a falling room temperature
a mercury thermometer exposed to the room
air might read at least a couple of degrees
lower than an identical thermometer with
its bulb immersed in oil in one of these metal
cups.

To those who have not had extensive

experience in testing large generators, these

various precautions may seem trivial. As a
matter of fact they ensure immunity from
errors which may easily amount to several

degrees difference in the result obtained for

the temperature rise.

The British, Italian and American rules

are now in agreement in providing that for

rotating machinery no correction is to be
made in the temperature rise on account of

the particular value of the ambient tempera-
ture on the occasion of the test. The British

and American rules simply suggest (Section

320 of the American rules) that "tests should
be conducted at ambient temperatures not
lower than 15 deg." The corresponding
Italian rule is as follows:

"For ambient temperature lower than 40 deg.

during the tests, no correction shall be applied to

the results of the measurements so long as the
temperature does not fall below 10 deg.; however
it is not convenient that tests should be carried

out at temperatures below 10 deg."

This i^lan of omitting any corrections is a

decided improvement over the old plan of

ai)plying to the observed temperature rise

a correction which was a fimction of the

aml)icnt tcmjicrature at the time of the test.

Careful tests have shown that the tem])era-

ture rise of the average machine is not very
dc])cndcnt ui)on the tem])crattirc at the time
of the test and that the rclia1)ility of the

result cannot be increased by means of any
simi)le corrections. Elaborate tests have
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been made with the object of clearing up this

matter by making heat nms in a room main-
tained successively at low and high tempera-
tures. The rise w4th low room temperatures
averaged as great as the rise with high room
temperatures, the inverse change in core and
copper loss -sA-ith change in temperature
combined \\'ith the very rapid increase in

radiation at high temperatures tending to

render the result independent of the room
temperature.
Another progressive ruling which is identi-

cal in the British and American rules is that

relating to the duration of heat runs. It is

to the effect that:

"The temperature test shall be continued until

sufficient e\'idence is available to show that the
ma.ximum temperature and temperature rise would
not exceed the requirements of the rules, if the
test were prolonged until a steady final temperature
were reached."

For conditions where the temperature of

a part cannot be obtained until the machine
is shut down (for example, the resistance of

the stator -u-indings of a polyphase generator)

the rules make the following provision:

"Whenever a sufficient time has elapsed between
the instant of shut-down and the time of the final

temperature measurement, to permit the tempera-
ture to fall, suitable corrections shall be appHed,
so as to obtain as nearly as practicable the tempera-
ture at the instant of shut-down. This can some-
times be approximately effected by plotting a curve,
with temperature readings as ordinates and time
as abscissas, and extrapolating back to the instant
of shut-down. In other instances, acceptable
correction factors can be applied."

As to these acceptable correction factors, it may
be said that from the many test results

available on the records of manufacturers,
it will be known generally that, for a particular

type of machine, the cooling of the hottest-

spot will be approximately at some particular

rate per minute for the average of the first

three or four minutes after shut-down. At
the time of the acceptance tests, both parties

to the transaction usually will readily arrive
at a satisfactory' agreement that for any
particular machine under test a certain
number of degrees shall be added to the
temperature determined by resistance

measurements made within a given number
of minutes of shut-down. It rarely would
be worth while to encumber the specifications

and guarantees with a clause setting forth
the amount of this correction, but it is simple
enough to do so when it is considered that
it is of sufficient consequence to have the
amount definitely stipulated.

Embedded Temperature Detectors

The American rules (Section 355) require

that for the purposes of acceptance tests

the temperatures of the stators of large gener-

ators shall be determined by means of

embedded temperature detectors, several of

Fig. 1. Location of Temperature Detectors in Single and

Two-layer Windings as Required by A.I.E.E.

Standardization Rules

which shall be employed. These are to be
so located as to disclose as nearly as possible

the temperature of the hottest spot existing

anywhere in the machine. These embedded
temperature detectors consist of thermo-
couples or resistance coils. An extensively

employed design of embedded temperature
detector of the resistance type has a length

of about 10 in. (25.4 cm.), and, at a tempera-
ture of 25 deg., its resistance is just 10 ohms.
In Fig. 1 are shown sections through slots for

two types of slot windings usually designated
two-layer and single-layer windings respect-

ively. It is required in Sections 353 and 354
of the American rules that "a liberal number"
of temperature detectors shall be placed in

the locations designated in Fig. 1 as A and
B, for two-layer windings, and B and C for

one-layer windings.

Hottest-Spot Temperature

The rules stipulate that for machines with
two-layer windings the hottest-spot tempera-
ture shall be considered to be 5 deg. greater

than the highest reading obtained by any
of the embedded temperature detectors; and
that in single-layer windings the hottest spot

temperature shall be that obtained by adding
to the highest reading 10 deg., plus 1 deg.
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per 1000 volts above oOOO volts of terminal
pressure.

These corrections arc brought together in

Table III.

For two-layer Add 5 degrees to the highest
windings. reading.

For single-layer Add 10 degrees to the high-
windings for 5000

I

est reading.
volts or less.

i

For single-layer

,
windings for more
than 5000 volts.

Add to the highest reading
10 deg., plus 1 deg. for every
kilovolt by which the voltage
between the terminals of the
machine exceeds 5 kv.

Thus for a three-phase machine with an 1 1 .000-volt single-
layer winding, the correction to be added to the maximum
observable temperature in estimating the hottest-spot tem-
perature is 16 deg.

With rare exceptions the hottest-spot

results derived from the indications of the
embedded temperature detectors are the
most satisfactory. It is, however, quite

possible that the temperature rise derived
from measurements of the resistance of the
stator windings at the conclusion of the heat
runs may be greater than the temperature
rise determined from the embedded detectors.

Consequently it is provided in Section 352 of

the American rules that when the embedded-
detector method is used, the results shall,

when required, be checked by the results

obtained from measurements of the resistance

of the stator windings, and "the hottest-spot

shall then be taken to be the highest value
by either method, the required correction

factors being applied in each case." By
correction factor is meant the number of

degrees which shall be added to the observed
temperature to obtain the hottest-spot tem-
perature. For the resi.stance method the
correction factor is 10 deg.

As regards the so-called correction factors*

established in the American rules, it would
apjjear that the hottest-s]K)t tem])erature

determined by adding to the observable
temjjcrature the stipulated correction factor

shall constitute the criterion and that a
machine could not be rejected on the groimd
that other evidence demonstrated that a still-

greater temperature existed at some point

of the winding. For exam])le, for purely
research purposes it would be practicable to

locate temperature detectors actually against

the copi)er of a high-pre.ssure winding. In
some special cases such tem])erature_detectors

might disclose temperatures exceeding those
obtained by adding the conventional correc-

tion factors to the observable temperatures.
Since the conventional correction factors

have been established with every intention
that they shall be liberal and since definite-

ness in contracts is essential, the hottest-spot
temperatures obtained by complying with
the methods approved in the American rules

should be taken as final, irrespective of

evidence of the existence of higher tempera-
tures. It is believed that it would be only
in exceedingly rare instances that higher
temperatures could be found and that they
would exceed the conventional hottest-spot

temperatures by immaterial amounts. How-
ever, in so far as the rules on this point ma}'
be obscure in the least, it would seem to be
very important to make their intention unmis-
takably evident.

The use of embedded temperature detectors
has been demonstrated to be of great advant-
age. When only required for the acceptance
tests the leads from the detectors may, at

the conclusion of the tests, be cut off, and
the detectors abandoned. But it is of

decided advantage, in the service operation
of large generators, to be able, at any time,

to ascertain the internal temperatures from
the direct readings of switchboard instru-

ments. This practice is now very customary.
It has been mentioned that the hottest-spot

temperatures indicated by embedded detect-

ors may in rare instances be less than the
hottest-spot temperatvires indicated by mea-
surements of the resistance of the stator

winding of a generator. Moreover, since the

resistance measurements of a winding only
disclose average temperatures, occasions will

arise where a suitably-located surface thermo-
meter may indicate a temperature in excess

of that indicated by the resistance measure-
ments. A liberal number of surface thermo-
meters ought, therefore, also to be employed
when making heat runs. The author is of

the opinion that one of the chief advantages
of embedded temperature detectors of the
resistance type relates to the ability to

em])loy a resistance of a magnitude which
can be measured readily with accuracy, and
to the relial)ility with which its resistance at

any time can be taken to indicate a definite

tem])erature. The temi)erature rise ol)tained

from the increase in the resistance of an
armatvire or field winding would be of distinct-

ly greater value wert' it ])raclicable to know

* These are not factors
be substituted.

Some better <losignation should
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accurately the temperature of the windiui;-

on the occasion of the measurement of the

cold resistance. It is rarely practicable to

incur the delay before commencing a heat

run which would be necessary to ensure that

an armature or field winding is within a couple

of degrees of the surrounding temperature.

Often when it is assumed that the winding's

temperature is substantially identical with

that of the surrounding air, there is actually

a difference of over five degrees and conse-

quently the measured cold resistance is

associated with a temperature over five

degrees different from its actual temperature,
and a corresponding error is incurred in

deducing from its hot resistance the tempera-
ture of the winding at the end of the heat run.

Some such plan as that set forth in the

following clause, if the conditions of practise

should pem:!it of its adoption, would provide
a way out of the difficulty and much increase

the value of temperature determinations by
measurements of the resistance of the main
windings

:

"In order to avoid protracted delays in the testing

of a machine, in bringing the temperature of its

windings into accord with the ambient tempera-
tures, the resistance of the windings of a machine,
reduced to 40 deg., should be made a matter of

factory record for all machines subject to tempera-
ture measurement by resistance under these rules."

In general, the author's opinion in this

matter is that the methods of obtaining
temperatures by surface thermometers and
by measurements of the resistances of the
main windings should not be discarded in

favor of the newer method by embedded
temperature detectors, but should continue
to be employed in addition thereto. Indeed
the careful tests made on a large machine,
which are described later, showed, as may be
seen from Table XII, that in two out of the
three heat runs the temperature rise of the
hottest spot as deduced from measurements
of the resistance of the stator windings was
greater than the temperature rise of the
hottest spot deduced from the readings of

temperature detectors, and that in the third
heat run the temperature rise of the hottest
spot was the same by both methods. Fur-
thermore the readings of mercury thermo-
meters placed against appropriate parts of

the surface of the rotor winding disclosed
higher temperatures than were obtained by
means of measurements of the resistance of

the rotor winding. The results in these tests

were especially reliable since the cold resist-

ances were measured with the greatest care

after the machine had been standing idle

for two days, so that its windings at the time
of measuring their resistances before begin-
ning the heat run should be at the same
temperature as the surrounding air.

A recommendation to take advantage of

all three methods (Method I, surface thermo-
meters; Method II, main winding resistance

measurements; and Method III, embedded
detectors) might at first sight be condemned
as impracticable on all except large, valuable
machines, since the expense of making such
thorough tests would be prohibitive. Were
it necessary to make these measurements on
each and every machine, such a criticism

would be well founded. The author holds

the opinion which, in another publication,

he has expressed as follows:

"Although the riiles contain no explicit statement
to that effect, it may doubtless be understood that
it is not intended that a test bj' the prescribed
method need necessarily be made upon every
individual machine comprised in a transaction.
The simplest method, as above explained, is usually
Method I, and in the interest of avoiding needless
expense, it should often be practicable to arrange
for a judicious employment of Method I for most
of the machines of a given size, employing Method
II or III, as the case may be, on a few of the ma-
chines, and thereby arriving at a fact or by which
the results obtained by Method I require to be
multiplied in order to arrive at the results which
ivould have been obtained on those particular ma-
chines had Methods II and III been employed. In
other words, it should not be concluded that the
less simple measurements will necessarily be made
on every machine, but rather that conclusive
evidence shall be provided to insure that had the

measurements been made the temperature would
have been within the required limits."

Further Consideration of the Hottest-Spot

Temperature. The American rules lay em-
phasis on the hottest-spot temperature.
Limiting approved values for the hottest-spot

temperatures are set forth. The limiting

values depend chiefly upon the class of

insulating material employed. Insulating

materials are divided into three classes, A,
B, and C. These classes are defined in the

American and British rules as presented in

Table IV.

No limit is placed upon the temperature
of Class C insulation. The permissible tem-
peratures and temperature rises of electrical

machinery at present are based chiefly upon
the characteristics of Class A and Class B
insulations. The British and American rules

agree in adopting 105 deg. and 125 deg. for

the limiting hottest-spot temperatures for

these two classes of insulations. Based on
extensive tests, it is the opinion of many
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engineers that 105 deg. for Class A insulations

and 150 deg. for Class B insulations are both
thoroughly conservative limits, when all the
designing and manufacturing processes are

carried out with due regard for numerous
important details. But, failing the avail-

TABLE IV

Class of insulation Description of insulating mateiial

A Cotton, silk, paper and similar
materials when so treated or im-
pregnated as to increase the ther-

mal limit, or material permanent-
ly immersed in oil; also enamelled
wire.*

Mica, asbestos and other ma-
terials capable of resisting high
temperatures, in which any Class
A material or binder is used for

B
I

structural purposes only, and may
be destro.yed without impairing!
the insulating or mechanical qual-
ities of the insulation.

Fireproof and refractory ma-
C terials, such as pure mica, porce-

lain, quartz, etc.

*For cotton, silk, paper and similar material, when not
treated, impregnated or immersed in oil, the highest tempera-
tures shall be 10 deg. lower than the limits given above for
Class A.

fThe word impair is here used in the sense of causing any
change which would disqualify the insulation for continuous
service.

ability and apjilication of skill and experi-

ence, even much lower temperature limits for

Class A and Class B insulations will not
ensure a satisfactory ])roduct. It is difficult

to see how any Standardization rules can
afford the necessary assurance in this respect.

The successful withstanding of acceptance
tests does not necessarily constitute evidence
that the insulations will endure the stipulated
temperatures (and other deteriorating influ-

ences which vary from instance to instance),

for a satisfactory term of years. Fortunately
the manufacturer's interest in the success and
reputation of his ])roduct usually affords the
required assurance. Indeed there is usually
a strong tendency on the ])art of the manu-
facturer to refrain from taking advantage of

temperature limits of established j^ractica-

bility until years of study by tests on sam-
j)les and on ex])erimental machines have
established beyond all reasonable doul)t the
ajjpropriateness of the higher limits. It is.

however, im])ortant to the industry to take
advantage of higher limiting temj)cratures as

soon as a reasonable amount of experience is

gained, since this permits of reduced capital

costs for machinery and rarely aflEects predu-
dicially the working costs except where the
action is premature. The adoption of new
limits by bodies of the standing of the
American and British Standard Committees
is ample proof that the evidence in the case

has been carefully sifted and that the time
is ripe for the modification. While the
temperature limits for Class A and Class B
insulations can both be safely exceeded for

short periods, it is in the interests of reserving
reasonable factors of safety to establish them
(as is expressly emphasized in the American
and British rules) as limits which shall never

be exceeded. In the American and British

rules the limit at present standardized for

Class B insulations is 125 deg. but there is a
well-developed opinion in America that,

since there is now a great deal of experience
on which to base the action, the limit for

Class B insulations could with advantage be
raised to 150 deg.

Intensified Aging of Insulations

Reference has been made to the impossi-

bility of framing rules to ensure that the
insulations employed have satisfactory

longevity. Naturally, however, the aging of

insulating materials is a matter of great

importance to the manufacturer. The point

of most importance to decide is that of the
temperature which can be withstood for 10

to 20 years by an insulating material. It

would naturally be supposed that subjection

to super-temijeratures for brief periods would
permit of forming an opinion regarding the

life corresponding to lower temperatures. To
a certain extent brief tests for short periods

at super-temjieratures are useful, but con-

clusions drawn therefrorn must, at the present

state of affairs, be regarded as only of the
nature of very rough evidence. For some
Class A insulations, values of the order
shown in Table V are indicated.

Temperatures which can be withstood successfully, not only
electrically but physically, by approved Class A insulations:

P""or seconds
For minutes
For hours
For days
For weeks
For montlis
For years

'2'A) degrees
1200 degrees
170 degrees
loO degrees
i;5() degrees
1 If) degrees
10') degrees

A very slight modilication in I In- t'oinposi-

tion or construction of tiic insulation, how-
ever, might comjjletely dist}ualir\- ii lor with-
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standing any considerable super-temperatures,

even for brief periods. Tests on various

approved Class B insulations lead to values

which, while quantitatively higher by a
matter of some oO deg.. are qualitatively

very similar.

Reasonable factors of safety must, how-
ever, be reserved. This is realized by the

American. British and German Standards
Committees and no recognition whatsoever
is extended to the abihty of insulations to

sxiccessfully \\-ithstand super-temperatures for

brief periods. Thus in the American rules

we have Section 305 A, to the following effect:

Section 305 A. Whatever may be the ambient
temperature when the machine is in service, the
limits of the maximum observable temperature and
of temperature rise specified in the rules should not
be exceeded in service; for, if the maximum tempera-
ture be exceeded, the insulation may be endangered,
and if the rise be exceeded the excess load may
lead to injury, by exceeding limits other than those
of temperature; such as commutation, stalling load
and mechanical strength. For similar reasons,

load in excess of the rating should not be taken
from a machine.

It is thus clear that in the interest of secur-

ing a liberal inargin of safety we must forego

rigorously the temptation to expose the

insulation of machinery, even for brief

periods, to temperatures in excess of the

limits approved in the American rules.

This practice is in striking contrast to that

underlying the older Standardization rules

which authorized higher temperatures for

short periods. Probably the credit for the

modem departure belongs to the German
Standards Committee, which, for some years,

has employed the plan of permitting overloads
with the same temperature limits as for the
rated load. Table VI presents clauses from
the German standardization rules.

TABLE VI
Overloading. With the limitation that the overloads only are

carried for so short a time, or only occur under such temperature
conditions of the machines and transformers that the highest
permissible temperatures are not thereby exceeded, machines
and transformers must be capable of carrying the following
overloads:

Generators
Motors
Synchroneus converters and

motor-generators

Tran.sformers

Motors
Synchronous converters and

motor-generators

Transformers

25 per cent during
one-half hour

40 per cent for 3
minutes

Section 305 A of the American rules,

however, contains the restriction that "loads
in excess of the rating shall not be taken
from the machine," lest limits other than those

of temperature, such as commutation, stalling

load and mechanical strength should be
exceeded.

Nevertheless the American rules provide

for the case where a machine is required to

carry very heavy loads for brief periods.

Such a case is met by giving a machine more
than one rating. Thus amongst the machin-
ery recently supplied to the Chicago, Milwau-
kee and St. Paul Railway are some couple of

dozen 2000-kw. motor-generator sets for use

in substations. These sets have the following

three ratings:

Continuous rating 2000 kilowatts

Two-hour rating 3000 "

Five-minute rating 6000 "

The mechanical strength and the commu-
tating requirements for the five-minute rating

are far in excess of those for the continuous
rating. But the temperature attained with
the continuous rating exceeds that attained

with the five-minute rating.

This plan may be employed whenever it

is necessary to provide for peaks of load, as

in the case, for instance, of crane motors.

Knowing the typical duty cycle, we may
prescribe a short-time rating sufficient to

ensure that the motor shall have ample
mechanical strength as well as sufficient

margin in the matter of commutation, and
that it shall not stall with the greatest load

which it ever will be called upon to carry.

Knowing also the average load, we may
prescribe a continuous rating which will

ensure that approved temperatures shall never
be exceeded. Two ratings should usually

suffice, a continuous rating to ensure the non-
exceeding of approved temperatures and a
short-time rating to ensure the required

capacity for the intermittently occurring

peaks of load as regards commutation, stalling

load and mechanical strength.

While we owe the conception of modern
ratings to the German Standards Committee,
as already stated, the way in which the

American Committee has fitted the concep-

tion to the requirements of practice would
appear to be distinctly excellent.

Low-Temperature Circulating Air

For small machines built in large quantities

for stock, the ultimate destination is unknown.
In normal times a motor driving a printing
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press in Bombay or Pekin or Moscow is about
equally likely to have been built in Berlin

or Manchester or Milan or Schenectady.
Even if the ultimate dest'ination may be
ascertained it is not ])racticable to counten-

Fig. 2. Chart Showing Temperature Limits for Insulation

as Established by American and British

Standardization Rules

ance de])artures from the strict letter of the

Standardization Rules in the case of small

machinerv.

a concrete case let us assume that a large

operating comjjany is purchasing a 20,000-
kv-a. generator which will be cooled by
circulating through it every minute 50,000
cu. ft. (1416.4 cu. m.) of air taken from
outside the building. In the summer, on
days when the humidity is high, the cir-

culating air's temperature, even after pass-

ing through the air washer, may some-
times be nearly 40 deg. But the nature
of the load may be such that the sta-

tion's peak in summer is half of its mid-
winter peak, or even much less. It may be
practicable to rely on 15-deg. circulating air

for the mid-winter peak. For the limiting

temperature for Class A insulation (lOo deg.),

this represents 90 deg. rise as against 65 deg.

rise in the summer. By temperature coils

in location A of Fig. 1, the observable rises

are:

Summer—(105—5—40) = 60 deg.

Winter— (105—5—15) = 85 deg.

Consequently, if the machine has ample
margin as regards mechanical strength and if

the prime mover is adequate, advantage
ought to be taken of its increased capacity
in winter, which would be of the order of 25
or 30 per cent.

Three such 20,()()()-k\--a. machines, operated
on the basis of loading them up to their

capacity as indicated by embedded tempera-
ture detectors, would do the work of four

-rf^<^' _

Fig. 3. 12-Pole, 8750-Kv-a., 6600-Volt, 500 R. P.M., 3-Phase Generator.

Curves of Figs. 4 to 10 were Derived from Tests made on this Machine

Hut for large machines wortli niaii\'

thousands oi dollars ajnece and o])crated

under skilled sui)ervision, it would be waste-
ful tf> fcjrego any economic advantage com-
]jatible with sound engineering practice. As

niachines oi)cratc(l in strict accordance with

Section 305 A of the American rules, ami the

saving in the cai)ital cH)mi)onent of the total

cost of maiuifacturing clc(-tricit\- would l)c

quite appreciable.
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Such a case would be met by some such

clause as follows:

"Contractors will be required to guarantee that

the machine shall be in all respects in strict accord-

ance with the (October, 1916) American rules with

the following exception:
Excepiion. The machine shall have ample

mechanical strength and shall be in all other

respects adequate to carry the increased load which
wnth a circulating-air temperature of 15 deg. may
be carried without occasioning hottest-spot tempera-
tures in excess of those set forth in the American rules

as approved for the class of insulation employed.
The embedded-temperature-detector method supple-

mented by measurements of the resistances of the

main windings and by surface thermometer meas-
urements shall be employed for determining the

temperature attained.

Margin of Safety

Adherence to the recommendations in the

American and British Standardization Rules

ensure very liberal margins of safety. This

is apparent from Fig. 2 in which the shaded
areas indicate respectively for machines with

Class A insulation the temperattire ranges

above the permitted hottest-spot temperature
of 105 deg. which are available but which
are not allowed, and the temperatures below
the reference ambient temperature which are

liable to exist in most locations during nearly

all seasons of the year. The unshaded area

represents the temperature range, utilization

of which is approved in the American rules.

There is no disposition to suggest encroach-
ment upon these liberal margins of safety;

they are simply in accordance with the best

and most valued traditions of the engineering

profession.

Equivalent Tests

We now arrive at a matter with which the
Standardization Rules do not yet deal, at

any rate with any approach to thoroughness.
The deficiency relates to indicating the nature
of the tests which shall be regarded as satis-

factory' criteria for determining the tempera-
ture rise. Several methods are in vogue,
but for testing a single large machine no
method in common use is thoroughly satis-

factory. Doubtless the matter will be given
ver\' careful consideration by the Standards
Committees before rules are adopted.

Mention has already been made of an
8750-kv-a. 500-rev. per min., 50-cycle, three-

phase generator which was recently tested.

This machine was of the design indicated in

Fig. 3. Advantage was taken of the oppor-
tunity to employ for the heat test a method
which may be termed a cyclic heat run. It

appears to be especially well adapted to a

machine of the kind tested. The test

consisted in operating the machine for altern-

ate 15-minute periods on open circuit with
super-normal pressure and on short circuit

with stiper-iiormal current. The degree of

the super-normality was so selected as to

occasion in each complete half-hour cycle, as

nearly as practicable, the conversion into

heat of the same amount of energy in each
part of the machine as would be occasioned
in each part were the machine to deliver the

actual load which it was the object of the

test to investigate. The pressure of the

machine was 6600 volts between terminals,

(3800 volts per phase) and heat tests were
required at each of the three different loads

set forth in Table VII.

TABLE VII

Designation
of heat run

Kilovolt
amperes

Power
factor

Current
per phase

Terminal
pressure

I 7,000 ' 1.00

II 8,750 0.80
III 10,937

i

0.80

614 amp.
766 amp.
960 amp.

6600 volts

6600 volts

6600 volts

For each of the three heat runs it was
desired to provide heating conditions equiva-

lent to the loads in Table VII. This was
accomplished by cyclic tests under the con-

ditions named in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII

Designation of heat run I " III

For the short-circuit periods

119
5.1

854
24.0
18.0

148
7.9

1070
37.8
25.5

Rotor excitation (amperes)
75-deg. rotor PR loss (kw.)
Stator current (amperes)
75-deg. stator PR loss (kw.)
Stray load loss (kw.)

185
12.4

1344
60.0
42.3

For the open-circuit periods

327
38.5

8420
270

327
38.5

8420
270

Rotor excitation (amperes)
75-deg. rotor PR loss (kw.)
Terminal pressure (volts) . .

Core loss (kw.)

324
38.0

8350
260

Before these values were determined upon,
curves of no-load excitation, short-circuit

excitation, core loss and stray load-loss had
already been taken. These are reproduced
in Figs. 4, 5, and 7. The resistances of the
windings had also been measured and reduced
to the 75-deg. reference values. The resist-

ances were:

Stator winding per phase. . . .0.0110 ohm
Rotor winding 0.360 ohm
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The value of the internal windage was
estimated to be 30.0 kw.
The extent of the equivalence to the actual

losses for the three loads is seen from the
data in Table IX.

TABLE IX

LOSSES DURING THE Losses

Open- Short-

Average
losses

during
cyclic
test

ponding
to actua

circuit circuit load of
half of half of 7000 kv-a

the cycle [the cycle* at P.F.
= 1.00

Heat Run I

Stator PR ... 24.0 12.0 12.5
Rotor PR 38.5 5.1 21.8 17.8
Core loss 270.0 135.0 119.0
Stray load los.s. 18.0 9.0 11.5
Internal wind-

age 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0

Total loss = 170.8 kw. 190.8 kw.

Heat Run II = 80
Stator PR ... 37.8 18.9 19.4
Rotor PR 38.5 7.9 23.2 27.9
Core loss 270.0 135.0 119.5
Stray load loss 25.5 12.8 15.3
Internal wind-

age 30.0 30.0 30.0

210.9 kw.

30.0

Total loss = 212.1 kw.

Heat Run III = 80

Stator PR .... 60.0 30.0 30.5
Rotor PR .... 38.0 12.4 25.2 32.6
Core loss 260.0 130.0 120.0
Stray load loss 42.3 21.2 21.5
Internal wind-

age 30.0 30.0 30.0

236.4 kw.

30.0

Total loss = •234.6 kw.

The temperatures of the circulating air

were determined at the inlet and outlet from
the mean of the readings of several thermo-
meters. The results and the "Loss per
Degree Air Rise" are given in Table X.

TABLE X

Designation of
heat run .

Total loss in

machine
Air rise in

machine
Loss per degree

air rise

208 kw.
220 kw.
236 kw.

12.4 deg.
13.0 dog.

15.5 dc-g.

Average value for loss per degree air

rise

168 kw.
16.9 kw.
15.3 kw.

16.3 kw.

It can fairly be assumed for this particular

design that the heat corresj)onding to 90
per cent of the loss in the machine is carried

off by the circulating air, the remaining 10

per cent being dissipated from the surfaces
of the machine.

Therefore we have, as carried away by
the circulating air:

16.3X0.90 =14.7 kw. per degree rise.

One kilowatt raises the temperature of 1000
cu. ft. (28.3 cu. m.) of air \:ex minute by
1.78 deg, or:

A temperature rise of 1 deg. will be
occasioned by a loss of 1 kilowatt for a
circulation of 1780 cu. ft. (50.4 cu. m.) per
min.

TABLE XI

Designation of heat run I II

1

III

Total loss in machine 208 kw. 220 kw. 236 kw.
Temperature rises bv
embedded detectors

Location-A. 33.0 deg. 36.0 deg. ,41.5 deg.
Location-B. 26.3 deg. 28.8 deg. '29.3 deg.
Mean of A & B. 29.7 deg. 32.4 deg. 135.4 deg.

Loss per degree of

mean rise 7.00 kw. 16.80 kw. 6.70 kw.

Average for the three
heat runs for the loss 6.83 kilowatts
per deg. of mean rise

TABLE XII

Designation of heat run I II III

Kilovolt amperes 7000 8750 10937
Power factor 1.00 0.80 0.80
Terminal pressure

(volts) 6600 ()600 6600
Current (amperes). . . 614 766 960

Maximum observed
rise 1)V temperature
detectors 33.0 36.0 41.5

Observed bv tempera-
ture detectors

In location "A" . . 33.0 36.0 41.5
In location "B" . . 26.3 28.8 29.3

Mean of A & B . . 29.7 32.4 35.4

Maximum observed
rise of rotor wind-
ing 19.0 19.0 20.5

Rise stalor winding liv

resistance. ... 28.0

12.4

34.5

13.0

42.0

:\ir rise in macliine. . . . 15.5

Deduced liot test-sjxtt

temperature eorres-

lionding to amliient

temperature of rcfer-

78.0 84.5 92.0
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Consequently we have:

Quantity of circulating air = 14.7 X 1780 =

2r».200 cu. ft. per niin. (742.2 cu. m.).

In Table XI are brought together for the

three heat runs the results obtained by the

embedded temperature detectors in the loca-

tions designated by A and B in Fig. L and

also the results for the mean of A and B.

It is to be noted that by mean rise by embed-
ded detectors is meant the mean of the two
maxima, the one being the maximum for

location A and the other being the maximum
for location B.

The results for these three heat rtms by
the cvclic method deviate from the average

' I I H I § § I I I
rrcnrrrtorf //y /ir7f:a0^jv»rs peer/CLD pol£:

Fig. 4. No Load Saturation Curve of Generator

result [)> less than 2 per cent in the case of

the "Loss per Degree Mean Rise by Embed-
ded Detectors" and by only G per cent in the
case of the "Loss per Degree Air Rise in

Machine." These values speak well for the

accuracy of the cyclic test.

These and the tem])crature rises obtained
at other parts are brought together in Table
XII.

It is interesting to note that in heat runs
II and III the hottest-spot temperature
corresponds to the observations of the rise of

Qcx)0
^

^ '7000

V. eooo
s:

••j SOOO

>
^—

; //t^icrr

/
/

/

% '300C /
\ i'OOC

\

/
/

\

COjec LOSS /n /^/Lonnrrs-

Fig. 6. Core Loss of Generator

Fig. 5. Short Circuit Excitation Curve of Generator

STJe^r Lo^o i. OSS /-^ a^/L orz/trrs

Fig. 7. Stray Load Loss of Generator
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the stator winding by resistance and not to

the results obtained by the embedded detec-

tors. The reason for this is that the Stand-
ardization Rules require 10 deg. to be added
to the observable temperature as determined
by the resistance method and require 5 deg.

to be added to the observable temperature
as determined from the highest reading of any
of the embedded detectors. Such results

may occur in machines so designed that no
part of the stator winding is much hotter or

cooler than the average temperature of the
stator windings.

Fig. 8. Temperature-Time Curves for Cyclic Heat Run,

Equivalent to 7000 Kv-a. at Unity Power-factor

fl^ '£JZiHVT oorfTi

' ^^rejpj^i/roofrn

zr/.:er fi/jg

ffie /rr A '00/1-

"2 H $ TS-

Fig. 9. Temperature-Time Curves for Cyclic Heat Run,

Equivalent to 8750 Kv-a. at 0.8 Power-factor

In Figs. 8, 9 and 10 are given curves show-
ing the progress of the heating during the
cyclic tests.

It should be understood that this article

has been chiefly confined to a discussion of

those parts of the temperature sections of

the Rules which deal with rotating machinery
and that even in this small portion of the
Rules there are various matters of interest

and importance which have not been con-
sidered. On the subject of transformers
there are further matters of importance in

the temperature sections. The sections on
dielectric tests and those on efficiency and
regulation present features of at least equal
importance as regards both rotating

machinery and transformers.

APPENDIX
.4 comparison of the temperature limits in

the American and the British rules for electrical

machinery.

In the following collection of Tables the
three methods of determining the tempera-
ture are designated I, II and III, following

the arrangement in the American rules.

Briefly these methods are defined in the

American rules as given in Table XIII.
Limits of observable temperature for Class A

and Class B materials when method III is

used.

When Method III is used, the limits set

forth in the American and the British Rules

0«..^
;
>,-»-< I ooTLer/iie

^HXTccrotf

e-oerecTOe

i S~ a

Fig. 10. Tempernturc Curves for Cyclic Heat Run,

Equivalent to 10,937 Kv-a. at 0.8 Power-factor
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are identical and are set forth in Table X\^I

for machines of various voltages.

Note: Method III. (Defined and discussed in sections 352
to 3oo of the A. I. E. E. Rules) is. in the A. I. E. E. Rules man-
datory for all stators of machines (exclusive of induction regu-

lators) with cores having a width of 50 cm. (20 inches) and
over, and also for all machines of 5000 volts and over, if of over
500 kv-a., regardless of core width. The method is not manda-
tory in the British Rules but section 63 of those rules states
that: "When so specified with the inquiry, embedded tempera-
ture detectors shall be employed in the case of a machine of
over 3000 kilowatts if wound for a rated pressure exceeding
3300 volts."

TABLE XIII

Designating
name of
method

II

III

Thermometer
method

Resistance
method

Embedded
temperature
detector
method

Description of method

This method consists in the determination of the temperature, by mercury
or alcohol thermometers, by resistance thermometers, or by thermo-couples,
any of these instruments being applied to the hottest accessible part of the
completed machine, as distinguished from the thermo-couples or resistance
coils embedded in the machine as described under Method No. III.

This method consists in the measurement of the temperature of wind-
ings by their increase in resistance, corrected to the instant of shut-down, when
necessary. In the application of this method, thermometer measurements
shall also be made whenever practicable without disassembling the machine
in order to increase the probability of revealing the highest observable tem-
perature. Whichever measurement yields the higher temperature, that
temperature shall be taken as the "highest observable" temperature.

This method consists in the use of thermo-couples or resistance tempera-
ature detectors, located as nearly as possible at the estimated hottest spot.

When Method No. Ill is used, it shall, when required, be checked by Method
Xo. II; the hottest spot shall then be taken to be the highest value by either

method, the required correction factors being applied in each case.

TABLE XVI

PERMISSIBLE LIMITS OF TEMPERATURE AS MEASURED BY EMBEDDED TEMPERATURE
DETECTORS

Voltage of Machine Temperature detectors located between
top and bottom coil-sides in two-

layer windings

Temperature detectors located between
coil-side and core and between coil

side and wedge

Class A Class B Class A Class B

Not over 5000 volts 100 degrees
100 degrees

120 degrees
1 20 dpcfrpps

95 degrees
94 dfiPTPPc;

115 degrees
114 degrees
113 degrees
112 degrees
111 degrees
110 degrees
109 degrees
108 degrees

Between 5000 & 6000 volts
Between 6000 & 7000 volts 100 degrees 120 degrees

,
93 degrees

100 degrees 120 degrees 92 depreesBetween 7000 & 8000 volts
Between 8000 & 9000 volts
Between 9000 & 10000 volts
Between 10000 & 11000 volts

100 degrees 120 degrees
100 degrees 120 degrees
100 degrees 120 degrees
100 degrees 120 depfrees

91 degrees
90 degrees
89 degrees
88 degreesBetween 11000 & 12000 volts

(Tables XIV and XV are shown on the two following pages.)
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TRANSPORTATION OF THE EQUIPMENT FOR A HYDRO-ELECTRIC
PLANT FOR AN INLAND SOUTH AMERICAN TOWN

By E. F. Colyer
FoRKiGN Department, General Electric Company

The transportation of power-house equipment over average country roads requires the exercise of con-
siderable ingenuity; but when this task is undertaken over mountainous sections of country, where the roads
are nothing more than rough trails that make the use of wheeled vehicles impossible, the problem becomes
exceedingly dillficult. The heavier parts of the equipment referred to in this article were secured to bamboo
poles roped together, and the rack thus constructed was carried on the shoulders of natives, allowing approxi-
mately twenty-five pounds per man.

—

Editor.

Some interesting details in the installation

of a small lighting plant for the Municipality
of Cuenca, Ecuador, are shown in the photo-
graphs reproduced herewith.
Many of the principal towns of the western

and northern part of South America are

degrees south of the equator at an altitude

of some 8000 feet, is noted for its mild and
genial climate. Like other towns of its class,

however, the climatic advantage has the
corresponding drawback that the town is not
readily accessible. Although the third city

in Ecuador, it is as yet without rail con-

nection with the seaboard, and from Httigra,

^
«t

»

Fig. 1. Showing Character of Roadway over

which Equipment was Transported

Fig. 2. Transformer Case Secured to Bamboo Holes winch

are Carried on the Natives' Shoulders. PackaKcs weigh-

ing as much as 1000 pounds are carried in this way

located in the high fertile valleys of the great

Cordillera of the Andes, which like a backbone
to the continent extend north from Patagonia
to Venezuela. Even in the torrid zone
moderate temperatures are found at an
elevation of only a few thousand feet above
sea level, anrl Cuenca, whicli is nhout llirce

the nearest ])oint on the Guayaquil-Quito
railway, whence a railroad is projected to

Cuenca, a very inadeciuate road some eighty

miles long is at present the princii)al highway
to this relatively important center. Owing to

the mountainous nattire of much of the

coiuitrv tr;i\('rst'(l 1)\- this road and the con-
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ditions of periodic tropical rainfall, the road

is in many parts nothing: more than a narrow

windinj:: slippery trail, quite impassible to even

the roui^hest fonii of carts. Over such roads

the transportation of heavy machinery

presents problems which mii::ht well daunt

the promoter of a public utility such as a

lighting plant; nevertheless, some of the

oldest plants in South America are found in

just such towns, and public spirited muni-
cipalities have frequently undertaken the

heavy expense involved in the installation of

Fig. 1 1 . Near View of Penstocks and Masonry

plants in places where uncertainty as to

profit has deterred private capital.

In spite of the transportation difficulties

which were foreseen, and which ultimately
proved to be far greater than anticipated, the
Municipality of Cuenca decided some three
years ago to acquire a plant to furnish both
public and private lighting, and in the summer
of 1914 placed their order for the equipment.
This comprised three 75-kw. 60-cycle, 2300-
volt generators, each driven directly by a
135-h.p., 900-r.p.m. Pelton-Francis turbine,

with all necessary piping, transmission line,

and material for distributing circuits. The
power house is at Yanucay near Cuenca,
from which point power is transmitted to the
substation in the city. In addition to the

necessary switchboards, stiitable voltage
regulators are installed here, as well as four
constant-current transformers for the opera-
tion of the 100-type W flame series arc lamps
for street lighting.

In preparing materials for shipment it was
stipulated that so far as practicable packages
should not exceed 125 lb. in weight to permit
of muleback transportation, and that no
piece should weigh to exceed 1000 pounds.
All of the material—-machinery, pipe line,

poles and wiring—went forward from New

Fig. 12. Substation

York early in November, 1914, having been
disassembled as far as possible and packed
to meet the severe conditions of transporta-

tion. The Municipality had previously

arranged for the selection of a competent
engineer to supervise the installation of the

plant, and Mr. J. H. Torrens had already
arrived in Cuenca, and had begun the work of

preparing the two mile ditch and reservoir.

After getting these completed and the saddles

for pipe line and the power house ready, it

was found necessary for him to devote con-
siderable time to helping out with the trans-

portation from the railroad station at Huigra,
since it was desired to still further subdivide
some of the packages and arrange for their

safe carriage. There were 2400 packages in
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all, of which loO had ultimately to be carried

by Indian porters.

The ])i])c line proved to be a particularly

awkward problem. Each of the 105 pieces

Fig. 13. Type of Arc Lamp and Pole in Use in Cuenca

weij^hed 283 pounds. It was at first proposed

to transport these by mule back, but the con-

tractor after wrestling with the job for two
months, and in that time having succeeded in

delivering only ten pieces by mule,

was forced to throw up his hands
and report that it would be neces-

sary to send men to transport them
by "guando" (Quichua for load

carried on the shoulders of several

people), since as before-mentioned

the use of carts was impossible

over much of the road.

In j)reparing heavy packages for

carrying by guando all surplus box-

ing is removed, and by the use of

bamboo poles and cross i:)ieces

weightsare so distributed that ])ack-

ages up to one thtjusand pounds in

weight are carried on the should-

ers of the Indians, the bamboo
poles adding ai)])roximately another

fifty ])er cent to the weight of the part

so transj>orted. Several ])ackages of this

weight were included in the shipment, and
for each of these ]jieces seventy men were
allotted, and on account of the severe

trail conditions the allowance of twenty to

twenty-fi\'e jjounds per man was found none
too liberal.

A freight caravan engaged in a transporta-
tion job of this nature cuts a rather imposing
figure. On the parts of the trail where oxen
may be used it will be preceded by a trumpeter
known as a "bosinero" who is equipped with
a long horn with which he enlivens the trip

with martial airs, the music also serving as
a warning to others on the trail of the
approach of the party. A small army of men
will often be used in carrying the heavy
packages. When the guandos for Cuenca
were ready the Governor of the Province
went to the railroad personally with about
three thousand Indians, all divided into

companies with their captains, and carried

off practically all the heavy pieces, with
much shouting and enthusiasm. For the
trip each man received eight sucres—about
four dollars—with food, pisco and chicha
(the native beverages).

It is under such difficult conditions that the
tools of modern progress are being acquired
by our southern neighbors. Owing to the
scarcity of local capital which commands
from twelve to twenty-four per cent per
annum, only the most profitable projects can
be undertaken, and these cannot in the nature
of things be large as measured by our
standards. Much time is required in their

construction, and to one unfamiliar with the

conditions it might appear that nearly two
years for the transport and installation of a
plant of this character was excessive. The
matter, however, presents an entirely different

aspect when the obstacles to be overcome are

taken into account.

Fig. 14.

The lighting service of the Cuenca i)lant was
successfully inaugurated on August 9 last,

and from the illustrations it is evident that

the Cueticanos ha\'e not s])ared any effort or

expense in obtaining a i)Ian(. of wliii-h they

may be i)roud.
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PORTABLE ELECTRIC MINE LAMPS
By F. T. Forster

PiTTSFiELD Works, Genkral Elixtric Company

The introduction of the following article contains a brief review of the development of portable mine
lamps from the pitch torch, through the Davey safety lamp, to the modern electric lamp. Following this is

a summary and explanation of the requirements which a portable electric lamp must fill to be acceptable to

the Bureau of Mines. The remainder of the article is devoted to a description of the light and electrical

characteristics, and the construction, safety features, and maintenance of a portable electric lamp which has

been accepted by the Bureau of Mines and declared permissible for use in gaseous mines.

—

Editor.

The problem of producing a satisfactory

portable mine lamp is as old as mining itself.

The pitch torch, ^^'ith its smoking' flame, the

candle, and the open-flame oil lamp have each
ser\'ed in turn to guide and aid the miner in

his work. With the advent of coal mining
it was discovered that open flames in mines
were sometimes dangerous, owing to the fact

that explosive mixtures of methane gas

frequently occurred. This led to a series of

investigations to produce a lamp that would
primarily prevent explosions and secondly

detect the dangerous gas.

Both of these results were first accomplished
by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1816, just about
a century ago. His well-known hand safety

lamp. Fig. 1, is still used. In principle it

consists of a luminous flame completely sur-

rounded by a fine wire gauze which allows the

explosive mixture to pass through and burn
quietly on the inside of the lamp, thus
indicating the presence of the gas, but which
cools the burning gases sufficiently when they
are passing out again to prevent their igniting

the mixture that is outside the lamp, thus
creating a safe condition. If, however, the

lamp is allowed to remain in a gas mixture,
the burning gas inside the gauze wdll soon heat
it to incandescence and thus cause an explo-

sion. "When gas is detected, the lamps must
therefore be almost immediately removed
from that section, which is considered danger-
ous, until it is properly ventilated and then
shown to be free from gas. Even then, since

that section is inclined to be gaseous, the
miners will be required to use "safeties."

The small amount of light afforded by these
lamps, the finding of a suitable place to hang
them, and the necessity of moving them about
as the work progresses makes them undesira-
ble. Though lamps also using the Davy prin-

ciple have later been developed to give more
light, the other objections still remain.
Where mines are not subject to gas, or

excessive coal dust, the open-flame oil lamp
is most generally used. Fig. 1, though this

has in the last few years been somewhat dis-

placed by the open-flame acetylene lamp of

high candle-power. The oil lamps give more
light than the "safeties" and since they are

carried on the miners' caps their work is always
illuminated. The flame is smoky, however,
and even in well ventilated sections a few
of these lamps will vitiate the air to a
most annoying degree. This, also, applies to

acetylene lamps and these have the added
disadvantages of requiring frequent reloading

with carbide and water and a continual adjust-

Open Flame Oil Lamp Davy's Safety Lamp

Fig. 1

ment of the water flow to maintain the proper
pressure.

The electric incandescent lamp naturally

obviates the objections found in the open-
flame type lamps. While the electric lamp
will not detect gas, this can easily be accom-
plished by employing a few Davy lamps for

this purpose. Special electric gas detectors

are now being developed and it will probably
only be a matter of a few months before

thoroughly reliable devices of this type will

be on the market.
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The advantages of fhe electric lamp are so

great that little objection should be found to

the supplementary use of a few Davy lamps
to detect gas in those sections in which it

may occur. For many reasons, it is not
practicable to use the ordinary power dis-

tribution system for mine lighting purposes
except in well established locations, such as

shafts, pump rooms, stables, etc. This
condition has led to the development of a
portable electric lamp to replace the hand or

cap flame lamp. Several years ago the
primary battery was tried with carbon
filament bulbs for hand lamps, the weight
being too great for its consideration as a hat
lamp. After repeated trials it was found that

such lainps were not practical on account of

the high cost of maintenance, for not only did

they have to be daily inspected, cleaned and
distributed, the same as oil safety lamps, but
also the zinc or other active elements and t*he

electrolyte had to be removed daily and
frequent replacements had to be made of

burned out lamps. One can readily under-
stand that the cost of these materials and
labor would be far more than the cost of oil

for oil lamps, and that no means of securing

any very great reduction existed so long as

the generation of current depended on a non-
reversible chemical reaction. Though the
primary battery lamp thus eliminated itself,

the idea of a portable electric mine lamp
remained firmly impressed upon the minds of

the coal operators and made the way easier

for the development of the storage battery
lamp which soon followed.

The low efficiency of the carbon filament

lamp at first necessitated batteries of such
size and weight that only hand lamps could
be considered, as in the case of primary cells,

if a reasonable time of burning was to be
obtained. Unlike the primary cells, the

storage battery operates through a reversible

chemical cycle, first receiving a charge by
passing current from one electrode to the
other and then giving up this charge when
required, an operation which can be repeated
many times before the electrodes wear out.

The corrosive electrolytes and the necessity

of venting at first offered many difficulties to

making a reliable battery of good mechanical
design, but these were gradually overcome
until now very satisfactory lamps are in com-
mon use.

Most of these early efforts were made in

I'^uropc, especially in l*>ngland and (Germany,
and not until the tungsten lamj) came into

service a few years ago did the development

of mine lamps really start in this country and
then along a different line, namely, that of

the cap lamp. The higher efficiency, that is,

lower wattage per candle, of the tungsten
lamp made a smaller and lighter battery
possible. A further reduction in weight in

the lead battery was accomplished by the use
of thin instead of thick plates, so that, by
placing the battery in a suitable metal con-
tainer, the miner is able to carry it on his back
and have a flexible connection to a lamp held
in a suitable holder and reflector on his head.
While both the oil cap lamp and the electric

cap lamp illuminate the miner's work, the elec-

tric lamp possesses the distinct advantage that
it gives off no smoke or odor. The light is

steady and of good quality. The man has
both hands free for his work and needs not
bother moving his lamp about.

Bureau of Mines

Because the Bureau of Mines possesses an
intimate knowledge of mining conditions, its

engineers are no doubt the best qualified to

specify what should be the requirements for

a portable electric mine lamp. The Bureau
has been actively interested in this develop-
ment and has adopted standards which have
been changed as the art developed. Before
any design of lamp can be used in gaseous
mines, it must pass the mechanical and
electrical tests prescribed by the Bureau, now
covered by Schedule 6-A which was issued

by the Bureau in February, 1915. These
tests are made to represent reasonably severe

service conditions so that a design that will

pass them should stand up under actual con-

ditions.

The mechanical tests relate to the strength

of the device as it is assembled for the miner
to use. The battery in its metal box must not
break or leak when dropped in various ways,
and it must not leak when subjected to

"picking" or "shovelling" motions. Neither
must the metal box and cover, with their

attachments, be seriously damaged by these

tests. The cable must endure much slatting

in an oscillating machine, to represent several

weeks or months of wear.
The electrical tests are of the incandescent

lamp, the lamp safety device, and the battery.

The incandescent lamp is required to show
an average candle-power equal to, or pre-

ferably above, a specified amount found in

practice to be a good working minimum value.

Lamps under test must not vary from their

average candle-power more than 'AO pcv cent

and from the average ciu'rent consumption
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more than per cent. Furthermore, the

lamps must have a reasonable length of life,

which has been set at not less than 300 hours,

or a little over a month's operation. There

would be serious objection to a lamp burning

out more frequently than this as each burn-

out means that the miner loses time in coming

out to get a new lamp.

The distribution of light is another im-

portant factor in the matter of illumination.

It should be more intense at the center and
graded off toward the edges over an angle

sufficiently wide that all objects in the

Wcinity of the miner, and within his range

of \4sion, will come within the illuminated

area.

A glovsnng lamp filament has been proved
by the Bureau to be dangerous. It is there-

fore necessary to supply each device with a

safety switch that will break, or otherwise

discontinue, the current through the filament

when the bulb is broken.

Tests with light and heavy blows in the

directions most likely to cause failure are

applied to each device and it must not fail

on any test in order to pass, for obviously one
failure in a mine might mean death to many
miners and much damage to property.

Batteries must be proved by test to possess

a capacity sufficient to bum the lamp through
an entire shift of 8 to 10 hours with a margin
of safety.

An Approved Lamp

Under Schedule 6-A, the Bureau of Mines
have issued approval to the General Electric

Company for two mine lamp designs; or,

rather, one main design and one modification
of the main design to meet special conditions.

It is the special feature of these designs that
will be described. In both designs the cap
lamp, cable, battery, lock, and cover contacts
are the same; in fact the only difference

between the two outfits is in the metal con-
tainer for the battery, the one having a
steel case and cast aluminum cover, Fig. 2,

and the other having a cast aluminum case
and cover. The former is suitable for most
mining conditions, but where the service

requirements are unusually severe the latter

fills this need by reason of its superior strength
An illustration of either type of outfit as

carried by the miner is given in Fig. 3.

Light

The first requisite of a mine lamp is to give
light for the miner to find his way through the
various unlighted passage ways to his work

and then to enable him to perform that work
in an efficient manner during the entire shift.

It is therefore quite necessary that the light

should decrease as little as possible in bril-

liancy during the time the miner is "inside."

With the lamps already mentioned, this is

Fig. 2. Steel-Case and Aluminum -Cover Battery with Miners

Lamp Equipment Assembled Ready for Use

accomplished by using an ironclad exide

battery whose voltage characteristic is given

in Fig. 4. Except for the sudden small

decrease in voltage which takes place in the

first few minutes on a freshly charged battery,

the change over 9 hours is only 6 per cent, or

less than 1 per cent per hour. This change in

voltage corresponds to a 20 per cent reduction

in candle-power which is not noticeable except

when carefully compared with a lamp burning
from a freshly charged battery. A voltage

regulation of this amount, which insures an
almost constant brilliancy throughout the

entire shift, is only possible to obtain with a

lead battery.

The distribution of light is exceptionally

good, Fig. 5. A porcelain reflector of irregular

shape is used, thereby eliminating those sharp
changes in brilliancy that are characteristic

of polished metal reflectors. Although the

former does not give as good an efficiency

as a new metal reflector, it maintains its
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service for an indefinite time; whereas the
metal reflector will become tarnished and
lose its brilliancy and any effort to clean it

will result in spoilinj^ the surface or in leaving
it in a condition that will make it more readily
tarnishable. If the porcelain reflector becomes

which hold an elHptical shaped bulb having
a contact at either end with the filament
extending through the lamp between its two
contacts. Fig. (5 shows this safety device
lamj) mounting holding the bulb. Any blow
which will break the bulb in any manner \\411

force the lamp out of the contacts. It \\411

be seen that this device will operate inde-
pendently of the containing shell, reflector,

etc.

Battery

Much depends upon the battery. If it

does not supply current to light the lamp for
the full working time the miner will have to
stop work sooner than otherwise, thus decreas-
ing the output of coal for the mine owner and
causing a loss of pay to the miner. It may
also be difficult for him to find his way out of
the mine if he does not have assistance from
someone who has a lamp. With the ironclad
exide battery, Fig. 7, a reliable source of
power is assured. The battery plates are
very rugged and have established a reputation
in mine locomotives and heavy trucks for
their ability to withstand heavy duty con-
ditions and severe shaking. The plates are
contained in a strong, well-designed, semi-
hard rubber jar that will stand an unusual
amount of abuse. By making the metal
containing case of proper design for the con-
ditions under which the equipments are to
operate, no trouble has been experienced

Fig. 3. General Electric Miners' Lamp
Properly Worn by Miner

'Battery Box Under Jumper)

dirty or dusty it can easily be cleaned by
washing and is then just as good as new.
Furthermore, by having it mounted in such
a way that it is not in contact with the out-
side shell it is not readily damaged. If it is

damaged it can be easily replaced at small
cost.

The cap shell is fitted with hooks for mount-
ing the lamp on the miner's cap at such an
inclination forward as to throw the beam of

light directly upon the work which the miner
is doing.

Safety Device

As has been indicated before, much depends
upon the perfect ojjcration of the safety

device. In the two lamps described, the
safety feature consists of two flexible contacts

<o
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Fig. 4. Voltage Characteristic Curve of Ironclad

Exide Battery

from cracked or broken jars. The cover is

fastened to the jar by a double capillary seal,

which is absolutely acid-tight and yet of such
simple construction that it can readily be
removed at short notice for renewing the

plates when this is necessary. The simplicity
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of the desij^^n, the lon^ Hfe of the plates, and
the ease of makinj:; renewals should appeal to

operators who have had experience A\'ith

mine lamps. The excellent voltage character-

istic of this battery is shown by the curve

in Fier. 4.

Fig. 5. Chart showing Light Distribution of

Miners' Lamp

The filling and venting scheme is very
simple and effective. To fill the battery the

vent plug is removed, which gives free access

to the cell space, and the level of the electro-

h'te is brought to within a small distance

below the edge of the plug opening. The vent
plug is very effective in preventing spilling

of the electrolvte and is securelv seated in

Fig. 6. Safety Lamp Mounting with

Bulb in Place

place by a quarter-turn of the plug, which
draws it down against a rubber gasket in a
suitable seated surface on the jar to prevent
any leakage of acid. The electrolyte, which
is the usual batter>' acid (sulphuric), is cor-

rosive in its action on metals and will damage

all kinds of cloth except pure wool, yet on
account of the degree of perfection which has
been obtained in making a strong non-break-
able jar, a perfectly seated vent plug, and a

non-spilling vent no acid can escape while the

cells are in operation. Though carelessness

in seating the vent or in not wiping off any
acid which may escape when the battery is

being filled or examined may cause a slight

amovmt to run down the front of the jar, not

enough can escape from the metal containing

case at any time to damage the miner's

clothing. Alkaline electrolytes are not cor-

rosive to some metals nor do they attack

clothing in the same way as the acid electro-

lyte, but in filling the cells with the alkaline

Fig. 7. The Ironclad Exide Battery

solution the effect on the attendant's hands
is frequently very bad and this strong caustic

would be equally harmful should it come in

contact with the miner's body. This cauter-

izing or burning effect is used by physicians
and surgeons and is due to the extremely
solvent action of the alkali on the skin and
other tissues. Attendants who have handled
both kinds of electrolyte agree that they
prefer the acid electrolyte to the alkaline.

The batteries are charged for the same
number of hours that they are discharged,

the charging current being somewhat higher
than the discharge current. Practically no
vapor or fumes of any kind escape from the
batteries under these conditions. The vents
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do not become clogged with salt crystals,

which might cause a rise of pressure in the

case sufficient to result in an explosion with
possibly serious consequences to a miner if

he were carrying the lam]). With miCtal vent
plugs having very small apertures this danger
exists.

Fig. 8. Miners' Lamp Disassembled

Miners are often called upon to work in

unusual positions, such as lying on their back
or side which leaves the battery plates par-

tially exposed. However, as long as the

electrolyte is in contact with the plates, the

ironclad exide battery will deliver practically

charging them, or by allowing them to be
discharged below a certain voltage, or by
reversing their polarit\'. Where a consider-

able number of lamps are employed and
proper attendance is sup])lied, there seems
little or no excuse for such conditions to exist.

It would only be occasionally that lamps would
be discharged to zero voltage, as when
emergency crews work for long hours in the
mine and might accidentally leave some lamps
in a discharged condition. Such batteries

can be readily put into operating condition
again by proper charging. With reference to

over-charging, it can be said that operators
are always on duty during times of charging
and there is no reason why batteries should
be kept on the charging rack longer than the

required length of time. Also, over-charging
is undesirable in any battery for it means an
unnecessary waste of power and the electro-

lysis of the water in the electrolyte, which is

proportional to the amount of charging cur-

rent flowing in each cell.

For charging the batteries a very simple

charging rack has been devised which will

obviate any chance of charging the batteries

in the wrong direction. The terminals of the

battery are a different size and if the battery

is reversed it will not make contact. When
the battery is placed in the rack and has just

made contact, a small contact switch auto-

Fig. 9. Proper Method of Placing Battery on

Shelf for Charging (Battery Ready
to Enter Contacts)

Fig. 10. Battery under Contacts, Charging

(Note Position of Contacts)

full value of current to the lamp for the full

rated time. Even if the battery is turned

bottom side up, the lamp will burn for five

or six hours.

It is often pointed out that lead batteries

are seriously damaged by repeatedly over-

matically opens and disconnects the shunt

resistance. When a battery is taken out this

switch closes, so that the current is not broken

in the circuit and the rheostat on the switch-

!)oard does not have to be adjusted. The
entire battery support is raised off of the main
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supportinii shelf, so that any acid accidentally

spilled when filling the batteries can be
readily cleaned of?. The batteries are in-

clined at a small angle, which facilitates

filling them u-ith water or acid while they are

charging on the rack. The details of this

rack are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

Cable

The flexible cable connecting the battery

with the cap lamp is a very important part

of the equipment and much thought and
expense has been given to the development of

this part of the apparatus. At first it was
thought that a flexible metal armor would
give a protecting coat which would enable
the cable to last a long time. The fact that
this armor had to be flexible immediately
presented many difficulties. It was found
from actual experience that the metal would
break in a very short time and present sharp
edges which would either cut the cable or

tear the miner's clothing. It w^as therefore

necessary to give up the application of metal
armor, except for those short lengths of very
flexible armor at the ends of the cable to

support it and prevent sharp bending w^here

it enters the cap or cover of the battery case.

In place of the full length metal armor was
substituted a reasonably heavy coating of

ver>' pure rubber which was found to last

for a considerable time. Some cables of

this type have been known to be in daily

service for six months or more. The con-
tinual bending of the cable also necessi-

tates a special construction in stranding the
conductors and in spiralling the double lead
inside the rubber covering.
To relieve the pull of the lead on the ter-

minal, the cable is clamped by a flexible

support which positively grips the cable and
prevents any slipping.

Simplicity in Design

Every part of these approved lamps has
been so designed as to be readily accessible
for repairs and inspection, as shown by Fig. 8.

This feature is essential in any mall device
of this kind where large quantities are to be
used. For instance, if 1000 cables are to be
repaired, the work should be capable of being
done with the minimum amount of trouble
and lost time. In this device there are no
soldered connections to make and the clamp-
ing device in both the head piece and the
battery case cover can be quickly removed,
the cable pulled out, and a new one put in its

place, or the old one cut off and slipped back

without actually taking it out of the bush-
ing.

The reflector in the head lamp is readily re-

movable for cleaning; and when it is removed,
the cable, the clamp, and the safety device
contacts are exposed and can readily be
repaired or renewed.

PERMISSIBLE

ELECTRIC

PORTABLE

ISSUED FOR
SAFETY AND FOR
PRACTICABILITY
AND EFFICIENCY
IN GENERAL SERVICE
TO THE

[LAMP

APPROVAL
NO. 13

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N.Y..U.S.A.

Fig. 11. The Permissibility Nameplate appearing on Portable

Electric Mine Lamps of General- Electric Co.

Manufacture

The battery box and cover lock is of very
simple construction; by simply removing two
screws, which are so placed as to be conven-
iently reached, the parts can be quickly
removed and replaced. The battery con-
tacts, in case they should become damaged,
can also be quickly removed and new ones
put in their place.

In case of damage to the battery plates or

to any part of the battery, the cover can
easily be lifted off after slightly warming it.

On account of the long life of the plates and
the durability of the rubber jars and covers,

these batteries will give long service; and
since the owner can renew the plates when
they are worn out the maintenance expense
will be low.

Other Applications

The field of application for a safe portable
electric lamp is much broader than that of

mine service. In general, it can be said that
the portable electric lamp is especially applic-

able wherever portable lights must be
employed under conditions which preclude
the use of open-flame lamps. According to

this designation, it will be seen that the
electric lamp is particularly serviceable in

chemical industries, paint and varnish plants,

ammunition plants, warehouses, ships, boiler

shops, etc.

In many of these special applications it is

necessary to modify the design to meet the
special requirements. For instance, certain

watchmen's lamps are designed to be carried
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in the hand and must be furnished with a
suitable handle and snap s\%'itch, and must
give a concentrated beam. Another example
is supplied by lamps for ship service. There,

it may be desirable sometimes to use the lamp
as a cap lamp and at others as a hand lamp.
The cap lamp can be made convertable by

certain modifications or two separate lamps
can be used.

The i)Ossibility, therefore, of extending the
application of the portable electric lamp to

many new lines of service seems very promis-
ing and should result in many interesting and
usefvil developments.

FORCE AND SHRINK FITS

By Sanford A. Moss

Turbine Department, Lynn Works, General Electric Company

The many years' shop use of force and shrink fits has resulted in a good practical 'knowledge of the sub-
ject. This knowledge being purely empirical, however, makes a supplementary mathematical treatment
desirable. The author gives the complete mathematical theory, shows how this verifies the empirical knowl-
edge, supplies many details which could not be ascertained empirically, and collates and classifies the various
points of the subject in a way that could never be done empirically. Various fragments of the mathematical
theory have been published from time to time, probably covering the most essential matters. However, every
detail is here covered so thoroughly that the article forms a complete treatise.

—

Editor.

Various isolated details relating to force

and shrink fits have been published from
time to time, but a complete discussion of

the whole subject from a rational standpoint

has never before been given. The subject

has been previously treated principally from
an empirical point of view. It will be shown,
however, that the empirical conclusions can
be rationally deduced. The points covered

in previous ])ublications (listed in the biblio-

graphy at the end of this article) are included

here for the sake of completeness and there is

also given considerable new matter.

The problem discussed is that which arises

when a hub is secured tightly on a shaft having
a diameter somewhat greater than the hub
bore. There are three methods of securing the

hub to the shaft. The first and safest is the

use of a hydraulic press which forces the shaft

into the hub. The second is the heating of the

hub until it ex])ands enough to go easily over

the shaft, and the third is the driving of the

shaft into the hub. We will pay no further

attention to the methods as the stresses

finally produced are independent of it.

Force Fit Allowances

The amount by whicli the sluifl diameter
exceeds that of the hub bore is called the

"allowance" for the force or shrink fit. It

is rational to make the total allowance ])r()-

l)ortional to the original shaft diameter.

That is, the allowance is a certain number of

thousandths of an inch per inch diameter.
This is called the "force fit. per inch of bore,"
and is given in the formulas by Y. For a steel

hub a common value of Y is 0.001 inch or one
mil per inch. Force fits of }/2 mil to 2 mils
per inch are used with steel. For a cast iron

hub the value of Y varies from 0.00025 to

0.0005 inch, that is, from 3^ mil to }/? mil

per inch. Rarely values of one to two mils

per inch are used with cast iron. The stresses

and general considerations arising froni these

various amounts of force fits will be further

discussed later.

As will be shown, the stresses in hubs of

similar proportions vary directly with the
force fit per inch, Y. For instance, with an
outside diameter of hvib equal to twice the
bore there will be the same stress with a force

fit of one mil ])er inch for all actual diameters,

and double the stress for a force fit of two
mils ijcr inch. Hence, it is rational to have
a total fit allowance which varies directly

with the diameter, that is, a constant value

of the force fit ])er inch of bore. This has
usually been done cm])irically and it is here

shown that the cm])irical practice has a

sound mathematical basis. The proper
allowances, stresses, force for pressing, etc.,

vary somewhat but not greatly with the

relative thickness of the hub and with the

size of the hole in the shaft if it is hollow.

That is to say, there are somewhat diflcrent

conditions for the case of a hub twice the
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diameter of the bore, three times the diameter
of the bore, or many times the diameter of

the bore. The ditTerence for usual cases is

not very gjeat, however. The exact laws will

be given. The general fonniilas are, of course,

also applicable to the case of a comparatively
thin ring or tire shrunk on a wheel. For such

cases, however, the results are quite different

than when the outer ring is a hub with a diame-
ter two or three times that of the bore.

General Nature of Ring Stresses

When a circular body such as a hub, or

shaft, or ring is stressed as in the force fit

case, there are two stresses each independent
of the other, in the radial and tangential

directions, respectively. Each of these is

constant all around the circumference at any
given radius. Each of these stresses produces
elongation or contraction in its own direction.

The amount per unit length is directly pro-

portional to the stress and inversely to the

modulus of elasticity. There is also contrac-

tion or elongation in the other direction. The
ratio of the deformations in the two directions

is called Poisson's ratio, which we will take
at the best value for steel, as 0.3. The net
deformation per unit length in either the

radial or tangential direction is therefore due
to both radial and tangential stresses.

Stresses with Force Fits

The hub when in place on the shaft is

pressed outward by it, so that there is an
outward or radial compressive stress at the
bore of the hub. In its opposite aspect, the
mutual pressure gives an inward or radial

compressive stress on the outside of the shaft.

The interior of the hub is in exactly the same
state as a thick cylinder without ends sub-
ject to internal fluid pressure, such as a gun.
Due to the radial compressive stress in the
hub, there is produced a tangential tensile

stress at the hub bore. This stress is slightly

greater than the radial stress for a thick hub
and much greater for a thin hub. It causes the
maximvun stress in the hub. Similarly, there
is produced a tangential compressive stress

at the shaft surface.

In the case of the hub, the radial and tan-
gential stresses gradually decrease as we
proceed to circtmiferences farther from the
bore. The radial stress finally becomes zero
at the outer diameter if the hub is merely a
ring, while the tangential stress reaches a
definite value smaller than at the bore, but
not zero. This value is nearly zero if the hub
is a thick ring.

In the case of a solid shaft, both radial and
tangential stresses are equal at the surface

and remain constant at the same values
throughout the interior.

In the case of a hollow shaft the radial

stress decreases as we go inward and becomes
zero at the edge of the hole, while the tan-

gential stress increases. If the hole in the

shaft is small, the radial and tangential

stresses are equal at the outer surface and
have nearly the same values throughout the

interior, until near the hole. Then the radial

stress rapidly decreases to zero, and the
tangential stress rapidly increases to twice

the value at the surface.

If the hole in the shaft is of appreciable

size the radial stress decreases gradually from
the surface value to zero at the hole. The
surface value of the tangential stress is

greater than the value for a solid shaft and
greater than the radial stress, and the value
increases as we go inward to a value at the

hole greater than that for a very small hole,

and greater than twice the radial stress at

the surface. This tangential stress at the

hole for the case of a shaft or inner ring with
a large hole will, if the hub is relatively thin-

ner, cause greater stresses than exist in the

hub.
As stated, the maximum stresses in the

hub are at the hub bore. (These are also the

maximum stresses in the system unless the

shaft or inner ring is relatively thin.) The
force for pressing also depends on the stresses

at the hub bore. Now the conditions at the
hub bore are very little affected by the metal
at a distance from the bore. That is to say,

the conditions at the hub bore do not change
appreciably if the outer diameter of the hub
is varied, or if there are heavy or light spokes
and outer rim, or if there is a hole in the shaft

or inner ring of large or small diameter.

Hence we may exactly compute the con-

ditions at the hub bore by use of values for

outer diameter of hub or inner diameter of

hole in inner ring (if there is any) which are

inexact. This gives legitimacy to the general

system of computation fully discussed later.

This system treats any case of an irregular

hub or wheel forced on a shaft, or of a rim or

tire forced on an irregular center or wheel,

as equivalent to an outer cylindrical ring

forced on an inner cylindrical ring or solid

cylinder.

Equivalent Simple Stress for Steel, etc.

In any case such as the present, where
there is stress in more than one direction,we
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must have some criterion as to when the
combined stresses will cause the same con-
ditions, so far as failure is concerned, as simple
tension in a testing machine. That is to say,

we must compute at the most dangerous
point that simple stress which would produce
the same effects, so far as failure is concerned,
as the actual compound stresses. This we
call the greatest equivalent simple stress.

There are three different theories which have
been used in cases of compound stress for

computation of the equivalent simple stress;

the Alaximiun Strain Theory, the Maximum
Stress Theor_\- and the Maximum Shear
Theory. These matters have been discussed

by a number of writers.*

In the case of steel and other materials
where the failure by simple stress in the test-

ing machine occurs at practically the same
value for tension or compression, it is found
that the actual cause of failure is not the
direct rupture or tearing apart of the mole-
cules due to pure tension but is instead a slid-

ing of the molecules past each other due to

shear. Failure due to simple compression in the
testing machine is obviously failure by shear.

Failure of steel or similar materials in a
tension testing machine is due to exactly the
same action, a sliding at an angle of 45
degrees, and not to tearing. Hence, for such
materials in any case of comijound stresses,

we have to compute that simple stress which
will produce the existing shearing stress.

This is to be compared with the stress which
occurs at failure in tension or compression
in a testing machine. This is called the
"maximtim .shear theory." The formulas
given later showing the greatest equivalent
simple stress according to the maximum shear
theory are to be used in all cases of steel or

other materials which fail for the same stress

in tension and compression. That is to say,

there will be failure when the greatest eqviiva-

lent simj)le stress according to the maximum
shear theory reaches the value giving failure

for simjjle tension or compression in a testing

machine.

Equivalent Simple Stress for Cast Iron •

In the case of cast iron, failure by tension

occurs at a much lower stress than failure by
comjjression. The failure by com])ression is

really failure by shear just as in the case of

steel and when there arc com])ound stresses

which are comi>ressive in both directions, as

in the case of the inner ring or shaft of the
present discussion, Ihe maxinunn shear theory

must be used.

However, when there are compound stresses

in cast iron, one or more of which are
tensile stresses, failure by direct tension or
tearing apart of the molecules may occur
sooner than failure by shear. In such cases

the greatest tensile stress must be found b}-

the maximum stress theory and compared
with the tensile stress which causes failure

of cast iron in the testing machine. There
must also be found the greatest equivalent
simple stress according to the maximum
shear theory which is to be compared with
the compressive stress which causes failure

of cast iron. For the hub or outer ring of our
case the stress by the maximum shear theory
is always less than twice the stress by the
maximum stress theory. Since the ratio of

compressive and tensile stresses causing
failure in cast iron is much greater than two,
we will in the case of the hub always have
failure by pure tension before we have failure

by shear. Hence, for cast iron hubs the
maximum stress theory must be used, which
will give the greatest tensile stress. This
must be seen to be safe as compared with
the tensile stress which causes failure of

cast iron in testing machines.
It may be remarked that there is really

no such thing as failure by pure compression.
We cannot push one molecule into another.

A cube or sphere subjected to vniiform pres-

sures on all sides, such as would be the case

when immersed in fluid under high pressure,

would never fail. What we call failure by
compression is really failure by shear or

sliding.

Maximum Strain Theory

Before the maximum shear theory was
known, the maximum strain theory was used.

This stated that failure would occur when the

sum of the deformations due to compound
stresses equaled the deformation due to that
sim])le stress in a testing machine which
caused failure. This theory should no longer

be used. However, in order that compari-
sons may be made, fonnulas of the maximum
strain theory are given throughout.

Computation of Any Case by Use of Equivalent

Cylindrical Rings

As alread)' remarked, llic metal at ;i dis-

tance from the force ill siu-faces has very
little influence. This can be vSeen by use of

different values for outer diameter of outer

ring in thd fonnulas given later. Similarly,

See "Compound Stresses," by S. A. Moss, Miuhiitfry.
August, 1914, Vol. liO, No. 12. p. 1046.
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by trial of dififerent values of the inner ring

hole diameter it will be seen that unless the

inner ring wall is very thin the exact size of

the hole is of little importance. In a previous

paper "Increase of Bore of High-speed
Wheels by Centrifugal Stresses." Transactions

Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs., Vol. 34. 1912, page
895, an introduction to the present subject

was given. Curves are there given and here

reproduced showing values of stress, etc., for

variotis dianieter ratios. Inspection of these

curves. Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, shows that the

various values differ little for ordinary ratios

and the diameter only begins to have effect

when outer hubs or inner rings are compara-
tively thin.

Hence, any case of force fit may be taken
as eqtiivalent to an outer ring forced on an
inner ring or shaft. That is to say, if we
have a hub with spokes, or a wheel disk, or

any irregular shape we estimate the outer

diameter of a plain cylindrical ring which,
when forced on, will give the same effect as

the actual case. If the inner part is irregular,

such as when a rim is forced on a wheel
center, we estimate the inner diameter of a

plain cylindrical ring which gives the same
effect. The above discussion shows that

only a rough estimate of the equivalent

outer and inner diameter is necessary to

give good results.

Hence the formulas are for the general

case of a cylindrical outer ring forced on
another cylindrical inner ring, hollow or

solid shaft, and we select the outer and inner

diameter of the rings which are equivalent
to any actual case. For a solid wheel, such
as a steam turbine wheel disk, comparatively
thin at the outer portion, the equivalent ring

would be about one-half to one-third the
wheel diameter. For a wheel with spokes
and a thick hub, we would add a very little

to the outer diameter of the hub. For an
outer ring, such as a locomotive tire, we would
estimate a mean diameter.

For the inner ring we make similar esti-

mates. Foiia solid or hollow shaft no esti-

mate is needed. " For a locomotive wheel
with spokes, the equivalent inner diameter
would be one-half to one-third the outer
diameter. For a thin rimmed wheel with
spokes on which another rim is to be shrunk,
we would have an inner diameter some-
what less than the inner diameter of the
rim.

The length of the force fit, which occurs
in the formula for force for pressing only,

is the actual length of the surface over which

pressure exists. Hence when a hub is pressed
on a longer shaft, the length is the hub length.

When a short plug is forced in a longer hub,
the length is the length of the plug. While a
shaft is being forced in a hub, the force

required at any time when the shaft is par-

tially in is pro]:)ortional to the actual length

of the shaft in the hub at the time. Hence
as the shaft enters inch by inch, the force for

pressing increases uniformly to the full value
corresponding to the hub length.

Approximate Values for Usual Cases

In the following are listed a few of the

more important general results obtained by
the formulas. The formulas themselves must
of course be used in order to solve any special

case.

For the case of a cast iron hub or outer

part, all of the like pressures, stresses and
forces involved are about 60 per cent of

those for a steel outer part, the shaft or inner

part being steel in both cases. The figure

60 per cent is for a rather heavy hub, five

times the bore, and a solid shaft, or a lighter

hub and a hollow shaft. The ratio changes
but little however for a lighter hub and is

573^2 per cent for a hub of twice the bore and
a solid shaft. The exact formula is given
later at (6).

When the hub is in place on the shaft it

is expanded somewhat from its original

value, but the shaft is also compressed. The
sum of the hub expansion and shaft com-
pression is of course equal to the force fit.

The shaft compression forms an appreciable
fraction of the force fit, and the hub does not
expand by nearly the full amount of the

force fit as has often been assumed. For
both parts of the same material the hub
expansion comprises about 60 per cent of the

total amount of the force fit for a heavy hub
and a hollow shaft. This is for a hub five

times the bore and a shaft hole three-tenths

of the bore. For a solid shaft and hub five

times the bore the hub expands 67 per cent;

while for a lighter hub, the hub expands a

somewhat greater amount, up to 74 per cent

of the force fit for a hub of twice the bore.

The exact formula is given later at (11).

Fig. 1 gives values of the ratio for both parts

of the same material.

For an outer part with half the modulus
of elasticity of the inner, as for a cast iron

hub and a steel shaft, the hub expands a

lesser amount.
For a light hub twice the bore diameter

and a solid shaft, the hub expansion is 85
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per cent of the force fit, while for a heavier

hub five times the bore diameter it is 80

per cent. The formula is given at (11).

I' o.t 0.3

RaHoorBoreDiam. fo OuterDiam. oFOuierRinq^

Fig. 1. Ratio of Expansion of Bore to Force Fit.

Both Parts of the Same Material

Figures on curves denote ratio of diameter of hole in inner ring to diameter of

d-.

bore of outer ring -.-
do

Fig. 2.

Ratio ofBore Diam. to Outer Diam ofOuterRingf^

Effective Tensile Stress at Bore of Outer Ring. Force Fit of

0.001 In. Per In. of Bore. Both Parts Steel

Stress is directly proportional to force fit per inch of bore,

denote ratio of inner diameter of inner ring to bore diameter
(/..'

The hub ex])ansion is i)r()i)orti()nal to the

radial stress, so that the cxi)ansi()n for a cast

iron hub may be obtained from that for a

steel hub by multi])lying l)y the ratio ol

stresses first mentioned, and by the ratio ot

the moduli of elasticity, 2.

The maximum stress, on which the safety

of the system depends, is the equivalent

simple stress at the hub bore computed as

already discussed.

For a solid shaft, and both

]:)arts steel and for any hub dia-

meter this stress is 29,000 lb.

\)eT square inch for a force fit

of one mil per inch of bore.

Such an amount of force fit and
hence such a stress is commonly
used. The stress is directly pro-

])ortional to the force fit per

inch so that for a value of 1^
mils the stress is 13^X29.000
which gives some permanent set

with steel. Such an amount is

occasionally used. Even as much
as 2 mils per inch may be used

without risk of rupture of a

good steel hub, but this gives

considerable permanent set. The
general formula is given at (15).

Fig. 2 gives the maximum hub
stress when both parts are of

steel.

For a soHd shaft and both

parts of steel it develops that

the equivalent stress dvie to the

combination of the hub expan-

sion and radial compression is

the same as the maximum ten-

sile stress computed on the in-

correct assumption that the hub

exi)ands the full amount of the

force fit. Hub stresses have

been comimted on the latter

basis, and thus have acciden-

tally turned out to be correct,

tdthough the method has no

basis in fact.

For a solid steel shaft and

a cast iron hub, the maxi-

mum eqvii\'alcnt stress is ten-

sion as given by the maxi-

mum stress. For a force fit

of 3/2 rnil per inch of bore,

there is -a luil) slrcss of -I^OO

lb. per scjuare inch for a very

heavv hub and 5200 lb. for a

lighter hub. This is about as

large a force fit and stress as

is used commonly for cast iron hubs. Values

as high as 1 or even 2 mils per inch have

])cvn rei)orle(l, Inil i)rol)ably give risk ()1

rui)Lure. Lower \:iliies down to 'i mil

])er inch of bore are also used, giving

stresses half of I hose above, or about 2500

Figures on curves
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lb. per square inch. The exact fomiula

(which must be used for hollow shafts) is

obtained by substituting (5) or (6) in (8).

As is later discussed in the

remarks on force for pressing,

there is in most cases consider-

able uncertainty as to the exact

amount of force fit on account

of very slight errors in truth of

the shaft and bore. Hence a

force fit which seems to be one

mil per inch may. on account

of irregularities, be somewhat
greater in places, so as to give

greater maximxim stresses than

shown by the fomiula.

It must be noted that the

maximum stress given exists

only in a narrow region close

to the bore surrounded by less

stressed metal. There is also an
absolutely dead load, with no
stress alternation. Hence very

high values of stress are per-

missible.

The formulas give correct rela-

tive values, so that when experi-

ence shcrws that a given force

fit with a certain grade of work-
manship in truth of bore and
shaft gives safe maximum
stresses, the force fit for some
other hub or ring thickness to

give the same maximum stress

can be computed with accuracy.

The shaft or inner ring stresses

are usualh- less than the hub
stresses. However, for a hollow
comparatively thin inner ring

they may be greater, and must
be found to be safe. The maxi-
mum stress is the tangential

compressive stress at the edge
of the hole. If the ratio of inner

to outer diameter is the same for

the inner ring as for the outer
ring, this maximum stress in

the inner ring is the same as

the maximum equivalent simple
stress in the outer ring by the
m.aximum shear theory. If the
inner ring is thinner than this,

the maximum stress in it is

greater than the maximum value
in the outer ring. The general
formula is at (19). Fig. 3 gives the maxi-
mum inner ring stress, when both parts are
of f-tee^.

If the inner ring is comparatively thick,

the stresses in it are less than in the hub and
need not be computed. For a very small hole
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Fig. 3. Compressive Tangential Stress S'^2 ^^ Inner Diameter of Inner Ring.

Force Fit of 0.001 In. Per In. of Bore. Both Parts Steel

Stress is directly proportional to force fit per inch of bore. Figures on curves

denote ratio of inner diameter of inner ring to bore diameter — . Values given

are the maximum effective stresses in inner ring.
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Figures on curves

denote ratio of diameter of hole in inner ring to diameter of bore of outer ring -^.

the maximum stress in the inner part is twice

the radial stress at the hub bore. For no
hole at all, or a solid shaft, the maximum stress
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in the inner part is only half as great, and is

equal to the radial stress at the hub bore.

The radial stress at the hub bore is also

equal to the radial stress at the outside of

the shaft or inner ring, as well as to the radial

pressure between the two. This radial stress

also gives means for computing the force for

pressing, since this force is equal to the radial

stress, times the total area of the force fit

surface, times the coefficient of friction.

For a solid shaft and both parts of steel

and a force fit of one mil per inch of bore, the
radial stress is 10,850 lb. per square inch for

a hub of twice the bore, 13,900 lb. for a hub five

times the bore, and about 13,000 lb. for an
intermediate case, a hub three times the bore.

For a solid steel shaft and a cast iron hub
the values for the same hub ratios, two, five

amount, and so increase the force for pressing.

Even the most carefully bored hole or turned
shaft may have slight projections beyond the
line of the true cylinder. Reamed holes and
ground shafts are more nearly perfect. There
may also be feed marks which may be
smoothed or "ironed" out during the press-

ing. Exact alignment of the press and lubri-

cation of the fit surfaces are also important
factors. In a given shop the practice is

usually uniform, so that a coefficient of

friction and a constant for pressing force

may be found which will give fairly uniform
results, but will not agree with results in

another shop.

The following figures for usual cases are

based on the lowest values which the writer

has fotind, and are for reamed holes and

TABLE I

NUMERICAL VALUES FOR SOLID STEEL SHAFT
The stresses and forces for pressing are for a force fit of 1 mil per inch of bore. Values for other amounts of

force fit are proportional. (Safe values are 1 mil per inch for a steel hub and 3 2 mil per inch for a cast iron
hub.) The first figure where two are given is for a steel hub and the second for a cast iron hub

Ratio of equivalent outer diameter of hub to bore diameter di/do
Ratio of like values for cast iron and steel hubs

Ratio of hub expansion to total force fit

Light
Hub

2.0
0.575

/ 0.74

1 0.85

Maximum equivalent stress, lb. per sq. in I Tqi^jq

Radial stress, lb. j^er sq. in.
f 10850
\ 6250

Minimum tons force for pressing, jjcr inch of hub length and per incli / 0.6()

of bore diameter \ 0.38
(Also tons force for pressing, for each mil of t(jtal force fit and each

inch of total hub length.)

Medium
Hub

Heavy
Hub

3.0
0.592

5.0

0.60

0.68
0.82

0.67
0.80

29000
9540

29000
9060

1 :,()()()

7700
13900
8340

0,78
0.46

0.84
0.50

and three, arc res])cctivcly 6250, 8340 and
7700 pounds per square inch for a force fit of

1 mil per inch of bore. The general formula
is at (0). Fig. 4 gives the radial stress at the

hub bore when both parts arc of steel.

Great variation exists in the force for i)ress-

ing. The available data on this subject arc

the appended bibliogra],)hy and the personal

study of a great many unj)ublished records
of force fits. All of this indicates that most
wfjrkmanshi]) is far from ])erfect so far as

accuracy of hub bore and shaft turning is

concerned. It is, of course, obvious that very
minute errors of trvith will make the acttial

amcmnt <A force fit greater than the measured

ground shafts. Ordinarily the force for

])ressing is abotit twice as great, but may be
seven times as great. The figures given are

computed from the previously given values

of 5, the radial stress, and the formulas in

V using 0.038 as the coefficient of friction.

For a solid shaft, and both i)arts of steel,

and a force fit of one mil per inch of bore, the

force for pressing for each inch of hub length

and each inch of bore diameter is O.dd tons

for a light hub, twice the bore, and 0.S4 tons

for a heavy httb, five times the bore, and 0.78

tons for an intermediate hub, three times the

bore. For a solid steel shaft and cast iron

hub, the figures are 0.38, 0.50 and 0.40 tons.
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The total force for pressing is found by
multipl\4ng the given numbers by the

number of mils per inch of bore force fit, and
by the hub length, and by the bore diameter.

Or. the total force for pressing may be found
by multiplying the numbers given by the

total nmnber of mils force fit and by the hub
length in inches. That is. for a steel hub 8

inches long with a force fit of G mils total,

the force for ])ressing for a medium hub is

O.TSXSXt) or 371-2 tons. For a cast iron hub
S inches long with 3 mils total force fit we
have 0.46 XSX3 or 11 tons.

As remarked, these values are for excellent

workmanship; and for an ordinarily good case,

the force would be about twice as great.

Hence, roughly, the force in tons for an
ordinary cast iron hub is the length times

the total force fit in mils. The preceding

figures are all tabulated in Table I.

NOTATIONS FOR FORMULAS
All dimensions are in inches. All stresses

are in pounds per square inch. Compressive
stresses are negative and tensile stresses posi-

tive.

£ = Modulusof elasticitv.lb.per sq.in.29,000,-

000 for steel, 14,500,000 for cast iron.
\

' = Poisson's Ratio. 0.3 for steel. Same value
taken for cast iron.

V = Force fit per inch of bore. Excess dia-

meter of shaft over hub bore, in inches,

di\-ided by bore in inches.

di = Equivalent diameter of outer ring or hub
in inches.

do= Initial diameter of shaft in inches.

Jo = Equivalent diameter of hole in shaft or
inner ring in inches.

d = Diameter at any interior point in inches.

Subscript d) denotes values for outer ring or
hub.

Subscript (2) denotes values for inner ring or
shaft.

5 = Radial stress at bore, in lb. per square inch,

common to both inner and outer rings.

This is also the pressure between the
two.

5r= Radial stress at any diameter.
5/ = Tangential stress at any diameter.
pL = Coefficient of friction, or ratio of force

for pressing to total radial pressure.
/ = Length of hub in inches.

Derivation of Formulas

A general discussion of the derivation of
formiilas for the case of both parts of the
same materials was given by the writer in

the previous paper. Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol.

34. 11)12, p. 895. By an extension of the same
methods, the values for parts of different

materials are readily, obtained, and give the
following general fomiulas.* The formulas for

radial and tangential stress at the bore for the
case of a solid shaft agree with those given
by Prof. Arthur Morley in Engineering, Aug.
11, 1911. The balance of the formulas for

parts of different materials with a solid shaft,

and all of the formulas for ]3arts of different

materials with a hole in the inner ring or shaft,

are here published for the first time.

The general formula for radial stress at the

bore, for both inner and outer ring, as well

as the radial pressure between, is

V
s =

X'd.y'do'- - 1
+ ^ 7 + £,Vi - d2^/do^ 7

For the case where the shaft is solid, we
put ^2 = in this formula.
The radial stress at any diameter d in the

outer ring is

Sr = Sf
d^ld' -1\

\d{'ld^-l)

The tangential stress at any diameter d in

the outer ring is

S,= -S(d_^ld^+l\
\d{'ldo'-lJ

In this case the product of the two minus
signs gives a positive or tensile stress.

The radial stress at any diameter d in the

inner ring if there is a hole in it, is

_ / l-dJ/d'

^'~^yi-d,^/do\

The tangential stress at any diameter J2

in the inner ring if there is a hole in it, is

)

S> = ^fl±dlld^^\l- do' Ido-

J

The radial and tangential stress through-
out a solid shaft, regardless of diameter, is

the above value for 5 with d-y^O.

The tangential strain at any diameter d,

that is, the deformation per unit length, is

(St—VSr)/E. The equivalent simple stress

which would produce this strain is

(St-VSr).

The total increase in diameter at any diameter
d is d (St- VSr)/E.
The equivalent simple stress which would

produce the existing shear at any diameter
d is the greatest stress if the radial and tan-

gential stresses have the same sign, as is the

These were deduced with the assistance of Mr. C. A.
Schellens.
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case in the inner rin^;^ or shaft, and the tan-

gential stress plus the positive value of the

compressive stress where they have different

signs as in the outer ring or hub.
The values for any particular diameter

di, do, or Jo are found by substituting it for d
in any of the formulas obtained as has been
mentioned. By making such substitutions

in each of the various cases, there are obtained
the following complete collection of explicit

formulas for everv value in everv case.

cvt = £/= a,=
\c/i=cf/c7.c^/roie jbore any outer
\ /fcnere /'s ana. c//a. d/a- cf/'a.

iiiT i 1

i

Fig. 5. Diagram of a Force Fit of a Hub or Ring over a

Solid or Hollow Shaft

Y =Am()unt of Force Fit in Inches per Inch of Bore

FORCE-FIT FORMULAS WITH SOLID OR
HOLLOW SHAFT OR INNER RING, WITH
SAME OR DIFFERENT MATERIALS

I. Formulas for Radial Stress at Bore, S

This is the radial stress at the outside of the

inner ring or shaft and the radial stress at the

bore of the outer ring or hub, as well as

the radial ])ressure between the rings. The
formulas give values for various cases with
the same and different materials. This stress

must first be computed by the proper one of

the formulas, in order to find any other stress.

A . Formulas for radial stress at bore, S, with

rings of different materials.

El = Modulus of elasticity of outer ring

or hub.
E2 = Modulus of elasticity of inner ring

or shaft.

V'i = Poisson's ratio of outer ring or hub.

V'2 = Poisson's ratio of inner ring or shaft.

Cl ). Radial stress at the bore with rings of

different materials, when inner ring or shaft

has a hole of a])i)rcciaV)le size.

V
'"^ " ~

1 / 1 +d,;'/dr' ,y\, 1 /I +dl/d^r _y\
Ju \ 1 - r/oV^/.-

"^ 7 /iA 1
- d.r/<l,r 7

(2). Radial stress at the bore with rings of

different materials, when shaft has no hole

or on\' a small hole.

B. Formulas for radial stress at bore, S,

with rings of same material.

E= ModuKis of elasticity.

V' = Poisson's ratio.

(3) . Radial stress at bore with rings of same
material, when inner ring or shaft has a hole
of appreciable size.

^^ _Ey({l-do'ldi^)JJ-d2',do')\

2 V l-di'idi' )

Fig. 4 gives values from this formula for

E = 29,000,000.

(4) . Radial stress at the bore with rings of

same material, when shaft has no hole or only
a small hole.

5=-^(l-Jo- rfi-)

The upper curve in Fig. 4 gives values from
this formula for £ = 29, 000, 000.

C. Formulas for radial stress at bore, S,

with tnodtdus of elasticity of inner ring or

shaft twice that of outer ring or hub, but with

same Poisson's ratio.

This includes case of steel shaft and cast

iron hub.

E = Modulus of elasticity of shaft (steel).

£/2 = Modulus of elasticity of hub (cast

iron).

r = Poisson's ratio for both shaft and hub.

(5). Radial stress at the bore with a steel

shaft and cast iron hub, when the shaft has a

hole of ai)preciable size.

5=
^''

2(l+do^W)^l+J2- Jo-
,.+v

1 —do'- id I- I —d-r do'-

(()). Radial stress at the bore with a steel

shaft and cast iron hub, when the shaft has no
hole or only a small hole.

EY / 1 —do'idi'

1')^5 =

( + (1

i)2 di

Ratio of any like stresses for steel and cast

iron hubs on a solid steel shaft, other things

being ecjual

2 +('V)©
II. Formulas for Outer Ring or Hub

I). These formulas apply to any o>ic of the

six cases above, but in each case the value oj >

must be inserted from the proper one of the

above formulas. The values of E\ and \'\ arc

the values for the outer ring or hub. For both
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farts of the same material, these become E and \

'

the same as for the inner ring or shaft.

For hub of cast iron, with steel shaft, E]

becomes E 2 where E is the vahie for the steel

shaft, and \'i becomes \' the same as for the

shaft. The fomiulas below also apply to a

cylinder without ends with the internal fluid

pressure of 5 pounds per square inch.

(7). Radial stress at any diameter d

^^(Jr ci'--l)

^ d{' do- -I

This gradually decreases from the value 5
at the bore to zero at the outer diameter di.

(S). Tangential stress at the bore

(l+do-ldr)

This is the greatest stress in the outer ring

and is therefore the greatest equivalent

simple stress according to the maximum
stress theory. It is the stress on which the

safety of a cast iron hub depends. It is a
tensile stress.

(9) . Tangential stress at any diameter d

^ d.^'do'-l

This gradually decreases from the value
above at the bore to the value below at the
outside.

(10). Tangential stress at outside

'^di'ldo^-l

(11). Actual increase in diameter of bore

-Sdo/l-hdo'/di'^_do(l±dlldl \

It is to be noted that Y do is the amount of

force fit, so that the fraction of force fit which
the hub expands in general

For both parts of the same material, the
fraction of the force fit which the hub expands

Fig. 1 gives values from this formula for
r=o.3.
For an outer part with half the modulus of

elasticity of the inner part, as for a cast iron
hub and a steel shaft, and for a solid shaft,

the fraction of the force fit which the hub
expands

2 (l+^o-/di^)+2V' (l-do'/d^)

2 (1+rfoVcii') + (1 + ^) {l-do'/d,')

2.Q-j-\AdoVdi^

3.3+ 0.7 doVdy^
for r = 0.3

(12). Greatest equivalent simple stress per

maximum strain theory.

„ /i-MoVrfi2 \

This is due to the strain at the bore given

by the above formula.

(13). Actual increase in diameter at any
diameter d

dx''/d''-\-l-\-V

ff-O)di'/d.

This gradually decreases from the value

above at the bore to the value below at the

outside.

( 14) . Actual increase of outside diameter di

^ -Sdi 2

El rfiVc^o'-l

(15). Greatest equivalent simple stress by
the maximum shear theory

= -S '

1-doV^r
This is the stress on which the safety of a

steel hub depends according to the maximimi
shear theory, accepted by most authorities.

It is at the bore.

For both parts of steel, etc., the greatest

equivalent simple stress is that given by the
maximum shear theory

^EY_(l-dl/d^
l-di^/di'

Fig. 2 gives values from this formula for

£: = 29,000,000.
For a solid steel shaft with modulus of

elasticity, E, and for a cast iron hub with
half of this modulus, the greatest stress is

to be found by the maximum stress theory,

and is the tangential stress at the hub bore

EY (1+c^oVc?!^)

2 /3+ F
V 2 '

EY{l+do'/di')

{l-V)do^

for F = 0.3
3.3+ 0.7 do^/di^

This is a tensile stress and must be found
to be safe for cast iron in tension.
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III. Formulas for Inner Ring or Shatt

These formulas apply to any one of the
six cases of I, but in each case the value of 5
must be inserted from the proper one of the
formulas of I. These are either (1), (3) or (5)
in Section E and (2), (4) or (G) in Sections
F and G.

The values of E^ and 1'2 are the values for

the inner ring or shaft. For both parts of

the same material these became E and V, the
same as for the outer ring or hub. For a steel

shaft, with hub of cast iron, the E-i becomes
E the value for steel, and I'o becomes V the
same as for the hub.

E. Formulas for inner ring of shaft when
it has a hole of appreciable diameter.

(16). Radial stress at any diameter d

^ \l-d,'/do'J

s

This gradually decreases from the value at

the outside, 5, to zero at the hole diameter do.

(17). Tangential stress at outside diame-
ter do

(18). Tangential stress at any diameter d

^^fl + di'id'\
•^
Kl-d^'jdo'J

This gradually increases from the value
above at the outside to the value below at

the inside.

(19). Tangential stress at hole diameter ^2

2= 5
\-d2Vd0'

This is the greatest stress in the inner

ring and is the greatest equivalent simple
stress according to the maximum stress, or

maximum strain, or maximum shear theory
since it is the only stress at the hole diameter.

If the inner ring is relatively thinner than the

outer ring, that is if d^/do > do/di, this is

greater than the greatest equivalent simple

stress in the outer ring Vjy the maximum
shear theory.

For both parts of the same material, the

tangential stress at the hole diameter

fl-\-d,''d,^-_ \
Vl-c?2-^ ci„- J

(20). Actual decrease in outer diameter do

^_S do (\+d.}'do-

E-2 \\-d.^ do-'

Hence, the fraction of force fit which the
shaft contracts is

^ fl-\-d2'ido-_y\
E,y\l-d,ydo' 7

(21). Actual decrease in diameter at any
diameter d

)
E2 \ l-d.' do'

This gradual!}- increases from the value
above at the outside to the value below at

the hole diameter.

(22). Actual decrease in the hole diame-
ter di

^_S d2 2

E.2 l-dn' do'

F. Formulas for a solid shaft, or for a shaft

with a small hole except for the region close to

the hole.

(24). Radial and tangential stress at the
outside and throughout all parts of the solid

shaft, and at the outside and throughout a

shaft with a small hole except for the region
verv close to the hole

-S
For a solid shaft this is the greatest equiva-

lent simple stress according to either the
maximum stress or maximum shear theory.

It is less than the maximum stress in the
outer ring or hub.

(25). Actual decrease in outer diameter Jo

= -^e!
^^-^'-^

Hence the fraction of the force fit which
the shaft contracts

E.Y

Fig. 3 gives values from this formula for

£:=2*),00().000.

(2()). Actual decrease in dituneler at any
diameter d

(27). (Greatest equivalent simjjle stress for

solid shaft, bv the maximum strain theorv

= 5(1-1-2)
This is due to the constant strain llirough-

out the shaft, given by the fonnula above.

a. Formulas for a shaft with a s)nall hole,

for region close to the hole.
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(28). The general values at any diameter d
close to the hole must be found by using the

formulas (10). (IS) and (21) taking account of

the actual diameter of the hole Jj. The radial

and tangential stresses in all portions of the

shaft are very nearly the constant value 5 given
by (2), (4) or (0) until near the hole and then
vary quite rapidly as the hole is approached.
The smaller the hole, the more rapid the varia-

tion. The radial stress changes to zero at the
edge of the hole and the tangential stress

changes to twice the value for the constant
region. Theoretically, for the case of an
infinitely small hole, the stresses would
change to these values, at the edge of the hole,

at an infinite rate.

(29). Tangential stress at the hole, for a
shaft with a small hole

= 25
This is the greatest stress in a shaft with a
small hole, and is the greatest equivalent
simple stress according to either the maximum
shear or the maximum stress theory. If we
use the maximum shear theory, it is less than
the greatest stress in the outer ring or hub.

(30). Actual decrease in diameter at the

hole, for a shaft with a small hole

__2S_d2

(31). Greatest equivalent simple stress for

a shaft with a small hole by maximum strain

theorv
= 2 5.

This is due to the strain at the hole, given
by the formula above.

IV. Complete Formulas for Both Parts of Same
Material, with Solid Shaft

These formulas are obtained by substitut-

ing the value of radial stress at bore 5 from
(4; in all of the formulas II and III. They
are listed because this case is most common.
The complete formulas for the other five

cases could be obtained in the same way, and
need not be here listed.

E = Modtdus of elasticity.

y = Poisson's ratio.

H. Formulas for outer ring or hub with
both parts of same material, and solid shaft.

(4). Radial stress at bore, and radial pres-
sure between rings

5=-^ {i-d.*m

The upper curve in Fig. 4 gives values from
this fonnula for £ = 29,000,000.

(32). Radial stress at any diameter d

FY
=-^ {do'/d'-do'ld{')

(33). Tangential stress at bore

EY=^ {l+d,^ld,')

This is the greatest equivalent simple stress

according to the maximum stress theory, and
applies when both parts are cast iron. It is

a tensile stress.

(34). Tangential stress at any diameter d

= ^(do'/d^-\-do'/d,'')

(35). Tangential stress at outside,

EY
d,'

(36). Fraction of force fit which hub ex-

pands

= K(l+^oV^i'+ ^ (l-^oV^i') )

The upper curve of Fig. 1 gives values from
this formula for V = 0.'3.

(37). Greatest equivalent simple stress by
the maximum strain theory

FY
= ^(l-\-do'fd,'+V{l-do'fdi') )

(38). Actual increase in diameter at any
diameter d

Yd
= ^(doVd'-\-do'ld,'-\-V(do'/d'-do'ld^'))

(39.) Actual increase of outside diameter di

= Yd^ldx

(40). Greatest equivalent simple stress

=EY
This is the stress on which the safety of the

system depends according to the maximum
shear theory, and applies when both parts
are steel.

/. Formulas for solid shaft, with both parts

of same material.

(41). Radial and tangential stress at outer
diameter, do, and at all other diameters,

S=-^il-doVd,')

This is the greatest equivalent simple stress

in the shaft according to either the maximum
stress or maximum shear theory.
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(42). Fraction of force fit which shaft con-
tracts

= M(i-Jo^W(i-r)

(43). Actual decrease in diameter of any
diameter d

^(l-cio^W)(l-\')

(44). Greatest equivalent simple stress per
maximum strain theory

^-^{l-do'/di') (l-V)

V. Force for Pressing

These formulas apply to any case. The
value of 5, the radial stress at the bore, must
be inserted from the proper one of the
formulas (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) or (6).

^1 = Coefficient of friction, or ratio of force

for pressing to total radial pressure.

do — diameter of bore in inches.

/ = length of hub in inches.

Force for pressing in tons =
2000

jj, do IS.

The value of the coefficient fx varies greatly

according to the character of the surface,

lubricant, and (most important of all) the

truth of the surfaces. For a well ground shaft

and reamed hole, yu is about 0.038. For
other cases it may be 2 to 7 times this value.

Force for pressing in tons, for excellent

workmanship = —0.00006 dolS. (This is

for )U = 0.038.) For good workmanship the

force may be about twice this value, and for

poorer workmanship up to about seven times

this value.

VI. Formulas for a Thin Ring Inside or Outside a

Heavy Hub or Shaft

This is the case where a thin bushing is

forced in a hub, or a thin sleeve is forced over
a shaft. The sleeve or bushing is supposed
to be so thin compared with the hub or shaft

that no appreciable stress is produced in the
latter.

The inside and outside diameter of the

thin ring are supposed to be nearly alike.

Cases where the diameters differ appreciably
require the formulas previously given.

For this case, the radial pressure on the
thin ring, and the radial stress in it, and the
force for pressing are all very small. The
tangential stress is constant throughout the

thin ring and is practically the only stress

existing. Hence it is a simple stress and gives

the criterion for safety.

E = Modulus of elasticity of thin ring.

y = Force fit in inches per inch of bore.

£y = Tangential stress
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A NEW METHOD OF ARTIFICALLY LOADING GENERATORS
FOR TEST

By Robert Treat
PowKR AND Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The method described in this article for loading a generator is classified as "new" not so much in reference
to its date of origin as to its relation to the engineering profession. The value of the method will be apparent on
reading the article which explains the advantages of the method, furnishes a summary of instructions for
using it, and describes how to overcome any difficulties that may be encountered in it.

—

Editor.

In making tests on hydro-electric plants, it

is quite frequently found necessary to provide
artificial loads for the generators. In such
cases it has been the general practice to use a
liquid rheostat formed by placing the elec-

trodes in either the forebay or the tailrace,

according to convenience, or sometimes in a
special tank with salt solution. Such an
apparatus, besides having numerous troubles

of its own, produces only a unity power-factor
load; whereas the majority of generators are

designed for operation at about 0.8 power-
factor. A scheme free from the objections to

the liquid rheostat method was first made
public in a paper on the Huronian Company's
Power Development by Robert A. Ross and
Henry Holgate, read before a joint meeting
of the Mechanical and Electrical Sections of

the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,

April 25, 1907. Since then the method has
been used a number of times in various tests

by R. A. Ross & Company, Consulting and
Supervising Engineers, of Montreal. Through
the courtesy of Mr. J. Norman Smith, Chief
Engineer of that Company, the writer has
been given the most important details from
its experience; and these are now published
for the benefit of any who may desire to use
this method.

This same scheme w^as independently
originated and successfully used by Mr. O.

H. Ensign. Chief Engineer of the United
States Reclamation Service, in testing the
generators at the Cross Cut Hydro-electric
Station, Salt River Project, accounts of

which have occured in the technical press.*

With these exceptions, this method of load-

ing generators does not seem to be as generally
known as its merits justify.

The scheme is exceedingly simple, and con-
sists merely in connecting another generator
(when one is available) to the machine under
test, with one phase reversed, so that the
load generator runs in the opposite direction
of rotation as a synchronous motor. When
both machines are up to speed and are excited
to full voltage, the gates of the wheel which

is motoring are gradually opened until the

required load is obtained, the wheel in this

case acting as a water brake. The generator
and motor fields may now be varied to pro-

duce any power-factor and voltage desired.

Reverse Phases A and 5
for Loading as Motor—

^

Oil Circuit Breaker-

Fig. 1.

The following instructions prepared by
R. A. Ross & Company for the guidance of its

men are of interest:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RUNNING WATER-
WHEEL GENERATOR-MOTOR TEST

1. Transpose any two legs of the motor leads

(this will reverse the direction of rotation of the
motor; see Fig. 1: say place B in A and A in B on
the motor leads).

2. Close the main generator switches connecting
the generator and the motor electrically together.

3. Excite both the generator and the motor.

4. Admit water to the generator wheel only,

until both machines are turning over.

5. Note that the motor is operating in the reverse

direction to that which it would operate as a
generator.

* Engineering News, April 20 June 22, 1916.
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6. Raise the voltage and the speed of the
generator to normal by operating its field rheostat
and by admitting water to the generator wheel.

7. Admit water slowly to the motor water-
wheel to act as a brake, as required, to secure any
desired load on the generator up to its wheel capa-
city.

8. Vary the field excitation on the generator and
the motor to secure any desired power-factor.

9. The generator instruments will indicate the
output of the generator; the instruments on the
motor need not be taken into consideration.

10. If the exciters are directly connected to each
generator and one exciter is not sufficient to excite

the two machines, it will be necessary to reverse the
exciter connection on the motor exciter to suit the
reversal of direction of rotation.

11. The governor mechanism should be dis-

connected from the motor, as it might be damaged
by reversal of rotation, but an operator should be in

attendance, to shut off the water to this wheel, in

case of the circuit opening to the motor, when the
water passing into the motor waterwheel would stop
same, and reverse direction of rotation, caus'ng it

to speed up rapidly and possibly run way.

12. By ;icutal operating conditions it has been
found that quite a small gate opening on the motor
waterwheel is all that is necessary to produce full

load on the generator under test.

A few of the troubles experienced by others
are noteworthy. One most important point
is to have the draught tube of the motoring
unit filled with water before attempting to
start; otherwise the himting and surges set up
by the wheel revolving against a load which
is intermittent rather than steady may trip

the oil circuit-breakers, or cause the machine
to break from synchronism. On starting, the
motoring unit cannot be started from its own
wheel, as it would then run in the wrong
direction. Usually two duplicate machines
can be started together from rest, as described
in the foregoing instructions; viz., by exciting
both fields, connecting the armatures to-

gether, and admitting water to the generator
wheel until it starts. The low-frequency
currents j^roduced in the generator armature
will then drag along the field of the motoring
unit and the two machines will run in syn-
chronism from the start. Trotible may
occasionally be encountered due to high static

friction in the bearing of one or both machines.
This w(mld necessitate opening the generator
wheel-gate so wide, in order to "break it from
rest," that the resultant large amount of

water would cause the generator to accelerate
too rayjidly and it would ])reak from syn-
chronism with the motor. 'J'his may be over-

come, in some cases, by starting the machine
as a plain induction motor; i.e., by not
exciting the motor field until it is partly up to

speed. If this is not successful, the gates of

both units may be opened just enough to

start them turning over, without switching

them together. As soon as the units start

revolving, the gates should be closed and field

applied to whichever unit is necessary to make
them come to rest at the same instant. Just
before they stop they should be switched
together, fields applied to both machines, and
the generator gate opened until they start

together. This procedure will eliminate the
high static bearing friction and no difficulty

should then be experietaced in getting started.

It is doubtful if much trouble will be
encountered with horizontal units; but
vertical machines, expecially those equipped
with Kingsbury or plate-type thrust bearings,

are likely to be obstinate. Is should be
particularly noted that Kingsbury bearings
are usually designed for one direction of
rotation only, and some care must be taken
when applying the test herein described to

machines equipped with them. However
instances are known, particularly the tests at

Cross Cut previously mentioned, where
Kingsbury bearings have been run backward
without any apparent distress.

The question may be raised as to what effect

this method of testing will have on the water
wheels ; whether impelling them directly against

the flow of water will not result in strains and
distortions that may be injurious. The
writer has referred this subject to a number of

the most prominent waterwheel builders in

the United States, and very few have cared
to make any very definite statements on this

point. The consensus of oinnion, however,
seems to be that there is little question of

harmful stresses in high-head wheels, but
there may be some dotibt as to low-head units.

The writer would recommend conferring with
the waterwheel builders in each indi\-idual

case where this method of test is being con-

sidered. It is believed that when- this method
shall have become better known and more
generally used, wheel builders will be less

conservative about ai)i)roving it.

For mvich of the information of interest

and valtie appearing in this article I he writer

desires to exi)rcss his ai)prcciation to Mr.
W. A. Doble. Chief l':ngincer of the Pelton

Waterwheel Co.; to Mr. J. Norman vSmith;

to Mr. {). H. lilnsign; and to various water-
wheel btiilders through their engineering

organizations.
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LAMP SALES OF THE EDISON LAMP WORKS DURING 1916

By Henry Schroeder

Assistant to Sales Manager

This short article is of interest from the fact that lamp sales afford a fair indication of the industrial
acti\-ity of the country over a period of time. The number of Edison lamps sold during the year 1916
exceeded the sales for the previous year by almost fifty per cent, even though the lamp business for 1915 was
larger than for any previous year. The small hand ilash lamp and the automobile have been mainly respon-
sible for the very large increase in the use of miniature lamps.

—

Editor.

The total business, seventy-three and one-
half million lamps, is the largest in the
history of the Edison Lamp Works, and an
increase of more than one-third over the
pre\-ious year. Approximately one-third was
sold direct to central stations, one-third
direct to street railways and other purchasers,

and the remaining one-third through jobbers
and dealers as agents.

The sale of Mazda lamps, a total of sixty-

two and a half million, is nearly seven-eights
in numbers and about nine-tenths in value
of the total business, and is also the greatest

in any year, being a gain of approximately
50^ over the previous year. Practically

two-thirds of the Mazda lamps sold were of

the large style. The sale of miniature Mazda
lamps gained more than 60 per cent in number
over 1915.

LAMP SALES IN 1916

Type Numbers
of Lamps

Percent of Approximate
Total Percent of

Numbers Total Value

Large Mazdai 44,000,000
Miniature
Mazda

Gem
Carbon

Total

18,500,000
7,750,000
3,250,000

73,500,000

60

25
10-

M

4-K

90

100 100

The seven and three-quarter million Gem
lamps sold is about 25 per cent less than for

the year previous. The number of carbon
lamps sold (which includes the small amount
of miniature carbon lamps) is about a million
lamps more than in 1915, but now represents
in value only about three per cent of the
total business. In 1906, when carbon lamps
were practically the only ones sold, they
reached their maximum sale of about thirty
million lamps.

These figures are diagramatically shown in

Figs. 1 and 2.

Reasons for the increased sales of lamps
have been analyzed as follows:

General increases due to improved trade condi-
tions—-new buildings, factories, stores, etc.

Increase in large Mazda lamp sales due to replac-
ing burned out carbon and Gem lamps with
Mazda lamps.

Increase in miniature lamp sales due to increased
use of flashlights and automobiles.

Decrease in Gem lamp sales due to central
stations discontinuing the free renewal of these
lamps.

The majority of Gem and carbon lamps
sold are of the 50 and 60-watt sizes, and it

is expected that the demand for these lamps
will soon cease to exist.

The large size Mazda lamps for standard
lighting service include a variety of sizes,

the more commonly used Mazda B (vacuum)
lamps being the sign lamps and the 25, 40,

50 and 60-watt lamps. Mazda C (non-
vacuum) lamps for standard lighting service

are most popular in the 75 and 100-watt
sizes. For street series lighting service Mazda
C lamps are practically the only ones in

demand. Carbon and Gem series lamps
have not been manufactured for several years.

Large Mazda lamps are also made for a
variety of other uses, such as decorative
purposes (in round and tubular bulbs), show-
case lighting, street railway cars, steam rail-

road train lighting service, floodlighting of

buildings, locomotive and street railway
headlights, stereopticons, etc.

During the year 1916 the number of Mazda
C lamps sold totaled about three and one-
half millions compared to one and a half
milHons in 1915. While this is only 8 per cent
of the lamps sold, their value represents about
30 per cent of the total large Mazda lamp
business of 1916.

Nearly a million lamps for street series

lighting service were sold in 1916 as against
half a million in 1915. That the average
candle-power of series lamps has increased
is shown by the fact that in 1915 20 per cent,

and in 1916 27 percent of the lamps sold were
of 250 candle-power and over.
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The eighteen and a half million miniature
Mazda lamps sold is, in round numbers,
divided as follows:

1916 MAZDA MINIATURE LAMP SALES

Service Number

Automobile
Flashlight
Candelabra
Christmas Tree.

Total

5,750,000
10,500,000
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The Mazda Christmas tree lamps were
first put on the market about September first.

They are made in a variety of colored imita-
tions of various fruits, flowers and animals.
A small clear round bulb lamp is also made
for this purpose, which has been very popular.
They are 14-volt lamps intended to burn
eight in series on 110-volt circuits, and can
be burned in series with carbon Christmas
tree lamps.
The sales of flashlight lamps in 19 1() were

twice the number in the previous year.
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Fig. 1. Total Number of Edison Lamps Sold in the

United States, 1880-1916

Fig. 2. Number of Edison Lamps of Various Classes Sold

in the United States, 1880-1916
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THE WORLDS RAILWAYS AND ELECTRI-
FICATION

Three of the articles presented in this issvie

of the Review deal with the important
subject of steam railroad electrification, those

by Mr. Beeuwkes and Mr. Hare having
special reference to the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railway, and the third by Mr.
Armstrong bearing upon the relation of

railway electrification to the conservation of

our natural resources.

In connection with these papers, a brief

glance at the electrification situation may be
of interest. There are in the Americas today
roughly 358,000 miles of railroads operating
with steam locomotives as compared with
about 217,000 miles in Europe and 117,000
miles in Asia, Africa and Australia. The
electrified divisions of steam railroads in the
United States which may properly be classed

as trunk line electrifications aggregate approx-
imately 2500 miles, or more than double the
steam road conversions in Europe.
Soon after the successful operation of

Sprague's first trolley car at Richmond in

1887. electrical enthusiasts began to aspire to

the electrification of our existing railroads.

The Baltimore & Ohio put the first steam
road electrification into operation in 1895
hauling heavy passenger and freight trains

through a series of tunnels from the Camden
Station northward a distance of 3.7 miles.

The next step of importance was the equip-
ment in France of the Paris-Orleans Railway
in 1900 with electric locomotives for subway
terminal service.

In the early 1900's, several steam roads in

England and United States resorted to

multiple unit trains for heavy suburban
passenger service, but the next large instal-

lation of electric locomotives was on the
Xew York City terminals of the New York
Central and the Xew Haven Railroads.
Up to this time electrification had been

adopted mainly to obviate the smoke nuisance

and to facilitate the handling of heavy
suburban passenger traffic. Economic reasons
were advanced as secondary considerations

and it was difficult to secure sufficient operat-

ing data to bear out claims of more economical
operation for electric equipment.

In 1913, however, the Butte, Anaconda &
Pacific Railway purchased electrical equip-

ment to supplant the heavy steam locomo-
tives used for hauling ore trains between
Butte and Anaconda with the definite inten-

tion of reducing operating expenses over and
above reasonable charges against the increased

investment. As was shown in tables published
in the November 1914 issue of the Review,
the economies due to electrification exceeded
the predictions of engineers, and this showing
largely influenced the decision of the directors

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
to electrify its 440-mile section of mountain
railroad.

The actual operating data from electrifi-

cations abroad have been negligible and the
character of all earlier projects precluded
definite comparisons, so that data on the
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway have
been especially illuminating. In this issue

we are publishing the first data secured from
the electrical operation of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & vSt. Paul Railway which will doubt-
less receive the careful scrutiny of both railway
operators and electrical engineers. From these
preliminary data there is every reason to be-

lieve that figures for a longer period will be
wholly favorable to electric train haulage.
That the results are eminently satisfactory

to the railway officials is attested by the
decision of the directors to make further

conversion, as recorded in Mr. K. R. Hare's
article in this issue. The description of the
projected extension from Othello to the coast

cannot fail to create the im]^ression that the
railway officials are relying upon electrification

to solve the most trying problems of railway
operation.
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OPERATING RESULTS FROM THE ELECTRIFICATION OF THE
TRUNK LINE OF THE C, M. & ST. P. RY.*

By R. Beeuwkes
Electrical Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

Railway officials and the engineering fraternity the world over have evinced great interest in the electri-

fication of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway and statements giving comparative results between
steam and electrical operation will be subject to careful study. In an article in our issue of November 1916,
Mr. C. A. Goodnow, Assistant to the President of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, gave a general
summary of the advantages which have been secured by electrification, which constituted an unqualified
endorsement of the project. While the data included in Mr. Beeuwkes' article cover a period of only three
months each for the years 1915 and 1916, the information is given in such detail as to allow a very satisfactory
comparison. In several cases the author has noted the fact that the data given are perhaps too favorable for
steam operation. From the apparent willingness of the Railway Company to authorize the publication of

operating data, it may be expected that after a full 3^ear of electrical operation figures will be published which
will still further emphasize the superiority of electricity over steam for trunk lines railways.

—

Editor.

The first electric locomotives were placed locomotive maintenance forces have been
in operation on the Rocky Mountain Division added, but otherwise no change, except in

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way on December 9th, 1915, between Deer
Lodge and Three Forks. In April 1916 elec-

trical operation was extended to Harlowton
on the east and early in 1917 the entire 440
miles was equipped for electrical operation.

The 440-mile electrified section is now
divided into two operating divisions of which
only one, the Rocky Mountain Division, has

been running long enough to get reasonably

the way of reduction as will be described,

has been made in the original steam organiza-
tion and personnel. This includes the engin-

eers and their helpers on the locomotives.
The change from steam to complete electric

operation was made in the course of a few
months with remarkable facility, its rapidity

being governed entirely by the rate at which
the manufacturer was able to supply the

electric locomotives. The instruction of the

^^iJtC

Fig. 1. Substation at East Portal showing Snow Conditions

in the Bitter Root Mountains

reliable data concerning operation. I may say,

however, that on the Missoula Division we have
been handling 3000-ton trains as a standard
through the worst winter months, and the entire

ojjeration is working out very successfully.

Although the figures for electric operation

are very favorable, it should be remembered
that they can hardly as yet l)e considered

as final, because the steam figures re])resent

the results of many years of en"ort and
experience, while those for electricity arc

based on the use of ai)])aratus that is entirely

new in important resjjccts, and on an oi)erat-

ing experience of less than a year.

With regard to the operating organization,

substation operating forces and line and

Fig. 2. Substation and Bungalows at Avery, the Western

End of the Present Electrification

engineers was done by having four or five

General Electric men on the ground who had
assisted in testing the locomotives at the

works and who were thoroughly familiar

with the electrical details. These men spent

all their time for some months riding the

different locomotives and explaining their

electrical o])eration to the engineers, this

being done on trains in regular operation.

Harlowton is the eastern terminus of the

Rocky Mountain Division and the station

where electric oi)eration begins. Here are

located the usual roundhouse facilities, a

])ortion of which has l)cen i)artly reconstructetl

CUil).

id March Hi, 11M7, hrforc the New York Riiilroari
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to accommodate the electric locomotives.

Three Forks separates the division into the
East and West sub-divisions, and was a

former steam engine division point. Deer
Lodge is the western terminus of the Rocky-
Mountain Division.

Under steam operation engines were chang-
ed at Deer Lodge, Three Forks and
Harlowton; thus, a steam locomotive made
about 113 continuous miles. At the end
of this run it was put in the roundhouse or

shop to have it cleaned, boilers washed, etc.

and for any light repairs. All heavy repairs

were made at Deer Lodge. This necessitated

a large roundhouse and shop force at each
of the three points mentioned. Freight
trains were tied up in the yards and there

were the other usual costly and vexatious
delays. All train and engine crews changed
at each of the through subdivision points

mentioned except passenger train crews, who
ran through from Deer Lodge to Harlowton.
Under steam, the cabooses and many of the

engines were assigned, w^hich of course made
it necessary to take the caboose from the
train at each subdivision point.

With the introduction of electricity we
were able to double what I may call the
cruising radius of our locomotives. As far

as the railroad is concerned we have elim-

inated Three Forks entirely\ All locomotives
nm the entire 226 miles from Deer Lodge
through to Harlowton with only a light

inspection of bearings and pantographs at

Three Forks. The shop and roundhouse
are entirely closed down, seven or eight miles
of tracks have been removed, and the com-
paratively large roundhouse force previously

employed has been replaced by a single

electrician. All locomotives and cabooses
are pooled, the men being given suitable

locker space to store their lanterns, flags,

tools, etc. Through freight trains do not
leave the main track and often are not
switched at all. At Harlowton the engine
is given a rough inspection and any light

repairs made that are necessary. Detailed
inspection and maintenance work is done at

Deer Lodge.
The same change in operation has been

effected on the Missoula IDivision, Avery to

Deer Lodge; in this case Alberton being the
steam engine division point which has been
eliminated.

Comparison of Passenger Train Delays

Table I shows, for the Rocky Mountain
Division, a comparison of passenger train

delays for October, November and December
under steam operation in 1915 and electric

operation in 1916. These data are con-

sidered important not merely because they
indicate the comparative reliability itself of

service under the two systems, but because
the item of reliability has such an important
bearing on the general relative performance
and economy.
The data are given for passenger service

only, as freight records are not kept in such
shape that such data can readily be derived

from them.
The passenger service consists regularly

of two heavy steel 8-car through trains each
way per day, and one 3-car local each way
between Butte and Harlowton.

In considering the data, two points should
be borne in mind; first, that the schedule

time of the through trains under electricity

was reduced forty minutes from that under
steam; second, that the table shows, for both
systems, net minutes delay only; i.e., all

delays or portions of delays that were made
up do not appear.

Comparative data are shown for only three

months, as complete electric passenger service

only went into effect shortly before October.

For some of the items listed, particularly an
item of the nature of "Accidents and Derail-

ments," this is entirely too short a period on
which to base reliable comparisons, and these

items are included merely to make the records

complete.
It should also be borne in mind that during

the months of electric operation the amount
of freight business done was for one month
40 per cent and for three months 29 per cent

greater than the corresponding months of

steam operation, a circumstance which renders
the electrical showing, as shown on the slide,

all the more favorable.

It will be noted from Item 31 that the
number of trains run under steam and elec-

tricity, respectively, is practically the same.
The first four items indicate, among other

things, that the dispatcher is better able

under electric operation to plan and predict

train movements. This may be accounted
for on the basis of less variation in speed,

fewer number of trains for a given business
(that is, freight trains), and fewer trains

delayed. In any event, in these three
corresponding months steam passenger trains

waited for the right-of-way 1910 minutes as

against 254 minutes for electric trains.

Item 5 is Extra Mail, Baggage and Express,
meaning that the trains were delayed the
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time shown because it took longer to load
or unload the baggage, mail or ex])ress than
the time allotted.

Item G, Extra Cars, means simply extra
heavy trains. Delays on this account were
only one ninth as great under electricity as

under steam. Our electric engines will handle
ten or eleven steel cars on the 2 per cent

Piedmont grade very comfortably.
Item 7, Excess Time Switching Cars, is

self-explanatory. The cars referred to are

generally extra coaches or business cars.

Items S and 9, which are respectively

Extra Stops for Passengers and Railway
Crossings, are self-explanatory.

Item 10, Electric Block Signal at Danger,
is included for the sake of completeness. The
original direct current signal system, as already
stated, had to be changed to alternating cur-

rent when we changed to electricity for oper-
ating, and the new signal system is not yet
in final working order or completely installed.

Item 11, Slow Orders, has the usual

significance.

TABLE I

ELECTRIFICATION DEPARTMENT
Passenger Train Delays under Steam Operation in 1915, and under Electrical Operation in 1916

October November December

Rocky Mountain Division Time in Minutes
Steam Electricali Steam Electrical Steam Electrical

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Tl.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Blocked Behind Passenger
Blocked behind freight . . . ,

Meeting passenger

J^Ieeting freight

Extra mail-baggage express,
Extra cars

Excess time switching cars.

Extra stops for passengers

.

Railway crossing

Electric block signal at danger

,

Slow orders
Bad weather conditions
Poor coal

42
102

73

37

48

26

14

Hot bearings engine
Other conditions, engine.
Hot bearings, car
Other conditions, Car. . .

98

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
' 270
I

Accidents and derailments 1302
Other causes, Note 1 '

Total minutes delayed 2012
Total number of trains delayed 24

Total number of trains making schedule
time

Total number of trains making up time
'i'otal time made up
Due mechanical features, locomotive

heaters

Due electrical features locomotive. . . .

Due overhead
Man failures with electrical ai)paratus.
Total due electric oi)eration

121

43
885

Per cent electrical to ioUil delays
Passenger train miic-s

i

39426
Minutes delay ])er 100 train miles, total I 5.1

Minutes delay per 100 train miles, elec-

trical

15
17

15

112
42

15

lis
51

1436

139

335
200
099

43.6
40169
3.99

1.74

504

77
26
9

99

5

67

235
3()

58
205
54
47

357767
618

1601 1787
17 49

98
33

547

41276
4.35

45

20

14

200
40
100

895
394
1708
24

105
50

1691

14

100
90

204

11.9

40549
4.22

.50

57
274
647

126
327
149

93
25
167

10
r>

210
80

21

230
65

345

391
177

3399
84

81
21

378

38()28

8.70

15
162

167
26

98

82

515
555
95

225

1425
128

3493
40

84
62

1640

710

45
108

863

24.9
38519
9.05

2.24

Total

Steam Electrical

57
324
1253

276
353
195

240
25
198

19

445
116

79
533
119
662

2050
177

7198
157

300
97

1810

119330
6.03

30
224

167
41

118

82

641
797
135
340

3087
1140
6802

81

307
163

4767

S()3

170
").33

200
1706

26.0

119237
5 70

1.4S

.No IK 1. U.ifl onlcr trnll.y f.uli ,f pow. snow or rock olistructionv - failure of ^^jis at Icrniinals, etc.
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Item 12. Bad Weather Conditions. In

speaking of bad weather conditions in our
electrified territory we generally have in

mind extremely low temperature, sometimes
forty or fifty degrees below zero in ])laccs for

days at a stretch, or the heavy snows which
occur in the Bitter Root Mountains.
Under steam operation the cold weather

conditions were at times very serious, result-

ing in entire temporary suspension of service,

particularly freight on account of reduction

of steaming capacity or the freezing up of

locomotives. The electric locomotives on
the contrary, as was to be expected, are not

under any conditions, required the use of

moi-e than one electric engine on any jjassen-

ger train.

Item 13, Poor Coal. Electric operation is

not influenced by this condition.

Item 14, Hot Bearings, Engine. Of the

ooo minutes charged to electric operation in

December, 70 are due to one case where a

cellar pin came out of one of the bearings of

the leading truck, so that the figures do not

really represent average comparative results.

We have had more trouble with electric

motor bearings than we expect to have
ultimately, as there has been some difficulty

Zfm^*^^-^

Fig. 3. 100,000-Volt Transmission Tower for Long Span

' -'T^

Fig. 4. Standard 100,000-Volt Wood Pole Transmission

aflfected by the cold weather, and the contrast

with steam operation is truly remarkable and
a source of great gratification to our operating
department. Instead of the capacity of the

electric locomotive being reduced on account
of the cold, it is increased on account of the
lessened heating of the motors. It might
have been expected that such low tempera-
tures would result in many trolley and
transmission troubles due to contraction of

wires and cables, but the construction is

particularly suited to such conditions and
we now have but little trouble on this score.

The table shows 445 minutes delay to

passenger steam engines, although during
the cold weather many of the trains had to

be run double-headed. We have never.

in obtaining proper lubricant and the packers
have had to acquire new experience in hand-
ling the high speed bearings involved.

Item 15. This includes miscellaneous con-
ditions not included in the preceding items.

In connection with the electric engines, much
of the delay was due to difficulties with the

flash boiler and parts used for train heating.

A great deal of experimental work has been
and is still being done on this apparatus,
which is the only portion of the locomotives
not as yet entirely successful. In Item 15

are also included time lost due to inattention

on the part of round-house attendants,
resulting in insufficient supply of oil or water
for the heating apparatus, time lost on
account of using freight locomotives for
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hauling passenger or milk trains and the like,

or trouble with electrical or mechanical parts.

Item 16, Hot Bearings, Car. Self explana-
tory.

Item 17, Other Conditions, Car. On
account of regenerative braking there has
been a marked reduction in delays due to

repairing brake rigging and changing shoes.

Item 18, Accidents and Derailments.
These, of course, are accidents and derail-

ments occurring to other trains and delaying
the passenger trains. This item is very much
higher for electricity than for steam, which
would be expected, considering the longer

trains, the newness of the electric operation,

and the fact that the existing great shortage
of freight cars has required keeping or putting
in service equipment whose condition would
ordinarily not warrant its use. The real

facts, however, are, that these accidents and
derailments occur so seldom that a much
longer period than 3 months must be taken
to arrive at any accurate comparative results.

Item 19, Other Causes. Other things be-

ing equal, this item would necessarily be
higher for electricity than for steam, as it

includes delays due to all troubles in the
electric system exclusive of the locomotives.

Of these electrical troubles most are due to

the pantograph in some way fouling the
overhead construction either because of the
trolley wires or the track getting out of

alignment, or one track rail being low.

Failure of power, either on trolley or trans-

mission side of sub-stations, except for the
interval required to throw in an automatically
opened circuit breaker, is practically negli-

giVjle.

It will be noted from Item 21, that the

minutes delay attributable to the electric

system, outside of the locomotives, amounts
to about 8 per cent of the whole.

In this connection it might be stated that

the best organization of maintenance forces

and means of transporting these forces to

the location of troubles has not yet been
determined upon and the percentage of

delays due to trolley trouV^lcs is therefore

considerably higher than we ultimately expect
it to be. Also the troubles themselves should
diminish, as not only were our poles set in all

kinds of weather conditions, but also much
new rail was laid and ballasting done during
the process of electrification, and it will take
some time before the poles and track get

finally settled into permanent position.

Item 20, Total Minutes Delayed. It will

Vje noted that the total minutes delayed is

about the same tor the two systems, but the

number of trains delayed, Item 21, is reduced
about 40 per cent under electricity. (Of the
trains delayed under electricity about 85 per
cent were delayed about the same length of

time as the average steam train was delayed,

the remaining 15 per cent suffered consider-

able delay mainly on account of accidents

and derailments to other classes of trains.)

Item 22 shows that about the same number
of trains ran in schedule time under steam
and electricity, while the number of trains

making up time increased about 60 per cent
and the time made up about 150 per cent
under electricity.

Item 25, Due Mechanical Features of

Locomotive; Item 26, Due Electrical Features;
Item 27, Due Overhead (Meaning the electric

system outside of the locomotives) ; and Item
28, Man-failures, give the delays due to

electric operation in more or less detail as

reported by the electrical master mechanic.
The mechanical features include mainly

train heaters, as already referred to, bearings,

pantographs and air system. Delays due to

electrical features are comparatively slight,

a rather surprising and gratifying fact con-
sidering the number of new features, such as

the use of 3000 volts direct current and direct

current regeneration, which are incorporated
in the locomotive, and further, considering
that only a year ago the engineers operating
these locomotives were all driving steam
engines.

Item 27, Due Overhead, has already been
referred to. I might say in this connection
that the double trolley wire construction as

used by us has proved very successful,

absolutely sparkless collection of current being
obtained under all conditions of .speed and
amount of current. Items 29, Total Due
Electric Operation, and Item 30, per cent

Electrical to Total Delays, show that 26

l)er cent of the total delays were attributable

to the electric system as a whole.
The general inference to be drawn from

the data given is that the electric service is

at least as reliable as the steam and bids fair

to ultimately become considcrabh' more
reliable.

Comparison of Steam and Electric Locomotive

Performance

Table II shows, lor the Rocky Mountain
Division, a comi)arison of locomotive per-

formance for October, November and De-
cember under steam oi)eration in 1915 and
electric operation in 1916. It should he
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understood that the h*:;ures given, while

sufficienth' correct for comparative purposes,

as they are taken from the same report forms,

are not to be considered as strictly accurate
when considered individually, the forms
being those from which the data could most
conveniently be obtained in the short time
available.

Taking first the passenger data: As already
described, passenger service in this division

consists of two through trains each way daily

and one local each way. The local ran
between Deer Lodge and Harlowton during
one part of these three months and between
Butte and Harlowton during the remaining
part. This fact, and the running of special

trains, accounts for the slight variation in

Train Miles of Item 1. It will be noted that
the total miles under steam and electricity

were almost exactly the same.
Item 2, Helper Engine Aliles, increased

under steam as the temperature decreased;
but this service with its extra crew cost,

switching delays, etc., has been eliminated
under electricitv. It should be noted that the

figures given do not contain any allowance
for return trips of helpers down the mountain.

Item 3, Number Engines. This is the
number actually assigned to this service,

both on the road and in shops, by the district

master mechanic. The electric engines in-

clude five double units and two split locomo-
tives and the number can probably be reduced
when train heating ap])aratus is got into shape
and minor electrical improvements completed,
which .matters have required more shopping
than will ultimately be necessary. The
number of steam engines, on the other hand,
is a minimum, as freight engines in helper
service were often used to help passenger
trains, a fact which is not taken into account
in the figures shown. Therefore, less than
half as many electric as steam engines are

required for the same service.

Item 4, Train Miles per Engine, is derived
from the preceding figures, and on the basis

of what has just been said, the figures are

high for steam and low for electricity. Our
record for an electric engine is 9052 miles,

made in June 1916.

TABLE II

ELECTRIFICATION DEPARTMENT
Data on Operation under Steam in 1916, and under Electricity in 1916

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.*

lo.t

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Rocky Mountain Division

Passenger
Train or train engine miles
Helper engine miles
Number engines
Train miles per engine
1000 kw-hr. at power go's meters.
K.w.h. per train mile
Coal, total tons
Coal, lbs. per train mile

Freight
1000 ton miles
Train miles
Helper engine miles
Number engines
1000 ton miles per engine '.

. .

Number subdivision trains
Ton miles per train mile
Total time, hours
Minutes per 1000 ton miles
1000 Kw-hr. at power co's meters.

,

Kw-hr. per 1000 ton miles
Total Tons coal

I

12150
Lbs. coal per 1000 ton miles

October November December

Steam Electrical Steam Electrical Steam Electrical

39426 40169 41276 40549 38628 38519
4738 7966 12048

13 7 13 i 13 7

3040 5730 3180- 5800 2970 5510
1217 — 1109.5 1152
30.3 27.4 29.9

3380 4150 3730
171 201 193

98512 125522 93228 130848 91122 107717
60666 65400 58014 63299 58257 57311
16605 7022 20422 7544 19336 5591

42 15 41 15 44 15
2405 8370 2270 8720 2070 7170
535 585 532 583 526 543
1625 1920 1605 2070 1563 1880
6094 5022 5946 5084 5785 4429
3.70 . 2.40 3.83 2.33 3.81 2.47

4696 5119 4528
37.4 39.1 42.0

12150 13670 13230
247 294 291

Total

Steam Electrical

119330
24752

13
9190

11260
188

282862
176937
56363

43
6745
1584
1600

17825
3.78

39050
276

119237

7
17040
3478.5

29.1

364087
186010
20157

15
24260
1711
1960

14535
2.39

14343
39.4

Notk: * Subdivision train—one train over one subdivision; divide by 2 for trains over entire division.

t "Ton-miles per engine mile" equals tons per train with one electric engine and short helper service, or with one steam engine
and longer helper service: In this connection consider Item 17.

Total regeneration over entire division, month of November, equals 11.3% of consumption at motors.
Passenger on 2 % grade, Jan. 21-27, 1917—regeneration =42.8% of consumption at motors.
Passenger on 1.66% grade, Jan. 21-27, 1917. Regeneration =23.1 % of consumption at motorsi
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Item 5, Thousands of Kilowatt-hours at

Power Company's Meters, shows the actual

electric energy purchased and chargeable

against this service. Every electric engine

is equipped with a kilowatt-hour meter, which
on each trip is read at points of commence-
ment of motoring and again at commence-
ment of regeneration, thus giving a record

of the engineer's performance as regards use

of power. The figures shown in the table

are the net energy read at the locomotive,

increased by a suitable amount for line and
substation losses. The efificiency of the

system, Power Company's meters to loco-

m.otives, is running now at 67 to 70 per

cent.

Items 6, kilowatt-hours per Train Mile,

and Item 7, Coal, pounds per Train Mile,

are self-explanatory. The coal figure is

only approximately correct.

Considering the freight data: Item 1,

Thousands of Ton Miles, shows an average

increase during the months of electric opera-

tion of 2S.S per cent over that of steam; for

November, the increase was 40 per cent.

In this connection the superintendent of the

division has stated that to handle the 1916
business with steam, double tracking would
have been necessary. The latter would still,

of course, have required extra motive power.
Possibly, the superintendent did not intend

that his statement should be taken literally,

but in any event it is reasonable to assume
that under the business conditions which
existed during the electrical months, and the

resulting congestion, the figures for steam
would be too favorable.

Item 10, Train Miles. This is' used in

obtaining item 15 below.

Item 1 1 , Helper Engine Miles. The figures

show that for the same ton miles there would
be over three times as many helper engine

miles under steam as under electricity. No
account is here taken of the return trips of

helpers or their otherwise running light.

This is a considerable item under steam,

I)ut is small for electricity.

Item 12, Number of Engines, is ])ossibly

a little high for steam on account of some of

these engines being at times used in ]jas.senger

helper service, as already exi>lainc(l. The
number of electric engines given is the number
purchased for this service and is considered

sufficient. We are unfortunately obliged to

use our judgment in this matter, as many
of the locomotives purchased for the Missoula
Division, not then under electrical operation,

were available and used. Twenty-eight loco-

motives are now easily handling business for

the two divisions.

Using the figures as they stand and deduct-
ing Item 13, Thousands of Ton Miles per
Engine, we find that the electric engine
handles about 33^^ times as many ton miles

per month as the steam engine, and from
Item 17, Minutes per Thousands of Ton
Miles, that the electric engine cuts 30 per
cent from the time to do a given business,

partly by faster running, partly by heavier
trains.

Item 14, Number Subdivision Trains, shows
for the three months that there were an
average number of division trains involved
of 8.6 for steam and 9.3 for electricity.

Item 15, Ton Miles per Train Mile. This
is about the same as tons per train, and 22
per cent greater for electricity than steam.
The electric train, it might be considered at

first glance, ought by comparison to be
heavier, but it should be remembered that
the steam train for a considerable part of the
time has two locomotives on it. The tonnage
of the through freight is greater than s'hown,

the average figures being considerably lower
on account of the comparatively light local

freights being included.

Items 18 and 19, showing consumption of

electric energy, are derived in the same
manner as previously described for passenger
service, and later in conjunction with items
20 and 21 give a comparison of relative

amounts of coal and electricity used by us

to handle a given business. Under present
conditions we are paying for electricity on a

kilowatt-hour basis, and it is costing con-

siderably less than coal did.

As to the effects of regeneration on the

power consum])tion, this varies more or less,

but it will be noted that for the month of

November, the amount of regenerated power
measured at the locomotives was 11.3 per
cent of the total power consumed at the

motors. Some of this power goes over the

trolley direct to locomotives which are

motoring, and the rest goes through the

substations, reversing the motor-generators
and either fiowing into the Power Comimny's
transmission system or along the Railway
(\)mpany's line to other substations.

The power-saving feature of regeneration,

I may say, is not considered by us so import-

ant as the increased safety and case with

wliicli li'aiiis arc liandKMl on tlir hcavx'

mountain grades and the .sa\ing in wear and
tear on brake shoes and c([uipment. So
much has alread\- been said b\' (Hhers about
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this feature of our installation that I will not
go further into the matter here.

The Train Sheet is a graphic time-
table for twenty-four hours of operation on
the Harlowton-Deer Lodge- Division. The
horizontal scale shows the stations, many of

them only passing track locations, in their

proper relative positions, and the vertical

scale the hours of the day. Each slanting

line represents a train, the heavy lines being
passenger trains and the light lines freight

or work trains. This chart therefore gives

an idea of the typical niimber of trains and
the business done, for which the figures in

the accompanying tables apply. It also

shows the exact location of each train on the
division for each moment of the day.
On the right of the train sheet is an electric

load curve which shows at any moment the
amount of electric power delivered to the
system at any instant and the corresponding
locations of the different trains. A profile

along the lower side of the diagram shows
the grade at each point on the line and is of

interest in checking up the power demands
as shown by the load curve.

For example, it is shown that the amount
of power consumption varies from a maximum
of 20,000 kw. at 3.08 p.m. to a minimum of

less than zero at 10.10 p.m., at which time
the regenerative braking was taking place to

a sufficient extent to supply all of the power
losses on the railway system and actually

return some power to the Power Company's
supply system; how much we cannot tell, as

the curve drawing meters do not register

negative kilowatts.

FoUowdng is a synopsis of the conditions

at 3.08 p.m. when the power demand was
greatest. Locating the trains from right to

left, we find:

1. No. 15, Through 8-car, steel, passenger,

about 650 tons, west bound, just pulling up
to the summit of the Belt Mountains on the
2 per cent grade, heavy motoring.

2. No. 92, Local Freight about 1000 tons,

eastbound up the 1 per cent grade.
3. No. 10, Through 8-car steel passenger,

about 650 tons, eastbound up the 1 per cent

grade, light motoring.
4. 1 64 Through freight, 2500 tons, east-

bound on a siding at Josephine.
5. 2,64 Through freight, 2500 tons, east-

boomd down the 0.3 per cent grade, light

motoring.
6. Extra freight, westbound, 2200 tons,

just pulling into Three Forks \x\) the 0.3 per
cent grade, light motoring.

7. No. 33 Local ])assenger, westbound-
about 250 tons up the 2 per cent grade.

8. 1 ;()2 Through freight, eastbound, 2500
tons up the 1.66 per cent grade.

9. No. 93, Local freight, westbound, 750
tons, just pulling into Butte yard, light

motoring.
10. 2 /62 Through freight, eastbound, 2850

tons up the 1.08 per cent grade.

11. 1/61 Through freight, westbound,
2300 tons down the 1.08 per cent grade, light

regeneration.

12. 3/62 a light engine on the siding at

Morel.
This gives us 10 trains moving, of which

two are drawing heavy power, seven light

power, and one returning a little power to

the line.

Now let us examine conditions at 10.10 p.m.
1. Extra freight, eastbound, 1100 tons

down the 1 per cent grade, light regeneration.
2. 2/61 Through freight, westbound, 2000

tons, down the 1 per cent grade, light regen-
eration.

3. 4/61 Through freight on a siding at

Piedmont.
4. No. 18, Through 8-car steel passenger,

eastbound, about 700 tons down the 2 per
cent grade, heavy regeneration.

5. 3/61 Through freight, westbound, 2400
tons, down the 1.08 per cent grade, light

regeneration.

6. 3/62 Through freight, eastbound, on
siding at Finlen.

7. 1/64 Through freight, eastbound, 2000
tons up the 1.08 per cent grade, light motor-
ing.

Thus we have five trains feeding power
into the line and one taking power from the
line, the net result being that the railroad

actually gives power back to the Power
Company.
Under the present conditions, we are

running with a monthly load factor—ratio

average load to maximum load—of about
40 per cent, but expect within a few months
to have installed a so-called power indicating
and limiting system, which will automatically
indicate to the dispatcher the exact amount
of power which the whole system is drawing
at any instant and will automatically within
certain limits hold the maximum down to a
certain pre-determined amount, this with the
object of keeping as low as possible the maxi-
mum amount of power which we have to
contract for with the Power Company, and
on basis of 60 per cent of which amount our
minimum power bill is based.
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ST. PAUL TO ELECTRIFY OVER CASCADE MOUNTAINS*
By K. R. Hare

Associate Editor, Railway Age Gazette

The electrical operation of the C, M. & St. P. Ry. over the Rocky Mountain range is proving so thoroughly
successful that the directors have authorized the electrification of the lines over the Cascade Mountains. The
extent of the proposed work is described in the following article.

—

Editor.

On Thursday, January 25, the board of

directors of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul voted to extend its electrified zone from
Othello, Wash., west to the Pacific Coast.

The new electrification involves about 250
miles of main line and will cost approximately

$6,250,000, exclusive of locomotives, but
including bonding, catenary, transmission

lines and substations. Contracts for the

material and equipment required will be
placed in the near future and work will be
started as soon as possible. It is expected
that the extension will be in operation some
time during the year 191S.

characterized by easy grades and few curves.

West of Othello, however, are the grades
encountered in the Columbia river valley

and the extremely mountainous district over
the Cascade mountains between the Columbia
river and Seattle, including the 12,000 ft.

tunnel at Snoqualmie Pass. Fig. 2 is a profile

of the St. Paul line between Othello and
Seattle; reference to it will show that there

is 37 miles of 0.4 per cent ruling grade be-

tween Othello and Beverly on the Columbia
river and about 20 miles of 2 per cent ruling

grade from there west to a point several miles

east of the cascade tunnel between Keechelus

M fH TANA

Ky- X —^ Present Electrified Lines
^-^ \ RecentfyAuthorized E/ectrification

Section to /femain Jteam Operated

Fig. 1. Map showing Section of C, M. 86 St. P. now Electrified and to be Electrified

By referring to Fig. 1 it will be seen that

the eastern terminus of the new electric zone
will be aVjout 225 miles west of Avery, Idaho,

the western terminus of the section of line

now under electric operation. This means
that the district or section of line between
Avery and Othello will continue to be steam
operated. When the present plans are com-
pleted the St. Paul will be electrically operated
from Harlowton, Mont., to Avery, Idaho;

and from Othello, Wash., to Seattle and
Tacoma, Wash., a total ai a].)])roximately

690 miles, which is a distance ])ractically

equal to that from New York to (Mcx'cland,

Ohio.

It is not considered economical at this

time to electrify the section between Avery
and Othello, as between these two ])oints

the St. Paul traverses rather level country

and Rockdale. West of the tunnel the line

descends for 19 miles on a 1.7 per cent ruling

grade to Cedar Falls, and between Cedar
Falls and Seattle, a distance of 40 miles, the

ruling grade is 0.8 per cent. Due to the

mountainous country traversed by this section

of the St. Paul, the curvature is necessarily

heavy and in this res])ect closely resembles

the character of the line between Harlowton,
Mont., and Avery, Idaho.
The traffic consists of three passenger trains

and an average of from foin- to six tonnage
freight trains each way daily. The direction

of heavy tonnage is eastlxmnd. One Mallet

locomoti\-e now brings 2,100 tons eastbound
to Cedar h'^alls, where a Mallet helper is put
on for the 1.7 per cent grade to the tunnel

at Rockdale. Under the ])ro])osed electrical

* Keprintcil from the Railway -U'c Gazelle. February 2, 1!>I7.
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operation, one electric locomotive will bring

about 3.000 tons to Cedar Falls, and an
electric pusher \\'ill be used for the steep grade
from there to the tunnel. Besides the in-

crease in tonnage, the speed on the heavy
grade section, now very low under steam
operation, should be about doubled.

System to Be Used

The same system of electrification will be
used on the new extension as has been used
and found so successful on the original section

electrified. The electric locomotives which
will be purchased to operate over the new
electrified zone will be identical with those

in service on the Montana electrification.

The same double-trolley, wooden pole, caten-

ary construction and the same type of trans-

mission line and system of feeders will be used,

as the several months' trial of the present

approximately GO miles an hour on tangent
level track. The average passenger train
on the St. Paul weighs from 650 to 700 tons
and is hauled over the two per cent grades
of the present electrified divisions without a
helper. The freight locomotives are designed
to haul 2,500 tons up a one per cent grade
at 10 miles an hour, and on the Rocky
Mountain electrification two of them have
been used successfully to haul 3,500 tons on a
two per cent grade. In many cases it was
found necessary to increase the length of the
passing siding so that the maximum hauling
capacity of the locomotive could be utilized.

The decision to use, on the extension, the
same system and the same type of equipment
which is now being used speaks well for the
success of 3,000-volt direct-current operation
for heavy main line service. C. A. Goodnow,
assistant to the president, in charge of elec-

^
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Fig. 2. Profile of Section of Railway to be Electrified

installation has indicated that no changes
in these details are necessary or advisable.

Briefly, the system of operation will be 3,000
volts direct current at the trolley, energy at

this potential being furnished from sub-
stations containing motor-generator sets and
transformers supplied from transmission lines

of various hydro-electric companies, supple-

mented by a 100,000-volt line paralleling the
track and owned by the railroad company.
The electric locomotives will each be con-

structed of two units permanently coupled
together, the halves being duplicates, but
each half capable of independent operation.

The locomotives w^eigh 282 tons, have a run-
ning tractive force of 85,000 lb. and a starting

tractive force of 126,000 lb. The passenger
locomotives have a gear ratio permitting the
operation of 800-ton trains at a speed of

trification on the St. Paul, states that he is

particularly impressed with the satisfactory

manner in which the locomotives are running,
and with the ease and speed with which they
handle the heavy trains over the grades and
curves encountered on the mountain divisions.

It is a literal fact that the present electrifica-

tion has eliminated the Rocky mountains as
far as railroad operation is concerned on the
vSt. Paul.

On the Rocky mountain electrified division
the running time for both freight and pass-
enger trains has been reduced by about 30
per cent, and operation under this schedule
has proven most reliable; in fact, the electric

locomotives are now counted on to make up
the time lost on adjacent steam operated
divisions. The increased reliability obtained
by the use of the electric locomotive is one
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of the chief advantages of electric o])eration.

The electric locomotives keep going with a
full tonnage train under all coiiditions of

weather and over all kinds of road.

When trains are hauled by electric locomo-
tives it is found that their movement is so

uniform and that failures of the electrical

equipment are so rare that one set of train

despatchers can easily handle trains on the

section now under electrical operation where
two sets were required under steam operation.

Under electrical operation the time between
Three Forks and Deer Lodge has been
reduced from 12 to 8 hours for heavy freight

trains and in addition the tonnage has been
increased on the maximum grades from 1,700

to about 3,000 tons. This tonnage is now

Power Supply

The general scheme for sujjplying electrical

energy to the trains on the new electrification

will be the same substantially as that adopted
for the Montana installation. The power
will be su])plied by hydro-electric develop-
ments in Spokane, in the Cascade mountains
and on the Pacific coast; all power will be
purchased from private corporations. The
contracts for furnishing such power will pro-

vide for about 40,000 kilowatts and each will

contain an option covering whatever ad-
ditional power may be necessay to take care

of increased business. The cost of electric

current will be approximately Yi cent per
kilowatt hour and there will probably be pro-
visions similar to those in the contract made

Fig. 3. ElecLric Locomotive Coupled to Passenger Train on the C, M. & St. P.

handled at the speed of about 10 miles an
hour on the heaviest grades, whereas the best

that the steam engine could do with the lighter

trains was about <S miles an hour. The elec-

tric locomotives, which will be used on the
new section, often cover 250 miles a day on
the Rocky mountain division and are stand-

ing up under this hard service extremely well.

Mr. Coodnow, when talking about this feature

of electrical o])eration, said that ])resent in-

dications tended to show that the maintenance
cost of the electric locomotive will be re-

markably low.

The loc(jmotives used between Othello and
Seattle will naturally be equipped for regen-

erative braking, as this feature of the loco-

motives now in use has given great satisfac-

tion. Mr. Goodnow states that regeneration

effects a saving of a])proximat('l\' 1 I ])cr cent

based on ix)wer used ;il ilic locomol i\'('.

with the Montana Power Company, which
provides that the power-factor be limited to

a variation of 20 per cent from vmity and thai

the monthly load-factor will be equivalent to

GO per cent, when based on the contract load.

One of the greatest economics to be effected

by the ])roposed electrification will be the

saving in the cost of energy recjuired to haul

the trains. The railroad com])any's oil con-

tracts have expired, and any new contract

whicli it makes for oil will \^<^ based on a con-

.siderably higher ])rice for this fuel. On the

other hand, the contract which the railroad

com])any entered into with the Montana
Power (.\)mi)an\- loi- I'urnishinj; c-urrcnt for

the Rocky mcmntain ek'etrilieat ion runs tor

00 years, during whii-h time no changes in

the cost of current can be made.
In connection with tlu' adx'antages to be

obtaini'd 1)\- I'leel i"ie;il operalidn it is iiUerest -
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ing to note that neither of the eleetriticalion

projects of the St. Paul have been made
necessary because of nuisance caused by
locomotive smoke, congestion at terminals

or at tunnels, but both were brought about
because of the economy that can be effected

by the substitution of electric for steam
power. This economy will be particularly

felt in both of the electrification districts

because of the presence in each of cheap
hydro-electric power, which fact has been an
important factor in the decisions to electrify.

History of the St. Paul Electrification

Although the subject of electrification had
been under consideration for some time it was
not until November, 1914, that a contract

operation included >ards and sidings at Three
Forks, Deer Lodge, and Piedmont and passing

tracks at other points. Seven of the sub-

stations designed to supply power for the

first half of the 440 miles of route were com-
pleted and electrical eqviipment practically

installed.

Work on the construction of the forty-two

2S2-ton locomotives was at that time pro-

gressing rapidly. The first complete loco-

motive was placed on a test track early in

September, 1915. In November, 1915, it

had been turned over to the railroad company
and was being exhibited at various points

on its route from Chicago to the electrified

division of the St. Paul. On November 13,

the St. Paul made a test of one of the new

Fig. 4. East Portal Substation with Operators' Bungalows, C, M. 8e St. P. Station

Contains Three 2000-kw. Synchronous Motor-generator Sets

was actually placed for equipment and ma-
terial necessary to electrify the 113 mile

division between Three Forks and Deer Lodge,
Mont. This was simply the first step in a
scheme which involved the extension of the

electrified zone to cover 440 route miles

between Harlowton, Mont., and Avery,
Idaho, on the west; the whole foreshadowing
the ultimate electrification of the main line

to the Pacific coast. In view of the magni-
tude of the project, the progress which has
been made is remarkable. By November,
1915, overhead construction had been com-
pleted for a distance of 200 miles and the
100,000-volt transmission line, which was
erected by the railroad on its own right of

way, had been completed for an equal dis-

tance and the lines from the Montana Power
Company were ready for service. At that
time the trackage actually ready for train

locomotives on the tracks of the Butte,
Anaconda and Pacific, as power was not yet
available on the St. Paul.

On December 9, the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul trans-continental "Olympian"
was taken from Butte, Mont., to Piedmont
by an electric locomotive, and on December
8 of^cers and directors of the road and officers

of the General Electric Company made an
inspection trip over the line in a fast train

consisting of three special cars and one electric

locomotive. The test consisted of operation
at various speeds up to 70 miles an hour, with
various tonnages. On December 9, two
electric locomotives took a train of 48 loaded
cars, 3,000 tons, from Butte up the two per
cent grade to the summit of the Rocky
mountains at a speed of 15 miles an hour and
then continued down the descending grade
on the oiJi)osite side. This was the inaugura-
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tion of electric operation. It was not until

January, 1916, however, that steam freight

locomotives were entirely removed from the
electrified division.

At about that time it was found that the

electric locomotive could handle considerably

more tonnage than the builders guaranteed,

and it was also demonstrated by the various

tests run during that period that the system
of regenerative braking was entirely suc-

cessful.

During the month of April, 1916, service

was extended to Harlowton, Mont., making
a total of 220 miles of electrically operated

road. On November 1, the St. Paul put in

operation the third electrified district, the

line from Deer Lodge, Mont., to Alberton,

a distance of 110 miles. This made the total

length of line electrified, Harlowton to Al-

berton, a distance of 336 miles. On Decem-
ber 11, 1916, 76 miles were added to the elec-

trified section which completed the electrifica-

tion from Harlowton, Mont., to East Portal

at the east end of the St. Paul Pass tunnel,

making a total distance under electrical opera-
tion of 406 miles. During this month
(January), the finishing touches are being
put on the last 25-mile stretch of electrified

district, and it is expected that the entire

mountain division of 440 miles will be elec-

trically operated by February 1.*

* The complete electrification of the 440 miles from Harlowton
to Avery went into operation at noon on February 24th when
electric trains began operation through the mile and a half St.

Paul Pass Tunnel at the summit of the Bitter Root Range.—Editor.

PHASE TRANSFORMATION
By G. Faccioli

Electrical Engineer, Pittsfield Works, General Electric Company

The derivation of balanced polyphase power from a single-phase source of energy, without the use of

rotating apparatus,* has been for many years greatly desired by engineers. Considerable interest should
therefore be created by the following article which demonstrates how both voltage and current at quadrature
with a single-phase source of supply can be obtained by means of inductance. However, by this method it is

not possiljle to derive a balanced polj'^phase system, because in each case where quadrature power is derived
there is always an excess of power delivered in one phase, so that the system is unbalanced. Although no
attempt is made to suggest any practical application of the principles involved, this article will be found very
instructive and interesting to those who wish to understand the mechanism by which an inductance can store

energy and deliver it dephased from the original source of power.

—

Editor.

One of the most difficult problems con-

nected with alternating-current phenomena
is the derivation of polyphase currents from a

single-phase circuit.

Since the power consumed in a true poly-

phase circuit is continuous, whereas the power
given by a single-phase circuit must be pulsat-

ing, it follows that the single-phase supply
circuit cannot transmit all of the power
direct to the polyphase circuit, but that some
form of storage of energy is necessary wherein

part of the power coming from the single-

phase circuit is tem]:)orarily stored and is

turned over at the proper time to the poly-

phase circuit. Then the ])Ower that the ])oly-

phase circuit draws direct from the single-

phase supply circuit and the power that the

polyphase circuit draws from the storage may
be made to superimpose so as to give a con-

* A motor-generator set, comprising a generator and a motor
each equal in capacity to the power delivered, has been the
only practical means by which this conversion could be made.
Recently, however, the size of the rotating ajjparatus has liecn

very much reduced by the dcveloiimcnl of Mr. Alexanderson and
others, by which the rotating apparatus handles only a fraction
of the energy delivered.

tinuous flow of power. This, as is well known,
can be accomplished by the use of rotating

apparatus or by the simultaneous use of

inductance and capacity.

This article describes a very interesting

method of connections which attacks the

problem by the use of only inductance and
mutual inductance, and it involves a rather

novel application of the transformer. Fig. 1

shows these connections.

The lines a and b are the conductors of a

single-phase supply circuit, across which the

electromotive force E is active. 7"i and T-2 are

two windings, each with a diderent number of

turns, wound on the same core of a trans-

former, which will be called the "phase
transformer."
Wc will limit our study to the case of a

non-inductive receiving circuit, as this scheme
of connections (in its ]:)resent form) is not

ap])licable to inductive loads. The ohmic
resistance ri, which is in series with the wind-

ing 7"i, and the ohmic resistance r^, which is

in series with the winding Y's, are the activt>
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parts of the recei\ing circuit thi-ough which
polyphase currents flow.

Fig. 2 is a vector diagram which shows how
this is accomplished.

OE represents the supply electromotive

force E.
EA and EB are the electromotive forces

which exist across the coils Ti and To

respectively.

We will assume that the number of turns of

Ti is greater than the number of turns of Ti,

and therefore the vector EB is longer than the

vector EA, and the ratio between EB and EA
is the ratio of transformation between the

turns To and Ti.

OA is the electromotive force across ri and
OB is the electromotive force across r2.

It will be noted that EA and EB are in the

same phase, as the two coils Ti and T2 are

wound on the same core of the phase trans-

OD represent respectively the ampere-turns
of Ti and T-y. The total magnetization of the

phase transformer is therefore represented by
OM.
Now OM must be in quadrature with EA

and EB. since EA and EB are the voltages

induced by OM.
The electromotive forces OA and OB and the

currents i\ and i^ are displaced in phase by an
angle co.

The phase angle co between the two phases

0.4 and OB can be varied by varying the

ratio of transformation of the phase trans-

former and by varying the constants of the

receiving circuit.

A few typical cases will be considered.

Case {1)

The phase displacement between Phase 7

and Phase II is 60 deg. and Phase I lags

/> w

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

former and this transformer is assumed to

have no ohmic resistance and no leakage.

Furthermore, the vectorial sum of EA and
AO gives OE. In fact, the vectorial sum of

the voltages across Ti and ri must be the
supply voltage E. Similarly, the vectorial

sum of EB and BO gives again OE, as the
vectorial sum of the voltages across To and ^2

must be E.
Since OA is active across ri a current ii

will flow through rj (and necessarily also

through Ti).

Since the voltage OB is active across ^2,

a current i^ will flow through r2 (and neces-
sarily also through T2).

The resultant of ii and ^'2 gives the total

current, i, taken from the supply circuit.

The resulting magnetization of the phase
transformer is given by the ampere-turns
supplied by the current ii flowing through the
coil Ti plus the ampere-turns supplied by
the current ^'2 flowing through T2. Since the
number of turns of T2 is greater than the
number of turns of Ti, the vectors OC and

60 deg. behind the supply electromotive

force, so that Phase II lags 120 deg. behind
the supply electromotive force.

Case {2)

Phase I and Phase II are in quadrature,
that is to say the voltages and currents in the
receiving circuits constitute a two-phase
system.

This case is important because a phase
displacement of exactly 90 deg. cannot be
obtained between two circuits by the use of

simple inductance in series with resistance.

Case (S)

Phase // is exactly in quadrature with the
supply electromotive force, so that Phase //
receives no power from the supply circuit.

This case is, so to speak, a "limit case"
because the electromotive force and current
of Phase // are exactly in quadrature with
the supply electromotive force.

Phase I may either be used to carry load or

it may be used as a "teaser." In the latter
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case Phase / draws power from the circuit,

and through the ])hase transformer this

power passes to Phase //.

Let:

ri = the active resistance of Phase /,

r2 = the active resistance of Phase II,

Wi =the number of turns in coil 7'i of the

phase transformer,

no =the number of turns in coil T2 of the

phase transformer,

a =the ratio of transformation, i.e. —
ni
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k =thc voltage produced l)y one ampere-
turn in one turn of the phase
transformer,

ii =the current of Phase /,

i-i =the current of Phase //.

Case 1

I^hase / lags GO deg. ])chind

electromotive force and Phase
deg. behind Phase /.

A mathematical study of this case leads to

the following conclusions:

ia) It is imjjossibic to ol)lain ('(lual jjowct

in Phase / and Phase //.

(b) The ratif) between tlie jjower con-
sinned in Phase / and the ])Ower consumed
in I*hasc // varies with the ratio of trans-

f(jrmation according to tlie curve in Fig. 3.

tlie su])i)lv

// lags ()()

A numerical example will ])rove very
instructive. Let us take the case in which the
power Phase / is twice the power of Phase //,

and therefore a =1.25. Let us assume

k=\
nx =10
n = 10 amperes.

We have b\' calculation:

Wi =10 no =123.2

ri=2S.8 r2=90
^'1=10 10=4

Tiii =2SS roll =300
r,n2 =2.88 kw. rA- = 1 -44 kw.

E = 1440 volts.

Fig. 4 gives the vector diagram of the
quantities involved in this example. It gives

the components of the electromotive forces

for Phases / and //. It shows the resultant

current drawn from the single-phase system
which is 12.4 amperes lagging 70 deg. behind
the supply electromotive force with a con-
sequent power-factor of 0.242. Finally, it

shows how the ampere-turns of Phase /

combine with the ampere-turns of Phase //

to give a resultant magnetomotive force in

quadrature with the voltage of the phase
transformer.

An examination of how the power is drawn
from the single-phase circuit and is dis-

tributed between Phases / and // will prove
instructive. The total power is drawn by the
resultant current, which is 12.4 amperes,
from the supply circuit which has a voltage

Fig. 4

of 1440 at power-factor 0.212. The total

])Ower is therefore

1 1 10X12.4X0.242 =-1.32 kw.

Siniilarlx', the i)ower drawn b\- tlic (iirrciil

of IMiasc / is

1 I 10X10X0.5 =7.2 kw.

wliilc tlic ])(»wcr corresponding to the curr^'nt

of Pliasc // is

1440X4X0.5 =2.SS kw.
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Wo have

Total power =4.;>i2 k\v.

Power of Phase / =7.2 kw.
Power of Phase // =4.o2 kw.
Power consumed in Phase / =2.SS kw.
Power consumed in Phase // =1.44 kw.

This means that the power is dislrilnited

through the follo\\-ing mechanism:

Phase / draws form the circuit 7.2 kw. Of
these, 2.8S kw. are consumed in Phase /,

and 4.32 kw. are transmitted through the

phase transformer by Phase I to Phase //.

Phase // receives then through the phase
transformer 4.32 kw. Of these, 1.44 kw. are

consumed in Phase II, and 2.88 kw. are given

back by Phase II to the supply circuit.

The total power, therefore, drawn from the

circuit is 7.2 kw. drawn by Phase / minus
2.88 kw. returned by Phase II, that is to say
4.32 kw.. of which 2.88 kw. are consumed in

Phase / and 1.44 kw. are consumed in Phase
//.

Case 2

Phase / and Phase II are in quadrature.
A study of this case shows that the ratio

between the power consumed in Phase / and
the power consumed in Phase // is equal to

the ratio of transformation of the phase
transformer.

Since this ratio of transformation must be
larger than one, it follows that it is impossible
to obtain equal power in Phase / and Phase
//.

Case 3

Condition (a) : Phase II is exactly in

quadrature with the supply electromotive
force and both Phase / and Phase II carry
load.

A mathematical study of this arrangement
leads to the conclusion that the ratio between
the power consumed in Phase / (p^) and the
power consumed in Phase // (po) is

P2

CK-l
1

—

a COS-CO

in which a is, as before, the ratio of trans-
formation of the phase transformer and co is

the phase displacement between Phase I
and Phase //.

This formula shows us how to get equal
amounts of power in both phases by choosing
the proper ratio of transformation for a given
phase displacement or the ]:»roper phase dis-

placement for a given ratio of transformation.

Lcl us assume that the i)hase angle between
Phase / and Phase // is 45 |deg. Then, in

order to have equal power in Phase I and
4

Phase //, we nnisl have q:=.,. A numerical

cxami)le will ])ro\-c int cresting.

Suppose that

CO =45 deg.

4
"=3
k=l
wi=10
Vi=10

M2 =10X4/3 =

«2=10.6
^13K

ri =100 r. =88.8

pi =10 kw. p-2 = 10 kw.
£=2820 Volts

nil = 1000 volts r2t2 =940 volts.

Resultant current / =19 amperes at power-
factor 0.37.

Phase I draws from the circuit 20 kw., of

which 10 are consumed in Phase / and 10 are

transferred to Phase II, which latter phase
has no direct exchange of power with the
supply circuit.

Condition (6) : Phase // is exactly in

quadrature with the supply electromotive
force and Phase / is not used to carry load,

but it is used to draw from the supply circuit a
certain amount of power to be transferred to
Phase II.

It follows that this arrangement will be
most efficient when the power consumed in

Phase / is a minimum. In this case the poly-
phase circuit consists of Phase II and another
phase, connected directly across the supply
circuit, while Phase I is simply a teaser.

Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the circuits.

Fig. 6 is a vector diagram relating to this case.

OE =the supply electromotive force

OA =the electromotive force of the Teaser
OB =the electromotive force of Phase //.

Let ii be the current in the teaser. It is,

evidently, in phase with the teaser voltage
OA. The total power in the teaser circuit

equals ii times the projection of the line volt-

age EO on ii, or iiX OD. The power wasted in

the teaser resistance is equal to ii times OA.
The power transferred to the quadrature
phase must then equal (iiX'OD) — {iiXOA),
or ii{OD— OA) =iiXAD. Assuming ii as
unity, OD represents total power, OA repre-
sents the power lost in the teaser, and AD
represents the useful power transferred to the
quadrature phase. Evidently the eflficiency
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AD
of the teaser equals -y^, which must be made

maximum.
This can be controlled by varying the angles

CO and (3.

It is evident from Fig. G that the ratio

-;rjr increascs when /3 decreases.

At the limit, when /S =0, the teaser

efficiency is 1, but this case is obviously

impossible.

^ 'r

P^asel<
Teaser.

PhaseU

and ri, i.e., varying the load, changes the

phase relation between the electromotive

forces of the receiving circuit; and further-

more it must be rememlDered that the receiving

circuit must be non-inductive.

It follows that these connections are mainly
of theoretical interest. Their study, however,

will strongly appeal to students of this class of

phenomena, because of the unusual results

accomplished.
For instance, in Case (1), the electromotive

force of Phase // lags more than 90 deg.

behind the supply electromotive force. In

addition to this, in Case (2), the phase
displacement between the electromotive forces

of Phase I and Phase // is exactly 90 deg.

But the most interesting of all is Case (3) (b),

which shows the possibility of producing an
electromotive force in exact quadrature with

the supply electromotive force, and that this

quadrature electromotive force is able to

supply power to a receiving circuit in such a

Fig. 6

We may then conclude that the best teaser

efficiency is obtained when /3 is as small as

possible and the phase displacement between

Phase / and Phase // is 45^+ 1.

The curves of Fig. 7 give the ratio between
the power of Phase / and the power of Phase //

for different phase dis])lacements between
Phase / and Phase // at different values of /3.

The discussion of these three typical cases

gives a comprehensive idea of the possibilities

of this scheme of ])hasc transformation.

First of all, the limitations already ])ointe(l

out decrease substantially the ])ractical value

of the i^hasc transformer—in its ])resent form.

It must be added that varying the value of r\
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manner that this power will periodically reach

its maximum when the vSupply electromotive

f(jrce is zero.

The schciiK- whii'h is tlic siil)icc't of this

study was suggested by tlie late William

Stanley. It is his last effort in the electrical art.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE NEW CENTER DOOR, STEPLESS
LOW WHEEL CARS FOR THE BOSTON ELEVATED

RAILWAY COMPANY
By J. A. OUEENEY

Rah WAY DErARTMKNT, General Electric Company

The car described in this article is the latest outcome of the continual attempt by street railway com-
panies to achieve the two-fold purpose of reducing operating expenses to offset the increasing cost of

operation, and to improve the service so as to build up a larger patronage—a very difficult problem. The
light weight small wheel car, having rapid acceleration and high schedule characteristics, with facilities for

quickly loading and unloading passengers, seems to best fill the bill. The special features of the new Boston
elevated cars, such as the automatically operated doors, automatic control and automatic starting signal

systems, lighting system, and motor fare box, are described.

—

Editor.

During the past few years the street railway This installation is exceptional in that it

companies have had to meet heavy increases is one of the few cases where a street railway
in operating costs, which have been due management has purchased cars designed
largely to the higher wages paid and to the and equipped to take advantage of the
increased cost of materials. recognized benefits and savings to be derived

Since the operating company is generally from the operation of trains of several motor
unable to raise the fare, the only alternative cars in city service.

is to reduce expenditures by economies in The operation of multiple-unit trains con-

operation; this condition has resulted in the sisting of all motor cars having prompt and
study of the transportation problem along positive acceleration and deceleration provides
much more scientific lines than was customary the most reliable and economicmethod of hand-
a few years ago. ling the large crowds from factories and con-
The traffic study has revealed many facts gested districts, specially during rush hours.

which were not heretofore fully appreciated The exacting service demanded of the rail-

by operators, and which are almost entirely way company is such that only the most
unknown to those not directly in touch with reliable and efficient equipment can be
electric railway matters. For instance, the tolerated; and after a most thorough investi-

extra power required for even a comparatively gation of its traffic requirements, the manage-
slight increase of the schedule speed in fre- ment decided that motor cars equipped for

quent-stop city ser\ace; the number of stops operation both singly and in train offered the
in a given service; the effect on the annual most practical method of providing adequate
power bill due to the time required for getting transportation facilities for its passengers,

passengers on and off the cars, operating for both present and future requirements.
doors, and transmitting starting signal to the The present arrangement provides for

motorman; the value of automatic accelera- single car operation during certain hours of

tion; and the importance of coasting, are the day, with two-, three- or four-car trains

some of the factors that have a most important during the rush hours, on Sunday, or on other
bearing on the economic operation of the occasions when the traffic is unusually heavy.
electric railway system. The following data represent the present
The Boston Elevated Railway Company operating conditions:

will soon place in service 100 center-door ^^^^i ^^-g^t of car with average
24-m. wheel, stepless cars that are of special passenger load 52,000 lb.

interest in that they have been designed and Number of motors per car 4

equipped with the view to incorporating all Diameter of car wheels 24 in.

of the advantages outlined above bv means of Length of running, round trip .... 8.645 miles

the follnwincr fpatnrp^ •

' Length of runnmg m tunnel 3.45 miles
tne loiiov. mg teatures

.

L^^g^j^ ^^ ^^..p ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^.j^^

Train operation of all motor cars. Average number of stops per mile.

Automatic acceleration. surface 514

Rapid acceleration and retardation. Average duration of stops 10 seconds

Rapid loading and unloading facilities
Maximum grade, surface 700 ft., 6 per cent

» i ^. f ,. . It, 4. -^ i,.
lime round trip 45 minutes

Automatic starting signals when tram is Maximum line voltage 620 volts
standing. Average rate of acceleration 1.75 m.p.h.p.s.

Automatic coupling of cars. Average rate of braking 1.75 m.p.h.p.s.
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Since the majority of the passengers are

jjicked up in rather large groups, it was of

the utmost importance that exceptional

loading and unloading facilities should be
provided for in designing the new car.

For over a year a number of trailer cars

of practical!}' the same design as the new
motor cars have been in servdce and have
proved highly satisfactory to both the public

and the railway company.

Fig. 2 shows the estimated loading time
of both the present semi-convertible motor
car and the center door trailer, or new motor
car. The center door car permits passengers
to move at an average of three abreast. It

will be noted that while the present motor
car, which is arranged for end entrances and
front exit (averaging two abreast), requires

an average of 1.19 seconds per passenger to

load, the new center door car is approxi-

2^ - "'-^trucJL^eaters

^s' o-t' Oyer Bonnets

rE.mergency Va/ve
/ '•Magnet Va/ve

^Governor

'Ctlon ooarc/ in this post SanelBox' No.I.Ena

Fig. 1. Elevation and Plan of New Cars

Door Operation

B(jth the trailer cars now in service and
the new center door motor cars have a G-ft.

G-in. opening, with two sliding doors which
open and close in approximately 2 seconds.

The doors are ])neumatically operated and
controlled through a valve which is o])erated

by the conductor through a system of levers.

Due to the wide ojjcning, and the elimination

of a step cou]:)led with a very efficient system
of fare collection, a highly efficient system
of loading and unloading imssengers is ob-

tained. In fact, tests which have been con-

ducted at the Park Street station of ilu'

Tremont Street subway indicate that the

new Boston I<21evated center door car is tlie

fastest loading and nnloading car in ojicra-

tion to date.

mately 42 per cent faster, requiring but 0.G9

seconds ])er passenger; or in other words, the

average duration of stops with the new center

door will be only oS i)er cent of that of the

l)rcscnt motor car.

This means that a materially faster schedule

can be made with the new ty]3e of motor car

than if the i)resent type had been adhered to

(assuming same weiglit and equii)menl), or

the same sclicdulc could be itcrformcd with

less energy.

Motor Equipment

The niotoi" r(iui])nH'nl consists ol tour

Cicncral l-^lecLric 217 motors and Sjjrague

General Electric Ty])e PC-f) automatic con-

trol, suitable for either single car o])eration

or train o])cr;ilion. The eciui])inenl provides
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tor the maximum rate of acceleration con-
sistent ^^-ith the comfort of passengers, and
for maximum speed consistent with economy
and street traffic conditions, thus providing
for the maximum possible schedule speeds
without sacrificing any of the advantages of
simplicity and reliability of service of the
simple non-automatic equipment.

This result is accomplished by
the xise of up-to-date multiple ven-
tilated, commxitating pole motors
having liberal electrical and staunch
mechanical design and a control
system having a definite sequence
of contactor operation with no
interlocks on contactors.

The GE-2-lr7 motor rates 40 h-p.

at 1)00 volts. It weighs 1730 lb.

complete with axle, linings, gear
cover and gearing. Fig. 3 shows
the general characteristics of the
GE-247 motor. Fig. 4 shows the
high schedule possibilities of the
Boston Elevated car equipped with
four of these motors.

Control

The PC-5 control will be operated from a
storage battery. In place of the regular

the combined air and electric coupler, which
automatically connects the train cable by
means of contacts located in the head of the
coupler. The arrangement of contacts is

shown in Fig. 5. This is not only in keeping
with "safety first" practice in that there is

less hazard in coupling, but it is a real time

/O 20 30 40 so 60 TO SO 90 100 110 120
Amperes

Fig. 3. Characteristic Curves of GS-247 Railway Motor

receptacle and removable jumper connections
generally employed when operating cars in
train, the Boston Elevated Company adopted

30 40 SO 60 70
Number ofPassentfers On and Of

f

Fig. 2. Estimated Loading Time

saver. The use of a storage battery and the
automatic coupler gives the advantages of
continuity of control current independent
of the power supply, thereby providing means
for reversing the motors in emergency and
less liability to short circuits and grounds as
a result of arcing between points.

O Z 4 6 8 10
Stopsper Mile

Fig. 4. Schedule of New Cars with 4 GE-247 Motors

The PC-5 control is itself arranged for
automatic acceleration of the train at a pre-
determined current per motor. This inher-
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ently prevents abuse of the equipment and
insures most economical operation from the
power consumption standpoint. In the
past this could be accomplished only by the
use of somewhat complicated equi])ment
because of the interlocking required for any
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of Coupler Contacts

arrangement of individually operated con-

tactors. In the PC-5 control all of these

complications for automatic operation have
been eliminated.

The main control consists of a series-paral-

leling motor controller, composed of a line

breaker, eight contactors actuated by means
of cams attached to a shaft, and a reverse

switch for the motors, called a "reverser."

The arrangement of cams on the cam shaft

is such that the contactors can never be
closed except in a definite order. The cam
shaft itself is operated by means of an air-

operated mechanism controlled by two mag-
net valves. The energizing and de-energizing

of the magnet valves is governed by a cur-

rent limit relay, thus preventing the opera-

tion of the motor controller above a pre-

determined current.

On the cam shaft is also mounted a control

cylinder with segments and fingers necessary

to make the required control connections

for each step, and to insure the proper

functioning of the line breaker, reverser, and
the cam-operated contactors. The line

Vjreaker is electri(!ally controlled and pneu-
matically o])erate(l. Air is admitted to a

small cylinder through a magnet valve, and
the main contacts of the line breaker are

closed by means of a piston. When the air

is exhausted from the cylinder the main
contacts are opened promptly by the action
of a spring combined with gravity. The line

breaker has a powerful magnetic blowout,
capable of opening the power circuit under
conditions far exceeding normal operation.

The reverser is of the cylinder type and is

actuated by air, electrically controlled through
two magnet valves.

The PC-5 control equipment possesses a
number of unique features. The control is of

simple dCvsign, having a few parts so arranged
that, with the exception of the potential
relay, all parts are enclosed in a single

structvtre, which is wired and tested at the
factory. The cam arrangement entirely

eliminates interlocks from the individual
contactors, thereby greatly reducing the
number of parts and increasing its reliability

in service.

Since the contactors are mechanically
operated by cams on a cam shaft, a definite

sequence of contactor operation is insured
when turning on or off. All contactors are

provided with individual magnetic blowouts.
The line breaker with its magnetic blowout
opens all arcs when turning off, and a second
series break is provided by the contactor
element.
A unique and imjoortant feature is the

arrangement of all the arc chutes for the con-

tactors in one hinged structure, which may
be swung down, permitting free access to

every portion of the contactors and arc

chutes. In fact, all parts are readily accessible

for inspection.

Master Controller

The master controller has a separate reverse

handle and cylinder which is mechanically
interlocked with the main cylinder, thus
insuring that the reverse handle is thrown for

either the forward or reverse direction before

the main cylinder is turned on.

In addition to the fingers required for con-

trolling the i)osition of the reverser, the

reverse cylinder of the master controller has

twelve additional segments and fingers which
l)rovide for the electrical and mechanical
interlocking of the head light, tail light,

emergency lighting, signal, buzzer and fare

box motor; that is, when operating cars either

singly or in train it is only necessary for the

motorman to place the reverse lever of the

master controller which he is operating in the

l)r()per ])osition, and all circuits are auto-

matically connected.
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The main cylinder has throe positions;

first, switching point series; second, accelerat-

ing point; third, accelerating point parallel.

In order to provide for unusual conditions

in which an accelerating current greater than
the predetemiined value is required, the

master controller contains a

small s^^itch operated by a
lever located on the controller

cap plate. Closing this switch
energizes a train wire and b\-
passes the ctirrent limit relay,

permitting the master con-

troller to advance one step.

By repeating the operation of

closing and opening the by-
pass switch the motor con-

troller ^^ill be advanced to

running position indicated by
the master controller and
gives an acceleration similar

to a non-automatic control.

The main handle of the

master controller is provided
with a "dead man's release"

which cuts ofT the control

current from the car or train

whenever the motorman re-

leases the controller handle.

To guard against possible

emergency conditions where-
by the motorman might loose

control of the train due to

some other master controller

than the one he is operat-
ing having been accidentally

brought in circuit, a push
button switch is located in the side of the
master controller which, w^hen closed, short-

circuits all storage batteries, thereby cutting
off power from the motor controller on all

cars of the train. How^ever, the short-cir-

cuiting switch cannot be closed until the
reverse lever of the master controller is

moved to the reverse position; it being
intended that the motorman first attempt to

reverse the direction of current through the
motor field before short-circuiting the storage
batteries.

Operation

When the master controller is turned on,

the reversers in the train are first thrown for

the corresponding car movement and the
control circuit is next established through the
magnet valve and the line breaker. To
insure proper sequence of operation, the
reversers must throw to the proper position,

and the line breaker must close before the

series contactors can close and complete the

motor circuit. The further ]5rogress of clo.sing

contactors is governed by the current limit

relay, and is controlled through the master
controller.

Fig. 6. The GE-247 Railway Motor

In the event of an overload upon the
motors, the overload trip operation opens
up the control circuits for the magnet valve
coils, returning the line breaker and con-
tactors to the open position. The control
circuits are so arranged that in the event of

the overload trip operation, the line breaker
can not close until the reset coil has been
energized and the motor controller has
returned to the ofi position.

Control Switch

A small enclosed switch and fuse having
three positions, "off," "on" and "reset," is

provided in the control circuit for each master
controller. When thrown to the "on"
position, the moving arm is held latched in

contact with a clip carrying current to the
master controller. When thrown to the
"reset" position, the setting coil on the
overload relay is energized and the relay
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contacts closed. The moving arm is returned
to the "off" position by means of a spring as

soon as the handle is released. The con-
struction of the switch makes it impossible to

reset the overload relay without first opening
the control circuit for the motor controller.

Storage Battery Equipment

Each car is equipped with a 40-ampere-hour
storage battery which supplies power for

operating the control and auxiliary electrical

apparatus. The battery consists of 12 lead

plate cells which provide a maximum of 32
volts and an average working potential of 24
volts. Bus wires are carried through the
train, connecting all batteries.

The storage batteries are automatically
charged by means of a relay and adjustable
resistance in circuit with the compressor
motor, the resistance being so adjusted as to

divert the ]jro])er charging current to the
battery.

Lighting System

Five circuits of five 23-watt, llo-volt

Mazda lamps will be used for lighting the
car during normal condition^. In addition

to the ()00-volt lighting system, each car is

equipped with five 30-volt Mazda lamps
operated from the storage battery and auto-

matically brought into circuit whenever the

main power supply is interrupted.

A lamp located in the rear cab serves

to illuminate both the vestibule and the red
colored lens of the tail light. By placing the

reverse lever of the master controller in the

forward position the headlight on the front

end and the tail light on the rear end of a
single car or train are brought into circuit.

If the trolley circuit is interrui)ted, the

emergency lighting circuit is closed, two lamps
of which illuminate the red lenses of the tail

lamps on both ends of the car or train, and
serve as well to illuminate the interior of the

car.

Heating System

The system consists of four circuits of eight

single coil heaters each, rcqviiring a total of

1(),<SS(J watts. The circuits arc automatically

controlled through a thermostat, so that a
uniform temperature is maintained. As all

circuits will be cut in or out of circuit as a

unit it is unnecessary to distribute the various
circuits throughout the car, this arrangement
permitting the simplest and most economical
installation.

Signal System

In place of the bell cord generally used to

transmit starting signal, the motorman receives

his signal to start from a small Mazda lamp,
so interlocked through contacts located at

each door that it is lighted when all doors are

closed. In addition to providing the starting

signal, the lamp is used to illuminate the dial

of the air pressure gauge.
When cars are operated in train the proper

connections of the starting circuit between
cars are made automatically by opening
the cutout cocks of the air lines running
between cars; each cutout being equipped
with suitable contacts for completing the
circuit.

Thirty push buttons are conveniently
located throughout the car so that the

passenger may signal the motorman to stop.

These buttons operate a buzzer located in

the motorman 's cab and another at the con-

ductor's position.

In the event of failure of either of these

signal systems, the signal to start or stop the

train is made by the conductor on a single

stroke bell operated from the storage battery

and controlled by a push button located at

the conductor's ]:)osition.

Fare Box Motor

In place of the manually operated fare box
generally emi:)loyed, the railway company-
has adopted one of the motor-driven ty])e.

Each fare box is operated by a small (iOO-volt

motor which starts when the coin is deposited

and operates continuously imtil all coins are

registered, when it stoi)s automatically.
This arrangement assists materially in

speeding up the loading of passengers,

lightens the duties of the conductor, and
jjermits him to give his cnlirc atlcnlioii to the

collection of fares.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION vs. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY*
By Colin G. Fink

Edison L.vxir Works, General Electric Company

The author states that the electrical conductivity of complex cold charj^cs of an electric resistance furnace
was found to be dependent upon the average size of the coke ])articlcs in the charge. On the basis of these
early experiments a theory was developed which has been found applicable to a large variety of cases, such as
the conductivity of metals and gels, flaming arc electrodes and compound brushes, porcelain, and other insu-
lators. The chemical composition of two samples of material may be exactly the same and yet the electrical
conductivity of one sample may be a thousand times higher than that of the other.

—

-Editor.

Some years ago, ^vhilc still at the iitiivcrsity,

I carried otit a number of experiments on the
electrothermic prodtiction of ultramarine.
Powdered mixtures of sodium sulfide, china
clay and carbon were interposed between
carbon electrodes in a closed crucible furnace.

I obser^-ed at the time that in order to kec]:)

the electrical resistance and the temperature
of the charge fairly low so as to avoid decom-
position of the ultramarine as soon as it was
formed, it was necessary to use very finely

divided carbon, such as lampblack With
charges made up of powdered coke which
was coarse compared to the lampblack, I

could not get any appreciable current to

pass between the carbon electrodes up to

potentials of 250 volts.

Subsequently, I have found repeatedly that
the electrical conductivity of mixtures of

finely divided substances is a function of the
relative size of the components.

Experimental

A series of tests was made in order to get
values of a more quantitative nature. Two
substances were selected, the physical prop-
erties of the one as divergent as possible from
those of the other: a black metal powder,
tungsten, and a white insulator powder, thoria.

The advantages in this selection are manifold

;

both tungsten and thoria will stand very
high temperatures and can therefore be made
practically moisture-proof. It is a well

known fact that in all high-resistance tests

ad.sorbed moisture is a very disturbing factor.

Metals such as copper atid silver were not
serviceable since they cannot be heated to

high temperatures without partial vaporiza-
tion, which though slight was sufficient to

cover the surface of the insulator granules

with a highly conductive film. Other factors

that decided our selection in favor of tungsten
and thoria were: (1) high state of purity;

(2) availability of both in extremely fine

jDowdered form (readily sifted through 250
mesh gauze)

; (3) constancy and stability

under ordinary atmospheric conditions; (4)

sharp distinction in color; (5) high specific

gravities (which reduced the tendency to

dust).

All mixtures here recorded were made up
of equal weights of tungsten and thoria.

As regards the size of the particles, as stated
above, the mixtures would pass readily

through silk having 250 meshes to the inch.

The holes in this silk are about 0.001 in. in

diameter. All attempts to segregate particles

of a well-defined size by such methods as

suspending in water, organic liquids or air,

were frustrated on account of the persistent

tendency of the very fine particles to form
agglomerates.

We finally resorted to the familiar "tap
test." This gave us fairly good comparative
values of the fineness of the various powders
used. Ten grams of the powder or powder
mixture were filled into a 10 cc. glass gradu-
ate and tapped to constant volume; usually,

* Presented at the fifty-third meeting of the American Chemi-
cal Society, New York City, September 25 to 30, 1916.

TABLE I

Mixture

R
P
Z
T.
S.

X.

ThOj

RELATIVE VOLUME (vr) OF

w
Appearance of

Mixture

0.720 0.113 0.430 0.417 White
0.720 0.350 0.565 0.535 White
0.576 0.235 0.389 0.406 White
o.;^o.5 0.113 0.200 0.209 White
0.30.5 0.330 0.275 0.318 Black
0.238 0.577 0.420 0.408 Black
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after 7 minutes no further decrease in volume
could be detected. The ultimate volume
in cc. divided by 10 gave us the relative

volume (vr) as recorded in Table I. It can
easily be demonstrated that the values for

Vr are a function of the density and mean
particle size. At first there seemed to be
a serious objection to the tap test, namely
this, that a powder composed of, say, equal
parts of coarse and fine particles would give

the same value for Vr as a second powder
whose particle size was a mean between the

two limiting sizes of the first powder. This
objection to the tap test was automatically
set aside since in the ordinary preparation
of metal or oxide powders in single small lots

by far the greater majority of particles are

approximately of the same size. This tend-
ency to form a "standard" size is a universal

phenomenon, the dimensions of any particular

standard being dependent upon the physical

conditions such as temperature, strength of

solution, etc., under which the particular

powder is prepared. (Compare also, the
uniform size of the crystals of granulated
sugar as regulated by the strike pan.)

Referring to Table I, we note that the thoria

powders varied in relative fineness between
0.720 and 0.238 and the tungsten powders
between 0.577 and 0.113 cu. cm. per gram.
The calculated value for Vr of any mixture
is equal to one-half the sum of the Vr values
of the Th02 and W constituents. These
calculated values agree fairly well with the
experimental and support our contention
that the particles of any freshly prepared
powder are of fairly uniform size. If this

were not the case no such agreement between
the calculated and experimental values would
be possible.

As to the appearance of the mixtvirc, if

the Vr value for the white powder is high as

compared with the value for the black powder,
the appearance of the mixture is white; if

the white powder is coarser than the black
jjowder, the aj)pearance of the mixture is

black. In other words, whenever the ratio

of Vr for Th()2 to Vr for W is greater than 2,

the mixture is white; if less than 2 the mixture
is black. [The absolute density of W (!<).())

divided by the absolute dcnsitv of ThO-
(9.S)=2.]

Electrical Measurements

The powders were i)ressed into rods 4 cm.
long and 0.5 cm. square. They were then
placed in a tungsten-hydrogen furnace and
fired at 1()00-1()50° for 3 hrs. This firing

caused the rods to sinter together and ren-

dered them ])ractically proof against moisture.
The fired rods were kept in a P2O0 desiccator.

The rods were then mounted between brass

clamps and the resistance measured on a
Wheatstone bridge with a sensitive galvano-
meter. Care was taken to make these

measurements on days when the humidity of

the air was low.*

In view of the differences in "color" of the

various mixtures in the powdered form, it

was not very surprising to find marked
differences in the electrical resistances al-

though the firing at 1600° resulted in an
almost uniform shade for all of the mixtures.

In Table II below are recorded four of the

characteristic resistance values found. In
the last column are the calculated specific

resistance values.

TABLE II

Powder Resistance Resistivity

ThOs No. 2
Z
X
W No. 1

Over 1012 Ohms
41.8
0.0271
0.0040

Over IQi- Ohms
173.0

0.108
0.016

The powders, Th02 No. 2 and W No. 1,

were pressed up into rods the same size as

those for the mixtures; thev were likewise

fired at 1600" for 3 hrs.

Since in all of our original powders a small

percentage of grains was present whose size

was considerably smaller than that of the

majority of the grains, the results tend to

show that vmder ideal conditions of mixture,

relative grain size, unifomi distribution, etc.,

the resistivity values for white mixtures stich

as Z would be even higher than here recorded.

Similarly, the resistivity values for black

mixtures such as X would be even lower than
those found, approaching a limiting value

equal to twice that of the 100 per cent metal

rod.

Conclusion

In general we may conclude that the elec-

trical conductivity of a stibslance is ])riinariiy

(lc])en(lent ui)on the sha])e and the distribu-

tion of the fimdamental grains or ])arlicles

comi)osing the substance, and seconilly, uj^on

the i)resence or absoncx^ of tliin films ot sec-

ondary material cnvcl()])ing these ultimate

grains.

Compare in this ci)nm<ction H. L. tAirtis, "Surface Leiikage

Over Insulators," I'liysi. Rev. :<, -190.
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On the basis of this theory we can account
for the comparatively high conductivity of

i^els that contain but a trace of conducting
material. We can also account for the mark-
ed difference in resistance of say two samples
of commercial copper, whose chemical com-
position is identical, depending upon whether
the impurity, such as sulfur, is uniformly
dissolved in the metal or whether it forms

a film ("cement") of copper sulfide around
pure granules of copper. The latter case is

to be regarded, as Bancroft suggested, as an
emulsification of copper in copper sulfide.

The high resistance of these surface films

composed of say sulfide or oxide or arsenide

accounts for the high resistivity values of

copper containing but a trace of one or more
of these impurities.

CONSERVATION OF RAILWAY RESOURCES*
Bv A. H. Armstrong

Railw.w and Traction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The recent freight congestions have demonstrated the fact that the capacity of the steam railroads

present equipment is insuflficient to meet the service demands which are put upon it from time to time. The
author of this article considers the means of increasing the capacity of the railroads—the installation of addi-
tional steam equipment, etc., i'5. electrification. Continuing, he shows that electrification is the method dic-

tated by economic reasons. Taking as an example the C, M. & St. P. electrification he discusses the features

of high-voltage direct-current operation and then, generalizing, explains why this system is in excellent agree-

ment with the ideas of future economic expansion of our big transmission systems and networks.— Editor.

The records of the past winter have strongly

emphasized the limitations of our steam rail-

roads and their lack of adequate motive power
and rolling stock to take care of abnormal
traffic conditions. Part of the failure of our
transportation facilities is undoubtedly due
to the restriction placed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission on the one hand and
to the growing demands of organized labor

on the other. The result has seriously

impaired the earning capacity of railroads

and has rendered this form of security less

attractive to the investor. Faced with the
increasing difficulty of obtaining new capital

to meet the demands of a growing traffic,

steam road executives have been forced to

adopt the hand-to-mouth policy of providing
only the motive power, rolling stock, and
track facilities absolutely required to meet
the daily needs of normal traffic conditions.

Any serious disturbance of the normal
seasonal traffic movement, such as the con-
gestion on Eastern Lines due to stoppage
of foreign shipments by the submarine men-
ace, results in such poor service that it

almost reaches demoralization as evidenced
by the records of the past few months.
Admitting the necessity for improved

railroad conditions and also looking forward
to a more favorable attitude by the govern-
ment, which will attract to this form of

investment the enormous new capital that
must be expended during the next few years,

there remains the all-important question as
to how the needed additional facilities can
be secured for the least increase in capital

charge.

Perhaps the best way of approaching the

matter is to gain a full appreciation of the

fact that railroading as now undertaken is

steam engine railroading, and present practice

is built around the capabilities and limitations

of the steam engine. Conserving our re-

sources and making our country a self-

supporting nation is the work of the immedi-
ate future ; and not the least of such resources

is the vast amount of new capital that has
been brought to our shores during the past
two years, a considerable portion of which
it is hoped will be employed in rehabilitating

our railroads. If this money is spent in the

purchase of more steam engines, cars, and
additional tracks, the railroads of the future
will still be operated as steam engine rail-

roads and the increased capacity of our lines

may have been purchased at an almost
prohibitive cost.

During the past decade of constantly
increasing commodity prices there has been
one conspicuous exception and that is the
cost of electricity. Improvements in the
efficiency of turbines, the establishment of

large power houses with highly developed
means of efficiently burning coal, and the
economical development of water power in

advantageous locations have all contributed
to more than offset the increasing cost of

manufactured products due to the rise in

material and labor. The result is that today
electricity is cheaper, is more reliable, and
can be obtained over much wider areas
than ever before.

* Abstract of Lecture by A. H. Arnr^trong, delivered at
Massachusetts Institute Technology, Feb. 28, 1917.
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The operation of the heaviest freight and
passenger trains by electric locomotives has
been demonstrated as entirely feasible. The
record of reliability, the low cost of main-
tenance of the electric locomotives, and the
flexibility of this new type of motive power
to meet the varied conditions of haulage
service leave no room to doubt that elec-

tricity is destined to play a most important
part in the future development of our rail-

roads. Not only can present steam service

be easily duplicated as regards the weight
and speed of trains hauled, but it has been
demonstrated that the electric locomotive
is free from many of the restrictions placed
upon train operation by the steam engine,

and that it makes jjossible train weights,

speeds, economies and improvements in

operation thus far unattainable by the steam
engine operator.

The last link in the 440-mile electrification

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway between Alberton and Avery over
the Bitter Root Mountains has just been
completed and placed in regular operation.

To those having knowledge of the facts

regarding the operation of the electric

locomotives on this road, it is plainly evident
that the quality of service rendered is far

suj)erior to that previously attained or

possible with steam engines. The winter of

1015 and 1916 will go down in history as

probably the most severe ever ex])erienced

in Montana. For over three weeks the
thermometer registered between 30 and 40
degrees below zero, playing havoc with steam
engine operation on the adjoining divisions

but affecting the operation of the electric

locomotives not at all. It was a most
flattering testimonial to the skill and care

with which transmission lines and trolley

construction were installed that there were
no failures during such extremes in temper-
ature, esjjecially when it is noted that the

utmost simj)licity and economy had been
exercised in building these lines. In fact,

the entire installation is characterized by its

sim])licity and comi)lete absence of forms of

construction which had nol been ])reviously

thoroughly develo])e(l and demonstrated.
The motors and the locomotives, the sub-

stations and the trolley construction were
all amjjlified in magnitude from similar types
in successful commercial oi)eration and the
result has been that the change from steam
to electricity was made with no interruption

in service and under climatic conditions that

were extremely abnormal.

It was found that the regular steam engine
crews could be instructed in three or four

weeks so that they were fully capable of

taking out a train alone with electric loco-

motives and of rendering efficient service.

A working knowledge of the electrical ap]jar-

atus was readily acquired and the strongest

booster for electrification is the converted
steam engineer who fully appreciates his

better surrotmdings, the greater ease and
safety in handling his train, and the greater

reliability which the electric locomotive
offers in maintaining his schedule. His
knowledge of air brake operation is, of course,

a valuable asset, the same type of equipment
being used on both steam and electric

locomotives. In the latter case, however,
the air brake is relegated to be in reserve as

all braking on down grades is effected by
the electric locomotive which returns, in

the case of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, approximately 10 per cent of its power
back to the trolley as the result of holding
back the trains on down grades. Aside from
the matter of economy of power thus effected,

the real advantage of electric braking lies

in the possibility of successfully handling
more cars down grade, at higher speeds, and
with much greater safety than has been
jDossible with steam engines braking with air.

The full force of this statement is not realized

until one has ridden down the 21 miles of

2 ])er cent grade between Donald and Pied-

mont on an electric locomotive holding back
a 300()-ton freight train, when the smooth-
ness of operation, com])lete control of the

train, and general feeling of security brings

home a full apj^reciation of the valuable

asset of regenerative electric braking.

In this country, with its ample sujiply of

power available from coal or water, the fact

of the decreasing cost of electricity is becom-
ing fully a])preciated as exemplified by the

constant development of huge transmission

systems fed from a number of available jjower

sites. A frequen(-\- of (>() cycles is becoming
more and more uni\'ersal, and in a few years

it bids fair to become the standard frequency

for generating and transmitting power with

the i)ossible exce])tion of a few restricted

]()c-alities where 25 cycles is strongly in-

Irenclied. In many instances considerable

adxantage to tlir railroad company may
result from the jjurchase of i)ower from an
iiutsidt' conipaiu', ratlur tli;in to assinnc the

Inu'dcn of first cost and the ojjcration of a

se])arate ])owerliouse (K-voted solely to su])ply-

int: the railro;i<l load. The economical gen-
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eration and distribution of electricity is a

highly specialized business in itself and when
conducted on a large scale and supplying a

diversified load makes possible great reli-

ability and low price for power. Whether
power is purchased outside or produced in a

railroad power-house, it is entirely proper,

however, to view the possible electrification

of our steam roads from the standpoint of

power generation and distribution at high-

voltage three-phase (iO cycles, and a type of

locomotive should be adopted that will best

meet the severe requirements of diversified

haulage and also permit of economical dis-

tribution and conversion of i:)Ower derived
from a (U)-c>cle source.

The direct -current series motors driving

the axles of the St. Paul locomotives are

admirably fitted to the requirements of the
variable speed of trains so necessary in cross-

ing the broken profile of mountain divisions,

and at the same time permit of economical
conversion through synchronous motor-gen-
erator sets operating at efficiencies as high
as 92 per cent at full load and providing for

practically unity power-factor at all loads.

The combination of high-voltage direct-

current motors and synchronous motor-
generator sets fits in so admirably with both
the service requirements of the railroads and
the apparently accepted standard of 60-cycle

power distribution as to justify the strongest

claims for its recognition as the proper
system for general steam road electrification.

The flexible characteristic of the series motor
best meets the variable speed requirements
so necessary in the operation of trains over
a broken profile and power for these motors
can be obtained through synchronous motor-
generator sets from a general distribution

net-work without interfering with the com-
mercial, industrial, and lighting load that

may be carried over the same transmission
circuits.

In even this land of apparently unlimited
supply of coal the tremendous waste of fuel

inherent in steam engine operation cannot
much longer go unchallenged. It is food
for serious thought to know that one-third
of the coal now consumed on a steam engine
will move the same tonnage by electric

locomotives if burned in a large modern
power-house suitably located with regard to

condensing facilities. Local conditions may
also be such as to permit of the advantageous
combinatioi^ of ample condensing water
available at the mines, thus eliminating any
charge for coal haulage and permitting the

use of a low and cheap grade of fuel having
only a local short-haul market. Aside from
the low power rate which is made possil)le

by such favorable local conditions, there is

the imiversal benefit to the railroad of relief

from the necessity of hauling its own coal

which on mountain grade divisions may
readily reach 8 or 10 per cent of the total

ton miles hauled behind the engine as repre-

sented in coal and carriers.

We are so much accustomed to consider

the tender as a necessary part of the steam
engine that it is not until the coming of a

type of motive power like the electric loco-

motive that it is realized just how great a

])art of the operating expense is incurred in

hauling this non-revenue company tonnage.

Just by the introduction of the electric

locomotive a 10 per cent reduction in total

gross ton miles hauled is effected on heavy
grade divisions, or what is more to the point,

an increase of 10 per cent in revenue ton-

miles with no increase in the previous cost

of operation.

In addition, the electric locomotive pro-

vides much needed track relief on mountain
grade divisions due to its higher speed, both
up and down grade, greater number of cars

that can be hauled with safety, and the
elimination of stops now necessary with
steam engines to take on water, test air

brakes, and the delays of a general nature
incident to the necessities of steam motive
power.

It is a conservative statement to make
that the substitution of the electric locomotive
for the steam engine will result in doubling
the daily tonnage capacity of a mountain
grade division with no addition to the
previous track facilities and will, in addition,

release a large amount of rolling stock by
reason of the considerable reduction in run-
ning time effected. Under favorable local

conditions, therefore, electrification may
provide the needed improvements on certain

railroad divisions with a lesser expenditure
of new capital than would be required to

purchase the same results by adding more
steam engines and tracks. And finally,

electrification effects economies over steam
operation which offer an attractive direct

return upon the investment and which is

additional to the benefits resulting from futtire

increased tonnage movement.
America is indeed fortunate in being

provided liberally with vast resources. Im-
agine the predicament of having no coal

de]josits within our borders and being depend-
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ent upon outside sources for such a vital

necessity. But that is just the case with
Italy, and the World War has most convinc-
ingly brought home to her the absolute
necessity of making proper provision for

power under her own control. Fortunately,
there is an abundance of water power avail-

able and it is quite probable that after the
war Italy will attempt to make itself inde-

pendent of foreign fuel supply, as far as

possible, by developing to the fullest extent

its own natural advantages of hydraulic

power.
Such railroad electrification as has already

taken place in Italy has been along the lines

of three-phase induction-motor locomotives
fed from a double overhead trolley. The
development of the Alexanderson split-phase

method of converting single-phase into multi-

phase power permits the elimination of one
of the present objectionable double overhead
wires should it be found expedient to retain

the induction motor type of locomotive.
In view, however, of the unquestioned
success resulting in the almost universal

adoption in America of the high-voltage

direct-current series motor, the interesting

question is raised whether the development
of the Italian State Railways should continue
along its early pioneer lines or if this is not
a most opportune time to take advantage of

the progress of the art and adopt the high-

voltage direct-current motor as best fitting

Into the general requirements of universal

electrification.

The present extent of electrified tracks in

Italy is small in comparison with the large

work to be undertaken in the near future

and should not be allowed to become the
determining factor influencing a decision as

to the system best suited to the needs of all

classes of railway service. The many power
developments interconnected by a network
of transmission lines will undoubtedly be
utilized as well for lighting and industrial

purposes, hence the necessary requirement
that the fluctuating railway load fed from the
same circuits shall not be a disturbing factor.

The use of synchronous motor-generator sets

supplying railway load has been so successful

in minimizing any effect upon distribution

lines carrying a mixed load that their adop-
tion appears to be most desirable. In fact,

by proper design and adjustment of field

values, synchronous motors may actually be
made to act as voltage stabalizers regardless

of the fact that their local load demand may
be very fluctuating.

The matter of cheap reliable power is vital

to the success of railway electrication from
both an economic and operating standpoint.

The general adoption of 60-cycle distribution

in this country makes it possible to inter-

connect adjoining transmission systems, thus
Opening up wide possibilities in providing

cheap power for railway purposes already

extending, in some instances, over several

divisions. As such large consolidated trans-

mission networks are usually fed from a
number of power-houses, there is also offered

a promise of reliable service hardly possible

to equal with a railway power-plant except

by the expenditure of a prohibitive capital

investment. Electric power development and
railway electrification, therefore, appear to

be most closely related and full appreciation

of this fact may do much to lead to a better

understanding of the economic and operating

advantages of the high-voltage direct-current

motor for all classes of traction service.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COHERER AND SOME THEORIES
OF COHERER ACTION

By E. C. Green
The first section of the following article historically narrates the early observations of coherer action,

links the successive developments of the coherers that led to the practical wireless telegraph coherer of Marconi,
and then describes a new type of coherer which is a part of recently developed lightning arrester alarms and
high-frequency alarms. The second section presents with comments some of the theories that have been
advanced to explain coherer action. In a subsequent issue will be given a full description of the application

and operation of discharge alarms and high-frequency alarms.—EorxoR.

The electric wave detecting device, first

known as a Branly tube and later as a coherer,

has been the subject of much research. Many
experimentalists in past years noticed that
a number of metals, when powdered, were
practically non-conductors when a small
electromotive force was impressed on the
loosely compressed particles, while they
became good conductors when a high electro-

motive force was applied.

This knowledge can be traced as far back
as 1S35 to Monk of Rosenschoeld* who
described the permanent increase in con-

ductivity of a mixture of tin filings, carbon,
and other conductors, due to the discharge
through them from a Leyden jar. It seems
that no attention was given to Rosenschoeld's
observations at that time.

In 1852, S. A. Varley observed the high
resistance of a mass of loose metallic powder
and, it is said, four years later during a
thunderstorm he noticed a very remarkable
fall in its resistance.!

In 1866, C. Varley and S. A. Varley
obtained a British Patent No. 165 in the
specification of which was described a device

for protecting telegraphic instruments from
lightning. This device consisted of two
copper points, almost touching each other,

set in a small box filled with powdered carbon.
They stated that powdered conducting matter
offers great resistance to the flow of current
at moderate voltage, but offers little resistance

at high voltage. Even this announcement
failed to create much attention.

Some very important observations were
made by Professor D. E. Hughes in 1878,
while engaged in research work on the
microphone. + In some of his experiments he
used a tube of glass, filled loosely with zinc
and silver filings, placed in series with a
telephone and a single voltaic cell. Hughes
seems to have discovered the very important
fact that such tubes, when so used, were
sensitive to electric sparks at a distance, as
indicated by their sudden change in resistance.

He showed these experiments privately to
many scientific friends, but it was about

twenty years later before his results were
made public. § In the meantime other

scientists had observed the same facts. In

Italy, Prof. T. Colzecchi-Onesti made experi-

ments on the changes in resistance of metallc
powders, loosely compressed, under the action

of various voltages. These observations were
described in full in the Italian Journal, II

Nuevo Cimento, 1884 vol. 16, p. 58, and vol.

17, p. 35. He did not add very much,
however, to observations already made by
the Varley brothers.

In 1890, Prof. E. Branly, of Paris, published

an account of a very comprehensive series

of observations on the same subject that

confirmed the work of previous observers

and added a great deal of new information.

While Prof. Hughes seems to have dis-

covered the fact that loose masses of powdered
conductors are sensitive to electric sparks

at a distance, it remained for Prof. Branly to

make conclusive observations and thoroughly
demonstrate this fact. In the majority of

common metals he observed that the electric

spark caused an increase in conductivity, while

a few metals exhibited a decrease in conduc-
tivity,

||
such as the contact between lead and

lead peroxide. To Prof. Branly belongs the

honor of giving to science a new weapon in

the form of a tube or box containing metallic

filings rather loosely packed between metal
plugs. This tube was known as the Branly
Metallic Filings Tube or Cymoscope, and is

shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 1.

He also showed that such a tube may be
a conductor of very low conductivity when
the filings are loosely arranged, but that
the conductivity of the filings is suddenly
increased by a nearby discharge of a Leyden
jar or by any other nearby electric spark.

He used a galvanometer in series with such
a ttitoe and a single cell to detect the changes

* See paper read before the St. Louis International Electrical
Congress, 1904, by K. E. Guthe, on "Coherer Action".

I
See the The hleclrician, vol. 40, page 86.
See D. E. Hughes, Proc. Roy. Soc. Load., May 9, 1878,

vol. 27, p. ,36.

§ See Prof. Hughes' letter in The Electrician, May .5, 1899.
See E. Branley, Comptes Rendus, 1890, vol. Ill, p. 78.5, also

1891. vol. 112, p. 90, or The Electrician, 1891, vol. 27, pp. 221,
448.
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in conductivity. When an electric spark
was made at a distance the galvanometer
needle woiild become suddenly deflected,

showing the greatly increased conductivity.

Branly observed that the same effect

occurred in the case of two slightlv oxidized

Fig. 1. Branly Metallic Filings Tube. A, Insulating Tube; B,

S', Metal Plugs; C, Metallic Filings, loosely packed

steel or copper wires crossed in light contact,

and further observed that this contact resist-

ance dropped from several thousand ohms to

a few ohms when an electric spark was pro-
duced many yards away.

Branly 's work did not secure the notice it

deserved until 1892 when Dr. Dawson Turner
described Branly's experiments and his own
additions to them, at a meeting of the British

As.sociation in Edinburgh.*
After the reading of Dr. Turner's paper

Prof. George Forbes raised a very important
question by asking whether it was not
possible that Hertz waves might in a similar

manner break down the resistance of a tube
of loose metallic filings. This question
showed that the real cause of coherence was
not fully comjjrehended at that time.

In 1893, W. B. Croft exhibited Branly's
experiments at a meeting of the Physical
Society in London and read a paper on "The
Action of Electric Radiation on Copper
Filings."! Ii^ the exhibition of Branly's
experiments Croft used a glass tube filled

loosely with cop])er filings, connected in

series with a galvanometer and a battery.

No current passed when the filings were
loosely arranged, hwt when a spark was made
nearby the galvanometer deflected, showing
the passage of current, and remained so until

the tube was tapped back into a non-con-
ducting state. This jmper brought up the
question as to how the electric si)ark caused
the change in conductivity. Mr. Croft

stated that the filings tube changed to a con-

ductive state before the actual s])ark i)assed

when the static electrical generator 'was

started. Some thought the light from the

spark caused the action.

In the same year. Prof. G. M. Miiichin

read a ])ai)er entitled "The Action of I'vlcctro-

magnctic Radiation on I'^ilms containing

Metallic Powders". + In this i>aper Minchin

made special reference to the Branly tube,

and stated that: "The waves sent out from
the spark at once render the column [of

metallic filings] a conductor."
It seems clear, therefore, that at the end

of 1893 Prof. Minchin and a few other
physicists had clearly recognized that the
action discovered by Branly had its origin

in electromagnetic radiation.

This paper was followed by one from Sir

Oliver Lodge, entitled "On the Sudden
Acquisition of Conducting Power by a Series

of Discrete Particles. "§ In his discussion,

allusion was made to an observation he had
frequently made in connection with his

experiment of the Syntonic Leyden jar; viz.,

to the effect that if the two metal knobs of

the receiver were very close together, a

battery and electric bell being in series, the

occurrence of an electric oscillation in the

circuit caused the knobs to make a good
contact and cause the electric bell to ring.

This action was produced entirely by electric

radiation.

In June, 1894, Lodge gave a lecture at the

Royal Institution, entitled "The Work of

Hertz. "II
In this lecture, the Branly tube was

again described and several were exhibited.

Lodge was the first to give the name Coherer
to the Branly tube, as follows: "A coherer is

a device in which a loose or imperfect conduct-

ing contact between pieces of metal is improved
in conductivity by the impact on it of electric

radiation.". Lodge's lecture caused wide-

spread interest in Branly's discoveries and

Fig. 2. Lodge Coherer. A, Glass Tube; B, Iron Filings or

Borings; C C, Metal Plugs; D, Insulating Base

pointed out more forcibly that a new and
highly sensitive means of detecting electric

radiation had been evolved. The coherer

used by Lodge consisted of a glass tube 1 cm.

or less in diameter and about 7 cm. long,

*Sfc Dr. Daw.son Turner, The Electruian. 1S92, vol. 2!t. p.

412, " Experiments on the Electrical Resistance of Powdered
Metnh".
tSee W. B. Croft. Proo. Phys. Soc Lond.. vol. 12, p. 421.

tSee Prof._ Minchin. Proc. Phy.-i. Soc. Lond.. Nov. 24. IS!):».

^'j'sJ".' ProV. Phy-i. Soc. Lond., ISDIJ. vol. 12. p. 401. Aho
Phil. M.iK.. Jan., 1H<»I, vol. :{7. p. 24.

II
See ProL-. of the Royal Institution, lHi>4. vol. 14, p. :»21.
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filled loosely with coarse iron tilings between
two metal plugs. A diagram of this tube is

shown in Fig. 2. He also tried brass borings

and various other metals, filling the tube
with air. hydrogen and even sealing it off

at a vacuum. Lodge also experimented \\'ith

various forms of light contact coherers, such
as a steel sewing-needle resting lightly on an
aluminum plate, and also slightly oxidized

steel rods in light contact.

L'p to this time the coherer was found to

be a ver>' capricious instrument; in instances

highly sensitive to electric sparks, and then,

all conditions being apparently the same, it

became far less sensitive. The metals form-
ing the most reliable coherers were iron, steel,

nickel, copper, brass, and zinc, while the
noble metals were much less reliable.

The man who really made the coherer
famous, G. Marconi, began his work in Italy in

1S94 and devoted his attention to the further

development of the Branly coherer. He made
a systematic and scientific study of the
relative advantages of various metals as

coherer material and selected for his work a
mixture of 95 per cent nickel and 5 per cent
silver filings carefully sifted to the same de-

gree of fineness. He also modified his

coherer tube. Fig. 3, very greatly from that

previously used by other experimenters.*
Instead of a long tube of large diameter as

used by Lodge, he used a tube, ^4, 3 or 4 cm.
long, having an internal diameter of 4 or 5

mm. He placed in this tube two silver

plugs, B, B', with edges beveled, highly

Fig 3. Marconi Coherer. A, Glass Tube Exhausted; B, B',

Metal Electrodes; C, Side Tube for Exhaustion; D D\
Platinum Terminal Wires; E, Nickel-silver

granules

polished, and slightly amalgamated with
mercury. This gave to the interspace a
wedge shape, the large part being at the top
of the tube and about 2 or 3 mm. wide.
This interspace w^as about half-filled with the

nickel-silver granules, E. The tube was
then exhausted and sealed at C, platinum
wires, D, D' , being fastened to the silver

plugs and brought out at either end. This
tube was much more sensitive and reliable

as an electric wave detecting device than
anything that had previously been designed.

Marconi then proceeded to work out de-

vices for employing his improved coherer as

a relay upon a relay in a telegraphic outfit for

receiving wireless messages. This last applica-

Fig. 4. Popott Coherer. A, D, Platinum Strips; B, Glass Tube;

C, Cork; E, Iron Filings

tion caused world-wide interest in the coherer

and numerous experimenters began work
upon it.

Prof. A. S. Popoff, of Russia, in 1896 used
his filings coherer to study the phenomena
of atmospheric electricity, and also used it

to detect and make records of lightning

discharges at a distance. His coherer, a
diagram of which is given in Fig. 4, was made
of a glass tube, B, with two platinum leaves,

A and D, down opposite sides, the interven-

ing space being loosely filled with iron filings,

E. The tube was then corked up at C.

Toward the close of 1896 Guglielmo
Marconi left Italy for England and there

explained his wireless coherer apparatus to

Sir W. H. Preece, then the Engineer-in-Chief
of the British Government Telegraph Depart-
ment of the Great Post Office. Preece
delivered a lecture before the Royal Institu-

tion on June 4, 1897 at which he exhibited
Marconi's apparatus and stated that:

"Marconi has produced from known means
a new electric eye, more delicate than any
known electrical instrument, and a new
system of telegraphy that will reach places

hitherto inaccessible."!

After this, many well-known scientists

constructed various forms of coherers, most
of which were designed for more rapid
operation so as to be more adaptable for

wireless work. Some were made of steel and
mercury, copper and mercury, carbon and
mercury, ball coherers, single contact coher-
ers, etc. These were all low-voltage coherers,

having a critical voltage of from 0.3 to 3 volts.

De-coherence was produced in the metallic

filings coherer by tapping, slowly revolving
the coherer tube, attaching the coherer to

the armature of a relay, by clock-work

*See British Patent Specification of G. Marconi, No. 12039,
June 2. 1896.

i See The Electrician, vol. 39, p. 217.
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tappers, etc. Marconi's scheme for produc-
ing de-coherence is shown in Fig. 5. It seems
T. Tommasina was the first to use electro-

magnetic means directly for producing de-

coherence*. He placed an electromagnet
over the tube and in series with the coherer

Fig. 5. Marconi's Electromagnetic Tapper for tapping his

Sensitive Tube to a Receptive Condition. E, E, Electro-

magnet; H, Hammer; T, Sensitive Tube shown in

Cross Section; Si, Si, Adjusting Screws

so that when the tube became sensitive the
magnet was energized and lifted the granules
to the top of the tube, thus producing de-

coherence. This was apphed to iron, nickel,

and cobalt coherers.

Various ingenious schemes have been
developed for varying the sensitiveness, or
critical voltage, of these coherers. Marconi
made use of the wedge-shaped electrodes, B,

B' , Fig. 3, in his coherer tube to produce this

change. By taking hold of the sealed-off

glass piojection, C, the tube can be turned
on its axis into various positions, so that the
filings lie in a broader or narrower portion
of the gap between the bevelled silver

electrodes.

M. Blondel made a coherer with a side

pocket into which some of the granules could
be shaken from between the electrodes, or

vice versa. This coherer is illustrated in

Fig. G.

In the various types of single-contact

coherers the degree of sensitiveness was
altered by changing the number of such
coherers in series.

When the Consulting Engineering Labora-
tory of the General Electric Co. took up
the development of a coherer to be used in

connection with discharge alarms for lightn-

ing arresters, high-frequency alarms, etc.,

the problem had ])reviously been the design

of a coherer that would be as sensitive as

]>ossible and yet act reliably. The alarm
coherer presented an entirely dilTcrent

problem, 'i'he task now was to make tlie

coherer less sensitive and to shield it from
all wireless effects so it would only respond
when voltage was present, not due to Hertzian
waves but due to direct contact with an
energized source of voltage.

As the result of exhaustive experiments
with aluminum, copper, magnesium, cobalt,

iron, nickel-plated lead shot, tungsten, molyb-
denum, nickel, silver, and various other metals,
40-60 mesh pure nickel granules were selected.

These were oxidized and sealed off in a tube
containing a sufficient amount of gas to

stabilize the oxidization of the granules.

This residual gas thus prevents a rise in the
critical voltage. The tubes may have a
critical voltage of from 10 to 700 volts,

depending upon how far the oxidization of

the granules is carried.

After experimenting with tapping, rotating,

and electromagnetic means of de-coherence,

it was decided to use a tube shaped as shown
in Fig. 7 and surrounded by a solenoid.

This construction serves a double purpose
in de-cohering the tube, for it lifts the granules

away from the electrodes sealed in the bottom
of the tube, thus breaking the circuit through
the coherer, and then shakes up the granules

and rearranges them by dropping them
back when the solenoid is de-energized.

Only one operation of this de-cohering device

is necessary to produce ]jerfect de-coherence

in every case; while by the tapping method
current continues to flow through the granules

while being tapped and it often requires a

number of operations to produce like results.

The sensitiveness of this coherer may be
fixed by the amount the granules are oxidized

and by the length of the "])antlegs" on the

coherer tube.

To prevent the coherer from operatinii

due to wireless effects, a high critical voltage

Fig. 6. Blondel Sidc-Pocket Metallic Filings Coherer

coherer has been developed and in each lead

running to it is ])laced a spark-gap which is

set at siich a value as to ])revent any accumu-
lation of static \'()ltagc from jumi)ing over

and rcacliiiig ihc tube. The coherer circuit

is also oj^erated by means of dry cells i)laced

Sfc Comtes Rendtis. 18iM). vol. 128. p. 22.')
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close to the coherer to cut down the antennae
effect of the leads. The contact on the

armatxire of the small relay in series with the

coherer tube has been insulated from the

armature, so as to prevent surges beinfj set

up in the relay winding by cuiTent flowing

through the annature and core of the relay.

These combined precautions make the

present fonn of coherer very reliable and
quite free from wireless effects.

In the best of fomier coherers a ver}' slight

leakage current was always noticeable; in the

present coherer no deflection of a micro-

ammeter needle can be observed when 100

volts is applied to the terminals of a coherer

having a critical voltage of 150 volts, while

the operating voltage of the coherer circuit

is only li volts. This demonstrates the great

factor of safety as to leakage current.

The volt-ampere characteristics of one of

these coherers is shown in Fig. 8.

Theories of Coherer Action

A few of the theories that have been
advanced to account for the phenomenon of

coherence under the impact of electromagnetic
waves will be briefly dealt with.

It is clear that the agency which actually

causes coherence is electromotive force, and
that the problem to be ex-

plained is the reason why
electromotive force when
acting on certain materials
which are in light, or imper-
fect contact, brings the con-
tact surfaces into a better

conducting state while with
a few other substances the
action reduces the conduct-
ivity.

At an early date Lodge
advanced the opinion that
coherer action was due to

the welding together of the
metallic surfaces in light

contact. Many observers
F%. 7. Coherer which claim this process can beFormi a Part of Du- , /V ,

.

charge Alarm and Witnessed t h r o u g h the

Jii^De^?<;i""^ microscope. This theory
of welding, however, does

not explain how highly oxidized granules
or carbon dust coheres, as it is impossible to
weld either of the.se at such temperatures as
are present in these cases.

T. Sundorph* claims that in the filings
coherer the action is due to the formation
of conducting chains of particles stretching
between the electrodes. T. Tommasina sup-

ports this theory and says these chains are
more easily formed when the surrounding
medium is distilled water, or some dielectric

other than air.f In these experiments it

seems that a considerable potential difference

must have been employed, far in excess of

that necessarv to cause coherence.
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Fig. 8. Volt-Ampere Characteristic Curve of G-E Coherer

No. 1065

This theory of conducting chains does not
show why some substances, such as potassium,
arsenic, lead and lead peroxide etc. become
less conductive, and therefore does not satisfy

the requirements.
Lodge has shown that two conductors

separated by a film of air one ten-thousandth
of a millimeter thick, and having a difference

in potential of 1 volt, are drawn together
by electrostatic attraction with a force of

646.8 pounds per square centimeter of contact
surface.

He claims this force squeezes out the
gaseous dielectric film separating the granules
and thus causes coherence. This, however,
also fails to show why other substances
exhibit the negative conducting qualities

under similar conditions.

Another theory of coherer action is based
on the electronic theory of electricity.

According to this theory, the conduction of
electricity in conductors is due to the motion
of free electrons, or negative ions, in them.
In each conductor there is a certain number
of these free ions per unit mass. The follow-
ing is taken from Fleming's "Principles of

*See Wieil Annelen, 1899, vol. 68, p. .594.

tSee Comles Rendus, 1899, vol. 129, p. 40.
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Electric Wave Telegraphy and Telephony,"
second edition, page 445.

"Sir J. J. Thompson has shown that an ion

cannot fly off spontaneously and leave the con-
ductor in which it is located*, since the instant

it attempts to depart from the surface it is sub-
jected to a force which is numerically equal to

-—75, where e is the ionic negative charge, (viz.,

3.4X10"''^ electrostatic units) and d is the

distance from the surface. Now suppose that
two metal surfaces are very near together,

and at a difference of potential of V volts, or

—-- electrostatic units. Let the distance

between these surfaces be microscopic, and
equal to A' cm. Then the electric force in

Y
the intervening space is ^> electrostatic

units, and if this is equal to or greater than

7-p-2 then negative ions may pass from one

mass of metal into the other and thus cause
current to flow.

For example, if there is such a value of X
r e- e-

and \ that ,, = -^.7, or A = 75 -,-, this
oUU A 4 A" V

transference of ions can take place. Moreover,
when this transference of ions begins, it in-

creases the potential difference between the
two masses and this causes them to be drawn
still closer together by electrostatic attrac-

tion.

When very great differences in conductivity
exist between the two surfaces in contact,

the action may result in the accumulation of

negative ions at the bounding surface in

such a manner as to stop the flow of current

across the junction. This would explain the
decreased conductivity between lead and lead

peroxide."

Some of the latest experimenters claim that

there can be no passage of ions from one con-

ductor to another unless the surfaces are

really in contact, so it seems the real way in

which coherence occurs is still a problem to

be solved.

* See "Conduction of Electricity Through Gases," p. 144.

THE COMMERCIAL ENGINEER
By George P. Baldwin

Manager Philadelphia District, General Electric Company

This article and that of R. G. Clapp in this issue furnish valuable instructions to commercial engineers,

particularly those of the near future who arc now in college. In the opening paragraphs, Mr. Baldwin makes
reference to the vital connection Vjetween the commercial engineer and the world's welfare and progress, and
then shows how the ideas and policies of the "old school" of salesmanship are being superseded in the modern
practice of commercial engineering. The remainder of the article is devoted to an analytical discussion of the

fundamental requisites of the modern successful salesman.

—

Editor.

form between the raw material and the

finished ])roduct.

Consequently, there is an tinfillcd demand
for skillful commercial engineers to introduce

the ]jroducts of the central station and the

electrical manufacturer into those thousands
of industries. The question of opportunity in

the electrical engineering i)rofession is quite

beside the ]joint; what the young man of

to-day has to consider, ])arlicularly the

undergraduate in college, is how best to fit

himself that these opportunities will be within

his grasj).

The engineers and executives of America's

greatest cor])orations of to-morrow are in

college to-day. 'I'hey will change and control

the liabits of a nation. The intelligent young
niaii in college t<)-(la\- can ma]) his career

more successfully if lie ai)])rei'i;ites what the

future holds. The writer will dwell speciru-ally

In America's indu.stries there is a large and
increasing demand for more electrical equip-

ment, more expert service, more elaborate

improvements to obtain increased output and
efficiency, and still more delicate refinements

in the various processes. The demand is

growing because it has been proven that

electricity permits easier, more rapid, and
cheaper j)roduction in old processes, and that

it has al.so endowed the world with new
j)roducts which would otherwise never have
been discovered or would have been impos-
sible to j;roduce.

A detailed list of the thou.sand-and-one

fields of commercial activity on the part of

electrical engineers could not be furnished

here. There is hardly a commodity known
to civilized man—be it derived from the

animal, vegetable, or mineral kingdom but
what is worked upon by electricity in some
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upon the human requisites for ^aspinij what
the future holds in the field of commercial

enjnneerinjj.

A well knowni engineer described how his

conception of ens^neerinj:: developed as time

went on. In the early staj:;es of his college

cancer his idea of engineering was limited to

operation and maintenance, so he spent a

vacation period in a central station. This

experience developed in his mind the belief

that construction was more interesting than
operation. He next took a position with a
construction gang. This developed in his

mind an interest in manufacturing. He finally

entered the employ of a large manufacturer, in

the Engineering Division. From designing

details he was promoted to a position where
he was assisting in the complete layout of

large installations.

One afternoon on glancing up from his

drafting board he noticed a party of visitors

inspecting the works. It was a committee
of business men being conducted through the

plant by one of the commercial engineers, in

order that they could observe the manu-
facturing facilities of the company. Then it

dawned upon this young man that great

installations must be sold before they are

designed, just as they are designed before they
are manufactured, erected, and operated.
Then. also, for the first time it occurred to

him that the activities of the commercial
engineer were essential and important.
Now. of course, this is only the conception

of one man. He was quite well grounded in

practical experience—in the plant, on the
road, in the shop, and in the drafting room

—

before his mind turned to the commercial
phase of the engineering profession. That
man now holds a highly responsible position in

one fo our great corporations. He has found
that what is commonly known as "salesman-
ship" requires just as intense and involved a
study as does engineering, and also that suc-
cessful salesmanship requires a mental layout
and a scheme of operation that are as pro-
found as engineering in its broadest sense.
Not long ago. many beheved that sales-

manship was an individual talent that would
enable a man to sell anything—candy or
electrical machinery. Salesmen used to make
the statement that they could sell anything,
but to-day there are not many of these candy
salesmen tr>-ing to sell electrical machinery.
The universities of this country, with the
assistance of the manufacturers, are devoting
considerable thought towards training men for
the commercial side of the professions.

The first requisite for a successful sales

transaction is a scientifically designed and well

manufactured product. The next element is

the salesman's intimate knowledge of this

product and its application; and the third

and most imi')ortant feature as far as the
commercial engineer is concerned is his

ability to establish and maintain favorable
relations with the people with whom he is

brought into contact. It is this ability to

establish favorable relations and maintain
them that produces results and for which the
engineer who desires to enter the commercial
field must train himself. He must have not
only sound engineering knowledge, but must
also supplement this with a well-rounded-out
knowledge of men, and affairs in general; this

latter feature is important and, strange to

say, is often lost sight of by the young
man.
A man who is now a prominent executive

in one of our engineering organizations nearly

marred his career because of his neglect to

realize this. The great turning point came
when he was offered the position of Treasurer
of his company. He hesitated. He con-
sidered it unfortunate. He feared he would
no longer remain an engineer. Yet he finally

yielded to exterior pressure and accepted the
position. Later developments proved, with-
out question, that this was the best step he
could have made for it broadened his vision.

Since he has crossed the threshold into the
commercial world he has been able to make
use of his engineering knowledge in a vast
number of diverse fields. To-day he is

amazed at the ignorance which caused him
to hesitate.

His successful career is an example of

what can be done to-day in commercial
engineering. The old school salesman has
passed. The salesman of to-day must
thoroughly know his subject. If he does not
have a deep knowledge of engineering prin-

ciples and their application as well, he may
try to get business by means of guessed-at
statements; or should he not yield to this

temptation, he will find himself often in the
position where he must confess his ignorance
in the presence of the prospective customer
and offer to send to the home office for an
engineer. The doctrine of the survival of the
fittest is rapidly eliminating this type. To-
day, the great manufacturers realize that the
man to get the business should really be an
engineer and be able to discuss intelligently

the tppics under con.sideration in all their

phases. It has been proven that the old
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method was an economic waste; the new
method is modern business.

But, the securing of this high type of com-
mercial engineer involves a process of elimina-
tion. Experience has shown that out of one
hundred engineers of high order by no means
all of them developed sound commercial
judgment and are capable of quick, accurate
business decisions. And of those who have
this accomplishment, not all of them possess

the requisite knowledge of human nature,

the tact, the ability to form acquaintance-
ships, and those qualities which are summed
up in the word "personality." If exact
figures were produced, it would be surprising

how few good engineers possess these first two
requisites for a commercial career—judgment
and personality.

And still one more requisite must be ful-

filled in order that a first-class engineer may
make a successful commercial engineer, and
that is language. He must make a clear,

logical arrangement of his engineering facts;

and both in personal interviews and in writing

he must submit these facts in concise, impel-

ling, language. A great author made the
statement

:

"If I had more time I would write you a shorter
letter."

Thus did he emphasize the fact that concise

expression is a difficult and rare accomplish-
ment. So difficult is logical, simple, attention-

rivetting language that of the engineers who
possesses judgment and ])ersonality sur-

prisingly few will be found who possess this

last qualification essential for a successful

commercial career. And the fact should be
further emphasized that the best place and
practically the only opportunity for language
training is during college days. After gradua-
tion, one's mind will be intent on what he
says—not on how he says it.

The greater one's solid, practical, engineer-

ing knowledge, the greater will V)e his future

in the commercial field, j^rovided he possesses

a clear, definite knowledge of human nature
and the world in general, and is able to

express his thoughts in concise convincing
language.

To add a commercial training does not make
one any less of an engineer. A bar of fine

steel can be finished, tempered, ground to

a fine edge, and yet it is still, steel. Just so, a

commercial engineer is still an engineer. But
he must be more than an engineer. To
illustrate. You call on the President of a
great railroad with the object of interesting

him in electrification. You explain in detail,

from the point of view of railroading, the
savings that can be effected. The President
is interested. Then you start to talk about
kilovolt-amperes, power-factors, diversity-

factors, and the like. The President has been
brought up in the profession of steam rail-

roading and he is not familiar with electrical

terms. His distress is shown when his eye
wanders to the pile of unanswered corres-

pondence on his desk. Unknown to you, you
have lost his attention. Then he sagely

remarks

:

"Very interesting— I want you to explain these
points to Mr. Thompson on the third floor,"

and he politely bows you out, shunting you
oflf to a subordinate. It then occurs to you
that you have not been given an invitation to

call again. Your mind and that of the
President's have not met because of your
foreign tongue. An interpreter was needed.
You had engineering knowledge and engineer-

ing skill, but you did not possess the judg-
ment to know when you were in danger of

losing the President's attention. Moreover,
you lacked the tact to regain his attention or

to obtain another interview.

Knowledge and language are the two master
tools of business—the language that you used
was not adapted to the work. It was as though
your were trying to cut diamonds with a saw.

To be sure, you were articulate—sounds
emanated from your mouth—but they were
not sensed by the commercial ear. Truthful
and accurate as your statement? may have
been, they were not comprehended.

It cannot be impressed too forcibly upon
the young men of to-day that they fully

avail themselves of the manifold advantages
offered by the Universities; that they beware
of the habits which have been the undoing of

the old school commercial men now almost
entirely displaced; that they remember, as

Francis Bacon wrote,

"Reading maketh a full man, writing an exact

man, and conference a ready man,"

and that upon graduation they decide to

build their careers U])on the rock of sound
engineering exj)ericnce and practice. By
so doing they will automatically find them-
selves associated with real men—men who
are doing things in the world today. Such
association and practice will imdoubtedly
develop a mind ca])al)lo of meeting other

minds on vqu:\\ terms and swaying thoni.

And finall\', every man who has succeeded

and has come to the front has had one axiom:

He tried to do a little more than the other

fellow, and he tried to do it a little better."
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THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE AS A LOAD FOR THE CENTRAL STATION
By C. a. Rohr

New York District, General Electric Company

The desirability of the electric vehicle business to the central station lies in the fact that it is practically

all ofT-peak long-hour service, with a load factor of 30 to 35 per cent in comparison with a probable 10 per cent
load factor for the electric motor. The author seems to favor the car-mile system of electric service charges,

as bv this system the customer with a little observation can foretell within narrow limits his electric vehicle
service bill month by month. The scale of charges may b6 expected to vary for different sections of the country,
depending upon the items that make up the cost of power production such as local coal prices; and in some
cases a careful record of this business for say one year may show the need for a revision of the scale. In order
to make the system as serviceable as the kilowatt-hour system, it might be well for the power companies to

proN-ide rates for any standard battery in any standard vehicle, rather than to restrict the rates to a certain
make of battery in certain makes of vehicles as is the practice at present.

—

Editor.

In discussing whether any particular in-

dustry might afford a desirable load for the

central station it is necessary to look at the

matter from two vie%v points, viz., the
advantage to the public and the profit to

the central station.

The electric vehicle is cheaper than any
form of animal transportation, irrespective of

the load and haul. This statement is made
xmqualifiedly and is susceptible of proof in

all cases. Reports of the Department of

Agriculture show that in New York City
there are 128,122 horses, in Chicago 68,050
horses, in Philadelphia 50,461 horses, and in

St. Louis 27,182 horses. At a three cent
rate each horse means a minimum annual
income to the central station of between $80
and $100, if replaced by an electric vehicle.

This means that in New York alone there is a
minimum of something over $10,000,000
annually to be derived from the substitution
of electric vehicles for horses.

Regarding the comparative cost of opera-
tion of gasoline trucks and electric trucks,
it is impossible to say which is cheaper until

it is known just what the cycle of duty is

that must be performed.
Generally speaking, the electric vehicle

should be selected in all cases for city delivery
work for total mileages of 50 or below, where
the stops are comparatively frequent or of
long duration. Then there are cases of
specific application, such as the industrial
truck and baggage truck, where a gasoline-
propelled vehicle cannot be considered at all,

irrespective of cost of operation, because of
the fire risk.

The future of the electric industrial truck
is almost unlimited. There is hardly a
manufacturing town in the country where
there are not numerous opportunities for the
sale of these trucks. They have demon-
strated in hundreds of instances their ability
to very materially cut the costs of haulage,
as well as to accomplish much more work in
the same time and to materially aid in
establishing higher standards of efficiency.

I will not go into the question of electric

pleasiu-e cars, except to say that it is the ideal

car for salesmen in visiting their trade. To
see the representatives of a central station
or electrical manufacturer visiting their

trade in a gas car, and then go in and shout
"do it electrically," seems incongruous.
From the central station standpoint the

electric vehicle is desirable business because
it is off-peak business and long-hour business.
It is difficult to remember when the central
station did not favor the long-hour business—

•

it was this business which first attracted the
central stations to the industrial motor load.

Electric vehicles are on charge 6 to 8 hours
every night and the load factor is uniform at
30 to 35 per cent.

Next, I would draw your attention to the
low demand of the electric vehicle. For the
same amount of plant equipment needed to
operate it the electric vehicle has 8H times
the earning capacity of the electric flat iron.

While it takes 86 irons to equal the annual
income from a two-ton electric, the irons
demand 51.61 kw. against 6 kw. for the
electric vehicle.

The following table is submitted for con-
sideration :

ANNUAL INCOME PER KILOWATT OF
PLANT EQUIPMENT FROM TWELVE

DIFFERENT CLASSES OF
INSTALLATIONS

Installations Annual Income per Kilowatt

One 2-ton electric truck 86
Small residence 15.22
Small retail store 3L75
1 motor 43.16
2 motors 41.18
3 motors 19.61
8 motors 50.96
20 motors 35.11
Large residence 63.04
Drug store 118.40
Saloon 191.51
Church 32.57
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The next pertinent question that might
be raised is what is the best way to sell

electric power for use on electric vehicles or

what rates shall we charge. It is considered by
some that the best way to sell the power is on a
car-mile basis; and in this connection a brief

description of the battery-service plan will

be of interest. Under this plan the consumer
buys the car less the battery, which is fur-

nished by the central station. When the
battery is exhausted it is exchanged for a
fully charged one at the central station. This
plan was first tried out in Hartford, Conn.,
and has been in force there for two and one-

half years.

A table of the rates charged by this com-
pany follows:

SCALE No. 1

Monthly scale of charges under the battery

service system as furnished by the Hartford
Electric Light Company, for standard wagons
and trucks. No charging apparatus or garage
required.

750 POUND WAGON
Fixed charge per month $14

Rate per mile to 500—23^ cents
Rate per mile 501 to 750

—

2)4 cents
Rate per mile 751 to 1000—2 cents
Rate per mile in excess of 1000— Ij^ cents

1000 POUND WAGON
Fixed charge per month $18
Rate per mile to 500—3 cents

Rate per mile 501 to 750—2J/^ cents

Rate per mile 751 to 1000—2M cents

Rate per mile in excess of 1000—2 cents

2000 POUND WAGON
Fixed charge per month $27
Rate per mile to 500—3 J^ cents
Rate per mile 501 to 750—3 cents
Rate per mile 751 to 1000—2}^ cents
Rate per mile in excess of 1000—2 cents

4000 POUND WAGON
Fixed charge per month $32
Rate per mile to 500—43^ cents

Rate per mile 501 to 750—4 cents

Rate per mile 751 to 1000—33^ cents

Rate i)er mile in excess of 1000—3 cents

7000 POUND TRUCK
Fixed charge per month $40
Rate per mile to 500— cents

Rate per mile 501 to 750—5 cents

Rate per mile in excess of 750—-3 cents

lOOOO POUND TRUCK
Fixed charge i^er month $48
Rate per mile to 500—7 cents

Rate per mile 501 to 750— (i cents

Rate per mile 750 to 1000—4 cents

Rate per mile in excess 1000—4 cents

SCALE No. 2

Monthly scale of charges under the
battery service system as furnished by the
Hartford Electric Light Company; battery
charged in wagon at night, where the cus-

tomer furnishes charging apparatus on pre-

mises approved by the Hartford Electric

Light Company.

750 POUND WAGON
Fixed charge per month $10
Rate per mile to 500

—

2}/^ cents
Rate per mile 501 to 7.50

—

2)^ cents
Rate per mile 751 to 1000—2 cents
Rate per mile in excess of 1000— 13^ cents

1000 POUND WAGON
Fixed charge per month .$13

Rate per mile to 500—3 cents
Rate per mile 501 to 750—23^ cents

• Rate per mile 751 to 1000—-2 3^ cents
Rate per mile in excess of 1000—2 cents

2000 POUND TRUCKS
Fixed charge per month $19
Rate per mile to 500—33^ cents
Rate per mile 501 to 750—3 cents
Rate per mile 751 to 1000—23^ cents
Rate per mile in excess of 1000—2 cents

With this arrangement the customer's
unknown factors are reduced to a minimum,
and therefore his doubts are reduced to a

minimum and the sale of electric transporta-

tion is made easier. The customer buys his

cars without batteries, which means less

investment. If he knows how many miles

long his delivery routes are, he knows what
it will cost him to make deliveries.

This system was devised to relieve the

customer of all uncertainties and to place

the burden of variables upon those best able

to control them. At the present time this

system is effective in Hartford, Spokane,
Boston, Baltimore, Harrisburg, Los Angeles,

Worcester, Fall River and Wichita.

TABLE A

Amperes Essential Kilowatt-hour
for Charging Full Charge Type

1000 lb. 18.0 22
2000 lb. 22.9 28
2 ton 30.7 40
33^ ton 36.3 45
5 ton 40.3 50

The other mctliod of selling jjower for

electric vehicles is the common one of

charging so much ])cr kilowatt-liour. This

is the way it is done by all com])anies not

using the battery service system. In Chicago
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an off-peak schedule has been arranged, apply-

ing to installations havinj:: a maximum de-

mand of oO kw. or above, which brinv^^s the

rates used by the larj::er garages handling

from 7') to lot) cars do^^^l to between I'j^

and 2 cents per kilowatt -hour.

The requirements of this service are shown
in Table A on precccding page.
The most important thing to remember is

that the load factor is 85 per cent as com-
pared to a 10 per cent load factor for the
industrial motor.

DEVELOPMENTS IN SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS

Under this heading wo shall publish from time to time descriptions of new or modified apparatus and
practice in switchboard engineering. In this issue are described a line of solenoid operated field switches, a
temperature indicator for use with exploring coils inserted in the winding slots of motors and generators or
other electrical machinery, and some safety features in switchboard construction.

—

Editor.

SOLENOID OPERATED FIELD SWITCHES
On benchboard equipments and on large

capacity vertical boards where remote control

of the field is desirable solenoid operated
field switches are usually employed. These
are similar in construction to the non-
automatic (CP) self-contained solenoid-

operated air circuit breakers, with the
addition of a discharge switch. A solenoid

control relay is required only with the
double pole switches which have a common
closing and a common opening coil for both
poles.

Solenoid operated field switches for syn-
chronous motors started from the alternating
current source with the field open, as is usual
with motors of 125-volt excitations, are made
ordinarily of two single-pole elements with

independent closing and opening coils. Both
poles are closed simultaneously and connect
the discharge resistance across the field; but
one pole precedes the other a short time in

opening. When the other pole opens the
discharge circuit is interrupted.

Solenoid-operated field switches for syn-
chronous motors started with the field short-

circuited, as is usual with motors of 250
volt excitation, are double-pole with common
closing coil and common opening coil. No
provision is made for automatically interrupt-
ing the discharge circuit after the switch
opens, although the discharge blade can be
opened by hand.

Switches are not made double-throw.
When required for this service two sets of

single-throw switches can be applied.

I
|-^n^

-^Jl'M>-=» -I
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J Control
ffe/a/

Fie. 1. Single Pole Single Throw for'AC and
DC Generators

f/dffheostot-4R

F/e/dSwitch

Oper<?t/'n^Bus

Fuse

//ux.5witctt—

•

OpeningCoi/—»-

ClosingCo//

/fec^Lomp

Series Pes/stonce—^
(not Rei^L/irec/on/Z5V.)

CtosirigContejct
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Oreen Lamp
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-TiUH><=>-

Fig. 2. Double Pole Single Throw for AC Generators, and for

Synchronous Motors Started with the Field Short
Circuited Through a Resistance
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Solenoid-operated field switches are usually
mounted on a base near or attached to the
field rheostat, or they may be located on
the exciter board remote from the main
alternating current control board.

Fig. 3. Double Pole Single Throw Solenoid Operated Field

Switch—Also Handle for Hand Closing.

TEMPERATURE INDICATORS

A temperature indicator equipment affords

a convenient and rapid means of indicating

continuously, at the switchboard, the tem-

perature of various portions of the windings
of electrical machinery under operating con-
ditions.

The operation depends on the variation of

resistance of a copper resistor jjlaced in a
slot of the machine stator in contact with
the insulation of the winding, or in any other
location external or internal where the
resistor may be protected by suitable insul-

ation from the conductors. The increase or

decrease of temperature of the windings
causes a corresponding change in resistance

of the coil. This change of resistance is

indicated by a sensitive instrument, the scale

of which is graduated 'in degrees Centigrade
and indicates directly the temperature of the
windings.

It is now standard practice in accordance
with A.I.E.E. recommendations to furnish

temperature coils with all alternating current
machines having a stator core of 20 inches

or more in width, or voltage of 5000 or higher,

500 kv-a. or greater.

Equipment

For machines from 500 to 3125 kv-a., four

coils are used, two of which are considered

as spares. Above 3125 kv-a., six coils are

used, three of which are spares. Some engi-

neers require that all coils be connected with
the instruments. When two machines are

CirOpeninff \r\
Di%ch,5mtch

Fiji. 4. Double Pole, Double Throw for Synchronous Motors

Started From the AC End With the Field Open

V - mwrntM • h -

?^. (4 I
\

rVlP-O-a-l

n
—^

-qjir-o-^^

Fig. .S. Double Pole, Double Throw for Same Service as Fig. 4

Except for Use With two Sources of Field excitation.

AUXILIARY SWITCH REPRESENTATION

. I _ A "Open when field switch n open.

, I , B —Closed when field switch is open.
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funiisheil in a froqucnc>- changer set, and

one machine requin^s temperature coils, coils

w-ill alst^ be funiished for the other machine.

CVders are received for standiird

equipments mounted on small ]ianels

with wall brackets, or without the

panel as shown by Fig. 7 to be

mounted either on a switchboard

which the customer has installed or

on new main switchboards included

in the same order.

A sample specification for equip-

ment for use on a 12o-volt d-c.

operating circuit fol'ows: Equipments
may also be supplied for use on
2olVvolt d-c. circuits.

1 Temperature indicator. 20°-120°

C scale.

Variable resistance for 100-130

volts d-c. range.

Operating mechanism for vari-

able resistance.

D-p.s-t.,2o0-volt. 30-amp. D-i2,
lever switch for supply circuit

1 S-p.s-t. pull button test switch.
* 3-pt. receptacles.

1 3-pt. plug.

Temperature Coils

The temperature coils are made up of

copper wire wound on a thin form and pressed

1

1

1

V1(. 6. Temperature Indicator Panel (Wall Brackets
not Shown)

A 3-conductor lead for each 3-pt. receptacle
to connect the instrument to the terminal
box on the machine is furnished when
requested.

Fig. 7. Parts of Equipment for Mounting on Panel

f^at SO as to be non-inductive. The tempera-
ture coils in the machine windings are con-

nected to a combination terminal and cut-

out box mounted on the machine frame, by
means of a 3-conductor armored cable.

Protective Device

Mounted on the frame of the machine is

a small box carrying six rows of terminals
for attaching the leads from the coils and for

connection to the extension leads to the
instrument. The protective device mounted
in this terminal box consists of six pairs of

film disk cutouts supported by spring clips

with a ground connection between them; the
spring clips being connected to the terminals
of the coil. The cutouts serve as protection
to the operator in case a coil becomes ground-
ed to the power winding. Should the pres-

sure between any temperature coil and
ground exceed about 400 volts the insulation
in the corresponding film will break down,
removing the higher potential from the
temperature coil, although bringing the ma-
chine winding to ground.

Temperature Indicator

The temperature indicator is a direct

current dififerential voltmeter with three
terminals. One of the windings of the tem-
perature indicator is in series with a coil of

manganin, having a resistance equal to that
of the temperature coils, usually at 80
degrees C, and the other winding is in series

1 for each pair of machine coils.
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w-ith the copper temperature coil itself.

When the temperature in the copper coil

rises, the current in the branch of the circuit

carrying the temperature coil decreases,

causing a corresponding deflection toward
higher temperature marking on the scale of

the indicator. The reverse occurs when the
temperature of the temperature coil falls.

The scale of the standard instrument is

adjusted with a range of 20-120 deg. C. or
0-90 deg. C. and marked in 1 degree divisions.

Variable Resistance

The whole indicator outfit is connected
through instn.xment fuses across a 125 or 250
d-c. source. A variable resistance with dial

switch and index is furnished, to make up
for variations of the voltage of the supply

Test Switch for Checking Indicator

A single-pole, single-throw, pull-button,

test switch is provided on the switchboard
to connect occasionally a resistance in multiple
with any of the temperatvire coils. If the
outfit is in proper working order, closing this

switch will cause the instrument to show a
reduction in the reading of about 12 degrees.

Transfer Plug and Receptacle

Special 3-point receptacles and 3-point

plug at the switchboard are used for trans-

ferring the temperature indicator to any of

the coils in the machine winding. One-half
of the temperature coils are connected from
the terminal to the switchboard, requiring

3 leads per coil. One 3-point receptacle is

required for each coil, the temperature of

indicaLorHr^t^orr^CJwvwmr-

Variable
Resistancec

Fusesi

+ -

Test Sw.
& Res.

r^ r^

r^ Armored Cable

RlmCut-out_=
atMachine _[^

Temp.Coilin"!;;^
Machine

J^

^
^

LruT—

H

r4) r^

^

^

Fig. 8. Connections

o
o
o
Transfer
\Plug

-Transfer
=1 Receptacles

circuit, especially when voltage regulators

are used with the exciters. In some instances

it is desirable to use a fixed resistance, but
this should be recommended only when
investigation shows that the d-c. voltage does

not vary more than 23/2 volts for 125 volts

and 5 volts for 250 volts either side of normal.

A greater variation in supply voltage intro-

duces serious error in the indicator reading.

It is therefore desirable, in order to obtain

the best accuracy, to always set the resistance

to the nearest 5-volt step on a 110-volt

circuit and to the nearest 10-volt step on a
220-volt circuit corrcs]jonding to the voltage

of the exciting circuit.

Disconnecting Switch

For convenience in disconnecting the indic-

ator outfit from the sui)])ly source a doul)le-

pole, single-throw switch is su])i)lic(l to be

mounted on the front of the switchboard.

which is to be read. One 3-point plug is

required for each indicator.

The center ]:)oint of the plug is made shorter

than the other two, thus insuring that the

circuit of the supjjly is broken before the

instrument is disconnected from the coil.

From Fig. (S it can be seen that if cither of the

other leads were broken first an unbalanced
condition would exist and cause the needle

of the differential instrument to be thrown
violently to one side or the other.

Leads

Since the indicating instrument is mounted
a])art from the machine, either on the main
switchboard or on an auxiliary panel, it is

necessary to run cable leads from the terminal

box on the machine to the transfer rece])tacles

on the switchboard. Three conductors are

necessary for each 3-i)oint transfer recei)tacle

used. For distances up to 200 ft., each con-
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ductor mar consist of 10 strands of No. 2o.

For greater distances conductors consisting

of 10 strands of No. 22 \\-ire are recommended.

Ordinarilv 3-conductor cables are used, al-

though one G-conductor or 9-conductor cable

could of course be substituted.

SAFETY FEATURES IN SWITCHBOARD
CONSTRUCTION

The sw-itchboard panels illustrated on this

page embody several features which in many
cases are d«?sirable from the standpoints of

Insertion of plugs in the calibrating recep-

tacle connects the testing instrument in

series with the instrument under test.

The live parts of the field switches are

mounted on a slate base, back of the panel,

and are connected to an operating handle

on the front of the board by a rod and bell

crank. This method of mounting field

switches is a development of great import-

ance, and is strongly recommended. It is

impossible for the switchboard attendant to

be injured by the arc or to come in contact

Fig. 9. A-c. Switchboard with New Safety Features

safety and convenience. All live parts, except

current and potential receptacles, are inacces-

sible from the front of the board and the

live parts of the receptacles are recessed so

that accidental contact with them is difficult.

Grillework screens afford protection against
accidental contact with live parts in the rear

of the board, and prevent tampering with
apparatus. Disconnecting switches are used
between all oil circuit breakers and Vjusbars

and provide convenient and rapid isolation

of the breakers from the bus for inspection,

changing oil, or repairs, without hazard.
Instead of the usual caliVjrating switches back
of the panel, this board is equipped with
front of board calibrating receptacles which
permit safe and convenient calibration of

instruments and meters from the front.

with live parts of the switch when operating.

Also instruments and other adjacent equip-

ment are safe from damage by burning, which
sometimes happens with the front of board
type of field switch.

When switches are required for arc or

incandescent circuits, the switches are of the

dead front plug type. All live parts are

entirely back of the panel and cannot be
touched from the front. This result is ob-

tained by using two tubular receptacles and
a two-point double-break switch plug, per

pole. The entrance bushings for receptacles

are of moulded material, and extra large in

size.

The panels descriVjed are for general power
and lighting service up to 3500 volts, 25 to
60 cycles.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
By W. W. Cronkhite

Power and Mining Department, General Electric Company

The advantages of electric drive for pulp and paper machinery have been so thoroughly demonstrated
and are so well appreciated by the industry that it is unnecessary to discuss this matter at length. In this
article the various machines are considered separately, and especially with respect to the approved method of
driving and the power requirements. The illustrations will indicate the adaptability of the electric motor to
this service, and the large extent to which it is employed in the industry.

—

Editor.

The paper and pulp industry was one of

the pioneers among large manufactures to

realize the benefits of electric drive. The
use of the electric motor in the paper and
pulp industry has grown so rapidly that at

the present time a conservative estimate of

the motors installed in these mills in the

United States is close to 300,000 h.p. Elec-

tricity is the only practicable power distri-

buting agent that allows the centralization

of the power generating apparatus in one
efficient station and, at the same time,

affords the flexibility of distribution necessary

to allow the layout of the plant to be made
entirely with a view to its manufacturing
efficiency. However, electricity is more than
a convenient agent for distributing power;
its assistance in the economical application

of power direct to the machines is also of

great importance.
There are many special applications of

motors to pulp and paper making machinery
that enable the manufacturer to get the

maximum production from his mill. In

applying motors, both group and individual

drive must be considered and the choice

determined by the conditions. Motor drive

assists the manufacturer in re-arranging or

adding machinery to take care of an increas-

ing business.

To cover the complete engineering end of

the industry would involve much technical

data; therefore this article will make only

general recommendations and in the briefest

manner.

Wood Conveyor

Fig. 1 is of a wood conveyor which is driven

by an induction motor located in the frame
building to the left of the lecture. Tests

which have been made would indicate that

wood conveyors take 13^ h.j). ])er 100 feet

of length when nmning at 100 feet i)er minute.

Some paper and i)ulj) comijanies, however,

make a ])ractice of running their conveyors

up to nearly 200 feet ])er minute and allow

5 h.p. per 100 feet of length. This may
result in a motor that is a little larger than

necessary, but it is an insurance against
trouble due to high peak loads that may be
encountered if the wood jams in the trough;
it also insures ample starting torque if the
conveyor is started with the trough full of

wood.

Barkers

Individual drive is an ideal method for

driving barkers. Fig. 5 shows an induction
motor on a 5-foot barker installed in a
Wisconsin mill. The power consumption
varies somewhat with the material, and of

course with the speed. Tests which have
been taken on a 5-foot barker driven by a
15-h.p., 720-r.p.m. direct-connected motor
show a maximum requirement of 12 h.p.

and a minimum of 7 h.p. Squirrel-cage

motors are to be recommended, but inasmuch
as starting conditions are severe, due to

heavy loads to be accelerated, it is important
that an indestructible type of rotor con-

struction be used. There may be conditions

when group drive would be best. Fig. 2

shows such a drive in a pulp mill in Maine.

Grinders

•Motor-driven grinders are finding an in-

creasing field when it is desired to locate the

pulp mill at a distance from the water power,

or where power is ]:»urchased. Also, motor-
driven stones can be used to su])i)lement the

work of the water-wheel driven stones at

time of low water.

Fig. 3 shows 1200 h.]). motors each direct-

connected to two four-i)ocket grinders, one
on each end of the motor. This same
arrangement with two stones on each end
of the motor has been ado])ted in some mills.

The reason for ])lacing half of the stones on
one end and half on the otlier is that in case

of accident to a stone the coui)ling can be

opened at that end of the motor and the stone

or stones on the other end operated. This

arrangement may not be of \'ory great

])ractical inii)ortance, and many installations

are being made witli all the stones on one

end of the motor. Tiiis latter arrangement
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allows the motor and controlling apparatus
to be ])laced in a separate room, free from
dirt and slush, and also permits of easier

handling of the wood. The power required
to drive grinders varies considerably with
the pressure. Tests taken on a 1200 h.p.

Fig. S. 15-h.p., 750-r.p.m., 440-voIt Form K Induction Motor
driving 5-ft. barker. Kimberly-Clark Company,

Kimberly, Wis.

motor, driving four three-pocket grinders

with 54-in. diameter by 27-in. stones at 255
revolutions full-load speed, and with a water
pressure of about 55 pounds per square inch
in 18-in. diameter cylinders, showed that
104 h.p. was required to drive the four stones
light with no wood in the pockets ; and, as each
pocket was filled with wood and the pressure

applied, the power was increased by an
average of 105 h.p. per pocket. On this

basis, allowing 20 h.p. for windage and bear-

ing friction, a three-pocket grinder should
require .'Ml h.p. The power consumi)tion
would increase or decrease proportionately
as the sjjeed and i)rcssure increased or de-

creased. It must be borne in mind, however,
that in driving a grou]) of grinders it is

seldom that all the pockets are full at one
time; in the test referred to it was found that

it took 40 to 50 seconds for the attendant
to fill a pocket with wood, and that the time
between successive fillings was sometimes
as low as four or five minutes. During this

period the power consumption drojjs ofif.

Therefore, instead of 13G4 h.p. being required
to drive four three-pocket stones, the average
load actually would not exceed 1250 h.p.
because there would be an average of more
than one pocket empty all the time.

There seems to be some uncertainty, even
among the manufacturers, about the best
speed for grinders. We have motors on this

work, ranging in speed from 214 to 257 r.p.m.
Some paper mill engineers believe that 257
r.p.m. is too high, and a few even advocate
speeds as low as 210 r.p.m. Others believe
that 257 is not only satisfactory but gives
increased production.
Both slip ring type induction and syn-

chronous motors are operating successfully
on grinders. In certain sizes the synchronous
motor will work out a little lower in cost and
better in power factor than the induction
motor.

Screens

Screens require such small amounts of

power that we will not dwell long on them.
The fiat bed screen, by test on a group of

three eight-plate screens, showed a power
consumption of about 6 h.p., or 3^ h.p. per
plate. This we believe is a fairly accurate
estimate for figuring motor capacity.

Group drive is the proper thing for flats.

(See Fig. 4.) Rotary and centritugal screens

consume more power. We find that power
requirements vary for the different makes
from 12 to 20 h.p., and for one centrifugal,

Time in Minutes

Fig. 6. Test on 5-ft. Chipper Working on Spruce

—

2-ft. lengths

wliicli is somewhat larger than the others,

;5() h.]). is required. Centrifugals may be belt

driven, using a quarter turn belt, or a verti-

cal motor may be direct -connected to the

screen shaft at the to]).
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Chippers

Fig. G shows test results on a 5-foot chipper
working on spruce in 2 foot lengths. The
average load was 56 h.p. Evidently a 75
h.p. motor would be ample to drive a chipper
of this size. The load fluctuates and the

driving two beaters, the motor being placed in

the basement and belted to the beater pul-
leys. The choice between these arrangements
depends upon local conditions. The power
consumption of beaters varies considerably.
Fig. 12 is from tests on a 1500-lb. beater hav-

Fig. 11

motor is subject to high peaks due to irregu-

larities in the size of the wood fed into it.

Tests on an 87 in. chipper show a maximum
peak of 115 h.p. and an average of

75 h.p. Chippers should never be
direct-connected to motors.

Beaters

These machines may be driven in

groups, in pairs, or singly. Fig. 7

shows the motor mounted between
the two beaters. This arrangement
is not always practical, as the dis-

tance between beaters may be such
that it is impossible to install the
motor.

Another arrangement for group
drive is suggested in Fig. 11. The
motor is direct-connected to a jack

shaft and belted to the beater pulley.

Both squirrel cage and slip ring

motors are used on beaters, but in

general the slip ring motor is to be
recommended, as it will take care of

the most severe starting conditions.

Fig. 8 shows a beater room using

chain drive, with the motor mounted be-

tween two beaters. Fig. 9 is a close-up

view of the motor arranged for chain drive

from each end. P^ig. Ki shows one motor

ing a roll with 54-in. face and Go-in. diameter.
Curve A is for beating rope stock at 106

r.p.m. The first period is "feeding," and

Curve h-Beating Rope 5tocH/06 ff./?M.

Cur veB-Beat/f?g f(ope Stoch 99 RfiM.
Cur i/<? C-8eat/na O/efPaoer Stock /05R. PM

; Mill 1

si
— =y^ _- 1 M M 1 __ — 1/90//5Up

-ana
'ieater
umpea

b

-^ —
h-"

--
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Fig. 12. Power Required by 1500-lb. Beater. Roll 54-in. face by 65-in.

diameter. Capacity of Beater about 1200 lb.

Rope Stock, 1300 lb. Sulphite

the maximum horse-power is about 48; the

second period is "washing," and the power
consumption gradually goes down; the third

period is beating, and the load goes up to
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approximately 75 h.p. The j^eaks occur
when rolls are turned down. This test is

over a complete cycle.

Curve B is similar to cvirve A, except that

it shows the difference in power consumption
due to the lower speed. In both cases the
beater was working on rope stock.

Fig. 17. Flexible Telescoping Coupling for use with

Motor-driven Jordan Engines

Curve C is a similar test except that old

paper stock is used and the beater is operated
at 105 r.p.m.; naturally the power is less—

a

trifle over 50 h.p.

Some mill engineers recommend 1 h.p. per

inch width face of beater-roll in estimating

power required, but on very tough material

and high peripheral speed the requirements
go higher than this. We believe, however,
that for work on light stock such as ground
wood, sulphite, old papers, etc., with peri-

pheral speeds not exceeding 1700 feet, three-

quarters of a h.p. per inch width face is ample.

Jordans

The advantage of the direct-connected

motor for driving jordans and similar refining

engines is its compactness, freedom from belts,

and long life of bearings and Hnings. Fig. 14

shows three-150 h.p. induction motors with
sliding base arranged to take up the move-
ment of the Jordan plug. This movement
can also be taken care of by the use of a
telescopic couijling, as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 17 shows a close-u]) view of a G-E. tele-

scopic coujiling for use between the motor
and the Jordan, by the use of which the plug
movement of the Jordan is taken care of,

allowing the motor to remain stationary.

Synchronous motors are also used for

driving jordans, and Fig. 10 shows this type
of motor direct-connected to Jones jordans.

Some mills prefer to use a motor having
internal resistance. Fig. 18 shows such a

motor. A squirrel-cage motor direct-con-

nected to a mammoth Jordan through tele-

scopic cou]jling is shown in I'ig. I'.).

Jordans do not reciuire high starting toniue
unless the machine is shut down and allowed

to stand with the stock in it and with the
pressure of the plug not reHeved. This
practice is not customary, of course, as the
Jordan is generally allowed to clear itself

before shutting down, and the pressure of

the plug is reHeved upon starting up.
There are so many conditions that enter

into the operation of jordans to affect the
power consumption that it is hard to do other
than fix the extreme limits. Motor capacit}'

will depend upon the size of the Jordan, the
speed, character of pulp, and the position of

the plug. The different mills may obtain
considerably different results as regards power
consumption, even though they may be
using the same size jordans and working the
same class of pulp, as one mill may have a
large beater equipment and depend upon
the Jordan only for brushing the stock, while
another mill may have a limited beater
capacity and use the Jordan to reduce the
stock. Many tests have been made on the

different sizes and makes of jordans, but
each case should be considered separately

before making recommendations for size of

motor.

Paper Machines

Electric drive for paper machines has
engaged the attention of engineers for years,

and a great many successful installations are

now in operation. This form of drive

eliminates mechanical speed changing devices

and variable speed engines. It confines the

power generating apparatus to one central

plant, and in cases where power is purchased,
it does away with the high operating cost

and trouble incident to maintaining a few
small engines on the machines alone. Bear
in mind that there are many cases where it

is not economy to em]Dloy motor drive on
])aper machines, for instance, steam engines

exhausting into the driers may give an
overall fuel economy higher than can be

obtained by using motors supplied with
central station j)ower and using live steam
for drying. In new mills this can be taken
care of by using steam turbines in the ])ower

station and extracting the low i)ressure steam
for drying. This ])roblern, above all others,

should be thoroughly studied, since the steam
demands of i)aper mills vary grejvtly with

the class of ])r(K]u('l. A sclieme that would
be economical for oiu- mill nuL^lit fail ulterly

for another.
On acc(.)Uiil of the faiiix wide range ot

operating s])ee(ls of ])ai)er machines, direct

current motors siiould be used. C\)nse-
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quently, when the power supply is alternating

current, a motor-generator set must be used
to convert the power to direct current for

the paper machine motors. Fig. 20 shows a
motor-generator set and a 125 h.p. d-c. motor
driving a cylinder board machine.

Fig. 21 is an illustration of a 225 h.p. motor
direct-connected to the back line of a Four-
drinier machine. The motor may be coupled

Fig. 22. 215-h.p., 300/380-r.p.m., 270-volt Motor Direct-con-

nected to variable speed line shaft of 110 in. paper machine

with 183-kw. motor-generator set and control panel. Total

speed range, 160 to 380 r.p.m. by voltage and field control.

Malone Paper Company, Malone, N. Y.

in the middle of the line or at one end. With
this method a very wide speed range, 8 or

10 to 1, can be secured. Push button sta-

tions can be placed at convenient points

around the machine.
Fig. 22 shows a drive installed at Malone,

N. Y. It will be noted that the motor is

direct-connected to the end of the variable

speed shaft instead of in the middle.

Another method that has worked out
satisfactorily in some cases and that is well

adapted for large machines requiring a wide
speed range, is to drive the constant speed

line shaft direct from an engine which is also

connected to a generator of sufficient capacity

to furnish power for the variable si)eed sec-

tion, the latter being driven by a motor
coupled to the back line and controlled from
the machine room. This method gives an
easily controlled and reliable method of

obtaining a wide s])eed range, and leaves

the engine exhaust for drying.

An analysis of tests made shows that in

Fourdrinier and single cylinder machines the

power required to (jjjcrate the entire machine

(including both constant and variable speed
ends) can be arrived at by this formula:

Horsepower = 0.004 to' 0.0045 X width in

inches X speed in feet per minute.
The power for the variable speed end alone

runs from about ().002.':5 to 0.003 h.p. per inch

width per foot per minute speed.

For multi-cylinder board machines, the

power is very much higher, ranging from
0.012 to 0.015 h.p. per inch jjer foot per
minute for the entire machine, and from
0.0069 to 0.0088 h.p. per inch per foot per
minute for the variable speed end alone.

These figures are in actual brake horse-

power, and should be increased 10 per cent

when comparing with tests of indicated h.p.

Super Calenders

Several arrangements of motors for driving

super-calenders have been installed. The
one motor drive, depending upon resistance

in the secondary circuit for threading, gives

an unstable threading speed and also con-

sumes considerable power. Super-calenders
work from 20 to 30 per cent of the time at

the low speed. It is therefore apparent
that a motor large enough to drive the

calender at calendering speed, if operated
at one-tenth speed for threading 30 per cent

of the time, is a very inefficient equipment.
However, single motor drives have been

installed, and Fig. 23 shows a 75 h.p., slip

ring motor geared to calenders in a Massa-
chussetts mill.

Fig. 24 shows a group of calenders, each

driven by a 75 h.p. motor geared to the

bottom roll of the stack.

With single motor drive the threading

speed is obtained by inserting resistance in

the rotor circuit. After the ])aper is threaded

through the stack, the motor is gradually

brought up to the desired speed by cutting

out resistance by means of the dial controller.

From an engineering view])oint this method
is open to serious objection, as the low speed

requires a speed reduction of about 90 per

cent below normal. This makes the thread-

ing speed very unstable and requires care

on the i^art of the operator while threading.

In fact, single motor alternating current

drives have proven unsuccessful in some
plants.

With direct current motors the threading

speed can be made somewhat more stable,

as a certain anK)unt of field control can be

used and a shunt resistance connected around

the armature to hold the speed down during

threading. Even this method is not entirely
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satisfactory unless the load is uniform during
threading, and this condition seldom exists.

Further—the power consumption on a one
motor drive (either a-c. or d-c.) is excessive

at low speeds.

A^ComaCfC Startinf Pan^/

Spee(f^egu/atin^ Panef*^

Fig. 27. Automatic Super-calender Drive for Paper Mill

Fig. 25 shows 4 stacks with single motor
(direct current) equipment. These drives

were installed several years ago.

We will now consider the two-motor
alternating current ecui];ment. In the first

recommended. It has been developed and
installed with a number of modifications to

meet varying condition ;. The small or thread-

ing motor shown in Fig. 2(), which gives one-

tenth speed, is controlled by push buttons
placed at convenient points on the

calenders, so this motor can be
started and stopped by the men
handling the paper. When the

paper is threaded through the

calenders, the large motor is thrown
in and brought up to speed by a

drum controller.

This motor is fitted with a mag-
netic switch for connecting its

])rimary to the line, so that it can
be stopped from any of the push
button stations.

Fig. 29 shows four super-calen-

ders at the Glatfelter Mills which
are driven by complete automatic
equipment. In this installation

the large motor is brought up
to speed automatically instead

of by hand controller. A dia-

gram of this drive is shown in

Fig. 27.

Each push button station, of which there

can be as many as desired, contains three

buttons, one marked "slow," one "fast" and
one "stop." Pushing the "slow" button in

anv station starts the small m.otor and drives

Fiu. 28. ISh.p., 600-r.p.m., SSOvolt Slip Rinn Indiiclion Motor

and Panel for Plutcr

j)lace, most^mills have allcnialing-curnMil

available. Next, we know that sujjcr-

calenders are constant torque jjrojjositions

and the power goes dcjwn with the s])ced.

The two-molor f]ri\'e is therefore to be

the calendiT at llireachng speed. Pushing

the "fast" button starts the large motor and
automalie'll\- brings it up to whate\-er speed

the controller is :;et for, and ai itie same time

shuts down the small motor. l'ushing"an\-
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of the "stop" buttons shuts down either

motor that may be driving the stack, and
electrically brakes so that the calender will

come to rest instantly. This particular

arrangement allows a range of calendering
speed from liOO to GOO feet per minute and
permits slowing down for bad spots in the
paper. This equipment is absolutely fool-

proof and completely automatic with push
button control.

Platers

Fig. 28 shows the first of four plater equip-
ments installed in a New England paper
mill. These direct-connected motors are

built to stand the jar of frequent reversals.

The plater in the picture is a Norwood, with
42 in. face and 18 in. diameter rolls revolving
at about 17 r.p.m. when the motor is running
at full speed. The ordinary reversals are

about 10, or 5 complete trips of the book,
but when working on a corner of the book
the reversals are as high as 30 a minute.
The controller is mounted on a bracket
attached to the plater table convenient to

the operator. An enclosed contactor panel is

mounted near the plater, containing switches
for reversing the motor. These are con-
trolled by the drum controller previously
mentioned.

Steam Turbines

Electricity has been responsible for the
modern steam turbine. Paper manufacturers
are interested, as their power and heating
problems are closely related, and the steam
turbine gives ideal flexibility with respect to

steam utilization.

Fig. 30 shows a (300 kw. mixed pressure

unit. This machine is designed for mills

whose supply of exhaust steam from existing

engines considerably exceeds the drying and
heating requirements, and where the engines

are consequently operating condensing, or
if non-condensing, are exhausting into the
air. This turbine takes this exhaust steam
at slightly above atmospheric pressure and
expands it down to 28 in. vacuum, producing
practically as much additional power as
given by the engines themselves. The en-
gines -will take somewhat more steam than
if they were operating condensing, but the
increase is far less than the gain in power,
and no change in the boiler room or boiler

room force has been necessitated by the
addition of this turbine.

Another demand may be made on the tur-

bine by the paper mill that operates under
a different condition. For instance, when
the need for low pressure steam for manufac-
turing purposes is moderate compared with
that required for power, an extraction turbine
can be used to advantage. This type is

designed to operate condensing and uses
high pressure steam, but low ])rcssure steam
can be extracted from one of the stages.

The extracted steam is automatically regu-
lated so as to remain constant under variable
load and steam flow conditions. Paper mills

differ widely in their steam requirements
and it is better that each proposition be
carefully studied. Fig. 31 shows two turbines,

a 500 and a 750 kw. high pressure machine,
arranged for steam extraction.

A recent use of the steam turbine is its

application to the Winestock de-fibering

and de-inking machine, as shown in Fig. 32.

In this installation the turbine not only
drives the machine but furnishes steam to

heat the stock for the next charge.

The many possibilities of electric drive in

paper and ptiljj mills are partly indicatcil

in the illustrations. These jnctures are

typical and constitute a strong argument for

the general adoption of motors throughout
the industrv.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM
Part II

By Dr. Saul Dushman
Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

Part I of this article appeared in the March issue and contained a discussion of the experimental observa-

tions upon which the modern theories of the structure of the atom have been formulated. In Part II below
the author discusses the theories of the structure of the atom suggested by Bohr, J. J. Thomson, Nicholson,

Lewis, and others; and he shows in what respects each theory agrees or disagrees with observed physical and
chemical facts.— Editor.

Introductory

It is self-evident that in dealing with a

general problem such as that of atomic
structure, the physicist and chemist would
differ a great deal in their points of

view. The former naturally considers ques-

tions of stability and energy emission or

absorption; on the other hand, the latter

believes that the atom models postulated by
the physicists must also possess the chemical
and physical properties suggested by the
periodic arrangement, and to him the purely
dynamical considerations of the physicist are

of much less importance than the fact that

there must be some necessary relationship

between any postulated atomic models and
their chemical properties.

We are thus led to divide the different

theories of atomic structure which have been
suggested in the past few years (and these are

the only ones worth while considering in the

light of our present knowledge) into two
groups: Firstly, those which are based on the
application of the laws of classical dynamics
and the more recent modifications involved
in the quantum theory; secondly, those
theories which are based largely on purely
chemical and electrochemical considerations,

but which may be so modified as to agree
qualitatively at least, with atomic models of

the first class. Such a division must con-

fessedly be more or less arbitary. All

classification in science always possesses this

great disadvantage. Nevertheless, it is neces-

sary' to emphasize the e:>sential fact that the
physicist and chemist have approached this

problem of the structure of the atom from two
different points of view.

In the yjrevious section, we discussed the
experimental observations which have been
made in recent years and upon the basis of

which some theory can be built up of the
structure of the atom. These experimental
facts may be summarized briefly as follows:

(1) The a,toms of all elements may be
penetrated by alpha particles and electrons
travelling with high velocity.

(2) The atoms of all the elements but
those of the radio-active series are extremely
stable.

(3) The atoms contain electrons which
emit practically undamped oscillations in the
form of spectral lines. The different spectral

lines can be arranged in the form of series

which follow relations of the general form

-"(^-h)
where Ti and T2 are integers and Ti can
assume all integral values greater than T2.

The electrons which are active in the pro-

duction of spectral lines are probably the

same as those which take part in the chemical
combination of atoms to form molecules.

(4) There exists a relation between the
frequency of characteristic X-rays emitted
by an element and the order (A'') of this

element in the periodic table. This relation

has the form

Vv = a(N-No)
where No and A are constants for any char-
acteristic radiation.

(5) The number of electrons in an atom
can be determined by observations on the
scattering of X-rays. The results obtained
by this method are the same as those obtained
by means of observations ,on the high fre-

quency spectra.

As already stated, this experimental
evidence warrants us in concluding that the

atom consists of a positively charged nucleus
of extremely small dimensions situated at the
center of the atom and a number of electrons

arranged around this nucleus. Also the
actual number of electrons in each atom
corresponds to the place which the corres-

ponding element occupies in the periodic

arrangement. The atom thus resembles a
sort of Saturnian system. We have, further-

more, good reasons for believing that valency

H. S. Uhler (Proc. National Acad. Sc. 3. 88, 1917) has
drawn attention to the fact that Moseley's law is not quite in

accordance with the more recent observations of Siegbahn,
Firman, and others. For large ranges of N, there are systematic
deviations from the above relation.
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and chemical j^roperties in "general are due to

to electrons situated on the outermost surface

of the atom, while the innermost electrons are

those which are effective in producing X-ray
spectra.

These are the fundamental facts upon which
are based the most recent theories of atomic
structure. The first atom model which
represented a serious attempt to correlate the
structure of the atom with its chemical and
physical properties was due to J. J. Thomson.
Assuming the atom to "consist of concentric
rings of negative electrons in a sphere of

homogeneous positive electricity of the size

of the atom," Thomson was able to show that
such a model would "explain" the known
periodic properties of the elements.

The observ^ations on scattering of alpha and
beta particles led Rutherford to discard this

model and to assume a nuclear structure such
as has already been described. It was also

shown by Darwin that the only law of force

which could be assumed to act between the
positive nucleus and the alpha particles and
which would be consistent with the observed
facts is the inverse square law. Lastly,

Moseley's work on the high frequency spectra

led not only to increased confidence in Ruther-
ford 's theory, but also to an actual determina-
tion of the magnitude of the positive charge on
the nucleus, so that at the present time we
can regard the model suggested by Ruther-
ford as the nearest approximation that we
have to the real structure of the atom.
Now a similar atom model had been sug-

gested some years ago by Nagaoka, but at

that time the objection was raised that such
an arrangement of electrons rotating around
a positively charged center would be dynam-
ically unstable. On the other hand, no such
objection could be raised against the model of

J. J. Thomson. Thus arose a strange situa-

tion in scientific speculations, that the actual

oVjservations led to conclusions which were
apparently at variance with the classical laws
of dynamics.

Atom Model of Bohr

The most successful attemjjt to bridge this

difficulty has been made by N. Bohr. In a

series of classical ])apcrs which a])])eared in

]9i;i in the Philosoi)hical Magazine, lie

showed that by introducing certain reasonable

assumjjtions on the nature of the forces

between the electrons and the ])()sitivc

nucleus, it is ])OSsible to deduce a very definite

picture of the structure of atoms and mole-

cules.*

After stating the nature of the diflference

between the atom-models proposed by
Thomson and Rutherford, and the objections
raised against the latter, Bohr continues as

follows

:

"The way of considering a problem of this

kind has, however, undergone essential altera-

tions in recent years, owing to the develop-
ment of the theory of energy radiation, and
the direct affirmation of the new assumptions
introduced in this theory, found by experi-

ments on very different phenomena, such as

specific heats, photoelectric effect, Roentgen-
rays, etc. The result of the discussion of these

questions seems to be a general acknowledg-
ment of the inadequacy of the classical

electrodynamics in describing the behavior of

systems of atomic size. Whatever the altera-

tion in the laws of motion of the electrons may
be, it seems necessary to introduce in the laws
in question a quantity foreign to the classical

electrodynamics, i.e. Planck's constant, or

as it is often called, the elementary quantum
of action. By the introduction of this quantity
(h) the question of the stable configuration of

the electrons in the atoms is essentially

changed."
In other words, Bohr reasons that just as it

has been found necessary to introduce a
quantum theory of energy emission in order
to account for the observed laws of dis-

tribution of energy in the spectrum of a
black body, even so it is reasonable to assume
that in the case of electrons vibrating in the

atom, there exists some sort of discontinuity

in the emission and absorption of energy.

In this manner, Bohr is able to give a mech-
anical basis to the atom-model ])roposed by
Rutherford,
The principal assum])tions made by him

are as follows:

(1) That the electrons revolve in circular

orbits abovit the ])ositive nucleus, with an
angular momentum which is the same for all

the electrons in the atom, and that during such
revolutions the electrons do not emit any
energy, although such an emission is to be
expected from ordinar)- electrodynamics.
These states in which the electrons are merely
revolving are known as "stationary" states

of the system under consideration, and in

these states the relation between the fre-

(|uency of rotation {v), the average kinetic

* Phil. MiiK. .'<!. l.-177.S.-)7(l<H:t) also .ito. .•«M (lOlfi). An c.m-o1-

Iciil review (if the work nf Hohr jmd Niiholscm on the structure
of the atom has been K'ven liy W. I), llarkins and K. D. Wilson,
journ. Am. ("hem. Soe. .iT. l.'litO tUll.")). A summary of Bohr's
theory has also been Kivon by the writer in "Recent Views on
Matter and EnerKV."(ienerol Electric Review 17, 1199 (Dec.
I9M.)
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I

energy of the electron, and the radius of the

orbit {r) can be calculated by the laws of

ordinary dynamics.
(2) When, however, an electron passes

from one stationary state to another, that is,

from one orbit to another, there is an emission

or absorption of enerji;y. and the radiation

emitted during such a transition is homo-
geneous and possesses a frequency (j') which
is detennined by the relation

where /: is Planck's constant, and .4i and At
are the energies of the system in the two
stationary states.

From these assumptions, Bohr deduces a
number of interesting results. He is able to

account qualitatively at least for the Rydberg-
Ritz law for the frequency of the lines in the'

ordinary spectrum of an element, and in the
case of the hydrogen spectrum he derives the
well-known 13aimer formula for the series

\ To- Ti-/

here Xi and To are integers and K is the
Rydberg constant. Bohr's calculated value
of this constant is 3.26x10^^, while the
obsen'ed value is 3.29x10^^. The agreement
must be considered one of the most wonderful
achievements of the theory.

Bohr also shows that on the basis of his

assumption, the configuration of any system
of electrons, i.e., the frequency and linear

dimensions of the rings, is completely deter-

mined when the nuclear charge and the
number of electrons in the different rings are

given. The physical and chemical properties

thus depend upon the nuclear charge. In this

conclusion, Bohr therefore agrees with
Moseley and indeed he shows that Moseley's
relation between the frequency as derived
from measurements of the X-ray spectrum,
and the nuclear charge follows directly from
his assumptions.
The physical picture which Bohr would

assign to the hydrogen atom may be illus-

trated by referring to Fig. 1*. "N represents
the nucleus of the atom. The rings 1, 2, and 3
correspond to the orbits of the electron in the
various steady states of motion. When an
electron falls from one steady state to the next
one of small radius of vibration, one quantum
of energy is liberated. In the fundamental
spectral series, all the lines are formed by
electrons falling from the second ring and
beyond, all the way to the first ring. The
first hne in the series is due to an electron
falling from the second to the first ring; the

second line to an electron falling from the
third to the first ring, and so on."
The different hydrogen series may be

accounted for by assigning different values to

Ti and T-. in the Balmer formula given above,
and in the diagram Fig. 1, three such possible

Fig. 1

series are indicated. If T2 = 1, and the values
2, 3, and 4 are assigned to Ti, we get a series

which was not known at the time Bohr wrote
his first papers, but which has since been
found by Lyman in the Schumann region.

"If To =2, and a series of values be assigned
to Ti, the ordinary Balmer series for hydrogen
results. For r2 =3, there results an infra-red

series which was discovered by Paschen."
Bohr's most successful results have been

obtained in dealing with atoms of hydrogen
and helium, although even here there are a
few points on which his conclusions are not in

accord with the observations. Assuming the
hydrogen atom to consist of one electron

rotating around a unit positive charge and
that the molecule of hydrogen consists of two
electrons that revolve like the governor-balls
of an engine about an axis formed by the two
nuclei, Bohr has attempted to calculated the
heat evolved in the reaction.

The result obtained, however, is not in as good
accord with Langmuir's experimentally deter-

mined value as was at first thought.}
Also, serious objections have been raised by

Nicholson and others against Bohr's
theoretical work. "Nicholson claims to

* W. D. Harkins and E. D. Wilson loc. cit.

t See the writer's paper "Recent Views on Matter and Energy"
Part IV, General Electric Review. 1914.
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have proved both by classical mechanics and
by Bohr's mechanics that coplanar, con-
centric rings of vibrating electrons are un-
stable. That is, if there are to be two or
more rings of electrons in an atom, they can-

not lie in the same plane, which would make
Bohr's theory untenable."
As a matter of fact, Bohr does not extend

his calculations much beyond the lithium
atom, but he suggests the following possible

scheme for the arrangement of the electrons

in the lighter atoms. For each element the
different ntimbers give the number of elec-

trons in each ring, proceeding from the center

outwards.

H 1

He o A> 8, 2 Ar 8, 8, 2,

Li 2, 1 Na 8, 2, 1 K 8, 8, 2, 1

Bi 2, 2 Ma 8, 2, 2 Ca 8, 8, 2, 2
B 2, 3 Al 8. 2, 3 Sc 8, 8. 2, 3

C 2, 4 Si 8, 2, 4 Ti 8, 8, 2, 4
N 4, 3 P 8, 4, 3 V 8, 8, 4, 3

4, 2, 25 8, 4, 2, 2 Cr 8, 8, 4, 2, 2

F 4, 4, 1 CI 8, 4, 4, 1 Mn 8, 8, 4, 4, 1

It will be observed that the elements are

made to exhibit a recurring periodicity in the

configuration of the electrons, which corre-

sponds to the periodicity of chemical and physi-

cal properties. Also the number of electrons

in the outermost ring corresponds in each case

to the normal valency of the element.

J. J. Thomson's Recent Theory of Atomic Structure

It has been ]jointed out by F. A. Linde-

mannf that from the standpoint of mechanics,
Bohr's atom model is only a specific applica-

tion of a more general method by which a
large number of models could be devised to

explain the known observations on atomic
structure. According to Lindemann, we may
consider all the different models as belonging
to either the statical or dynamical type. In

each case it is necessary to introduce certain

assumjjtions in order to assure the stability

of the atom, and it therefore finally becomes a
question as to which kind of assum])tions are

more in accord with other known ])hen()mena.

Thus, if we assume a statical model, with the

electrons situated in definite ])ositions in the

atom and a central ])ositive nucleus, it is

necessary to assume replusive forces in the

atom which act in op])osition to the attractive

forces that exist between ijositive and negative
electric charges. On the other hand, in the

case (.){ the dynamical model, such as that of

Bohr, the re])lusive force is replaced by a

centrifugal force, but at the same time it is

necessary to assume that the electrons in

rotation do not radiate energy.

J. J. Thomson has, indeed, adopted the
first alternative. In a paper published in

1913+ he suggests that the same result as is

attained by apph'ing the quantum theory
(Bohr's case) would be obtained by making
special assumptions as to the properties of the

atom itself. "In considering the forces which
may exist in the atom, we must remember that

we cannot assume that the forces due to the

cha'>'ges of electricity inside the atom are of

exactly the character as those given by the
ordinary laws of electrostatics." In other
words. Coulomb's law may actually become
reversed at distances which are small com-
pared with the dimensions of the atom.
Thomson assumes that the character of the

forces acting on an electron in an atom are as

.follows

:

(1) A radial replusive force, varying
inversely as the cube of the distance from the

center, diffused throughout the whole of the

atom, combined with.

(2) A radial attractive force, varying
inversely as the square of the distance from
the center, confined to a limited number of

radial tubes in the atom.

With these assumptions it is possible to

correlate such phenomena as (1) photo-
electric effect, (2) relation between "hard-
ness" of X-rays and velocity of cathode
rays, (3) the relation between characteristic

X-ray emission and atomic number, (4)

radiation ])henomena, and (5) specific heats.

Nicholson's Work on Atomic Structure

For a comj)lete account of Nicholson's

work, the reader may be referred to the
excellent summary given by Harkins and
Wilson. " Nicholson also uses an atom of the

Rutherford tyjic, in which the electrons are

vibrating in orbits around the positive

nucleus. All of his work is, however, based on
calculations made by the classical mechanics.
The electrons are considered as moving in a

steady state, in a ring around the nucleus.

Outside forces acting on these cause them to

take up a vil)ration ])eri)endicular to the plane

of the ring. There are several modes of

vibration, depending on the number of elec-

trons in tlu' ring. The vStrongest vibration

wovild luue a frequency equal to the fre-

quency of the electrons in the ring. In this

class of vibrations, the ring vibrates as a

whole, always keejnng parallel to its original

])ositi()n. The second class of vibrations

I'hil. Ma«. «7. Ml (1914) SS. <) (1<)14). The s.-ction in

fiuotation murks is tnJ<cn from the paper by Harkins and Wilson,
t Vcrhnndl. il. clculsch. phys. Oi-s. til, 281 (l<tl4)

t I'hil. MaK- *". 7<>2 (l<ti;t)
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consists in the ring \'ibrating in halves. That
is, there are two modes and two erests in the

wave which travels around the ring. It is

exndent that there are as many classes of

vibrations as there are electrons in the atom."
An interesting feature of Nicholson's work

is the fact that he deduces the possible

existence of elements which have not as yet

been discovered on the earth, but whose lines

we are led to believe are present in stellar

spectra, such as the hypothetical elements
protohydrogen (atomic weight, 0.082) ; two
other elements with atomic weights 0.327

and 0.730 respectively, whose lines are

present in nebular spectra; nebulium (atomic

weight, 0.31); protofluorine (atomic weight,

2.1); and arconium (atomic weight, 2.9).

]^Iost of the success of Nicholson's work has
been obtained in deriving the different

spectral series of the elements. His results, if

confirmed by further discoveries, will no
doubt help us to obtain some knowledge of

the actual evolution of the different elements.

To quote once more from the paper by
Harkins and Wilson:
"From the progressive changes of the

spectra of the stars, and other evidence which
points to their age, it seems likely that all of

our common elements are more complex
forms of matter than the simple ring systems
and hydrogen, and are built up from them.
In such spectra the elements make their

appearance in the order of their atomic
weights.

"According to Nicholson's idea, then, our
ordinary terrestrial elements are evolution
products of the simple ring systems found in

the nebulae and the stars. That is, they have
nuclei which are complex, containing both
positive and negative electrons. This is in

good accord with other facts but it does not
agree with Rutherford's idea that the nucleus
of the hydrogen atom may be the positive

electron. If the astronomical evidence is

admitted, it may be safely assumed that in the
novae and nebulae, where the temperature
is supposed by Nicholson to be very high, the
complex atoms are unstable, breaking up
into simple ones, or if the process is looked at

from the other jjoint of view, as these hot
bodies cool the simple ring systems condense,
becoming more complex and giving rise to the
elements known on the earth."

It is interesting to observe that as far back
as 1911 Nicholson suggested that all the
the elements are derived from "protyles,"*
which are merely single rings of electrons

rotating around small miclei of positive elec-

tricity. Only three portyle elements are used
by Nicholson in the construction of all the
other elements. These are: hydrogen, nebul-
li\im (A'«) and protofluorine (Pf). Thus the
composition of helium would be represented by
Nu-\-Pf, and similarly for the other elements.

Kossel's Explanation of the Origin of High-Fre-

quency Spectra

The Bohr atom has, within the past three
years, received additional support as a result

of some interesting conclusions which have
been drawn by Kossel from observations on
the high-frequency spectra of different ele-

ments, f

He takes Bohr's view of the nucleus atom
and assumes that the electrons are arranged
in rings, one outside the other, also that the
electrons radiate energy only when passing
from one ring to the next. He considers the
radiations which results from the removal of

an electron from one of the rings, assuming
that the radiation is emitted when the atom
settles down into its original state. The
latter process may take place in different

ways. The vacant place in the ring may be
taken by an electron coming directly from
outside the whole system, but it may also

be taken by an electron jumping from one ot

the outer rings. In the latter case a vacant
place will be left in that ring to be replaced in

turn by another electron, etc. For the sake of

brevity, we shall refer to the innermost ring as

ring 1 (see Fig . 1 ) , the next one as ring 2 , and so

on. Kossel now assumes that the K radiation
results from the removal of an electron from
ring 1, makes the interesting suggestion that
the line denoted by Moseley as K corresponds
to a jump from ring 3 to ring 1 . On this view,
we should expect that the K radiation con-
sists of as many lines as there are rings in the
atom, the lines forming a series of rapidly
increasing intensities. For the L radiation,

Kossel makes assumptions analagous to those
for the K radiation, with the distinction that
the radiation is ascribed to the removal of

an electron from ring 2 instead of ring 1.

A possible M radiation is ascribed to ring 3

and so on. The interest of these considera-

tions is that they lead to the prediction of

some simple relations between the fre-

quencies, V, of the different lines. Thus it

follows as an immediate consequence of the
assumption used that we must have

VKfi-VKa=VLa
VKy — VK0 = VLff —VLa^VMa

* Phil Mag. 22. 864 (1911)
t Verhandl. d. deutsch. phys. Ges. 16, 95.3 (1914).
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where the subscripts refer to the a, /3, and 7
lines in each series. It will be seen that these
relations correspond exactly to the ordinary
principle of combination of spectral lines. By
using Moseley's measurements for Ka and K^
and extra-polating for the values of La by the
help of Moseley's empirical formula, Kossel
showed that the first relation was closely satis-

fied for the elements from calcium to zinc.

The results recently obtained by Maimer*
for the wave-lengths of the Ka and K^ lines

for a number of elements of higher atomic
weights, are found to be in good accord with
Kossel's prediction.

Chemical Aspects of Theories of Atomic Structure

As is evident from the above remarks, the
theories so far considered have sought their

principal support by referring to phenomena
which are ordinarily classified as physical.

The theories are thus mainly developed to

satisfy conditions set by the physicist, more
especially the mathematical physicist. With
the latter, the most important question is

whether an atom constituted according to a
])re-supposed configuration of electrons and
nucleus, will be stable mechanically. Con-
sideration of chemical properties enters into

these theories only as a secondary matter, and
it is therefore natural that the chemist should
not agree with the physicist in accepting
such models without further question.

The proven facts of the existence of elec-

trons and such phenomena as the scattering of

alpha-particles and Moseley's observations
have, of course, led chemists to reject the
older "Daltoman" view of the atom as a
little hard sphere. It is frankly recognized

that electrons must play an important part

in all chemical transformations, and the

agreement in the respect has been obtained
all the more readily because the phenomena
of conduction of electricity by salts in solution

and in the molten state are easily explained

by means of the electron theory.

In 1908, Sir Wm. Ramsay read a paper
before the London Chemical Society in which
presented some interesting sjjcculations on
the mode of combination of chemical elements
from this new standpoint. "If it be con-

ceded," he states, "that a salt differs from its

solution only in so far as the mobility of the

solution permits of the transfer of ions, the

transfer of an electron from the sodium to the

chlorine must take i)lace at the moment of

combination. 'J'he reaction which occurs
may be written in this form,

E. Na+ Cl=Na. E. CI,

where E denotes an electron. Hence the
electron serves as the bond of union between
the sodium and the chlorine." Similarly in

all cases of combination, the reaction occurs
because of the transferrence of one or more
electrons from one atom to the other.

In a recent paperf, Ramsay has elaborated
this conception still further. He distinguishes

"constitutional" electrons from valency elec-

trons. "The latter are removable without
disturbing the groupings which determine the
essential structure of the atom as a whole."
The former probably rotate rapidly in rings,

as shown by the Zeeman effect. As noted in

the first part of this paper such a division is

practically the same as that already drawn
between "inner" and "outer" electrons.

Referring to the experiments of K. Onnes on
inducing currents in a circuit of zero resist-

ance at extremely low temperature^, Ramsay
assumes, firstly, that the outer or valency
electrons rotate in small circles on the surface

of the atom. The orbits of these electrons are

thus parallel to some equatorial plane fixed

in the atom. Secondly, it is assumed that the
circular orbits of different valency electrons

need not necessarily have all the same
diameters, and thirdly, "that some electrons

may revolve clockwise, while others may have
an anti-clockwise path, relative to the nearest

pole of the sphere." Electropositive elements
are supposed to differ from electronegative

elements in the direction of rotation of the

electrons.

On these assumptions it is possible to

explain the formation of molecules by the

attraction exerted between the magnetic fields

due to the rotating electrons, and Ramsay
shows by means of experiments with spheres

and small circular wires placed around these,

near the poles of the spheres, that such com-
binations will occur. Thus, the hydrogen or

chlorine molecule would be represented ac-

cording to Ramsay by the arrangement shown
in Fig. 2 (a). The ])lane of the electronic

orbit in each hydrogen or chlorine atom is

situated perpendicular to the i)aper, so that

the magnetic flux in the molecule would
follow along the dotted circle. Similarly a
molecule of HC'l and one of CX would be
re])resented l^y Figs. 2 (/>) and 2 (c) respec-

tively. In each case the atoms would arrange

themselves so as to permit the maximum
magnetic flux througli the ])lanes of the

electronic orbits.

* Phil. MaK- es. 7H7. 1<)14.

+ Proc. Roy. Soc. ue. (A) -iril (1916).
I See the wrili-r's paper on "The Abs

Ii,lfctric Review.
>lute Zero," General
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A similar theory of the mode of formation of

molecules has been suggested by Parson.*

He assumes that the electron itself is a
rotating ring of negative electricity and is

therefore a small permanent magnet; hence

the name mapicioH. The magnetons at the

surfaces of the ditYerent atoms exert magnetic
and electrostatic forces on each other and
thus lead to chemical combination. Further-

more, the number of these valency magnetons
is supposed to vary periodically, thus account-

ing for the periodic properties of the elements.

In general, the chemists prefer to consider

the valency electrons as fixed on the surface

of the atom in definite positions, in contradic-

tion of the assumptions made by Bohr and
Nicholson. In this case, the question of

dynamical stability do not worry the chemists.

There are, however, innumerable observa-

tions in the field of organic chemistry, such as

the existence of the asymmetric carbon atom
and the phenomena of stereochemical hind-

rance, which lead to the conclusion that the

valency electrons are situated in definite

positions in the atom.

Lewis' Theory of the Cubical Atom.

This idea, that valency is due to the forces

exerted between electrons situated in definite

positions in each atom, has been developed
by Prof. G. N. Lewisf into a comprehensive
theory of the structure of the atom which is

extremely suggestive. There are two funda-
mental sets of chemical observations which
Lewis attempts to correlate by means of this

theory.

The first of these is the fact that there

exist two types of chemical substances, which
may be designated as polar and non-polar.

These coincide roughly with what have been
more usually known as inorganic and organic

compounds respectively, thus potassium
chloride (KCl) represents the extreme polar

type and methane (CH^) the non-polar.

"Nevertheless, there are many inorganic

substances which, under ordinary circum-
stances, are predominantly non-polar, and
many organic substances which, at least in a
certain part of the molecule, are strongly

polar."

The very striking differences in properties

between the extreme polar and extreme
non-polar types are summarized by Lewis in

the table on this page.

"All of these properties with respect to

which fundamental distinctions have been
made between the two types, and which
seem so unconnected, are in fact closely

related, and the differences are all due to a
single caUvSe. Even before making any more
special hypothesis we may very safely assume
that the essential difference between the polar
and the non-polar molecule is that, in the
former, one or more electrons are held by

sufficiently weak constraints so that they may
become separated from their former positions

in the atom, and in the extreme case pass
altogether to another atom, thus producing
in the molecule a bipole or multipole of high
electrical moment. Thus in an extremely
polar molecule, such as that of sodium
chloride, it is probable that at least in the

great majority of molecules the chlorine

atom has acquired a unit negative charge

t^

Polar Non-polar

Mobile Immobile
Reactive Inert
Condensed structure Frame structure
Tautomerism Isomerism
Electrophiles Non-electrophiles
Ionized Not ionized

Ionizing solvents Not ionizing solvents

High dielectric constant Low dielectric constant
Molecular complexes No molecular complexes
Association No association

Abnormal liquids " Normal" liquids

See the writer's "Theories of Magnetism," General Electric

Review, Dec, 1916, for more detailed discussion of this theory.

t J. Am. Chem. Soc. 38, 762 (1916).
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and therefore the sodium atom a unit positive
charge, and that the process of ionization
consists only in a further separation of these
charged parts.

" If thqn we consider the non-polar molecule
as one in which the electrons belonging to the
individual atom are held by such constraints
that they do not move far from their normal
positions, while in the polar molecule the
electrons, being more mobile, so move as to
separate the molecule into positive and
negative parts, then all the distinguishing
properties of the two types of compounds
become necessary consequences of this

assumption, as we may readily show."
It would take us far beyond the scope of the

present paper to discuss, as Lewis does, the
manner in which each of the above properties

follows as a consequence of this assumption,
but a few brief remarks will not be out of

place with regard to the electrical properties.

From the fact that in the polar molecule
"the constraints which operate against a
separation of the charges are already weak,
it follows that these charges may be further
stretched in the electric field, and that
bipoles or multipoles which already exist in

the substance may, by rotation, orient them-
selves in the electric field, thus producing a
large displacement current and therefore a
high dielectric constant. Now as the dif-

ference between the dielectric constant of a
substance and that of free space measures
directly the number of free charges in the
substance multiplied by the average distance
through which these charges move under the
influence of a definite electric field," it follows

that the dielectric constants of polar sub-
stances must be relatively greater than those
of non-polar type. Also it follows that polar
substances may be readily ionized and will

form ionizing solvents. That is, such sub-
stances are good conductors of electricity

felectrophiles).

The second set of chemical observations
which is at the basis of Lewis's theory is one
which was observed by R. Abegg in con-
nection with the valency relations of the
different elements.*

According to Abegg "each element ])osses-

ses both a positive and a negative maximum
valency, the former being determined from
its oxygen compounds (in which it gives up
electrons to the oxygen atoms) and the latter

from its hydrogen comi)ounds (in which it

takes up electrons from the hydrogen att)ms).

The maximum ])ositive valency is the same as
the number of the jjeriodic group to which the

element belongs. Whether an element shall

manifest its positive or its negative electro-

valency depends on the differences of polarity

and the electro-affinities of the elements
wherewith it combines. The manifestation of

one kind of affinity appears greatly to hinder,

but not completely to suspend that of the
other kind."
Abegg designates the two kinds of valencies

as normal and contra-valencies. The former
are the stronger and are the valencies

exhibited in the simplest kinds of compounds

;

the latter are "seldom completely employed,
but increasing atomic weight facilitates their

manifestation."
The following table shows the valencies of

the elements arranged in the groups of the
periodic system.

CROUPS
I II III IV V VI VII

Normal valencies -|-1 -1-2 -\-'6 —3—2—1
Contra- valencies. (— 7) ( —6) (—5) ±4 -\-5 -|-ti -|-~

Thus chlorine forms the compounds HCl
(the normal valency of CI being — 1) and
Q2O7 (contra-valency of +7). In the case of

the first three groups, the contra-valencies
are not employed except in the case of the
formation of complex compounds such as

K Agh;KzAviCU,Qtc.
To account for these facts, Lewis has

suggested
'

' what may be called the theory of

the cubical atom." Some of the assumptions
used by him in postulating this theory are

stated as follows:

1. "In every atom is an essential kernel

which remains unaltered in all ordinary
chemical changes and which possess an excess

of positive charges corresponding in number
to the ordinal number of the group in the
periodic table to which the element belongs.

2. "The atom is composed of the kernel

and an outer atom or shell, which, in the case

of the neutral atom, contains negative elec-

trons equal in number to the excess of ])ositive

charges of the kernel, but the nvnnber of

electrons in the shell may vary during
chemical change between and 8.

3. " The atom tends to hold an even number
of electrons in the shell, and especially to hold

eight electrons which are normally arranged
symmetrically at the eight corners oj a cube."

These are the most important of the

assumi)tions.

The diagrams shown in i-'ig. ;i represent

Lewis's conception of the atomic structures

* Zcitsch. f. anorR. Chcm. Si). .'J.'iO (HXM). This paper has been
excellently sninmarized by 1'. Muir in his History of Chemical
Theories and Laws, pp. r)42-.')44.
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of the elements lithium to fluorine. Thus
lithium has one normal positive valence.

It, therefore, contains one electron which may
be detached \xixh relative ease. On the other

hand, fluorine has one normal negative
valence and seven positive contravalencies.

In other words, fluorine Arill take up an elec-

tron very readily in order to complete the

group of eight electrons, in which condition

it resembles the atom of neon, w4th this dif-

ference, however, that it has one negative
charge. But the atom of fluorine may also

give up its seven electrons (with much less

ease) and then it resembles the helium atom.
Groups of two or eight electrons are

apparently exceedingly stable. This accounts
for the inertness of the elements of the helium
group. Furthermore, the atom of every other
element tends to take on or give up electrons

so as to resemble either helium or one of its

homologues. Thus the atom of sodium tends
to give up one electron and then resembles
neon, while the atom of sulphur tends to

take up two electrons so that it can have the

unit positive charges, and so on for the other
groups.
Now let us consider, with Lewis, the man-

ner in which these cubical atoms can combine
to form molecules. The simplest cases are

the formation of such compounds as CHi,
HF, LiCl, etc. In each case the more elec-

tropositive elements gives up one electron so

as to makeup the group of eight electrons in the

more electronegative element. Similarly the

atom of Ca, with two detachable electrons

will give these up to the atom of oxygen
which has two negative valencies and thus
completes the group of eight in the latter.

According to Abegg and Lewis there is no
fundamental distinction between such simple
compounds as NHz or HCl, and the so-

called molecular compounds, such as NHiCl.
In NH3, we have three hydrogen nuclei

attached by means of electrons to the three

unoccupied places on the nitrogen atom.
Each hydrogen nucleus will be held by two
adjacent electrons, as shown in Fig. 5.t In
this case only the normal negative valencies

Be B N F

f^^ .^^ 4V\ .4Vf.4^0^fvT

c
Fig. 3

Structure of the argon atom. But the atom
of sulphur may also give up six electrons

(as in SO3) and then it reverts to the same
structure as the atom of neon.
These facts are illustrated in the case of

the first 58 elements of the periodic table

by Fig. 4, which is taken from a recent paper
by Kossel.* The abscissae and ordinates cor-

respond to the atomic numbers of the dif-

ferent elements and the arrows indicate by
their length the maximum number of electrons

which each atom can give up or take on in

forming compounds.
When the detachable electron is removed

from the atom of Li we have left (Li)"*" which
is to be considered the kernel of the atom.
Lewis does not concern himself with the
structure of the kernel, but a consideration
of the place of this element in the periodic
table shows that this kernel must consist of

the nucleus (+ 3) and two electrons ( — 2) so

that the net result is a unit positive charge.
Similarly we have the kernels of Be, Mg, Ca,
Sr, Ba, etc. (Group II) which possess two

of the nitrogen atom come into play, but the
nitrogen atom is also able to give up electrons

at the same time to another hydrogen nucleus
which causes a weakening in the constraint

between the latter and its electron. The
result is that the NH^ group has one easily

detachable electron, and thus resembles Li,

Na, and K in its properties, as shown in the
figure.

Lewis also discusses the formation of the
different types of carbon compounds and
complex inorganic compounds, but the above
remarks will, it is hoped, give some idea of

the principal features of the theory.

The question of stability of such an atom is

not treated by Lewis at great length. One of

the assumptions which he makes at the very
beginning of his paper is that "electric forces

between particles which are very close

together do not obey the simple law of the

inverse squares which holds at greater dis-

tances," a suggestion which we have already

* Ann. d. Phys. .{.9, 229 (1916).
tiThe electrons belonging to the H atoms are shown in black.
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mentioned in discussing the theory of J. J.

Thomson, and in discussing this in relation

to Bohr's atom he writes as follows:
" It seems hardly likely that much progress

can be made in the solution of the difficult

problems relating to chemical combination
by assigning in advance definite laws of force

between the positive and negative con-

stituents of an atom, and then on the basis

of these laws building up mechanical models
of the atom. We must first of all, from a

study of chemical phenomena, learn the

structure and arrangement of the atoms, and
if we find it necessary to alter the law of force

acting between charged particles at small
distances, even to the extent of changing the

that shown in Fig. 6. Here the abscissae

represent distances from center of nucleus,

while the ordinates represent the force exerted

by the nucleus on an electron at the distance

represented by the abscissa, this force being

repulsive when it is below the line and
attractive when it is above. Thus at the

points A, B, C and D, the electron would be
subjected to maximum repulsive and attrac-

tive forces, while the jjositions a, b, and c would
be stable. But once disturbed from one of the

latter positions, the electron would oscillate

for a while and finally shift over into a new
position of equilibrium. At the distance OE
the curve representing the force exerted on
the electron would become practically the
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sign of that force, it will not be the first time

in the history of science that an increase in the

range of observational material has required

a modification of generalizations based upon
a smaller field of observations. Indeed in the

present case, entirely aside from any chemical

reasons, a study of the mathematical theory

of the electron leads, I believe, irresistably to

the conclusion that O^ulomb's law of inverse

squares must fail at small distances."

At a recent symi)osium before the American
Association for the Advancement of Science,

Prof. Lewis suggested that the force between

the nucleus and an electron may undergo
periodic variations from repulsion to attrac-

tion as the distance from the nucleus outwards

is increased, according to some siidi curve as

same as that corres])onding to Coulomb's
law. Such a law of force might thus explain

radiation ])henomena, and perhaj^s the "raison

d'etre" of the constant /; in the quantum
theory.

Hull's Observations on Atomic Structure

Some recent observations ukuIc by Dr.

A. W. Hull, of this laboratory, on the struc-

ture of the iron atom, lend .sui)])ort to Lewis's

theory. The method used has lieen described

by him as follows:*

"Tlic method consists in sending a narrow
l)cain of nionoclu-omatic X-rays thru finely

powdered crystals, and photographing the

OuoUd from an altslriul (in '"Phi- CryUal Stnioturc of

Alimiinum and SiliiDn" wliich will appear vi'iy shortly in thi'

I'hysuiil Ri'vicw.
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diffraction imagjes of the slit, produced by
reflection in all the possible planes belonging

to the crystal structure. The positions and
intensities of the lines on the photograph are

compared with the theoretical values for

different possible arrangements of atoms,
until an arrangement is found which repre-

sents completely the observed lines.

"In the preliminary calculations for de-

termining the crystal structure, it is assumed
that the scattering electrons are concentrated
at the centers of the atoms. This gives

wrong intensities for the lines, but causes

no error in their positions. The relative

intensities of the lines are complete accounted
for by the position and condition of the
electrons in the atoms, and since the number
of lines that can be photographed is very
large, this offers a powerful means of testing

theories of atomic structure."

From the measurements of the intensities

of the lines obtained in this manner from a
crystal of iron, Hull concludes that "the
electrons are displaced from the center of

the iron atom along the diagonals of a cube
in fotu: groups of 2, 8, 8, 8, at distances V32,

V16. }/8 and 3^ respectively, of the distance

to the nearest atom."* That is, 24 electrons

are arranged at the comers of three cubes,

one fitting inside the other, with two electrons

close to the centre. In the case of the carbon
atom, the evidence, although not so con-
clusive at present, points also to the arrange-
ment suggested by Lewis, that is, two elec-

trons close to the center of the atom, with
four other electrons arranged at the corners
of a tetrahedron as shown in Fig. 3.

A. H. Comptonf has recently attempted in

a similar manner to calculate the possible

distribution of electrons in atoms from a
study of the distribution of intensities in the
reflected beam of X-rays as observed by

A^\ .-C^--

V \^_v
NH3 fA/Mj^

Fig. 5

Bragg and others in their investigations on
cr\-stal structure. He concludes that "by
assuming a number of electrons in each atom
equal to the atomic number and making
certain plausible assumptions as to the
arrangement of these in rings (Bohr's theory),

it is possible to account in a satisfactory

manner for the observed intensities of the
X-ray spectra."

Thus we find Hull, on the one hand,
deducing from his observations, conclusions
which are in accord with a statical theory
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of the atom, and Compton, on the other
hand, reaching diametrically opposite con-
clusions. However, the observations on
which Compton bases his conclusions are not
nearly as complete as those made by Hull.

Explanation of the Mode of Formation of Com-
pounds on Bohr's Theory

An attempt has recently been made by
Kossell to give an explanation of the mode of

formation of chemical compounds on the
basis of Bohr's atomic model. Like Lewis,
he bases his arguments on Abegg's work and
assumes that a ring of eight electrons or two
electrons is exceedingly stable. He draws a
distinction between the outer or valency
electrons and the inner electrons, and assumes
that the number of electrons in the outer ring

varies periodically from one to eight. Fig. 7

show diagrammatically the structure of the

argon atom, and molecules of HCl and CaO ac-

cording to Kossel's view. The only essential

difference between this representation and

*Phys. Rev., 9. 86 (1917).
tPhys. Rev., 9. 89 (1917).

i Ann Phys. 49, 229 (1916).
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that adopted by Lewis is that Kossel assumes
the eight electrons to be in constant rotation
around the ring.

The most interesting portion of Kossel's
paper is that in which he discusses the mode
of formation of complex salts, such as KSbCk,

HC/ CaO

Fig. 7

K^Pt Cle, Ks Al Fe, K Mg Ch, etc. Thus
PtCli forms with 2KCI, the complex salt

K^PtCU. In solution this salt is a good con-
ductor of electricity and the ions are 2K'^ and
Pt Ch . In Pi CU, platinum shows a normal
positive valency of 4, but owing to the posses-

sion of contra-valencies, it is able to take up
two more electrons from the potassium atoms
and thereby attach two more chlorine atoms
to itself. In the case of SbCk, the atom of

antimony has given up five electrons to the
chlorine atoms, but is able to take up one
extra electron from potassium in KCl and
thus forms the anion SbClg" in solution.

Kossel attempts to answer the question as to

what factors limit the number of electro-

negative elements which may in this manner
be attached to an electropositive element.
"When a multiple-charged central atom,

e.g. Pt'^'^'^'^ — attaches to itself atoms of oppo-
site charge, work is gained. The amount of

this energy decreases as the number already
attached increases; the attraction of the
central positively charged atom for the
electronegative atoms iDccomes more and
more compensated by the repulsion exerted
by those which are already attached, and
finally a limit is reached at which work has
to be done from outside in order to force

another negatively charged atom into the
ring."

By making certain simple assumptions as

to the relative sizes of the different atoms,
Kossel is able to calculate the amount of work
that would be gained when negatively charged
atoms arc attached one by one to form a ring

around a j)ositively charged atom. In the
curves shown in Fig. 8, the work gained (W)
is plotted as ordinate against N, the number
of negatively charged atoms. Fi)V different

values of the ])Ositive charge (M) on the

central atom, it is possible to calculate in this

manner a cur\'e giving IT as a function of N.
The most striking fact about these results is

that the maximum value of W (indicated by
a mark on the curve) shifts more and more
towards larger values of A' as M is increased.

That is, the tendency to form complex salts

increases with the positive valency of the
central atom. Thus, Mg has two normal
positive valencies (M =2). The curve in-

dicates that the maximum number of CI
atoms which it can attach is between three
and four. As a matter of fact we find that it

forms a complex salt of the type K Mg CU. On
the other hand, Sh {M =5) forms a complex
salt K Sb Ck. The curve for M =5 indicates

a maximum near A'' =6. Similarly, Pi "^ "•""•" +

{M =4) forms a complex salt A'2 Pt Ck, while
Pt^^ {M =2) forms a salt with fewer chlorine

atoms, Ko Pt Ch.
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The chemical ol)Scrvations arc iiol al\v.'i\s

in accord with this sim])le scheme, but account
must be taken of the fact that Kossel bases

his conclusions on assumjitions which arc

confessedly not ewn a])i)ro\iniatcl\- \x\\v in a

large number of cases. However tlie caKula-
tion for such cases is exceedingly dillicult.
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Bohr has shown that in analogous elements,

the work required to remove an electron on
the outer ring decreases with increase in the

number of electrons in the inner rings. Hence
the electropositivity of elements in the same
group should increase with increase in atomic
number. This is quite in accord with the

facts. Caesium is the most electropositive

element known; while in Group VII, iodine

is much less electronegative than any of the

other halogen elements. This is shown by the

fact that when the compound ICl is elec-

trolyzed, iodine is liberated at the cathode.

In this respect the rare gases of Group O show
an analogous variation in the ease with which
they are ionized. The ionization voltage as

determined by Franck and Hertz* are as

follows

:

He 20.5 volts

Ne 16.0 volts

Ar 12.0 volts

The weak point about Kossel's arguments is

that he finds it necessary to assume that in

some cases (e.g. Ch) as many as 14 electrons

may be present in a ring. But as yet we are

completely ignorant of the factors that
govern the stability of such rings.

It is interesting to compare the arrange-
ment of electrons in the different atoms, as

suggested bv Kossel, with that given above
bv Bohr:

H 1

He 2 Ne 2, 8 Ar 2, 8, 8,

Li 2, 1 Na 2, 8, 1 K 2, 8, 8, 1

Be 2, 2 Mg 2, 8, 2 Ca 2, 8, 8, 2
B 2, 3 Al 2, 8, 3 Se 2, 8, 8, 3
C 2, 4 Si 2, 8, 4 Gi 2, 8, 8, 4
N 2, 5 P 2, 8, 5 V 2, 8, 8, 5

2, 6 s 2, 8, 6 Cr 2, 8, 8, 6
F 2, 7 CI 2, 8, 7 Mn 2, 8, 8, 7

Configuration of Electrons in Heavier Elements

It will be observed that in all the theories

so far discussed, no suggestions have been
offered as to the mode of arrangement of the
electrons in the elements of atomic weight
greater than manganese (N =25). If Hull's

conclusions are justifiable, then we have
obtained a first approximation to the con-
figuration of the electrons in the atom of iron.

As regards the other atoms, all we can do at

present is to offer more or less plausible
guesses. The writer believes that in the case
of a large number of these elements it may be
possible for the electrons to shift position
from the outer ring to an inner one according
to the valency in which the element exists.

This would correspond to a sort of tau-
tomerism of electrons in the atom itself.

Thus, in the case of copper we may have
either cuprous or cupric compounds. In the
former copper is monovalent, in the latter it is

divalent. This could be accounted for by
assuming that in cuprous com])ounds the
arrangement of electrons in the copper atom
is 2, 8, 8, 10, 1, and that the single electron

which is situated on the outer ring is given up
in the formation of the salts. On the other
hand, in the case of cupric compounds, the
copper atom may be represented by the con-
figuration 2, 8, 8, 9, 2. Similar considerations
would apply to Ag, Hg, and Au which exhibit

two different kinds of valency.

The magnetic properties of the salts of

these elements lend support to this view.
For instance, cuprous salts are all diamag-
netic, while cupric salts are paramagnetic.
The exhibition by any substance of magnetic
properties may be due to the fortuitous

occurrence of symmetrical arrangements of

8 electrons. As yet, we are, however, com-
pletely in the dark as to the real explanation
of this phenomenon, which is no doubt
intimately bound up with questions of atomic
structure.!

The existence of the rare earth elements in

the position which they occupy in the periodic

system is also a question which looms up
large in the general problem of atomic
structure. The atoms of all these elements
probably possess the same number of elec-

trons in the outer ring or cubical shell, but
differ in the numbers which are present in

inner rings.

Structure of the Nucleus

Besides the problem of the configuration of

electrons in the atom, there remains the even
more difficult question of the structure of the
nucleus itself. From the fact that radioactive
elements emit both alpha particles and elec-

trons, we know that the nucleus itself must be
an exceedingly complex aggregation of pos-
itive and negative charges. When the atom
of uranium disintegrates, it emits eight

alpha particles before it reaches the end of its

disintegration and becomes an atom of lead.

All these particles must have come from
the nucleus. It is evident that the forces

which can hold at least eight positively

charged helium atoms in a volume which is

extremely small compared with that of the
uranium atom itself—that these forces must
be of an altogether different nature to any

* Verhandl. d. deutsch. phys. Ges. 15. 37 (1913).

t See the writer's articles in General Electric Review,
1916, on "Theories of Magnetism."
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with which we are familiar in ordinary
mechanics. Furthermore, what law governs
the time at which any atom shall spon-
taneously explode and emit these alpha
particles? A Debierne*. who has done a
great deal of work on the radioactive ele-

ments, believes that the structure of the
nucleus is exceedingly complex, that the
constituents of the nucleus are in a constant
state of agitation, in which respect they
resemble the molecules in a given volume of

gas, and that following the law of probability,

one of these constituents of the nucleus may
at some instant acquire enough kinetic

energy to carry it out beyond the confines of

the nucleus and of the atom itself.

W. D. Harkins and E. D. Wilson f have put
forward the rather interesting suggestion that

the atoms of all the elements are made up of

hydrogen and helium. They show that the
deviations from whole numbers observed in

the atomic weights can be ascribed to a pack-
ing effect which must occur if the other atoms
are built up of hydrogen atoms. This means
then, that the nucleus contains both hydrogen
and helium nuclei in varying proportions.

Conclusion

The deeper we penetrate into the question
of atomic structure, the greater the vista of

problems that apparently opens before us.

Is it an infinite series? Only the future can
tell; but if past experience teaches us any
lessons at all it is perhaps this: that the
problems of science can never end, for that
would mean an end of all human striving and
existence itself.

It is a long way to have travelled from the
four elements of Aristotle, through the half

humorous suggestions of Lucretius and the
skepticism of the nineteenth centry to an age
in which we not only believe in the veritable

existence of atoms but seek to penetrate even
deeper into the structure of the atom itself.

The pessimist may still find a grim pleasure
in picking contradictions here and there, and
in ridicuhng the arbitrary flights of imagina-
tion in which we occasionally enjoy ourselves.

But the optimist, contented with even the
smallest measure of success, will ever keep
well before him those words of the Sage
of Chelsea which better than any other
language expresses the ideals of science and
progress

:

"Up, up! Whatsoever thy hand findeth to

do, do it with thy whole might. Work while
it is called to day; for the Night cometh,
wherein no man can work.

'

'

* Annales de Physique, 4, 323 (1915).
tjourn. Am. Chem. Soc. 37, 1383 (1915).
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SALESMANSHIP FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE BUYER
By R. G. Clapp

Brown Hoisting Machinery Company

The salesman of some years ago was taught the fallacy that real quality in salesmanship consisted in the
ability to sell something that was not wanted or needed. The prosecution of this policy is certain to lead to

disgruntled customers and a big loss of business. Careful thought and observation lead to the conclusion that
the chief requisites of any salesman are a thorough knowledge of his product and the ability to present its

merits to his customer convincingly. A permanent customer can be secured only by winning his confidence.
The notion that in order to be a success a salesman must be a jolly good fellow is quickly dispelled by a glance
from the viewpoint of the buyer.

—

Editor.

The first great trade or sale that comes to

my mind is that famous deal between Jacob
and Esau, described in the Bible. You
will remember that Esau had just returned
from a hunting expedition empty-handed
and crazed from hunger. Now Jacob was
a Jew and with characteristic Hebrew acumen
saw his opportunity. Esau must have im-
mediate delivery; Jacob must have a fancy
premium; Esau must have his mess of pot-

tage and Jacob demanded his last sheckel

even to his birthright.

I call }'our attention to this famous trans-

action because it is typical of modern con-

ditions, especially of the present times, for

exactly the same extortion is practised by
the Jew of our day, and by Gentile as well.

You will remember the rest of the story:

How Esau having satisfied his hunger, began
to realize he had paid a pretty price for his

oatmeal, or grape-nuts, or cream of wheat,
or whatever was his pet breakfast food,

and went to his mother and complained to

her of the hard bargain Jacob had driven.

If it was a hard bargain for Esau, it boded
disaster for Jacob, for there followed such
a train of sorrow and trouVjle to Jacob that

he undoubtedly wished many times that

he had not squeezed Esau and left behind
such an object lesson for all time.

It assuredly has a lesson for us that no
business can continue to thrive that exacts

or attempts to exact enormous profits. Any
firm about to start in business may well

consider carefully the question of ])rofits it

expects to make, for uj^on this decision will

largely de])end success. Unusual ])rofits

always invite others into such an attractive

field; Ijut the principal object of concern
is the customer, for upon his good-will

hinges success. Now good-will is born of

confidence, and confidence involves not only

(juality of goods but a reasonable price for

such quality.

It is true that com])etition governs such
conditions to a very large degree, but not
wholly so. To explain I will give you
our exj)erience with two firms. Smith &

Jones, of Chicago, were the first people
to put on the market a machine that has
since come into universal use. They there-

fore had a monopoly of the trade. At first

they sold this machine for one hundred and
fifty dollars, and as no competition appeared
this remained the price for several years;

and the assumption is that they made a

reasonable ])rofit at that price. They then
made a slight improvement in the machine.
Now the improvement meant no extra cost

to build, and only a slight initial increase.

It probably meant nothing in loss on the
old type of machines, but the convenience
of this change to the purchaser was of the
utmost importance. He would not hesitate

to choose the improved machine. Realizing
this, they demanded an extra fifty dollars

for this improvement—an increase in selling

price of 333/3 per cent. We wanted the new
machine but we refused to pay the extra

l^rice and bought the old. Finally they
stopped making the old and forced their

customers to pay two hundred dollars for

the new. We rebelled, and told them it

was extortion and warned them that in place

of having a pleased customer we were the
()p])osite; and that the first machine we saw
that was satisfactorily we would buy in

])referencc to theirs. The competing machine
has recently arrived on the market, and in

spite of former business relations with the
old com])any we are taking up the product
of the new. His high price bred a score of

com])etitors, and his sales ])()licy won him
no friends in the trade.

(\)ntrast this with another Chicago company

.

While thiscom])any wasnot the first in the field

it was the first to put onto the market a com-
])]ete line, and therefore was in a siniilar posi-

tion to the other lirm though in an altogether
(lilTerent field. Their policy was one of great

liberalitw The first tools they i)ut on the

market were rather crude, consumed excessive

power, and were hard on the operator; but as

ini])rovenients were made the old machines were
called in and an even exchange made. This
policy was carricMl on for some time, when u. was
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modified by makinj; the exchange ])rice so

attractive that no one of sense would hesitate.

In addition to all this, the prices gradually

cheapened, due to the use of special machinery
until the device so!d at fully one-half its

original price. Their salesmen at the same
time were of unusual quality, so that all-in-all

the\- were not only keeping crude and imper-

fect machines out of the shops, thereby
preventing their competitors from making
headway, but most important of all, they were
building up a clientile that was enthusiastic in

its loyality, and in spite of many competitors
they practically control the market. I have
said they used salesmen of unusual quality.

I \\nll be asked: What is qviality in salesmen,

and what is high standard in salesmanship ?

That causes me to stop and reflect on
the thousands, it seems to me, of salesmen
that over the years have come in and out
of our office. There is the youngster making
his first call—his mouth is so full of cotton
that he couldn't whistle if his life depended
on it. At the other extreme is the old man
who should be at his fireside. He never
did know much about his line, and what he
did know he has forgotten. If you give

him an order you have about the same
feeling as when you give to some charitable

enterprise. There is the chap who whisks
in and whisks out so quickly that you are

led to wonder whether n^ou are the fifth or

the fiftieth person he has seen that day.

Then there is the other fellow who saunters
in, takes off his coat, lights a cigar, takes
a seat, and is prepared, like General Grant,
to stay all summer. Then there is the
individual who puts his feet on your table

and takes possession of your room; and
there is the creature who cautiously sticks

his head into the room, and apologizes as

he draws in the rest of his body. There
is the article whose breath is strong with
whiskey; and there is that worst of all

articles, the perfumed salesman. He per-

fumes his clothes, he perfumes his hair, he
perfumes his hands, and I know that if you
could get at his feet you would find them
perfumed also. There is the individual that
surrenders so quickly that you would like

to examine him to see if he has a back-bone;
and there is the bully who you feel, if j-ou

don't give him an order, will give you a
black eye. There is the genius who is so

full of figures and facts that he makes you
fai'rly " dizzy, and there is the other who
tosses his catalog on the table, saying "Them's
my sentiments."

One will offer you a cigar at arm's length
as he enters the door; another in the midst
of the conversation will sneak it across the
table under his hand, as though he had
stolen it and was trying to get it back without
\-our seeing him. And the third leaves it

on the table and runs as if he were placing

a dynamite bomb. Some men when they
call appear to scatter sunshine. There are

others after whom you would like to scatter

lime. There is one so enthusiastic over
his subject that it would be sacrilege to

introduce another; and there is the other

who doesn't care a rap, so long as Harvard
outkicks Yale.

Now all these A^arious types of salesmen
are aiming at the same mark; the same
goal—successful salesmanship. Undoubtedly,
the majority of them do succeed. There-
fore the things that appear ridiculous to

me may be the very ideal of propriety to

some others. Be all things to all men; we
are told, and yet I cannot see how this

can be possible.

A salesman connected with a house in

this city told me of his experience with an
expert of his firm. This expert had an
almost uncanny faculty of being able to

divine each buyer's hobby, and " playing
up " to it; and this seemed to my friend to

be the acme of skill, and therefore success.

But methods of this kind are of doubtful
value; they are double-edged swords, and
very keen at that. No buyer of intelligence,

or having respect for his work, relishes

being considered a kind of game to be hunted
and tempted by various baits, as a sports-

man does a trout. He knows there are only
two things for him to consider: does he need
the article offered for sale, and is this the
one he should buy" Therefore the moment
he knows the real purpose of the salesman

—

and he is bound to do so sooner or later, for no
salesman however astute can play a part con-
sistently and succeed—that salesman's prestige
is forever lost with that buyer and no amount
of pleading or cajolery will ever re-establish

the salesman in his esteem, for the simple rea-

son that his vanity has been offended. His
hobby may be as tame as a game of golf or

as useless as collecting postage stamps, but
he is at least earnest in its pursuit. To be
used by a designing salesman is a reflection

on his intelligence, and therefore an offense.

A general sales manager of a large eastern
firm had made repeated calls on a certain

large buyer in Cleveland, but without any
success. Finally, one morning he made his
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usual quarterly call. Much to his astonish-

ment the buyer not only gave him a hearing
but a large order as well. His surprise must
have been manifest to the buyer for he
explained: " You are wondering why I am
going to give you this order this morning,
and I will tell } ou why. Mr. Blank, of

John Doe and Co.. one of your competitors,
whenever he comes to town calls me up and
invites me to dinner in the evening. The
usual result is that I drink too much and
the next morning I am unfit for business;

but when he comes around later in the day
there is no way out of it but to give him the
order. But this morning I am so disgusted
with myself, that I am giving this order to

you, so that when he comes around later

it will give me ])leasure to tell him I have
already placed the order." And Mr. Blank
salesman never sold him again.

I remember that soon after I commenced
to do the buying a certain salesman used
to call on me regularly, and I came to know
him very w^ell. One time he said he would
like to bring his wife around to m}^ house
so that we could get better acquainted, and
I was very glad to have him do so, as he
was a congenial spirit and generally the type
of man I could like. So we visited back
and forth quite a number of times, when
all at once I could see that it was merely
a scheme to sell goods. The sense of dismay
and humiliation so overwhelmed me that to

this day I cannot think of the experience

without getting mad, thov;gh it hapjjened

twenty years ago.

A salesman once told me of an experience

with a buyer in Providence. The buyer
had at different times given him orders

and he felt he should give some tangible

evidence of appreciation. He couldn't de-

liberately give him anything, for he was too

honest for that. One day after an unusually

large order he was determined to do some-
thing. By chance he found that his victim

was a baseball enthusiast. He ventured

an invitation to the game between Hartford

and Providence, and Mr. Buyer accepted.

Along about the fifth inning, with the score

8 to 3 in the home team's favor, a brilliant

idea occurred to him. He would ))et his

friend ten dollars that Hartford would win.

Mr. Buyer flushed with the fact that Hartford

was behind, and while telling the salesman

that he was a fool took the l)et. In a few

minutes the Providence team went to ])ieces.

Hartford commenced to score and finally

won the game. Well, he said a madder man

he never saw, and Mr. Buyer charged him
with betting on a sure thing, for he never
would have offered to bet at that time if

he hadn't had some tip.

Another salesman told me recently of an
experience that taught him a valuable lesson.

He had been courting the favor of a large

oil firm and finally secured an order for

several tank cars. In the course of time
the cars were ready for shipment, and the

oil com])any's inspector was called for.

After a day or two he was called up by his

shop superintendent, who complained that

the inspector was a crank, was looking for

trouble, and anyhow didn't know a tank
from a bungalow. He wanted him to call

on the customer and have the inspector re-

moved, and a new one sent. So without
looking into the matter as he should have
done, he called on the president and in

rather forceful language reminded the com-
pany that in this case a substitute might
be better than the original. The president

replied that Mr. Jones had been their insj^ector

for twenty years, he had rendered excellent

service, and had never had such a complaint
made about him before. He said he was
inclined to leave him on the job. Finally,

however, after much persuasion he sent his

mechanical engineer. Upon his arrival he
ordered the tanks filled with water, and
])ressure a])plied. Here and there moisture
api^eared around a rivet head. The super-

intendent admitted that they leaked a little.

The inspector was vindicated and left in

charge. The salesman lost the confidence

of the oil company, and gained along with
it the ill will of the inspector for going o\-er

his head to complain about him.
Now I am telling you these actual experi-

ences because each one of them has a point
I wish to bring out. Too many salesmen
regard all these things as requisite of sales-

manshi]), when as a matter of fact they are

of ([uestionable value at best. I have said

that the buyer had only two things to con-

sider—does he need the article offered him
and is this the one he should buy? If this

statement is tnie. then these two ])oints

should be the ])rincipal ones for the salesman
to bear in mind.

TIk- old scliool of salesmanshi]) taught
thai an\- fool could sell ihc thing a man
wanted. Tlie art of selling was to have
him buy something he didn't want. This
is wholly indefensil)le. ll is as fallacious

as it is wrong. A pleased and satisfied

trade is the ambition of ever\- conscientious
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sales organization, and to sell something
to a man he doesn't want is to court disaster

from the beginning, as it ought. But this

doesn't mean that because he tliivks he
doesn't want it. that a salesman's efforts

should cease. His conditions may be such
that you know he needs it very badly, but
he doesn't know; the salesmen's skill is to

make him know.
Some >-ears ago we needed a tool grinder,

and we telegraphed a well-known tool manu-
facturer to quote us price and delivery on
such a machine. We received no word from
them, but the next day a man came to our
office dressed in workman's clothes, wearing a

blue and white polka dot shirt and collar. He
explained that he was the assistant superin-

tendent of the tool company, that two of their

erectors were sick and that he had been sent

out to erect a machine, and he showed us a
telegram from his company requesting him to

call on us in answer to our inquiry. I remem-
ber he made no apology for his dress, but pro-

ceeded to discuss the machine. I took him
to the Boss, who became at once interested

in what he had to say. Now the Boss was a

terror to machine tool salesmen, for he seemed
to be able to detect at a moment's glance at

a photograph or a drawing the weakness in

a machine if it had any, and woe to the
salesman who attempted to prove to him
that he was mistaken. Now my novice stood
a searching inquiry without any sign of dis-

tress, but grew better the longer he talked.

The Boss became more interested in him and
took him out to the shop, where he was entirely

at home. He talked about a new machine that
his firm had just placed on the market, showed
how much it had saved them over their old

methods, and then proceeded to show how
much we could save by pointing out the
time the new machine could perform certain

operations about our shop. The result was
that the Boss couldn't get into the office

quick enough to have me make out an order,

not for one machine but for two. Not only
an order for a two hundred dollar machine
that we needed, but also an order for an
eighteen hundred dollar machine that we
didn't need, or rather one we did need but
didn't know it; and sold too by a man who
wasn't a salesman and who never pretended
to be. and to an engineer who was known
by machine tool manufacturers and salesmen
to be a most exacting critic of machine
tool practice. And why was he successful?

SimpK- because he knew his subject thorough-
ly; he proved to the Boss without question

that he couldn't afford to be without this

machine a single day. Now this salesman's
appearance was against him; his personality
was not altogether assuring; he came " un-
heralded and unsung." He told sim])ly

what a given operation cost by otir method,
and what it cost by his, and a simple calcula-

tion showed the saving. That we had to

have the machine was as inevitable as that
the sun would rise the next morning. This
salesman didn't need a bunch of letters of

introduction from the superintendent to

the president and back to the purchasing
agent again, nor did he deem it necessary
to dine and wine his victims to get him into

the proper state of mind, nor did he have
to criticise or ridicule the product of his

competitors.

The experience of another salesman, whose
business was babbitt and journal metals,

a most discouraging product to sell, may be
of interest. Engineers hav^e not studied
the subject of bearings with the thoroughness
its importance deserves. Literature on the
subject is unsatisfactory. Consumers have
only a hazy conception of what they require,

and as a result the business contains too
many unscrupulous manufacturers. This
salesman was determined to master the sub-
ject; he studied it in all its phases till he
became an expert of no mean ability. He
was successful as a salesman, but he could
not interest the B. & W. Steel Company.
He called on the superintendent in charge
of machinery, but in spite of his knowledge
could not interest him. They were buying
from another concern, they had no trouble
with their metals, the prices were right

and they could sea no reason to change.
For seven years he continued to visit this

buyer and always with the same results.

After the first few trips he never mentioned
his subject until he was going out the door,

when he would say: " Remember, when
you are having trouble with your bearings,

I am ready to serve you." The interviews
were always pleasant, he visited the super-

intendent at his home, but no business came.
Finally on one of his trips the superintendent
said to him: " Can you be here Saturday
morning? We are having trouble with the
bearings on the hot rolls on one of our mills.

You will meet the master mechanic, general

manager, and myself. " The test of his

knowledge and salesmanship had finally

culminated, and after a discussion of six

hours and a campaign of seven years, he
won his fi<rht.
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A few years ago a man was ushered into

my office; he wore a long mustache and a
black slouch hat. He had every mark of

the breezy west, so I was not surprised when
he announced he was the editor of a well-

known lumber trade publication of Chicago.
He was investigating us and our product,
with reference to his field. I told him as

well as I could the things we manufactured,
but I assured him that the lumber field

did not offer us much encouragement; that
we had had a man on a scouting expedition

through the lumber districts of the South-
west and Northwest, and that the report

had been adverse. Let me tell you how
he met the situation. He quietly stated

that he felt our man was mistaken; that he
knew the lumbering business in every detail,

both hard and soft wood; he had been in

every lumbering camp of any importance
in this country, and had a pretty general

knowledge of the lumbering business and
lumVjering methods of Europe, having spent
considerable time in those countries. He
then clinched his argument by the astound-
ing statement that if I would show him a

piece of timber he would tell me from what
part of the country it came, and the eleva-

tion above the sea at which it grew. I had
a piece of pattern lumber in my room that

had been sent to me with the complaint
that it was too full of pitch to suit the pur-

pose. As we had ])urchased a car load of

it, I knew where it came from. I placed

it on the table before him; he looked it over
carefully, lifted it, cut it with his knife,

smelled it, did everything but eat it. Finally,

after about five minutes, he said it came
from the lower end of a butt log of sugar

pine that grew in a certain district in Central
California; and that was where it came from.

I surrendered; I needed no further argument
to convince me that he knew his business,

and that we should buy space in his ]nil)lica-

tion, and as soon after as we could arrange it,

did so.

And so I could go on with slor\' after

story similar to these. I could tell you
about another salesman who lacked ai)out

all the attributes usvially soiight by sales-

man, and yet he was the most successful

salesman his com])any had, because he not
only thoroughly knew every detail of the

manufacture of the articles he sold, but
l^rincipally because he considered himself

the mediator between his firm and his cus-

tomer, never forgetting for a moment his

duty to his employer. He was looking out
for the interests of his customer all the

time, giving tips as to market conditions,

hel])ing his customer to buy materials he
didn't sell himself, finding a good foreman
for those in need, serving wherever he could.

I will again ask what is quality in sales-

manship? First and last and always, a

broad and thorough knowledge of the thing

you sell, a deep and abiding faith in its

quality, a living enthusiasm born of such
faith, and that rare ability to inspire the

customer with that confidence in you and
your product that he thinks of you and you
only when he is about to bu^^

Four elements enter into the sale of every
article. First, attention; second, interest;

third, desire; and fourth, possession. If you
analyze these four attributes you will find

that they center around the product and the

argument for it. They have nothing to do
with dress, though we like a well groomed
man; they have nothing to do with good
looks, although personality may help or

mar confidence; they have nothing to do
with wide acquaintance, for we know of a

salesman who had all of this and couldn't

win; they have nothing to do even with
good fellowship, though good cheer and
optimism have a bearing on sales. There
was a time when all these extraneous at-

tributes were sought in a salesman, but they
have given way to the expert. A man is

no longer chosen by the color of his hair

or for his ability in elbow lifting; he is chosen
l)ccause of his thorough knowledge of the

j)roduct. The first class is being cast aside

with the obsolete, like the scythe and the

ox-tcam. It is true that the scN'the is still

u.scd, but only in the fence corners, in the

stony and soggy ])laces where the modern
machine will not go. In the broad fields

of the liarvest it is not to ])c fomid.
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FLOOD LIGHTING THE NATIONAL CAPITOL
Bv J. A. Summers

Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.

The introduction of a simple and efficient projector has made flood lighting very popular in decorative
schemes, and some of the results that are being effected by means of inten ivc lighting are truly beautiful.
During the Inauguration the U. S. Capitol was specially lighted by these projectors, and the result was so
impressive that a strong appeal has been made to have the lighting a permanent feature.

—

Editor.

There is no dome in Europe more graceful

in its lines and proportions than the great

dome on the Capitol at Washington. It has
been declared more imposing than the famous
old domes of St. Peter's at Rome, or St.

Paul's at London, which are somewhat
similar.

The Capitol stands on an eminence 90 feet

above the Potomac river, and the magnificent
white dome rising above it is almost the first

sight to greet the visitor, no matter from
which direction he approaches.

It is but fitting that this wonderful piece of

architecture, pictured the world over, should
be made as attractive by night as by day.
Dviring the recent inauguration celebration
the illumination of the dome was first

attempted, and visitors and press alike

raised a clamor to have the beautiful and
dignified spectacle a permanent feature of

the Federal citv.

Beautiful as the dome appears by day, it

is when illuminated at night by a flood of

light over its entire surface that all its dignity
and grandeur are brought out. The surround-
ings, which might detract, are then clothed
in darkness, and the great alabaster-like

structure stands out against the dark sky—

a

sight to stir the highest patriotic feelings.

The dome is 135 feet in diameter at the
base and 218 feet high above the roof. It is

built of cast and wrought iron painted white.

Around the base are 36 fluted columns,
representing the 36 states in the Union at

the time of the design; and under the bronze
statue of Liberty surmounting it are 13
fluted columns for the 13 original colonies.

It is lighted by means of 84 G.E. flood-

lighting projectors, each equipped with a
400-watt Edison Mazda flood-lighting lamp.
The projectors were placed in four banks,
21 in each bank, about 200 feet from the base

J
ROOF PLAN

UNITED STATES CAPITOL
SHOWING FLOOD LIGHTING STATIONS

Fig. 1 • Foof Plan of Capitol, showing Arrangement of Flood Lighting Projectors
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Dome of U. S. Capitol Illuminalcd by Flood LiulHinK Projectors
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Fig. 2. One of Four Banks of Flood Lighting Projectors for

Illuminating Dome

of the dome, on the corners of the House and
Senate wings of the building, as shown on the
roof plan, Fig. 1. This plan shows
only half of the roof, but the two
sides are symmetrical.
The method of mounting the pro-

jectors is shown in Fig. 2. By
placing the projectors in these posi-

tions, it was possible to direct the
beams of light so that the columns
and other projections would receive

light from different directions, thus
cutting out objectional shadows but
not eliminating them entirely, for

their total absence would make the

structure a]jpear flat.

The Ijuilding ])ro]^er was lighted

to a low intensity, to forni a set-

ting for the dome and reheve the
contrast of a very bright dome and
a dark building. The building is

7o(J feet long and 2r)() feet wide.

The central i)ortion is of sandstone
I)ainted white, and the House and
Senate wings at each end are of

white marble. Surrounding the

building on three sides is a wide
concourse bounded by a ])arai)et.

A few ornamental lam]) posts with
white 0])al globes are regularly

placed on this paranet, to light

the Cf)ncourse. To illuminate the

building, additional posts of the

same style were placed on the

parapet to jjrovide lor the jirojec-

tors. Thirty-ff)ur C.IC. (lood-lighting

])rojectors, each e(|ui])])ed with a

400-watt Edison Mazda flood-lighting lamp,
were used on these poles.

The method of mounting the projectors
was unique and not at all conspicuous. Each
opal glass ball removed was replaced by a
circular block of wood, to which the pro-
jector was bolted. Fig. 3 shows a view of the
installation with a regular unit in the fore-

ground and the projectors beyond.
The illumination of the Court of Honor was

another installation which caused consider-

able favorable comment by the inauguration
visitors, Fig. 4. It was built on Pennsylvania
Ave.. op])osite the White House, and was the
official reviewing, stand for the President.

At night it was illuminated by 40 G.E.
flood-lighting ])rojectors, each equipped with
a 400-watt Edison Mazda flood-lighting

lamp. The projectors were mounted in pairs

on the tops of the pylons, on both sides of the
street, with the beams directed toward the
flags and pylons on the opposite sides of the
street. The eft'ect was mag:nificent.

Fig. 3. Flood Lighting Projectors for Illuminating Main Portion of Capitol

Fig. 4. Court of Honor
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LOOKING TOWARDS THE UNIVERSAL
APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC POWER

Our annual June issue brings forcibly to our
attention that power, or rather electrical power, is

being used more widely than ever before. This has
been said many times, and yet each year it becomes
more apparent as new applications are made and the
method of application is improved. The end is not
reached and there is no probability of its being
reached for many generations to come. Every new
installation suggests yet another, and thus progress
continues. There probably has never been a time
when there has been more rapid development in the
adaptation of electricity to different power purposes
than in the last few years. This has been due largely

to the fact that the manufacturers of the country
have been called upon to increase their facilities, as
the result largely of the general prosperity of the
country. They have universally found that the
quickest and best way to get the increased capacity
was by making use of the electrical power available
from the central station.

The older method of using electrical power was to

replace the steam engine with a motor coupled direct

to the line shaft, but the newer method is to connect
the motor direct to the tool, applying the power
direct instead of bringing it through miscellaneous
belting, piping, etc., as previously.
The word "power," as originally used in the

electrical industry, referred only to motors of dif-

ferent characters, whereas today the available
energy of a central station or power company is

spoken of in this sense, and the energy is converted
to other useful purposes, such as electrical enameling'
ovens, core baking ovens, electrical sherardizing, the
heating of glue pots, electrical steel furnaces, elec-

trical brass furnaces, hardening furnaces, electrical

welding, and many other applications too numerous
to mention. All of these applications have brought
about revolutions in their fields, forcing changes in

the practices which had been developed under the
older methods. All of these changes result usually
in still greater demands for power. However, there
is probably more work done today by hand power,
or by other mechanical means, than is done by
electrical means, and it is probable that most of

them could be done more efficiently and better by
electrical means; and these are the problems which
we have before us.

There are several handicaps in the way before
there can be a universal use of electrical power:

1. One of the essential features is that we should
have universal frequency on our alternating current
systems. Sixty cycles is more commonly used than
any other frequency. Twenty-five cycles is prob-
ably the next most commonly used frequency, but

MM]

this frequency is largely confined to systems requir-
ing other than alternating currents; in other words,
25 cycles is seldom used for any direct application,
as it is usually converted into either low-voltage
direct current or high-voltage direct current. Con-
sequently 60 cycles could be used just as well for
this purpose. There are a few systems using 33
cycles and still fewer using 50 cycles. There is no
reason for the existence of either one and the sooner
they are eliminated the better. Unfortunately there
is still another frequency which is more commonly
used in mill work and in a few isolated power
developments, namely 40 cycles. It would ap-
pear to us that this practice should be discon-
tinued at the earliest possible moment and that any
engineer who is recommending the installation of

any new plant at this frequency is making an
engineering mistake which will some day cost the
user a large amount of money to rectify.

2. It would appear that the future development
in this country should be to stop in some way in-

discriminate building of small power houses, such
as isolated plants, etc., and to start to develop a
complete and continuous network of wires all over
the country, not necessarily all owned and operated
by one company; on the contrary a probably better

arrangement would be to have individual distribut-

ing companies in each community large enough to

support it, and then have large power generating
companies scattered over the country in places

where fuel can be most readily obtained, as well as

water, labor, etc., all these power generating stations

being interconnected and exchanging power as the
demand for power in the adjacent neighborhoods
develops. Operating in such a manner would
mean that power could be produced for far less than
it can be at present, both on account of the great
reduction in fuel costs and also in capital invest-

ments. Also, there would be additional saving in

labor.

The standardization of frequencies is not the only
standardizing work which should be undertaken,
but is that which could be most easily attended to

first. In addition, a definite program should be
laid out to standardize voltages, and more important
still, the speeds of motors. There has been too
little attempt made in this direction, as it has been
the common method to develop a machine first and
then fit a motor to it. It would be infinitely better

if some cooperative work could be done to develop
the machine and the motor as a complete whole and
thus eliminate the very large number of special

motors, which not only cost more themselves but
have a tendency to increase the cost of all other
motors.

C. W. Stone
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MANUFACTURING CONDITIONS IN THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
' By D. B. Rushmore and E. W. Pilgrim

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article is a plea for the employment of standard lines of electrical apparatus wherever conditions
will at all permit of its application. The great demand at this time for products of all kinds has forced manu-
facturers to work for maximum ]jroduction, and this means concentration of effort on developed apparatus
and the elimination of all special equipment. The observance by customers ot this desideratum in making
out specifications would work no special hardship to them, as the lines of developed apparatus of all varieties
are very extensive and sufficiently broad to fulfill all ordinary requirements.

—

Editor.

The industrial con-

D. B. Rushmore

United vStates at pres-

ent are decidedly ab-
normal. The rapid
increase in demand
has overwhelmed
manufacturers and
their facilities are
crowded to the ut-

most. The difficulties

of getting material
and shipments extend
all along the line to

the ]jroducers of raw
materials of evcr\- kind, and transportation
as well is taxed to its limit.

The imperative necessity of reaching and
continuing maximum production and of do-
ing everything j^ossible to meet the demands
of the situation, and especially those Govern-
ment demands which are now coming rapidly
upon us, em];hasizes the im])ortance of a
proper understanding on the part of the cus-

tomer of certain factors with regard to elec-

trical manufacturing, which in normal times
are not always brought forcibly to his

notice.

The electrical a]:)])aratus used mostly in

industry consists largely of generators, ex-

citers, transformers, switchboards, motors
and controllers. These lines of a])]:)aratus

have, in general, been develo]jcd after years
of careful study, after the expenditure of

many hundreds of thousands of dollars, and
after engaging the attention of a large force

of highly trained men. Iwery effort has
naturally been made in their development
to hax'C them meet the greatest range of

recjuirements of service.

Under nf)rmal conditions a certain amouni
(){ what is called special a))])aratus is necessary

and ]jermissiljle. It is however ]K)Ssible in

many cases, without a very great sacrifice,

to use standard apparatus, or to adjust the
methfjd of drive or the machine to be (IriNcn

to the electric motor, with much less modi-
fication than otherwise.

E. W. Pilgrim

With the idea of

explaining a little

more fully the sit-

uation regarding
standard and special

apparatus, and of im-
]3ressing all customers
with the urgent ne-

cessity of utilizing
.standard apparatus
wherever ]:)Ossible, the
following facts are
presented

:

The General Elec-

tric Company, like

all other manufacturing industries, is over-

crowded with work in all its departments.
Many orders have been received for apparatus
from the Government due to the present war
situation and many men have enlisted in

the Government service from the Engineer-
ing and Drafting Departments. It is neces-

sary therefore to immediately work along
lines for maximum production. This means,
among other things, that every effort be

turned to the utilizing of standard apparatus
and that s])ecial ai:)])a:"atus and modifications

of any kind be eliminated. C\istomers should

be asked to co-operate with mantifaclurers

by confining their requirements to developed
ap]jaratus.

The General Electric Comi)any's facilities

are jjrobably as great as those of any other

com])any. It has a large trained force of

engineers and draftsmen, and ils factories

are immen.se, well organized and well inanneci.

An idea of their size can be obtained from
the acc()m])anying jjholographs.

The ap])araUis manufactured l)\' the Gen-
eral ICK'ctvic C<)nii)any co\-ers ])racticall\'

the iiitire ru-ld of electrical ap])licalions.

ranging from Mazda miniatiux" flashlights lo

4.'), ()()() kw. Cmi is steam ttn'bim-s, and embrac-
ing ll'.t (lilTtTi'nl classes, each i-lass sub-

divided into lumdrcds of varieties. As an
illustration: Theri- arc listed 2') h.p. induc-

tion motors at li\c dilTcrcnt speeds, four

\()llagcs, three fn.'(nicncics. three iorms, two
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phases, or a total or 3G0 different motors.
There are six sizes between 15 and 50 horse
power inclusive, making 2,160 standard listed

motors. Any one of these motors can be
furnished with pulley and base for belt

drive, with short shaft for couphng or gearings
with windings treated to resist moisture for

operation in mines and other damp places,

with back geared attachments, or with
vertical parts ; which means that the company
stands ready to supply 10,800 different in-

duction motors from 15 to 50 horse power
of only one type, and there are listed 15

different types.

There have been issued to date 202,000
catalogue numbers, and new numbers are

being issued at the rate of 18,000 per year.

The switchboard handbook contains a list of

22 lines of panels consisting of 767 types
having from 2 to 150 sub-divisions and
aggregating approximately 9,000 catalogtie

number panels.

All lines of transformers, direct current
motors, controllers, compensators, railway
motors, etc., are as complete as the items
mentioned above, and this shows the enor-

mous nurnber of individual requirements
which can be met from apparatus now listed

as standard.

The views of the Small Motor Department,
Lynn Works, pages 429 and 431, illustrate

the wonderful system which enables the
company to turn out over 75,000 small motors
and generators per year. In this department
the work is so arranged that the parts pro-

gress from one section to another until they
are assembled, tested, painted and shipped.

Each item listed by catalogue number or

rating is not necessarily regarded as standard,

but any listed part can be fabricated without
requiring engineering instructions. Stand-
ard apparatus is usually listed in heavy faced

type and represents those items mostly u.sed,

which are either carried in stock as a unit

or its parts are stocked. Apparatus is

regarded as special when a number of new
patterns, dies and windings are required, and
semi-standard or partly special when changes
such as length of shaft, diameter of ]Hilley

fit or new field or armature windings using

existing forms only are required; but in

either case production is greatly interfered

with. Take for example an engine or water-
wheel-driven generator where the si)ced is

not standard and a change in frame may be
required to meet special conditions, and the
guarantees as to efficiency, heating, over-

loads, etc., differ from those of the standard

line. In order to build this machine there

would be required

—

1

.

Attention from the designing engineers.

2. Layouts and special drawings to be
made in the drafting room. After the engi-

neering and drafting have been completed
a new drawing list is required and the factory

must obtain from the blue print department
a complete set of new drawings.

3. Undoubtedly a special size of copper
would be required for the armature and fields.

This means that the factory cannot draw
from its stock, but is required to place an
order on the wire drawing manufacturers,
who, no doubt, would have to set up their

machines in order to finish copper for this

small order, thus upsetting their schedule
on standard sizes.

4. Changes in the armature spider, flanges,

frame or commutator shell necessitates

either new patterns in the pattern shop, or

perhaps if the change is slight an existing

pattern of the standard machine can be used

;

but this takes the pattern away from stand-
ard production while the changes are being
made and while the single casting is being
cast.

5. The schedule of the foundry is inter-

fered with, as they must wait for this special

pattern or changed pattern before they can
start work, instead of being able to take the

standard pattern from the shelf when the
time is opportune for making the casting.

(). If any new dies are required, the time
and expense of making these dies are just

as great for this one machine as they would be
for getting out the dies for standard machines
from which a great many duplicates would
be made.

7. Machine work may require new tools,

or if carried along and built without tools,

will require layouts which necessitate the

time of an ex])ert mechanic and is not as

accurate as when jigs can be used.

8. The assembly becomes special, and
considerable time is necessarily consumed in

going over the new drawings by the assem-
blers to determine just how the various parts

go together. Many of these oj^erations,

when they reach the factory, require a

breaking down and setting up of the machines
for these special pieces. This oi^eration

often requires more time than would ordin-

arily be spent in performing the same op-

eration on a large numl)er of jjieces. After

the machine has been assembled, the testing

rc(iuircs additional time, as it is necessary

to make a c()mi)lctc set of tests in order to
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determine, before a machine leaves the
factory, that it is perfect, both electrically

and mechanically, and meets the j^uarantees

required by the contract. The sho]js are not
the only sections of the or^^anization which
have been interfered with in the fabricating

of these special machines, as the cost account-
ing, bookkeeping, production and shipping
departments are also more or less affected.

As another example, suppose a request
were received for a two pole, TOO h.p., loOO
r.p.m., 2o cycle, form M induction motor.
This motor would be special throughout, and
in order to build it, new dies for stator and
rotor would be required, and new patterns
throughout. In normal times it would be
a good motor to quote on, but with the ])resent

factory conditions it would be undesirable
to build it because of the many special

features, the pattern department and die-

making department being overcrowded with
work on the renewal of ]jatterns and dies for

standard machines. Another example is a
request for a 700 h.]). synchronous motor at

514 r.p.m.. with an alternative for direct

connection at 120 r.p.m. The customer de-
sires these motors totally enclo.sed, self-

ventilated, which would require a number of

new ]>atterns and special work. As the
machines are of the pedestal type construc-

tion, enclo.sing them is qi:ite difficult. This
requires quoting on the machines ojjcn, and
pointing out to the customer that he can
keep the motors cleaner by having them o])en

and giving them attention than they would
be if enclosed so that the attendants could
not readily inspect them.
The Company manufactures some 3,o00

different wiring devices, probably one-half
of which could be omitted; these devices

having been designed because of trade

requirements in different territories. For
example, on page IV.) of the 101(1 sup])ly

catalogue there are listed 1 1 receptacles used
in the V)uilding of electric signs. If the
manufacturers of electric signs would agree
to a standard device only one of these would
be required. As another illustration, wiring

devices are all ai)])r()ve(l by the Under-
writers' Laboratories, but this does not
necessarily mean that they will meet the
reciuirements of the New York City De])art-

mcnts of I-'ire, Water, Cas and Electricity,

or if they are accc]Aab]e to the New York
City Deijartments that they will be satis-

factory to Chicago or San Francisco. Re-
cently a recjuest was received for a .'iO-ampcre

double-]K>le lever switch, where the customer

wanted the switch blades and clijjs heavier;

the contention being that a 30-ampere
switch is not mechanically strong enough.
The demand was very limited (about fifty

per year). The normal production of these

switches is 2,700 per year and to build this

switch would have required a special ?late

base and a special connecting strip punching.
This change appears small, but it would have
required special attention from the engineer-

ing, drafting and production departments
before it reached the factory. The factory

would have been required to order special

slate bases to be specially drilled and specially

assembled. In fact, the order would have to

be carried through the factory as a special

item, receiving the attention of every de-

partment. This would have interfered with
the production of possibly fov:r to five times

as many standard switches.

It might be well to point out here the

routine, showing the difference in time re-

quired between entering an order for special

and for standard apparatus. Take the case

of a standard oO h.p. induction motor. The
local office makes ovit the requisition and
sends the factory copies direct to the factory

production de])artment. From here they
are distributed to the interested sections,

and the order is filled from stock or from a

stock manvifacturing order. The same motor
with s]jecial features requires that the local

office make out a requisition for the construc-

tion de]:)artment. The con.struction depart-

ment distributes the original to the factory

and makes copies for the engineers. The
factory copy goes to the shipping depart-

ment, where copies are made and sent to the

interested factory sections. \Vork cannot be
started in the factory vinlil the engineering

instructions in the form of a new drawing
list has been received. X'ery often before

the engineers can issue their instructions it is

necessary to receive from the customer
through the local office additional information
on a s])ecial ])iece of ai)])aratus, and it is not
unusual for three or fcmr weeks' time to be

consvnned in getting all tliesc details settled.

It might be well to brielly mention here

what has been done and is being done by
the American Institute of Electrical i'^ngineers

towards the standardization of electrical

apparatus, 'i^he first slej) taki-n by the

Institute in this din-ct ion was a topical dis-

cussion on standardization of generators,

motors and transformers, wliith look ])lace

simultaneously in New ^'ork and Chicago
on the evening of Jan. 2()th, ISSJ.S. As a
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result of this discussion, a Conunilloe on
Standardization was appointed, which con-

sisted of seven members. This Committee
has worked faithfull>- from time to time and
the members have been increased as the

scx)pe of the work has been enlarged, until

the 1915-10 Committee contained twenty-
five members. The results of the work of

this Committee have been the publication

of Standardization Rules of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, edition of

December. 191(). which consists of 115 pages,

covering the standardization of ratings of all

classes of electrical machinery, standardiza-

tion of type of insulation to be used under
various conditions of installation, and stand-
ardization of methods of testing of electrical

machinery, setting forth just what losses,

etc.. are to be included in determining effi-

ciencies, etc.

In order that the character of apparatus
may be more carefully considered before it

is offered for sale in large quantities, stand-
ardizing committees having charge of the
important articles manufactured have been
appointed. The action of these committees
is subject to a review by the proper executive
officers of the Company and by the sales and

Induction Motor Testing

manufacturing committees. In view of the
magnitude of the company's bu.siness and the
variety of articles, any such review will of

necessity be limited to cases of unusual
importance affecting all departments or the
general policy. Therefore, the decisions of

the standardizing committees are practically
final and conclusive. The committees are
niade u]) as follows:

f
Department Managers

lix-OtrK-ials < Works Managers
[ Department Engineers

Designing Engineers
Factory Representatives
Consulting Engineers (when mat-

ters involving theoretical or general considerations
of sufficient importance arc under discussion).
One member is a member of all committees and

has general supervision of their work.
The duties of the committees are:

1. To pass upon the suitability of proposed or
existing designs from the standpoint of:

Design
Manufacture
Salability

2. To suggest articles which it is desirable to
have designed.

3. To recommend appropriations for develop-
ment and the quantity of apparatus to be produced
on first order.

4. To investigate and compare the General
Electric Company's apparatus with similar appara-
tus made by competitors.

As an example of the duties of the various
standardizing committees we might cite the
program followed in authorizing a new
standard line of motors.

The commercial depart-
ment, for various reasons
having decided that it is

advisable to market a new
line of motors, consults with
the commercial engineering
department who after a
careful study of inquiries

which have been received
determine upon the ratings,

speeds, and general charac-
teristics of the line of motors.
The designing engineers are
then called upon to make a
preliminary design, usually
of a representative size. This
preliminary design is then
discussed in detail by the
standardizing committee
for this class of appara-
tus, and the design may
be turned down several

times before receiving final

approval. After the design
has been approved the standardizing com-
mittee asks for an appropriation sufficient

to build and test this motor. After the
motor has been built and tested, if it meets
all requirements, other motors in the line

will be taken up in the same way and de-
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Transformer Test, Pittsfield Works

m^^
Iron Foundry, Schenectady Works

In addition to the usual cupola equipment this foundry has a 25-ton electric furnace
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signed, built, and tested. Ap])roi)riations

for tools and the stocking:; of parts of each
size of motor are also authorized, and the
entire line is not advertised or offered for

sale until sufficient stock has accumulated
to make prompt deliveries. The bringing
out of a new line of apparatus will probably
consume the time of the standardizing com-
mittee, designing engineers and other de-
partments for from one to two years, and
will involve an expense of several hundred
thousand dollars before the first machine is

ready for the market. At present there are
43 standardizing committees, as follows:

Air brakes and air brake compressors
Air compressors (centrifugal)
A-c. generators
Arc lamps and appurtenances
D-c. generators and motor generators
D-c. motors
Demand indicators
Fabroil gears
Fan motors
Flow meters
Fractional horse power motors
General voltage regulators
Heating devices—domestic
Heating devices—industrial (inc. resistance furnaces)
Hoist, mill and similar motors
Induction motors
Induction and feeder regulators
Industrial control (inc. rheostats)
Instruments (inc. current and potential transformers)
Line material (transmission)
Line material (trolley) (inc. rail bonds)
Lightning arresters
Marine appliances
Marine generator sets

Mining locomotives
Miners' electric lamps
Ozonators
Railway Control and car equipments
Railway locomotives and equipments
Railway motors
Rectifiers—multiple (inc. panels)
Repulsion induction motors
Searchlights
Sheet steel

Sockets and wiring supi)lics (inc. ])un(iied cli])

switches and cabinet panels)
Steam turViines

Synchronous ccjnverters (inc. double current gener-
ators)

Switchboard ])anels (excei)t cabinet jianels and
rectifier panels)

Switch s, circuit breakers, etc.

Transformers (excej)t current and ])otential)

Watthour meters
Wireless telegraj)h and lelcjjhonc work.

This list shows thorotighl\- llic slaiidardi-

zation of all the various lines of app.-ir.'itiis

and how this routine is interfered with in

the factory when a sjiecial or modilicHl piece
of stanflard a])])aratus is ordered, 'i'hesc

sjjccial requirements not onI\' liandicap the
factory but increase the cost. Win n a cost
estimate is ])t]1 llirough the cost dcjiarl incnls

on special aijparatus. a higher figure is used
for all the labor items. Extra charges are

made for any new winding forms, dies,

patterns, pattern changes, engineering and
drafting that may be required, and all these

items are included in the price which the

customer must pay for the special machine.
There are a great many ways in which the

customer can be assisted in adapting his

requirements to standard machines. It is

only within the past few months that the

General Electric Company have started to

rate various lines of machines in accordance
with the A.I.E.E. rules, and not all of the
lines of machines are yet on this basis. The
engineers have also begun to rewrite standard
specifications which accompany propositions

to cover guarantees in accordance with the

A.I.E.E. rtiles. This will go a long way
toward getting customers familiar with the
new standards.

Co-operation is sought with consulting

engineers, architects, general managers and
.superintendents, who in making up their

specifications covering an\- particular items
very often quite naturally write into them
ideas of their own which, requiring perhaps
only a slight variation from what is regarded
as statidard, make the piece of apparatus
entirely special. This will encourage them
in specifying A.I.E.E. standards, and also

tends to put all on the same basis when
bidding on competitive propositions.

Salesmen can do a great deal if, when
receiving ^n inquiry from a customer or

visiting a customer, they will take more time
to go over carefully any drawings which the

customer may have of the machinery which
he wishes to drive; or if the machitiery is

installed in his factory to carefully look it

over and make a thorotigh ins])ection with
a view to determining if it is possible to

ada])t a standard machine. When new
develo])ments are being contem])lated, sales-

men should at once sec that the interested

])arties are furnished with btilletins and white

l)rints showing dimensions and ratings, and
other literature, so they will be perfectly

familiar with the standard lines which the

Com])any has to ofTcr.

No dotil)! a very great saving can be brought
al)()tit b\- a more thorotigh co-oi)eration with
ctistoiners before si)ecifications are written or

iiKltiiries for propositions sent to the factorw
At the i)resetit time, on account of the short-

age of both labor and matciial this will be of

the tttmosl iniportanci', and the only wa\' l)y

which shipments can I)c lu-tteri^d will be to

keep production along standard lines.
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ELECTRIC MINE HOISTING

By R. S. vSage

POWKR AND MiMNC. ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

In the introduction of this comprehensive article are reviewed the factors responsible for the adoption

of elect ricitv as the motive power for mine hoisting. Typical duty cycles are next considered; and then the body
of the article is devoted to a detailed description of the equipment, operation, and advantages of the induction

motor, tlte Ward Leonard, and the Ilgncr Ward Leonard systems of electric hoisting.
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Sage

General

Although electric

motors ^verc used to

drive some of the

mine hoists in this

country as early as

t^venty-five years ago,

it has been only with-

in comparatively
recent years that
installations of con-

siderable size or im-
portance have been
made. Also, the
progress was extreme-

ly slow for a number of years.

The only available electric power for many
years was direct current; and this could be
obtained only in limited quantities which
meant that the then practical and economical
limit of size for electric hoists was soon
reached. Even after favorable' power con-

ditions were attained, it was necessary to

overcome much prejudice against the new
drive. The steam engine, the common form
of drive, while not all that could be desired,

was still considered by superintendents and
operators to be a cheap and generally satis-

factory driver.

With the advent of expert mining reports

and accurate cost accounting methods came
disillusionment, but it was years before mine
operators could no longer afford to ignore the
advantages offered by electric drive for their

hoists.

Today, there are hundreds of electrically-

driven mine hoists installed in this country;
and not only has steam drive become the
exception instead of the rule for new installa-

tions, but large numbers of old steam hoists

have been advantageou.sly changed over to

electric drive. This change is made with
little difficulty or inconvenience and without
interrupting production.
The improved methods of control and the

extension of central-station service were two
great factors which gave impetus to the
adoption of the electric hoist. In the earlier

days, the intermittent and fluctuating mine
hoist load could not be carried by the central

station with its comparatively small generat-

ing capacity, poor regulating ability, and low-

voltage distribution. These conditions have
been changed, however, and central stations

with modern equipment are now usually
willing and glad to get mining load. In the
last few years, especially, there have been
many large and important mine hoist elec-

trifications.

It is estimated that nearly 1,000,000 hor.se

power in electric motors are used today in

the coal and metal mining industry of the
country.

While much power is purchased, even a
greater amount is generated by the mining
companies. The consolidation of properties

in numerous instances, especially in the coal

and iron mining fields, has made the genera-
tion of power economically possible; and in

many cases these central stations are of

considerable size. Often the mining company
in this way becomes a power supply company
and markets a portion of its power to adjoin-

ing properties or to other neighboring indus-

tries. All of the economies of centralization

are secured, and by raising the load-factor the
use of the simplest type of hoisting equipment
is permitted.
While each particular case should be

considered on its own merits, the electric

drive has many undisputed advantages over
its competitors. These features will be
touched upon briefly.

Safety and reliability probably should
stand first in these advantages. The electric

hoist lends itself readily to the application of

simple devices which make for safety and
protection against interruption of service,

and which make safe operation less dependent
upon the skill of the operator. It is less

liable to get beyond control, and should the
mechanical brakes fail the ability to brake
by means of electric current may mean the
saving of human life or property.
The cost of operation is of course of great

importance, and in many cases it is the
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determining factor when the choice of drive
is to be made. In general, it can be shown
that the cost of operating the electric hoist

is less than that of any other. Only where
the cost of electric power is very high and
that of fuel verv low can the steam hoist be

O 2 1 6 S 10 12 Id 16 18 20 22 2A

Time in Seconds

Fig. 1. Typical Load Diagram for Induction Motor
Driven Hoist Having a Cylindrical Drum

more economically operated. In any case,

the cost of labor, maintenance, repairs, and
supplies is higher in the case of the steam
hoist. It is particularly true in mining
districts that steam is generated very unecon-
onomically. Often one or more hoists are

served by long lines of steam pipes laid

exposed to the air, resulting in heavy losses

due to condensation and leaky joints. It has
been estimated that the average steam hoist

consumes at least 100 pounds of steam ]:)er

shaft horsepower-hour. This means that

the average efficiency (coal burned to useful

work) is alDout 2 per cent.

The first cost of the electric as compared
with the steam or air hoist is usually approxi-

mately the same for new installations. The
control in the best system of electric hoisting

is extremely accurate and sensitive, and with
the most simple type is as good as that of the

steam hoist.

The uniform turning effort exerted l)y the

electric motor gives the hoist a steady motion
which increases the life of the hoisting cable,

the shaft guides, bearings, and foundations.

The space required for the installation of

the electric hoist is much less than for the

steam hoist. In general, the advantages
claimed for the electric hoist over the steam
also ap])ly as compared with the air-driven

hoist.

The three more common systems of electric

hoisting as practiced in this country are the
induction motor with rheostatic control, the
direct-current motor with Ward Leonard con-

trol, and the direct-current motor with Ward
Leonard control and flywheel equalization.

Ordinarily, the induction motor is used for

small and medium capacity hoists, and where
first cost is of prime consideration, and in

large capacities where exact control is not
imperative as with some slope hoists. By far

the greater number of electric hoists are of

this type and they have been built in capaci-

ties up to 1800 h.p.

For medium and large capacity hoists and
where exact control is of great importance,
the Ward Leonard control is used; and where
the conditions of the power supply require

the elimination of peaks, the flywheel equaliz-

ing system is combined with the Ward
Leonard control.

A large number of hoists operated by Ward-
Leonard control are in operation in this

country, but their application is much more
extensive in European countries, particularly

in Germany. It is the commoner practice in

this country to install induction motors on
account of the lower first cost and simplicity

of application.

Duty Cycles

Before describing the various hoisting

systems it seems advisable to consider briefly

the nature of the hoist duty cycles, though
a discussion of the methods of calculating

them will not be entered into.

Fig. 1 shows a typical load diagram for a

hoist with a cylindrical drum. In general,

the cycle consists of a period during which all

the moving parts are accelerated from rest

to full running speed, followed by a period of

running at full speed, and then by a slowing
down to rest. Usually the hoist remains at

rest for a period while loading and imloading,

then if a balanced hoist it is reversed and the

cycle repeated. If unbalanced, that is, if

there is no empty skip or cage and car being
lowered in counter-balance with that being
hoisted, it is necessary to lower the emj^ty
skip either with the motor connected to the

line and braking electrically or by means of

the mechanical brakes. It is obviously more
efficient to operate a hoist having a counter-

balanced ski]).

It is assumed that acceleration and
retardation are accomplished uniformly under
the action of a uniform torque from tlie motor.

If, therefore, ihc motor is controlled rhco-
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statically, the area shown in the shaded por-

tion is wasted in the rheostat and in the motor.

Hoist motors are usually given a con-

tinuous rating determined by the "root mean
square" or heating value of the cycle. In the

case of balanced hoists, the motor must often

stopping, and its capacity may often be
determined by these parts of the cycle,

especially in the case of short frequent cycles.

The length of the rest period also greatly

influences the capacity of the motor for such

cycles. In the case of long cycles, however,

Fig. 3. Magnetic Operating Reversing Switches

be capable of hoisting loads out of balance.

Out-of-balance operation may consist of

merely hoisting an empty cage with a light

load, as a man, or it may mean that full load

doo
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Fig 2. Comparison of Load Diagram with Cylindrical

and Cylindro-conical Drum

must be hoisted for considerable periods of

time. Occasionally this condition determines

the size of the motor.
On the normal cycle, the motor is subjected

to the heaviest loads during starting and

neither of these factors ordinarily has such a

controlling influence on the rating of the motor.

Very great advantages may often be obtain-

ed by the use of especially designed hoist

drums as is well shown in Fig. 2.

The broken line represents a load

diagram based on using a simple

cylindrical drum, and the full line

a diagram representing the same
work done based on a cylindro-

conical type of drum.
This hoist was for a coal mine

with a depth of 650 feet, hoisting

at an average rope speed of 2600
feet per minute. The special drums
had a minimum diameter of 5 feet

and a maximum of 9 feet. There
were 4.15 turns wound on the

smaller cylindrical portion, 6.5

turns on the cone, and 15.62 turns

on the larger cylinder.

The peak at starting has been
reduced from 800 h.p. to 310 h.p.,

n the size of the motor from 600 h.p.

to 300 h.p., and the power con-

sumed per trip from 12,000 h.p-

seconds to 6000 h.p-seconds. The overall

efficiency in the first case is about 25 per

cent; in the second about 50 per cent.

The saving effected in this particular case

is somewhat greater than is usually gained by
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the use of ?pecial drums. Some advantage
may usually be expected in the case of sinj^le

short lifts and hij^h rope s])eeds, as with coal

mine hoists. Ordinarily, little advantaj^e

could be expected from the use of special

drums for deep mine hoists, such as in metal
mines where hoisting from various levels and
unbalanced hoisting is necessary. In some
instances, however, they have been used for

metal mine hoisting from one level, in which
case some reduction has been effected in the

starting peak and a little in the power con-

sumed but probably little or nothing has

been saved in the size of the motor.

Fig. 4. Magnetically Operated Contactor Panel for Cutting

In and Out Sections of Resistance

Induction Motor Hoists

The simi)lest and most common tyi)e of

electric mine hoist is that driven by the

variable-s])eed wound-rotor induction motor,

connected to the winding drum shaft throvigh

gears. When this tyi^e of hoist is of ai)i)reci-

able size its control is of the magnetic tyjjc,

i.e., the primary reversing switches are

magnetically-o])erated, and the speed is

controlled by cutting iron-grid resistance in

or out of the secondary circuit by means of

magnetically-o])erated switches, or the resist-

ance is of the liciuid tyi)e being varied by
changing the height of a column of liquid sur-

rounding the electrodes connected in the sec-

ondary circuit. These equi])ments are designed

for the visual frequencies and voltages, 2200
and 440 volts being those most often tised.

It has been found imj^racticable to use
reversing switches ojjerating under oil for

hoist service where several ojjerations per
minute are often necessary, on account of the

rapid carloonization of the oil and wear of

the tii)s.

The magnetically- operated reversing
switches illustrated in Fig. 3 were therefore

developed ; these interrupt the circuits in air.

A large number of these switches have been put
into operation and handle cur-

rents as high as 1000 am])eres at

2200 volts with no difficulty.

The operating magnets are

mounted on slate bases at the

lower part of the panel and
transmit motion to the switches

through stout impregnated wood-
en rods. The tips are fitted

with scientifically designed arcing

horns which prevent excessive

burning of the tips and assist in

In interru])ting the arc. Blow-out

^^ coils and large arc-chutes are also

^ ])rovided.

The forward and reverse
switches are interlocked m e -

chanically so that both cannot
be in at the same time. In

addition electric interlocks are

l)rovided which prevent theexcit-—m ' » ation of one magnet until the

f I other is oijcn. For the handling
* I of low-voltage (350 volts) ])rim-

I ary circuits, the contactors used

J do not req,uire man\' of the
^^* refinements necessary for higher

voltage circuits.

Where iron-grid resistance is

used, magnetically-operat ed
switches are vised to cvit in and out tlie

various sections. Fig. 4 illustrates a i)anel

movmting such switches. Ordinarily it is

recommended that a total of eight stei)s be

])rovided. Both the primary ancl the second-

ary switches are controlled llirough a master

controller which handles only the current

required to operate the magnets. Automat it-

acceleration is i)rovided by means of cvirreni-

limit relays which function to permit the suc-

ceeding sections of resistance to be cut out.

only when the current has fallen to a certain

l)retletermined minimum. In this way even

though the operalt)r sh(.)uld throw the master
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controller suddenly to the full-speed position.

the hoist will axitomatieally come ii]) to speed

in the proi)er number of steps thereby pro-

tectini: both the api)aratus and the power sys-

tem. The operator is free to start as slowly

as he desires as he has individual control

over practically all of the accelerat-

ing;: s\\"itches.

The common fonn of master con-

troller used for this type of hoist

equipment is provided with a vertical

handle, and has a sej^ment in the

off position for resetting a small

contactor through whose contacts all

of the control circuits, including the

excitation for the low-voltage release

of the line circuit-breaker, are wired.

In case of a shut down due to the

opening of the circuit-breaker, power
cannot be applied to the motor again

until the controller is brotight to

the off position; this allows the

small contactor previously mentioned
to close, thereby establishing a source

of excitation for the contactors and
low-voltage release.

In Fig. 5 is shown a set of speed-

torque curves for an eight-point

magnetic control equipment. The
relays have been so set as to cut

out the succeeding sections of resist-

ance when the current falls to approxi-

mately full-load current. On the
basis of the number of steps shown,
the current would rise to approxi-

mately 150 per cent as the various
sections are cut out. The lower figure

shows the action of automatic ac-

celeration for a typical hoist load dia-

gram. The dead load and friction

amount to about 85 per cent of what
is assumed as full-load torque; and as the

motor does not exert a torque higher than
this until on the third step, the first three

contactors close in rapid succession before
the motor starts. The heavy dotted line

represents the average torque required to

get the hoist up to speed in the specified time.

For the cycle shown, this amounts to 125
per cent w^hich is very close to the average
which the motor will develop under the con-
trol of the automatic starting equipment.

The purpose of the first three steps is to

provide regulating points when it is desired
to run at low- sx.)eeds, as when inspecting shaft

and rope, taking up slack rope, etc.

Under certain conditions it may be neces-
sary to lift a load requiring a higher torque

from the motor than that for which the
relays are normally set. To take care of this a
normally open i)ush-button is used to by-pass
the relays and allow those sections of the resis-

tance to be cut out directly, which will allow
the motor to develop its maximum torque.
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and the Action of Automatic Acceleration

In many cases it is desirable to use liquid

rheostats, especially for large hoists. A very
successful type is shown in Fig. G. This
rheostat embodies the time-limit element
during acceleration which affords protection
similar to that given by the current limit

element for the type of control just described.

While the principle underlying the use of

a liquid as the resistance element of a rheostat
is a simple one, it has required ingenious
designing to produce a rheostat that will

operate successfully under the conditions
met in mine hoist service. Besides providing
a high resistance at the start and for low-
speed running, the rheostat must have a low
minimum resistance so that the hoist can be
operated at full speed without excessive loss
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in the rotor circuit. To obtain a low value
of minimum resistance, a multiplicity of

plates must be used, spaced closely together.

In the earlier designs, and in some still on the
market, trouble results from arcing between
the plates during reversal at high speed for

under these conditions double standstill

Fig. 6. Motor Operated Liquid Rheostat

potential is developed between the collector

rings. A design was perfected, from which a
large number of rheostats have been built and
put into successful operation, which has
overcome all practical difficulties and which
embodies all the characteristics essential to

successful service. In this design two sep-

arate sections of electrodes are used, one
consisting of widely spaced pipes of graduated
lengths (forming the high-resistance section)

and the other of a nest of closely spaced
plates (forming the low-resistance section).

At start only the high resistance is connected
in the rotor circuit, but as the level of the

liquid rises in the electrode chamber and the

motor has reached a considerable speed and
the secondary voltage has fallen to a low
value, the low-resistance section of plates is

cut into the circuit in multiple with the pipes

and the acceleration of the motor is completed,

so that at the maximum level of the Hcjuid the

resistance in circuit is very low. A small

motor-driven centrifugal pump forces the

liquid into the electrode chamber from a
storage tank which is formed by the lower
portion of the rheostat. The speed of the

motor is controlled by means of a lever

operating a weir, whose position determines
the level of the liquid. To this same lever

is connected a master controller which
operates the primary switches that control

the direction of rotation of the motor. As
the weir constitutes practically one entire

wall of the electrode chamber, it can be
emptied practically as quickly as the lever

can be brought to the ojff position.

An adjustable sill is provided when required

to increase the height of the liquid at the start,

thereby decreasing the time required to attain

full speed. For normal operation, where high
resistance is not required, the sill is adjusted
so as to obtain the fastest acceleration; and
when high resistance is wanted for low speed
running, the sill is lowered. A lever located

on the operator's stand controls this sill, so

that adjustments are quickly and con-
veniently made. The liquid in the storage

tank is cooled by means of a nest of coils

through which cooling water is circulated.

The liquid rheostat is especially recom-
mended for induction-motor-driven hoists of

large capacity and for those where a consider-

able amount of partial speed operation is

required, as with some slope hoists. It

affords a somewhat finer degree of control

/ ZS%Speed

Hoist Drum

n SOXSpeed

m7S7o Speed

Fig. 7. Diagram of Apparatus for Protection against

Overwinding

than the grid resistance type since it i)rovides

an infinite number of steps.

It is customary to employ an iiuli\idual

main line oil circuit-breaker for induction

motor mine hoists. Attachments are provided

which open the breaker on heavy sustained

overloads, or on failure of voltage, or on the

opening of the hand emergency switch.
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In order to automatically set the hoist

brakes in emergency cases, a solenoid is

provided for each brake. The solenoid when
de-energized will close the admission and

open the exhaust ports of the brake engine,

or if the brakes are hand-operated the

solenoids will simply trip a latch

which releases a weight that causes

the brakes to be set. The solenoids

are wired across one phase inside

the main circuit-breaker so that

any condition which causes the

breaker to open will set the brakes.

With high-voltage equipments
means are provided which prevent

any chance of one primary con-

tactor closing before the arc due
to the opening of the reverse

has been completely interrupted,

thereby preventing any possibility

of a short-circuit through the con-

tactors.

It is obvious from upper curves

of Fig. 5. a diagram showing the

speed-torque characteristics of the

induction motor on various resistance points,

that it is not possible, irrespective of the value

of the load, to automatically slow down to a cer-

tain desired speed as the landing is approached.
For this reason protection against over-winding
is best obtained by a system which constrains

the operator to slow down properly under the
penalty of a complete shut-down before the

end of travel is reached. Fig. 7 illustrates in

a general way the principle of such a system
adapted to a single-shaft hoist. A flyball

governor is geared to the hoist drum and
carries several sets of contacts which are in

multiple with an equal number of contacts
on a geared limit switch or on switches
installed in the hoist shaft guides. All of

these contacts are wired in the exciting circuit

of the low-voltage trip of the line oil switch.

The limit switches are open circuited con-
secutively as the skip nears the landing and,
unless each is short circuited by the cor-

responding contacts on the governor, the
hoist is shut down. But, if the speed has
been reduced to the proper value when each
of the switches is reached, the contacts on the
governor will short circuit the switches and
no shut-down will occur. An additional
limit switch is usually placed just above the
landing which will also open the line circuit-

breaker if the .skip goes by the landing.
If the hoist is shut down by this limit switch,
it is necessary to provide means which will

prevent starting again in the same direction.

This is furnished by an arrangement of lever

switches which must be manipulated in order
to reestablish the power supply and which
permit the exciting of only the proper primary
contactor. The usual protective devices

o]-)erate on this or some similar principle.

Fig. 8. Diagrams of Load Curves During Lowering by an Induction

Motor Acting as a Generator and by "Plugging"

There are three ways in which loads may
be lowered out of balance: viz., first, by means
of the mechanical brakes; second, by means
of the induction motor running as a gen-

erator at a speed slightly above synchronism

;

and third, by means of counter-torque from
the motor.

Lowering by the mechanical brakes is

objectionable on account of the great wear
on the brake shoes, the necessity of providing
sufficient area to prevent overheating, and
the danger of failure in operation.

In the second method mentioned the motor
is connected to the power supply in the

direction tending to drive the hoist down or

the hoist is allowed to accelerate to speed by
the action of gravity alone before connecting
the motor to the line, the mechanical brakes
being used to prevent speeding beyond
control until the motor connection is made.
The hoist will then run at a speed such that

the motor is driven slightly above syn-

chronism, the energy being returned to the
power system. To stop the hoist it is neces-

sary to use the mechanical brakes or throw
the motor into the first or second point of

the reverse. In any event it is desirable to

partially apply the mechanical brakes, for

while bringing the controller from its running
position to the off position the electrical

braking effort is being gradually reduced to

nothing and the hoist will speed up unless

checked. This method of braking is econom-
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ical but is ])racticable only for fairly lonj^'

cycles in which sufficient time is allowed for

the manipulation of the control. It is prac-

ticed with the <i;reatest safety in the case of

long slope hoists.

The third method involves reversing the

motor so that it exerts a torque in opposition

to that of the hoist. Although it is easier

of control than the second method, it is very
wasteful of energy and requires a heavy duty
rheostat.

Diagram .4 of Fig. 8 illustrates the second
method of lowering, i.e., with induction

motor running as a generator. The energy
represented by the area not shaded, i.e.,

while the motor is running at full speed, is

returned to the line. The shaded area above
time axis is taken from the power supply if

the braking is done by reversing the motor,
or is dissipated as heat at the brake tread

exciter usually direct connected to the motor-
generator set.

In general, this system is used for hoists

the control of which Requires a high degree
of accviracy and whose importance justifies

the greater investment. Or, its adoption
may be necessary on account of the condi-

tions of the power supply. Since the torque
required for acceleration is produced at

\'arying voltage from practically zero to

normal, the power builds up gradually during
the period of acceleration instead of being
thrown on the system suddenly and main-
tained at the maximum throughout the entire

time for acceleration as is the case with the

induction-motor-driven hoist. This is of

considerable ]:)ractical advantage in cases

where the hoist load is a large percentage of

the station capacity, for the generating
a]3paratus would i^robably be able to main-
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Fig. 9. Load Curves showing Effect of Flywheel Motor-generator Set on Load Curve

if the hoist is brought to rest with the mech-
anical brakes.

Diagram B of Fig. S represents braking
by means of the motor counter-torque or,

as it is often referred to, by "])lugging."

The shaded area is sup])lied by the ])ower

.sup]jly and practically the entire energy
represented by the total area of the diagram
is aVjsorVicd by the rheostat in the rotor

circuit.

Ward Leonard and Ilgncr Ward Leonard Systems

In the Ward Leonard system of control

the voltage ai)])lied to the motor, and there-

fore its sj)eed, is varied by varying the field

strength of a separate generator which is

usually driven by an alternati'ng-current

motor. By reversing the field connections,

the polarity of the generator voltage is

reversed and consequently the rotation of the

hoist motor, which oi)erates always at con-

stant field strength. The excitation for the

motor and generator fields is sui)i)lied by an

tain normal voltage on the system through its

regulating devices.

In cases where power is generated under
such conditions as to preclude the possibility

of carrying the heavy peak loads without
disturbance to other api)aratus ojierating on
the system, and where ]:)ower is purchased
under heavy i)enality in the ])ower rates for

peak loads, an equalizing equipment is

neces.sary.

The most common system used consists

of a flywheel directly connected to the Ward
Leonard motor-generator .set and a device for

automatically varying the speed through the

secondarx' rheostatic control of the slip-ring

induction motor that drives the set.

'j'his is the so-called Ilgner Ward Leonard
system. Thi.? arrangement limit,-; the i)ower

taken from the sui)])ly circuit, to a certain pre-

determined amount, whatcxtT jjower required

b\- the lioisl in excess of this \ ahu' being sup-

])iied by tlie energy given uj) by the flywheel

as the wheel reduces in si)eed. During the
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periods of lii:;ht power demand, the speed of

the wheel is increased and energ}' is stored

in anticipation of the next peak load.

The smoothing out action of a flywheel

motor-generator set used in connection with
a direct -current hoist motor is illustrated in

Fig. 9. The extreme fluctuations of load to

which the generator is subjected is supplied
by the line as an almost uniform demand. If

the cycles are fully equalized, the input to

the set will be at a uniform value; and if only
partially equalized, as would result from
using a smaller flywheel, the power input
will vary, the maximum value being some-
what greater than the uniform value for full

equalization.

The curves shown in Fig. 10 illustrate the
speed-torque characteristic of a shunt-wound
motor operated on the "Ward Leonard control
system for various values of generator volt-

age, i.e.. for various steps of the controller.

There is a striking difference between this

and the induction motor characteristic in
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-wound Motor

that there is but a slight change in the speed
over the entire load range, on any one step.
It is this characteristic which makes the Ward
Leonard system the superior of the induction
motor system for the control of the electric
hoist. Complete control of the speed from

standstill to maximum is provided for all

values of load from maximum positive to
maximum negative, it being seldom necessary
to resort to the use of the mechanical brakes.
As the character of the load changes from
positive to negative, the functions of the

Fig. 11. Liquid Slip Regulator as Used with Ilgner Ward
Leonard System

machines automatically invert, the hoist
motor speeding up slightly and becoming a
generator driving the generator of the set as
a motor. Energy is absorbed by the set until
slightly above synchronism, when energy is

returned to the power supply.
The lowering of unbalanced loads is as

readily accomplished as the hoisting, and in
this operation a large proportion of the energy
available at the hoist motor coupling is

returned to the power system. Since only
the generator field circtiit is manipulated in
controlling the speed, the currents involved
are relatively small and no difficulty is

experienced in providing a large number of
steps.

This type of control is ideal for the applica-
tion of safety devices and it is possible to
protect against almost every emergency.
The accuracy afforded by the Ward

Leonard control is exemplified in the installa-

tion at the Inspiration Copper Co., Miami,
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Arizona, of a double automatic hoisting
equipment. This consists of two double-
compartment ore hoists each driven by a
580-h.p. direct-current motor, each receiving
power through an individual generator driven
b}' an induction motor having a flywheel.

Controller Used with the Ilgner Ward Leonard System

The ore is hoisted in 12-ton skips at a maxi-
mum speed of 750 ft. per min. from a depth
of 630 ft.

These hoists operate entirely automatically,

i.e., no operator is required at the control

levers. The skips are automatically loaded
and started, hoisted and automatically stopped
and dumped entirely without any manipula-
tion by an operator. These hoists have been
operating for the past year and a half and
have been successful in every way, and have
a daily output considerably in excess of that

for which they were designed.

The Ward Leonard motor-generator sets

which are not provided with flywheel equal-

ization are driven either by constant-speed

induction motors or synchronous motors.

The choice of which to use is influenced by a

number of considerations such as the relative

first cost, which depends on the capacity,

and the desirability of power-factor correc-

tion. In some cases the high pull-out torque

required would require a synchronous motor
of larger capacity than that required to meet
the average duty; while an induction motor,

which has inherently a high overload cap-

acity, would not l)e thus handicai)])cd. The
synchronous driven set can be designed to

operate at a high average power-factor and
for this reason it is quite frequently used
where the station capacity is already operat-

ing under a low power-factor load. In the

majority of cases, however, the squirrel-cage

induction motor is used on account of its

high tor(|ue characteristics, simjjlicity, and
reliability.

The Ilgner Ward Leonard system requires

the use of a phase-wound rotor induction motor
as the set must operate at varying speeds.

A type of liquid slip regulator used with the
Ilgner Ward Leonard system is shown in Fig.

11. It is operated by a regulating motor having
its primary windings either connected in series

with the windings of the main induction motor
or excited from a series transformer. The
regulating motor operates the slip regulator

by means of a lever arm having a counter-
weight for the purpose of adjustment.. The
torque of the motor varies with the line cur-

rent; and when this current tends to exceed
a certain predetermined value, the torque
of the motor will overcome the weight of

the moving parts of the slip regulator, intro-

ducing resistance into the rotor circuits of the

main induction motor, thereby causing the
motor to slow down and thus allow the fly-

wheel to give up its energy. When the current
tends to fall below the predetermined value,

the weight of the moving parts of the slip

regulator will overcome the torque of the

motor and the resistance will be automatically
cut out, the wheel absorbing energy as the

set speeds up. The regulator is also used to

start the set.

While differing in several details, the gen-

eral scheme of control is quite similar for both
the Ilgner Ward Leonard system and theWard
Leonard system without a flywheel, except

of course that a slip regulator is necessary
with the former.

A single-pole circuit-breaker is placed in

the direct-current circuit and is adjusted to

open at very high overloads and under various

emergency conditions. Any condition which
opens the breaker serves to set the hoist

brakes.

The circuit-breaker is opened by

:

(1) Heavy direct-current overloads.

(2) Loss of exciter voltage.

(3) Dangerously low motor field.

(4) Opening of speed-limit switch on set.

(5) Opening of hand emergency switch.

(6) Opening of hatchway limit switches.

The opening of the line oil switch for the

system without flywheel also opens the circuit-

breaker, but with the IlgnerWard Leonard sys-

tem the set is not disconnected from the hoist

motor as quite often the energy in the wheel

is sufficient to o])erate the hoist until the trip

which has begun is completed, or until an

intermediate landing can be made. All of the

control circuits are wired through a small

contactor which is reset in the ojl ])osition of
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the controller, thereby protecting against

starting with the controller in the running
position.

A type of controller commonly used is

shown in Fig. 12. It is intended to be con-

nected to an operating lever of the engine

type. To it is also connected the field rheo-

stat. The controller cylinder carries seg-

ments for connecting the generator field

reversed and reduced across the armature in

the q/f position to prevent the possibility of the

hoist creeping. In the of position a block of

resistance is inserted in series with the motor
field to reduce the heating and incidentally to

save a portion of the standby losses.

It is also customary to incorporate in the

controller mechanical devices which will

limit the rate of acceleration and retardation,

and which also will turn the controller grad-

ually to the off position near the end of the

travel.

In contrast with the induction motor hoist,

the direct current hoist can thus be retarded

at approximately' the same rate irrespective

of the value of the load. This feature is not
intended to provide automatic stopping as a
regular operating condition, but only in case

the operator for some reason fails to stop the

hoist in the regular manner.
In addition to these devices, the controller

contains limit switches which deenergize the

brake solenoids if the hoist over-travels the

As the speed of the set varies for the Ilgner
Ward Leonard system, it is necessar}' to supply

Fig. 13. 900-h.p. 71-r.p.m. Direct-current Hoist Motor
for Ilgner Ward Leonard System of Hoist

a voltage regulator to maintain constant ex-
citer voltage throughout the speed range of

the set.

Fig. 14. Motor-generator Set of Ilgner Ward Leonard System

landing by any predetermined amount. It is

considered unnecessary for the switches to
open the direct-current circuit-breaker, for
the}- can operate only after the controller
has been turned to the off position and the
speed is very low.

Fig. 13 shows a 900-h.p., 71-r.p.m., 300-volt

direct-current hoist motor for direct connec-
tion to the hoist drum, and Fig. 14 the motor-
generator set used for its operation.

The generator is rated 675 kw. and the
induction motor 825 h.p. The set has a
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synchronous speed of 720 r.p.m. and operates
on a 22(30-volt three-phase GO-cycle system.
The wheel weij^hs approximately 30,000
pounds, and in dropping its speed 11 per
cent from full-load speed will give up approxi-
mately 19,000 h.i)-seconds, which is the
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Fig. 15. Normal Duty Cycle of Motor and Motor-generator

Set shown in Figs. 13 and 14

amount of energy required by the hoist

during that part of, the cycle in which the

demand exceeds the limit that can be supplied
directly by the supply system.
The normal duty cycle on which this

equipment was required to operate is shown
in Fig. 15. This is the case of a deep metal
mine and a fairly long cycle.

The peak load on the hoist ^„„„

motor is about 1435 h.p. while the

demand from the power supply is

limited to about 875 h.p. If an
induction motor had been used,

gears would have been necessary

and the jjeak load drawn from the

line would have been approxi-
mately 1900 h.]). In this particu-

lar case the mining company gen-
erated its own power and the
equalization of the load cycles was
necessary. The actual power con-
sumed i^er trip in accordance with
this duty cycle is about 10 or 12

])cr cent more than by an induc-

tion motor driving the hoist, but
this is a small matter com]Kired
with the great advantages gained
by this type of control. If the

comi)any had been ])urc'hasing

power, the increased power consumption
would have been more than offset by the

reduction in reservation charges.

The advantage gained by the use of the

Ilgner Ward Leonard system is even more
strikingly shown in Fig. 1(5 which is the case of

a coal mine hoist. The hoist motor
is rated 1400 h.p. at 90 r.p.m. The
et consists of a 1000-kw. generator,

s

a GOO-h.p., 720-r.p.m. induction mo-
tor and a direct coupled 30,000-lb.

steel plate flywheel. The peak load
on the hoist motor has a momentary
value of 1 800 h.p., while the demand
from the supply system is limited to

a uniform value of about (500 h.p.

In this case the demand from the
wheel is only about 7000 h.p.-

seconds which is given up by a

10 per cent reduction in the

speed of the set. If an induction
motor had been used to drive

the hoist, gears would have been
necessary, the peak demand from the line

would have been approximately 2600 h.p.,

and the power consumed per trip would have
been from SO to 100 per cent greater. In
general the greatest advantage can be
expected in cases where the lift is short, the
load heavy, and the rope speed very high as

in this case.
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TENDENCIES OF MOTOR APPLICATION
By W. L. Merrill

PowKK AND Mining Enoinkkrinc. DErARTMFNT, Gknf.rai, Ei.fxtric Company

This article first reviews the development of the melhotls of ai)plyinj); electric motors to industrial drive.

The progress that has been made is traced from the time when the motor was installed to replace the factory

steam engine to the present time when motors are used for semi-group, group, and individual drives. The
body of the article is confined to a discussion of the last type; and a strong plea is made for the extended
.idoption of designs in which the motor is incorporated as an integral part of the machine it drives.

—

Editor,

T'
'III'^ first conimcr-

cial use of elec-

l incity was in the field

of lji:;hting, next came
railroading, while its

use for industrial
power purposes has
been a more refcent

development. The
engineering talent in

the early stages of the
art was devoted
almost exclusively to

the first two methods
of utilization. Gradu-

ally, however, some of the advantages of

motor drive were realized, but usually these
were under very special conditions.

Some of the first installations made were
replacements of steam engines by electric

motors; and, in some cases, the engine was
left intact so that if trouble developed with
the new system of drive the original method

W. L. Merrill

could be resorted to. With the first instal-

lations of electric drive there became available

a method of more conveniently measuring
power than had been possible heretofore.

The power measurements of these original

motor installations were made in order to

arrive at the amount of the monthly bill.

Naturally, when the bill had to be paid in

cash each month, the operators sought ways
and means to reduce this charge. With the

old methods of steam drive the charge was
not segregated, the power being so interwoven
with the general factory charges that very
little was known of the actual cost of power as

delivered at the active part of the operations.

It was soon realized, however, that a large

percentage of power was wasted in its trans-

mission from the motor to the point of ulti-

mate operation in belts and counter-shafting.

The tiext step in the application of motors
was to divide mills or shops into several

groups, which might be termed semi-group
drive. This eliminated some of the heavy

Fig. 1. Motor Built-in Applied to Air Compressor
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belting and shafting maintenance; and from
a review of the conditions at that time, it

seemed that the ultimate economies had been
reached.

Later, however, tests and data indicated
that in a great many industries it was advan-
tageous to still further divide the units of

drive, and there resulted what is known as

group drive. This consisted of driving with
one motor a group of machines that work
the same hours on the same product. It was
felt under these conditions that no further

economies could be obtained.

We are all familiar with the old installation

of a motor belted to a centrifugal pump; in

many cases the speeds of both were approxi-
mately the same. It was only a step to

direct connect the motor to the pump on the
same base. This is now the almost universal

practice.

We are also familiar with the motor appli-

cation to coffee grinders and meat choppers.
First, we had the motor under the grocer's

counter belted to the grinder or chopper, as

the case might be. Later, provisions were
made on the machines to take various makes
of standard motors geared directly to the
machine. Now, the familiar combination is

that of the motor and grinder or chopper
built as an integral whole. This arrangement
eliminates the bearings which heretofore had

Fig. 3. Individual Drive. Vertical Miller. Why not a vertical

motor built-in?

Boiler Plate Drillinu Machine,

geared to drills

Note motors direct Fig. ,S. Indiviiluiil drive. Note cxtru fruinework, counter-

shafting and bearings. Why not a motor built-in?
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been Uiniished by each manufacturer, as well

as the practice of using the motor as a mount
for the remainder of the machinery, thereby'

producing an efficient unit \\-ith the least

amount of mechanical compHcations and,

hence, the least cost to the ultimate con-
sumer.

In a number of industries this last method
is quite in evidence; although there is such a
demand for belt-driven apparatus that the

manufacturers of machinery are somewhat
at a loss to know just to what extent to pro-

duce machinery having the motor built as an
integral part, making it necessary to duplicate

some of their lines. Consequently, one of the

common practices is to supply machinery
with the necessary trains of gears with
provision made at the power receiving end to

take either motor or pulley drive. Under
these conditions, when the machine is sold

as a motor-driven machine the customer has
to purchase the extra gearing and mechanical
equipments and also pay the price of a
standard motor with its own bearings; some-
times a base in addition. It would appear at

first thought that this is a most economical
way of supplying the trade. It allows the
machinery manufacturer to concentrate on a
particular model. It allows the electrical

manufacturer to build standard types of

motors any of which can be applied to the
machine, thereby usually giving the customer
a choice.

Fig. 6. Individual Drive Attrition Mills. Note floor space

necessary

Fig. 7. Attrition Mill with Motors Built-in

Fig. 8. Individual Drive, Radial Drill. Note amount of gearing and
belting necessary to drive drill
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Fig. 9. Individual Drive. Planing Machines

We are gradually coming, however, in the

tremendous use of tools and machinery in

this country, to realize that there are many
types of niachines which are built in such

quantities that both the electrical and the

machinery manufacturers can afford to com-

bine their designs and offer a self-contained

unit, eliminating all unnecessary parts

which have heretofore been common to

both. Examples of these are: the attrition

mill, emery wheel, sugar centrifugal, and

Fig. 11. Individual Drive for Band Saw. Note extra bearings

and floor space necessary for this type of drive

various types of metal and woodworking

machinery.
The electrical manufacturers have in many

cases in the past been reluctant to take up the

Fig 10. Motor Built in Sugar Centrifugals. Individu.il Drive

for sugar centrifugals is usually accomplished by horizontal

motor and quartcrlurn belt for each centrifugal

Fig. 12. Individual Drive. Note floor space and

extra mechanical parts
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manufacture of special types of motors or to

manufacture incomplete motors to be built

into machinery. It appeared that it would
eventually become necessary to build such

a varied line of motors that production could

not be as concentrated as by buildins^ stan-

dard complete motors of various ratin^^s and
stockinjz them for anyone's needs. Experience

Fig. 13. Double Spindle Shaper with Motor Built-in

Tig. 14. Motor Suitable for Band Saw Drive, Mounting Lower
Wheel Directly on the Shaft

has shown, however, that the opposite is true,

forwhen a so-called special motor is successfully

built as an integral part of a machine, assum-
ing that there is a substantial demand for this

combination, this type becomes the standard
and a ver>' desirable line of manufacture.
The purpose of this article is to focus the

attention of manufacturers and- machinery
purchasers on the many advantages gained
in the use and manufacture of this type of

machinery. It seems needless to call attention

to the fact that—in our modern plants where
we are striving for the maximum output for a

given floor space, the maximum overall

efliciency of tools and machinery, and the

minimum number of parts and minimum
maintenance—this "motor built-in" combi-
nation offers verv distinct advantages over

Fig. 15. Motor Built-in. Wood Surfacer

Fig. 16. Motors Built-in. Planer Machines

the so-called "individual drive," which
usually consists of belting, gearing, or direct

connecting a standard motor to a standard

machine. The present tendency is shown
by the number of new types of combination
of machines with "motors built-in" that are

put on the market each year. It seems that

the time is not far distant when manu-
facturers of many types of machines will have
to abandon the practice of offering to the

trade practically the same machine for a

belt, gear, or motor drive, and adopt the

"motor built-in" design as the ultimate

electric drive.
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ELECTRIC SHOVELS

By H. W. Rogers

Power and Mininc; Engineering Department, General Electric Company

It is not the purpose of this article to justify the use of the electric shovel or to draw any comparison
between it and the steam shovel, as those phases of the situation have been analyzed in a previous article*,

but rather to treat the electrical situation fairly and to bring out such characteristics as have a marked bearing

on the selection of the type of motor to accomy)lish the desired results.

—

Editor,

}9t «-'

B'

^.'

OTH direct-cur-

rent motors and
alternating-current
motors are suitable

for driving electric

shovels. The former
class may be sub-

divided into the shunt
motor, the compound
motor, and the series

motor ; but for reasons

which will become evi-

dent, this discussion

will be confined to the

series motor only. In
the latter class there is only one type of motor
which may be considered at the present time,

the slip-ring polyphase induction motor.

H. W. Rogers
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Fig. 1. Speed-torque Curves for Direct-current and Alternating-

current Motors and Steam Engine without Governor

U-C. A-C.
Motor Motor

Horse power (continuous) 70 120
Horse power (intermittent) 87 (60 min. l.')0 (.'50 niin.

IT) deg.) 55 dc-R.)

Speed in r.p.m 5.'J5 514
Volts 550 550
Gearratio 2.()1 1.53

WR' 222 7,'J5

There is therefore a question as to which
of the two motors should be used; and since

they do not possess the same characteristics,

they cannot be equally adaptable, rdthough

both tyf)cs may be used to obtain satisfactory

operation comparable with steam equipment.

For the discussion it will first be necessary

to revert to the steam shovel and to analyze

the characteristics of the steam engine

ordinarily used for this class of service, which
is usually operated at three-quarter or full

cut-off and has no means of governing other

than by hand throttHng. In other words, it

has no automatic governor and under such
conditions will speed up or slow down when
the load is increased or decreased.
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Fig. 2. Characteristic Curves of one of two like

Motors upon which the full-line curve of Fig

Direct-current

I is based

The curve shown in Fig. 1 by the broken

line is re])resentative of the speed-torcjue

characteristic on such an engine with wide

open throttle. The decrease in torque as I he

speed increases is a natiu"il tendency that is

l)rol)ably accentuated by a throttling elTect

in the wiK'cs and i)iiMng and a ivdiiction in

Sec "The Anplicntion of Electric Motors to Shovels."

H. W. Rogers. G.E. Rkvikw. June, litH. puKC 680.
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steam pressure due to the increased demand,
thus producing a straight-Hne curve.

The full-hne curve and the dotted-Hne
ciu^^e. Fig. 1, show the speed-torque char-

.icteristics of the direct-current series motor
and the alternating-current slip-ring motor
respectively, both types being selected to

give the same speed imder maximinn digging

conditions and also under light load condi-

tions. In each case the control points have
been laid out to follow the engine curve as

closely as possible, but even under the best

conditions the alternating-current motor does
not approach this curve very closely for the

motor is inherently capable of delivering con-

siderably more power than is desirable at the

high speeds.

D-C.
Motor

A-C.
Motor

Horse power (continuous)

.

Horse power(;ntermittent)

Speed in r.p.m
Volts
Gear ratio

WR=

70
87

(60min.75°)
535
550

2.61
222

120
150

(30min.55^)
514
550

1.53

735

Fig. 3.

lO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 50 100 IIO 120 130 MO ISO 160 170 180 190 ZOO
Percent Load

15 30 15 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 ISO 195 210 225 2aO 255 270 295 300
Morse -Poiver L ood

Characteristic Curves of one of two like Alternating-current Motors upon
which the dotted-line curve of Fig. 1 is based

In each case two motors have been used
to meet the steam engine conditions, these
motors being geared to the same drum and
operating in parallel. The characteristics of
the direct-current motors are given in Fig. 2
and those of the alternating-current motors

in Fig. 3. The first control \)0\\\\, on either

the direct-current or the alternating-current
motors will give maximum bail \)vS\. at zero
speed while the second point will give 90 r.p.m.

at maximum bail pull by either type of motor.
The full dipper speed of either motor is

330 r.p.m. which corresponds to approxi-

mately 150 feet per minute.

The speed at which either type of motor
operates depends upon the setting of the
current-limit relays; but assuming that these

are not used, the maximum speed at which
the direct-current motors can operate when
delivering maximum torque is 163 r.p.m.,

while the alternating-current motors can
operate at 315 r.p.m. While this is a condition
which does not exist, since the current-limit

relays prevent operation at the higher speeds
under h'eavy loads, it serves to indicate the
excess of motor capacity one is forced to

accept in selecting an alternating-current

motor.

As indicated in Fig. 1, the direct-current

motors will produce the curve 7, //, 5, 4, ^, ^.

7, 5, the resistance being entirely cut out of

the circuit at the point 5 and the speed being
increased from ^ to 7 by field

weakening. The alternating-

current motors will produce
the curve /, //, 111, IV, V,

VI, 8, with rheostatic losses

at all speeds except the
synchronous speed.

It must be granted that the
engine characteristics shown
in Fig. 1 are not only satis-

factory but desirable, on
account of the severe digging

conditions, in order to relieve

excessive strains when strik-

ing obstructions suddenly.
This characteristic which is

inherent in the direct-current

series motor permits the use
of a smaller capacity than is

possible when using slip-ring

induction motors. It is, of

course, possible to approach
the engine curve very closely

with an induction motor by
using a permanent secondary

resistance, but the maximum torque would
have to be available at stand-still and the

synchronous speed would necessarily be con-

siderably in excess of that shown on the

curve which would result in a much larger

motor than is used in the comparison.
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The gear ratios used on both the direct-

current and alternating-current motors are

such that 177 per cent of the normal current
^Yill give the maximum required torque at

the back shaft.

Fig. 4 represents the overall efficiency of

the direct-current and alternating-current
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Fig. 4. Overall Efficiency Curve<! of Direct-
current and Alternating-current Motors

operating under the Torque Condi-
tions shown in Fig. 1

motors operating under the various torque
conditions shown in Fig. 1 and illustrates

the values given in Table I. Under maximum
torque conditions the efiliciency of the alter-

nating-current motors is only 25 per cent as

against 4(5. S ])er cent for the direct-current

motors. Under average conditions the effi-

ciencies are 4() per cent and 77.5 per cent
res])ectively; while under full-dipper maxi-
mum-speed conditions the efficiencies are

practically the same. It should be noted,
however, that at (iOOO jjounds torque the
direct-current motors are o])erating at .S(S.7

l)er cent efficiency without rheostatic loss,

while the alternating-current motors are
o])erating at only (55 per cent efficiency with
a rheostatic loss. The maximtim light-load

speed of the alternating-current motor is

'.V^2 r.]).m. as against .}72 r.]).in. for the

direct-current motons.
I^^ig. 5 s'hows curves, jjlotlcd from Tablf I,

of the comjjarative kilowatt in|)ut to the

direct-current and alternating-current motors
under conditions similar lo lliosc in I'^ig. 4.

Attention is called lo the fact that the only
time during the whole cycle wlicii the power

consumption is the same on both the direct-

current and alternating-current motors is

at the maximum speed which occurs only

after the actual digging is completed.

With maximum bail pull the kilowatt input
is S(5 ])er cent more on the alternating-current

motors than on the direct-current motors;
while under average con-
ditions, i.e., G5f)() pounds
torque, the kilowatt input
is 70 per cent more on the
alternating-current motors
than on the direct-current

motors.
As a further comparison

between the two t\-pes of

motors consideration will

be given to a duty cycle for

the hoisting motors of 7 feet

actual digging and 7 feet

hoisting at full speed with a
full di])per after the digging

is completed. The hoisting

at full speed will be the

same under all conditions

but the actual digging will

vary in time, torque, and
s])eed according to the con-

ditions, consequently it has
been necessary to consider

various torques during the

actual digging in order to

cover all ])ossible variations in the cycle of

operation. Fig. (5 represents the kilowatt-hour
cons'umption of the direct-current and alter-

nating-current motors when operating on the

above cycle, the kilowatt-hours given being the

summation of the digging an(l nuining light

consumption as indicated in Table II. With
both types of motor, the useful energy is

represented by the shaded jiortion to the left

of A BCD. The rheostatic loss with the direct-

current motors is rei)resented by the shaded
l)ortion ABE while the rheostatic loss with the

alternating-current motors is rei)resented by
the shaded portion A(l''.

The actual torcjuc rcciuired during the

assumed c\-cle ma\' vary between i)4()() i)()unds

.and .i5()() pounds dei)en<ling on the conditions

luit the motors will ()])cratc from (57 to 7S

per cent of the oiJcraling tinu' on rheostatic

conii-o] bctwt"cn (laOO pounds and i>-H)()

pounds. ( 'onscqucntlw the power con-

sumi)tion will he from 17 to 72 i)er cent

more for the alternating-current motors than
for the direct -i-urrent motors and this

excess of i)ower con.sumption is all rheoslatic

loss.

ZOOO 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 5000
Torque

Fig. 5. Kw. Input Curves of Direct-current
and Alternating-current Motors Operat-

ing under Conditions similar to

those in Fig. 4
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BACK-SHAFT MOTOR
'

OUTPUT
'

INPUT EFFICIENCY

Torque Torque 1 Speed H.P. 1 Kw. Kw. Per Cent

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS
Two Motors in Multiple

9400 3600 235 161.2 120.4 257.4 46.8
91X10 3450 245 161.0 120.2 250 48
8500 3260 258 160.2 119.6 238.6 50.1
8000 3060 274 159.8 119.2 227.4 52.5
7500 2870 285 156.0 116.4 215.4 54.1
7000 2680 350 178.6 133.4 204.4 65.2
6500 2490 423 200.6 149.6 193.0 77.5
6000 2300 493 216.0 161.2 181.6 88.7
5500 2100 507 203.0 151.6 169.4 89.5

522 191 142.6 158.4
5000 1920 783 286 214 238 90
4500 1724 803 264 196.6 219.2 89.7
4000 1520. 828 242 180 201.0 89.6
3500 1340 856 218 163 181.4 89.6

ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTORS
Two Motors in Multiple

9400 6140 138 161.4 120.6 480.0 25
9000 5880 153 171.4 128.0 460 27.8
8500 5560 173 183.2 136.8 434.0 31.5
8000 5240 194 192.6 144.4 406.0 35.5
7500 4900 214 200.0 148.0 380.0 39.2
7000 4580 233 203.0 151.8 356.0 42.5
6500 4240 252 203.4 152.0 330.0 46
6000 3920 356 266.0 198.6 306.0 65
5500 3600 370 254.0 189.4 282.0 67.2
5000 3260 500 310.0 231.4 256.0 90.2
4500 2940 502 280.0 209.6 232.0 90.2
4000 2620 503 250.0 186.4 208.0 89.7
3500 2290 503 220.0 164.0 184.0 89

SPEED* TIME KILOWATT-SECONDS CONSUMPTION

Torque
D C A-C

Digging Light Load Digging Light Load Total

41

D-C. A-C. D-C. A-C. D-C. A-C. D-C.
I

A-C. D-C. A-C.

9400 41 10.25 10.25 2.8 2.8 2640 4920 512 515 3152 5435
9000 42.6 45.4 9.9 9.25 2.8 2.8 2475 4250 512 515 2987 4765
8500 45 51.3 9.3 8.19 2.8 2.8 2220 3555 512 515 2732 4070
8000 47.7 57.5 8.8 7.3 2.8 2.8 2000 2970 512 515 2512 3485
7500 49.5 63.5 8.5 6.62 2.8 2.8 1830 2520 512 515 2342 3035
7000 61 69 6.9 6.1 2.8 2.8 1410 2175 512 515 1922 2690
6500 73.5 74.7 5.7 5.62 2.8 2.8 1100 1855 512 515 1612 2370
6000 85.7 106 4.9 3.96 2.8 2.8 890 1215 512 515 1402 1730
5500 88.2 110 4.75 3.82 2.8 2.8 805 1078 512 515 1317 1593
5000 136 148 3.1 2.84 2.8 2.8 738 727 512 515 1250 1242
4500 140 149 3.0 2.82 2.8 2.8 657 655 512 515 1169 1170
4000 144 150 2.92 2 8 2.8 2.8 587 582 512 515 1099 1097
3500 150 150 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 512

1

515 512 ! 515 1024 1030

* Speed is given in feet per minute at the dipper.
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The foregoing comparisons are based on a
direct-current 550-volt equipment without
a motor generator set and on an alternating-

current 550-volt equipment without trans-

formers. Although such an arrangement is

possible in a large number of cases where

„_ Max. Bail Pull
.78Per cent Time fineostatic Control
7Z Per cent More Po tver on A. C.

67Per cent Nheostatic Control
47Per cent More Power on X C.

3000
IZ 1.3 l.a 1.5

Fig. 6. Comparative Power Consumption of Direct-current and Alternating-current

Motors Operating on a Cycle based on 7-ft. digging under various loads

and 7-ft. hoisting with full dipper at high speed

either direct-current or low-voltage alternat-

ing-current is available, the greater demand
will undoubtedly be for shovels that must
operate from a high-voltage alternating-

current supply which necessitates the use of

an induction motor-generator set with the
direct-current equipment or transformers
with the alternating-current equipment.

Fig. 7 represents the comparative overall

efficiency and power-factor of the direct-

current and alternating-current equipments,
the former including an induction motor-
generator set of 150 kw. 575 volts direct-

current and the latter transformers of 375
kv-a. Here the power-factor of the direct-

current equipment is considerably better

than that of the alternating-current equip-
ment under all load conditions, and the
overall efficiency is higher under all loads
above 5200 pounds torque and lower under
loads varying between 3500 pounds torque
(full-dipi^er) and 5200 pounds torque. It

must be remembered, however, that the
average torque conditions arc ()50() pounds
and at this load the efficiencies are ()<S per cent
for the direct-current and 45 per cent for the
alternating-current equii)ment, also that the
hoist motors are o])erating from ()7 ])er cent

to 78 per cent of their operating time at

loads between 0500 jxjunds torque and 9400
])otmds torque and only a small percentage
of their time on the lighter loads. The
kilowatt in])ut under such conditions is

shown by the light full lines in I'ig. 5, the

I)Ower consum])tioii on loads below 5000

pounds torque being slightly more on the
direct-current equipment than on the alter-

nating-current equipment; while for loads
above this value the power consumption on
the alternating-current equipment is very
much in excess of that on the direct-current

equipment.
Where a single isolated

shovel is concerned, it would
be necessary to use either

the direct-current equipment
with a motor-generator set or
the alternating-current equip-
ment with the transformers
where only high-voltage alter-

nating-current is available

;

but where a number of shovels

are operating within a short

radius, a considerable saving
in both, power and initial cost

can be effected by using direct-current shovels
and operating them from a single motor-
generator set because direct-current power
may be readily transmitted on a three-wire
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Fig. 7. Overall Efficiency and Power-factor Curves of the

Direct-current Equipment with Motor-generator set

and of Alternating-current Equipment with

Transformers

system at ()00/1200 volts with the neutral

grounded; while it would not be practical to

transmit low-voltage alternating current on
account of the heavy cuiTcnt resulting from
the larger capacity in induction motors.
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MINE PUMPS
By Fred J. Schwarz

PowKR AND Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

An indication of the quantity of water that must be removed from mines is afforded by the estimate
that from fifteen to twenty tons of water is lifted to the surface for every ton of coal delivered. Several different
methods are employed for getting rid of this water, namely, tunnel and drainage, syphons, air lifts, water hoists,
and pumps. The author reviews the mine conditions that can best be served by each of these methods. Pumps
find the greatest number of applications and a more extended discussion of their characteristics is given.
Some of the more interesting installations are discussed.

—

Editor.

Fred J. Schwarz

matic, geologic and

MINE pumping
in its broadest

sense, involving all

methods for the re-

moval of water from
a mine, affodrs one of

the most important
problems in mine de-

velopment and mine
economies.
The quantity of

water found in mines
varies over wide limits

depending on their
location and the cli-

surface conditions of

the surrounding country. The quantity of

water that may be encountered and its

great variation between various mines plays

a very important part in the cost of pro-

duction of the coal or ore. It has been
estimated that in the coal mines of the

United States an average of 15 to 20 tons of

water are lifted to the surface per ton of coal,

and in some instances may even exceed 35
tons. A better appreciation of this volume of

water may be obtained when it is considered

that a ton of water is equivalent to 240
gallons; hence an average of 3600 to 4800
gallons of water are lifted per ton of coal.

It has been estimated that, in the anthracite

field, 1,000,000 gallons of water are pumped
to the surface per minute.
The sources of water in a mine can be

determined only after a careful study of the

toj)Ography and structural geology of the

surrounding district, as well as the prevailing

climatic conditions, and the natural drainage,

both surface and underground. The cjuantity

depends on the nature and structure of the

rock between the surface and workings, the

extent to which the workings tap water-

bearing strata, and the amount of water in

the overlying strata. The amount of water in

the overlying strata is dependent on the

extent of the rainfall and relative amounts
which are carried off by natural drainage and
streams, and the amount which seei)s into tlie

surface. In some mining districts great

underground rivers have been tapped during
the mining operations, which have caused
serious flooding of the mine workings.
The characteristics and contents of mine

water depend on the composition of the
strata through which it has passed before
entering the workings. There are a large

number of mines where the water contains
large quantities of acid which cause rapid

corrosion of the ordinary machinery used for

the removal of the water. In such cases

apparatus especially constructed to resist

acid or special means for lifting the water
are required. Where considerable blasting is

done in the vicinity of the water, it will often

contain particles of grit held in suspension.

This grit must be removed by settling or

special provision made in the pumping
machines to minimize the wear which is

caused by it.

The temperature of the water ordinarily

found in mines is rather low, generally about
60 deg. F. However, there are some mines
where the temperature of the water is quite

high, notably the C & C shaft at Virginia City,

Nevada, where the temperature of the water
reaches 165 to 175 deg. F.

The methods em])loyed for removing water
from a mine can be divided into the following

five classes:

1. Tunnels and drainage.

2. Siphons.

3. Air lifts.

4. Water hoists.

5. Pumi^s.
The first of these methods is so siin])lc and

well understood that no further mention
need be made in regard to it. One of the more
notable of these tunnels is the four-mile

drainage and transportation tunnel of the

Yak Mining, Milling and Tunnel Co. which

drains a large territory in the Leadvillc,

Colorado, district and has a flow of api)roxi-

mately 1200 gallons ])er minute. Al several

])laces along tliis tunnel, where the workings

ext(Mid Ix'low it, the water is ])tnni)ed into

the main clianm-i.
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Siphons are but little used except where
the water has to be carried some distance

at a small incline, and can often be used to

advantai^e where, on account of faults, it is

necessar>- to make a dip in the workings.

Air lifts are used to advantage where
water is encountered at a long distance from
the main shaft or pump, and where it is

possible to sink a bore hole to the water. In

such a case the air lift would be much more
efficient than pumping the water through
long pipe lines with their high friction losses.

The advantages of the air lift is its sim-

plicity, there being no moving parts; the ease

and cheapness of installation; its ability to

handle acid, gritty and foul water; and its

high rate of discharge. The principal dis-

advantage of the air lift is the necessity of

ha\'ing a siunp or bore hole of sufficient depth
to give the proper submergence, which varies

from 30 to 70 per cent of the lift and is

inversely proportional to the lift.

Water hoists have a limited application

and are used principally where the water is

acid and it is not feasible to use other methods
of raising the water. This method of lifting

mine water was developed in the early days
of coal mining in the Pennsylvania coal

fields. It is simple in construction and gives

a comparatively high efficiency. The water
hoist consists of two balanced buckets, each
capable of raising several thousand gallons

M 'rti* Jf ^^^^H

Fig. 1. Head Frame and Hoist House, D., L. & W. R. R.

Hampton, Pa.

from any depth, and operates in the same
manner as a mine hoist, requiring a hoist

tower fFig. 1) and drum type hoist driven
by either steam engine or electric motor.
The installation of a water hoist, however,
involves a ver\' heavy initial outlay both
for the hoist itself and its accessories, as well

as for the two-compartment shaft which
must be sunk for the buckets.

One of the largest of the motor-driven
water hoists now in operation is that installed

at Hampton, Pa., by the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna and Western Railroad (Fig. 2). This
hoist, together with two motor-driven centrif-

Fig. 2. Water Hoist at Hampton Shaft, D., L. 8b W. R. R.,

Hampton, Pa.

ugal pumps, takes care of the water from
eight mines within a radius of one and one-half

miles which is collected into a central sump.
This hoist has a capacity of 250,000 gallons

per hour, hoisting 3100 gallons per lift from
a depth of 500 feet. The equipment consists

of an 800-h.p., 2200-volt, 225-r.p.m., General
Electric Company squirrel cage induction

motor geared to a cylindro-conical drum
hoist, the drum having a maximum diameter
of 16 ft. and a minimum diameter of 10 ft.

The equipment is entirely automatic, the

motor running continuously and is conti oiled

by a reversing gear device. The change in the

direction of rotation of the drum is accomp-
lished automatically by means of a solenoid

operated pneumatic clutch.

A more recent and larger installation is

that at No. 14 Shaft of the Lehigh Coal and
Navigation Co., at Lansford, Pa. This hoist

has a capacity of 3600 gallons per Hft from
a depth of 865 ft., which is equivalent to

175,000 gallons per hour. The motor is

geared to a 12-ft. diameter double cylindrical

drum hoist. This equipment is non-automatic
in that it requires an operator to start, stop

and control it by means of a liquid rheostat.

The fifth means of handling water that finds

application in mines, viz., pumps, is the most
widely used. Mine pumps for the raising of

water to higher levels or to the surface fall
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into three j^eneral divisions, depending' on the
service they are to perform.

1. Station pumps.
2. Sinking ])umps.

3. Unwatering pumps.
Station or ejecting pumps are usually of

large capacity (700 to 2000 gallons per
minute), as they are usually required to lift

the total amount of water made by the mine
to the surface. These pumps are stationary
and are ustially located at the foot of the shaft

and pump the water from a main sumjj into

which the water is relayed by the smaller
sinking pumps. The station pumps, there-

fore, can be designed for a definite service as

to head and volume.
Sinking pumps are mostly of small size

(100 to 500 gallons per minute) and are

scattered throughout the mine, pumping
the water from the various workings into the
main sump from which it is raised to the
surface by the station pumps. These pumps
must naturally pump at varying heads and
are arranged so that they can be lowered or

raised in order to keep the pump at the
surface of the water. Sinking pumps in

vertical shafts are either supported by cables

or chains or are mounted on floats ; on inclines

they are mounted on trucks.

Unwatering pumps, commonly called sink-

ing pumps, combine both the features of the
station pump and the small sinker. Their
api^lication is limited to the unwatering of

flooded mines, which may include disused
mines which have been flooded for consider-

able jjeriods and which it is desired to reclaim,

or mines which arc tem])orarily flooded due
to the tap])ing of large bodies of water with
which the station ]jumps are unable to cope
and the f^ow of which varies during the year
due to the climatic or other conditions.

All pum])S may Vjc divided into two general

classes

:

1. Rcci];r()cating or ]jlunger ])um])S.

2. Centrifugal ])um])s.

The ])rincii)les and characteristics of both
plunger and centrifugal pum])S are so well

known that they need no exi)lanation. Each
of these classes has its own special advantages
and disadvantages, and the a])]jlication and
use of one or the other usually requires

considerable study of the conditions under
which they are to o])erate.

The selection of the ty])e of jjinu]) to l)e

used for any given mine cannot be decided
on their general characteristics, but all the

conditions surrounding each individual install-

ation must be fully known, and it is only
thrf)Ugh careful study that it is ])ossible to

determine whether a reciprocating or a
centrifugal pump would prove the more
advantageous and economical.
The plunger pump is inherently more

efficient than the centrifugal pump, and it is

this factor that has in the past given it a
preference for station pump service. The
centrifugal pump, however, has been devel-

oped in the past few years to such an extent

that the efficiency has been decidedly
increased. By the use of high speed motors
direct connected to the pump, thereby doing
away with all gear losses, the over-all effi-

ciency of the pump and motor has overcome
the preference which plunger pumps pre-

viously had in this respect. At the present

time there is a wide difference of opinion
among many large operators as to which
type of pump should be considered the best

practice for station service, but from the

large number of installations of centrifugal

])umps within the past few years this type
seems to be gaining the preference.

Among the disadvantages of the plunger
or reciprocating pump are its high first cost,

this being approximately five times that of

the centrifugal pump; the large floor space

and head room required for installation; the

relatively high cost of maintenance due to

the large number of wearing parts, such as

valve seats, valves, plungers or ])istions; and

Fig. 3. Pumping Station, 12th Level, Chapin Mine, Oliver Iron

Mining Co., Iron Mt., Mich. 1050 h. p., 2200-volt,

60-cyclc Wound Rotor Motors

packing troubles which are eliminaled in the

centrifugal i)innp.

The centrifugal pinii]) on llie other hand
has the advantages of sim])licity, durability,

and relial)ilit\', together with low first cost,

low mainli'nancr charges, and small floor

s])ace and head room. It lias certain limi-

tations, however, to which tlu' reciprocating

ptnn]) can be more easiK' adai)ltMl.
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Ditficiilty is frequently experienced with

centrifugal pumps when the water is hi}i[hly

acidulous. Bronze alloys have been used to

resist acid water, but such alloys usually

contain a large percentage of lead which
makes the alloy soft and incapable of success-

fully resisting the abrasive action to which
the mo\'ing parts of a centrifugal pump are

subjected, due to its high rotative speed.

Reciprocating pumps A\'ith wood or cement
lined water ends and bronze valves and valve

seats have been designed to handle highly

acidulous waters. But even when so designed,

considerable trouble is often ex])erienced

with the valves and valve seats, which require

frequent replacement.
The centrifugal pump is designed for a

definite duty, that is, to deliver a specified

volume of water against a uniform head. It is

not possible to vary the conditions of output
and head except in one of two ways, both of

which materially reduce the efficiency, first.

by reducing the speed, and second, by
throttling the discharge. The centrifugal

pump therefore, except for its efficiency, is

equal!}- well adapted for station service on
account of the fixed conditions of output, but
is not so well suited to sinking or gathering
where there is usually a large variation in the

operating conditions.

However, since for sinking purposes effi-

ciency is not an important item, centrifugal

pumps may be used for this service, and when
so used have the advantage over the recipro-

cating pump in that they are of lighter

weight, occupy less space, have no valves to

get out of order, and are consequently more
reliable.

For the most successful operation centri-

fugal pumps require short suction lines and
practically no suction lift. This is due to the
necessity of keeping the pump primed, which
is a difficult matter with a long suction line

in a mine or a suction line having a consider-
able lift. Inasmuch as gathering pumps as a
rule require long suction lines, the recipro-
cating pump finds favor for this service.

Xot many years ago all mine pumps were
operated by steam or air, while today in

opening new mines electric pumps are used
almost exclusively, and in many cases the old
steam pumps have been changed over for
electric drive. The application of motors for
driving mine pumps effects increased econ-
omies and efficiencies which cannot be
obtained with steam or air driven pumps;
and in addition other benefits are derived,
such as doing away with objectionable .steam
pipes and the saving in space occupied by the

steam and exhaust lines, as well as the saving
in space occupied by the motor as compared
with the space required for the steam end
of the pump.
As an indication of the extent to which

mine pumps have been electrified. Table I

is given, which is a partial list of equipments
requiring motors of 150 h.p. and larger which
have been built by the General Electric

Company.
A comparison of the steam consumption

of a steam driven pump with a motor driven
pumj) shows up greatly to the advantage of

the electric pump. The steam consumption
for the most economical type of condensing
mine pump runs from 60 to 70 lbs. per water
horse power hour, these figures being an
average of a large number of duplex compound
and triple expansion condensing pumps of

from 600 to 1200 gallons per minute capacity.

To arrive at the steam consumption for the

motor-driven pumps let us assume that the
steam consumption of the engine driving the

generator is 25 lbs. per indicated horse power
hour; that the generator efficiency is 90 per
cent; that the transmission line efficiency is

95 per cent; that the motor efficiency is 90
per cent; and that the pumping efficiency for

the reciprocating pump is 88 per cent. The
steam consumption per horse power-hour
duty on the water would be approximately
37 lbs. Comparing this with the 60 to 80
pounds consumption by the steam-driven
pump shows clearly why the electric pump
has been so universally adopted where
electric power is available.

There are a number of pump installations

in this country which are worthy >f mention
on account of their size or special engineering
features.

Chapin Mine, Oliver Iron and Mining Company

At the Chapin Mine of the Oliver Iron and
Mining Company at Iron Mountain, Michi-
gan, there were installed in 1914 centrifugal

pumps to take care of a flow of approximately
3000 gallons per minute. Previous to this

time the flow was taken care of by various
air or steam operated pumps of the Riedler
triplex tandem compound condensing crank-
and-flywheel and duplex triple expansion
direct acting types. There is also installed

at this mine a large Cornish pump having a
capacity of approximately 2000 gallons per
minute against a head of 1500 ft.

The original centrifugal ptimping instal-

lation at the Chapin Mine consisted of two
3-stage Worthington centrifugal pumps at

the Kith level, each having a capacity of
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3000 gallons per minute against a head of

412 ft. Each of these ]jumps is driven bv a
4o0-h.p., 220()-voh. 120()-r.i).m.. General Elec-

tric wound rotor induction motor. These
pumps handle the entire flow from the Kith

level to a sump on the 12th level, where the
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Fig. 4. Test Curves of Unwatering Pumps, Downtownl.Mines

Co., Leadville, Colo.

water is relayed to the surface by two ()-stage

Worthington centrifugal pumps each having
a capacity of I^OOO gallons per minute against

a head of 1 ()()() ft. Each of these pumps is

driven b\- a direct connected lOoO-h.p.,

2200-volt,' 120()-r.p.m., General Electric

wound rotor induction motor (Fig. 3). One
pump on each level is capable of handling

he total flow from the Kith level to the

surface, so that the maximum ca])acity of

the four ]:)umps is (iOOO gallons per minute
from the Kith level to the surface. Each of

the 12th level pumps con.sists of a single

3-stage unit, and each of the 12th level jnimps
of two 3-stage units connected to either end
of the motor. All of these units are of the

same design and dimensions and, except for

the imjjellers, are interchangeable.

The guaranteed wire-to-water efficiencies

on these pumps were 71.S ])er cent for the

Kith level ])um])s, and S3. 3 ])er cent for the

12th level ])umi)S. Factory tests made at the

])lant of the General P21ectric Company at

Schenectady showed efficiencies consideral)ly

in excess of this. During the first nine months
operation the 1 2th level ])umi)S showed an

average overall efficiency of (i!)..')! ])er cent

when ])umT)ing against a dynamib head of

\SS)\ ft. This efficiency included the cable

losses from the ])ower station to the i)umps
and also the lighting for the shaft and i)um])

stations. The water was measured; by a
Venturi meter, the power was measured by a
watthour-meter on the switchboard, and the

head by a pressure gauge in the discharge of

the ])umi).

Schooley Shaft, Pennsylvania Coal Company

One of the first of the large dewatering
projects in this country was that undertaken

at the Schooley Shaft of

the Pennsylvania Coal
Companv, at Wvoming,
Pa. In 1900, the open-
ing of a crevice between
the Susquehanna River
and the Schooley Shaft

caused this mine to be
flooded and it remained
full of water until about
four years ago when de-

wateringwas attempted.
This shaft is approxi-

mately 590 ft. deep and
the water was up to

within approximately
50 ft. from the surface.

Vertical sinking pumps
were selected for this

work, each consisting of

a two-stage Alberger

pump of 2000 gallons per

minute capacity against

a head of 350 ft. driven

by a 300-h.p.. 440-volt,

ISOO-r.p.m., squirrel

cage induction motor.

Each of these pumps is

mounted in a float, the

]nimp being located in

the bottom and sur-

mounted by the motor.

These pumps have a

range of head of 75 to

350 ft., and were used

in parallel until about
lialf way down the shaft,

where one of the pumps
Fig. 5. Vertical Centrifugal bcCamC StatioUarV, and
Unwatering Pump Driven

^,^^. y^^^^ l)umpS WCIT
by 300-h.p., 5.S0 volt, 1845-

^ ,
.

'
'. ,•,

r.p.m. Motor. Downtown Operated 111 SCriCS Utlt 1

Mines Co.. Leadville. Colo. the bottom WaS rcachl'd.

<^r-:r I

Penrose Shaft, Downtown Mines Company

One of the largest undertakings attcin])ted

in this country for Ihe unwatering of a Hooded

mine by means of electrically driven i)um])S

is that of the Penrose Shaft of the Downtown
Mines Company al I.eadxilK', Colorado.
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In HH)7-S. due lo the low price of metals, the

mines in this district were permitted to flood.

During 1914-15. the Downtown Mines Com-
pany was formed and in May, 1915, the

unwatering of the Penrose Shaft was begun.
The equipment consisted of four duplicate

pumps, each consisting of a two-stage cen-

trifugal pump having a capacity of 2000
gallons per minute at a head of 425 ft. and
designed especially for adaptation to the

ToStea^

Tunnel

Fig- 6. Method of Suspending Unwatering Punips and Con-
nections Between Unwatering Pump, Relay Pumps and

surface. Downtown Mines Co., Leadville, Colo.

varying head encountered in the sinking
process (Fig. 4). Each pump is driven by a
direct connected 300 h.p., 550-volt, 1845-
r.p.m., General Electric squirrel cage induc-
tion motor. The motors were of the vertical

box frame type, open at top and bottom and

furnished with a drip cover to prevent water
dripping into the motors (Fig. 5).

Two of these pum]js were arranged for

suspension in the shaft and were used for the
sinking process, and the other two were
arranged for station mounting at the 470 ft.

Fig. 7. 150-h.p., 184S-r.p.m., 440-volt Squirrel Cage Totally

Enclosed Water-cooled Motor for Driving Unwatering
Pump. Iron 8e Silver Mining Co., Leadville, Colo.

level and were used as relays for the sinkers

after they had passed this level (Fig. 6). The
sinking pumps and motors were mounted on
a channel iron framework and were suspended
in the shafts by steel cable. They were
hoisted and lowered in the shaft by steam
winches having a worm gear reduction which
held the drums in any position without the
use of brakes. Steam was used for these
winches in preference to electric power
because of the necessity of hoisting the pumps
in case of failure of the power supply. The
wire armored power cable was hoisted and
lowered by hand winches. The cable was
coiled on the landing floor at the surface

in figure-eight coils having approximate
overall dimensions of 10 by 27 ft.

The dewatering period lasted about 9

months. This length of time was required on
account of the method employed. The
water would be lowered with two pumps and
then held at that level with one pump until

the ground was sure to be drained. This was
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a safety precaution to prevent lowerinj:^ the
water too rapidly, which might cause some
obstruction to break loose in the old workings
and flood the pumps. This trouble was
actually experienced in the early stages of

the dewatering of the Schooley shaft men-
tioned above. Another delay in the pumping
was caused by the necessity of holding the
water at approximately the 540 ft. level

until a station could be cut and the two
relay pumps installed.

When the water had been lowered to the

875 ft. or lowest level, there was installed a
4-stage vertical centrifugal pump having a
capacity of 2()()() gallons per minute against

a head of 900 ft. This pump was built by the

Harris Engineering Works, Providence, R. I.,

and is driven by a G50-h.p., o50-volt, 1800-

r.p.m.. General Electric squirrel cage induc-
tion motor. This pump has a guaranteed
overall efficiency of 70 per cent. The two
sinkers are also permanently installed in the

station at the 875 ft. level and, together with
the relay pumps at the 540 ft. level, are held
as emergency pumps in case of the failure

of the large station pumj).

Iron and Silver Mining Company

The Iron and Silver Mining Company is

preparing to install dewatering pumps in the

Mikado shaft. The equipment will consist

of two 4-stage vertical centrifugal pumps
designed to deliver 1000 gallons per minute
against a maximum head of 315 ft. These
pumps will be direct-connected to 150-h.p.,

440-volt, lS45-r.p.m., General Electric ver-

tical induction motors. The motors will be
totally enclosed and water cooled (Fig. 7).

This construction is more desirable for

sinking pump service, as they are absolutely

protected from drip, splashing, or the satur-

ated condition of the atmosphere, and will

probably give less trouble than the open
motor for this service.

DYNAMIC BRAKING SPEED-TORQUE CURVES OF SERIES MOTORS
By James A. Jackson

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Because of the many ways in which the field current and armature current of the series motor can be
varied, either independently or together, an infinite number of relations between speed and torque may be
obtained in dynamic braking. The author shows some of the more commonly used connections of armature,
field and regulating resistance and the speed-torque curves that result therefrom. By selecting one or the
other of these arrangements speed-torque characteristics to fill the braking requirements of practically any
service may be obtained. The flexibility of this method of braking is largely responsible for its increasing
popularity, although the elimination of frequent adjustment and renewal of parts that are necessary on the
mechanical friction types of brake is a considerable factor in its favor.

—

Editor.

DlYNAMIC brak-
ing in all its ap-

plications on electric

motors is increasing in

po])ularity from year
to year on account of

its flexibility and the
ease with which the
energy is dissi[)ated.

Not uncommon, how-
ever, are men still

f(jund who are skei)ti-

cal regarding the use
of this tyi)e of brak-
ing, the only aj)])arent

reason being that they have not familiarized

themselves with its characteristics. Dynamic
braking should not be assumed to l)c a
"cure all," lor there are certain classes of

service where the dissi])ation of energy
necessitated by lowering a load or slopi)in}i

James A. Jackson

a car can be satisfactorih' taken care of by
some form of mechanical friction device.

However, where the service is severe, requir-

ing frequent adjustment and renewal of parts

of a mechanical friction brake, dynamic
braking is undoubtedly far superior.

This article will deal entirely with the

series motor, as this ty])e is used in the

greatest number of cases in which dynamic
braking finds its largest field. It has some
ai)])licati()ns on shvint motors, ])rinci])ally

where armatin-es must be st()p])ed ra])idly

to sectu-e (niick reversals siieli as on certain

machine tools. It is a simple matter in such

cases to calculate the speed-torque character-

istics provided the field strength is maintained
constant, jis the variables are then in the

armature cin^uit only. With a series motor
connected for dynamic braking, the current

in both the field and :irniaUn-e can vary
either at the same time or independently. For
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instance, the current in the two circuits can

rise together or fall together; it can rise in one

circuit and fall in the other simultaneously,

or it can rise or fall in the field circuit and

then rise or fall in the amiature circuit in

sequence, depending upon the scheme of

connections and the manner in which the

resistance is cut in or out. Now bearing in

mind that any change in field strength changes

the magnetic density, and hence the "poimds

torque per ampere amiature" and the ''volts

generated per revolution per minute," it can

be readily seen that an infinite number of

relations between speed and torque are

obtainable.

The object of this article is to show and

explain the most commonly used of these

relations of speed to torque, together with

the schematic diagrams of the connections

bv which they are obtained. No attempt will

be made to show how the curves are calcu-

lated and it must be understood that the

cur\-es shown in any one diagram bear no

relation to the cur\-es in any other diagram.

In other words, the resistance values used in

calculating one set of curves were not used
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in calculating any other set, except in Figs.

1 and 2 where the same values were used on
account of the similarity of these two schemes
of connections.

In all the diagrams, the connection bearing
the arrowhead moves consecutively over the

various points beginning at / and the speed-

torque curves are numbered accordingly.

In Fig. 1, however, the resistance is cut into

circuit somewhat differently in that the

arrow at 4 remains stationary until the arrow

at / moves consecutively over 2 and S onto ^
after which the two arrows move as one over

5 and 6.

In all the diagrams it will be noted that

one block of resistance is connected per-

manently in the closed dynamic braking

circuit.
' This must be left in the circuit to

prevent a short circuit on the motor. Also,

in all the connections shown, the direction

of the current in the series field never changes

and is shown by a solid arrow. The current

in the armature does change, however, at the

point where the torque changes from motor
torque to dynamic braking torque. Solid

arrows show the direction of flow of current

for motor torque while dotted arrows show
the flow for dynamic braking torque.

The speed-torque curves corresponding to

each set of connections are given the same

Fig. number with a letter added.

Fig. 1 shows the connections commonly
used on manually operated controllers for

crane hoist work where it is necessary to

have, on all points, strong dynamic braking

torque with fairly close speed regulation for

lowering loads and also a reasonably strong

motor torque for overcoming friction when
driving down an unloaded hook. Fig. la

shows that with the particular values of

resistance used the motor torque at standstill

is never less than 35 per cent which is ample

to break the static friction and start down an

average crane hook without load. Further-

more, assuming that it takes 20 per cent

torque to drive down an unloaded hook after

static friction is broken. Curve 6 shows that

a speed of 134 per cent will be reached. This

high speed is a great advantage as a time

saver on a crane with a high Hft. On the

dynamic braking side, the curves droop or

flatten out, which is characteristic of any set

of connections where the series field is

connected inside the dynamic braking circuit.

This tends toward a small speed change for a

large torque change; viz., good speed regu-

lation. At the point where the curves cross

the zero torque line the pull tending to over-

haul the motor just balances friction, thus

requiring neither motor torque nor braking

torque from the motor. "No torque" means
that there must be no current in either the

field or in the armature, or in both. An
inspection of the connection diagram shows
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that there must always be current in the
field as it is directly across the line with a
resistance in series; hence for zero torque
there must be no armature current. A voltage

is being generated, however, as the armature
is revolving (driven by the overhauling load)
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in a magnetic field; but if this voltage is of

such a value as to exactly balance the ohmic
drop across the field and its series resistance

inside the parallel circuit, no current will be
allowed to flow through the armature and
zero torque will result. This explanation

of the zero torque point applies to all of the

curves shown.
The connections in Fig. 2 are quite similar

to those in Fig. 1, yet an inspection of Fig. 2a
shows that quite different speed-torque curves

are obtained on points 1, 2 and 3. Of course,

points 4, ^. and G give identical results for

the two sets of connections. The starting

torque on points /, 2, and 3 of Fig. 2a is

10, IH, and 27 per cent resj)ectively; while

in Fig. la it is 35, 45, and 50 per cent, which
higher values are very advantageous for

breaking static friction and securing a quick

acceleration. The high torque obtained in

Fig. 1 is due to the low series resistance, i.e.,

only that between 4 and 6 being in circuit;

while in I^'ig. 2 a much higher series resistance is

in circuit. The sy)eed regulation is not so good
for Fig. 2 as for Fig. 1, the curves being con-

siderably steeper. The reason for this is that

the field excitation from the line is smaller,

due to the high series resistance. For average
crane hoist work, it can readily be seen that

Fig. 1 gives better characteristics than Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 will be considered with three different

arrangements of resistance to show the effect

of each on the characteristic curves: first,

with resistance D and C in circuit and B
left out; second, with C, B, and D all in

circuit; third, with C and B in circuit and
D left out.

Taking the first case, the sum of the

resistances of C and the armature A is

assumed to be so large relative to the resis-

tance of the series field SF that only a

negligible current from the line flows through
the armature at starting. This means
practically no motor torque and the over-

hauling load must always be sufficient to

overcome friction and start the motor. Fig.

3a gives curves obtained with this connection.

They show no motor torque but show strong
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braking torque with low speeds and a good
speed regulation again due to the series field

being strengthened by all the dynamic
braking current. In the second case, the

resistance B has been introduced to make the

resistance of B plus .S7'" more nearly e(|ual to
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C plus .4, thus causing a good proportion of

the line current at starting to flow through
the armature. This causes motor torque and
the solid curves in Fig. 3b show the character-

istics. Now, if resistance is cut into the
armature circuit, as by moving the arrow
from i to 4. the motor torque at starting

decreases, for if this resistance were increased

to infinity no current would flow through
the armature and zero torque would result.

When the speed reaches a value sufficient

to reverse the armature current and cause
dynamic braking, it can readily be seen that
the higher the resistance in the armature
circuit the higher must be the generated
voltage, and hence speed, to produce a given
current and torque, Therefore, the higher the
resistance the steeper the speed-torque curve
and the poorer the speed regulation. In the
third case, the motor becomes essentially a
shunt motor with constant field strength and
running with permanent resistance in series

with the armature. The characteristic curves
become straight lines (neglecting armature
reactance) as shown by the dotted curves of

Fig. 3b. Strong motor torque is produced as

there is no series resistance outside the

parallel circuit to limit the current, and the

braking becomes regenerative (supplying

power to the line) rather than dynamic.
One characteristic point regarding this

particular connection is the fact that all the

ctu-\'es for any one of the three cases given
cross the zero torque line at exactly the same
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per cent speed. This will be readily under-
stood when it is remembered that for zero
torque there is no current in the armature
circuit, and that the voltage generated at zero

torque is equal to the ohmic drop across the
series field plus the resistance in the field

circuit. This ohmic drop always being the
same at the zero torque point, the speed
must be the same for any value of resistance
in the armature circuit.

Fig. 4 shows a connection which diff"ers

from Figs. 1, 2, and 3, in that the series field
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SF is not included in the dynamic braking cir-

cuit. Hence, instead of the dynamic braking
current strengthening the field it weakens
the field, causing the speed-torque curves to
turn upward (poor speed regulation) soon after

dynamic braking starts (see Fig. 4a). This
curving upward depends on the amount of

resistance in series with the motor and it

disappears entirely when all series resistance

is cut out. For instance, assume the resistance
in series to be infinity. This would permit no
excitation, hence no torque, and the speed-
torque curve would become a vertical line

coinciding with the zero torque line. Next,
assume all series resistance to be short-

circuited; the motor becomes a shunt motor
whose excitation depends on the resistance

in parallel with the armature and whose
armature voltage is line voltage minus the
drop across the series field. This gives

essentially a shunt motor characteristic curve
which, within workable limits, is nearly a
straight line.

The per cent torque at standstill and the

per cent speed at zero torque, or in other

words the steepness of the curves, depends
on the amount of resistance in parallel with
the armature. For example, if this resistance
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were infinity the curves would cross the zero
torque hne at infinity and maximum starting
torque would result as the connections would
be those of a plain series motor. On the
other hand, if the parallel resistance were
zero there would be no starting torque as the
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armature would be short-circuited, but as

soon as driven by an overhauling load a

powerful dynamic braking current would
flow due to the low resistance of the closed

circuit and the strong separately excited field.

The connections in Fig. 5 are similar to

those in Fig. 4, only variations in si)eed and
torque are obtained by varying the resistance

in parallel with the armature instead of that

in series with the motor. Here again, speed

regulation, when dynamic braking, becomes
very poor as soon as the resistance around
the armature is increased to any great extent.

Fig. 5a shows very clearly the tendency

of the motor to run with shunt characteristics

when the resistance around the armature is

low and to approach series characteristics

when the resistance is high, becoming a true

series motor when the resistance reaches

infinity.

Fig. (j shows connections which are seldom
used as no motor torque is produced, hence
the load must always be sufficient to start the
motor against all friction. Neglecting arma-
ture reaction, the speed-torque curves. Fig. Ga,

are straight lines as would result from any
shunt generator. This connection is wasteful
of current as there is a constant fixed loss to

excite the field.

A connection which is largely used as an
emergency dynamic braking circuit in case of

failure of power is shown in Fig. 7. The
connection is that of a series generator short-

circuited through a suitable resistance. If

driven by an overhauling load in the proper
direction to build up the series field, a braking
torque will be exerted and the speed-torque
curves will be almost the same as those shown
in Fig. 3a. Of course, if the armature is

driven in the wrong direction or if the field

loses its residual magnetism, no voltage will

be generated and no braking will occur.
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It can easily be seen that an almost un-

limited number of combinations of the

connections shown can be worked out, thus

obtaining speed-torciue characteristics to meet
almost any condition wliich may arise. A
good example of one such combination is
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shown in Fig. S whore the first four points

vary the resistance in the annature and field

circuits while points 5 and 6* cut out the

resistance in series \\'ith the motor. Many
other combinations could be worked out and
it would be endless to attempt to show them

/ 2 3 4

-®—WV
Fig. 7

all or to calculate the speed-torque curves

resiilting from them.
A rather interesting connection is shown in

Fig. 9, the characteristics of which are quite

frequently misunderstood. It is often assumed
that dynamic braking can occur when a
motor is connected to the line with a resis-

tance in series and another resistance in

parallel as shown, and driven by an over-

I-2-3-4

Fig. 8

hatding load. Such is not the case for, assum-
ing no change in the direction of rotation, the
current in either the field or armature (but
not in both) must change in direction when
going from motor torque to braking torque.
An inspection of the connections shows that

such a change is impossible; hence dynamic
braking cannot be obtained with this con-
nection unless the connection to the line is

broken and the armature driven in the

proper direction from the motor to pick up as

a series generator. A resistance across the
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entire motor as shown does, however, give a
better speed regulation by holding the
voltage across the motor terminals to a
lower value than would occur without it.

Fig. 9a shows the effect of this on the speed-

torque curves. The dotted curves show curves

of a series motor with various amounts of

resistance in series, but with none in parallel;

while the solid curves show the characteristic

curves obtained by paralleling the motor
with a resistance and reducing the series

resistance until the torque at starting is the

same as given by the dotted curves. For any
given torque the speed on the solid curves is

much less than the speed given on the dotted
curves, but it will be noted that the curves

maintain their series characteristic and do not
cross into the dynamic braking quadrant.

Curve 5 is added to show the characteristics

obtained when the motor is cut loose from
the line and driven by an overhauling load

in the proper direction to pick up as a series

generator.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENT OF THE OPERATION OF
OIL WELLS BY ELECTRIC POWER

By W. G. Taylor
Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

For the drilling and operation of oil wells, as in most other lines of industry, the electric motor offers

advantages in flexibility and economy over the steam engine and gas engine. The two-speed variable-speed
induction motor has become practically a standard equipment for this service, as the large overload capacity
and sturdiness of this type of motor render it specially suitable for the hard usage to which oil well equip-
ment is subjected. The author reviews the introduction of the electric motor in the principle American oil

fields and shows how it has steadily worked itself into favor and is to-day the most approved method of drive.
Its application in the principal foreign fields is also briefly referred to.

—

Editor.

nPHIRTEEN years

ago the South
Penn Oil Company
made an extensive in-

stallation of motors
at Folsom, West Vir-

ginia, to operate their

producing wells, and
they thus became the
pioneer users of oil well

motors in America. It

was about five years

later that they started

and successfully com-
pleted the first oil well

drilled by electric power in this country.

These are not, however, the first installations

on record, for even then there were a con-

siderable number of oil well motors in opera-

tion in the fields at Baku, Russia, where
electrification was started as early as in 1900.

Today the number of oil well motors
actually or about to be installed in the United
States, including equipments of all types for

drilling, pumping, jmlling and cleaning, and
for operation of "powers" for jack-pumping,

is as follows

:

W. G. Taylor

Number of
Motors

Combined
Rated Capacity

Two-speed motors ....

All other types, approx.

Total, approx

865
885

1750

18,475 h.p.-

19,525 h.p.

38,000 h.p.

This does not include the motors for

miscellaneous power imrjjoses, which are

extensively used wherever electric ])ower is

available, such as for sump and ])i])e line

jjumps, water pum])s, compressors and ma-
chine shop drives. These applications are

too numerous and widespread to be included

within the scope of this article.

Almost without excej^tion three-i)hase, (50-

cycle, 440-volt power is emi)loycd for modcMMi

American installations.

West Virginia and Pennsylvania

At the time of the Folsom installation the

two-speed type of induction motor was
recognized as the most desirable to handle
the work of both pumping the well and
"puUing" the wire pumping line, rods and
tubing, and accordingly motors of that type

were used, with a capacity of 10/5 h.p.

i-ig. 1. Weil iNo. 1. Henry 1 nlkiiintoii IcHse, South Penn

Oil Co., Folsom, W. Va. One of the first electrically

operated oil wells in America

Cleaning out the wells, which was usually a

matter of redrilling with a light string of

tools, was ])erformed with a few variable

sjjccd lO-h.p. motors of sj)ecial design, which

were transi)orted from well to well as required.

The drilling of new wells, which was later

accomplished, was done with a liO-h.]). motor
of similar sjjccial design.
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It is seen tliat it was not attempted in

those days to accomplish with one motor all

of the work which the steam and <^as enj^ines

were doinij. as the requirements were unusual
for motor drive, and oil well equipment such

as is now widely used was not then on the

market. Even the determination of the

capacity of the machines reqtiired was to an
extent uncertain, for it could not be definitely

foretold what the ultimate operating condi-

tions would be as a result of the use of motors.

The installations of today employ larger

motors in practically all cases, and the equip-
ments have been so designed and perfected

that they are as flexible in operation and as

versatile in the work they perform as the
engines they are replacing, over which they
have many superior advantages.
The South Penn Oil Company generates

its own three-phase, 25-cycle, 600-volt power
by gas-engine-driven units, stepping it up to

13.200 volts and transmitting to nine sub-
stations, where it is distributed to the wells

at .550 volts. The longest distance trans-

mitted is approximately 15 miles. About 430
wells are supplied, one of the first to be
electrically equipped being shown in Fig. 1.

The motor at this well, Fig. 2, is accordingly
of considerable historical interest.

Fig. 2. An early type of General Electric two-speed oil

well motor, installed at the well shown in Fig. 1,

and still in operation after thirteen

years of active service.

The rapid decline in well production in the
Appalachian fields in the years following the
installation at Folsom deterred further invest-
ments along that line, so that only a small
amount of electrification of wells has since
been done in that region. This can be
readily appreciated from the fact that the
average production in those fields is now only

about from 1 to 13-2 barrels a day per well,

and a well which produces six or eight
barrels is considered excellent. Such wells
are pumped for only a few hours each day,
some of them only an hour, and the power
consumption and operating expenses for this

reason are in most cases too low to warrant
any change in motive power, even for a con-
siderable gain in economy.

For several years in western Pennsylvania
a number of direct current motors, from
123^2 to 15-h.p. capacity, have been handling
oil well pumping and pulling work, these
being, as far as can be ascertained, the only
direct current installations in the United
States. Whatever ability they have demon-
strated to do the work can be ascribed to the
fact that they have not been required to do
as heavy duty as is encountered in most
fields, especially where the production per
well is large and the time and work necessary
to keep a well in good operating condition
by pulling and cleaning are important factors

in the cost of operation. The overload
limitations and commutation characteristics

of direct current motors in general make them
decidedly inferior to induction motors for

this class of work.
The Appalachian oil districts now have,

it is estimated, about 525 oil well motors with
a combined rated capacity of 5830 h.p.

California

It was several years after the beginning in

West Virginia before oil men in other fields

turned their attention to electric drive, but
at length California operators became actively

interested in the proposition. This resulted

to a large extent from the decreasing price

of oil, which was reducing their profits. The
gain in economy possible from motor drive
was evident from the glaring defects of

standard and conventional methods of operat-
ing oil wells by steam and gas engines, these
disadvantages being low engine efficiency,

extreme losses in steam transmission, espec-

ially during cold weather, relatively high
cost of attendance, almost prohibitive cost

of water, and rapid depreciation of boilers.

But any new method or system is extremely
difficult of introduction in the oil fields

because of the conservatism of the operators,

so that oil well motors were slow in gaining
a foothold in California, notwithstanding
every advantage in their favor. The first

permanent installation, a 20/6%-h.p., Y-delta
back-geared machine for pumping, pulling

and cleaning work was made by the Pacific
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Light & Power Corporation on their lease

near Los Angeles in the fall of 1910.

The San Joaquin Light & Power Corpora-
tion, operating in the San Joaquin Valley,

early realized the possibilities of future load

in the oil fields, and accordingly lost no time
in extending their lines into the Kem River,

Fig. 3. Two-speed variable-speed 25/8 h.p. oil well motor
installation for pumping, pulling and cleaning work

in the Midway field in California

Midway, Sunset, McKittrick, Lost Hills and
Coalinga fields, thus opening the way for the

extensive electrification which now exists.

It was learned from the start that the
operating conditions in Califor-nia were con-

siderably different from those encountered
in the old eastern fields, and it was con-

sequently necessary to study them as an
entirely new problem. The back-geared
motors first used were not fully satisfactory

to the oil men because of the objectionable

noise of the steel gears, and although fabroil

pinions were later tried with success, a belted

motor with countershaft (Fig. .3) rapidly grew in

favor and is at present the accepted standard.

The Y-delta type of motor (Fig. 4), though
excellent in some ways, has always been
deficient in meeting all of the requirements of

the service, not only in California but in most
other fields. It has been only to a partial

extent satisfactory to oil men because of the

necessity of changing ])ulleys to get high

pulling and bailing speeds, and because of the

imyjossibility of "shaking up" a pumping
well even by that method. Various schemes
were proposed and tried out to obviate these

flifficultics, including two-speed geared coun-
tershafts, belt shiftingarrangements.and modi-
fications of the oil well rig itself, but all were
either too clumsy and depreciated too rajjidly,

or failed to accomj^lish all c)f the desired results.

The real solution of the problem was the two-
speed variable-speed induction motor (Fig. 3),

which was introduced in the California fields

in the fall of 1912 and perfected in its ])resent

form in 1913. This type of motor has con-
clusively demonstrated its ability to meet the
full requirements and handle all the varied
operations of pumping, pulling, cleaning, bail-

ing, swabbing, redrilling and even deepening
the wells. One motor is used for all this work,
and the design is such as to result in excellent

efficiency when pumping without sacrificing

any ability to do the heavy roustabout work.
Experimental work in electrical oil well

drilling in California began almost simul-

taneously with the introduction of pumping
and pulling motors. Early in the spring of

1912 the scheme of using one main and one
auxiliary drum controller for fine speed con-

trol was introduced with success and has been
adopted for the 50 and 75-h.]). equi]jments
which are standardized for work with stan-

dard cable-tools (Fig. 5). It is an interesting

fact that when the first study of oil well

requirements was made, it was felt that
drilling operations offered more difficulties

from the electrical standpoint than the
remainder of the work, but the reverse soon
proved to be the case. This developed from
the fact that the pumping and pulling motor
is obliged to do so many different kinds of

Fig. 4. A California installation of an oil well motor

of the Y-delta type

work which call for widel\- di\-crgent motor
characteristics. On the other hand, it requires

more time and ePort to convert an o])erator

to use electricity for any kind of drilling than

to sell him four or five electric equipments
for ])umi)ing, pulling and cleaning. His

inherent and long-standijig con.servatism
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toward any cliaui^e in conventional (.Irillinj^

methods is responsible for this, and is not so

surprising:: when one considers that these

methods are the result of tifty-eij:;ht years of

experience and development in connection
with precarious work involving an expendi-
iture of thousands of dollars for every well

drilled. A large percentage of this investment
is lost in case of failure to successfully com-
plete the drilling work.

It is greatly to the credit of the drilling

motor that not only is its record unstained by
a failure of this nature, but exceptional records

of fast time and economical handling of drill-

ing work have been made. An instance of

this is a I4Uo-foot well which was among the
first to be electrically drilled in California.

It was completed in 20 days, but as casing

was handled only in the daytime, the actual

net time of drilling was about 21 days, thus
making an average of 71.2 feet per day. The
power cost for this work was 10}^ cents per
foot drilled. Up to the present approxi-

matelv 100 wells have been electricallv drilled

electric power is awiilablc, and furthermore
is not ]>articularly interested in economical
operation. Consequently it is the tendency
to continue operating by steam power, but
in spite of this several wells have been drilled

with motor drive, and further work along
that line is now being done. The equipment
for operating the turn-table and draw-works

Fig. 5. Drilling a 1900-ft. oil well by electric power with
standard cable tools in the Midway field

in California

in this state. One of the equipments has been
in continuous service on drilling work since
March, 1912.

Rotary drilling is largely done by contract
and the lease owner furnishes the contractor
with power. The latter must have an outfit
of universal application, regardless of whether

Fig. 6. A group of motor-operated oil wells in the Spindletop

field in Texas. The farthest well is pumped by a

jack operated from the middle well

duplicates that used for cable-tool work and
this obviates any necessity of making changes
to finish the hole with standard cable tools.

The large companies who do their own drill-

ing will very probably be the first to do
electric rotary drilling extensively.

Motor-driven "powers" for pumping a
large number of wells in groups by pumping-
jacks represent a power application which
requires no special features for electric drive.

This method is used largely for shallow well

pumping, and more than 30 of these motors
are in operation in California, having a rated
capacity of nearly 900 h.p. Approximately
1000 wells are being so pumped. Portable
motor-driven hoists were developed to supply
the demand for equipments to pull and clean
these wells, and several are in almost daily

operation in the Kern River field and in the

vicinity of Los Angeles.

There are in all approximately 850 oil well

motors already or about to be installed in

California, having a combined rated capacity
of 23,100 h.p. In 1914 and 1915 the general

depression in the oil business due to low oil

prices halted nearly all development work of

every kind, but 1916 saw a big revival which
has greatly accelerated the demand for motor
equipments.
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Texas

The famous Spindletop field at Beaumont
was in 1912 the next scene of the advent of

oil well motors. This was due to the enter-

prise of the Beaumont Electric Light & Power
Company, which had power lines passing the
field. Both two-speed and single-speed induc-
tion motors of the variable speed type are

now in operation, and several groups of wells

are pumped by jacks operated from elec-

trically-driven "powers." In all there are

about 35 motors with a combined rated
capacity of 625 h.p. Several of the wells are

shown in Fig. 6.

Almost all of the drilling at Spindletop has
been done bv the rotary method, and electric

drilling with standard tools has been intro-

duced and will be extended.
An original and unique method of putting

in the apparatus is employed by the power
company, which assumes the contract for

making the entire installation. The motor
and controlling apparatus are mounted on
skids of timber, as shown in Fig. 7, and
completely wired previous to being moved
into the fields. The method is convenient
and inexpensive, and the skids render the

installation very rigid.

The 35-h.p. bandwheel "power" shown in

Fig. 8 has been in operation nearly a year,

and it is interesting to note that it pumps 32
wells.

Fig. 7. A two-speed oil well motor equipment in Kansas,

mounted on skids and completely wired ready for

final location at a well near El Dorado

Fig. 8. A 35-h.p. motor-driven bandwheel "power",

pumping 32 wells in the El Dorado
field, Kansas

operation has not been attempted. The
decline of production and the small pro-

ductive area in this field makes it improbable
that there will be any further extensive

application of electric drive.

Kansas

CJne of the most promising extensions of

electric operation in the country is devclojnng
in the El Dorado and Augusta fields through
the efforts of the Kansas Gas & li^lectric

Company, which has extended its lines into

these fields during the ])ast year and has made
preparations for a large addition to its load.

The initial installation was made less than a

year ago, yet by the end of the present year
there will be more than 5200 h.j). capacity
installed, comprising at least 175 machines.
The two-speed variable-speed motor for

pumping, ])ulling and cleaning has already
established itself in first place. Electric

Louisiana

Two notable installations exist in Louisi-

ana, one in the northern part of the State at

the edge of the Caddo district at Hosston, and
the other in the Evangeline field in the south.

Both were made in 1915 and both obtain

their power sup])ly from separate isolated

alternating current power stations owned and
operated by the oil com])anies themselves.

The Badger Oil Company's station at Hosston
consists of steam-engine-driven units supplied

by oil and gas-fired boilers. The power
station at Evangeline, owned by the Crowley
Oil & Mineral Company, has generating

units driven by high-compression oil engines

(Fik'- 9)-

The Badger Oil Compan\' is su])plying

l)ower to between 25 and 30 wells, at which

arc installed sciuirrel cage motors ranging

from l]/^. to 15 h.]). capacity and designed

only for pumping duty. In cases of cnier-
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gencv pulling has been accomplished with

these machines, but for this work a 20-h.p.

portable hoist motor is reprularly employed
bv belting it through the back door of the

motor house to the coimtershaft (Fig. 10).

Though the country is none too level or clear

in this locality, the portable hoist has admir-

ably met the requirements, and the installa-

tion has produced a very material saving in

operating expenses.

At Evangeline the Crowley Oil & Mineral

Company uses the standard Y-delta oil well

motor. In this and some of the other South-
western fields the type of rig and the general

operating methods used occasionally permit

the use of this type of machine with complete
success. This Company has at present

fifteen electrically-operated wells, and can
point to a substantial reduction in operating

expenses as a result.

Oklahoma

Although Oklahoma as an oil producing
state is now in the first rank, and immense
oil developments have taken place in the

past three years, the fields are not within

easy reach of the lines of any power company,
and electric power is consequently not yet

extensively used. Only one installation of

material size has so far been made, this

consisting of a gas-engine-driven generating

station supplying power to approximately
50 wells. Both Y-delta and two-speed
variable speed oil well motors are in operation,

but the latter type has demonstrated its

superiority for the required work.
There is keen interest in electric operation

among Oklahoma oil men, all of whom are

watching developments in the near-by Kansas
fields.

Illinois

While this State has no important electric

extensions in its oil fields, some installations

at Robinson are of interest. The wells are

owned by individuals and are located within
the city limits where the noise of engines is

objectionable. This in connection with low
first cost and convenience in operating has
led to motor drive on about a dozen wells.

Three horsepower motors are used for pump-
ing, with unit pumping rigs designed par-
ticularly for the purpose.

Russia

With about 27 per cent of the 11,000 wells

in the Baku district electrified, Russia has
made the largest application of electric power

in any oil field. 70,000 kw. in generating
capacity is now required and at the present
rate of increase in the load additional capacity
will be needed before long. The present

power is mostly obtained from steam-tur-
bine-driven units, with oil-fired boilers, but

Fig. 9. The power station of the Crowley Oil and Mineral

Co., Evangeline, La., showing two 7S-kv-a. oil

engine-driven generating units, now
supplemented by a third

there are also a few gas engine stations in the
fields.

The development of the system has been
along quite different lines from those followed

in the United States. The power company
was obliged to overcome immense difficulties

in introducing electric drive, and as a result

found it necessary to concentrate on a con-

stant speed motor of very low cost and with
simple control equipment. Even then, in

view of the customary variable speed opera-

tion of wells with steam engines, there was a
demand for a variable speed motor with
control for reversing, which has been growing
so strong that equipments of this type are

being standardized. 95 per cent of the drilling

at Baku is done by the Canadian "free fall"

method, and with the rig as used for motor
operation variable speed is desirable though
not indispensable. Motors from 65 to 120
h.p. capacity are employed. After the well is

drilled the motor is retained for operating it

as a producer, this differing from the Ameri-
can practice of removing the drilling motor to

a new well and permanently installing a
machine specially designed for the work of

production.
The American rotary method of drilling

has been introduced at Baku, but it has not
been ascertained whether electric drive has

yet been attempted.
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In line with the regulations of the Russian
and Roumanian authorities applying to
power transmission and distribution, as well

as to the design and installation of oil well

motors, the power supply, generated at (iOOO

volts, is stepped up and transmitted entireU'

Fig. 10. 20-h.p. portable motor equipment for pulling oil

wells of the Badger Oil Co., Hosston, La.

underground at 2(),()0U volts and distributed

underground at 2000 and 1000 volts.

Roumania

The last information obtained indicated

that before the outbreak of the war in Europe
there were over 200 oil well motors in Rou-
manian oil districts, having a capacity of

about 14,000 h.p. The first installations are

believed to have been made in the year 1908.

Operating methods and motor equipments
used are similar to those in Russia. It is

interesting to note that the motors are of

five different types, all but one being for

constant speed operation and quite similar

in design. The transmission at 25,000 and
10,500 volts and distribution at 1000 and 500
volts is by overhead lines, as the shifting

nature of the ground does not permit the use
of underground cables as at Baku.

Other Foreign Fields

In Germany, slip-ring oil well motors have
been used in the Hanoverian ])etroleum dis-

tricts at Wietze near Celle for many years,

and in 1910 three-phase brush-shifting com-
mutator motors were first tried. At least 25
of the latter, of 25 and 50 h.]). capacities, have
been installed and it has been claimed that

they have given full satisfaction over ati

operating i)eriod of three year^j or more in

spite of severe working recjuirements.

For over a year the Burma Oil (Company
has been running a demonstration of standard

American oil well motor equipments for

drilling and for pumping, pulling and clean-
ing work in the Singu field in U])])er Burma,
India, and the results have exceeded the most
favorable ])redictions and created great interest
among oil men in Burma.

Oil companies in other foreign as well as
domestic fields are either investigating care-
fully their own requirements for electric opera-
tion or have taken steps to introduce the most
modern motor equipment for this work, and
the indications consequently point to large
future extensions.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUCTION MOTORS AS INFLUENCED
BY CHANGES
By J. T. Appleton

Power .\nd Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

"What effect will this or that change in an induction motor have upon its operating characteristics?"
Specific questions of this nature are asked daily by motor designers and users. The following article ably
answers such questions as concern the more important features of motor operation; and the clear conception
it presents of intricate relationships should make it a valuable article of reference to all who are interested in
induction motors.

—

Editor.

THE characteris-

tics of an induc-
tion motor are closely

inter-related and
dependent upon each
other.

The design is a
balance between the
different characteris-

tics, to obtain the
most suitable values

for each considering

the class of service for

which the motor is to

be employed, and the
the material of con-

J. T. Appleton

most economical use of

struction.

The following are

the induction motor

:

Thermal,
Efficiency,

Power-factor,
Starting torque and
corresponding start-
ing current,

Fig. 1 shows the characteristic curves for

a 30-h.p., 3-phase, 60-cycle, 440-volt, 1200-
r.p.m. motor.
By defining the different characteristics

and noting the factors upon which each

the characteristics of

Full-load torque,
Running torque.
Maximum torque,
Maximum output.
Speed,
Slip.

depends, the changes that will occur by
variations in these factors can be studied.

An exhaustive analysis of all the functions
which occur to cause changes will not be
given in this article; however, the principal

factors will be explained.

Thermal Characteristics

The thermal characteristic is the tempera-
ttue rise or the heating of a motor. It is

dependent upon the load the motor carries,

the time of operation, the losses which occur,
and the mechanical construction (particu-

larly the degree of enclosure).

The time of operation or the service can be
classified under continuous, short time, on
or off for a certain percentage of time, or in

accordance with a predetermined "cycle of

duty." The last two classes can be calculated

into an equivalent rating by considering the
losses which occur with regard to the radiating

ability of the machine.
The heat generated by the motor is pro-

portional to the energy lost. The rate at

which the machine can dissipate this by
conduction, convection, and radiation de-

pends upon the mechanical arrangement and
the material of construction.

The energy lost is comprised of that due
to the resistance of the winding and to that
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necessary to magnetize the iron portion of

the circuit.

The resistance loss varies with the load
and is proportional to the current squared
multiplied by the resistance.

The iron loss can be assumed to be inde-

pendent of the load, but it is dependent upon
the applied voltage and the frequency. The
core loss varies as the flux and the flux is

directly proportional to the applied voltage
and inversely proportional to the frequency.
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Fig. 1. Characteristic Curves of a 30-h.p., 3-phase,

60-cycIe, 440-volt, 1200-r.p.m. Motor

Efficiency

The efificiency is the ratio of the useful

output to the total input, or the ratio of the

output to the output plus the losses.

The losses in an induction motor are

:

Copper loss, both stator and rotor,

Core loss,

Stray load loss.

Brush friction and brush-contact loss

(on motors other than the squirrel-cage

Friction and windage.

The copper loss is ])ro])ortional to the

resistance of the windings and to the current

squared. The current depends upon the

load, and is inversely projjortional to the

voltage and \jO the apjjarent elliciency.

The core loss of an induction motor is

chiefly in the stator. This is because the
frequency in the magnetic circuit in the
rotor is low and is the frequency of the slip

of the motor, while the stator magnetic
circuit operates at t)he full frequency of the
supply system.
The core loss is subdivided under two heads,

hysteresis and eddy current loss. The
hysteresis loss is dependent upon the maxi-
mum value of the flux density of the iron in

the magnetic circuit, and also upon the
quality of the iron. The flux varies directly

with a change in applied voltage.

The eddy current loss is due to the iron

being an electrical conductor. The loss is

reduced as much as possible by careful

manufacture and assembly of the punchings.
These currents are induced in the laminations
by the varying flux. Thus any change in the
flux density affects these losses.

The stray load losses include the eddy
current loss in the stator copper and those

losses which occur due to the flux varying
under load. These losses are generally

neglected, being small.

Brush friction is practically negligible.

The brush-contact loss is equal to the current

squared multiplied by the resistance between
the brushes and the rings.

Windage and friction are dependent upon
the peripheral velocity of the rotor and the

rotative speed. The rotative speed or the

revolutions per minute depends upon the

frequency of the supply system.

Power-Factor

The power-factor of a motor is the ratio

of the power to the apparent power, that is,

the average value of the product of the

instantaneous values of the current and
voltage for a complete cycle to the volt-

am])eres. With sinusoidal current and voltage

vectorial, it is the cosine of their difference

in ])hase relation.

The power-factor of an induction motor is

dependent upon the magnetizing current

and the reactance of the machine.
It can be expressed a])])roximately by the

following equation:

P-b\ =

(-('?'+'/^)T

(1)

The magnetizing current of the motor is the

no-load current and is necessary to produce

the (lux. With a given motor, the flux is
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directly proportional to the applied voltage

and is inversely proportional to the frequency.

The flux determines the ampere-turns
necessary for excitation, the turns beinsj; fixed.

The amperes arc dependent upon the flux.

The niagnctizinj:: current does not vary
directly as the flux as it depends upon the

desrree of saturation of the iron; but, for a

slight variation from normal, the current

may be assumed to be influenced in the same
relation as the flux.

The reactance of an induction motor is a
fxmction of the wattless energy component.
It is due to the flux which does not cut both
the stator and rotor \\'indings and is therefore

useless. It can be expressed as the leakage

flux.

The reactance depends upon the physical

construction of the motor, and is directly

proportional to the frequency.

The power-factor therefore depends upon
the load current, the applied voltage, the

magnetizing current, and the reactance of

the machine.
By substituting any changed values of

these factors in formula (1), the resultant

power-factor change can be observed.

Starting Torque and Current

The starting torque is the torque developed
at the instant of starting. It is expressed in

pounds at one foot radius or as a percentage
of the full-load torque.

It is directly proportional to the resistance

of the secondary and inversely as the impe-
dance squared. It also depends directly on the
square of the applied voltage, and inversely

as the frequency. The torque also depends
upon the number of poles and the method of

connecting the stator windings. These last

two factors are constant for a particular

motor.
Assume

Tc equals the starting torque in pounds
at 1 ft. radius,

Ti equals the secondary resistance ex-

pressed in terms of the primary circuit,

E equals the applied line voltage.

Z equals the total impedance,

/ equals the frequency of the circuit,

p equals the number of poles.

For a particular motor let A' equal P multi-
plied by ri and by the factor for the stator
connections.

Then

T -£K^-^ (2)

where C equals a constant.

The impedance Z is equal to the square
root of the total resistance per phase of both
stator and rotor {R) squared plus the reactance
(A') squared.
Thus

Z=v/a^+A^ (3)

The reactance X equals 2 ir f L where L
is equal to the inductance in "henries."
Thus

r„=-
CK {EY

~fR'^39.5{fyL
^^''

Therefore the starting torque varies directly

as the voltage squared and inversely as the
frequency to the first power and the third

power.
The starting current is equal to the voltage

per phase divided by the impedance.
If in a wound-rotor type motor external

resistance is added per phase in the rotor,

which can be short circuited when up to

speed, the impedance is increased and the

starting current reduced.

Full-Load Torque

The full-load torque is expressed in pounds
at one foot radius. It is the torque correspond-
ing to the horse power exerted by the motor
at one foot radius if it were running at

synchronous speed.

If T equals the torque, then

TXTrX2Xr.p.m.
H.p.=

33,000
(5)

or

^_ 5250Xh.p.

r.p.m.

Where r.p.m. equals revolutions per minute
because one h.p. equals 33,000 feet per minute,
the torque of the motor exerted at one foot

radius travels through x multiplied by the
diameter of the circle, which is 2 feet every
revolution.

Running Torque

The running torque is the torque that would
be developed by a motor at any speed. A
motor operates at a speed between syn-
chronism, and the speed at which maximum
torque occurs, or on the stable part of the

curve.

Thus, if the load to be carried by the motor
is in excess of the running torque developed,

it slows down until it reaches the speed at

which there is sufficient torque to carry the

load.

The running torque of a motor is dependent
upon the voltage applied, the frequency, the
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resistance of both stator and rotor, and the

reactance.

Assume

Tr equals the running torque,

s equals the percentage slip,

^o equals the primary resistance.

Then
C iK') (Ey- r,s

Tr =
f (ri+ 5 roY-^s'X'-

(7)
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Fig. 2. Characteristic Curves at 10 per cent above and

below normal voltage for the motor named in Fig. 1

Where K' equals the numV)er of ])oles

multiplied by the factor for the stator

connections.

Maximum Torque

As the name im])lies, it is the maximum
torque the motor is capable of exerting.

It is directly proportional to the voltage

squared, inversely ])roporti()nal to the fre-

(juency, and inversely to the stator resistance

and the total reactance.

If V'.u equals the maxiniinn 1<)r(|tie, then

_CK^ \_

Maximum Output

This is the maximum horse jjovvcr the

motor can exert and is different from the

maximum torque and takes place at a
different speed.

It is directly j^roportional to the applied

voltage squared and is inversely dependent
upon the total resistance and impedance of

the motor.

Speed

The speed of a motor in revolutions per
minute depends upon the number of poles

and the frequency.

Thus

120X/
r.p.ni.

number of poles
(9)

Slip

The slip is the difference between the speed
of the rotating field of the motor and the

rotative speed of the rotor. It is proportional

to the rotor resistance. At the same load

it varies inversely as the applied voltage

squared.

The voltage and frequency changes in the

supply system are the most common in

practice. Successful operation may be
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Fig. 3. Characteristic Curves at 10 per cent above and

below normal frequency for the motor named in Fig. 1

obtained provided the total xarialion of both

voltage and frequency from ihe normal

does not exceed 10 per cent.

Fig. 2 ilkistrates the variation in character-

istics of the motor shown in Fig. 1 with 10

per cent greater voltage, and 10 i^cr cent less

voltage a])i)lied.

Fig. \\ sliows the rcsull of a 10 per cent

\'arialion in the freciuciu-\-.
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SYNCHRONOUS PHASE CONVERTERS
By E. S. Henningskn

AlTERNATIN-G Cl'RRENT EnGINKERING DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

The heating of generators and unlxilancing of voltages resulting from the connection of heavy single-phase

loads, such as railway and electric furnace feeders, to polyphase systems created an urgent demand for apparatus

to distribute such loads between the phases. The synchronous phase converter has been developed to relieve

this condition, and its operation in units as large as oOOO kv-a. had been a thorough success. Mr. Henningsen
discusses briefly the theory of the two types of synchronous converters, viz., the series-phase converter and the

shunt converter, and indicates the fields of usefulness of each type. A comparison between these two types as

regards simplicity, efficiency, and first cost, and between other means of supplying an equal amount of single-

phase power concludes the article.

—

Editor.

THE development
of the synchron-

ous phase converter

as a j)ractical machine
marks the advent of

a ne\v type of syn-
chronous apparatus
as distinct as the

series a-c. motor or

the synchronous con-

verter. Its practica-

bihty is attested to

by the fact that two
sets of 5000 kv-a. each
have been operating

since last October at the plant of the Phila-

delphia Electric Company, converting a sin-

E. S. Henningsen

gle-phase railroad load the peaks of which
often reach 24,000 kv-a.

The function of a phase converter set is to

restore balance to a polyphase system which
has become unbalanced by a single-phase

load on one or more phases. This is accom-
plished by causing a certain phase (or phases)

to act as a generator, while the other phases

(or phase) act as a motor; the latter drawing
from the lines to which they are connected

the same power that the generator phase

supplies to the line to which it is connected.

The machine which executes this motor-
generator action is called the "phase con-

verter." When the electromotive forces that

cause the phase converter to perform such

a conversion are generated within the phase

Two 5000-kv-a. Synchronous Phase Converter Sets, Philadelphia Electric Company
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converter itself—in other words, when only
one machine is used—it is called a "series

phase converter." When an auxiliary gen-
erator is used to supply the proper electro-

motive forces, the set is called a "shunt phase
converter" and the auxiliary generator is

called a "phase voltage balancer."

Phase 2

P/7(7Sel

Single-phase
Load

Generatror

Phase
Coni^erter

Voltage
Balancer

Fig. 1

Since the theory of phase balancing has
been taken up in considerable detail in other
articles (see reference p. 498) it will be .only

briefly considered here.

The Shunt Phase Converter

Consider a system, shown diagrammatic-
ally in Fig. 1, consisting of a quarter-phase
generator and a phase converter set. Let
the frame of the voltage balancer be set in

such a position that its generated voltages

are exactly in phase with those of the con-
verter, and the set running light with the

phase converter as a motor. Then in Fig.

2 the vector El\ represents the maximum of

the voltage of either phase L\ or Ci. Like-

wise Eli is the vector of the voltage of phase
Li or Ci. If excitation is ap])lied to the field

of the voltage balancer, the voltage em will

from ])hase 2 line. Likewise the voltage

esi is generated in phase Bi, which, when
combined with the voltage of phase C\, gives

the resultant Ea as the voltage of phase A.
But Ea leads the line voltage E^x by the

angle <^; hence phase A acts as a generator
supplying power to phase 1 line. Suppose a
single-jjhase load of IF kilowatts to be taken
from phase 1, as shown in Fig. 1, and that the

phase and magnitude of the voltage balancer
voltages are adjusted so that phase A supplies

W12 kilowatts as a generator and phase B
draws (neglecting losses) W12 kilowatts as

a motor. The generator must then supply
W12 kilowatts on each phase, or in other

words, the generator will have a balanced
two-phase load.

In considering how a single-phase load is

balanced on a three-phase system, the
problem may be thought of either as a matter
of supplying the proper currents or the proper
voltages. Considering the voltages first;

if a single-phase load at unity power-factor

is taken from say phase 1-2 of a three-phase

system, and this voltage (1-2) held constant
by means of a voltage regulator, the voltages

will of course be unbalanced and will take the

position l-2-3a, Fig. 3. If by the addition of

some external voltages, an unbalancing such
as 1-2-36 could be produced at no load and
with 1-2 held constant, then the two unbalanc-
ings working together would neutralize and
leave the balanced condition 1-2-3. Fig. 4

represents the vectors of the maximums of

the phase voltages making up the triangle

1-2-3. Suppose the Y point to be opened for

the insertion of the small voltages Xu A'o

and A'a, as in Fig. o, and suppose the con-

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

be generated in phase H\, and on account of

the way the connections are made, will reach
its maximum !)() deg. later than /t/,2. Hence
Eli represents the voltage of i)hase B. This
vciltage lags the line voltage by the angle <^.

Hence phase /> acts as a motor drawing i)owcr

nections to be made so that A'-., adds lo Ei,

A'l to /t.3. and A,-) to 1\\. Tlu-n I he resulting

triangle is as shown in iMg. (i. Decreasing

all voltages until 1-2 in i^'^ig. (i is eciual lo 1-2,

Fig. 3, and transferring the triangle to I'^ig.

3, it will he found that tin- triangle 1-2-3
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Fig. 0, is identical with l-2-o. Fig. 3. The
voltages A'l. A'-.' and A's can be obtained from
a small machine (the voltage balancer) in

series \\'ith the phase converter and con-

nected, as in Fig. 7, so that the voltages add
up correctly. It is easily seen that to balance

Fig. 4

any distortion caused by a single-phase load

of any power-factor, simply means giving the
voltages A'l, A'2 and A'3 the proper magnitude
and phase position.

Considering the problem from the stand-

point of the currents, assume that by the
addition of external currents of proper
magnitude and phase the system can be
balanced. It is then possible to construct
the vector diagram from which the magnitude
and phase of the necessary currents can be
determined. Since the three-phase power
must equal the single-phase load (neglecting

losses) the three-phase current must equal
the single-phase current divided by \/.3T

The power-factor of the three-phase will of

course be the same as the single-phase. The

flowing into tlie load from line 1 and Is'> when
flowing into the load from line 2. The three-
phase current lags the phase voltage by the
same angle 6 that the single-phase current
lags its voltage. In order to complete the
diagram it is necessary to add a current in

Fig. 6

line 1 equal to but reaching its maximum 60
deg. earlier than /i, a current in line 2 equal
to but reaching its maximum 60 deg. later

than 1 2, and a current in line 3 equal to but
ISO deg. ahead of 1 3. It will be noted that

Generator "''^Uaaaa/ •^•^ Phase Cony^ert/er Balancer
S'inq/e -phase Lood

Fig. 7

the diagram resolves into two equal, balanced,
three-phase systems, but of opposite phase
rotation. If, therefore, the phase converter
can supply three-phase currents of opposite
phase rotation, then any single-phase load

4/,

Line Currents
5ing/e -phase Currents
Phase Cont^erter Currents

Fig. 5 Fig. 8

vector diagram of the system shown in Fig.

7, is represented in Fig. S. £1, E^ and £3
represent the maximums of the phase volt-
ages of the generator, and /i. It and 1% the
maximums of the phase currents. In is the
vector of the single-phase current when

can be. balanced, providing these currents

have the proper magnitude and phase. To
obtain these currents suppose the rotor of

the converter to be stationary and the

balancer to be running with excitation on the
field. There will be three-phase currents
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induced in the converter squirrel cage, the
magnitude of which will depend upon the
impedance of the converter windings and the
excitation on the balancer. If the rotor of

the converter is now rotated against the phase
rotation of the balancer, these currents

I v's/

Ei

y^ ^H A?
1 e

\^;
El' V-N

>"
^s

h. X-
Line Curren ts £
Sing/e -phase Currents
Phase Converter Currents

Fig. 9

remain the same as at stand.still because the
impedance increases with the frequency in

the same way that the induced voltage does.

These currents have a ])hase rotation opposite
to that of the line because of the way in which
the connections are made (see Fig. 7). When
the set is running on the line the converter
acts as an ordinary synchronous motor or

condenser, and as soon as excitation is put
on the balancer, currents of opposite phase
rotation are induced in the squirrel cage.

There are, therefore, two three-]:)ha.se systems
of opposite phase rotation in the phase con-
verter, and as already shown the resultant

of two such systems is a single-phase system.
It is again only a question of giving the phase
balancer the ]jro]jer jjhase ])osition and excita-

tion to balance any single-])hasc load.

^"uppose in addition to the load in Fig. S,

there is an equal load on phase 2-.'i. Then the
vector diagram will be as in Fig. 9. The
single-phase current vectors are ls\ hi and
/si /i.T lagging the single-phase voltages by
the angle 6. Since, neglecting losses, the
single-j)hase jjower 2li\-'i Is must equal the

threc-j)hasc jjower \/ n E1-2 I, the three-])hase

currents must equal 2/\/:i I,, and must lag

their jjhase voltages by the angle 0. Hence
/], /x and /;t rej)resent the maximums of the
balanced three-phase currents. To comi)lcte

the diagram it is necessary to sui)i)ly /'i, /'j

and /'s- These then, are the phase converter
currents and are equal in magnitude to the
currents necessary to balance only one of the
loads, as found in Fig. S. Hence to balance
either one single-phase load, or equal loads on
each of two phases, requires a phase converter
of the same size. However, the phase of the
currents in the two cases is different.

The Series Phase Converter

Inherently, the series phase converter is a
two-phase machine, and when used to convert
three-yjhase to single-phase, an equivalent
T-connection must be resorted to. This
means the introduction of an auto-trans-
former. However, this auto-transformer need
be only about 29 per cent of the size of a
transformer whose rating corresponds to the
single-phase load.

The general idea of the conversion can be
easily seen from the connections. Fig. 10.

Phase B of the phase converter is reversed
with respect to phase A and is directly in

series with the single-phase load. Phase A
afts as a motor driving the converter and
supplying energy for the generator phase B.
The voltage generated in phase B will be the
same as the line voltage; hence the voltage
acro.ss the single-phase load will be the line

voltage plus the phase converter phase
voltage, or twice the phase voltage of the
line. If phase A and B carry the same cur-

rent, I, then the two-phase power is 2EpI.
The single-]:)hase load current must also be /,

but the voltage is 2Ep. Hence the single-

phase power is 2EpI, equal to the two-phase
])Ower but the two-phases are equally loaded.

Fig. 1 1 shows the connections for three-

])hase to single-phase conversion. The cur-

Two-phose

Supply
Phases ^p

rent, NolLagc

follows:

Single-phase

Kj^ Load IB

Series Phase Converter

Fir. 10

and ])()\vcr relations are as

V()I.TA(.K CURRENT POWER
I'liasc .1 of Jill. conv.
I'liasc H of ph. conv.
Siii).;lc-i)liasc

'IMiicc-pliasc

Aiito-lransforincr. . .

1.7;{ X 1

X i.7;{

X 1.73

X 1 X \/3

X 1

1.73

1.73

3.46
3.46
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The two-phases of the series converter are

wound for different voltages, since the volt-

age impressed on the motor phase (A) is

1.7.'> times the voltage generated in the gen-

erator phase {B).

Applications

Since one phase of the series phase con-

verter is in series with the single-phase load,

this type of converter can only be used to

balance load on one phase. If load is taken
from a second phase, a second series con-

verter will be required. In addition the

capacity of such a unit must be the same as

the single-phase load. However, with a
single-phase generator the same thing applies

—the capacity must be equal to the load and
it can sup])ly only one-phase. The cost of

the series converter will be lower and the

efficiency higher, than if a single-phase

motor-generator or turbo-generator were used.

The control apparatus required with the

series converter is simple and cheap, requiring

only that the machine be started up and
synchronized as an ordinary synchronous
motor in the smaller sizes, or by means of an
auxiliary starting motor in the larger sizes.

One phase is then reversed, after which the
single-phase line switch may be closed. The
balancing is automatic at all loads, there

being of course a slight drop in voltage with
the load due to the impedance of the con-
verter windings.

While the control apparatus for the shunt
phase converter is rather costly, the flex-

ibility of such a machine is so great that in

most cases it is to be recommended rather

than the series type. Any amount of load
at any ])ower-factor may be taken from any
or all of the phases of the polyphase system,
and so long as the resulting unbalancing does
not exceed the capacity of the set, balance will

be automatically and practically instantan-
eously restored. For instance, if in a par-

ticular installation it is desired to operate one,

two, or three oOOO-kv-a. single-phase loads
from a three-phase system, it would be neces-

sar\' to use either a 15,000-kv-a. series phase
converter, a 15,000-kv-a. single-phase gen-
erator, (either part of a motor-generator set

or a turbo-generator) or a 5000-kv-a. shunt
phase converter. By installing a complicated
switching arrangement it might be possible

to use a 10,000-kv-a. series phase converter
or single-phase generator, and operate directly

from the three-phase lines when all three of

the loads were on. The 5000-kv-a. shunt
phase converter would balance one, two or

three of the loads as desired, because, as

shown in Fig. 9, the phase converter currents
when balancing equal loads on two phases
are the same as when balancing only one such
load. In addition, if at any time it was
desired to add more single-phase load, the

Fig. 11

same shunt converter would take care of the
unbalancing, providing the load could be
distributed so that the net unbalancing was
not greater than 5000 kv-a. No such arrange-
ment would, of course, be possible with a
series phase converter or single-phase gen-
erator. For this reason it is difficult to really

compare the various machines that may be
used for supplying a single-phase load.

Table No. 2 has been prepared giving com-
parative costs and losses of phase converter,

a motor-generator set, and a single-phase

turbo-generator to supply 5000 kv-a. single-

phase load. The exciter capacity and con-
trol apparatus is included. However, the
comparison is hardly fair to the shunt phase
converter because, as noted above, this same
machine could be used if a second and a third

block of 5000 kv-a. single-phase power were
required at any future time.

Shunt converter set

fwithout
Series converter set< auto trans-

Uormer
Three-phase motor, single-phase

generator
Single-phase turbo-generator

Cost

100

65

118
96

Another consideration in favor of the shunt
phase converter is the fact that wattless kv-a.

can be obtained for power-factor correction

exactly as in the case of a synchronous con-
denser. To sup]jly an amount of wattless

kv-a. equal to the kv-a. of the single-phase
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load, would increase the size of the phase
converter about 60 per cent. No power-
factor correction is possible with the series

phase converter because one phase is reversed
with respect to the other.

In conclusion, the field of application of

the series phase converter is rather restricted,

being limited to installations of single loads
on one phase only. It possesses the advan-
tages of being cheap, highly efficient, requires
no expensive control apparatus, and its

operation is automatic and most satisfactory.

The shunt converter on the other hand auto-
matically balances any kind of load on one
or all phases. Whether the load be steady, or
fluctuating rapidly and of varying power-
factor as in the case of a single-phase railway
load, the restoration of balance is practically

instantaneous. Some doubt has been expressed
as to the possibility of perfecting a control

equipment that would be extremely sensitive

to slight voltage changes and still allow no
hunting between the control elements. How-
ever, the operation of the equipment at the
plant of the Philadelphia Electric Company
has proved that a perfectly satisfactory con-
trol has been developed that responds instantly

to slight unbalancing of currents without any
hunting of the regulators.

Reference:

W. J. Foster, Power, November 28.

E. F. Alexanderson and G. H. Hill, Proc. A.I.E.E.,

October. 1916.

R. E. Oilman, C. LeG. Fortesque, Proc. A.LE.E.,

October, 1910.

5000 Kv-a. Shunt Phase Converter
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ALTERNATING-CURRENT SINGLE-PHASE COMMUTATOR MOTORS
By L. F. Adams

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company
This article constitutes a very comprehensive treatise on the theory and operating characteristics of the

common types of single-phase commutator motors. All of these motors may be grouped under two headings,
viz., those having characteristics similar to the direct-current series moto^; and those having characteristics
similar to the direct-current shunt motor. A brief description is given of the commercially available motors of
both classes; the main purpose of the article, however, being to describe in detail the characteristics of the five
types of single-phase commutator motors as manufactured by the General Electric Company, which may be
designated as the plain series motor, the pkiin repulsion motor, the varying speed brush shifting motor, the
repulsion starting induction motor, and the repulsion induction motor. The discussion is entirely free from
mathematics and a clear knowledge of the principles of each type is easily obtained with the aid of the
numerous diagrams and characteristic curves.—EtiTOR.

L. F. Adams

CINGLE-PHASE
^ commutator mo-
tors were known be-
fore the polyphase in-

duction motors found
their enormous appli-

cation in the electrical

field, but on account
of inherent troubles

due to committator
wear and sparking of

the brushes they had
found no commercial
field of usefulness.

The advent of the

induction motor turned the attention of

investigators from the commutator motor and
a number of years elapsed before this type of

motor received any further attention. During
the period of 1894 to 1900, the demand for a
practicable single-phase power motor having
good characteristics, during both starting

and running, caused various engineers to

take up actively the development of a
commercially satisfactory single-phase motor.
The efforts of developing the single-phase

commutator motor necessarily resulted in a
great many varieties which in general may
be grouped into two classes, as follows:

(a) Those motors in which the resultant

magnetomotive force providing the flux

increases with the load. When operated from
a source of constant potential the speed of

such motors decreases with increasing load.

They are termed series motors from the
similarity of their characteristics to those of

series-wound direct-current motors.
(h) Those motors in which the resultant

magnetomotive force providing the flux is

substantially constant, irrespective of the
load. When operated from a source of con-
stant potential the speed of such motors is

approximately con.stant. The speed may,
however, be increased or decreased (inde-

pendently of the load) by increasing or
decreasing the voltage at the terminals of

the motor, or by the provision of suitably
disposed and connected auxiliary coils. Such
motors are termed shunt motors.

Motors with Series Characteristics

(1) Plain Series Motors. This motor. Fig. 1,

consists of a direct-current armature and a
laminated field whose winding is distributed
in slots like the ordinary induction motor
stator. The armature and field are in series.

This motor has a relatively poor power-factor.

Fig. 1. Circuit of Plain

Series Motor
Fig. 2. Circuit of Conductively-

compensated Series Motor

(2) Conductively-Compensated Series Motors.
This motor. Fig. 2, consists of a direct-current

armature and a laminated field like the plain

series motor, and in addition a compensating
winding connected through one set of brushes
in series with the main winding. The mag-
netomotive force of the compensating winding
is in the same space phase as the magneto-
motive force of the armature but in the
opposite direction and thus improves the
power-factor.

{3) Inductively-Compensated Series Motor.
This motor. Fig. 3, contains the same wind-
ings as those of Fig. 2, but here the compen-
sating winding is short circuited. Compen-
sating currents are induced in the short-

circuited compensating coil just as current is

induced in the short-circuited secondary of a
transformer. As in Fig. 2, the action of the
compensating winding is opposite, but in the
same space phase as the armature and there-

fore results in an improved power-factor.

Conductive compensation is preferable, as

it permits control and adjustment of the
compensating magnetomotive force, and
therefore, when desirable, over compensation
can be obtained.

(4) Plain Repulsion Motor {Thomson
Motor). This motor. Fig. 4, consists of a
laminated field and a direct-current armature
upon which a pair of brushes are short-
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circuited. These brushes are given a location
some fifteen or twenty degrees from the space
phase of the magnetomotive force of the
stator winding. No electrical connections
exist between primary and secondary wind-
ings. The motor has the characteristics of a
series motor in that its s])eed decreases with
increasing load.

and a direct-current armature. The con-
nections at starting are those for a repulsion

motor, as shown in Fig. 4, the brush axis

standing at an angle with the axis of the
stator winding and the brushes being short-

circuited. This connection gives high torque
at starting. When a certain speed is attained
a centrifugal governor acts to short-circuit

Fig. 3. Circuit of Inductively-

compensated Series

Motor

Fig. 4. Circuit of Plain Repul-
sion Motor (Thomson Re-

pulsion Motor)

Fig. 5. Circuit of Atkinson's

Repulsion Motor
Fig. 6. Circuit of Compensated
Repulsion Motor. (La Tour,

Winter and Eichberg)

(5) Atkinson's Repulsion Motor. This
motor, Fig. 5, is derived from the Thomson
repulsion motor by re]jlacing the stator winding
by the windings at right angles to each other,

the space phase of the resultant magneto-
motive force being at an angle to the brushes.

(6) Compensated Repulsion Motor. (La-
Tour, Winter and Eichberg). This motor,
Fig. 6, is derived from the Atkinson repulsion

motor, Fig. 5, by eliminating the field winding
from the stator circuit and making the
armature winding assume its function by
means of two auxiliary brushes.

(7) Compensated Repulsion Motor with

Transformer, {Winter and Eichberg). It would
not be convenient to wind the armature of

Fig. 6 with the particular number of turns
which is suitable for the field excitation.

Consequently, it becomes necessary to supply
the excitation from the secondary of a trans-

former whose ])rimary is in scries with the
compensating winding, Fig. 7. This arrange-
ment has the further useful feature of per-

mitting s]jeed control by varying the i^oint

at which the field excitation circuit is tapped
off from the secondary of the transformer.

{H) Deri Brush Shifting Motor. In this

motor. Fig. 8, the speed is varied by varying
the po.sition of the brushes. 'IVo of the

brushes which lie in the axis of the stator

winding are fixed in i)Osition. The other two
brushes are mounted on a movable yoke.

For any given brush i)osition the s])eed

decreases with increasing load. Thus the
motor has series characteristics.

Motors with Shunt Characteristics

(0) The Arnold Repulsion Starting Induc-
tion Motor consists of a single-phase stator

all the commutator segments, and in some
cases to remove the brushes from the commu-
tator. The motor then operates like a

squirrel-cage induction motor and maintains
approximately constant speed at all loads.

{10) The Schider Motor consists of a

single-phase stator and a direct-current arma-
ture, carrying on one side a commutator and
on the other side three collector rings. The
motor starts up as a repulsion motor and
when up to one-half speed the polyphase
resistance connected to the armature through
the slip rings is thrown in, and is gradually

short-circuited as on a slip ring induction

motor as the commutator runs up to full

speed. The brushes on the commutator are

not completely short-circuited, but have a

fixed resistance inter])osed between them.

Fig. 7. Circuit of Compensated
Repulsion Motor Supplied

from a Variable Ratio Trans-

former (.Winter and Eichberg)

Fig. 8. Circuit of D^ri

Brush Shifting

Motor

(//) " Unity Power-Factor" or I'ypcBK Wag-
ner Motor. This constant speed motor. Fig. i),

provides a leading ])ower-factor at no load

and at light loads, and unity ])ower-factor at

rated load. As indicated, there are two stator

windings; viz., the main one, /'", i)roducing the

initial field magnet i'/ation, ;uid the other one,
(

'. controlling the ])()\vi'r-fai'ti)r or compensat-
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ing the motor. During starting the switch (2)

is open so that only the stator winding F is in

circuit. The motor consequently starts up
\\'ith good torque as a series motor. The
rotor slot design is shown in Fig. 10. During
starting the squirrel-cage winding (3) is more
or less inert, as it is protected by the magnetic
bridge (4) shown in Fig. 10. The upper wind-
ing (5) in Fig. 10 is called a "commutated"
\\-inding. and is simply a direct-current wind-
ing connected to a commutator in a manner
usual in direct-ciirrent motor armatures. As
speed is acquired the activity of the squirrel-

cage increases, and it contributes a torque
which increases very rapidly as synchronism
is approached, but falls suddenly to zero at or

near actual synchronism. An automatic
switch (2) controlled by centrifugal force

closes the circuit of the compensating winding
C when a sufficient speed has been obtained.

If connected to tap (6) in the compensating
winding the motor will operate with unity
power-factor under most loads. If the end
of the compensating winding (7) is connected
to the switch (2) then the motor will operate

^^•ith' leading power-factor at no load and
with unity power-factor at full load. An
interesting magnetic bridge construction

which has also been used in this motor is

shown in Fig. 11.

(12) General Electric Company's Repulsion
Induction Motor, Type RI. This motor,
Fig. 12, consists of a single-phase stator and a
direct-current armature with two sets of

brushes on the commutator, one set of which
is short-circuited and the other pair connected
to the compensating winding.
Numerous other combinations of series and

shunt motors have been proposed and in

The General Electric Company at present
build five of the types of motors briefly

outlined, and this paper will be confined to a
discussion of the theory and characteristics

of these five types of motors.

Fig. 10. Laminated Magnetic Bridge_Between

the Two Rotor Windings

ffetoiningWedge

I
® © ©_cir Commutedl/V/nd/ng

t ~ Magrret/o Separator (5ol/'d3teeJyVedge)

I ^~ 5qu/rre/ Cage

Fig. 11. Inductively Responsive Magnetic Bridge

Between the Two Rotor Windings

1. The plain series motors, Type SDA.
2. The plain repulsion motor, Type R.
3. The varying speed brush shifting

motor, Type BSS.
4. The repulsion starting induction motor,

Type RSA.
5. The repulsion induction motor. Type

RI.

The Plain Series Motors, Type SDA

The plain series wound single-phase motor
closely resembles the ordinary continuous
current motor and is used on both single-phase
and continuous-current circuits. The differ-

Fig. 9. Circuit of "Unity Power-factor,

Type BK Wagner Motor
Fig. 12. Circuit of General Electric Company,

Type RI, Motors

some cases actually built either in this
country or abroad, but it would be futile to
undertake here an enumeration of the dozens
of variations in the above fundamental types
of single-phase commutator motors.

ence between the ordinary continuous-current
and the single-phase types are partly con-
structural, partly differences of design. It is

obvious that, in order to prevent excessive

eddy current losses and to enable the field
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magnet to develop its full magnetic flux, the
core of the field magnet must be laminated
throughout.

In Fig. 13, (Fig. 1 reproduced) is given the
diagram of connections of a plain series wound
single-phase motor.

Fig. 13. Circuit of Plain

Series Motors
Fig. 14. Position of Coil

in Field

.4 is the armature, F the field winding and
L, L, the line terminals. The arrow indicates

the direction of the field flux which, as in a
continuous-current motor, is at right angles

to the line of the brushes.

Since in this type of motor the armature is

connected in series with the field it is obvious
that the armature and field currents must
necessarily be in phase with each other, so

that the armature current reaches its maxi-
mum value at the instant of maximum field

intensity. So long as the iron is well below
saturation, i.e., within the range of approxi-
mately constant permeability, the torque at

any instant is proportional to the square of the

current. From this it follows that the motor
will exert equal torque when supplied in one
case with continuous current of amount i, and
in another with single-phase current whose
root mean square value is i. In the first case,

however, the torque is a steady one; in the

second, a rajjidly fluctuating or pulsating one.

Although the series motor on alternating-

current circuits operates on the same princi-

ples as the corresponding direct-current

motor, several things happen inside the motor
when fed by alternating current, by reason
of the varying magnetic field produced
thereby, that are not found in the direct-

current motor. The characteristics of the
alternating-current motors are:

1. An electromotive force generated in the
armature winding by the alternating mag-
netic field, in addition to the electromotive

force generated by the rotation of the arma-
ture.

2. A local current circulating in tlic

armature coils short-circuited by the brushes,

due to the electromotive force in (I).

.'1 An iron-loss occurring in the entire

magnetic circuit due to alternating magnetic
field.

4. An active electromotive force existing

between the turns of the field coils—what
may be called the counter electromotive
force of the field coils.

1. The electrically-generated electromotive

force. With an alternating field there are two
distinct electromotive forces generated in the
armature coils; the first by the movement of

the coil through the field with a maximum
^'alue when the coil is in the position AB
(Fig. 14) and a zero vahie in the position CD;
and the second by the alternating magnetism,
with the maximum value occurring when the
coil is in the position CD and a zero value
in the position AB. The first, or mechanically-
generated electromotive force, is proportional
to the speed; the second, or electrically-

generated electromotive force, is proportional

to the current frequency. While these two
electromotive forces exist in the armature
winding, only one, viz., the mechanically-
generated electromotive force, appears at the

terminals of the motor. The reason for this is

shown by Fig. 15. In this sketch the direc-

tions of the electromotive forces in each part

of the winding, at one instant, are shown by
the arrows, the full arrows representing the

mechanically-generated electromotive force

and the dotted arrows the electrically-

generated electromotive force. On the two
sides of the line CD the mechanically-
generated electromotive force is in opposite

directions, and on the two sides of the line

AB the electrically-generated electromotive

force is in opposite directions. It is evident

from Fig. 15 that so far as the outside circuit

is concerned the electrically-generated electro-

motive force netitralizes itself and plays no
part in determining the current taken by the

motor. This is only true when the brushes
are on the neutral points. The electrically-

generated electromotive force is of only

theoretical interest, except for its effect on

Pljl Brush

Fig. IS. Distribution of Electromotive Forces in Armature

the armature coil short-circuited by the

brush, as explained in the following para-

graph.

2. The local armature current. At each

brush there is a local circuit in which the

elcctricall\-generated electromotive force is
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not neutralized. A cun-ent results which,

if not prevented. aiTects commutation and
increases the motor loss. Fig. 10 shows this

local circuit made up of an armature coil and
the brush. It is seen that when the coil is

short-circuited by the brush it is in the

position of maximum value of the electrically-

generated electromotive force, correspondinj^;

with the position CD (Fig. 14). This local

circuit may be compared with the short-

circtiited secondary of a transformer, of which
the field is the primary. The loss occasioned

by the local current appears as a part of the

energy component of the field \^oltage, the

action being the same as in a transformer.

3. The alternating current iron loss. The
total iron loss occurring in the motor may be
di\'ided in two parts—that occurring in the

armature and pole-faces due to the rotation

of the armature, and that occurring in the

entire magnetic circuit due to the alternating

magnetic field. The former is analogous to the

iron-loss occurring in a direct-cun'ent motor,
and for that reason may be called the direct-

current iron loss. It is supplied mechanically,

its effect being to increase the frictional

torque of the motor. The latter will be
called the alternating current iron loss. This
is supplied electrically by an increase in the
energy component of the voltage of both
armature and field.

4. The counter electromotive force of the

field coils. The three properties of the

alternating current motor, already considered,

Fig. 16. Local Circuit Consisting of Coil and Brush

are chiefly of interest to those concerned with
the design of the motor. For instance, the
presence of an electromotive force in the
coil short-circuited by the brush introduces
a problem for the designer to solve, and when
he has solved it, its action is of no further

importance. On the contrary, the existence

of a generated electromotive force in the field

coils is a thing with which the man who
operates the motor is very actively concerned.
The field coil of the alternating current motor
is simply a choke coil, and has generated in it

*. CurrenC

Fig. 17. Voltage Diagram of the Plain Series Motors

the familiar counter electromotive force of

self-induction. This counter electromotive

force affects the operation of the motor in

two ways:
(A) It introduces a voltage in the alternat-

ing-current motor that is not present in the

direct-current motor, which increases the total

voltage required to run the motor, particu-

larly at starting. This voltage, however, is

very nearly at right angles with the armature
voltage, so that the different voltages are not
directly added and subtracted; that is, the

numerical sum of the armature voltage and
field voltage is not equal to the total voltage

of the motor, as measured across the te-rmi-

nals.

(B) It increases the seriousness of a short

circuit in the field coil. With direct current a
short circuit simply means cutting out the

short-circuited turns; it does not usually put
the motor out of service. With alternating

current, however, it is obvious that this

counter electromotive force will cause a
destructive current to flow in the short-

circuited turns, burning them out and
opening the motor circuit. This is taken
care of in the motor by additional insulation

in the field coils.

A more detailed explanation of these

effects can be made most clearly by a diagram
of the motor voltages.

Fig. 13 represents the motor circuit and
Fig. 17 the voltage diagram. The two
sketches are similarly lettered, so that the

line L-A% in Fig. 17 represents the voltage

across the field F in Fig. 13. Starting at one
terminal L, and with the direction of current

as shown, the field voltage is the line L-Az.

It is made up of two components, the electro-
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motive force used in overcoming the counter
electromotive force of self-induction L-X,
and the electromotive force representing the
losses supplied by the field X-A^; or, in other
words, of the inductive component L-X, and
of the energy component A'-.43. It is seen
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Fig. 18. Output Curves of Y-^ h.p., 8000 r.p.m., 110-volt

Universal Motor

that the energy component is small compared
with the inductive component, which makes
the field voltage nearly 90 degrees ahead of

the current. The line A^-Ai is the armature
voltage. This is also the resultant of energy
and inductive components A-^-Y and,V'-yl4-

In the armature the energy component is

larger, since it represents, in addition to the

armature los.ses, the energy transformed into

mechanical work. It is also seen that the

armature self-induction is small comjmred
with that of the field. The total voltage of

the motor is L-Ai, and is the resultant of the

field and armature voltages. It is considerably

smaller than their numerical sum. The total

voltage i.«; also the resultant of the total

induction component, L-Z, and of the total

energy comj^onent Z-/I4. The angle repre-

sents the jiha.se difference under riinning

conditions.

These motors are especially adajjted for

high sjjced work in connection with any
ay)j)liance requiring high s])eed o])eration.

Unlike shunt or induction motors where
sjjeeds are nearly constant for all loads, the

speed of .series motors varies with the load,

the no-load sj)eed usually ])eing limited i)y

the designer to from 2Y2. f<> 1 fimes the full

load sjjced. The Ty])c SDA motors are

rated at full-load sjjeed, and therefore if a

motor nms slow it is almost a ccrlain in(H-

cation that it is overloaded, provided the

voltage and frequency of the circuit are

correct. If the motor runs too fast it is

probably underloaded. The curves shown in

Fig. 18 show the variations in speed with
different outputs for the motor operated on
a direct-current circuit and on 25 and 60
cycles alternating-current circuits.

In a series motor an increase in the fre-

quency of the circuit will cause a decrease

in the speed, and an increase in voltage of the

circuit will cause an increase in speed. Since

this is true, it is evident that a series motor
to run at its rated speed must be applied to a
load which is very close to that for which it is

rated, and furthermore, that the load should

be approximately constant. If a device

does not necessarily have to be operated at a
certain speed, it is not necessary to use as

much care in selecting the horse power rating

of a Type SDA motor; but on the other hand,
if a definite speed is required it is necessary

to furnish a motor with special windings to

give the exact power.
The standard motors are made in speeds

from 1800 to 3000 r.p.m., in outputs of

1 /200 to 1 /15 horse power, and are wound for

either 110- or 220-volt circuits except for the

1/200 horse power which can only be wound
for 110 volts. The standard motors are

connected for counter-clockwise rotation, fac-

ing the commutator. The direction of rotation

may be reversed b\' interchanging the leads

at the brushes. The starting current is

api)roximately three times the full load

normal running current.

THE PLAIN REPULSION MOTOR
TYPE R

Electromagnetic repulsion was studied in

detail by Professor Elihu Thomson, and these

Fig. 19. Circuits of Repulsion Motor

Studies led to llic inxciilion 1)\- him of the

rei)iilsioii txpc of single-phase coinmutalor
motor. If ;i ring of conducting material be

])laced around tlu' ui)i)cr end of the core ol an

alternating-current eli'ct roniagnel held in a

x'crtieal position, I he ring is projected up-
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wards as soon as the cun'ont is turned on.

Again, if an altemating-enrrent eleetromaj^net

be placed with its axis horizontal, and a disk

of copper be suspended in front of it by a
string attached to a point near the edge so

that the disk hangs with its plane vertical,

then upon switching on the current the disk

\N-ill both sw4ng away from the magnet and
turn so as to make its plane parallel to the

magnetic field. It was found that a closed

secondary circuit placed near a primary
circtiit con\-eying an alternating current will

tend to move so as to reduce the magnetic
flux passing through it to a minimum. The
motion, if allowed to take place, may be a

motion of translation, or of rotation, or a
combination of both. These effects receive

an important application in the type of

single-phase motors known as the repulsion

motor.
The repulsion tj'pe of single-phase commu-

tator motor was originally invented by
Professor Elihu Thomson in 1887. In its

simplest form it is shown in Fig. 19, L and L
are the terminals of the field winding, which
is entirely disconnected from the armature.
The brushes are displaced from the neutral

position through a certain angle, and are

short-circviited. The two parallel halves of

the armature winding, together with the
short-circuiting cable connecting the brushes,

form a closed conducting circuit. If an alter-

nating current be sent through the field

winding, the closed circuit of the armature,
being placed in an alternating field, will, in

accordance with the principle just mentioned,
tend to move so as to render the alternating

flux through it a minimum. Now the alge-

braic sum of the alternating fluxes through
the various turns of the armature winding
will clearly be zero if the brushes be placed
in the neutral position. Hence, with the
brushes displaced as shown in Fig. 19, it is

evident that, if for a moment we suppose the
brushes to be rigidly attached to the commu-
tator and free to revolve with it, the armature
and brushes will move bodily in a clockwise
direction (this motion resulting in a decrease
of the algebraical sum of the fluxes through
the various turns of the winding) until the
neutral position is reached, when the alge-

braical sum of the fluxes through the armature
coils will vanish, and with it also the torque.
If, however, we fix the brushes in their
original displaced position, the armature will

move, and since the brushes retain their
position, the torque will be maintained and
continuous rotation will result.

We may here note at once one of the
results dvte to the short-circuiting of the coils

as they ])ass vmder the brushes. It will be
seen that, whereas the magnetic axis of the
armature winding as a whole is along the line

joining the brushes, the magnetic axis of a
coil undergoing short-circuit by a brush is at

right angles to the line of brushes, the plane
of the coil being parallel to this line. Hence,
regarding the - short-circuited coil as an
independent closed circuit placed in an
alternating magnetic field, it follows that this

coil will tend to move so as to bring its plane

into parallelism with the field (or its mag-
netic axis at right angles to the field). From
this we see that the coils short-circuited by
the brushes exert an opposing torque. We
have, in fact, to deal with two independently
short-circuited circuits in the case of the

armature of a repulsion motor; one of the

circuits, which produces the driving torque,

consists of all the armature coils not under
cover of the brushes and short-circuited en
masse by the cable connecting the brushes;

while the other, as already explained, consists

of the coils independently short-circuited by
the brushes, which give rise to a torque
opposed to the torque developed by the
winding as a whole. If the cable connecting
the brushes be removed, the torque due to the
winding as a whole vanishes, and we are left

merely with the torque due to the independ-
ently short-circuited coils under the brushes.

Therefore, the motor will now rotate in the

opposite direction.

We here come across one of the differences

between the series and repulsion types of

commutator motor. In the series motor the

currents due to the transformer electromotive

force in the short-circuited coil do not
directly affect the torque, since the brushes
are in the neutral position. But in the
repulsion motor the transformer electro-

motive force gives rise to currents producing
an opposite torque.

Since the armature is entirely disconnected
from the field, the latter may be wound for a
very high voltage—up to 6000 volts—a step-

down transformer being thereby dispensed
with. This is an advantage which the repul-

sion motor possesses over the series motor,

as the latter cannot be wound for voltages

above 300.

The value of the torque will clearly depend
on the angle through which the brushes have
been displaced from the neutral line. It is

easy to see that there are two extreme
positions for which the torque vanishes.
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One of these is along the neutral line, and
the other at right angles to it. Between these
two there is a certain position corresponding
to maximum value of the torque. This
position is found in practice to correspond to

a displacement of the brushes from the true

Primary Ampere Turns

SecondaryAmpere Turns

" Resultant Ampere Turns

Resultant Armature E.m.'/

Fig. 20. Vector Diagram of Repulsion Motors

neutral line through about 20 degrees. The
motor exerts its maximum torque at starting,

and this torque decreases with decreasing
current and with increased speed.

Reversal of rotation evidently occurs when
the brushes are shifted to the right or left of

the true neutral (in line with the field) and
also when shifted through the false neutral
(at right angles to the field); that is, the
motor comes to rest at the position of zero
torque, and when the brushes are shifted

further starts up in the opposite direction.

The total flux of Fig. 19 passing through the
armature may be resolved into two com-
ponents, one of which, OA, is along the line

of brushes, while the other, OB, is at right

angles to it. The transformer electromotive
force (or electromotive force due to alterna-

tions of flux) in the armature is due entirely

to the component OA ; while the rotation
electromotive force arising from the rotation
of the armature in the field is due entirely to
OB. Again, the ampere-turns due to the
armature can only affect the component OA,
which will therefore be nearly in phase with
the resultant of the field (or primary) and the
armature (or secondary) ampere turns. But
since the armature current is nearly in

opposition of phase to the field current, the
resultant ami)ere-turns will Vjc nearly in

quadrature with both armature and field

currents. Thus the fiux component OA will

be nearly in quadrature with the field current.

The comjjoncnt OB, on the other hand, which
is uninfluenced by the armature currenl, will

be nearly in phase with the j)rimary current.

Hence the two components 0.4 and OB will

be nearly in qviadrature, as represented in

Fig. 20.

In the armature we have two electromotive
forces. One of these, denoted by Et in Fig.

20, is due to transformer action and lags

90 degrees behind the flux OA ; while the
other, Er, is due to rotation of the armature
in the flux OB, and is, therefore, in phase with
OB. The vectorial addition of Ei and Er
give us the resultant armature electromotive
force. The armature current will lag behind
this resultant electromotive force by a certain

angle B, whose value depends on the armature
leakage flux. In order to maintain the flux

OA, a given number of resultant ampere-
turns will be required, which will be slightly

in advance (owing to hysteresis and eddy-
current losses) of OA. By adding to the
resultant ampere-turns the armature ampere-
turns with the sign reversed, we obtain the
primary or field ampere-turns. The flux OB
will lag slightly behind the field current.

The electromotive force polygon for the

field winding is now easily constructed. The
flux OA induces an electromotive force in the
field winding which lags 90 degrees behind
OA, and which has to be balanced by a
component Ea of the impressed potential

difference. To balance the resistance drop,

we require a component rl\ in phase with the

field current, r being the field resistance.

Lastly, to balance the electromotive force

induced by the flux OB, and by the field

leakage flux, a component Eh in quadrature
with this flux will be required. The resultant

of Ea, rlu and Eb gives us the total impressed
potential difference, W The power-factor is

given by cos 0.

When the motor is at rest the rotation

electromotive force Er vanishes, so that the

resultant armature electromotive force be-

comes identical with Ei, and the armature
current vector will lie to the left of E/. As a

result, will be large and cos
<f>

small. With
increasing speed the resultant electromotive

force vector will rapidly swing forward in a

counter-clockwise direction, and the power-
factor will ra])idly increase. Therefore, the

power-factor is low at starting and rises

rapidly as the speed increases.

In the vector diagram of Fig. 20 we have,

for the sake of sim])licity, neglected the effect

of any ciuTcnts which may be induced by
transformer action in the s]:ort-circuited coils

under the brushes. It is clear that if the

conditions of ()])crati()n are such as to give

ri.se to sucli cuncnls, tiicsc latter will lend to
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reduce the flux component OB (Fig;. 19) to

which they are due. and in order to balance

their effect an additional component will be

required in the primary current. As in the

case of the series motor, the eftect of such

currents is to increase the power-factor and
lower the efficiency of the motor; but in the

repulsion motor a further effect is produced,

a lowering of the dri^'ing torque.

In the short-circuited coils of a repulsion

motor, as in those of a series motor, we have
three distinct electromotive forces, the reac-

tance, the transformer, and the rotation

electromotive force. The problem of obtaining

sparkless running resolves itself into that of

causing the resultant of the reactance, trans-

former and rotation electromotive forces in

the short-circuited coil either to vanish, or

at least to assume a suflficiently small value.

It is obvious that by making each of the
three components very small, the resultant

will necessarily be also small. This end is

practically attained by a very thorough
subdivision of the winding, i.e., the use of as

many commutator segments as possible,

and by the use of narrow carbon brushes, so

that only one coil is short-circuited at a time
The first expedient reduces all the electro-

motive forces in the coil; the second reduces

the reactance electromotive force, but has no
effect on the transformer and rotation

electromotive forces.

The transformer electromotive force is due
solely to the component OB of the armature
flttx, as is at once evident by a reference to

Fig. 19. This electromotive force is, therefore,

in quadratiu-e with OB and lags 90 degrees

behind it. Since, however, OA lags nearly

90 degrees behind OB, Fig. 20, the trans-

former electromotive force in the short-

circuited coil will be approximately coincident

in phase with OA. On the other hand the
rotation electromotive force in the short-

circuited coil is due entirely to the component
0.4 of the flux (Fig. 19) and, by Lenz's law,

is in direct phase opposition to it. From this

follows the highly important result that in a
repulsion motor the transformer and rotation

electromotive forces in a short-circuited coil

are nearly in direct phase opposition, and
hence will more or less completely neutralize

each other.

If the conditions are such that the rotation
electromotive force completely neutralizes the
transformer electromotive force, the commu-
tation w^ill be as good as in a continuous-
current motor. Now, this state is practically

reached at synchronism; for at synchronous

speed a rotating wave of flux is produced, and
since the armature is stationary with respect

to this rotating flux wave (both travelling at

synchronous speed) the only electromotive

force in the coils undergoing commutation
is the reactance electromotive force.

/Off I2S
Per- c^Sfyt Stjrr 3ffoecJ

/SO ZOO ZSO
f^er- cent Loacf dyrr-errt

ASO

300

Fig. 21. Torque-speed and Torque-current Curves for Different

Values of Resistance in Series with a 7}^ h.p., 1200

r.p.m., 220-volt, Crane and Hoist Motor

The speed of synchronism is, however, the

only speed at which exact neutralization of

the transformer and rotation electromotive

forces in the short-circuited coil take place.

At speeds below synchronism the component
OB of the armature flux predominates, and
the transformer electromotive force over-

powers the rotation electromotive force, while

at speeds above synchronism the opposite

effect takes place. The range of practically

sparkless commutation in a repulsion motor
is thus limited to a comparatively narrow
range of speed on either side of the speed of

synchronism. Hence, a repulsion motor is

best adapted for running at a fairly constant

speed in the immediate neighborhood of

synchronism. In this respect it differs from
the series motor, which will run well over a
wide range of speeds, provided the speed
exceeds a certain limit.

Motors of this type are used to drive

Davidson & Ventura exhaust fans. Being of

the repulsion type they have ample starting

torque to start the fans under excessive line

drop and with minimum starting current.

The series characteristics protect the motor
from heavy overload, for when an exhaust fan

is installed in a duct system or the air outlet

is restricted in any way the power to drive

the fan increases very rapidly if the speed is

held constant. The drooping speed character-
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istics of the Type R motor make it impossible

to overload the motor more than 25 per cent,

even though the air delivery is entirely cut

off. Another decided advantage of the

repulsion motor for fan service is the possi-

bility of obtaining speed control by inserting

resistance in series with the field winding.

Another application of motors of this type
is for crane service. Varying speed is obtained

by the insertion of resistance in the field

jjrimary circuit and reversed by a reversal

of the field winding. Fig. 21 gives the torque-

speed and torque-current curv^es for different

values of resistance connected in series with a

motor of this tvpe, rated 4 poles, 73^ h.p.,

1200 r.p.m., 220 volts. As this is a 60-cycle

motor, the windings have been designed in

such a way that the full-load speed (1200

r.p.m.) equals approximately two-thirds of

the synchronous speed, which is 1800 r.p.m.

The Varying Speed Brush Shifting Motor, Type BSS

The single-phase motor of this type is

known as the Deri type, or modification

thereof, and is used for hoists, printing press

drives, silk spinning, and in fact for all service

where a motor of varying speed with series

characteristics is applicable.

The torque of a motor depends on the

diameter and axial length of its rotor, the

number of conductors, the current, and the

field. The torque is commonly varied by
variations in the current and field strength,

but in the type of repulsion motor provided

with brush displacement gear it is also

possible to vary the ratio of active field

conductors to active rotor conductors.

By shifting the V)rushes out of the neutral,

that is, by reducing the number of active

conductors in which an electromotive force

is induced Vjy rotation with the same field

strength, the speed has to be increased in

order to induce the same electromotive force

of rotation which again has to balance the

energy voltage.

In regard to brush shifting, special reference

should be made to the motor according to

Fig. 19, which again has been represented

in Fig. 22.

If the line of Ihc brushes make an angle

a with the axis of the field winding and OF
rejjresents the total magnetomotive force

yielded by this winding, then we can resolve

OF into two comjjonents, one, OA, being

along the line of the brushes and the other,

OB, at right angles to this line. By shifting

the brushes we increase one of the comjjonents

and simultaneously decrease the other, 'i'here

are two jwsitions in which the torque vanishes,

viz., for a equals zero, in which case the

field is zero, and for a equals 90 degrees, in

which case the armature current is zero. In

case a equals 20 to 30 degrees, the torque
will be a maximum. (For a more detailed

theory see Repulsion Motor, page 494).

Since the motor, according to Fig. 22, is

very sensitive in regard to the position of the

brushes, an arrangement has been made for

reducing the effect resulting from a certain

displacement of the brushes. Fig. 23 repre-

sents this arrangement for the Deri motor
which has four brushes for two poles, two of

which are stationary, 3-4 and two movable,
1-2. Assuming that the position in which
the line of the brushes 3-4 corresponds to a
certain speed, then after the brushes have
been shifted over an angle 2 a, according to

Fig. 23, the axis of the armature will have
been shifted over an angle of a. only.

An important difference between the ordi-

nary type of repulsion motor and the Deri
motor may be pointed out. While in the
former all the rotor conductors carry current,

in the Deri motor currents circulate only in

the groups of conductors included between
the fixed brush sets and those movable brush
sets to which the fixed sets are connected,
there being no current in the remaining
conductors. Thus, in Fig. 23, currents will

only circulate in the parts of the winding
included between 1 and 3 and between 2 and 4,

there being no current in the portions included
between 1 and 4 and 2 and 3.

Fig. 22. Repulsion Motors Fig. 23. Circuits of One Type

of D^ri Brush Shifting Motors

Another scheme uses four brushes for two
])ok's, wliicli, however, aw iimwd simul-

taneously, kcei)ing the same relative i)osition

to each other. In this case, a i)art of the

armature, i.e., the conductors l)etween the

brushes 2 and 3, is always ineffective in regard

to generation of electromoli\e force, whereas

with the Deri motor, this i)art is ineffective
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at certain speeds only. The advantage of the

arrangement is that the brushes are standing

in such a position that less trouble is caused

by the induction of an electromotive force

which affects the commutation of the short-

circuited coils tinder the brushes.

The simplest way of explaining the action

of a motor of this type is to suppose the

armature winding replaced b\' two equivalent

^^^ndings which are in space quadrature, and
which, while independent of each other

magnetically, must be regarded as electrically

connected in series. The magnetic axis of the

one ^^•inding is coincident with the axis of the

field winding, while the axis of the other

\Nnnding is in space quadrature with the field

winding. The first winding alone is subject

to the induction action of the field flux, and
plays the part of the secondary of a trans-

former of which the field winding forms the
primary. For this reason this winding is

called the transformer winding. The second
winding, which is not directly aflfected by the
field fiux, may be termed the quadrature
\N-inding. The relation of the two windings to

each other and to the field winding is indi-

cated diagrammatically in Fig. 24, where F
is the field winding, T the transformer wind-
ing of the armature, and Q its quadrature
winding.

Any flux produced by the current in the
quadrature winding will be in time phase with
the current in the transformer winding and
will produce accelerating torque at the rotor.

First, consider the action taking place in

the motor at starting. The field flux induces
an electromotive force in the transformer
winding and this electromotive force may be
regarded as impressed on the quadrature
winding and as producing a current in it

which gives rise to a quadrature or cross flux.

In Figs. 25, 26 and 27 are represented dia-

AAA/J >'

of the turn is roughly represented. If we
suppose that all the turns are reduced to the
same standard width, then the variation in

the transformer turns is as shown by Curve 1,

in Fig. 28, and the variation in the quadrature
turns as shown by Curve II. Under normal

Figs. 25, 26 and 27. Resolution of Rotor Windings for

Various Angles a

working condition the angle a lies between
120 and 150 degrees.

The electromotive force impressed on the
quadrature winding will follow the same law
as Curve 1, while for a given impressed
electromotive force the current will vary
inversely as the square of the number of

turns in the quadrature winding. A consider-
ation of the curves of Fig. 28 will thus show
that between and 90 degrees the torque
increases but slowly; beyond 90 degrees
somewhat more rapidly; and beyond 150
degrees with very great rapidity. The motor
is thus capable of exerting an exceptionally
powerful starting torque, which, however,
will be limited by considerations regarding
sparking. Both when the axes are together
and when they are separated by 180 space
degrees, the torque is zero. In the former case
the transformer flux is zero, while in the

Fig. 24. Diagram of Equivalent Windings

30 60 90 IZO 150 ISO

(X Degrees

Fig. 28. Variation of Transformer
and Quadrature Turns with a

grammatically the changes taking place in the
ampere-turns of the transformer and quad-
rature components of the armature winding
as the angle a of brush displacement is

steadily increased. In these diagrams, not
only the number of turns but also the width

latter case there is no quadrature effect. If

a = degrees, there are no currents in the rotor,

and none in the coils short-circuited by the
brushes. The stator takes a nearly wattless
current which is about one-third of the
normal load current. Hence the stator may
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be connected directly across the supply
mains.

Next consider the action of the motor when
running. Under speed conditions there are

produced two electromotive forces which
affect the value of the secondary current, and,

therefore, alter the torque which for each

High Speed Position Louv Speed Position

Fig. 29. Varying Speed Brush-shifting Motors, Type BSS

position of the brushes varies directly with
the square of the current in the armature.

One electromotive force appears at the

transformer axis and the other at the quadra-
ture axis. The former is proportional to the

product of the speed and the quadrature flux,

and the latter varies directly with the product
of the speed and the transformer flux. These
two electromotive forces have such values

and time-place position as to tend to decrease

the armature current with increase of speed.

Therefore, with constant primary voltage at

any given speed the current and torque can
be varied over a wide range by merely
shifting the brushes. The torque decreases

with increasing speed, rapidly at first, then
more and more slowly, so that the speed-

torque curve approaches the axis of speed

in an almost asymptotic manner. These
machines possess the speed-current and speed-

torque characteristics of the direct-current

series motors.

In the neighborhood of synchronous speed

a rotating field is produced and si)arkless

running oVjtained for all brush jjositions.

Now the quadrature field at speeds below
synchronism increases but slowly with in-

creasing brush dis])lacement, and decreases

slowly at speeds aVjove synchronism. For the

above reasons the effect of changes in brush
displacement on commutation is relatively

slight.

The brush-shifting motor, known as the

Type BSS, consists of a single-j)hase field or

stator and a series drum wound armature
with energy and compensating circuits. Fig.

29. The inrushes resting on the commutator
are divided into two grou])s, one known as

the "energy brushes," which are short-

circuited, and the other group known as the
"compensating brushes," which are connected
to the compensating winding. The compen-
sating winding consists of a tapped oflf

portion of a series auto-transformer which is

connected externally in series w'ith the main
field of the motor.

It will be recalled that in the plain repulsion

motor. Fig. 22, we resolved the stator winding
into two components, one of which is along
the line of brushes and the other at right

angles to it. The motor field flux is excited

by the current flowing in the motor field turns

as represented by the component in the line

of brushes. Now, if we add another set of

short-circuited brushes 1 and 2, the axis of

which is perpendicular to the axis of brushes
3 and 4, Fig. 30, a current will flow through
the armature circuit formed by the brushes
1 and 2, which will neutralize the current in

the motor field turns so that the motor field

flux disappears but for the small amount
maintained by the leakage reactance and
resistance of the armature circuit. Hence this

motor will exert scarcely any torque at start,

but when brought up to speed will operate
essentially the same as the single-phase

squirrel cage induction motor.
If we connect the compensating brushes

1 and 2 of Fig. 30 in series with the line, we
obtain the so-called series comj^ensated repul-

sion motor. Fig. 31, which has series charac-

teristics. Instead of connecting these brushes
directly in series with the stator winding, we
can do this over a series transformer. Fig. 29.

The motor operates like the repulsion motor,

with the difference that the field flux is

excited by ampere-turns which are partly

located on the armature and partly on the

stator. As in the re]ni!sion motor there are

Fig. 30. Circuit of Single-Phase Induction Motor

two ])ositions of the brxishes in which the

torque vanishes and the current taken from
the line is very small. By shifting the brushes,

the motor field turns can be varied, which
results in a variation of the sjjced. The
action of the motor is similar to that of a

direct-current series nu)lor, in which the
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number of tiinis in the series field \\-inding

would be varied. The motor is designed in

such a manner that the brushes are in the live

neutral when it is carrying its full load at full

speed. In this brush position the motor field

flux is pro\nded by the armature compensat-
ing turns only, which are connected in series

\nth the line.

The transformer has the same effect as an
increase of the magnetic reluctance of the

path of the motor field flux at the low speed.

This means that, due to the reduction in the

field drop with a certain brush shift and line

voltage, the motor can draw more current

from the line and the torque will be increased

as long as the reduction of the motor field flux

is not carried on too far. The reduction of the

motor field flux will further result in improved
commutation at low speed. As soon as the

motor runs above synchronous speed the

voltage appearing at the compensating brushes
reverses its direction, and hence the flux in

the transformer will be opposite to the line

current, and the secondary ampere-turns of

the transformer will have to be larger than
the primary ampere-turns. The larger the
magnetizing current of the transformers the
sooner the motor field flux will increase with
increasing speed, in spite of the reduction of

line current, and thus the speed can be
limited. The increase of the secondary current
flowing in the energy circuit, 3-4, with in-

creasing speed helps in limiting the speed.

The transformers are usually designed so

that the no-load speed is not over 150 per
cent of the synchronous speed.

The current required for exciting the flux

of the transformer can be larger than the line

Fig. 31. Circuit of Series Compensated
Repulsion Motors

current. In that case, when running below
synchronous speed, part of the excitation
will be furnished by the secondary turns of

the transformer and the current in the
armature compensating circuit will be
reversed so that the ampere-turns yielded

by it are opposite to the ampere-turns of the
stator field turns. Part of the excitation

required by the flux of the transformer is

transmitted by transformation from the
stator field turns to the armature compen-
sating circuit and flows from there to the
secondary of the transformer.

Since the primary of this transformer is

connected in series with the line, a part or

all of the torque-producing flux is excited by
the armature, depending on the brush shift,

thus making it possible to operate this motor
at nearly unity power-factor at full load and
full speed. In case it is desired to run the
motor counter-clockwise, in a brush position

in which the motor has the same character-

istics as in the brush position a in which the
motor runs clockwise, the brushes should be
shifted clockwise over 180

—

2a degrees. On
the plain repulsion motor it would only have
been necessary to shift the brushes over 2 a
degrees counter-clockwise to obtain the same
result. But in the compensated repulsion

motor this cannot be done, as the armature
compensating circuit and stator field winding
buck one another. Nevertheless, it is possible

to obtain counter-clockwise operation by
shifting the brushes far enough counter-
clockwise, but the power-factor and commu-
tation will be inferior. A reversed compen-
sation results in low Starting torque, reversed
direct of rotation, and a very high no-load
current. If the compensating circuit is open
it is evident that the no-load speed will be
excessively high.

The electrical characteristics of the brush-
shifting motor are excellent. Its efficiencies

and power-factors are well maintained
throughout the entire range, as shown in the
curves Fig. 32. The efficiency of the motor,
though somewhat lower for the highest speed
than that of an equal constant speed motor
on account of the commutator losses, is at

lower speeds considerably higher than the
repulsion induction motor with resistance

control, due to the fact that there is no
direct loss in external resistance. The
efficiency at half speed and full load torque is

approximately ten points lower, and at half

speed and half torque approximately 15
points lower than at full speed and full load
torque. The power-factor at high speed is

the same as the constant speed. Type RI
motor, but decreases at the lower speeds,

dropping approximately 30 points under
half speed.

The starting characteristics of this type of

motor are excellent. The motor may be
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accelerated as slowly as or rapidly as desired,

by slowly or rapidly moving the brushes
from the "off," or slow speed position. Fig. 33
shows that a starting torque of any required

value may be obtained. The starting current

increases with the torque.
,
At a slow speed

position 100 per cent starting torque may be

inherently a high no-load speed, but due to

the compensating winding, as explained

elsewhere, the no-load speed is limited to

about 50 or GO per cent above synchronous
speed. The normal motor is designed to

operate against full load torque with a

speed variation of 2 to 1 . Greater speed range

Fig. 32.

ZS 30 7S /OO
>*•<&/- csrjt -5y^7 S/i^es c/

Performance Curves for a Single-phase Varying-

speed, Brush-shifting Motor

obtained with approximately 100 per cent

current. Fig. 34 shows the speed-torque

characteristics of a motor of this type. An
inspection of the curve will show that the

accelerating torque equals or exceeds the

starting torque, and therefore this motor will

bring up to speed any load which it will start.

The speed and load characteristics are

similar to those of the alternating three-phase

wound rotor type, or the direct-current motor
with armature control; i.e., the speed varies

with the load, decreasing when the load

increases and vice versa. In applications

demanding varying speed, care should be

taken to "motor" closely; i.e., the horse

])Ower rating of the driving unit should

compare as nearly as ])ossible with the power
required by the driven machine at normal
speed. For exam]jle, if a 5 h.p. motor is

applied to a machine having a demand of

only three horse power, the load torque will

not be sufficient to decelerate the driving unit

when the brushes are shifted to the lower

speed i)oints. Shifting the brushes will cause

little Sliced variation under no load. However,
whenever an induction motor with resistance

control has satisfactory speed-torque charac-

teristics, the brush-shifting motor will have

the same, and in additi(jn is more stable at

the lower si)eeds. Refer to Fig. 34. As the

Type BS»S motor is a series motor, it has

Fig. 33.

O ZS SO 7S lOO
Percent /^a//LoodSpeedtv'ihFiil/ Torque,

Starting Curves for a Single-phase Vaiying-

speed. Brush-shifting Motor

SO j5 /ao
Per ce-yt 5,oeeJ

Fig. 34. Speed-torque Curves for a Single-phase Varying-

speed, Brush-shifting Motor

can be obtained by specially designed wind-

ings, and in some cases a larger frame is

required as the heating at the low speeds is

the limiting factor in almost every case. On
fan and similar loads, where the torque drops

off rapidly with decrease in si^eed, the

necessary reduction in sj^eed is secured by a

wider shift of the brushes than when the load

is heavy. The load must be one of approxi-
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mately constant value, for with the brushes

fixed in one position the speed \\i.\\ change

\\-ith a change in the load.

The motor can be started up w4th the

brushes in any position, but generally they

are in a low speed position in order to draw
a minimum amount of starting current from

the line. As the speed variation is obtained

by shifting the brushes away from the running

position, it is evident that it is only necessary

to supply a line switch for connecting the

motor to the circuit and a means for shifting

operation is an attractive feature in this

motor.

The Repulsion Starting Induction Motor, Type RSA

For general applications requiring approxi-

mately constant speed the simple single-phase

induction motor with squirrel-cage rotor is

capable of giving good results. The inherent

weakness of this motor is its poor starting

torque. Now, the repulsion motor, Type R,

is capable of exerting a powerful torque. If

the good starting qualities of the repulsion

/O 15 ZO 25 30 35 40 AS 50
Torque in Ounce Feec

Fig. 35. Speed-torque Curves of 34 h.p., 1800-r.p.m.

Single-phase, 60-cycle, 110 220-volt Repulsion

Induction Motor, Type RSA

100 zoo 300
Watts Output

Fig. 36. Performance Characteristics of V^ h.p., 1800-r.p.m.,

Single-phase, 60-cycle, 110 /220-volt, Repulsion

Induction Motor, Type RSA

the brushes. This may consist of a handle

with sector mounted on the brush yoke, or a

light chain or rods with universal joints

attached to the yoke and to a handle on a

controller. This last system of control

permits extreme flexibility in mounting, as

the chain or rods may be of any length and
may be taken around any number of angles.

The controller itself may, in addition to

moving the yoke, serve as a switch for opening
the Hne circuit at the "oflE" position. All the

varying speed brush-shifting motors are

reversible; but reversible or non-reversible

controllers are furnished, depending on the

service. The speed may be adjusted in an
infinite number of steps. The simplicity of

type of motor could be combined with the

satisfactory running qualities of the induction

type, a motor would be obtained which
would be satisfactory for numerous appli-

cations.

In the Type RSA motors the motor is

provided with an ordinary continuous-current

winding having a commutator, and at starting

the brushes short-circuit the winding as in the

repulsion motor. A powerful starting torque

is thereby obtained. When the speed exceeds

a certain limit, a centrifugal mechanism
operates to short-circuit the commutator and
the motor then runs as an induction motor
with the familiar induction motor character-

istics.
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These motors will easily develop two to

three times the full load torque at starting,

with approximately three times the full load
normal running current. The maximum
running torque is twice full load torque.
The direction of rotation is easily reversed

by merely shifting the brushes on the commu-
tator. Figs. 35 and 36 show the speed-torque
curves and performance for this type of

motor.

Repulsion Induction Motors, Type RI

This motor, Fig. 37, consists of a single-

phase distributed stator winding, and in

addition a small auxiliary winding called

the compensating winding, consisting of a
few coils wound with a small pitch and
located in the center of the poles. The
armature is substantially a direct-current

armature, short-circuited along one axis by a
set of brushes called the energy brushes and
excited along an axis at right angles to the

energy circuit by the compensating winding.

The theory of operation will best be under-
stood by considering the elements whose
combined action results in the performance
of the repulsion induction motor. These
elements are:

The Repulsion Motor.
The Commutator Induction Motor.
The Compensated Commutator Induc-

tion Motor.
The Repulsion Motor. Fig. 38 represents

diagrammatically a bipolar repulsion motor.
The primary member F is shown as a simple

gramme ring. The secondary member A is

provided with a winding connected to the

segments of a commutator on which one set

of brushes 3-4 is short-circuited upon itself and
displaced by the angle a from the magnetic
axis. In the working diagram, Fig. 39, the

primary and secondary windings are shown
as circles F and A. L and L represent the

primary terminals. The dotted lined c-d and
e-f are drawn through the brushes 3 and 4

respectively.

Assume that the armature is at rest and
current is ajjpHed to the primary winding
/'" and in the direction as represented by the

arrow. Due to the transformer action a

current will flow in the secondary winding
in an opposite direction, as indicated by the

arrow h. The field produced by the total

ampere-turns of the ])rimary winding F is

in the direction of the i)rimary terminals

L-L, while only a portion of the secondary
ampere-turns ])roduce a field in the same
direction, 'i'hus the jjortions of the secondary

winding which lie to the left and right of the
dotted lines c-d and e-f, respectively, produce
a field in the direction of the line of the
primary terminals L-L. However, the field

produced by the ampere-turns of the secon-

dary winding inclosed between the lines

c-d and e-f is at right angles to those lines.

This is the torque-producing field, which is

substantially proportional to the armature
currents. Therefore the torque creates a
tendency in the motor to run away, similar

to the effect in the direct-current series motor.
(For a more detailed theory of the repulsion

motor see Repulsion Motor, page 494.)

The Commutator Induction Motor. This
second element is derived from the repulsion

motor, Fig. 38, by adding a second set of

short-circuiting brushes 1-2 displaced by 90
degrees from the brushes 3-4, Fig. 40. In order
to simplify the explanation the brushes 1-2

in Fig. 41 are shown at right angles to the
line of the primary terminals L-L instead of

at right angles to the brushes 3-4 (the opera-

tion of the motor is practically not affected

by shifting the brushes 1-2 a small amount).
It has been shown in Fig. 39 that with one

set of brushes on the commutator a field is

produced by the ampere-turns of the secon-

dary windings included between the lines

c-d and e-f. With the second set of brushes
1-2 this field will be more or less damped out

by the currents which it produces in the

secondary winding and which are indicated

by the arrows i. If the connection between
the brushes 1-2 is of low resistance, it is

evident that the cross-field on the line k-1

may be so nearly damped out as to form a

negligible factor in considering the starting

torque. Assuming that this cross-field is

substantially dam])ed out and destroyed, the

torque will be produced by the field parallel

to the line of the primary terminals, L-L, in

co-action with the secondary currents. This

field is the resultant of the ampere-tunis of

the whole primary winding and of those

portions of the secondary winding outside

of the lines c-d and e-f.

It has been stated above that a slight shift

in the position of the brushes 1-2 has little

effect upon the starting torque of the motor.

This is now evident, since it may be seen from
Fig. 41 that a shift of these brushes merely

alters the current distribution in the secon-

dary winding at those ]K)ints which are least

effective in ])roducing a torque in conjunction

with fields in the line with the primary

terminals L-L. As soon as the motor starts

electromotive forces are induced in the
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secondary NWnding by its field. An electro-

motive force due to this cutting is produced
in the secondary ^^•inding between brushes
1-2.

This electromotive force reduces the current

indicated bv arrows i and diminishes the

conipensated commutator induction motor
in\'olves, in addition, the connection of an
auxiliary source of electromotive force to the

secondary winding of the motor in such a
manner as to compensate for the magnetizing

component of the primary current, thereby

Fig. 37. Compensated
Repulsion Induction

Motors, Type RI

Fig. 38. Bipolar Repulsion

Motors
Fig. 39. Working Diagrams

of Bipolar Repulsion

Motors

Fig. 40. The Commutator
Induction Motor

effectiveness of the damping action of these

currents upon the cross-field. At a certain

speed this induced electromotive force reaches

such a value that it causes current to flow

between the brushes 1-2 in the opposite

directions to that indicated by arrows i, and
this cvirrent obviously assists instead of

damping out the cross-field of the motor.
The cutting of this field by the armature
winding between the brushes 3-4 produces
a counter electromotive force which reduces
the armatiu-e currents and thereby alters the
field in the line L-L. Near synchronism the
two fields on the lines L-L and k-l are equal
and produce a resultant revolving field.

Therefore, by the application of the two sets

allowing the motor to operate at a very high
power-factor. Fig. 42 shows diagrammatically
the insertion of a small auxiliary electro-

motive force derived from a few turns of the
primary circuit. Referring to Fig. 37, it will

be seen that the compensated electromotive
force may be also obtained from a separate
auxiliary circuit instead of utilizing the
auto-transformer principle, as shown in Fig.

42.

At starting the conditions will not differ

very much from those of the non-compensated
arrangement, as the auxiliary electromotive
force will be overwhelmed by the electro-

motive force induced in the secondary
winding by the fluctuating field component

Fig. 41. Working Diagram of Commutator
Induction Motor

Fig. 42. Compensated Commutator
Induction Motor

of brushes on the commutator an induction
motor element is introduced into the machine,
whereby induction motor characteristics are
obtained.

The Compensated Commutator Induction
Motor. The arrangement embodied in the

along the axis upon which the auxiliary

electromotive force is impressed. However,
when the motor speed approaches synchron-
ism, the electromotive force due to the
transformer action is reduced, and the
auxiliary electromotive force will then act to
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force currents through the secondary winding
which will produce an auxiliary magnetization
and assist the magnetomotive force of the
primary field. Evidently the compensating
electromotive force will be so chosen as to

allow the motor to operate at nearly unity
power-factor when running near synchronism,
but evidently it may be over-compensated or

under-compensated, if desired.

Fig. 43.

ffeactance

Non-Compensated Repulsion

Induction Motor

Referring to Fig. 40, it was shown that this

arrangement develops low torque at starting.

If a reactance is inserted in the circuit 1-2

as shown in Fig. 43 this will limit the current

flowing in that circuit, and therefore the effect

of the brushes 3-4 will become more promi-
nent, i.e., the motor will become more like a
repulsion mol or. This is the non-compensated
type of repulsion induction motor. It is

evident that the starting torque depends upon
the value of the reactance, and therefore by
changing its value special high torque motors
can Vje obtained.

This reactance at the same time raises the

no-load speed above the synchronous speed,

because it limits the flux excited along the

axis of the brushes 1-2. This flux induces a
rotation voltage between the brushes 3-4,

and in order to get the same generated voltage

to balance the impressed voltage the speed has
to be increased according to the decrease of

the flux. Therefore the motor can operate

above synchronous sj^eed by a considerable

amount depending upon the value of the

reactance.

Since the field of the motor can be built

up to any desired value by ])roi)erly ])ropor-

tioning the secondary circuits, including

comjjensating winding, it is easy to sec that

shunt characteristics may result and the

machine may be run at speeds ai.)])reciably

away from synchronism; the free running
speed for any connection being, of course,

that at which the counter electromotive force,

when resolved with the resistance and
reactance dro[j, equals the impressed electro-

motive force. In general, the effect is similar

to that of varying the resistance in the
armature of a polyphase induction motor.
An increase in the compensating voltage
applied gives an increased slip above syn-
chronism at no-load, an increased starting

torque, and a larger factor of regulation.

It is adv^antageous to use as the reactance
for giving the desired torque and speed
characteristics to the motor, a coil of proper
phase and proportion in the field of the
machine. This coil is the compensating
winding described above, which in addition
to varying the torque and speed character-

istics produces a regenerative excitation

within the motor, thus improving the power-
factor. It is plain that a wrong polarity of

connection in this compensating circuit will

restdt in a reduction of power-factor below
that which the plain repulsion motor would
give, with a corresponding reduction in

efficiency because the instantaneous polarity

of generated current depends upon the
direction of rotation. It is therefore necessary

in reversing the motor to reverse also the
polarity of the compensating winding.

If we consider the commutating character-

istics of this machine, it will be noted first

that individual coils short-circuited by one
of the energy brushes are not in an inductive

position but have only the generated voltage

to cause sparking; and second, that due to the

rotating magnetic field the voltage actually

generated in these coils at synchronous speed

is zero. Therefore, under this particular

condition no tendency for sparking exists.

Each of the compensating brushes short-

circuits coils in an inductive position, but
due to the general short-circuit of the arma-
ture by the energy brushes, including those

coils, the tendency to sparking at these

brushes from this cause is slight. Moreover,
these compensating brushes have to carry

only the smaller exciting current of the

machine, which is another condition improv-
ing the commutation. In general, .since the

maximum voltage found on the commutator
is that of the compensating voltage of 20 volts

maximum, and since all energy in the secon-

dary which might api)ear in bad commutation
has to be transformed through the air gaj), it

would be imjjossible to obtain a condition ot

flash-over or severe arcing, sucli as may occur

in direct current machines.
The vector diagram of the c()mi)ensated

repulsion induction motor is sliown in Fig. 44;

1 is tlic inipres.sed electromotive force, while

2 is the electromotive force in the rotor
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across the energy brushes due to the trans-

former action; 4 is the auxiHary electromotive

force impressed on the compensating brushes

which feeds the inductive circuit of the

armature, giving a current and flux compon-
ent o. perpendicular to the energy brushes

or in the direction of the compensating
brushes and in phase with the magnetizing
current 3. Now when the armature is rotating

it cuts this flux and the resultant electro-

motive force will appear at the short-circuited

or energy brushes, and this generated electro-

motive force will be in phase with 5. 7 is the

resultant electromotive force of 2 and 6, and
S is the armature current which lags behind
the resultant electromotive force by the

angle a; 9 is the line current and )is the

resultant of the magnetizing current 3 and
the armature current S.

By a manipulation of the field winding
these motors may be furnished to operate
under full load at approximately 20 per cent
above or below synchronous speed, retaining

under these conditions the constant speed
characteristics of the straight induction
motor. By changing the compensating circuit

it is possible to obtain a high starting torque
with the drooping torque characteristic and
limited speed. This drooping torque charac-
teristic and high starting torque may also be
obtained by the insertion of a reactance
external to the compensating field circuit.

When full starting torque is not required,

or it is desired to reduce the starting current,

a starting rheostat in series with the field

winding may be used. The rheostat or starter

is not necessary for the protection of the

Fig. 44. Vector Diagram of Compensated Repulsion

Induction Motor

motor, as any size may be thrown directly
on the line.

The speed-torque and speed-current charac-
teristics of the Type RI motors are given in
Fig. 45, which show that the initial torque
decreases but slowly as the motor comes up
to speed, insuring rapid acceleration and a
minimum of line disturbance during the

starting period. These characteristics resem-
ble very closely those of the ])olyphase

induction motor, as shown in Figs. 46 and 47.

The accelerating torque and maximum break-
down torque are somewhat higher than the
corresponding values of the polyphase motor
to allow for the excessive line drop which
may occur in single-phase lines. The Type RI

25 50 7S
Per cent Sy/ySpeed

Fig. 45. Speed-torque and Speed-current Curves of a Typical
Type RI, Single-phase Constant-speed Motor

motor will therefore successfully accelerate
any load which would be accelerated by a
polyphase induction motor of like rating,

even taking into consideration the greater
line drop occurring in the single-phase lines.

Erroneous ideas of the value of the starting
current required by any motor are likely to be
formed by giving that value in per cent of
normal full load running current. The actual
conditions at start are known by giving the
starting current in amperes. The normal full

load running current of a motor of any rating
varies over a considerable range, depending
upon its power-factor and efficiency. There-
fore there can be no direct comparison of
starting current if it is expressed as a percent-
age of this variable normal current. It will

be noted that in these curves the current is

expressed in amperes per horse power. The
RI motor draws about 18 amperes per horse
power at 220 volts from the line when develop-
ing its starting torque, which is approxi-
mately 250 per cent of the normal rated
torque.

High torque induction motors, i.e., squirrel
cage induction motors with high resistance
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rotors, are occasionally required to accelerate

heavy loads. As explained elsewhere, in

corresponding applications on single-phase
circuits special high torque in Type RI
motors may be secured from standard motors
by the single expedient of attaching to the
standard motor a small reactance coil con-
nected in the compensating circuit. As in the
polyphase induction motor, an increase in

Per cerit St/r? Speed

Fig. 46. Speed-torque Curves for Comparison of Single-

phase and Polyphase Motors

— Sto/-i./r7g

Fig. 47.

SO 75
Par- c«r>t Sc/r? Spaec/

Speed-current Curves for Comparison of Single-

phase and Polyphase Motors

mum starting torque position it is evident
that a greater shift of the brushes will increase
the starting torque, but at a sacrifice of speed
regulation as in the polyphase induction
motor. This is illustrated in Fig. 49. (See
also Fig. 48.)
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Type RI Motors

starting torque means a poorer speed regu-
lation, decreased efficiency, and lower starting

current (refer to Fig. 48).

Increased torque may also be obtained by
shifting the brushes. As the normal running
position of the Ijrushes is less than the maxi-

Fig. 50 shows tlie performance character-

istics of this ty])e of motor. As it is of the

compensated type, the ])owcr-factor of the

motor is ai)i)roximately unity and retains a
high value throughout the whole range of

normal ojjeration. The efticiency is also well
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sustained throughout the working range from
half load to load and one quarter.

As showii in Fig. 51, the horse power output
of the Type RI motor is practically the

same as that of the polyphase induction

motor.
The regulation of Type RI motors is

approximately S to 10 per cent, and compares
favorably ^^•ith that of direct-current motors.

In very few cases is a better regulation neces-

sary in small motors, and when required close

speed regulation can be furnished by the use

of special windings.

Varying Speed

It is possible to obtain varying speed by
shifting the brushes, as the torque and speed
depend upon the amount of brush shift. This
is rarely done, however, as it is more conven-
ient to use a resistance in series with the field

or preferably to connect a resistance or

reactance in the energy circuit. By the
insertion of resistance in the energy circuit a
number of series characteristics equal to the
number of steps of resistance may be obtained.
This acts in a manner very similar to the slip

ring type of induction motor in which resis-

tance is inserted in the rotor circuit. Some-
what below one-half speed and with full load
torque the motor is unstable. Fig. 52 shows
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Fig. 50. Performance Curves of a Type RI, 5-h.p.,

ISOO-r.p.m., 60-cycle, Single-phase,

Constant-speed Motor

the effect of varying speed by resistance in

the secondary circuit. It will be noted that
the motor has a breakdown point at about
one-half synchronous speed. As in the slip

ring induction motor, the efficiency at the
low speeds is rather poor, and therefore for

most applications requiring varying speed

motors the varying speed brush shifting

motor. Type BSS, is recommended.

Reversible Motors

The desired direction of rotation of the

constant speed motor is obtained by shifting

the brushes relative to the field winding.

Fig. 51.

25 SO 7S /OO
Percent Synchronous Speed

Comparison of Speed-output Curves of Single-

phase and Polyphase Motors

Suppose, however, that the motor is wound
with an auxiliary winding at right angles to
the field winding. It is evident that when the
auxiliary winding is connected in series with
the main winding the resultant field is shifted,

giving a field equivalent to that obtained by
shifting the brushes. In other words, the
brushes may be placed permanently on
neutral, i.e., in' line with the main field and the
field itself shifted to get clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotation.

If the motor is of the non-compensated
type, i.e., has reactance only across the
compensating brushes, only a two-pole double-
throw switch is required. If it is of the
compensated type, the compensating winding
must be reversed so that a four-pole double-
throw switch is necessary. Fig. 53 shows the
connections for the non-compensated type,
and Fig. 54 for the compensated type.

Reversible operation may also be obtained
without the use of an auxiliary reversing
winding by connecting the motor as a com-
pound compensated induction motor. The
brushes are placed in neutral and a two-pole,
double-throw switch is used. Fig. 55 shows
this arrangement for a 110-volt connection, in
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which the two circuits of the stator winding
are connected in multiple. In the 220-volt

connection, in which the two stator circuits

are connected in series, the whole armature is

used for the series excitation, as shown in

Fig. 56. A reactance coil is shown in the

\

\
^200

to operate at from 50 to 150 per cent syn-
chronous speed, giving a speed range of

approximately 3 to 1 with full load torque.

By the insertion of either an external

reactance or voltage in quadrature with the

main line in the compensating circuit, the
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Fig. 52. Varying Speed of Repulsion Induction Motor
by Resistance

secondary circuit, as this is sometimes
necessary to secure sufficient torque. Fig. 57
shows the performance curves of this motor
and for convenience of comparison Fig. 58

motor may be speeded up to approximately

50 per cent above synchronism. This corres-

ponds to the field weakening method of

adjusting the speed of direct-current shunt

\jy Winding

Reactance

Fig. 53. Constant Speed

Non-comjjcnsated Re-

versible Motor

Fig. 54. Constant Speed Com-
pensated Reversible Motors

shows similar curves for a i)olyi)hase reversi-

ble motor.

Adjustable Speed Motors

Adjustable speed motors, similar in opera-

tion to the shunt wound direct-current

motors with field control, are usually designed

Reoctonct Reactance

Fig. 55. Connections for Fig. 56. Connections for

Reversing Standard Reversing Standard
TypeRI, no-volt Type RI, 220-volt

Motors Motors

motors. By the hitter of these two methods.
that is, 1)\' the insertion of a quadrature
voltage in the pro])er direction, the si)eed of

the motor may be reduced somewhat below

synchronism; but of course in a normally
designed motor the saturation of the iron

limits the s])eed control in this direction.
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Also, it is evident that a proper adjustment

of the compensating^ voltai^e in line with the

main field will improve the rejj^nlation and
power-factor and prevent excessive losses

in the various lociU circuits.

Since the field control method is limited in

range, the natural method to follow in obtain-

ing wide speed control with shtmt regiilation

is to introduce across the energy brushes a

positive voltage either bucking or boosting.

It is evident that we can increase or decrease

the speed, depending on the amount of

voltage used. The speed variation does not

depend on any condition of load, since the

voltage is always constant and, therefore, the

change in speed is secured independent of the

local conditions. This may be compared
quite closely to a direct-current shunt motor
with variable voltage supplied to the arma-
ture. As mentioned, it is necessary in order

to take full advantage of this method of

speed control, to insert a corresponding
voltage in the compensating circuit for each
change in the energy circuit, so that the

control is handled in two practically inde-

pendent circuits. As these two circuits may

ZS so 7S too IZS ISO 17s zoo 225 ZSO 77S

Percent ^u//l^otfTbrzuue

Fig. 57. Performance Curves of a Single-phase

Reversible Motor

be fed from separate coils of the same trans-

former, this does not introduce a serious

hard.ship. The same high speed limit is

reached with this method of control as with
the field control method; that is, 50 per cent
above synchronous speed. The low speed is

not really limited, but the motor is un.stable

somewhat below one-half speed with full

load torque. At high speed points the speed
rcgxilation is approximately (5 per cent, and
at the low speed points under similar load

conditions the speed regulation is approxi-

mately 20 per cent.
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Fig. 59. Adjustable Speed Repulsion Induction Motor

Fig. 59 shows the arrangement of circuits;

/ is the transformer primary, and Kl and K2
are the transformer secondary; F is the
motor field; C is the compensating winding;
and A is the motor armature. It will be seen
that the movable contact points Pi and P2
are simultaneously shifted, varying the vol-

tage in the energy circuit and at the same
time adjusting the compensation for the
resultant change in speed. The shifting of the
contact points PI and P2 is readily accomp-
lished by a dial or drum controller.
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By supplying a 4-pole double-throw switch

and making use of a reversing winding in the
motor an outfit may be furnished giving equal
speed regiilation in both directions of rotation.

Figs. 60 and 61 show torque curves and
operating characteristics at different points

of the controller and with varying torques.

an auxiliary winding it is possible to obtain

a voltage for the energy circuit taken from
the field winding. This is evidently merely a
modification of the adjustable speed motor.
The circuits are shown in Fig. 62. The
advantage of this arrangement is that the
same speed can be obtained for different
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Fig. 61. Operating Characteristics of 1-h.p., 1800-r.p.m.,

Adjustable Speed Motor

/luM'/iary Winding
for E'nergy Circuit

Fig. 62. Adjustable Speed Repulsion Induction

Motor with Energy Secondary

As previously menti(jncd, the constant

speed motor can be made to oj^erate at 20

per cent above or below synchronous speed

by the use of special windings. This is quite

evident now when we consider how adjustable

speed may be obtained. By the addition of

frequencies. That is, if a machine ojierales at

1800 r.]).m., GO cycles, and it is desired to

operate on 50 cycles, the scheme whereby
a voltage is impressed across the energy

l)rushes from the field winding will i)crmit of

obtaining 1800 r.p.m. on 50 cycles.
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ELECTRIC ARC WELDING
By H. L. Unland

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The intense heat of the electric arc renders it specially applicable to the cutting and welding of metals. As

about three-fourths of the heat is generated at the positive electrode, direct current is much superior to alternat-

ing current and is used almost entirely for this work; the piece to be worked on being made the positive elec-

torde and either carbon or metal being employed for the negative. The author discusses the principal factors

involved in electric arc welding and cutting, and mentions a number of cases where the process may be employed

to advantage. Some of the results that have been obtained are illustrated and a table is included to assist in

estimating costs, which of course are dependent upon the local charges for power and labor.—Editor.

E!

H. L. Unland

XECTRIC arc
'welding is a pro-

cess \vhereby the heat
of 'an electric arc is

used for modifying
metallic objects in

two ways; first, by
adding metal or joint-

ing other pieces by
binding themtogether
with the added metal;

and second, for re-

moving metalby melt-

ing it away or for en-

tirely cutting off sec-

tions in this manner.
The intense heat of the electric arc has

been appreciated practically ever since its

discovery, and its use for fusing metals was
an early development. However, it did not
come into commercial use until about ten

years ago, and then only on a small scale.

In the last four or five years the use of the
process has rapidly increased until now it is

employed in practically all industries where
iron and steel are involved. Arc welding is

now used in connection with mines, foundries,

steel mills, steam and electric railways, loco-

motive plants, car shops, ship yards, marine
repair shops, general repair shops, tank shops,

automobile plants and other manufacturing
plants of various types.

In order to use this process it is necessary
to have an electric circuit by means of which
continuous current can be made to flow

through an arc established between the piece

of metal to be operated upon, briefly called

the work, and an electrode held and man-
ipulated by a workman. The work is con-
nected to one terminal of the circuit, and
the electrode by means of flexible cable and
suitable holder to the other terminal. The
electrode is momentarily brought in contact
with the work and then withdrawn, which
causes the arc to form. If the arc is not
lengthened too greatly it will hold, and by
moving the electrode the arc can be moved

about over the work. For this work the

current varies from a minimum of 25 amperes
for very liglit work to a maximum of about
1000 for heavy cutting.

In an electric arc, about three-fourths of

the heat generated is liberated at the positive

electrode, which has a tendency to bring this

Fig. 1. Hole in Side of Steamship Caused by Collision.

Arc Welding Set Used in Making Repairs

point to a temperature higher than that of

the negative terminal of the arc. In an
alternating current arc the current is revers-

ing at a rapid rate and the terminals of the
arc thus change polarity, being alternatively

positive and negative. It is obvious that
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in this case equal heats will be liberated at

the two terminals and neither will a])proach
the tem];erature possible if one were at all

times positive. For this reason direct current
is desirable and is now almost universally

used for this purpose. Another reason is
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Fig. 2. Cutting Speeds for Sheet Steel.

Arc, Carbon Electrode

that the work is larger in size than the

electrode and hence will conduct and radiate

heat faster than the electrode. If equal
quantities of heat were generated at the work
and the electrode it is clear that the electrode

would be much hotter than the work, and
in order to bring the work to the proper
temperature more power would have to be
used, in which case the electrode would be-

come too hot and burn or melt away too fast.

By making the work the positive terminal
of the arc, more heat is liberated at this

point and the proper relation of temperatures
oh>tained.

A third reason is that an alternating current

arc is difficult to maintain. THe current

jjas.ses through zero at each reversal and
consequently the arc cools off greatly and
is nearly extinguished each time. The arc

must be held very short in order to keep
it going.

When the carbon, electrode is Ijcing used
and the work is ])o.sitive there is also a

tendency to ])revent car])on from being

carried into the weld, thus helping to keep
the weld soft.

At the jjrcsent linn- ])ractically all arc-

welding is done by using one of two methods
which are commonly known as the carbon
electrode methofl and the metallic electrode

method. The carlx)!! electrode method con-

sists of using a ]jencil or rod of carbon or

graphite as the electrode and maintaining

an arc between it and the work. The arc

fuses the metal of the work in a small pool
at the point of im])act, and by progressing

along the work, allowing the molten metal
to run off, metal can be removed or the
piece can be cut entirely through. If metal
is to be added, a rod of filling metal is fed

into the arc by the operator. This filling

metal melts off and unites with the molten
metal of the work, the operation being much
like soldering with a soldering iron. The
arc is represented by the iron and the filling

metal by the stick of solder. In this method
the arc is held about one inch to one and
one-half inches in length.

The metallic electrode method, however,
utilizes a rod or wire of the filling metal as

the electrode. The action of the arc in this

case fuses the electrode and carries the molten
metal in finely divided particles to the work.
This metal is driven into the molten pool

on the work and a firm union of the original

metal and the added metal is formed. The
arc in this case is short, about one-eighth
inch in length, and for this reason more skill

on the part of the operator is required to

keep the arc length nearly constant in order

to prevent too great variation in the arc

length and consequent variation in the metal
deposited.

The voltage drop across the carbon arc

is about 40 volts and across the metallic

Fig. 3. Two Pieces of Steel Plate Joined by Electric Arc

Welding. Carbon Electrode Used. Also Appearance

of Cuts Made by Carbon Electrode

arc about 20 \'olts. The electric arc is

inherently unstable and in the majority of

installations a con.stant voltage circuit is

used with a resist ance in series with the arc.

H\- tliis means a ])ractically constant value

of current is obtained within the limits
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necessary for successful work. It has been
found by experience that a line voltage of

liO is about a good average value and is

successfully used in this way. This gives a
margin of 40 volts for the metallic process

and 21) volts for the carbon electrode. The
metallic arc is more imstable than the carbon
arc. and therefore requires more leeway in

the matter of reserve voltage. However,
voltages of from 40 to 90 are used.

In constant potential arc welding circuits

haxnng ballast resistance in series with the

arc, any reduction in the current flowing,

caused by the lengthening of the arc, will

cause a decrease in the voltage drop across

the resistance with a consequent rise in the

voltage across the arc. Thus the tendency
is toward constant power in the arc and
therefore constant heat. Part of the heat
is. of course, generated in the arc proper
rather than at the points where it touches
the work and the electrode, but the volume
inclosing the entire arc is so small that the

heat is practically concentrated at a point.

This particularly applies to welding with the
short arc of the metallic electrode. A con-
stant current arc welding circuit with vary-
ing voltage is so arranged that practically

constant current is obtained with var\ang

V 'l ^

Ccrn/Tyyy^ ^er/'es/ye/t/

Fig. 5. Connections of Arc Welding Control Panel for Con-
trolling Generator and One Welding Circuit

arc length; the longer the arc the higher the
voltage, and consequently the greater the
power liberated.

In cutting with the carbon arc the elec-

trode is operated like a gas torch. The arc
is held at one point on the metal until fusion

occurs and the melted metal runs off. when
the arc is slightly advanced, in this way
gradually melting a path through the metal.

The width of this groove will depend on
the size of the electrode used and on the
skill of the operator in keeping to a straight

Fig. 4. 500 Amp. Electric Arc Welding Set with Control

Equipment in Background

line. The cut will be slightly wider than
the diameter of the electrode in order to

allow the arc to be played on the bottom
of the cut, and it will be wider for thick

Fig. 6. Connections of Auxiliary Arc Welding Control

Panel for One Welding Circuit

sections than for thin ones. The edges of

the cut will not be smooth, due to masses of

the molten metal not running away, and
also to the fact that the arc will tend to jump
from one point to another and cause an
uneven cut. An illustration (Fig. 3) is given
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showing the appearance of cuts made by
this method in ^ inch boiler plate. Fig. 2

shows the approximate cutting speeds for

various values of current and thicknesses

of metal. The cutting speed is lower than
is possible with the gas process, but with

Fig. 7. Arc Welding Generator Control Panel with

Welding Circuit Control

a reasonable power rate the cost of cut-

ting by the arc is much below the cost

of cutting by means of gas in a great many
cases.

In welding by means of the carbon elec-

trode, the arc is not held in one place long
enough to melt entirely through the work,
but is moved around in order to melt a

fairly large pool on the work. A rod of

filling metal, in general the same as the metal
of the work, is held in the operator's hand
and gradually fed into the arc and melted
down onto the work. The added metal

unites with the metal of the work and it all

cools as one mass. For light welding the

current will be from KJO to 250 am])eres;

for medium work it will vary from 250 to

.'i50 amjjcres; and for heavy work up to 500
amperes will be required. Because of the

fact that heavy coirrent can be used it is

possible to do very fast work by this method.
A joint between two ]/i inch steel jjlates as

made by the carbon electrode is shown in

the same illustration as the cut made by this

method.

The metallic electrode can not be used
for cutting but is used only for welding or

building on metal. The weld made is slightly

stronger and better looking than one made
by the carbon electrode, but since the current

used is much less the speed of welding is

also lower. The thickness of the metal in

the work determines the current value and
also the diameter of the electrode which
should be used. For heavy work, higher

currents and larger electrodes are allowable.

The table gives figures covering ordinary
])ractice in regard to this type of welding.

Vertical and overhead surfaces can be success-

fully welded only by this method, the opera-

tion being the same as for normal welding
except that more skill on the part of the

operator is required in order to keep the arc

constant in this position. Such a weld will

require about, the same time and will have
about the same cost as a double lap weld.

The appearance of a weld made by the

Fig. 8. Castings in Shops Showing Heavy Risers

Cut by Electric Arc

nu'lallic electrode is shown in the illustration

of a rei)air to a car wheel lathe head. (Fig. 11.)

A low-voltage circuit is obviously desir-

able in order to reduce as much as jHissihle

the voltage droj) in the series rheostat.

It has been found dial a (iO-volt circuit is
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entirely satisfactory for this purpose except

where a considerable number of operators

are to work from the same circuit, when
75 volts is desirable on account of voltage

drop in the lines. The generator should

be woimd to give this voltage with the

minimum of variation with load, and should

have good commutation characteristics to

take care of the sudden variations in load

due to the ser\'ice.

The control circuit consists essentially of a

series rheostat in circuit with the arc. (Figs. 5

and 6). Various refinements in the w^ay of

protective, indicating and regulating devices

are added in order to improve the operation.

The connections of the auxiliary panel illus-

trate this clearly. The heavy lines show the

course of the welding current, w^hile the light

lines are the control lines for the protective

equipment. It is seen that the welding
circuit leads through a dial switch, for easily

changing the resistance setting, and is closed

by a contactor whose exciting circuit is

controlled by a relay. The control circuit

of the relay is connected so as to be virtually

across that section of the series rheostat in

vise, as determined by the setting of the dial

switch. Since the arc voltage is practically

constant for any current value, the voltage

across the series rheostat will also be constant.

The relay is so set as to operate when
this voltage exceeds a predetermined value,

which can only be caused by the current

increasing in the same proportion. The
operation of the relay causes the contactor

to open the welding circuit. If the electrode

is in contact with the work the relay and
contactor will remain open, but as soon as

the electrode is lifted the circuits auto-

matically resume their operating position,

rendering it unnecessary for the operator to

leave his work to close any switches. The

APPROXIMATE FIGURES COVERING SPEEDS, ELECTRODES, CURRENT AND COSTS FOR BUTT WELDING SHEET METAL BY OXYGEN 2C.
CU. FT.

ACETYLENE
IC. CU. FT.

METALLIC ELECTRODE. DOUBLE LAP WELDS WILL BE APPROXIMATELY THE SAME AS TWO BUTT WELDS.
POWER 3C PER KW. HR. LABOR 30c PER HR. ELECTRODE 5C PER LB.

Thickness
of metal
Inches

Dia.
Elec-
trode
Inches

Speed
per
Hour
Feet

Amps.
Mean
KW. at
60 v.

Mean
KW. at
70%
Eff.

Approx.
Elec-
trode
per
Hour
Lbs.

Power
per
Hour
cts.

Labor
cts.

Elec-
trode
cts.

Total
per
Hour
cts.

Total
per
Feet
cts.

Total
Cost per
Ft. Oxy.
Acetylene
Process

cts.

A 1
T6 20 High 40

Mean 30
Low 25

1.8 2.6 .9 7.8 30 4.5 42.3 2.12 1.78

'A y% 16 75
50
30

3.0 4.3 1.4 12.9 30 7.0 49.9 3.12 4.66

Va y%
or

10 125
100
70

6.0 8.6 3.1 25.8 30 15.5 71.3 7.13 13.3

%
or

6.5 150
125
100

7.5 10.7 3.6 32.1 30 18 80.1 12.3 36.1

Vi M 4.3 175
140
120

8.4 12.0 3.8 36 30 19 85 19.8 much
higher

% K 2.8 195
155
125

9.3 13.4 3.4 40.2 30 17.0 87.6 31.3

Vx % 2.0 200 9.6 13.8 2.4 41.4 30 12.0 83.4 41.7
«

160
125

1 K 1.4 200 9.6 13.8 2.7 41.4 30 13.5 85.9 61.3
"

160
125

The figures given in the table for power, labor and material are more or less arbitrary for comparative purposes, and may be
changed to suit local conditions.
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relay is fitted with an oil dashpot to provide

a slight time delay in order not to operate
on the momentary increases of current

which are incident to the welding operation

and which cannot be avoided. The main
control panel includes, in addition to the

Fig. 9. Repairing Locomotive Piston Rod by
Electric Arc Welding

welding equipment, the necessary devices for

controlling the generator. The welding cir-

cuit on the main ]janel may be of any capacity

up to that of the generator, or it can be
omitted and the panel used only as a gen-

erator panel. In this case all the welding
would be done from auxiliary panels located

at the pro];er points about the shop.

Units of small size, up to and including

4()(J amj^eres capacity, can be mounted com-
plete with panels and rheostats on a platform
truck for portable use, and can be arranged
for use by one or two operators simultane-

ously. This arrangement is very desirable

in some cases, as it is much easier to carry

the set to the work than the reverse

Around mines, due to tlif heavy service,

there is a great deal of repair work to iron

and steel equii)ments connected with the

hoists, structures, machinery, transportation

ccjuiiment, etc. A great deal of this work
can be done by the arc i)r()ccss, saving time
and cost over any other method. In found-

ries, by means of this jjrocess, ri.sers arc cut

off, steel castings are rejjaired by welding
cracks, blow holes, sand holes, etc., and by

building on pads and lugs, filling low spots

due to slightly shifted cores, and making
other repairs which prevent the castings

being sent to the scrap pile. Large scrap

metal is cut up so that it can be handled,
and a large amount of repairing to the
machinery can be readily done.

The rough usage and heavy service to

which steel mill equipment is subjected
provides an immense amount of repair work
of the class for which the arc welding process

Fig- 10. Patches Arc Welded on Corners of

Locomotive Fire Box Shell

is best suited, •''rames, shafts, cranks, wob-
l)lers and parts of all kinds of machinery are

conlinuallN' giving way, and unless a si)are

part is available much time and expense are

iiu'olved. Tiim- is i)articularl\' ^•aIuablc in

this work and the rai)i(lit\' with which a weld
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can be made electrically is a strong point in

favor of its use. In many cases the weld
can be made in place, by the use of a portable

set or by merely extcndinj:^ the wcldinj^ cables

from a stationary weldinij; set.

In practically all the important shops and

develop at the tube sheets. In this way, the
periodic performance of sending the loco-

motive to the shop to have the tubes rolled

in is avoided. This continual rolling also

has a tendency to weaken the ends of the
tubes as well as to expand the holes in the

Fig. 11. Cast Iron Head of Car Wheel Lathe

Repaired by Electric Arc

round houses of the larger steam railroads,

one or more arc welding sets are installed.

Repairs are made to all parts of the locomo-
tive equipment. Flat spots on the wheels
are built up, broken side frames welded,
defective tube sheets patched or removed and
new ones welded in, cracks inside or outside

of the fire box are welded or patched, etc.

The possibilities are innumerable. Nearly

Fig. 13. Welding Air Compressor Intercoolers

by Electric Arc Process

all railroads have made it standard practice
to weld the locomotive tubes to the tube
sheets. Where this is done, it is found that
in practically all cases the locomotive is run
for the full life of the tube before leaks

Fig. 12. Welding Oil Stills by Means of

Electric Arc

tube sheets. Arc welding sets are, therefore,

required by locomotive companies who make
locomotives for these roads, and in a short

time it is probable that all railroads will

insist on this type of construction.

The use of steel cars, both passenger and
freight, is rapidly increasing, and this affords

an enormous field for the use of electric arc

welding in both the construction and repair

of these equipments.
Electric railways find a great use for arc

welding in track maintenance. Low spots
in the rails are welded, rail joints that have
been hammered down are built up, and worn
switches and crossovers are repaired. A set,

mounted on a large truck or wagon, the motor
being driven from the trolley circuit, can be
most advantageously used. The work can
be done either at night or during the day in

the interval between the passage of cars if

enough time is available. In the repair shop,

the arc can be used to repair car frames, flat

wheels, motor frames, shafts, etc.; in fact, it

is usually found that more unthought-of
work is available than the set can handle.

In shipyards, the construction and repair

of steel vessels will provide a great amount
of work for an arc welding set. In a number
of the larger harbors, arc welding sets are

installed on barges which are towed to the
ship, and by means of cables taken through
port holes repairs are made to any part of

the ship or machinery. On account of the
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saving in time possible by this method, large

premiums are paid to these repair companies
and the equipments are kept busy. Fig. 1

shows a repair job where an arc welding set

was shipped more than a thousand miles at

the expense of the contractor, who also paid

numerous pipe fittings. A large steel water
main was laid some years ago for an eastern
city but after acceptance it was found that
leaks had developed along almost the entire

length. At the present time the joints in

the entire line are being welded by the arc.

Fig. 14. Locomotive Side Frame showing Defective

Section cut away for Filling in with Electric Arc

a rental of twenty-five dollars a day for the

use of the equipment in the repair work.

In the Journal of the Society of Naval
Engineers it is stated that after the fight off

the coast of Chile, the British cruiser "Glas-

gow," with a number of holes near the water

line, put into Rio de Janiero for repairs. An
arc welding set was found and in less than

twenty-four hours patches were welded out-

side the hull, and the cruiser put to sea

taking the arc welding set along.

The manufacture of tanks and similar

structures is rapidly and cheaply taken care

of by welding. Strong, tight joints arc made
with the least expense. If necessary the

metal can be both cut and welded by the

arc. Steam, oil and refrigerating piping can

be welded and made absolutely tight. Com-
j)licated i)ipc connections can be welded

instead of being made by using special or

Fig. 15. Showing Repairs made to Locomotive Frame
of Fig. 14

The points brought out above show the

flexibility and adaptibility of the arc welding
process for many kinds of manufacturing
and repair, and with very little study it will

Fig. 16. Section of a Smoke Stack. Seams Welded
by Electric Arc Welding Process.

Metal 'i in. Boiler Plate

be found that in practicall\' any place where
iron or steel is used to any extent an arc

welding equipment will ])rove a valuable

addition to the equipment and will ])robabIy

su])ersede some of the methods now in use.
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WATERWAY TRANSPORTATION FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY TRAFFIC

Rv Robert H. Rogers
Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The completion of the New York State Barge Canal, which passes through Schenectady, the home of the
General Electric Company's largest plant, has caused a great deal of consideration to be given to the possi-

bilities of waterway transportation for the incoming and outgoing shipments of the Company, specially with
jespect to traffic between plants. Some figures showing the proportions and character of these shipments are

given, and the extent to which waterway transportation may be availed of. Suitable boats will be necessary
before this method of freight transportation can be made a success, and the author includes plans for a boat
that will fulfill all ordinary requirements. Terminal facilities are equally important, and a simple plan of a
proposed terminal for the Schenectady Works is also shown.

—

Editor.

npHE New York
-^ State Barge
Canal has been com-
pleted and is in use
between the Great
Lakes at Oswego and
tide water at Troy,
and north to Lake
Champlain. It pro-
vides a waterway of

twelve feet minimum
depth and the locks

will pass a single craft

of 3000 tons, or 100
car loads capacity.

Large rivers and lakes form so much of the
canal that boats can make practically as good

R. H. Rogers

time as on the Hudson River or Long Island

Sound. This new waterway serves to con-

nect the various works of the General
Electric Company with each other, with
sources of raw materials, and with great

shipping centers, and it gives direct access

to the most intensely cultivated industrial

area of America.
The growth of general freight trafific has

been phenomenal and railroads are being hard
pressed to even approach the service that
they could formerly render. On a certain

well-known railroad, freight traffic has in-

creased 70 per cent in ten years. In general,

freight movements increase four to five times
as fast as the population. Naturally, with
its steady growth, the movements of goods to

H GENERAL ELECTRIC PLANTS

The Relationship of Water Routes General Electric Plants and Shipping Centers is

Indicated by this Chart
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and from the General Electric jjlants has
reached a formidable total.

With so much local and general welfare de-

pending upon the uniform and uninterrupted
flow of materials to and from its plants, it is

natural that a second avenue for traffic should
be sought in order to make more certain

the continuity of all inter-related processes.

Again, railroad clearances put restrictions up-
on the design and fabrication of large units.

For these reasons and for others less vital,

attention is being given to the possibilities

of floating an appreciable percentage of

the shipments are only 40 per cent of the
receipts. The raw materials are generally

of the lower classes of freight and come
largely in bulk. However, regardless of its

class, its prompt delivery is of vital impor-
tance and a cessation, say in the delivery of

coal, would be disastrous in the extreme.

The receipts at the Schenectady Works
during a typical year (1915) were 307,000
tons made up of about 150,000 tons of coal,

22,000 tons of pig iron, Hi,000 tons of copy^er.

17,800 tons of lumber, 21,000 tons of sand,

and 80,000 tons of merchandise including

The State Barge Canal is Very Different from the Popular

Idea of a Canal in that Lakes and Rivers

Form its Greater Part

This Serves to Show the Great Size of the Locks.

The Terminal Slip at the Schenectady Plant

is Planned to Be Lock Size

General Electric traffic through the natural
and artificial waterways that have so recently

become available.

Traffic

The movements of freight involved are those
of raw materials bound toward the various
plants; partly finished products enroute be-
tween j)lants; and finished products going to
customers or to the district warehouses.

It is a surjjrising fact that for every ton of

finished product shipped out there are two
and one-half tons received; hence in tonnage

sheet steel, steel shapes, and castings. The
receipts at all the other plants aggregated
almost exactly the same as the Schenectady
Works. The total receipts probably rep-

resented 25,000 car loads.

The shijjments from all the plants exclu-

sive of interplant shipments during the same
period aggregated 243,208 tons of which the

Schenectady Works contributed 1 11,000 tons.

The total outward shipments probabh- made
nearly 50,000 car loads.

The figures for all classes of traffic move-
ments for 10 IG and 1017 are so mtich greater

Destination Near
Lake
Erie
Ports

TABLE I

ORIGIN OR Sllll'PI.NG CENTER

N. Y.
State

Fort Wayne Works 2100
Erie Works :{70() 8100
Schenectady Works KiOOOO 17700
Pittsfield Works lioOOO 4 100
Spra^ue Works
Lynn Works .'JOOO 720

Totals l'.)1700 .{2020

Grand lolal .;i2 1(i()

N. Y.
Bay

:{400

7". too

17400
4800

8400

4ir>oo

Chesapeake '

Norf.ilk
L. I. Boston

I

Bay Nortolk

Sound District
i

North of
Norfolk

450
12(50

ISOO

HUM

GoOO

!100

780
5800

r480

()()()

1150
8100
45.50

.5200

liHlOO

and South
and West

22000

20000

44000
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than for the three pre\nous years that a

special study is required to cover the best

methods for relieving the extraordinary

traffic conditions that now prevail.

Possible Water Borne Freight: Inbound

A comprehensive survey of the fields of

origin of raw materials and their central

shipping points as related to the existing

waterways that touch or closely approach
the various plants shows that a large per-

centage of this traffic can be moved by water
all the way, with another large portion that

would require short rail hauls to make the

water route available. Table I which has

been complied from Transportation Depart-

ment data indicates the tonnage that might
be moved under hatches.

Of the grand total shown, the proportions

of all water and part rail and water mileage

is estimated as follows

:

Tons Per Cent '
average mileage

of Total By Water By Rail

200000
85600
57000

60 400
25 400
15 400

90
160

Possible Water Borne Freight: Outbound

Table II is representative of the inter-

works shipments; shipments to customers,

domestic and abroad, and to district ware-
houses, as shown by Transportation Depart-
ment data.

The distribution of these outbound ship-

ments is estimated to be:

Tons Per Cent
of Total

AVERAGE MILES

By Water By Rail

60000
25000
15000

60
25
15

320
300
300

100
150

An examination of these tables will show
well balanced traffic which should maintain
a good "load-factor" on the floating equip-

ment, while the enormous quantity avail-

able will make it possible to select for

cargoes those things which are most profit-

able to handle and carry or which are most
essential for positive delivery at a specified

time.

Waterways

Lake Erie will for some time be the most
westerly waterway to be used (unless an
occasional trip is made to Chicago) and gives

access to Buffalo, Erie, the Erie Works,
Cleveland, Toledo and (via the Detroit

River) Detroit. The Fort Wayne Plant is

90 miles southwest of Toledo, and Pittsburgh

is 90 miles south of Erie.

While the lakes are subject to violent

storms, the ports are close together and with
due care an able boat does not assume ab-

normal risks.

The Canadian Welland Canal gives access

to Lake Ontario and no tolls are charged for

its use. The Barge Canal meets Lake Ontario
at Oswego where an ample harbor and fine

terminals are located. The canal makes use
of the Oswego River and Oneida Lake, then
a short land cut to the Mohawk River which
is used to within a mile and a half of the
Hudson River.

The Schenectady Plant is on an eleven
mile level and has a harbor and state ter-

minal adjacent to the property line with a
natural wing channel bordering the plant
for its entire length.

•

The Hudson River is twenty-one miles to
the eastward and the Pittsfield Plant is

overland twenty-eight miles east of the
Hudson River at the nearest point. The
Barge Canal through the state to Buffalo
will be completed in May, 1918, and will

TABLE II

DESTINATION OR SHIPPING CENTER
Origin

Toledo
for

South
and West

Fort Wayne Works i

Erie Works 1120
Schenectady Works 3500
Pittsfield Works 1850
Sprague Works 600
Lynn Works 2940

Totals 10010

Grand total 104375-

Chicago
and

Beyond

7550
2120
450

3800

13920

Niagara
Frontier
and Erie

540

4800
1100
260

2100

New
York

8700

950
2100
18820

3700

25570

Phila.
Chesapeake

Bay
Boston
and
Lynn

720
1260
3500
1700
720

24200

32100

510
650

2100
900
285
810

5255

680
2620
5200
210
110

8820
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make the second route possible to Lake Erie

from mid-state.

New York Harbor gives contact with the
Sprague, Newark, and Harrison Works, and
with the domestic and export warehouses
as well as the coastwise and export piers, and
also the New York Navy Yard.

Bordering New York Bay and the Sound
are the origins of much of the higher classes

of raw materials. The Cape Cod Canal
gives a safe route to Boston Harbor and the

Lynn Works. By way of the Jersey Coast
and the Delaware River access is had to

Philadelphia and another rich field of raw
materials. The League Island Navy Yard,
the New York Shipbuilding Co., Wm. Cramp
& Sons and many smaller ship yards are

located about Philadelphia and entrance is

made there to an intense industrial area.

The Delaware and Chesapeake Canal give

The distances by water and character of the
waterways is indicated in Table III.

The Lakes and Barge Canal will be closed

to navigation from three and one-half to four

months in winter, but the Lynn, New York,
and Norfolk traffic need not be interrupted.

Projected Waterways

A sea-level canal across New Jersey is

likely to be dug within a few years, which
will give a short cut inside to Philadelphia
and the Delaware River, thereby avoiding
the dangerous Jersey Coast. A canal from
Pittsburg to Lake Erie has long been con-

sidered and now bids fair to become a reality.

The tonnage both ways over this route would
be tremendous and the distance and eleva-

tions are not serious.

A Toledo-Chicago Canal is possible and is

periodically agitated. It would pass through

The Thousand Foot State Terminal Wharf Adjacent to the

Schenectady Works. The Area of this Terminal

is Seven Acres

Looking Toward Schenectady Works from State Terminal.

Arrow Shows Proposed Location of Slip

and Great Crane

entrance to Chesapeake Bay and Baltimore.

This bay also leads to Norfolk, Newport
News and to Washington, up the Potomac
River. Access to Norfolk, a great coal,

lumber, and pig iron center, is also possible

by the outside route down the coast.

The only waterway placing a limitation on
capacity, speed, and model of ship is the

Barge Canal which has a depth of twelve

feet and head room under bridges of fifteen

and one-half feet. The locks arc 310 feet long

in the clear and 45 feet wide, all electrically-

operated. They are manned by civil service

engineers and the operations of the locks are

precise, safe, and rapid—the usual time j^er

lock being from seven to eleven minutes.

I'>om the Schenectady Works to the Erie

Works on the west, and to New York on the

south, there are only 70 miles of restricted

land cuts where top speed is not possible.

Fort Wayne and would cut off a long stormy
route around the lower Michigan Peninsula.

Channel im])rovcments are under way in the

Mystic and Maiden Rivers which will enable
large boats to dock at the General Electric

steel foundry at Everett, Mass., which is

now served by lighters. The channel has
just been deepened and the bridge spans
widened to 50 feet approaching the River
Works at Lynn, and there is now IS feet of

water at the Works' wharf at low tide, the

tide range being 10 feet.

Boats

With traffic so diversified in commodities
and commercial requirements, it is hardly
likely that one type of boat will meet all

conditions in an acce])table manner. Low
grade bulk commodities are available in big

cargo units and can move slowly with no
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definite date of delivery; on the other hand,
finished apparatus for many destinations

cannot wait for consolidation into large

cargoes and it must move fast and be delivered

at a specified time. Another phase is pre-

sented by the manner of handling and carry-

ing the various classes as, for instance, the
hold for economically handling coal would
not be the best possible for package freight.

The crucial point which calls for all the

ingenuity and experience of the marine
architect is to make a type of boat that can
handily navigate the restricted Barge Canal
and yet be safe on the Great Lakes or the
Atlantic Coast. Once worked out, such boats
would greatly enhance the value of the Barge
Canal making it virtually a "ship canal"
which may believed should have been pro-

vided by the Federal Government.
In general, the greater a boat's capacity

the lower are the charges against it per ton-

mile, but, as in many engineering problems,
a compromise must be struck between fineness

The Mohawk Here is Forty Feet Deep and the

Locks are Over Ten Miles Apart

of lines, ability to maneuver well, bulk
capacity, free board, power, crew's quarters,

overhead charges, and a dozen other items
in the realm of the marine architect. A
design has been prepared which seems to

embody everything needed to meet the

general conditions and which will handle the
bulk of the ordinary traffic.

This general traffic boat will be about 2G0
ft. long, 43 ft. beam and 23 ft. deep with a
shelter deck the entire length giving about 8
ft. head room. Hatches 16 ft. by 28 ft.

Many of the Great River Stretches Offer No More Resistance

to Navigation than Long Island Sound

through both decks will give access to the
hold, and side ports will facilitate the handling
of package freight to and from the main deck.

The speed will be 10 knots (113^ miles per
hour) with 750 h.p. applied by electric motors
to twin screws. Two Scotch boilers over oil

burners will furnish steam for a Curtis turbo-
generator. The dead weight carrying cap-

acity will be roughly 1200 long tons on 10 ft.

draft and 3000 tons on 17 ft. draft and the
available space for cargo will be about 85,000
cu. ft. or the equivalent of 50 box cars.

The boat will have electric auxilaries,

portable conveyors, and other handling facil-

ilities, pilot-house control for driving motors,
water ballast tanks, and will be unique among
the cargo carriers. The designer says: "She
can go anywhere in the Great Lakes or from
Galveston to Halifax."

Much consideration is being given to the
merits of tugs and tow barges for the econ-

omical transfer of coal and sand which are

used in such quantities as to require entirely

special treatment. With a tug and three

barges (designed to fit a lock) constituting a
tow, there would be required eight such units

TABLE III

Route Miles Ocean Lake River Dug Canal

Toledo to Erie 174
400
175
270
240
315
525

93%
77%
100%
100%

100%
58% 28%

98%
4%
23%

Erie to Schenectady
Schenectady to New York

14%
2%

New York to Lynn
New York to Philadelphia
New York to Norfolk

3%

Lynn to Norfolk
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working steadily to supply the Schenectady
Works with a year's quota of coal during the

eight months of open navigation. Coal and
some other commodities for the Lynn Works
present similar conditions.

Gantry Crane
TnocA Along Slip

and Threa Corj

Slip 300 Long
45,0' Wide
12' O' Deep

JStandard Gage TrocMs

Section and Part Plan of a Proposed Terminal Unit

at the Schenectady Plant

Coal barges for convenient handling could

be 150 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, and 14 ft. deep,

carrying 720 tons on a 10-ft. draft. The lock

size unit of tug and three barges would carry

21t50 tons. The economy of such boats is

found in the absence of structural inter-

ference with loading and unloading, the small

crew required per ton of cargo, and in the

fact that the power plant (the tug) can be
kept constantly busy. For certain special

work it may be possible to use car floats

upon which cars can be run and towed to

their destination.

The fast high class traffic between the

Schenectady Works and . New York which
amounts to 20,000 tons each way in 8 months
is so constituted that frequent sailings under
moderate cargoes are "indicated." For
instance, 150-ton boats could be scheduled

to leave the Schenectady Works at 5 p.m.
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and 1 p.m.

Saturdays arriving in New York eighteen

hours later, thus giving express service and
in unit cargoes which are not too large to

deliver intact at a single destination. Such

- o
•S E
: 3

OS

Ox

1i §

H <
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boats could be fashioned from private steam
yachts that no longer answer their original

purpose.

Terminals

The success of a line of boats, at least from
the financial standpoint, depends upon how
qviickly and how cheaply the cargoes can be
put in and taken out and upon the prepara-

tory or consequent movements that are

necessary. Fortunately, at most of the

plants public or private docks are available,

and at most places w-here delivery will be
taken in bulk materials the handling facilities

are highly developed.

For discharging bulk freight at the plants

and for storing and reclaiming the materials,

special rigs will be required consisting of

bucket towers or bridges. Locomotive cranes

equipped with grab buckets and magnets
may also find a place.

Package freight will be power trucked, con-

veyed or whipped according to the local con-

ditions and weight of the packages. The
very heavy units will require the provision

of huge cranes such as are seen at sea ports

and navy yards
On this account, a special terminal is

required at the Schenectady Works, the pre-

liminary plans for which call for a slip of

canal lock size; i.e., 300 ft. by 45 ft. and
12 ft. deep. Extensive rail facilities will be
placed and the tracks and slip will be
spanned by a gantry crane of probably 120
tons capacity. Light fast rigs will also be
provided for handling small stuff, so that the
boats will be detained only the shortest pos-

sible time.

One would believe that the shipments from
factories of this kind would run much higher
in weight per cu. ft. than the average marine
cargo which figures 40 cu. ft. per ton or 50 lb.

per cu. ft. but, as a matter of fact, the ship-

ments including everything only run about

22 lb. per cu. ft. The average package weight
is only 270 lb., and a 300-lb. range would
include 40 per cent of the total weight shipped
and 75 per cent of the pieces. These figures

show the preponderance of small packages
and indicate the extensive use of portable
conveyors and fast light whip hoists. The
very heavy parts usually attract the most
attention in the way of handling facilities,

but the small packages if properly speeded
up, being in the great majority, show savings

in time and cost that would justify primitive

methods for the heavy articles if both classes

could not properly be provided for.

Advantages

It is often remarked that slow moving
low-grade stuff may be shipped by water
advantageously, implying that water ship-

ments are necessarily slow. As a matter
of fact water traffic is much more rapid than
ordinary rail freight because, once on the
way, it keeps going and its progress must be
slow indeed to break even with the halting

way of the freight car.

On none of the routes considered is marine
service expected to be inferior to rail and in

some cases it will equal the costly express

service which is more often resorted to than
is commonly believed. Dispatch may there-

fore be put down as a valuable attribute of

the contemplated system.
The provision of an additional means for

bringing in raw materials and taking out
finished products is an insurance against

serious delays that has a value which cannot
be estimated.

The aggregate saving in freight and express

charges will be the most tangible item, in

that it can be shown in definite figures.

The improved service that can be rendered
to customers because of all these advantages
is, after all, the thing that makes it most
worth while.
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SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS ON GROUNDED NEUTRAL SYSTEMS
By W. W. Lewis

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article outlines briefly a method of calculating single-phase short-circuit current on a grounded
neutral system. In the solution of all problems of this character certain assumptions and simplifications are
necessary in order to permit of handling at all, and therefore in this article line resistance and capacitance have
been neglected, also the effects of the currents flowing in distorting the alternator voltage, etc. However, the
solutions give fair approximations and it will undoubtedly later be possible, as knowledge is gained of the
subject, to apply modifications that will permit of solutions approaching still closer to the correct results.—Editor.

T'

W. W. Lewis

'HE manner of

calculating short
circuit currents on
transmission systems
has been described
quite fully.* The
methods thus de-
scribed have dealt

with three-phase or

balanced currents;
that is, in a three-

phase system, it has
been assumed that
all three phases were
short circuited simul-

taneously and that equal currents flowed over
each line to ground. The manner of calculat-

ing the short circuit current is, briefly, to deter-
mine the per cent reactance of the combined
circuit from the generators to the fault. This
total or combined per cent reactance divided
into 100 gives the number of times normal cur-
rent flowing into the fault. Thenormal current
in this case is that current upon which the
per cent reactance of the various portions
of the circuit is based. By means of the
calculating table, described in the October,
19H), General Electric Review, the most
complicated problems of this nature are
readily solved.

Of late years the tendency has been
more and more toward the operation of

systems with transformers connected in

Y and neutral grounded on the high
voltage side. Now when a ground
occurs on the line, a three-phase short

circuit does not result but rather a sin-

gle-i)hase short circuit. In this case the
calculation of the short circuit currents

may be quite involved, especially if the

system is at all comi)licated. A brief

outline of the method u.sed in handling such
problems will be given.

Referring to Fig. 1 : Let (j rejjresent a

generator; T\ a tran.sformer with high-voltage

winding connected in Y and neutral

grfnnifled ; T-i a transformer stepi)ing down the

voltage for the load L. The ohmic reactance
of the generator is represented by Xi\ that of

the stepdown transformer by x-y\ that of the
grounded transformer by z; that of the
portions of line from transformer to the
point A by yi and y^; and that of the total

length of line by ;'. E is the normal high
tension voltage. All reactances, etc., are

expressed in terms of their high-voltage
equivalents.

Assume a ground at A. Then currents will

flow as indicated by the arrows. The value
of the current is expressed by the following

equation

:

0.577 E
Xi-\-z+yi

(1)

or expressed in per cent reactance based on
the normal three-phase line current /

100/
(.-,.

' %Ix,+ %Iy,+%Iz ^-^

Now consider the arrangement of Fig. 2,

i.e., ungrounded transformer Ti at the

generating end and transformer T2 with

grounded neutral at the load end. The
short-circuit current will flow as indicated

by the arrows. The delta winding of trans-

former T2 serves to cause equal in-phase

currents to flow in each leg of the V. The

Fig. 1

voltage dro]) in each ])arl of the circuit is in

l)hase with tlu' xoltagc of the short circuited

* Sec especially two jirticles in the June. lillC), CiKNKRAI. Elki-
TRK Rkvikw. viz.: "ApiJroximiite Solution of Short Circuit

Frolilenis," by E. G. Merrick, and "An Apiiroxinuile Method of

C'alculiitinK Short Circuit Current in an Alternating Current
System," by II. R. Wilson.
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leg a b. and the total voltage drop is equal to

cdoT 0.860 E. The following equations may
be written from the Fig.

0.S66 E = i{xx+ .V;+ V -f- 2 v,) + c

'2{e-iz)=i{y-2-\-z)

from which we find

O.S(H) E

Xi = ()() ohms 7oIx,= ()

yi — 40 ohms % lyi = 4

y2 = 'AO ohms % /J'2 = 3

y3 = 20 ohms % /ya = 2

y4 = 100 ohms %/3'4=10
2 = 70 ohms % Iz = 7

(%1+X2)+ "5 >'+ -^ >'!+ ^S

(3)

or expressed in per cent reactance

based on normal three-phase line

current /

.
loo_{ ,

' ~2/3( %/j, + %/*,) + %/>• + %/y. + %/2 ^^'

Based on these fundamental
equations it is possible to solve

problems in cases involving a num-
ber of generating stations, a net-

work of lines, etc. As the number
of generating stations increases,

however, the equations increase in

complexity and the solution be-

comes quite laborious. The labor

is lessened somewhat by represent-

ing the network by an equivalent
circuit with the component parts
expressed in per cent reactance and
solving either by the slide rule or by
the calculating table. In no case, however, can
the solution be made as simple as for a three-

phase short circuit, because with the three-

phase short circuit it is only necessary to go from
the generator to the point of short circuit, while
with the single-phase short circuit it is necessary
to make the round trip from the generator to
the grounded transformer and back to the
generator. An example will illustrate this.

In Fig. 3 let Gi and Gi represent generators,
T\ and Ti transformers with isolated neutrals,

and Ts a transformer with grounded neutral.

Fig. 3

-3.33
%Ij/, %/y, ^Ac? ^A'j '^/y^
-4 '4 -3^ =<? '3

%/z
= 7

^12 =4 i=/0 =10

Fig. 4

Then for a three-phase short circuit at the

dotted line aaa the short circuit current

would be found as follows:

15+5+4 = 24.

18+6+10 = 34.

24^34
14.1+3 = 17.1

100

Let the ohms reactance and the per cent

reactance, based on 10,000 kv-a. at 100,000
volts, be as follows:

Xi =150 ohms % Ixi =15
X2 = 50 ohms % 1x2 = 5

a:., =180 ohms % 7x3=18

=—— X /nor = 5.85X57.7 =338 amp.

For a ground on one line at the

point a giving a single-phase short

circuit, currents flow as shown by the

arrows. The equations for this ar-

rangement may be written as follows,

reactance being expressed in ohms:

0.866 E =
ii{xv-\-X2+ 'i :yi+3>'2+>'3)+^'2(3>'2+
yi)+e

0.866 £ =
ii{xi+Xi+ A >'2+:V3+ 3 )'4)+ii(3 y2+yz)-\-e

2[^- (^1+^2)2] = (^'l+4) (>'3+ 2)

from which may be found the equations
.

'_ 0.866 £XM , .

^'~ {L+N) M+LN ^^
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in which
L = xi+ x-2-\-'S yi

M = X3+Xi+ 3yi

A' = 3^2+ 75^3+ ^2

(6)

Substituting for the letters the numerical
values, and solving equations (5) and (6)

we get

ii = 127.5 amps.
ii= 75.5 amps.

An equivalent circuit for Fig. 3

may be drawn as shown in Fig. 4,

reactance here being expressed in

per cent. This circuit may be
solved as follows

:

10+ 3.33+ 4+ 4 = 21.33.

12+ 4 +10+ 10 = 36.

1

Fig. 5 represents a network fed by three
generating stations, A, B, and C. Trans-
formers D and E with grounded neutrals are
located as shown; B and E are in the same
station; D and E have no generators on the
delta side. The per cent reactance based on
3000 kv-a. and 44,000 volts is indicated for

the various portions of the circuit. At ^4, B,
and C the percentage given is that of

the generators and transformers combined.
For a ground at F, the equivalent circuit

may be drawn as in Fig. 6. The solution

of this gives the currents in the various
portions of the circuit as indicated, and
this in turn gives the currents shown in

Fig. 5. The currents in lines 1 and 2 are

of the same value and direction, but only
those of line 1 are shown.
A problem which occasionally arises is

the determination of the size and reactance
of the transformer which is installed to

provide a grounded neutral on an isolated

system. When a ground occurs on the

line, this transformer must allow sufficient

current to flow to operate the relays, and
also to react on the generator voltage so

that there will be no danger of the voltage

to ground of the ungrounded lines rising

above normal. In order to accomplish this

result, a current should probably flow through
the generator of the magnitude of 75 to 100
per cent full load current.

In Fig. 7 C is a generator, 1\ a step up trans-

former and T-y a Y-delta transformer with

-1 +.1-
21.33^36

1 1 = 13.4
0.0469+0.0278 0.0747

3+2+3 + 7 = 15.

13.4 + 15 = 28.4.

U +«2 = pTTT X I nor

= 3.52X57.7 = 203.

= 0.628X203 = 127.5 amps.
0278

i2 = ^yjy^ X 203 = 0.372 X 203 = 75.5

Fig. 6

amps. grounded neutral. The ohms reactance of

generator and transformer 'J\ combined is x;
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the reactance of T^ is z, and that of the lines,

Vi and Vi- Assume a ground on line at .4, the

foUowng equations may be written:

0.860 £ = iU + Vi+3 Vi)-\-e

2{e-iz)=i{yi+ S y;+2)

from which we find

O.StUi E

need only be a fraction of themomentary rating,

or say 1000 kv-a. The reactance then, based
on the rating of the transformer, would be

1000 ^,,., - ...20^ XI 13 = o.bo percent.

_L^ o.-^ _L"^

100 /

17)

(8)~ 2/3 'f Ix + ' ^ vi +3 '/c / vs+ % h
Suppose that when a ground

occurs on the line it is necessary

that at least 200 amperes flow in

order to open the circuit breaker

at B and to react on the generator

voltage as previously explained.

The minimum current will flow

when the ground occurs at the end
of the line C.

Then
3 1 = 200 and z = 66.66.

Let

7;c = 4o per cent, /j, =0, />'2 = 10 per cent

for the total length of line B C, all based on

the normal three-phase current of 20,000 kv-a.

at 100,000 volts, that is 115.5 amperes. It is

required to find % Iz. From equation (S)

.^£-

B Hj/

^r/2 =
% 3

100X115.5--^X45-0-3XlO
66.66

= 113% based on 115.5 amperes.

The maximum current will flow when the

ground occurs at B. Then
100X115.5 „„ „

1= - = 80.8 amperes.
2 3X45+0+0+ 113

'

The momentary rating of the transformer

would then be
Rating =3X80.8X57,700X10-3 = 14,000 kv-a.

However, as it would only be necessary for the

transformer to carry this current for a short

time, that is, until the relays could operate, the

actual or continuous rating of the transformer

Fig. 7

A transformer used solely as a grounding
transformer in this case would then have a

rating of about 1000 kv-a. and a react-

ance based on its own rating of about 6 per

cent.

In the foregoing the eflFect of resistance has

been neglected, as this unduly complicates thje

calculations and is usually so small compared
with the reactance that it may be neglected

without serious error. Neither has capacitance

been considered. In some cases this might
need to be taken into account. For instance,

if the circuit of Fig. 1 were a high-voltage

system of large capacitance, charging currents

of considerable magnitude might flow in the
ungrounded phases, while at the same time
the grounded phase carried short circuit

current.

Acknowledgment is made to Messrs G.
Faccioli and L. F. Blume of Pittsfield for

valuable collaboration in formulating the

theorv on which this article is based.
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' THE LIBERTY LOAN
The Liberty Loan presents to all Americans

an opportunity and an obligation.

An opportunity, because it offers a good
rettim on the safest investment in the world.

Of the Liberty Loan bonds, as an invest-

ment, Mr. Jacob H. Schiff says:

"Here is a 33^ per cent, tax free bond
of the government of the United States,

which, if the war lasts a long time, may
possibly, by reason of its convertibility

into any higher rate bond that may be
issued, become automatically a 4 or even
a 43^2 per cent bond. While, if the war
should be a short one, which may be
possible, and is to be hoped for, the

fvirther issue of government loans is

likely to cease abruptly, in which event
the Liberty Loan bonds are absolutely

certain to go to a considerable premium.
"A 33^^ per cent fifteen year bond on a

3 per cent basis is worth 106 per cent.

And let it be remembered that 3 per cent

United States bonds have sold at a

premium no longer than a few weeks
ago.

But it is of the Loan as an obligation that

we wish chiefly to speak, for it is that aspect

which is of most interest to all patriotic

Americans.
The status of the great war calls impera-

tively for the immediate and utmost efforts

of America. Russia is paying the price of

her new freedom, in a disorganization, which,
for the time at least, has paralyzed her
activities, and may force her into a separate

peace. Heroic France is threatened by the

impending exhaustion of her man-power.
England is harassed, and may be vitally

menaced, by the suVjmarine. Germany, on
the other hand, by conquest and by reducing

to vassalage her erst-while allies, has, since

the war started, increased more than three-

fold the number of men subject to the military

despotism of Berlin.

In this crisis, the United States unfortun-
ately is unprepared to give prompt and
effective military aid. It will be many
months before a large American army can
relieve France of part of her crushing burden,
or before new fleets of American merchant-
men can loosen the strangle-hold of the

submarine on England.
But financial aid can and must be given

at once. America must immediately assume
her share of the war expense, and every
American must help. If industrial distress

is to be avoided, the money must eventually

come, not from past savings, which are al-

ready invested productively and constitute

out nation's working capital, but from the
immediate future. Nor will the savings of a
few, however wealthy, suffice. All the people
of America must help, even as they have in

England, where 12 per cent of the total popula-
tion subscribed to the last war loan. Banking
houses and industrial corporations patriot-

ically have gone to considerable expense to

make it easy for everyone to invest his future

savings in the Loan. A large subscription

list will hearten our Allies and our own
Administration, and will show Germany that

America is in earnest, and thereby may even
help to shorten the war.

Not everyone will be called to make the
supreme sacrifice of enduring the hardships
and dangers of service at the front, but
everyone is now called, possibly at the

minor sacrifice of some luxury or antici-

pated pleasure, to save, and to invest in

the Liberty Loan, and thereby to do his

bit in helping "to make the world safe for

democracy."
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THE LIBERTY LOAN, ITS ECONOMIC STATUS AND EFFECTS*

By Frank A. Vanderlip

President, The National City Bank of New York

For weeks, newspaper and magazine articles and posters have made appeal to the purchasing power of

the United States to support the flotation of the Liberty Loan. In this article a different method of present-
ing the appeal is used^—one in which all sensationalism, multi-colored inks, etc., have been replaced by facts

and arguments expressed in such a simple and quietly forceful manner as to impress lasting conviction upon
the reader.

—

Editor.

Magnitude of the Loan

We are a good deal dazed by the size of

this loan; the authorization of a $7,000,000,-

000 credit is something of a shock to the
country. Not many people have thought in

billions of dollars. All the stocks listed on
the Stock Exchange are less than twice that
amount; all the stock of all the railroad

companies in the country aggregate only

$8,700,000,000; all the bonds of all the rail-

roads in the country are little more than that

figure. It is a huge total. And this amount
must be raised this year. Don't think we
are going to stop with $2,000,000,000. We
are going to raise more. There will be other
loans following this about as soon as this is

out of the way; but while it is almost in-

comprehensively large, so is the country, so

are our resources. There are 15^ millions

of depositors in the National banks alone in

the United States. I should think it safe

to say that there should be ten million sub-
scribers to this loan if the people wake up
to the need for the loan and the opportunity
it offers. The last loan of Germany with her

65,000,000 inhabitants had nearly 6,000,000
subscribers. vSurely we ought to have
10,000,000 subscribers in America if we would
only wake up to it. The National Bank
deposits have increased in 10 months
$2,000,000,000—enough to take this part of

the issue that is now being offered. The
resources of the banks in America total

$35,000,000,000. So you see, huge as this

loan is—almost inconceivably large—it still

is not so large when you measure it by some
of the totals of the cotmtry. Our wealth is

about $220,000,000,000. If the people sub-

scribed to 5% of their wealth, they would
over-subscribe this issue about six times.

Back in the Civil War days with bank re-

sources 1 /20 of what they are now, we raised

$3,000,000,000. So you see we arc not facing

an imj)Ossible proposition, but we are con-

fronted by a serious j)roposition. I feel that
people arc not altogether awake to the

seriousness of this war; nf)t altogether com-

prehending that we are in war, that we are

in a very serious war—war that might even*
come to our own shores. It is easy to think
that Germany is 3000 miles away, surrounded
by the greatest armies that were ever as-

sembled; that the war is likely to be over
before we can get any men into it; that we
are like a manufacturer or merchant who is

getting his customers to keep on buying at

rather exorbitant prices, and that we are

doing a good thing in loaning to the Allies,

but that we are not in a very serious situation.

As I conceive, it is much more serious than
that.

European Contingencies

Now just let us take one or two con-

tingencies that are perfectly possible. We
have had a revolution in Russia. No man
in America or Russia can tell what the

future of that situation is. It is surely con-

ceivable that Russia might make a separate

peace. I do not believe she will, but it is

conceivable. What would happen then? It

is said that there are a million and a half

prisoners in Russia. Suppose all the forces

of the Central Powers on the eastern border
might be withdrawn; suppose their forces

were augmented by a million and a half

returned prisoners; suppose Russia's food

stores were opened for Germany, and all

that happening very promptly, which is a

conceivable thing. In that event could the

armies of I^^ngland and France on the western

border withstand the onslaught? Is it not

conceivable that, if some solution is not

found for the submarine menace, England
may be brought to the point of starvation?

No matter what her wealth may be, starving

men could not fight. I tell you it is within

the possibilities that we may be raising not a

Liberty Loan to pay for a war we hope
successfully to wage, but a loan to pay the

cost of a war Germany has been waging on

civilization. This is no wild picture. 1

•Abstract of an address di'livered nt a mocting of the Fifth

Groui), New York H.inkcrs' Association. Albany, N. Y.. May,
1917.
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certainly do not believe it is Avithin the future

of events but there is possibility enou.y;!! in

it to cause tis to wake up as a nation, to make
us recognize that we are in a great and ini-

certain war, and that we must support the

military movement which this Government
has got to make.

The Richness of America

We are a treniendouslv rich countrv. We
must raise $2,000,000,000. Our wealth, as

I have said, is about $220,000,000,000.

Where is this wealth? It is in farms and
railroads and factories and instruments of

production. But you cannot subscribe a

railroad to a loan; you cannot subscribe a

factory. We must have fresh capital for

this loan. Now remember that a war is the

current effort of a nation; nothing that has
been done in the past can fight it. It has
got to be fought out of the current savings of

the nation; all the savings of the past have
been invested. The savings are now invested

in fixed forms of capital ; they are in the rail-

roads and farms and factories, and the

money that is going to be raised must come
from the savings of the future, not the
savings of the past. You may say, "I can
purchase a bond wdth some money I have
in the bank." Yes, you can, but this money
you have in the bank is at work today; it is

not idle. If you draw it out, somebody's
loan must be called. This fund must be
raised out of the savings from now on. The
wealth you have accumulated is not in a

liquid form. The past savings are invested
and we want $2,000,000,000 right away—
not some time in the future. These $2,000,-

000,000 will be spent before they are paid in,

under the terms of the offer. You are going
to raise this money by a creation of new
credit now. You can get $50 subscriptions.

Get ever>' one you can. Get the whole ten
million people to subscribe, but after you
have all the success you can hope for with the
$50 and $100 bonds, you will not have a very
large total, measured by a two billion dollar

loan. I am not in any measure discouraging
these small subscriptions but the loan is going
to be made up of much larger subscriptions.

The men who will make these larger sub-
scriptions are not going to make them from
idle capital but from money which they will

borrow.

Investment Motives

Now what are the motives to lead men to
subscribe to the Government bonds? One

is profit. The sense that it is a sound invest-

ment returning a good rate of interest. The
other is patriotism. Let us take up the first

set of reasons. Is this an attractive invest-

ment or are you facing calls to make financial

sacrifices? I don't believe it is a sacrifice.

You are being offered a bond for security

which is beyond question the finest piece of

paper in the world. The rate—3^%

—

looks low, but there are perquisites attached
to that bond. Its income is free from taxa-

tion. You know what the minimum return

is that goes into your pocket. You don't

know what the maximum will be because
the rate may be more. If this war goes on,

and it looks as if it may for a good while, the
chances are good that it will be more. You
are not going to be penalized by being a

subscriber to the first loan, that is certain.

Whenever a subsequent loan comes out at a
higher rate of interest, you are going to be
in just as good condition as the tardy sub-

scribers.

Now does anybody doubt that when the
War is over and the pressure is off the market
for Government loans there will be a rise in

the value of Government bonds? I don't

believe anybody would doubt that. Now
remember the bonds you buy now bearing

3M% have a practical guarantee of parity,

that is to say, if events go so that the Govern-
ment cannot raise money at 33^%, your
bonds will be convertible into the higher
rate, and the minute the war is over, your
bond at par will command a premium. I

cannot think of a situation that will not find

these bonds bearing a premium on their issue

price after the war is over.

Patriotic Motives

Aside from the idea of profit or sacrifice,

there are much nobler reasons why ten
million people should subscribe to these bonds.
Our belief in democracy, our belief in this

Government, the foundations of our belief

in freedom lie back of the motives that ought
to move ten million to subscribe to this issue.

Now we have got to be waked up as a nation
to the fact that we are in war. I heard a
newspaper editor say the other night that he
had secret information that we were in war,
but he had not been able to get it over to

his readers yet. And there is a good deal

of truth in that. We have not as yet recog-

nized what an unsuccessful prosecution of

war would mean. We want to wake up to

some of the psychological effects of a very
successful subscription to this issue. It
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would be pretty discouraging to Prussianism
if this loan is subscribed twice over. It will

be very encouraging to those men who are

fighting under the flags of France and Great
Britain on the Western front. It will unite
this nation to a degree, I believe, to see that
this issue is a trememdous success; that the
whole people are back of the President, back
of his declaration for liberty. The patriotic

reasons seem to me so overwhelming that
we hardly ought to think of that other side

—

whether this is an attractive investment

—

although it is an attractive investment. It

is going to mean something besides patriot-

ism in America; it is going to mean a new
element in American life. It is going to

mean an element of economy.

Domestic Influences

We have got to have this element of

economy just as certainly as we have got

to have this expansion of credit to make this

loan a success, because the banks must be
paid from future income and there must be
economy to permit of that being done. We
cannot give the Government seven billion

dollars or any other number of billion dollars

of purchasing power and expect to have just

as much purchasing power ourselves. That
would be a miracle of loaves and fishes that

we cannot work out. We have got to

economize. We have got to see that what
we spend, we spend for necessities. You
say "Yes, but what is going to become of

business, it cannot go on as usual." We
do not want business as usual. Our business

is war. It is going to take the whole strength

of this nation and it is going to discommode
some people, probably discommode a good
many people. You cannot have war with-

out worries. You have got to remember
that we cannot go on making unnecessary
things, luxurious things, and make seven
billion dollars worth of other things for war.

Now you say, "Yes, but you have disorgan-

ized industry. You will make it necessary

for producers to throw their employees out
of work." Let me tell you there is going to

be all the work that is possible to do for all

the men and all the women that we have
got to do it. There are two jobs waiting
for every man there is to take hold, so

we have got to have that kind of economy,
the kind of economy that will make you
weigh whether what you buy is absolutely

necessary, for if you do buy something that

is not necessary, you arc competing for

labor with the Government, which is engaged

on works that are a national necessity. I

think that is the test men must make of

their purchases during this war. Are they
competing with the Government for work
that is unnecessary?

Objections to the Loan

Now I would like briefly to consider some
of the objections to this loan—some that I

have heard—and I hope later to hear some
more and see whether we can sit down to-

gether and reason out answers for them.
I say that men have got to borrow to invest.

They have got to invest more capital than
they have in immediate reach. There will

be objection to that surely. The rich man
or any man used to making investments may
regard it as a very poor policy to go in debt.

He has occupied the position of creditor, not
debtor. But I believe when he sees the
economics of the whole situation, when he
sees the demands that are upon us, when
he sees the resources that are available to

meet that demand, he will see that borrow-
ing is what he must do. The richer he is,

the greater should be his borrowing.

I have heard some men say, "Well, I will

wait, I will not invest in this loan now, the

Government will need money on the third

and fourth loan more than now." The rule

of conduct that any man adopts may be
measured by the results that would follow

if all men adopted it. If you do not subscribe

to the Liberty Loan now, there may be an
indemnity loan later and you will subscribe

to that. You had better all subscribe to

this one and not have the Government lack-

ing in the support that means military

success.

You will find men who will say, "We will

invest only our available cash; we don't

borrow." But I beg of you to see this as I

do and ask those men to borrow and invest all

they hope to accumulate in the months to

come.
You will find individuals who will tell you

it is the Banks' afi"air. It isn't. It is less

the Banks' afTair than anybody's else in

respect to the original subscriptions. It is

not the function of a bank to tie up its de-

posits in a fifteen or thirty year investment,

but it is the function of a bank to loan to

an individual or corporation on a ninety day
note, secured by the bond. That is the banks'

fimction. Let the Banks aid the men \vli<>

subscribe.

Bankers ha\e got lo increase credits.

"S'oti cannot put (lu> farni or the factory in;
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vou have to subacribe current bank credit

and to do that we have got to have inflation,

which is expansion. Do you fear inflation'

I am not afraid of inflation that has its basis

in Government bonds. There is back

through this chain of operations a perfect

check on it. The Federal Reserve Banks
can loan and loan but there is a stop there.

They can not loan after they get to a certain

point in reference to their gold reserve.

They are perfectly safe in inflating credit

since the basis is Government bonds, and
there is an ample basis of gold in the Federal

Reserve banks. Let us not get alarmed.

Let us take a little cheer that we are going

to have this expansion and great growth in

loans. I would almost be brave enough to

say that we are going to have pretty easy

money after this first loan. I think that it is

improbable that we will have high money as

a result of something over two billion dollars

increase in deposits, which will be the effect

of the operation according to my reasoning.

Conclusions

I think I can foresee some changes that

we are going to get. It isn't all on the debit

side as a result of this war. If we are going

to loan three billion dollars to the Allies don't

you think our international trade conditions

are going to be improved by that? I do.

Very greatly increased. And all the energies

spent on the war are not going to be wasted.

There will be new processes evolved, there

\vill be new lessons learned in speeding up
industry that will prove of great value.

I remember that Huxley said that all of the

costs of the Franco-Prussian War to France
and the whole indemnity was paid up by
the work of Louis Pasteur and its effect on
the industries and life of France.

Now as to thrift. If we can get a con-

siderable number of these ten million people

that I want to subscribe to contract the habit

of thrift, something of this habit that has

made this marvelous effort of France possible,

we will have made great progress. But the

success of this loan, the successful prosecution

of the War, the making of the sacrifice and
the effort will bring to us a victory which
will be greater than anything we can get

from Germany—a moral victory within our-

selves. We have grown luxurious and care-

less. We have needed this great moral
awakening. I believe this meeting is just

one of endless meetings that will make men
soberly think of the moral gain that is to

come out of this great war.
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VIGOROUS AND CONCERTED EFFORT BY COAL MINERS NECESSARY
TO PROVIDE WARTIME SUPPLY OF FUEL*

By Franklin K. Lane
Secretary of the Interior

As Mr. Lane points out, there are two ways ot dealing with the exigencies of production and transporta-
tion in war time: one way is for the government to take over the mines, factories and railroads and operate
them under compulsion; the other is by securing hearty co-operation between the men already directing these
industries. That the former plan is made unnecessary in our country is obvious from Mr. Lane's statement:
"I have been in receipt of letters from bankers, railroad men, mine owners, engineers, lawyers, men of the
largest capacity and the largest income, tendering their services to the United States and offering to put not
only their own services, but their own plants at the service of the government." In fact it seems that the big
business men of the country have been first to realize the seriousness of the situation and the need for imme-
diate and intense activity.

—

Editor.

One of the chief gratifications that I have
had (and perhaps it is the greatest that I

have had since the war began, or rather since

we instituted the work of mobihzing the re-

sources of the country), has been the cooper-

ative spirit shown by the business men of

the country.

Ever since this war started, I have been
in receipt of letters from bankers, railroad

men, mine owners, engineers, lawyers, men
of the largest capacity and the largest income,
tendering their services to the United States

and offering to put not only their own services,

but their own plants at the service of the

Government. It would surprise the nations

of Europe to know how intense is the spirit

of loyalty on the part of our large business

men and capitalists.

The idea that we are now working out is

to get you people—and when I say "you"
I mean not only the coal men of the United
States, but those men who are large employers
of labor, who are capitalists, in the sense

that they use capital for the development
of resources— to get you to work to-

gether in meeting the national need. I don't
know to what extent you realize, but I

presume you do realize as fully as myself,

the greatness of this occasion. Not merely
as a matter of producing men, and feeding
men and getting them over to the other side,

but producing also those things that the
AlHes need, and that we ourselves need.

There was a time—and it is only a century
since—when practically the one thing needed
by an army was food. When the lord on the
hill wanted to fight his rival, to take a slice of

his territory away, he had to concern himself

with having a certain number of fighting men,
and then with su])plying them with food. War
is now an industrial game; and the foundation
of industry, as we know it now, is coal.

And so it is that you are at the very root
and foundation of the great war industry.

Unless we have an abundance, or at least a
suflicicncy of coal, war cannot be carried on.

Now there are two ways of dealing with a
problem of this kind. One way is by the
hearty cooperation of the men already en-

gaged in the industry. The other way is

by compulsion. My experience in the Inter-

state Commerce Commission led me to

believe that the larger men in the railroad

industry had quite as much vision as I had,

and if I could show them the importance of

an occasion they would try to meet it. So,

instead of resorting to compulsion, instead

of taking over mines and great operating

plants, we are endeavoring to put you men
to your best. This war is a challenge to us.

It is a challenge to every miner and to every
ox^erator, to eveiy railroad man and to every
inventor as well as a challenge to every soldier.

It is up to us to show what we can do; to

prove to the men on the other side of the

water that out of 150 years of freedom and the

exercise of personal initiative and political

independence we have developed a quality

of genius that is superior to what they have
been able to develop in the shorter period

that they have enjoyed the benefit of free

institutions. We have a reputation through-

out the world as the world's greatest orga-

nizers. Let us prove that the reputation is

deserved.
The problem that confronts us is not

merely to meet our own demand, but a

world demand when necessary. That is

what this is. You know what coal is selling

for in Italy, in Portugal, and in France.

We do not know how much of that demand
must be met from American mines. I think

that by fall it will be u]) to us to contribute

very largely to the sujiport of the munition
works and the other industries, as well as

the domestic sui)i)ly of those countries across

the water.

Ours will be a ])r()l)lrni iA i)r()ihicti()n ami

a problem of transportation lo Iho seal)oard;

and tlien, somehow, out of the blue, must

Address before the organization of the Coal I'rnduclion Cotn-
inillfi' of Ihi- Council of National Defense.
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come some way of solving the problem of

getting the coal across the water.

As I said at the beginning, a war cannot
be carried on today without coal. So, in

working for Uncle Sam, you are working for

those on both sides of him and behind him;
for the little powers that have been oppressed,

and for the great powers struggling for their

lives.

I regard this as one of the absolutely essen-

tial committees. The spirit you have shown
in responding to the invitation of Mr. Peabody
is one upon which I congratulate you. I

know you will meet our national needs.

How you can do that best must be worked
out in detail by yourselves.

There are many men who believe that all

of these problems can be solved by some
wave of a magic wand. You who have dealt

with men and with large problems, know
that there is no such mysterious way of

sohing these great problems. They are

largely problems of detail and of the manage-
ment of men; of getting the machinery in

motion; of getting the men to work together

harmoniously. Of course your machine is

not only the machine of the mines, but also

of the railroads with which your committee
must deal in the closest cooperation.

What do the railroads expect to do? They
have gathered the executives of 250,000 miles

of railroad, and have organized them prac-

tically as a single unit. They have brought
them together upon the theory that the
committee of five should handle them as one
system, insofar as service is concerned.
England at the beginning of the war was

prepared in one respect at least, that is, in

respect to her railroads. The minute war
began the government took over the rail-

roads, upon an extremely simple plan; viz.,

that they should be paid the amount of net
revenue per annum that they had received
in 1913. Then the railroads were tied to-

gether. Unnecessary terminals and yards
were eliminated. Things were so disposed
as to unite all the railroads of England into
a single system. I was surprised, in talking
to Mr. Thomas, a member of the British War
Delegation, a Member of Parliament, and
president of the Railroad Men's Union over
there (and that is an organization of 400,000
men), to learn what has resulted. Mr.
Thomas told me that, notwithstanding the
fact that the government pays nothing for the
transportation of troops, munitions, or actual
war material, business had so increased, and
the economies created were so great, that
after paying the 1913 revenue to the railroads,

the Government was making money out of
the operation of the roads.

The Railroad Committee will work with
you in all earnestness. There should be no
such thing as empty car movement; they
should take off some passenger train locomo-
tives to put into freight service; they should
appeal to the patriotism of the public and
cut down the demurrage time; and generally
institute such reforms as to give the greatest
possible service to the country.
The same spirit actuates you that actuates

them. You must use much the same methods.
You will have to do some things that, no
doubt, some will object to. You will have
to do some things that will upset, to some
extent, I fear, previous longstanding con-
ditions. I myself am not able to see why all

the mines should compete with one another.
It strikes me that the railroad men and
yourselves can meet that situation. I can
see where it may be necessary to have some
change in the ordinances of some cities with
respect to the character of coal used. All

these things must be done tentatively, simply
as a war or emergency measure.
The large problem is as to how to secure

the greatest output of coal, and to get that
output to the consumer. I need not em-
phasize that problem. Mr. Peabody has
talked it over with me, and I can see

that he has a larger grasp of that problem
than I.

I hope you will go at this thing in true
American fashion, with two fists; with the
same determination to solve the difficulties

that are besetting the industries of the
United States today that the soldier will

display when he goes across to the other side
to meet the common enemy. You are doing
soldier's work. It is not a thing of gratifica-

tion that you have to be called here. It is,

instead, a thing that should be regretted.

But then the whole world-wide situation is

one that must be regretted.

We are in this thing because we are de-
termined to win, and we cannot win unless
the industries that depend on you get from
you the supply of fuel that is just as necessary
to the continuance of their existence as are
bread and meat to the continuance of the
life of the soldier.

We want the big business men of the
United States to feel that the burden of

carrying on this war does not rest merely
upon a few government employes, like my-
self, but rests, in no inconsiderable part,

upon those who represent the genius of our
economic and industrial life.
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THE NEED FOR GREATER PUBLICITY ON MATTERS
CONCERNING THE WAR

The Executive Committee of the National Chamber of Commerce has been very active in

following the trend of the war and in keeping closely informed regarding conditions which arise

therefrom. This committee recently drafted a set of resolutions for presentation to the entire

membership of the National Chamber, the substance of which was as follows

:

A thorough conviction by the Executive Committee of the vital necessity that the people of the

country he authoritatively informed in regard to the actual situation of the war and the part that each

citizen must play in cooperation with the government in order to bring the war to a successful con-

clusion.

That there exists today throughout the country a lamentable lack of information and understanding

on these points; and

That no authoritative and distinct agency now exists for the purpose.

That the Executive Committee of the National Chamber, on its own responsibility and as far as

its authority permitted, had endorsed and would undertake to advance a proposal about to be submitted

to the President of the United States suggesting the creation of a definite branch of the government under

the direction of the President to conduct a campaign of constructive education of the people as to the

war and the important operations of the government regarding the war, so that the people may under-

stand in advance the necessity for the various actions taken by the government in behalf of the people.

These resolutions were sent out to the membership under date of May 24th, and the situa-

tion was considered so acute that request was made for telegraphic approval of the Committee's

action by the membership. This approval was granted, and on June 5th the resolution was

presented to President Wilson, asking him to name the special Commission. It is understood

that the President will act on this request and name a War Commission which will act entirely

independent of all other bureaus. Furthermore, it is announced that the National Security

League will send two thousand speakers throughout the country as soon as the new Commission

can get underway.

Accompanying the letter of the Executive Committee to the membership was the following

outline of facts bearing on the situation, which it will be to the personal interest of everybody to

read carefully and thoughtfully.

—

Editor.

THE EXIGENCY AND THE PLAN
I

There is the strongest of reasons for believing that the United States will

prove to be the decisive factor in the Great War. The best judges are of the opinion

that the submarine will not end the war, that the food shortage will not end the

war, that the present colossal conflict on the western front may not end the war.

With France past her maximum of men, with England rapidly approaching her

maximum and with Germany perhaps still some distance to go before her maximum
is reached, it stands to reason that this country must prepare quickly to supply

not only food, ships, and munitions and materials of war, but trained efi^ectives

in huge numbers, perhaps in millions.

Military men admit that until the United States entered the great conflict

there was no decisive factor in sight.

How quickly, then, or how slowly, the United States meets tlu-se enormous

obligations is the answer to the question of the war's length.
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Aside from the question of shortening the war there are Hfe-and-death reasons

why the United States should speed preparations for the great conflict. There are

possible and even probable contingencies which might cause the United States

to bear the brunt of the fighting on her own shores.

If Russia should collapse

If the British fleet should be overcome

If the food situation should bring our allies to their knees

If great reversals should be met on the western front

If the submarine menace be not checked.

The impossible has happened so often in this war that any one of these con-

tingencies is not impossible. The Germans should have gotten through at the

Marne and captured Paris and Calais, and established control of the Channel.

The English fleet should have annihilated the German fleet at Jutland. The Central

Powers should have been starved before the last harvest.

The submarine campaign has resulted in the destruction of 1,500,000 tons of

shipping during the months of February, March and April. Co-incident with this

enormous decrease of the world's ocean-going mercantile marine have come

increased demands upon shipping and the two combine to make this one of the

most important and most threatening aspects of the war situation today.

The world-wide food shortage is making itself felt hardest upon Germany,

next upon certain of the Entente countries and lastly upon the neutral countries,

especially Scandanavia and Spain. The effect of this shortage may soon be felt here.

This, then, makes it highly important that the United States quickly mobilize

its entire forces in order to bring about a decision before the brunt of the fight will

be shifted to America.

II

The main obstruction to speed is the failure of the people to appreciate the

fact that we are at war. "The failure of the people to realize the gravity of the

situation amazed me," said an English pubUcist, "until I remembered how slowly

our own people came to this realization."

The same fallacies that beset England are to be overcome in the United States.

England, too, thought it would be a short war, six months at most. England, too,

though it would be a small job. England, too, thought that there wasn't anything

special for the individual to do, that the government would do the work.

It is felt that an urgent need exists for precisely the same kind of campaign of

national education and information as that conducted by the English government

when it came to the realization of what the war really meant. That campaign

was immensely successful in arousing the entire people of England to an under-

standing of the war and to the obligation of personal service which it placed upon

each individual citizen.
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III

Seven urgent matters must be made clear to the people if we are to get that

unified action which is necessary to hasten our war activity:

1. That the banks cannot take care of the bonds. The bonds must be bought

by individuals.

2. That conscription does not carry with it anything of disgrace. It is as

patriotic and much more effective than the medieval system of volunteering.

3. That labor must be readjusted on a large scale. It must be made more

productive, and its varied problems carefully considered.

4. That food administration will necessarily be repressive, but is in the

interest of all.

5. That there is a false and a proper national economy. Business in war time

is not "as usual."

6. That the intelligent cooperation of women in both direct and indirect

branches of war effort is absolutely essential.

7. That there should be a centralized control for the systematic support of

the familes of those who go to war. This should be through the intelligent cooper-

ation of the government, local organizations and employers.

IV

Present conditions indicate clearly that a great crisis is approaching in the war

situation and that it is probable the united efforts of America on a prodigious scale

will be called for in the very near future. This means that the people must be

stirred to a sense of their individual responsibilities in order that their whole-

hearted cooperation may be secured. This spirit and this cooperation can be

obtained simultaneously throughout the country by means of a properly directed

national campaign of information under strong and intelligent headship.

The campaign should be considered as absolutely apart from routine, press

publicity matter and the ordinary output from various department of the govern-

ment meant for publication in newspapers and periodicals.

It should be a definite branch of the government, under the direction of the

President, with a man at its head of broad practical experience in the use of the

means of national education, with a capacity for organization, and possessing both

energy and imagination.

The director, in consultation with those who are shaping the main war program,

would map out such government camj)aigns as might be thought desirable and

through various channels at his disposal would, by utilization of news and advertis-

ing columns, posters, etc., i)romulgate throughout every part of the country

simultaneously the message which each campaign would be designed to impress

upon the minds and the hearts of the peoj)le.

There could be utilized not only the machinery of the national political

committees, but the machinery of the states committees as well, and, in addition,
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close working relations could be established with municipal administrative bodies

and all sorts of patriotic societies throughout the country,—such societies as the

National Security League, Chautauqua Societies, Boards of Trade and Chambers
of Commerce, church and college societies, fraternal, labor and various social

organizations, etc., etc.

If a campaign on such a matter, for instance, as the present War Loan were

to be launched, advance notice would be given to all these affiliated societies and

plans would be made to begin the campaign simultaneously in all parts of the

country, the work to be prosecuted with the utmost vigor in all directions.

This work to be effective must be a branch of the government, backed by the

government, controlled by the government, and financed by the government, and

on this basis it would not fail to impress people much more strongly than would
be the case if similar efforts were put forth entirely by private organizations.

At least, that has been found to be so in England and there is little doubt that

it would prove to be so here.

This same machinery would be used extensively for making the war situation

clear in the minds of the people with a view to securing their full and genuine

cooperation in the government's war program, thus avoiding the possibility of

obstruction and friction and selfishness in various forms—all spelling delay.

This plan would serve to unify the nation quickly and make the people as a

whole understand their individual responsibilities in the progressive phases of this

country's participation in war on a big scale as they do not at all understand those

responsibilities now.

We should move today as if we were to face Germany alone tomorrow.

The people should be given some idea of the magnitude of the fighting, for

example, on the western front.

General Sir William Robertson, Chief of the Imperial Staff of the British Army
headquarters, states that within six weeks the British alone have expended 200,000

tons of ammunition in France. He also stated that 50,000 tons of stone weekly
were required to mend the roads behind the lines.

Perhaps his most significant statement, however, is this:

The greatest peculiarity of this war is the colossal numbers engaged. It is not a war between enemies,

but war between nations, and there is no man or woman in the Empire who is not today doing something,
either to win or to lose the war.

Sir Arthur Henderson, a member of the British War Council, announced a

few days ago that 7,000,000 men have been killed. The total casualties,—that is,

the total number of killed, wounded and missing, among all the armies engaged,

—

reaches the amazing figure of 45,000,000—or half the population of the United
States.

How war of this sort affects the life of a nation and may affect us—if quick
steps are not taken to throw our strength into the balance—may be judged by a
few of the recent developments in Great Britain.
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The English army has been increased from 150,000 to 5,000,000 men.

Her navy has been increased from 150,000 to more than 500,000.

More than 100 great government plants have been built specially to cope with

war requirements.

Working directly under the Ministry of Munitions are 2,500,000 men and

nearly 1,000,000 women.
During the first two years of the war the British moved back and forth across

the Channel over 8,000,000 men, over 40,000,000 tons of explosives, over 50,000,000

gallons of gasoline and over 1,000,000 sick and wounded, and all without any losses

due to enemy attack.

Sir Robert Borden has just returned to Canada and his first message was that:

"The speed of the United States in sending ships, munitions and men will

probably be the determining factor in the war,

"A great struggle still lies before us; at the commencement of this spring's

campaign, Germany put into the field a million more men that she put into the

field last spring."

And as mute evidence as to how serious Sir Robert considers the situation, he

recommends an immediate measure for the compulsory military enlistment of

Canadians, and in the face of the fact that Canada has already sent 400,000 men
to the colors under the voluntary system.

Therefore, since the United States is the decisive factor in the great war, and

speed alone will not only shorten the conflict but may forestall the burden of it

being carried to our shores, and since the greatest obstacle to speed is the non-

understanding of its gravity by the people, it seems imperative that a systematic

campaign of education should be projected by the national government, which

would clear away all doubts from the minds of the people as to what threatens

them, as to what obligations rest upon them now and henceforth every day until

the war is won.
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ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR COTTON MILLS AND THE ADVANTAGES
OF CENTRAL STATION SERVICE

By J. E. Mellett
Commercial Engineer, Georgia Railway and Power Co.

Present industrial activity and high prices for most commodities insure a sufficient margin of profit to
the manufacturer to make strict economy unnecessary; but the turning point will come, when prices will

recede, competition increase, and the problem of lowering manufacturing costs will be of prime importance.
The cotton mill will be no exception to the rule. Mr. Mellett has made a thorough study of power equip-
ment for cotton mills and his finding is that in practically every case the electric motor, when supplied with
central station service, shows the lowest operating costs, highest quality of product, and greatest production.
In this article he discusses the advantages in general of electric drive for cotton mills, and gives detailed con-
sideration to the application of the electric motor to the various machines and operations involved.

—

Editor.

A splendid tribute has been paid the electric

drive in the fact that thirteen years ago
approximately 1,100 motors aggregating
05,000 horsepower were installed in textile

mills, while from incomplete figures approxi-

mately 60,000 motors totaling 850,000 horse-

power have been installed up to January, 1916.

The owners of the mechanically driven
mill adopt the electric drive primarily because
they are convinced that it is more economical
and convenient than other types of power,
and secondly, because the engine may have
broken down or is overloaded; also additions

may require more power and the first thought
is to purchase central station power if it is

available. The architect for a new mill be-

ing built today rarely ever thinks of any other
than electric power, and if central station

ser\'ice is not available installs generating
equipment for electric drive. He is also

aware of the fact that thousands of dollars

can be saved b}' the elimination of shafting,

hangers, belting, etc., if electric drive is

installed, and further if power is purchased
from a central station the capital necessary
for boilers, stacks and generating equipment
can be invested in producing machinery,
thereby increasing the output, decreasing
the overhead charges on non-profit making
machinery, and incidentally lowering the cost

per unit of product. The reason why mills

discard the steam engine or turbine, therefore,

is that they obtain (and admit) a lower cost

per pound of goods produced.
This fact is borne out by the following

expression received by a central station from
a cotton mill man using its service:

"About three years ago, after investigating

electricity as a mechanical drive and having
decided it was the only drive for a cotton
mill, we made a contract with you and in-

stalled motors of the four frame drive type,

and the only regrets that we have had since,

is that we did not have the drive long before.

"We have observed the cost of the electric

power ver>' closely and have found that it is

somewhat cheaper than we could furnish it

for from our steam plant, and the upkeep of

motors, etc., has been very little. We have
found the electric drive a great convenience
for running at night such machines as cannot
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Fig 1. A Comparative Chart of Electric Power in Textile Mills

take care of the run during the day. Our
production has increased from 3 to 7 per cent
over the steam drive, which is the result of
doing away with so many belts, this giving
us a steady drive and not so much slippage.

Your service for the past two years has been
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very satisfactory; in fact it has been almost
perfect.

"We will be glad to have anyone interested

in the electric drive visit our plant and see

for themselves that it is in the interest of

all cotton mills to install electric power."
It is of interest to note that the average

size motor installed in textile mills 20 years

ago was over 200 horsepower and has been
gradually decreasing, which is indicative that

the mill man appreciates the advantages of

placing the motor as close to the machines as

possible in order to reduce the number of

belts, slippage, irregular speed, inferior

quality of goods and the consequent loss of

production that is common with mechanical
drive. Fig. 1 shows the decrease in the

a\'erage horsepower per motor and the in-

crease in horsepower installed in textile mills

from 1896 to 1916.

We are living in an age of great accomplish-
ments, and hear and read about so many
h)ig figures in the business world that the mere
mention of a million or so is taken for granted
and receives very little consideration; but if

the owners, architect or engineer of the

mechanically driven mill will stop to analyze
the reason for this rapid increase in electrical

horsepower applied to textile mills they will

find that its growing popularity is based on
that sound business principle

—

economy.
We are producing more and consuming

more, but the present production does not
meet the demand. We are floating along on
an unprecedented wave of prosperity and
have arrived at a point where the every day
cost of living is rapidly mounting to dizzy

heights, and the economic relief to soaring

prices is increased production.

But when the turning point is reached
prices are going to recede. Comi:)etition will

be keener, and in order to sell goods at a
profit the cost of manufacturing must be
lowered.

A celebrated economist recently said:

*'With the prevailing high wage scale, Euro-

pean competition following the war and the

awakening of our commercial rival beyond
the Pacific, the industries of the United States

will have to exert every effort toward econ-

omy and efficiency for increased production

and lower manufacturing costs."

Increased Production

The cotton manufacturing industry has

existed for a long time and from a crude

beginning has reached a very high state of

.specialization; improvement upon improve-

ment has been made, and at the present time
the mill man cannot expect any radical

change in textile machinery that will tend to

materially cut the cost of manufacturing
goods. Nevertheless, the problem must be
solved in some manner if he expects to stay

in the running. The average mechanically
driven mill has an opportunity to decrease

its manufacturing costs by adopting the elec-

tric drive and using central station service.

Decrease in cost must come through an in-

crease in production, while fixed charges
remain practically the same. By the use
of the electric drive the mill will secure an
increase in production anywhere from 2 to

20 per cent, the ratio of percentage increase

being dependent on the type of drive adopted
and the type and condition of mill adopting it.

Increase in production by electric drive is

secured through the maintenance of a more
uniform speed on the producing machines or

doing more work in a given time and staying

on the job longer and better than the present

mechanically operated machines. The mill

man says he cannot run the machines any
faster, or secure any closer speed regulation

on the engine. Quite true, the engine may
be regulating and maintaining a compara-
tively uniform speed, but after passing

through the successive number of belts to

the machine, the close speed regulation is lost.

The electric motor maintains at the machine
a speed regulation as close or closer than the

engine itself, and of course can operate the

machines faster if necessary because its speed

is more uniform; but the increase in produc-
tion is not secured so much by the higher

speed as by the more uniform speed main-
tained. A serious item in spinning is the

large number of breaks, which, to a certain

extent, are due to the sudden start or jerk of

the belt. When o]>erated by the mechanical
method the belt tries to take the entire load

instantly. The motor, however, does not
start with a jerk as its acceleration on start-

^

ing covers a wider ]:)eriod of time; the speed

gradually rises until it attains normal, thereby
giving a smooth s])ced curve. The advantage
of this method of starting the machinery over

the old belt method is obvious, and is another
instance where electric drive ini]-)roves the

quality of yam.
The S])eed variation in coimcction with f

most o])erations in the manufacture of cotton

goods is a source of loss that is ai)parcnt

in decreased out])ut, increased maintenance,

de])rcciati()n, and ])0()rcrquality of the product.

Thus speed variation is a vital problem with
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mechanical drive and one of the considera-

tions responsible for the present ^^•ide use of

electric drive and the purchase of power from
the central station.

In order to bear out the argument regard-

ing the difference in speed regulation of the

engine as compared to the speed variation

at the machine. Fig. 2 shows a tachograph
record of engine and countershaft

speed, the countershaft driving looms.

Fig. 3 shows the speed variation of

an engine-driven line shaft operating
preparatory machinery compared
with the speed regulation obtained
by the adoption of electric motor
drive.

Fig. 2 shows conclusively that there

is a variation in speed between the

engine crank shaft and the machines
operated, and Fig. 3 illustrates the
fact that a higher average speed is

maintained by the electric motor,
which must necessarily mean that
more goods will be produced in a
given time by this type of drive as

compared with the old mechanical
method. "While the subject of pro-

duction is a vital matter in all depart-
ments of the mill, the spinning and
weaving generally receive the most
consideration. Tests prove conclu-
sively that in the average well-

designed mechanically driven mills

the speeds on spinning run from 3 to 15 per
cent below normal where they are not care-

fully checked all the time. These conditions

exist in the best operated mills and can be
improved by giving careful attention to belts.

This includes removing overloads, retighten-

ing, rearranging drive ratios and cleaning the

belts twice a day. But with all this strict

attention, the speed variation will still remain
to some extent.

Fig. 4 is a speed record taken on a main
line shaft operating the spinning of a cordage
mill. Before this test was made the pulleys

were overhauled and realigned, the belting

was looked over carefully, all fly removed
and the belts dressed. It is only natural
that the superintendent of a mill would want
to inspect the machinery before a test of this

nature was made, but in a measure the fact

that all machinery and belting are tuned
up prior to a test is deceptive and does not
give a true record of normal conditions under
which the mill is operating daily. Never-
theless, after all the careful preparation the
speed record told its own story.

The average mill man is open to conviction
and is willing to be shown and the speed
record taken in the spinning room of the mill

as shown, was responsible for the adoption
of central station power. Anybody inter-

ested in the subject of speed variation would
naturally be curious to know what sort of a
speed record was secured on these spinning

(fVGiNE
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Fig. 2. Speed Curves, Variation 3 Per Cent and 20 Per Cent
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Fig. 3. Speed Variation, Steam 7 Per Cent, Electric Yt Per Cent

frames after central station service was
adopted and if the statements of the central

station representative with reference to more
uniform speed and increased production
finally proved correct. It will be of great
interest therefore to observe Fig. 5 and note
the uniform speed record after electric motors
were installed.

While discussing the subject of more even
speeds, increased production, etc., it will also

be of interest to note the expression of com-
plete satisfaction in electric drive and central

station power by a man who has been in

the cotton mill business for the past twenty
years and who operates both steam and
electrically driven mills:

"The principle advantage of the individual
motor loom drive is increased production
obtained. Incidental to this advantage is

more uniform speed, and consequently more
uniform quality of production, saving of

wasted power, flexibility in arrangement of

machinery and buildings, freedom from
dust and fly, the ability to measure quickly
and accurately the power consumption of any
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machine, the lessened liabiHty of serious shut-

downs, less maintenance expense of trans-

mission equipment, better natural lighting

and absence of oil drippings."

While this expression is more specific with
reference to the weave room, it is also applic-

able to other departments using electric drive.

For the benefit of the mill men who have in

Fig. 4. Speed Variation on a Spinning Room Line Shaft
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Fig. 5. The Speed Variation on the Same Shaft With Electric Drive

mind the electrification of their mills and
those who are interested in the application of

electric motors to cotton mills, it might be
well to discuss briefly the power requirements
and how the electric motors are applied.

Power Requirements and Electrical Equipment

The power required to operate the various
machines and departments in cotton mills

is a subject that has received a great deal of

attention and only since the advent of the
electric motor have any data of real value
been secured. The mechanically driven mill

arrived at results by taking indicator cards
on the engine driving groups or departments
which necessitated shutting down, shifting

of loads and a loss of production. This
method would give the mill a general idea
regarding the power required, but did not
cover the inaccuracy of light load and vary-
ing friction conditions nor solve the power
requirements of the many small jneces of

machinery, which individually use a small
amount of [)Ower. By the use of the electric

motor, however, it is a comi)aratively simple

matter to drive the various machines in-

dividually or in groups and take the necessary
observations under varying load conditions

without disturbing other machines or groups.

Cotton mills generally can be sub-divided
into three classes, namely, coarse goods
spinning up to 18's, medium goods 18's to

40's, and fine goods on the higher counts.

The total power required to drive a
mill is determined by the number
of spindles, spindle speed, counts spun,
class and grade of goods manufactured.
The average finer counts require less

power than the coarser yarns and from
figures available at this time the
average number of spindles per horse
power runs about 27. This figure

includes mills spinning both coarse

and fine yams and covers the total

electric horse power installed for all

departments.
If the average indicated horse power

of the engine is used to determine
the number of spindles per horse power
in a specific instance, as compared
with the result obtained by using

the total connected electrical horse

power, it will be found that the num-
ber of spindles per horse power in

the latter case will be lower. This is

due to the fact that the individual or

group motors have each the proper
horse power capacity to do its immedi-

ate work, while the engine gives only the
average indicated horse power. However, if

the average electric horse power is used on
the same bases as the average indicated horse-

power, it will show a greater number of

spindles. The average percentage of the
total power reqiiired for the various depart-
ments covering all classes of the mill may be
divided ap])roximately as follows:

Pickers 6.0%
Carding 16.0%
Spinning and .spooling 50.0%
Weaving, warping and slashing 23.0%
Miscellaneous machinery 5.0%

Total 100.0%

The new mill adoi)ting electric drive and the

mechanically driven mill desirous of adopting
it, have am])lc oi)])()rtunity to select the

proper electrical eciuii)ment, as the aiii)lica-

tion of motors to cotton mills has received a
great deal of attention, and within recent

years has grown into a profession tliat is

becoming highly specialized.
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The Opener Room

The opener room machinery whether locat-

.d in the main mill or detached can be driven

by indi\'idiial motors, or if desired the

openers, waste machines, etc., may be driven

in groups from one motor. The size motor
required will vary from 5 to 15 horsepower,
depending on local conditions.

The Picker Room

The pickers can be driven by individual

motors mounted on the "A" frame and
belted to the beater shaft. These motors
\N-ill range from 5 to 10 horse power, depend-
ing on the beater speed and other conditions.

If individual drive is not desired, the pickers

may be operated by one or two groups, which
will include fans and condenser equipment.

Carding Department

The general practice is to subdivide the
carding department into small groups using
from 20 to 50 h.p. motors. In this depart-
ment individual motor drive can also be
adopted by using chain drive for the drawing
frames, slubbers, speeders and fine frames.
Then, too, the roving frames may be driven
by two or four frame slow speed motors from
5 to 15 horsepower, depending on conditions.

The expression "two or four frame" means
one motor to two or four frames, the motor
being mounted on the ceiling directly over
the frames and the motor shaft extended at

one or both ends and equipped with two or
four pulleys, which require only one belt for

each frame.

The Spinning Room

There is probably no department in the
mill where the variation in power require-

ments is so great. This is due not only to
the quality of work, that is, whether fine or
coarse numbers are spun, and whether it is

warp or filling, but also to other factors, as

speeds, atmospheric conditions, the attention
given to cleanliness, banding and the many
other details to be considered in connection
with spinning. The spindles are driven by
cotton bands which absorb moisture readily
and shrink or slacken respectively, when the
humidity in the room rises or falls. There-
fore, as the band tension varies, the power
required changes perceptably. In most mills

the bands are put on tight to prevent slippage
and to secure a more even quality of yarn.
To show the power variation due to band

tension, etc., it will be of interest to note the
results obtained bv actual tests on a frame

of 256 spindles, 7 inch cylinder, J^ inch
whorl, roll 120 r.p.m., cylinder 1250 r.p.m.,

spindles 9200 r.p.m., ring 1^ inch, 5/0
traveler, medium gravity. No. 2G warp. No.
420 roving, 2 ends up.

Full frame, bobbins full, per cent of total power. 100%
Ends down, per cent of total power 94%
Builders and roving off, per cent of total power 92%
Rolls off, per cent of total power 86%
Bobbins off, per cent of total power 68%
Bands off, per cent of total power 4%
New bands installed (throughout, per cent.

total power 130%
After half hour run, per cent total power. .. 87%

The new bands required 30 per cent more
power to operate than the old bands, but after

running for a half an hour required only 13

per cent more than the old bands under
normal working conditions.

Another factor entering into the power
consumption of the spinning frame is the
spindle speed. Actual tests on ring spinning
show that as the spindle speed increases the
power required is greater. The power in-

crease is not directly proportional to the
increase in spindle speed, but is somewhat
larger. These tests also show that with an
increase of 10 per cent in spindle speed the
power was increased 16 per cent. No set

constant can be used for determining the
power required for increased spindle speed,

but through 7 to 70 per cent increase in

spindle speed the ratio varies from 1.6 to 2.

In electrifying the spinning room the mill

man can adopt about any type of drive his

fancy calls for. 5 to 10 h.p., individual
motors can be geared to spinning or twister

frames. 10 to 30 h.p., two or four frame
motors can be mounted on the ceiling and
group drive may be adopted by mounting
the motors on the ceiling, wall or floor. The
type and horsepower of these motors depend
on the specification of the frame, numbers
of spindles, size of yam spun and numbers
of ply and whether run wet or dry on the
twisters.

The Weaving Department

The quality of goods produced by the
weaving department depends on a number
of factors, one of the most important being
the speed, which has a decided effect on the
uniformity of the fabric, especially on open
mesh. Up to the time of the introduction
of electric drive the weaver was not able to

obtain uniformity of speed, which is necessary
for fine work. This has been due to variable

belt traction, line shaft torsion and other
causes.
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The average mill man has been operating
looms from three to six per cent below normal
so long that it is only natural that he should
be skeptical regarding an innovation that is

proposed to remove "the slough of second
nature or force of habit" he has grown into

regarding speed variation. The individual

motor with a close speed regulation has been
on the market for some years and the mills

which have adopted this drive have elimin-

ated the speed variation in looms and re-

moved the most troublesome factor in weav-
ing. The application of individual or group
drives for the loom shed should be given

the most intelligent analysis in order that

the proper drive may be adopted to produce
the most uniform fabric.

Individual motors ranging from 3^ to 2

horse power, geared to gear ring and keyed
to the loose pulley of the loom, may be
adopted. The operator can start these motors
by friction as with the old belt method.
Light or heavy group drive may also be
installed in event the mill man does not
think the additional production will warrant
the extra investment for individual motors.

The spoolers and warpers may also be driven

by individual motors, from a small group or

from a larger group driving some other de-

partment.

Cloth Room and MachineJShop

Finishing machines can be purchased with
individual motors attached, but for the

mechanically driven mill changing over to

electric drive it has proven more economical
and satisfactory to drive the various finishing

machines in groups, using a 10 to 25 h.p.

motor. The horse power required, however,
depends on the capacity of the mill and type
of goods manufactured.

In nearly all mechanically driven mills

the machine shop is operated by a jack shaft

from the main shaft, and when electrified

is generally driven in a group by a 5 or 10

h.p. motor. The humidifier pump is driven

by a 5 to 15 h.p. motor, dc];cnding on the size

and number of heads.

Slashing and Sizing

This de[)artmcnt is usuall>' driven by one
motor, the slashers and size kettles being

grouped. The power reciuired varies with

the numVjer of machines installed and actual

tests show 3 to 7 beam slashers require from
2.75 to 5 h.p. each. Steam is used in nearly

all cotton mills for some purpose and when
the average mill man, who is using steam for

slashing, is approached on the subject of

electric power the first thought that comes
to his mind is : "I use so much steam for slash-

ing and heating that the central station can-
not offer me a sufficiently attractive propo-
sition on power which will compare favorably
with my present power cost."

The average mill has not the metering or
measuring equipment to determine accurately
the steam requirements for each department
and it is a difficult matter to apportion the
proper amount chargeable to the various
processes when steam is secured from a com-
mon source of supply.

It is quite true the slashing does reqmre
considerable steam, but it does not, in the
average case, use 20 to 25 per cent of the
total fuel required for power purposes, which
is the opinion of the average mill man. Some
mills require more steam for slashing than
others and each case must be treated indi-

vidually.

Tests have shown that in a mill operating
condensing and using live steam for slashing

with approximately 22,000 producing spindles,

spinning 12's to 38's yam, and slashing

15,000 to 20,000 lbs. per week, the quantity
of steam used for the slashing represented

7 per cent of the total steam for power
purposes. The estimates made on the

amount of steam required for this purpose
before the tests were made were from 18 to

20 per cent of the total fuel used.

It may be of interest to note that in another
mill operating condensing and using live

steam for slashing, the management estimated

that the slashing required from 18 to 22 per

cent of the total fuel. The mill in question

has 11,900 producing spindles, spinning 13's

to 18's yarns, weaving sheeting and slashing

15,000 to 17,000 lbs. per week, and tests

made covering a period of one week showed
the actual steam used for slashing represented

11 per cent of the total fuel used. In order

to secure these results it was necessary to

make complete evaporation and efficiency

tests on the power ]ilant and install steam
flow meters in steam lines serving the various

l)rocesses.

It is no doubt trvie that a few mills may
use 20 per cent of the total fuel for slashing,

but the usage dei)ends on a number of con-

ditions and es])ecially on whether the mill is

o])erating single or double shift and slashing

single or double shift. It is obvious that if

the mill is slashing only on single shift and

oi)erating the other de])artments double shift

the percentage of steam required for slashing
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w-ill be lowered proportionately. However,
the average mill will find that after the proper

tests are made, it can purchase central

station power, bny coal for slashing and turn

out its goods at a lower cost per unit than
under the old steam plant regime. Electric

power is now being utilized in about all the

various departments of the cotton mill and
at the present time some of the best electrical

engineers are working on an electric boiler

for slashing and it is possible that American
genius will eventually produce an economical
electric boiler that will invade the "sanctum-
sanctorum" of the slasher room.

Underwriters Fire Pump

The varioiis insurance companies have very
strict rules and regulations with reference to

the maintenance and operation of the fire

pump, especially in cotton mills. This being
an important factor it must receive proper
consideration. A great deal has been said,

pro and con, regarding the advisability of

using the electric motor drive centrifugal fire

pump as a substitute for the steam operated
pump. The question of using either type
depends on local conditions, capacity in

gallons per minute required and a number of

other factors. For instance, take the mech-
anically driven mill which has a steam driven
fire pump installed and is contemplating the
purchase of central station power. If this

mill does no slashing or dyeing, steam will

be required for heating purposes only and the
mill management is uncertain as to whether
the old steam driven fire pump should be
retained and steam kept up during the
months that steam is not required for heating,

or to install an electric motor driven centri-

fugal pump in the event the mill is electrified.

Upon investigation the mill will find that it

will prove more economical to install the new
motor-driven pump and use a small upright
boiler for heating.

For the mill that requires steam for slash-

ing as well as heating it is probably more
economical to retain the steam driven unit.

Nearly all the new mills being built at the
present time are equipped throughout for

electric drive and this equipment includes
an electrically driven fire pump. The steam
requirements covering heating, or both heat-
ing and slashing, are taken care of by the
installation of a small boiler.

The electric motor driven fire pump is

more compact, requires less space and has
other advantages compared with the steam
driven unit, and its all round economy and

gro-vving popularity especially in cotton mills

is evidenced by the number being installed.

Centriftigal units for 100 lbs. pressure, com-
plete, with all underwriter fittings and electric

motor direct connected to pvimp on common
base, will cost from $1.30 per gpm., for the
larger sizes to S2.50 per gpm. for the smaller
sizes. The mill man has an opportunity of

selecting a pump from a number of manu-
facturers, which means that prices will vary
to some extent, but the average cost of these

combined units at prevailing prices is ap-
proximately as follows:

G. P. M. Total Weight Total Price

500
750

1000
1500

5,000
6,400
7,100

11,500

$1,200
1,430
1,600
1,900

Conditioning Room

Very little can be said with reference to this

department, as the features in connection with
the conditioning of yam vary with each mill

and depend on local conditions. However,
it is interesting to note that in addition to the
electric power used for operating the pump
and for lighting purposes, it is also being
used in place of steam in the conditioning

room by a number of mills to maintain the
proper temperature. Up to the present time
it has proven more economical to use electric

power when the heating season is over.

To cite a specific case, a mill of 10,000
producing spindles spinning 8's to 30 's

hosiery yams with a conditioning room 30
X 20 X 11, conditioning 25,000 to 30,000 lbs.

of yam per week and maintaining a temper-
ature of 95 degrees F. has installed three
3000-watt 550-volt tubular type electric

heaters, which operate from March to Novem-
ber, after which time steam heat is used.

In circuit with the heaters, a thermostat and
relay are ised which automatically cuts in or

out the proper number of heaters to maintain
the necessary temperature.

Cost of Electrical Equipment

The investment necessary to properly
equip a mill for electric drive is dependent on
a number of factors. The practice used in

new mills is to install individual motors for

each machine or adopt the two or four frame
drive for the spinning and lighter groups for

the other departments. This method of

drive is adopted in order to eliminate as far
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as possible all shafting, belting, etc. While
this type of drive requires a greater invest-

ment for the electrical machinery than larger

group drives the extra investment is ofTset

by the larger investment for hangers, belting

and shafting, and admits of a greater increase

in production. The old mechanically driven
mill has the opportunity of adopting the
individual drive, but in equipping the mill

properly one encounters a number of obstacles

that the average mill man cannot easily over-

come, consequently the use of the two and
four frame drive and light or heavy group
resorted to. In the latter method of drive

the average horse power per motor is greater

than under the first method, but the invest-

ment is less, which, in turn, will not give

the same increase in production. The proper
equipping of a mechanically driven mill

requires the proper investigation with refer-

ence to type of goods manufactured, spinning

speeds, loom speeds, etc., in order that con-

ditions may be improved without disturbing

the regular routine work. Therefore as the

cost of electrification depends entirely on
conditions existing in each mill, no definite

amount can be used to determine the cost

for any individual case.

Most all men operating mechanically driven

mills are convinced that central station service

is the power to adopt, but hesitate to make
the change on account of the investment for

electrical equipment. If the subject is thor-

oughly investigated, however, they will find

that the additional profit obtained from the

increase in production and the better quality

of goods secured by more uniform speed, will

pay a good return on the necessary invest-

ment.

Mill Lighting

It is a far cr\' from the tallow candle
through the successive stages of the kerosene
lamp, open flame gas burner and the carbon
incandescent lamp to the efficient types of

electric illuminants at the service of the
industrial world today. Cotton mills have
given very little attention to the subject of

illumination, but with the development of

highly efficient lamps the methods of artificial

mill lighting have been revolutionized, and
untold possibilities of efficiency and economy
in mill operation introduced.
The lighting of cotton mills involves a

variety of problems, beginning at the opener
room through the numerous intermediate
steps to the weave shed and finishing room.
The quality, quantity and cost of the product
depends on the amount of spoilage, the safety,

willingness, and ability of the employees to

furnish the best possible returns in labor.

These results cannot be attained unless the
management has given the proper attention

to good lighting. Mill men are beginning
to realize that proper illumination improves
the efficiency of the operative, which in turn
tends to eliminate "stoppages," "holdups,"
and time wasted in trying to do work under
poor lighting conditions.

It is said that spoilage is directly due to

fatigue during the latter part of the day when
the operative is tired and more liable to be
careless. At this time of the day, light fails

him and good lighting is essential. Under
artificial lighting and ordinary conditions the

amount of actual work produced is between
10 and 20 per cent less than under daylight

conditions. These facts mean a loss of pro-

duction, which could be improved by better

TABLE I

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION COSTS

MiU Spindles
h^. in.

Motors
Installed

Motors
Cost

Per h.p.

Wiring
Erecting
Cost

Per h.p.

Total
Cost

Per h.p.

Cost per
Spindle Type of Motor Drive

A 8,500 520 $12.70 $3.85 $16.55 $1.01 Group.
B 14,000 600 12.85 4.35 17.20 .735 Group.
C 22,000 1,330 13.53 4.96 18.49 1.12 Two and four frame, group.
D 10,000 445 10.80 3.37 14.17 .63 Two and four frame, group.
E 11,850 665 15.80 4.96 20.76 1.16 Individual two and four frame, group.

P 40,000 1,900 9.22 4.73 13.95 .66 Two and four frame, group.
G 18,700 1,550 12.25 4.50 16.75 1.37 Individual two and four frame, group.

H 11,780 845 12.70 4.96 17.66 1.27 Individual two and four frame, group.

I 10,560 575 11.55 4.35 15.90 .98 Individual two and four frame, group.
Aver'ge 16,377 937 $12.38 $4.45 $16.83 $ .965 Four frame and group.

Table I gives the cost of electrifying nine mills from and including 1913 to July, 1016, and covers prices

prevailing during that period. These figures do not include the cost of transformers or substations and arc

based on copper averaging approximately 23 cents per pound. Present prices arc somewhat iiigher.
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lighting. In the United States alone 500,000

avoidable accidents have occurred in one

year and it is estimated that 25 per cent of

these accidents were caused by indifferent

illumination. Statistics show that the great-

est number of accidents occur during the

months of October, November, December,
January and February. December being the

shortest daylight month it has the largest

number. It is therefore evident that one of

the earliest "Safety First" movements would
be to plan a campaign of education for better

lighting especially for industrial plants.

In adopting central station power, the

mechanically or electrically driven mill need
not change its present wiring system, as a
small transformer is used, stepping the current

down to the proper mill lighting voltage, and
connections are generally made to the present

lighting switchboard, whether the current

used in the mill is generated by a direct

current unit or by a belted or turbine alter-

nating current unit.

Mill Heating

The heating of a cotton mill must be given
the proper consideration, but too much stress

should not be laid to this item in figuring

the amount chargeable to heating the mill in

the event that the use of central station power
is contemplated. If a greater quantity of

fuel than necessary is apportioned to heating
and other processes requiring steam, it is

evident that on this basis the balance left

chargeable to power purposes will show a
ven.- economical power plant, especially if

the maximum indicator card on the engine is

used for estimating the power cost. This
method of estimating power cost is an excel-

lent example of self deception and the man
who adopts this system of power cost com-
putation is merely standing in his own light.

However, the up-to-date mill man realizes that
the heating of his mill is relatively a small
item as compared to other departmental
costs, and is further cognizant that (if steam
is used only for heating exclusive of power
purposes) a small upright boiler can be in-

stalled which will furnish sufficient steam
for heating on an economical basis. For the
benefit of the heating skeptics, the mills

contemplating the purchase of central station
power and in doubt regarding the proper
amount to charge up to heating the mill,

and for the mills that hope to adopt electric

drive at a future date, the data in Table 2 on
actual heating costs secured from mills buy-
ing central station power will be of interest.

Efficiency of Electric Motors

Within recent years the efficiency of the
electric motor has been gradually increasing,

especially in the types used for individual
drive in textile mills. These efficiencies run
from 83 per cent in the fractional horse power
to 93 per cent in the larger motors. Motor
efficiencies for cotton mill work depend on
local conditions and the type of drive. If a
mill is equipped with individual drive through-
out the motor efficiencies will range around
85 per cent. With individual, two and four
frame drives, 88 per cent. If large units are
used the efficiency will approximate 90 per
cent. The overall efficiency including trans-
formers, lines and motors for electrical in-

stallations can be summed up from actual
data and past experience as follows:

Individual drive. Overall efficiency 82%
Individual, two and four frame, Overall effi-

ciency 84%
Four frame and group. Overall efficiency 86%
All group. Overall efficiency 86%
The advantages to be derived from the vari-

ous types of electric drive will be discussed
later.

TABLE II

MILL HEATING COSTS

\f;ii H.P. Producing
'^^"' Motors Spindles

1

Contents
mill

cubic ft.

Sq. ft.

Radiation

Cu. ft. per
sq. ft.

rad.

Cost
per h.p.
per yr.

dollars

Cost
per yr.

dollars
Product

A 520 8,500
B 600 14,000
C 1,330 22,000
D 445 9,800
E 665 11,850
F 650 12,700
G 560 10,560

Average 681 12,787

700,000
790,000

2,100,000
320,000
512,000

'

'4od,66o
803,666

3,100
3,000
6,000
1,610
4,400

1,966
3,335

225
260
350
200
116

216
227

.60

.83

.75

.50

.75

.49.5

.61

.67

312
500

1,000
220
500
315
340
456

Med duck
Hos. yarn
Med. duck
Hos. yarn
Sheetings
Specialties

Hos. yarn

The average price of coal at these mills is approximately $2.60 per ton.
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Mechanical Drive Friction Losses

The friction losses in mechanically driven
cotton mills are very high and vary from 25
to 50 per cent, the losses for any one mill of

course depending on the type and arrange-

ment of drive. Some mills are fortunate in

keeping the loss down to the minimum. It is

very difficult to determine the actual friction

loss, due to the fact that the friction at no
load or light load is considerably less than
under full load conditions. While the indica-

tor card, taken with all the load off, in a

measure gives a fair idea regarding the fric-

tion loss, it is not correct and does not give

the true friction losses at full load. The
friction losses in the average mill may be
chargeable to the various sub-divisions of

mechanical power transmission in consecutive

order as follows: Engine, main belt or rope,

head shaft, counter shaft and ultimate re-

ceiving shafts.

For the mill man who is not familiar with
the various types of electric drive and the

man who has decided to use it, but is un-
decided regarding the type to adopt. Table 3

gives the percentage of increase in production
obtained and friction losses eliminated by the

application of the various types under average
conditions.

TABLE HI

Electric drive type

Individual drive
Individual, two and four

frame
Two, four frame and group
All group

Increase in
production

Friction losses
eliminated

10 to 20%
,

30 to 40%

8 to 15%
4 to 10%
2 to 8%

20 to 30%
10 to 20%,
3 to 10%

Advantages of Central Station Service

The advantages of electric drive and central

station service may be summarized as follows

:

Increased Production.

Lower cost per pound of goods produced.
Reduction in capital exj)en(liture or an

equivalent increase in production with the
same investment. More uniform speeds at

all loads, as the prime movers of the central

station are larger and operate at a more
constant speed.

Power supply is more reliable, as the central

station has auxiliary equipment and connec-
tions with other central stations.

Freedom from the necessity to watch the
coal market, strikes, embargoes and other
inconveniences.

Flexibility, freedom to make extensions or

alterations and to operate overtime in any
or all departments at a proportional or lower
cost per power unit. The high cost of

operating overtime in any one department
of a mechanically driven mill avoided.

Investment made on electric motors having
a high efficiency, which is maintained during
the life of the motors; expenditure on steam
plant is on non-profit machinery, which not
only depreciates in value but decreases in

efficiency.

More Economical Power.

The item of power cost was treated last,

as the power costs in cotton mills are pro-

portionately small compared to the total

costs of production and of comparatively less

importance than increased production. The
central station can supply power cheaper, in

most cases, than it can be furnished by the

isolated steam plant, but the great advantage
of increased output per machine and the

lower cost of unit production outweighs the

power cost.

The owners of mechanically driven rnills

will be interested in the statement of a tnan
who is operating approximately 60,000 spind-
les and buying central station service.

"With reference to the subject of purchased
power and electric drive for cotton mills, we
wish to say that after a thorough investiga-

tion of our cost for operating condensing
steam plant as compared to your proposal
for electric power, we were fully convinced
that central station power would be more
economical.
"The installation of this electric drive has

eliminated the main drive and a number of

counter drives, and the consequent saving in

belting and friction load.

"This power has been very satisfactory,

giving us a uniform speed and increased pro-

duction; the greatest advantage we have
secured, however, is due to the fact that we
operate any department overtime, or nm
such machinery as desired in all departments
at night without increasing the power cost

per ])ovmd of i)roduction, which is not possible

with steam power.
"This power vservice is excellent, and tliere

ha\'c been fewer interruptions and stoppages

than with out steam jjlant."
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PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS IN THE PROJECTION OF LIGHT

By J. A. Orange

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

A verv simple and labor-saving method of considering the really important factors in light projection is

presented by the author of the following article. After a brief comparison of the general merits of this method
with those of the complex analytical methods, there follows a detailed and we believe an unusual treatise on
the subject of brightness. In accordance with the tenets of the method outlined in the early part of the

article is a discussion of the projection of light by mirrors, searchlights, lenses, post-card projectors, magic
lanterns, and motion-picture machines.

—

Editor.

Preface

The art of lighting is divided into two
sections, known as ordinary lighting and
optical lighting. Most problems connected
with the lighting of rooms and streets fall

in the one section while all such things as

searchlights, magic lanterns and moving
picture machines belong to the other. Pro-
jection is a convenient term which is used to

denote the latter division.

The distinguishing feature of ordinary
lighting problems is that the lamps used can
fairly be treated as point-sources (except in

the matter of glare). Projection questions

on the other hand will not admit of this kind
of treatment, at least if quantitative results

are required.

This distinction, coupled with the unequal
commercial importance of the two branches
of lighting, accounts for the lack of an
elementary appreciation of projection among
the many who are familiar with ordinary
lighting technique.

Introduction

The accounts of the searchlight, etc.,

generally given in text-books on optics as-

sume as a basis the use of a point-source
of light. Now it may be asserted at once
that the only sources of light which can be
treated as point-sources in all practical cir-

cumstances are the stars. To assume off

hand that any terrestrial source is a point-

source or that its small dimensions will

justify its treatment as such will often lead

to the grossest errors.

It is true that the action of any source
may be deduced by considering it as a group
of infinitesimal elements and accounting for

each one in turn. There is, however, another
method which is far less involved and which
can be followed by the general reader.

While a complete treatment of projection
problems employs both methods, the second
is so simple and direct that it always affords
a valuable check—as far as it goes—on the

complex analytical method. In this respect

there is an interesting analogy between
questions of projection and questions of

mechanism. The working of any piece of

mechanism can always be examined in detail,

taking account of forces and velocities in all

parts; at the same time it is usually more
profitable to consider in the first instance

the conservation of energy in the system.

It is often difficult and always laborious to

find analytically the flaw in a perpetual

motion invention. The existence of some
flaw is self-evident, however, in the light of

the conservation principle. So in projec-

tion problems, the method which is here

described will often indicate at a glance that

an analytical argument contains a flaw some-
where.

Brightness

We must first understand what is meant
technically by brightness. Avoiding the pop-
ular senses which characterise a 100 c-p. lamp
as ten times as bright as a 10 c-p. and a scarlet

object as brighter than a gray we can arrive

very quickly at the technical sense. The
term is used of surfaces—not necessarily

surfaces of imposing extent, for the finest

wire is considered at times—and it is a
matter of appearance as determined by the
conditions of the moment. Thus white
paper in a dark room has zero brightness; in

average daylight the brightness would be of

the order, of 3^ of a unit and in strong sun-

light 15 units. Brightness may be due to

self-luminosity as in the case of red-hot
iron or phosphorescent paint in a dark room,
or it may arise indirectly as in the case of all

ordinary objects in a lighted room.
The origin of the brightness is of no sig-

nificance as regards the effects which are
produced. Neglecting color, which has no
real bearing on the question, the degree of

brightness is the only thing which counts.

Thus, the illumination values at various
points due to a red-hot poker follow the same
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rule as do those due to a painted model of the
poker illuminated in an appropriate fashion.

Similarly, the illuminating effect of a d-c.

carbon arc might be reproduced by a model
having a crater represented in white paint.

In both cases the sole difference would be
one of the scale of values and would be
explained entirely by the differing degrees
of brightness.

Brightness does not depend at all on the
distance of the observer and it is often nearly
independent of the angle of viewing.*
An observer estimates his distance from

any surface, such as a sheet of paper, by
reference to the appearance of the boundary,
and grain or surface markings. The same
is true of his estimate of the angle of viewing,
but if the paper be free from markings and
the observer holds a card with a 34 in. hole
about a foot in front of the eye, the brightness
of the paper will be the only thing he can
judge by and this will give him no clue as
to distance or angle.

There is now the question of a suitable unit
in terms of which brightness may be expressed.
The most convenient system is this : consider
the illuminating value of one square inch of

a surface relative to points lying on a per-
pendicular drawn from the center of that
square inch.

Confining the attention for the moment
to points which are a foot or more away
from the surface it is found that the illumin-

ation varies with great exactness as the
inverse square of the distance. A similar

illumination might be obtained by placing a
small lamp of suitable candle-power in place
of the one square inch of surface. The
candle-power of such a lamp is a measure
of the brightness of the surface and we may
say that the brightness is so many candle-
power per square inch. It follows that the
illumination at any point in such a case will

be the same whether we have one square
inch of surface at three feet, or 4 square
inches at 6 feet, or 100 square inches at 30
feet. The appearance of the surface as

viewed from the point is exactly the same in

all of the cases, or stated more strictly, the
solid angle subtended is the same. By ex-

tension we can say that if the view of a sur-

face is limited entirely by an intervening
frame or window, the solid angle sul)tended
by the window and the degree of l)rightness

of the surface together determine the illum-
ination received. Mow far the surface is

behind the window or what its inclination

may be is of no consequence.

Considered in this way, illumination effects

are very easy to understand ; it is unfortunate
that many people, owing to the influence of

earlier training no doubt, will not leave well

enough alone in these matters but must needs
resort to point and ray methods which are full

of pitfalls. It is worth while to labor this

feature of the essential simplicity of bright-

ness methods and a few examples will be
inserted here to familiarize the reader with
them.

No. 1. Suppose we have a perfectly even,
clouded sky which has a brightness of 2
candle-power per square inch. A room with
black walls is lighted solely by means of a
hole in the roof, 10 square inches in area.

The illumination at a point 6 feet directly

below the hole will be
10X2

G2
ft. candles =

0.55 ft. candles. If the hole were 30 square
inches in area then the illumination would

30X2
of course be —77^-^ ft. candles = 1.65 ft. candles.

However, at 10.4 feet below such a hole the

illumination would be
30X2 = 0.55 ft. candles.
(10.4)2

the solid angle being exactly the same as

that subtended by a 10-square-inch hole at

6 feet.

Next, consider a point which is not directly

under the opening but off in a slanting direc-

tion—say 60 deg. with the vertical. The
appearance of the hole from such a point

will be very different. In fact a hole of 10

square inches will have an apparent area of

5 square inches. The illumination at such
a point, then, if the distance from the hole

5X2
is feet, will be ^„ =0.28 ft. candles. If

instead of using the sky we have a large white
sheet stretched, say 10 feet above the hole,

the illumination conditions in the room will

be unchanged, provided the ]:)rightness of the

under side of the sheet is the same as that

of the sky. Even further, if a jMcce of paper
or opal glass is fitted into the hole and the

brightness of this is brought to the former
sky brightness by ]:)roper external lighting,

again the illumination conditions are un-

changed.
The idea to be grasped is this. We can

determine the illumination ])r()duced at any

l)oint by a bright object if we know exactly

what is the a])])earanccof that object as viewed
by an eye ])lace(l at tlie ])oint in question.

• A surface which exhibits this l.iltcr cfToct perfectly is soid to

obey L.imberl's Lnw.
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The "appearance" includes two factors,

brightness and apparent size; the latter is

identical with the "solid angle" subtended.

No. 2. Metallic tungsten, like all other

substances, becomes self-luminous when hotter

than about 500 deg. C, and gains rapidly in

brightness as the temperature is raised. At
a temperature of 2000 deg. C, its bright-

ness is some 740 candle-power per square

inch. Suppose a lamp has a filament of

tungsten operating at this temperature, which
is to say. at this brightness. The illumina-

tion produced at any point can be deduced
immediately if we know the apparent area

which the filament presents towards that

point and also the distance of separation.

These two quantities together measure the

solid angle subtended by the filament surface,

but the solid angle is, after all, derivable

directly from the appearance or "view" of the

surface from the point in question.

The commonest type of tungsten lamp,
viewed from the side, shows twelve straight

pieces of wire in "full-face" view. Taking
the lengths as 2 inches and the breadths as

0.002 inches, we have 12x2x0.002 square
inches approximately as the total area pre-

sented to view. The candle-power of the

lamp "^"ith respect to points opposite the side

is therefore 12x2x0.002x740 (at 2000 deg. C).

The further we go away from the side of the
lamp, that is by moving around so as to face

the tip, the smaller the apparent area of the

tungsten becomes. It is halved by the time
we reach 60 deg. away from the side, roughly
speaking. The candle-power in that direc-

tion is correspondingly smaller. More exact

information as to the value for any point

cotild be obtained from a photograph of the
lamp taken with the camera lens at that

point.

No. 3. The d-c. carbon arc is effective by
virtue of a very bright circular patch on the
end of the positive electrode. This patch
for crater) is of even brightness and the

"distribution curves" for such a lamp are

determined solely by the apparent (or fore-

shortened) area of the crater as seen from

[

different points. The peculiar form of those

I

cur\'es is entirely due to the limited view
• of the crater as seen from certain standpoints,

I

the obstruction being obviously caused by
one or other of the electrodes.

At this stage it is well to survey the
I possibilities of various light sources from the

sole standpoint of surface brightness. The
I following Table gives the rough values

I
assigned to familiar surfaces.

TABLE OF BRIGHTNESS VALUES IN
CANDLE-POWER PER SQUARE INCH

White paper in bright sunlight 15
Coal gas flame 3
Kerosene flame 0.9
Acetylene flame . 30-60
Welsbach mantle (mean) 30
Carbon filament 750
Tungsten filament (ordinary vacuum prac-

tice) 1,000
Tungsten filament (ordinary gas-filled prac-

tice) 2,000-7,000
Nernst lamp glower (max.) 3,000
Lime light 2,000
Tungsten filament (special practice) 24,000
D-c. carbon arc crater, from 3 amps up-
ward 84,000

The sun at mid-day 600,000

Two things should be noticed, the enor-

mous range of values as between different

illuminants and the approximate constancy
for any particular one irrespective of size

of source and consumption.

Mirrors

We are now in a position to appreciate a
very useful generalization relating to optical

devices. This may be arrived at by strict

geometry but, fortunately for our present

purpose, the truth of it may be grasped by
reference to matters of ordinary experience.

The principle referred to is this: the appear-
ance of any mirror, viewed from any point
whatever, must always be what might be
called a mosaic of surfaces exhibiting some
or all of the brightness values of the surround-
ing objects.* It will be granted immediately
that this holds in the case of plane mirrors,

the "looking glasses" of every-day use.

That it holds equally for all curved mirrors
may be readily ascertained if a little atten-

tion be given to the polished f silverware
of the table. Looking into the bowl of a
spoon, there is usually no difficulty in identify-

ing the brightness shown in the various parts
with the brightness of the surrounding objects.

Here there is a species of image effect which
assists the recognition, but this is not always
the case. The complicated and arbitrary
curves of a tea-pot will always show per-

fectly definite areas endowed with the bright-

ness of the sky; the identification of other
areas with room objects is apt to be difficult

owing to the diversity of the objects at hand.
Now a result of this kind, holding for the

indefinite assortment of reflector curves occur-

* For the moment, mirrors will be assumed to have 100 per
cent reflectivity. The actual value for silver is 93 per cent and
the difference may well be neglected temporarily.

I This applies only to articles which can be said to be "as new."
The diffusion which occurs when the surfaces are scratched pre-
vents their being considered as true mirror surfaces.
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ring in table-ware, may well be expected to
hold in the case of the few simple curves
employed in optical mirrors. This is indeed
so and as a result we know immediately the
general possibilities of such mirrors.

The Searchlight

The searchlight is a familiar example. It

is an instrument for producing illumination

at great distances and it consists essentially

of but two parts, a mirror and a light-source.

The latter, as previously explained, is merely
a bright surface of some size or other.

Suppose we consider the apparatus in use
and station ourselves at the point to be
illuminated. How may the illumination
obtainable at that point be estimated?
Why, the case is a simple parallel to those

considered already and we shall observe the
mirror to be sharply divided into areas

having the brightness values of the surrounding
objects. Here, however, there is the greatest

disparity between those values; the carbon
arc crater, assuming that to be used, will

have a brightness of 84,000 candle-power
per square inch while no other object adja-

cent is likely to have a brightness of more
than 1/10 candle-power per square inch.

The observer will notice only that area of the
mirror which is as bright as the arc crater,

all the rest will seem absolutely dark in com-
parison. The illumination obtained follows

immediately, thus if the bright part of the
mirror is apparently 20 square feet or 2880
square inches and the distance is 5,000 feet the

•11 . ^. ^ , 2880X84,000 „ .. , ^illummation must be ^^^^^ = 9.6 foot
5000''

candles. We can also decide at once that if

the whole apparent area of the mirror is 25
square feet = 3600 square inches, the maxi-
mum illumination possible with that mirror
at 5000 feet (when any ordinary carbon arc

,, . 3600X84,000 ,^ r , ,,
IS used) IS ^tttttt;;

=12 foot candles.
oOOO'^

There is thus an evident limitation as regards
the illumination attainable at any ])articular

distance and there are two factors in this limi-

tation, the a])])arent area of the mirror pre-

sented and the brightness of the source-surface.
Mirror size is Hmited by cost and unwield-

iness, while source brightness is limited to

the values characteristic of the ty])es of

illuminant available.

In all of this we have given no attention
to the form (curve) of the mirror and the
dimensions of the source-surface because
these matters are n(jt involved in th(^ con-

siderations given. Nevertheless, the form
of the mirror is important because it deter-

mines how large an extent of source-surface

will be needed in order that the mirror
appearance from the point considered shall

all be bright and hence maximum illumina-

tion be obtained. The extent of the source,

beyond the degree involved in this last con-
dition, is only significant as determining the
lateral range of points enjoying such illum-

ination, in other words the "size of the spot
thrown."

It will be readily understood that the only
difference between an ideal mirror surface

reflecting 100 per cent and a practical one
reflecting say 90 per cent is that the brightness

values observed in the latter are reduced to

0.9 of their original values and consequently
the illumination is 0.9 of its ideal value.

The special suitability of the parabolic

mirror and the connection between source

size and area of the illuminated "spot" are

entirely matters of geometry which would
be out of place here.

In passing it may be of interest to note
that a polished spoon bowl (or better a

round ladle bowl) will show roughly what
the parabolic reflector exhibits in the highest

attainable perfection, namely the conferring

of brightness on a reflector by means of a

relatively small surface of source. Hold the

bowl of the spoon at arm's length (])referably

so that a dark wall is behind the observer)

and bring in front of it a scrap of white paper
about ^ inch diameter. By moving the

paper slowly toward the bowl a point will be
found such that ])ractically the whole bowl
assumes the brightness of the paper. This

arrangement is an exceedingly crude search-

light but a searchlight none the less.

Lenses and the like

The generalization which has been estab-

lished for mirrors in the foregoing has its exact

countcrj^art in connection with all trans-

parent i)odies having ])olished surfaces, that

is excluding all diffusing (roughened, etched

or frosted) surfaces. I\Iost table glassware

com])lies with this condition; on looking

through any ])art of a water-bottle for example,

we see within the outline of the bottle as a

frame a mosaic of surfaces showing some or

all of the brightness values of the surround-

ing objects—and no others.* The ])attcrn

may or may not be recognizable as a kind of

image of the room, that dei)ends on cinnim-

stances and is of no consciiuence.

Losses due to rfncolioii anil al)Sori)tion arc Iumi' lu'tjlocled.
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A complication may arise from the fact

that each colored constituent of light is

treated differently, and the mosaics for the

different elementary colors are out of mesh,

as in poorly printed maps. But if the obser-

ver were provided with deep blue or red

spectacles he would discover that the repro-

duction of brightness values is true for each

separate spectral color, a fact which is rather

obscured if no such provision is used.

Once more we can argue that results which
hold for the diverse, complicated and arbi-

trary shapes of tableware may be expected

to hold for the simple forms used as lenses

by the optician. This is so in fact and is

capable of rigid proof from first principles.

The Post-card Projector

As an application of this result we may
take the common post-card projector. The
usual arrangement comprises a holder for

the card, means of illuminating the card

—

that is to say of rendering the card bright

—

and a system of polished glass pieces known
collectively as an objective.

We are not now concerned with the art

involved in giving those glasses the precise

cur\'es which result in the post-card picture

being reproduced faithfully on the screen or

curtain.

The illumination at various points on the
screen is what we are interested in and it is

very easy to determine what the values will

be. If we go close to the screen and look
back at the objective, placing the eye well

within a sky part of the picture, the whole
opening of the objective will show a bright-

ness identical with that of the white part of

the card.* Why this should be is not per-
haps self-evident but a little argument will

make it clear.

That very property of the objective which
leads to the faithful reproduction of the
picture necessitates that a screen point,

which is for example part of the pictured sky,

shall derive light only from the corresponding
part of the card. If the eye, looking back at
the objective from that point could see any part
of the objective endowed with the brightness
of some separate part of the card (other than
that under consideration) this condition
would be violated.

Once more, then, we have a relation giving
the illumination at any point on the screen.

Suppose that from that point the apparent
area of the objective opening is six square
inches, the brightness of the opening (or the
brightness of the corresponding part of the

card) is 50 candle-power per sq. in. and the
distance of the screen point from the objective

is 8 feet, then the illumination is obviously

-7^- foot-candles.

For any particular screen distance the

illumination (and hence the brightness of the

picture viewed) is determined by the bright-

ness of the card and the effective area of the

objective opening. Now in practice the real

limit to the brightness of the card is set by
the heating effect accompanying the powerful

illumination which must be used. Not much
improvement can be expected in the card

itself; i.e. to get greater brightness while

using the same illumination. Water cells

can be used to reduce the heating effect

accompanying the illumination but they
are considered a nuisance and are rarely used
with this apparatus.

Turning to the objective as the other

limiting factor we encounter trouble with

the lens maker when we attempt to go to

larger openings. Not only is there difficulty

and limitation in design in increasing the

opening (camera buyers appreciate an exactly

parallel difficulty) but the very size of the

glasses required constitutes a manufacturing
difficulty.

It is not necessary to discuss the method
of illuminating the card; with either the arc

or a suitable tungsten lamp as ultimate

source the accompanying heating effect is

the limitation at present in commercial
apparatus.

The Magic Lantern

The magic lantern is related to the post-

card projector but is an instrument with
much greater possibilities. The difference is

due primarily to the different kinds of pic-

tures used; the post-card has the property
of scattering light in all directions and con-

sequently merely a fraction of this can reach

the objective; expressed in other words, the

brightness of any part of the card is very
low relative to the intensity of illumination

used. The post-card has the further dis-

advantage of absorbing the infra-red radia-

tion (the so-called heat waves) almost
entirely.

The slide used in magic lanterns is entirely

different. It may scatter a little light but
there is so much which is not scattered that

* We are neglecting certain losses which occur in all lenses;
viz., by reflection and by absorption. This applies also to the
magic lantern and moving picture machine but in none of these
cases is the effect very large. Furthermore, the corresponding
factors are easily introduced by anyone who is interested in the
matter.
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a vastly better econom}^ is possible as com-
pared with the post-card. This in itself

means a reduced heating effect, other things
being equal, while there is yet another
reason in the fact that in the clearer parts of

the slide at least most of the infra-red is

transmitted without absorption. The con-
sequent subordination of the heating effect

is such that the limiting feature in magic
lanterns is not ordinarily the heating of the
slides, although damage from this cause may
occur.

An objective is used, just as in the case of

the post-card projector. To consider a

pictorial slide is apt to be confusing; a plain

line drawing on clear glass offers no difficulties

and all other slides will produce effects on
the screen which are very simply related to

that produced by the drawing. (The rela-

tion is the same as that of the densities which
exist in the slides.) The line drawing on
the glass stops the passage of light at certain

points and at all other points the slide has
no effect whatever.
Now there is a combination of lenses

somewhat larger than the slide, just behind
it. This is followed at an appropriate dis-

tance by a very bright source surface. Follow-
ing the preceding line of argument and con-
sidering the appearance of the objective as

viewed from the screen we find that some
or all of the objective opening is as bright

as the source while the rest has the negligible

brightness of the other contents of the lamp
housing. Usually the conspicuously bright

area can be recognized as an image of the
source, although it will show the color dis-

]jlaccment previously referred to. The view
from different points on the screen will show
that the bright area of the objective is not
the same for all, sometimes it lies in the
center of the opening and sometimes it lies

more or less to one side. But the size of the
bright part is substantially constant for all

viewpoints.

It is not necessary to repeat the ex])ression

for the illumination. The limitations are

clearly the brightness of the source and the
area of the objective opening serving any one
point. The question of how much objective
area can be j)rovided for this service is an
optical one similar to that of providing
"working aperture" in a camera or a post-

card projector.

It is interesting to note, however, that in

the early days kerosene flames were used
(0 c-p. per sq. in.). The brightness of this

source is so low that large working aperture is

essential in the objective to obtain reasonable
illumination. Modem illuminants like the
special tungsten lamps and the carbon arc
have such a vastly greater brightness that
the aperture requirement is not hard to meet
unless the screen distance (and with it usually
the size of the screen-picture) is inordinately
great.

The Motion-Picture Machine

The motion-picture machine is a com-
paratively complicated piece of apparatus
although it is closely related, optically, to

the magic lantern. The lantern slide, which
is about 3 inches long, is replaced by a similar

picture, on celluloid, about 1 inch in length.

In present practice the picture is held in place

for a small fraction of a second, an opaque
shutter then intervenes and cuts out the
screen illumination entirely while the picture

is being replaced by another, the shutter

moves away and the projection of the second
picture proceeds for a fraction of a second.*

The apparent illumination on the screen is

an average of the effects of this regular

succession of exposures. The best result

which is practicable is an average illumina-

tion of about 60 per cent of that attainable if

these alternations did not occur.

Comparing the motion-picture machine
with the magic lantern, the same kind of

limitations are found to govern the illumin-

ation on the screen.

Again we have the working opening of the

objective and the brightness of the source.

However, if the screen distance and the size

of the screen picture are the same in the two
cases, the objectives required will be very

different. Just as in the case of cameras,

where a large plate means a long camera with

a big lens and a small plate a short camera
with a small lens (if the conditions are at all

similar) so in the present case the large

lantern slide can be provided with an objec-

tive ])ro])ortionatcly larger than can be

]jrovided for the motion-i:)icture film—equal

quality of design being assumed.
As a consequence, the objective opening

used in motion-])icture work would be small

as compared with that found in magic lan-

terns, and hence the screen illumination would

be small, were it not for the fact that the

lens makers have jnished the objective design

further for the molion-])icture outiit and thus

reduced the (lis])arity. To some extent this

has involved a rather inferior sharjiuess in

• Actual jiracticc is more coiiii>licatc(l, in order to prevent

nick.T.
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the projected picture but to detect this

requires a critical examination which mo-
tion-pictures do not receive, for obvious
reasons.

The typical outfit of today, using the

carbon arc as the source, is arranged in such
a way that no part of the screen gets the
benefit of the whole actual opening of the
objective. It is possible by using different

arrangements to secure that every part of

the screen is served by the whole objective
opening. The gain in working aperture is

sufficient to oft'set the difference in brightness
which exists between the arc crater and spe-

cially designed tungsten lamps. This means
that in the great majority of cases it is

possible to attain the present illumination
values if we replace the present arc arrange-
ment by a suitably arranged tungsten lamp
and leave the objective as it is.

The injury to the sharpness of the picture
which follows the increase of working aperture
involved in this change is not such as would
be noticed by the lay observer; even if it

were so, the present objectives do not repre-
sent the limit of design and their cost is a
minor item in the outlay which motion-pic-
tures demand.
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THE THEORY AND PRACTICAL USE OF PROJECTORS AND THEIR
LATEST APPLICATION AS PORTABLE SIGNAL OUTFITS

By L. C. Porter
Illuminating Engineering Department, Edison Lamp Works of General Electric Company,

Harrison, N. J.

National and private exigencies are now demanding that increased attention be given to the theory of

the projection of light and to the design and manufacture of improved light projectors for signal and illumi-

nation purposes. In the following article, the author introduces his subject with explanations and diagrams
of the eflfect of various factors on the projection of a beam of light and then describes experiments which were
made with incandescent lamps and reflectors to demonstrate the theory as set forth. In the remainder of the
article, he describes typical portable projection outfits which have been developed.

—

Editor.

Parallel light from an artificial light source

has been, and probably will continue to be,

an unrealized dream. Were it possible, a
beam of such light would reach to infinity

and, neglecting absorption, have the same
intensity at any point along that rather

lengthy path. If we could have light origin-

As each point on the reflector emits a cone

of light, the total projected beam must
necessarily be a cone also. Now, the angle

of the cone of light—or spread of beam, as

it is more commonly called—projected by
such equipment depends upon the size of the

light source and also upon the focal length

Fig. 1. Illustrating Theoretical Parallel Projection and

Reflection of Light Rays from Point Source

Fig. 3. Illustrating Influence of Size of Light Source on

Spread of Beam

Fig. 2. Illustrating Practical Reflection of Light from a

Source of Physical Size. Parallel Reflection of

Rays is Impossible Here

ating from an absolute point source, a very

simple lens or a parabolic reflector could be

utilized to collect and project the rays paral-

lel, see Fig. 1. However, all practical light

sources have physical size, and when used with

a lens or reflector the rays of light emanat-
ing therefrom and striking any point of the

lens or reflector form a cone, which, on reflec-

tion or refraction still remains a cone. Sec

Fig. 2. The illumination, therefore, instead

of remaining constant, varies inversely as the

square of the distance from the light source

to the point of measurement.

Fig. 4. Illustrating the Effect of Focal Length of

Projector on Spread of Beam

of the projector; the larger the light source

the greater the spread of the beam, see Fig. 3,

and the longer the focal length of the pro-

jector, the less the spread, see Fig. 4. We see,

therefore, that if a light source of very small

dimensions is used in a long focus projcclor.

a narrow and, hence, ])owerful beam will

result. If the intensity or intrinsic brilliancy

of the light source is also high, we have a

j)()wcrful i)rojector, whose range is great.

The use of low-voltage ^L'^zda lamps gives

a very highly concentrated light source,

which can be operated at a very high bril-
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liancy—not so high as the crater of an arc.

but possessing inherently superior control.

See Fig. 5. In order to demonstrate strik-

ingly the effect of the size of the Hght source

upon the resultant beam, the writer had six

Mazda lamps made, each operating at 100

spherical candlepower, i.e.. emitting the same
number of lumens or total amount of light.

but having their filaments wound to occupy
different volumes, as shown in Fig. 6. Each
cf these lamps, in turn, was carefully focused

in the same reflector and distribution curves

were made of the resultant beams. See Fig. 7.

The results are given in the table below.

Fig. 5. Concentrated Filament Low-voltage

Mazda Lamp for Projection

Equal amounts of Hght were projected in

each case, but with a widely different spread.

The lamp "A" of maximum filament concen-

tration gave an exceedingly narrow beam
and. therefore, a very powerful and far reach-

ing one. all the light being confined in a small

cross section; while the lamp "F" of little

or no concentration gave such a wide spread

to the light that it could hardly be said to

form a beam at all. Its intensity and, con-

sequently its range, were decreased corres-

pondingly.

A highly concentrated light source located

at other than the focal point of a lens or

reflector may give results no better, or even
worse, than would be obtained from a light

source having little or no concentration. In

order to illustrate this, the writer took a lamp
having a filament similar to that of lamp "A"

(see Fig. 0), but of still smaller dimensions and
lower candlepower, and placed it accurately

at the focal point of the reflector. From
this point the light source was moved first

forward and then backward along the axis

of the reflector, one sixteenth of an inch at a

^jV-.^

^

Fig. 6. 100 Candle-power (Spherical) Mazda Lamps having

Filaments of Different Size for Testing Purposes

time. The effect on the maximum candle-

power of the resultant beam, as shown in

Fig. 8, was as follows:

At focus Beam c.p. 220,000
1/16" back of focus " " 70,000
2/16" " " 40,000
3/16" " " 18,000
4/16" " " " " " 8,000

Distribution curves were run across the

beam with the light source at the focal point

of the reflector, then one-quarter of an inch

ahead of it. one-quarter of an inch back of it

and one-quarter of an inch to one side of the

LIGHT SOURCE IJI.MENSIONS
•

M.M Beam
Candle-power

Lamp Used

Diameter Length

2.0 6.5 462,000 6 volt 108 watt G-30 bulb Mazda C headlight lamp.
5.0 5.0 223,000 32 volt 100 watt G-30 bulb Mazda C headlight lamp.
6.5 6.5 142,000 110 volt 100 watt G-25 bulb Mazda C stereopticon lamp.
8.0 8.0 32,600 110 volt 100 watt G-30 bulb Mazda B stereopticon lamp.

25.0 .5 12,700 110 volt 100 watt PS-25 bulb regular Mazda C lamp.
30.0 68.0 3,800 110 volt 100 watt G-35 bulb regular Mazda B lamp.
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focal point. These curves are shown in
Fig. 9. It will be noted that moving the
light source away from the exact focal point,
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Fig. 8. Showing Influence of Filament Position on Candle-
power of Reflected Beam for Parabolic Reflector

along the axis, sj^rcads the beam and reduces
its intensity very raj)idly. If this is carried
far enough, a dark spot a])])ears in the centre
of the beam. Moving the light source to

the right of the focus throws the centre of
the beam to the left, placing the source above
the focal point lowers the beam, and vice
versa, at the same time materially reducing
the beam intensity.

Therefore, in using any form of projector,
be it stereopticon lantern, search light or
signal projector, it is exceedingly important
to see that the equipment is properly focused.
Most projectors have some means of accom-
plishing this. It can best be done by training
the beam of light onto a flat surface at some
distance from, and preferably perpendicular
to, the axis of the beam, and moving the light

source about until the smallest spot of light
is obtained ; the light source will then be at the
focal point. It should then be rigidly secured
there. If no convenient surface is available,
the beam may be directed up into the air and
the Hght source adjusted until the edges of
the beam become most nearly parallel.

Where incandescent lamps are used as
light sources, a new lamp should always be
focused upon installation, because it is not
practicable to make lamps, even of the same
kind, exactly true, and while a lamp may
be in focus, it does not necessarily mean that
the one replacing it will be. Other types of

light sources need continual attention as to
focus, due to the consumption of the light-

giving element.

One of the latest applications of the above
outlined theories of light projection is that
of portable signal outfits. It is well known
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that even an ordinary oil lantern can be seen

many miles, on a clear night. If the elTective

size and intensity of such a light is greatly

increased, its visibility will be corresi)ond-
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ingly increased. This is what has been

accomplished by placinj^ an accurately ground

and polished mirror back of the focus-

tvpe Mavda lamp. Tests were conducted

some time ago, in which, by the use of a 12

candle-power Mazda lamp operated by four

ordinary dry cells and backed by a 10-in.

Mangin mirror, signals were transmitted a

distance of 50 miles and read without the

use of glasses. As a result of these tests, a

portable signal projector has been developed,

consisting of a 6 volt \]4 ampere 12 candle-

power Edison Mazda C lamp, an 11-in. glass

parabolic mirror and a container for the two,

equipped with a telegraph key for making and
breaking the circuit. Another form of this

projector, see Fig. 10. has the battery and
key in a separate casing.

This device has been adopted by the U. S.

Coast Guard service. All their ships and
stations are being equipped with them. The
outfits weigh but a few pounds and can be
set up and operated in the station, or a patrol-

man can take them out on the beach with him,

to signal ships or other stations miles away.
These signals also have the advantage of

being secret, as only those directly in the

path of the beam can read their flashes at

anv appreciable distance.

The field for this device is large. There
is no reason whv everv motorboat and

of their training is signalling and this could

be better practiced if each troop had at least

one of these devices. The signal cori)s will

probablv use many of them, and undoubtedly
they will be utiliz.ed in many other ]3laces.

Fig. 11. Self-contained Coast Guard Signal Projector

as on aeroplanes, for instance, or privately

for amusement purposes.

A very simple signal projector having a

range of some twenty-five miles could be easily

made. It consists of a wooden box 12 in.

Fig. 10 Portable Signal Projector, 11-in. Mirror,

6-volt 12-c.p. Mazda C Lamp

Fig. 12. Simple Signal Projector having a Range of 25 Miles.

Fitted witii 5-in. Mangan Mirror, 6-volt 12-c.p.

Mazda C Lamp

Other small craft, which are not at present

equipped with any signalling apparatus,
should not carrv'^ such a device. In time of

war, this would be of great value. There aie

30,000 boy scout troops in the country. Part

long and 5 in. square, made of 34-in. wood.
This box contains a 5-in. Mangin mirror
which could be obtained from Bausch & Lomb
Company, Rochester, or from the Macbeth-
Evans Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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At the focal point of this mirror is mounted
a 6-volt, 1 ^-ampere Mazda C lamp, having
a maximum concentration filament. (A 13^-

ampere automobile lamp could be used, but
the range will not be so great as with the

maximum concentration filament lamp.) In
the lower compartment of the box are four

standard dry batteries connected in series

and to the lamp through a standard tele-

graph key. Fig. 12 shows such a device.

VOLTAGE STANDARDIZATION
By M. D. Cooper

National Lamp Works of General Electric Company

Standardization is universally sought and requires no recommendation. Quite thorough standardization
of our actions and the things with which we deal has been effected. The author of the following article shows
how material benefit would result from a more rigid standardization of our distribution voltages, and, with
regard to actual voltage values, reviews the influences of the past and shows the narrowing tendencies of

to-day.

—

Editor.

One of the fundamental factors of our
present-day civilization is standardization.

In fact, we may say that our entire economic
and commercial development has been
brought about by standardization, or co-oper-

ation in the use of standardized measures of

quantity and value, standardized methods
of action, etc. Probably the first step that
was made from savagery toward economic
civilization was the standardization of values

involved in the establishment of a monetary
system. Standardization of money involved
as the next step the standardization of units

of weight and measure. Clothes have de-

veloped from the animal-skin coverings of our
savage ancestors to their present forms by
reason of standardization of materials, styles,

and measurements. Consider the automo-
bile ; users of present-day machines can hardly
imagine the chaos, inconvenience, delay,

trouble, and increased expense that would
exist if tires, wheel sizes, width of tread,

engine ratings, sizes and forms of bolts and
nuts, methods of control, traffic rules, and
every other thing pertaining to an auto-
mobile were not very highly standardized.
Not only in the convenient use of any

article, but also in its economy of use,

standardization has ])layed a major part.

If shoes, for instance, were not of standard
sizes and shapes, their cost would be multi-

])lied many times over, for one would have
the choice of sending his foot measurements
to a factory and waiting for sj^ecial lasts to

be built or of hiring an itinerant cobbler to

come to his house and laboriously fit the

shoes to his feet.

The electrical industry in this country lias

grown to its present tremendous imjxjrtance

and high stage of develoinnenL very largely

by reason of the high degree to which elec-

trical apparatus, appliances, material, and
methods have been standardized. Probably
no one industry ranks ahead of the electrical

industry in thoroughness of standardization,

yet there is one feature of the industry
which still shows a considerable lack of

standardization; viz., voltage of distribution.

Of course, there is a standardization of ranges

of voltage, such as 105 to 125, 220 to 250,

etc., but in any one of these ranges there is

no commonly accepted standardization upon
certain definite values. If voltage standard-

ization upon a very few values could be
brought about, a very great benefit would
accrue to the electrical industry. All appar-

atus which has to be closely selected for

voltage, such as lamps, heating utensils, etc.

could immediately be manufactured and
distributed with less cost, and the saving

would eventually react to the benefit of the

ultimate consumer. Not only would the

production and distribution be cheaper but

it would be very much more rapid. Jobbers
of electrical su])plies could, for the same
investment in stocks, carry more kinds and
sizes of electrical a])])aratus, where now they

have to carry lines of ai)paratus of slightly

different voltage.

In connection with standardization of

voltages, one is reminded of the standardiza-

tion of lani]) bases which was made some
years ago. At an earlier period in the

industry there was a multitude of forms and

sizes of ba.ses in use. It was agreed that

standardization of bases would be very

beneficial to the industry, but a means of

accom])lishing this standardization was not

easy to find. It was manifestly well-nigh

impossible to make an over-night change
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from one style of base to the proposed

standard base, and some transitory means
had to be devised. This means was found

in the use of adapters for appHcation to the

variegated line of sockets then in use; and
into these adapters the standard base lamp
could be placed. New installations were then

made entirely with the standard socket and
replacements of the older sockets were made
\N-ith the standard socket. In this manner
standardization was brought about so that

now-a-days there are but two styles of bases

for commercial incandescent lighting: viz., the

medium screw base and the mogul screw base.

A standardization of voltages would not

require the transitory adapters that were
necessary in the standardization of bases

for it is a simple proposition to change the

voltage of an central station, of a feeder, or

of a isolated plant from its present value to

some standard value.

Since the incandescent lamp requires the

closest voltage selection of any piece of cur-

rent-consuming apparatus, the conditions sur-

rounding the manufacture of incandescent

lamps have always had a very large part to

play in the selection of operating voltages for

lighting companies. At an earlier period in

the industry-, practically all central stations

were operated at either 100, 104, or 110 volts.

The carbon lamp at that time was the
standard incandescent lamp. The manu-
facturers of lamps found that it was impossible
to make all lamps exactly true to the pre-

determined voltage of design. There was,
therefore, a considerable supply of lamps
differing slightly in voltage from the standard
figures; and in order that the lamp manu-
facturers might dispose of their entire product
without waste, the lighting companies were
urged to diversify their voltages throughout
the range covered by the standard values.

In time, the desire for a wider distribution

and a more economical use of copper led the
lighting companies to seek higher voltages
than 110, with the result that ultimately
the demand for lamps was spread over a
range from 100 to 130 volts, although now
the greater proportion of the demand lies

between 110 and 125 volts.

Since the introduction of the tungsten
filament lamp, and as the processes involved
in the manufacture of this lamp have become
perfected and developed, there has been a
decreasing necessity for a widespread range
of operating voltages because the lamp
manufacturers have continuously been able

to make their lamps closer and closer to the
predetermined voltage of design. At the
present time, the processes of manufacture

vl
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Fig. 1. Plot of Lamp Demand upon the General Electric Company showing the decided

tendency toward standardization on 110, 115 and 120 volts
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are so far developed that Mazda lamps can
be made true to voltage within commercial
limits.

As the influence of the manufacturers has
been withdrawn from maintaining a diversity

of demand for various voltages, the trade

has shown an evident tendency towards
standardization of certain voltages. Fig. 1

demonstrates the tendencies at the present
time. This chart shows the percentage of

total demand represented by each voltage

over a period of years and it will be noted
that 110, 112, 115, and 120 are at present
the most prominent voltages. The tendency
of 115 and 120 is strongly upward, while
110 shows no pronounced tendency either

upward or downward and 112 evidences a

very pronounced downward tendency.
This chart shows the fundamental basis

of the movement now on foot tending toward
universal standardization on 110, 115, and
120 volts.

THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITIES OF IRON ALLOYS

By T. S. Fuller
Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

Very often the engineer, engaged in the design of electrical machinery, requires alloys of widely differing

electrical resistivities. Many times, however, he finds it difficult to select a particular alloy for his purpose
because the available resistivity data for the various alloys are inadequate. To increase the scope of the exist-

ing knowledge on the subject, the author has investigated the electrical resistivities of some of the iron alloys

and in the following records the results.

—

-Editor.

Most of the alloys recorded in this article

were melted either in an atmosphere of hydro-
gen or in vacuo. One-hundred-gram slugs

weremade in alumina crucibles, the melts being
thoroughly stirred with a fused quartz rod.

The component metals used were as follows:

Swedish iron; Goldschmidt chromium and
manganese; nickel from the International

Nickel Company; and cobalt, 98 to 99 per
cent pure, furnished by Eimer & Amend.
The composition of the alloys and their

corresponding resistivities are given in the
various Tables. The added metals were
carefully weighed and the slugs when cool

were weighed again. No slug in melting
lost over three or four per cent of the total

weight. Portions of the one-hundred-gram
melts were swaged and drawn down to wire
having a diameter of 0.010 inch. All the
alloys described in the following are therefore

sufTiciently ductile to be forged and drawn
into small wire. The samples were annealed
and the resistance measured at room tem-
perature by means of a potentiometer, using
the null method.

Alloys may be divided into three character-

istic groups with respect to their electrical

resistivity. In the first group are those whose
resistivity can be calculated directly from
the components, if the concentration by
volume is known. If the resistivities of one
of the binary systems of this grou]) be i)lotted

as a function of the volume concentrations.

a straight line will result. Examples of this

group are tin-zinc, tin-lead, tin-cadmium,
lead-cadmium, etc.

The second group contains those alloys

whose resistivity is much greater than that
of either of the components. If the resistivi-

ties of one of the binary systems of this group
be plotted as a function of its concentrations

by volume, there results a curve which slopes

off in both directions from a maximum to the

resistivities of the components. Examples
of this group are gold-silver, copper-nickel,

iron-nickel, etc.

The component metals comprising an alloy

of the first group are present as a mechanical
mixture, and the components of the alloys

in the second grou]) are present in solid

solution.

There is a third group of alloys whose
component metals are present in a semi-

miscible state, that is, in which two series of

solid solutions are separated by a gap. If

the resistivities and volume concentrations of

one of the binary systems of this grouj) be

plotted, the curve will rise raj^dly from the

values for each of the com])onent metals

to the values for the limits of the satu-

rated solutions, but between these limits

the variation will be linear. Examples of

this group are coi)])er-silver, coi)per-cobalt,

etc.

All the systems considered in this article

belong to the second group.
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TABLE I

IRON-NICKEL ALLOYS

TABLE III

IRON-COBALT ALLOYS

COMPOSITION
Electrical Resistivity

Iron Nickel
Microhms per cm'.

100 12.0

83 17 38.2

71 29 79.5
70 30 83.3

66 34 86.3

19 81 23.9
10 90 19.4

1 93 18.1
o 98 11.9

100 11.8

Iron-nickel Alloys

The iron-nickel alloys, as shown by Table I,

display a range in resistivity from the values
for iron and for nickel up to a maximum of

S6.3 microhms per cm^, which is fifty times
the resistivity of copper. The alloys con-

taining large amounts of iron are readily

oxidized and therefore should not be used
tmprotected at temperatures above 400 to

500 deg. C.

TABLE II

IRON-CHROMIUM ALLOYS

COMPOSITION
Electrical Resistivity

Iron Chromium Microhms per cm^.

100 12.0
90 10 54.0
80 20 60.0
78 22 60.0
76 24 57.8
70 30 55.9

Iron-chromium Alloys

In the iron-chromium series, as presented
by Table II, there appears only a small
difference in resistivity for alloys con-
taining ten, twenty, and thirty per cent
chromium. However, the addition of ten
per cent chromium to iron increases the
resistivity five and one-half times, and gives
a value 32 times the resistivity of copper.
The more chromium present in the alloy,

the greater the resistance to oxidation at
high temperatures. Alloys containing twenty
per cent or more of chromium may be safely

used up to 800 deg. C.

COMPOSITION
Electrical Resistivity
Microhms per cm^.Iron Cobalt

10
20
30
100

100
90
80
70

12.0
16.3

20.0
20.0
9.7

Iron-cobalt Alloys

Table III shows that the addition of thirty

per cent of cobalt to iron about doubles the
resistivity. Like the iron-nickel system, the
iron-cobalt alloys are readily oxidized at high
temperatures and should not be used above
400 to 500 deg. C.

TABLE IV

IRON-NICKEL-CHROMIUM ALLOYS

COMPOSITION
Electrical Resistivity

Iron Nickel Chromium Microhms per cm'.

100 12.0

100 11.8

4 93 3 46.0
4 90 6 53.0
18 75 7 83.1
70 20 10 77.5
35 55 10 107.0
17 70 13 103.9
16 71 13 100.2
5 81 14 89.9

25 60 15 110.0
5 80 15 96.8
4 80 16 95.0
6 77 17 105.0

50 30 20 92.5
30 50 20 104.0
25 55 20 93.5
7 70 23 111.0

20 55 25 113.0
7 64 29 110.0

10 58 32 110.0
33 34 33 98.0
23 44 33 109.0
10 53 37 113.0

Iron-nickel-chromium Alloys

Data of the iron-nickel-chromium system
is given in Table IV which shows resistivities

ranging from 11.8 and 12 microhms per cm'
for nickel and iron to 1L3 microhms per
cm'\ the latter being 66 times the resistivity

of copper. The only alloys of this group
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which are not highly resistant to high tem-
perature oxidation are those containing large

amounts of iron and less than twenty per cent
of chromium. All others resist oxidation to a
high degree. Those alloys containing large

amounts of nickel and twenty per cent or more
of chromium are the most resistant to oxida-

tion, and may be used at temperatures up
to 1000 deg. C. Alloys containing up to

and including thirty-seven per cent of chrom-
ium were made. This marks the limit of

forgeability. All melts containing more
than this amount of chromium broke in

forging.

TABLE V

IRON-NICKEL-MANGANESE ALLOYS

TABLE VI

IRON-NICKEL-CHROMIUM-MANGANESE
ALLOYS

COMPOSITION
Electrical Resistivity

Iron Nickel Manganese Microhms per cm».

100

33
80
51
55
50
69
77
34
55
80
53
60

100
65
17
45
41
44
25
17
59
36
10
36
20

2
3
4
4
6
6
6
7

9
10
11

20

12.0

11.8

54.1

54.0
93.5
93.5
87.0
87.0
75.0
85.5
103.0
78.0

103.0
94.5

Iron-nickel-manganese Alloys

The iron-nickel-manganese alloys, as shown
in Table V, have resistivities up to 103
microhms per cm'''. These alloys are readily

oxidized at high temperatures and should
not be used above red heat.

COMPOSITION Electrical
Resistivity
Microhms
per cm'.

Iron Nickel
Chro-
mium

Man-
ganese

100 12.0
70 2 25 3 86.5
70 2 23 5 86.8
81 10 . 3 6 69.0
69 15 10 6 79.6
64 15 15 6 78.6
61 16 21 2 81.0
59 16 23 2 85.7
57 16 26 1 83.5
63 17 17 3 82.8
63 17 18 2 82.1
64 18 15 3 84.2
64 19 13 4 83.0
64 20 10 6 81.7
71 22 4 3 75.1

64 22 11 3 83.4

59 25 10 6 88.0
64 26 8 2 84.5
65 29 4 2 83.0
54 30' 10 6 85.0
49 35 10 6 99.0
42 39 16 3 111.0
47 40 10 3 106.0
44 40 10 6 96.0
35 49 10 6 111.0

35 50 10 5 107.0
34 50 10 6 111.0

35 52 10 3 110.0

19 56 19 6 110.0
24 60 10 6 91.0
10 66 19 5 105.0

100 11.8

Iron-nickel-chromium-nianganese Alloys

What has been said of the iron-nickel-

chromium system applies equally well to

the iron-nickcl-chromium-manganese alloys.

Those having a high nickel and chromium
content are resistant to oxidation at high

temperatures and may be safely used up to

1000 deg. C. Data on this svsteni appear
in Table VI.
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PERMANENT MAGNETS

By F. C. Kelley

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

Permanent magnets find some very useful applications in the electrical industry and as very few contribu-

tions to the literature are now found in the technical press this resume of the work of the principal investi-

gators is both interesting and instructive. The effect of chemical composition, shape and dimensions, heat
treatment and usage on the strength and permanence of magnets as determined by the different experiment-
ers is re\-iewed in detail.

—

Editor.

The application of permanent magnets in

the electrical industry is an important one,

but the amount of work \vhich has been
given to this subject is comparatively small.

The literature has been abstracted very well

by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson in the

Journal of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers. Vol. 50, pp-80-142, and in the

German by Dr. Ing. G. Eger, International

Zeitschrift fiir Metalography. ^Messrs. C. F.

Burgess and James Aston, of the University

of Wisconsin, have done some very good
work on this subject, which is reported in

the Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering

Journal, Vol. 8, pp-673-676, 1910.

The following is an outline of the literature

on permanent magnets according to Professor

S. P. Thompson:
1. Quality of Steel: Carbon Steels; Alloy Steels.

2. Shape and Dimensions: Short and long

bars, curved shapes.
3. Heat Treatment: Normalizing, Quenching,

Tempering.
4. Magnetizing: Methods; Appropriate inten-

sity of field.

5. Maturing: B3' Ageing, by Mechanical Shock,
by Reheating, by Partially Demagnetizing.

6. Conserving: Safeguards for Conservation,

Carbon Steels

By means of the hysteresis loop we are

able to determine the two most important
facts that we ought to know about steel for

permanent magnets, namely, the remanent
magnetism and coercive force; the height of

the point where the curve cuts the vertical

axis, and the breadth of the loop on either

side of the zero point. The coercive force

is the most important. The author quotes
Professor J. 0. Arnold as authority for the
statement, that though the magnetic perme-
ability of a specimen is inversely proportional
to its carbon content, the amount of perman-
ent magnetism retained is directly propor-
tional to the carbon content. Arnold claims
that the amount of hardenite, a sub-carbide
of iron (Fe24C), present determines the
permanentness of a magnet. That is, the
coercive force depends upon the carbon

content, but not the remanence. He shows
a curve by Dr. Carl Benedicks in which the
coercive force is plotted against the carbon
content. The coercive force increases be-
tween 0.5 per cent and 1 per cent and at

1.5 per cent carbon reaches a value of about
He = 50.

Alloy Steels

Certain alloy steels containing other con-
stituents beside carbon possess magnetic
hardness and magnetic fixidity. Mushet's
steel is an example of this class which re-

mains hard when very hot ;, and when forged
it is self-hardening without having to be
quenched. This steel contains 7 to 12 per
cent of tungsten, besides having 13^ to 2

per cent of carbon. Other metals, such as

Mo, Cr, Mn and V, are used to give hardness
to magnet steel. Manganese steel contain-
ing 12 per cent Mn and 134 per cent C is

very hard, but curiously is almost non-
magnetizable. Allevard steel is a very good
magnetic steel and contains 53^ per cent of

W and about 0.59 per cent C.

Microscopic Examination

Probably no advance in recent times has
had an importance comparable with that
connected with the application of the micro-
scope to the study of metallic structures.

As the result of microscopic researches
steels are known to contain certain structural

constituents known as ferrite, cementite,
pearlite, martensite, hardenite, austenite,

etc., which can be recognized under the
microscope. The amount of each one of these
may be controlled by the temperature at

which the steel is annealed, quenched or

tempered. Then by this microscopic exam-
ination of different carbon and alloy steels,

we have learned the effect which each tem-
perature treatment has upon the structure

of the steel under examination. The hard
constituent called hardenite, which may be
a solid solution of carbon in iron, or possibly

a .subcarbide of iron is of the same percentage
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as pearlite, and is formed during any cooling

that is so rapid that the particular pearlite

structure has no time to form. This con-
stituent appears to be the most important
in magnets.

Diagrams of the equilibrium states of

different carbon steels at temperatures vary-
ing from 500° to the melting point of pure
iron have been made possible by the use of

the microscope. From such diagrams it is

possible to pick out the composition of the
steel which is best suited for various uses.

Effect of Shape and Dimensions Upon Magnetic

Properties

The shape and dimensions of a magnet
have a great effect upon its retentivity, due
to the fact that the poles of every magnet
exercise a self-demagnetizing influence on
the body of the magnet. The self-demagnet-
izing coefificient in the case of cylindrical bar-

magnets depends on the ratio of the length
to the diameter, and this ratio has a great

effect upon the qualities of the magnet.
The shorter the bar, the nearer together are

its poles, and the greater the demagnetizing
action.

The demagnetizing effect in case of slit

rings has been shown by H. Lehmann & H.
DuBois to be nearly proportional to width
of the slit, or gap in the magnetic circuit.

It would be exactly proportional if there were
no magnetic leakage, and if the gap itself

were small compared with the radius of the
ring. If the ring is provided with large pole

pieces and the gap is narrow, the demagneti-
zing coefficient may be greatly reduced. Pro-

fessor Thomas Gray found that the amount
of remanent magnetism increased regularly

with the dimension-ratio, that is, the ratio of

the length to the diameter of the bars. Mme.
Curie has also found this to be the case.

A laminated magnet has been found to be
no more powerful than a solid magnet of

equal weight and length.

Heat Treatment of Magnetic Material

In the heat treatment of magnetic alloys

it has been discovered that when any s])eci-

men has cooled down through the recalcscence

stage it is capable of being magnetized.
Since the coercive force of magnets dej^end

ujjon the way they are hardened, it is essen-

tial for magnets which are to have the great-

est coercive force that they be ciuenched at

a tem[;erature above that at which they
recalesce, and quenched cjuickly. This has
been shown by Mme. C\iric, who magnet ixc:l

an annealed bar and tested it. Then it was
heated just below the point of recalcscence,

quenched in water, magnetized and tested.

Next it was heated above the point of re-

calcscence, quenched in water, magnetized
and tested. The magnet imyjroved each
time it was tested, but the improvement was
greatest in the latter case.

Magnetic material which has had previous
working should be annealed slowly, and then
quenched just a Uttle above the point of

recalcscence. Mme. Curie tried experiments
on the effect of quenching carbon steels of

0.06-1.20 per cent C and found that 770°C.
was the best temperature for quenching.
If quenched at 975°C. the remanence and
coercive force both fell in value. She also

found that the best magnet material, after

hardening, if it be reheated to 905°, degener-
ated. By quenching first a little above and
then a little below the point of recalcscence,

and going through this cycle several times,

she found that the material could be improved
and that the material which had become
poor by over-heating could be repaired.

Barus and Strouhal tried some experiments
on the effect of annealing on the magnetic
qualities of permanent magnet steel, and
found that annealing at a temperature which
gave a blue tint produced the best results.

They also found that for short bars a glass

hard state, produced by heating to a bright

red, and quenching in cold water, gave the

best results.

Mme. Curie has investigated also the effect

of heat treatment on the alloy steels. Her
two best carbon steels containing 0.84 and
1.2 per cent C are as good as can be found for

any carbon steel, giving a remanence of (570

and 645, and a coercive force of 58 and 53

respectively. They were made in the form
of rings. She found that Allevard steel (5.5

per cent W and 0.59 per cent C) not quenched,

gave a remanence of 900 and coercive fore

of 26, but when quenched at 770°C. it gave
a remanence of 850, and a coercive force of

2(). Another tungsten steel ring (2.7 per

cent W and 0.76 C) gave a remanence of 800.

and 69 as the coercive force. A bar of the

same material 20 diameters long gave 500

and 68 as corresjionding values. Styrian

steel containing 7.7 jier cent \V and 1.96 jier

cent C quenched at 8()0°C. gave correspond-

ing values ;}70 and S5. This is considered a

very good steel for short magnets. She also

obtained very good magnet steels with the

respective comi)ositions 3)<^ and I \'vr cent

Mo. 1.25 and 1.72 i)er cent C.
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The statement is made that the tungsten
steels which have proved best for magnets
fall in two groups; (1) Those containing

5 to 7 or S per cent \V with about 0.5 per cent

C, and (2) Those containing 2V2 to 332 per

cent W ^^•ith 1 per cent C.

Professor W. Brown examined chromium
steels containing from 0.75 to 9.5 per cent

of chromium. They have high coercive

forces; but there seems to be little advantage
in adding more than 2^/2 or 3 per cent Cr.

Campbell and Pierce have both shown
that cast iron would make good magnets.
Campbell, by quenching at 1000^ found
values of remanence from 200 to 229, and
coercive forces from 48. 9 to 52.8.

Methods of Magnetizing

The method of magnetizing bar magnets
is to put them inside a long magnetizing coil

about twice as long as themselves. Short bar
magnets may be put between the poles of an
electromagnet, as may horse-shoe magnets.
The field to which they are subjected should

not be less than H = 250. Little depends
upon the duration of the operation. There is

a slight advantage in repeating the magnetiza-
tion a few times by turning on and off the

current. A slight advantage is gained by
mechanical agitation while magnetizing and
by not turning off the current too suddenly.

Ageing

Permanent magnets age with time, or lose

part of their magnetism. Professor Thomp-
son says that the most harmful thing that

can happen to a permenent magnet is to

slam on the keeper. Causes for the decay
of magnetism of magnets are mechanical
shock, changes of temperature, contact with
magnets or iron, and exposure to demagneti-
zing forces. The lapse of time also apparently
effects a deterioration. But in all magnets
there seems to be a limit to this decay. The
magnetism of a newly made magnet seems
to be made up of two parts, a removable or

sub-permanent magnetism, which slowly de-

cays, and a really permanent part. Mechani-
cal shocks and change of temperature help to

get rid of the removable part . The time ta'' en
to get down to constancy varies with the

quality of the steel and the dimension ratio.

Methods of Maturing

Permanent magnets are matured by re-

peated gentle heating and cooling, protracted
gentle heating, repeated subjection to me-
chanical shock, and partial demagnetization.

Barns and Strouhal found that by heating
a glass-hard magnet in steam for GO hours,

then rcmagnetizing, and steaming again, its

remanence was reduced to a constant value.

After this treatment it was droi)])ed from a
height of 1.5 to 0.5 meter on a wooden block
and it did not change over 0.51 per cent.

Mme. Curie found that heating magnets
in steam caused a reduction of both coercive

force and remanence, and that reheating to

200°C. was disastrous, for about 50 per cent
of the original total magnetism was lost.

W. Brown found that glass-hard magnets
resist shocks much better than others, and
that those of higher dimension ratio were
superior to those of a lower ratio. He also

found that by prolonged reheating at 60° a
constant state was reached with a reduction
of from 1 to 3 per cent in best steels.

Mme. Curie found that an Allevard bar
was rendered constant by shocks after it

had been reduced 6 per cent, while carbon
steel 0.5 per cent had to be reduced 40 per
cent before it was constant.

Klemencic investigated the influence of

allowing time to elapse between hardening
and magnetizing. He found that the regular
fall in their strengths was practically inde-

pendent of the time when they were mag-
netized, and depended only on the time that
had elapsed sinced they were hardened. This
proves that there is sort of a self-annealing

going on in the newly hardened steel, and that
the molecular settling down of the material
is scarcely influenced by the process of mag-
jietizing. This settling down is hastened by
boiling at 100°.

Kriise found that materials having the
greatest coercive force had the least percent-
age loss from shock. He also found that
drawing a magnet over the face of an iron

plate had a reduction effect of 20 per cent.

Safeguards of Conservation

It is essential if a magnet is to retain its

magnetism, that the keeper is not slammed
on. A magnet should not be drawn over the
surfaces of iron or steel and should not be
subjected to the demagnetizing influence of

other magnets. Care should be taken that
a magnet is not subjected to constantly
changing temperatures.

Summary of Literature According to Professor

Thompson

These results may be summed up as

follows: To produce permanent magnets
which are both constant and powerful, a
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tungsten steel should be used, having from
5 to 8 per cent of tungsten and from 0.4 to

6 per cent carbon. Chromitim up to 2 or

2.5 per cent may be present, but the presence
of manganese, titanium, cop]jer, sulphur,

and phosphorus should be avoided. For bar
magnets the dimension ratio should be as

large as possible. For horse-shoe magnets
the gap between the poles should be short

as possible, and the polar areas as large as

possible.

The forging of magnet material should be
done with as little working of the material

as possible, and with as low a temperature as

possible. After forging it should be normal-
ized by raising to 900°C. lowered to 750° for

a time, and then cooled off. To harden the

magnets, they should be heated to 950°C. for

5 minutes only, then lowered to 700°, and
quenched in brine or oil at 20°C. Some
tungsten steels are better if quenched be-

tween 770 and 850°C.
There is no advantage in tempering tung-

sten steel. Magnets of carbon steel of 20
diameters may be tempered to a straw tint,

and those of 40 diameters to a blue tint.

Any letting down below a straw tint impairs

their power to resist decay and usage.

Magnets should be matured by boiling or

steaming for 10-12 hrs. or by heating them
to 60°C. for 20 or more hours. There is

some advantage in letting them cool several

times during the process.

The magnet should be magnetized by an
electromagnet, or, if a bar magnet, by a

magnetizing coil, using the highest degree of

magnetization possible. There is some ad-

vantage in reversing the magnetism a few
times, but in the final magnetization the

current should be turned off slowly to zero.

There is an advantage in giving them a

slight mechanical shock. Some magnets
which are to have extreme constancy are

subjected to demagnetizing forces.

WORK OF BURGESS AND ASHTON

Method of Testing

C. F. Burgess and James Ashton in their

article published in Metallurgical and Chem-
ical Engineering, Vol. 8, p-G73-67G, 1910,

describe their method of testing as follows:

They used an r^astcrline ])ermeamctcr for

their work. The bar was inserted in the

permeametcr, the magnetizing force H was
raised to the maximum 200, and the density

B (max.) was recorded. II was decreased
to zero, and the retentivity B (Ret.) noted.

Next the coercive force He necessary to
reduce the retentivity to zero was determined.
Similar readings were taken for the reverse
magnetizing forces, and the average of these
positive and negative readings B (max.),

B (Ret.) and He for each bar was recorded
for comparison.

Heat Treatment

All of their samples were heated in a
BaCl'i bath to 1000°C. and quenched. The
authors recognize that 1000°C. might not
have been the best temperature at which to

quench, but on account of the impossibility

of obtaining the critical points for so many
samples in the time allowed thev quenched
all at 1000°C.

Methods of Maturing

Samples which showed a great retentivity

and a coercive force of 30 were tested for

stability. The bar was subjected to a
maximum magnetizing force of He = 200
and the retentivity noted when the magnet-
izing force was reduced to zero. The bar
was then rapped, jarred or boiled. When
boiled, the sample was enclosed in an iron pipe

to shield it from magnetic fields, and the
boiling was kept up for three hours. The
authors claim but one vigorous rapping is

necessary. The samples were tested as

forged, and after quenching.

Alloy Steels Tested

Chromium up to 16.65 per cent did not
give high coercive forces, and these samples
of high percent Cr were no better than those

of low percent Cr. This agrees with the

findings of Prof. Brown previously recorded.

The best alloys had a Cr content of 5 or (i

per cent, plus .75— 1 per cent Si or 0.3 per

cent to 0.5 per cent of carbon. Cr in pure
iron does not make a good magnet material.

Vanadium increased the hardness.

Manganese with pure iron does not make
a good magnetic material, because the re-

tentivity is too low.

Molybdenum alloys with vanadimn added
showed no such hardness as in the case of Cr.

Only one alloy showed U]) well in the

forged condition, cS Mo, .3 V, .() C. It

had a retentivity of 9200 and a coercive

force of 39.

In the l)inar\- alloys of Ni-1'\', an increase

of Ni causes a decrease of retentivity and
increase of coercive force. An alloy of 2(i

l)er cent Ni-Fe is non-magnetic. Alloys ol

higher ])er cent Ni arc magnetic. W-madiuni
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increased the magnetic hardness. Xi alloys

are not regarded as a good magnetic material.

Binary alloys of W-Fe are not good for

permanent magnets. The addition of vanad-
ium may be beneficial, and the addition of

carbon certainly is. The author's mention
that all of the satisfactory alloys of this series

except one contain carbon.

Summary

In summarizing, the authors say that Cr,

Mn. Mo. and W are important additions in

the manufacture of steels for permanent
magnets, but that the presence of a third
element is necessary. While carbon is bene-
ficial, highly satisfactory results are to be
obtained with Si and vanadium, especially

vanadium.
The following tables represent the best

alloys obtained for permanent magnets.
The first table represents results obtained
before rapping or ageing; the second after

rapping.

Some very good results were given in

Professor Thompson's article on Remy steel.

but I have not been able to find the com-
position of it.

WORK OF J. A. MATTHEWS
Mr. J. A. Mathews of the Halcomb Steel

Company presented a paper at the annual
meeting (1914) of the American Society for

Testing Materials, which brings out some
ver}^ interesting points. The paper appears
in the Proceedings of the American Society
for Testing Materials Vol. 15, 1914, pp-50-66.

New Factor to Judge Magnetic Quality

He devotes one section of his paper to the
definition of the different magnetic units, and
proposed a new unit to represent the factor
Br /He which he uses to judge the magnetic
quality of steels. He goes on to state that
the coercive force alone is not a sufficient

measure of permanence and that just as we
use

fj, to denote permeability, in other words,
the average number of lines of induced
magnetism for each unit of magnetizing, H,
so the factor Br /He indicates the average
number of lines of residual induction removed

Bar Composition B (Ret) Hf

TABLE I

WIC (6 W+ C) 13,450 30. as forged
156 E 8 Mo, 0.3 V, 0.6 C. 11,750 53.7 quenched
155 X 5 W, 0.5 C 11,700 59. quenched
136 U 5 Cr, 3 Mn, 4 Mo, 1 Si 11,350 55.8 as forged
160 P 4 W, 0.4 V 11,300 43.8 quenched
163 J 4 W, 0.4 V, 0.5 C 11,050 38.0 forged
155 P 1 Mn, 10 Mo, 0.5 C 10,750 58.4 quenched
155 K 10 Cr, 2 Si, 0.3 V, 0.6 C 10,700 32.9 as forged
163 P 4 W, 0.4 V, 0.6 C 10,650 35.5 as forged
150 C 2 Cr, 10 Mo, 0.5 C, 0.3 V 10,500 78. quenched
156 A 1 Mn, 2 Mo. 10,500 39.6 quenched
163 E 7 W, 0.3 V. 0.6 C 10,450 39.4 as forged
160 E 4 Mo. 0.6 V 10,400 35.0 quenched
160 C 10 Mo, 0.3 V, 0.4 C 10,350 59.8 quenched
155 Y 10 Ni, 5 W 10,300 35.2 quenched
136 V 10 Ni, 5 Mo. 10,150 36.7 as forged
141 F 10 Mo. 1.2 C 10,000 37.4 quenched

TABLE II

150 C 2 Cr, 10 Mo, 0.3 V, 0.5 C 6,300 77.2 quenched
163 E 7 W, 0.3 V, 0.6 C 5,600 81.0 quenched
156 C 2 Mn, 5 Mo, 0.6 C 5,500 57.2 as forged
155 P 1 Mn, 10 Mo, 0.5 C 5,400 57.5 quenched
136 M 5 Cr, 3 Mn, 4 Mo, 1 Si 5,300 64.7 as forged
155 X 5 W, 0.5 C 5,200 52.5 quenched
133 K 6 Cr, 0.84 Si 5,200 52.3 quenched
150 D 2 Cr, 16 W, 5 Mo, 0.3 V, 0.5 C 5,000 63.5 quenched
163 H 10 Mo, 1 V, 0.4 C 5,000 53.5 quenched
156 E 8 Mo, 0.3 V, 0.6 C 5,000 52.2 quenched
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by one dema<2;netizing unit of coersive H.
The smaller the numerical value of this

quotient, the greater the absolute permanence
of the residual magnetism. The ratio of

Br He becomes almost constant above H = 200
and therefore permits of comparing tests made
at different values of H . The instrument used
for testing was the Esterline permeameter.

Influence of Carbon upon Magnetic and Physical

Hardness

In trying to establish a relationship be-
tween physical and magnetic hardness, it

was discovered that for some heat treatments
of an ascending carbon series when He was
plotted against the Brinell number a straight
line relationship was found showing the in-

fluence of carbon on both properties. In
other conditions of heat treatment no sem-
blance of a curve could be plotted.

Effect of Size upon Magnetic Properties

The work which was done to prove the
effect of size upon magnetic properties is

very interesting. Two different heat treat-

ments were given steel of the following com-
position: C, 0.65 per cent; W, 5.22 per cent;

Mn, 0.33 per cent. The material for these

experiments was rolled down from the same
ingot, the diameter of the magnets was
varied, and the length was kept in the same
proportion to the diameter. By quenching
in cold water from 900°C. (1G50°C) the in-

duction B, and residual indviction Br, in-

creased as the size decreased, while Br /He
showed the largest section to be most per-

manent. This is contrary to the experience

in making horseshoe magnets, but it must
be recalled that ordinarily for any given

purpose, only the cross-section in them is

changed, while the length and air-gap remain
constant. Hence the rule applying to bar
magnets applies to some extent to them, and
as the ratio of section to length increases,

the demagnetizing effect of poles increases,

and a weaker finished magnet results from
the use of large sections.

Effect of Quenching upon Magnets of Different Sizes

By quenching in lard oil from S75°C.

(1000° I*') the <-)])i)ositc result was found, name-

ly, the smallest section gave the best test,

and in only the very smallest bars was the
rate of quenching in oil fast enough to develop
high permanence. These differences are ex-

plained by reactions in quenching.
These results may be contrasted with

experiments of another steel of the follo\ving

composition. C, O.Gl per cent; Si, 0.54 per
cent; Mn, 0.82 per cent; Cr, 0.80 per cent.

In these experiments the large samples,
when quenched both in water and in oil,

showed the best test for permanence. Judg-
ing either by the coercive force. He, or by
Br /He, the larger section is best for perma-

Facts Contrary to the General Idea about Magnets

The general idea about permanent magnet
material is that the harder it can be made the

greater its permanence. Comparative tests

on materials quenched in water or brine

would be expected to show that the harder
the piece, the less permeable, the lower its

residual induction, and the higher its coercive

force, but it is only true with certain steels

under restricted conditions.

It is well known that the hardening capacity

of steel decreases as its mass increases, yet

it has been pointed out previously that the

larger mass, and hence the softer piece, is

magnetically most permanent.
It is well known, too, that the rate of cool-

ing in oil is slower than water, and does not
give as great hardness. Yet previously

referred to experiments on steel, which was
quenched both in water and in oil, show the

relatively soft oil-hardened pieces when
compared with the water-hardened pieces of

the same size to have lower induction, lower

residual and higher coercive force than the

much harder water-quenched pieces, and the

factor Br/Hc shows superior permanence of

the oil quenched steel very clearly.

Hardening of Magnet Steel in Oil and Water

Exi:)eriments on the hardening of magnet
steel in oil and water (cold and boiling) are

very interesting.

The table of results is given below:

Chaige No.
Sclerescope
Number

Brinell
Number

594
534
548

B Br He Br/Hc

1

2
3

73.5
03.0
70.0

16700
14330
15500

11 n .")

9040
10285

44.00
52.40
50.00

250.0
172.5

205.7

Analysis, C, 0.5U%; Si, 0.51%; Mn, 0.79%; Cr, 0.73%.
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Treatment
1. Average quenching temperature of six bars,

Slo'C. (1500°F) in cold water.

2. Average quenching temperature of six bars,

843°C. (1550°F) in oil.

3. Average quenching temperature of two bars,

843''C. (1550°F) in boiling water.

The above results were verified in three

separate series of tests on variable carbon
inj:[ots of the same type of steel, whose
analysis is given above.

In the above table it will be noticed that

No. 3 in all its properties lies between Nos.
1 and 2. This is not a peculiarity of this

partictilar type of steel. It seems to be
generally true of the great class of structural

alloy steels, such as are covered in automobile-
steel specifications. It holds good for chrome-
nickel 3.5 per cent of Ni, and nickel-vanadium
steels of various carbon contact. It does

not hold good for two types of steel most
used for permanent magnets, namely, com-
mon open-hearth magnet, of the type repre-

sented by C, 0.60 per cent; Mn, 0.75 per cent;

1 .00 per cent ; and high grade tungsten magnet
steel of the type. C. 0.60 per cent and W,
5.00 per cent.

Effects of Drawing the Temper upon Magnetic

and Physical Properties

Drawing temper of steel has a very marked
effect on the magnetic properties. Hardness
ma}- be relieved by drawing the temper, but
this gives results directly contrary to those

due to retarded quenching rates. That is,

the maximum induction and residual magnet-
ism are increased, and the coercive force

lowered. This is true whether the steel owes
its original hardness to oil or water harden-
ing, and it is also true that the effect of

tempering is more marked on oil-hardened

than on water-hardened pieces. That is, the
augmented permanence in these alloy steels,

due to oil hardening, is unstable, and this

fact limits the possible comm.ercial applica-

tion of oil-hardening of magnets in manu-
facture.

Boiling in water has only a slight effect

upon the magnetic tests, while drawing the
temper at 205°C. (400°F), seriously impairs
the magnetic permanence. This is true of

both the structural alloys and the commercial
magnet aliovs. At a drawing temperature
of 315°C. (6b0°F) the difference between oil

and water-tempering is wholly wiped out,

and nearly identical tests result. Experi-
ments on drawing to 315°C. softened the oil-

hardened pieces physically to a less degree
than the water-hardened piece. On the
contrary, the greatest magnetic changes are
in oil-hardened steels.

While drawing to 315°C. lowered the
Brinell hardness 101 points in the water-
hardened pieces, it lowered the oil-hardened
pieces but 36 points; on the other hand, the
change in B, Br and He is much greater in

oil-hardened bars than in water-hardened
ones, yet the total change brought both
physical and magnetic properties approxi-
mately to a level, and wiped out the marked
differences in the original properties due to
oil and water-hardening.

Summary

Mr. Mathews has shown results which
seem to be out of the ordinary in that they
are many times just the opposite of what
one would expect. The fact that at present
we are not able to explain these results shows
the need of further investigation in this field.

There is need of more information in order
that we may have a better conception of the
relationship between physical properties and
magnetic properties, and that we may dis-

cover the laws governing these properties.

An extended bibliography of this subject,

is given by Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, in

his paper referred to at the beginning of this

article.
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THE SPRING LAKE MARINE RAILWAY

By Jacob A. Harman

Chief Engineer, Elliott & Harmax Engineering Co., Peoria, III.

Electricity operates the Spring Lake Marine Railway which is a mechanism designed and constructed to

serve the same purpose as a marine lock, but to cost less and to be maintained at a lower expenditure. Mr.
Harman gives the reasons as to why the Marine Railway came to be built, fixes its location, and then pro-

ceeds into a very interesting and full description of its construction, it equipment, and its operation.

—

Editor.

The Spring Lake Marine Railway, located

in the Illinois River valley about 30 miles

below Peoria, Illinois, has finally' become a

reality after several years of discussion,

litigation, and negotiations. It was built

by the Spring Lake Drainage and Levee
District, organized under the Laws of Illinois

for the purpose of reclaiming about 14,000

acres of land that was subject to overflow

by the Illinois River. The District, as

organized, included a body of water known
as "Spring Lake," which was shut off from
communication with the Illinois River by
the levee constructed by the Drainage
District. The Attorney General of Illinois

took the position that Spring Lake is a navig-

able body of water and as such should not

be closed to the public. Extended litigation

and negotiations resulted in an agreement
and a Decree of the Court providing that the

Drainage District should construct and for-

ever maintain for the use of the public certain

levees and other works which hold the water

at a fixed level within the lake, and the

marine railway herein described for the

purpose of transferring across the levee the

boats and barges that navigate the Illinois

River.

It was at first contemplated that a lock

should be constructed for the purpose of

communication between the river and the

lake, but the cost of the construction and
maintenance thereof would have been so

burdensome ujjon the Drainage District that

the matter was referred to the Rivers and
Lakes Commission of Illinois, and ajiproval

was obtained for the construction of the

marine railway as being adequate to serve

the needs of the public for navigation. This

marine railway has now been constructed,

and a satisfactory test was conducted by
the Engineers of the Drainage District in

the presence of the Rivers and Lakes Com-
mission in October, 191(). The electric power
for operating the mechanism is su])])licd from
the power j)lant of the Canton Cas & lilectric

Company at Canton, Illinois. The trans-

mission line, about 20 miles long, is a 13,000-

volt line, and also supplies electric current
for the Banner and the Spring Lake Drainage
Districts pumping plants. The Spring Lake
Marine Railway, the Spring Lake Pumping
Plant and the Banner Pumping Plant were
designed by and constructed under the

supervision of the Elliott & Harmon Engin-
eering Co., Consulting Engineers of Peoria,

Illinois, who also conducted the negotiations

leading to the change in plan from the con-

crete lock to the marine railway.

In general, the marine railway consists of

an incline track leading up each slope of the

levee to a turn-table located on the summit
of the levee. A cradle, or boat carriage, is

mounted on wheels so that it can be lowered
on these inclines into the water to receive

the boats, raised to the turn-table, rotated

thereon, and lowered to the water again on
the opposite side of the levee, keeping the

boat in its natural position throughout all

of this operation. An electric hoisting engine

for hoisting and lowering the boat carriage,

and an electric swinging engine for rotating

the turn-table are housed in a reinforced

concrete building alongside the turn-table.

The marine railway mechanism is designed

on the basis of handling as a maximum load

a flat-bottom barge, or power boat, 24 feet

wide, 120 feet long and having a draft of 3

feet 6 inches; the cradle, however, as designed

is sufficiently wide to accommodate shorter

boats of a maximum width of 28 feet.

Smaller boats, barges, and launches can also

be handled. Each incline consists of two
standard gauge railroad tracks, laid ])arallcl

and sjmced r)0 feet center to center, the

gradient of the tracts being 10 per cent.

These tracks extend from the turn-table

down into the water on each side of the levee

to a depth sufficient to have 4 feet of water

over the floor beams of the boat carriage at

the low-water stage. The rails used for all

tracks are 120-i)oun(l standard T-rail sections

and are laid on creosoled ties (> in. by 8 in.

by 10 ft. in., sjiaccd Ki in. on centers.
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These ties are fimily compacted in place in

a bed of sand, at least 12 inches deep below

the bottom of the ties in all places. The
turn-table at the summit of the levee is in

effect an extension of one of the inclines and
is mounted on a steel structure provided with

wheels on which the structure may be rotated

about a fixed pivot on circular tracks. The
circular rails on which the turn-table moves
are mounted in a concrete pit, 115 feet in

diameter, upon a heavily reinforced concrete

foundation of the slab type.

The cradle, or boat carriage, is a fabricated

steel structure mounted on wheels. The
main structural members consist of two
trusses on each side of the cradle connected

bv a svstem of fixed floor beams. The

trusses are 80 feet long and 10 feet high

with a clear opening between them of 30 feet.

The fixed floor beams are arranged in pairs,

and between each pair is mounted a heavy
movable beam which can be adjusted to fit

up snugly against the bottom of the barge

or boat in its natural position. These

movable floor beams are hung on heavy
threaded rods which extend upward through

the upper chord of the truss, at which point

the rod is .suspended from the top of the

truss by means of a split nut with four

handles resting on a short coil spring. There

is also provided a winch adjustment for each

of these rods for raising the beams rapidly

to position, after which the split nut is closed

and the beam is brought up close by the use

jatanaotaUiahi^udt

Fig. 1. Map and Elevation showing Layout of Marine Railway
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of the nut. In order to facilitate the raising

of these beams, they are constructed in the

form of a box girder closed at the ends and
are made water-tight so that they have
considerable buoyancy when under water.

Counterweights are also provided on the

winches, so that the weight of these movable
floor beams is so nearly counter-balanced as

to require a very slight lifting effort to bring

the beams to their proper position. This

boat carriage is supported on two specially

constructed S-wheel trucks of a heavy type,

the mounting being arranged so that the

floor of the boat carriage is always in a

horizontal position. Each of these trucks

is provided with special draw bars to which
are attached the steel haulage cables used

for raising and lowering the boat carriage on
the inclines. Each truck is also provided
with a system of brakes which may be set

by hand and which are so constructed as to

be set automatically by a coil spring whenever
the tension of the haulage cables is released.

The power and hoist equipment consists

of two electrically driven hoisting drums, one
for raising and lowering the boat carriage on
the inclines and the other for rotating the

turn-table. The main hoist drum is 60
inches in diameter, carrying two l^^-inch

steel cables each having a maximum working
load capacity of 50,000 pounds. From the

drum these cables pass to the center of the

turn-table and then separate, running over

a system of 60-inch sheaves, leaving the turn-

table on the center lines of the two incline

tracks, and connecting to the two draw bars

of the boat carriage. Means at this point

is provided for adjusting and equalizing the

tension in the two cables. This main hoist

drum is driven through a train of spur gears

by a 75-h.p. (intermittent rating), 600-r.p.m.,

440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, slip-ring type
induction motor with a reversible drum type
controller mounted on the operating platform.

The gear ratios are such that the main haulage
drum makes approximately one revolution

per minute, and the traveling speed of the

main haulage cables is approximately 16 feet

per minute. All of the shaft bearings are

mounted on heavy cast-iron sole plates of

the box type, grouted in and securely fastened

to a massive concrete foundation by heavy
foundation bolts. The drum is of heavy
cast-iron construction, with the main driving

gear at one end and the main brake spider
at the other. The brake drum is 10 feet in

diameter with a 143/^-inch face. This brake
is applied by means of a system of heavy

weights and levers, and is released by raising

the weights with a drum and wheel hoist

mounted on the operating platform. A pawl
and ratchet device on this hoist keeps the

brake mechanism in the released position after

the weights have been lifted by the hoist.

This pawl and ratchet device may be released,

thus applying the brake on the main drum
by four independent agencies: (1) by means
of a foot trip, mounted on the operating

platform; (2) by means of a ratchet device,

which engages the teeth of the large gear

when the cable starts to unwind, thus auto-

matically setting the brake; (3) by a centri-

fugal governor, which automatically sets the

brakes should the speed of the boat carriage

exceed the predetermined speed of 16 feet

per minute; and (4) by an electric solenoid

device, which automatically sets the brake

in case the supply of electric current should

be interrupted. Device No. 2, which auto-

matically sets the brake when the cable

starts to unwind, is made inoperative when
lowering the boat carriage by means of a foot

pedal on the operating platform. Device
No. 3, the centrifugal governor, is also

provided with a speed indicator mounted in

front of the hoist operator, showing when
dangerous speeds are approached. In order

to prevent the brake being applied too

suddenly when the weight is released, an
oil dash-pot is provided to regulate the speed

of application.

The turn-table swinging engine consists

of a 36-inch drum driven by an 18-h.p.

(intermittent rating), 600-r.p.m., 440-volt,

3-phase, 60-cycle, slip-ring type induction

motor with a reversible drum type controller

mounted on the operating platform. The
brake on this engine is operated by a hand
lever mounted on the operating platform,

and the traveling speed of the cable, which
is hitched to the outer trucks of the turn-

table, is 20 feet per minute.
The complete list of the safety devices

follows

:

1. An automatic brake on the boat carriage

trucks, which is applied by a heavy coil

spring whenever the tension on the main
haulage cables is released, whether by
design or by accident.

2. An automatic device for setting the brake on
the main hoisting drum when the cable
starts to unwind, whether by design or by
accident.

3. An automatic device for setting the brake on
the main hoisting drum when the speed on
the boat carriage, either coming up or going
down the incline, shall exceed 16 feet per
minute.
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4. An automatic device for setting the brake on
the main hoisting drum in case the power
should fail, due to an interruption of the
supply of electric current.

In addition to these safety devices, there

are three special indicators to aid in the
operation of the apparatus.

1. A speed indicator, heretofore mentioned in

connection with the centrifugal governor.

2. A circular indicator, 4 feet in diameter,
mounted in front of the operating platform
indicating at all times the position of the
turntable relative to the inclined tracks.

3. A horizontal indicator, 12 feet long, mounted
just above the main drum in front of the
operating platform, which indicates con-
tinuously the position of the boat carriage

on the inclines.

The operating platform is lifted above the

^oor level so that it is possible to see, through

the windows of the building, the general
position of the boat carriage and turntable
most of the time, but the view is at times
somewhat obscured and the indicating devices

are of great assistance in operating the
mechanism.

In conclusion, the following data concern-
ing the marine railway will be of interest:

Maximum Lift of Railway 27 feet

Vertical.

Estimated Maximum Weight of Boat Carriage
and Boat 800,000 pounds.

Largest Boat that it is Calculated to Carry ....

Length 120 feet, width 24 feet, draught 3M feet.

Distance Between Centers of Incline Tracks..
50 feet.

Slope of Tracks One foot in ten.

Estimated Maximum Pull on Haulage Cables..
100,000 pounds.

Speed of Boat Carriage 16 feet per minute

DISCHARGE ALARMS FOR LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
By C. E. Green

Consulting Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Company

Closel)' allied with the following article is another, entitled "The Development of the Coherer and Some
'Theories of Coherer Action," by the same author, General Electric Review, May, 1917. In the earlier

article appeared a complete description of the development, construction and characteristics of the coherer

which is the "brains" of the coherer type of alarm devices. Both the coherer type and the spark-tube type

of discharge alarms and discharge recorders and described in great detail below, as are also the coherer high-

frequency alarm and the high-frequency recorder.

—

Editor.

For some time there has been a constantly

growing demand for some device that will

give reliable information as to the behavior

of lightning arresters.

Various kinds of discharge recording de-

vices have been tried out but none of them
met with a very great degree of success. In

many cases the records were very hard to

read, and even where clearly legible there was
the lack of a warning signal given simultan-

eously with the discharges.

An ideal discharge recording device should

keep an accurate record of the number of

discharges over the arrester gaps and at the

same time give some kind of a signal at a

place where it can be observed by the station

attendant or o])crator. Two pieces of ajjpar-

atus fulfilling the above requirements have

been devclo])ed. One is known as the

Coherer Discharge Ahirm; the otlier as the

S])ark-Tube Discharge Alarm.

These discharge alarms are devices for

giving an alarm, by sounding a gong, and

making a ]jermanent record, by oj^erating a

•counter, every time a discharge occurs over

the gaps, or any one
arrester.

;;ap, of the lightning

Coherer Discharge Alarm

The coherer discharge alarm consists of

two parts, the coherer ])anel, shown in Fig. 1,

and the counter-gong relay, shown in Fig. 2.

The coherer ])anel sui)])orts a coherer, a

small relay in series with the coherer, and

a solenoid for j-roducing de-coherence; while,

as the name indicates, the covuiter-gong relay

consists of a counter, a gong, and a relay all

in one i)iece of aiJi)aratus.

The ojjeration of this alarm may he hricll)'

described as follows: When a di.scharge

occurs over any or all three pha.ses of the

lightning arrester gai)S, Fig. A, there is

sullicient voltage im])ressed on the suspension

insulators, which act as condensers, to spark-

over gap 1, i)ass through the coherer, and

s])ark over gaj) 2 to ground. This causes

the granules in the coherer, that were pre-

viously non-conducting, to act as good con-

ductors, and allow current to Mow from the

four dry cells through 3, the relay coil, the
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coherer, and back through 4 lo the other side

of the dry cells. The relay amiature is now
pulled down, closing its contact. Current
flows from the control circuit through 7, the

relay contact, through o. and the coil of the

counter-gong relay, to the other side of the

control circuit. This causes the counter-

gong relay to operate and sound the gong,

operate the counter, and close its contact.

Current now flows from the control circuit

through 7. the resistance, the de-coherer

solenoid, and 6. across the contact on the

counter-gong relay to the other side of the

circuit. A strong magnetic field is now
set up about the coherer, which lifts the

magnetic granules away from the electrodes

that are sealed into the bottom of the pant's

legs of the coherer tube. This movement
breaks the circuit from the dry cells through
the relay, so that its armature is released,

opening its contact and breaking the circuit

through the counter-gong relav coil. Its

i
Fig. 1. Coherer Panel for Coherer Discharge Alarm

armature now drops out, opening its contact,

breaking the circuit through the de-coherer
solenoid, and the granules drop Vjack in

a non-conducting condition. Nothing more
happens until another discharge occurs, when
this same operation is repeated. When the
arrester discharges continuously, the dis-

charge alarm operates at the rate of about
three or four times a second. For a single

discharge only one operation is made.
When this alarm is used with arresters

that do not require charging, it may be con-

nected as shown in Fig. 4 for line voltages as

low as 11, 000. This is permissible because

Fig. 2. Counter-Gong Relay for Coherer Discharge Alarm

the alarm is not called upon to operate at

normal line voltage and normal frequency.

However, this connection should not be made
from the neutral of arresters which require

charging, if the line voltage is below 30,000.

The coherer discharge alarm can also be
used to detect the presence of high frequency
on a transmission line or bus, even through
the voltage does not rise above normal.
This is due to the fact that the critical voltage
of a coherer is a function of frequency; an
increase in frequency causing a great decrease
in the voltage necessary to produce coherence.

When this device is so used, it is called a
Coherer High-Frequency Alarm. All con-

nections of the mechanism remain the same
as in the discharge alarm. Fig. 5, with the

exception that the spark gaps are short-

circuited, the ground connection removed,
and the voltage that produces coherence is

secured by tapping off from the top and
bottom of an insulator B which is at the
bottom of a string of insulators A suspended
from the transmission line or bus. At
normal or even double voltage when the
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Fig. 3. Wiring Diagram for Coherer Discharge Alarm
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Fig. 4. Wiring Diagram for Coherer Discharge Alarm

After coherence takes place, the operation
of this device is the same as that previously
described.

By using a coherer high-frequency alarm
and a coherer discharge alarm on the same
line, selective operation may be obtained.
The former will operate only when high
frequency is present, whether at increased or

reduced line voltage, and the latter will

operate only when surges are of a sufficient

value to arc over a sphere gap or the gaps of

the lightning arrester. For example, if trans-

formers or generators break down while the

high-frequency alarm is operating and the

discharge alarm is not operating, it would
indicate the trouble was due to high frequency
at a voltage lower than that required to arc

across the arrester gaps; while if both operat-

ed, it would indicate a high-frequency surge

at a higher value of voltage than that for

which the gaps were set; while if only the

discharge alarm operated it would show the

surge was not accompanied by high frequency

and was merely high-voltage at a moderate
or normal frequency'

.

These discharge alarms may be used on
either alternating or direct-current control

circuits.

® ^ ®
(f

4MKC«isl|l|l|l|M
1

I

L

Fig. 5. Wiring Diagram for Coherer High-Frequency AUrm

frequency is normal the alarm does not

operate; but when high frecjuency occurs

even at reduced voltage an alarm will be

given and a record made.

When tlu" (k'\ices are used in connection

with liu- multi-recorder, the counter-gong

relay is replaced by a coherer actuated relay

which is mounletl on the same jianel with the
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coherer and connected as shown in Fig. 6.

This relay has two auxiliary contacts and a

common connection, or neutral, from which
connections are made to the multi-recorder.

A photograph of this panel is shown in Fig. 7.

This api^aratus is known as the coherer dis-

charge recorder, and when used to detect

high frequency as shown in Fig. 8 it is called

a coherer high-freqviency recorder.

Both these devices are for use only on
direct-current control circuits, due to a
necessary inherent time element that is

required in the drop-out of the armature of

the coherer actuated relay.

The operation of this coherer recorder is

practically the same as that of the coherer
alarm, the only difference being that the
coherer actuated relay holds its armature in

the closed position during the entire dis-

charge, or high-frequency surge, letting it

drop back to the open position when such a
discharge, or surge, has ceased; while the
counter-gong relay operates continuously.
This continuous operation in connection with
the multi-recorder is not desirable, because

device allows only two records to be made
for a continuous surge regardless of its dura-

tion, one at the beginning, giving the day,

liour, minute, and second, and the other at

the end, giving a like record.

Fig. 7. Coherer Discharge Panel for use with

the Multi-Recorder

\
Fig. 6. Wiring Diagram for Coherer Discharge Recorder

if a surge lasted for some time a great number
of useless records would be made for the multi-
recorder would print at the rate of about
four operations a second. As designed, this

Fig. 8. Wiring Diagram for Coherer High-frequency Recorder

Spark-Tube Discharge Alarm

The spark-tube discharge alarm and spark-
tube discharge recorder perform the same
functions as already described for the coherer
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discharge alarm and recorder. While the
coherer alarms may be used on any control
voltage alternating-current or direct-current
or even a 12-volt battery, the spark-tube
alarms require a minimum of 225 volts direct

current for their control and are not adapt-
able for alternatin<r-current control.

I

r c r

Fig. 9. Spark Tube Panel for Spark-tube

Discharge Alarm

The Spark-tube discharge alarm consists

of two parts: the spark-tube panel shown in

Fig. 9, and the counter-gong relay shown in

Fig. 10.

The operation of this apparatus is as

follows: When a discharge occurs over any
or all three phases of the arrester gaps, Fig.

11, there is voltage im])ressed on the to]) of

the suspension insulator, or insulators, which
act as a condenser and this impresses sulli-

cient voltage on the spark-gap to sjjark it

over and the sijark-tube then si)arks over to

ground through the condenser. The re-

actance of the relay being on the high side

of the spark-tube cau.ses the static to si)ark

over the tube as an easier i)ath to ground.

When this static s])ark ])asses from the large

electrcKle to the smaller one, it carries a very
minute stream of condiutitig ions across the

gap. This comi:)letes the path for the direct-

current control circuit.

The operation is now as follows : When the
tube sparks over, as just described, current
flows from the negative lead, through the
relay, the spark-tube, and back to the positive

lead. This causes the relay to pick up and
in doing so it operates a counter, sounds the
gong, and breaks its circuit by opening a
contact in series with its coil. This contact,

in opening, stops the direct-current arc in

the spark-tube and the relay drops back into

position, closing its contact. When the
contact is again closed direct-current voltage

is again impressed on both sides of the spark-

tube, so when its gap sparks over the direct

current will follow and cause another alarm
and operation of the counter.

The dashpot on this relay limits the action

to about two or three complete operations a

second.

In cases where the gaps of the arrester arc

over continuously, the gong and counter will

operate continuously at intervals of about

)^ to 3^ second. For single discharges the

Fig. 10. Counter-Gong Relay for Spurk-tubc Discharge AUrm

gong will sound once and the counter will

increase its number by one.

This a])paratus may also be used to detect

high-voltage on a line or bus, above any
predetermined value—say 150 or 200 per

cent normal—by setting a si)hcre-gap to

spark over at that value, as shown in Fig. 12.
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"When this spark-tube device is used in

connection wnth the multi-recorder, it is

connected as shown in Fig. 13. the relay

taking the place of the counter-gong relay.

This relay has an oil dashpot that prevents
it from closing the open contact to the multi-

recorder until the surge has ceased, thereby
also giving only two records for a surge on
the line regardless of its duration.

These discharge alarms have a great ad-
vantage over various other types in that only
the coherer panel. Fig. 1, or spark-tube panel
Fig. 9, need be installed near the arrester

to which it is attached through insulators,

while the counter-gong relay, Fig. 10, may
be placed at the distance most convenient
for the operator or station attendant to take

i//Ve OR BUS

CONDCNSEir

OROUNO

Fig. 12. Wiring Diagram for Spark-tube Surge

Recorder

HORN GAPS/

CONDENSER

ToLine

fig. il. Wiring Diagram for Spark-tube Discharge Alarrri

Condenser

Oround

Fig. 13. Wiring Diagram for Spark-tube Discharge Recorder

counter readings and observe the alarm given

by the gong. For instance, a bank of arrest-

ers may be located some distance from the
operating station so the operator is not aware
of their action. In this case an alarm would

be given near him, simultaneously with a
counter record for every discharge, and he
would thereby be kept thoroughly informed
as to the presence of high-voltage disturb-
ances on the transmission system.

I
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THE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL BUSINESSES*

By Geo. H. Gibson

Consulting Engineer, New York City

In order for manufacturers, and especially manufacturers of engineering appliances, to prosper it is neces-
sary for them to work incessantly for new products and for improvements in the old. As the author observes,
the greatest success in engineering businesses have come to men who possess the threefold ability to foresee
the need or opportunity, develop the solution, and focus the attention of the public upon the result. With
large businesses it is impossible for one man to frame the general policy of the concern, and at the same time
perform the research or inventive work and the designing; therefore these functions are divided between dif-

ferent lots of men, and the degree of success achieved by the organization is dependent upon the fitness of

each. The prejudice to new and useful things that is often manifested by the public can be quickly overcome
by judicious advertising, and the period of profit-making thus increased during the seventeen years monopoly
conferred by patent.

—

Editor.

The application of science proceeds at an
accelerated pace. The days have about
gone by when one good idea would keep a
family in business for several generations.

No one dare rest content, for as Solomon
remarks : "Yet a little sleep, a little slumber,

a little folding of the hands to sleep, so shall

thy poverty come." Every manufacturer,
and particularly manufacturers of engineer-

ing appliances and products, must maintain
a constant output of improvements and new
developments in order to protect his invest-

ment in plant, organization, and good will

—

and indeed, to stay in business. As has
justly been said, the invention of a new
machine or process (by some one else) may
be as disastrous as a fire, and far more likely

to occur.

Moreover, the more progressive and the

more advanced a concern is, the greater will

be its volume of new developments and
improvements. Inventions breed inventions.

At the same time, the investment of time
and money in research and development is

a capital ri.sk, that is, the j^reliminary investi-

gation upon which the design of im]jroved

apparatus is based and the jjrovision of manu-
facturing equipment and organization for

turning it out must largely be paid for before

the market for it can be developed. It is

only by the prompt enlightenment of the

prospective consumer, in other words, by
educational advertising regarding the a])i)lica-

tions and advantages of the new article, that

the loss of time and the waste which always
intervene between the jjerfection of a device

or process and its general use can be reduced.

The introduction f)f new things is a si)ecula-

tive venture whic-h bars the timid, but for

that very reason is highly profitable. Patents

more or less effectively insure to the originator

a safety zone, jirotecting him from competi-

tion for a limited period that he may have
the opi^ortunity to recover his great initial

outlay. Advertising, however, is equally

useful, since it can shorten the jjeriod of loss,

conserving for profit-making a greater j)ortion

of the 17 years' monoi)oly confcrcfl l)y the

patent and increasing the volume of profit.

Advertising itself exerts an accelerating influ-

ence on technical development, for before

advertising one should have something worth
advertising. Much of the strategy in the
competitive selling of engineering appliances

consists in originating better methods or

designs, or new and improved products.

Good business has been defined as the art

of selecting probabilities, and it is certainly

true that the greatest successes in the engin-

eering businesses have come to men who have
the ability to do the following things.

:

1. Foresee the need or opportunity.
2. Develop the solution, and
3. Focus the attention of the public upon

the problem and its solution.

As examples might be mentioned: Edison
with the incandescent lamp, Westinghouse
with the air brake and alternating current

transmission, Hunt with rope transmission,

Sturtevant with fans and blowers. De Laval,

Curtis, and Parsons with the steam turbine,

Babcock and Neier with the water-tube boiler,

Diesel with the oil engine, the Wheelers with

surface condensers, I till with technical jour-

nalism, Thurston with technical schools, Pat-

terson with the cash register, Herschel with

water meters, Kent with his handbook, and

many others.

The inertia and prejudice which must be

overcome in the introduction of a new device

may be illustrated by the exjx'rience of

Corliss with his variable cut-otT four-valve

steam engine. After he had perfecteil and
demonstrated the remarkable savings of his

engine as compared with the engines then

common in this country, he was still compelled

to give the engines away and to lake his jiay-

ment in the fuel saved during the first year's

o])eration, in order to make headway.
Many i)eoi)le have the idea that the inven-

tion is the imi)ortanl thing. Very few

engineering busines.ses, however, are founded

altogether on exclusive and basic patents.

They are based rather on a conil)ination ol

• From Jin aildrcnii delivered before the Tnhnieal Publidtjr

At-tofiation.
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scientific knowledge and business sagacity,

with the help of such protection, monopoly,
or trading advantage as can be obtained from
the detail patents which it may be possible

to secure as the development of the art

unfolds itself. A man may have the genn of

a good idea for a successful business, but still

nothing that can be protected by a patent,

even though patentable improvements will

doubtless be discovered upon developing the

idea. Xevertheless. the essential factor is

the broad judgement or foresight which leads

hfim to take up certain matters at a j^articular

juncture, and not the specific mechanical
contrivances by which he may carry out his

ideas. In such cases, the best protection to

the idea is advertising by means of which he
can promptly get the full benefit of the

potential demand for his product before

competitors have had time to imitate and
develop. Once he has his organization and
business well under way, competition will be
at a disadvantage.

For businesses up to a certain size, there

is nothing that will beat one-man efficiency.

The man who can see a need or an oppor-
tunity for a need and act accordingly is fit

to be the head of a business, if he is also an
administrator. However, the organization of

modem industrial enterprises branches out
into a great multiplicity of specialized details,

and we cannot always get in one man all

those qualities of genius that are necessary
in the inventor, in the captain of industry,

and in the promotion expert. We therefore

have performing these functions a number of

men who may be described as follows:

First, there is the general strategist, who
may have the title of president, general

manager, chief engineer, and not infrequently

sales manager, since the study of how to sell

a product as already built leads almost
invariably to the discovery of improvements
whereby it can more easily be sold in larger

volume and at a greater profit. It is the
disposition and function of this Head never
to be satisfied with things as they are. He
is continually studying the trend of engineer-

ing, scientific and business developments with
a view to visualizing their probable future

course. His policy is to build a monopoly
of information and brains and then to serve

the public with little or no competition by
having the best solution for each new problem
as it arises.

A good example of the necessity of appreci-

ating research on the part of the directors of

industrial enterprises is supplied by the editor

of London Engineering, who relates that the

firm of Simpson, Maule & Nicholson, in their

day leading manufacturing chemists in Eng-
land, became millionaires largely through
the fact that Nicholson was a very able

chemist. When he retired, the firm ceased

to develop. His successors employed several

very able chemists, but these had no control

over the business policy and the end was
disaster. At one time their leading chemist

was the late Prof. Meldola. When he in-

vented his blue, however, the firm refused

to take it up, and he accordingly published

an account of his discovery with the result

that it founded the fortune of a leading Ger-
man firm. The successor of Meldola was
Prof. Green, who invented primulin, a dye
of an entirely new type. This the firm

refused to patent, and within a few weeks
it was in consequence made in Germany, the
whole advantage being lost to England.

Again, some fifty years ago an ingenious

engineer invented the duplex steam pump,
standardized the type and in time built up
an able and aggressive engineering, manufac-
turing, and sales organization. Its success

having been demonstrated, this type of pump
was taken up by numerous competitors, each
of whom developed a complete line. A
comparison of the bulky and closely printed
catalogues with page after page of tabulations

of sizes and models of duplex pumps issued

by the dozen or so builders will indicate the

immense amount of money invested in draw-
ings, patterns, and manufacturing equipment,
not to mention catalogues and advertising.

Partly because of pressure of competition,

seven or eight of the largest of these concerns
went into a merger and eventually into the
hands of a receiver. All of their pumps,
regarded as assets upon which to base a
growing business, have now become practi-

cally obsolete, or at least greatly depreciated
in value by the perfection of the more com-
pact, simple, reliable, and efficient steam-tur-
bine-driven centrifugal pump as used in all

services from boiler feeding to city water
works supply.
The steam-turbine-driven centrifugal pump

requires precise, scientific design, and accurate
manufacturing methods, in order to secure
both efficiency and reliability; but if some
of the original pump builders had devoted a
modest fraction of the time and money spent
in copying other reciprocating pump builders,

to intelligently directed research and com-
mercial development work, they might while
continuing to supply the demand for recipro-
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eating pumps then existing have created a
new and exclusive market for themselves. It,

however, remained for entire outsiders, steam
turbine builders, to perfect and introduce the
steam-turbine-driven centrifugal pump.

Second, we have, or should have, the
inventor or research man. His endeavor
specifically is to put the existing business out
of business by bringing out something better.

He must be an independent thinker, and his

department is primarily a thinking and
scientific intelligence department, largely free

from dictation and direction by minds engaged
in the routine of the business. (The business
man is generally about as good an inventor
or research man as the inventor is a business
man.)
The research man is herein differentiated

from the designer, as it is not so necessary
that the research inventor should design as

it is that he should be able to see things from
both the maker's and the user's points of

view, should have a wide play of fancy, and
should have the power to co-relate facts.

He reads everything. He may even at times
take delight in considering the improbable
or the unlikely from a spirit of mere novelty
and adventure. The man who makes radical

inventions is a man of vision, and perhaps
of visions, he must penetrate the curtain of

convention and habit. Certainly, he must
not be overburdened with routine, must not
travel in a rut, and must never entertain the
idea that anything has reached finality, or

that he has done his utmost. He can quite

properly be stimulated to venture freely in

the quest for good ideas by some kind of

contingent reward, something that will make
the work interesting. He should not be dis-

couraged by indefinite, intangible promises,

or by the ofTer of a mere fixed salary that

may stop at any time.

A few concerns have grasped the value of

always pushing forward ; it is said, for example,
that one automobile builder sjjends $500,000
per year in research and development. A
great number, however, hardly do more than
trust for their j)rogress to the inconstant aiid

nickering light of chance ideas.

The third member of our ideal technical

business organization is the designer, the

man who works ideas into shajje for the sho])

and the user. While ujjon his sagacity and
skill depend tremendous economies in manu-
facture, as well as satisfactory ])erformancc

of the finished article, he is essentially con-

servative, a "stand-patter," having a keen
realization of the fact that every scratch of

a draftsman's pencil costs money in the
pattern shop, foundry, and machine shop.
The attempt to conduct research in the
production department usually demoralizes-

the latter while rendering the research
impotent.
The advertising manager of a technical

business should seek to grasp new ideas in

their full import and in all their implications,

and should endeavor to estimate and appre-
ciate their possible and probable effects on
existing practice and business. He works in

close co-operation with the administrative,

research, and engineering departments, in

order that he may understand what they
have done and seek to do, and that he may
formulate and popularize those ideas which
will stimulate and guide customers' demands
in conformity with their plans. It is his

problem to tell the public how to use the

product and why to use it, to make the

product more thought of and better thought
of, since the value which people will place

upon the product naturally depends upon
what they know and think about it. He
endeavors to bring the user and producer
closer together and seeks effective and
economical ways for educating the user.

His problem is a little different from that of

the general advertiser. He must co-ordinate

facts of physics, chemistry, engineering, and
commerce and infuse into them the spirit

and purpose of a Inisiness. Exacting de-

mands are made upon his breadth of view
and industry, but at the same time his work
is facilitated because of the interest which
naturally attaches to new things. There is-

nothing of human use to which interest does

not attach, and anything that men have to do
with can be made to interest them in some
way. Engineers are naturally interested in

new forms of construction, new theories, and
tests and descrii)tions of installations, and
it is the advertising man's part to add i)ithy,

succinct, and forcililc presentation.

In ad\-ertising to managers of enteri)rises,

consulting engineers and others who imrchase

engineering ai)i)liances, he can to advantage
a])peal to their desire for further knowledge,

and to the sentiments, beliefs and ideas of

wideawake, self-reliant men, who ])rohably

lia\'e a large store of systematically organized

knowledge which they will bring to bi-ar upon

the statements made to them, lie must

therefore argue logically and with a full com-

mand of the facts.

{'Engineering i)r()<htcts an- piirchased almost

solely for their utilitarian value. Their
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usefulness can be weighed, measured or

computed in some way; and they are usually
purchased ^\•ith much deliberation, for the
reasoning faculties of the people who buy
them have been emphasized by technical and
business training.

The advertising should arise from and carry
forward the general ideas and beliefs of the
guiding mind of the business. It finds

inspiration in new products and the exploita-

tion of new fields. As compared with this

broad purpose, the means and methods

discussed in books on advertising, such as

typography and display, color of ink, quality

of paper, etc., are to a degree only incidental

—

all that is asked of them is that they should

do their part in transferring ideas efficiently

and not get in the way of the main motive,

which is the making use of the spectacular

qualities of advancement and improvement
and the doing or saying of things interestingly.

The world is run largely on ideas and the

dissemination of ideas is the business of the

advertising engineer.

DEVELOPMENTS IN SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS

Improvements in the Design of Benchboards

In connection with the manufacture of

switchboard equipments for som.e of the
large power plants during the last few years,

various improvements in benchboard have
occurred to the designing engineers, or have
been suggested by the customer. It was,

therefore, decided to redesign the several

types of benchboards already on the market,
to incorporate these improvements and at

the same time to standardize, as far as pos-

sible, the design so that a fewer number of

parts are required, or that common parts

can be used for different types of bench-
boards. This will enable the factory to take
the benchboard material from a not too cum-
bersome stock, and greatly shortens the time
of assembly, as long as the customer confines

himself to standard design.

Designs have now been completed, and the
following types of benchboard can be ordered
from standard drawings:

1. Open type board (see Fig. 1).

2. Closed type board, with back
panels in two or three sections. vent

3. Closed type board, without
back panels, installed near wall.

4. Control bench, for installing in front

of instrument and meter panels.

The standardization width of .sections for all

types of benchboard are 16, 20, 24 and 28 in.

All types of board are designed so as to make
future extension possible at either end: in

fact, with this design a benchboard can be
extended just as easily as a vertical switch-

board.

The grille panels back of the instrument
sections are easily removable without the use

DESIGNED rOR EXTENSION EITHER END

u.

^
EASILY
REMOVABLE
GRILLE

Fig. 1. Standard Opsn Type Benchboard
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of wrench or screwdriver. Instead of grille

work back of the bench, panels are used which
provide a convenient place for mounting
graphic instruments, meters, relays, testing

links, etc. This enables the customer to test

these devices without interfering with the

operator in front of the bench. Furthermore
with this arrangement of apparatus, all instru-

ment leads can be brought up from the floor

in almost a straight line to the instrument
section without passing under the control

bench, which is usually crowded. The con-

trol leads can then be distributed neatly

back of the sub-base, where they leave the

conduits, and up to the control apparatus.

This condition of wiring not only gives a neat
arrangement of wiring, but, in case of trouble,

the whole system is exposed at once.

base, depending both upon the length of the
blade and of the rod used to open and close it.

The switch shown in Fig. 2 is operated
from directly below by a disconnecting switch

hook. There is not needed the room which
would otherwise be necessary for the operator
to use the switch hook at the considerable

angle required.

The construction of the disconnecting
switch is made clear from the illustration.

The insulators, insulator caps, and term-
inals are standard. The blade is a copper
rod with a cast eye fastened on one end and
a readily renewable sold brass contact tip on
the other. The stationary contacts are the same
as those used on H type oil circuit breakers.

When the switch is opened a flange near
the tip of the blade prevents the blade from

Fig. 2. Special Disconnecting Switch for Restricted Quarters

Redesign of the bench frame and increasing

somewhat the dimensions of the bench struc-

ture makes the interior easily accessible from
the ends of the bench, which are enclosed with
hinged grille doors equipped with lock and
key.

Ventilating screens are ]:)rovided on the

front and back, nmning the entire length of

the bench, thus ])revcnting excessive heating

from lamjjs and resistances. Further im-

provements include the use of welded instead

of jjivoted joints, which makes a better job

and also gives a more i)leasing appearance.

Special Disconnecting Switch for Restricted Quarters

The ordinary high-voltage knife-blade dis-

connecting switch is operated by a hook on

the end of a long rod. This neccs.sitates an
amount of sj)ace for the o])erator directly

below the switch and jjcrijcndicular to its

dropping below the upper part of the lower
stationary contact. A wide flare on the

lower end of the upper contact leads the
blade into ])lacc when the switch is being
closed.

After the l)lade is closed a slight turn to

the right or left by the operating rod locks

the blade in ])osition and ]:)revents it from
opening exce])t when desired.

Dead Front Plug Switches for Series Lighting Circuits

The ])re{lominant characteristics of the

"stab" or plug switch are : a simple inexi)ensive

appliance which can be used to make and
l)reak small currents at comparatively high

voltage with safety. These features have
made this tyi)c of switch ])articularly suitable

for use on both i)riniary and secondary sides

of constant current transformers in connec-

tion with series arc and incandescent lighting.
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They are used also occasionally on small

capacity feeder circuits up to 2500 volts.

Plug switches are either single- or double-

break and as made today possess certain

improvements as contrasted with older de-

signs which give better protection to the

operator.

In the older types the line ran to the

receptacle at its inner end and the parts pro-

truding through the panel were always alive.

Now. because of general changes in design

the current leads are attached to the outer

ends of the receptacle and the parts accessible

from the front of the panel are dead when
the plug is not in place.

The single plug switch has been provided
with greater insulation and a larger handle.

The new plug itself is much safer than the

older type but in conjunction with the new

method of making connections it is extremely

satisfactory from the viewpoint of safety.

The double plug switch follows the design

of the single-pole element in the use of tube
insulation; porcelain and brass supports, etc.,

but each complete switch consists of two
tubular receptacles and a two-plug double-

break switch' per pole.

Until the switch has opened sufficiently to

break the circuit there is slight chance of

touching the live parts of the switch.

The entrance bushings for receptacles are

of moulded material and extra large in size.

The two-plug switches have thick, wide cross

bars which constitute a guard and an addi-

tional protection. Receptacles and plugs are

identical for both open and short circuiting,

but the arrangement of receptacles is such

that there can be no confusion in operation.

(Dil

Fig. 3. Dead Front Plug Switch for Series Lighting Circuits
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN THE OPERATION OF
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

Part XXII (Nos. 84 to 87)

By E. C. Parham
Construction Department, General Electric Company

(84) VOLTMETER CONNECTION
INCORRECT

Switchboard instruments of the astatic

type have one coil which provides the con-
trolHng field and another coil which con-
stitutes the deflecting member. Therein
they are somewhat like instruments of the
permanent-magnet type, in that the con-
trolling field is maintained practically con-

stant irrespectively of the field strength of

the deflecting coil. The astatic meters have
the advantage, however, that they are com-
paratively immune from the effects of stray

fields and that their controlling fields are

not permanently weakened by the demag-
netizing effects of line short-circuits. (Asta-

tic meters, therefore, are well adapted for

use on railway switchboards since these are

often subjected to the effects of external

short-circuits.) A characteristic of the per-

manent-magnet type meter is that the

strength of the deflecting coil field depends
only on the impressed voltage; therefore,

if the voltage is of the wrong polarity, the

meter needle will be deflected in the wrong
direction, or of the scale. Meters of the

astatic type will not act in this manner
Vjecause any reversal of the polarity of the

line will reverse the polarity of both coils, and
the direction of the deflection will thereby

be maintained the same.
In a certain installation there was reason

to believe that the insulation of a railway

generator (which operated alone) was defec-

tive. An insulation test was made by means
of the voltage of the machine itself and a

permanent-magnet voltmeter. In the course

of the test it developed that the ])olarity of

the generator was reversed: instead of the

trolley wire being ]jositive, which is the

standard i)olarity for ground-return systems,

it was negative. This condition of course

had not affected the operation of the railway

and had not been noticed because the switch-

board meters were of the two-coil tyj^e which
indicate in the same direction for both line

jjolarities.

As there was no means available for the

"flashing" of the generator field in order to

give it an initial charge in the correct direc-

tion, the polarity of the line was corrected
by reversing the generator terminals at the
switchboard.

(85) POLARITY REVERSED
Astatic types of voltmeters and ammeters

include two coils, a field coil and a deflecting

coil. The field coil generally is permanently
connected to the busbars and the field pro-

vided by it corresponds to the field that is

provided by the permanent magnet in the
permanent-magnet types of instruments. The
deflecting coil is connected across the circuit

of which the voltage is to be indicated.

The magnetic circuit of the field coil is

operated at such a high magnetic density

that even appreciable variations in the excit-

ing voltage that is applied to the field coil

do not materially affect the strength of the

field and, therefore, do not appreciably affect

the indications of the instrument. In other
words, the iron of the field magnetic circuit is

so highly saturated that a considerable change
in the exciting voltage is required to material-

ly affect the constancy of the field strength.

Therefore, in the case of a voltmeter, the de-

flection will be directly proportional to the

voltage that is applied to the deflecting coil.

That there is a limit to this proportionality

of deflection, however, is illustrated by the

following instance.

The engineer of a summer hotel complained
that the indications of his voltmeter were not

correct, that although the brilliancy of the

lamps and the speed of the elevator indicated

that the voltage must be about normal the

voltmeter needle "wasn't more than half-way

u\) the scale." Investigation disclosed that

the voltmeter was being used in connection

with a three-wire generator, that the voltage

between the outside wires was 240 and was
used for the elevator, and that the voltage to

neutral was 1 10 and was used for lighting.

By means of a double-throw switch, the

deflecting coil could l)e ai)i)lied to indicate

either voltage (this arrangement is jjerfectly

jjermissible.) The trouble was due to the

fact that the field coil was permanently con-

nected to the llO-volt busbars while it was
designed for 22()-volt excitation. The error
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was. however, in the safe direction, for had
the field been intended for 110-volt excita-

tion and it has been pennanently connected
to the 220-volt bus the coil probably would
have been burned out.

After chanting the field coil to the 220-volt

busbars, the voltmeter indications became
normal.

(^86) WRONG TAP SPACING ON
CONVERTER

The voltage ratio between the continuous-

current end and the alternating-current end
of a plain shunt-wound synchronous con-

verter is practically fixed, excepting insofar

as the voltage of the continuous-current end
may be slightly changed (without changing
the voltage of the alternating-current end),

by shifting the brushes. The extent to which
the brushes may be shifted without producing
bad results is limited by the machine's com-
mutation characteristics. The changing of

the field excitation has no appreciable effect

on the voltage ratio, because such a change
affects the power-factor and the resulting

reaction of the displaced current on the

magnetism of the pole-pieces tends to restore

the magnetic conditions that existed before

the field change was made. Indeed, unadvised
changes in field current are to be avoided.

Where such a converter supplies a constant
load, the proper method of securing correct

voltage at the commutator end is to supply
the necessary voltage to the collector end.

If the secondary voltage of the supply trans-

formers is too high and the transformers have
no taps, the same results may be obtained by
connecting reactances between the secondary
of the transformers and the collector rings.

A three-phase 240-volt converter was the
subject of a complaint on account of spark-

ing. Investigation disclosed that the alter-

nating voltage was too high and that, due
to an attempt to lower the continuous volt-

age by shifting the brushes on the com-
mutator, the brushes had been moved to a
position where they sparked. As a move-
ment of the brushes back to the non-sparking
point raised the continuous voltage, still

higher, the operator was compelled to use
reactances for the transformers had no lower
taps. The reactances permitted non-sparking
operation at approximately the desired con-
tinuous voltage, but the converter heated
excessively. Furthermore, it was noticed
that the heating was practically the same at

[i
light loads as at heavier ones. Considerable
time was spent in trying to locate the trouble

by testing, but this was unproductive.
Finally, it was learned that the armature had
been repaired at an earlier date. In checking
the repair work, it was discovered that when
the taps from the rings to the continuous-
current winding were replaced, the taps had
been spaced incorrectly. Most of the trouble

had been due to the cross currents incident

to the wrong tap spacing and to the fact

that the wrong spacing gave more impedance
drop between one phase than between the
others.

In this instance, the trouble seekers were
called to remedy a minor trouble and they
located a major one after considerable delay.

If they had known that the armature had
been to a repair shop, much time would have
been saved.

(87) WORN CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH
The following letter was received from a

large operator of sewing machines that are

motor-driven

:

"Dear Sir:

"I have so many machines to watch; these
machines are run by single-phase motors
which they dont give ever much trouble,

but still these motors give some small troubles

which don't amount to much. I watch my
motors very close; most of them do fine but
three of them don't; they spark much when
they work also they get hotter as the other
motors. I open one motor inside I find one
arm burnt; but not the other arm burnt.
I take the burnt arm off and motor now run
first rate. Other waist makers might have
trouble the same like this.

Signed Max "

The motors referred to were single-phase

motors made to start by means of an internal

starting switch which automatically operates
to cut the starting winding in and out at

the proper time. Fig. 4 indicates the con-
nections. Here d and e are brass rings which
are mounted on the shaft and which turn with
it. A small carbon brush c bears sidewise upon
d anld two brass contact fingers or arms a and
b, connected in parallel, are spring-pressed on
ring e as long as the armature speed is below
a certain value. Above this speed, centrifugal

force throws a and b outward, thereby
opening the starting winding. The operator's

trouble was due to the fact that the weight
and tension of one finger were such that the

lever would throw outward just far enough
to hold an arc. The removal of the faulty

finger of course eliminated the trouble.
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SUBSCRIPTION TO THE LIBERTY LOAN BY
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

EMPLOYEES

The official announcement of the amount of the subscription to the Liberty
Loan has not been made pubHc as we go to press with this issue of the Review,
but preHminary estimates show that the Loan has been over-subscribed by about
a bilHon dollars.

As soon as plans had been formulated for a nation-wide campaign to insure

the success of the Loan, the General Electric Company announced that it would
purchase $5,000,000 of bonds, and would also purchase for its employees as many
bonds as they would subscribe for, to be paid for in approximately one year by
weekly or monthly deduction from wages. This is broadly the plan that has been
followed throughout the country by corporations, banks, and merchants for

their employees. Subscribers to the Loan by this method commit themselves to

compulsory saving, and this feature no doubt is partly accountable for the

splendid response by the country's workingmen—by which we mean that large

army of men and women who are dependent upon their daily wages for a liveli-

hood.
At the Schenectady Works of the General Electric Company June Gth was

appointed "Liberty Loan Day." Six hundred bond salesmen from among
the employees made a thorough canvass of the office and factory, and when their

returns were compiled the subscriptions showed a grand total of $1,057,200.

There are about 22,000 employees at the Schenectady Works, of whom 13,234

purchased Liberty Bonds.
The other plants of the Company made equally good showings and the total

of subscriptions from all works and offices to June 15th amounts to $3,000,300.

Schenectady Works including General Offices

Lynn Works
PittsHeld Works.
Erie Works
Bdison Lamp Works
Fort Wayne Works
Sprague Wc^rks
National Lamp Works
District .Sales Offices

General Office De])ts., elsewhere than Schenectady

Grand total

Number of
Subscribers

13, 234
,782
,02

1

,445
.lis

,125
8(H)

,G83

226

Total
Subscriptions

$1,057,200
563,300
280,250
177,300
202,150
151,550
57,850

278,200
205,750
26,750

$3,000,300
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THE FUEL PROBLEM
'"Xot only food but fuel is a vital need of

this country and of our allies—coal to run
the ships and railroads, to feed the iron

furnaces, and furnish steam for all the manu-
facturing plants, coal in greater quantities

than have ever been mined in the United
States, or in any part of the world; and this

is being met in truly American fashion by
the operators and owners of the mines and
by the diggers of the coal."

—

Secretary of the

Interior, Franklin K. Lane.
A new record was set for the first six

months of this year; 270 million tons of

bituminous coal were mined. This is 2o
million tons more than in the first six months
of 1916, and if maintained during the summer
(when the mines usually shut down for a
time) will produce 540 million tons for the
year, as against 442 millions for 1915.

Continuing, Secretary Lane says: "The
difficulty of distribution now so great will be
intensified, however, in the coming winter
months. Just as consumers of foodstuffs are

being urged to eliminate all waste and to

practice sen.sible economy, so the consumers
of coal must do their share in working out
the coal problem by unloading every car as

fast as it is received, and in improving their

plants so as to utilize to the fullest the heat
value of the coal that reaches their bins. In

stopping the coal panic and in expediting

a condition of fuel sufficiency, every consumer
can do his bit."

In this and subsequent issues we will

call attention to ways in which the con-
sumer in the electrical and allied industries

can help by adopting methods for more
efficient utilization of our fuel resources.

Such methods include: (1) More extensive
I development of water power; (2) Utilization

of the less concentrated sources of kinetic

energy, such as tides, waves, wind, solar heat,

and terrestrial heat, (although the.-;e cannot

be utilized on a large scale during the present
emergencjO

; (3) Utilization of by-product
fuels, such as coal-mine waste, coke-oven and
blast-furnace gas, and wood waste; (4) Utili-

zation of local resources of low-grade fuel in

territory now dependent upon transportation
of high-grade coal from distant sources; (5)

More efficient means of utilizing the latent

energy in fuel for generating heat and power;
(6) Concentration of the production of power
from fuel in central stations, where the most
economical methods may be utilized, and its

distribution electrically to consumers; (7)

The use of electric vehicles, charged by
central-station power, to help relieve the
great demand for gasolene for urban trans-

portation.

Owing to the war and the high cost of

materials and shortage of labor, there has
been little done recently in the way of initia-

ting new enterprises for the transmission of

power from hydro-electric plants, and from
steam power-plants located at coal mines.
At the same time there has been a steady
increase in the demand for power and for

fuel.

With the present limited development of

our water powers and of our deposits of low-
grade fuel, the country is largely dependent
u]Jon localized mining activity in the regions
where deposits of high-grade coal and oil are
found. Large sections of the country receive
their fuel supplies by long rail or water routes.

They are often subject to delays from short-

age of cars, locomotives, or shipping; from
congestion of traffic or from transportation or
miner's strikes. The cost of freight prohibits
the transportation of any but the highest
grades of coal for distant consumption. In
such parts of the country there are unde-
veloped deposits of low-grade fuel which
can be used locally, by several available
methods, in connection with existing equip-
ment.
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POSITION OF THE ENGINEER IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS*

By H. W. Buck
PRESIDENT AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

The prestige that is being attained by the engineer in national affairs is a source of much satisfaction to the
engineering fraternity, and Mr. Buck's address will be read with interest by all its members. Xot so long ago
the engineer lived in a little sphere all his own, with its restricted outlook on the world's affairs, intently bent on
the study of some scientific phenomena or technical problem, and having little care for and no voice in political

and sociological matters. But the accomplishments of the engineer in the last few decades have worked such
sweeping reforms in our business structure and methods of living that he has been carried forward by the tide of
his own creations into the front rank of prominent and influential citizens. The prestige of the engineer in
both technical and civil affairs has promise of being further strengthened by the activities of the Engineering
Council, a recently formed body representing some thirty thousand engineers.

—

Editor.

There has been much discussion concerning
the position of the engineer in modern times,

but conditions are changing so rapidly and
points of view are undergoing such a funda-
mental evolution that it is well from time to

time to review the relations of the engineer
to his surroundings and to secure if possible

the proper orientation.

The Accomplishments of the Engineer

The change and improvement in the
engineer's position in the world in recent
years have been so rapid as to surprise even
those who were the optimists in the under-
dog days of the engineering profession. In
the middle of the last century, when the
engineering and technical schools began to be
formed in this country by men of far-seeing

vision, the classical scholars looked on askance
and took pains to differentiate these upstart
institutions from their own traditional schools

of learning and to ostracize those who pursued
the new courses by classifying the professions

as "learned" and technical.

Times fortunately have changed. The
engineering profession is coming into its own.
Today the engineer is being swej)t along by a
tide which he himself has created with an
irresistible force, and it is well therefore for

the engineer to take his eyes off his work
occa.sionally and to observe his constantly
changing surroundings. A flood of scientific

and technical accom])lishments has swei)t

over the face of the earth, revolutionizing life,

commerce, and international destinies. Even
the turmoil in which the world now finds

itself can jjrobably in the last analysis be
traced to the over-acceleration of world
affairs resulting from the work of the scientist

and engineer.

In all this devel()])nu'ii1 jjcriod of the

engineering ])rofession during the last century
the engineer has worked his way along alone

and in silence, so lo sjjcak, seeking his reward
rath(;r in the joy of accomplishment aiid in t he

realization of his dreams than in worlillv

recognition and accumulation. The very
inherent greatness of the pioneers who have
laid the foundations upon which we now
build prevented them in a way from acquiring
a more worldly position in affairs. This
tradition, however, is not a virtue beyond
a certain point, and the engineer by nature is

too willing to give way to others. The time
has come when he should take a more worldly
position in the world which he himself has
created.

In our general relations to intellectual

development we may consider that we are

jttst emerging from a classical period where
tradition, custom, prejudice, ignorance, and
dogmatic religion were the controlling forces.

Movements which took place in world affairs

were largely political, following the paths best

suited to the advantage of the ruling classes.

There was little real progress, because there

was no development of scientific knowledge
and its application in engineering. Scientific

truth held no standing. The worship of

tradition caused a powerful reaction against

any scientific discovery which might neces-

sitate a readjustment of established habits

of thought and life.

For centuries before the dawn of the

scientific and engineering era great changes
took i)lace throtighotit the world, btit little

real ]3rogress occurred. Races rose and fell,

always falling back to the starting i)oint, for

there can l)e no u])ward trend in racial develop-

ment without the solid basis of scientific

knowledge to grow u])on. China made great

])rogress and develojjcd its early civilization

under scientific activity, but tluring recent

centuries it has lived under the worship of

classical tradition and has become inert.

A constant ciiange in point of view, which

is so largel\- l)n)Ught abotit through develop-

ments in scientific knowledge, seems to be

necessary for progress in civilization. Our
cixilization l()ila\- dilTi-rs from that of a

Aililrcss lit special tm-ctiiiK Aiiu-ruaii Iiislituo Elcctricol

I'-iiK'nt-tTS. New York City, Juiu- 27, 11)17.
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century ago in proportion to the scientific

and eninneerinij evolution which has taken
place durini:j the period through its reactions

on life in all of its phases. Such discoveries

in science as the law of gravitation, the evolu-

tion of species, the laws of electromagnetic
induction, etc., have probably had a more
profound effect upon the development of the
human race than any other acts in history.

The Engineer in Human Affairs

The engineering profession has passed
through the preliminary stages of -its growth
and has reached a position where the engineer
should work .and act not only with proper
attention to his work itself, but with full

consciousness of the important relation of

his work to human aft"airs in general. Among
the early pioneers in engineering were many
notable instances of men of great breadth of

view—men like Watt, Fulton, Whitney,
McCormick, Erickson and others. Special-

ization had not at that time begun to work
its narrowing influences. Of recent years,

however, under the stress of commercial
development and economic conditions, increas-

ing specialization has taken place and the

engineer has become obliged to compass his

mind with an ever-narrowing horizon. This
specialization produces extraordinary pro-

ficiency in particular fields, but has the
objectionable effect of narrowing the character

and outlook of the man and of reducing his

value as a citizen. We must take care lest

commercial considerations and the modern
mania for efficiency in the narrow sense force

our engineers to lose sight of the world
around them in their concentrated attention

to the part rather than to the whole. This
excessive specialization is a danger which
threatens the future standing of the engineer.

It is interesting to recall in this connection
the results of a recent canvass made by a
joint committee on education on the qualities

which, in the opinion of about 5000 leading
men, engineers and others, best fit a man for

a successful career as an engineer. As a
result of this vote only thirteen points out
of a hundred were assigned to purely technical

knowledge as an essential, the other eighty-
seven points being allotted to broader
qualifications, such as judgment, character,

human understanding, etc. This is merely
a quantitative .statement of the many general
demands now being made of the engineer,

and it illustrates how his work has broadened
[i out. It is an interesting and encouraging
symptom.

A most significant movement of recent

times in the engineering world has been the

develoi)ment of co-operative action among
engineers of all classes, and this tendency,

will, I believe, serve to offset the evils of

specialization. It is the growing recognition

of the fact that all branches of engineering

are interdependent. We electrical engineers,

I believe, are well aware how much we need
the assistance of other branches of engineering

for the successful fulfillment of our purpose.

The Engineering Council

This co-operative movement has quite

recently been given tangible expression in the

formation of the Engineering Council, an act,

I believe, of far-reaching consequence. Under
this organization as a beginning the Civil,

Mechanical, Mining and Electrical societies,

together with the United Engineering Society,

are tied together for co-operative action

through a joint body of twenty-four repre-

sentatives. This body will meet at frequent
intervals and will deliberate on matters of

general interest to engineers. It is an encourag-
ing beginning toward universal co-operation
among engineers in all branches of work.

In this Engineering Council we have for

the first time an engineering body representing

about 30,000 engineers of sufficient scope and
standing to create an engineering public

opinion. Its influence is likely to be far-

reaching in building up the prestige of

engineers in both technical and civic affairs.

A further development which has reached
full recognition only in recent times is the
mutual appreciation which has grown up
between the engineer on the one hand and
the worker in pure science on the other.

The engineer looks to the scientist to

provide him with raw materials of knowledge
with which to work out his application, and
the scientist must look to the engineer to

make his discoveries so fruitful that the full

effectiveness of his work on the frontier of

research can be sustained. Both are work-
ing together in order to unfold nature in

the most effective way for the benefit of

man.
We electrical engineers, I think, feel a

particularly close bond with the pure scientist

in that recent developments in physical science

have disclosed an intimate relationship be-
tween electrical phenomena and the nature of

energy and matter.
All of the important movements taking

place at the present time which center around
the engineer and his work mean, I believe,
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that the engineer is soon going to leave his

position of isolation in independent fields of

work and realize that he owes an obligation

to the community broader than his daily

engineering work and will contribute to the

general welfare his talents and experience.

It matters not whether the problems before

him are political, sociological, industrial or

technical, I believe that the engineering type
of mind, if the proper breadth of view has been
acquired, is best fitted to undertake them.

Resourcefulness and Imagination of the Engineer

It is not necessary, perhaps, in important
administrative positions to have civil, elec-

trical or mechanical engineers as such, but
we do need men in those positions who have
had training of the type which engineering

gives, with the mental balance, the power of

analysis which such a training develops, the

resourcefulness and the faculty of recognizing
and properly apportioning the various ele-

ments in a problem. There is a quality of

mental honesty which engineering experience

highly develops which is sorely needed in

public life. The scientific and engineering

professions should rise up and furnish such
men from their ranks for the welfare of the
country.

The classicist contends that a world
dominated by scientists and engineers would
be cold, materialistic and atheistic, and lack-

ing in those qualities of ait and sentiment and
the imaginative outlook which every civiliza-

tion so highly prizes. To this doctrine and
its injustice to the engineer I want to take
emphatic exception. The world today may
be inclined toward materialism, but it is not
dominated by the engineer—far from it

—

but by other classes.

The engineering mind, on the other hand,
numbers among its characteristics a highly
de\-eloped creative imagination and possesses

to a high degree exactly those qualities of

mind and temperament best suited to com-
bat materialism. There have been many
instances in history of great artists who have
been great engineers and vice versa, and I

believe that the two temperaments lie in close

relationship. Furthermore, scientists and
engineers as a class have a strongly developed
spirit of international understanding and
sympathy which may serve as an important
safeguard against excessive nationalism and
excessive aggression as well.

Destiny of the Engineer

And so, gentlemen, I believe that we can
confidently look forward to a new era for the

proper fulfillment of the destinies of the

engineer. Out of this world chaos we now
see men of engineering and scientific training

rising to positions of commanding prominence
on all sides. It is simply the working of

the inevitable law of the survival of the fittest.

In this great movement not only must the

individual engineer play his part, but the

great engineering societies must realize the

power of influence which they are developing

in an ever-increasing degree in the com-
munity at large and the obligations which
devolve U]jon them.
And so I hope that the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers as it passes along from
one administration to another will acquire

an increasing realization of its duty, not only

in furthering the growth of science and
engineering, but in furthering the influence

of the engineer in the affairs of the country

and of the world.
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THE ENGINEER'S PART IN PROSECUTING THE WAR*
By E. W. Rice, Jr.

PRESIDENT-ELECT AMERICAN INSTITUTE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Modem war is a highly organized enterprizc, demanding supreme sacrifices and the hardest kind of work,
not only individual work but co-operative work. In this address Mr. Rice mentions some of the tasks that are

ahead of us to overcome our enemy's flying start. The task of providing and maintaining adequate shipping
for our own and our allies' needs, in the face of the submarine menace, is briefly discussed as a problem that must
be solved by the engineer; in fact, the statement that modern war is largely a question of mechanics and
engineering works ought to be true in any analvsis of the subject that we attempt. For when wc come to con-
sider the means of prosecuting the war, whether it be a matter of gims, airplanes, submarines, or methods of

combating these, we find that the problem is one for the engineer; it is largely a contest between the engineering
abilities and facilities of the warring nations.

—

Editor.

Xo body of men can get together at the

present time without soon discussing the

subject of the war. which is uppermost in

everyone's mind.
The war is the one dominating factor in

the world Hfe and thrusts itself before our
thoughts whether we wish it or not. We are

in the war at last and will remain in it to the
end. Whether it shall be a bitter end or a
bright end will depend largely upon our-

selves, as it is now our war.

It has been stated many times that

modem war was largely a question of me-
chanics and engineering, a statement with
which we must all agree. It is, therefore,

self evident that engineering must take a

leading and dominant position in the war
work. Xow the electrical engineer stands

for about the latest thing In engineering

development; his activities embrace prac-

tically all other fields of engineering, being, so

to speak, the last word in engineering. The
electrical engineer must, therefore, realize

that this is his war in a very personal and
particular sense.

War calls for supreme sacrifices and the

deepest devotion, but it also demands some-
thing more difficult to give, and that is work.
War may be said to be the personification of

work, not only individual work, but especially

organized and disciplined work,—disagree-

able, dirty, heartbreaking, backbreaking,
ner\-e-racking work, but always work. No
nation of loafers ever won a war. Other
things being at all equal, that nation or

people who are willing to work the hardest
will surely win the victory. Now I wish to

point out that the enemy we are fighting is

recognized as the most industrious organiza-

tion in the world. Our enemy has prepared
I; for war for fifty years and has been working

I'
with ever-increasing energy ever since the

\ war started three years ago. We made no
adequate preparation during all this time and
therefore started with a fearful handicaj) of

|> lost time and lost opportunities. We must

not delude ourselves that our enemy is

exhausted, but remember that he has the

advantage of a "flying start." We must
accelerate at an incredible rate if we are to

get our war-motor going fast enough, soon

enough to catch up.

Our enemy boasts that we have started

too late. We must, by the hardest work
directed with scientific skill and accuracy,

organize and effectively utilize all our power
of work to make his prophecy an idle boast.

The country is trembling with eager anxiety

to help. Men and women are offering their

services and their money. All eyes are turned
toward Washington and to many everything

seems confusion, and, as a result, we are full

of criticism. Now I think it is clear that

nothing is to be gained by destructive and
captious criticism. We must discipline our-

selves with patience, and if we take a broad
view, we must admit that progress is being

made. We must remember that a democ-
racy of a hundred million people, whose
thoughts and habits have been entirely those

of peace, cannot change to the methods of

war in a day, or a month, or even a year.

War is a business and must be handled as

a highly organized, centralized enterprise.

We must, no matter how repugnant it may
be to our habits and thoughts, temporarily
adopt such methods of our enemy as are

known to be efficient and successful, because
the penalty of failure is death. War is so

repugnant to our ideals that it takes time

to realize the neces.sity for and make the

colossal changes demanded in every direction.

We mu.st, therefore, as I have stated, avoid
captious criticism and confine ourselves to

constructive criticism, and that sparingly and
sympathetically administered.

There is one idea which wc must abandon.
The great majority of our people, who have
no acquaintance with science or engineering,

is prone to imagine that this war will be settled

Address at special meeting of American Institute Electrical
Engineers, New York City, June 27, 1917.
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by some wonderful new invention, as if by an
act of legerdemain; but you enj^ineers realize

that such a thinj^ is practically impossible.

It is so hopeless that it is cruel to permit any
such idea to take hold of the American people.

Neither is it possible for the war to be settled

by the act of some hero or superman. It can
only be settled by the united efforts of

thousands of men, each contributing his bit.
' Team play

'

' in our civil army at home is as

essential as it is in our fighting army
abroad.

I venture to suggest that we cannot all

occupy desks at Washington, and it is well

for us and for the country that we cannot.
We can, however, put ourselves and our
business in such condition as to meet what-
ever demand is made upon us. Only rela-

tively few can be useful in the direct service

of the Army and Navy, but there is plenty
of honorable work and useful work for us to

do. The most effective work for most of us
will be in the shops and offices at home, and
everyone who does his work loyally and well,

is as much a factor in our organized war as

the man at the front.

Now, properly understood, the fact that

no single great invention is likely to be made
which will win the war, is no cause for dis-

couragement. It does not mean that there
will be no improvement, no new inventions,

no new methods devised and put into effect.

It simply means that we must not wait for

the miracle which will never appear, but get

to work and energetically take advantage of

all present knowledge. We must survey the
field, get at all the facts, carefully determine
our plans, and then proceed to put them into

practical execution.

Take for exam]jle the matter of ship])ing.

This perha]js ]jresents the greatest immediate
])roV)lem of the war, frightfully comjjlicated

as it is by the submarine. I feel sure that it

can be successfully solved, if we are content
to solve it by the sim])le, common-sense
methods used by engineers and successful

business men in the ordinary course of l)usi-

ness. The jjroblem must first be carefully

investigated, all available data quickly ob-
tained and checked, and' all new conditions

considered, after which a Ijroad-gauged well

considered ]jlan or jjlans can be fornnilaled,

criticized, and then ]Hit into effect.

Of course it is elementary to say that we
must i>rovide shi])])ing in enormous quantities

to replace that destroyed and to ])rovide for

increased demands. It is evident that time
is the essence of the problem. \Vc must,

therefore, build the greatest tonnage in the
shortest time. The ships must be manned
and navigated to their destination and the
most efficient methods provided for docking,
unloading and loading.

With the situation such that the race is

between ship building and ship destruction,

with the destruction many laps ahead, it is

vitally important that ships should be loaded
and unloaded with the utmost expedition.

We have recently heard of an instance where
a large ship, after running the gauntlet of a
voyage to England, was forced to visit several

different ports and waste one month's time
before starting the return voyage. This loss of

time is equal to the loss of a complete voyage.
The net tonnage delivered per month is the
only thing that counts, therefore ship-tons

saved is worth more than ship-tons built.

Quick means of loading and unloading at

specially devised terminals, here and in

Europe, should be constructed and put into

operation. The methods are known. It

simply remains for us to organize and apply
them.
We must see to it that the kind of shi])s, in

res]:)ect to size, material and speed, are such

that the greatest tonnage may be moved
across the seas in the shortest time. In the

time element there must, of course, be con-

sidered the time required to build such
tonnage. If an investigation should indicate

that cargo ships can be built which will

successfully withstand one or more torpedo

attacks, and which can also be provided with

speed and armament sufficient to give them
a good chance of fighting off and getting

away from a submarine, they should be built,

no matter whether such shii)s cost more, or

are less adapted for use after the war, or take

a little longer time to construct than those of

the ordinary ty])e.

It is entirely within the range of i)ossil)ility

that such shii)s may i)rove to be the only ones

which will V)e able to navigate the seas with

any decent chance of surviving. It would
seem clear that, unless the submarine is

swept from the seas, it is hoi)eless to build

a large tonnage of slow moving, relatively

small ruid inadecjuately defended ships, as

the net tonnage which could l)e delivered liy

such a (leet of shii)s will be too insignificant

to be of any material vahu'. We wouUl have

bel on the wrong horse and lost; therefore.

I ho])e that we shall have the foresight to

build as largi- a number as possible of big,

comparalively torpedo-proof cargo ships, as

soon as possible.
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We should also, at the same time, consider

whether it is worth our while to continue l)uild-

ing: large dreadnauijjhts, battle-cruisers, and
the like, which cannot possibly be tinished for

years to come. Our ship-buildini; facilities

are limited, and if the facilities now devoted
to the construction of dreadnauj:;hts could be
immediately diverted to the construction of

large, indestructible, high-speed cargo ships,

which can be built in half the time, we would
be taking a great step towards solving the

problem.
So much for what might be termed the

"defensive method " of attacking the problem.
Along with this defensive ])lan. we should put
into execution every practical offensive plan

of attacking the submarine, such as methods
of detection when submerged, methods of

attack by means of destroyers, mines, aero-

planes and special artillery. All such methods
should be, and probably are being, developed,

and while no one of them will prove to be the

panacea by itself, collectively they will be of

the greatest value in reducing the menace.
However. I think it is well to emphasize the

fact that the only safe and sane plan of action

is to assume that we can only win by pushing
the development of all practical-looking

methods of attack and defense at the same
time and to the limit of our ability.

Now I am well aware that there is nothing
theatrical or startling, or novel, in the above
suggested solution. For this reason it is not
likely to appeal to the great non-technical

public; but there is no doubt in my own mind
that it represents the scientific and common-
sense method, and that if followed with
patience, persistence, vigor and diligence, it

will prove successful, and if successful, the

war cannot be lost. All the other problems of

the war—the aeroplane, Army, Navy, food,

manufacturing, farming, transportation, etc.

—can be successfully solved by the same scien-

tific, but simple and common-sense methods.
It is a great satisfaction to notice that this

country has at last awakened to the impor-
tance of developing that great American
invention, the aeroplane, and of manu-
facturing it on a great scale. We should do
ever^'thing to help to accelerate this work. If

we can get aeroplanes of the right kind to

Europe soon enough and in sufficient quan-
tities, experts tell us that it will do more to

win the war than a large army.

We must also not neglect the development
of the sul)marine, because if we fail to find

a way to dri\'e the submarine from the seas

in short order, and fail to make relatively

unsinkable and uncatchable ships, we may
have to rely on big freight submarines,

]jroi)erly convoyed by fighting submarines,

if necessary, in order to get food, material,

and soldiers to Europe.
We must not forget that, after all, all these

things must be done by men collectively, and
that, therefore, it is essential for us to think

and act collectively, and with reasonable

unanimity. We must co-operate and not

nulUfy our power by quarrels among ourselves.

This means that we must be willing to give

consideration to the views of others, be ready
to make reasonable compromises and be con-

stantly actuated by a spirit of conciliation.

We must make every eflfort to get men of

great experience, industry and sound com-
mon-sense in positions of trust and influence.

We can then hope to have the helpful sug-

gestions offered by other men of experience

and wisdom given intelligent and proper con-

sideration. We must give our chosen leaders

reasonable time to make and carry into

execution their large plans, and if after

a long and fair trial, we find that we have
made a mistake in our selection we should then
promptly replace such leaders by those more
competent, who will surely be found. This is

the only way in which a democracy can work
and form an effective and efficient organiza-

tion.

I think I have said enough to indicate that

there is plenty of work for engineers at home,
as well as abroad; in civil life, as well as camp
life. Engineers have a great opportunity in

this way and a heavy responsibility. You
have special knowledge, experience, and a

forward looking point of view which the

country needs, and it is your duty to see to it

that you are given the opportunity to make
effective use of your talents in the service

of the Nation, and if you are not given that

chance, you must persistently demand it

until you get it, and then I feel certain that

the victory will be on our side ; our civilization

will be saved, and the world will be made a

safe place for all decent people, and those who
survive will be able to turn again to the satis-

faction and joy of a useful and peaceful

existence.
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METHODS FOR MORE EFFICIENTLY UTILIZING OUR
FUEL RESOURCES

Coal and oil are funda^r.cntal necessities for carrying on war. The Xavy, transjjortation by land and sea,
and the manufacturing industries, as well as the welfare of the people, are dependent upon an ample supply of

fuel for power, heat, and light. The producers and the transportation systems of the country are now over-
whelmed by the demand for fuel. This exigency demands that the fuel users give immediate attention to the
seriousness of the situation. In the series of articles, of which this is the first, we shall endeavor to "do our bit"
by stimulating the development of improved methods of producing power and also by presenting in a convenient
form such information and description of methods as can be applied by the fuel user to alleviate the situation.— Editor.

P.\RT I

THE USE OF LOW-GRADE MINERAL FUELS AND THE STATUS OF
POWDERED COAL
By F. Parkman Coffin*

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

In this first installment of the series the distribution of the coal deposits in Xorth America is described
and attention is called to the fact that certain sections of the continent at a distance from the coal mines have
large undeveloped deposits of low-grade fuel. Reference is made to the other low grades of coal which are
produced as by-products of mining. The solid mineral fuels are treated in the following order: peat, lignite,

bituminous coal, and anthracite. The methods of burning each of these fuels arc revie»ved: viz., burning on
grates, in gas producers, and in pulverized form. The relative advantages of each method are discussed in

detail.

—

Editor.

The efficient utilization of our fuel supplies

is a subject of constantly increasing impor-
tance. Interest in this sulDJect in America has
usually been confined to the advocates of the
conservation of our natural resources. The
fuel supply is still abundant and it has usually

been cheaper to burn high-grade coal, or fuel

oil, than to bother with peat, lignite, or some
of the poorer grades of coal containing a
high percentage of ash. In some mining
districts a portion of the coal is regarded as

refuse and is either burned to get rid of it,

used for filling, or thrown on the culm piles.

The reserves of bituminous coal and lignite

in the United States are immense; but the
supply of some of the higher grades, such as

coking coal and anthracite may be exhausted
during this century.

(') "The unrestricted use of our better

grade fuels and the ruthless waste and neglect

of fuels that should l^e of real commercial
value are i)hases of our national extravagance
that are little short of apjialling. The Ikireau

of Mines has repeatedly called attention to

the rate at which the sujjplies of high-grade
fuel are being dej^leted, and the need of in-

vestigations to ascertain how waste in their

mining and utilization can l)e les;;ened or

prevented."

Wastage of Coal in Mining

(^) "The am(,unt of im])ure coal in ni'arl\-

every coal bed in the United States varies

from H) to .")() ])er cent, averaging 2.") per cent.

At ]>resent all of this is thrown awa\', though
much of it could be vised for the making of

gas for gas engines. Due to faulty mining,
bad engineering, the falling of roofs,

'squeezes,' 'creeps,' and 'crushes,' approxi-
mately another 25 per cent of the coal present
in the mines is never taken out and is thus
los . In other words about 50 per cent of

the coal present is wasted or tmused, and
never to be regained. The wastage in a mine
is anywhere from 40 to 70 per cent. 'If the
wasteful methods of the past are to continue,'

says I. C. White, 'if the flames of '.io.OUO

coke ovens are to continue to make the sky
lurid within sight of the city of Pittsburgh,

consuming with frightful speed one-third of

the power and half of the values locked up
in these priceless supplies of coking coal, the

present century will see the termination of

the American industrial supremacy in the

iron and steel business of the world,'

In spite of immense resources we are now
face to face with a serious coal shortage, owing
to limitations of trans])ort;ition and of labor

at the mines. At the same time there is

an uni)recedented demand for coal to oi)erate

the industries of the coinUr\- and for war
piu"])()ses.

With the coal nun'.ng region in lielgiuin and
northern France occu])ied by the enemy, and
with coal exports from England largely cur-

tailed to meet the demands of the war, the

United States is cxi)ected to meet tlie deficit.

])>• exports to Europe and South America.

These conditions ha\e resulted in an

unprecedented increa.se in tlie price of coal

Mr. Coffin will In- |)li-usf(l to receive conuiiunicationi Oil

the subject niiilter of this article.
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and often in a decrease in the quality obtain-

able. OxAnng to shortage of mine labor, the

coal is sometimes less carefully cleaned.

Parts of the country distant from supi)lies

of hij:;h-grade fuel should endeavor to utilize

their local resources to a greater extent than
heretofore, in order to eliminate the ex])enses

and imcertainties of transportation. Also
the development of low-grade fuel deposits

should be stimulated and established on a
permanent basis.

The production of high-grade coal and
petroleum is more or less localized, but
nearly every section of our continent has
local fuel resources- within moderate distances

of points of consumption. Low-grade fuels

are those which have a low calorific value
due to the presence of impurities such as ash
and moisture. Fine screenings and dust pro-

duced in preparing certain high-grade fuels

for the market may also be included since it

is often difficult to bum them on the grate,

when using forced draught, even when mixed
with lump coal.

PEAT
None of our important natural resources

has been more talked of and less utilized than
peat. The amount of combustible matter in

the world's peat deposits exceeds that in all

the known coal fields. (-^) Commercially
available peat bogs are quite abundant
throughout the glaciated portion of the
continent east of the Dakotas and, probably,
throughout the greater part of northern
Canada. The southern boundary of this

area includes the tier of states along our
northern border, and approximately as far

south as the latitude of New York City.

Peat deposits are also of frequent occurrence
along the Atlantic coastal plane from New
Jersey to Florida, and along the Pacific

coast in places where the rainfall is sufficient

to maintain swamps on poorly drained land.

The greater portion of this territory con-

tains no deposits of merchantable coal. Only
along the southern border of the glaciated

area in the United States do coal or oil

deposits occur, and the oil is too valuable for

use as crude fuel.

In northern Europe also, peat is abundant
throughout the glaciated area, and con-

siderable developmental work has been done
there on methods of utilizing peat.

(^) "The m-ost serious difficulty in produc-
ing peat fuel on a large commercial scale is

the necessity of eliminating from the raw
material the large percentage of water it

C(Mitains. This may constitute considerably
more than DO per cent of the weight of the

peat in an undrained deposit and is seldom
less than S5 per cent in well drained bogs.

This water, because of the mechanical
structure of the partly decomposed vegetable

matter with which it is associated and the

peculiar chemical compounds of which it

forms a part, can not be cheaply and quickly

pressed out of the peat even by the use of

great mechanical force. The mechanical
extraction of water from peat has been
attempted by inventors and students of peat

problems for more than 50 years. Many
types of presses have been used, but with no
practical success."

Uses of Peat in Europe as Fuel

(•'') " For centuries ])eat has been extensively

used for domestic fuel by the peasantry of

northern Europe. It has long been the custom
there to cut the peat from carefully drained
deposits in brick-shaped blocks by means of

specially shaped spades and knives and to

dry these blocks by exposure to the heat of

the sun and a r during the short summers.
More recently the quantity of peat mined
has been ncreased, and the quality, and there-

fo e the efficiency of the fuel produced has
been greatly improved, so that it can be used
to produce powder. These results have been
attained by the improvement of the machinery
for digging and grinding the raw peat, for

shaping it into blocks of convenient size, and
for spreading out the blocks thus formed to

dry on the surface of the bog or on special

drying grounds. By far the greater part of

the peat fuel used in Europe is produced by
some modification of this process of air

drying the wet peat. Fuel thus prepared is

called 'machine peat.'
"

Peat as Fuel for Steam Plants

(*)
'

' There now seems no question that it is

entirely practicable to use peat as a fuel for

steam boilers if the boilers used have furnaces
properly designed for this particular type of

fuel and if the raw supply is located where
there is a market for power. In northern
Germany, at the Wiesmoor, near Aurich,
there is a very large central electric-power

station entirely fired by peat fuel which
distributes electricity over a radius of some
25 miles and which is reported to be entirely

successful from every point of view. More-
over, in the regions of Germany where brown
coal is mined it is common practice to burn
the raw unconsolidated fuel as it comes from
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the mines, containinj^ as hi^^h as 60 per cent
moisture, under boilers having furnaces and
grates of special construction. This fuel is

only sHghtly different from half-dry. untreated
peat in appearance and physical structure;

and if the brown coal is successfully used,

there is no reason apparent why partly dried
crude peat could not be used to nearly as

good advantage .for generating steam if the
boiler furnaces and grates were correctly

designed."

Powdered Peat

(^) "Powdered peat is made ready for use
as fuel by crushing and grinding machine
peat blocks after they have been dried down
to about 35 or 40 per cent moisture by
exposure to sun and wind. The crude powder
thus obtained is screened and then heated in

rotary driers until the peat contains only
about 15 per cent of moisture. After this

treatment, the powder may be used for

firing steam boilers by burning it in blast

burners of a design suitable to give the most
complete and efficient combustion. Good
peat thus treated is reported to give nearly as

much energy in the form of live steam as the
same weight of good English coal, and in

Sweden, where the tests were conducted, at a
less cost per ton of fuel.

'

' The production and use of powdered peat
for fuel are still in the experimental stage,

but, if the report of officially conducted tests

are to be relied on, have very considerable

possibilities, not only for boiler firing but for

metallurgical work, such as smelting and
refining, and also for use in cement and other
kinds of kilns, such as have already been
successfully fired by burning powdered coal."

('') "The factory at which it is produced in

Sweden is reported to be turning out from
10,000 to 12,000 tons of dry peat powder per
annum. It has also been successfully used in

railway locomotives."

Producer Gas from Peat

(•') "Peat con.sumed in any ])roi)erly

designed gas jjroducer yields producer gas
good in quality and abundant in quantity
in com])arison with the yield from coal. This
seems to be the most effective way to use peat
fuel for generation of power, because fuel so

used does not need as careful ])rci)aration nor
as thorough drying as when it is to be used
under steam boilers. The gas producers can
be located at the bogs and the gas generated

can Vjc converted into electric energy by the

use of gas engines and transmitted to centers

of consumption more cheaply than the fuel

can be transported. If this procedure does
not seem desirable, the producer gas can be
piped long distances and used for firing

steam boilers, for metallurgical work, for

firing kilns, or in gas engines.

"Several European manufacturers of gas
producers have developed gas-producer plants
for using peat fuel that have been in com-
mercial operation long enough to demonstrate
their practical value. Such plants have been
used successfully in England, Ireland,

Germany, Sweden, and Russia for the genera-
tion of electricity for light and power and also

to furnish power directly for various manu-
facturing industries." (-•')

By-product Gas Producers

(^) "Peat, in comparison with coal and
lignite, contains a large percentage of com-
bined nitrogen in the form of decomposable
organic compounds. In much peat this

nitrogen exceeds 1.5 per cent of the dry weight
of the peat, and in some it is as much as 2.5 or

3 per cent, or in the proportion of 50 to 00
pounds to the ton.

"In the early stages of gasification of fuels

in gas producers the more volatile substances
are given off in large volume from the less

strongly heated parts of the fuel. Among
these substances is the ammonia generated
by the decomposition of the nitrogen com-
pounds. If the ammonia thus liberated is

heated too hot, however, it is in turn decom-
posed into its constituent elements and is

lost. By keeping the fuel bed in the gas pro-

ducer at tem])eratures so low that the

ammonia is not destroyed and yet high

enough to decompose the rest of the fuel into

burnable gases, at least 75 per cent of the

ammonia may be separated from other gases

during the purifying process or scrubbing

necessary to prepare i)roducer gas for use in

gas engines and may be fixed in permanent
com])ounds. The fuel bed is ke])t at the low

tem])erature necessary for getting a large

yield of ammonia by the introducti(Mi of

steam at proi)er intervals and the ammonia
is made to combine with suljjhuric acid by
l)ringing the gases with which it is mixed into

contact with the acid in the form of a fine

spray. The ammonium suli)hate thus formed
])asses into solution in tanks or recei)tacles

])rovided for the ])uri)ose, from which at

intervals it is drawn off, crystali/.ed. filtered,

and purified. By-])roduct gas jjroducers are

used only in i)]ants in wliich 2,000 or more
hor.se power is to be generated, liecaxjse the
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returns in ammonia are too small to be
remunerative in smaller plants.

"Other chemical compounds of value,
including tar of j^ood quality, may be recovered
in purifying producer gas, but, as in peat-
coking plants, the chief by-product sought is

the ammonia. The tar is next in value, where
a market can be found for it.

" The process of recovering ammonia from
gas producers using bituminous coal was first

developed by Sir Ludwig Mond, in England,
and later was extended by the companv
controlling his patents to the gasification of

peat. There are now in operation in England,
Germany, and Italy large gas-producer power
plants that use peat fuel exclusively and that
are reported to pay all operating expenses
from the sale of sulphate of ammonia re-

covered as a by-product, thus obtaining free

the gas and the power generated by its use.

One plant of this type in Italy makes no use
of the gas generated beyond supplying its own
requirements for power and heat, but depends
entirely on the ammonia recovered for its

profits. The statement has frequently been
made that peat containing 1.5 per cent or
more of nitrogen will yield a good profit from
the ammonia which may be recovered by this

method of gasification."

Peat as a Source of Ammonia

"Peat beds are therefore important
potential sources of the most costly ingredient
of modem chemical fertilizers, sulphate of

ammonia. As the peats of the United States
show, from carefully made analyses, that they
are very rich in combined nitrogen, in com-
parison with the peats of Europe, many of

them exceeding 2 per cent and some contain-
ing more than 3 per cent of the total dry
weight, it would seem that a highly profitable

industry could be based on them, especially

when the value of the power gas to be derived
from the same sources is taken into considera-
tion."

French Fuel Shortage

(^)
'

' The fuel famine in France has directed
attention to exten.sive peat bogs, heretofore
despised, w^hich may aid as much to solve the
problem as the lignite deposits of the center of

France, provided the question of labor is

solved. The 'Grand-Briere,' near Saint
Nazaire, and the region of Culoz, according
to expert estimates, hold 80,000,000 tons of

dried peat, affording an average of 2,000
calories (8000 B.t.u.) per pound, or about half

the heating power of coal. Considering the

greater facility of production, it is figured
that one workman can extract a number of

calories in peat far superior to the average
production per miner from coal."

Peat Fuel in the United States

(^) "In spite of the facts that peat has so

many uses in European countries and that the
peat deposits of the United States are very
extensive, the domestic material has only
recently been produced on a commercial scale

for any ])urpose.

"Many attempts have been made in this

country to manufacture peat fuel, with almost
uniform lack of success. The reasons for

failure of such enterprises have been manifold,
but so far as can be determined by careful

inquiry the failure was not caused by inability

to sell the product after it was made, but
generally by other factors, among which may
be mentioned inexperience of operators,
impractical machinery, and lack of sufficient

capital to carry the plant over critical periods.

"In 1914, so far as reported, there were
four peat-fuel plants in operation in the
entire country, with an estimated production
of 1925 tons of air-dried machine peat. Of
these plants, one had been operated more or
less regularly for several years, but on a small
scale, employing but three men during the
working season of 1914. A second plant was
wholly experimental and was in operation
only occasionally. One of the other plants
was not completed until late in the season,
and consequently was in operation only a
short time and with an unskilled force. The
fourth plant reported a prosperous and
satisfactory season.

"The outbreak of the war in Europe caused
an entire suspension of plans for development
of large plants for using peat fuel in Florida
and Georgia. To the same cause may doubt-
less be attributed the closing of two very
promising peat-fuel factories in Canada before
the end of the season."

Other methods of utilizing peat for fuel
con.sist in briquetting or coking it, preferably
recovering the by-products. Technical suc-
cess has been attained by several processes
but commercial success has not yet been
demonstrated.

Peat can be produced with a different class
of labor than coal, and, if suitable arrange-
ments can be devised for winter production,
farm labor can be utilized during the part of
the year when farms are idle and fuel is most
in demand. Such arrangements would
probably involve roofing over the portion of
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the boj( to be used that season, and heating the
building enough to prevent the peat from
freezing and make working conditions toler-

able. Fans might be used for drying. Also
sunlight might be admitted for drying the
peat when available.

LIGNITE

Lignite is peat which is of earlier geological

formation and which has been buried under
sedimentary deposits long enough to be
partially transformed into coal. It is abun-
dant in some of the western states. As the
coal and peat deposits are much less extensive
west of the 97th meridian, lignite is the
principal fuel deposit for quite a large area
of the country.

Extent of Lignite Deposits

(^)
'

' The existence of vast deposits of lignite

in the West Central and Western States is

well known, although the extent and impor-
tance of the deposits have not been appre-
ciated, nor has there been an adequate
economic utilization of the deposits.

"The work of the Bureau of Mines, the
United States Geological Survey, and the
State Geological surveys is disclosing an
increasingly large area, underlaid with this

kind of coal. Among the states having the
largest workable deposits may be mentioned
North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado
and Texas, and in several other Western
States lignite occurs in smaller areas. In
North Dakota alone it is estimated that the

deposits cover approximately 32, ()()() square
miles, many of them being 10 to 15 feet thick

and capable of producing in all several

hundred billions of tons of lignite.

"When one stops to consider what these

figures mean as to the immensity of these

deposits in the West, it is not strange that

people are seeking to ascertain better means
for deriving larger benefits from the ]:>ro])er

utilization of those great de]^osits. Con-
sequently, any ])ro]X)sed methods of utiliza-

tion that are jjromising are well worthy of

careful consideration."

"As the Federal Government controls great

tracts of land underlain with lignite, it has a

direct interest in the utilization of this fuel, and
the Bureau of Mines, in its investigations of

fuels belonging to, or for, the u.se of the Govern-
ment, has co-operated in the study of lignite."

Average Compositions of Different Western Lignites

(") "The results of many hvmdreds of

analyses of lignite samj.Oes rrade under the

direction of the writer indicate that the
average composition of Western lignites when
dry is about as follows: Fixed carbon, 51 per
cent; volatile matter, 39 per cent; ash, 10 per
cent. The moisture in the lignites as mined
is 15 to 35 or even 40 per cent.

"The average composition of North Dakota
dry lignite is probably about as follows:

Fixed carbon, 49 per cent; volatile matter,

43 per cent; ash, 8 per cent. The moisture
in the lignite as mined is 25 to 35 per cent.

" In a general way it may be said that one
ton of Western lignite when dry will equal
0.4 to 0.7 ton of Eastern bituminous coal, the

exact comparative values depending on the
particular grades of lignite and of bituminous
coal used for comparison."

Effect of Moisture Content of Lignite

(^) "Lignite, especially in large blocks as

mined, breaks up easily when exposed to air.

Such disintegration is no doubt due in large

part to the rapid evaporation of water, which
constitutes 20 to 35 per cent of most lignite as

taken from the mines. The larger part of this

moisture escapes rapidly and causes thereby
checking and splitting of the lumps, eventually
converting piles of lignite lumps into slack.

This slacking is one of the greatest difficulties

to be overcome in the comm.ercial handling
and utilizing of lignites and seems to be a

general characteristic of the deposits through-
out the West.
"The cost of shipijing coal containing so

miuch moisture is high, and the moisture
content causes a corresponding reduction in

the efficiency of the fuel. It is. therefore,

important that the moisture be removed
before shipment. However the tendency of

the coal to form slack when burned, even
after the moisture has been removed, presents

another difficult problem. As a result, the

utilization of lignite has been confined to

com]}arativcly narrow regions near the

deposits. The utilization of this coal would
be enormously stimulated could it be satis-

factorily and economically converted or con-

centrated into fuel free from moisture and of a

size and strength a(la])ted to general com-
mercial uses; hence the development of some
economical means of briciueltiiig lignite is

highly important."
"A' universal mistake is n^ide in burn-

ing lignite coal of too large a iiercentagc of

moisture, which seriously interferes with the

heating ixiwer of the fuel. If the lignite could

be seasoned and brokcMi into lumps of uniform

small size before it is \.u\ on I lu- market, the
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popularity and real value of the lij^niite woiiUl

be greatly increased. Lii^iite thai lias been
broken before dr\ing does not slack as badly
as when left to dry in larije lumps. When the
large masses dry the evaporation takes place
from the surface and causes the masses to
split into thin, small pieces. If the large

lumps are first broken to about 3-inch size

and then allowed to dry. the loss in slack is

much reduced."

Firing Boilers with Lignite

(*) "For steaming purposes there is no
doubt but that great improvement could be
made in the methods generally employed.
Many firemen in using lignite quite over-
look its peculiar physical and chemical
characteristics, such as its tendency to slack

in the fire box, its lack of density, its non-
coking qualities, its high percentage of

moisture, and its richness in light volatile

gases, and endeavor to operate their furnaces
much the same as they would in the use of

ordinary bituminous coal. The result is a high
fuel consumption, extra labor costs, and loss

of boiler efficiency. But when the peculiar

characteristics of lignite are carefully consid-

ered in the selection of boiler grates and com-
bustion chambers, and in the methods of burn-
ing, a great saving can be effected.

"A matter of fundamental importance in

any successful method of using lignite is the
proper consumption of the large volume of

light volatile gases present in all lignites. In
the ordinary furnace and boiler construction
the heating power of a considerable proportion
of these gases is insufficiently utilized or they
pass out with the flue gases almost entirely

unbumed.
An especially successful utilization of

lignite and lignite w^aste was made by Mr.
C. L. Larsen, chief engineer of the Hughes
Electric Co., of Bismarck, North Dakota.
Referring to the fact that many people do not
economically bum raw lignite, Mr. Larsen
says

:

"They have not learned the real value of

lignite or how to obtain the best results.

Some people will order a few sample carloads

and before the fireman has used half a car of it

he will condemn the coal, and, if the engineer
has had no previous experience in burning
lignite he will soon fall in line with the fireman,
with the re.sult that the lignite is rejected

entirely.

"To break up lump coal to 1-inch and
2-inch sizes requires too much time and labor
for the fireman: nevertheless this is the size

that gives tlie best rcsulls wlicn usetl with a
forced draft—but not as strong a draft as

st)me people think who com])lain of not enough
draft.

"The ideal furnace condition is that of

supplying just the amount of air necessary
for complete combustion of the fuel; and the
combustion should be nearly complete in the
furnace, which can not be done with natural
draft.

'

' I am very much in favor of a balanced
draft. A balanced draft is obtained by
regulating the air pressure under the grates
and the dampers in the smokestack to such
an extent that the pressure in the furnace is

the same as that of the outside atmosphere.
"It is not easy to maintain a balanced

draft as the thickness of the fire and the
demand for more steam interfere with the
adjustment of the dampers in the stack and
the blast gates; but it is advisable to keep the
draft as nearly balanced as possible for the
reason that the fire doors must be opened
rather frequently in burning lignite, and if

the draft is too strong more air than is needed
is supplied, and the excess air reduces the
temperature of the furnace. This is proved
by analyzing and taking the temperature of

flue gases resulting from the use of a balanced
draft. We can maintain from 14 to 16 per
cent CO2 and a flue-gas temperature of 450
deg. F. But, by opening the damper enough
to produce a 12/100-inch water draft and
then opening one of the fire doors, in a short
time, less than 10 seconds, the CO2 will drop
to 9 per cent; this indicates that about 20
per cent excess air is admitted to the furnace."

Importance of High Temperature in Furnace

(•*) "The temperature of flue gases is

deceiving when lignite is being burned, as it

bums much like wood.
"In the burning of coal, decomposition

always precedes combustion ; hence the greater
the amount of volatile combustible contained
in the coal the greater the flame volume and
the greater the length of flame, and the
probability of greater loss by the low tempera-
ture of the flame. As our lignite contains
much volatile matter and is low in fixed
carbon, an excess of air will rush the flame
through the boiler and produce a low tem-
perature of flue gases, also a low temperature
in the furnace.

"In order to obtain a high efficiency from
lignite, a high temperature is required in the
furnace, and this can be obtained by a suitable
grate. I have found that a flat saw-dust
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grate with 3^-inch round holes gives the best
results. Such grates contain only 15 per cent
air space, but by having small openings we
can maintain a higher air pressure in the ash
pit. and the air passes through the small holes

and through the bed of fuel at a greater

velocity, which produces a high tem^^erature

in the furnace, and as the volume is small, the
heat is not rushed through the boiler and up
the smokestack, but is absorbed by the
water in the boiler, and a low temperature
in the smokestack is obtained.

"Under such conditions with a good boiler

and setting, a pound of lignite containing 85
per cent moisture, (i per cent ash, and 7,000

B.t.u. will evaporate nearly 5 pounds of

water per pound of fuel.

Boiler Should Not Be Crowded

(^) "Such results can be obtained when a

boiler is not crowded above its rated capacity,

say 3 pounds of water per square foot of

heating surface, as we can not force a boiler

much over its rated capacity with Hgnite.
" It is therefore advisable not to burn lignite

under boilers that are forced as can be done
with good Eastern coal. We can force a

lignite fire to burn GO pounds of coal per

square foot of grate surface per hour, and not
make any more steam than when burning 50
]:)Ounds per square foot of grate surface, owing
to the excess air which has carried away 10

pounds of coal per square foot of grate surface,

or 70,000 B.t.u. with a boiler having 30 square

feet of grate.

"Some excellent investigations as to the

l)roper use of lignite as a fuel for power-plant

boilers were carried on by Randall and
Kreisinger. The conclusions reached were
that for best results the lignite should be
rcasonaV)ly low in moisture and that the

combustion chamber should be sufficiently

large and of such construction that the light

liberated gases should be retained and heated

to combustion temperature before being

permitted to pass out as flue gas.

"For the tests mentioned, a modification

of the so-called Dutch-oven type, a sort of

semi-producer style was adopted. This com-
bination of boiler and furnace setting gives

good results with North Dakota lignite.

Steam can be made with a fuel efficiency of

55 to 5S ])er cent of the heat in the coal, and no
difficulty is ex])ericnced in obtaining the full

capacity of the boiler."

C) "As the content of volatile matter and
moisture in lignite is higher than in bitu-

minous coal, the difficulties enccnintered in

burning them are greater. A large combus-
tion space is required and the best results are
obtained where a furnace of the reverberatory
type is used, giving the gases a long travel
before meeting the tube surfaces."

Mechanical stokers have recently been
developed for burning lignite.

Use of Pulverized Lignite

('^) "There is little doubt that the most
perfect combustion of highly gaseous coals

like lignites could be brought about bv
burning the pulverized material in a porperly
constructed combustion chamber in a draft

of air. Such a method, to a limited degree,

has been employed with bituminous waste for

years in connection with several industries in

which large ovens are used, but the machinery
and appliances required have hitherto been
too large and costly to permit their general

adoption in small heating or boiler plants.

There seems no good reason why some satis-

factory method of using lignite in this manner
in small plants can not eventually be evolved.

Pulverization of highly gaseous lignites pro-

duces fuel with properties closely similar to

those of crude petroleum or crude gas; in fact,

pulverized highly gaseous coal like dry
lignite, when fed into a furnace with an air

blast, gives very largely a gaseous fuel.

"With the temperature of the furnace or

combustion chamber once at the proper point,

by means of valves the relative supply of

coal and air can be regulated so quickly and
so perfectly that nearly complete combustion
of the heat-producing constituents can be

obtained. Besides, with the ])roper equijj-

ment, the feed and the fire should be closely

uniform, almost automatic, and requiring

com])aratively little work from the fireman.

When dry ])ulvcrizcd lignite can be used in

small boiler settings to advantage, there is no
reason why it should not produce a relatively

high heating efficiency, for, in a ])roper

combustion chamber, besides the coml)ustion

of fixed carbon, this method wouKl utilize

nearly all of the volatile gases, which have
high calorific i)ower, a {proportion of which is

lost by the ordinary methods of combustion
to which lignite is subjected.

Producer Gas from Lignite

(") "For the i)r()duction of power in mod-
erately large plants, it is clear that lignite coal

can be used to advantage by converting it

into i)r()(lucer gas and using the gas in an

internal-combustion engine. During the i)ast

10 \'ears considerabK- jirogress has been in.ide
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in the adaptation of producer plants for the

use of Hgrnite. and the results obtained in com-
mercial plants scattered over several of the
lij^iite States, and in tests made by the
Government indicate that this method . of

uti'izing lignite can be successfully and eco-

nomically employed in many instances and
that there is an opportunity for considerable

expansion in the use of this ty])e of powe
producer.

"Under the simple conditions required for

boiler heating, it is questionable whether any
advantage is to be obtained by the use of

producer gas except, possibly, where low-

grade fuels are burned. There are many
fuels that can be utilized to advantage in the

Few special methods for burning or utilizing

the lignite or for specially preparing it for the

market have been adopted. However, there

can be little doubt but that for most purposes,

particularly for general stove and furnace use,

briquettcd lignite would be the most desirable

form in which the lignite could be presented

on the market; and Hgnite briquets of good
quality and at a reasonable price should
prove a most satisfactory and profitable fuel.

Considerable success has been attained in the

briquetting of both anthracite and bitu-

minous coal wastes, and the lignites of

Germany have been briquetted with some
degree of success. But the briquetting of

anthracite and bituminous coal waste is an

Fig. 1. Map showing Coal Fields of United States. Black areas represent older coal fields

and shaded areas younger coals and lignites

gas producer that can not be employed in

direct steam-boiler firing.

"Producer gas from lignite wotild un-
doubtedly make a highly satisfactory fuel for

use in burning brick and other clay products
and, although it has not been so utilized to any
great extent up to the present, it is, however,
attracting the attention of the manufacturers
of such products."

Briquetted Lignite

(®) "At the present time undoubtedly b}''

far the largest use of lignite is for domestic
purposes—in heating plants, .stoves, ranges,

etc. For such use most of the lignite is sup-
plied in sizes ranging from large lumps to

pieces about the size of those in slack, careful

sizing being emplo\'ed rarely. The lignite is

generally used in the most simple manner.

entirely different problem from the briquet-

ting of lignite, and the difficulties to overcome
are comparatively simple. The German
lignite also is of such character and com-
position that it can be briquetted with com-
parative ease. Furthermore, when binding
materials are required for the German lignite,

such materials and the labor necessary can
both be obtained at a much lower cost in

Germany than in this country.
"However, the process briefly explained

(in Bulletin 89) is proving so .successful in

the experiment plant that there now seems
little doubt but that if a briquetting plant, in

conjunction with a gas-producing plant, is

operated according to the principles and
methods described, a variety of by-products
can be saved and utilized, and the residue,

after the gas has been driven off, can be sue-
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cessfully briquetted into a concentrated and
valuable fuel."

BITUMINOUS COAL
Fig. 1 (-) is a map showing the older coal

fields of the United States in black and the

\-ounger coals and lignites in shaded areas.

The highest grades are obtained from
deposits in the great Ajjpalachian field

extending from northern Pennsylvania and
Ohio to central Alabama. The "semi-
bituminous" coals occur in a narrow strip on
its eastern border, and west of this strip

occur the best varieties of gas, steam, and
coking coals.

Next in importance is the Illinois or Central
Field which extends into Indiana and
Kentucky and which contains a great variety

of bituminous coals. Third, in order, comes
the Missouri field which extends from Iowa to

Texas. The coals of this field are mostly of a

poor quality. Michigan has a smaller field of

poor quality. Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, Washington, British Columbia,
Ala.ska, and Nova Scotia produce bituminous
coal also.

The "semi-bituminous" coals have the

highest calorific value, ranging from 14,000

to L5,600 B.t.u. per pound. They are in

great demand as steam coal for the Navy
and for the railroads; also for long distance

shipments and for export as the freight

charges are naturally less on the basis of heat
value. Much of it goes to New England and
the northwest. New River and Pocahontas
coal from West Virginia and Virginia, George's

Creek coal from Maryland, and Cambria and
Clearfield from Pennsylvania are well known
varieties. Low ash and moisture content

account for the high heating value of these

coals. They are preferred for hand-fired

boilers, and the fines and slack are used for

stoker-fired boilers.

Mechanical Stokers

Mechanical stokers can handle much i^oorer

grades of coal than can be burned satis-

factorily by hand firing, and with less smoke.
The underfeed ty])es are ca])al)le of burning
bituminous coal with considerable ash, esj)e-

cially if steam be injected U])on the clinkers

which fall against the l)ridge wall and side

walls to prevent them from adhering to

the bricks, but the output of the boiler is

reduced in proi)ortion to the leanness of the

coal. Power o])erated ash dumi)s are also

effective for handling large amounts of ash

and for breaking u]) clinkers.

Some low-grade western coals are burned on
chain-grate stokers which are adapted to-

handle large percentages of ash. In some of

the central states large power stations are

burning coal on this type of stoker with as

low a calorific value as 9000 to 10,000 B.t.u.

and a high percentage of volatile matter.
Large combustion chambers and long paths
for the gases to travel before being chilled by
contact with the tubes are necessary.

THE GAS PRODUCER
The gas producer and gas engine have been.

widely advocated as the most efficient com-
bination for the production of power from
solid fuel. Producers have been developed
for gasifying almost any kind of solid fuel

and some English manufacturers claim that

their producers will gasify colliery refuse

containing 45 to 55 per cent ash. The better

practice, however, is to wash the refuse before

using it, which will reduce the ash content
from an original value of more than 50 per
cent to about 25 per cent in the final product.

The gas producer has limitations similar to

those of the steam-boiler furnace in that its

maximum output is roughly proportional

to the heat value of the coal used. Therefore,

low-grade coals require a larger grate area for

a given outpvit.

Mr. R. H. Fernald comments, in ])art, as

follows on European practice:

(') "One of the most serious difficulties

encountered in the use of high-ash fuels is

excessive clinkcring. The interruptions from
such clinkcring and the failure of the ]jlant

to develop rated capacity for continued

periods make the satisfactory use of such

fuels questionable. The attemjjt to use these

poorer grades of fuel is not new, but their

commercial application on a scale large

enough to make their use really worth while

industrially, and on a scale large enough to

be a real factor in economic fuel utilization,

is a recent develo])ment.

"The demand for a gas ]iroducer to handle

all grades of fuel, cs])ecially those grailes

usually sent to the dumj). has recently brought

to the Eur()])ean market the revolving

eccentric-grate ])r()(hu-er. This producer

ap])ears in several forms, the suijcriority ot

each form being firml\- estahlisheil in I lie

minds of its advocates. >

" l£xi)erience with ICurojJean fuels has shown
that even with the eccentric revolving grate

and the iisual ])r()ducer-shell construction
J

clinker troubles are not entirely eliminated j

wlu'ii a liiu-L',r;iiU' fuel with low asll-fusing
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temperature is used. A further important
feature—probably the most important sinj:[le

item—for overcomins^ clinkerini:: and the

tendency of the ash to fuse with the producer
lininii is water jacketint:; the part of the

producer shell surrounding:; the hot zone.

"The cost of construction of these revolv-

ing-j:jate jacketed producers is necessarily

high, and a direct comparison of their cost

with the simpler stationary-grate jacketless

type is of course detrimental to the former.

•'During the past five or six years many
installations of these producers have been
made in Germany and other continental

countries for gasifying low-grade fuels that

have heretofore been neglected. Indifference

to the use of high-ash clinkering fuels has
been equally marked in England, but within

the past few years a notable change in attitude

toward this problem is evident, and several

installations have been made for the express

purpose of utilizing low-grade material.

"An engineer of London, however, who
seems vitally interested in the greater

economy desired in the use of our fuel

resources, believes that for the present the
commercial solution is not in the use of low-

grade fuels, but in the more efficient use of

the better grades. With the eccentric revolv-

ing grate producer he believes it quite pos-

sible to handle almost any fuel, but the com-
mercial economy is so low with the poorer
grades, as the capacity of the plant is so

greatly reduced, that he believes it to be a
serious financial loss to use anything but good
fuel. He does, however, feel that tremendous
savings can be made in the processes now in

vogue, and is studying several devices that

he believes will be of material aid in the

solution of the problem. He intimated that

the greatest development connected with the

economic utilization of fuel is in the United
States and that there is little new in this field

in England. He believes that powdered fuel

is perhaps the most promising solution of our
fuel problems."

Use of Colliery-Refuse Heaps as Fuel

(^) "A large plant in connection with a
collier}' and iron works equipped with eccen-

tric-grate producers was reported by the pro-

ducer representative to be using high-ash

'batts.' On visiting the plant, however, the

author found that the producers had not been
operating upon 'batts' for some time, although
the general manager was seriously interested

in the use of waste material and in the econ-

omies that are essential todav in a well

operated plant. He beheves that sane and
])ractical efficiency in a large manufacturing
])lant requires careful consideration of the

power-])lant economy and the reduction of the

fuel cost to a minimum.
"The colliery-refuse hcai:)s in that vicinity

have been accumulating- and standing unused
for years. A few years ago he began using

selected 'batts' from these dumps; that is, the

larger pieces of shale containing a good per-

centage of coal. He has put in a crusher at

the dump and is crushing the larger material

and mixing in the fine, so that the whole dump
is being reduced. This material is not used

directly in the producers, but is sent first to

the washers, and the washed coal is used;

115 tons of the unwashed material give 60
tons of numbers 1, 2, and 3 nuts and 40 tons

of slack. This material was reported as con-

taining about 25 per cent ash when used in

the ]:)roducers.

"Samples taken at the time of the inspec-

tion of the plant and sent to the Washington
office of the Bureau of Mines were analyzed.

The calorific value averaged about 10,200

B.t.u. per pound." .

An interesting installation of Mond gas

producers for utilizing colliery refuse at the

mine, and burning the gas under the boilers of

a steam-turbine power station, will be de-

scribed in a forthcoming issue of the General
Electric Review in an article on "The Fushun
Colliery of the South Manchuria Railway."

The Status of Gas Engines and Producers

(*^)"The large gas engine continues to lose

ground as a prime mover for central-station

work. At the present time gas engines are

not being installed except where local con-

ditions are particularly favorable to their use.

"In the majority of localities where steam
coal can be purchased at reasonable cost the
large gas engine cannot compete with the

modern steam turbine, in spite of its low fuel

economies. The steam turbine, combined
with the steam generating equipment has
made such rapid advances in the last few
years in generating capacity per unit and
simplicity of installation, that the fixed

charges on steam installations have been very
materially reduced. These low fixed charges
of the steam plant are so much below the

fixed charges on a gas engine installation that

they more than counterbalance any operating
economies obtained from the generation of

gas power.
"Where however an abundant su]Jijly of

natural gas, by-product coke oven gas, or
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blast furnace gas is available at an extremely
low cost, and in those sections of the country
where the price of steam coal is prohibitive,

installations of gas engines are still attractive.

"The development and adoption of the gas
producer as a method of utilizing solid fuels

for power purposes has been a disappoint-

ment in many respects. The anthracite and
lignite producers have been successfully

developed and are installed in those localities

where such fuels are available at reasonable
cost. The bituminous producer, however,

ing. Colliery refuse and some low-grade coals,

however, are too poor in by-products to be
profitably utilized in this way.
Gas firing has many ad^'antages over the

burning of coal on a grate, such as cleanliness,

ease of instantaneous control, saving of labor

in cleaning fires, and in firing (except in the
case of mechanical stokers). When generated
in a producer, the plant as a whole has the
disadvantage of having fire in two places with
consequent inefficiency and expense, both in

first cost and in mainten£nce and operation.

r~]

~W^SS&

Fig. 2. Puddle Furnace Fired with Powdered Coal and Equipped with Waste Heat Boilers

has made jjractically no advance. This is dvic

to the fact that the recent develo]jment in

steam boiler construction has given the

boiler similar advantages over the i)roducer

that the steam turbine possesses over the gas
engine. These advantages are large capacity
per unit, low first cost, simplicity and flex-

ibility of operation, ability to carry high

overloads for an extended ])eriod of time, and
low laVior cost."

In plants of 2()()() h.]). and u])wards, the

recovery of ammonia and coal tar may be
])rofitable when burning high grades of

i)ituminous coal, in this case the gas may l)e

considered the by-])ro(luct and biu-ned under
steam boilers, or utilized for industrial heat-

POWDERED COAL
Coal can be ])ulverized more chea])ly than

it can be gasified and the first cost of a plant

for drying and ])ulverizing is less than tor a

])roducer-gas jjlant. When thoroughly niixetl

with a blast of air in correct proi)ortion, it is

l)ractically a gaseous fuel. Powered coal

firing has most of the advantages of gas or oil

firing for steam boilers, when ])ro])crly apijlicd,

and in industrial heating its field of application

is constantly growing.

The imncii)al diHicuUy is in connection

with the ash i)roduce(l in the llame. This is

often the feature which limits the i)racti-

(•ai)ility of powdered coal liring for industrial

furnaces.
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It has been used in the Portland cement
industry, since 1895, (") for firing rotary
kilns. In this application there is plenty of

space for complete combustion in the long
kiln lined \\'ith hot fire-brick. The con-
stituents of the coal ash are elements which
also enter into the composition of the cement,
so it is only necessary to analyze the ash and
allow for the addition of its constituents
when mixing the charge of raw materials.
The Atlas Portland Cement Company were
the pioneers in this application.

cision is required in its control, and it may be
said that, so far as the art of burning powdered
coal has been developed, it is perhaps in too
great a measure dependent upon the human
equation.
"The use of powdered coal as a fuel neces-

sitates the installation of an efficient crushing,

drying, pulverizing, conveying, and dis-

tributing equipment, and, in addition, ample
storage room for coarse coal.

"From the time the coal leaves the dryer
to its delivery in the furnace the whole system

nOLT/NG rU/SN/^CL

Fig. 3. open-hearth Furnace Fired with Powdered Coal and Equipped with Waste Heat Boilers

The American Iron & Steel Manufacturing
Company of Lebanon, Pa. was the first firm
to u.se it in metallurgical furnaces on a large

scale. Figs. 2 and 3 show a puddle furnace and
an ofjen- hearth steel furnace fired by powdered
coal and equipped with waste heat boilers.

Mr. C.J. Gadd, Chief Engineer, says, in part

:

(®) "The process of burning powdered coal
is the best method by which to obtain perfect

chemical combination of the air and coal, and
by which the highest degree of perfection in

combustion may be obtained if properly
applied. There is no other fuel .so responsive
to correct application. The greatest pre-

between these points should be dust-proof
and tne greatest care should be taken to
prevent leakage. This should be guarded
against systematically, as leaks, however
small, may permit the surrounding air in the
room to become impregnated with coal dust
to such an extent that a serious explosion
may result.

"Coal, after pulverizing, should be handled
in bulk. All types of aerial propulsion and
transfer in the form of dust clouds should be
avoided, for the reason that accidental
ignition may at any time wreck the whole
system.
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"The storage of powdered coal in large or

small quantities for any length of time is not

advisable, owing to its tendency to fire,

collect moisture, and pack.
" In its normal state powdered coal is light

and fluffy; after forty-eight hours' standing in

storage, however, the physical arrangement
of the particles jjroduces a dense packed
mass. So dense does the fuel become that

one's fingers cannot m.ake an impression even

certain types of heating furnaces now being
operated with such fuels. .

"It should be understood that the first cost

of fuel used is not the correct index by which
to judge of economy when fuel must be
prepared and pulverized. Low-grade bitu-

minous coals, being high in non-combustible
content, cost more to pulverize than high-

grade bituminous coals. Slack coal is pref-

erable to other formes; it costs less, requires

Fig. 4. Isolated Boiler at the Scheaeclady Plant of General Electric Com-
pany changed over from oil burning to powdered coal

one-half inch deep, 'i'o tnccL ideal condilions,

l)owdered coal should be ke])t in motion.

"With ])roperly designed machinery and
storage bins, having twelve hours' supply

I)laced at each furnace, ihc coa] may be kept
in motion and rejjairs and .id justments made
before the su])]jly becomes exhausted.

" L(jw-grade bituminous coals, anlliracitf,

lignites, and even coke breeze in a powdered
form, can be burned with good results.

less ])<)\ver for i)ul\-eri/.ing, owing to its fine

stale, and inaleria!l\- increases the ca])acity

of the puherizer.

"One of the disturbing factors in the use of

])f)wdered coal is that of the large accumula-

tion of ash dei)osite(l within the furnace, only

a small i)roi)()rti()n escaping through the stack.

When using even a good grade of coal, ash

will accumulate rapidly, and therefore fuel of

low ash content is always most to be desired.
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'"While the presence of sulphur in small
quantities in powdered coal has no ill effect

in heatings and annealing furnaces, it should
be given careful attention when used in the
reduction and refining of metals or ores.

"Generally speaking, therefore, the fuel

available for burning in metallurgical furnaces
has a restricted range both as to species and
quality. Only the best bituminous coals,

high in volatile content and low in both
sulphur and ash. are desirable.

degree of fineness of the finished product.
Pulverizing mills of the type described, having
a capacity of about four and one-half tons
per hour, pulverizing to a fineness so that 95
per cent will pass through a lOO-mesh sieve

and Si) per cent through a 2()()-mesh sieve, will

consutne about 10..") kilowatts per hour per ton
of ])roduct.

"In a ])lant having an average out])ut of
200 tons of powdered coal per day the cost is

as follows:

6 Motors and Hzedcrs used
across face of Boiler

This pipe can be onq length
(lOOftor more) Vtau be run Vacuum Tee
underground or overhead.
It needinot be straiqht

Floor Line

Slog Pit,

y////////)

Fi2. 5. Sectional View of Boiler shown in Fig. 4

'

' Coal used in heating and puddling furnaces
should closely approximate the following
analysis

:

Volatile matter Not under 30.00
Fixed carbon Not under 50.00
Moisture Not over 1 .25

Ash Not over 9.50
Sulphur Not over 1.00

' In open-hearth furnaces a still better

grade is desirable, a suitable analysis being as

follows

:

Volatile matter Not under 36.00
Fixed carbon Not under 52.00
Moisture Not over 1.25
Ash Not over 6.00
Sulphur Not over 1.00

"The power consumption of the pulverizer

will vary according to quantity of output and

Per gross of ton of
coal produced

Fuel for dryer .f0.030
Repairs, buildings, machinery, and
equipment 200

Labor ; . .150
Power and light 215
Supplies 005

$0,600

"The above figures include all costs, from.
the receipt of the coal in the cars to its delivery
in a powdered state in the furnace. No allow-
ance has been made for overhead and depre-
ciation.

"Shrinkage in the coal becomes a prominent
factor, and must not be lost sight of. It may-
vary from 1 50 pounds to 270 pounds per gross
ton.

"In the metallurgical processes powdered
coal has been applied with commercial success.
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to various types of furnaces, such as annealing,
puddling, heating, open-hearth, ore noduliz-

ing, etc.

"In order to insure success in applying
powdered coal to furnaces, no matter what
their type may be. one general rule must be
obeyed: namely, that it be fed to the furnace
at a uniform rate in a thoroughly atomized
state, and that the furnace be so designed
that complete combustion may take place

while the coal is in suspension.

"As to the economy of fuel on puddling
furnaces, *the use of powdered coal has shown
an average saving of about 30 per cent to 36
per cent, and on heating furnaces 15 per cent

to 25 i)er cent. For every pound of coal fired

"The high economy and efficiencv of
powdered coal in the metallurgical processes.
under the limited ap]jlication of this fuel and
the limited development of apparatus, provide
an index of its pos.sibilities under more
general use. With a further development of
apparatus this form of fuel doubtless will

eventually supplant oil, tar, and producer
gas in the varied fields where they now hold
supremacy."
The American Locomotive Company ('-)

at Schenectady and several other manu-
facturing plants have made considerable use of

powdered coal for metal working furnaces.
The American Locomotive Company have a
number of furnaces in the hammer sho]) and

Fi^. 6. 300 h.p. Franklin Boiler at the Schenectady Works of the American Locomotive
Company changed over for Powdered Coal. This furnace proved unsatisfactory

owing to melting down of furnace walls and arch, and inability to

carry full load

the waste-heat boilers show an evaporation of

from seven to eight pounds of water.
"The use of powdered coal as a fuel in

soaking ]Mts re])rcsents probably the latest

ajjjjlication of this form of fuel in the metal-
lurgical arts.

"Another recent a])plication of jjowdered
coal is in o])en-hearth furnace i:)ractice. At
this time four different steel ])lants arc using
this form of fuel in open-hearth furnaces
with encouraging results. While all the

installations are more or less in an experi-

mental stage and not as yet fully develoi)e(l,

owing to the limited time of ai)i)lication, the
results obtained thus far have fully demon-
strated the economy of ])owdered coal over
oil and show ec|ual economies with jji-odiicer

gas.

forge sho]j fired with powdered coal. The two
largest are connected to waste-heat boilers.

The General Electric Conijjany ('")

equi])ped nine heating furnaces in the black-

smith sho]) at Schenectady for burning

powdered coal, about three years ago. Owing
to the high class of work handled by these

furnaces, it i^roved to be a wrong application

as the ash clung to the work as slag, and coii-

seciuently the furnaces have been changed

i)ack to oil firing. The work handled included

drop forgings for turbine buckets and other

small articles where smooth finish and accu-

racy of dimensions are important. Also,

high-si)eed steel was alTected adversely by

the slag clinging to the work.

It will be .seen that fuels low in ash are

rcciuircd for metallurgical furnaces, which
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eliminates many loAv-i:;rade fuels. However.
Mr. Gadd mentions coke breeze as suitable in

some cases. This consists of fine screeninj^js

from coke prepared for blast furnaces. As
mentioned under peat, pulverized peat has

been used in Sweden for firinj:; metallurgical

furnaces. Lij::nites with low ash content

should also be available in some parts of the

country.

Powdered Coal for Firing Boilers

In the tiring of steam boilers the conditions

are much simpler than those encountered in

industrial furnaces where the flame comes into

direct contact with the work. Nevertheless,

the art has been very slow in development

show how the powdered coal cqui])ment was
installed. This was a oOO-h.p. Munoz boiler

used intermittently for sui)plying steam for

testing purposes. A substantial saving was
effected in the fuel bill with the prices of fuel

then prevailing. One test showed an efficiency

of 75 per cent without an economizer.

This boiler has given fairly good service

but requires frequent cleaning. The com-
bustion chamber is small for burning powdered
coal and consequently the ash slags. The
location is such that it would be an expensive

matter to excavate a larger space in the

ground under the boiler.

(^'') A boiler which has been very suc-

cessfully fired with powdered coal is shown in

'/////////.

This Drawing Illustrates the Temporary Construction of tte Furnace asOriginatlyflade Early in March
I9l5and which is in Continual Daily Service without hovmg been Changed or Altered

Fig. 7. Furnace that Replaced that shown in Fig. 6. The two sets of vertical pipes

support the front wall of the furnace

owing to faulty applications and, principally,

to the competition of the mechanical stoker,

which was first in the field, and to con-

ser\-atism on the part of owners of plants and
operating engineers.

Some experimental applications have been
made by readapting the furnaces of boilers

formerly fired wdth coal or oil. The size of

the combustion chamber has been too small

to secure the best results. The temperatures
of the fire may be too high, or the air supply
insufficient, with the result that the ash

slags and sticks to the tubes, making frequent

cleaning necessary ; or freezes in the ashpit and
requires hard work in breaking it for removal.

An isolated boiler in the Schenectady
Works of the General Electric Company was
changed over from oil burning to powdered
coal about two years ago, ("*) Figs. 4 and 5

Fig. 7. This is a 300-h.p. Franklin boiler in

the factory power-plant of the American
Locomotive Company at Schenectady.
Similar boilers in the same plant are fired

with Roney stokers. This one was changed
over to powdered coal firing in November
1914, enlarging the furnace but little. Fig.

6. ('•^). Trouble was encountered in the

melting down of the furnace walls and arch,

and in an inability to carry full load.

A new furnace was therefore constructed,

Fig. 7, by digging in the ground a hole shaped
like an inverted cone but rectangular in plan.

Slag which runs to the bottom of the cone may
be tapped off occasionally through the slag

hole. The designer's idea was (^'') "that the

only way to prevent the destruction of

vertical walls and arches was not to have
them, and substitute incandescent surfaces
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formed by simple outwardly inclined walls
which would be automatically maintained by
a coating of protecting slag. This furnace has
now been in continual service since March
1915 without a single repair expense on the
hopper-shaped furnace walls. These walls

are coated with 1 inch to 3 inches thickness
of slag and are seemingly in as good con-
dition as at the time they were built."

This furnace has plenty of room for com-
bustion, the double path of the gas being
about thirty feet long from the burner around

The temperature of the fire was also

regulated, independently of the mixture, by
changing the location of the baffles. The
lower baffle, as shown in Fig. 5, was used as a
radiation screen; varying the opening in the
pass changed the area of tube surface exposed
to direct radiation from the fire. As the heat
absorbed by direct radiation, per unit of area
of tube surface, is much greater than by gas
convection it is apparent that an increase in

the length of tubes exposed will reduce the
temperature of the fire, and that the gas will

^ Ccmbuition

Chamber

Horizontal Section

A- 8
floodircf and

iH^w-oat Ptptt.

Fi^. 8. English Type of Vertical Boiler designed especially for burning Powdered Coal

the furnace and l)ack again to the first lubes.

The ash, when analyzed, shows ])ractically

no carbon. No slag is carried u]) among the
tubes as all ash remaining in the gas is carried

thnnigh the tubes and u]) the slack as dust.

Only occasional blcjwing is reciuircd to dis-

lodge ash dust from the tubes or l)a(lles.

When first ]ml in ()])erali()n slag was
]jn;duccd in consideral)lc (juanlilies, 'I'his

was found to be due to insuffk-ienl air for

combustion as carbon was found in llic ash.

An increased air sup])ly rediucd I he lcini)era-

turc of the fire.

be cooler when it reaches the first lubes. Ash
particles that li;i\c' fused in the fire and have
not (lroi)])ed out of ilu' gas may .solitlify

before reaching the lubes.

The change in location of the (irst i>ass

from the lowiT t'lid to tlu' npi)er end of llie

tubes, also iiuproN'cd llu' circulation.

When the funiaci' was reconstructed the

burners wen- also iin])roved. Now the

boiU'r will oixT.'ite conlinuously at !.')() l)cr

cent load, or l.")() h.p.. with an elViciency of

about 72 i)er ci'iil . This boili-r, and one of the

sinnlar stoker-lircd hoiK'rs, ;ire e(|uipped with
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steam flow meters. The other boiler will

only carry 02,") h.p. under similar conditions,

and \^•ith an efficiency of (52 per cent. The
three ori^nal inlet tuyeres are yet in service.

They consist of ordinary wrousjjht steel pipes,

ten inches in diameter and two feet long. The
"secondary air" is fed to these at a pressure

of about 0.2 of an inch of water. The
"primary air."' carryin*^ the coal dust from
the mixer, is iniected into the center of each

per cent have been recorded; this indicates

complete combustion without excess air.

The coal used in this boiler, and in that of the

(icneral Electric Comi)any, contains about
80 per cent volatile matter and about 10 per

cent ash.

(0 (') Among earlier boilers which have
successfully burned powdered coal is an
F^nglish type designed esi:)ecially for the use

of this fuel by Claude Bettington of Johannes-

Fig. 9. Boiler in the Shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad Company, Parsons, Kansas.

Converted from oil firing to low-grade pulverized coal firing

10-inch pipe four or five feet back from the

end of the tuyere, through a two-inch pipe

and elbow, and under a pressure of about
oz., which can be varied according to the

load.

The 10-inch pipes here are made of light

sheet iron, and a 45 deg. bend intervenes

between the injection pipe and the tuyere,

which assists in mixing the primary and
secondary air. The long tuyeres also allow

air and coal to mix thoroughly before igni-

tion.

A CO2 recorder is used on the flue and shows
an average CO2 content of 15.5 or 10 per

cent in the gases. Readings as high as 18

burg, South Africa, Fig. S. The flame is

projected vertically upward in a brick-lined

combustion chamber surrounded by a circle

of vertical tubes. The first pass is at the

bottom of the tubes. The temperature of the
fire is high and fuses the ash which falls in a
pit at the bottom. The bricks are cooled by
radiation to the tubes. The air is preheated
and a small pulverizer is connected to the
tuyere, without intermediate storage for

powdered fuel. The latter feature is not now
regarded as good practice.

Several of these boilers have been used in

South Africa, in Great Britain, and in

Canada.
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"Tests of one of the Rand boilers show an
efficiency of 82.(3 per cent, with coal analysis

as follows:

Moisture 2.15 per cent
Volatile 22.8 per cent
Fixed Carbon 57.5 per cent
Ash 17.5 per cent

The COo is carried at 15 per cent in regular

practice."

The first installation in this country,
of notable size, for burning low-grade
pulverized coal under a battery of boilers was
made last year in the shops of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas Railroad at Parsons, Kansas.
Eight O'Brien Boilers of 2oO h.p. rating were
equipped. Fig. 9.

(i5j "With Kansas coal containing approxi-
mately 22 per cent ash, the horizontal baffles

allowed too much ash accumulation, so a
Dutch oven approximating a (j-ft. cube was
bviilt in front of the boilers and vertical

baffles were inserted, replacing the former
horizontal ones. With these changes highly
gratifying results are being obtained. No
slag is formed, and the ash is readily blown off

the floor of the rear chamber with an air hose
once a week."

('*) These boilers have been successfully

operated with pulverized lignite, as well as
with coal of the following composition

:

Ash—as high as 2(5.0 per cent
Volatile—as low as 25.0 per cent
Sulphur—as high as 7.5 per cent

The following is a letter from the Assistant
Superintendent of Motive Power of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway to the
companv that installed the equipment (^^)

dated Feb. 24, 1017;

"You have referred us several times to

various articles in different magazines con-
cerning the im])racticability of the use of

pulverized coal under stationary boilers. In
some of these articles it is stated that pul-

verized coal under stationary boilers is only
in the experimental stage, and it is doubted
if it ever can be successfully used unless some
other radical changes not thought of now are

developed.

"I only think it fair to you to call your
attention to the fact that the installation

that you put in for us under eight of our
2o0-h.p. O'Brien boilers has been in operation
continuously since July, 191G. These boilers

were formerly operated with natural gas and
later, oil.

'

' This winter we have had very cold weather
and in addition to this we have been called

upon to develop considerably more horse

power than ordinarily on account of the
activity in our shops, and I do not hesitate

to say that the pulverized coal installation

in connection with our boilers has been an
entire success.

"We have frequently, when called upon,
without any difficulty operated our boilers

well above rating. We have been able to

obtain practically perfect combustion and
also smokeless operation. We have made a

number of tests obtaining between 70 per

cent and 75 per cent combined boiler and
furnace efficiency. We also obtain 8 to 9 lb.

water evaporated from and at 212 deg. per

pound of coal burned with coal containing

11,580 B.t.u. with 2() per cent ash.

"We are having no trouble in our regular

operation with the furnace refractories, and
therefore there is no question in my mind as

to the suitability of the adoption of ])ulverized

fuel to boilers of this size and larger."

In atiother letter, dated May 12, 1917:

"Complying with your request, am sending

you actual cost figures for fuel expense with

TABLE I

FEBRUARY MARCH

Tons Cost Tons Cou

Coal . , . 1 758 25 «2,285.7.S

()85.72

$2,i)71.45
4,i)2.J.l()

« 1,95 1.65
."}<).() per cent

1 ,85().S. 1 «2,4()(5. 1

1

Pulverizing

'J'otal for coal

721.8.S

$:{.127.!t4

Ecjuivalent cost of oil .).1S2.41)

Saving $,2054. 4(J

Saving :v.)A\ !"••• 't

Coal cost %\.'.i() per ton
Pulverizing O.'.V.i ])er ton
Total coal l.(j!i per ton

Oil, contrac
Ivquivalent

. price »().8() \n

)rice .'?2.8() (for

r b irrel

2 barrel ^
= 1 (on coal).
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pulverized coal for the months of February
and March. 1917. these beinj^ two normal
operating months and include o])eration after

we added the steam turbine compressor, and
this also covers steam heat losses in shops.

"Turbine operated on high-pressure steam.

To make comparison we base oil at 3] 2

barrels equal one ton of coal in this district

which is standard practice: (Table I).

Mr. Bamhurst writes: {^'^)

"From a financial standpoint, the Parsons.

Kansas installation has been a wonderful
success, and we know that pulverized coal will

be the standard method of firing.

"Another installation is being put in by us

at the Ash Grove Portland Cement Co.,

Chanute, Kansas, and we have just received

contract from the United Verde Extension
Mining Co., for pulverized coal equipment
under two 400-h.p. boilers for them, and
other furnaces.

"Boilers have been used a great many years

in connection with furnaces using pulverized

coal as a fuel, utilizing the waste heat from
the furnaces, the furnace acting as a combus-
tion chamber.
"We are positive that when the subject is

understood fully that there will be a wonder-
f\il increase in the use of pulverized coal in

connection with boilers, on account of the

advantages which will be obtained from its

use.

"Most of the installations which have
heretofore been made have been failures due
particularly to the fact that pulverized coal

has been applied to boiler furnaces designed

for other methods of firing.

"In order to bum pulverized coal suc-

cessfully, the proportions or cubical contents

of the furnace must be in proper ratio to the

amount of coal burned per minute. In other

words, there is a limit to the velocities of the

gases passing through the furnace, and where
they come in direct contact with the fire-

brick walls of the furnace, which when hot are

in a more or less plastic condition, subject to

erosion, if the velocities of the gases coming
in contact are excessive.

"Large volume means slow velocities,

hence less wear on the furnace refractories.

"The quality of the ash of the coals is

another feature, in that, a coal with a low
melting point ash will not require as large

a combustion chamber as a coal with a high
melting point ash.

"The analysis of the ash of some coals

will no doubt have some effect on the re-

fractories in certain cases."

A more recent application has been made at

Seattle, Washington, on a boiler formerly

fired with oil.

(''••) "Prompted by the large amount of

unmarketable fine coal which is piled up at

numerous nearby coal mines, the Puget
Sound Traction, Light and Power Company
has investigated the practicability of burning
powdered coal. This coal is a form of lignite

particvilarly adapted to use in the powdered
form owing to the high volatile constituent

and the very high fusing point of the ash.

"The coal which has been investigated by
the Puget Sound Company is dried and
pulverized by the Pacific Coast Coal Company
at its briquetting plant, near Renton, which
is equipped with a Raymond pulverizing

plant. It is then loaded in a box car having a

metal-lined hopper. The car is spotted at the

steam plant over a chute which is connected
to the car by a flexible hose. The chute feeds

a small metal-housed conveyor which elevates

and dumps the coal into a bunker adjoining

the power plant.

Coal analysis:

Moisture 5.4 per cent
Volatile 37.2 per cent
Fi.xed carbon 47.0

.
per cent

Ash 10.4 per cent
Calorific value 11760. B.t.u.

Average flue gas analysis

:

CO2 17. per cent
Oxygen 2. per cent
CO 0. per cent

(^^) " During the test it was noted that the
boiler could be forced to 200 per cent of rating

without any apparent damage to brick

setting or tubes. The stack was perfectly

clear under these conditions and there was
no fusing of the ash. About one-third of

the ash was found deposited in the second and
third passes of the boiler, none whatever
being found to have collected on the tubes.

"The results of the experiment tend to

refute most of the adverse criticism of this

method of burning coal. There was no forma-
tion of slag in the furnace or on the tubes,

there was no shower of cinders and ashes
emitted from the smokestack, and there was
no damage done the boiler from heavy over-

load under these conditions.

"From the experiments in burning these

various fuels it was found that—assuming pea
coal at .| 1.(50 per gross ton—the prices which
could be paid for other fuels on the basis of

equal heating values are as follows : Pea coal

on chain grates, $1.60 per gross ton, delivered;
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fuel oiL oG cents per barrel, delivered; and
powdered coal, S2.20 ])er gross ton, delivered."

Powdered Coal vs. Stokers

The cost of x^ulverizing coal in small plants
is higher than when working on a larger scale.

Labor, building, and machinery can be
utilized more efficiently for large scale pro-

duction. A good deal has been said about
fineness of grinding aiding good combustion.
Fine grinding increases the cost, and the
engineer of one plant which has used powdered
coal extensively told the writer that they had
decided it did not pay to be too fussy about
fineness.

The cost of grinding in plants actually in

use is said to range from 39 to 60 cents per
ton. Manufacturers of equipment claim that
the cost may be reduced to 25 cents per ton
for large plants.

By increasing the load-factor on a pulveriz-

ing plant, by operating with two or three
shifts, and shutting down only during the
hours of peak load on the station, the over-

head charges may be reduced and free power
obtained. All other power station auxiliaries

have to operate continuously, but storage

capacity can be provided for powdered coal

so that even in the cases where high ash coal

is pulverized the power can be obtained
cheaply.

With mechanical stokers 50 per cent or

more excess air is required for combustion,
and about 100 per cent for hand-fired boiler

furnaces, owing to uneven distribution of air

through the fire. For powdered coal only
about 25 per cent excess air is required as

fuel and air are more evenly mixed and in

intimate contact. This reduces the stack
loss and increases the boiler efficiency about
'A per cent, theoretically, but in ])ractice the
percentage of CO^ in the flue gas can be held
more constant with ]X)wdered coal firing,

which should result in a further saving.

Another 1 .5 to .'3 per cent may be saved by the

reduction of the amount of comlmstible
matter in the ash, the small size of the grains

of coal allowing comi)lete combustion witli a

I^roper air mixture.
Therefore, without making allowance for

the steam consumed by the stoker engine, and
for injection on the ash, ])owdered coal may
be credited with a gain of 5 per cent, or more-

in boiler efficiency. Probably this saving will

more than ])rovi(le the amount of ])ower

required for the ])ulverizing ])lant and the
coal burned for drying. When the ])ulveriz-

ing plant is located near the power static jn,

the drying may be done with waste heat by
tapping the flue gas on its way to the stack.

The first cost of a pulverizing plant might
be brought down to the level of the cost

of a good stoker equipment by continuous
operation. Maintenance and repair items
may be lower for the former than for the
stoker and furnace brickwork.

There is therefore ground for believing that
even high-grade pulverized coal may be able

to compete with stoker firing when applied

to a new plant, or when remodelling an old
one. But the margin, if any, would not
warrant changing a good stoker equipment
for a pulverizing plant.

If this be the case with high-grade coal there
must be a greater margin in the case of low-
grade coal. The cost of pulverizing would
probably not increase the total expense of

operation as much as the charges for interest,

maintenance, and depreciation incidental to
the larger furnaces and stokers required for

handling low-grade, or high-ash, coal. It is

true that large furnaces are required for burn-
ing powdered coal. The increased dimensions
however, are obtainable in a vertical direction

and by encroaching on space usually occupied,
in part only, by ash handling equipment in

the basement. In buildings having no base-

ment, extra space has been obtained for

furnaces by excavating in the ground under
the boilers. The problem of handling the

ash seems to be simple in those plants where
IJowdered coal has been burned under boilers,

as it is tapped oft" as liquid slag from the
bottom of the combustion chamber or blown
out as dust from the boiler setting.

Larger furnaces and stokers for burning
high-ash coal have, in some cases at least,

been obtained by horizontal extensions and
by setting the boilers farther a])arl. This
means a larger Innlding.

With inilverized fuel no larger furnace is

required in the case of low-grade fuel ih.an

with high-grade; and, as the T)roi)ortion of

combvistible matter in the ash is negligible.

this loss will be no greater.

The i)()wer required for griniling good
bituminous coal is to 10 kw-hr. i)er tt)n,

which is a little less than one per cent of the

l)owcr generated by burning this coal. Coal

with I 1,000 B.l.u. when utilized at 15.5 i)er

cenl, elTiciencN- of station, will generate 1110

kw-lir.

('") As to the first cost of the i>ulverizing

])lant:

"In making conijiarisons ol stoker and

l)ul\erized-coal installations, I And thai in
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plants of from 3001) to 4000 h.p. and upward.
a first -class pnlverized-coal equipment will

not exceed in price that of a first-class stoker
equipment, takins:; everyting into considera-

tion."

Transportation and Storage of Powdered Coal

The boilers and furnaces at the General
Electric and American Locomotive Works
are supplied with powdered coal by forcing; it

in bulk throujjh pipes from a hopper-shaped
tank by applying air pressure on top of the
mass. This method works well for distances

of 200 yards or so.

A method which might be available for

longer distances would be the blowing of the
coal through pipes as a dust cloud with an
inert gas. The only gas which is cheap
enough is flue gas. Flue gas from a well

regulated powdered-coal fire contains only
2 or 3 per cent of oxygen. If this prove safe

from danger of explosion it might be cooled,

compressed, and then cooled again, and the
moisture drained off, as in compressing air.

Coal stored under water is safe from spon-
taneous combustion. Why not store powdered
coal in fiue gas? It takes fire more quickly
than lump coal, for it has more surface to

absorb oxygen. If blown into the storage
tank with flue gas the interstices will be
filled with inert gas when it settles. This
should greatly reduce the rate of oxidation,

and consequent spontaneous heating. The
storage bin should be nearly air-tight. If

located near a power plant, fired with
ijowdered coal, flue gas may be tapped off,

cooled, and dried, and then fed through a
small pipe into the bin to maintain an inert

atmosphere, and prevent air and moisture
from leaking in.

Storage in a neutral gas may allow the
concentration of production in large pulveriz-

ing plants for shipment to small consumers in

sealed tanks. Isolated plants are now mostly
dependent upon hand-firing, as mechanical
stokers are too expensive.

Powdered Coal for Steamships

Such methods may also make it possible

to carry powdered coal in a ship's bunkers at

sea and make the firing of ship's boilers

practical by this means, without the necessity

of carrying a pulverizing plant on board. By
blowing it aboard with flue gas the more
cumbersome method of coaling ships with
lump coal may be superseded, and the opera-
tion be made as simple as pumping fuel oil

aboard.

When burning coal on shi])board, the

practice of hand firing is universal. The use
of pulverized fuel would put the burning
of solid fuel more ncarlv on a i^ar with liquid

fuel.

Powdered Coal for Locomotives

Powdered coal firing for locomotive boilers

has been experimented with for a number of

years with various degrees of success. It has
now been successfully applied by several of

the railway companies. It should have a
double advantage in this field; first, as a

method of mechanically stoking a locomotive

;

and, second, as ?i method of utilizing cheap
fuels from local sources in some parts of the

country to supplement unreliable supplies

from present sources when these are located

at a distance. As a mechanical stoker, its

only competitor is oil-firing, and oil is a high-

grade fuel, and must be transported long dis-

tances for use in the northern and eastern

parts of the country. In time of war the
supply is uncertain, as the Navy and trans-

port service must have preference.

Several of the advantages which powdered
coal shares with oil are

:

Hand labor eliminated for firing.

Ease of regulating the fire.

Less time required for raising steam from a

cold boiler.

Less back pressure in cylinders, due to

increase in area of exhaust nozzle, strong

suction not being required to draw air

through coal on grate.

Less time required for cleaning fires.

Freedom from smoke, cinders, and in-

cendiary sparks, which cause fires along
the right of way.

More fuel can be burned per hour, hence
the engine can do more work.

Locomotives have been constantly increas-

ing in size and power, with the result that the
fireman's physical inability to keep up with
the demand for steam often limits the per-

formance of the engine.

The Delaware & Hudson, the New York
Central, and the Chicago & Northwestern
have recently equipped experimental loco-

motives for burning powdered coal, and have
had considerable success. Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld,
presented a paper before the A.S.M.E (2"),

recently on this subject, and the following

extracts are taken from the discussion which
followed

:

" Mr. W. L. RoVjinson said" that the applica-

tion of powdered fuel would be a practical

advantage on his own road on account of the
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irregularity of the supply of coal and the car
shortage. Using pulverized coal would do
away with this entirely.

"He thought the biggest thing that would
appeal to the conducting-transportation side

was the delays at terminals. On one of the
larger roads, which uses about (5, 000,000 tons
of coal a year, the average mechanical delays
at some of the heaviest maintaining stations

are between 10 and 11 hours, and the lowest
delay at despatching stations is from 'S}/2 to

5 hours, or an average of hrs. 7 min. There
is no question but that if you could eliminate
the ashpit delays you could cut the delays
nearly in half.

"One statement of the author that im-
pressed him was that with pulverized coal

more skilled manual control of combustion
and assistance to the engineer in the opera-
tion of the locomotive and observation of

track and signals were secured. He thought
that would help a great deal toward safety."

"C W. Corning ("'0: I am familiar with
many of the results from the use of pulverized
fuel as stated in Mr. Muhlfeld's paper, having
for several months had charge of an Atlantic-

type locomotive in first-class passenger
service, burning this form of fuel.

"Of the many things which contribute
toward the lightening of the enginemen's
cares in the discharge of their duties, pro-

bably the two most essential are the proper
working of injectors and the free steamiing of

the engine.

"In all of the runs made by the engine
mentioned, it never failed to deliver all the
steam jjressure required (in the language of

the fireman, it is "two o'clock" all the time
by the steam gage). In the event of the
failure of the injectors it is a simple matter to

.shut off the su])i>ly of fuel until such time as

the matter can be remedied and the fire

re-lighted.

"A very prominent feature of the ].ul-

verized-fuel engine is the fact that the draft

appliances need not be changed for different

grades of fuel, or climatic conditions of the

various seasons of the year. The locomotive
has been o]jerated in all kinds of weather, in

very heavy rain storms, snow storms,

extremely hot and dry weather, and when
the temperature was several degrees l)elow

zero, and there never was any noticeable

change in the steaming qualities of the engine.

"Last, but not least, of the many good
Cjualities stated in Mr. Muhlfeld's i)ai)er is

that of the jjossibility of enlarging exhaust-
nozzle o])enings. The area (jf the exhaust-

nozzle opening on the C. & N. W. engine has
been increased about 40 per cent. In sum-
ming up, what is nearest the heart of an
engineman is a free-working engine, and this

is obtained by burning pulverized coal."

"W. A. Evans. Only two of those dis-

cussing the proposition suggested what has
always been the one difficulty in obtaining
powdered fuel combustion under boilers;

viz., the difficulty of maintaining the brick-

work with its necessity of large combustion
space for this form of burning. One of the
men stated frankly that his company had
experimented with powdered coal, and found
when forcing the boiler, as is necessary in

locomotive practice, that the brickwork was
difficult to maintain."

"
J. H. Manning C^'-). Mr Muhlfeld's paper

accords with our practical experience with
engine No. 1200, having a boiler the principal

dimensions of which are as follows:

Diameter, first course 86 in.

Firebox, size 114 in. wide, 126 in. long
Equivalent heating surface 5004 sq. ft.

326 2-in. tubes.
46 superheater units.

This boiler supplied steam to 27 by 32-in.

cylinders, and developed through a medium
of 03-in. wheels, OO.OOO lbs. tractive effort at

the drawbar, carrying 205 lb. of steam.
"This company, the Delaware & Hudson, is

closely connected with a territory that pro-

duces about 80,000,000 tons of anthracite

per year. It is not hard to understand that a

great deal of extremely fine coal and dust

accumulates in the process of marketing. This
cannot be burnt on the grates, but, if at all,

in suspension in a refractory furnace. For
this latter pur])ose we have available in our
neighborhood ,').")(),000 tons per month. This
latter and the fact that there were locatetl

around us a nimiber of industrial plants

successfully burning bitinninous coal in pul-

verized form, encouraged us to build an
ex]:)erimental locomotive of the dimensions
stated al)ove, i)roducing aj^proximately 2700
cylinder horse ])ower. To guard against the

jjossibility of failure, the entire firel)ox, boiler

and locomotive were so constructed that

tlie aj)] 'Heal ion of the i)()wdcred-fuel mech-
anism chotild be roadilx' reniox'cd and the

(irebox, etc., arrangt-d for burning fuel on
grates.

"We soon found out thai it would ln' impos-

sible to burn clear anthracite coal in pul-

verized lorni. 1 )uc lo the low volatile con-

tent . it would proinptlx- snulT out if the engine

should happin to slij) oi- work cxtri'inelv
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hard, and the firebox temperature would not
permit it to flash again. We therefore

arranged a program and determined to start

v\-ith 75 per cent bituminous and decrease

tmtil it was found that this objectionable

feature was removed. This was continued
until a mixture of (30 per cent anthracite and
40 per cent bituminous was obtained. We
find this gives splendid results, the engine
steams freely with very little smoke and is

very nicely controlled by the fireman to the
extent of keeping the engine within three

pounds of the maximum pressure continu-

ously without popping under the different

operations necessarily obtaining in a day's
work \\'ith an engine of this character,

experiencing no firebox trouble whatever.
"Such difficulty as we have had with the

pulverized fuel mechanism for the introduc-

tion of the fuel into the firebox has been
satisfactorily eliminated and the successful

burning of pulverized fuel in suspension in a

locomotive firebox, to my mind, has passed
beyond the experimental stage. It is now a
question of economy only and this depends
upon the source of supply in a great measure."

"J. E. Muhlfeld: With respect to the

points that Mr. Robinson brought out, I

would say that he has looked at this matter
from a strictly practical standpoint, and, in

my opinion, the advantages that he names,
through ability for the railway to pool the

various grades and qualities of coal that they
secure from the different mine operations

along their line, reduction in fire building,

ashpit and other terminal delays, and the

elimination of arduous labor on the part of

the fireman, are among the most important
items with which the railways are contending
today. The advantages of pulverized fuel

with regard to all of these have already been
demonstrated in road and terminal opera-

tion."

"Mr. Randolph brought out the matter of

liability of dust explosions. From the fact

that about 8,000,000 tons of pulverized coal

are now being burned in the United States

per annum, it is thought that general

practices with respect to the handling, drying,

ptilverizing, storing, and disbursing of the
same have been pretty well taken care of, and
and the general results with the various

cement and industrial plants using this kind
of fuel indicate this to be the case. Where we
have had our designs of fuel-preparing,

handling, and burning equipment installed,

up to the present time no trouble whatso-
ever has obtained.

Mr. Basford's idea of i)rolonging the life of

existing locomotives by modernizing them
through the application of pulverized fuel

was well taken, and an enormous amount of

work remains to be done along this line which
\xi\\ enable the reclaiming of motive power
that in its present condition is ineffective

and uneconomical."
"Mr Evans brought up the difficulty in

maintaining brickwork, with the necessity for

large combustion space in the use of powdered
fuel in boilers, and requested data on that

subject. The answer is : Reduce the velocity

pres.sure of the combustion gases to the

minimtmi; eliminate restricted areas in the

brickwork through which these gases must
flow, and bring these gases into contact

with heat-absorbing surfaces as quickly as

possible after the combustion process has
been completed. We have found that owing
to the rapidity of oxidation large combustion
space and brick area are not necessarily

essential to effective results."

"Mr. Manning says that on his road a

mixture of 60 per cent of anthracite and 40
per cent of bituminous is now giving splendid

results in locomotive service. I desire to

elaborate on this and state that the 60 per

cent consists of anthracite slush, a hereto-

fore waste by-product of mining, and that the

40 per cent consists of bituminous unwashed
screenings, all of which is mixed and pul-

verized.

"This mixture gives a fuel of about 15 per
cent volatile as compared with the hereto-

fore generally recommended practice of not
less than 30 per cent volatile."

The Delware & Hudson Company published
the following information a year ago, when its

locomotive was exhibited at the Railway
Conventions at Atlantic City

:

"This locomotive is the largest one of the
consolidated type on this continent and is

equipped with every modem appliance for

economical operation. Its most distinctive

feature is a device for the burning of

anthracite or bituminous fuel in pulverized
form—coal dust and shiftings which have
been in the past mostly waste. The entire

regulation of combustion is controlled by small
operating levers in the cab, which are readily

manipulated by the fireman from his seat.

Besides turning into account fuel which has
hiterto been of small value, this engine
eliminates the waste products of combustion,
fire hazards, etc.

"No sparks, fire or smoke are emitted from
the stack, a feature notable only in electric
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and oil-burning locomotives, a great advantage
where engines are operated in large terminals
or in thickly wooded country.

"This new gaint of the rails, weighing
293,000 pounds, including tender 486,200
pounds with tractive effort of 61,400 pounds,
burning powdered coal, bids fair to mark an
important epoch in the construction of loco-

motive engines."

ANTHRACITE
Anthracite at present is produced on a

large scale in only one district. Eastern
Pennsylvania. It is a high-grade fuel used
largely for domestic purposes, and for hand-
fired boilers. It is preferred in small boiler

plants in cities for its smokeless burning. It

is occasionally burned on chain-grate stokers

designed for anthracite. The Coxe stoker
is suitable for this fuel.

In former years the fine screenings from the
breakers were a waste product, and were
thrown on the culm-piles, or used for filling

old mine workings. These screenings are

now sold at prices sufficiently low to encour-
age consumers to mix them with other coal,

either with larger sizes of anthracite, or with
bituminous coal. They are also used by the
coal companies and the railroads in the
anthracite region, in a similar way, for

generating steam.
The old culm piles are now being reduced

and put through the washers. Refuse coal is

also being recovered from the river bottoms
by dredging. At the present rate of con-
sumption, the culm piles will be reduced to

rock in about five years time.

Powdered Anthracite

Some of this material may be utilized more
advantageously by pulverizing it for firing

locomotives, as has been done so successfully

by the Delaware & Hudson Company. Experi-
ments have also been made recently, in the
anthracite region, with pulverized anthracite

culm for firing a stationary boiler, but with
less favorable results, owing to difficulties

in maintaining the l^rickwork.

In order to ignite anthracite ])owder, even
when mixed with bituminous ]K)wder in the
proportion of half and half, it is necessary to

maintain a high tem])erature in the furnace,

above the melting-])oint of the l)ricks. Fire-

brick melts at about 2700 dcg. F. and frcciuent

shut-downs are required for repairs.

With a locomotive the case is different, as

it is not in continuous service like a stationary

boiler, and the lime i((|iiirc(l for rcjjairs to

firebox brickwork is no greater than in the
case of a locomotive burning lump coal. In
the present state of the art, therefore, the
burning of powdered anthracite culm is

limited to locomotives; it usually contains a
high percentage of ash. Pulverized anthracite

of good grade is used in a few metallurgical

furnaces. Anthracite requires more power for

pulverizing than bituminous coal.

The Bettington boiler would seem to be a
good type in which to bum powered anthra-
cite. A high temperature may be maintained
in the combustion chamber without injury

to the brickwork because it is supported and
cooled by the inner ring of tubes.

In Colorado, New Mexico, and Virginia

are some local anthracite deposits. Another
area underlies southeastern IMassachusetts

and Rhode Island. This is a graphitic anthra-
cite of low grade, which bunas with difficulty.

It usually contains a high percentage of

ash and moisture, but it dries easily, and
also reabsorbs water with equal facility.

This coal is located near tide-water, and in

the midst of a highly developed section of the

country which has to obtain coal from Penn-
sylvania or West Virginia. Various attempts
have been made during the past hundred
years to develop this field, which has an
area of about 500 square miles, but without
financial success. The cost of mining it has
been estimated as high as $2.50 a ton {^).

Possibly grinding machines might be de-

vised to grind it to powder directly from the

solid in the mine, provided it were sufficiently

proof against danger of dust explosions. Then
it might be entrained in air by suction, blown
out of the mine through pipes, and delivered

aboard cars or vessels for trans])ortation.

In this way, mining the coal, pulverizing,

hoisting, conveying, loading and, possibly,

drying could be accom])lished in one opera-

tion. Also the ventilating of the mine. It

might later be mixed with ])ulvcrized bitu-

minous coal or peat, for firing locomotives.

CONCLUSION
Low-grade fviel may be bunKnl on grates in

furnaces of special construction for each class

of fuel, and mechanical stokers are available

for burning high-ash coal and lignite. It is

jirobable, however, that low-grade .solid

mineral fuels of all kinds can be burned to

better advantage in puh-erizcd form.

Lumi) coal, when burned on the grate in a

hand-fired furnace, usually recjuires about 100

l)er cent excess air. With modern mechanical

stokers the usual practice is to use about 50
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per cent excess air. With most kinds of

pulverized fuel 25 or 30 per cent excess
air is sufficient, and \Yith proper attention
the amount may be reduced almost to zero.

However, the resulting temperature of

the fire is a limiting factor. Other factors

ha\'ing a bearing on this being the constrvic-

tion of the furnace, the proportion of heat
radiated directly to the tubes, and the
fusibility of the ash. A properly constructed
furnace and burners should be able to bum
any form of pulverized fuel which has suf-

ficient volatile content.

In the case of peat, and high-grade bitu-

minous coal rich in combined nitrogen, the
value of nitrogen as a fertilizer makes the
by-product gas producer worthy of very
serious consideration for large installations.

(-•) (^) The gas generated may be burned
under boilers feeding steam turbines as the
large gas engine has not proved commercially
attractive.

Very little has been done m America in

following this line of European development.
Possibly the higher cost of machiner\' in this

country has caused our engineers to look
askance at a type of plant which requires a
considerable initial investment. Also, the
American farmer has not yet been educated
in regard to the advantages of fertilizer for

the intensive cultivation of crops.

American chemists, however, have been
endeavoring to awaken our people to the

importance of the nitrogen industry {^^)
; and

the generation of large amounts of power in

hydro-electric plants has been advocated for

the special purpose of making synthetic

nitrogen compounds. Why not recover the
nitrogen content in our fuels before burning
them under the boiler? Why not invest the
capital required for such hydro-electric devel-

opments in by-product gas producer plants
for firing existing boilers? Later on this

hydro-electric power can be utilized where
power is required; then we can have our

nitrogen compounds for fertilizer and explo-

sives, and we shall have our power too. The
production of more sulphate of ammonia for

fertilizer will relea.se Chili salt])eter for the

manufacture of explosives. It may be argued
that the recovery of ammonia from recent

installations of by-i)roduct coke ovens will be
sufficient. The saturation point for the use of

fertilizers in America, however, is still far away.
For the firing of steam locomotives, pul-

verized fuel offers a method of mechanical
stoking that is beyond competition in all parts

of the country where oil fuel is not already in

use. It also furnishes a means of utilizing

neglected fuel.
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THE WAR'S EFFECT ON PUBLIC UTILITIES*
By Henry G. Bradlee

Stone and Webster Corporation

The author points out that as a result of the war, and for the first time in our experience, the public
utility companies will probably be face to face with a combination of conditions that will tax the ingenuity
of their ablest executors. These conditions are, briefly, a period of great industrial activity with an un-
precedented demand for labor and materials falling upon a shortage in both; and little or no new capital
for extensions and improvements owing to the need by the government of the peoples' savings for the
prosecution of the war. While the means for meeting this situation are not at all clear at present, partial
relief is promised by the adoption of certain practices that are mentioned by the author.

—

Editor.

A little over three months ago, Congress
met in special session and declared war against
Germany. While this action was expected,
little preparation had been made and the
nation now finds itself almost overwhelmed
by a great number of new and untried prob-
lems, all calling for immediate settlement.

As might be expected under these conditions,

this early period of the war has been one of

great confusion and uncertainty. There were
no precedents to guide us in matters of busi-

ness policy or personal action, and until the
government made some progress in organizing

its forces and outlining its general campaign,
there was little to be done beyond following

the general progress of events and trying to

see where they would ultimately lead.

Fortunately this first confusion is gradually
disappearing and we are beginning to see a
little more clearly the character and extent

of the problem which has been undertaken.
There is, of course, much that is still uncertain
and indefinite, but two facts seem to be reason-

ably well established which have a very direct

bearing on the operation of public utilities.

These facts are:

First: That the period of the war will be
one of great industrial activity with an un-
precedented demand for labor, both skilled

and unskilled.

Second: That the annual savings of the

people, which are ordinarily invested in

public improvements and the extension of

industrial property will be largely or entirely

required by the government for the pro.secu-

tion of the war, and little, if any, new capital

will be available for such improvements and
extensions.

Let us consider these two facts a little more
in detail. Under the plan outlined by the

government, we propose to divert several

millic^n active workers from their ])resent

occu])atic)ns and em])loy them in ways which
will be industrially unproductive. These men
will be emj)loyecl in our army and navy and
in the work of government (lei)artnients and
of organizations for war relief. To this extent

our regular working forces will be reduced, and
these men and their families must l)e suj)-

portcd by the ])roductive work of others.

We propose to loan to our Allies during the
next year $3,000,000,000, all of which is to be
expended in this country for food and supplies

required by these Allies for the prosecution of

the war. We must provide all of the labor
necessary to produce and deliver these sup-
plies. We propose to build cantonments and
equip an army of at least a million and a half

men (including additions to our regular army
and militia) with uniforms, rifles, rapid-fire

and heavy guns, ammunition, aeroplanes and
all of the other implements of war ; we propose
to increase very materially our navy and our
facilities for coast defense. We propose to

increase our merchant ships to the greatest

possible extent to counteract the efforts of the
German U-boats ; we propose to encourage our
farmers to plant larger areas and to cultivate

their crops very intensively that we may pro-

vide food for our Allies as well as for ourselves.

Each of these efforts requires labor not merely
in small amounts, but on a most extensive

scale. This labor can be secured only through
increased efficiency, through longer hours of

work, through a greater employment of

women, and through the curtailment of other

activities, particularly the curtailment of

unnecessary development work on public

improvements. With hel]) from all these

sources, it is still ]irobable that the demand
for labor will exceed the suiJ])ly, and unless a
determined effort is made to eliminate all

unnecessary work, our ])rosecution of the war
may be seriously handica])])ed.

In the ]mst, industrial activity has l)eon

accomjmnied in nearly every case by an
abundance of investment capital, and it

has been ])ossible for industry to extend and
increase its facilities to meet increasing de-

mands. This is a condition with which we
are fatniliar and which we know how to meet.

Now the situation is to be reversed and we
have before us an entirely new problem. We
are to have industrial activity and industrial

pr()S])erity for the laborer and for many
industries, but this is to be coui)led with a

material sin-inkage in capital available for

devel()i)ment work and for i)ublic improve-

ments, 'i'he governmenl proitoses to raise

l-'ruiii Slonc ami Wcb.stor Journal
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$7.(X)0.000.000 during the coming year for

war pnr^Kises. This money is to be obtained
through taxes and the sale of bonds, and
heavy taxes and further sales of bonds may
be expected during the continuance of the
war. England has now' been at war for

nearly three years, and during this period
her average expenditures for w^ar have been
a little over ST.000,000.000 per year. The
finances of England and France are already
severely strained by the burdens the war
has imposed, and it is fair to assume that

the United States must from now on furnish

a very considerable part of the necessary
"sinews of war."

It is difficult for us to form any clear idea

of an amount of money so great as $7,000,000,-

000. It is so much in excess of the figures to

which we are accustomed that the mind fails

to grasp it. From such figures as are available,

it appears that this sum is at least equal to,

and probably exceeds, the total am.ount w^hich

we as a nation save each year for investment
purposes and so add to our national wealth.

If this is correct, it is clear that the savings

which we should ordinarily apply to the

further development of industry and to public

improvements must be used to carry on the

war, and we shall have little, if any , new capital

available to increase and extend industrial

properties unless we can materially increase

our ordinary savings through the practice of

economy and the reduction of consumption.
Below are some figures taken from tables

published in the London Economist showing
how new capital has been applied in Great
Britain during the years 1914, 1915 and 19 IG.

These tables are of particular interest for

they show that the extension and develop-

ment of industrial property has been almost
entirely discontinued since the early days of

the war except in industries which contribute

directly to war requirements. The figures

given in the Economist's tables for public

utilities and for municipal loans are typical,

and when converted from pounds sterling to

dollars they appear as follows:

NEW CAPITAL INVESTAD BY GREAT BRITAIN

In Public Utilities In Municipal Loans

1914 $66,500,000 $15,500,000
1915 5,000,000
1016 600,000 2,500,000

In commenting on these figures, the London
Economist calls attention to the fact that the

investment of new capital in Great Britain

is now, and has been practically since the

beginning of the war, under the direct control

of the government.

We quote from the Economist of January
1, 191():

"With the Treasury exercising a strict

control over the capital market, London's
functions as money lender to the world have
been naiTowed down almost exclusively to

the raising of money for the direct war
purposes of the United Kingdom, the Colonies,

and the Allies;"

and from the Economist December 30, 1916:

"The control exercised by the Treasury-

Committee over the issues of new capital has

had an even stronger effect in the past year

than it did in 1915, for apart from the British

Government borrowing, and subscriptions in

London to the second French loan, only six-

teen millions (pounds) was raised for other

purposes, and of this, six and one-half millions

was issued by Colonial Governments, so the

industrial concerns raised less than ten millions

during the war."
Let us now consider how the business of the

public utilities of the United States may be
affected by this general situation and what
must be done to meet the new conditions.

It appears that we may have for the first

time in our experience, and continuing during

the entire period of the war, a combination of

conditions somewhat as follows:

First : An unprecedented shortage of labor,

materials, and supplies, and consequently an
abnormally high price for those actually

available.

Second: No new capital available for

extensions and additions to property.

Third: A condition of general industrial

activity and prosperity with consequent
demands for additional service.

It is hard to imagine a more difficult com-
bination of circumstances for a public utility,

and it will require the combined ingenuity
of the utilities to meet this situation success-

fully and furnish satisfactory service to the

public.

The utilities must devise ways and means
to hold down their demands for labor and
capital, and above all they must, if possible,

find some way to provide for increases in

business without making any material increase

in plant.

The best methods to be adopted and the

changes to be made to secure these results are

by no means clear, and can be worked out
only after careful study of each local situation.

A few considerations, however, can be touched
upon at this time.

Within a few weeks, many of the emj^loyees

of the public utilities may be drawn for
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military sen'ice under the provisions of the
selective draft bill. The companies will then
have the opportunity to present to the local

exemption boards such reasons as they think
proper to secure the exemption of any or all

from draft. The government has already
considered the case of public utility employees
and recognizes the importance of maintaining
the service to the public. There should,

therefore, be no great difficulty in securing
exemption for any employee who is really

needed to enable a company to give adequate
service.

The utility companies should make a
careful study of their employees in order to

ascertain how each may be used most effec-

tively in making good the deficiencies occa-
sioned by the draft.

The employment of women in the place of

men who enter the army or leave for any other
cause should also be carefully considered.

Experience in England and in Canada shows
that women may be em])loyed to great advan-
tage in many departments of public utility

work. They have been found particularly

efficient, it is said, in some of the lighter

mechanical work—for example, meter repairs

and adjustments.
In every organization there is a natural

tendency toward a steady increase in detailed

work. This is the time to cut out all unneces-
sary detail and devote one's whole effort to

essentials. A utility company should make
a careful investigation of every department
of its work with a view of discontinuing all

operations which can be temporarily or per-

manently dispensed with without loss of

efficiency or impairment of service. This in-

vestigation should be undertaken prom]:)tly,

as it may conduce to a rearrangement of work
which will })reclude the taking on of new
em])loyecs to replace those drafted or leaving

for other rea.sons.

The increase of one-man operation of cars

should everywhere be encouraged. In Eng-
land, women have been very generally sub-

stituted for men as conductors, and it is

understood that they are also being used
.successfully as motormen. In this country,

the u.se of the one-man car is already .started

and has demonstrated its ])ossibilities even
on large double-truck cars. We are satisfied

that all street railwiiys will gradually change
to one-man o])eration for most, if not all, of

their business, and by so doing will be able

to imjjrove materially the service rendered
the public. Such change at this time will

meet our present needs and will be in line

with probable future development. One-man
operation may, therefore, be considered far

preferable to the use of women as conductors.
An effort should be made to decrease the

peak demand on public utility plants and to
increase the load factor. As the war pro-
gresses, the public will obtain a much clearer

knowledge of the needs of the situation, and
undoubtedly the utility companies will be
able to secure the co-operation of their cus-

tomers and of the public authorities in their

efforts to readjust the demand for peak load
service.

This belief has been encouraged by two
recent incidents, one illustrating possibilities

in the lighting and power field, and the other
in street railway work.
The operator of a Canadian electric light

and power plant not long ago made the state-

ment that he thought that his power plant was
well loaded when the war began, but that
during the war he has increased his connected
load fifty per cent with no increase in plant

capacity.

In Seattle, during the past two years, there

has been a very rapid development in the

manufacturing district. The company has
been able to prevent material increase in peak
load on the street railway in this district by
securing the co-operation of the manufac-
turers and arranging for different hours of

closing or of changing shifts in different

factories.

Unquestionably, similar results may be
secured in many directions by a careful study
of existing load conditions and of persistent

and diplomatic effort for readjustment.
Renewals and re])lacements will have to be

])(>st])oned in so far as this can be done with-

out serious detriment to the service and with-

out ]jermanent injury to the ]:)roperty. This

should be done because the cost of all such

work at this time is excessive and because the

suri)lus which the utility comi)anies are able

to accumulate from earnings may be the only

fund on which they can draw for absolutely

necessary additions to the ])roi)erty.

The construction work now under way
should be discontinued in so far as this may
\)c ])racticabl(.'.

Careful con.sidcralion should be given to

till' study of rates charged for ]nil)lic utility

serxicc. Willi the constantly- increasing cost

of all labor, materials and supi)lies. general

increa.ses in rales may be necessary to ])ennit

the ])ul)lie utility com])anies to carry on the

business and serve the public. The companies

sliould be ])rei)ared to act ])ronii)tly and
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intelligently should such an occasion arise.

It is suggested that all future contracts for

power, and that renewals of all existing con-
tracts should contain a clause providing for

a readjustment of the rate \\4th changes in

cost of fuel. The rate written in the con-
tract should be based on a normal average
fuel cost and adjustnients made from this

point as the price of fuel increases or decreases.

It must be borne in mind that the price of

fuel is largely dependent upon the general
market price of labor and materials. It is,

therefore, fair to assume that an increase in

the price of fuel will be accompanied by a

similar increase in general labor and material
costs and provision for this should be made
in the adjustment of the power rate.

The necessity for an increase in street

railway fares is now being urged in man}'
sections of the country and the public are

beginning to realize that some readjustment
must be made or service will be seriously

impaired. Figures recently prepared show

that increases have already occurred in the

case of at least thirty-six street railway prop-
erties and are being publicly discussed for

many others.

We are facing a situation which is country-
wide, in fact, world-wide, and completely
be\'ond the control of the iniblic utility com-
panies. The aim of such companies during
the war should be to manage their properties

in the way that will be most helpful to the

national government and that will give the best

])ossible service to the local public consistent

with national duty and the restrictions imposed
by war conditions. In working along these

lines, the public utility companies should have
the cordial support of everyone.

It is to be hoped that city and state

officials will appreciate the importance of

conserving labor and capital in the interest

of our national requirements and, following

the example of England, will postpone bond
issues and local public improvements during
the period of the war.

THE PLIOTRON OSCILLATOR FOR THE PRODUCTION OF LARGE
CURRENTS OR HIGH POTENTIAL AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

By William C. White
Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

The pliotron is an unusually versatile device. The article below, while not featuring this point, shows
how a single pliotron can be employed, on the one hand, to obtain 25 amperes at 100,000 to 1,000,000 cycles
and, on the other hand, 12,000 volts at 100,000 cycles. The device is proving itself very useful in calibrating,
testing, etc., where a relatively small amount of electrical energy is sufficient.

—

Editor.

The fundamental principles of the passage
of current between electrodes in a high vacuum
by means of pure electron discharge have
been given in a previous article in the

Review.*
Also, in a more recent article, f the writer has

given a brief description of the pliotron and
its operating characteristics. A method of

obtaining a frequency as low as one-half

cycle per second was given, as well as a second

method of obtaining a frequency as high as

fifty million cycles.

In brief, the pliotron when used as an
oscillator for the production of alternating

current from a direct-current source of energy
has the characteristics of an amplifying

relay. That is, the wave shape of any variable

electromotive force applied between the

electron emitting cathode and the grid

for controlling member) will be faithfully

reproduced by the current in the main anode
to cathode circuit.

Therefore, the input of a small amount of

alternating-current energy will set up a
relatively larger amount, identical in

frequency and wave shape. Now by utilizing

a small proportion of the alternating-current
energy thus produced to feed back to the
input circuit, the system can be made self-

exciting. Alternating-current energy can
thus be obtained from a direct-current source,
the pliotron and its auxiliary apparatus form-
ing a type of converter.
The type of pliotron utilized in the arrange-

ments to be described is shown in Fig. 1,

and is of the same design as used for the cir-

cuits referred to in the previous article.

For laboratory and testing purposes, there
is considerable use for constant-amplitude
high-frequency electrical energy.

"The Pure Electron Discharge and its Applications in Radio
Telegraphy and Telephony," by Langmuir, General Electric
Review, May^ 191.5, v. 327.
t"The Pliotron Oscillator for Extreme Frequencies." General

Electric Review, September, 1916, p. 771.
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For instrument and meter calibration,
heavy high-frequency currents are often
desired, the actual amount of electrical

energy dissipated being comparatively small.
In the case of tests on insulating materials

to ascertain dielectric strength and dielectric

Fig. 1. Pliotron for Large Currents or High Potential

at High Frequency

losses, high-voltage high-frequency is often
necessary, although in this case also the
amount of electrical energy required is

small.

In this article, two pliotron oscillator

arrangements for high-frequency will be
described, the first for the production of

relatively large current and the second for

the j)roduction of relatively high voltage. In
each case the amount of energy involved is

comparatively small, of the order of 150
watts or less.

Heavy High-frequency Current

In a resonance circuit the current will rise

until the losses become equal to the ini)ut

energy. With practical circuits the lower
limit of ])ower-factor obtainable is about one
half of 1 per cent, unless unusual precautions
are taken. This means that the maximum

resonance current produced is about two
hundred times the value of the true energy
current fed into the resonance circuit.

Therefore, where large currents are desired
from a small quantity of energy, the total

volt-amperes of the circuit must be kept
small; and this condition requires that for

such a resonance circuit a large capacity and
small inductance must be used.

There is another principle which must be
kept in mind. If the amount of electrical

energy which can be furnished by a certain

source is limited by the definite amount of

primary power available, or by the losses in

transmission, it is important to so adjust the
resistance of the load to the voltage of the
supply that the energy is most economically
utilized. In the present case, this means
that the resistance of the heavy current circuit

must be given the apparent value most
suitable for insertion in the pliotron circuit.

This adjustment of apparent resistance is

accomplished by electro-magnetic coupling or

transformer action.

The diagram of an arrangement to produce
currents of from ten to twenty-five amperes
from one pliotron tube at frequencies between
100,000 cycles and 1,000,000 cvcles is shown
in Fig. 2.

Suppose it is desired to calibrate a hot-wire

ammeter by means of direct comparison with
a standard. These two ammeters are repre-

sented by A and Ai and are connected in

series as part of a resonant circuit, the

inductance and capacity of which are shown
at Ls and C^ respectively. The product of

the values of L3 and C3 to be used for any
particular case is found by the usual resonance
formula

:

^ 2tVLC
As mentioned in a ]:)revious paragraph, a

low power-factor and volt-am])ere product
is desirable; and therefore the inductance
value of L,) is made the minimum ]jossible,

consisting usually of only one or two turns of

heayy conductor. With the range of fre-

quencies s])eci(ied, this gives values for Cj of

the order of about 0.1 microfarad. In this

heavy-current circuit, it is of course very

necessary to use condensers of low energy

loss and to reduce the ohmic resistance of the

conductors to a mininuun.
The inductance L-i o])tains energy by

clectromagnclic couj)ling from the coil Lj

which is located in ihi' ])laU' circuit of the

l)liotron.
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By means of an adjustment of the values of

Li. Lj, and Ci, the pliotron system can be
made to set up a high-frequency current
corresponding in period to the tuned heavy-
current circuit.

0%\-ing to the relative values of Lo and L.-?,

the apparent resistance in the plate circuit of

the heavy-current load circuit is greatly
multiplied, but still is not of a suflficiently

high value to absorb all the available energy.
To further increase this apparent resistance,

a variable capacity Co is shunted about the
inductance L2. Then, by simultaneous varia-

tion of these two factors, the apparent
resistance of the load can be adjusted to give
the largest energy output available.

The heavy-current output is dependent
upon the voltage of the direct-current source
D, a useful range being between 200 and 750
volts.

Pliotrons may be operated in parallel to

produce a load current larger than that
obtainable from one tube.

High-frequency High-voltage

For the production of high-voltage in a

resonance circuit, the conditions are almost
a reverse of those in a heavy-current circuit;

that is, with a fixed value of inductance and
capacity to give the desired frequency, the

capacity must be small and the inductance
large, relatively speaking. There is a practical

limit, however, to this increasing of inductance
and lowering of capacity; and it is reached
when the distributed capacity effect in the

inductance becomes comparable to the capa-

city of the condenser used for resonance.

A pliotron oscillator arrangement for the

production of high voltages is shown in Fig.

Fig. 2

3. The high voltage is obtained across the

condenser C, and may be tested by the gap
G. A condenser in the form of two metal
plates suspended in air* is the most con-

venient, and it may have a capacity value

between 20 and 200 microfarads for a fre-

quency of 100,000 cycles. By means of a
hot-wire ammeter A in circuit with the con-
denser and by knowing the frequency, the

voltage produced across C may be simply
calculated.

Fig. 3

The inductances Li and L2 are similar and
each has a value of about 8 milli-henries. The
inductances L3 and L4 are also similar to one
another and each has a maximum value of

about 2.5 milli-henries. They should pref-

erably be of the variometer type, con-
tinuously variable in the range 0.5 to 2.5,

although a variation by a dozen to fifteen

steps is fairly satisfactory.

The object of having L4 variable is for the
purpose of applying the high-frequency energy
from the pliotron to the resonance circuit at
the correct voltage, so that the energy avail-

able is used most advantageously in the
resistance of this circuit.

The inductance L3 is made variable so as

to supply to the grid just the right amount of

high-frequency energy to make the system
self-exciting and to excite it in the most
efficient manner.
As in the case of the arrangement for heavy

currents, a suitable range of potential for the
direct-current source is from 200 to 750 volts.

With such values of inductance and capa-
city that a frequency of 100,000 cycles is

obtained, a voltage of 12,000 may be pro-
duced from one pliotron tube operating from
a direct-current source of 500 volts.

Pliotron tubes may be operated in parallel

for the production of a voltage higher than
that obtainable from a single tube.

* Two metal plates, each 10 in. by 10 in. and spaced 14 inch
apart, give a condenser having a capacity of approximately 40
micro-microfarads.
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CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES

By J. J. Kline

Appakati s Division, Ft. Wayne Works of General Electric Company

The construction of the storage cell and its chemical, thermal, and electrical actions on charge and dis-

charge are briefly rc%newed in the introduction of the following article, in order to make more readily intelli-

gible the description and discussion of the constant-potential system of charging which form a large part of

the article. After a very complete treatment of the constant-potential system, there appear descriptions of

the charging apparatus, including switchboards, automatic switches, individual charging sets, automatic
charger, etc.

—

Editor.

Many changes have been introdticed into

the methods of charging electric storage

batteries in the last few years. These changes
have come about very largely through im-
provements in the methods of manufacturing
the batteries themselves and through experi-

mentation on the action which results in

charging at various rates. Some years ago it

was the practice of manufacturers of lead

batteries to mark their product with the
starting rate and the finishing rate, and that

practice is still carried out quite generally.

Recent Rules

However, their more recent experiments and
improvements in construction have enabled

them to disregard these starting

rates particularly, and to adopt
some very general rules in regard
to charging. These rules may be
briefly stated as follows: #

A well-constructed lead acid

battery in good condition may
be charged at any rate so long

as the battery does not over-

heat nor gas violently. The tem-
perature must be kept below
certain limits, 105 deg. F. being
selected by some manufacturers
and 110 deg. F. by some others.

This condition of heating and
of gassing takes place near the

end of the charge; and, therefore,

it is the finishing rate of the
charge that shotild receive care-

ful consideration to limit the
heating and the gassing.

Cell Construction

Before explaining the various
processes of charging the battery
and the reasons for the recommendations just

mentioned, a study of the essential parts of

the battery may perhaps be worth while.

Each battery is made up of a number of

cells. These cells are usually connected in

series, that is, the positive terminal of one

cell to the negative terminal of the next

cell, and so on to the completion of the

series.

Each cell consists essentially of two groups
of plates which are separated from each other

by wooden (or other non-conductive) sepa-

rators; and these two sets of plates constitute

the element of the cell. One group of plates

is positive, the active material being lead

peroxide, and the other group is negative in

which the active material is metallic lead in

a spongy form. Except in the case of the
couple which is a two-plate cell, and a type
not used in vehicle battery work, there is

always one more negative plate than positive

plates in each cell. For example, in a 13-plate

Fig. 1. Three-unit Motor-generator showing the Control including Voltage

Regulators for Constant-potential charging of 2 -cell or 40-cell lead batteries

cell there are seven negative plates and six

positive plates.

The element of a lead acid battery cell is

immersed in a solution of sulphuric acid.

The density of this acid varies somewhat
with different battery manufacturers; but, in
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general, the specific gravity of the electrolyte
in a fully charged battery will be about 1.280.

Discharge •

As the battery discharges in doing its work,
it will be found that the specific gravity of the

1
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Fig. 2. Switchboard Serving Industrial Trucks in a Factory

electrolyte lessens and gradually decreases
with the discharge until it stands at 1.175,

or even at 1.125, depending upon the type of

cell; and the discharge should then be stopped
and the battery be recharged as soon as

possible. An examination of the battery
plates will reveal that lead peroxide is no
longer the predominating material of the
positive plate, nor is metallic lead the pre-

dominating material of the negative plate,

but that the active material in both plates

has been quite generally changed to lead

sulphate. The chemistry of the action then
seems quite evident; viz., under the action of

the discharging electric current the plates

have been changed to lead sulphate by the

sulphur dioxide radical extracted from the

sulphuric acid during the discharge.* These
results are shown by the i)hysical condition of

the battery; in that the sj)ecific gravity of the

electrolyte is only 1 . 1 50 or thereabouts, and the
color of the plates has actually changed from
the chocolate brown of the ])0.sitives and the

lead gray of the negatives to a rather whitish

gray, and very little more electric energy
can be obtained from the cell. That is to

say, the cell is discharged and has approached
an inert condition. The open-circuit voltage
will probably be about 2 volts per cell,

but on attempting to discharge further the
voltage will immediately drop to 1.7 or even
to 1.65.

Charge

If the battery in a dis-

charged condition is then
properly placed in circuit

with a direct-current source
of energy and controlled in

the proper way, the flow

of current will reverse the
chemical conditions and
change the physical condi-

tions in the battery in the

following manner:
The lead sulphate will

disappear from both the
positive and negative

plates. The plates will

gradually change to their

original colors (chocolate

brown and metallic lead

color) and the specific

gravity of the battery

will rise, approaching
1.280 as the final gravity

of the fully charged bat-

tery. The voltage of

each cell will also rise and the final result

in voltage will probably be 2.65 or even 2.7

volts per cell at the final moment of charge
before the circuit is disconnected.

When the battery is in a discharged con-

dition, the charging current can be aj^plied at

a very high rate without causing the cell to

give off gas or to heat abnormally. However,
as the cell approaches a state of complete
charge, the temperature rises more ra])idly and
gassing occurs. To reduce this rising tem-
perature and gassing, the flow of current

must be reduced. The explanation is sinij^le

when consideration is given to the chemistry
of the battery. Wlien the battery is dis-

charged there is a large amount of lead sul-

])hate ])resent; and, u])on charging, the energy
of the electric current is expended in breaking

up this lead sulphate to form lead i)croxide

The term "sulphate" has two mraninRS when applied to a
lend acid lintlcry. As used in this arlido. it refers to the nnrmol
chemical churiKe that takes place in a battery in Rood condition
every time the battery is charged or discharned. The other
refers to a battery in bad condition, which means that the normal
sidphale condition has become abnormal and the lead sulphate
has become fixed or set so that it does not respond to the chars-
inK current. This latter Riilphate condition is injurious and
occurs upon allowing n battery to remain in a discharged con-
dition.
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on the positive plate, metallic lead on the

negative plate, and to return the sulphur
dioxide radical to the electrolyte which results

in producing sulphuric acid of a higher
specific graN-ity. If the same quantity of

electrical energy is forced into the battery
as it approaches complete charge, that
energy must be dissipated in some other
manner for the lead sulphate is no longer
present to absorb it. The electric current,

therefore, attacks the water in the sulphuric

acid, breaks it up into its component gases,

hydrogen and oxygen, and in so doing
liberates the heat of chemical combination
which raises the temperature of the battery
as a whole. In the formation of the com-
ponent gases from water, the volume occupied
by these gases is very much greater than that
previously occupied by the water and, as a
result, the gases destroy the plates mechan-
ically by their expansion, for the electrolyte

is in the plates as well as around them, the
plates being porous. That is the explana-
tion of the heating and the gassing of the
battery at the end of the charge, and also

the explanation of the fact that a high current
rate may be used at the beginning of the
charge without injury to the battery.

One well recognized manufacturer of lead
batteries has determined a general rule for

the maximum permissible rate for charging a
lead battery. This rule follows:

The charging rate in amperes must
never exceed the ampere-hours out of the
battery. Any method of charging that
keeps the charging current within this limit

will not overheat the battery or cause it to

gas. In applying this rule, it is not neces-

sary to reduce the charging rate below the
'finishing' rate recommended by the bat-
ten,' manufacturers. If an ampere-hour
meter is used on the vehicle, so arranged as

to indicate the ampere-hours out of the
battery, it also indicates at all times the
maximum permissible charging rate. It

will be noted that the maximum charging
rates are no longer a function of the size

of the battery or its relative state of dis-

charge, but depend only on the actual state

of discharge."

Constant-potential System of Charging

Another rule laid down by this manu-
facturer is very useful in rapid charging.
This is the so-called "constant-potential"
or " fixed-voltage " system. It has been
determined after long study that if 2.3 volts

per cell is applied to the terminals of a lead

batter)' in good operating condition without
any series resistance in circuit, the battery

\vi\\ not be injured and the charge may be
put in rapidly. The conditions resulting are

somewhat as follows:

Let us take for example, a Type MV
"Hycap" 13-plate cell. The normal rate

Cars ort Charge
4
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Fig. 3. Theoretical Curves showing Constant-potential

Characteristics of a 13-plate "Hycap Exide" cell and
the result of loading a generator with six such

batteries at stated intervals

of charge is 30 amperes and the finishing

rate 12 amperes. If the cell is discharged
to a specific gravity of about 1.150 and
2.3 volts is applied to its terminals and
maintained at that value, the current
will start to flow at 150 to 165 amperes
and the current value will fall rapidly as
time progresses. At the end of the first

ten minutes the rate will be about 120
amperes; at the end of the first 30
minutes, about 83 amperes; at the end of

the first hour, about 55 amperes; at the
end of the second hour, about 28 amperes;
at the end of the third hour, about 16
amperes; and at the end of the fourth hour,
about 10 amperes. By that time about
three-quarters of the charge will have been
put into the battery and it will be ready to
do almost a full day's work.
The voltage must be maintained very

accurately at 2.3 per cell at the battery
terminals.
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About once every fi\'e or six charges, the
battery should be given a soaking charge to
bring the specific gravity up to its normal
value, or L2S0, and this is done by gradu-
ally raising the voltage after the constant-
l^otential charge has lasted for at least 33^

Fig. 4. Induction Motor Driving a Low-voltage Generator

to Serve Industrial Trucks

hours. The purpose of this finishing or

cleaning charge, as it is called, is to remove
all of the sulphate that may have remained
after the previous charges and to bring the

electrolyte in the cells to a uniform density.

In other words, to completely fill the bat-

tery.

This is the ideal system of charging

a battery where there are a number
of vehicles each equi])ped with the

same number of cells; for example, a

fleet of trucks for a department store

or express company, etc. There is no
energy wasted in series resistances

and the charge is ])ut into the battery

in the minimum length of time with

the minimum of attention and with

the assurance that the batteries will

not be overheated nor gas violently.

The equipment for charging by this

constant-yjotential method requires

careful selection and, as i)reviously

stated, the voltage must be main-
tained constantly at 2.3 per cell at

the battery terminals. For this serv-

ice a very de])endable device, the

Tyj)c "TD" voltage regulator, is avaihil)U'.

The method rccjuires that the generator, from
which the direct current is derived, shall I)c

under the direct contn;l of the voltage regulator

and of the operator who does the charging.

The current values of this constant-
potential method are high during the earlv

period of the charge; and, therefore, the
wiring of the switchboard and the circuits

must be liberal to take care of these relatively

high current values.

The distribution of energy in the form of

alternating current by central stations and
])ublic utility companies is becoming more and
more general so that this constant-potential

method of charging is the logical one to

adopt where alternating current is to be
transformed into continuous current; and
the motor-generator set, with either an
induction motor or a synchronous motor, is

the proper means of making the transforma-
tion. The continuous current is then under
the direct control of the operator and the

voltage regulator. For this battery charging
service the regulator is furnished with an
adjustable resistance in place of the usual

fixed resistance so that the regulator may be
set to maintain any predetermined voltage

value at which the circuit is to be held. For
example, assume that there is to be charged
a group of batteries, each made up of 40
cells. At the battery terminals a voltage of

92 is desired and, neglecting the voltage drop
in the connections, the voltage regulator is

adjusted to operate on the generator to main-
tain 92 volts.

A consideration of the characteristic charg-

ing curve alreadv described will show that

Fig. 5. Charging Board of Stamlord Section, Scries Resistance Control

it is nol coninu'rcialls' ])raclical lo charge

but one battery by this constant-polenlial

method. Where six or more batteries are to

be charged, however, the melliod is very

desirable for then it will l)e economical to
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install a generator whose continuous capacity

is equal to or above the instantaneous demand
created by one battery; i.e.. loO amperes or

more. The method is applied in somewhat
the follo\\-ing manner:

Assume for convenience a generator
whose continuous output is 190 amperes
and a 40-cell lead battery that
is to be charged. The generator
voltage is then started at 92,

neglecting the line drop, and
then thrown on the first battery
which starts charging at about
1 65 amperes. The generator will

deliver momentarily 50 per cent
overload or 285 amperes. After
the first battery has been charg-

ing for about ten minutes, the
current will have dropped to 120
amperes. It is then possible to

throw on the second battery, or

165 amperes additional, making
a total of 285 amperes or 50 per

cent overload on the generator.

In a little less than 60 minutes
after the first battery was con-

nected, the sum of the currents

taken by batteries Nos. 1 and 2

is 120 amperes. The third bat-

tery can then be thrown on,

arriving again for the moment at

285 amperes, and by the end of

an hour and 55 minutes the total

current flowing into the three

batteries is about 120 amperes,
so that the fourth battery can
be thrown on and not produce
more than 50 per cent overload on
the generator. B 3^ continuing this
process, six fully discharged batteries can be
connected to that generator in somewhat less

than four hours ; and, as the charging current
value of the first battery will have fallen to 10

amperes in about four hours, the first

batter\' will nominally be charged by the
time the sixth battery goes into circuit.

This, therefore, is a continuous process for

in less than an hour from the time the first

battery is taken off the seventh battery
can be placed in circuit and the process

continued without overloading the gener-

ator beyond its capacity and without wast-
ing energy in series resistance.

With a larger generator installed, the
charging can be done more rapidly and the
batteries may be thrown on the busbars at

shorter intervals. A 35-kw. generator is a
ver\^ convenient size.

The preceding is the simple process when
all the vehicles are equipped with the same
number of cells. However, it is not always
possible to arrange that all batteries shall

have the same number of cells. There may
be some with 40 cells, others with 42 cells,

and others with 36 cells, and it is this con-

Fig. 6. Side View of Board in Fig. 5 showing method of mounting standard
sections and additional rheostat capacity where needed, and also

the construction which affords very complete ventilation

dition which brings about the most serious
problem that is encountered in charging
vehicle batteries. It is best described as the
public garage problem.

If the constant-potential method of charg-
ing is attempted in a public garage, the
battery makers recommend the use of counter-
electromotive cells rather than series rheo-
stats. Where a rheostat is used the drop
across the rheostat is the product of the
resistance of the rheostat and the current
value. It is clear, therefore, that if the cur-
rent varies the drop will vary; therefore,

a constant potential at the battery terminals
can not be maintained by the use of series

resistances. However, the counter-cells have
the curious property of maintaining a fixed

drop of about 3 volts per cell inde-
pendent of the current value; hence, if the
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busbars are set for 92 volts and it is desired

to charge a 3()-cell battery at the same time
by the constant-potential method, the dif-

ference of 9.2 volts must be taken care of by
the introduction of three counter-cells, figur-

ing 3 volts per cell. These counter-cells

consist of jars containing the standard elec-

trolyte and sets of plate grids without active

material in them. There is no danger of

injuring these by violent gassing and it is only
necessary to maintain the electrolyte at its

proper level. The counter-cells may be
mounted permanently adjacent to the switch-

board and arranged with taps so that the

carry the current without overheating, that
will be of reasonably small volume, that can
be conveniently mounted, and that is mod-
erate in price.

The other type of storage battery which
needs serious consideration is the nickel

alkali battery, generally known as the Edison
storage battery. The methods pursued in

charging this battery are quite similar to
those employed in charging the lead acid bat-

tery. However, the conditions are not
identical and a careful study of the battery
makers' recommendations should be made.

For the basic charging of an Edison battery.

Fig. 7. Switchboard for Battery Charging Service with

constant-potential and series-resistance circuits

various charging stations in the garage may
be provided with the desired voltage.

In the preceding discussion, the theory of

the lead acid battery and the methods of

charging without the introduction of scries

resistance has been briefly outlined. The
other general method of charging this same

lyi)c of battery is the series resistance method
which is i)robably familiar to all. The
flow of current into the battery is determined

by the resistance interi)ose(l between the

source of direct-current sup])ly and the

battery terminals. The i)roi)lem of this

m(;th()fl is to determine a rheostat that will

Fig. 8. Back View of Switchboard

shown in Fig. 7

cxuTcnt is recommended at a fixed rate for a

given numi)er of hours, depending upon

the ty])e of cell. For the "A" lyi)e. this

rate should continue uninterrupted for 7

hours. For the "G" ty])e, it should continue

for 4^i hours. There is this distinct dif-

ference; for lead batteries the current value

tajjcrs (hiring the charge, but for Ellison

batteries it should be maintained constant.

Tlie ICdison battery may be charged at a

variable current rate by increasing the flow

to ")() ])er cent above the rate recommended,

for the i)artieular type of cell, and then letting

the charge ])n)gress without changing the
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series rheostat. The current vakie w\\\

decrease to a value below the normal rate,

but an averai^e value equivalent to the nor-

mal rate will result. This is a compromise
method, and the operator should always
remember that it is a waste of enerj^y to

charge an Edison battery at any rate below
the normal rate.

Of course, there are the other well-known
recommendations made in connection with
the Edison battery; viz., that the cells may
be charged at any rate so long as the tem-
perature of the battery does not exceed 110
deg. F. and the batteries may be boosted
readily \\-ithout injury, etc.

It is not possible to describe or to discuss

here all the characteristics or the methods
of treatment for charging lead acid and
Edison batteries, but the literature published
by the various battery companies may be
obtained readily from the makers, and this

literature should receive careful study by
anyone actively engaged in battery charging
problems.

Factors Determining Charging Apparatus

The prompt and efficient charging of bat-

teries of either the lead acid or the Edison
type, under the various conditions in which
these vehicle batteries are found in com-
mercial service, require standardization of

the charging apparatus. The many factors

which enter into these problems may be con-
veniently grouped for consideration in the
following manner:

1. Source of Power:

(a) Alternating-current, single-phase or

multi-phase, 25-, 40- or 60-cycle.

(6) Direct-current, 125-, 250- 550-volt
2-wire ser\'ice or single-wire ground-
ed return or 125;250-volt 3-wire

servdce.

2. Kinds of Garage:

(a) The individual vehicle with no prob-
ability of extension of service as in

the case of a private garage.

(b) Fleets of vehicles as in the case of a
delivery system maintained by a
department store or express com-
pany or other concern where all

batteries are alike and there is a
regular schedule of service so that
systematic methods of charging may
be practiced.

(c) A public garage where there are all

sorts of batteries in a great variety

of conditions and which may require

charging at any time of day.

3. Kinds of Batteries:

(a) Lead acid or Edison type.

(b) Type and numV^er of cells.

(c) The size of the individual cell or the

number of plates per cell.

4. Methods of Charging:

(a) Series-resistance method.

(6) Constant-potential method.
(c) Constant-current method.
(d) Mixed method.

Fig. 9. Charging Equipment in a Public Garage

5. Kinds of Equipment

:

(a) Standard.
(b) Special.

Switchboards for Large Garages

Switchboards for large garages, both public
and private, are now usually made up from
standard sections which facilitate prompt
shipment, flexibility, ready assembly and at
the same time permit of obtaining a good
looking symmetrical installation. Some of
these panels are shown in Fig. 9.
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Where series rheostats are required, they
are generally of the cast-grid type and are

supported by the same brackets which
fasten the slate of the framework. This
construction permits of an assembled ship-

ment for each circuit, which reduces to a

minimum the number of connections to be
made after delivery. Rheostats shoiild be
worked at relatively high temperatures to be
most effective, and the liberal air spaces
around the grids and about the wiring and

Fig. 10. Standard Series-rheostat Section

bus work prevent the heat from being con-

fined.

The boards are generally free from auto-

matic devices, except for the overload and
reverse-current circuit-breakers, voltage reg-

ulators and such devices, but there are instal-

lations where some further automatic control

is desirable.

Automatic Switch for Battery Charging

To provide the reliable protection of one
battery against the others, or against the

failure of the power supply, etc., the auto-

matic switch has been developed. The switch
makes a double-break single-pole contact and
the switch parts are enclosed by a molded
glass cover, which may be sealed in place.

The switch is controlled by the series rheo-

stat and will only close when all the resistance

is in series with the battery.

The operation of the circuits is as follows:

When the charging plug is inserted in the

vehicle, the current from the battery lights

the pilot lamp and energizes certain coils of

the automatic switch.

The moving of the rheostat blade, Fig. 1 1,

to the i)roper button energizes other coils by
current from the busbars. If the busbars

and the battery arc of correct ])olarity, the

automatic switch will then close due to the

projjcr coils working in conjunction, and the

charge will jjroceed at the lowest rate j)cr-

mitted by the resistance of the rheostat.

The desired rate may then be obtained by
cutting out resistance.

If the busbars and battery are of opposed
polarity, the coils of the automatic switch
are in opposition, and no movement of the
rheostat blade or any other part of the control

apparatus (except tampering with the auto-
matic switch) will cause it to close. Thus,
the charge cannot proceed until the battery
connections are reversed to correspond with
the busbars, and the coils brought into con-

junction, when the operation will proceed as

previously outlined.

The functions of the automatic switch
are the same as those in Fig. 11 except that

its carrying capacity is arranged for constant-

potential charging, with no series resistance.

If the switch coils are in conjunction, the

switch will close when the knife switch is

pressed to engage an auxiliary contact.

In any of these automatic switches the

current cannot pass through zero after charg-

ing has begun. The switch will open when
the current value drops to 8 or 10 per cent of

the current rating of the switch.

The current ratings are for normal con-

tinuous service and the switches are capable

of handling, without overheating or other

injury, the considerable overloads that take

place for short periods in constant-potential

charging, etc.

Any interruption of the continuous flow

of current into the battery will cause the

Fig. 11. Series-rheostat Section with Automatic

Protection Device

automatic switch to ojxmi and, as these cir-

cuits are arranged, the comjjlete starting

cycle must be repeated to make the auto-

matic switch close again. (It is not necessary,

however, to disturb the jilug in the vohicle.

if it is i)ro])erly inserted.)

This is the most ]x'rfect battery ])rotcction

that has yet been designed for:
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1. It refuses to close the circuit it" the pohirity

is wrong.
2. It will open the circuit should the polarity be

reversed during the charge.

3. It refuses to allow the battery to discharge
into the busbars or into the other batteries

in case of failure of the charging supply.

4. Its action is positive and very quick.

5. Its glass case makes it practically dustproof
and it can be sealed as a meter is sealed,

making it tamperproof.
6. It gives continuous protection.

It operates on a "safety-first" principle; viz.,

if conditions are not correct, the switch will

not close. This is a very valuable feature
in that it does away with the breaking of

abnormal current values.

The automatic switch is equally suited to

the charging of Edison or lead batteries by
the constant-current, constant-potential, or

boosting systems.

Individual Charging Set and Its Operation

From a study of the constant-potential

method of charging it will readily be seen

that it is not economical to attempt to charge

but one vehicle and one only from a motor-
generator set large enough to take care of

the first rush of current; therefore, the

problem has been to develop a scheme that

\n411 approach as near as possible to the con-

stant-potential method and yet keep within

a reasonable expenditure for the first cost

of apparatus. Fig. 13 shows the individual

vehicle charging set which is the result of

Fig. 12. Constant-potential Circuit Control

with Automatic Switch

this investigation and which has been accepted
by the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
The set is not automatic in the sense that it

starts and stops itself, etc., but it is auto-
matic in its manner of reducing the current
and raising the generator voltage as the charge
of the battery progresses. It is the finishing

rate which is the real important one. If the
charge is finished at too high a rate, the
battery will gas and overheat and, therefore,

if the battery is on the circuit too long it

will be damaged.
The batteries usually have stamped on

the trays a starting rate and a finishing rate,

e.g., an 11-plate Type MV "Hycap" will

start at 24 amperes and finish at 10. This

is the old method of marking. If the battery

is completely discharged, it will be economical

to start the rate at about 35 amperes or per-

haps 40 amperes, provided the current falls

Fig. 13. Standard Taper Individual Vehicle Charging

Equipment

off as the voltage of the battery increases

so that at the end of the charge the flow will

have fallen to about 7 amperes. It is prac-

tically certain that if this condition is

arranged correctly, the battery will not over-

heat and will not gas violently and, therefore,

it will not be injured. The battery should
thus be completely charged in from 8 to 10

hours. The condition of complete charge is

best determined by the use of the hydro-
meter. Each cell should show a specific

gravity of 1.280, or whatever the battery
manufacturer has recommended for that

particular battery. The voltage of the bat-

tery will also be up to about 2.65 per cell and
be quite stationary. The voltage must be
taken while the battery is under charge for

voltage readings taken with the battery open
circuited are of no value whatever.
The voltage is highest at the last part of

the charge, hence the current flow must be
kept low and of a steadily decreasing value.

The rough rule is given that the current values

toward the end of the charge should be not
greater than 1.4 times the number of positive

plates; e.g., in a 13-plate cell (13-1) divided

by 2 and multiplied by 1.4 equals 8.4 amperes.
A current flow not greater than this value
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for a 13-plate battery may continue almost
indefinitely without injury. This shows the
importance of using the proper taper of the
charging current curve of an automatic
charging set and the necessity of calHng for

Fig. 14. Standard Wall Cabinet with Instruments

an exact description of the particular battery

to be charged by such a set.

Overnight charging may be easily accom-
plished with these sets, on the understanding
that the operator starts the charge at about
10 or 11 p.m. He need not bother about
attending to it during the night and he can
set it so that the battery will be very well

charged by 7 to 9 o'clock the next morning,
provided there has been no interruption of the

alternating-current sup])ly.

Should the alternating-current supply fail

during the night, practically no harm will result

as the set will continue to run in the proper

direction but it will draw from 2 to 5 amperes
from the battery. When the power returns

to the line, the set will immediately pick up
the charge again and continue it. If the

battery is discharged but still retains suf-

ficient energy to move the vehicle, there will

be sufficient j)ower in the battery to run the

set reversed at a discharge of 2 to li am])eres

for so many hours that there is really no
danger of injuring the battery as long as

])rovision is made to charge the battery

])romi)tly after this abnormal discharge is

discovered.

Ordinarily, the better type of vehicles are

equipped with voltmeter and ammeter, hence

these instruments are omitted from the
charging set. If the vehicle is not provided
with the instruments, a wall cabinet as shown
in Fig. 14 may be used. Ordinarily, however,
the meters on the car serve every purpose in

this connection and they should always be
con.sulted, especially the ammeter, to see

that the current is flowing in the right direc-

tion to charge before the set is left running
for any length of time.

Automatic Charger

Many vehicles are now equipped with
ampere-hour meters which have special con-
tacts for opening the charging circuit when
the battery is charged. Where an automatic
equipment of this character is wanted, the

Fig. 15. Individual Vehicle Charging Panel with Automatic

Protection for use when ampere-hour meter

is installed on the vehicle

l)aiu'l illuslralcd in l^'ig. 1.") is used instead of

the steel wall cal)inet. The method of start-

ing the motor-generator set and of charging

is similar to that used in the other equi])ment;

but when the contact on the anii)ere-hour

meter closes, the circuit-breaker oi)cns, there-

by (Hsconnecting the generator from the

battery and the motor from the line.

The individual charging sets are built for

charging either Edison or lead acid batteries,

but the sets are dilTerent. to take care of the

different chara(it>nstics of the batteries.
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THE FLOW METER AND ITS RELATION TO PLANT ECONOMY
By J. H. Hough

The big opportunity for reducing costs in the average power plant lies in the boiler room. In many
cases batteries of boilers are operated in parallel with no means being ])rovidcd for indicating how they are

dividing the load. The installation of a draft gauge and a steam flow meter for each unit would eliminate the

need for guess work and show at any moment the performance of each boiler. Another large field for the

eflScient use of the flow meter is in measuring steam for manufacturing purposes; in fact, this device will be

found useful for the measuring of a great number of fluids that are handled in quantity, such as hot and cold

water, compressed air, oils, and non-corrosive gases.

—

Editor.

The present day high cost of fuel together

w-ith the attendmg difficulty of obtaining it,

lend strong testimony to the cry for improved
operating methods. These facts will require

that ever>- possible effort be exerted to get

the most from the heat energy stored in the

coal pile.

The engineer has accomplished much in

improving the efficiency of the transformation

from steam to electrical energy, yet increas-

ing the economy of transformation from coal

to steam still remains a fruitful field of

endeavor in many plants.

The world has progressed through knowl-
edge; and if knowledge is power, more
knowledge is more power. This idea when
applied to the engineering and manufactur-
ing world means that the men in charge

must know without question what is tak-

ing place in their plants. One of the chief

sources for obtaining this information is in

an equipment of proper meters and instru-

ments.
When visiting the average power plant,

instead of spending time in the turbine and
operating rooms where there is installed an
up-to-date switchboard equipped with every

type of electrical instrument, make a short

survey of the boiler room. What a contrast to

the finely equipped turbine room! The fire-

man struggles gamely to hold the load on the

boilers with no guides to assist him but a

pressure gauge and a water column. The
electric generators, operating in parallel on
the bus-bars, are equipped with wattmeters
to show exactly the load on each. The steam
boilers operating in parallel on the main
header are being operated blindly with

nothing to indicate in what manner they are

dividing the load. The man who approves
the coal bills does not stop to analyze the

load efficiency curve of the boiler. He
perhaps does not know that at one particular

rating the best thermal efficiency is obtained
and that this efficiency drops rapidly when
the boiler is very much below or above this

point. A short time ago the cost of coal

represented 70 per cent of the total cost of

prodticing electrical energy. At the present

time this percentage has increased consider-

ably due to very high coal costs. Doesn't
it seem the height of inefficiency to burn up
all this money with scarcely a thought as to

how economically it is being consumed?
It is to be noted that these remarks apply

to the average manufacturing plant and not
to the modern central station where improved
methods in the boiler room are used with con-

sequent high economies. To a great many
plant stiperintendents and chief engineers the

coal bill is accepted each month as a necessary

evil; yet the following digest of a recent

editorial in an engineering magazine will show
that the subject is receiving the attention of

thinking men.

Saving in the Boiler Room

"The big opportunity for reducing costs

lies in the boiler room. No one would
expect the electrical end of a plant to be
operated satisfactorily without some instru-

ments to guide the operators. Yet the
pressure gauge and the water column have
been and are about all the average boiler

attendant has to help him. For the rest he
is supposed to be able to get along by using
his eyes to judge the condition of the fire.

There are some men naturally gifted who can
do fairly well under even these circumstances,
but why leave to human judgment a problem
that is easily simplified until it is no trick

at all, by providing a few thermometers, a
steam flow meter and a draft gauge.'

"There is nothing mysterious about burning
coal so as to get the most heat out of it where
and when it will do the most in turning water
into steam, but it cannot be done contin-

uously and consistently without the means
mentioned to show the fireman when it has
happened, and if it has not, why."

"At the present time the flow-meter finds

its greatest field of usefulness on individual
boiler units. It is the ammeter of the boiler.

Various designs of the instrument have been
brought out for this use, each having its

respective field of application.
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"One large plant has standardized on the
indicating instrument for installation on the
boilers. The scales are calibrated to show
the output of each unit at any instant in

boiler horsepower. The plant is subjected
to the sudden peaks occasioned by a railway
load; and, as these peaks are transmitted
almost instantaneously to the boilers, it is

important for the boiler room engineer to

know whether each of the units is taking
its share of the increased load. The loafing

of one or two of the boilers at such a time
will result in either a drop in pressure or in

an excessive overload on the remainder of

the battery which consequently lowers the
overall efficiency. The indicating instrument
will only prove efficacious where there is a
competent boiler room engineer in constant
attendance. When this is not practicable

and the engineer is only able to make periodic

trips to the firing aisle, the indicating meter
should have the graphic recording feature

added, thus giving a continuous record of the
boiler performance over any period. These

Fig. 1. One of 32 Indicating Rccordinu Flowmeters

measuring the steam output of boilers in the

Fisk Street Station of the Common-
wealth Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

records will be available each day for the

engineer's insi)ection and by pro])er analysis

should enable him to detect any irregularity

or defect in the operation of the various units.

"In a great many i)lants it is not possible

to measure the coal sup])lied to each unit.

but when this can be done the steam flow
meter should be equipped with an integrating

attachment giving the total water evaporated
over any period of time. W^ith this arrange-
ment the engineer can keep an actual evap-
oration record of each boiler over the three
watches."

Fig. 2. Indicating Recording Integrating Flowmeter

measuring maceration water in the Central Santa

Rosa Sugar Mill, Santa Rosa, Cuba

At a recent meeting of the Production
Committee of the Empire Gas & Electric

Company a bonus system for boiler room
operators was described wherein the flow-

meters were employed as a basis for the

records. The fireman can only be stimulated

to increased efforts by dividing with him the

amount saved as a result of those efforts,

so one of the fundamentals of improved
economy in the boiler room is an equitable

bonus system.
The second largest field for the flow-meter

is probably in the measurement of steam used

for manufacturing ])uri)oses. The applica-

tions of the meter in this field are almost

limitless. Take for example the oil industry

:

In the refinement of oil a large (juantity of

live steam is recjuired which is often waste-

fully emi)loyed. By installing meters on the

lines to the stills, the most economical range

of ()])erali()n can l)e determined emi)irically

and the operator (usually of a very low class)

be made to duplicate the established standard,

'fhe average oil ri'liiu'ry is made up of a
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number of practically independent depart-

ments, each manufacturing its own by-
product. These departments obtain their

steam from a central generating station, and
as it is necessary to apportion the steam
supplied to each a steam flow-meter on the

^^^'^k!^

Fig. 3. Two Types of Indicating Steam Flowmeters measuring

the steam output of boilers in the Port Morris Station of

New York Central Ab Hudson River Railroad,

New York City

various department lines permits this segre-

gation to be made intelligently.

The meter also finds application in the
refiner>^ for measuring oils, it only being

necessary' to have the oil of uniform specific

gravity. Several meters were recently in-

stalled in an oil refinery for measuring the

air used for aerating oil. Air is blown
through the large tanks of oil and the grade
of oil produced is dependent upon passing

an exact quantity of air for a definite period.

In many other large plants each depart-

ment and often each process is charged with
the amount of steam used. Here the flow

meter is of great value in obtaining actual

costs of manufacture as well as showing any
wastes that may exist. One large rubber
factory employs over one hundred flow meters
for this purpose.

In copper refineries, cement mills and other

plants using waste heat boilers it is usually

desired to credit to the furnace the steam
produced. This can readily be done by the

use of a recording steam meter on the boiler.

The information obtained from this meter

will also enable the engineer to determine the

number of coal fired boilers to bank during

the operation of the waste heat units.

Flow meters are finding increased appli-

cation in the centrals of many of the large

Cuban sugar companies, where the cost of

steam forms a considerable portion of the

complete manufacturing cost. But not only

as a check on the steam generated is the

instrument valuable. The quality of the

svrup produced is dependent entirely on the

care and skill of the attendant, and a meter
installed on the steam line to the sugar pans

and on the maceration water line should be

of material assistance in obtaining good
results.

The portable test flow meters for general

testing and research work are almost indis-

pensable in every manufacturing plant. This

meter has been perfected to cover a wide
operating range of conditions for almost any
uniform density medium. The principal uses

for this type of meter will be for measuring
the flow of high and low pressure steam,

hot and cold water, compressed air, the lighter

oils and non-corrosive gases.

Fig. 4. Indicating Recording Integrating Flowmeter installed

in a 14-inch line supplying steam to the mills of the

Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa.

The flow-meter also finds ready application
in paper and pulp mills, tanneries, steel mills,

soap manufacturics, paint factories, cotton
and woolen mills, and in fact any plant where
live steam forms a part of the manufacturing
process.
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COMPARATIVE COSTS OF DEVELOPING POWER FOR PUMPING
IN THE OIL FIELDS

By S. G. Gassaway
General Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.

A very vital national necessity now exists in increasing oil production and conserving the available supply
in every way possible, because of the great excess of present consumption over production. A comparison of

the operating data and costs in this timely article indicates the large saving in oil which is obtained by the
use of electric power, and the further saving made in operating expense which can be applied to the develop-
ment of new wells. The basis of these remarkable economies is the standard oil-well motor now so widely
used.

—

Editor.

An engineer prominent in the efficient

design of industrial power plants, such as are

found in the more congested manufacturing
centers of the United States, made the remark
upon his return from a trip through the oil

fields that the tremendous inefficiency in

power development, which he saw there,

actually gave him a nightmare. To one
trained in engineering matters, but unfamiliar

with the problems of petroleum mining, this

same conclusion might be reached. Such
"inefficiency" however can be defended on
the score of expediency, lack of finances and
lack of knowledge of such matters by those

in charge of production. The successful

oil field superintendent is primarily a "pro-

duction" man and his value is usually

reckoned by the number of barrels of oil he

produces regardless of methods or economies
efTected.

Production in the oil fields is just as much
an art as any of the other recognized profes-

sions. DrilHng wells and keeping them
producing is not merely a matter of routine

as the layman unfamiHar with such problems

may suppose. Each well drilled has its own
peculiar problems and when it is "put on
production" these problems are not all solved

by any means; in fact it is often here that the

"fun" only just commences and throughout

the life of the wells there are new prol)lems,

trouV.)lcs and worries cropping up daily.

Water may break in, the casing may collapse,

the oil sand may shift, a neighbor's well may
be flooding the sand with water, or perha])s

the roustabout gang has carelessly dropped

a string of tubing which means an expensive

fishing jolj. This ])rovcs that the production

boss's life is not just one conLinual round of

pleasure.

After due consideration of the various

fjroblems, we should hardly expect the

jjrrxluction man to design and erect the most

efficient j)Ower ])lant, Imt we should rather

expect him to erect a boiler here or a ])uni])

there and another boiler at some other place

as he needs them. Properly the design of

such a plant should be given to one experi-

enced in such matters. Until very recent

years such an engineer was a rare or almost
unknown person in the oilfields.

There are three common methods of

pumping in the field; (^) namely, by steam
engines, gas engines supplied with natural

gas, and by electric motors. The power for

the steam engines is usually generated from
natural gas obtained on the lease, or if this

is lacking, by burning under the boilers, a

part of the oil produced. With motors,

power may be purchased as in the case of

the California fields from the large hydro-
electric power transmission systems, or gen-

erated on the lease by steam, gas or oil

engines. This article considers five schemes
of pumping the wells both "on the beam"
and by "jacks."

A. Installing electric motors at the wells

and jacks.

B. Installing gas engines at the wells and
jacks, and small gas-engine driven plant for

lighring.

C. Generating plant using gas engines.

D. Generating plant using condensing

steam turbines.

E. Steam engines at wells and jacks,

including boilers.

We have also prepared four ]3ropositions

which give the operating costs.

V. When purchasing power with eciuip-

ment A.

W. Oi)erating willi indixidiial gas engines,

no power ])lant, equi])nient H.

X. Generating jxiwer willi jjUinl C and

motors installed on wells anil jacks, equip-

ment A.

Y. Generating ])ower wilh plant D with

motors inslalU'd on wells and jacks, eijuip-

nient A.

Z. Steam engines at wells using oil for

generating fuel, e(|uipinent E.
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The figures are based on the avera5::e of a
number of operating:: results obtained on
plants in the oilfields and elsewhere.

To the end that the fij::ures ^iven might be
applicable to as many different field condi-
tions as possible the conditions as given be-

low have been taken as best suited to meet
these requirements. Comparatively deep wells

(2700-3000 ft.) with an average production
(80 bbls.) have been taken as representing
the more severe and expensive

i
production

conditions and shallow "jack" wells as

representing the other extreme, as represent-

ing cheap production.
There may be some questions as to the

amount charged to lost production because
of shut downs. This is a question on which
there are about as many differences of opinion
as there are operators. All operators how-
ever are agreed that the more hours the beam
is kept bobbing up and down the larger will

be the net production at the end of the year.

Therefore, if the wells are shut down because
of repairs or other interruptions, it is to be
expected that the yearly production will fall

off correspondently. Account has been taken
that these shut downs do not occur in one
continuous period, but that the total shut
down is made up of many shut downs of

varying length throughout the vear. Also,

Fig. 1. It is only on a cold day in California that the steam-

engine exhaust can be seen. This is a section of the

McKittrick oil field as it appeared in 1913

as there will be a "head" of oil on the wells

when they are started up, the loss in produc-
tion for a short shut down will not be as

great as for a long shut down. To be on the
safe side, no lost production is charged to the

jack wells, as 16 hours a year shut down with
motor drive would not actually result in any

lost in-oduction, although with the larger

shut downs due to gas engines a loss in pvo-

duction would result.

There are more than 2()()() electrically

operated oil wells which ha\'e been o]3erating

for periods of from 1 to 11 years in which
the repair expense has not equalled 1 per

Fig. 2. Pulling rods with motor drive in the

Midway field in California

cent of the first cost. Likewise, there are

several hundred gas engine wells which have
operated not more than 4 or 5 years in which
the maintenance exceeds 11 per cent. A
maintenance of 2 per cent on electric motors
and 9 per cent on the gas engines installed

at the wells has been assumed. A mainten-
ance charge of 6 per cent is allowed on the
gas engines and electric machinery in the
power plant as there will be standby units

and the plant is under more expert super-
vision than in the field. Likewise for the
turbine driven plant, 2 per cent for main-
tenance is allowed. For steam engines and
boiler plants in Z, 5 per cent is allowed for

maintenance.
There may be some difference of opinion

as to the earning capacity of money invested
in new wells. This article assumes that the
money invested in new wells will at least

bring a net return, after all ojjerating expenses
have been paid, of 20 per cent.
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The conditions taken are as follows:

Connected Load:

30 wells "on beam"—depth 2700-oGUO ft.

65 wells on 4 "jack powers"—average depth 550 ft.

Size tubing, beam wells—2I2 in., Jack wells—2 in.

Size pump, beam wells—2.1 2 in., Jack wells—2 in.

Gravity oil 33° B. Average production, beam
wells—80 bbls.

Lighting:

30 kw. for 3 hours.

20 kw. for 9 hours.

Initial Unit Cost Installation at Wells (-)

Beam Wells—including engine and motor house
and all equipment within the house except
band-wheel belt, lease piping for gas and
water and steam, water tank, electric

transmission line on lease and boiler plant
in case of steam engines—all installed

ready to operate

Steam Engines $ 1,400.00
Electric motors 1,350.00
Gas engines 1,900.00

Jack Power Plants— 17 wells each

With 30 horsepower gas engine includ-
ing building, jerk lines to the der-
rick (but not including pumping
jack at wells), and gas and water
lines $ 6,000.00

Ditto with 25 horse power electric

motor with transmission line on
lease $ 5,100.00

Ditto with 30 horsepower steam
engine and boiler $ 6,000.00

Power Demand
Assuming daily load as follows

—

29 pumping wells, beam.
1 pulling well, beam.
4 jack powers.
Lighting load as above.
Average power demand will be 377

h.p.

Peak—425 h.p.

This is equal to 280 kw. and 315 kw.
respectively.

INSTALLATION COSTS AT WELLS
A. Electric:

30 wells at .Sl,350.00 $ 40,500.00
4 jack plants at §5,100.00 20,400.00

$ 60,900.00
B. Gas Engine:
30 wells at §1,900.00 $ 57,000.00
4 jack plants at $6,000.00 24,000.00

$ 81,000.00
30 kw. generating plant for lights. 4,500.00

$ 85,500.00
C. Generating Plant:
3-150 kw. 250 h.p. gas engine

driven generators with neces-

sary switchboard, step-up sta-

tion transformers and distribu-

tion transformers for power, with
high tension distribution lines on

lease, antl necessary station

building—installed rcudj' to

operate ' % 74,500.00
D. Generating Plant

Ditto except 2-300 kw. Curtis

turbine driven generators opera-

ting condensing complete with
boilers arranged for gas or oil

firing, and necessary jet type
condensing apparatus and com-
plete spray cooling system with
concrete pond—installed ready
to operate $ 58,800.00

E. Steam Engine:
30 wells at $1,400.00 $ 42,000.00

4 jack plants at $6,000.00 24,000.00

30 kw. generating plant for lights.

% 66,000.00
$ 3,800.00

S 69,800.00

OPERATING DATA
V. Purchasing Power at 1 cent per

kilowatt hour.

Operating Cost: Per Year

Six pumpers at $105.00 mo. each . . $ 7,560.00

1-electrician at $125.00 mo 1,500.00

Lubricating oil 75.00

Interest —6. per cent

Sinking fund • —7. per cent

Maintenance —2. per cent

Insurance and taxes— 1. per cent

16 per cent X
$60,900.00 (A) 9,744.00

Power bill 2,452,800 kw. hrs. at 1

cent 24,528.00

Lost production on 30 beam wells,

producing 80 bbls. per day each,

due to shut down of 16 hours per

year due to power failures and
all electrical troubles— 10 bbls.

loss per well per year at $1.00
per bbl 300.00

Total operating expense $ 43,707.00

W. Individual Gas Engines:

Operating Cost: Per Year

8 Pumpers at $105.00 per mo $ 10,080.00
1 Electrician to operate light plant
—$125.00 per mo 1,500.00

2 gas engine repair men
1 at $150.00 per mo.
1 at $105.00 per mo 3,060.00

Interest —6 per cent
Sinking fund —7 per cent
Maintenance —9 per cent
Insurance and taxes— 1 per cent

23 per cent X
$85,500.00 (B) 19,665.00

Lubricating Oil 2,040.00
Lost production on 30 beam wells,

I)roducing 80 bbl. per day each,

due to 210 hours per year
(average 4 hours per week) shut
down because of gas engine, mix-
ture and gas supply troubles
and time for repairs—100 bbls.
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loss per well per year at $1.00
bbl $ 12,000.00

Earning power of $24,600. Dif-
ference cost A and B if invested
in new wells at 20 per cent net . . 4,920.00

Total Cost Operation $ 53,265.00

To operate will require 219,000 cu. ft.

gas daily with flow to carry over
peak loads at rate of 244,000 cu.

ft. day.

X. Generating Power with Gas Plant C
Cost operating Equipment A same Per Year

as operating cost V except no
power bill $ 18,179.00

Cost operating Plant (C)
Interest •—6 per cent
Sinking fund —7 per cent
Maintenance —6 per cent
Insurance and taxes— 1 per cent

20 per cent X
$74^00.00 (C) 14,900.00

Labor 2 engineers
3 oilers and helpers
1 machinist 10,000.00

Lubricating oil and supplies 900.00
Earning power of $74,500.00
Cost of power plant C, if invested
in new wells—20 per cent net 14,900.00

$ 58,879.00
This plant will require 108,000 cu. ft.

gas per day.

Y. Generating Power with Steam Plant D
Cost Operating Equipment A same Per Year
as operating cost V except no
power bill $ 18,179.00
Cost Operating Plant D
Interest —6 per cent
Sinking Fund —7 per cent
Maintenance —2 per cent
Insurance and taxes— 1 per cent

16 per cent X

$58,000 (D) S 9,408.00
Labor same as Plant X « 10,000.00
Lubricating Oil and Supplies 300.00
Earning power of $58,800. Cost of

Plant D, if invested in new wells

20 per cent net 1 1 ,760.00

Total Cost $ 59,647.00

This Plant will require 166,000 cu. ft.

gas per day.

Z. Steam Engines—oil fuel Per Year
8 pumpers at $105.00 mo $ 10,080.00
1 Electrician to operate light plant
$125.00 mo... 1,500.00

8 firemen for boiler plants (') at

$105.00 mo 10,080.00
Lubricating Oil 1,200.00
3 boiler repair men 4,200.00
Interest —6 per cent
Sinking Fund —7 per cent
Maintenance —5 per cent
Insurance and taxes— 1 per cent

19 per cent X
$69,800. (E) 13,262.00

Lost production on 30 beam wells

due to engine and boiler troubles,

10 bbls. per well vear at $1.00
per bbl ' 300.00

Earning power of $8,900 (diff. cost

A and E) if invested in new wells

at 20 per cent net 1,780.00
Selling value of 98,100 bbls. fuel

oil at $1.00 bbl 98,100.00

Total Operating Cost $152,182.00

In the foregoing no account is taken of

value of the oil land, office expense, super-

intendence, drilling and well crew ex])ense as

these amounts are a fixed charge regardless

of the power system used.

No charge is made for water used. It is

assumed this is produced on the lease. The

RECAPITULATION

Cost Equipment at Wells

Electric Motors, Power purchased
at 1 cent kilowatt hour

Gas Engines

Electric Motors, Power generated
by gas engines

Electric Motors, Power generated
by steam turbines

Steam engines at wells, iiuluding
boiler plants burning oil

A

$60,900.00

B
$85.500. 00

A

$60,900.00

A

$(30,900.00

!•:

$09,800.00

Cost Power Station
Equipment Yearly Operating Cost

V

— $43,707.00

— W
$53,265.00

c X

$74, 500. 00 $58,879.00

I) Y

$58,801). 00 $59.() 17.00

$152,182.00
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chari::e for water today in the California fields

varies from 2 cents to 5 cents per barrel.

It cost as much as 17 cents to 20 cents per
barrel during the early development of the

fields and in a few cases even more. No
value is given the gas used for fuel as often

no market is available for this.

The figures arranged in the Recapitula-

tion Table are in their order of economy
of operation, namely, electric motors with
power purchased, gas engines with free gas,

electric motors with power generated by
gas engines with free gas, electric motors with
power generated by steam turbines from
free gas, and steam engines with power
generated from oil fuel. Should the power
for the steam engines be generated with free

gas, steam engines would appear third in the

Table. The arrangement of the Table will

vary according to whether there is a charge
for water or gas, a diflerent charge for electric

power, oil fuel, etc. The conditions taken
are, however, approximately the average ones
met in the Cahfornia fields. It is obvious
that, regardless of the charges for fuel and
water, when purchasing power at 1 cent per

kilowatt hour the electrical equipment would
be the most economical power plant to install.

Fig. 7. A Kansas installation of a two-speed variable-speed

oil-well motor equipment for pumping,

pulling and cleaning work

A decided advantage in motor drive is

the ver\- steady motion imparted to the beam
and the fact that the number of strokes when
once set on the controller will remain the

same year in and year out until the controller

is set at some other speed. The motor does

not i>ick up the rods with a jerk as in the

case of steam and gas engines, the speed of

the band-wheel being practically constant

for the entire revolution. The rods, therefore,

are less liable to crystallize with resulting

breakage causing shut down due to rod

Fig. 8. Pulling tubing with motor drive in the

Midway field in California

troubles. It is a fact that the net production
has been increased because of the steady
motion of the motor. This has been borne
out by the experience of those operators who
are using the latest type of two-speed variable

speed motors.
When electric motors were first put in the

oil fields the designing engineers had many
problems to solve. After years of experi-

menting, redesigning, etc., they have finally

succeeded in developing an electric equip-

ment which will perform all the functions

required of it by the production man as

successfully as his time-honored steam engine.

This is borne out by the testimony of a large

number of operators who have been operating
several hundred of this latest design of elec-

tric equipment for the past 3 or 4 years.

(0 Compressed air is also used in the ordinary "air lift."

usually for wells giving water in large volume, and also at low
pressure and superheated for operating engines installed at
each well. These installations arc not common.

(') The average cost of installing 57 California gas engines
at Coalinga in 1912 was $1,277.17—not including gas and
water mains. Average cost of installing 100 motors in Kern
River Fields of California in 1911-1912 was «7.58.7."}. Costs
have advanced since then. Thomas Cox, \n U. S. Bureau of
Mines Technical Paper No. 70, gives ratio of cost of motor to
gas engine as 100 to 195—our ratio is 100 to 140. Ratio steam
to electric 100 to 100.

'

(') About the smallest number of boiler plants would be
four because of distance to wells and contour of ground—not
unu.sual to find six or eight plants to this number of wells.
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SPHERE-GAPS FOR LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

By V. E. Goodwin
Lightning Arrester Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The aluminum, or electrolytic type of lightning arrester is recognized as being the most eflficient type of
arrester by virtue of its high discharge rate, large heat absorbing capacity, and its ability to discharge light-

ning disturbances without interfering with line conditions owing to the quick action of the aluminum cell.

The addition of sphere gaps to the arrester for alternating-current circuits increases the speed with which the
arrester discharges lightning impulses and consequently further increases the efficiency of the arrester. The
description of the application of the sphere gap in the following article therefore records a marked improve-
ment in the art of protecting electrical apparatus against lightning.

—

Editor.

A number of articles have appeared in this

mafi:azine and one paper has been presented
before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, describing the theory and action
of sphere-gaps and dielectrics under transient

electrical stress.*

It is well known that all forms of insulations

possess the valuable property of requiring

a definite time of application of an abnormal
potential before actual rupture or breakdown
of the material occurs. This property is

known as the "dielectric spark-lag," some-
times more briefly termed the "lag."

This property of insulating materials has
to be considered regardless of whether the
medium be solid, liquid, or gaseous. The
time duration of this lag while definite for

any one set of conditions varies with different

materials, the thickness of the material, the
rate of application of the abnormal potential,

and the shape of the electrodes at which the
potential is applied. By varying these con-
ditions, lags may be obtained varying from
a fraction of a micro-second to several min-
utes in duration.

Since the lag decreases very rajjidly with
an increase in the rate of application of

potential, it is evident that it becomes a very
important factor when dealing with lightning

or other abnormal potentials which have
steejD wave-fronts.

Investigations of lightning troubles in sta-

tions frequently results in ai)i)arent incon-

.sistencies. One frequently finds that arcs

have taken jjlace across spaces which are

much greater than others on the same circuit,

all being apparently suV)jccted to the same
voltage. Again, one will find failures of

bushings or insulators by puncture, when
])revious tests had shown that the ])otential

required for arc-over was much lower. ^L'ln^•

of these jjcculiar failures can be explained !)>•

carefully analyzing the conditions which
existed at the time of failure and giving i)roj)er

con.sideration to this pro])erty of dielectric

spark-lag.

Let us assume for example that we have
two or more pieces of insulation in parallel,

such as air, oil,- or porcelain, and that they
have different lags due to variations in the
factors just mentioned. If, now, we in-

stantly apply a voltage much above the value
required to rupture the best test piece, it is

evident that they will break down in succes-

sion according to their individual time-lags.

This assumes that the abnormal voltage is

sustained until the lag of the slowest part is

exceeded. In actual practice this seldom
occurs since the breaking down of the first

one short circuits the abnormal voltage; and
sometimes the normal voltage, and prevents
further breakdowns. In this case the in-

sulation having the shortest lag breaks down,
thus protecting the others which have the
greater lags.

This ])henomenon of variation of spark-lag

was demonstrated by the tests illustrated in

Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 shows a circuit containing an
insulator A, a needle-gap B, a horn-gap C,

and a spere-gap D, all connected in ])arallel

and .subjected to high-voltage steei)-front

voltage waves. (Air was the only dielectric

.studied in these particular tests). In the

case of insulator .4, arc-over may take ]5lace

across the surface between the i>orcelain and
the air, or may take a ])ath entirely through
the air. Arc-over of the horns, .spheres, or

needles is confined to a straight air path.

In these tests the voltage of the imi)ressed

im])ulse was high enough to bread down any
of the four test ])ieces. The only known
varial)les were the shai''e of the electrodes

and their spacings. These were varied in

the .succeeding tests. In this first test. Fig. 1,

the gaps B, C, and I) were spread so that

"Ek'clrical ChiiruclfrisUcs of Solid Insuliitions," by F. W*.

Peck, Jr.. Gknkral Elkctric Revikvv. Novi'mticr. lOl.').

"I-nctors DctcTiiiininK the Safe Spnrk-ovcr VoltiiRc of Insu-
lators and BushiiiK-i for Ilinh V'oltaKc Transmission Lines,"
OliNKR.M. El.KCTKU: RkVIKW, IlUK"' 'ISU, I9I().

"Si)ark-over V'oltaKes of Insulators ami Bu-^hing^ for HiRh
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I'.ck, Jr., A.I.E.E.. Aug.. Ull."..
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the discharge is seen lloodinj:; the surface of

insulator A, which has a (iO-cycle spark
potential of 157 kv. Furthermore, it should
be noted that the liO-cycle arc-over took the
shortest air path from the cap to the pin;

whereas the high frequency takes a much

longer path by following around the surface

of the petticoats, thus indicating a very much
shorter lag along the i^orcelain surface.

Fig. 2, shows the same ovitfit when the

needles of gap B, had been reduced to a
jioint corresponding to a GO-cycle spark

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

I

The above cuts illustrate the relative dielectric spark lags of needle, horn, and sphere gaps in comparison with a standard insulator.
The tests were made with steep front high voltage impulses. Fig. 1 shows the whole discharge going over the insulator which has a
60-cycle arc-over of 157 kv. In Figs. 2 and 3 the insulator is faster than either the needles or horns which are set at 130 kv. and 140
ky. respectively. In Fig. 4 the spheres discharge before the insulator arcs over, even though set at a higher value, thus showing the
high speed of the sphere gaps.
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potential of l."^() kv., but slill no discharge
took place indicating that the insulator had
a shorter lag or, in other words, was faster

than the needles.

variations in the dielectric spark-lag have
been noted for other insulating materials.

Applying the ideas developed these tests

to the protection of apparatus, there are two

Fig. 5. Sphere-horn Gap for use with 70,000 Volt

Aluminum Arrester

Fig. 6. Sphere-horn Gap for use with 115,000-

135,000 Volt Aluminum Arrester

Fig. 3 shows the effect of reducing the
horn-gaps. In this view the needles re-

mained at the 130-kv. setting and the horns
were reduced to a 60-cycle setting of 140 kv.

before they had any effect on the discharge

over the insulator even though the latter had
a higher 60-cycle test. This view shows a
part of the discharges going over the horns.

In Fig. 4 the needles and horns were left

exactly as in the previous tests, namely, at

130 kv. and 140 kv. respectively. The set-

ting of the sj)heres had been gradually reduced
until discharge occurred across them. This
setting corresponded to a 60-cycle setting of

170 kv. It will be noted in Fig. 4 that no
discharge now took place over the insulator

even though its spark potential was 13 kv.

lower than that of the sphere gap, thus
indicating the greater speed or shorter lag

attained by the sphere-gap. Absence of

corona is also noted on both the horn and
needle-gay)s.

The tests illustrated are but characteristic

of many that have been made during the

study of dielectric s])ark-lag. Many other

forms of electrodes and si)ecial gaps were
studied, but the shortest lags were obtained
with pro])erly iJro])ortioned sjjhcre gai)S.

In these tests the insulation is air, but similar

Fig. 7. Sphere-horn Gap for use with 20,000 Volt

Aluminum Arrester

natural coiu-lusions: first, the liiiie-Iag of

the insulation of the ai)i)aralus should be made
as great as ])ossible; second, the time-lag of

the ])rotective devices should be made an
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small as possible. In other words, the in-

stilation of the apparatus should be desi>::netl

to be as slow as practicable and the Ii>::htnin»;;

arresters should be made as fast as possible.

These aims can be attained by careful selec-

tion of insulating materials, and by projier

shaping; and spacinj:; of conductors and elec-

trodes.

These conclusions have naturally led to
changes in gap constructions for various
types of arresters. Fig. o shows the imi)roved
sphere-hom gap for a 70-kv. aluminum
arrester. In this equipment there are three
gaps, two of which are sphere-gaps and the
third a hom-gap. The lower pair of spheres
forms the main gap of the arrester, through
which only the heaviest and most impulsive
discharges pass. The upper pair of s])heres

forms the auxiliary gap which is connected

through the cliarging resistances and which
is so arranged as to discharge the remaining
and greater part of the high frequency dis-

turbances. The object of the auxiliary horn
is three-fold. It serves first as a contact
l)oint for the charging operation; second, as

a point of lowest s])ark potential for low-
frequency sloping wave-front disturbances;
third, as a guide and magnetic blowout for

causing the final arc to rise and be exting-

uished.

This addition of spheres to the horn-gaps
of lightning arresters marks a distinct ad-
vance in protective apparatus for it greatly

reduces the time-lag of the arrester equip-
ment and thus lessens the electrical stress

on the insulation of the generating, trans-

forming, and distributing apparatus on the
system.

LIFE IN A LARGE MANUFACTURING PLANT

I. MEDICAL SERVICE AND HOSPITALS

This article is one of a series describing the systematic plans which have been developed for the selection
of an efficient working force in a large manufacturing organization, and for the maintenance of its high physical,
mental, and moral standard. Xew employees for all branches of the organization, offices and works pass
the physical examination—no partiality is shown. When Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., President of the General
Electric Company was asked "Does welfare work pay?", he repHed, "Yes we are sure that it pays, although
we may not be able to show it on our books; but in any event we shall continue it because it is a service we
owe to our fellowman and to the ideals of American industry."

—

Editor.

No one questions the wisdom of the
medical examination when enlisting for mili-

tary duty; and just so when enrolling with
the armies of industry—the physical exam-
ination is becoming a matter of course.

You. as an army recruit, do not feel insulted
when Uncle Sam examines your teeth, and
thumps your chest, and tests your vision;

\'ou do not feel that the army physician's
ser^'ices are to be classed as charity or phil-

anthropy—you know it is efficiency, the
greatest good for the greatest number, that
dictates the policy of the physical examina-
tion. Therefore, to maintain the same high
standard in the industrial army, every new
employee must be examined—even consult-
ing engineers. This has been the procedure
in the General Electric Company's organiza-
tion since 1914—without exception or favor-
itism.

It is for this good reason that we, in the
great Industrials of to-day, welcome the
plan and take a keen interest in the details

of the maintenance of "Health en masse"—

which is the big idea back of both armies
and corporations.

The importance of preventing sickness is

recognized by all; and how reasonable it is

that the services of a medical staff maintained
by the Company can carry out this important
preventive work better and cheaper in the
aggregate than curative work done by in-

dividual arrangement.
It is a great source of comfort to feel that

there is no taint of tuberculosis or infectious
disease among one's business associates.

And from a more altruistic point of view,
many of our less fortunate brothers have had
the way pointed out to them for the complete
recovery of their health—due to an expert's
diagnosis at the time of the medical exam-
ination.

Free Diagnoses

In the year 1916, 13,716 examinations
were made at the offices and works in Schen-
ectady and each examination practically

amounts to a free expert diagnosis. Many
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men and women have j^raotically had their

eyesiijht saved because they have taken the
advice of the Company physician, and taken
steps to correct the danj:[eroiis drift. In

fact, many people have been found practically

blind in one eye—not realizing:; the danger
they were in until informed by the examining
physician. A similar situation has arisen in

regard to men either ruptured or on the
verge of hernia.

Life Extension

In this connection. Mr. A. W. Clark in

charge of the Welfare Department, recently

remarked

:

"The day of preventive measures and medicines
has dawned, and everyone is now thinking how
disease can be prevented, instead of waiting until

the disease has developed. Our medical examina-
tions have revealed the beginnings of troubles un-
known to the person examined; attention was called
to them and advice given. In many cases the
progress of the disease was checked. Everyone
who has some reason to suspect that there is any-
thing wrong, should get medical advice and get it

early. The medical men who have studied the
records agree that several years will be added to
the average span of life by periodic medical exam-
inations."

We are all appreciating more ever\^ year
that the better suited we are to our work,
the more suited we will be u.'ith our work.
Now that these examinations have been
started, we see that their object is not to

keep us out of employment, but to direct us
away from that kind of employment which
may damage our health.

If a man had weak eyesight, the modem
industrial company would never give him
work near rapidly moving machinery; or,

if his lungs were weak, he would not be per-

mitted to do any work of a dusty nature
which wotild soon aggravate the condition

of his lungs.

In speaking of this dusty work, the fact

should not pass unnoticed that there are

periodical examinations of all those who are

working in dusty rooms. Likewise anyone
who has the appearance of lung trouble, or

other disease, which may be aggravated by
his occupation, is given a special additional

examination in order to detect and therefore

prevent any tendency toward disease. If

such is discovered, necessary precautions to

safeguard his health are advised, or the

nature of his work is changed. Think of the

sufferings of the past, when no such provi-

sions were made' The expression, the scrap

pile of humanity, formerly applied to the

workers in large industrial plants, is no longer

applicable.

Running the Gauntlet

In fact, by the time we have got fully into

the swing of Life in a Large Manufacturing
Plant, we realize that unwittingly we have
"run the gauntlet"—mentally, physically,

morally and industrially. This being the

case, and all having passed the various tests

of fitness, we find that our fellow-workers are

anything but candidates for the scrap pile.

The reverse is the case, and in the sense that

each one of us has been selected for fitness,

it can easily be seen that the organization

amounts to a picked crew.

It is of interest to note that the rejections

vary from 3^ per cent to G per cent, the

greater number being due to hernia and
defective eyesight. Many cases of arrested

development of the eye are noticed, and it

is remarkable that so many applicants have
not discovered prior to these examinations

that they were practically blind in one eye.

Frequently the sight can be immediately
improved by proper glasses, this being partic-

ularly true in cases of short-sightedness.

Many applicants have confessed that whsn
standing on the curb they couldn't see a

trolley car pass, and the simple expedient of

providing proper glasses has surely saved
many a life from street accidents.

All employees who are absent for t,VD

months or longer come back as new employees
and have to pass a medical examination be-

fore re-employment.

Vital Statistics

There is another very important provision

in which preventive measures are supplied

for maintaining health en masse,—i.e. the

Hospital—the allv of hygiene and enemy of

suffering. Splendid records have been kept
ever since the establishment of the hospitals.

The history of the achievements of the

medical men of this staff is written in the

record; and some very striking facts stand
out from among what some people might
call plain statistics.

Most Accidents in Summer
Accidents unfortunately occur everywhere,

on the street, in the home, and in the factory.

Their number, by the law of chances, is likely

to be in proportion to the jjopulation of a
town or to the number of employees in a
factory. So, as our organization grew and
the number of employees increased from
hundreds to thousands, facilities for taking
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care of them became necessary. It has been

the spirit of the Company to keep these

facihties well abreast of the needs, and today

our hospital facilities are larger than those

of many towTis. for the simi)Io reason that our

industrial army is larjjer than the populations

of many towns. The presence of hospitals

in a factory does not denote that the work is

ha2ardous; indeed, the majority of accidents

can be traced to carelessness, and no small

part of the work in connection with factory

hospitals is educational work—trWng to

teach the \-ital lesson of Safety First. Such

educational work is made more difficult by
the fact that many foreigners are employed
who cannot speak English.

All of us are human and there is one

characteristic which is particularly noticeable

in us all; namely, our wilHngness to assume
risks if we can save a little time. This trait

is in daily evidence at all our busy street

comers where pedestrians disregard the warn-
ings and rvdes of traffic officers and persist

in crossing the street or railway tracks at

imsafe moments, being willing to risk injury

for the saving of a fraction of a minute. In

the same way it has been found that workmen
in the shops will frequently assume risks in

order to save a second or two; and therefore

we shall always have accidents, and the larger

the number of employees the larger the

number of accidents.

One of the strange facts developed from a
study of these records is:

Nearly 64 per cent of the major accidents

of the year take place in the six warm months,
May to October inclusive.

Medical men and executives and statis-

ticians are all baffled by this mystery. Not
one has been able to satisfactorily explain

why 64 per cent of the accidents occur in

warm weather and only 36 per cent occur in

cold weather, year after year.

There is still another mystery:
Why do most of the major accidents take

place either early in the morning or late in

the afternoon. No one knows.
These two curious facts are undeniably

true—they are medical history—and right

here in these two unexplained facts lie some
of the problems on which high type executives,

engineers, and surgeons are devoting serious

thought. They will clear up these mysteries
in time, and their solution will probably
result in some special instructions for us to
follow at the beginning and close of the day;
and we will be glad to do so, for all of us are
anxious to avoid even a scratch.

What is An " Accident ?
"

An accident is an accident even if it is only

a scratch. This may seem a cranky idea,

but it is based on long study, experience, and
observation. It is the i)Ositive conclusion

of the physicians and surgeons that a wound,
no matter how trifling—even if only a

scratch—should be given a proper dressing

immediately after the accident occurs; for

it has been found that infection of a slight

wound gives infinitely more pain and is

more dangerous than the fracture of a

bone.

In 1916, day and night, there were 13,190

accidents at the Schenectady Works, but only

thirty-six were serious enough to be classed

as bed cases, and only eleven were serious

enough to require an ambulance call.

Out of practically 21,000 men working

with steam and electricity, operating pond-
erous machinery weighing hundreds of tons,

only two men died as the result of accidents.

These include electric shock, scalding from
steam, and fires and railroad accidents; for

it should be understood that the great factory

of iroday has indoor and outdoor railways,

and streets the same as cities, with motor
busses and trolleys. There are few cities of

21,000 population in which the accidental

death statistics are so low. Automobiles
alone killed 140 people in Philadelphia in

1916.

Diminishing Fatalities

Remarkably complete records are kept

showing the history of every accident for

the full decade, 1907 to 1916 inclusive. In

the first half of the last decade, there were
twelve fatal accidents at the Schenectady
Works, an average of 2.4 per year.

In the last half of the past decade, the

fatalities decreased to an average of only two
per year—this for the years 1912 to 1916
inclusive. Another bit of history which
makes the above achievement all the more
remarkable is the fact that in the last five

years there were 25 per cent more employees
in Schenectady than in the first half of the

decade. In other words, between 1907 and
1911, one man out of 6,100 met with a fatal

accident, while in the past five years only
one in every 9000 was so unfortunate. In

1916 it was only one man in 10,100.

Other interesting facts will be seen by
studying the following figures; and the
amount of effort and attention which they
represent may be gathered from the fact

that in the year of 1916 alone the hospital
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made 55.302 dressings and treatments. The

average worker who meets with an accident

receives three additional dressings.

Year
Xoof Emplo>'ees
on Schen«--t«dy

PayroU

Total
Accidents
(.including
scratches)

Per Cent

1907 15.544 1832 1.18

1908 11.359 1229 1.08

1909 18..StU 1706 1.27

1910 lG.4li2 2729 1.66

1911 10.107 3075 1.91

1912 17.487 4174 2.39

1913 19.977 5070 2.84

1914 16.823 4261 2.54

1915 15.347 5476 3.69

1916 20,985 11,427* 5.69*

• In 1916 all injuries, including even slight scratches were

reported, whereas the record of previous years includes only the

more serious accidents.

Eye Cases

Among the 1916 accidents, o,o7o pertained

to the eye—cinders, saw-dust, chips, emery,

dust. etc. It is to the credit of the hospital

that the first treatments of these were made
so successfully that only 171 of them were

referred to an eye specialist in the city; one

man lost the sight of one eye; and not a

single man became blind. The Company
has made it a practice in the past to pay
the doctor's bill of all workers sent from the

hospital to the City specialist.

Works Hospitals

It would be tedious to describe in detail

all the hospitals in our many factories, but

a brief review of hospital work at the Sche-

nectady Works will give an idea of this

necessary adjunct to modem manufacturing.
This work began with the employment of

a medical student whose services were sought
for first aid before sending the patient to

the city hospital. Later it became essential

to have some one in each department who
understood first aid treatment, and a series

of talks on "first aid", by a leading surgeon,
with demonstrations on actual dressings, was
given to a class made up of the foremen,
assistant foremen, and shop clerks of each
department.

In accordance with the recommendations
of the Safety Committee co-operating with
well-known .surgeons, first aid chests con-
taining the necessary materials were prepared
and placed in each department. This outfit

has been quite extensively adopted in manu-
facturing plants.

It was soon found that the treatment of

accidents in the shops caused confusion and
did not result in systematic treatment, so it

was decided to establish a real emergency
hospital, where a trained hospital steward

could administer treatment and be respon-

sible for the dressing of wounds under the

best conditions. The hospital stafif includes

a steward and four assistants.

Careful records are kept of each case.

The majority of treatments are of a very

minor nature and any increase in the number
of treatments bears testimony to a more
rigid enforcement of the regulations on the

part of the organizations, and a better spirit

of co-operation on the part of the employees,

in conforming to the general wish that the

merest scratch shall receive proper treatment

to avoid infection.

In the hospital work, emphasis has been

placed upon the fact that efficiency in surgery

depends upon the individual who applies

the first dressing, and the stewards thoroughly

understand that the aim of "first aid" is to

apply an antiseptic dressing that will prevent

infection of the wound.
No wounds are now dressed in the shops;

all injured are immediately sent to the

hospital, the major cases being transported

on stretchers conveniently located in each

department. All major eye cases are treated

by one of the eye specialists of the city, the

injured being conveyed by automobile.

Women and Girls

A woman physician devotes her entire

time to the care of the women and girl

employees. Her office is fitted with booths

for medical examination, and connects with

the women's rest room, which is equipped

with cots, where the girls from the factory

can be made comfortable. All women or

girls who are too ill to work are sent by the

foreman to this office by automobile. Many
of them after an hour or two in the rest room
feel able to return to their work. Those
who are too ill to work are sent home by
automobile, and those who remain in the

rest room are given such simple treatment

as will give them relief.

In one month, 155 girls came to this office

for treatment, and 127 of them returned to

work the same day. In addition to the

treatments given, the doctor suggests pre-

ventive measures, such as diet, exercise, etc.

At intervals, during the noon hour, the woman
physician gives talks to the girls in the various

departmental rest rooms in the sho^js.
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Girls Rest Rooms

There are thirty-six rest rooms for girls at

the Schenectady Works, classified as follows:

T\venty-t\vo secondary rest rooms, seven
in charge of matrons, four in charge of doctors,

one in charge of a nurse, and one in the main
office building.

In all of these the telephone is available

for the ])urpose of summoning such additional
assistance as may be required. Simple treat-

ments are afforded which permit most of the
girls to return to work after one or two hours
of rest. Books are provided, as well as

individual instruction, teaching how best to

preserA'e their health. Those few w^ho are

not able to go back to work are taken to

their homes in the Company's automobiles.

Red Cross Classes

Seven enthusiastic classes have been formed
to teach the girls first aid; these are called

"Schools for Red Cross Nurses." The girls

attend these classes on their own time.

No Stools

Six or seven years ago all the girl workers
sat on stools while they were working, but
now all have chairs with backs.

Cold statistics cannot show the amount of

suffering and disease which are prevented
by w^elfare w^ork, such as medical examina-
tions when applying for work, educational
work in personal hygiene, and other preven-
tive measures.

It should be noted that a majority of the

work j)rescribed above was undertaken and
well under way before the New York State
Workmen's Compensation Act was passed

by the Legi.slature.

At the Company's Other Plants

The hoi^jjital and medical facilities and
methods at the other works of the General
lilectric Comjjany are similar to those at

Schenectady, but certain modifications arc

made to suit different conditions. For exam-
ple, at the Erie Works, which are com])ara-

tively new, hosj^ital facilities were ])rovide(l

when manufacturing operations began. Any
new worl-s organization would ncjw include a

hos]'ital unit, but it was esi^ecially necessary

at the lirie Works, owing to the remoteness

from the city. A centrally located and amy^lv
equipped building provides facilities for the
treatment of all, as well as for the medical
examination of applicants for employment.
The Lynn Works also has a "first aid

corps," some 150 selected men and women
being under periodical instruction by the
Works' physician in order that they may be
able to render quick and intelligent "first

aid" to the slightly injured. Each member
of this first aid corps is furnished with a
first aid cabinet, and w^henever a member of

this corps uses the first aid equipment he
promptly makes out a record card and sends
it to the medical department. By this

means the Works' physician keeps in close

contact with the w^ork of all members, and
is in a position to follow up their cases, if

necessary.

These first aid outfits consist of a glass

jar in which the necessary medicants and
other material are located in well arranged
order. Inside the glass cover printed in-

structions on first aid treatment are given,

which are sufficiently comprehensive so that

in case no member of the corps is immediately
present any employee can give intelligent

aid when necessary.

In many of the larger buildings of the

Lynn organization, special emergency rooms
are maintained. They are equii)ped with
running hot and cold water, stretchers, and
such medicants and para]jheriialia as are

needed in cases of injury where the patient

should not be removed from the building

until he can be taken to the Works' ambulance
by the Works' physician, or one of his as-

sistants.

The hospital work in the lamp factories

is of a somewhat difterent nature from
that in the other factories owing to the dif-

ference in the work. There is little risk

of serious i)ersonal injiu'v in lamp making,
but the fabrication of glass in any industry

is always productive of a relatively large

number of slight cuts and trivial Inirns.

While most of these injuries would be un-

noticed if the\' were to take ])lacc in the

employee's home, it has been made a i)ractice

at the lam]) factories to give prompt atten-

tion to all slight injuries, and as at the other

works the neces.sity of having even the slight-

est injiir\' pr()mi)tl\- tn-ated is fulh* realized.
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THE PURPLE COLOR OF LAMP GLOBES

By M. Luckiesh

Nela Research Laboratory. National Lamp Works of Genkral Elkctric Company, Cleveland, Ohio

The presence of the often noted purpli h tint of lamp globes has been shown to be due to manganese.

Thi- article calls attention t.i the fact that the introducing of manganese to neutralize the greenish tint due

to slight quantities of iron oxide, mav reduce the light transmission factor from 10 to 25 and even 55 per

cent, there having been found specimens having 85 per cent reduction. The recommendation is therefore

nuide that in outdoor illumination glassware the manganese be omitted.

—

Editor.

The purplish lint of lamp globes is com-

monly obser\-ed. Glasses exposed to sun-

light and to X-rays sometimes undergo a

similar change. It has generally been as-

sumed that this color is due to a change in

the chemical or physical state of the man-
ganese which is present in most clear glasses.

This coloration of glasses under exposure of

radiant energy is not alone confined to glasses

containing manganese. Sometimes glasses

containing potash but free from manganese
gradually assume a bluish tinge and those

containing sodium, a yellowish green tinge.

The author has in his possession a specimen

of lead glass which exhibits a muddy yellow

color after exposure to X-rays. Many other

effects have been observed, but the man-
ganese coloration is the effect of chief interest

from the standpoint of Hghting.

This coloration has been investigated from
the \'iewpoint of glass manufacture, but has

\-ielded data pertinent to lighting. Many
samples of glasses colored by radiant energy
have been gathered and examined both for

spectral and integral transmission of visible

radiation. The spectral analyses show con-

clusively that the purple coloring is due to

manganese. This color is quite unstable for

it disappears under the moderate heat of

the bunsen f^ame long before the glass is

sufficiently hot to lose its rigidity.

There is no general agreement regarding

the chemistry of glasses, especially of colored

glasses. The colors of solutions of metallic

salts and of colloidal metals are parallel to

a degree to those obtained in glasses contain-
ing the same metals, although the whole al

present must be considered only a rough
analog}'. This and other considerations have
led to the assumption that the colors of glasses

are due to two general states of the metals
in the glasses. In one state, for example in

copper blue-green glass, the metal is supposed
on this assumption to be in combination
similar to that in an ordinary solution such
as copper sulphate in water; and in the other
state, for example gold ruby glass, the metal

is supposed to exist in a colloidal condition.

The purple of manganese is supposed by
some to be due to the existence of the man-
ganese in chemical combination and this

compound to be dissolved in a manner
analogous to the solution of a metallic salt

in a solvent. The radiant energy may be

supposed to change the composition of this

compound which results in the purple color.

The metal under somewhat similar conditions

has been spoken of as "crystallizing out."

There are other opinions. However, it is the

aim in the foregoing only to present a picture

of what might be true.

Manganese in clear glass performs the

primary function of neutralizing the green-

ish tint usually present owing to slight

quantities of iron oxide in the ingredients of

the mix. The spectral transmission of a

glass containing a slight amount of iron is

shown in curve /, Fig. 1 ; and that of a glass

containing a slight amount of manganese is

shown in curve M. It is seen that these

two are approximately complementary to

each ocher ; that is, the purple ofthemanganese
neutralizes the green of the iron. However,
this is done at the expense of light trans-

mission. Curves ML and MX are the

spectral transmissions of ordinary glasses

containing manganese after exposure to

radiation from an arc-lamp and to X-rays
respectively.

An example will make the process clear.

Suppose the slight amount of iron present

reduced the transmission factor by 5 per

cent, and suppose that in order to neutralize

this color a sufificient amount of manganese
must be incorporated to reduce the trans-

mission factor by 6 per cent. Without con-

sidering surface reflection, the total trans-

mission has been reduced 11 per cent; and
those who pay the lighting bills have received

in return only a neutralization of the slightly

greenish tint. However, besides this initial

decrease there often is a gradual decrease in

the transmission factor as the purple color is

brought out by the intense radiation from
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the sun and from artificial lij^ht-sources.

Measurements show that when this color is

noticeable to casual observers the trans-
mission factor has been reduced from 10 to
25 per cent. In the case of opal glasses, the
decrease in the transmission factor is even
more rapid owing to the diffusion and the
consequent tra^•ersing of greater paths in the
purple medium by the radiant energy.
The magnitude of the absorption of such

glasses of a purple tint is surprising to those
not especially acquainted with colored media.
The writer has picked up pieces of arc lamp
globes, only removed from use by accidental
breakage, which had transmission factors

slightlv more than one-half that of clear
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the ultra-violet rays are responsible for bring-

ing out this manganese color because only
glasses exposed to radiation from the sun
and from some of the arc lamps extremely
rich in ultra-violet rays exhibit this change
very markedly. There is some evidence in

street-lighting globes containing tungsten
lamps that the coloration is due chiefly to

solar radiation.

Window glasses are subject to the same
consideration although the economic factors

are not as urgent. Some uncolored glasses

which are ordinarily known as clear glasses

ha\'e been found to absorb more luminous
flux than might be suspected. Some of these

when new absorb as much as 7 per cent more
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Fig. 1. Spectral Transmission of Different Kinds of Glasses

uncolored glass. Measurements of trans-

mission factors of s]jecimens found in practise

in which the j)urple color was quite pro-
nounced varied from 85 to 55 per cent. That
of the MX sam])le. Fig. 1, was only 40 per
cent of clear uncolored glass.

This is a serious matter in lighting and one
which should receive attention inasmuch as

the remedy is simjjle. Manganese need not
be employed in clear and o])al glassware for

purposes of outdoor illumination. Of course

in most cases the gla.s.ses will exhibit a slightly

greenish tint but this should not be objec-

tionable, especially in view of the decrease
in transmission factor attending the u.se of

rranganese. Although there are no con-

clusive data on the .subject, it ai)i)ears that

than could be accounted for by surface

reflections. This is largely due to the

"smoke" resulting from the neutralization

of the iron green h\ the manganese pur].)le.

The conclusion from these ol)scrvations is

the suggestion to eliminate manganese from
glasses for many illuminating inir])Oses and
to be content with the possible greenish tint

and the higher transmission factor both when
the glass is new and cs])ecially after prolonged
subjection to powerful radiation. Further-

more, it is not always safe to assume that the

only ap]:)reciable decrease in luminous flux

which ])asses through a sheet of dear un-

colored glass is that due to surface reflections.

Some clear glasses arc in reality very light

shades of "smoke" glass.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS

New Back of Board Field Switches

In the starting of a synchronous motor

from the alternating current source with the

field open-circuited, which is the practice of

the General Electric Company on all a-c.

motors using 125-volt excitation, there is con-

siderable induced voltage across the field

terminals until the motor reaches synchronous

speed. Under these conditions an exposed

field switch on the front of a switchboard is

more or less of a source of danger to the

operator.

The most approved metliod of reducing this

danger in connection with hand-operated field

rent generators when it is desired to reduce

risk to a minimum.
When solenoid-operated field switches are

used in the field circuits of synchronous

motors started from the alternating current

source, they are ordinarily made of two
single-pole elements with independent closing

and opening coils. Both poles are closed

simultaneously, but in opening one pole

precedes the other, connecting the discharge

resistance across the field, the other pole

opening immediately after and interrupting

the discharge circuit, and entirely dis-

connecting the field circuit.

Fig. 1. Operating Lever for Back-of-board

Field Switch

Fig. 2. Back-of-board Field Switch. View

from rear of Switchboard

switches is by means of the back of board
switch shown. This switch embodies all the

essential features from a safety-first viewpoint.

It consists of an operating handle similar

to an oil circuit breaker lever mounted on the

front of the board and the switch proper
mounted on a slate base, which is supported
on a framework back of the switchboard. The
switch is connected mechanically to the
ojjerating handle Vjy means of connecting
rods and bell hangers. This locates all live

parts on the back of the board and does away
with danger of accidental contact to the oper-

ator from the front. This type of switch is

used also in connection with alternating cur-

On synchronous motors utilizing 250-volt

excitation it is the practice to start with the

field short-circuited through the discharge

resistance. In such cases a double-pole

switch is provided to short-circuit the field

through the discharge resistance during the

period of starting.

Solenoid-operated field switches for syn-

chronous motors started with the field short

circuited are double-pole with common closing

coil and common opening coil. No provision

is made for automatically interrupting the

discharge circuit after the switch is opened,

although the discharge blade can be opened
by hand.
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Protection against Accidental Reversal of Motor
Rotation

Reverse phase relays are being used more
and more extensively with alternating cur-
rent motors to prevent damage to life, machin-
ery or manufactured product which might
occur from a reversal of motor rotation caused
by an accidental interchange of motor leads

Fig. 3. Reverse Phase Relay

between the re.ay and the source of power
sujjply. Such relays are ])articularly valuable

in connection with elevators, hoists, con-

veyors, cranes, machine tools and textile

machinery. Protection is required for two
conditions: first, where the motor oi^erates

normally in one direction only, second, where
the motor under normal conditions o])erates

in both a forward and a reverse direction

by changing the ])hase rotation with a con-

troller. In the first case the relay is installed

as near the motor as ])ossib]e, so that when
current is thrown on the mf)tor under unin-

tentifjnal reversed i)hase conditions, the relay

operates, oi)ens up the motor switch and cuts

out the motor from the circuit automatically.

In the second case the relay is connected out-

side of the controlling apparatus of the motor
and affords protection for reversals of phase
between the controlling apparatus and the
source of power sup])ly.

Among the common causes of accidental

phase reversal are the interchanging of wires

b\' power companies when repairs to cables

are made involving a tem]:orary discontinuing
of the service mains. This may also happen
w^hen additional switching apparatus is in-

stalled or w^hen additional service w'ires are

connected.
The new reverse phase relay illustrated on

this page is made in both circuit opening and
circuit closing forms. Both types of contacts

are equipped with toggles so arranged that

there is no tendency for the contacts to open
or close until the toggle has buckled, a small

spring then throwing the contacts quickly to

the desired position. The type of contacts

required for any installation will depend on
the method of tripping out the motor switch.

When contactors alone are used, circuit open-
ing contacts are recommended. The circuit

Oldening contacts are hand reset. Circuit

closing relays are used in connection with a

shunt tri]3 on a switch or circuit breaker. The
contacts are of rugged construction protected

by a dust proof cover. The relay oi:erates on
the same principle as a squirrel cage induction

motor. The operating coils correspond to the

stator, and a hollow aluminum cylinder con-

nected to the contacts to the rotor. The
cylinder (plunger) does not rotate, but moves
in a straight line, either up or dow-n dejjending

upon phase rotation. When one of the phases

of the line is reversed, the ])hmger moves and
operates the circuit closing or circuit opening
contacts, dei)ending on the form of the relay.

These reverse phase relays are furnished

with either current or ])otential windings for

connection in the circuit as follows:—Current
windings: In series with the circuit u]) to 100

ami:)eres at 550 volts: in the secondaries of

current transformers l)oth ai)()ve ll)()am]XTes

U]) to 550 volts and for all currents on voltages

above (iOO. With current coils the relay will

()l)erate on i)hase reversal at 70 per cent of nor-

mal current. Potential windings: These are

connected directly across the circuit uj) to

550 volts and to the secondaries of jiotential

transformers above 550 volts. The ])olential

coils are furnished with external resistance of

pr()])er \ahie for the dilTerenl voltages.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE LITERATURE OF SUBMARINES,
MINES AND TORPEDOES*

By David B. Rushmore

Assisted by

William H. Lanman and Eric A. Lof

At the present moment there is a wide-spread desire for knowledge on

the subject of submarines, the information concerning which is widely diffused

and is difficult of location and access. Up to the present time but Httle has

been known by the public in general on this subject, partly because of its

apparent relative unimportance, and partly because much of the activities con-

cerning these boats has been regarded as confidential and the subject somewhat
shrouded in secrecy.

At the present moment submarines have an interest paramount to all

else. They represent an advance made in the methods of naval warfare which

has not yet been met by the development of a proper defence. Like the old

race between the development of armor which cannot be pierced by any pro-

jectile, and of projectiles which can pierce any armor, the development of

methods of warfare has alternated between improvements in the offensive and
defensive sides. Doubtless within a comparatively short period methods of

defence against the submarine will be developed to such an extent as to render

it comparatively harmless, but this has not as yet been attained.

A considerable effort has been made to gather together in one place the

references on the subject of submarines to be found in books and periodicals,

and while not absolutely complete may be considered as comparatively compre-
hensive.

It is hoped that the bibliography here published may be of some assistance

in solving this important problem of the hour.

By far the best historical treatise to be had is the "Evolution of the
Submarine Boat, Mine and Torpedo," by Commander Murray F. Suetter of the
Royal Navy, published in 1908. A more recent book on the subject, of a
somewhat "popular" nature, but containing much valuable information, is

"Submarines, their Mechanism and Operation," by Frederick A. Talbot.

•Mr. William H. Lanman, Engineer and Patent Attorney, 165 Broadway, New York Citv. has kindly
offered to assist anyone who has difficulty in obtaining any desired book or article mentioned in this list,

and it is suggested that those desiring further assistance on the subject correspond directly with him.
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LIST OF BCMDKS AND ARTICLES ON SUBMARINES AND
ALLIED SUBJECTS
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Sci. American, Jan. 13.
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Heat and Vent.. Feb.
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Sci. American, Feb. 3.
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Sci. American. Feb. 10.
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Sci. American, Feb. 10.
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Soc. Xaval Archts. and Marine Engrs., Feb. 16.

Mr. Ford's Baby Submarine.
Sci. American, Feb. 24.

Mines, in Coast Defense,
Information. March.

Depth of Submergence of Torpedoes,
Information, Mar.

Suitability of Current Design of Submarines, to the Needs of the
U. S. Navy.

Capt. W. L. Rogers. Jour. U. S. Artillery. Mar.-Apr.
Destroyer and the Torpedo,

Sci. American, Mar. 3.

Notes on Our Inadequate Submarines,
John Shegog, Sci. American, Mar. 3.

How Submarine Chasers Round Up Underwater Craft,

Sci. American. Mar. 3.

Scout Patrols and the Navy Department.
Sci. American, Mar. 3.

Anti-Submarine Patrol; How Submarine Chasers Round Up
Underwater Craft.

Marion Eppley, Sci. American, Mar. 3.

From the North Sea to the Atlantic,

Sci. American, Mar. 10.

The Submarine as a Mother Ship for Seaplanes,
Sci. American, Mar. 10.

Small Ships an Answer to the Submarine,
Sci. American, Mar. 17.

Lassoing the Submarines,
Literary Digest, Mar. 17.

Twenty Years' Development of the Holland Submarine,
Sci. American, Mar. 31.

Swatting the Submarine,
Literary Digest, Mar. 31.

The Submarine,
Am. Soc. M. E. T., Apr.

Smoke-Gun Baffles U-Boat,

J. A. Massal, lUus. World, Apr.
Strategic Value of Newfoundland in a Submarine War,

P. T. McGrath, Forum, Apr.
Buoyancy and Stability of Submarines,

Wm. Hovgaard, London Engrg., Apr. 13.

Smoke Protection Against the Submarine,
Sci. American, Apr. 21.

The "Multi-Tubular" Submarine,
Sci. American, Edwin Cerio, Apr. 28.

Various Types of Submarine Chasers,
Wm. W. Nutting, Sci. American, May 5.

War Inventions and how they were Invented,
C. Gibson,—Seeley, Service & Co., Ltd., London, (book).

1916

Submarine in War,
R. W. Neeser, Scribner's Mag., Jan.

Motor Boats of the Volunteer Patrol Squadron,
Sci. American, Jan. 1.

Submarine—Gun \lounting.
Jour. U. S. Artillery, Sept.-Oct.

The Snare of the Nets,
Literary Digest, Jan. 8.

Sketches Illustralinjj Underground Manoeuvers in the War,
Sci. American Suppl., Jan. 22.

Perils to Crews of Submarines Due to Internal Cause,
Sci. American, Jan. 29.

Propulsive Machinery for Submarines,
(j. Berling, Am. Soc. Naval Engrs, Jour., Feb.

Inside a Submarine,
C. M. Cluudy, McBridc's Mag., Feb.

Submarine Warfare; Early History of Underwater Craft and
their Recent Uses in Naval Activities,

Sci. American, Fel). H.

Achievement of the Submarine,
D. Hann.'iy, Living Age. Feb. !>.

Spanish Torpedo Boat Destroyer* of the "Bastamantc" Class,

Engineer, London. Feb. 11.

Present Condition of the Submarine,
Sci. American .Suppl., Feb. 12.

Stored Energy of the Submarine,
Sci. American, Feb. 12.

Submarine Question.
R. L. Gordon. Sci. American, Feb. 19.

Periscope of the Submarine,
Sci. American. Feb. 26.

Torpedo Tubes; the Mechanisms Used Above and Below the
Surface.

Sci. American Suppl.. Mar. 4.

Submarines as Commerce Destroyers,
New Republic, Mar. 4.

Super-Submarine,
Engineer, London, Mar. 17.

Ruthless U-Boat War,
Literary Digest, Mar. 25.

Submarines that Sting Battleships,
George C. Denny. Illus. World. Apr.

The Parodi Periscope.
Long. Engineering. London. Apr. 14.

Rapid-Fire Revolver Principle Applied to the Submarine Tor-
pedo Tube,

Cerio, E., Sci. American, Apr. 15.

Sea-Going Submarines and their Torpedo Armament,
Sci. American, Apr. 1.5.

Detonation of Submarine Mines by Electricity.

Sci. American Suppl., Apr. 15.

U. S. S. Conyngham.
H. H. Norton, Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jou-., May.

Submarine Engines of the German Navy,
Lieut. C. W. Minitz. Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour.. May.

U. S. S. Jacob Jones,
W. F. Sicard, Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., May.

Need of an Efficient Mother Ship fo the Submarines of the U. S.

Navy.
R. G. Skerrett. Int. Marine Eng.. May.

How the Submarine is Navigated,
Marine Rev., May.

Submarine Nets for the Navy,
Sci. American, May 6.

Submarine Propulsion,
Army and Navy Journal. May 6.

Submarine Killer.

A. M. Rud. Illus. Worid. June.
Literary Digest. June 24.

Combination Helmet and Suit Used in Escaping From Disabled
Submarines.

Sci. American, June 17.

Submarine "Curtain of Fire."
Sci. American. June 22.

Peril of the Submarine,
Sci. American, June 29.

Mines, Planting from Scow. Raising from Scow,
Capt. E. A. Greenough, Jour, U. S. Artillery, July-Aug.

Submarine Merchantmen,
Nation, July 13.

Story of the War. The Merchant Submarine,
Outlook, July 19.

Submarines in the Merchant Service,
Sci. American, July 22.

German Submersible Blockade Runner—Deutschland,
Sci. American, July 22.

Germany's Underwater Street to America,
Literary Digest, July 22.

German Submarines C-.") and Deutschland,
Engineer, London, July 2S.

Mining by Submarines,
Army and Navy Gazette, July 29.

Submarine Tender U. S. S. Bushnell,
Lieut. G. E. Davis, U. S. N.-Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour..

Aug.
First Undersea Trader Reaches U. S.,

Marine Rev.. Aug.
The Electrical Equipment of a Modern Foreign Submanne Boat

(Senal).

H. H. Wood. El. Rev.. Aug. 4.

Sub-Surface Blockade Running.
Sci. American. Au(j. 12.

Argument for the Big Submarines,
Sci. American, Aug. 19.

Captured German Mine-Laying Submarine,
Sci. American, Aug. 19-Nov. 4.

The Torpedo and Submarine Branches of the German Navy.
Reginald B. Belknap. U. S. Naval Inst. Jour., Sept.-Oct.

The Log of the ('. S. Suljmarine.
William E. Beard. U. S. Naval Inst. Jour.. Sept.-Oct.

Resistance of Submarines and Airships.
Engineer. London. Sept. 15.

Signaling to Sulimiirincs.

Elcc. World. Sept. 16.

Rights uiid Privileges of Submarine in War.
Riv. Murit.. Oct.

Signaling to Submarines.
l.ilerury Digest. Oct. 14.
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P. de LaRouveraye, Marine Francaise, Annee 14-p, 122.
La Navigation Sous-Marins—An Jourd Hui,

N. Noalhat, Marine Francaise, Vol. 14, p. 160.
Die Frage der Unterseeischen Boote,

Bebiete d. Seewesens, A. Leugnick, Mitthcil a.d. Vol. 29,
p. .365.

The Tactics of the Submarine,
A. Atteridge, Monthly Rev., Vol. 4. p. 42.

The Motion of the Submarine Boat in the Vertical Plane,
Hovgaard, W.. Trans. Inst. Naval Archts., London, Vol. 43,

p. 14.J.

Entwixklung des Unterseebootwesens in den Jahren 1900-1901,
Dinglers Polytech. Jour., Vol. 316, p. 821.

La Navigation Sous-Marine,
Gaget. M., C. Beranger, Paris.

Submarine Boat—Its Future,
J. P. Holland, The Marine Review, Jan. 10.

Early Submarine Warfare,
The Marine Review. Feb. 21.

Submarine Boat Holland's Trial,
The Marine Review. Mar. 7.

Submarine Boats,
The Marine Review, Apr. 18.

Submarine Boat—New,
The Marine Review, Apr. 18.

Submarine Mines^Destructive Qualities,
The Marine Review, July 4.

Submarine Destroyer for England,
The Marine Review, July 11.

Submarine Boats—New Types,
The Marine Review, Sept. 5.

Submarines— Melville on French Marine,
The Marine Review, Sept. 5.

English Submarines Launched,
The Marine Review, Sept. 19.

Submarine Boat Fulton, Tests,
The Marine Review, Nov. 28.

1900

The Question of Submarine Boats,
Nineteenth Century and After, May.

The Merits and Failings of Submarine Boats,
Engineering Mag., June.

Submarine Boats from the Earliest Down to the Present Time,
Cari Busley, Marine Engrg., Oct. 1900-May, 1901.

La Naviguzione Subaqua a Scopo di Guerra,
Revista Marittina, Rome, Vol. 33, pp. .379-406.

La Navigation Sous-Marine—Etude sur les Governails d'lm-
mersion,

H. Noalhat, Rev. Tech.. Vol. 21, 1900, Vol. 32, 1901.
Submarine Navigation,

W. P. Bradley, Pop. Sci. Monthly, N. Y., pp. 156-175.
The Question of Submarine Boats,

E. Robertson, Nineteenth Century, London, pp. 713-722.
The Submarine Boat and Its Future,

North Am. Rev., J. P. Holland, Vol. 171, pp. 874-903.
Submarine Torpedo Boats,

W. W. Kimball, Harpers Monthly Mag.. Vol. 110.

Untersee Boote,
Dinglers Polytech. Jour.. Vol. 315, p. .32-34, Stuttgart.

Stand der Unterseebootfrage zu Beginn des zwanzigsten Jahr-
hunderts,

Dinglers Polytech. Jour., Vol. 315, pp. 277-281.
Le Probleme de la Navigation Sous-Marine,

Noalhat, H., Bull. Tech., Vol. 1, pp. 135-1.'')0.

Submarine Shark fname).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 825.

Submarine Porpoise (name).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. S25.

Submarine Pike (name).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 825.

Submarine Moccasin (name).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 825.

Submarine Grampus (name).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 825.

Submarine Adder (name).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 825.

Contracts for Six U. S. Submarines Placed,
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 105)6.

Submarine Purchase,
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 5.')(i.

Submarine Morse (data).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., I9(X), p. .108; 1901, p. 29 L

Submarine Flamberge (data).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., n. 800.

The DemonBtrated Success of the Submarine Boat.
Ph. Hichborn, Eng. Mag., Vol. 19. pp. .321-241.

Construction and Tests of Submarine Boats for the U. S.]Navy,
Int. Marine Engrg.. p. 1.38.

Argonaut, Submarine Boat Nearing Completion,
The Marine Review, Jan. 11.

John P. Holland—Interview on Submarine Boats,
The Marine Review. Jan. 4.

Holland Submarine Boat—Secretary Long's Proposition.
The Marine Review, Feb. 15.

Holland Submarine Torpedo Boat,
The Marine Review, Mar. 29.

Holland Submarine Boat—Navy to Buy It,

The Marine Review, Apr. 12.

Submarine Boats,
The Marine Review, May 10.

John P. Holland on Submarine Boats,
The Marine Review, May 24.

Holland, Submarine Boat, Seaworthy,
The Marine Review, June 28.

Submarine Boat at Stamford Harbor,
The Marine Review. Aug. 16.

Submarine Boat Holland Could Not Be Located,
The Marine Review, Sept. 6.

Torpedo in War,
The Marine Review, Sept 6.

1899

Submarine Goubet,
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 254.

Submarine Pertuisane (data).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 800.

Submarine Rapiere (data).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 800.

Test of Submarine Holland,
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 1089.

Submarine Escopette (data).
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 800.

La Navigation Sous- Marine,
H. Noalhat, Bull. Technique, Vol. 1, pp. 52-78.

French Submarine Boats,
The Marine Review, Jan. 26.

Holland Submarine Boat,
The Marine Review, Feb. 16.

Holland Submarine Boat in England,
The Marine Review, Apr. 6.

A Submarine Problem (Difficulties with Plunger).
The Marme Review, Mav IS.

Interview with Inventor of Holland Submarine, TorpedolBoat,
Plunger,

The Marine Review, June 1.

Submarine Boats,
L. Irwell, The Marine Review, June 1.

The New Submarine Boat Argonaut,
The Marine Review, June 25).

Submarine Torpedo Boats,
The Marine Review, Aug. 3.

Accident on Submarine 'Torpedo Boat Argon.iut.
The Marine Review, Aui^. 10.

Trial of Submarine Torpedo Boat Holland,
The Marine Review, Nov. 9.

Submarine Boats Abroad,
The Marine Review, Nov. 9.

Holland Boat and Her Tests,
The Marine Review, Nov. 16.

Interest in the Holland,
The Marine Review, Nov. 30.

Submarine Warfare,
The Marine Review, Dec. 28.

1898

Submarine Boat Argonaut,
Int. Marine Engrg., July, p. 7.

The Submarine Scott.
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 366.

The Submarine Scott. Launch and Destroyer,
Am. Soc. Naval p^ngrs. Jour., p. 366.

Submarine Torpedo Boats; Their Influence on Torjiedo Bo.-it

Architecture and Value in Warfare, Murine EnKr||..

W. H. Jaques.
the World's Fighting ShiiAll the World s r^ighting t^hips,

S. Low, Marston & Co., Ltd., 1898-1910.
Has the Suliiuarine Bout a Place?

W. W. Kimball, Soc. Naval Archts. and M.irine Knurs.
Trans., Vol. 0, pp. 61-74.

A Voyage on the Bottom of the Sea,
R. S. Baker, McClures Mug., pp. 203-209.

Holluiid Submarine Boat,
The Marine Review. .\'ov. 17.

The Submarine Boat,
The Marine Review, Nov. 17.

A Place all to Itself —Submarines in War,
Till- Marine Review, Nov. 17.
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1897

Holland Submarine Boat ^' Plunsfr."
Int. Manne Engrg.. Sept., p. 20.

Subtr...' "' -. L.-iunch,

A .'. Engrs. Jour., p. 794.

La N.. -Marine.
H. L,t..:- i .:». p. 147

1896
New Goubet.

Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 158.

U. S. Report of Committee on Torpedoes, Stationary and Mov-
able and Torpedo Boats.

WashinKton, Govt. Printing Office.

1887
Submarine Boats,

G. W. Hovgaard, McDevitt-Wilson's, New York City, p. 98

Submarine Accumulator Accident,
Am. Soc. Naval Engrs. Jour., p. 619.

Lecture on Submarine Boats and Their Application to Torpedo
Operation,

F. M. Barber, U. S. Ordnance Bureau, Navy Dept.

Note Marinare; Letture Pci Marini,
Nemo.. Venuiia, F. Ongania.

Movable Torpedoes,
John Ericson, New York, p. 14
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LIST OF SUBMARINE AND ALLIED PATENTS

I. SUBMARINE VESSELS

Subject Patent No. Date Issued

Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Battery
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Torpedo Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Torpedo Boat
Torpedo Guards for Vessels
Torpedo Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Boat
Torpedo Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Torpedo Boat

Torpedo Boat
Submarine Boat or Vessel

Submarine Torpedo Boat
Submarine Torpedo Vessel
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Vessel

Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Boat
Submergible Torpedo Boat .

Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat

Submarine Torpedo Boat
Submarine Torpedo Boat
Submarine Torpedo Boat

Submarine Torpedo Boat

Submergible Boat
Marine Vessel
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Torpedo Attachment for Boats
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Boat
Visual Indicator for Submergible Boats
Torpedo Boat
Automatic Diving Mechanism for Submarine Boats
Means for Automatically Ballasting Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat or Vessel
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Suljmarinc Boat
Pneumatic Torpedo Firing Apparatus
Storage of Supplies for Submarine Vessels
Anchor Hoistmg Device for Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Hoat
Submarine Boat
Combined Ventilating and Observing Tube for Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat Structure
Automatic Diving Mechanism for Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Tank for liquid fuel

Ballast (!ompartment for SuV>marinc Boats
Submarine Boat
Buoyancy Ri'Kulating Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Compensating Device for Submarine Hoats
Compensating Device for Submarine Boats
Means for Sulimerging Submarine Boats

L. Alexander
L. D. Phillips

J. Carver
J. Bachmann
S. S. Merriam
E. C. B. Rick
J. Jopling
B. A. Richardson
H. Mortensen
T. Nordenfelt
J. Jopling
B. B. Hotchkiss
J. H. L. Tuck
P. B. Walker and

H. G. Riggs
C. S. Lee
A. Campbell and

J. Ash
C. D. Goubet
C. D. Shepard
C. De B. Shepard
G. Poore and
W. C. Storey

J. B. Gerber
F. W. Pool
J. F. Auer
J. P. Holland
J. R. Haydon
D. T. Freese and

J. D. Gavvn
J. P. Holland
G. C. Baker, dec'd
G. C. Baker, dec'd
M. R. Baker ,

Administratrix
G. C. Baker, dec'd
M. R. Baker,

Administratrix
J. P. Holland
S. Lacavalerie

J. Scheubeck
S. Lake
G. W. Bennum
R. Lincoln
J. P. S. Sadtler
S. Lake
J. P. Holland
J. P. Holland
J. P. Holland
C. A. Morris
T. J. Moriarty
T. P. Holland
J. P. Holland
J. P. Holland
J. P. Holland
S. Lake
J. P. Holland
J. P. Holland
J. P. Ilollruid

J. P. Holland
J. P. HoUan.l
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
C. H, GillcUc
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
H. N. Ridgway
F. W. Brady
L. Y. Sj)car
D. F. 'I oomcy
F. T. C;ablo and

L. V. Spear
S. Lake
S. Lake
L. Y. Spear
L. Y. Spear
F. T. Cable
R. L. D'Equevillcy

7,609
9,389

41,365
44.380
.58,661

69,940
173.018
193.727
202.4.53
2.57,604
273,8.51

278,708
297.647

310.342
3.33,762

.344,718
3.52,124
379.991
379,992

.399,693
406.72.5
43.5.8.57

470..53.5

472.670
493.266

.521.8.54

.522.177
525.178

525,179

Sept. 3,

Nov. 9
Jan. 26
Sept. 27
Oct. 9
Oct. 15
Feb. 1

July 31
Apr. 16
May 9
Mar. 13
June
Apr. 29,

1850
1852
1864
1864
1866
1867
1876
1877
1878
1882
1883
1883
1884

Jan.
Jan.

6, 1885
5. 1886

June 29.
Nov. 9,

Mar. 27,
Mar. 27,

1886
1886
1888
1888

Mar. 19, 1889
July 9, 1889
Sept. 2, 1890
Mar. 8, 1892
Apr. 12, 1892
Mar. 14. 1893

June 26, 1894
June 26. 1894
Aug. 28, 1894

Aug. 28, 1894

.530,466 Dec. 4. 1894

.537.113 Apr. 9, 1895
538,921 May V. 1895
575,907 Jan. 26. 189/
581,213 Aor. 20, 1897
604,185 May IV, 1898
615,866 Dec. 13, 1898
625,851 May 30. 1899
6.38..342 Dec. 5. 1899
681.221 Aug. 27. 1901
681.222 Aug. 2V. 1901
683.400 Sept. 24. 1901
68.5,164 Oct. •>•> 1901
691.160 Tan. 14. 1902
693.272 Feb. 11. 1902
694,153 Feb. 2;). 1902
694.1.54 Feb. 25, 1902
694.643 Mar. 4. 1902
695.215 Mar. 11. 1902
696.972 Apr. 8. 1902
702.728 lune i;. 1902
702.729 June 1/. 1902
706„561 Aug. 12. 1902
708,.553 Sept. 9. 1902
709,335 Sept. 16, l(t02

714.921 Dec. 2, 1902
716.0.59 Dec. 16, 1902
717.101 Dec. 30, 1902
71S.4.50 Ian. 13. 1903
726.227 Apr. 21, 1903
72<i.705 .'\pr. 28, 1903
72(i.<il7 Mav 5, 1903
731.500 June 23, 1903
7.38.879 t;.-pt. 15. 1903
739.734 Sept. 22 1903

746.606 Dec. 8. 1903

751.609 Feb. 9. 1904
754.222 Mar. 8. 1904

756.0.30 Mar. 29. 19U4
772.970 Oct. 25, 1904

778.339 Dec. 2;, 1904

778.350 Dec. 27. 1904
7,88.525 May 2, 1905
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Subject

Submarine Boat
Submanne Torpedo Boat
BalUs'. DcNice for Submarine Vessels
Bal!ast Apparatus for Submarine Vessels
Air Sur>p!v Apparatus for Submarine Vessels
Engine t- - •- •• -• • •• Submarine Vessels
Subm.li
Buoya >! Apparatus for Submarine Boats.
Sabnun.

Patentee

Construction of Submarine Boats
Means for Steering Submarine and SubmerRibte Boats
Saboiarine Vessel and Mechanism connected iherew-ith

Sobnumne Boat
Sabntarine Boat .•••••

A' ; ; ;
" 'W • •

•

Antomatic Safety Depth Regulating Valve for Submarine or Submergible Boats

Sabroarine Boat
Duct Keel for Submarine Boats
Submaritie Boat
Submarine Vessel
Immersion Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Vessel Construction _

Proptilsion of Submarine Vessels
Submarine or Submergible Boat

Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submergible Vessel
Torpedo Boat
Twin Screw Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Shelter for '.'se in Connection with Submarine Vessels.
Submarine Boat
Submarine or Submergible Boat
Submarine or Submergible Boat

Submarine Vessel
Entrance Shaft for Submarine Boats.

Craft Adapted to Travel in a Resisting Medium.
Submarine Boat

Submarine Boat.

Propulsion of Submarine Boats
Boat Salvage Device
Torpedo Boat
Means for Expelling the Gas Engine Exhaust of Submarine Boats
Method of Maintaining Eiuality of Weight in Submarine Boats while in opera-

tion.
Submarine Vessel,
Means for Emptying Subm rgence Tanks in Sabmergible Boats.
Submarine Boat or other Vessil
Submarine Boat
Semisubmerged Submarine Gunboat and Torpedo Boat

Submarine Torpedo Boat
Submarine Boat Equipped with Sub.-rerging Planes
Submarine Vessel
Device for Regulating the Submersion of Submarine Boats and the like.
Submarine or Submergible Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Compensating for Torpedoes Discharged from Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat
Submarine or Submergible Boat
Ventilating Apparatus for Submarine Vessels

Conning Tower for Submarine and Diving Vessels

.

Torpedo Tube Cap

Torpedo Boat
Submarine Boat

.

Safety Weight for Submarine Vessels

.

HoC for Submarine Boats .

Pressure Resisting Receptacle
.\

Rudder* for the Submersion and the .N'avigation of Submarine Vessels Under
Water

Submarine or Subrrergible Tori)edo Boat .................
\

Sabmendble Boat Construction

Construction and Conning Equipment for Submergible Boats

Sabmarine Boat i

R. D'Equevilley
J. J. Harpain
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
L. Y. Spear
H. O. Eiane
T. H. Wheless
L. Y. Spear
G. Simpson
T. P. Holland
M. Naletoff
L. Y. Spear and

T. S. Bailey
E. Miehoff
L. Y. Spear
T. H. Wheless
S. Wiebe
E. A. Nilsen
O. S. Pulliam
S. Lake
T. S. Bailey and

L. Y. Spear
J. J. Harpain
L. Y. Spear
J. M. Cage
J. M. Cage
A. Hector
E. L. Peacock
S. Lake
L. Y. Spear
G. Behrmann
M. A. Laubeuf
L. Y. Spear
C. Laurenti
S. Lake and

E. L. Peacock
S. Lake
R. D'Equevilley-

Montjustin
C. M. Stanley
E. D'Equevilley-

Montjustin
R. D'Equevilley-

Montjustin
C. Del. Proposto
G. Salles
H. Maxim
L. Noe

P. Winland
A. T. Griffin

L. Y. Spear
A. H. Atterbridge
S. Lake
H. Hertsberg, A. A.
Low and M. J.
Wohl

A. M. Fuller
L. Y. Spear
S. Lake
M. F. Hay
C. Laurenti
R. D'Equevilley
M. A. Laubeuf
L. Y. Spear
S. C. Rockman
E. L. Peacock
H. Hertsberg. A. A.
Low and M. J.
Wohl

G. J. K. Behrmann
and E. Hurlbrink

H. Hertzberg and
M. J. Wohl

H. Maxim
A. Ehrmann
M. A. Laubeuf
V. Cavallini

J. Buttgen

C. Laurenti
E. L. Peacock
L. Y. Spear and

H. E. Grieshaber
L. Y. Spear and

H. E. Grieshaber
F. Fenaux

Patent No.

708.r)01
801,101
803.174
803,175
803,176
803,177
803.178
SO.'J.^e
803,885
811,886
812,306
812,956
815,3.50
817,130

820,372
821. ,595
821,895
822,565
832,646
834,161
836,892
846,417

848,872
850,831
854,004
854.146
860,126
863,532
872,842
876, .564
878,752
896,613
921,125
922,056
922,298

926.007
926,065

932,379
939.344

943,604

943,605
944,776
945,141
946,944
953,283

953,881
9.58,742
964,943
969,128
970,064

971.676
970,210
973,227
947,921
977,951
985.911
988,6.32
989,371
997,713
998,204

1.003,063

1,006,380

1,011.012

1.006,212
1,028,473
1,01 4,95 •

1,0.35.021
1,044,489
1,045.673

1,061.088
1,067,371

1,072,.393

1,072,392
1,089. .543

Date Issued

Aug. 29
Sept. 19
Oct. 31
Oct. 31
Oct. 31
Oct. 31
Oct. 31
Nov. 28
Nov. 7
Feb. 6
Feb. 13,

Feb. 20,
Mar. 20
Apr. 3

May 8
May 22,

May 29
June 5
Oct. 9
Oct. 23
Nov. 27
Mar. 5

Apr. 2
Anr. 16
M.ay 21
May 21
July 16
Aug. 13
Dec. 3
Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Aug. 18,

May 11

Mav 18
May IS

June 22
June 22

Aug. 24
Nov. 9

Dec. 14

Dec. 14
Dec. 28
Jan. 4
Jan. 18
Mar. 29

Apr. 5
May 24
July 19
Aug. 30
Sept. 13

1905
1905
1905
1905
1905
1905
1905
1905
1905
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906

1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1907

1907
1907
1907
1607
1907
1907
1907
1908
1908
1908
1909
1909
1909

1909
1909

1909
1909

1909

1909
1909
1910
1910
1910

1910
1910
1910
1910
1910

Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Feb.
Dec.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
July
July
Sept.

4, 1910
13, 1910
18, 1910
1, 1910
6, 1910
7, 1911
4, 1911

11, 1911
11, 1911
IS, 1911
12, 1911

Oct. 17,

Dec. 5,

Oct. 17,

June 4,

Jan. 16.
Aug. 6,

Nov. 19,

Nov. 26,

May 6,

July 1.5,

1911

1911

1911
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912

1913
1913

Sept. 2, 1913

Sept. 2.

Mar. 10,

1913
1914
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Subject

Air Supply Apparatus for Submarine Vessels
Housing for the Conning Towers, Periscopes and Ventilating Shafts of Sub-

marines
Periscope
Submarine or Submergible Boat

Submergible Boat
Diving Chamber for Submarine Operations
Periscope for Submarine and Submergible Craft
Torpedo Pilot Boat for Automobile Torpedoes
Submarine Boat
Pressure Regulating Air Circulating for Submarines
Submarine Vessel
Buoyancy Regulating Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Diving Rudder for Submarine Vessels
Submarine Vessel
Submarine
Submarine Boat
Ballast Controlling Apparatus
Shallow Draft Submarine Boat
Pressure Control for Submarine Chambers
Means for Conducting Submarine Warfare
Submarine Torpedo Boat

Submarine Boat
Safety Device for Submarine or Submergible Boats.
Breakwater Shield for Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat
Automatic Air Intake for Submarines, etc
Submarine or Submersible Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Hull Construction of Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat

Submarine Vessel.
Submarine Boat. .

Submarine Vessel
Device for Controlling the Water Ballast iii Submergible Vessels .

Torpedo Launching Apparatus for Submarine Vessels
Hull for Submarines
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Boat
Submarine Torpedo Discharging Device
Submarine Boat

Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Submarine Boat
Pressure Controlled Governing Apparatus.
Submarine Buoyant Conveyance
Submarine Boat

Submarine Boat
Submarine Vessel
Submarine Vessel
Means for Destroying Vessels
Torpedo Tube for Submarines or the like

Water Tube Boiler for Submarines
Submarine Steering Apparatus
Torpedo Launching Apparatus for Submarine Boats.

.

Apparatus for Moving Diving Rudder of Submarines.

Safety Device for Submarine Boats
Cleaning Periscope Glasses
Submarine Warfare
Submarine
Water Tube Boiler for Submarines

Patentee Patent No. Date Issued

P. Pamitzky 1,097.356 May 19. 1914

M. F. Hay 1,099,126 June 2, 1914
J. Hanson 1,102,046 June 30, 1914
M. F. Hay and

F. Gurhauer 1,107.9-12 Aug. 18, 1914
G. M. Lagergren 1.108,192 Aug. 25. 1914
C. Petit 1,109.145 Sept. 1, 1914
B. Rosenbaum 1,110,827 Sept. 15, 1914
S. Danenhower 1,111,139 Sept, 22, 1914
H. Techel 1,121,210 Dec. 15, 1914
T. J. P. Aanstoots 1,115,367 Oct. 27, 1914
C. Laurenti 1.120,392 Dec. 8, 1914
S. Lake 1,123,762 Jan. 5. 1915
C. Laurenti 1,125.567 Jan. 19, 1915
G. G. Ullin 1.125.772 Jan. 19, 1915

J. M. Cage 1,126,616 Jan. 26, 1915
H. S. Epes 1.126.624 Jan. 26. 1915
S. Lake 1,127,648 Feb. 9. 1915
F. B. Whitney 1,127,707 Feb. 9. 1915
M. Klein 1,131.712 Mar. 16, 1915
C. M. Wheaton, dec'd 1,131,761 Mar. 16. 1915

J. Barraja-Frauen-
felder 1,134.940 Apr. 6. 1915

S. Lake 1.135,.537 Apr. 13, 1915
E. L. Peacock 1.143,131 June 15, 1915
R. H. M. Robinson 1.146.958 Julv 20. 1915
S. Lake 1.149.373 Aug. 10. 1915
A. Hoar 1.151.540 Aug. 24. 1915
E. L. Peacock 1.152,754 Sept. 7. 1915
L. Y. Spear 1,153.267 Sept. 14. 1915

J. T. Parker 1,154.126 Sept. 21, 1915
L. Y. Spear 1,154.215 Sept. 21, 1915

J. Barraja-Frauen-
felder 1.158.883 Nov. 2. 1915

C. Laurenti 1,161,484 Nov. 23. 1915
C. Regenbogen and
H Vogel 1.164..394 Dec. 14. 1915

N. P. Nelson 1,165,5,35 Dec. 28, 1915
C. Sacerdoti 1.169,514 Jan. 25, 1916
E. Schneider 1,166.940 Jan. 4. 1916
M. F. Hav 1.169.640 Jan. 25. 1916
S. Lake 1,169,970 Feb. 1. 1916
H. E. Grieshaber 1,170,529 Feb. 8. 1916
H. W. Jacobs 1,173,431 Feb. 29. 1916
H. W. Hille 1,174,723 Mar. 7, 1916

J. Barraja-Frauen-
felder 1.175.219 Mar. 14. 1916

S. Lake 1,180,263 Apr. 18. 1916
W. R. Mackland 1,180,861 Apr.

May
25. 1916

H. Technel 1,183,695 16. 1916
K. Voller 1,187,206 June 13. 1916
H. E. Grieshaber 1.187..522 June 20. 1916
R. Janney 1.187.7,38 June 20. 1916
A. Schrumpf 1.188,842 June 27. 1916

J. Barraja-Frauen-
felder 1,190.210 lulv 4. 1916

W. F. Doherty. Jr. 1.192,172 lulv 25. 1916
C. Laurenti 1,192,5.37 lulv 25. 1916
C. A. Nallough 1,202.351 Oct. 24. 1916
F. V. Hagan 1.201,176 Oct. 10. 1916
M. F. Hay and
G. Ekama 1.204,353 Nov. 7. 1916

G. C. Davison 1,209,678 Dec. 26. 1916
A. Citroen 1.213,153 Jan.

Feb.
23. 1917

S. Lake 1.215.387 13, 1917
M. F. Hay and

C. Ekama 1.216..564 Feb. 20. 1917
J. P. Ryan 1.219.667 Mar. 20. 1917

J. A. Steinmetz 1.222.156 Apr. 10. 1917

J. A. Steinmetz 1.222.498 Apr. 10. 1917
F. W. Schocnen 1 .224.027 Apr. 24. 1917
G. C. Davison 1,224.105 Apr. 24. 1917
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Subject

Keel far Submarine Boats
VeMrl for Submarine or Surface Na\>igatton

Sabmarine Locomotive
Submarine Wrecking Boat
Combcned Surface and Submarine Vessel

Sabaoarine Apparatus
Sabmarine Apparatus
Submarine Boat ::•••

i.
Means oi Escape From Sunken Submarine and Similar Boats

Life Saving Boat
Salvage Means for Submarine Boats
Submarine Boat
Marine Vessel
Submarine Boat
Means of Escape Prom Sunken Submarines
Sabmarine Structure
Sabmarine Torpedo Boat
Means for Effecting Escape of Occupants From Sunken Vessel .......

Life Saving De\-ice for Boats . -.

Means forRecovering Submarine Boats
Life SaNnng Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Signal Efuoy and Lifting Device for Sunken Submarine Boats
Sabmarine Boat
Means for Effecting Escape of Occupants From Sunken Vessels
Sabmarine Boat
Boat Salvage De\-ice
Navigating Turret for Submergible Vessels
Life Boat Tor Submarine Vessels
Safety De\nce for Submarine Boats
Life Saving De\nce for Submarine Boats
Crew Sa\-ing and Submarine Salvaging Device
Device for Raising Submarine Vessels
Submarine Boat
Life Sa\-ing Attachment for Submarines
Life Sa\'ing De\'ice
Means for Indicating and Raising Sunken Boats
Sabmarine Boat
Life Saving Device for Submarine Vessels
&cape Device for Submarine Boats
Signaling Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Buoy Attachment for Submarine Boats
Sabmarine Life Saving and Observation Tender
Sabmarine Rescuing Apparatus
Sabmarine Signaling and Safety Device
De\-ice for Raising Sunken Submarine Vessels
Wreck Raising Appliance

Life Sa\nng Apparatus for Submarines
Life Saving Attachment for Submarines
Life Sa\nng Device
Buoy for Submarine Boats
Signaling and Passenger Carrying Device for Vessels
Lue Boat for Submarine Vessels
Submarine Craft
Submarine Boat
Signal for Submarine Vessels
Apparatus for Raising Submarines and Submersibles

,

Attachment for Submarine Boats
Submarine Life Saving Device
Safety Device for Submarine Boats
Sabmarine Life Saving Appliance
Life Buoy for Submarine of Submergible Boats
Safetv Appliance for Submarine Vessels
Life Sa\-ing Apparatus
Means of Escape From Submarines
Signal Device for Submarine Vessesl
Means for Locating Submarine Boats
Safety Apparatus for Submarines
Anchor Cable Cutting Apparatus for Submarine Boats

Safety Float for Submarines

Submarine with Detachable Conning Tower for Life Saving Purposes
Boor for Submarines
Sabmarine [,_\ .............
Sabmarine
Appli«nce for VesieU
Eacape for Submarines
Escape Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Sabmarine Veaiel
Apparatus for Locating and Raising Sunken Vessels [...[[][].......
Sabmarine
Life Saving Device for Use in Submarines. [.......................
Apparatus for Locating Sunken Vessels
Sttomarine Signaling and Salvage Apparatus
Signal Device for Submarine Boats

Patentee

W. Hammond
V. B. De Souza
S. Lake
W. R. Hinsdale
S. Lake
A. Von Hoffmann
A. Von Hoffmann
H. H. Morrell
P. T. Cable and

L. Y. Spear
J. A. Marley
E. P. Dougherty
W. J. O'Haire
J. F. Gray
R. H. Goldsborough
E. A. Edney
M. E. Pester
A. Elgar
I. Fnpp
J. Husser
E. Oswald
O. A. C. Oehmler
E. L. Benson
W. J. O'Haire
D. A. Dempster
F. Mott
G. Salles
S. Lake
H. J. Walles
W. A. Stevenson
E. Labowsky
A. W. Reed
M. A. Laubeuf
L. E. Goetz
S. S. Peterson
A. L. Bideaux
J. F. Shea
G. B. Yerton
D. and J. Chappell
J. Schnitter

J. F. Shea
G. F. Keating
S. Pontiere
S. Roth
C. Brown
H. Aronsen
V. Buffulini and

R. Rottenbacher
M. Reyngoudt
H. C. E. Lindtke
E. Topper
D. L. Cayo
A. Grossich
G. Hilgers
K. Whiting
A. J. Griffin
F. A. Lovegrove
L. A. J. LeDuc
S. Danenhower
C. W. Flint

J. E. Conway
C. G. UUin
H. Grieshaber
J. S. Eraser
L. H. De Wyk
W. J. Kenely
E. B. Walsh
H. Lotz
M. J. L. P. Bonard
J. Barraja-Frauen-

felder
H. E. Keller and

H. M. Siedschlag
V. Cavallini
W. H. Amberger
C. E. and H. E. Beck
R. Brunet
E. F. Crane
E. L. Peacock
D. C. Marshall
C. Von Culin
G. McKenzie
W. L. Walker
H. F. Wilson
J. F. and D. Neal
R. Okusa
H. E. Nord

Patent No.

303,84.3
453,.'560

.'557.835

57."),890

6,50,758
6,57,218
664,1,52
726,085

799,714
805,975
807,732
814.869
841.961
842,146
845,623
845,813
846,7.36
848,615
8,55,890
8.56,096
8.57,193
861,795
867.294
876,777
883,040
922,519
925,706
932,921
952.379
9.53.473
953,642
955,414
960,.537
974,516
986,431
993,205
994,.552
002,033
007.145
009,800
014,.398
019.356
026,4,58
028,989
030,701

030,869
0.36,1.50

064,351
070,639
071..393
076,496
081.740
097,700
103,958
113,799
114,1.55
117.,5.55

117.826
1 ''7,965

128,5.53
137,131
1.39.409
1.52,305
152,420
1,53,277
154„522
156,970

158,160

159,683
1,59,745
160,122
16fi,651

168,707
169,128
173„379
173,726
175,848
176,229
177,1.57
177,372
178,094
178.407
181,791

Date Issued

Aug. 19
June 2
Apr. 7
Jan. 26
May 29
Sept. 4
Dec. 18
Apr. 21

Sept. 19
Nov. 28,

Dec. 19
Mar. 13
Jan. 22
Tan. 22
Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Mar. 12
Mar. 26
June 4
June 4
June 18
July .30

Oct. 1

Jan. 14
Mar. 24
May 25
June 22
Aug. 31
Mar. 15
Mar. 29
Mar. 29
Apr. 19
June 7
Nov. 1

Mar. 14
May 23
June 6
Aug. 29
Oct. 31
Nov. 28
Jan. 9
Mar. 5
May 14
June 11
June 25

July 2
Aug. 20
June 10
Aug. 19
Aug. 26
Oct. 21
Dec. 16
May 26
July 21
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Feb. 9
Feb. 16
Apr. 27
May 11
Aug. 31
Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Oct. 19

Oct. 26

Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Jan. 4
Jan. 1

Jan. 25
Feb. 29
Feb. 29
Mar. 14
Mar. 21
Mar. 28
Mar. 28
Apr. 4
Apr. 4
^fay 2

1884
1891
1896
1897
1900
1900
1900
1903

1905
1905
1905
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1908
1908
1909
1909
1909
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912

1912
1912
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915

1915

1915
1915
1915
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
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Subject Patent No. Date Issued

Submarine Boat Attachment
; W. H. Ramm

Marine Life Saving Apparatus J. Konrad
Escape Apoaratus for Submarines R. Brunei
Wreck Indicating Device G. W. Heath
Detachable Life Boat for Submarine Vessels A. J. Morrison, Jr.
Detachable Conning Tower and Life Buoy C. Kaempfer
Device for Locating Sunken Vessels C. F. Nyquist
Submarine Salvage Apparatus D. W. Shea
Submarine Boat G. A. Fredericks
Means to Raise Sunken Vessels ( C. T. Bowers
Device for Locating and Raising Sunken Vessels X- C- Paulson
Apparatus for Raising Sunken Vessels R. W. Bryant and

A. E. Moore
Automatic Signaling Device for Marine Vessels E. Nelson
Ship Locating Device C. May
Signaling or Indicating Buoy C. M. Rollo
Means for Floating or Raising Fluid Supported Objects A. Musorofiti
Life Saving Apparatus for Submarines R. A. Willison
Submarine Vessel J. C. Buerke
Vessel Locating and Salvaging Apparatus J. M. Orr
Submarine Life Boat D. V. Reeves
Submarine Life Saving and Observation Device T. E. Burke and

J. R. A. Lindholm
Marker Buoy L. A. Carter and

L. J. Rector
Life Boat for Submarines W. Brown
Vessel Indicating and Raising Apparatus i B. F. Nixon

1.182.205?
1.18.3.078
1.183.163
1.1.84.180
1.184.981
1,188,179
1.188,308
1,188,333
1,188.436
1,188.888
1.189.864

1.191,558
1.194,770
1.196.131
1.196.588
1,197,650
1,207,115
1,207.851
1,208.362
1,210.840

1,21.5,903

1.215,908
1,221,282
1,223,606

May 9,

May 16.

May 16.
May 23.
May .30.

June 20.
June 20.
June 20.
June 27,

June 27,

July 4,

July 18,
Aug. 15,

Aug. 29,
Aug. 29,
Sept. 12,
Dec. 5,

Dec. 12.
Dec. 12.

Jan. 2.

1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916

1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1917

Feb. 13, 1917

Feb. 13, 1917
Apr. 3, 1917
Apr. 24, 1917
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App&ntus for Discharging Torpedoes Under Water
NIarine Torpedo
Towing
Submarine Torpedo
Propulsion of Marine Torpedoes
Submarine Torpedoes and Boats
Torpedo Boats
Torpedo Guard
Electro- Magnetic Steering Apparatus for Submarine Boats
Torpedo Boat
Torpedo Boat
Torpedo Boat
Valves for To
Marine To:
Torpedo Boat
Marine Torpedo
Torpedo Boat
Submarine Torpedo Boat
Submarine Torpedo Boat
Means tor Adapting Submarine Guns to Ships
Submarine Torpedo Boat
Torpedo Boat
Torpedo Guard for Vessels
Gas Expansion Chamber for Torpedo Boats . .

Torpedo Boat
Submarine Torpedo

o Boats.

Submarine Torpedo Gun
Submarine Torpedo
Apparatus for Launching Torpedoes
NIarine Torpedo
Apparatus for Launching Torpedoes
Torpedo
Torpedo Boat Propelled and Steered by Electricity
Apparatus for Protecting Vessels Against Torpedo Attacks
Submarine Torpedo Boat

Marine Torpedo
Electric Torpedo Boat
Safety Mechanism for Torpedo Tubes
Automatic Brake Apparatus for Torpedoes
Apparatus for Launching Torpedoes
Torpedo Boat
Manufacture of Torpedo Nets and Means for Attaching and Working Them
Auto- Mobile Torpedo
Means for Operating Marine Torpedoes

Submarine Torpedo Boat
Net Cutting Attachment for Torpedoes
Auto-Mobiie Torpedo

Self-Propelling Torpedo

Automatic Sinking Valve for Submarine Torpedoes.

Auto-Mobile Torpedo.

Torpedo Launching Gear
Firing Mechanism for Torpedoes.

Torpedo and Gun Boat
Mechanism for Controlling Torpedoes
Marine Torpedo
Universal Torpedo Dropping Gear
Marine Torpedo
Marine Torpedo
Marine Torpedo
Toipedo Boat
Toipedo Defense
Apparatus for Launching Pish Torpedoes
Torpedo Tube Mounting
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Depth Regulating Mechanism for Marine Torpedoes and Other Vessels
Torpedo Launching Ap{>aratus
.Torpedo

Torpedo Launching Tube
Launching Tube for Torpedoes

Apparatus for Ejecting or Launching Torpedoes
Apparata^ for Launching Torpedoes

Marine Torpedo

Steering Mechanism for Torpedoes
Steering Apparatus for Torpedoes
Automatic Steering Device for Torpedoes

P. Plant
H. M. Nagel
J. D. Willoughby
W. R. King
J. A. Howell
H. J. Smith
H. F. Knapp
J. H. Fisher

J. L. Lay
J. L. Lay
J. L. Lay
J. L. Lay
J. L. Lay
J. H. McLean
W. H. Mallory
M. Coloney
G. W. McMullen
M. A. Hardy
M. Hubbe
J. Ericsson
G. H. Reynolds
G. H. Reynolds
W. H. Walker
G. E. Haight
G. H. Reynolds
M. Hubbe and
M. A. Hardy

P. Brotherhood
H. F. Hicks
P. Brotherhood
J. A. Howell
J. A. Howell
T. Nordenfelt
W. S. Sims
A. C. Koerner
G. E. Haight and
W. H. Wood

S. H. Nealy
H. M. Bennett
E. Kaselowsky
E. Kaselowsky
E. Kaselowsky
A. P. S. Miller
W. M. Bullivant
M. E. Hall
]. G'Kelly and

B. A. Collins
H. P. Griswold
S. A. Brown
A. G. Von Buonac-

corsi Di Pistoja
A. G. Von Buonac-

corsi Di Pistoja
A. G. Von Buonac-

corsi Di Pistoja
A. G. Von Buonac-

corsi Di Pistoja
H. P. Elwell
A. G. Von Buonac-

corsi Di Pistoja
R. J. Catling
G. R. Murphy
N. J. Halpine
C. Dann
A. W. Savage
A. W. Savage
J. A. Howell
J. Ambrose
W. P. Bullivant

J. B. G. A. Canet
J. B. G. A. Canet
A. Scheibel
F. H. Paine
J. A. Howell
S. E. Mower and

G. E. Haight
J. B. G. A. Canet
E. W. Lloyd and

C. W. Hutchinson
S. Drzewiecki
E. W. Lloyd and

C. W. Hutchinson
L. F. Johnson, W. J.

Slacke and H. Lacy
L. Obry
E. Kaselowsky
E. Kaselowsky

.36.965
39,162
48,124
102,556
121,052
134,493
158,.501
197,262
198,127
211,301
211,302
211,303
217,120
222.718
223,855
225,465
227,637
243,888
243,907
245,364
245,864
246,415
247.717
250,144
251,288

255,.386
261,662
263.407
261,805
311,325
311,326
312,579
319,633
338,241

339,096
358,471
359,313
361,066
361,525
361,526
364,364
379.854
387,353

388,299
388,862
401,773

413,113

413,114

413,115

413,585
414,386

417.206
424,288
442,327
453,861
455,742
456,278
4.56,524
4.58,677
464,909
466,976
470,286
470,288
472.553
478,813
484,658

498,183
514,810

517,390
542,876

548,374

559.711
562,235
591,768
607,440

Nov. 18,

July 7,

June 6,

May 3,

Nov. 21,
Dec. 31,
Jan. 5,

Nov. 20,
Dec. 11,

Jan. 14,

Jan. 14,

Jan. 14,

July 1,

Dec. 16,

Jan. 27,
Mar. 16,
May 18,

July 5,

July 5,

Aug. 9,

Aug. 16.
Aug. 30,
Sept. 27,
Nov. 29,
Dec. 20,

Mar. 21,
July 25,
Aug. 29,

July 25,

Jan. 27,

Jan. 27,
Feb. 17,

June 9,

Mar. 16,

Mar. 30,
Mar. 1,

Mar. 15,
Apr. 12,
Apr. 19.
Apr. 19,

June 7,

Mar. 20,

Aug. 7,

Aug. 21,
Sept. 4.

Apr. 23,

1862
1863
1865
1870
1971
1872
1875
1877
1877
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1880
1880
1880
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188

1882
1882
1882
1882
1885
1885
1885
1885
1886

1886
1887
1887
1887
1887
1887
1887
1888
1888

1888
1888
1889

Oct. 15. 1889

Oct. 15, 1889

Oct. 15. 1889

Oct. 22, 1889
Nov. 5, 1889

Dec. 10
Mar. 25
Dec. 9
June 9
July 14,

July 21,

Julv 21
Sept. 1

Dec.
"

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
July 12
Oct. 18

12,

12,

May 23.
Feb. 13,

Mar. 27.
July 16.

1889
1890
1890
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892

1893
1894

1894
1895

Oct. 22, 1895

May 5,

June 16,
Oct. 12,

July 19.

1896
1896
1897
1898
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Subject Patentee

Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Device tor Starting Torpedoes
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Apparatus for Launching or Discharging Torpedoes
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Automobile Torpedo
Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
Automatic Steering Device for Torpedoes
Torpedo
Submersion Regulating Gear for Torpedoes
Autotorpedo
Apparatus for Putting Torpedoes on Vessels
Propulsion of Torpedoes, etc., by Compressed Air
Firing Valve for Subsurface Expulsion Tubes
Torpedo Laanching Apparatus
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Torpedo Boat
Submerged Broadside Apparatus for Discharging Torpedoes ,

Steering Apparatus for Torpedoes
Apparatus for Handling Automobile Torpedoes
Torpedo
Compensating Device for Submarine or Submergible Boats.

.

Gyroscopic Apparatus for Steering Torpedoes
Means for Expelling Torpedoes
Safety Device for Automobile Torpedoes
Steering Mechanism for Torpedoes ,

Gyroscopic Control Apparatus ,

War Ship
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Board side Under Water Torpedo Launching Apparatus ....
Torpedo Handling Device for Vessels
Automotor Torpedo

Torpedo Boat
Marine Torpedo Guard
Starting Valve for Automobile Torpedoes
Gyroscope Spinning Device
Torpedo Conveying and Launching Apparatus
Retarding Device for Automobile Torpedoes
Means for Carrving and Handling Torpedoes on Vessels
Automobile Torpedo
Valve Attachment for Torpedoes
Revolving Torpedo Tube Cap
Torpedo Expulsion Valve

Automatic System for Balancing and Controlling Torpedoes
Steering Apparatus for Automobile Torpodoes
Automobile Torpedo
Means for Carrying and Handling Torpedoes on Vessels
Torpedo Projecting Apparatus for Submarime and Submersible Vessels
Tandem Torpedo Tube
Starting Valve for Automobile Torpedoes
Immersion Regulator
Steering Apparatus for Torpedoes
Means for Actuating Submersion Rudders for Torpedoes
Torpedo Boat
Torpedo Expulsion Tube
Gyroscopic Steering Gear for Torpedoes
Propelled Torpedo
Torpedo Boat
Immersion Regulator, Particularly Adapted for Torpedoes
Shell or Casing for Standard Tori)fdoes
Control Mechanism for Steering Apparatus.
Automatic Immersion Regulator for Submarines and Torpedoes
Torpedc
Torpedo Launching Tube
Torpedo
Self-Propelled Torpedo
Firing Means for Torpedoes
Apparatus for Launching Torpedoes Under Water.
Self- Propelled Torpedo
Torpedo Launching Device
Steering Mechanism for Torpedoes
Turbine Installation for Torpedoes.
Air Heater for Compressed Air Engines

Starting Device for the Compressed Air Motors of Self-Propelled Torpedoes. .

Diving Gear for Submarine Boats
Gas-Propelled Torpedo
Torpedo Tube
Automobile Torpedo
Torpedo
Torperl
Depth Regulating Mechanism for Moving Vessels
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Torpcflo anfl the like

Apparatus for Discharging Excess Exhaust Gases from Motors Working on a
(Closed C;ycle

F.xplodcr for Automobile Torpedoes

J. Whitehead
L. Obry
S. Drzewiecki
H. L. J. C. Turck
E. Kaselowsky
T. E. Barrow
T. W. Just
H. Maxim
C. D. Haskins
E. Kaselowsky
A. J. Van Stockum
H. Shoemaker
C. A. Morris
F. M. Leavitt

J. P. Holland
J. Whitehead
S. J. J. Drzewiecki
F. W. Brady
G. Hoyos
J. Borresen
B. A. Fiske
M. Fischhaber
L. Y. Spear
F. M. Leavitt
F. W. Brady
G. E. Edgar
F. M. Leavitt
F. M. Leavitt

J. Slonka
A. E. Jones
A. E. Jones
G. M. Evans
H. A. Noalhat and

G. Fournier
T. J. Moriarty
J. Neumaier
F. M. Leavitt
F. M. Leavitt
T. H. Wheless
F. M. Leavitt
T. J. Moriarty
T. H. Wheless
E. Niehoff
H. E. Grieshaber
J. Barraja-Frauen-

felder
T. Gihon
F. M. Leavitt
G. C. Davison
T. J. Moriarty
H. Smulders
L. Y. Spear
F. M. Leavitt
A. E. Jones
A. J. VanStockum
A. E. Jones
E. A. Nilsen
L. Y. Spear
F. M. Leavitt
H. Lacv
E. J. Kelley
A. E. Jones
C. Davis
F. M. Leavitt

K. S( hncider
P. J. Iledlund
A. E. Jones
E. O'Toole
A. E. Jones
C. Davis
A. E. Jones
A. E. Jones
S. Lake
F. M. Leavitt
S. Z. De Ferranti
H. W. Shonnard and
W. Dieter

A. E. Jones
F. M. Leavitt
I. N. Lewis
C^ Laurenti
H. Maxim
M. Larsen
J. Tasto
G. C. Davison
S. Lake
K. O. Leon

G. F. Juubert
P. M. Leavitt

Patent No. Date Issued

608,814
621.364
621.640
626.945
631.308
632.089
638.463
641.787
661.520
661..535
670.041
680.505
685.165
693.872
696.971
697.906
708,031
713.198
713.985
716.517
717.563
726.796
739.735
741.683
765.305
765.769
785,425
795.045
797,235
801,719
801.792
803.218

807.195
807,482
808,942
814,055
814,969
815..393
816,019
818,.390
818.987
820,888
820.925

822,500
825,881
839.161
858.266
868.613
868.946
871.453
880,030
881,930
882,982
88,3,028
883,664
888,544
894,838
895.870
896.921
899.304
901,1.57
901,355
904,093
906,133
908.270
909.321
910,823
914.371
916.164
917,449
925,707
925.710
925.889

927.434
929.954
933.08.3
933.086
9,34.192
937.217
940.0.33
941.111
94«.6.">9

949..325
952.451

953.140
953.848

Aug. 9.

Mar. 21.
Mar. 21.
June 13.

Aug. 22.
Aug. 29.
Dec. 5.

Jan. 23.
Nov. 13.
Xov. 13,
Mar. 19.

Aug. 13.
Oct. 22.
Feb. 25.
Apr. 8.

Apr. 15.
Sept. 2.

Nov. 11.
Nov. 18.

Dec. 23,
Jan. 6.

Apr. 28.
Sept. 22.
Oct. 20,

July 19,

Julv 26,
Mar. 21,

July 18,
Aug. 15.

Oct. 10.
Oct. 10.
Oct. 31.

Dec. 12.
Dec. 19.

Jan. 2.

Mar. 6.

Mar. 13.
Mar. 20.
Mar. 27.
Apr. 17.
Apr. 24.
May 15.

May 15.

June 5.

Julv 10.
Dec. 25,

June 25,
Oct. 15.

Oct. 22.
Nov. 19.

Feb. 25.
Mar. 17.
Mar. 24.
Mar. 24.
Mar. 31.
Mav 26,

Aug. 4.

Aug. 11.

Aug. 25.
Sept. 22.
Oct. 13,

Oct. 20.
Nov. 17.
Dec. 8.

Dec. 29.

Jan. 12.

Jan. 26.
NIar. 2.

Mar. 23.
Apr. 6,

June 22,

June 22.
une 22,

July 6.

Aug. 3.

Sept. 7,

Sept. 7.

Sept. 14.

Oct. 19.

Nov. 16,

Nov. 23.

Jan. 18.

Feb. 15.

Mar. 22.

Mar. 29.

Apr. 6,

1898
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1900
1900
1900
1901
1901
1901
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1903
1903
1903
1903
1904
1904
1905
1905
1905
1905
1905
1905

1905
1905
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906

1906
1906
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
190S
1908
190S)

1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909

1909
190<»

1909
•

1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1910
1910
1910

1910
1910
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Subject

Torpedo
AttAchment for Torpedo Tubes
Torpedo
Torpedo
Gyroscopically Controlled Torpedo Firing Apparatus
Sell-Propelling Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
G>-Toscopic Steering Apparatus
Submarine Broadside Torpedo Launching Tube
Water Jet Marker for Torpedoes
Automobile Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
Percussion Mechanism of Automobile Torpedoes
Means for the Propulsion of Automobile Torpedoes
Automobile Torpedo and Method of and Apparatus for its Propulsion
Automatic Controlling Means for Submarine Vessels
Mechanical Air Device for Expelling Water or other Liquids from the Heads of

Torpedoes to Aid in the Recovery Thereof After Firing

Torpedo Launching Tube
Automatic Steering De\-ice for Torpedoes
Device for Cutting or Destroying Torpedo Nets
Di\-ing Gear for Torpedoes
Valve Control Mechanism for Gyroscopic Steering Gear
G>TOScopic Steering Mechanism for Torpedoes
Device for Destroymg Torpedo Nets
Method of Fire Control for Torpedoes
Submarine or Submergible Boat
Stopping De\-ice for Automobile Torpedoes
Means for Launching Torpedoes from the Sides of Ships
Starting and Stopping Mechanism for Automobile Torpedoes
Exploder
Sinking Device for Automobile Torpedoes
Submarine Torpedo
Gyroscope Steering Gear
Steering Mechanism for Automobile Torpedoes
Mechanism for Firing Torpedoes
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Gyroscopic Steering Mechanism for Torpedoes
Torpedo Steering Mechanism
Guide Block for Torpedoes
Broadside Firing Deck Torpedo Tube

Broadside Firing Torpedo Tube

Torpedo
Indicator for Submarine Vessels
Means for Automatically Steering Torpedoes or the like
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Apparatus for Launchmg Torpedoes
G>Toscopically Controlled Torpedo
De\nce for Saving Torpedoes
Torpedo
Torpedo and Other Submarine Apparatus
Mine Catcher

Mine Catcher
Torpedo Guard
Gyroscopic Steering Device
Diving Gear for Torpedoes
Mine Raising Apparatus
Automobile Torpedo
Torpedo Launching Tube
Gyroscopic Steering Mechanism
Device to Prevent the Admission of Water into the Interior of the Hollow Shaft

of a Torpedo's Propeller
Dirigible Torpedo
Gyroscopic Steering Mechanism for Automobile Torpedoes
Safety Mechanism for Operating the Muzzle and Breech Doors of Torpedo Fir-

ing Tubes

Torpedo Expulsion Tube ^

Torpedo
Torpedo Mechanism Starter
Gyroscopically Controlled Torpedo
Automobile Torpedo
Mounting for Torpedo Tubes or the like
Mine Destoryer
Automobile Torpedo
Steering Apparatus for Torpedoes
Steering Mechanism for Torpedoes
Torpedo Tube
Mine and Submarine Destroyer

Patentee

M. Glass

J. KimbreU
C. Davis
C. Davis
C. Davis
H. W. Shonnard
G. C. Davison
W. M. Douglas
H. G. Gillmor
J. C. Waldron
C. C. A. Fallenius
G. P. Helfrich
A. E. Jones
J. M. O'Kelly
W. M. Douglas
A. E. Jones
A. E. Jones
H. Maxim
H. W. Shonnard

K. Whiting and
J. B. Howell

E. Schneider
H. W. Shonnard
W. Golsteyn
F. M. Leavitt
G. C. Davison
G. C. Davison
W. Golsteyn
H. W. Shonnard
E. L. Peacock
F. M. Leavitt
A. F. Jones
F. U. Leavitt
F. I?. Leavitt
F. M. Leavitt
H. W. Shonnard
P. Hennig
F. M. Leavitt
T. S. Bailey
T. McC. Gunn
T. McC. Gunn
T. McC. Gunn
F. Zottich

J. J. Dallier
W. J. Doolan
M. F. Hay and

F. Guhrauer
M. F. Hay and

F. Guhrauer
G. P. Helfrich
G. P. Smith
K. O. Leon
G. C. Davison
G. C. Davison
E. F. Chandler
E. Durr
G. P. Helfrich
K. O. Leon
J. K. Kendrick and

J. W. Halterman
P. Zakit
E. R. Trammell
F. M. Leavitt
W. Dieter

J. C. Lobato
W. Dieter
W. Dieter
W. Dieter

C. Radiguer
M. P. Otto
F. W. Dodd

J. Barraja-Frauen-
felder

J. Barraja-Frauen-
lelder

G. A. Knox
G. A. Knox
H. W. Shonnard
H. W. Shonnard
H. H. Parsons
I. M. Ritter
B. H. Scott
F. M. Leavitt
F. M. Leavitt
C. Laurenti
W. H. Norfolk

Patent No.

957,670
958,650
964,147
964,148
972.064
973,141
977,4.38
978,862
980,243
983.467
990,429
995.138
996,412
998,383
998.475

1,005,042
1,005.647
1,014,014
1,022.706

1,023,907
1,024,424
1,030,134
1.031,997
1,033,810
1,033,994
1,033,995
1,034,999
1,035,647
1,037,519
1.044,543
1,046,192
1,064,349
1,068,594
1,076,295
1.077,311
1,077,344
1,080,116
1,094,9631
1,097,623
1,097,624
1,097,625
1,098,074
1,098,230
1,099,971

1,100,481

1,100,676
1,117,843
1,120,417
1,121,563
1,122,699
1,122,700
1,127,403
1,130,585
1,133,282
1,137,222

1.138.225
1,138,525
1,139,239
1,145.025
1,145,355
1.148,103
1,148,155
1,149,505
1,153,678

1,154,206
1,154,427
1,156,-350

1,158,884

1,161.182
1,163,158
1,163,1.59
1,163.606
1,163,607
1,164,957
1,174,026
1,177,280
1,179,440
1,179,439
1,179,848
1,181,339

Date Issued

May 10.
May 17.

July 12.

July 12.
Oct. 4,

Oct. 18.
Dec. 6,

Dec. 20,
Jan. 3.
Feb. 7,

Apr. 25,
June 13,
June 27,
July 18,

July 18,
Oct. 3,

Oct. 10,

Jan. 9,

Apr. 9.

Apr. 23
Apr. 23
June 18
July 9
July 30
July 30
July 30,

Aug. 6
Aug. 13
Sept. 3
Nov. 19
Dec. 3
June 10
July 29
Oct. 21
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Dec. 2
Apr. 28
May 26
May 26
May 26
May 26
May 26
June 16

June 16

June 16,

Nov. 17
Dec. 8
Dec. 15
Dec. 29
Dec. 29
Feb. 9
Mar. 2
Mar. 30
Apr. 27

May 4
May 4
May 11
July 6
July 6,

July 27
July 27
Aug. 10,

Sept. 14,

Sept. 21
Sept. 21
Oct. 12

1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1912
1912

1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1913
1193
1913
1913
1913
1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

1914

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1915
1915
1915
1915

1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915

1915
1915
1915

Nov. 2, 1915

Nov. 23,
Dec. 7,
Dec. 7,

Dec. 7.

Dec. 7,

Dec. 21,
Feb. 29,
Mar. 28,
Apr. 18,
Apr. 18,
Apr. 18.
Nlay 2,

1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
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Subject

Method of Gyroscopic Control

Buoyancy Varying Device
Torpedo Construction
Torpedo Launching Apparatus
Shield for Battleships
Ship Protector
Mine Destroying Means
Gyroscopic Steering Device
Diving Gear for Torpedoes
Means for Preventing Attacks of Torpedoes and the like

Ship's Torpedo Tube
Apparatus for Launching Automobile Torpedoes .-: .

Gyroscopic Steering Mechanism
Mine Guards for Ships
Mine or Torpedo Guard for Vessels
Torpedo Guard
Gyroscopic Steering Mechanism
Mine Sweeper
Torpedo Construction
Torpedo Tube
Torpedo
Torpedo Catcher and Mine Destroyer
Torpedo Guard for Ships

Torpedo and Submarine Guard
Mine Catcher and Ship Protector
Automatically Controlled Floating Mine
Torpedo Firing Control and Signal Apparatus for Torpedo Boats
Aeromarine Torpedo
Torpedo Shield for Vessels
Ship Protecting Shield
Submarine Vessel

Patentee

H. Anschuetz-
Kaumpfe

D. F. Asbury
H. W. Shonnard
D. R. Battles

J. Taggart
H. J. Charles
E. T. Robeson
O. K. Cazin
W. Dieter
K. O. Leon
B. Rosenbaum
G. C. Davison
F. M. Leavitt
W. H. Baker
W. H. Baker
T. M. Daniels
W. Dieter
M. W. Green
H. W. Shonnard
C. Laurenti
A. Extrand
H. O'Grady
A. Carlson and

F. A. Swanson
J. A. Steinmetz
M. Feller
L. A. Bockstahler
E. G. Gallagher
J. A. Steinmetz
J. O. Travelstead
W. A. Shephard
A. J. Van Stockum

Patent No.

1,180,365
1,180.366
1,181,548
1,184,409
1,185.145
1,185,983
1.187,179
1,189,239
1,190.871
1,195.042
1,195.739
1,196.745
1,197,134
1,200,068
1,200,069
1.202.810
1,204,852
1,206,432
1,207,333
1,209,729
1,212,468
1,217,812

1,218,371
1.219,879
1,219,929
1,221,964
1,222,198
1,223,212
1.223,536
1,223,627
1,223,747

Date Issued

Apr. 25,
Apr. 25,
May 2,

May 23.
May 30,
June 6,

June 13.

July 4.

July 11,

Aug. 15,

Aug. 22.
Aug. 29.
Sept. 5,

Oct. 3.

Oct. 3,

Oct. 31,
Nov. 14,
Nov. 28,
Dec. 5,

Dec. 26,
Jan. 16.
Feb. 27,

1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1917
1917

I

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

6. 1917
20, 1917
20, 1917
10, 1917
10, 1917
17. 1917
24, 1917
24, 1917
24, 1917
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wWML ELECTMCmm
THE HEADLIGHT PROBLEM

The headlight question has been one of

considerable interest for some time; recently

it has come to the front owing to special

legislation. The rapid growth of the trouble

has obviously been due to the increase in the

density of traffic, the development of powerful

light sources, and the consequent higher

running speeds.

What impressions are gained from a broad

siir\'ey of the existing situation?

In the main, we are struck by the frequency

with which complete ignorance of the tech-

nical facts is to be found among those con-

cerned, both in and out of the automobile

trade. Two considerations justify this asser-

tion; namely, the conspicuous maladjustment

or lack of adjustment among the headlights to

be seen any evening on any suburban road,

and the enormous sales of certain devices pos-

sessing no merit beyond saleability.

It is true that in some matters of detail,

headlight questions are not adapted for ready

apprehension by the layman, even the engi-

neer layman. At the same time, the gener-

alities are extremely easy to grasp and
verifiable by experiments which call for no
special facilities.

In the first place it would hardly seem
necessar>' to state that no device can increase

the light emission from a headlight, yet

advertisements have appeared in which the
claim is made. Secondly, there is the common
illusion that glare is an adventitious feature

of the illuminators used, which might be
removed entirely without drawback, just as

one can filter water.

Unfortunately, this is entirely untrue;
in fact, we can safely say that under the
practical limitations which occur glare is an
inseparable attribute of a really useful degree

of illumination. Thus the illumination falling

on another traveler's face, if it is intense

enough to facilitate recognition, will certainly

lead to glare. With this premise it is evident

that the problem is purely one of distribution

with regard to two opposed requirements,

viz., maximum comfort and safety for the

man behind the light, and maximum comfort

and safety for the man facing the light. Ab

the one extreme we have the user completely

satisfied, but everyone who meets him is

likely to encounter glare; at the other,

extreme glare is eliminated under all possible

road conditions, but the user of the light is

wretchedly served. It is easily possible to

contrive a means such that glare will occur

in relatively rare road circumstances, and yet

the user will have reasonably good driving

light.

Appreciation of the fact that all solutions

must be of the nature of a compromise

disposes of the plea that it is unsatisfactory

to see only the wheels of vehicles and the

legs of animals.

The article in this issue by Dr. H. P. Gage
explains and illustrates these matters with

unusual clearness. Later we hope to see a

popular explanation of the means available

for obtaining such results as are here dis-

cussed.

In conclusion, we would anticipate a

possible objection that compromise is not

absolutely essential; that, in fact, by proper

use of dimmers, tilting devices, or double

equipment controlled by the driver, complete

satisfaction will result for all parties con-

cerned.

A community is conceivable in which the

implied virtue might be found; unfortunately

(or should we say fortunately?) we have yet

to encounter such a community.
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METHODS FOR MORE EFFICIENTLY UTILIZING OUR
FUEL RESOURCES

Part II

UTILIZATION OF WASTE AND UNDEVELOPED FUELS IN PULVERIZED FORM

Bv V. Z. Caracristi

Vice President, Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company

The cheapness of high-grade fuels in this country has, in the past, resulted in almost exclusive dependence
upon them. In parts of the country at a distance from the mines, however, the transportation charges have
far exceeded the original cost of the fuel. Now that the facilities for the production of high-grade fuels have
been overtaxed, with consequent increase in the price of these fuels, other sources of supply should be developed
especially in parts of the country where the utilization of local resources of low-grade fuels would reduce
the transportation charges. The lack of development work on methods of satisfactorily utilizing these fuels

is largely responsible for their neglect, as well as for the neglect of low-grade fuels that might be produced as
by-products from existing coal mines. The use of fuel in pulverized form offers a basis for further development
work in this connection. The author reviews the advantages of pulverized fuel for generating steam, and out-
lines the basis for comparing the cost of this method with the methods more commonly used. Also, the prob-
lems incident to its application to boiler furnaces, and to metallurgical and industrial work.

—

Editor.

The present period of commercial and
industrial activity in the United States and
Canada, in combination with the use of

liquid fuels for automobiles and marine pur-
poses, has accentuated the inadequacy of

our commercially developed fuel supply and
has directed specific attention to the fact that
the knovi^n sources of fuel are being rapidly
depleted.

In addition to the developed sources of

high-grade bituminous and anthracite coals,

there is available a large amount of low^-grade
fuel. An accurate figure as to the amount of

this fuel is difficult to obtain, but based on
the area in which fuel is found, the supply,
unquestionably, largely exceeds the supply of

fuel now being commercially utilized.

This fuel is divided into two divisions,

i.e., lignites and peats, and coke breese
and graphitic coal, such as is found in the
New England States and in the Canadian
Northwest; and in addition to this un-
developed source of fuel, modern methods
of mining, together with the necessity for

taking out the thinner veins, have resulted

in an increase of mine waste which is not
utilized but which is rich in fuel value.

The reasons underlying and accountable
for the lack of development and utilization

of this low-grade fuel can be summarized
as follows:

1st. The cheaj)ness with which tht' liigh

grade fuels could, in the ])ast, i)c mined
and transported to the market.

2nd. Lack of develo])ment work which is

required in order to utilize the full ther-

mal cflficiencies of such fuel.

Use of Low-grade Fuel for Steam Generating

Purposes

Whereas a great deal of work has been
accomplished in power generating stations

in the direction of increasing the thermal
efficiencies of the higher grade fuels, at the
same time much more remains to be done
in this direction, particularly in the direc-

tion of utilizing the full value of the fuel at

high rates of combustion. When the fact

is taken into consideration that high rates of

combustion are, in large power plants par-

ticularly, of extreme economic importance,
the capital investment being reduced in di-

rect proportion to the rates of burning,

nearly all of the accepted types of boilers

are way beyond the capacity of the furnace
in their ability to vitilize the heat generated
in the furnace, and ])articularly when the

boiler equijmient is sup])lcmcnted by econo-

mizers or other means of utilizing the heat

lost through high waste gas temperatures.
Although owing to the small specific heat of

the gases, in combination with the loss of

efficiencies brought about at low tempera-
tures in the transmission of such heat to the

water in the boiler tubes, the high stack tem-
perature is not as great an economic loss as

is ]io])ularly supposed.
The develo])ment work done in combustion

through the use of stokers, in combination
with under-grate l)lowers and retorts, has

about exhausted the ])ossibilitics in this

direction, and a radical departure from the

existing i)ractice is necessary in order lo util-

ize U) the fullest jjossible extent the thermal

energy of fuel.
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The use of fuel in pul\-erized form oft'ers

a basis for further development work in this

connection.

The fact that fuels having relatively high

volatile contents, when dried and pulverized,

are so readily combustible, has caused a
great many experimental developments in

this direction to be failures, particularly when
efforts were made to maintain a rate of com-
bustion in excess of that normally obtained
through the use of stoker equipment having
under-grate blast. It has, however, been
demonstrated in ser\'ice that it is possible to

burn to CO* better than 98 per cent of the
combustible matter w4th an excess of air

supply of less than 10 per cent, without any
deductions for combustible in the ash, this

being irrespective of the volatile or ash con-
tent of the fuel or the analysis of such ash.

This result is being obtained at a rate of com-
bustion equivalent to 175 pounds of coal

per square foot of grate area per hour, and
without the necessity of increasing the com-
bustion space volume by high boiler setting;
the CO2 contents of the escaping gases under
these extreme overload conditions being
very close to the theoretic, and the CO con-
tent of the escaping gases being nil.

The use of pulverized fuel in stationary
boiler plants when the installation is of suffi-

cient size to absorb a reasonable amount of
increased capital account expenditures, is

justified for the following reasons:

1. Ability to force the boilers, without loss

of combustion efficiency, to a rating
which will develop a horse power for

each four or less square feet of heating
surface.

2. Greater heating value per cubic foot of
furnace volume, eliminating the ne-
cessity for raising the boilers in order
to secure overload capacity.

Fig. 1. Application of pulverized fuel to Babcock 8s Wilcox type of boiler
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6.

7.

9.

Reduction of the initial capital invest-

ment in the boiler plant on account of

the reduction in the amount of heating
surface in the boilers necessary to carry
a given load under operating conditions.

Ability to maintain full steam pressure
with low-grade fuels under extreme over-
load conditions.

Ability to utilize from 96 to 99 per cent of

the heating value of the combustible, irre-

spective of the ash content or analysis.

Elimination of grates and mechanical
equipment for stoking and the mainte-
nance incident thereto.

Elimination of draft blowers for the pur-
pose of securing overload capacity.

Elimination of operating difficulties brought
about by the clinkering of coal on grates

and the resultant loss in boiler capacity
during periods of cleaning fires.

Ability to quickly take on heavy over-

load and to cut out the fuel feed when the

10.

11.

12.

necessity for such overload has ceased.

The cutting out of the fuel feed in a
pulverized fuel installation instantly stops

combustion and the use of fuel, whereas
in a grate-fired installation the amount
of coal remaining on the grates is of

necessity lost.

Elimination of the necessity for keeping
banked fires in order to take care of irregu-

lar peak loads. With the use of pulverized

fuel steam from cold water can be raised

to working pressure as quickly as from a
banked fire.

Elimination of smoke from the stack and
the consequent freedom from liability

under legislative requirements as to the
smoke nuisance.

Reduction in the size of the buildings

necessary to hold the boiler equipment,
together with a reduction in the cost of

the steam and water piping in the boiler

room.

^OL y ^^^^ ^/^

n,.._ii:
Fig. 2. Application of pulverized fuel Cahall boiler
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13. Material reduction in the height of the

stack, this reduction in height being

brought about by the fact that all of the

air admitted to the firebox passes direct

into the combustion zone, without the

necessity of passing through a fuel bed,

2nd. The cost of drying the coal. With equip-

ment which is commercial the coal can
be freed from moisture at a jjower and
fuel expense as shown by the diagram-
matic charts, Figs. 5 and 6, from which it

will be noted that the power and fuel

V w

Fig. 3. Application of pulverized fuel Badenhausen boiler

permitting the boiler to be operated
under an overload with less vacuum.

14. Reduction in the cost of operation,

brought about by the fact that the

feeding of pulverized coal to the firebox

requires practically no attention.

15. Reduction in the cost of handling ashes,

brought about by the greatly reduced
volume.

As an offset to

the above advan-
tages may be set

up the cost of pre-

paring the fuel for

burning in pulver-
ized form.
The expense of

properly xjreparing

the fuel may be
divided into four
divisions

:

1st. The expense of
crushing the

coal, freeing
the coal from

stray iron, and elevating the same to bins,

preparatory- to pulverizing.
In so far as this equipment is con-

cerned it is the same as would be
required in hand or stoker fired install-

ations.
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Fig. 4. Fuel required for drying

required are greater with lignite than
with anthracite or bituminous coal,

bituminous coal being more easily dried

than either of the other fuels.

3rd. The power required to pulverize. Al-

though accurate figures are not available,

the power required to pulverize coal to

a fineness necessary for combustion in

suspension, with commercial equipment
as manufactured at the present time, is

from 8 to 9 kilowatt hours per ton for

bituminous coal and lignite, and from
15 to 17 kilowatt hours per ton of coal

for anthracite or graphitic coals and
coke breese.

J^th. The maintenance of equipment necessary

to prepare fuel. The maintenance on
the equipment for the preparation of

fuel will be approximately, using present

commercial equipment, from 2 to 3

cents per ton for bituminous and lignite

coals, and from 4 to 5 cents per ton
for anthracite and coke breese.

The cost of preparing and pulverizing, how-
ever, should not be considered as an operating
charge. This cost is directly chargeable
against the cost of fuel, and in determining
the savings which can be effected by means of

burning pulverized fuel in suspension, this

cost should be added to the cost of the fuel on
a B.t.u. basis arrived at. When making a
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comparison of the cost of fuel on a B.t.u.

basis in terms of evaporating results, when
burned on grates and in pulverized form, it is

conservative to figure that the combustion re-

sults will be from 20 to 30 percent better with
pulverized fuel. This increase in combustion
results will be sufficient to more than offset

the cost of pulverizing, leaving the difference

in saving in cost per B.t.u. due to the less price

for the lower grade or otherwise unusable fuel,

as a net saving.

2

The process of burning pulverized fuel

differs from the process of burning gases
arising from coal burned on grates or the burn-
ing of fuel oil, in the fact that the temper-
ature of the ash in suspension, when burning
]Dulverized fuel, becomes great enough to make
the process of combustion self-sustaining,

and reducing to a minimum the necessity for

heat radiating or regenerating refractory sur-

faces when the velocity of the flame through
the combustion space is not too great.
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There is a considerable field for the devel-

opment of equipment necessary for the dry-
ing and pulverizing of fuel, but under the
present commercial conditions the cost of

preparing fuel is not prohibitive, even when
considering the use of low-grade fuels hav-
ing a high ash and low B.t.u. content.

When burning oil or pulverized fuel in

suspension and forcing the boilers to a reason-

able overload capacity the maintenance of

the brick work is generally increased. The
deterioration of the brick work, however,
under sy.stems of burning pulverized fuel

which have V^een used in the ])ast was brought
about largely Vjy the im])ingcmcnt and blow-
pijje and scouring action of the flame direct-

ly against the refractory walls, this being due
to the furnace brick work design and ar-

rangement and to the use of a low i)ressure

air supply for combustion. However, when
the necessary air for combustion is intro-

duced into the firebox the direction of the
flame is toward the ojjcnings and the fire-

brick has to stand the radiation effect of the
heat only, and is relieved of the scouring
action above mentioned.

In the selection of equipment for the burn-
ing of pulverized fuel under boilers it is essen-

tial that feeders be furnished which will have a
wide range of capacity under absolute control

and be of such a design that they will deliver

from 3000 to 5000 pounds of ])ulverized fuel

per hour; and that the pulverized fuel handled
by the feeder will be thoroughly intermingled
with the air used as a conveying medium. Any
irregularity or lumpy contents of the feed will

result in irregular combustion and the forma-
tion of coke in the firebox. It is also essential

that the velocity of the fuel entering the fire-

box be less than the velocity of the combus-
tion air surrounding this fuel inlet.

Ex])erience has demonstrated that it is

])ractical)le to burn, within a very limited

s])ace, 5000 ])ounds of coal ]ier hour fed by
one burner, the fuel being converted into

gases within the distance of less than 10 feet.

j)rovi(le(l the incoming mixture is uniformly
distributed throughout the cross .section area

of the delivery ])ipe, so that a refractory wall

located a distance greater than 10 feet from
the fuel inlet will be free from any impinging
or cutting action of llu- flame.
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An item of prime importance is to operate

the firebox under a vacuum. This vacuum
can be as low as 15, 100 of an inch of water.

It is also of importance that auxiliary air

for combustion be induced into the tirebox

in or near the zone of maximum temperature.

Burning pulverized fuel at high rates of

combustion and in large volume tends to form

a layer of COj, preventing the access of oxygen

to the unconsumed core of the flame, and un-

less this core is broken up by cross currents

it \N-ill pass into the cold area surrounding the

boiler tubes and combustion will not be com-
pleted.

The matter of combustion of pulverized

fuel w-ithin a limited space of firebox is con-

trolled by an element of time, and the slower

the passage of gases through the firebox the

more efficient the combustion results.

an opportunity of coming into contact. The
ash in suspension which does not come into

contact with incandescent surfaces will read-

ily pass out of the stack in extremely minute
particles in the form of a very light haze, a

small proportion remaining in any eddies

which the boiler setting may cause in the pas-

sage of the gases to the stack, and the use of

horizontal baffles should be avoided.

The Use of Pulverized Fuel in Metallurgical and

Industrial Work

The combustion conditions are different in

this class of work, owing to the fact that it is

necessary to operate the furnace under a pres-

sure so that the opening of the doors, neces-

sary for the removal of the material being

heated, will not cause an inrush of cold air,

with consequent cooling effect on the product.

Fueland i^ir

Mifing Paddtei

BhifAfr /AnnularAir
Inrerchangeable Orifice

^<:re>r fuel Oullef

Fig. 6. Pulverized fuel feeder

The items which affect the combustion of

pulverized fuel are:

1. Volatile contents, affecting the temper-
atiu"e of the flash point.

2. The degree of fineness to which the fuel

is pulverized.

3. The amount of moisture in the fuel.

Low volatile contents can be offset by in-

creasing the fineness of the fuel.

The amount of moisture in the fuel is of

only minor importance in so far as combus-
tion is concerned. The reduction of moisture
affects the thermal results only slightly, and
the combustion practically not at all; from
which fact it can be noted that the higher the
volatile content of the fuel the less is the ex-

pense necessan,' for pulverizing.

The formation of honeycomb and clinker

on the heat-absorbing surfaces is brought about
largely by the iron content in the ash, and
can be prevented by a through oxidation of

such iron in the combustion zone.

The formation of slag in general will be in

direct ratio with the amount of incandescent
surface with which the ash in suspension has

This necessitates the use of a low pressure air

supply of sufficient volume to support com-
bustion, and in order to utilize the full area

of the furnace it is necessary, in order to get

the best economic results, to complete the

combustion within the shortest possible time
and to have the gases travel through the fur-

nace space at a very low rate of speed. No
serious difficulty has been met in the substi-

tution of the use of pulverized fuel for fuel oil

in furnaces of large volume where the feeders

utilized were such as to deliver the fuel at a
uniform rate, without a lumpy condition at

the delivery point. Serious difficulties have
had to be overcome in order to apply its use
to furnaces of small volume.

It is necessary in furnaces of small volume
to reduce the velocity of the incoming fuel to

the minimum. This velocity should be less

than the velocity of the low pressure air used
for combustion, which should have less than
3^ in. of water pressure and which should be
thoroughly intermingled with the fuel before

combustion is commenced. If this inter-

mingling is attempted where the temperature
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is sufficient to draw off the volatile constit-

uents from the coal and form coke, serious

difficulties in the combustion and ultimate
entire stoppage of the furnace operation
will take place.

Furnaces having a working chamber of

9 in. by 33 in., and a roof averaging 12 in. in

height, served by a combustion space 18 in.

square by 22 in. in height are being used, and
the output of such furnaces is equivalent to

the best oil practice.

It has been found possible to operate pul-

verized fuel furnaces so as to give an oxidiz-

ing or reducing atmosphere and to secure

very close temperature regulation as low as

400 degrees Centigrade, such furnaces being

used in chemical work.
The relative cost of fuel under these con-

ditions, with an allowance of 35 cents per ton
for pulverizing and a cost of $3.00 per ton for

the coal, is comparable with fuel oil at 13^2

cents per gallon.

For metallurgical and industrial purposes

it is desirable to have a volatile content in the

coal in excess of 22 per cent, and to pulverize

this coal to a fineness so that 75 per cent of the

total will pass through a 200-mesh screen, and

that the product will be relatively free from
particles of coal of a coarseness to exceed an
80-mesh screen.

It is also desirable that the coal be dried

so that the moisture content of the 22 per
cent volatile coal be less than 1 per cent. The
moisture content of coals from 36 to 38 per

cent volatile may be as high as 2^ to 3

per cent.

In the design of pulverized fuel furnaces

it is essential that the flow of the gases

through the furnace be impeded as little as

possible, as each impediment to the travel

of the gases will result in an accumulation
of slag, which is formed by the impinge-
ment of the ash in suspension with an incan-

descent surface, and the introduction of

any surfaces in a direction such as to cause
this impingement is to be avoided.

Provision should be made in the furnace
for conveying the products of combustion
and ash held in suspension out of the build-

ing. This can be taken care of by a proper
design of hood located over the working
doors, these hoods at the same time forming
a shield for the protection of the operators

of the furnace.

Fig. 7. Application of pulverized fuel to a forging furnace with waste heat boiler. Boiler being equipped with auxiliary'furnace

for operation during periods when furnace is not in service
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METHODS FOR MORE EFFICIENTLY UTILIZING OUR
FUEL RESOURCES

Part III

THE FUSHUN COLLIERY AND POWER PLANTS OF THE
SOUTH MANCHURIA RAILWAY

By S. Nakaya
Chikf Engineer, Fushun Colliery

and

J. R. Blakeslee
Foreign Department, General Electric Company

The authors describe a very interesting power plant where the coal is burned in by-product gas producers
in order to recover the large nitrogen content in the form of sulphate of ammonia—a valuable fertilizer. A
unique feature is the method of obtaining a supplementary supply of low pressure steam from turbines, for

cooling the producer fires and generating ammonia vapor. This plant supplies electric power for lighting the
colliery and for mining purposes. Power is also supplied to a 1200-volt direct-current railway connecting the
colliery with the main line, and an electrochemical plant. The methods of mining the coal are described as
well as the electrical equipment.

—

Editor.

The South Manchuria Railway is a stand-

ard gauge steam road located in Manchuria,
Fig. 1 ; and it extends from the seaports of

Dalney and Port Arthur to Chang-chun
where it connects with the Chinese Eastern
Railway, which in turn connects with the
trans-Siberian Railway. A branch extends
to the port of Antung, connecting with the
Korean Railway. A further branch extends
to the Fushun Colliery, passing through the
city of Mukden where is located a modern
lighting plant equipped with a Curtis turbine.

,The coal mines in the Fushun district were
first worked by the Koreans 600 years ago.

.-
. i Map showing lcx:ation of South Manchuria Railway

the coal being used by them in baking
earthemware. On the occupation by the
Chinese, mining was entirely suspended.
During the Russo-Japanese war the mines
were worked on a small scale by the Russians,
but not until 1907, when the property was

transferred to the South Manchuria Railway,
was mining undertaken on a large scale.

The coal field covers about 19 square miles
and coal is mined from the Chien-chin-tzai,

Yang-pai-pu, and Lao-hu-tai pits, from the
Oyama and Togo shafts, and open-cut mining
is carried on at Ku-chen-tzu. A new slope

has also been recently opened at Wau-tah-oh.
The main coal bearing district consists of

shale with a thick coal seam. The shale

overlying the coal is very thick and partly
bituminous, being about 2000 ft. measured
by out-crops. The seam varies in thickness
from 78 to 280 ft.; and the coal obtained is

bituminous caking of a very uniform
quality and is especially suited for gas
making and steam raising. The anal-
ysis of an average sample follows;

Moisture 7.00 per cent
Volatile matter 40.00 per cent
Fixed carbon 48.00 per cent
Ash 4.00 per cent
Sulphur 0.80 per cent
Specific gravity 1.28 per cent
Heating value per lb. of coal, 12,400 B.t.u.

The Power Plants

There are at present two power
stations which supply three-phase 60-

cycle 2200-volt current to all the pits,

electric railway, electric lighting both
on the surface and underground, and
the electro-chemical industry.

Plant No. 1 is a steam-power plant,

coal being burned in the boilers for

raising steam. This station has a capacity
of 4500 kw. in high-pressure condensing tur-
bines and is equipped with Babcock and
Wilcox boilers, mechanical stokers, and super-
heaters. The station auxiliaries are either
motor- or turbine-driven.
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Plant No. 2 with a present capacity of

3000 kw. in mixed-pressure turbines is con-
nected in parallel with station No. 1 and runs
continuously at full load, while the latter

takes care of the peaks. The boiler equipment
consists of eight Babcock and Wilcox boilers

designed to burn Mond producer gas. Arrange-
ments are also made so that four units may be
coal fired, while one is also designed for tar

firing.

Fushun coal has a very high percentage
of nitrogen, the nitrogen content averaging
L8 to 2 per cent. This quality of coal offered

an inducement for the installation of a gas

plant equipped to recover ammonia. Accord-
ingly, in 1914 the company installed a plant

consisting of ten Mond single-shell type gas

producers with a capacity of 240 tons of coal

per day, and as a by-product obtain 95 lbs. of

ammonium sulphate per ton of coal gasified.

The operation of the producers is as follows:

The air required for gas generation is first

blown into an air saturator by engine-driven

blowers. Here the air is heated and saturated

by hot water conducted from the coolers.

On leaving the saturator, the moistened air

is mixed with low-pressure steam from the

turbines and then collected in the air main
from which it finally enters the producers
through the superheaters where it is further

heated by hot gases.

Gas from the superheaters is conducted
to the gas collecting main, then passed
through mechanical washers where it is

cleaned of dust. It subsequently passes into

the ammonia absorbers in which it comes into

contact with a spray of acid which recovers

the ammonia in the form of ammonium sul-

phate. Thus freed of dust and ammonia, the
gas is collected through two coolers into a gas

holder, and there held ready to be served as

fuel to the l)oilers by centrifugal exhausters.

This application of gas-producer plant,

gas-fired steam boilers, and mixed-jjressure
turbines for supplying the necessary low-

pressure steam to the producers, is probably
the first of its kind ever tried ; and three years

experience has j)roved the o])eration to be
very economical.
The heavy demand for ammonium sul])hate

and the ra])id jjrogress in develo])ing the

mines have necessitated the extension of

the ])lant. There are now being su])i)lied two
banks of eleven producer sets and three

;i000-kw., 0.8 ])-f., three-phase, OO-cycle, 2200-

volt Curtis tvirbines running at 'A('M) r.]).m.

Two of these units will oi)erate condensing
and one non-condensing, the exhaiist steam

being used by the producers. The two
stations operating together will have an
ultimate capacity of 16,500 kw. It is ex-

pected that a peak load of 9000 kw. (65 per
cent load-factor) will be required for mining,
railway, and lighting, while the surplus power
will be sold to an electro-chemical company
manufacturing ammonium sulphate by the
cyanamide process. The entire station load-

factor is therefore expected to be 100 per cent.

The frontispiece of this issue of the Review
shows the generating and boiler buildings,

the gas-producer plant, and the water-cooling
basin of Plant No. 2.

The Mines

The mines are operated principally by the
sand flushing or hydraulic storage system.
Steam shovels are employed for sand excavat-
ing and the flushing material is transported
by a 1200-volt direct-current trolley railway.

The open-cut coal mining systen at the
Ku-chen-tzu mine is unique. This location

comprises about 50 acres of nearly flat farm
land underlying which coal is found at a

depth of from 30 to 250 ft. ; it is estimated
that this district contains not less than
6,000,000 tons. At the present time soils and
shales have been cleared from a space of 8

acres, and the coal is worked by cutting steps

downward in the form of a large basin.

There are now nine steps each 12 ft. high and
the coal is removed by hand shoveling. As
work progresses steam shovels will be intro-

duced and the steps reduced to three with a

height of 60 ft. each. Work proceeds con-

tinuously and the working surfaces are

lighted at night by hundreds of incandescent
lights. These will be superseded shortly by
searchlight projectors located on the cir-

cumference of the basin.

The mine is equi])ped with seven motor-
driven turbine ])umijs and two motor-driven
haulage machines. Excavation of the top-

soil and shale is done by means of steam
shovels and the waste material used for sand
flu.shing in the existing shafts and pits. The
a])pearance of the open-cut mine is shown in

Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4. One-half ton tubs are used
in removing the coal. After the addition of

two 3()()-h.i). haulage machines and two motor-

driven ])um])s, the ()uli)ut of this mine is ex-

pected to reach 2000 tons ])er day.

The arrangement at the Oyania and Togo
])its is similar, each being ])rovided with two
l)rick-line(l shafts about 1234 ft. deep. The
inside diameter for the down-cast is 21 ft.

and tor tlic u])-cast is IS fl. Single-deck
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ca^es, ha\-inj: a capacity of four tubs and two
tubs respectively, are operated at present

by means of Corliss ^\^ndinJ^ enjjines. The
tubs have a capacity of 20.3 cu. ft. and are

operatetl on 24-in. gauge tracks. Along the

as synchronous generators and returning

power to the line when lowering the empty
tubs to the lower workings. This is claimed
to be the first extensive use of this system in

mine haulage.

Fig. 2. Locomotive Shed, 45-ton Locomotive and 28-ton Motor Passenger Car

incHnes to the shafts the tubs are moved by
single-haulage gear mantifactured in the

colliery's own workshops and driven by three-

The screening plant is electrically operated
and has a capacity of 510 tons of coal per
hour. Coal from the screens drop on con-

Fig. 3. Oyama Shaft and Screening Plant

phase motors having special enclosing covers
for operating in the explosive atmosphere.
Each pit is equipped with eight haulage
machines of 5- to 150-h.p. capacity. On
equipments larger than 50 h.p. the regenera-
tive system is adopted, the motors operating

veyors, and the slate and dirt is removed by
coolies. At the end of the conveyors the
screened and dressed coal is loaded into rail-

road cars by deflecting loading jibs.

Each mine is provided with engine-driven
ventilators, and a pumping station located
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near the bottom of the shaft is equipped with

hij:h-Uft turbine pumps driven by high-speed

three-phase induction motors. Mine opera-

tions are to be extended by the addition of

two 900-h.p.. two 550-h.p., and five 4G0-h.p.

induction motors. The two larger sizes run
at 12(X) r.p.m. while the small units run at

ISOO r.p.m. The motors are to be direct

connected to turbine pumps.

The Colliery Railway

The colliery railway with a total length of

43 miles is the first 1200-volt direct-current

system in the Far East and has been in suc-

cessful operation since 1914. The overhead
construction is of the 5-point catenary sus-

pension type \A-ith a pole spacing of 150 ft.,

angle-iron lattice poles being used. The
trolley wire is of No. 0000 B.&S. grooved
copper. The automatic block signal system
is employed.
The rolling stock consists of a total of

eight electric locomotives, three of which
are 4o-ton units, each equipped with four
100-h.p. motors and capable of handling 400
tons on a level tangent track.

For passenger ser\'ice, a number of 36-ton
cars are included, each equipped with Type
M control and air brakes.

The traffic has become so great that an
extension is contemplated, consisting of four
25-ton and four 50-ton locomotives and
additional passenger cars. Fig. 2 shows the
locomotive shed, a 45-ton locomotive and a
passenger car. Fig. 3 is a view of the Oyama
shaft and screening plant, with a 45-ton
locomotive and a passenger car.

Power for the railway is obtained from
three 400-kw. synchronous motor-generator
sets converting threc-])hase GO-cycle current
at 2200 volts to 1200 volts direct current.
These sets are located in power station No. 2
and an extension of one 750-kw. set is to be
installed.

Electric light is provided by 17,000 lamps,
consuming nearly 450 kw. Three thousand
of these are located in the various pits and
the others are used for office, workshop,
hospital and town lighting.

The plant is provided with a machine shop,
blacksmith shop, foundry, and carpenter
shop, in which a great deal of the apparatus
used is manufactured and repaired.

A rescue station and laboratory provides
means for all necessary rescue work and
chemical analyses. The heat for the engi-

neers', clerks', and foremen's quarters, offices,

school, library, etc., is furnished by a central

heating station.

The plant is also provided with a brick
factory having a capacity of 20,000 bricks

per day. A gas works supplies gas to all

houses for cooking purposes; and a sulphuric
acid plant produces 48 tons of chamber acid
per day. The acid plant's output is to be
doubled within the next year. The acid is

employed in the manufacture of ammonium
sulphate by the Mond recovery plant, as
well as in the electro-chemical industry
mentioned.

Coal from this district is shipped throughout
the Far East, the total sales of the company
being 2,270,000 lbs. in 1913, and the output
has been increasing steadily since that date.
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MAKING AN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER OUT OF
A STEAM LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER

By W. F. Coors

Railway and Traction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The human side of a big project is frequently quite as interesting as the technical aspect, and appeals
have been received from time to time for information as to what the railroad man thinks of electrification.
The author's narrative of his varied experience in the instruction of steam road engineers gives abundant
testimony that the steam engineers are uniformlv pleased with the electric locomotives now operating on the
C. M. & St. P. Rwy.—Editor.

One of the important features of railway
electrification is that of dealing with the men
who are to run the electric locomotives, or
"motors" as practical usage has it. This
feature is often not considered until actual
operation is to be started, which condition is

largely necessary because little effective

electrical instruction can be undertaken with
practical steam engineers until the machines
are actually available for demonstration.

later the substations to a lesser degree. While
these are being constructed the locomotive
will be being built at the factory, so timed
that the first few will just about be appearing
in the field when power is ready to be put on
the line. In the meantime the freight engine
crews, through work-train line-construction

service, will have become well acquainted with
such details as come under their observa-
tion. They may also investigate the sub-

Scenic Profile of Electrified Portion of C. M. & St. P. Rwy.

Moreover, it is rare that any two railway
electrifications will use machines which are

in any way identical in practical details;

and instruction V)ooks, wiring diagrams, and
photographs which may have been made
for a previous installation will not ai)])ly to

the new equij^ment. It is rather difficult to

write an efficient instruction book on a new
type of machine working under untried con-

ditions, and such a work while it could be
generalized at the start would be much more
applicable in its details if deferred until its

author had acquired considerable ])ractical

experience with the actual operating con-
ditions to be met.

Generally, the line work will first receive

the close attention of the railway men and

stations at occasional intervals when the
opportunity j^rescnts itself; and by talking
with the construction and line men they may
gain the idea that electricity is some
mysterious agent which will take them a
lifetime to understand, and whose handling
\yill require a deej) technical knowledge of

wire S])licing, insulation, magnetic actions,

and high-sounding terms. Uj^ to this stage,

the ])assenger crews will ])ossibly be slower in

acquiring such more or less confusing
"knowledge." Their observations are more
likely to be limited to the increasing difficulty

of getting over the road with so many work
trains oul on the line and to the attendant
increase in ilic number of train orders to W
observed. 'I'Iutc is also tlie ])ossil)ility that a
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new block-signal system may have to be in-

stalled and that the pole line for the trolley will

obscure the \-ision from many order boards and

signal i>osts, thus adding to their difficulties.

During this stage of the work, there will

probably be many round-

house and switch-shant\-

discussions pro and con

about the prospective
change, and various
theories put forth as to

what it means to the men
themselves. Such discus-

sions are quite likely to be

founded largely on hearsay

gained from some "boomer
shack" or brakeman who
has worked on many roads

;

and the men successful in

electric operation will later

look back on these ideas

with amusement and wonder how
came to be entertained at all.

Among the rumors which always get out on
a new electrification is the one that the manu-
facturing company will have to furnish

electrical engineers to run the motors and
that the steam-locomotive men will all likely

lose their jobs. This substitution would be
manifestly impossible for many reasons,

and operation and air brake handling. These
latter features, which are more important

than any others, have for years been a part

of the steam engineer's experience; con-

sequently he will be more efficient with a few

Mallet type of steam locomotive replaced by electric locomotives on the electrified

zone of the C, M. 8b St. P. Rwy.
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especially on an undertaking of considerable
size requiring some 200 men and it would
have no precedent anywhere in the past. An
electrical engineer would have some little

study to become familiar with a new electric
locomotive and would require an extra-
ordinary amount of experience in train rules

days' training on an electric locomotive

than any purely electrical man would be in

months.
Another subject for discussion among the

railroad men is the fact that the new motive
power will haul so much greater tonnage per

unit that the men well down on the engineers'

seniority list will have to go back to firing, the

decrease in the number of locomotives run-

ning requiring fewer engi-

neers. This objection, while

having some grounds, does
not work out in practice to

the full extent that the
arithmetical figures on pos-

sible tonnage per train would
indicate. Even on a large

electrification, there will

always be "caboose-hops"
where a locomotive will have
to run light from one ter-

minal to another as occa-
sioned by the direction of

the main freight traffic, work
trains, and light local traffic,

usually steam. Moreover,
on roads where the basis of

pay is made on the tonnage
rating of the motive power
used, the men "firing" the

heavy motors will possibly average more per
month wages than when running the lighter

steam engines; and the more satisfactory
working conditions on the electric make up
for the slight difference in wages for the heavy
work involved in handling steam locomotives
of the Mallet type.

t a
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The old steani railway men who run a

motor will not consent crracefuUy to being

called "motormen"—this sounds too much
like street-car work ; and the old steam firemen

will not s»-'nerally be termed '"helpers" or

"assistant engineers" even though perhaps

thev would not object to these ternis. As an

old' "electrified" passenger engineer says,

"The fire-boy fires the train-heating boilers

and is not much help or assistance anyway.

You electrical men are going too far with

these 'helper' and 'assistant' names when

difficulties, various expedients are often

lightly suggested, svich as sky-rockets and
smoke bombs to signal from the caboose or

"crummie" to the engineer; a telephone

svstem along the train with a portable attach-

ment which can be plugged in on any car; a

smooth run-way on top of the cars so that

roller skates can be used by the train-men;

and a smooth foot-path along the sides of the

track so that at any stop the men could ride

bicycles when making car inspections and in

carrying train-orders up to the engineer.

"Electrified" steam locomotive engineer Electrical instructor

applied to ordinary tallow-pot smoke-
makers."

However, as soon as the electric locomotives
are in operation all objection by the engine

crews to heavy trains ceases, there being no
difference in their work whether they have
forty or one hundred cars in a train; but this

objection is taken up by the train crews with
increased vigor. The "car-captain's" or

freight conductor's car records, termed
"hard" or "soft" lists, get as large as a
dictionary, and the work of setting out cars at

stations and the mile walks from the rear to

the head-end of the train total quite a little

at the end of a day's work. To lessen such

Under steam operation methods where the

locomotives may be changed every division

of 110 miles, it is also customary to change
the caboose as well. For this reason every
freight conductor will have his own "private
car," homely it is true but his very own, and
will have it fitted up with the necessary

culinary utensils and sleeping equipment
according to his bachelor ideas. In fact,

some of them get so that even when at home
terminals they would rather be aboard the old

"crummie" than at home tending to the
garden or helping out in domestic roles.

But when the motors take hold of a train,

they stay with it for at least two divisions and
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the respective crews make a "main-line
change" at the intermediate division point.

The train is not broken up and the caboose
goes straight through; all the paraphernalia
of the one crew being thrown off and that of

its successor being put aboard. The running
time over the old divisions may be shortened
from twelve to eight hours, and so, every-

thing considered, even the train crews may
look favorably on the motors. Among the

best boosters for electric operation may be
found railroad men's wives, who somehow
find their husbands' home time about doubled.

Many of the train operating men are

skeptical about their chances of escape in case

of a wreck when the trolley wire may get

down on the ground or cars and electrocute

the whole personel thereon, leaving the train

to run wild. This condition looks easily

impossible to the electrical engineer, but it is

not easy to explain away from the minds of

men who have never had any experience with
electricity. From this standpoint alone,

the old operatives are preferable to men who
have had a little experience with low-voltage

circuits, just enough to be fool-hardy with
higher voltage. The steam men know noth-

ing about "juice," they admit it and are ready
to go to extreme precautions before under-
taking the handling of any electric apparatus
whether energized or not.

It is significant that in a recent large

electrification only a few serious accidents

have occurred and that none of these have
happened to the men operating the trains;

the very men, in fact, who had never handled
electric energy before and who perhaps have
the major part of this work to do in actual

operation. Pantographs have been wrecked
and tangled in the overhead work, steam
locomotives have caught and torn down the

wire, snow slides have taken out long stretches

of pole-line, and, in rare instances, the wire

has broken and dragged on the roofs of the

steel passenger cars, yet with all these troubles

nothing more than a slight scare of the

witnesses has occurred.

In one instance at the beginning of electric

oi^eration, when the passenger trains were
still equi])j:)ed with steam locomotives, a

broken wire on a severe curve hung down and
struck the train, throwing out fire at every

contact. The engineer, following a life-time

practice for all kinds of accidents, immediately
stoj)ped the train. The dining car came to

rest under the broken ])lace and amid the

sputtering and flashing it is said that one of

the colored waiters knelt down between the

tables and prayed, "Oh, Lawd, make this

coon a better niggah." However, no great

damage was done and the engineer learned a
new feature in electric operation for future

practice, i.e., if a stop cannot be made before
reaching wire trouble, to keep on running
through until entirely clear of it.

In fact, it was a little difficult for the
engineers to realize just how important the

trolley wire and pantographs were, until they
had an accident or two involving these

equipments. In the early stage of their learn-

ing, they were intent on the operation of the

locomotive only, and if they were headed by
a careless switchman into a track which had
no trolley wire, it was ten chances to one that

they would take the signal and back right into

it only to discover that they had a dead
motor and couldn't get back to the wire again

or the pantograph had been caught and
smashed against the overhead span wires.

However, with a little experience of this kind,

it soon became second nature for the men to

watch the trolley wire almost as much as the

track. This, on electrified roads, will evidently

require a slight change in the rendition of that

old "Casey Jones" song wherein the "hog-
eye" engineer is supposed "to keep his hand
on the throttle and his eye on the track," to

include the trolley work as well.

At present on this electrification, wire and
pantograph trouble is almost eliminated

excepting that which comes from shifting or

settling track or change in the outer rail

elevation on curves. The men have been
instructed never to go on top of the loco-

motives or to ox^en any covers over electrical

apparatus in the locomotive with either of the
pantograph current collectors up against the

wire. Each locomotive is equipped with a

long pole hook and dry roi:)C which can be
used to pull a pantograj^h out of a ^vire

entanglement, and in rarely bad cases the

power is cut oil at the substations by request

from a portable set attached to the des-

patcher's telephone circuit and the line

grounded at the motor. Since there are two
pantograi)hs on each machine, it is com-
jiaratively easy to disconnect one which is

damaged and to use the other one in opera-

tion. The trouble from this cause rarely

occasions a delay of more than thirt>' minutes.

Another viewjioint, from the hvnnan com-
fort side, was that before the electric loco-

motives were put in o])eration and for some
time afterward the men operating them
thought they were extremely cold alTairs in

winter tiiiu'. This was ])('rftHil\- natural for

i
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men who had been accustomed to work with

their knees up against a hot boiler head and
with leaking steam all aroimd. This com-
plaint was easily overcome by placing a small

electric heater in front of the engineer's

operating position, and \\-ith the much drier

working conditions many old chronic cases of

rheumatism and \\-inter sickness among the

men have disappeared with consequent fewer

lay-offs and winter vacation trips to warmer
climates.

With this t>-pe of motor the engineer is

located at the "front of things" and many of

the men at first wondered what would be left

of them in case of a head-on collision. For
qtiite a while, one of them in pusher service

persisted in using the rear-end operating cab

for fear that the cars up ahead might smash
through the head end of his motor. Several

accidents, which with steam engines the men
admit their chances would have been slim,

have demonstrated that the electric loco-

motive cab construction and arrangement
takes very good care of them in such
emergencies. The unobstructed front view
not only gives the men a chance for earlier

warning and more time to apply air brakes
at the prospect of a coming collision and so

minimize its effect, but also they can take
steps "to unload" themselves and get out of

danger. There have been cases where these
machines have run into landslides and
rolled dovsTi embankments not injuring the
men at all. The pantograph in such cases

immediately leaves the wire and the machine
is electrically dead. There are no steam pipes
to bxirst, red-hot fire boxes with gas and smoke
to overwhelm the men caught in the cab, nor
tender with flying coal to crash up into the
cab. With a steam engine, as one old timer
said, "It's not the first smash I'm afraid of

so much as the hell let loose afterward,
especially if I get caught in the cab and can't
get out."
The operating men on this electrification

regard the whole arrangement as a success.
The shorter working hours, the cleanliness of
the surroundings at work, little on the loco-
motive requiring close attention, less danger
involved, no anxiety as to whether they have
enough coal or water to reach the next supply,
increase in pay and confidence in the equip-
ment through a thorough knowledge of its

operating details, etc., has won many friends
to the electric locomotives from the men who
use them and who, it is admissible, could make
or break the success of any type of motive
power.

From this viewpoint, that the ultimate
success of electric operation finally depended
on the men themselves, the railway officials

were especially lenient with them for all

electrical detentions and every effort was
made to give the best opportunity for becom-
ing familiar with the motors at the start.

The men were in turn very receptive of all

instructions given them and were able to

remember and willing to observe such instruc-

tions with very little repetition.

The first division was put under electric

operation as soon as several motors arrived
from the factory. Men were sent out by the
manufacturer as instructors to ride with each
and every new engineer when his turn came to

go out on a motor until he should be suf-

ficiently qualified to operate alone. These
factory men were variously termed "experts,"
"instructors," "inspectors," and in some
cases "slickers" by the facetious. They
were called out by the regular call-boy who
summoned the train crews to duty, and many
an hour's "terminal-delay," which gives

double-pay to the crew called if the train does
not pull out of the terminal within an hour
after it is supposed to, was occasioned by the
call-boy who often forgot that a motor crew
consisted of three men instead of the usual
engineer and fireman. Lists of men who were
"qualified" by the instructors were posted
in all conspicuous places, and there was some
friendly banter coming to the men who were a
trifle slower than the average in "getting
hep" to the new machines. It cannot be
said that the younger men were exclusively

able to qualify quicker than the older ones but
such was generally true. However, from an
instructor's point of view, when one of the
older men did express his confidence in him-
self and showed sufficient progression, there
was no need to worry about him later, while
the boys who had lately been "set-up" from
firing were likely enough to call for help over
the dispatcher's telephone when out in the
middle of their run. It always gave the older
men a great deal of satisfaction to be able to
help them out of some such minor difficulty

if they met on the road.

Since the airbrakes werfe practically

identical to those used in steam practice, this

feature tended toward greater confidence in

the engineer who almost invariably said to the
instructor on the first run, "Well, you may
have to start her up but I know how to stop
if necessary."
One young engineer after successfully

hauHng a long train up to the summit of the
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worst grade on the road, said to the instructor,

"Here, you take her down the grade. I've

only been running as engineer for a short
time and have never been down here before
even on a steam engine." Here was something
of a quandary. The instructor had never
been down the grade but a few times him-
self and then had not handled a train and was
in nowise anxious to figure in a runaway.
But considering the great confidence given
the factory men at the start by the Railway,
it was imperative that something should
be done to warrant it for the future. The
train was safely brought down the hill,

regenerative braking making it easy. Here,
in the engineer's charge, the train was "made-
up" to ninety cars with a dead mallet loco-

motive on the rear end. This was an ideal

train for even an expert to handle and the
engineer proved his right to be "set-up"
by pulling into the terminal without a mis-
hap. The next week he was qualified for

running a motor.
On the succeeding three divisions, instruc-

tion work was much easier. The men would
talk over the new machines among themselves
and their various experiences with each
particular feature, so that much instruction

work could be briefly passed over. The Rail-

way Company placed a caboose at the

instructor's disposal at terminals for an
instruction car, and the men after being out
on the road were very willing to drop in for a

few minutes to talk and become acquainted
with the motor blue-print wiring diagrams
and learn just what operation details were
necessarily required. Later, instruction books
were prejjared and distributed to each
engineer for home study, and to their credit

it may be said that the books proved to be a

valuable aid to the instructors who it seemed
at first had tackled an endless job. By these

means, the ])eriod of actual road instruction

])cr man was cut down from one to two weeks
to a maximum of five days and in many cases

to only two days. In each case, however, as

work on a new division was about to be
started, the men who had already qualified in

electric o])cration would honestly offer the

assurance that the men on the next section

would "take a year's time to learn anything.

We all had to go over there and show them
how to use the oil-burners"—or mallets, or

some other new motivc])OWCT innovation

that the Railway Com])any had installed in

times past. This friendly rivalry between
the divisions always insi)ired the newer men
to extra effort. In fact, on the last diN'ision

to be ])ut under electric operation, it was not
uncommon for the instructor who was called

to go out on a run with a new man to find him
already coupled up to the train, the air tested

and merely waiting for orders to go.

Passenger engine crews were given more
work in learning than the freight men since

on through-runs there was little opportunity
to show up the "fine" points to be learned.

These men usually had a half-day off every
other day and came to the round-house where
an instructor would purposely remove fuses

on a spare locomotive, put match stems in

the relays, and cause a multitude of troubles

for the engineers to locate and remedy. Due
credit must be given to the Railway Com-
pany's regular travelling engineers who took
hold of this line of electrical instruction and
becoming proficient themselves, were able to

offer valuable assistance in getting their

brotherhood into the game at an early date.

Here, as in all lines where teachers deal

with some new phase of instruction, they
often learned more than those they were
supposed to teach. The different methods
used by the men in handling long trains and
short cuts in switching, hand and lantern

"short-hand" signalling, and many other

]:)ractical details, all of which are slightly

different in railway practice than as taught in

the rule books, were of educational value.

The technical terms used by the electrical

engineer for apparatus and electrical quanti-
ties are readily taken up by steam man where
they are not confusing or where one term for

the same thing is strictly adhered to. It is

easy to explain the difference between kilo-

watts and kilowatt-hours to the beginner,

but the various indefinite distinctions drawn
by technical men between potential, tension,

and voltage—for exam])le, when referring to

electric pressvire—are not readily received by
operating men who are told that such ]jressure

is measured in volts, and who, therefore, are

prone to conclude that the i)roi)er term should

be "voltage" and that exclusively. While
water and air pipe analogies are useful in

exi^laining direct-current actions, they fail on
])ractical liearers when alternating current is

dealt with. vStcam, water, and air valves when
open i)ermit the flow of current while electric

switches and contactors ])erniit the flow of

current when closed; so the old steam man
nuist be excused sometimes if he wonders
what a set of instructions or wiring diagrams
mean if these terms are used indiscriminately

or if they sometimes allude to contactors as

switches ir relays as ret^iilators di'i tending on
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the purpose for which they are utilized. He
can only jud^e from the extenial appear-

ances when bej^inning. and if such a piece of

apparatus on the electric locomotive is called

one thing in one location and a similar alTair

is called something entirely different when in

another location, it can only mean an extended
length of time before the steam locomotive
engineer can become qualified for electric

locomotive operation.

A CASE OF SEVERE THIRD DEGREE BURNS TREATED WITH
AMBRINE

By Charles G. McMullen, M. D.

Schenectady, N. Y.

The new and radical treatment described in this article has to date been practiced principally upon the

horribly severe burns received in modern warfare. The reports that have been made of its wonderful healing

properties induce us to recommend that the medical profession consider its possibilities in treating electrical

bums. In the article Dr. McMullen describes the technique of the treatment and reports the progress of

healing in a particular case. The appendix very interestingly summarizes the literature on the paraffin treat-

ment of burns.

—

Editor.

The letters by Miss Edith May, published

in the Outlook, August 2, 1916, excited a

somewhat skeptical interest in the use of

ambrine as practiced by Dr. Berthe de
Sandford at Issy-les-Moulineaux in France.

The caustic editorial of Dr. Simmons in the

Journal of the A. M. A., August 12th, still

fxulher confirmed my skepticism. In Feb-
ruary. 1917, at the Meeting of the Third
Conference of Physicians, Department of

Labor and Industry- at Harrisburg, Pa., after

hearing Dr. Sherman's paper on the Carrell

Dakin technique, in the discussion of which
paper Dr. Sherman made some very com-
mendator>' remarks about the ambrine treat-

ment, my real interest in the subject was
aroused. The atomizer and apparatus neces-

sar\' to carry out the technique were pur-
chased at Philadelphia, and a supply of

ambrine was secured through the efforts of

Mr. A. L. Rohrer of the General Electric

Company.
I had under treatment, at this time, a

patient who had been very extensively
burned about the face and hands by a hydro-
gen gas explosion, and more deeply burned
about both thighs and legs from the ignition
of his clothing. He had been under treat-
ment since February 5, 1917. The burned
tissues of the legs were sloughing and he was
ha\'ing considerable constitutional disturb-
ances as the result of absorption. Large
boric packs were used until the sloughs had
separated, which took place on the 21st,
sixteen days after the burn was received.
At this time the use of ambrine was begun.

The patient was somewhat skeptical about
"experiments," and hesitated about having
us use the new treatment. After the first

application of ambrine, he was fully con-

verted, and the comfort experienced while

wearing the dressing and the absence of

suffering while the dressing was being changed
was exceedingly gratifying to both patient

and myself.

I expected of course that several operations

of skin grafting would be necessary in order

to cover such extensive surfaces. The very
remarkable advance of epithelium and the

small autografts developing from time to

time, which also developed with the same
rapidity, obviated the necessity of grafting.

The daily dressings were continued until

May 30th, when the patient was discharged
from the hospital. The extent of the burns,

the progress of the case, and the manner of

healing are shown by the accompanying
illustrations. Ambrine or similar paraffin

dressings are infintely superior, as regards
the comfort of the patient, to any method
of treating burns known to the writer.

Its remarkable efficacy as regards rapidity

of growth of newly formed epithelium is, I

believe, due to the fact that this dressing does
not in any way interfere with the delicate

layer of advancing epithelium.

The granulations never become exuberant;
therefore it is never necessary to use escharo-
tics to destroy them.
The period of convalescence is shortened

one-third to one-half, and the scar tissue is

unusually soft and pliable and, as yet, this

case has shown no tendency to contractures.

Regarding the technique, the first coat of

ambrine is best applied with an atomizer,
even a soft camel's hair brush is somewhat
painful. An atomizer with a hand bulb is

not satisfactory, however. An electric com-
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pressed air apparatus obviates this difficulty.

The ordinary absorbent cotton teased out
in thin bits and appHed was found to be much
better than sheet cotton. The dressing must
be changed each day.

A resume of the Hterature prepared by
Helen R. Hosmer, of the Research Laboratory
of the General Electric Company, is appended.

APPENDIX
Literature on the Paraffin Treatment of Burns

Reference^ gives a brief general account by
the correspondent of the Medical Record
of Paris on the efficacy of ambrine treatment
of the terrible burns caused by liquid fire

from shells. A hospital of 150 beds for the
treatment of such burns has been established

at Issy-les-Moulineaux, just outside of Paris,

under the charge of Dr. Berthe de Sandford,

the originator of the ambrine treatment in

France. The substance was originally devised

as a treatment for rheumatism, but applica-

tion in an emergency to extensive burns gave
such good results that Dr. Sandford was led

to advocate its use even in the face of much
indifference from his colleagues.

Hull- has investigated the ambrine treat-

ment for burns and believes that it produces
singular rapidity of healing in slight burns
and improved results in bad burns.

"Observations carried out in a military

hospital gave one the impression that the

treatment was valuable. Burns healed with
rapidity; constitutional symptoms rapidly

abated; pain was reduced to a minimum;
scarring appeared to be obviated, or at any
rate was not apjjarent. The need for grafting

large burns appeared to be avoided
The patients were singularly free from
sepsis Observers who had large

experience of burns treated by ])icric acid,

ointments, and other methods in ordinary

use, were unanimously of the opinion that

the paraffin method was superior to the

older methods. The experience of those who
had witnessed the results of burns after

liquid fire attacks was that the ambrine
treatment would save many lives and accel-

erate the recovery of all burns."

He attributes its efficacy to mechanical
factors; protection from air, ])revention of

damage to newly formed granulations, keep-

ing the tissues immobile by the si)lint-like

effect of the wax, and the heat of ai)])lication

encouraging the How of blood and lym])h lo

the new caj)illaries.

By lab{jratory ex])erinK'nts he fouiui lh;il

heating a suitable ])aranin lo l.'iOdeg, ('. with

superheated steam lowered its melting point

two degrees and made it mobile and workable.
The restdts obtained by the use of such
paraffin were indistinguishable from those

obtained with ambrine. But, addition of

antiseptics and stimulating substances was
always found to give great help in cleaning

up the wound, etc.

He prepared a formula, known as No. 7

Paraffin, which gives excellent results, better

than ambine, healing severe burns without
cicatrices or extensive scarring.

This consists of:

Resorcin 1 per cent

Eucalyptus oil 2 per cent

Olive oil 5 per cent

Paraffin molle (soft) 25 per cent

Paraffin durum (hard) 67 per cent

The resorcin may be reduced to 0.25 per
cent, or 0.25 per cent of betanaphthol may be
used instead.

Hull uses the paraffin for the first dressing,

sometimes replacing after two days, for two
days with hot boric fomentations. The burn
is first washed with sterile water, and dried,

preferably with an electric blower. Without
interfering in an}' way with blisters, it is

then covered with wax at 50 deg. C. applied

wiuh a brush, sterilized in wax, or in very
painful cases with a metal spray. A very
thin layer of cotton wool comes next and is

covered with a second layer of paraffin, more
wool and a bandage. The dressing is changed
daily, until the pus formation is small, and
then every two days. Dead skin layers are

removed at the second dressing. Sloughs
usually se])aratc after a few dressings.

"The results obtained by the use of No.
7 Paraffin have suq^assed the results obtained

by ambrine or any other tried pre]3aration.

Severe burns of the third degree, accom])anied

by sloughing, and in a very se])tic condition,

have cleaned and taken on healthy repair

under this treatment. Severe burns of both
palmar and dorsal surfaces of the hands,
extending to the tendon sheaths, have healed

in three weeks without contracting cicatrices."

"The treatment is j^ractically ])ainless ami
])atients rarely comj^lain of i)ain after the

first application. It has never been foinid in

the least necessary to give an anaesthetic

for the first or subsequent dressings. The
rai)idity of healing, the absence of sepsis or

])ain, the healthy new skin resulting without
contractile cicatrices or deformity, have been
rt'alh' rc'ni;ifkal)It'. Hums coiiu' clean more
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rapidly than under anibine treatment.

Sloughs of deep tissues, in some cases down
to bone, readily separate, and the bums
become clean."

Matas* explains the lack of interest shown
by the medical profession in the use of

ambrine by the fact that its originator has

allowed it to be exploited as a proprietory

product and has kept its composition secret

at a time of so gjeat a crisis. His personal

experience has confinned the favorable

repK>rts of others. The history of the dis-

covery of ambrine given in reference (0 is

repeated and Hull's article describing the

beneficial action of the ambrine treatment
is quoted almost in full.

Matas has prepared Hull's formula No. 7

Paraffin containing betanaphthol, of which
the cost is less than IS cents a pound against

$5.00 a pound for rmbrine.
Experience wilh the paraffin treatment in

some ten cases has been very favorable. It is

easily applied at 100 deg. F. by means of a

cotton mop for the first layer and a brush for

the subsequent layers, of which there should
be several in the more movable regions.

Dr>4ng by gentle mopping and exposure to

the air is sufficient. The mixture is soothing
and pain ceases immediately in every type
of bum and the relief continues while the
wax is in place. The favorable observations
of others are repeated.
Dowd* gives clinical details of several bad

bums treated to show comparative results

for paraffin and other dressings. He used a
mixture of

Paraffin 2 parts
Vaseline 2 parts
Stearic acid 1 part, which melted at 112

deg. F. (44 deg. C).
Other cases where ambrine was used were

mentioned in discussion. The dressings were
ver>' painful and there was little or no evi-

dence of superiority in the treatment.
Haworth (Western Pennsylvania Hospital)^

recommends for the treatment of severe
bvuns or other wounds that fail to epitheliate,
the application of a wax made up as follows:

Paraffin (Gulf Ref. Co., Pittsburgh) 7.0 gm
Liquid petrolatum, U.S.P 3.0 cc
White beeswax 10.0 gm
Rosin 7.0
Resorcin 0.2
Sudan III 0.05
Alcohol (95 per cent) 10.0 cc

Other ingredients desirable for special
cases may be added. Directions for mixing
are given.

Reference^ gives the formula of Parresine,
a mixture said to have the same properties
as ambrine. as follows:

Paraffin (M.P. 48-49 deg. C.) . 94-9G per cent
Gum clemi 0.20-0.25

Japan Wax 0.40-0.50
Asphalt 0.20-0.25

Eucalyptol 2.00

Alkannin and gentian violet to color.

This is prepared by the Abbott Labora-
tories, Chicago. (No patent. Trade mark
applied for.)

Leech^ gives the brief history of ambrine
and describes the appearance of the three
similar preparations, Hyperthermine, Parre-
sine and Mulene.
Ambrine has about the following com-

position :

Paraffin 97.0
Fatty oil (sesame?) 1.5

Asphalt-like body 0.5

Coloring matter and undetermined .... 1.0

Mulene appears to contain paraffin, bees-
wax, a fat-soluble red dye, and considerable
rosin.

Leech gives directions for making a mix-
ture of:

Paraffin (M.P. by U.S.P.
method 47.2 deg. C.) 97.5 g.

Asphalt from 3-5 drops
Olive oil 1.5 cc.

This closely resembles paraffin, melts at

454 deg. C, is very pliable and strong at

38 deg. C, adheres exceedingly well to the
skin, and detaches easily. The cost of ma-
terials is about 10 cents a pound.

Leech has examined and determined the
properties of 25 different brands of paraffin

and of the proprietory products similar to

ambrine. The values are given. He con-
cludes that nearly all have properties that
would make them useful. Several appear
superior to ambrine and it probably could
be substituted for it. Such are:

"Paraffin 118-120 F.," Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana.

"Paraffin 120-122 F.," Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana.
"Paraffin No. 9." Waverly Oil Works,

Pittsburgh.
"Hard paraffin," Robert Stevenson & Co.,

Chicago.
"Paraffin 118-121 F," The Atlantic Refin-

ing Co., Phila.

Sollmann^ has studied the physical prop-
erties of a series of paraffin mixtures designed
for use in the place of ambrine and the other
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similar proprietory products now ai)pearin^.

He has formulated the important properties

as: meltinj: point between 4S and 5o deg. C,
hardness, ductility, and pliability, and he
has de\-ised simple measures for the last three

which he explains quite fully. He pves a

Bums covered with thin film of ambrine

Showing method of applying ambrine

table of the properties of 28 substances, none
containing more than two constituents, of
the following classes

:

I. Paraffin

II. Paraffin-wax
III. Paraffin-asphaltum
IV. Paraffin-oil

V. Paraffin-petrolatum.

The commercial paraffins, melting between
48 and 53 deg. C, arc quite similar to ambrine,
possibly a little more fragile. The addition
of small quantities of wax modifies the prop-
erties very little. The proprietory products,
ambrine, Mulene, and Parresine are of this

class and ap])roach very closely

in properties to the simple
paraffins. The last named is

softer and more fragile than
ambrine. The paraffin-asphal-

tum mixtures are distinctly

more pliable, adhesive, and
capable of forming thinner
layers but do not form perfect

mixtures. Paraffin-oil combi-
nations are considerably softer

and weaker than the paraffins.

The paraffin-petrolatum mix-
tures are very soft, greasy,

and crumble easily.

Tests of their behavior on
application to the skin showed
that the three proprietory mix-
tures mentioned and some nine
of the other mixtures did not
differ essentially from the sim-
ple paraffins.

Sollman^ continues his ex-

perimental studies of the para-
ffin treatment of burns and
other open wounds by con-
sidering the effect and value of

the various constitutents upon
the physical properties and
reporting clinical results.

Simple paraffin will accom-
plish all that any of the mix-
tures can do. Admixture of

other waxes produces no im-
provement except that asphalt
does increase adherence a little.

Rosin and most of the waxes
tried raise the melting point.

The effect of the addition of

some fourteen different oils,

etc., is given, but none pro-
duces significant improvement.

Certain paraffins are very
superior to others. The choice

should be those which are liquid at or
below 50 deg. C. and the thin film should be
pliable at 28 deg. C. and ductile at 31 deg.
C. Such are easily produced. Addition of
antiseptics is of no effect as only an infinites-

imal quantity reaches the surface.

Sollmann finds that the application of the
first coat is apt to be painful, and avoids the
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difficulty by preceding it with a coat of liquid

petrolatum, applied with an oil atomizer.
To this may be added any medication desired.

The author is working out a series of solutions

for this purpose. A film of cotton and the
paraffin coating are next applied in the usual
way.

Sollmann states that almost all surgeons
who have used the paraffin treatment are

more or less enthusiastic as to its advantages
over the older methods of treatment. As it

is particularly desirable at this time to get
a correct estimate of its value as soon as

possible, he proposes a number of methods of

comparing its efficacy with that of other
methods. He also suggests a number of

substances, local anesthetics, antiseptics, epi-

thelial agents, etc., that should be tested out
in conjunction with the use of the initial

coating of petrolatum.
Belter^" (of the United Alloy Steel Corpora-

tion) has used the paraffin mixtures with
various oils, antiseptics, etc., on over 4000
dressings of burns and lacerated wounds. In
the absence of any observed advantage these

mixtures were discarded in favor of the com-
mercial paraffin, " Parrowax." The method of

application proposed by Sollmann was found
preferable to direct application by brush,
especially by the patient.

Beiter seems to find the chief advantage
of the paraffin to arise from the fact that the
granulating surface does not grow into or

adhere to it as it does into gauze, and con-
sequently is not destroyed at redressing.

This very much increases the rate of epithe-

lization and the comfort of the patient. The
method produces quicker healing of superficial

burns than any other familiar to the author.

It does not, however, shorten the time of

healing nor decrease the scar tissue formed
_

in deep burns. The comfort at dressing is'

much greater than with any other treatment.
The firmness, rigidity and sm.oothness of the
covering is also conducive to comfort at

other times. Also, when properly ai)plied,

it is cleaner than any other dressing because
the disc-harges are confined, do not soil the
linen, and ]jroduce no un])lcasant odor.

The jjaraflin dressing is incxi)ensivc, a
j;ound of wax and a ])int of liciviid ])etrolatvnn

together costing about (i") cents and being

sufficient for m.any burns. It rc])lac('s the

rather expensive gauze. It is, however, time
consuming.

Hudson,'' after mentioning the fact that
the early skepticism of physicians concerning
the ambrine treatment of burns was due to

the fact that the substance recently made its

appearance in France as a patent medicine
applicable to rheumatism and other ailments,

describes a spraying apparatus which he had
to devise and make for his own use. The
mixture has to be kept between 50 and 70

deg. C. during application, and this neces-

sitates the use of an electric heater for the air

used in order to avoid solidification in the

nozzle. An illustration and dimensions are

given.

The apparatus, which is not patented,

works perfectly and with a 10-lb. air pressure

and a hole in the nozzle the size of a No. 47
drill an area of one square foot can be covered
in about two seconds, a great advantage in

extensive burns. A smaller hole may be
better for ordinary use. The container

should hold about two potmds of melted
ambrine.

It is necessary to have a good volume of

air as from a compressed air tank or an
electrically operated automobile pump such
as the " Lectroflator." The latter must have
a safety valve to keep the pressure down.
Hand bulbs and small pumping machines
are not satisfactory.

The few cases in which the treatment has

been tried indicate considerable good in the

method, though it may be advisable to give

a preliminary cleansing of the wound as by
wet dressings of Dakin's solution for a day or

two.
Application is not painful if the ambrine

be kept below 70 deg. C. and redressing is

easy, rapid, and painless.
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ROAD ILLUMINATION BY MEANS OF AUTOMOBILE HEADLAMPS*
By H. p. Gage

Corning Glass Works

This article deals with the distribution of light and the intensity of light from the automobile headlamp.
Illumination of the road without glare to approaching drivers is the problem that is considered. A
number of photographs show the distribution from various headlighting equipments. The author suggests that
the regulations governing the glare from headlamps should not only specify the limitations of glare, but also

what devices can, and what devices cannot be made to eliminate glare when properly adjusted and installed.—Editor.

This is one of a series of contributions to the

subject of automobile headHghts. Papers on
this topic have been given at the lecture

course of the Illuminating Engineering Society

in Philadelphia, before sections of the Illu-

minating Engineering Society in New York,
Pittsburgh and Boston, and also before the

Societv of Automobile Engineers in New
York City.

The ground has been covered from nearly

ever\- possible standpoint, including the

difficulties and dangers which are

caused by the dazzling glare encoun-
tered when passing automobiles with
bright headlamps, the legislation de-

signed to overcome this evil, the
design of the headlamps and descrip-

tions of de\'ices intended to change
the natural light distribution pro-
duced by the headlamps, the beam
candlepower necessary to illuminate
the roadway with sufficient intensity
for driving, and the necessity for

accuracy in construction and the need
of care in focusing the headlamps.

Mr. A. L. McMurtrey, at the
March 15 meeting of the Society of

Automobile Engineers in New Yorlx
City, besides showing the principles
involved in headlamp construction,
discussed the two methods now in use
to eliminate glare, namely, diflfusion

and deflection. Mr. McMurtrey asked
the society to investigate these two
methods and to make a definite deci
sion as to- which principle should be
adopted. The method of diffu.sion has
the advantage that no special adjust-
mentof thebulbandreflectorisneeded,
and the disadvantages, that no warning beam is

thrown ahead when approaching blind cross-
ings, and elimination of glare is accom-
panied by insufficient intensity for driving.
The method of deflection has the advantage
of illimiinating as brilliantly as desired those

..•A.paper gresenUd before the Philadelphia Section of the
lllnminating Engineenng Society, April 20. 1917.

portions of the road which must be seen
without blinding approaching drivers, and the
disadvantages of requiring accurate focusing
and adjustment and that road irregulari-

ties or topping a hill will allow momentary
glare.

All through these talks has run a serious
undercurrent of discussion as to the type of
light distribution most to be desired.
Generally this problem of light distribution
has been left in the form of the question:

Fig. 1. Type B macadamized state road taken from headlamp position

"If_ glare is eliminated, what light distri-

bution is best suited for driving purposes?"
In the formal papers so far presented

emphasis has not been laid upon the exact
extent of the roadway itself which should
be illuminated or the question as to exactly
how much light thrown in the approach-
ing driver's eyes should be considered as
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dangerously glaring, and while some sugges-
tions along these lines have been made, it

seems to me that a material addition to the

Fig. 2. Type B macadamized state road taken from driver's position

subject under investigation can be made by
the presentation of some data in the form of

photographs which illustrate the

method which has been adopted in

the laboratories of the Coning
Glass Works to study some of the

engineering details which must be
known in order to construct satis-

factory automobile headlamps.
It is a comparatively simple

matter in the laboratory to meas-
ure the intensity of light projected

by a parabolic reflector, either alone

or combined with some light-dis-

tributing device, and to measure in

degrees or in radian measure the

extent of this beam. But what do
these figures mean when the light

projector is fastened to the front of

a car and the machine is driven

through the dark at a fairly high

rate of speed along a smooth
macadam road where many other

cars arc ])assing? The answer to

this question involves so many
elements that we must take each

element and analyze it separately.

The first consideration would seem to be

the type of road which it is necessary to

ilhiminate.

Types of Road

It is important to distinguish three different

types of roads.

The Type A road is the ordinary

country road, on which the motorist

meets no obstructions to speak of,

and certainly has very little diffi-

culty from glare from any other

automobile. The road is rough;

the driver has to look out for ruts,

ditches and occasional bridges which
may be missing. He only needs a

comparatively small amount of light

because he cannot travel very fast,

yet he can have all the light he
wants because there is nobody to

interfere with. From the automo-
bilists' standpoint this is a simple

proposition because but few auto-

mobilies travel on such roads.

The Type B road is the macada-
mized road, what we call the State

road in New York State, because
practically all the state roads are

macadamized, and vice versa. There
are a large number of automobiles,

on pleasant summer evenings a

constant stream, going in both
directions, and there is a great deal of diffi-

culty caused by glare. Sometimes there is

Fig. 3. Snmc. Tnkcn iit ninht. using device illustrated in Fig. 9

a wagon on that road that does not carry any

kind of light, or if it does, the light is carefully

concealed from both the front and the rear.
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It is only a matter of legislation that any
light at all is carried. There are occasional

pedestrains who carry no light, although if I

were the pedestrian walking on such a road I

think I would carry a lantern as "Safety

First" precaution.

Then there is the Type C road, the city or

independently lighted road. There again the

headlamp situation is simple; headlamps are

used only as position markers.

Fig. r shows the Type B road taken from
the headlamp position. The camera equipped
with an objective of 1 1 in. (28 cm.) equivalent

focus, to secure unifonnity with the photo-

graphs of the screen images described later,

is set at a height of 42 in. (107 cm.) above the

road level. A tape or surA'eyor's chain is used

to measure a distance of 50 ft. (15.3 m.)
from the camera, and a rule held up to

measure a height of 42 in. (107 cm.) above the

road.

A similar photograph, but taken from the

driver's position, is shown in Fig. 2. In this

case the distance is measured from the head-
lamps.
The night photographs in Figs. 3 and 4 are

also taken from the driver's position.

Road Illumination vs. Glare

The statement has been made that in order
to get sufficient road illumination for com-
fortable and safe driving, a beam of light of

such high intensity is required that if this

beam of light is directed into the eyes of an
approaching driver the glare is so intense that
it is highly dangerous in passing. If then it

Fig. 4. Night View. The men stand
50 and 100 feet from the car

were not possible to so direct the rays of light
that only the road were illuminated, as for
example, if a very powerful arc lamp were
mounted on the front of the car, a serious
state of affairs would exist, and anyone using
the highway at night would make himself

highly objectionable and dangerous to all ot

the other users of the highway. If such a
state of affairs did exist, it would be necessary
to limit the power of headlamps to such a
point that the glare produced would not be
so great, but that all the users of the road
could get by each other, and at the same time
they would be able to have enough road
illumination to proceed at a slow rate o± speed.

The question would then be simply one of

road illumination versus glare.

If, however, we accept the solution of

directing the light toward those portions of

the roadway which it is necessary to see, and
by keeping strong light intensities away from
the pathway which would be followed by the
eyes of the drivers of approaching vehicles,

the problem becomes more simple. The
problem then consists of determining just

what light pattern is the best to project, and
of furnishing suitable devices with engineer-

ing instructions for their use so that the
ordinary driver of automobiles can utilize

this light distribution on his car.

Light Patterns Produced by Projectors

The light pattern projected by a fairly well

shaped parabolic reflector is shown in Figs.

5, 6, and 7. In Fig. 5 the filament of the bulb
is at the exact focus of the parabola, and in

Fig. 6 the bulb filament is 1/10 in. (2.5 mm.)
inside this focus, and in Fig. 7 it is 1/10 in.

(2.5 mm.) in front of the focus. In these
photographs the axis of the light beam is

represented as the crossing of the two heavy
lines. The screen is at a distance of 25 ft.

(7.6 m.) from the headlamps, and the lighter

lines are each 13^2 ft. (0.45 m.) from the center
lines. In terms of radian measure these
finer lines are 6 per cent (6 ft. at a distance
of 100 ft. or 6 m. at a distance of 100 m.) from
the center line, or, in terms of degrees, they are
3.4 deg. from the axis. (If metric measures
were used the same results would be secured
with a screen 10 m. from the lamp and the
fine lines each 60 cm. from the axis lines.)

What these figures mean with reference to
road illumination is not easily understood.
To introduce the road a double print was

made, the negative of the projected screen
image and one of the road negatives were
both printed on the same paper, care being
taken to print the crossing of the axial lines

directly on the bend in the rule; i.e., 42 in.

(107 cm.) above the road level and directly
down the road. Those portions of the road
which would not receive light directly from
the headlam]:) are black, while those which
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would be illuminated by the headlamp show
the picture of the road. Thus Figs, oa, 6a,

7a, show the portions of the road illuminated

by parabolic projectors whose axes are

Fig. 5. Screen image of beam projected by

parabolic reflector. The bulb is at

the focus of the parabola

Fig. 5a. Same as Fig. 5, double contact print

of Fig. 5 and Fig. 1, showing extent of road-

way illuminated by this light distribution

in the night photograph in Figs. 3 and 4; also

in the double contact prints, Figs. 8a-14a.

Without mentioning the names of the par-

ticvilar devices which are here illustrated, I

think it perfectly legiti-

mate to criticize the effects

from the standpoint of the
driver of the car and from
the standpoint of those who
are trying to proceed in the
opposite direction.

In Fig. 5 it is evident

that directly down the road
a terrific glare would be
encountered, but at a dis-

tance of approximately 75
ft. (23 m.) the approach-
ing driver's eye is outside

of the direct beam, and lit-

tle interference would occur
from that distance to the

point of passing. From the

driver's standpoint objects

at a distance down the road
would be clearly seen, but
the near objects, such as

fences, ditches, etc., are

not well illuminated, and

Figs. 6 and 6a. Screen image, bulb back of focus

Figs. 7 and 7a. Screen image, bulb in front of focus

horizontal. The light ])attcrn ])rojcctt'd by
dirfcrcnt devices is shown in Fig. <S-14, and the
portions of the roadway illuminated arc shown

m case a car is encoun-
tered, which itself produces
blinding glare, difficulty

will be experienced in pass-

ing, as it will be nearly

impossible to distinguish

ditches and other road
characteristics 75 ft. (23

m.) or less from the front

of the car.

In Figs. (') and 7. which
illustrate more or less

spreading light beams, the

intensity down the road is

less. It is difficult for an
a])proaching driver to get

outside of the projected

beam, and therefore the

glare will continue to a
])()int cjuite close to the

car. From the driver's

stand])oint the distant illu-

mination is less intense,

but on the other hand
greater s])read is obtained
and ditches, etc., are rend-

ered more visible. If the

headlamps are l)ent downward, as in Fig. 11

the effect of glare is eliminated. This light

distribution is. however, unsatisfactory from
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the driver's standpoint, as the brij^htest part

of the Hght strikes the road at a distance of

between 50 and 00 ft. (15 to IS m.) in front

of the car. and there is insufficient spread to

the light beam.
In Fij;s. S and 9 we have

illustrations of the lijjht beam
bent downiward and at the

same time spread out across

the road. This eliminates the

troublesome glare, due to light

above the horizontal, and at

the same time lights up the

ditches at the side of the road.

This light distribution can be

-omewhat improved upon a

de\-ice which distributes part

of the light (Fig. 9) in a fan-

shaped beam, and part is

directed in an intense beam
directly down the center of

the road and just below the

horizontal.

In Fig. 10 we have what
may prove to be a still further

improvement in the light dis-

tribution, in that some of the

light is allowed to rise above
the horizontal and illuminate

the r ght hand side of the road,

rendering sign-posts, vehicles,

etc.. more visible, and yet no
light is directed toward the

upper left-hand quadrant. It

is in thisupper left-hand quad-
rant that the faces of the

drivers of approaching vehi-

cles are located.

In Fig. 13 we have an illus-

tration of light which is pro-

jected so far below the hori-

zontal as to illuminate a small

path directly in front of the

car, but no appreciable amount
of light falls beyond a dis-

tance of 00 ft. (IS.3 m.) from
in front of the car, and the
spread is insufficient to see

either ditch.

In Fig. 12 is shown a light

j)atlem consisting of two dis-

tinct beams of light. The
lower beam is intense and is

in fact undesirable, as it pro-

duces a bright spot of light

directly in front of the car in

a place where it is not needed,
and yet it reduces the sensi-

tiveness of the eye to the more distant parts of

the road which are less brilliantly illuminated.

In Fig. 14 we have the type of light dis-

tribution obtainable from the diffusing type

Fig, 8 Fig, 8a

Fig. 9 Fig. 9a

Fig. 10 Fig. 10a

Figs. 8 10. Screen image with deflecting front glasses
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of cover glass. It is an old saying that "you
cannot eat your cake and have it too." All

who deal with light know that if you have a
given amount to start with, vou can illuminate

Fig. 11 Fig 11a

Fig, 12 Fig, 12a

Fig. 13 Fig, 13o

Figs. 11-13. Screen images with drflccting front glusses

a small surface brilliantly or a large surface
dimly. It is true that by placing a diffuser in

front of a parabolic projector, the glare is

reduced, but only to an extent corresponding
with the reduction in beam
intensity. The same con-
dition holds that holds in

the case of Figs. 6 and 7,

in which the bulb is not at

the focus of the parabola,
only to a much greater
extent. The driver of an
approaching vehicle is in

the beam of the headlamp
from the most distant point
until he is even with the
headlamp. If the intensity'

of the light is sufficient for

the driver of the automo-
bile to see the road, then
the driver of the approach-
ing vehicle will experience
a blinding glare until the
automobile is actually pass-

ing. From the standpoint
of the driver of the auto-
mobile equipped with such
a diffusing device, the fore-

ground is so brilliantly illu-

minated as to reduce the
sensitiveness of the eye to

the more distant parts of

the road, and unless bulbs

of excessively high power
are used, wagons and other

large obstacles will sud-
denly loom up at short

distances in front of the
car with confusing sud-

denness.
In Figs. <Sa to 14a, by

combining the photographs
of the screen images mth
a ]3hotograph taken to the
same scale of a road, we
may i)redict what parts of

the road will be illuminated

by a particular light dis-

tribution. Whether this

road illumination is actu-

ally obtained can be deter-

mined only by night test.

IMi()t()gra])hs made at night
of a road illuminated by
the light distribution shown
in Fig. 10, are given in

Figs. 3 and I. These i)hoto-

grai)hs togelhcr witli the
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correspondiiif]; daytime photograph, Fig. [2,

were taken with a 6-in. (.15 cm.) objective and
are not uniform w*ith the others.

What is Glare?

Ha\-ing taken up the problem of road

illumination mainly from the standpoint of

consistent series four photographs, Figs. 16,

17, 18 and 19, were taken with the same
exposure, 12 sec, for the letters, but in Fig.

17 there was in addition a 2-sec. exposure

looking directly into the full beam projected

by an unmodified parabolic reflector, and in

Figs. 18 and 19 a 2-sec. exposure when a

Fig. 14. Screen image with difTusing front glass

the driver, how are we to determine what con-
stitutes glare' A method of studying this is

illustrated in Figs. 15-19.

Fig. 14a

deflecting device was used in front of the

reflector. The confusion of the letters near

Fig. 16 Fig. 17. Looking into parabolic

reflector

Fig. 15. Apparatus for testing glare of headlamps

If we look directly into a glaring headlamp,
objects near this headlamp cannot be dis-

tinguished. Fig. 15 illustrates the apparatus
which was used in such a study, namely, a
set of illuminated letters in the center of which
is placed a headlamp. In order to make a

Fig. 18 Fig. 19

Figs. 18-19. Looking into headlamps equipped with deflecting glasses

the headlamp form a crude measure of the

amount of glare present. In these illustra-

tions, while the mechanism which produces
the confusion is different from that of the
eye, the appearance fairly well represents that
experienced by the observer.
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From experiments such as these I would
say, roughly, that if the beam candlepower
in the direction of the driver's eye does not
exceed 1,000 candlepower, and if a reasonable
road illumination is produced by his own
headlamps the glare will not be of such high
intensity as to be seriously disturbing. When,
however, the maximum beam candlepower
obtainable from a parabolic projector, that
is, a beam of 20,000 to 60,000 candlepower,
is projected into one's eyes it is impossible to
see anything beyond the headlamps.

In conclusion I wish to say that the Type B

,

or macadamized roads, on which glare is prone
to be the greatest obstacle to safety and
comfort in driving are provided and main-
tained by the state, and their use is, therefore,

legitimately subject to state control for the
purpose of securing the greatest usefulness
and safety for all travelers on the highway.
In the particular field of the illumination of

these roads by portable lamps the legislation

now being enacted has some regard for the
scientific requirements of illuminating
engineering, thanks to the agitation of the
automobile clubs, and the engineering data
supplied by the Illuminating Engineering So-
ciety, the Society of Automobile Engineers,
and to a certain extent by the manufacturers
of anti-glare devices.

The question of official approval of par-
ticular devices has often been agitated, and it

has been pointed out that without such
approval the owner of a car is at sea and does
not know whether his car complies with the
law or whether he is subject to arrest by the
first traffic policemen he meets.

If a certain light distribution is passed
upon as legal without regard to what device is

employed to produce such light distribution,

the responsibility of securing the required
light distribution rests with the car owner.
As the majority of car owners and even
garage men have not familiarized themselves
with the laws of optics, a vast amount of

education will be necessary before the law can
be intelligently complied with. The indefinite

term "blinding glare" is employed in many
ordinances. If, however, all car owners
honestly attempted to eliminate "blinding
glare" in directions which this glare should
not exist I doubt if many cars would present
any difficulties in passing.

While there are serious drawbacks to giving
official permits to special devices and allowing
freedom from police interference to users of

such devices, would it not be entirely feasible

to give permits stating that when certain

devices are properly installed and the head-
lamps properly adjusted that the ordinance
can be complied with, thereby eliminating the
many devices which are so crudely designed,

that by no adjustment whatever can they be
considered as trlare eliminators?

REORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES AFTER THE WAR*
By Rockwood Conover
General Electric Company

Mr. Conover sees ahead of us, following the termination of the war, a period of intense industrial activity
that promises to completely reorganize our present manufacturing methods. The more important phases of
this readjustment will include organization for more specific purposes, building construction providing for

unlimited expansion, greater concentration and segregation of manufacture, reduction in the function of human
labor, and government aid. Mr. Conover discusses separately the probable course of each of these factors
in the readjustment of the world's industries.

—

Editor.

Among the important world-wide changes
that are bound to take place during the

period of reconstruction after the war is

over and peace finally re-established, a re-

adjustment of industrial methods and ])rac-

tices, wider in its scope than anything that
has yet been conceived, is likely to occur.

This readjustment, which will include nearly
all phases of industrial undertaking from
organi/cation and jjlant construction down
to the sim]jlcst mechanical ])rocess, will

doubtles.s be as unique and revolutionary in

some of its aspects as has been the great

advancement in many things ])crlaining to

By Courccsy of American Machincsl.

engineering and manufacturing that has
taken i)lace during the two or three decades
just passed.

Among the more important phases of this

readjustment that are worthy of our atten-
tion, several features stand out clearly as
being of immediate and pressing value to

both producer and consumer, and as meriting
chief consideration among the developmental
])rocesses alTecting the manufactui'ing side of

industrial life that the new conditions will

bring about. Briefly these are: Organization
for more definite and s])ccific i)urposes;

building construction provi(iing for unlimited

expansion; greater concentration ami segre-
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gation of manufacture; elimination of the

tunction of human labor and increase of

mechanical perfonnance; government aid

in the process of readjustment to the country's

needs.

At the present time the human mind cannot

clearly conceive the magnitude of the work of

reconstaiction, the new activity of human
endeavor and the amazing stride at which the

rehabiliment of the world must go forward.

These things will come upon us with a

suddenness and magnitude that wall require'

the maximum of ingenuity and power .to meet.'

Organization for More Definite and Specific Purposes

It has been the custom to some extent in'

past years to build up factories and industries

for the production of certain kinds of classes

of apparatus as a finished product, without

clearly defined plans of procedure in reference

to the many and varied integral parts of

which the completed unit is composed. The
production of automobiles, farm machinery,

machine tools, and many other kinds of

product is illustrative of this. The plan in

the mind of the owner or manager heretofore

has chiefly been to provide buildings suffi-

ciently large in which to manufacture his'

product without careful preliminary analysis

as to what portions or details might be
purchased in the open market or from other

factories at a less cost than he could produce
them. Even at the present time the manu-
facturer quite generally seeks to make all

parts of apparatus, both large and small,

within his own factory. He does this with the

conviction that the labor and material cost

in his own shop will be less than the outside

purchase price for the various elements
required and that an economy in production
will be effected. Not infrequently he over-

looks the item of overhead expense, which
he should add to his own labor and material
in arriving at this conclusion, and that what
he chiefly saves is the producer's profit, other
things being equal.

The manufacturer can sometimes produce
the separate elements of a piece of apparatus
for less than he can buy them in the open
market. This is an often demonstrated
platitude of business. But it is not always so,

and in many instances is proved otherwise.

Equipment and facilities for the production
of small parts in quantities often enable the
company engaged in this class of manufacture
to offer its product at lower prices than the
individual manufacturer, not so equipped , can
produce them. Overhead expense involved

in the exclusive ])roduction of this class of

product is nonnally much lower than in the

production comjjlete of apparatus of uni-

formly greater bulk and weight, resulting

in a distinct gain to the producei of the former
class and, ultimately, to the buyer as well.

Analysis of Conditions Necessary

It is evident that during the new period of

reconstruction it will become increasingly

desirable for the individual manufacturer or

corporation contemplating the founding of an
industry to analyze carefully the^e most
important phases of organization, arid to

proceed with fully defined plans as to the

specific purposes for which buildings can be'

erected and equipment purchased to secure'

the greatest economic advantage in pro-

duction. The new problem before the

industrial world is likely to be that of the.

establishment of factories devoted to the

assembly and sale of finished product, and'

the establishment of other factories and
foundries whose function is to feed these

great assembly plants with the supply of-

castings and various details incident to the

production of the finished unit.

And here the question may naturally be

asked: Why should the manufacturer of the

greater product undertake the production

of the smaller details on a limited number of

automatics, lathes; or other machine tools

(located in segregated sections or depart-

ments of his shop and often operated inter-

ruptedly and expensively), any more than he

would engage in the production of the

thousand and one small items of shop :upplies

that he normally uses and which he is accus-

tomed to purchase in the open market? The.

concentration of production of small product,

in one or a limited number of factories offers'

the distinct advantage of large orders,'

continuous operation and other features not

possible under the old plan. Under the new
period of reconstruction it will be necessary

to give consideration to a greater degree of

diversification in industrial processes than

we have been accustomed to contemplate in

the past, in order to secure the largest eco-

nomic advantage that the world-wide com-
mercial readjustment will make both desirable

and imperative.

It is evident that in building new industrial

plants we must provide for a far greater

expansion than ever before in the history of

industrial undertaking. Not only must the

layout of the buildings provide for a large

expansion of assembly floors and greatly
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increased space for machine tools and pre-
liminary productive processes, but the areas
between buildings must also be larger than
ever before. Where 50, 75 or 100 ft. was
considered ample space between shops, doubt-
less 200 ft. and even more will be required.

Sudden expansions of businesss will require
the erection of one- or two-stoiy additions
and lean-tos to provide additional assembly
space, or space for more machine tools with
which to get out greater products sold on
limited delivery dates of shipment. Larger
areas for storage sheds and platforms between
shops will be required, and there must also be
provision between the buildings for expansion
of tracks and sidings, overhead cranes, scales,

and facilities for rapid unloading of every
description.

In the larger type of industries now existing

and in thote that will be organized in increas-

ing numbers during the new period, it will

doubtless be necessary to set aside a consider-

able definite area for the receiving and
storage of castings and metal stocks and such
materials as may be kept in open and covered
spaces. These receiving and storage yards
will need to provide for big expansions
through amole equipment of sheds, plat-

forms, narrow- and broad-gauge trackage,
gantry cranes, railroad scales, conveyors, etc.

More materials will be received and handled
than ever before, and the railroads will

demand and need our co-operation and
assistance. Every provision mu it be made to
relieve congestion and save demurrage and
minimize the tying up of cars.

The removal of chips, turnings, metal sheet

trimmings, and scrap and refuse of every
nature will have to be provided for with
improved methods. With the great increase

in productive output it will become desirable

to handle these materials more expeditiously
and economically, either by means of con-
veyors operating below shop floors in close

proximity to the lines of machine tools or by
other means not interfering with or detri-

mental to the operation of the regular shop
equipment, or detracting from space required
for the movement and handling of castings

and other materials in process of manufacture.

Concentration and Segregation of Processes

The new industrial conditions will force

cor]Kjrations and managers more and more
to give attention to concentration and segre-

gation of all manufacturing operations, and
to concentration of supervision in order to

establish such co-operative routine of directive

effort as will result in the greatest economy
in manufacturing methods in the shop, and
influence all functions of the factory's organi-
zation in efficient and profitable channels.
The small manufacturer will need to more
carefully analyze his practices, to segregate

more definite assembly processes f'om pre-

liminary processes, in order to secure a
speeding up of all operations and prepare
for a more intensive production of product.
In the small shop where specialization has
only paitly superseded the old methods much
can be done along this line. Instead of the

all-round machinist making apparatus com-
plete, as in the past, the owners or managers
of the smaller sized factories will find it,

desirable and necessary to concentrate assem-
bly work as far as possible, and segregate from
this the machine opei-ations and manufacture
of small details, in order that through this

grouping of similar processes all tools may
be kept in constant operation and the greatest

speed and efficiency in productive activities

secured. Only in this way can the small shop
hope to exist with the bigger factories in the
driving competition that is bound to come.

During the next two decades the grouping
of industrial enterprise and the building of big
assembly plants will receive greater attention
than has ever been given the subject hereto-

fore. The world-wide demand for products,

for rapid fulfillment of big contracts, and the
increasing competition of purchasing power,
will all contribute to direct the trend of the
world's industrial development and progress.

The making and supplying of small parts is,

comparatively speaking, one of the simpler

phases of production. It is chiefly a question
of capacity for quantity, for precision, and for

reduced cost of output. It is the big business,

the assembly of completed apparatus of

medium, large, and still larger proportions

that makes imperative the adoption of new
methods of production on a scale more
gigantic than anything we have yet conceived.

Assembling and shipping, it is possible to

conceive, may become the chief function

of the big industry of the future, the thousand
and one smaller details being fed into these

Ijig assembly plants automatically through
other channels—the foundries and factories

erected for their manufacture, either apart
from or in combination with the big home
unit.

Segregation Will Be Essential

The segregation of production of small

])arts from assembly processes is diametrically
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opposed to decentralization of manufacture,

which involves the ojouping of all equipment
required for the production of a t^ven class

of product as far as possible within the limits

of the factory in which the product is made.
There are advantat^es in favor of both
methods of procedure, but it is doubtless true

that under the new conditions which the

manufacturer will have to face, a more diversi-

fied application of both manual and machine
performance will be essential to keep pace with

the demands of consumption. Specialization

^ill be carried far beyond its present bounds,

and will be limited only by the specific condi-

tions of manufacture involved and the kind of

product for which the industry is organized.

The evident results of this gi owing change
^•ill be greater refinement and precision in all

manufacturing operations. Constant repeti-

tion of effort, whether directive, manual or

mechanical, must invariably resiilt in greater

uniformity of action and in a more perfect

accomplishment of the thing desired. The
decades to come will be marked with a
tendency toward a condition of more intensive

progressiveness and a greater insistence in

demands on the part of the buyer and con-

sumer, all of which will make for the re-

organization and establishment of industrial

enterprise on the basis of the highest refine-

ment and economy of effort and procedure.

Coincident with the new era in industrial-

ism will come the elimination in an increasing

degree of the factor of manual labor in

productive processes. More and more the

purely manual task will be superseded by
machine-tool performance. Greater demands
will be made upon the tool builders. The skill

of scientific men will more and more be
required to design tools for new and untried

mechanical processes. The new and world-
wide development in all commercial under-
taking will bring about a condition of pro-
ductive activity greatly emphasized in its

intensiveness.

This does not mean that the all-round
tradesman machinist will no more be needed.
It means that the evolution of shop practice
toward specialization and machine perform-
ance is rendering his skill less a factor of

necessity in manufacturing operations and

placing this class of highly educated labor in

the minority. There is always room, however,
for the skilled tradesman higher up, doing
the tasks of laying out, lining up and as-

sembling, which the handy man or purely
mechanical performance cannot always do.

With the increasing intensity of production
and constantly growing demand for product
there must obviously arise a condition in

which there will be work for all classes and
kinds of men. The substitution of mechanical
performance for manual tasks will in no wise

be able to keep pace with the new and growing
needs of the industrial world. Should the

processes of transformation under the new
era develop an excess of manual labor of

certain grades, which with the rapid organi-

zation and building of new industries is not

likely to occur, there is always open to the

individual the field of agriculture, which,

now more than at any other period of recent

history, is in need of re-establishment on a
profitable and enduring basis.

Government Aid in the Readjustment of Industry

Government aid may be rendered the

manufacturer through bureaus or commissions
already appointed for the study of industrial

conditions by giving counsel and direction

in the establishment of new manufacturing
projects, and by furnishing him with such
data as may be of assistance in the grouping
of assembly plants in localities where the

natural resources of power and facilities for

transportation by rail or water to and from
the world's markets and sources of supply are

economical and advantageous. Near these

greater assembly plants, or in conjunction

with them, it will doubtless be desirable to

group the segregated shops and factories for

the manufacture of small parts in order that

the greatest economy in cost and transporta-

tion may be secured. In the founding of

industrial enterprise under the new conditions

the manufacturer will require more than his

own knowledge and experience to guide him
in the more important considerations of the

project. He will need the expert knowledge
and information which may be obtained

through the co-operation and service of a

friendly Government commission.
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A NEW ELECTRIC MINE HOIST AT BUTTE, MONTANA
By R. S. Sage

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

A description of equipment in connection with a recent Ilgner-Ward Leonard hoist installation at the Elm
Orlu Mining Company, Butte, Montana. This installation is one of the two largest of this type in operation
in this country. Complete data on two sets of tests are included; the first conducted to analyze a typical
day's run and the second to determine efficiency while hoisting under known conditions. This paper was read
at a special meeting of the A.I.E.E., Xew York, June 28, 1917.

General and tjie control equipment is shown in Fig. 1.

During the past year and a half, a period The building is exceptionally well Hghted,
to be remembered for its tremendous Indus- both 'by day and by night, and there is a
trial activity, extraordinary progress was particular absence of crowding and con-
made in the field of mine electrification; and gestion. Two 20-ton* hand-operated travel-

in particular in the electrification of mine ing cranes provide adequate capacity for

hoists of more than average capacity and the handling of the heaviest parts,

importance, and for whose operation the
highest type of electrical system was de- ^7

. „ , . , , . .

manded. This progress extended to both , .
^' '' T^^ ^^°'''^' ^°^ ^^^ dnvmg oi large

the coal mining and the metal mining fields.
high-speed shaft hoists, considerations of

Illustrative of the extent of this progress,
accuracy of control and safety of operation

it mav be said that the number of Ward necessitate the use of equipments operating

Leonard and Ilgner-Ward Leonard hoist
on the Ward Leonard system. This system

equipments which will have been put into
combined with a flywheel for load equaliza-

operation in this country during the two ^o^' commonly known as the Ilgner-\\ ard

vears of 1916 and 1917 will equal the total
Leonard system, is necessary wherever the

number operating prior to 1916, and the conditions of power supply require it. In

aggregate horse power capacity will be 50 ^^'^ instance, as for the majority of eqmp-

TDer cent ereater ments oi this character, flywheel equahzation

A recent Ilgner-Ward Leonard hoist instal- ^^^ imperative, as the reservation charge is

lation of considerable interest is that at the ^ased on the maximum instantaneous de^

mine of the Elm Orlu Mining Company at
"^^nd. For this reason, flywheel capacity

Butte, Montana. This equipment has been ^^^ supplied sufficient to completely equahze

in regular productive operation since the }^^ maximum duty cycle met m balanced

•first week of last February having been put hoisting from the deepest level.
_

into commission to replace an old steam hoist
,

,The shaft has been sunk
_

to a depth ot

at that time. This type of hoist but recently ^^^^^\ ^\ ^f
^.b m.) and ore is being hoisted

made its appearance in the Butte district, ';':?V^'''"^yi''T.uw "/ ! "J.
-^^^^' l'^^.":' ^.*^^^'

and the present installations are but fore- l""^^'
and ISOO-ft. {A.io.2 m to o4S.6 m.)

runners of many electrifications which will
^^^^Is. Ultimately the ore will be taken from

undoubtedlv be made in the near future. ^ ^^am 3500 ft. (lObb.S m.), below the surt ace.

This equ[]jment is of interest, first, because .^he general characteristics of the hoist on

of its capacity, it being one of the two largest
^he bas^s of which the cquii^mcnt was designed

of this tvpe in o])eration in this country, ^^^ ^^ lollows:

and, second, because of its unusual smooth- Inclination of shaft with hori-

r ^- • 1- •. 1 c zontal 90 deg.
ness of operation, simphcity and ease of Present maximum lift 1800 ft.

control, it being so noted throughout the Ultimate maximum lift 3500 ft.

Butte camp. Weight of skip and man cage . . 1 1,000 lb. (41)8l) kg.)

A series of tests under operating con- w>''>^'w °! "'"^ ^'"^^ ^ilVnn .;
•^•

" lo'rno ^

J... . 1 , ,, ' 1^ r 1- 1 Weight of one rope (3500 ft.) .. 12,500 lb. (obbi) kg.)
ditions were earned out, the results of which, Maximum speed of skip during .

together with a description of the equii)ment hoisting 2,500 ft. per min.

are given herein. Diameter of cable 1.5 in. (38. Imm.)

The hoisting equipment is installed in a UViglit of cable per foot
,

3.55 lb. (1.58kg.)

, . .. 1 V . , . •, ,• ,- Drums

—

cylindrical—double-
vcry substantial bnck building ol one room, clutched
the motor-generator set with flywheel, the Diameter of drums 10 ft. (3 m.)

slijj regulator and the switchboard occupying H'/^- of drums 3,()()0,000 lb. ft.^

all of one end. A view of the hoist motor Nlaximumhm.rly tonnage (2000
lb.) 3.>()() ft. Icrel I.>5

•Ono short ton =0.9 metric ton. Assumed mciliaiiiral eHiciency 85 per cent
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The calculated cycles of duty for the
various levels, upon which the capacity of

the electrical equipment was based, are

shown in Fig. 2. It is practically impossible
to exactly predict the actual operating
schedule in this class of service, but to insure
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Fig. 2. Calculate! Hoist Duty Cycles

continuity of service, the most important
consideration in installations of this kind,

the first requisite is that the driving machinery

have a safe margin of capacity. A heating
guarantee of 40 deg. C. rise for all parts of

the electrical equipment was therefore made,
for continuous operation, when hoisting the
specified hourly tonnage from any level.

The efficiency curves for the various machines
are given in Fig. 3.

The estimated limits of demand from the
power supply for the various levels were as
follows

:

1500-ft. level 650 kw.
2400-ft. level 760 kw.
3500-ft. level 865 kw.

The estimated overall efficiencies corre-

sponding to the maximum hourly tonnages
are as follows:

1500-ft. level—overall efficiency 46.2 per cent
2400-ft. level—overall efficiency 48.3 per cent
3500-ft. level—overall efficiency 47.7 per cent

The hoist is also used for practically all of
the hoisting of an unproductive character,

such as handling waste, men, timbers and
supplies, and the hoisting of ore is done
simultaneously with this sort of work.
The overall efficiency at which the ore is

hoisted, that is, the ratio of the net work
done in lifting a day's output of ore, to the
kilowatt hours of electric energy used per
day, is therefore much less than the figures

given above. The mine is still in the develop-
ment stage so that the unproductive work is a
large proportion of the total required of the
hoist.

At the present time the slip regulator is.

adjusted so as to limit the demand to 40O
kw., as this is sufficient for the present depths,

and the present manner of hoisting.

Description

The hoist consists of two steel-plate drums-
10 ft. in diameter, grooved to hold 1900 ft.

(579.1 m.) of 1.5 in. (38.1 mm.) steel cable per
layer. The drums are mounted between
three bearings, on a single shaft which has an
extreme length of 40 ft. (12.1 m.). Each
drum is j^rovided with an axial-plate-type

clutch and a parallel-motion post brake.

100% 75% 50% 25% Per Cent of Maximum
Hourly Tonnage

1500 ft
1

2400 ft
1

3500 ft
1

267
2.46

202
3.74

155
5.54

200
2.58

152
3.8i)

116
5.75

133
2.83

101
4.23

77.5
6.17

67
3.57

50.5
5.07

38.7
7.45

Hourly tonnage
Kw-hr. per ton
Hourly tonnage
Kw-hr. ])cr ton
Hourly tonnago
Kw-hr. per ton
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The diameter of the brake tread is 14 ft.

(4.3 m.). The post brakes are made of

structural shapes and steel plate to form a
box girder. The brakes are released and the

clutches operated by means of oil thrust

cylinders with floating-level control, served
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Fig. 3. Efficiency Curves

by an oil accumulator in connection with a
motor-driven triplex oil pump. A two-

indicators, the drum flanges are entended
to provide a surface for spotting marks.
The bearings are all of the two-part type

provided with gravity feed lubrication, in

addition to oil rings. Sight-feed oil gauges
are provided for all the bearings.

To the drum shaft is coupled an 1800-h.p.,

80-r.p.m., 525-volt d-c. motor, front and side

elevations of which are shown in Fig. 4.

The motor is supplied with two bearings, and
sole plates; the armature shaft is 14 in.

(36 cm.) in diameter in bearing by 11 ft.

5 in. (3.4 m.) long, and has a forged half-

coupling for connection to a corresponding
half-coupling on the drum shaft. The
armature is 9.5 ft. (2.8 m.) in diameter, while
the outside diameter of the magnet frame is

14 ft. 5 in. (4.3 m.). The motor has 16 main
field poles, the coils being wound for 125-volt

excitation, and has commutating poles to

insure good commutation at the heavy over-

loads encountered in the service. The bear-

ings in addition to being ring oiled, receive

lubrication from the gravity feed oiling

system. The extreme length of the hoist,

with motor, is 51 ft. 9 in. (15.7 m.).

The motor receives its power through a
set, consisting of a generator driven by an
induction motor, and a direct-coupled fly-

wheel and exciter, shown in outline in Fig. 5.

The generator has a continuous capacity
of 1300 kw., at 525 volts, and in order to

successfully commutate the heavy currents

Fig. 4. Outline of Hoist Motor

"horse power motor supplies all the power
required for the brake and clutch engines.
The weights by which the brakes are set are
in the form of cylinders moving vertically in
guides formed by part of the brake engine.
In addition to the regulation dial-type depth

at the low voltages, it is equipped with com-
mutating poles, and, in addition, a compen-
sating winding is placed in the pole faces
of each of the 12 main poles. As in the case
of the hoist motor, the main-field excitation
is at 125 volts.
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The induction motor is rated 1150 h.p.,

three-phase, 60 cycles, 2200 volts, and has a
synchronous speed of 514 r.p.m. It is of the
wound-rotor type, with collectors for con-
nection to the automatic slip regulator.

The flywheel is built up of rolled steel

plates, 11 ft. 10 in. (3.6 m.) in diameter, so

that the peripheral speed at synchronism is

19,100 feet (5.8 km.) per minute. The width
of face is 20.5 in. (52 cm.) making the total

weight 92,000 lbs. (41,730 kg.), exclusive of

shaft. The plates are securely riveted

together by steel rivets. The wheel is

mounted between two bearings, and coupled
to the generator by a Francke-type flexible

coupling. A special grade of hard babbitt is

used in the supporting bearings. Lubrica-
tion is afforded both by means of a low-
pressure oil pump geared to the shaft sup-

the base. The exciter has a continuous rating

of 21 kw., at 125 volts.

A cast iron base is provided under the
induction motor and generator and sole plates

under the flywheel bearings. The foundation
under the various units is of re-inforced

concrete extending down to the bed rock,

insuring stability of alignment.

Control

The hoist-motor speed and direction of

rotation are controlled by varying the strength
and reversing the polarity of the generator
field. The field rheostat is provided with a
large number of points giving a corresponding
large number of speeds in both directions.

Between the motor and generator there is

inserted an overload circuit breaker and a
single-pole line switch.

Fig. 5. Outline of Motor-Generator Set

plemented V)y ring oiling. The geared pum]:)

begins to sujjply the bearings with oil prac-

tically as soon as the wheel turns over. The
oil reservoir is sunk below the floor line at the
end of the flywheel Vjearing, and contains

coils for the circulation of cooling water.

In order to reduce the demand on the
power system, when starting the set, a small

motor-driven, high-pressure oil ]mmi) is jjro-

vided to sujjply oil pressure under the bear-

ings, this ])ump being ])ut into operation only

when required for this ]jurpose. With this

starting pum]) in o])eration, the set and wheel
started from rest with SO par cent of full-load

current from the power system.

A close-fitting steel ])late cover is ])rovidc(l

for the wheel above the floor line, the i)it

in the foundation virtually forming the lower

jxjrtion of the enclosing casing.

The exciter armature is mounted on an
extension of the induction motor shaft, llic

field frame being bolted to an extension of

In the design and installation of the entire

equi])ment, careful consideration was given

to the matter of safety of operation, with the
result that the effects due to carelessness on
the part of the o])erators are obviated and
protection to the men and a]i]:»aratus is pro-

vided in almost every emergency.
The arrangement of the control levers is

extremely sim])le, there being but one power
lever, a forward movement corresponding to

one direction "of rotation and a backward
movement, the reverse. This lever with the

two brake levers, one on either side, com-
pletes the lever grou]). The clutches are

()]jerated bx' a tlirow, cither in or out, of a

crank thnmgh an are of bSO dog.

A center-zero d-c. ammeter and \olt meter
are mounted in tin- line of \ision with the

depth indicators.

A Welch safety device coniitels slowing
down at the i)roi)er rate ami i)rovides iiro-

tection against oN-iTwindini; and o\ rfspreding.
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As an additional protection, limit s\\'itches

actuated by the skips themselves are installed

in the j^nides. These switches, as well as the

Welch device, cause the d-c. circuit breaker to

open, in addition to setting the hoist brakes.

In general. an\- emergency which will cause

the d-c. circuit breaker to open will cause

the brakes to be applied. The d-c. circuit

breaker will open under any of the following

emergencies

:

(a) Extreme d-c. overload

(b) Overwind top or bottom
(c) Loss of exciter voltage

(d) Loss of motor-field excitation

(e) Overspeed of hoist

(f) Overspeed of motor-generator set.

The opening of the main line a-c. oil circuit

breaker ^^^ll not open the d-c. circuit breaker,

nor set the hoist brakes, but the operator is

free to continue hoisting as long as the stored

energy- in the flywheel will permit. The
opening of the line switch is indicated in the
usual manner by the ringing of a bell. When
the d-c. circuit breaker has been opened
under any of the above mentioned emer-
gencies, and an application of the brakes
made, the brakes cannot be released until the
controller lever has first been returned to the
central position.

After an overwind has occurred, it is

necessar}^ for the hoist operator to throw
a small s'VN'itch before power can again be
applied to the motor and motion is possible

only in the lowering direction.

The total energy in the flywheel at 94 per
cent synchronous speed is 117,000 h.p.-sec.

of which approximately 50 per cent is avail-

able for operating the hoist in the event the
set was disconnected from the power supply,

the limitation being the speed at which the
d-c. exciter is no longer able to hold up its

voltage. If required, a complete trip with a
fully loaded skip could be made from a depth
of iSOO ft. (457.2 m.) on the energy of the
fl>"v\'heel, and a load of men could be hoisted
from the deepest level.

Hoisting "out of balance" can be carried
on without causing excessive speed reduction
of the set nor neces-sitating a higher limit

of demand from the power supply.
The liquid slip regulator used with this

equipment is worthy of special mention, as
being a decided departure in important details

from the heretofore generally accepted design.

In the latter, it was necessary to make a
water-tight joint between the tile or porcelain
vessels and the cooling tank, and also between

the tile and the electrodes, clamping rings or
draw volts being used for this purpose. In
many instances, this construction in connec-
tion with temperature changes resulted in

broken tiles, causing much annoyance.

END ELEVATION

Fig. 6. Automatic Slip Regulator—Cross Section

In the present design, a sectional end view
of which is shown in Fig. 6, the tiles are simply
placed upon a rubber mat on the steel bottom
of the tank, the only water-tight joint being
that between the lower electrodes and the
bottom of 'the tank. Only enough pressure
is applied on the tile by the holding down
bolts to hold it in place, the purpose of the
tiles being merely to serve as barriers to
prevent leakage between phases. Common
sewer tiles are used for the purpose. The
value of the input limit is adjusted in the
usual manner by varying the number of the
counterbalancing weights.

Tests

The first set of tests was for the purpose of
analyzing a typical day's run under ordinary
conditions, as regards its relation to the
electrical equipment.
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In the second test, measurements were
made of the electrical quantities for a few
trips, to determine, if possible, the efficiency

while hoisting under known conditions.

In conducting the tests, the following

measuring instruments were used

:

Curve-drawing a-c. wattmeter—30-in. feed per
hour.

Graphic recording a-c. ammeter.
Graphic recording d-c. ammeter.
Graphic recording d-c. voltmeter.
Indicating a-c. wattmeter.
Indicating a-c. v'oltmeter.

Indicating a-c. ammeter.
Indicating liquid column tachometer.
Integrating polyphase watthour meter.
Karlic tachograph.

First Test. A log was kept of all the
movements of the hoist from 7:00 a.m. to

The results of this test are given below.

Duration of test 12 hours
Actual time hoist in motion 3.5 hours
Total number of trips made 280
Number of skips of ore hoisted. . 63
Percentage ore trips of total .... 22.5 per cent
Total weight of ore hoisted 252.5 tons
Average weight of ore per skip. . 4.01 tons
Average lift of ore 1428 ft. (435.2 m.)
Net work done on ore-total 272 kw-hr.
Net work done on ore per trip . . 4.32 kw-hr.
Net work done on ore per ton. . . 1.08 kw-hr.
Kw-hr. energy used during day . . 1500 kw-hr.
Total kw-hr. energy used, includ-

ing non-productive work per
ton ore hoisted 5.94 kw-hr.

Kw-hr. used while hoist at rest. . 680 kw-hr.
Kw-hr. used while hoisting ore . . 582 kw-hr.
Kw-hr. returned to power system 14.6 kw-hr.
Overall efficiency while hoisting

ore 46.7 per cent

Fig. 7. Load Diagram of A-C. Input

7:00 p.m., recording the time, the nature of

all trips, quantity of ore, etc. The only

instruments in use were the a-c. recording

wattmeter—30 inches feed per hour, Karlic

tachograph and integrating watthour meter.

As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs,

there are no s])ecial designated periods of the

day during which the hoist is used exclusively

for the hoisting of ore, but this is carried on

simultaneously with the unproductive work,

as the conveying of timber, men and supplies.

Moreover, the hoisting is of such an inter-

mittent nature, that a straight line input

to the motor-generator set is not even approx-

imated, even at the low limit of 400 kw.

Storage ore bins are under construction, but

were not in operation at the time of the tests.

To illustrate the character of the load, a

Ijortion of a ty]jical day's load chart is shown
in Fig. 7. This curve is re])ro(luced from one

of the daily records from the ;Mn. per hour

curve-drawing wattmeter included with the

switchboard equipment.

The trips with ore were divided among the
levels as follows:

Level
No.
Trips

Actual Lift

1000 ft. (304.8 m.)
1100 ft.

1200 ft.

1300 ft.

1400 ft.

1500 ft.

1800 ft. (548.6 m.)

6
3
3

20
7

22
2

1068.5 ft. (325.6 m.)
1170.0 ft.

1271.2 ft.

1372.5 ft.

1473.5 ft.

1574.5 ft.

1915.2 (583.7 m.)

The weight of ore hoisted was obtained by observ-

ing the number of cars dumped into each skip and
using an average woiglit i)er cur obtained from a

large number of cars.

The calculated net work done in lifting the

ore is subject to some error, inasnuich as

during about 2.') ])er cent of the trips timber

or men were lowered in counterbalance with

the ore. On the other hand, men were
hoisted with the ore during about 20 i)er cent

of llie trips.

1
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During about 50 per cent of the trips \\4th

ore. at least one stop was made between the
loading level and the dump, there being a
maxinumi number of six such stops. The
total kilowatt hours used was obtained from
readings taken on the watthour meter at

the beginning and end of the test.

The energy used during the ore trips was
obtained from the record made by the 30-in.

per hour curve-dra^^•ing wattmeter with the
aid of a rolling planimeter. The energy re-

turned to the system was obtained in the
same manner.
The time during which the hoist stood at

rest was taken from the tachograph record.

Second Test. In order to secure as rapid
hoisting as possible, there was accumulated

meter supplied'a record of the'power delivered
to the motor-generator set.

Fig. 8 is a consolidation of all of the records
and readings " taken for the five con.secutive
trips.

By combining the two d-c. graphic records,
the d-c. power curves were obtained.
The following conditions pertain to this

test:

Hoisting done in balance:

Duration of test 565 seconds
Lift 1574.5 ft. (479.9 m.)
Number of skips hoisted 5
Weight of ore hoisted 20.3 tons
Average weight per skip 4.06 tons
Net work done—total 24.1 hr.

Average time per trip 113 sec.
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Fig. 8. Consolidated Curves from Tests

at the 1500-ft. level, 30 cars of ore making
possible 5 consecutive trips, as fast as the
skips could be loaded.

Continuous records were made on the
graphic meters of the d-c. voltage and current
and of the a-c. current. A time marker marked
ever\' second on all of the records, simul-
taneously. The speed of the motor-generator
set was read at frequent intervals and tele-
graphed to one of the graphic records at the
instant of reading, a record of the consecutive
readings being kept which was later trans-
ferred to the graphic record. The speed of the
hoist motor was taken from the tachograph
record and the 30-in. per hour recording watt-

Actual running time total 310 sec.
Actual running time average

per trip 62 sec.
Time at rest-total 255 sec.
Time at rest average per trip. . 51 sec.

Average time for acceleration. . 22 sec.
Average time for running at

full speed 15.5 sec.

Average time for retardation. . 24.5 sec.
Average rope speed 1525 ft. per min.
Max. rope speed 2580 ft. per min.
Average speed of M-G. set ... . 486 r.p.m.
Hoist motor input (exclusive

shunt field) 32.64 kw-hr.
Hoist motor output 28.2 kw-hr.
Mechanical efficiency of hoist. . 83 per cent
Energy input to M-G. set total 50.5 kw-hr.
Kw-hr. per ton 2.49
Overall efficiency 47.7
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The energy dissipated in the various parts

of the equipment was found to be as given

in the table below.

Kw-h-.
Losses in mechanical

parts of hoist, sheaves,
guides, etc 4.1

Hoist motor losses 6.25
Generator losses 5.53
Induction motor losses. 3.99
Flywheel losses 4.08
Slip regulator losses. . . 2.12
Exciter losses 0.39

Per cent of

net work

17.0
25.9
22.9
16.6

17.0

1.

Total losses 26.46
Net work done on ore . .24.1

109.8 per cent

Total energy consumed 50.56 kw-hr
Overall efficiency 47.66 per cent
The hoist motor input was measured directly, and

the output was obtained by deducting the losses

which were based on factory test results.

The power input to the motor-generator set

when running light as measured by the 30-in.

perhour curve-drawingwattmeter , and checked
by the indicating wattmeter was SO kw. at

512 r.p.m. For the average speed of the set

duiing the test this was taken at 78 kw.
The segregation of the losses in the set

was made from results of tests made in the
factory. The running light input to the set

includes

:

Flywheel bearing friction and windage
Generator bearing friction and windage.
Induction motor bearing friction and windage.
Induction motor core loss and running light copper

los.s.

Hoist motor shunt field (with economy resistance
in series).

Exciter loss with load of motor field.

The same total loss in the equipment is obtained
by adding to the running-light loss of the set, the
increase in losses while under load, these being readily
calculated. On this basis, the result is as follows:

Motor shunt field (increase) 0.248 kw-hr.
Ind. motor copper loss (increase) .... 0.223 kw-hr.
Exciter loss (increase) 0.060 kw-hr.
Generator losses (exclusive of friction

and windage) 3.019 kw-hr.
Motor losses (exclusive of shunt field) 4.440 kw-hr.
Regulator losses 2,120 kw-hr.
Running light loss of set 12.250 kw-hr.
Friction in mcch. j)rirts of hoist 4.1 kw-hr.

Total 26.460 kw-hr.

An item not included in the a])ove segrega-

tion consisting of ai)])roximately 0.25 kw-hr.,

used in o]jerating the accumulator oil pumj)
and the brake solenoid is also included in the
running light input.

The total energy accounted for is therefore
50. SI kw-hr., as against 50.5 shown l)y the
wattmeter.
The energy outjjut lA the generator, as

obtained from the d-c. ])ower curves by the

aid of a rolling planimeter was 32.04 kw-hr.,

and the input 38.17 kw-hr. The input to the
generator was at the rate of 243 kw., so that

during the trips, approximately 27.5 kw-hr.,

were required from the flywheel. The aver-

age speed reduction of the set during hoisting

was 10.0 per cent on the basis of which, the
energy given up during the five cycles was
96,500 kw-sc. or 20.8 kw-hr., which checks
fairly well with the figure given above.

In general, the test results check very well

with the estimated performance. The friction

losses in the hoist, sheaves, rope and guides

proved unexpectedly low, but the shaft guides

are in very good repair, and the cage rides

almost as smoothly as a passenger elevator.

Also, the hoist drums run true and with no
interference with the brake shoe blocks; the

head sheaves and idlers are well lubricated

and easy running.

The efficiency of hoisting exceeded that

anticipated, even with the light loads, the
load per skip being but 80 per cent of that
considered normal. With heavier loads, as

when hoisting high grade copper ore, the
efficiency would be further increased. Hoist-

ing was done at slightly less than 50 per cent

of the maximum rate for this level and the
power consumption was 2.49 kw-hr. per ton
as compared with 2.83 kw-hr., expected.

The tendency should be for the efficiency

to increase at the greater depths, the maxi-
mum probably being reached at the inter-

mediate levels.

The time for retardation is considerably

longer than that used in calculating the duty
cycles, and is the result of the rather close

setting of the Welch safety device. At
])resent there is no particular reason for rapid
hoisting, and the management being inclined

to a policy of safety, require the slower rate

of retardation. A reduction in the retarda-

tion ]3eriod would further tend to a better-

ment of the efficiency of hoisting.

The standby losses are considered particu-

larly low for an equipment of this ca])acity.

It is believed that by decreasing the loading

time so as to obtain a more tiniform ini)tit

to the power set, decreasing the retardation

])eriod and bringing the load U]) to normal,
the hoisting efliciency of this outfit will reach

50 i)er cent at this level.

It is believed that the resiills of these tests

give fairly accurate information as to the

operating characteristics of the hoist at Elm
Orlu, and indicate, in general, the results to

be exi)ected of the ])erformance of similar

equipments in similar service.
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PHOTOMETRIC TESTS OF FLOOD LIGHTING PROJECTORS
By S. L. E. Rose

ll.l.lMlNATINCi EnGINEEKINC. LABORATORY, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

The author outlines the commercial tests essential to the determination of the beam candle-power distri-

bution of flood lighting apparatus, and tabulates constants necessary for calculating beam candle power in
lumens under various conditions.

—

Editor.

So many diflerent uses are being made of

flood lij^hting apparatus today that it may be
of interest to learn how the beam candle-

power distribution curve of this type of

lighting unit is obtained.
The ordinary photometer room is too short

to permit of testing this class of apparatus on
the standard photometers. The photo-
metric readings on these units are usually

There are two methods that may be used to
obtain the distribution of candle-power across
the beam. First, the projector may be kept
stationary and the photometer moved across
the beam from one side to the other. Second,
the photometer may remain stationary and
the projector turned on a vertical axis through
the light source until the beam has traversed
the photometer test plate.

Fig. 1. Portable photometer and accessories Fig. 2. Adjustable test table with flood light

made at a distance of 50 to 100 feet or even
more, and where this distance is not available
indoors the tests must be made outside after

dark. It is much better, however, to make
these tests indoors where possible, and by
using shades to exclude external light the
tests may be made during the day. Screens
must also be used to prevent wall, floor and
ceiling reflections from reaching the test plate
of the photometer.

Either method will yield the desired re-

sults, and which one to use will depend
on local conditions, such as the number of

tests to be made, whether tests are to be
made indoors or outdoors, the available

space, etc.

Where frequent tests will be required, and
especially indoors, the second method will

be found preferable, and is the one used at the

Illuminating Engineering Laboratory.
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Fig. 5. Diagram of set up for test

TABLE I

SPHERICAL CANDLE AND LUMEN CON-
STANTS, ONE-DEGREE ZONES

TABLE II

SPHERICAL CANDLE AND LUMEN CON-
STANTS, TWO-DEGREE ZONES

Can-
dles at

ZONE CONSTANT

From To Hemi-
spherical

Spherical Lumen

0°

2»
0°30'
1°30'

0°30'
1° 30'

2° 30'

0.00004
0.00030
0.00061

0.00002
0.00015
0.00030

0.00025
0.00188
0.00383

3°

5»

2° 30'
3° 30'
4° 30'

3° 30'
4° 30'

5° 30'

0.00092
0.00121
0.00152

0.00046
0.00060
0.00076

0.00578
0.00760
0.00955

6°

7°

8°

5° 30'
6° 30'
7° 30'

6° 30'

7° 30'

8° 30'

0.00183
0.00213
0.00242

0.00092
0.00106
0.00121

0.01150
0.01338
0.01521

9°

10°

ir

8° 30'

9° 30'

10° 30'

9° 30'

10° 30'

11° 30'

0.00273
0.00304
0.00333

0.00137
0.00152
0.00166

0.01715
0.01910
0.02092

12"

13°
14"

11° 30'
12° 30'

13° 30'

12° 30'

13° 30'

14° 30'

0.00362
0.00393
0.00422

0.00181
0.00197
0.00211

0.02275
0.02469
0.02652

15"
16°

17°

14° 30'

15° 30'

16° 30'

15° 30'

16° 30'

17° 30'

0.00452
0.00481
0.00510

0.00226
0.00240
0.00255

0.02840
0.03022
0.03204

18°

19°
20°

17° 30'

18° 30'

19° 30'

18° 30'

19° 30'

20° 30'

0.00540
0.00568
0.00597

0.00270
0.00284
0.00298

0.03393
0.03569
0.03751

21°
22°
23°

20° 30'

21° 30'

22° 30'

21° 30'

22° 30'

23° 30'

0.00625
0.00654
0.00682

0.00313
0.00327
0.00341

0.03927
0.04109
0.04285

Can-
dles at

ZONE CONSTANT

From To Hemi-
spherical

Spherical Lumen

0°

2°

4°

0°

1°

3°

1°

3°

5°

0.00015
0.00122
0.00244

0.00008
0.00061
0.00122

0.00094
0.00767
0.01533

6°

8°

10°

5°

7°

9°

7°

9°

11°

0.00364
0.00486
0.00606

0.00182
0.00243
0.00303

0.02287
0.03054
0.03808

12°

14°

16°

11°

13°

15°

13°

15°

17°

0.00726
0.00844
0.00963

0.00363
0.00422
0.00481

0.04562
0.05303
0.06051

18°

20°
22°

17°

19°

21°

19°

21°
23°

0.01078
0.01194
0.01308

0.00539
0.00597
0.00654

0.06773
0.07502
0.08218

24°
26°
28°

23°
25°
27°

25°
27°
29°

0.01419
0.01530
0.01639

0.00710
0.00765
0.00820

0.08916
0.09613
0.10298

30°
32°
34°

29°
31°
33°

31°
33°
35°

0.01745
0.01850
0.01952

0.00872
0.00925
0.00976

0.10964
0.11624
0.12265

36°
38°
40°

35°
37°
39°

37°
39°
41°

0.02051
0.02149
0.02244

0.01025
0.01075
0.01122

0.12887
0.13503
0.14100

42°
44°
46°

41°
43°
45°

43°
45°
47°

0.02336
0.02424
0.02511

0.01168
0.01212
0.01255

0.14678
0.15230
0.15777
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Fig. 7

The equipment necessary is a portable

photometer with accessories (Fig. 1), a test

table adjustable for height and fitted with a

revolving top upon which to mount the

projector (Fig. 2), a curtain or light colored

surface upon which to focus the beam; and
necessary screens, ammeter and voltmeter.

TABLE III

SPHERICAL CANDLE AND LUMEN CON-
STANTS, FIVE-DEGREE ZONES

Can-
dles at

ZONE CONSTANT

From To Hemi-
spherical

spherical Lumen

0°

5°

10°

15°
20°
25°

30°
35°
40°

45°
50°
55°

60°
65°
70°

75°
80°
85°

00°

2° 30'

7° 30'

12° 30'

17° 30'

22° 30'

27° 30'

32° 30'

37° 30'

42° 30'

47° 30'

52° 30'

57° 30'

62° 30'

67° 30'

72° 30'

77° 30'

82° 30'

87° .30'

2° 30'
7° 30'

12° 30'

17° 30'

22° 30'

27° 30'

32° 30'

37° 30'

42° 30'

47° 30'

52° 30'

57° 30'

62° 30'

67° 30'

72° 30'

77° 30'

82° 30'

87° 30'

90°

0.00095
0.00761
0.01514

0.022.58

0.02984
0.03687

0.04362
0.05004
0.05607

0.06169
0.06683
0.07146

0.07.555

0.07907
0.08197

0.08427
0.08591
0.08691

0.04362

0.00048
0.00380
0.00757

0.01129
0.01492
0.01844

0.02181
0.02502
0.02803

0.03085
0.03341
0.03573

0.03778
0.03'. 1.") I

0.040J8

0.04214
0.04295
0.04.345

0.02181

0.0060
0.0478
0.0951

0.1419
0.1875
0.2317

0.2741
0.3144
0.3523

0.3876
0.4199
0.4490

0.4747
().4'.HiS

0.5150

0.5295
0.5398
0.54(il

0.274 1

The screens should be arranged so that they

can be moved out of the way for focusing or

for observation of the beam for evenness of

intensity, proper centering on photometer,
etc.

~
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Fig, 6. Curve showing the initial distribution of candle-power

in a horizontal plane from a Form L3 flood light projector

with 400-watt Mazda C flood lighting lamps

The focusing surface in use at tliis

Lal)()ral()ry is a wooden iJarlition ])ainted

white, with a small hole on the ])hotometer

axis through wliich the tube of the photo-
meter i)rojects. This arrangement lias several
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TABLE IV

SPHERICAL CANDLE AND LUMEN CON-

STANTS. TEN-DEGREE ZONES

- XONE CONSTANT

Can-
dles at Prom To

Hemi-
spherical

Spherical Lumen

5"

15"

25"

35"
45"
55°

65"
75"
85"

10°

20°

30°
40°
50"

60"
70"
80"

10"

20"
30"

40°
50°
60°

70°
80°
90°

0.0152
0.0451
0.0737

0.1000
0.1232
0.1428

0.1580
0.1684
0.1736

0.00760
0.02256
0.03683

0.05000
0.06162
0.07140

0.07899
0.08418
0.08682

0.095
0.284
0.463

0.628
0.774
0.897

0.993
1.058
0.091

advantages, viz.; it enables the test to com-

mence immediately after focusing without

having to roll up a curtain or move the

photometer into position; the test plate of

the photometer is in the same vertical plane

as the surface used for focusing; and the

photometer operator's eyes are protected

from the intense light of the beam at all times.

On the adjustable stand at the top is a

pointer which can be rotated independently

of the top or clamped to it so that they turn

together. Under this pointer on the station-

ary part is a scale graduated in degrees both

ways from zero. The scale is divided in one-

quarter degrees from 0° to 20°, and every 5°

from 20° to 90°. This is done so readmgs

may be made at very small angular intervals

near the center of the beam where the

TABLE V

LUMEN CONSTANTS FOR PROJECTOR BEAMS, SPECIAL SPACING

Candles
at

0° 15'

0° 45'

1° 15'

1° 45'

2° 15'

2° 45'

3° 15'

3° 45'

4° 15'

4° 45'

TEN-DEGREE BEAM

Zone

From

0"

0"30'
1"

1° 30'
2°

2° 30'

3°

3° 30'
4°

4° 30'

To

0° 30'
1°

1° 30'

2°

2° 30'
3°

3° 30'
4°

4° 30'

Lumen
Constant

0.00024
0.00072
0.00120

0.00168
0.00215
0.00263

0.00311
0.00359
0.00407

0.00455

Candles
at

0° 30'

1° 30'

2° 30'

3° 30'

4° 30'

5° 30'

6° 30'

7° 30'

8° 30'

9° 30'

From

0°

1°

3°

4°

5°

6°

7°

8°

9°

TWENTY-DEGREE BEAM

Zone

To

1°

2°

3°

4°

5°

6°

7°

8°

9°

10°

Lumen
Constant

0.0010
0.0029
0.0048

0.0067
0.0086
0.0105

0.0124
0.0143
0.0162

0.0181

Candles

0° 45'
2° 15'

3" 45'

5" 15'
6° 45'
8° 15'

9° 45'

11° 15'

12" 45'

14" 15'

THIRTY-DEGREE BE.\M

Zone

From

0°

1° 30'
3°

4° 30'
6°

7° 30'

9°

10° 30'

12°

13° 30'

To

1°30'
3°

4° 30'

6°

7°

9°

30'

10° 30'
12°

1.3° .30'

15°

Lumen
Constant

0.0022
0.0065
0.0108

0.0152
0.0194
0.0236

0.0279
0.0321
0.0363

0.0405

Candles
at

1°

3°

5°

9°

11°

1.3°

15°

17°

19°

From

0°

2°

4°

6°

8°

10°

12°

14°

16°

18°

FORTY-DEGREE BEAM

Zone

To

2°

4°

6°

10°

12°

14°

16°

18°

20°

Lumen
Constant

0.0038
0.0115
0.0192

0.0266
0.0343
0.0419

0.0493
0.0568
0.0641

0.0714
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intensity is usually changing rapidly. The
angular intervals may be increased as

we get farther away from the center. The
foregoing arrangement also offers a quick
and accurate means of centering the beam
horizontally on the photometer. This is

accomplished in the following manner: With
the pointer loose, the beam is centered

as close as possible by the eye; the pointer is

then moved to zero and clamped to the

revolving top. Next, turn the revolving

top both ways and note the angles when the

edge of the beam is at the photometer tube.

If they are equal, the beam is centered; if

they are not equal, loosen the pointer and
move it one half the difference, keeping the

edge of the beam on the photometer tube;

then clamp it. Repeat this operation if neces-

sary to check the centering (see Fig. 3).

After the unit to be tested is properly set

tip and focused, the screens are moved into

position (see Fig. 5), and readings taken at

the center of the beam, i.e., with the pointer

at 0°. The unit is then turned to the right

and readings taken at predetermined angular
interval, until the edge of the beam is reached.

Then go back to zero and again turn the pro-

jector to the left until the edge of the beam is

reached. In order to get a good average, it

sometimes is desirable to make tests in at

least three planes 120° apart, in which case

some means must be provided for turning the
unit about the photometric axis. Then all

of the readings at the same angle each side of

the center are averaged for the final curve.

If the efficiency of the unit is desired the
total lumens of the bare lamp must be
obtained, and for this purpose a sphere is

used, Fig. 4. The lumens in the beam can be
calculated from the beam candle-power test

and the ratio of the latter to the former gives

the efficiency. Tables 1 to 5 give constants
for calculating lumens of beams of different

angular widths.

The results of beam candle-power tests are

usually plotted on rectangular co-ordinates

and other necessary data for applying the
results should also be given on the same sheet

(see Fig. 6).

A table of data giving areas covered by the
beams of various flood lighting projectors,

when striking a surface normally at different

distances, is given in Fig. 7 and may prove
of value in using this class of apparatus.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT WITH THE
OPTICAL PYROMETER

By W. E. Forsythe

Nela Research Laboratory, National Lamp Works of General Electric Company

, i- -i-i- „ „f « lorrro rmniifnrl-iiring comnanv to the need for commcr-
The adaptability, of the /^search facd.t.es of a l^rge manufa^^^

^^^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^ .^
^^^^

ciaJly practicable eqmpmeMitisaplyillustT^^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ,, Ulustrated

'^'^^Z^nrJSt'Z'^S^wi^S otSKively unsk.Sed ass.stants.-EoixoR.

In measuring ordinary temperatures the

measuring instrument, or a portion of it is

eenerallv placed in very close contact with

the bodv Avhose temperature is desired.

However", if the temperature of the source

is continuallv raised, a point is soon reached

where no known substance will, m general,

remain constant in any of its temperature

measuring properties if placed m direct

contact ^rith the source at this high tem-

perature. Also, it is occasionally necessary

to measure the temperature of a source that

is so small or so situated that it would be

verv hard to determine the temperature by

bringing the measuring instrument into

direct contact with the source. When the

above conditions exist, advantage is taken

of the well known fact that all bodies when

at sufficientlv high temperatures send out

radiation in amounts readily measurable^

This radiation has been found to be related

to the temperature.

The temperatures of very hot bodies have

probablv alwavs been judged by the color or

the intensitv of the Hght given off. With

practice, one can give an estimate that will

probably be within 50 to 100 deg. C. of the

correct value. However, if judgment is left

to the eye alone, very much larger errors

are sometimes apt to be made due to the

use that has been made of the eye just

previous to the time the estimate is made.

If any attempt is made to secure accurate

estimates by eye observations, a comparison

source is necessary. The introduction of a

comparison source is the first step towards an

optical pyrometer; an optical pyrometer con-

sists of a comparison source and some con-

venient arrangement for matching this source,

either in brightness or in color, against the

source studied. Optical pyrometers may

differ either in the method of introducing the

comparison source or in the method used m
matching the comparison source against the

source studied.

In Fig. 1 is shown diagrammatically the

arrangement used in one form of the Le

Chatelier optical pyrometer. The light from

the comparison source at C is reflected into

the eyepiece by the mirror E so arranged

Fig. 1. Diagram showing arrangements used in one form of LeChatelier optical pyrometer
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that one-half of the field is illuminated by-

light from the comparison source and the
other by light from the source studied. The
match is obtained either by varying the
intensity of the comparison source or by
varying the size of the opening before the
objective lens D. In the Wanner optical

pyrometer, the beams of light from the com-
parison source and the source studied are so

arranged that, by the use of a polarizing

device, the two beams as viewed through
the eyepiece are polarized in a plane at right

angles to each other. By rotating another
nicol located in the eyepiece, the two sources
can be made to appear the same in bright-

ness.

The Holborn-Kurlbaum form of the Morse
Optical pyrometer arrangement is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 2. The comparison
source in this case is the lamp filament D
which is placed in the plane where the image
of the source studied is brought to a focus by
the objective lens. Brightness matches are

difficulties are quite well understood and
various methods have been devised for either

overcoming or avoiding them. The first

fact to be noted is that there must be two
limiting diaphragms; one located between
the pyrometer lamp and the eyepiece, the
other between the pyrometer lamp and the
objective lens. The first fixed limiting dia-

phragm is necessary in order that the light

from the source studied and the pyrometer
lamp will be limited to the same cone. The
second fixed diajihragm, limiting a larger

cone than the first, is necessary in order to
avoid errors due to diffraction (') at the
pyrometer lam]) filament. By the use of this

diaphragm the observed brightness of the
source studied will not depend upon the
distance it is from the pyrometer; in other
words, upon the position of the pyrometer
objective lens. In using the pyrometer, care
should be taken to have both of these dia-

phragms filled with light from the point of

the source studied.

A B C D E F G

Fig. 2. Diagram showing arrangements used in the Holbom-Kurlbaum optical pyrometer

obtained by varying the current through the
pyrometer filament D.
The LeChatelier pyrometer, as it is gen-

erally constructed, requires a comparatively
large source in order to be able to make tem-
j)erature measurements. If the brightness
of the image of the source is varied by chang-
ing the size of the ojjening before the objective
lens, the calibration of the instrument must
take account of this change in the size of the
cone of rays used.

In working with the Wanner pyrometer
almost all the troubles due to polarizing

instruments are encountered. The scale is

not uniform for the entire range of the
instrument. If for any reason the light

from the source is ])olarized a very great
error may be made. A third difficulty is that
there is no jxjssibility of seeing, through the
instrument, the object whose tem])erature is

being measured.
The Ilolhorn-Kiirlliaum oi)li(;il ijvroincter

is not free from (lifficultics, hut most of the

(') Physical Review N.S. Vol. IV, No. .{. 1<M4; p. Hi.'i.

C) Astrophysical Journal, Vol. XLII. .No. 4, lOLI; p. .iO.i.

If a rotating sector is used to extend the
scale beyond that of the standard furnace,

care must be taken as to the location of the
sector. It has been shown (2) that this

sector must be located as near the pyrometer
lamp as possible. If a rotating sector of

small transmission is placed near the objective
lens, the definition will be ])oor and also the
value of the temperature obtained for a small
source will be less than if the rotating sector

is located near the i)yrometer lamp.
This ]jyrometer has the great advantage

that it is ])ossible to observe directly, through
the instrument, the source whose temperature
is being determined. Thus the temperature
can be measured at almost any point of the
source desired.

The tem])C'raUin.' of a radiating solid nuiy
l)e determined l)y a measurement of the
intensity of the radiation for a ])articular

wa\'e-leng11i intcrwil or by a determination
of the relali\e distribution of energy for the
entire visible s])ectrum. Neither of these

measurements will in general give the true
teiii] irral lire, the (lilTcri'nce (U-])en(liiig u])on
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the radiating properties of the body under
consideration. Measurements on the relative

distribution or "color" of the emitted radia-

tion may give a value higher or lower than

the true temperature, depending upon the

relative emissi\-ity from one end of the

\-isible spectrum to 'the other. Values ob-

tained from such measurements are called

color temperatures. Thus, the color tem-
perature of any source is the temperature at

which it is necessary to operate a black body
in order to obtain radiation of the same color

as that given by the source studied.

A true temperature cannot be determined
from measurements with an optical pyrometer
of the brightness of a source for a particular

wave-length interv-al, unless the emissivity

of the substance studied is known for this

wave-length.
If a temperature is calculated from the

values of the emitted radiation for a particular

wave-length inter\'al, a value for the tem-
perature will be obtained that is in general

lower than the true temperature. This
temperature has been called the "black-
body-brightness (^) temperature," meaning
by this that a black body must have that
temperature in order to have the same
intensity of emitted radiation or brightness

for the particular wave-length interval. Thus,
in general, different black-body-brightness
temperatures would be obtained for different

wave-lengths.
The temperature scale for optical pyrom-

eters is based upon the relation between the
temperature and the intensity of the radiation

emitted for a particiilar wave-length interval.

This relation is represented for the visible spec-

trum for the black bodv bv Wein's equation

Theoretically, it is necessary to use some
method of obtaining monochromatic radia-

tion. In practice, it has generally been found
sufficient to use a so-called monochromatic
glass before the eyepiece of the pyrometer.
For the most part a red glass has been used
as the monochromatic screen. In general,
red screens have been used rather than blue
screens or those having a transmission band
near the central part of the visible spectrum
because for sources at low temperatures it is

the red radiation that first becomes visible.

Another good reason for using the red screen

O A discussion of this term will be given in a paper on "An
Announcement of the Temperature Scale Adopted for tlse in the
Laboratories of the General Electric Company." The paper
will appear in an early number of this magazine.

Mj Mendenhall, Physical Review. .3.3, 1911; p. 74.
(') Astrophysical Journal. Vol. XLII, Xo. 4, 1915; p. 294.
(•) Physical Review, November, 1917.

is that there exists better red glass screens
than green or blue screens. A colored glass

to be suitable for a monochromatic screen
must have a somewhat narrow transmission
band. This is necessary in order that there
will not be enough color difference between
the source studied and the comparison
source to prevent accurate comparisons from
being made. As there may be at times more
than a thousand degrees difference in tem-
perature between the two sources compared,
it will be seen that this is very important.
When the monochromatic glass is used, it

is the brightness from the source for a rather

wide range of wave-length that is compared
with the brightness through the same screen

from the standard source. An optical pyrom-
eter can be so calibrated and so used as to

make unnecessary a knowledge of the trans-

mission of the screen used. To do this, it is

necessary to have a standard furnace that
can be operated up to the highest temperature
that it is desired to measure with the optical

pyrometer. However, if an attempt is made
either to calibrate the pyrometer from a
standard source (*) held at a single tempera-
ture or to extend the temperature scale

beyond that of the standard source used in

calibration, a knowledge of what is called the
effective wave-length is necessary. A knowl-
edge of the effective wave-length is also

convenient in some cases if the optical pyrom-
meter is used to measure the temperature of

a source other than the black body.
By the effective wave-length (^) of a screen

is meant a wave-length such that the ratio

of the intensities of the emitted radiation for

this wave-length from a black body at two
particular temperatures is the same as the
ratio of the brightnesses of the black body
through the screen used for the same tem-
peratures.

When the black-body-brightness tempera-
ture of a source is measured with an optical

pyrometer with a so-called monochromatic
screen before the eyepiece, what is really

measured is the brightness of the source

through the screen. The value of the bright-

ness thus obtained corresponds to a certain

temperature, say T, if the same brightness

were obtained from a black body. There-
fore, call the temperature of the source a
black-body-brightness temperature S, where
5 equals T. As this is a black-body-bright-
ness temperature, to what wave-length shall

it be ascribed (^) ? The brightness tem-
perature 5 must be ascribed to a wave-
length such that the energy emitted by a
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black body per unit area at temperature T
for this wave-length will equal that emitted
per unit area by the source for the same wave-
length. Thus there are two sources with
different spectral distributions that have the
same brightness when observed through the
red screen, a black body at temperature T
and the source being studied which is at a
brightness temperature 5. Call the color

temperature of the source studied Tc- As
these two distributions are different and yet
the sources have the same brightness, the
curves representing these distributions must
cross if they are plotted with energy emitted
per unit area against wave-length. The point
at which these two curves cross evidently
gives the wave-length to which the brightness
temperature 5 is to be ascribed.

It will now be shown that this brightness
temperature is to be ascribed to the effective

wave-length for the screen used between the
black body at a temperature Tc and at T.

The effective wave-length \e between a black
bodv at Tc and T is so defined that

Btc \JtcJ:
where Bt and Bt, represent the brightnesses
for the black body at temperatures T and Tc,

through the screen used and Jt and Jt,
represent the energy emitted at temperatures
T and Tc for the wave-length interval whose
center is at X<r.

Now if the source studied is considered, it

will be seen from the definition of color

temperature that its distribution of energy
corresponds to that of a black body at Tc,

the difference being that each ordinate of

the curve representing this distribution bears
a constant ratio to the corresponding ordinate
of the black body at temperature Tc. As
each ordinate of the curve representing the
distribution of energy from the source studied

is a certain fraction V7 of that for a black
K

body at temperature Tc it can easily be seen
that the brightness -will be reduced the same
amount. Thus

(Br,) black body = A' (B.s) source studied
from which it follows

Bt Bt
B Tr

~ KBs V ./ 7v / X, VV/ v / X,

or

Bs \jsh.

where Bs and Js correspond to the bright-
ness through the screen and the energy from
the source studied.

Thus, the effective wave-length between
the two distributions does not depend upon
the absolute value of the radiation but upon
the distribution. From this it follows that
the brightness temperature 5 previously
discussed is to be ascribed to the effective

wave-length between temperatures T and
Tc of a black body.
As the brightness temperatures of a source

are measured using a particular screen before
the eyepiece, there will be a variation in the
wave-length to which these temperatures
are to be ascribed. Sometimes it is desirable

to know the brightness temperature over
quite a range for the same wave-length. If

the color temperature of the source is known,
the brightness temperature can be calculated
for any wave-length when it is known for

one wave-length. Thus for a source at a
temperature T, using Wien's equation and
the conditions that hold for color match, the
following relation between two brightness
temperatures (5i and 52) for two wave-
lengths (Xi and Xo) can be derived.

^ _ X2 rj_ _ j_
52~Xi 5i Tc -i

C) Astrophysical Journal 4.3, 1916; p. 29.'5.

(') A discussion of this term w.U be given in a paper on "An
Announcement of the Temperature Scale Adopted for Use in the
Laboratories of the General Electric Company." The paper
will appear in an early number of this magazine.

If a double thickness (6.8 mm.) of the kind
of red glass known as Jena Rotfilter No. 4512
is used before the eyepiece of the pyrometer,
this correction when applied to the brightness
temperature of tungsten will be small. It

has been shown that the effective wave-
length changes from 0.G657/X for the range
between brightness and color temperature of

tungsten at a brightness temperature of

1000 deg. K to 0.6()2()^i for this range for a
brightness temperattire of 3000 deg. A'. If

the brightness temj)eratures are corrected to
a wave-length 0.()()57//, this correction will

amount to about —2 deg. A' at a brightness
temperature of 3000 deg. A'. It is thus seen
that for most work when using this screen
this correction will be ncgligi1)le.

In Fig. 3 is shown a diagram of a form of

the Holljorn-Kurlbaum pyrometer that has
been constructed for use in the Ncla Research
Laboratory (^).

Tungsten filament jiyrometcr lam])s have
a very long life as they are used in this kind
of work. They are seldom operated at a
brightness above that necessary to match
that of a black-body at the temperature of

melting palladium (1S2S deg. A"). (') A
particular ])yr()meter lani]) that has ])cen in

use for about two years, and has during the
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greater part of that time been used almost

every day. shows an exceptionally good
performance. WTien it was first calibrated,

about two years ago. it required 0.4573

amperes to apparently match the black body
at the temperature of melting palladium. A
recent calibration of this lamp in the same
p\Tometer showed that it now requires 0.4578

amperes to apparently match the black body
at the same temperature. The diflference

corresponds to less than 2 deg. A.'. As this

lamp has been operated for over 400 hours in

all, it is seen to be very satisfactory.

If an optical pyrometer is to be used to

measure high temperatures, it is important
to know what agreement may be expected in

the results obtained by different observers.

To test this, the temperature of a wide fiat

filament tungsten lamp was measured by a
number of observers using a Holborn-Kurl-
baum optical pyrometer. The instrument
was the laboratory form of the Holborn-
Kurlbaum pyrometer in which the conditions

were very good. The resistance that con-

trolled the current through the pyrometer
lamp was so chosen that the sliding contact
had to be moved quite a distance in order to

change the apparent brightness of the fila-

ment by an appreciable amount. The cur-

rent was measured by means of a potenti-

ometer. Obser\'ers 1 and 2 were high-school
graduates who had had several months
experience as laboratory assistants but had
had no experience in using the pyrometer.
Obser\-er 3 was a man w^ho had had several

years' experience in shop work but no pre-

vious experience with the pyrometer. Obser-
ver 4 "^'as a man who had had several year's

experience in a lamp factory where he was
working with various lamps but no experience
with an optical pyrometer. Observers 5 and
6 were girls from the lamp factory. No. 5
had not had previous experience with this

kind of work while No. 6 had had experience
with the photometer. In Table I are given
the results of the test.

TABLE I

To avoid operating the black body fur-

nace every time that it is necessary to check
the calibration of the pyrometer lamp, a
large filament tungsten lamp has been
standardized so as to have the same bright-

ness when observed through the red screen

OBSERVER VALUE OBTAINED FOR Variation
TEMPERATURE of Single

Reading
Std. 1438 deg. K 1643 deg. K from Mean

1-L.C. 1439 1643 4 deg. K
2-H.W. 1438 1642 3
3-F.G. 1439 1642 2
4-E.H. 1436 1644 3
5-E.W. 1436 1636 5
6-L.R. 1436 1640 2

Fig. 3. Diagram of a Holbom-Kurlbaum optical pyrometer

as that of the black body at the temperature
of melting palladium. Experienced observers

in calibrating a pyrometer lamp on different

days make settings that do not vary on the
average by more than 3 or 4 parts in 4500 in

the current through the pyrometer lamp.
This corresponds to a fraction of a degree at

1800 deg. /<"., and gives the accuracy that is

to be expected from observations by experi-

enced observers.

A reference to Table I will show that no
observer made -an error greater than 3 deg.

K in the temperature as obtained from the

average of six readings. In no instance was
a value of temperature obtained from a
single reading that' differed more than 5 deg.

from the mean of the set of readings. These
results are thought to be very good and to

indicate the character of results that could

be obtained with this form of pyrometer in

industrial works. The pyrometer as used
probably enabled the observers to make much
more accurate observations than is possible

with a commercial form of the instrument.

However, even a commercial instrument

could be so constructed that very good
observations could be obtained. In this

work, as in almost all work depending upon
eye observations, a small amount of training

makes a very great improvement in the

accuracy of the results.
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PITTSFIELD WORKS

Year No. of
Employees

Xo. of Lost
Time Accidents

Percentage of
Employees

Meeting with
Accidents

1912 4913 1850 .376
1913 5852 1353 .231

1914 4385 573 .1306
1915 3904 353 .0904
1916 5378 721 .134

Decrease from November 1912 to 1916, 64 per cent.

SCHENECTADY WORKS

LIFE IN A LARGE MANUFACTURING PLANT
Part II

THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS
In our August issue we published a description of the system of physical examination and the emergency

hospital service that have been instituted by the General Electric Company at its various plants. The wis-

dom of the adage, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure," is forcefully obvious in welfare work;
and while the prevention of accidents cannot entirely be eliminated—and hence the need for the emergency
hospital service—some surprising results can be accomplished by a systematic study of the causes of accidents
and the means of minimizing them. An important element is the instruction of the employee, which amounts
practically to an education in safety habits. In this installment we have outlined the work that has been
done by the General Electric Company, a pioneer in these activities, to protect its employees from bodily
injury.

—

Editor.

One million men crippled annually in the

factories of the U. S.! This is the statement
made by the United States Department of

Labor in their latest comprehensive report

on industrial accidents.*

In these days of war when the conservation

of manpower as well as that of all our National

resources is given serious thought by all true

lovers of America, such figures as these are

calculated to inspire even the most indifferent

citizens to do what they can to obviate this

shocking waste.

It is the purpose of this article to point out

the methods pursued and the results of the

educational campaign by which the Safety

Committee of the General Electric Company
has reduced the percentage of accidents to

employees.
While complete figures are not available for

all of the factories of the Company at this

writing, an indication of the results accom-
plished by the campaign for accident preven-

tion is afforded by the adjacent figures.

The growing tendency of the employee to

have minor injuries treated at the emergency
hospital, in order that the danger of blood-

poisoning m^ay be lessened, has resulted in a

large increase in the number of first aid cases

treated, with a corresponding decrease in the

number of infections. The large number of

new employees in HlHi, many of whom were
inexperienced, resulted in many injuries which
in all prol^ability would not have ha]j])ened to

older and more exi)erienced workmen work-
ing under normal conditions.

HOW THE RESULTS WERE ACCOMPLISHED
A blank iorm was jjrovided, on which ]jar-

ticulars of all accidents, however slight, were
rejjorted to the Safety Committee by the

foreman. These reports showed that most
accidents resulted from a few causes.

The study of these records was sui)i)le-

mented by a check on individual cases, until

Year No. of

Employees
No. of Lost
Time Accidents

Per Cent

1913
1914
1915
1916

19977
16823
15347
20985

1284
829
662
1355

.64

.49

.43

.67

Note.—A "lost time'
5 hours or more.

accident is one causing a looS of time of

Industrial accident statistics-
mcnt of Labor, March, lOl.").

-Bulletin No. \r,7 U.S. Depart-

it was established beyond doubt that the
statistics represented general conditions.

The methods of preventing specific kinds
of accidents will be disctissed extensively

later ; but some interesting high lights revealed
by these statistics will be mentioned first.

Interesting Facts Developed

The most careful age was found to be 37 years.
The ages showing most accidents in proportion to

number of employees were between 22 and 26
years, and 50 years and over.

The hour showing most accidents was from 9 to

10 a.m.
50 per cent of the accidents occur to new

employees, i.e., those who have been with the
company less than six months.

Contrary to general belief, the foreign l)orn

employees are excei)lionally quick in accjuiring

the safety habit, if taught.
More ac(M(lents occur on MnndaN- tlian mi any

otiu-r day.
More accidents occ-ur in tlic lu>t season IIkiu in

the cold.

liighty per cent of the accidents are due to care-

lessness.
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Ha\-ing obtained this knowledge the officials

of the Company organized a central safety

committee whose duties were to analyze the

working conditions in the factories with

respect to their effect on health, and from the

standpoint of hazards. This committee
was to study the causes of accidents, adopt
means for preventing them, and make recom-

mendations for the guidance of the local

safety committee in each branch of the

organization. The local safety committee
at each Works is selected from the various

departments, the chairman of the local com-
mittee being the representative on the central

committee. The local committees are the

medium through which recommendations of

the central committee are carried out, and
their duties include a practically continuous
inspection of the Works mth which they are

connected.
It is their further duty to maintain such

factors as sanitation, ventilation, and lighting

at the highest standard.
At the Schenectady Works all matters

pertaining to the protection of employees are

directed by the safety department, which is

the general clearing house for all information
and data relative to these activities in the
entire organization. Under the direction of

the safety department various educational
campaigns were planned.

THE EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN
A competent executive was engaged to

instruct the employees inside the Works, as

well as to extend the propaganda to the
entire population of the city.

Inside the Works

While collecting the statistics, photographs
were taken, showing the causes and results

of specific accidents. Lantern slides were
made from these photographs, and these
together with the data collected formed
the bases for lectures. The last half of the
noon hour was frequently employed to give
these lectures, and the "horrible example"
of those who had been injured either through
their own carelessness or that of others was
forcibly shown by the photographs and
description.

The foremen serv^ed to radiate the general
information, as well as to personally instruct
employees in certain processes which had been
found hazardous. Employees were urged to
report carelessness in others, and those who
showed habitual carelessness were encouraged
to seek less dangerous fields of work, and if

they failed to improve were discharged.

A magazine containing items of general in-

terest but always some article about safety is

printed at each of the factories and distri-

buted gratis among the employees. These
articles are made to supplement the lectures,

and in some of the factories the head of the
safety work is editor of the paper.

Safety literature is distributed among the
men, and a series of posters, almost half of

them illustrated with photographs or artists'

drawings, are designed and posted in promi-
ment places throughout the Works. These
posters are changed semi-monthly, and are

written in strong, simple English, in many
cases fhe pictures telling the story.

Outside the Works

The local newspapers gave prominence to

the safety worker's activities, and even
commented editorially updn the value of his

services to the community.
Lectures were given in halls and schools

and to the Boys Scouts, so that the habit of

carefulness could be instilled in the youth as

well as the skilled workman. The Y. M. C. A.

co-operated generously, donating its audi-

torium as a meeting place for many of these

lectures, discussions, and demonstrations.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
SAFEGUARDS

Supplementing the educational activities,

the Company's engineers and production
experts, upon authority of the safety com-
mittee, spent large sums for safeguards. A
lengthly discussion of these will be omitted

because of their technical nature, but in

general, wherever a machine could be in-

stantly stopped by an electrical pushbutton
or otherwise, and human life and limb thus

made safer, the appropriation was forthcom-
ing for these devices.

Those responsible for the safety work in

the various factories give their first attention

to providing proper safeguards on those

machines which present the greatest hazard
to the workmen. For instance, punch
presses are recognized as dangerous machines
unless properly guarded. Accidents are likely

to occur with this class of machinery from the

press repeating while the hands of the operator

are under the die, in the act of either placing

or removing the work. Special attention was
given to eliminating this danger, in many
cases the presses being changed from foot

tripping operation to a mode of operation
which requires that both hands be removed
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l-"^.GrinclinK wheel in foundry which burst when running ol 5,372 feet per minute
from flyinK and doinu damoKe by a guard made of 's-inch boiler plate.

2.— Battery of punch presses equipped with "simplicity" guard in operation. Press cannot be operated

It will be noted that the pieces were prevented

^. ^uiLciy oi puncn presses equippea with •simplicity" guard in operation. Press cannot be operated while guard is up

kee ho cMnr""
"" ^"'^ ^"^ "''^ forming operation of small parts. The attention of the operator is not required e

4.— Belt guards on spindle sanflcr.

required except to-
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from under the die before the press can be

operated. In other cases non-repeating trip-

ping de\-ices were attached which would onl>'

permit one strol^e of the press at a time.

Automatic, mechanical and pneumatic
feeding de\-ices have been developed for

presses working on long strips or rolls,

which make it imnecessary to place the

hands under the die. Where large numbers
•of small pieces are required, a magazine feed

has been developed, so that the operator has

only to feed a large hopper. In fact, wherever
the work will permit some rearrangement of

the work or of the machines is made, or some
type of guard is used which \\'ill obx^ate the

necessity of the hand being placed under the

die. or the press is made inoperative while the

hand is there. Where guards are not practi-

cal, pliers are used for placing the work and a
jet of air is employed for removing it. The
care which has been taken to eliminate the
•danger incident to the use of this class of

machinery has reduced the number of

accidents to a minimum.

Automatic mechanical feed for punch press which makes it

unnecessary for operator to put his hands anywhere
near the die while machine is in motion

The majority of protective devices for
machines consists of belt and gear guards
•of great variety, and much constructive
ingenuity has been displayed in avoiding
interference with the operation of the
machines and at the same time affording

adequate protection to the operator. It was
found that in numerous cases where it was
necessary to remove the guard to make
adjustments to the machine, the operator
would neglect to replace it, with the result

that accidents occurred from this form of

Guard on press for punching mica washers. Front of guard is

^ covered with transparent mica which permits the operator to

see the work but prevents the fingers being put under die

carelessness. To obviate accidents of this

kind, the belt and gear guards are made part
of the machine. They are rigidly constructed,
and doors are placed so that the removal of

the guards is unnecessary for making adjust-
ments.
The operation of grinding wheels would be

dangerous, due to bursting from excessive
speed or to a fracture in the wheel, if proper
precautions were not taken to safeguard
them. Experiments were made which
resulted in a reduction of the grinding speeds,
and the wheels have been completely enclosed,

except that portion actually necessary for

performing the work. The results obtained
by these precautions have been very gratify-

ing, as accidents from grinding wheels have
been entirely eliminated.
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OTHER SCHEMES FOR ACCIDENT
PREVENTION

In one building at the Schenectady Works
three million screws are made, and two million

are used every week in wiring devices. Most
of the screw-driving is done by power, and in

this building over three hundred electrically

ird used

on drill presses

driven screw drivers are being operated by
girls. The principal feature of this device is

the auto-start and auto-stop mechanism. The
screw driver does not begin to rotate until the

work has been brought in contact with it, and
after the screw has been driven home the screw
driver ceases to rotate, through the operation

of a cleverly devised slipping clutch.

In metal spinning, spring making, and on
kick presses for light ]nmching and ])erforat-

ing, metal saws, milling machines, and a score

of other types, all dangerous moving ])arts are

com])letely enclosed. This has been done so

thoroughly that one girl voiced her ai)precia-

tion in the ff^llowing comment: " Iwery-
thing that is movable cannot be touched, and
anything that can be touched is not moval)le."

In walking through the Schenectady Works
one is impressed with the miles of ventilating

pipes which convey dust, offensive odors,

and injurious gases to the external air. These
ventilating systems are motor driven, and
they give the observer a new appreciation of

electricity, for little motors hardly bigger
than a quart bottle are faithfully protecting

the health of hundreds of workers. Many
rooms in which manufacturing processes are

being carried on. such as melting wax, spray-
ing lacquer, or handling powders, were found
to be entirely free from odors or dust. This
result was accomplished by the location of

large metal hoods into which the objectionable

materials were carried by the inrushing air

of the ventilating system.

A thing of interest was a metal finger used
to indicate the precise point at which melted
sealing wax was being dropped from a melting

pot. As one man remarked: "That one

Belt Guard on Profiler

metal finger has saved many a burned
tliunii)."

On nian\' of llie small kit'k-])ressos for light

])erf()raling work, a metal finger atlaclied to a
swivel guard automatically pushes aside the

hand of the ojjerator l^efore the ram descends

to pierce the metal. One girl oj^erator said:
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"This machine is almost human, for if I were
to forget and leave my hand in danger I

would not only be saved from injury, but
likewise slapped on the wrist for my care-

lessness."

Some of the processes involve the cutting of

millions of little strips of metal from ribbons
of zinc. These ribbons are fed into the machine
through a narrow slot scarcely larger than the

metal itself, and no part of the operator's

body can get into the danger zone by accident.

On the stamping machines which are power
driven this method of protection is used, as

well as another which makes it necessary for

both of the operator's hands to be clear of the

material being worked before the ram de-

scends upon it. The trigger releasing the
machinery is also the safety device itself, for

in order to make the machine operate it is

necessary to pull down the guard. This is not
a case of adding a safety device to a machine,
but of redesigning a machine so that a vital

portion of the operating mechanism is the

safetv de\'ice.

Operator wearing respirator which is used in places where
ventilating or exhausting systems can not

successfully remove injurious dust

An interesting variation of punch press
operation consists in having a revolving table
carry the work under the punch press; some-
times the metal is worked upon by the tool at
as great a distance as eighteen inches from the
operator's hand.

A general principle observed by the safety
experts of the General Electric Company
is: "Bring the work to the tool and not the
tool to the work." By this means the number
of possible combinations of movements is

materially lessened; because with a moving

/-*.

Helmet used by arc welders, provided with windows of special

glass which shield the operator not only from injurious

light rays but also from the heat rays

tool and a moving hand the possibility of
lack of co-ordination is increased. This
practice has been specially followed in tapping
machines where a jig holds the work secure
and the jig is then brought to the tap.
The same practice is followed in most

soldering processes and has prevented
numerous burned fingers. The electrically
heated soldering iron is permanently fixed at
the proper angle and the parts to be soldered
are brought into contact with the hot point.
Identical methods are employed for melting
sealing wax.

In a few cases where a variety of soldering
is to be done, the weight of the soldering iron
is carried by a helical spring—taking advan-
tage of the well known fact that if the strength
of the operator is conserved and fatigue is

lessened, inaccuracies are minimized. Where
intermittent soldering processes are per-
formed, a rack is provided to hold the iron
when not in use—thus preventing fires and
needless damage and interruptions. One
young lady solders 7000 electric light sockets
every day.
Any one who has handled solder is familiar

with the fact that the metal when melted has
practically the same appearance as when
cold. To guard against burns from this cause
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each electrically heated soldering pot is

provided with a pilot light; when the light is

burning it serves as a warning that the metal

is hot.

The Company provides the girls with
becoming caps to be worn when operating

machinery having exposed moving parts

which might entangle the hair and cause an
accident.

One of the details in safety work consists

in fixing a plate of sheet iron to the inside rim
of an exposed "flying" pulley, thus shielding

Elaborate automatic electric stops have
been devised for overhead cranes, and large

sums spent for fire prevention, detection and
fighting, and both automatic and hand
apparatus is supplied extensively in all build-

ings. An organized fire department is main-
tained in all the Works.
The devices designed to prevent electric

shock have been so successful that only one
quarter of one per cent of the major accidents

in Pittsfield in 1910 were due to this

cause.

Safety Work at the Erie Plant. The grinding machines are fitted with

guards and the men are impressed with the need for wearing

Goggles to shield the eyes from flying particles

the spokes and making it impossible for metal

rods or clothing to be drawn into the

machinery.
Safety and efficiency are sometimes closely

related: when one man with a machine can

drive thousands of nails by electricity every

hour and never touch one of the nails it is

obviously a safe ])roccss as well as an efficient

one.

The same thing can be said of electric motor
trucks which go all through the buildings, u])

and down the elevators—they need no rails or

trolley wires, carry very heavy loads, and
require but one man to operate. When we
consider that 47 per cent of the accidents

which occurred in 19H) were due to handling

of materials, it is again evident that safety

and efficiency can be made natural running

mates.

FIGHTING SPECIFIC ACCIDENTS
The study and ingenuity displayed in the

Pittsfield cam])aign, which reduced accidents

by 64 ])er cent in 1910, will be of interest to

all welfare workers and altruists.

A machinist is shown what kind of a cravat

he should not wear, and a foundr>-man what
kind of shoes he should wear. Raw labor is

taught just how to ])ilc i)ii)es, castings, heavy
timbers, etc; s])ecial methods are devised for

jjreventing blindness by acids, metal, sawdust,

stone dust, and by the injurious "ultra-

violet and actinic" light rays. Instruction

is given in how to avoid burns from steam,

molten metal, gas, acids, and 'electricity;

how to handle a ladder; how to keep tools in

condition; liow to choose a hammer; how to

])rotect the lungs from dust; how to i)revcnt

nail ])niict lives of the feet a wealth of detail
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which to those Nnth an interest in his fellow-

man reads like a revelation. Think of grown
men being taught how to lift so as to avoid
ruptures; how to drink water; how often to

bathe in warm water; how to attend to a

scratch on his finger; why he should clean up
rubbish; how to carry tools up a ladder; what
kind of sleeves he should have; and whether
his jacket should be on the inside or outside

of his overalls I

Surprising as these statements may sound
to the la\-men, they are nevertheless some of

the problems AA4th which the captains of

industry are grappling, and in the solution

of which they are engaging able executives

whose entire time is spent in teaching safety

habits.

THE MAIN CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS

The duties of the safety committee are

becoming more and more of an educational

nature, as the factories are now generously
equipped AA-ith mechanical and electrical

safeguards. This is clearly pointed out in a

report recently issued in which an analysis is

Non-slip device for ladders. Sharp toothed wheel may
be adjusted when teeth become worn

made of the causes of accidents at the Sche-
nectady Works in 1916:
"A little less than ten per cent of the

Schenectady Works accidents last year were
classed as "machine" accidents, and only
about two and one-half per cent of that
number might have been prevented by guards
or were due to worn-out or defective appa-
ratus or equipment.

"Forty-seven ])er cent were due to handling
of materials ; twelve per cent to the slipping
of hand tools, such as wrenches, chisels, ham-
mers, etc.; twelve and one-half per cent to
stepping on chips, scrap, nails, etc., or striking
some part of the body against some object;

Devices for handling acid carboys. The destructive action of
acid may lead to the case becoming rotten, so tongs are

provided which reach under the box and would pre-

vent the bottle falling even if the bottom came
away entirely. When small quantities

are required, the carboy is held in

an inclinator which is easily

tipped without danger

ten per cent to machine accidents; about
four per cent to slipping and falling; one per
cent to locomotives, cars, or cranes; one per
cent to electrical shocks and burns; and the
remainder to miscellaneous causes.

"

TIME LOST IN 1916

"Exclusive of two fatal cases, the aggre-
gate amount of time lost on account of acci-

dents in 1916 at Schenectady Works was two
thousand six hundred and forty-seven weeks,

Shield for Foundry Ladle

or fifty years and forty-seven weeks, divided
as follows:

888 weeks or about 17 years due to cuts and
bruises.

507 weeks or about 9^ years on account of
fractures.

.338 weeks or about 6M years on account of
infections.

287 weeks or about 53^ years due to amputations
or loss of eyes.
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179 weeks or about 3^2 years due to burns of

various kinds such as acid, electric, emery-
wheel, flame, friction, gas, metal, oil, pitch,

potash, soda, solder, vitriol and hot water.

136 weeks or about 2 3^ years on account of

sprains.

130 weeks or about 2^ years on account of

ruptures.
120 weeks or about 2^4 years due to miscellaneous

eye injuries, other than loss of eyes or sight.

62 weeks or a little over a year on account of

miscellaneous causes.

"During 1910 there were 1490 accidents

which resulted in loss of time or required

attention other than could be given by the

Emergenc}" Hospital. Those were classified

by causes as follows:

975 accidents, 1553 weeks or about 30 years,

accidental.

255 accidents, 513 weeks or about 10 years, care-

lessness on part of injured.

57 accidents, 147 weeks or about 2K years,

carelessness on part of other than injured

person.
118 accidents, 172 weeks or about 3 years, failure

to have slight injuries treated promptly,
resulting in blood poisoning.

34 accidents, 37 weeks or about three-quarters

of a year, failure to wear safety goggles.

13 accidents, 62 weeks or a little over a year,

defective and wornout apparatus or might
have been prevented by guards.

38 accidents, 163 weeks or about 3 years, mis-

cellaneous causes, for most of which it was
impossible definitely to decide.

"Based on experience it is reasonable to

expect that this record can be materially

improved."
It is the study of such statistics as these

that indicates to the safety committee along

what lines they should conduct their educa-

tional campaign so as to bring the greatest

return to corporation and employee alike.

Now that the safety work of the General

Electric Company has become chiefly educa-

tional in nature, in order to outline the main
present activities a digest is given of some of

the bulletins which tell their story every day
to sixty-one thousand employees. These are

classified according to the specific types of

accidents which are being combated.

Falls from Elevations

The safety committee directed that all old

style ladders should be re])laced with those

having iron shoes or shoes of s])ecial design to

prevent slipjnng on wooden, iron, brick, and
other flooring. This precaution, suj)plc-

mented by regular inspection, has materially

curtailed accidents. The bulletins continually

remind the men that they should examine the

ladders for structural defects, nails, or sharj)

projections; and further, that the ground

support of the ladder should be tested and
all made secure before ascending.

Other bulletins show how scaffolding should
be made, and even the details of the sizes of

planks and the number of timbers have been
carefully worked out. The story is empha-
sized by statistics taken from the building

trade, showing the number of men killed and
injured because of defective scaffolding.

Things Falling on Men
Photographs show how to pile material

neatly and so as not to obstruct passageway's.

The men are warned not to pile these mate-
rials too high.

Improper Clothing

Eight posters and eight illustrations are

devoted to showing the dangers from burns
and nail punctures due to improper shoes;

men are warned not to wear four-in-hand or

flowing neckties about machines. It is point-

ed out that jumper sleeves should be tight

fitting at the wrist, and that the jumper
should be worn inside of the overall-bib,

because loose clothing is dangerous. They
are reminded that the wearing of gloves and
finger rings is dangerous when working about
machines, and that such superfluous things

should be removed.
In one poster a striking photograph shows

how an accident was luckily avoided by a

young man who wore a dangling necktie

which caught in the rolls of his machine,
drawing him closer and closer. Fortunately
the machine was stopped in time to prevent

a serious injury; as it was, his tie and shirt

were caught and torn off his body.
Celluloid collars are made the subject of a

separate poster, and a case is mentioned
where a man narrowly missed serious injury

when this composition of guncotton caught
fire and could not be removed.

Infection of Small Injuries

The imi)ortance of this subject may be
judged from the fact that seven posters and
two illustrations were devoted to explaining

the necessity for going to the Work's physician

for immediate treatment. One case in par-

ticular was described, in which a man tried

to dig a speck of dirt out of another's eye.

Blood poisoning resulted and the eye had to be
removed. News])a])er cli])])ings were re])ro-

duced on the bulletin, recounting how citizens

in different parts of the country had suffered

from blood-])oisoning and lockjaw as a result

of neglecting slight injuries such as scratches,

])ricksoftheskiii,nail ])inu-tures, and small cuts.
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Burns

In addition to foot burns in the loundr>-,

which were previously discussed, the educa-

tional campaign deals with burns by steam,

gas. gasolene torches, acid, and electricity.

To prevent steam burns large red tags are

tied to steam valves which, if opened, would
scald a man at work near the outlet of the

pipe. On the tag are the words "Danger!
Do not open this valve without permission

of the foreman."

One poster shows the photograph of a
badly burned arm. and the incident was told

of a man who "was told to get an extension

light from a work bench, but lit a match
instead. The gasolene tank he was cleaning

exploded.

"

Regarding gasolene torches : Other posters

instruct the men to examine torches for leaks

before lighting, pointing out that they should
never loosen the filling plug while any flame

can be seen. Others are warned, "If you do
not use torches, keep away from them.

"

Bums by acids are the subject of other

posters. The handliVig of acids, especially in

large quantities, presents hazards if proper
precautions are not taken. The destructive

action of the acid on the wooden containers

housing the carboys is likely to cause a carboy
of acid to be dropped and broken, with disas-

trous results. Experience has taught that
the best preventive measure is such work is

the pro\"ision of tongs for handling the car-

boys, of such a construction that they will

reach under the boxes, so that if the wood is

entirely rotted the carboy of acid will not
drop to the ground. Where only small quan-
tities of acids are being handled, the carboy
is placed in an inclinator which permits it

being tipped without danger of spilling the
acid. Rubber gloves and rubber mounted
goggles are provided for employees handling
acid where there is a chance of the acid spat-

tering on the hands or in the eyes.

In general, the precautions taken to guard
against electrical hazards are the placing of all

live parts in such positions that no employee
can inadvertently come into contact with
them, the provision of grounded metal guards,
and ample insulation wherever necessary.

The most practical way of guarding against
electrical burns is to keep all unauthorized
people away from every danger zone. Warn-
ing signs are therefore placed near any locality

where dangerous voltages exist, and all pas-
sages, etc., leading to such places are marked
with danger signs.

Blindness

Blindness duo to tiying particles of metal,
wood, emery, etc., can be almost eliminated
by the use of goggles. These are furnished
by the Company wherever needed; as are also

gloves, helmets, leggings, etc. Nevertheless
it requires considerable advertising sometimes
to persuade a man to use them. Some posters

show photographs and give the names of men
whose eyes have been saved by goggles, as.

well as other photographs and names of men-
who have become partially or totally blind

because of the neglect of this simple precau-
tion. As soon as goggles become broken from
any cause whatsoever the Company replaces

them with a new pair without expense.

Goggles of scientifically colored glass, which
make it impossible for ultraviolet and actinic

rays emanating from electric or oxy-acetylene

work from injuring the optic nerve, are es-

pecially valuable. In some cases complete
helmets are provided for this purpose.

Nail Injuries

Four posters and two illustrations tell

strikingly the danger of stepping on protrud-

ing nails. The men are urged to turn down
the nails and prevent lockjaw.

Rupture

How to lift heavy weights is shown in two
posters and two illustrations. Men are

cautioned not to try muscular feats beyond
their strength, but to await the service of the

electric cranes and hoists when very heavy
objects must be moved. They are also warned
not to wear tight belts, and considerable

discussion is given to personal hygiene and
exercises that have a tendency to prevent
hernia.

Accidents from Machinery and Tools

Fourteen posters and nine illustrations

point out the necessity of extreme care in

handling machine tools and choosing hand
tools. Repairing or oiling machines and
adjusting work while machines are in motion,

are shown to be dangerous. Actual incidents

are mentioned, and the loss in wages of men
who have been injured through neglect of

these rules is shown. Men are warned nob

to start a machine when it is tagged "Out of

order—do not start."

They are urged to keep the protecting

guards in place and to immediately report

when damages are repaired. Statistics are

given of the number of men in one state who
were injured while cleaning their machines
while in motion.
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Other posters remind the men that they
should never sHng a hammer or sledge which
is loose on the handle. Likewise, a photo-
graph is shown on 1000 bulletin boards il-

lustrating how a man should stand when
using a sledge so as to avoid injuring his

companion who holds the bar or cold chisel.

It is pointed out that when striking case

hardened material, such as drills, reamers, cut-

ting tools, etc., only lead or copper hammers
should be used so as to prevent chipping of the
hardened metal and injury of fellow workmen.

Tripping over Rubbish and Junk

Two posters and two illustrations emphasize
the danger of obstructing floors and passage-
ways with refuse, waste material, and junk. A
disorderly workshop contributes to accidents.

make money which would go far toward
paying the household expenses. This argu-
ment shows the saloon as a public nuisance.

Careless Men
Fifty-one posters and eighteen illustrations

are directed against the chance taker and the
practical joker who deals in "horse play."
Examples are shown where men have lost

their lives, or have caused the death of another
because of foolish scuffling.

Special appeals are made to lodge men,
and in every possible way the doctrine of

carefulness is taught, whether it be going up
and down a ladder carelessly, or throwing
shovels, brooms, and tools where others might
be damaged by them.
Arguments against hurry and extravagance

li

Guards Erected in Front of Rotating Machinery

Insanitary Habits

A fairly complete course in personal hygiene
is contained in a series of posters. These
treat of headache, eyestrain, hunger, bad
ventilation, etc., and urge plenty of sleep,

good care of the teeth, adequate bathing,
plenty of fresh air, and even cleanliness of the
hands. Spitting on the floor is forbidden,
and even such details as how to drink out of

the fountain come in for their share in the
educational campaign.

Alcohol

One poster shows the extravagance of the
drinker, and by suggesting a ])lan l)y which a
married man shall appoint his wife as his

exclusive bar tender, illustrates liow she could

and in favor of deliberation and thrift show
the range of the educational campaign.

SAFETY EXTENSION
The Company has extended the idea of

safety to the benefit of the users of the elec-

trical a])])aratus manufactured by the Com-
])any, as well as that of the em])loyees of the

Comjmny in its factories. Safety switch-

boards, safety switches, safety controllers.

"fool-])roof " motors, transformers, etc., have
been devised, and while definite statistics

are not available it is c]uite reasonable to

assume that accidiiiis from electric shock
are being iriniiiizi'd in ])ul)lic service cor-

])()rati()ns, ;m<i anions the general public who
operate elect i-ieal (l.'\iees in tlu' home.
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CONTRACTS FOR PUBLIC WORKS, BUREAU
OF YARDS AND DOCKS, NAVY

DEPARTMENT
To assist the Bureau of Yards and Docks of the

Nav-^- Department in securing bidders on its PubHc
Works' contracts, we are in this issue endeavoring

to place in the hands of prospective bidders general

information which is of vital import concerning

such contracts. The "General Provisions Forming
Part of Specifications for Contracts for Public

Works," such contracts to be awarded by the

Bureau of Yards and Docks of the Navy Depart-

ment, contain provisions and specifications which
are specific and require careful study in order to

ascertain their true meaning and intent.

During the time the work is in progress, it is

under the supervision of an officer of the Govern-
ment who has full charge of the work as to details;

and in case of dispute between the contractor and
the officer in charge, appeal may be made first, to

a Senior Xaval Officer; second, to the Chief of

Bureau of Yards and Docks; and third, to the

Secretary of the Navy. Notwithstanding the fact

that the Government has an officer in charge of the

work as it progresses, this does not relieve the

contractor from the responsibility for the full

performance of the contract in accordance with its

terms and conditions.

It sho^uld be noted that the Government has the

power to decide as to the competency of the work-
men employed; and the form of contract provides
that if at any time it shall appear to the Govern-
ment officer in charge that any person is incom-
petent, such person shall be immediately discharged
by the contractor. Even if the contractor does not
agree with the officer in charge that any individual
should be discharged, the contractor is, nevertheless,

required to discharge such employee immediately,
but then may appeal from the decision of the officer

of the Government in charge of the contract.

It should be noted that time is the essence of the
contract. If the contract is not completed within
the time specified the contractor is liable to pay in

liquidated' damage the amount provided in the
contract for failure to complete any work within
the time specified in the contract. However, an
extension of time for the completion of the work
may be allowed, provided proper application is

made for such extension and the delay results

from causes beyond the control of the contractor

or in cases where the delay is caused by acts of the

Government. In case it develops that the con-

tractor will probably be unable to complete the

contract according to the terms thereof, the Govern-
ment reserves the right to annul the contract. Upon
the annulment of any contract it is provided that

the Government shall appoint a Board to ascertain

and determine the value of all material delivered

and work done, including a fair and reasonable

amount of profit thereon; and upon the approval

of the findings of the Board by the Chief of Bureau
of Yards and Docks such findings become conclusive

upon the contractor. In this connection it should

be noted that the contractor is expected to rely

largely upon the good faith of the Government,
because matters in dispute are not submitted to the

ordinary arbitration tribunal, but to a Board
representing the Government, the contractor

having no representative upon such Board.

It is also provided in case the Government
desires to make changes in the contract, the cost

of such changes shall be ascertained by the Board
representing the Government and shall be con-

clusive when approved by the Bureau of Yards
and Docks. It is provided, however, that the

findings of the Board in regard to the cost of

changes shall be the actual cost to the contractor

plus a profit of ten per cent.

There is the usual provision that oral modifi-

cations cannot in any way change the terms of the

written instrument.

A unique provision is that concerning inspection,

the officer in charge having full power to reject any
material and workmanship not in accordance with

the contract. If he shall deem it advisable for the

purpose of inspection to remove or tear out any of

the work completed, the contractor shall furnish

the necessary labor or material; and if the work is

found to be defective in any respect due to the

fault of the contractor, he is required to pay all

expenses of the examination and satisfactory

reconstruction. If, on the other hand, when the

work is torn out or removed it is not found to be

defective the cost of examination plus ten per cent

is allowed the contractor, and a suitable extension

of time to cover the delay caused by the tearing

out or removing of the work completed.
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METHODS FOR MORE EFFICIENTLY UTILIZING OUR
FUEL RESOURCES

Part IV

PULVERIZED FUEL IN A POWER PLANT ON THE MISSOURI, KANSAS &
TEXAS RAILWAY*
By H. R. Collins

Fuller Engineering Co., Allentown, Pa.

and

Joseph Harrington
Advisory Engineer, Chicago

Previous experience with the burning of pulverized coal under boilers has been acquired in connection
with single boilers where the cost of preparing the fuel is high, and it is difficult to show relative economy in

operation. This is the first instance in which an entire boiler plant has been equipped for utilizing pulverized
fuel. Moreover, the fuels used are low-grade fuels which can be burned to better advantage by this method
than in any other way. Complete records are given of boiler tests with three kinds of fuel. Also the cost of

pulverized Kansas coal, as compared with natural gas and fuel oil which were previously used.

—

Editor.

Dtiring the winter of 1912, when the natural
gas supply was limited in quantity and fuel oil

hard to obtain in Kansas, the officers of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas decided to investi-

gate other methods for generating steam in

the boilers at the power house of the shops at

Parsons, Kan. There were at this point, eight

191-h.p. boilers of the Heine water tube type,

equipped for using natural gas and oil as

fuel. Some of the other fuels available in the

district, which would be within an economical
range as to cost delivered at the plant, were
soft coals from the Mineral mine in Kansas,
the McAlester and Lehigh mines in Okla-
homa, and lignite from Texas, with the fol-

lowing analyses:

Kind of Coal

Mineral
McAlester. . . .

Lehigh
Lignite

Fixed
Carbon Volatile Ash

Mois-
ture

45.22
47.07
41.40
25.50

26.39
32.37
31.28
33.95

20.38
14.29
19.29
7.58

8.01
6.27
8.03

32.97

B.t.u.

10,640
11,837
11,200
7,548

The sulphur, separately determined, ranged from
approximately 3 to 5 per cent in the various soft

coals.

Owing to the ash and moisture content
of these fuels, it was determined to investi-

gate methods of Uvsing them in pulverized

form, as it was known that pulverized bitu-

minous coal has been in successful use in the

cement industry in a major portion of the

plants throughout the country. This investi-

gation resulted in the placing of a contract

for the necessary cquii)ment at the Parsons
power house with the I*\iller lilnginccring

* The description of the plant is based on an article which
appeared in the Railway Mechanical linKineer, October 1. li)l(i.

The detailed tests have been made since that time. A brief

account of this installati'/n is given in I'art I of this series (August,
1917).

Company, Allentown, Pa., and the material

and machinery were delivered in the fall of

1913. Owing to financial conditions, it was
thought unwise to make the change at that
time, but in the early part of 1916, owing to

the abnormal price of fuel oil, orders were
given to proceed with the work. The equip-

ment was installed and the plant was placed
in successful operation on August 1, 1916.

Pulverizing and Drying Equipment

The equipment for pulverizing and drying
the fuel is contained in a separate building

which is located near one end of the boiler

house, and the coal is dumped from the cars

directly into a concrete track hopper of 50
tons capacity adjoining this building. The
plant is designed to handle either mine run
or slack coal and immediately below the track

hopper is placed a set of 24-in. by 20-in.

Jeffrey double spike-tooth rolls, which will

reduce lumps up to 12 in. by 18 in. to 5-in.

cubes or less in one operation. As the coal

passes through this crusher, it drops onto a
20-in. inclined belt conveyor, which dis-

charges directly into a set of Lehigh 24-in.

by 18-in. corrugated rolls. The upper end
of the belt conveyor passes ovei a 24-in. by
22-in. Cutler Hammer magnetic separator

pulley, the function of which is to remove
any pieces of iron or steel which may be in

the coal and retain them on the belt until

the latter ])asses off the underside of the

])ulley, the metal then dro])])ing to the floor

{)ehind the crusher. This crusher reduces the

coal to ])ass through a -^I'-in. mesh or loss and
delivers it into a dust-tight elevator, from
which it is distributed ])y a 12-in. screw con-

veyor into a storage bin of 50 tons capacity

over the coal dryer.
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The equipment throughout the pulverizer

plant is operated by three-phase. ()0-e>-ele

motors at 440 volts. The first crusher is driven

bv a 10-h.p. belt connected motor, while the

inclined belt conveyor and the second crusher

are operated by one 15-h.p. belt connected

motor., this arrani:;ement obviatinj;: any possi-

bilitv of choking the crusher. The elevator

and screw conve\or by means of which the

coal is taken from the rolls and delivered to

the storage bin are operated by one lO-h.p.

back-geared induction motor.
Coal may be drawn from any part of the

storage bin and delivered by means of a
screw conveyor to the indirect fired dryer, a

chute from the conveyor being provided for

the delivery of coal to the floor for firing the

dr>-er furnace. The dryer is driven by a

10-h.p. induction motor and will evaporate
the moisture from coal containing 10 per cent

moisture, to }/i per cent at the rate of eight

tons per hour. In order that lignite, con-

taining from 30 to 50 per cent moisture may
be handled, the dryer is arranged so that the

material may be passed through as many
times as may be necessary to reduce the

moisture to the desired maximum before the

coal is delivered to the ptilverizer.

From the dryer the coal is discharged
directly into a second dust-tight elevator,

delivering to a 12-in. screw conveyor, both
of which are driven by a 10-h.p. back-geared
induction motor. The conve\^or discharges

the fuel into two bins of 40 tons capacity
each, which feed two 42-in. Fuller-Lehigh
pulverizing mills. The material to be reduced
is fed to the mill by means of a feeder mounted
on top of the mill. This feeder is driven
direct from the mill shaft by means of a
belt running on a pair of three-step cones,

which permits the operator to accommodate
the amount of material entering the mill to

the nature of the material being pulverized.
In addition, the hopper of the feeder is pro-
\-ided with a slide, which permits the operator
to increase or decrease the amount of material
entering the feeder hopper.
The pulverizing element of the mill con-

.sists of four unattached steel balls which roll

in a stationary, horizontal concave grinding
ring. The balls are propelled around the
grinding ring by means of four pushers
attached to four equidistant horizontal arms
forming a portion of the yoke, which is keyed
direct to the mill shaft. The material dis-

charged by the feeder falls between the balls
and the grinding ring in a uniform, con-
tinuous stream, and is reduced to the desired

fineness in one oi)cration. Fan discharge
mills are fitted with two fans; one of these
fans o])erates in the separating chamber
immediately above the pulverizing zone,

whereas the other fan operates in the fan
housing immediately below the pulverizing

zone. The upper fan lifts the fine particles

of pulverized material from the grinding zone
into the chamber above the grinding zone,

and passes it through the surrounding screen.

The material leaving the separating chamber
is drawn into the lower fan housing, from
which it is discharged by means of the cen-

trifugal action of the lower fan. All the

material discharged is the finished product
which requires no subsequent screening.

The current of air induced by the action

of the lower or discharge fan passes over the

pulverizing zone and out through the screen

surrounding the separating chamber, thus
insuring cooler operation and maximum
screening efficiency. This current of air

keeps the screen clean and enables the mill

to handle material containing a considerable

amount of moisture without afifecting the

efficiency of the machine. As soon as the

material is reduced to the desired fineness,

it is lifted out of the pulverizing zone and
discharged. Each pulverizer is belt driven

by a 60-h.p. vertical motor, and reduces the

fuel so that 95 per cent of it will pass through
a 100-mesh screen and S5 per cent through a
200-mesh screen at the rate of four tons per

hour, the plant having a maximum capacity

of eight tons per hour.

The grouping of the drives for the various

parts of the equipment makes possible a

maximum utilization of the power consumed,
as only such parts of the plant as are in actual

use need be running at any time. When
fully loaded the actual power consumed is

within about five per cent of the rating of

the motors, according to observations taken
since the plant has been in service.

As the fuel leaves the pulverizer, it i i

discharged into a third dust-tight elevator

and delivered to a 12-in. screw conveyor for

transfer to the bins in front of the boilers.

This elevator and screw are driven by a

15-h.p. induction motor, the conveyor passing

from the pulverizer building to the power
house through a steel bridge covreed with
corrugated sides and roof. This is the only

connection between the pulverizing plant and
the power house.

The capacity of the pulverizer plant is

180 tons in 24 hours and the requirements of

the power house are at present about 9() tons
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in 24 hours. Arrangements are being made
for the trial of pulverized coal in locomotive
service, one engine now being in process of

equipment, and an outside storage bin will

be added to the plant to supply fuel directly

to the locomotive.

The Boilers and Furnaces
The boilers are arranged in batteries of

two each and, as equipped for burning gas
and oil, the combustion takes place in the
furnace directh' under the heating surface

the rate at which the coal is delivered to the
furnace, each feeder being driven by a 2-h.p.

variable speed motor. The fuel from the
feeders is fed by gravity through a pipe enter-
ing the top of the induction tube near the
front of the furnace. The action of the high
velocity jet from the blast pipe inc^uces a
large volume of air at lower velocity through
the induction tube; the fuel is caught by this

current with which it is thoroughly mixed,
and enters the furnace at a low velocitv.

Boiler in the Shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad Company, Parsons, Kansas.

Converted from oil firing to low-grade pulverized coal firing

of the boiler. For pulverized fuel, however,
a Dutch oven furnace has been built on the
front of the boiler setting, it having been
found that the best results are obtained in

this manner. The equipment for burning
the fuel is simple. Each pair of boilers is

provided with a blower, driven by a 10-h.p.

constant speed direct current motor, the
blast pipes from this blower entering the rear
end of an induction tube which extends
through the wall of each furnace. Each blast

j)il)e is fitted with a gate for controlling the
air jet to the combustion tube. The fuel

from the bin passes through a 4-inch
screw feeder, which accurately determines

burning with a lazy flame which ]iractically

fills the combustion chamber.
The fuel bins in front of the boilers have a

capacity equivalent to 16 houis' service at

boiler rating. The bins and supports are of

steel and the l^ins are closed with steel covers

which are du.st-tight. Each bin is hoppered
and is equi])])ed with a hand-operated agitator,

the pur])ose of which is to j^revent the bridg-

ing over of fuel in Il:c ho])]-)cr.

Early Tests

Considerable ex])erimcntal work has been
done in order to secure the best furnace
arrangement and to i^rovide an effective

control of combustion to meet the require-
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ments of varying loads on the boilers. As coal lired, an et[uivalent evaporation of S.Sl

installed for the use of gas, the boilers were lb. being obtained per lb. of combustible.

provided with three-pass horizontal baftles. The coal as fired had a heating value of 1 1,250

In the pulverized fuel fired boilers these B.t.u. and contained 7 per cent moisture, the

bafHes have been replaced by a vertical three- dryer not being designed to handle this class

pass arrangement from which excellent results of fuel regularly. The efficiency of the boiler

havebeenobtained.asthefollowinglist of tern- was 67. 3 per cent, the losses being as follows:

peratures indicates. These temperatures were 0.7 per cent due to evaporation of moisture

taken ^taning at the bottom of the first pass in the coal; 4.S per cent due to steam from

and proceeding in the direction of the flow of hydrogen combustion; 11.8 per cent carried

the gases ovei the heating surface of the boiler. away by dry flue gases, and 15.4 per cent

Temp.. due to radiation and unaccounted for.

L<>-'*t'on
^

Deg^F. With the boiler operating at about 120 per
Bottom of first pass I6o0 ^^^^ q£ ^^^q^ capacity an equivalent evapora-

T^l :\ Sn^cfpass-. ^ /////Z^:::::::::: hm tion of S.SS Ib. of water per Ib. of coal fired

Bottom of second pass 960 was obtained With Mineral slack (Cherokee
Bottom of third pass 800 Co., Kansas), the fuel as fired containing one
Top of third pass. /05 pgj. ^^^^ q£ nioisture and having a heating
Stack temperature (average) 508

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ g^^ ^j^^ equivalent

These temperatures were taken tinder operat- evaporation per lb. of combustible was 10.9

ing conditions with a draught averaging lb. In this case the boiler showed an effi-

0.26 inch of water. ciency of 71.5 per cent, the losses being: 0.3

Various tests have been made with the per cent due to evaporation of moisture in

dififerent fuels mentioned and all of them the coal; 3.8 per cent due to steam from
were burned with entire success, giving an hydrogen combustion; 10.8 per cent in dry

effective distribution of the heat throughout flue gases, and 13.6 per cent radiation and
the heating surface of the boiler with low unaccounted for. In neither case was there

stack temperatures. Xo deposit of ash any CO loss.

settled anywhere in the boiler but what was
readily dislodged with an ordinary air blast. Cost of Fuel

The normal coal feed is arranged to develop Including the cost of pulverizing, which is

about the rated capacity of the boUer. At about 35 cents per ton, the cost of Mineral
maximum feed, however, the boilers may be coal delivered to the bins was $1,795. The
forced to 186 per cent of rated capacity. No cost of evaporating 1000 lb. of water as

difficulty has been experienced from abnormal determined by this test was 11.6 cents.

furnace temperatures, which would tend to Using natural gas, the heating value of which
destroy the furnace walls. Even under is about 940 B.t.u. per cu. ft., the cost of

forced conditions the furnace temperature evaporating 1000 lb. of water is 16 cents, with
does not much exceed 2400 deg. F., and under gas at 12.5 cents per 1000 cu. ft.

normal conditions it is about 2100 deg. F. -Later data is given in Table I, which cover
With Texas lignite and an output of 145 the cost of fuel for February and March,

per cent rating, an equivalent evaporation 1917, together with the equivalent cost of^
of 7.26 lb. of water was obtained per lb. yf oil.

TABLE I

FEBRUARY MARCH

Tons Cost Tons Cost

Coal 1,758.25 $2,285.73
685.72

1,850.85 .$2,406.11
Pulverizing 721.83

Total for coal . . $2,971.45
4,92.3.10

$3,127.94
Equivalent cost of oil .... 5,182.40

Saving
Saving

$1,951.65
39.6 per cent

$2,054.46
39.6 per cent

Coal cost $1.30 per ton
Pulverizing 0.39 per ton
Total coal 1.69 per ton

Oil, contract price $0.80 per barrel

Equivalent price .$2.80 (for 3 3^ barrels = 1 ton coal).
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Recent Tests

A series of detailed boiler tests were made
in June, 1917. It is interesting to refer to a

few of the more important items and add
to these references some comments on the

peculiarities of the tests.

These tests were made in the usual manner,
the- boiler being given such attention as it

was possible to give it, and the coal being

prepared in the usual way just previous to

the test. Three different fuels were tested

having a considerable range in quality. The
first test was of Texas lignite, which had
been stored in the open air over six months,
and subjected to freezing and thawing, and
the influence of the sun and wind all this

time. It was not necessary to dry this lignite

to the same degree that the other coals were
dried, and the 17 per cent of moisture in the

coal, as fired, did not affect its apparent
quality at all. To all appearances, it was as

fluid as the semi-anthracite coal containing

only 0.3 per cent of moisture. The second

coal was a fairly high ash, high sulphur coal

from Southern Kansas, and is the coal which
is usually burned at this plant.

For the last test a car load of semi-anthra-

cite screenings was obtained. This coal was
\-ery fine when received, and was stated to

be of a kind which is unsalable on account
of its size.

The first question presented for settlement

was the proper method of weighing the coal.

LTnder the conditions surrounding this instal-

lation, it was not practical to actually weigh
the coal on scales, and it was decided, there-

fore, to determine the weight from the

revolutions of the feed screw. The discharge

pipe was accordingly disconnected from the

burner, and another one substituted, which
reached to a large galvanized iron can which
was placed on a pair of accurate platform
scales on the floor in front of the furnace.

There was a revolution counter attached to

this screw, which made it possible to accu-

rately count the revolutions.

After determining the weight of the empty
can, the feed screw was started and allowed

Heine Type Horizontiil Tubulur Buik-rH Buniiiii Pulverized Fuel ul llic Purs jus, Kansas, Shops of the M., K. & T
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to run until the can was substantially filled.

The spoiiL was then disconnected, the can
and its contents weighed, and the net w-eight

of coal thereby detennined. In all cases

three tests were made, and the average taken.

The average of the three readings was taken
as the carr>nng capacity of the screw per

revolution, and is ver>' nearly the correct

figure. A separate determination in this

manner was made for each of the three tests.

It was not possible under the conditions

obtaining at the time to conduct tests even
as long as eight hours, so that tests of shorter

duration were made. Particular care- was
taken that the level of the water in the boiler

was exactly the same at the end as at the
beginning, and the rate of the steaming was
kept as constant as possible throughout each
test. While these tests may appear to be
short as compared with the accepted practice

in mechanical stoker testing, it must be
remembered that the amount of fuel actually

in the furnace at any one time, is represented
by a ver\' few pounds, and that when the

feed screw is suddenly stopped, the combus-
tion as suddenly ceases. It is possible to cut
oft" the fuel supply instantly, and before the
feed screw has fairly sto]Dped turning the
fire is out, there being absolutely no question
of piling up fuel in the furnace and ha\'ing
unequal conditions at the beginning and end
of the test. It was felt that even a four hours'
test did not introduce any serious error on
this account.
The water was weighed in one thousand

pound lots on a carefully 'calibrated scale,

and the water level was as nearly the same
at the beginning and end as it was possible

to get it.

One point of particular interest is the heat
balance, which indicates conditions unusual
in boiler testing. The boilers themselves
were O'Brien boilers, which had been re-

baffled to provide three cross passes for the
gases, and inability to clean the heating
surface of these boilers by hand resulted in

one-half of the heating surface being par-
ticularlv dirtv. To this mav be ascribed

Fuller-Lehigh 42-in. Pulverizer Mills at Parsons Plant
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much of the inefficiency of the boiler. Gas
temperatures nearly 200 deg. in excess of

what could properly be expected were ob-
tained at the stack.

The next item of interest is the ver}- high
furnace and grate efficiency. The analysis

of this section shows a loss due to com-
bustible in the ash of zero, and this is worthy
of especial comment. The ash pit in this case
had a sloping bottom, and was visible through-
out its extent from the door in the basement.
Previous to these tests the pit was sub-
stantially clean and the condition noted.
In the case of the Cherokee slack, the ash
fused and ran down the bottom in molten
streams, being removed partially in liquid

form and, particularly, by being broken away
from the bottom with a bar after It had
somewhat cooled.

Practically no dust in the ash pit was
encountered with this fuel, all of the ash
remaining appeared to be liquefied or at least

deposited in a plastic condition. An examina-
tion of a piece of cold slag shows an appearance
like that of black glass, without the slightest

sign of any combustible. Under the ordinary
operating conditions of this plant using this

coal and operating at times at low ratings,

there is produced a mixture of fine sandy
looking ash and melted slag. Examination
of a car load of this refuse standing on the
side track of the plant failed to reveal any
traces of unburned coal or coke. It was,
therefore, assumed that the loss due to
combustible in the ash was negligible, and
it has been recorded as zero.

This car was being loaded with ash at the
time. A representative sample was secured
by taking a little from various parts of the
car to the amount of a quart bottle full.

This sample has been analyzed by the Com-
mercial Testing and Engineering Companw
The analysis is as follows:

Per cent moisture l.'J.OO

Per cent ash, dry basis 97.40
Per cent combustihic matter, dry basis 2.(i0

This could vary 100 per cent without there
being enough ash pit loss to cut any serious

figure in a boiler test. This coal (Cherokee
slack) had IS.02 per cent ash on the dr\'

basis. If all of the refuse could have been
collected and weighed the weight would have
been equal to IS. 50 ])er cent of the dry coal

fired. There would have been, therefore,

0.48 ])er cent ash pit loss. The ash pit loss

with .stokers will run from 2 to 5 per cent so

that there is in stoker practice from four to

ten times as much ash pit loss as with powdered
coal. This confirms in a very satisfactory

manner the as.sumption made in figuring
the test, that the ash pit loss was substan-
tially a negligible quantity.

During these tests there was a light gray
haze apparent at the top of the stack. The
question arose as to the possible loss of

combustible matter from the stack and
through the boiler and breeching. To deter-

mine this point a sample of this dust was
obtained from the breeching which was very
fine in size, and of a gray color. Analysis
showed that there was 2 per cent of com-
bustible matter in the fine dust, proving quite

conclusively that the loss here was exceed-
ingly small.

Another matter bearing on the high furnace
efficiencies is the item of heat absorbed b\-

excess air. It was without the slightest

difficulty that the CO2 in the flue gases was
carried up to 16 per cent, readings frequenth-
going to 17 per cent, and but few readings
being less than 15 per cent. Considerable
care was exercised in making the analysis

for CO, there being the natural thought that
with the high CO2 that some loss from incom-
plete combustion might occur. It will be
noted from the report that the CO loss was
in direct proportion to the length of the
flame. Some relation, therefore, between
the proportion of volatile matter in the fuel

and the CO loss becomes apparent.
The lo3s of combustible matter from the

furnace appears to be the item upon which
turns the entire discussion of unaccounted
for loss which appears in these tests. With-
out doubt the furnace conditions with the
semi-anthracite coal, so far as they could be
determined, without exception were as nearly
ideal as one could imagine. The flame did
not reach the tubes at any time, and it was
])ossible to count the bricks on the opposite
side of the combustion chamber. The fur-

nace gases were com])letely burned and
trans])arent. The tmaccounted for loss in

this test is also the least, and the furnace
efficiency is the greatest of any of the tests.

A point which has always been in con-
troversy whcne\'er the burning of ])owder<Ml

coal under steam boilers was imdcr dis-

cussion, is the control of the furnace tem-
])erature and consccjuent fusing of the brick

walls. To determine the exact tem])erature

in this setting a Fery Radiation Pyrometer
that had just been calibrated by the United
Stales l^ureau of Standards, was obtained
from tlic Armour Institute of Tcchnolog\-.
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Two sets of Seger P\romotric Cones were
placed in the turnace after the- test had been
going; on for a couple of hours, and constant

furnace temperature obtained. It will be

noted in item eleven that the temperature
of the furnace was between 2."?()() deg. and
2400 deg. under whicli conditions brick work
may be maintained indefniitely, and which is

above the fusing point of the ash from a great

many coals. It was pleasing to note that

the p\Tometric cones checked the indica-

tions of the Fery Pyrometer within 20 deg.

It is probable, therefore, that the tem-
peratures given are ver\- nearh' correct.

There was no apparent fusing of the brick

work which might occur if the ash had a
fluxing effect thereon. This furnace has
been in constant service for nine or ten

months, and the interior seems to be in

perfectly good shape.

The ash from the lignite and semi-anthra-
cite coals did not fuse, and there was a small

deposit in the ash pit of a yellow sand}'

looking ash which appeared to be entirely

free of combustible matter.

Another and most interesting phase of

these tests is the draft loss in the boiler. A

drop in draft between the top of the third
pass and the furnace of around 0.05 inches,
in a boiler ten tiers of tubes in height, operat-
ing at 25 or 30 per cent above its rating, does
not seem natural, but the draft readings
throughout all three tests were checked and
repeatedly verified. These boilers arc equipped
with GO-ft. stacks, and were oijerated with
the stack damper partially closed in order
to get the furnace draft nearly neutral.

This opens up a very interesting line of

thought as to the draft requirements in this

type of installation. The small loss is prob-
ably due to the small gas volume and con-
sequent low frictional resistance in the

boiler.

Summing up the entire matter, it may be
stated without hesitancy that these tests

give promise of a future for powdered coal

in this service which is indeed bright. It is

possible to burn in this manner qualities of

coal which are not ordinarily classed as of

commercial value. Moreover, it is entirely

possible to provide space adequate for the
complete combustion of fuel in this form, and
to control the temperature of the furnace
so as to make it possible to burn, with-

TABLE II

Report of Tests at M., K. fie T. Railway Shops, Parsons, Kansas; 191 h.p. O'Brien water tube boiler,

vertical baffle, equipped for burning pulverized coal

1. Test number

2. Date. 1917

3. Duration of test, hours
4. Atmospheric pressure, lb

5. Boiler pressure, gauge lb

6. Boiler pressure, absolute lb.. . .

7. Draft at damper, inches water
Top 3rd pass water
Bot. 2nd pass water. . . .

Top 1st pass water
Furnace water

8. Blast, pilot differential water. .

9. Boiler room temp. deg. F
10. Air blast temp. deg. F
11. Furnace temp. deg. F
12. Stack temp. deg. F
13. Feedwater temp. deg. F
14. Calorimeter temp. deg. F

15. Gas at end of flame CO-.
Oo

CO
N

16. Gas at stack COj
O2

CO
N

4 p.m to
8:30 p.m.
June 12

4.5

14.5

137.5
152.0

0.092
0.148
0.119
0.039
0.082

0.55
102.1
106.0

2352.0
597.9
166.9
232.1

16.67
1.93
0.24

81.16
14.75
5.05

80.20

2

8 a.m. to
12 noon
June 13

4.0
14.5

136.0
150.5

0.055
0.083
0.105
0.021
0.051

0.41
90.3
94.0

2329.0
534.6
165.8
229.1

15.1

2.9

0.1

81.9
14.8

3.5

81.7

3

2 p.m. to
5:30 p.m.
June 13

3.5

14.5
135.5
150.0

0.000
0.075
0.070
0.010
0.038

0.4

104.5
109.0

2408.0
624.3
178.1

229.5

16.5
1.9

0.0
81.6
15.8
3.0

81.2
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17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

2.3.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

65.

Test number

Kind of fuel

Proximate analysis of coal:

Moisture
Volatile, dry
Fixed C, dry
Ash, dry
Sulphur (separately determined)
B.t.u. per lb. as fired

B.t.u. per lb. dry coal

B.t.u. per lb. combustible

Ultimate analysis of dry coal

:

Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Sulphur
Ash

Size—Over lOO-mesh sieve

Through 100-mesh sieve

Over 200-mesh sieve

Through 200-mesh sieve

Coal burned total run actual lb

Coal burned per hour actual lb

Coal burned per hour dry lb

Coal burned per revolution feed screw, lb

Ave. feed screw revolutions per min
Total ash and refuse from ash pit

Per cent ash and refuse in dry coal. .

Weight of combustible fired from analysis :

Weight of combustible in ash
Weight of combustible actually consumed
Water evaporated total run act
Water evaporated per hour act

Factor of evaporation (including moisture)
Equi. evap. per hr. f & a 212 deg. lb

Per cent moisture in steam

Horse power builders rating
Horse power developed
Per cent of rated horse power developed
Water evap. actual per lb. coal as fired, lb

Water evap. actual per lb. dry coal, lb

Water evap. f & a 212 deg. per lb. coal as fired, lb

Water evap. f & a 212 deg. per lb. dry coal, lb

Water evap. f "fe a 212 deg. per lb. combustible, lb

Water evap, f & a 212 deg. per sq. ft. H.S. per hr., lb.. . .

Theoretical wt. dry gas per lb. dry coal, lb

Actual wt. dry gas per lb. dry coal, furnace, lb

Actual wt. dry gas per lb. dry coal, ui)take, 11)

Theoretical wt. air per lb. dry coal, lb

Actual wt. air per IV). dry coal, furnace, 11)

Actual wt. air per lb. dry coal, ui)takc, lb

Wt. air leakage in lb. dry coal

Wt. excess air per lb. dry coal, furnace, lb

Wt. excess air per lb. dry coal, uptake, lb

Per cent excess air per lb. dry coal, furnace per cent. . . ,

Per cent excess air per lb. dry coal, uptake, per cent. . . .

1 2 .3

Lignite
from
Texas

Cherokee
Slack, Min-
eral Mine.
So. Kansas

Semi-
Anthracite

from
Kansas

17.06 1.06 0.30
61.52 32.41 22.29
24.72 49.57 59.94
13.76 18.02 17.77
0.98 5.14 4.09

8854.0 12056.0 12587.0
10675.0 12185.0 12625.0
12378.0 14863.0 15352.0

62.69 66.41 70.60
4.49 4.46 3.51

16.96 4.88 2.69
1.15 1.09 1.34

0.95 5.14 4.09
13.76 18.02 17.77

7.25 8.44 8.08
92.75 91.56 91.92
17.67 18.06 14.44

75.08 73.50 77.48

6748.0 4692.0 3500.0
1500.0 1173.0 100 .0

1244.0 1161.0 997.0
0.3703 0.4024 0.3865

67.4890 48.5830 43.1190

13.76 18.02 17.77

4825.00 3808.00 2868.00

4S25.0 3808.0 2868.0
33420.0 32018.0 30300.0
7427.0 8005.0 8657.0

1.0562 1.0559 1.0434

7844.00 8482.00 9034.00
3.92 4.07 4.04

191.2 191.2 191.2

227.4 245.9 261.9

119.0 129.0 137.0

4.953 6.824 8.657
5.970 6.895 8.683
5.229 7.231 9.034

6.305 7.306 9.061

7.311 8.912 11.019

4.102 4.436 4.725

8.603 9.692 9.986
9.498 11.116 10.952

10.825 11.408 11.412
8.1.3(t 9.267 9.472
9.1 If) 1().83S 10.579

10.328 11.109 10.995

1.213 0.271 0.416
0.976 1.571 1.107

2.189 1.842 1.523

11.99 16.97, 11.69

26.8.) 19.88 16.08

IS Fired

2:

Heat Balance per Pound Coal as Fired

50 Heat j)er 11). coal as fired. SS5-1 1 2056 1 25S7
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B.t.u.
Per
Cent B.t.u.

Per
Cent B.t.u.

Per
Cent

57. Heat absorbed by water in boiler
I

5073 57.32 6992 58.00 8765

Necessary Losses

69.64

58. Heat absorbed by moist, and burned H up to

to temp, steam
59. Heat absorbed by theo. amount dry gas up to

temp, steam
60. Heat available for unit
61. Highest theoretical efficiency

581

441
7832

6.56

4.98

88.46

473

618
10965

3.92

5.13

90.88

365

607
11615

2.90

4.82

92.27

Furnace and Grate Losses

62. Heat loss due to combustible in ash
63. Heat absorbed by excess air up to temp, steam
64. Heat loss due to production of CO
65. Heat available for boiler

66. Furnace and grate efficiency

0.00 0.00
50 0.57 100 0.83 67
75 0.86 44 0.37

7707 87.05
98.40

10821 89.68
98.69

11548

0.00
0.53
0.00

91.75
99.44

Boiler Losses

67. Heat loss due to theo. gas, moist, and H above
temp, steam

68. Heat loss due to air leakage through setting. .

69. Heat loss due to radiation and unaccounted for

70. Boiler efficiency

71. Combined efficiency

72. Ratio: Comb. eff. to highest theo. efficiency . .

465 5.25 438 3.64 675
120 1.36 29 0.24 52 1

2049 24.27
65.82
57.32
64.80

3362 27.89
64.61
58.00
63.90

2056

5.36
0.41

16.33
75.90
69.64
75.49

73. Cu. ft. capacity of furnace
74. Cu. ft. per lb. coal per min
75. Cu. ft. per lb. of Vol. Comb, per min

874.0 874.0 874.0
35.0 43.7 51.4
48.5 54.6 70.5

out objectionable fusing, those coals having
low ash fusing temperatures. This also

answc-s the problem of the maintenance of

the refractory furnace linings. It is probable
that by determining in advance the analysis

and melting point of the ash of the coal to

be used, and with a knowledge of the character
of the fire-brick to be used in the setting, a
design can be made which will produce con-
ditions under which the furnace walls will

last indefinitely.

There is without doubt a certain amount
of the ash dust which adheres to the furnace
walls, and if such ash has a fluxing effect on
the brick, ultimate destruction will occur. On
the other hand, if it is desirable to liquefy the
ash the furnace can be designed to produce a
temperature which will be above the fusing
point, and the substantially complete removal
of the ash in this form therebv affected.

One of the questions which heretofore has
frequently been asked is relative to the slag-

ging of the tubes from fused ash adhering
thereto, and forming an objectionable coating'

on the exposed surfaces. During the three
days when these boilers were under observa-
tion there was no sign of any formation of

this nature. It would not have been expected
with the lignite and semi-anthracite coals,

which did not produce any fused ash whatso-
ever, but when the Cherokee slack was
burned, and the ash formed in the pit in

molten form, it was noted particularly that
there was no accumulation on the tubes.
The controllability of the fuel feed and the

cleanness of the combustion produced, make
it appear that before long powdered coal will

be accepted as not only highly economical,
but as a commercially satisfactory form of

fuel.
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ELECTRIC RANGE CAMPAIGNING BY THE CENTRAL STATION

By Hartwell Jaloxick

Commercial Manager, Texas Power and Light Company

Most people have no adequate conception of the magnitude of the electric range business today nor of

its certain rapid growth tomorrow. To them, the following article will be a revelation. The author's valu-

able experience in electric range campaigning renders him particularly capable of speaking with authority on

the subject. He combines the giving of instructions, descriptions, and recommendations for initiating and
prosecuting a successful range campaign with a history of the campaign of the Texas Power and Light Com-
pany.

—

Editor.

A central station cannot expect to attain

any degree of success in electric range sales

without the hearty co-operation of every

department of its organization. The securing

of enthusiastic co-operation will likely prove

to be the most difficult task of the range

manufacttu-er's salesmen. The General

Manager as an individual, or Sales Manager
as an individual, or the Superintendent as an
individual, may not be difficult to interest

in the range business; but the big problem is

to secure the enthusiastic interest of the

General Manager, the Superintendent, the

Chief Engineer, and the Chief Accountant as

a co-operative unit. One individual in the

central station's organization cannot make
the range business; two individuals in the

central station, who are not enthusiastic, can

break the range business.

Co-operative Consideration and Planning

When considering entrance into the field

of electric cooking business, a conference of

the department heads should be called to

survey the situation. The Commercial
Organization should be instructed to investi-

gate the ]X)ssibility of sales, using as data the

information gathered in a preliminary canvass

of the ]}eo])le in the towns under consideration.

The Accounting Department should be asked

to determine how much could be safely spent

in the ]jromotion of the range business and,

furthermore, to advise an accounting system

which would satisfactorily keep the actual

expenditures. The Operating De])artment

should be required to take u]) the study in

conjunction with the Engineering Dc] artment

and find out just what the effect on ojjerating

costs would l)e, and just what modifications

would have to be made in existing distributing

operating conditions. Together, the (le])arL-

ments sh(juld rc])ort wliat might be tlic results

to the stockholders.

Attention is called to the fact that, by
following this ])rogram of co-oi)eration, the

Sales De])artment would avoid the great

mistake of endeavoring to press sales pro])-

ositions on the 0])erating De])artmc-nl , willi

the possible result of forcing the latter into

furnishing service and facilities unwillingly

and perhaps unprofitably.

Co-operation Based on Conviction

In the case of the Texas Power & Light

Company, the Accounting Department saw all

good in the range campaign; the Engineering

and Operating Department saw great possi-

bilities; and consequently the Commercial
Organization felt encouraged and enthusiastic.

Lack of co-operative planning and looking

ahead involves one of the possible risks in the

range business among central stations; and,

consequently, the manufacturer's range sales-

men should not fail to impress upon the vari-

ous departments of the central station the

necessity for looking into the future.

Importance of Engineering Department Co-opera-

tion for Future Growth

Suppose that a "new-business" man of a
central station places a 5 or 15 h.p. piece of

business on the books; he does not notify the

Engineering Department, he merely takes the

order and puts it through. That particular

]3iece of business simply involves the instal-

lation of a transformer suitable for it, and
some more coal will be burned in the furnaces

to take care of the additional load. But, with

the electric range the situation is different

;

the Engineering Department has to be ad-

vised not only with regard to the present

year but as to future years. If the Engineer-

ing De])artment does not thtis ])lan for several

years ahead and many ranges should be instal-

led, the central station will not be able to

render i)ro])er cooking service.

'V\)v imi)ortance of this forecasting the

future cannot be emi)hasized too strongly.

When a central station imdertakes to serYC

the public with "fuel" for cooking, and any-

thing disturbs the service or interferes with

the cooking, the ('oni])any is striking the

customer "inidrv ihr l)ch." Witli several

thousands of residence customers in the

United States dei)en(ling directl\' or indirecll\-

ui)on tlie central station for daily meals, it
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becomes a rather serious matter to fail. If

the mamifact liter's salesmen sell one, two.

five hundred, or one thousand ranges to a

central station, and then do not in addition

sell the electric cooking idea to the Engineer-

ing and Operating Departments, so that the

ranges \\i\\ remain sold through the adequate
ser\-ice which these departments must ])rovide,

the salesmen are in\4ting trouble six months
later, and they ^^•ill be called upon to adjust

it. The duties of the manufacturer's salesmen
are not so much to sell ranges as to sell the

electric cooking " idea " to the central stations

;

and to do this successfully they must, in the

long nm. sell it to the entire organization and
see to it that the business becomes established

upon a "service-first" basis.

Prospecting for Prospects

While there may be man\- good methods
of preparing the prospectus for the engineers,

that employed by the Texas Power & Light

Company resulted in such thorough satisfac-

tion as to warrant a detailed description of

its operation and a favorable consideration

of its adoption by other central stations about
to enter the field.

Before the Commercial Organization at-

tempted to sell electric ranges it sent one of

its salesmen to each town served by the com-
pany, giving him a blueprint map of the town.
He made a preliminary canvass through all

the streets of his town, putting a red dot on
the map to represent the residence which, in

his judgment due either to his findings or due
to outward appearance, should be a range
prospect, no matter whether for next month,
or for 1918, 1919, or 1921. It was not abso-
lutely necessary for him to go to the door to

find this out. The proposition was this: If

the home has a nice-looking front with lace

curtains, a telephone, etc., it is a .|140 range
prospect, and as such will be represented by
the little red dot on the map and will be fol-

lowed "for life"—or until a range is bought.
Ever\'one with a telephone and electric lights

is a range prospect.

Information for the Engineering Department

This map becomes a very convenient record
for the guidance of the Engineering Depart-
ment in making provisions for even 1922
activities, and therefore there should be no
excuse for not giving the customer, when
ultimately secured, that good and reliable

service to which he is entitled.

To take care of the range load, the proper
transformer is placed at the intersection of

two streets and feeds one-half block each way
in all four directions along these streets. The
secondaries su])ply 1 l()/220-volt three-wire
service. In special cases, however, secondary
service may be run 4{)(), 500, or even OOO feet.

In constructing the secondary line in con-
formity with this ma]), it is not necessary that
each zone or distribution center be construc-
ted complete upon the installation of the first

range; on the contrary, this map enables the
Engineering Department to plan ahead.
They may put up No. 2 wire as an extension
to No. 4 wire which may remain in service

next to the transformer, in which event they
are merely building for the future and ulti-

mately (when each red dot becomes a cus-

tomer instead of a prospect) the distribution

system will be found to be complete, even
though this may not be for several years to

come.

Preliminary Exploitation

The first allotment of ranges distributed

by the Texas Power & Light Company num-
bered 27,3; these were located "maliciously"
so as to scatter them throughout the territory,

the customers selected being those who were
believed to be most friendly to the Company.
A record of these installations was kept and
the statistics compiled from 260 installa-

tions which remained in service (see compila-
cion at the end of this article) were used as

the basis for further calculations and also as

information wherewith to induce other cus-

tomers to cook electrically.

In this work a salesman was placed at

headquarters in every district as the local

sales representative operating under the
District Office Manager.

Classifying the Prospects

Inasmuch as cooking by electricity was
new to Texas, it was found desirable to obtain
some specific information concerning the
probable prospective customers before at-

tempting to campaign aggressively for electric

cooking business. Accordingly, the salesmen
were given "Prospect Cards," these cards

being very simple, as shown by the illustrated

form on the following page.

Only a few questions were asked. The sales-

men were not instructed to try particularly

to make sales, but to visit each residence that

appeared as though its occupants could afford

to buy a range, and then fill out the card and
rate the prospect "A," "B," or "C." By
making this card record as a preliminary step,

the salesmen secured a great deal of valuable
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information; the new men on the job who had
no experience, or had never seen an electric

range before, received a Uberal education on
how (not) to sell an electric range. They
soon learned what they were "up against."

After these cards were classified according to

the salesmen's idea as to the "A," "B," or

"C" standing of the prospects, they were
filed for use at a future date as "follow-up's.

"

ELECTRIC RANGE PROSPECT
Town

Name
Address

Is coal, wood, or gas used for fuel Number in family..

Cook, ye?, no Number of rooms

A—Waiting Rate quoted

B—Receptive Type range favored by prospect..

C—Active

Salesman's initial"; Date

Remarks on reverse side

Card (6 by 4 inches) used by the Texas Power & Light
Company in its preliminary electric range campaign.

Following the Prospects

Arrangements were made for securing a

series of three booklets, corresponding to the

"A" (Active), "B" (Receptive), and "C"
(Waiting) classification of the prospect cards.

If the prospect was ready to talk particulars

regarding a range she was handed a "Match-
less Kitchen," which is an attractive cata-

logue of the various types of ranges, giving

full details and prices.

If the prospect was not an active one, but
still was receptive to the idea of electric cook-

ing, the salesman left one of the booklets

which tells of
'

' Brighter and Happier Hours
in the Kitchen," prepared by the Society for

Electrical Development to sell the idea of

electric cooking rather than sell the electric

range itself.

However, if the prospect was "from
Missouri" as to the electric cooking proposi-

tion and had not a sj)ark of enthusiasm, she

was handed a booklet gotten up by the Texas
Power & Light Company. This booklet

gives just a few ])lain facts on the numljer of

homes in Texas using electric cooking, and a

few pointed paragraphs to create interest and
indicate that the reader's skepticism could

be overcome by actual data if she cares to

look further into the proposition.

Among other advantages resulting from
the use of the cards and the corrcsijonding

literature, the salesman is ena1)lcd to adai)t

his own mood to the disposition and degree

of receptivity displayed by the j)rosi)ect, and
thus secure ff)r himself the highest degree of

efficiency. If the card indicates that the
prospect is "grouchy" and the salesman does

not that morning feel in the mood to argue
with anyone, he does not call on one who is

antagonistic but selects an "A" prospect
instead, and thus has a good possibility of

success. On being encouraged by landing
this order he might then feel in the mood to

talk to the "grouchy" one.

How it Worked

As proof of the success of the preliminary
exploitation and campaign, it is to be noted
that to July 20th a total of 1112 ranges had
been sold, this representing eight months of

exploitation work and four months of actual

campaign work. During the initial eight

months of exploitation only 260 ranges were
sold, the remaining 854 having been sold dur-
ing the four months of campaign.

It has been found from experience that the
most essential thing in selling electric cooking
is vested in maintaining a perpetual prospect
list. If points of merit were to be given to the
salesman, they should be on the basis of 90
points for ability to

'

' prospect for prospects
'

'

and 10 points for his ability to close.

Why the Central Station Should Enter the Range
Business

At the meeting of the Range Committee of

the N.E.L.A. in St. Louis in 1916, it was the
consensus of opinion of those in attendance,
particularly those of the Northwest who had
gone into the question, that the range business

offered the greatest possibilities for the central

station of any undeveloped field. There must
have been very good reasons for considering

the proposition so favorably.

Furthermore, inasmuch as the officials of

the General Electric Company and other
large manufacturers believed in the successful

future of the range business, it seemed that

there must be sound reasons for it—reasons
capable of demonstration. If the General
l^^lectric Company committed itself to the
expense of the development of this business,

it must certainly have convinced itself of the
possibilities.

Therefore, wlien the Texas Power & Light
Com])any handled General Electric Ranges
during the exploitation ]3eriod of the cam-
])aign, it felt that the value of the range bus-

iness was capable of being demonstrated to

l)e sound. It was not sufficient that the

range business should "look good" to the
Commercial Organization. It was necessary

that it should bo jirox-od to tlie satisfaction of
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the Accounting Department, the Engineering

Department, and the various other depart-

ments of the Company that it was good.

To prove that the range business was sound
and that the central .station should aggres-

sively enter the field for electric cooking load,

endeavor was made to analyze the situation

in the following manner.

Decreasing Price of Current and the Investigator

We know by data which have been com-
piled, and many times published, that in

contrast with the general cost of living, elec-

tricity is the only commodity which has stead-

ily decreased in price since 1896. Such neces-

sities of life as foods, fuel, taxes, clothing, and
rents have increased since 1896 about 50 per

cent while on the other hand during the same
period the cost of electric lighting is the only

important commodity relating to the home
that has not increased. It has suffered a

very substantial decrease.

This is very good advertising indeed for

the central station; but the people who are

putting money into public utility stocks and
bonds might well be very much concerned
regarding this continual dropping off in the

selling price of the product which they are

marketing through their central stations.

One may well say that these reductions

are often voluntary, but on the other hand
central stations are continually facing drastic

legislation, commission rulings, and municipal
ownership agitation, all of which tend to

force down still further the already low prices

being secured for current.

Central-station managers are alive to the
effect this may have upon the security market,
and that the situation can become serious

unless some good way can be found to offset

it. The attitude of the investing public is

highly important to central stations which
are continually in a state of development and
expansion, and must seek from time to time
additional capital in the financial markets.
In other words, their securities must be at-

tractive.

New Revenue from the Range Business Attractive
to Stockholders

Now that electric cooking is a proven
commercial success, the central station is

in a position to secure the S3.00 to S3. 50 per
month (or about S40 a year) which each elec-
tric range will earn, transferring this money
from the customer's account with the coal
man to that of the central station without
increasing the living expenses of the customer.

To add $40 a year per customer to the present
residential earnings—which now average onl\-

$18 to $20 per year—will increase the central
station's revenue 210 per cent, with ])ropor-

tionately very little increase in expense.
Thus, the range business must appeal as a
very attractive proposition to the stockholders.

Turning Unprofitable Accounts Into Profitable Ones

Practically every central station has on
its lines a large number of residential cus-

tomers who are unprofitable—who do not
pay more than the minimum monthly bill;

e.g. 50 to 75 cents per month. It probably
costs about 60 cents per month per residen-

tial customer to take care of his account in

meter reading, accounting, and other general
service expense; so that any customer who
does not pay this amount is really a dead
loss to the company, and there are usually
many of them. The range business affords

the means whereby these unprofitable ac-

counts can be turned into very profitable

ones and, as has been stated, this service

can be secured by the customer without
increasing his living expenses.

Adding Business Without Corresponding Additional

Equipment

The cential station can take on additional

business of this character without materially
increasing its station capacity. In the first

place, the electric range will fill in the valleys

of the residential load curve. In the next
place, there is a large diversification in the
range demand. It has been found that station

capacity for one electric range (5 kw. con-
nected load) is sufficient to take care of ten
electric ranges (totalling 50 kw. connected
load), due to the individual customer's de-

mands on the range coming at different times
and overlapping, and also due to the fact

that the total rated capacity of the range is

seldom, if ever, used. This diversification of

demand also reduces the cost of the distribu-

tion feeders, transformers, and secondaries

over that which would apparently be required
to care for this class of business.

How It Figures Out

It is vitally necessary to any organization
that the probable results of a new or extended
venture be figured out as accurately as pos-

sible beforehand. Accordingly, as an indica-

tion of what results may be expected from
the prosecution of an electric cooking cam-
paign, the figures of the Texas Power & Light
Company may be of interest.
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By the end of this year it is anticipated that

the company will have on its lines a total of

2807 ranges. Assuming an average monthly
revenue of S3.34 per range (as secured from
the company's records) the total annual reve-

nue would be $112,504. The average monthly
consumption is 125 kw-hr. per range. The
total annual consumption, therefore, would be
about 4,210,500 kw-hr.

Assuming the average connected load per

range to be 4 kw. (which is low), this would
mean a connected total of 11,288 kw. or ap-

proximately 15,000 h.p. This based on a
demand factor of 10 to 1 (and assuming
efficient line operation) would require only

1,128 kw. in plant capacity.

The company has on its lines 31, 986 residen-

tial customers, and it feels it can reasonabl}^

expect to serve 50 per cent of this total num-
ber of range prospects within the next few
years, from which the estimated annual reve-

nue to be derived would be $639,720, and
the annual consumption would be 23,989,500
kw-hr.
As to the probability of inducing these

16,000 residence customers to become range
users in any reasonable length of time, it

should be borne in mind that the figures the

company has obtained show that an indi-

vidual can cook his meal at an average cost

of less, than one cent (9/10 of a cent) and he
is a pretty mean sort of a fellow who is afraid

to part with a cent for the service which can
be rendered by an electric range. On the

other hand, as has already been stated, a
customer who cooks electrically does not

increase his cost of fuel for cooking. He
merely transfers his "fuel account" to the

central station.

The cost to vServe a range customer is ex-

pected to be about $75. This $75 will be

spent for transformers, hardware, wire, wir-

ing supplies, etc. In the aggregate, the Texas
Power & Light Com])any plans to spend
$210,525 this year in order to take care of

this anticipated range business; and of this

expenditure, the manufacturer will receive

perhaps 50 per cent. The manufacturer's

salesman should, therefore, be particularly

interested in this fact, for it means that every

time he sells an electric range he is creating

$37.50 worth of business for his transformer

and sup])ly departments, in addition to the

direct range sale.

In continuing the consideration of tlie range

proposition, the cost of the central station

capacity and operation is another imi)ortant

factor. Assume a hyijollictical case: one

which would take care of 2807 ranges with a

connected load of 11,228 kw. having a di-

versity or demand-factor of 10 to 1. In this

case we would require 1122 kw. additional
station capacity which, on the basis of

$100.00 per kw., represents an additional

investment of $112,280. Thus, the invest-

ment would amount to $40 per range, which
means station or plant investment of $40
to earn $40 per year in range revenue.
Adding $40 per range for station capacity

to $75 for transformer and line equipment
makes a total investment of $115 per range
to bring in an annual average gross revenue of

$40. On the other hand, consider the analysis

on the basis of overhead and operating costs,

overhead being taken at 12 per cent of the
total, made up as follows: Interest 5 per
cent; depreciation 5 per cent; taxes 13^2 per
cent; and insurance 3^ per cent.

We have a total interest charge of $38,799
per annum, this interest having been figured

on a total investment of $323,325 in plant
and line, the plant cost being $112,800 and
the Hne cost $210,525. With 2807 ranges
installed, bringing in a revenue of $40 per
range per annum, we have total gross earn-

ings to the amount of $112,280. Subtracting
from this the given overhead expenses at 12

per cent, viz., $38,799, there is remaining for

operating costs a profit of $73,481 per annum,
which amount, considering the diversity of

the load, would repay the company hand-
somely for all range business secured.

It is to be noticed that in these figures

involving plant and line expenditures for

the installation of these 2807 ranges, we have
considered in connection therewith the gross

profits to be derived from the operation of the
electric range only. This same installation

which was made for the range, both as regards
plant and line capacity, is serviceable for the
operation of water-heater load, and we believe

it is conservative to assume that each range
installed should carry with it a water heater;

and we furthermore believe it conser\-ative that

each water heater installed should return at

least $30 gross revenue per annum. Therefore,

to take on water-heater load in addition to

range load would not increase either the plant

or line costs, and yet, at the same time, would
add $84,210 to the revenue which would be
derived from the range business alone. Add-
ing this revenue to the sum $73,481 pre-

viously derived from the range business,

after 12 per cent fixed charges had been jiaid,

gives us a total of $157,691 out of whicli to

pay tlic ()])eratiiig cost for generating the
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power consumed and the resultant net divisi-

ble to the stockholders.

Range Data

Of the 273 rans^es installed by the Texas
Power (S: Light Company in its preliminar\-

exploitation work last year, as has been stated,

only 13 were removed on account of dissatis-

faction for one cause or another, leaving 2()(),

or 93 per cent in service. The average monthly
bill figured from these 200 installations was
$3.65, and the average consumption was 143

kw-hr. for cooking service exclusively, the

average price per kw-hr. being 2.57 cents.

Of this total number, a "representative"

group of ill installations showed an average

consumption of 125 kw-hr. each, at a monthly
bill of $3.34, earning an average rate of 2.67

cents per kw., and the average number of

persons served as 4.2 per range. These figures

are believed to be conservative and were the

ones used by us in estimating. The following

tabulation is based on these 111 ranges.

Average consumption per month per

person. 29.8 kw-hr.

Average consumption per person per

meal 332 watt-hrs.

Average cost of operation per month.. $3.34

Average cost per kw-hr 2.67 cents

Average cost per person per month. . . 79.6 cents

Average cost per person per meal
(approximately) 9/10 cent

GENERAL PROVISIONS FORMING PART OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CONTRACTS FOR PUBLIC WORKS
Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department

Never before in the history of our Republic has it been more imperative that every one render his fullest

service to the Government. By giving publicity to the general provisions now in force concerning contracts
for public works to be awarded by the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department, it is our hope that the
response to calls for bids by that Bureau will be both increased and quickened.

—

Editor.

1. Contract.—The contract to cover the

work to be done will be based upon these

general provisions, the detailed specification

of the work, and the plans or other papers to

which such detailed specification refers, all

of which will be attached to and form a part

of the contract. The successful bidder will

be the party of the first part to the contract

and will be known as the contractor, and the
Xavy Department will be the party of the
.second part and known as the Government.

2. Government representatives.—The work
will be under the general direction of the
Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
acting under instructions of the Secretary of

the Xavy. A resident officer of the Corps of

Civil Engineers, United States Navy, or other
oflficer or representative of the Government,
known as the officer in charge, will have
immediate charge and supervision of the work
and of all details thereof, including inspection.

Appeals may be made to the resident senior
naval officer, to the Chief of the Bureau of

Yards and Docks and to the Secretary of

the Xavy, in the order named.
3. Control of work.—^The Government, by

its officer in charge, shall at all times exercise
full supervision and general direction of all

work under the contract so far as it affects

the interests of the Government, and all

questions, disputes, or diflferences as to any
part or detail thereof shall be decided by such
officer in charge, subject to appeal, provided
that it shall be distinctly understood that the
supervision and general direction of all work
under the contract by the officer in charge
shall not relieve the contractor of responsi-
bility for the full protection of and responsi-

bility for his work, both as regards sufficiency

and time of execution.

4. Omissions and misdescriptions.—The
omission from the contract or from the plans,

specifications, or other papers attached there-

to and forming a part thereof, or the mis-
description of any details of work the proper
performance of which is evidently necessary
to carry out fully the general intention
expressed in the detailed specification of the
work shall not operate to release the con-
tractor from performing such work, but the
same shall be fully and properly performed
in the same manner as if fully and correctly

indicated, described, and required in and by
the contract and without expense to the
Government in addition to the contract price.

5. Discrepancies.-—The specifications and
plans forming part of the contract shall be
considered as supplementary one to the
other, so that materials and workmanship
indicated, called for, or necessarily implied
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by the one and not by the other shall be
supplied and worked into place the same as

though specifically called for by both. Should
any discrepancy be found to exist between
plans and specifications or any parts of

either, or should the language of any part of

the contract prove to be ambiguous or

doubtful, the officer in charge will decide

as to the true intent and meaning.
6. Facilities.—Unless otherwise specifically

stated, the contractor shall be allowed
reasonable space at the site of the work and
access to the same for receiving, handling,

storing, and working material. Employees,
material, and plant shall be confined to the
space assigned. Upon the completion of the
work the contractor shall remove all of his

surplus material, machinery, tools, etc. from
the property of the Government, and upon
failure so to do within 30 days from date of

notice to remove they may be treated as

abandoned property.

7. Employees.—The contractor shall em-
ploy only competent, careful, orderly persons
upon the work; and if at any time it shall

appear to the officer in charge that any
person employed upon the work is incom-
petent, careless, reckless, or disorderly, or

disobeys or evades orders or instructions or

shirks his duty, such person shall be immedi-
ately discharged from and not again employed
upon the work. Such discharge may be
directed by the officer in charge, and if not
acceptable to the contractor shall be never-

theless immediately effected preceding any
appeal. No person undergoing sentence of

imprisonment at hard labor shall be employed
on the work. The contractor shall, in the

prosecution of the work, take such measures
for the safety of life and limb as will meet
and sati.sfy the requirements of the laws of

the State where the work is done.

8. Time of commencement of work.—-The

contractor shall commence work immediately
after the delivery to him of a copy of the

contract, and continue without interruption

unless otherwise directed by the Government.
9. Time of completion.-—Each bidder shall

state the number of calendar days required

to comjjlete the work counting from the date

a copy of the signed contract is delivered to

him.
10. Evaluation of bids.—Bids will be evalu-

ated on the basis of the agreed damages jx-r

day in each case where different times for

completion are named by bidders, the shortest

time being taken as the standard, and otlier

bids increased at the j)er diem rate to cov'cr

the increased time required. Bidders are
at liberty to submit as many bids as they
desire, naming different periods of time for

completion of the t\'ork.

11. Continuance of zuork after time.—It is

mutually understood and agreed that in the
event of the work not being completed within
the time allowed by the contract, said work
shall continue and be carried on according
to all the provisions of said contract, unless
otherwise directed by the Government, in

writing, and said contract shall be and
remain in full force and effect during the
continuance and until the completion of

said work, unless sooner revoked or annulled
according to its terms : Provided, That neither

an extension of the time beyond the date
fixed for the completion of said work nor the
permitting nor accepting of any part of the
work after said date shall be deemed to be a

waiver by the Government of its right to

annul or terminate said contract for abandon-
ment or failure to complete within the time
specified or to impose and deduct damages
as hereinafter provided.

12. Extension of time.—For causes of the
character hereinafter enumerated extensions

of time for the completion of the work may
be allowed. Should the contractor at any
time consider that he is entitled to an exten-

sion of time for any cause, he must submit
in writing to the officer in charge an appli-

cation for such extension, stating therein the

cause or causes of the alleged delay. The
officer in charge will refer the same at once
with full report and recommendation to the

Navy Department, Bureau of Yards and
Docks, for consideration and for such action

as the circumstances may warrant. The
failure or neglect of the contractor to submit,
as above provided, his claim for extension

of time within 30 days after the happening of

the cause or causes upon which his claim is

predicted, shall be deemed and construed as

a waiver of all claim and right to an extension
of time for the completion of the work on
account of the alleged delay, and the con-

tractor agrees to acce])t the finding and
action of the Navy Dei)artment, Bureau of

Yards and Docks, in tlie premises as con-

elusive and binding.

13. Damages for delay.— In case the work
is not completed within the time si)ecificd

in the contract, or within such extension of

the contract time as may be allowed, it is

distinctly understood and iigrccd that deduc-
tions at the rate named in the s])ecificalions

of the work shall be made as liciuidated
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damages and not as penalty from the contract

price for each and every calendar day after

and exclusive of the date within which the

completion was required up to and including

the date of completion, said sum being

specifically agreed upon as a measure of

damage to the Government by reason of

delay in the completion of the work; and the

contractor agrees and consents that the

contract price, reduced by the aggregate

damages so deducted, shall be accepted in full

satisfaction for all work done under the

contract.
14. Unavoidable delays.—Unavoidable de-

lays are such as result from causes which are

beyond the control of the contractor, such as

acts of Pro\'idence, fortuitous events, inevi-

table accidents, abnormal conditions of

weather or tides, or strikes of such scope and
character as to interfere materially with the

progress of the work. Delays caused by acts

of the Government will be regarded as

unavoidable delays. Delays in securing

delivery of materials, or by rejection of

materials on inspection, or by changes in

market conditions, or by necessary time
taken in submitting, checking, and correcting

drawings or inspecting material, or by similar

causes, will not be regarded as unavoidable.
ShovUd any delay in the progress of the work
seem likely to occur at any time, the con-

tractor shall notify the oflficer in charge in

writing of the anticipated or actual delay,

in order that a suitable record of the same
may be made. (See par. 12.)

15. Progress.—The contractor, if so direc-

ted, shall furnish on a prescribed form a
schedule of expected progress on the work
under the contract, showing approximately
the dates on which each part or division of

the work is expected to be begun and finished.

The contractor shall also forward to the
officer in charge as soon as practicable after

the first day of each month a summary
report of the progress of the various parts
of the work under the contract in the mills

or shops and in the field, stating the existing

status, rate of progress, estimated time of

completion, cause of delay, if any, etc.

16. Annulment of contra:t.—If at any time
the progress of the work shall have been such
as to show that the work can not be com-
pleted within the time allowed, or should any
provision of the contract be violated by the
contractor, the Chief of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks may, if in his opinion the interests
of the Government demand it, declare the
contract null and void without prejudice

to the right of the Government to recover for

default therein or violations thereof. Should
the contract be declared null and void, the
contractor agrees that the Government may
hold all material delivered and work done
under the contract and all machinery, tools,

appliances, and accessories upon the site of

the work or used in connection therewith
pending the completion of the work covered
by the contract unless allowed or directed to

remo\'e them in whole or in part. If the
contractor is directed to remove the whole or
any part of said machinery, tools, appliances,

and accessories, and fails or neglects to do so

within 30 days after notice, the Government
shall thenceforth be free from any responsi-

bility for the care or preservation thereof,

and shall be entitled to reimbursement for

any expense incurred in connection therewith.
Upon the annulment of the contract a board
of officers, or other representatives of the
Government, shall be appointed, which shall

ascertain and determine the value of all

material delivered and work done, including
a fair and reasonable margin of profit thereon,
and t:pon the approval of the findings of said

board by the Chief of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks, the Government may proceed
to complete the work according to the
contract, with such changes as may subse-
quently be found necessary or desirable, in

such manner and by such means as it may
deem advisable, arid may, if the interests

of the Government demand it, use or employ
any material, tools, machinery, appliances,

and accessories belonging to or furnished by
the contractor for use in connection with the
work covered by the contract. Said board
shall also inventory and estimate the value
of said material, tools, machinery, appliances,
and accessories, and said inventory and
estimate shall, if approved by the Chief
of the Bureau of Yards and Docks, be
conclusive in any accounting between the
parties to the contract: Provided, That the
Government shall not be liable for deprecia-
tion by ordinary wear and tear, or injury or

destruction by superior force, or for such
material or articles as are consumed in use.

Upon the completion of the work the cost of

completing the same shall be ascertained and
determined, and when approved by the
Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
shall be final, conclusive, and binding upon
all parties; and should the total cost of the
work, including payments made to the
contractor, exceed the contract price, modi-
fied by the cost of any changes made before
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or after annulment, determined as provided
in the following paragraph, the difference

shall be charged to the contractor, who
undertakes and promises to pay the same
upon demand. Should the total cost of the

work be less than the contract price, the
contractor shall be credited with the differ-

ence between the contract price, as modified

by changes, and the total cost of the work,
provided the amount so credited shall not
exceed the amount found by the board
above mentioned to be the value of the

material delivered and work done by the

contractor, less previous pa^inents to him.

17. Changes.—The Government reserves

the right to make such changes in the con-

tract, plans, and specifications as may be
deemed necessary or advisable, and the

contractor agrees to proceed with such
changes as directed in writing by the Chief

of the Bureau of Yards and Docks. The
cost of said changes shall be estimated by
the officer in charge and, if less than $500,

shall be ascertained by him. If the cost of

said changes is $500 or more, as estimated

by the officer in charge, the same shall be
ascertained by a board of not less than three

officers or other representatives of the

Government. The cost of the changes as

ascertained above, when approved by the

Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
shall be added to or deducted from the

contract price, and th6 contractor agrees

and consents that the contract price thus

increased or decreased shall be accepted in

full satisfaction for all work done under the

contract: Provided, That the increased cost

shall be the estimated actual cost to the

contractor at the time of such estimate and
that the decreased cost shall be the actual or

market value at the time the contract was
made, both plus a profit of 10 per cent.

18. Extras.—The contract price shall cover

all expenses, of whatever nature or de-

scription, connected with the work to be done
under the contract. Should the contractor

at any time consider that he is being required

to furnish any material or labor not called

for by the contract, a written itemized claim

for comjjensation therefor must be submitted
by him to the officer in charge, who will refer

the same at once with full report and recom-
mendation to the Navy Department, Bureau
of Yards and Docks, for decision and formal

order covering ajjproved items, if any. The
failure or neglect of the contractor to ijresent,

as above, his claim for material or labor

alleged to be extra within 00 days after being

required to furnish or perform the same shall

be deemed and construed as a waiver of all

claim and right to additional compensation
for the furnishing or performance of the
alleged extra material or labor, and the
contractor agrees to accept the finding and
action of the Navy Department, Bureau of

Yards and Docks, in the premises as con-
clusive and binding.

19. Oral modifications.—It is distinctly

understood and agreed that no oral statement
of any person whomsoever shall be allowed
in an}^ manner or degree to modify or other-

wise affect the terms of the specifications,

plans, or the contract. Changes shall be
made only as herein elsewhere specified.

20. Patents.—The contractor shall forever

protect and defend the Government in the
full and free use and enjoyment of any and
all necessary rights to any invention, machine,
or .device which may be applied as a part of

the work, either in its construction or use
after completion, against the demands of

all persons whomsoever.
21. Contractor's responsibility. — The con-

tractor shall be responsible for the entire work
contemplated by the contract and every part

thereof, and for all tools, appliances, and
property of every description used in con-

nection therewith. All methods of work,
tools, appliances, and auxiliaries of all

descriptions shall be safe and sufficient, and,

if found by the officer in charge not to be so.

shall be made satisfactory by the contractor

without delay. The contractor shall specifi-

cally and distinctly assume all risks con-

nected with the work, and shall be held

liable for all damage or injury to property
used or persons employed on or in connection
with the work and all damage or injury to

any person or property, wherever located,

resulting from any action or operation under
the contract or in connection with the worlc,

and undertakes and promises to protect and
defend the Government against all claims

and to reimburse it for any outlay on account
of any such damage or injury.

22. Supervision.—The contractor shall give

the work his ])ersonal attention and shall be

])re,sent on the site of the work continuall>'

during its ])rogress, either in person or b\-

duly authorized representative, to receive

directions or instructions from the oHicer ii\

charge. The name of such authorized rei)re-

sentative shall be communicated in writing

tot lu' ofiicrr ill charge.
'2'.). /'.liilit-lu'itr /tnc. - SiK'cial allciUion is

called to tlu' iirovisions of th" laws relating
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to hours of labor upon public \vorks. Ain-

\'iolation of said laws coniinj:; to the notice of

the Government ofhcers or eniplo>-ees will be

reported to the Navy Department for such

legal action as may appear warranted.

Subject to the pro\-ision of section 2 of the

eight-hour law of June 19, 1912, no laborer

nor mechanic doing any part of the work
contemplated by the contract in the employ
of the contractor or any subcontractor

contracting for any part of said work con-

templated shall be required or pennitted to

work more than eight hours in any calendar

day upon such work. For each violation of

this proA-ision a penalty of So shall be imposed
for each laborer or mechanic for every calen-

dar day in which he shall be required or

permitted to labor more than eight hours
upon said work, and the amount of any such
penalties shall be withheld for the use and
benefit of the Government from any moneys
becoming due under this contract, whether
the violation of this provision is by the
contractor or any subcontractor.

24. Special plans.—Wherever it shall be
necessary, the contractor shall make special

or detail plans in amplification of the contract

plans, or in furtherance of the specifications,

before proceeding with the execution of the
work. Such plans shall be submitted to the
officer in charge or Chief of Bureau of Yards
and Docks as may be directed, in the form
of blue prints, in duplicate, for consideration,

correction, or approval. When approved, one
set of these prints shall be returned to the
contractor so marked. When changes or

corrections are necessary, one set shall be
returned to the contractor so noted, and he
shall proceed as before with the submission
of duplicate prints. When any plan has been
approved, the contractor shall furnish the
officer in charge with additional blue-print

copies, or with the tracing, or an equivalent
as regards the facility for printing. If a
tracing is submitted, the Government will

make such prints as it may require and will

return the tracing to the contractor. On the
completion of the w^ork the contractor shall,

if so directed, furnish the Government with
one complete set of Vandyke prints, on cloth,

of all approved plans. When the work of the
contractor is of a nature originating with
him, full general and detail plans shall be
furnished to the Government in the form
of tracings, or the equivalent as regards
facility for printing, w^hich shall, upon
approval, become the property of the Govern-
ment, approved sets of prints being furnished

to the contractor. The approval of the
general and detail plans of the contractor
shall in all cases be of a general nature relating
to their sufficiency and compliance with the
intention of the contract, and shall not relieve

the contractor from errors, discre]:)ancies, or
omissions therein contained, which shall be
made good whenever found.

25. Checking plans and dimensions ; lines

and levels.—The contractor shall check all

plans furnished him immediately upon their

receipt and promptly notify the officer in

charge of any discrepancies discovered there-
in. Figures marked on plans shall, in general,

be followed in preference to scale measure-
ments, but the contractor must compare all

plans and verify the figures before laying
out the work, and will be held responsible
for any errors therein that might have been
avoided. Large-scale plans shall, in general,

govern small-scale plans. In all cases where
dimensions are governed by conditions al-

ready established the contractor must depend
entirely upon measurements taken by himself,

scale or figured dimensions to the contrary
notwithstanding; but no deviation from the
specified dimensions will be allowed unless
authorized by the officer in charge. The
contractor shall be held responsible for the
lines and levels of his work, which upon
completion shall fulfill the intention of the
contract.

26. Inspection.—The contractor must af-

ford every facility necessary for the safe and
convenient inspection of the work throughout
its construction. The officer in charge shall

have power to reject material and workman-
ship which are not in accordance with the
contract, and all such must be removed
promptly by the contractor and replaced to
the satisfaction of the officer in charge without
extra expense to the Government. Should
it be deemed advisable by the officer in

charge to make an examination of work
already completed by removing or tearing
out the same, the contractor shall furnish all

necessary facilities, labor, and material. If

the work is found to be defective in any
respect, due to the fault of the contractor,

he shall defray all the expenses of such
examination and of satisfactory reconstruc-
tion. If the work be found to meet the
requirements of the contract, the actual cost

of the examination plus 10 per cent will be
allowed to the contractor, and the contractor
shall be granted a suitable extension of time
on account of the additional work involved,
provided such extension of time is clearly
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warranted. Provisional acceptance in the

course of construction shall not preclude

rejection upon the discovery of defects

previous to acceptance of the completed work.

All inspection of material and workmanship
will be made, unless otherwise provided,

after delivery at the site. When material is

to be inspected at the factory the
'

' Instruc-

tions relative to factory inspection of machin-

ery and material, coming under the cog-

nizance of the Bureau of Yards and Docks,

Navy Department," will form a part of the

contract. Material rejected at the place of

manufacture or elsewhere shall not be

delivered on the site of the work, and material

rejected at the site of the work shall be at

once distinctly isolated and, as soon as

possible, removed from the Government
reservation and not returned thereto.

27. Order, protection, and completion of

work.—The contractor shall protect his

materials and work from deterioration and
damage during construction, and upon com-
pletion shall, without delay, remove his plant

and all surplus material and rubbish from
the site. The contractor will be required to

carry on his work without interfering with

the ordinary use of the streets or with the

operations of other contractors, or delaying

or hindering any work done by the Govern-

ment, whether upon the site or not. He shall

make good any damage to property of the

Government caused by his operations. It is

understood and agreed that the parties to the

contract will, so far as possible, labor to

mutual advantage where their several works

in the above-mentioned or in unforeseen

instances touch upon or interfere with each

other. Mutual concessions under the direction

of the officer in charge shall be made to secure

this end.
28.

—

Schedule of prices.—Before the first

payment becomes due the contractor shall

submit to the officer in charge an itemized

schedule of prices on prescribed forms fur-

nished by the officer in charge. The officer

in charge will check such schedule and
forward it to the Bureau of Yards and Docks
with his recommendation and the schedule,

after it has been approved by the Bureau,

will govern the prci^aration of monthly
estimates. Allowance for non-])erishal)le

material delivered at the site of the work will

be made only when it a])j)ears to the satis-

faction of the officer in charge that such

material will be worked into ])lace within a

reasonable time after date of delivery, and
the officer in charge shall determine what

period shall constitute a reasonable time
after delivery. Allowance will be made for

such temporary work as is of intrinsic value
to the Government for the time being, such
as cofferdam, sheet piling, cribwork, dikes,

concrete forms, scaffolding, etc., when such
work constructed in accordance with general

plans submitted by the contractor is in place

and completed and found by the officer in

charge to be sufficient for the purpose for

which it was constructed: Provided, however,

That allowance in any payment on account
of such temporary work shall not be dis-

proportionate to the value of other work
included therein, to be determined by the

officer in charge, and that payment shall

place no responsibility on the Government
for the success or failure of the structure on
account of which payment is allowed. The
prices to be allowed for material for use in

temporary work shall be the estimated

actual value to the Government should the

contractor fail to proceed with the contract

to completion. The prices for material used

in the permanent structure shall be the actual

current market value as nearly as may be
ascertainable. The difference between the

total of the schedule of prices prepared as

above indicated and the contract price shall

be distributed among all the items of the

schedule so that the total of the approved
schedule shall in every case equal the total

contract price. When the contract or any
part thereof is based on unit prices and
estimated quantities, these quantities and
unit prices shall be employed in the schedule.

Whenever the contract price is increased or

decreased by supplementary agreeinent or

order, the schedule of prices shall be amended
to conform to the increased or decreased

contract price.

29. Payments and reservations.—Vouchers
will be ])rei)arcd by the officer in charge of the

work as soon as jjracticable after the end of

each month, covering his estimate, according

to the schedule of prices, of all material

delivered, material worked into place, and
work done to date. From such gross estimate

will be deducted the next previous gross

estimate, if any, and 10 per cent of the

difference unless otherwise s])ccified. The
contractor shall certify to the correctness,

justness, and nonpayment of said vouchers,

after which they will l)e forwarded to the

Bureau of Yards and Docks for ai)proval

and for reference to the Paymaster Cicneral

of tlie Navy for payment by check. Ui)on

the coniijU'tion of tlie conlract tin- halauce due
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on account thereof witi be covered by similar

vouchers, subject to any credits in favor of

the Government: Provided, That the con-

tractor shall first execute and deliver a final

release to the Government, in such form and
containing such proWsions as shall be ap-

proved by the Xavy Department, of claims

against the Government arising under or

by \nrtue of the contract.

30. Lieti.—The Government shall have a
lien upon the material entering into the work
under the contract for all moneys paid for

and on account thereof, which lien shall begin

with the first payment, and shall thereupon
attach to the work done and materials

furnished, and shall, in like manner, attach

from time to time as the work progresses

and as further i)aymcnls arc made, and
shall continue until it shall have been i)roperly

discharged; and said lien hereby provided is,

pursuant to the act of Congress, approved
August 22. 1911, paramount.

31. Subcontracts.—The contractor shall

furnish the officer in charge, for the infor-

mation of the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
immediately upon the execution of any
subcontract, a statement showing the name
and address of the subcontractor, the
character and location of the work in-

volved, date of contract, time limit, if

any. and amount of money agreed to be
paid. This does not include material men
performing no labor nor persons employed
individually.

INDEX
A PARAGR.APH

6Abandoned property by contractor
Acceptance, provisional, in course of construc-

tion 26
After time, continuance of work 11

Ambiguity, decision of, when occurring 5
Annulment of contract 16
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of 16
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D
Damages for delay 13
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Delays, anticipated 14
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Delays, unavoidable, extension of time due to. 14

Delays, waiver of claims for 14
Differences or disputes, decision of 3
Dimensions and plans, checking of 25
Discrepancies 5

Discrepancies discovered on plans 25
Disputes or differences, decision of 3

E
Eight-hour law
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Errors or omissions on plans
Errors, responsibility for

Estimates, monthly
Evaluation of bids
Examination of completed work
Extension of time
Extension of time due to unavoidable delays

.

Extras

23
7

25
25
28
10
26
12
14
18

Facilities at site of work 6
Factory inspection 26
Final decision of disputes or differences 2

Final decision on probable discrepancies be-

tween plans and specifications 2

Final release 29

Government property, damages to 27

H
Hours of labor 23

Injury to pensons or property, liability for. ... 21
Inspection, facilities for 26
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PARAGRAPH
Inspection of material and workmanship 26
Interference during construction 27
Inventory and annulment of contract, board for IG

L
Law, eight-hour 2.3

Levels and lines, checking of 25
Levels and lines, responsibility for 25
Lien 30
Liquidated damages for delay 13

Lines and levels, checking of 25

M
Material and workmanship, inspection of 26
Material and workmanship, rejection of 26
Material, rejected 26
Material, removal of, in case of annulment of

contract 10

Material, removal of surplus, upon completion
of work 6

Measurements of existing conditions 25
Measurements, scale 25
Misdescriptions and omissions 4
Modifications, oral "... 19
Monthly estimates 28
Mutual concessions 27

N
Notify officer in charge of delays on work 1-1

O
Omissions and misdescriptions 4
Omissions or errors on plans 25
Oral modifications U'

Order, protection, and completion of work. ... 27
Original plans from contractor 24

P
Party of first part 1

Party of second part 1

Patents 20
Payment for temporary work 28
Payments and reservations 29
Personal or authorized supervision 22
Persons or property, liability of injury to 21
Plans and dimensions, checking of 25
Plans, approval of 24
Plans, blue prints of 24
Plans, changes on 24
Plans, discrepancies discovered on 25
Plans, errors or omissions on 25
Plans, large and small scale 25
Plans, original with contractor 24
Plans, special 24
Plans, submittal of, by contractor 24
Plans, tracings of 24
Prices, schedule of 28
Progress of work 15

PARAGRAPH
Property abandoned by contractor 6
Property, damage to Government 27
Protection of Government against claims 21
Protection, order, and completion of work 27
Provisional acceptance in course of construction 26

R
Rejected material 26
Rejection of material or workmanship 26
Release, final 29
Removal of material in case of annulment of

contract 16
Removal of surplus material upon completion

of work 6
Removals necessary after completion of work. . 27
Reservations and payments 29
Responsibility, contractor's 21

Responsibility for errors 25
Responsibility for lines and levels 25
Risks connected with the work 21

S
Schedule of prices 28
Schedule of progress 15
Special plans 24
Subcontracts 31
Submittal of plans by contractor 24
Supervision, personal or authorized 22

T
Temporary work, payment for 28
Time, extension of 12
Time, extension of, due to unavoidable delays. 12
Time of commencement of work 8
Tracings of plans 24

U
Unavoidable delays 14

Unavoidable delays, failure to notify officer in

charge 14

W
Work, completion of, after annulment of con-

tract 16

Work, completion of, order and protection . . 27
Work, time of completion of 9
Work, continuance of, after time 11

Work, control of 3

Work, examination of, completed 26
Work found defective upon inspection 26
Work, payment for temporary 28
Work, progress of 15

Work, removals necessary after completion of

.

27
Work, risks connected with the 21

Work, time of commencement 8

Work to be done 1

Workmanship and material, inspection of 26
Workmansliip and material, rejection of 26
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DISK-WHEEL STRESS DETERMINATION*
By vS. H. Weaver

Dkai riNi; Dki'artmknt, Gkneral Electric Company

This article describes and applies a simplified method for determining the centrifugal stresses in a disk

wheel of given irregular shapes of section. Stodola's disk theory is assumed, together with his formula for disks

of hyperbolic-section profile. The formulae arc then transformed so as to give the tangential stresses at the

inner and outer radii in terms of the radial stresses, ratio of radii, and shape constant of disk section.

For commercial work approximate equations are given which cover the practical disk proportions, and
within the limits shown have a range of error of loss than one per cent. As a further labor-saving device when a

number of disks are to be estimated, the approximate equations have been placed in an alignment-chart form.

A practical example is included showing an actual application of the method to a disk wheel of the

U'^ual type.

—

Rditor.

In high-speed machine parts a disk con-

struction of the rotating element is often

necessary, because a disk shape has a smaller

maximum stress in the material used than any
other construction; and to reduce the maxi-
mum stress still further, the section of the

disk is given an irregular shape, which, how-
ever, makes the stress determination more
difficult. The mathematical determination
of the three stresses, radial, tangential, and
axial, acting at a given point in the disk

section, is impractical. But if there is no
sudden change in the axial thickness of the

disk, as at a hub, the axial stress is of negli-

gible value, and the mathematical side is

greatly simplified by considering only the

radial and tangential stresses. This method is

treated fully in Stodola's Die Dampfturbinen
and Stodola's Steam Turbine, translated by
Dr. L. C. Loewenstein, but the resulting

formtila is left in such a form that it is difficult

to apply, even by those well acquainted with
the theory and the mathematics.

In the following w^ll be described a method
of calculation which has resulted in reducing
the time required for a stress computation of

an irregtilar-shaped turbine disk wheel to

about one-tenth of that required for previous
computations.

While the profile of the radial sections of

disk wheels is usually made up of straight

lines and arcs of circles, the equations of such
lines present mathematical difficulties in the
solution. The outline of the disk section can
be closely approximated by one or more
hyperbolas with the equation t = cr'^, where t

is the thickness at the radius r, c is a dimension
constant, and a is a shape constant for the
profile of the section; a has a negative value
when the thickness decreases with a larger
radius, a zero value for a constant or uniform
thickness, and a positive value when the
thickness increases with a larger radius. For

* Thii article, except for the charts, was presented as a paper
at the Spring Meeting (May, 1917) of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

a given disk profile, Fig. 1, the value of a may
be found from

log (^1/^2)log {h/h)
or = —

,

(1)
log (rj/r,) "' log (ra/ri)

the formula being chosen which gives one or

more for the ratio of thickness numerically.

Fig. 1

The equations of the tangential and radial

stresses as given in the above reference are as

follows

:

mi- — Va-fl.

W2= — 2"*"

P=-

-Va-M

R =

T =

£1

El

£i[8+(3+ F)a]

[ (3 + V) pr^ + (wi + V) feir'"'-i +

l_y2[(l + 3y)^r2-f(H-m.y)V"'-^ +
(1 + m2V)bnr'"'-^]

where mi, m-2. and p are algebraic quantities

a = shape constant of profile of disk section

u = mass of disk material per unit of volume
w = angular velocity of rotation

y = Poisson's ratio of deformation = 0.3 for

steel

£1 = Young's modulus of elasticity

R = radial stress at radius r

r = tangential stress at radius r

r = any radius in disk section

hi and 611 = boundary-condition constants.
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To transform these equations, it will be
necessary to know two stresses so as to

determine the values of the condition con-

stants bi and bn. Assume a known radial

stress Ri at radius ri and Ro at radius ro,

then from the above equations

Ri = Y^,[{S + V) pr^ + {my + r) feiri""-i+
(m2+ V)by,n^"'--^\

{m2+V)bur^^-^]

Solving for 61 and 611 gives, writing K = -,
T2

by= --l-V
Ey

[Ry - /v"'^-^ R^] + (3 + V) pri" [/v"'--i - IC-]

(mi + V) (K"*^-! - /C""-!) rs*"'-!

1 - 1'2

[i?i - /C'^'-ii?.,] 4- (3 + V) pr,^ [A'""-! - A'2]

(m2 + V) (/!'»' -1 - A''"'-!) r2'"^-i

Placing in the original equation for tangential

stress the value of Ty at ry and T2 at ^2 with
K = rylri, gives

ri = ^-4^2 [ (1 + 3V) ^a:w + (1 + mjo by

Ey
T2 =^, [ (1 + SV) pr,-" + (1+miF) byr-^^-'

+ (1 + m2F)^ur2'"-'-i]

Substituting in these equations the values
of 61 and 611 as derived and remembering that

l-\-myV

my-\- V
= — W2,

1 -{-nhV

my -{- nvi = —a,
gives

where

Ty = An^-BRy+CR-,,
T-z = Dr2^-ERy-{-FR2

(2)

^ =^. i^ = ^ + a

mi — m2
J^tm — l

Z^"*'
~1'

(3)

(/C25 - Q ]

8+(3+ y)a^^ ^ ^ ^ l> -r I';

{K^E - F)
1

The formulae for A and /.^ can be further

simplified by substituting numerical values

for constant conditions in ])ractice.

Disk wheels are usually made of cast steel

or steel forging, the weight of material varying
from 0.28 to 0.2S3 lb. per cu. in. Take the

average value 0.2815, because it will result in

an even numeral in the reduction; gravity is

32.16X12 in. per sec. per sec; Poisson's

ratio of deformation F = 0.3. The stresses due
to the external centrifugal load and the weight
of disk itself vary as the square of the speed.

One can then take a constant 1000 r.p.m. for

all disks and, after finding stress values,

reduce to any desired speed by multiplying

by the square of the speed ratio.

With these values

0.2815 /27r Xl000y
32. 16 X 12 \ 60 /uw

8+(3+y)a 8+(3+ 0.3)a

A =

D =

1+ 0. 4125a
3.3 (C - K^B) - 1.9K^

1 + 0.4125a
3.3 (F-K^E) - 1.9

1 + 0.4125a

Collect the formulae required for a solution

of the stresses. Fig. 1.

K^ Jogik/ty)
""

log(l/fe)
or = — log (^1/^2)

log(lA)'

(/vr2)'"'~^+ (14-m2l/)6ii(A>2)'«-'-i] my ^ — - 0.3a + 1,

m2 = -2+\4 -

B = myK"

0.3a + 1

^mi — 1 JC"^ ~ ^

my — miF = —

A='

C

D =

(4)

/

E

F =B +a
3.3 (C - K'^B) - 1 9 A'2

1 + 0.4125 a
'

3.3 (F- K^E) - 1.9

1 +0.4 125 a

The tangential stresses at r\ and r-i are

7i = Ara^ - BRy + CR.> (5a)

72 = Dr.^ - ERy-\- FR, (56)

These formulae arc in a form more easily

applied than the original ones. The factors

A, B, C, 1), E, and F are functions only of

the shape constant a and the ratio of radii

A'; and when they are com])uted in a given

disk for ])articular values of a and A', they may
be ])rcscrvcd in tabulated form for future

])roblems involving the same a and A' and
may be used even if the actual dimensions

ancl speed of llu> whoc'l arc cMitivt-ly dilTorcnt.
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As the determination of the values of the

functions consumes the greater part of the

time in a stress calculation, an attempt was
made to place the tabxilated values of the

functions in a curA-e fonn with the function

and Li and A.' as variables. When plotted on
rectangular coordinates, the cun^es covered

so much space and some of the functions gave
curves crossing each other in such a maze
that it was impossible to read the values. For
the form of an alignment chart the functions

are so complicated that an accurately con-

structed chart would involve cumulative
readings, and would introduce too large an
error in the final values read. The conditions

were finally met by using simple alignment
charts based on approximate equations with
known, negligible errors.

The approximate equations were found by a
combination of mathematical and cut-and-try

methods, and apply to the disks of practical

proportions. The ratio of thicknesses is

limited to a value not greater than 5. For
values of a between and -5 and K between
0.1 and O.S (except C where the K range is

0.4 to O.S), the total range of error from the

plus to the minus value is about 0.7 of one per

cent. For the large plus values of a between
and -1-40 and K between 0.8 and 0.97, the

total range of error is about 0.6 of one per
cent.

These approximate equations, using com-
mon logarithms, are given in (6). On charts

made from these equations one can read three

ntunerals from the scales, which is close

enough for commercial stress work.
Wheels usually have parts of uniform or

constant thickness, and the values of the
functions are then so simple that they can
be calculated accurately as quickly as reading
the values from the charts. For uniform
thickness, the functions reduce to

a=0, K = C =

(7)
1 -K^'

B= F = C-1, E = C -2
A=ej.6+1AK^ D = Q.6IC--\- lA

with .4 and D for 1000 r.p.m. and disk ma-
terial of 0.2815 lb. per cu. in.

EXAMPLE
The application of the formulae and

principle involved can be illustrated very
clearly by an example. Fig. 2 shows the half-

section of a disk wheel designed to run at
3600 r.p.m. The profile of the disk must be
represented by a number of connecting
hyperbolas whose a value can be found from

logp

oAo Z \-K->-l

lo

E =

F = B + a

1

10
(a^+10a)-f+(^-2)

0.8 -5

[K[a
0.1

logv?

0.97 40

[k [a
(6)

logK

0.8 -5

[K[a
0.4

^°4
a 2

0.97 40

[K[a
0.8

A =3.1(1 -i^)2-09a-l-(6.6-M.4/<:2)

D =\.2b{l-Ky-'^^a+{<o.QK^^lA)

equation (4). The disk section is divided
into sub-sections or rings numbered 1,2,3, 4,

and 5, each subsection having a value of a,

and the same thickness where they join the
adjacent section. Rings / and 5 are of uniform
thickness, hence a is zero. Ring 4, the
thickness of which increases very rapidly with

156.1

Fig. 2

the radius, has a large positive value for a.

For the portion including rings 2 and 3, two
sections are used because the profile is better

represented by larger values of K; and, since

the thickness decreases as the radius increases,

both values of a are negative.
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Of the different radial stresses at least two
must be known. The radial stress at the bore

may be taken as zero, for the shrink fit with
which the wheel is placed on the shaft may be
supposed to be almost neutralized at nonnal
speed by the centrifugal expansion at the

bore, and at some overspeed the radial stress

is zero. The outer radial stress of the bucket
load equals the centrifugal force of the

buckets, covers, "etc.. at 1000 r.p.m. (14.2 X
weight in lb. X diameter in inches) divided by
the outer cylindrical area of the rim. In the

example, this radial pull per sq. in. of surface

at r=lS'^i in. is 156.1 lb. per sq. in. at 1000
r.p.m.

Let the unknown radial stress at the lines

di\'iding the imaginary rings be e between
rings 1 and 2, f between rings 2 and 3, g
between rings 3 and 4- and h between rings 4
and 5. Collect the data as shown in Table I.

For the constants .4 to F calculate for accurate
work from equations (4) and (7) : for approxi-

mate results calculate from equations (6) and
(7), or read from alignment charts values of

equation (6) when placed ifi chart form.
From construction, there is only one

thickness at any given radius, therefore only
one set of stress values at any particular

radius. Thus, at the line dividing the im-
aginar}- rings 1 and 2 there can be only one
radial stress e and one tangential stress, so

that one can write the outer tangential stress

of ring 1 by equation (56) equal to the inner

tangential stress of ring 2 by equation (5a).

In the same way, at the line separating rings

2 and 3, the outer tangential stress of ring 2
equals the inner tangential stress of ring 3.

Write an equality of the tangential stress for

each division line between imaginary rings and
then solve for the unknown radial stresses

(e, /, g, and h).

The equalities of the tangential stresses are

:

at r = 6.25,

3. 18X (6.25)2-7.4X0+ 1.74^ = 5.99X (lO)^-

4.17e+1.49/;

at r=10,

3.33 X (10)2-2.31^+1.27/=6.58X (16.25)2-

2.99/+2.25g;

at r= 16.25,

3.59X (16.25)2-1.62/+ 1.69g = 8.09X (18)^-

4.03g+21.33;i;

at r=18.

7.09+ (18)2-3.75g+19.03/z-7.89X (18.75)2-

24.51/1+ 25.51X156.1

TABLE I

Data for Stresses at Lines Dividing the Imaginary
Rings in Fig. 2

Ring No. 1 2 3 4 5

n 3.25 6.25 10.00 16.25 18.00
rj 6.25 10.00 16.25 18.00 18.75

ti 5.00 5.00 1.28 0.68 3.14

ti 5.00 1.28 0.68 3.14 3.14
K=rxl,, 0.52 0.625 0.615 0.903 0.96
a 0.00 -2.9 -1.3 15.00 0.00

Ri 0.00 e / g h

R-2 e f .? h 156.1

A 6.98 5.99 6.58 8.09 7.89

B 1.74 4.17 2.99 4.03 24.51
C 2.74 1.49 2.25 21.33 25.51
D 3.18 3.33 3.59 7.09 7.48
E 0.74 2.31 1.62 3.75 23.51
F = B+a 1.74 1.27 1.69 19.03 24.51

The solution of these equations gives

^ = 433, /=1398, g=1578, and /t = 238.

Substituting in either the right or left side

of the above equations gives the tangential

stress at the respective radii. The tangential

stress at the bore is 6.98X (6.25)2- 1.74X0+
2.74X433 = 1458; at the outer rim = 7.48

X (18.75)2-23.51 X238+238+ 24.51 X 156.1 =
853. The stresses at 1000 r.p.m. are

for r = 3.25 6.25 10 16.25 18 18.75

R = 433 1398 1578 238 156
7=1458 877 1109 1345 915 853

The stress at intermediate points in any ring

can be computed from the known values by
the use of both equations (5a) and (56)

.

For 3600 r.p.m. all the stresses should be
multiplied by (3600/1000)2 = 12.96, giving

for r = 3.25 6.25 10 16.25 18 18.75

i? = 5608 18115 20450 3189 2020
r= 18900 11386 14368 174301185811052

The radial elongation at any radius r is e =
(r-0.3i?)r/29,000,000, where 29,000,000 is

the modulus of elasticity of the disk material.

The radial elongation at 3600 r.p.m. is then for

r = 3.25 6.25 10 16.25 18 18.75
e = 0.00212 0.00208 0.00308 0.00633 0.00677 0.00C76

The time required for an accurate solution,

using the original Stodola formula, is about
forty-five hours; the use of the approximate
formula in alignrnent-chart form reduces the

time to about five hours. As to the error in

the approximation, a comparison has been
made on seven disks in which one wheel had
the maximum stress one per cent low; the
remaining disks had too high a value of stress,

the greatest error being three per cent.
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THE LARGE TURBO-GENERATOR
Richard H. Rich

Engineer, General Electric Company, West Lynn, Mass.
In the fourteen years since the installation of the first 5000-k\v. machine, in 1903, the size of the turbo-

generator has steadily increased, until today units of 45,000 kw. are being built. This is a ninefold increase.
Coincident with this phenomenal increase in size, efficiency has been increased 100 per cent. In other words,
for the same amount of power at the switchboard, the latest units will require half the amount of coal. These
developments have been made possible largely through improvement in constructional materials, higher
speeds, and higher steam pressures, superheat and vacuum. In the comparison that the author makes between
prime movers for steel mill service, it is shown that the turbine plant has the lowest first cost and also the
lowest operating cost. This is contrary to the usual case, for ordinarily the apparatus of higher first cost has
the lower running charges. This article is abstracted from a paper read before the American Iron and Steel
Institute, New York City, May 25, 1917. Portions of the discussion and the specifications of the plants
between which comparison is made will be given in our November issue.

—

Editor.

The commercial utilization of steam tur-

bines in power stations began with the
installation of the 5000-kw. vertical machines
in the station of the Commonwealth Edison
Company at Chicago, in the year 1903.

(See Fig. S.) While various builders had
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Fig. 2. Average Price per Kw. of Large Steam Turbines, for

Successive Years, in terms of price of first 5000-kw. unit

been developing turbines before this date,

this was the first installation of a unit of

considerable size, and it gave a tremendous
im]>etus to the turljine situation, as it turned
the minds of those engaged in the develop-

ment of ])ower stations toward this form of

])rime mover.
This installation is typical of the l)oldncss

with which central station owners have risked

their caj)ital and their Imsincss to i)romote

the development of apparatus of the highest
efficiency. During the entire period of the
turbine development, the central stations
have always been receptive to new ideas and
willing to purchase apparatus embodying
these ideas and without regard to whether
such ideas had been crystallized into actual
apparatus in operation. Without such far-

sighted treatment the development of the
steam turbine, with the rapidity which has
characterized it, would not have been possible.

The whole engineering profession owes a great
debt of gratitude to these liberal-minded and
courageous men.
The first large turbines were made of the

vertical tyj^e for the reason that this type lent

itself to the particular speeds and dimensions
adopted, better than any other type. The
original large turbines were made of com-
paratively low speed in order that the ordi-

nary materials of commerce could be utilized

with moderate strains and good conditions of

operation, and to match up with existing

knowledge in regard to generator design.

This vertical type of turbine was of such
reasonable cost, as com])ared with existing

apparatus for developing power, and of such
good efficiency, that it rapidly displaced all

other types of prime mover in power stations

to a very considerable extent, because it

reduced the cost of constructing stations and
also of ])utting the current on the lines. This
made possible a great expansion of central

station business.

The vertical turbine was manufactured in

immense quantities during the ten years from
1903 to 1913. During this time much was
done to improve the efficiency of the tur-

bine. It is some indication of tliis imi)rove-

ment that tlie 12,()()()-kw. units which rc-

l)laced the original r)()()()-kw. Chicago machines
had an effic-iency exceeding that of the original

units by •!() ])er cent. At tlie same time im-

l)rovementsin generatorconstruction, advances
in quality of materials obtainable, and con-

tiniunl research led to the use of higher speeds.

and in 1913 this jjrogress had gone so far as to
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lead to production of machines whose eflfi-

ciency exceeded that of the original Chicago
machines by about 05 per cent. The use of

higher speeds of rotation forced the abandon-
ment of the vertical type of machine in favor

of the horizontal type, which is better adapted
for the smaller diameters of turbine wheels

and generator rotors, which such speeds

necessitate. Therefore, from 1913 the develop-

ment has been confined to the horizontal type.

Since that time methods have been found b>-

which the efficiency of turbines has been still

further increased by reduction of the fixed

losses. In order to exhibit in a practical way
the progress which has been made the curves

shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are presented.

These are based on the performance of the

original 5000-kw. Chicago machines, first

mentioned, and show very clearly the im-
provements which have been made in the

reduction of steam consumption, in the price

per kw.. and in the weight in pounds per kw.
Referring to the steam consumption curve,

Fig. 1, it will be seen that, regarding the steam
consumption of the 5000-kw. Chicago ma-
chines as unity, the largest machine built

in 1916 has a water rate which is exactly

one-half of that of the Chicago machine. It

is believed that this development in efficiency

has not been paralleled by that of any other

type of heat engine when it is considered that
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Fig. 3. Weight per Kw. of Large Steam Turbines, for successive

Years, in terms of weight per kw. of first

5000-kw. unit

the original machines were competitive with
existing apparatus. Coupled with the develop-
ment above stated has been a very notable
development in the capacity of single units,

and this is not one of the least of the advan-
tages of the steam turbine. The growth is

illustrated in Fig. 4. The original niachine,

as stated, was of 50()0-kw. capacity, and this

was very close to the maximum caixicity of

steam engine generating units available at

that time. In 1906 the maximum capacity
had risen to 8000 kw., in 1908 to 14,000 kw..

wooo
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Fig. 4. Capacity of Largest Steam Turbine Units Installed

in Various Years

in 1911 to 20,000 kw., in 1915 to 35,000 kw.,

and in 1917 there are two units under con-

struction of 45,000 kw. each. These figures

refer to units in a single shell with a single

generator. The largest engine-driven units

ever constructed for central oower station

use were rated at 7500 kw.
It cannot be said with certainty that the

ultimate capacity of single turbo-generator
units is limited to the sizes now being built,

although for the moment this is undoubtedly
true. The limitation in the size of the unit

is a limitation arising from the materials

available for buckets and for bucket wheels,

and from certain other constructional diffi-

culties which may, or may not, be smoothed
away by future improvements. Furthermore,
an important limitation is the question of

dimensions of pieces which can be trans-

ported by rail. Remembering, however, that

in 1908 we could not foresee the possibility

of making 20,000-kw. units, and in 1911 we
could not see the possibility of making 35,000-

kw. units, I have faith to believe that in a few
years we will be building units of greater

ratings.

The development of steam turbines has

proceeded along various lines. One of these

is the determination of the best methods of

using the energy in the steam with moderate
ranges of steam pressure and steam tempera-
ture. This has led, as much as anything, to

the use of a constantly increasing number of

stages. Another line of progress has been in

the direction of extending the pressure range
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at its lower end. It was found early in the
progress of the development that the use of a
very high vacuttm was attended with im-
proved results. At the time when the steam
turbine began to be used, it was the accepted
opinion, arising from limitation of steam

I
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Highest Initial Steam Pressures Used in

Large Steam Turbines
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Fig. 6. Initial Temperatures Used in Large Steam Turbines

engine design, that 27 inches was as good a
vacuum as it was desirable to obtain. The
discovery that high vacuum was beneficial

for steam turbines led to the early installa-

tion of condensing apparatus capable of

giving 28 inches vacuum, and progress in this

direction led to 29 inches as an ordinary,

u.sual figure, and many stations in the country
now operate throughout the colder months
of the year with vacuum ranging between 2i)

inches and 29.4 inches.

Still another line of j^rogress, I'^igs. 5 and
0, is found at the U|)])er end of the scale. The
steam turbine lencls itself well to the use of

high initial ])ressures of steam and also to the

use of high temjjeratures (that is, high super-

heat). The original turbines were intended
to ojjcratc with 175 pounds steam j^ressure,

without superheat, and owing to imperfcd
knowledge of the laws involved in llic piopti-

utilization of high superheat, it was for some
time belie\'ed that high sui)erheat was not

attended with a corresponding increase in

efficiency. At this time, the laws involved
in the proper utilization of high superheat
are known, and its economy has been demon-
strated. Increased boiler pressure is also

known to give increased efficiency, and there-

fore turbines are now in use and under con-
struction which will utilize the highest steam
pressures and temperatures which the present
state of boiler and steam pipe construction are
capable of safely generating and handling.
The situation may be summed up as follows:

The highest steam pressure now in use is

300 lb. per sq. in., while units are under con-
struction intended for 350 lb. pressure. The
superheat is chosen so as to make the initial

steam temperature fall between 600 deg. and
700 deg. F.

Further progress in this direction depends
upon the practicability of building boilers

and piping to continuously withstand greater

pressures and upon the desirability of the
investment from a commercial standpoint,
considering the necessarily higher cost of

such apparatus. It is safe to predict that
higher temperature and higher pressure will

be used following closely the development of

better materials, of improved design, and
increased experience on the part of the boiler

builders.

The last great line of progress to be con-

sidered here has been the improvement in

boiler-house efficiency. The average boiler

efficiency in steel mill and blast furnace
installations was, in 1903, and in many cases

still is about ()0 per cent. In j^ower stations

at that time it ranged around 05 per cent to 70
per cent. Recent boilers in central stations,

including economizers, show efficiencies of

82 per cent to 84.2 per cent. This increase

in efficiency is chiefly due to improvements in

stoking apparatus, to improvements in furnace
con.struction, to the use of large boilers, and
to the use of economizers. The economizer
is a means of abstracting heat from the gases

in their ])assage from boiler to chimney and
im])arting it to the feed-water. By abstract-

ing this heat it lowers the tem])crature of the

gases to a ])oint just above the temi)erature

at which moisture from the gases would be
de])osite(l on the economizer tubes, and it

adds 4 i)er cent to (i i)er cent to the thermal
efficiency of the station. It is also ])ossible

])ra(ii('al and commercially profitable to

()l)tain a fnrlhcr addition to the thermal effi-

cic'itcx' of ahoul the s;inu' amouiil 1)\' inserting

a feed-water lieatci- in the Hues after the

economizer, of construction suitable to work
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with the deposition of moisture above referred

to ^^*ithout excessive deterioration, and by
such means to reduce the temperature of the

outgoing gases to even as low as

125 deg.

With blast furnace gas, using

the most modem equipment of

superheaters, boilers, furnaces and
premixing burners, and using gas

which has passed through pri-

mary washers, and ^^•ith the same
attention to the operation which
is met with in our best central

stations, it is confidently believed

that a boiler-house efficiency of

81 per cent can be obtained in

actual ser\'ice.

Progress in increasing the
energy output at the SAA-itchboard,

per pound of coal fired into the
boilers, has been dependent not
only on improvements in the
turbines, but also in condensing
apparatus and in the boiler house,
and the combined results is, of

course, what interests the user.

Fig. 7 has been drawn from the
best data available, to show the
progress that has been made. It

will be seen that, starting in 1903,

one pound of coal of 13,500 B.t.u.

was capable of delivering 0.41

kw-hr. at the switchboard. Progress
has been fairly uniform throughout
the years to 1916, w^hen we find

that a pound of coal will deliver

0.82 kw-hr., or an increase in 13

years of 100 per cent.

One of the great difficulties met
with in considering data concerning
the operation of turbo-electric plants arises

from the rapidity of turbine development.
No sooner has a plant been installed and
operated long enough to enable accurate

tests to be made, than better apparatus has
been designed and made available, so that
the results of actual tests of power stations
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Fig. 7. Kilowatt-hours per Pound of 13,500 B.t.u. Coal, for

Complete Electric Stations using largest steam turbines
on steady load

Fig. 8. First Large Steam Turbine, 5000 kw., Commonwealth
Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

in Operation never represent the state of the
art. Machines which can be sold at time of

test are always better than those which are

being tested. No other prime mover has
experienced such rapid development in effi-

ciency, and no other prime mover is, there-

fore, subject to this difficulty. It is possible,

given results from existing stations, to predict

with certainty the results which will be
obtained with turbines of the latest con-

struction. The curve here shown in Fig. 7 is

based on actual station test results and
therefore does not represent the possibilities

at this time, but rather gives results sub-
stantially inferior to such possibilities.

The extensive gas-engine installations which
have been made in the steel mills of this

country were decided upon at a period in the
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development of the steam turbine wlien, as

shown above, the showings which could be

made were much inferior to the results of

today. Therefore, the comparison between
gas engine and steam turbine is on an entirely

different basis at this time, and the problem
ought to be now considered in the light of

these latest results.

In order to exhibit the relative character-

istics as regards first cost, operating cost, and
efficienc>- of plants containing gas engines

as contrasted with plants containing steam
turbines, layouts and data have been pre-

pared covering a considerable number of

plants, of which three plants have been
selected as typical of the general situation.

One of these plants is entirely driven by gas

engines as prime movers. Another is entirely

driven by steam turbines; while the third,

hereafter referred to as "the combined
plant" is a gas engine plant with such steam
apparatus as is needed to give such a degree

of operation-factor as to permit the operation

of the plant with reasonable continuity, but,

nevertheless, not equally as able to operate

under unfavorable conditions as the steam-

turbine plant.

As regards continuity of operation, these

three plants would rank as follows

:

First, the steam turbine plant.

Second, the gas engine plant with
reser\'e (combined plant).

Third, the all-gas-engine plant.

steam

In preparing this information, a consider-

able choice presented itself as to the amount
of emergency operating resources which
would be provided to take care of the periods
when gas supply is low in heat units and in

quantity.

In a four-furnace gas engine plant, supplied
solely with blast furnace gas as a fuel, there

would be considerable periods occurring
frequently when steel mill apparatus would
have to be shut down for lack of power. In
the gas engine plant which has been chosen,
gas producers are installed for the purpose of

supplying fuel to the gas engines during these
periods. These gas producers, of course,

have no heat storage. They are not capable
of gix'ing out, during such periods, heat
stored up during periods when the gas supply
is abundant. Therefore, the reserve capacity
which can be pro\'ided in this way is not equal
to plant Xo. 2, v^-hich contains steam turbines
supplied by steam boilers which have heat
storage capacity in the water thereof. The
boiler capacity in this plant, in turn, is not

nearly as great as in Llie steam turbine plant
which, therefore, has considerably more
reserve capacity due to the heat storage
capacity of these additional boilers. Further-
more, in the case of the combined plant,

and in the steam turl:)ine plant to a greater

Fig. 13. 30,000 and 35,000-kw. Steam Turbines,

Philadelphia Electric Co.

degree, power can be. produced for operation
of steel mills when 'the gas supply is deficient,

by the use of fuel, either oil, tar or coal, to
supplement the low gas supply. This is

possible in the gas engine plant, but not to

anytjiing like as great a degree, as the gas
producer capacity provided is not sufificient.

In making these comparisons, the size of

plant which has been chosen is one which
contains four blast furnaces, each capable of

producing 550 tons of pig per 24 hours, with
a coke consumption of 1800 pounds per ton
of iron. The proper amount of electric

generating apparatus for a steel mill has been
provided of such capacity as to utilize the
blast furnace gas of the full average quantity
and quality ; and all the other items necessary
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to constitute a complete, practical and
modem blast furnace and steel mill of this

capacity have been included.

The gas plant and the combined plant
differ materially from the plant described
in a paper on "Blast Furnace and Steel Mill
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Fig. 14. Heat Consumption, in B.t.u. per Kw-hr., for Complete Electric

Stations on Steady Load. The figures in all cases include all power-
plant apparatus, including auxiliaries and emergency reserves

Power Plants,"* since they provide less

capacity for operation during periods of lean
gas and low gas volume, less capacity for

heat storage, and since because of the elimi-

nation of electric storage batteries and direct

current generating apparatus, and in other
particulars, they go to the extreme in the
utilization of the latest

experience in gas engine
manufacture and opera-
tion.

As the result of these

differences, the first costs

and operating costs of the
gas and the combined
plants are considerably
lower than the figures

above referred to.

In the paper referred to

there was an allowance of

an additional 25 per cent

to normal costs to bring

the cost up to those ruling

at the time of the prepara-

tion of that paper. On
account of the rajjid change
of cost of all sorts of ajjpa-

ratus, all costs have been
restored to those ruling in

the latter part of 1015 and the early i)art of

19 IG, which are considered as normal.

The steam turbine-driven plant which has

been used for these comparisons is supi)licd

("Blast Furnace and Steel Mill Power Planl.s." by R. H.
Rice and S. A. Moss, Proc. KnKr. Soc. of Western Pennsylvania,
Vol. 3.'!, No. 2, March, li)17.)

with apparatus, buildings, etc., of suitable
character for installation in a steel mill. While
designed to be comparable in results obtained
with the gas engine plant and the combined
plant as regards continuity of service and
protection by spares against shut-down of the

mills, it will, by its inherent char-

acteristics, give greater continuity
of service, and this fact must be
taken into account in considering
the merits of the various plants.

This turbine plant utilizes the latest

improvements in steam turbine
manufacture now actually on the

market. Comparing this plant with
the plant of the Engineers' Society

of Western Pennsylvania paper,

some increases have been made in

economizers and switchboards.

In making up figures for the all-

gas engine plant, an over-all effi-

ciency of 20 per cent of the main
units has been taken. This figure

has been taken in order to conform to the

views of engineers who have been consulted

and who are familiar with the practical

operation of gas engine stations, but, in the

judgment of the writer, it is too high a figure

to use for gas engines operating under
variable load in steel mill service. The curve

^t/nt7/nef c^ar'tfcj /j^'^^O .̂

'/A /if'ffA f^/'/'/c/ency. *

Og-s ^/^ff/f7c ^/on/: Thi'a/cAa^^ej -^0/^30^

Fig. 15. Chart of Comparative Charges for Four-furnace Plants. Th^ total lengths for

each case give total costs of every kind, including fixed charges, repairs, maintenance

and operation, and make-up coal. All figures arc dollars per year

of cflicicncy of a gas engine is a steep one, and
efiiciency rapidly falls ofl with reduction of

load, due first to the fixed mechanical
losses; and second, to the variations in the

gas which unfavorably affect the efficiency

of operation much more seriously at light
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loads. If this figure is taken at 17 per cent,

which, in the opinion of the writer is as hii^jh

a value as should be used for variable load,

the efticiency of the all-gas engine plant

would be reduced to 15.9 per cent. This
matter is one which will, no doubt, receive

the careful attention and analysis of engineers

who are seriously discussing the installation

of a large plant of this character.

The units have been chosen with due
reference to economy, flexibility and relia-

bility, and in the gas engine installations

include the largest units known to be avail-

able, with the usual spares. In the turbo-
blower house one unit per furnace, as con-
templated, has become standard practice,

w'ith spares. In the turbo-generator station,

the three 12,000-kw. units chosen provide

TABLE I

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF FOUR-FURNACE PLANTS

First Costs All-Gas
Secondarv washers and pipes $ 120,660
Electric station 2,094,450
Blowing station 1,001,350
Pumping plant 246,000
Boiler plant 30,000
Gas producers 100,000
Gas producer auxiliaries 40,000

Total first cost $3,632,460

Running Charges, per Year

Secondarv washers I 1 1,300
Electric station 72,000
Blowing station 34,000
Pumping plant 5,000
Boiler plant 5,000
Gas producers 1 0,000

Running charges, total $ 137,300
Coal at S2.00 ton, $0.50 firing .» 22,000
Fixed charges at 13 per cent 472,220

Total charges, per year $ 631,520

Gas Engines
with Steam Steam
Re.serve Turbine

$ 120,660
2,164,450 $ 709,640
1,085,350 536,304
246,000 121,496
104,500 656,240

$3,720,960 $2,023,680

$ 11,300
72,000 $ 46,396
34,000 21,920
5,000 2,400
6,000 54,190

$ 128,300 $ 124,906
48,600 60,400

483,725

$

263,078

$ 660,625 448,384

TABLE II

SEGREGATED ELECTRIC STATION

Fraction of Plant, Supplying 20,000 kw. to Steel Mills

First Costs All-Gas

Secondary washers and pipes $ 91,400
Electric station 1,979,000
Pumping plant 113,100
Boiler plant 1,131
Gas producers 75,700
Gas producers auxiliaries 30,300

Total first cost $2,290,631

Running Charges, per Year

Secondary washers $ 8,570
Electric station 68,000
Pumping plant 2,300
Boiler plant 195
Gas producers 7,570

Running charges, total $ 86,635
Coal at $2.00 per ton, $0.50 firing 16,670
Fixed charges at 13 per cent 298,000

Total charges, per year $ 401,305

Gas Engine
with Steam
Reserve

$ 89,300
2,014,000

91,000
62,700

Steam
Turbine

$ 681,254
59,689

446,240

$2,257,000

$ 8,370
67,000
1,850
3,600

$1,187,183

$ 44,500
150

36,800

$ 80,820
29,200

293,300

$ 81,450
41,100

154,334

$ 403,320 $ 276,884
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Fig. 16. Layout of Four-furnace Gas-engine Plant. The plant supplies all demands of four blast furnaces and in

addition sends 20,000 kw. of electricity and 17,700 g.p.m. of water to steel mills

one spare and follow central station practice
and experience in the use of the largest units
which will give the flexibility desired.

In the various comparisons the gas engine
plants come out with first cost one and a
half to three times that of the steam turbine
plants. The total charges, including fixed

and running charges of the gas engine plants,

are one and a half to two times those of the
steam turbine plants.

In considering the effect of first costs on
charges, I have included fixed charges, which
consist of taxes, interest and obsolescence or
amortization. (Depreciation is included under
running charges as repairs and maintenance,
and under fixed charges as obsolescence.)
Fixed charges are taken for both gas and
steam plants as 1.3 per cent. This is a cus-

tomary figure for gas-engine plants, while

steam turbo-electric stations often use a

lower figure in the neighborhood of 11 per

cent. Therefore, the use of 13 per cent for

both is relatively favorable to the gas engine.

Fixed charges may be itemized as follows

:

Interest (on bonds or capital invested) 5'
j

Taxes I Sc
Insurance 1 ^
Obsolescence (amount laid by as a sinking; fund

to replace or amortize the plant) 6*^^

Total 13^0

Running charges include actual cost of

operating the plant, and also maintenance
and re])airs, sufficient to keep the plant in

first-class condition up to the time it is fully

amortized. The only charges are therefore

6-TC/^BO 3lO^£f?'S.
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the fixed charges, the ninning charges and
the cost of coal, for emergencies.

Attention should be called to the fact that

the apparatus which has the lowest first cost

has also the lowest total charges. In other

words, by refraining from spending several

million dollars, a sa\-ing in total charges of

a quarter to a half milUon dollars will be
realized. It is usually the case that the
apparatus of higher first cost has lower
nmning charges which provide income neces-

sary to take care of the fixed charges. In

this case, the lower operating costs are

partly produced by the lower fixed charges
from the smaller investment and partly

by the fact that the running charges of

the lower cost apparatus are themselves
lower.

Fig. 14 shows the heat consumpcion of steam
turbines of the largest sizes built from 1903
to 1916. There is also given a line showing
the steam electric station above mentioned,
and two lines, the lower of which gives the
heat consumption of the largest gas-engine

installation in the country, and the upper
that which is considered the most economical
and on which the gas-engine electric station

is based. The turbine curve and the gas-

engine line represent over-all performances on
the same basis.

The thermal efficiencies of the segregated
electric station comparing the two types of

prime mover, including auxiliaries and emer-
gency spares, on the basis of steady load con-
dition, are as follows

:

Thermal Efficiencies of a Complete Station

All gas engine plant of this paper 18.5%
Gas engine plant with steam reserve 16.4%
Turbo-generator plant of paper 17.6%
Largest turbo-generator plant 20.8%

With variable loads the thermal efficiency

of the turbine plant will hold up closely to

these figures, while the gas engine plant is

known to fall off considerably under such
operating conditions.

It should be pointed out that one of the
difficulties connected with maximum utiUza-
tion of the heat units available in the gas
from blast furnaces, arises from the fact that
utilization of these heat units is only one of
the incidents necessarily attendant upon the
operation of blast furnaces and the operation
of steel mills. The attention of the manage-
ment is largely fixed upon the question of

production of pig iron and steel. The ques-
tion of production of electricity and of blast

are secondary. However, the savings which
can be made over existing practice are so
large, that they warrant giving this question
the utmost attention. I, therefore, suggest
the creation of a separate department of

the works to handle this question of power
generation, at the head of which should be
an engineer of the necessary attainments
and experience, whose sole duty should
be to see that this po^ver plant operates
with the utmost economy and continuity.
In this way, I believe that results equal
to those obtained every day by our central

power stations can be realized with equal
facility in blast furnace and steel mill in-

stallations.

The utilization of waste heat from open-
hearth and heating furnaces (and perhaps
even from Bessemer converters), to the limit,

and of by-product gas resulting from the
manufacture of coke, the installation of

modern steam turbine plants at all furnaces,

capable of utilizing blast furnace gas to the
maximum extent possible, and the tying to-

gether of all plants in a closely developed
section like Pittsburgh by a suitable network
of electric cables, will probably render it

unnecessary to develop any power in such a
district by the use of raw fuel. In fact, it is

confidently believed that such complete
utilization of the heat available in any of our
large steel producing centers will render it

possible to supply considerable electric energy
for external purposes at a very attractive rate.
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MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR DEVIATION
By R. E. Doherty

Alternating Current Engineering Department, General Electric Company

It is not unusual that the more baffling the problem, the more simple the final solution. The measure-

ment of angular deviation was such a problem. Though its solution by the application of the principle of

stroboscopic effect may not be original, the following article will particularly interest those of our readers who
are concerned with angular deviation. A complete description is given of a simple measuring apparatus and
instructions are included as to the method of using it.

—

Editor.

In the early days when the problem of

parallel operation of steam engine driven

alternators was being investigated there was
great need for a method of measuring angtilar

deviation, and considerable study was put on
the problem of perfecting a measuring device.

Although satisfactory operation of steam
engine driven alternators was finally obtained

without the aid of such a device, there have
appeared since then new, and in some respects

more difficult, problems of synchronous opera-

tion in the application of gas and oil engines to

alternator drive; also in the application of

synchronous motors to air compressor drive,

in which cases there may again be occasion to

measure angular deviation.

The method described herein, by means
of which angular deviation can be meas-
ured with practical accuracy, was devised

during the investigation of a complaint that

involved, as was supposed, the angular

black and white, was bolted rigidly to the

generator shaft (which of course was also the

engine shaft) . A circle h, of known diameter,

was drawn through the sectors. Another
disk b about 18 in. diameter, having 4 holes of

3^ in. diameter accurately spaced at 90 deg.,

was driven bv a direct-current fan motor d

/7

Movement of
Sector as
seen through
Disc b.

Fig. 1 Drawing of the Arrangement used in Measuring

Angular Deviation

Fig. 2. Detailed Drawing showing how Angular Deviation

is measured on Disk a

deviation of a steam engine unit. Actual

measurement, however, revealed that there

was not excessive variation.

The method consists in making stroboscopic

observations through holes in a disc which

rotates at uniform speed. The ai)i)aratus

used in the case ju.st mentioned is shown in

Fig. 4 and was made up as folk)Ws:

Referring to Fig. 1, a 30 in. dia. disk a

accurately s])accd into 24 sectors, alternately

the speed of which was adjusted approxi-

mately by a field rheostat, and then accurately

by a leather strap over its shaft acting as a

brake.

The speed of disk h was such that the

number of holes which passed the eye per

second was equal to the number of white

sectors wliich passed a given point i^er second.

That is, if both disks were rotating at uniform

spee'd, then every time the observer got a
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glimpse of the disk a it appeared to be in the

same position, i.e., stationary; because
between gHmpses. the disk a had moved
through exactly the angle between the centers

of white sectors. In other words, since there

were 12 white sectors on disk a, and only 4

holes in disk 6. disk b had to rotate at three

times the speed of disk a; that is, b rotated

through the angle ^ while a rotated through
the angle a.

If the velocity of the disk a is not uniform,

that disk will not move exactly the w4dth of

two sectors between glimpses, but w411 move
instead first more and then less than that

The observer's eye should be as near as

possible to the disk b, and there should be a
shroud of some sort over his head to reduce
the light reflected from the disk b to his eye.

It was found convenient for the observer to

have some one else hold the measuring
instrument and make adjustments as advised

by the observer.

An incandescent lamp should be held near
disk a so that the portion of a near the instru-

ment will be well illuminated, but also

placed where the observer can not see it.

When the instrument has been adjusted to

measure the movement, the distance x

Fig. 3. Photographs Showing Arrangement of Apparatus for Measuring Angular Deviation

width; the result being an apparent forward
and backward movement of disk a, as seen
through disk b.

This movement is, of course, the angular
deviation, and can be measured very
accurately by means of the instrument shown
in Fig. 2. This instrument is held as close to
disk a as possible, and the upper jaw e is held
so that it is in line with the bottom edge of a
black sector when the latter is at its highest
position. Then the sliding strip g is adjusted
until its top edge is in line with the lowest
position of the black sector. The movement is,

of course, the distance x. The measurement
should be made along the circle h, which is

drawn on the disk a and which is of known
diameter.

between upper and lower jaws can be
measured by a scale.

Let d = diameter of circle (h) in inches

X = movement along Qi) in inches

q = number of poles on generator

Then the plus and minus angular variation

in electrical degrees from the mean position

will be

^=^/^X^X27rX57.3X^
ird 2

= 28.6
qx

In the actual case of measurement, de-

scribed above, three independent observers
obtained results which checked within -^ in.

With a nicely constructed device this error
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could be still further reduced. Two disks a
were made up. On the first the sectors were
not accurately spaced, there being an error
of about Y2 i^^- in the entire circumference,
which error produced a corres]Donding
apparent deviation. That is, in dividing disk

Fig. 4. Arrangement of Apparatus for Observing Hunting

a into sectors, the error of about 0.007 in. in

the width of each sector (i.e., in setting

dividers) caused an accumulated error of

about Y2 in. when the sectors were stepped off

with the dividers. The second disk was
spaced accurately, and the apyjarent devia-
tion was eliminated. But in all observations,

including some in which the disk a was
placed on the shaft with a slight eccentricity

in order to produce additional apparent
deviation, the results taken by three observers
checked within -^ in.

There is another observation possible with
this device which adds to its practicality,

namely that the speed of disk h can be adjusted

so that oV)servations can be made of the poles

of a synchronous machine, to see whether
there is excessive movement.

If a generator, which is driven by a

reci]jrf)cating engine, is giving troul)]c because
of hunting or will not o]jcrate satisfactorily

in parallel witli other generators, it is desirable

to know, first, if there is any angular devia-
tion, and, second, what the amount of this

deviation is. To construct the shaft disk a
with the segments accurately marked off

entails a considerable amount of rather
painstaking effort, and when completed may
be of no use, as there may be no deviation to
measure. For this reason a preliminary
observation that can be made with very little

preparation, to see if there is any angular
deviation, is most useful.

To make such an observation, the disk b

(which can be made in a short time) is

mounted on the little motor as before. The
apparatus is then set up at a distance of

about eight feet from the generator and at a
height such that the observer, looking through
the holes, sees the pole pieces of the alternator
as shown in Fig. 4. It will be found that these
pole pieces stand out in clean and clear cut out-

line when the speed of the disk is adjusted to

conform to that of the generator. By observ-

ing the edge of the pole or the center line as the
case may be, the amount of angular deviation

can be determined. The standard limit

beyond which trouble from hunting or unsuc-
cessful parallel operation will be likely to be
experienced is plus or minus 3 electrical

degrees from the mean. Since one pole pitch

(the span between centers of adjacent holes)

represents 180 electrical degrees, a movement
of the poles of 1 /30 of a pole pitch represents

the limit for satisfactory 0]:)eration. The
observer can estimate ver\' easily whether the
movement is of this magnitvide and if so disk

a can be prepared and the deviation measured
accurately. The preliminary observation

should be made at full load as well as at no
load

.

In the design of a device for general use the
holes in disk h should be small. The smaller

they are, the sharper and more definite mil be
the division line between sectors. It would
])robably be better to have narrow radial

slits, say 3^ in. wide.

There is probably no better method of

obtaining the finer adjustment of speed of

disk b than the use of*a brake on the shaft.

The disk b should be as large in diameter
as is feasible.
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A SMALL HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT ON TOP
OF THE ANDES

By J. H. Stokes

An.... olenient of sonoral interest attaches to almost all hydro-cleetric (levclo])ments. The i)rincipal dis-
tinguishing feature of the small system described in this article is its location at a great altitude and the fact
that its transmission line crosses the continental divide of the Andes at 1(5,000 ft. It is probably the highets
transmission line in the world. The power is developed on one side of the divide and transmitted across the
summit to the opposite side, and is used mainly for the operation of copper smelters.

—

Editor.

Probably the highest transmission line in

the world is located on top of the Andes
Mountains, in Peru. Starting at Bella-

Vista (elevation 12,500 ft.), it passes through
Casapalca (elevation 14,000 ft.), crosses the

"continental divide" at an elevation of

16,000 ft. near Ticlio, the highest railroad
station in the world, and then drops down to
Morococha (elevation 15,000 ft.).

On the west coast of Peru there are several
rapid streams, among them the Rio Rimac,
which has its source near the top of the

continental divide, about 100 miles
inland from Callao, where it empties into
the Pacific. On its way to the ocean the
Rio Rimac passes through Casapalca,
where the Backus & Johnston Company
have a large copper smelter. Some
years ago this company constructed a
small hydro-electric plant of 300 kw. at
a point a short distance above Casapalca

;

and when four years later they decided
to double the capacity of the smelter
and install copper converters (which of
course meant more power) , it was decided

Fig. 1. Mine at Morococha, Peru. Lake Elevation, 15,000 ft.

Glacier Elevation 18,500 ft.

Fig. 2. Dam and Intake. Canal passes under hous: and through mountain Fig. 3. Power House, Bella Vista, Peru. Elevation 12,500 ft.
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Fig. 4. Substation at Morococha, Peru, Elevation 15,uuu ft., Mud Building

Fig. 5. Smelter at Casapalca, Peru. Elevation 14,000 ft.

Fin. 6. I Casapalca, Peru

to develop water power at Bella-Vista,

five miles below Casapalca. In the wet
season, or for nine months of the year,

sufficient water is available to develop

2250 kw., but during the dry season

(June to September) there is only one-

third of this amount.
The dam was built of concrete and

the intake made of two compartments so

arranged that one of them at a time can
be shut off and cleaned without inter-

fering with the operation of the system.

This feature is very important, because
of the fact that between 400 and 500
tons of slag is dumped into the river

from the blast furnaces at Casapalca
every 24 hours. This slag pulverizes

when it strikes the water and resembles

sand to a certain extent.

The canal, which is about one mile

in length, is cut in solid rock and is

entirely open except for one tunnel 500
feet long at the intake end. The canal

is provided with three sluice gates, as

well as a waste-way above the power
house. • In front of these gates, in the

bottom of the canal, there is a small

compartment to catch any slag or sand,

and by lifting the gates an inch or two
these are washed out, thereby prevent-

ing the debris from reaching the buckets
on the waterwheels.
The power house is located at Bella-

Vista (meaning beautiful view), on the

Central Railroad of Peru. Its dimensions
are 100 ft. by 35 ft., and the equipment
consists of three three-phase 60-cycle

horizontal alternators, each rated 750
kw., 80 per cent power-factor, 2000
volts, 300 r.p.m. The generators are

direct-connected to impulse waterwheels
working under a head of 250 feet, and
are fitted with direct connected exciters.

The switchboard consists of two genera-

tor and two transformer panels. The
transformers are of the three-phase,

water-cooled type, and are of the same
capacity as the generators. They are

operated in multiple and transfomi the

voltage from 2000 to 10,000. The light-

ning arresters arc of the horn gap type,

connected from line to grout\d through
a resistance. A second set of horn gaps

are connected between phases to take

care of surges on the line; or what is the

same thing, three gaps arc connected

delta and three Y, or star. The line,

which is No. 3 B.&S. copper wire, is
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supported by 2o,000-volt porcolain

insulators mounted on iron pipe poles

spaced loO ft. apart. The telephone line

is nni on a separate pole line about 250

ft. from the transmission line and has a

grounded return. Most of the material

for these lines, as well as that for the

dam and canal, was carried by llama

and mules.

The equipment of the substation at

Casapalca consists of two 450 kw.,

10.000 to 440 volt, air-cooled trans-

formers and two 500 kw., 10,000 to

2000 volt water-cooled transformers, all

three-phase units. The switchboard con-

sists of four transfomier panels, with an
oil-switch for each side of the trans-

formers, and three feeder panels. Ad-
joining the substation is the old power
house referred to above, the equipment
of which consists of two 150 kw., 440
volt, 60 cycle, 600 r.p.m. three-phase

alternators belted to Pelton waterwheels
working under a head of 150 ft. and
arranged for parallel operation with the

Bella-Vista plant. The 440-volt trans-

formers are used for driving air-

compressors, hoists, various motors
around the smelter, and a 100 kw.
motor-generator set, the direct current

obtained from the motor-generator
being used for electric locomotives, eleva-

tors, and for turning the converters.

The 2000-volt transformers furnish

current to the 725 h.p., 90 r.p.m. syn-

chronous motors that drive the blowing
engines which supply the converter with

air.

After this development was completed
the company's properties at Morococha
showed a decided improvement in opera-

tion, and it was therefore decided to

extend the line in order to furnish

power for the air compressors, hoists,

ptmips, etc. As there had been no
provisions made for this extension in the

Casapalca substation, it was necessary

to build another substation, in which
two 500 kw., 10,000 to 20,000-volt

water-cooled, three-phase transformers

were installed. The lightning arrester

arrangement at this substation is the

same as that at Bella-Vista, and the

line is also of the same construction,

except for the use of 50,000 volt insula-

tors. The use of insulators of this rating

was deemed necessary owing to the fact

that lightning disturbances occur almost

Fig. 8. Herd of Llama. These animals are employed as beasts of

burden in many mountainous sections of the world

Fig. 9. Pole Line Passing the Highest Railroad Point in the World,
Antacona, Peru. Elevation 15,885 ft.
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every day in the year at the continental divide.

This extension of the line, starting at Casa-
palca, crosses the Andes at an elevation of

16,000 ft., and drops down to Morococha
on the other side.

It was also deemed necessary to install a

lightning arrester station at Antacona, the

highest point on the line and at about the

middle of the line.

The equipment .of the Morococha sub-
station consists of one 500 kw. water-cooled,

20,000 to 2000-volt transformer, lightning

arresters, and a four-panel switchboard
with feeders for the various mines. All

the material for this extension had to be
carried by cholos (native labor) and mules,
and 90 per cent of the post holes had to be
blasted.

FLOOD LIGHTING IN THE OIL FIELDS FOR POLICE PROTECTION
By a. W. McBride

Electric Supply Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma

and

L. E. MOHRHARDT
Southwest General Electric Company

The economical and efficient police protection of one thousand oil tanks, scattered over an area of fifty

square miles, has been solved by the installation of flood lights as described below.

—

Editor.

On account of the present unsettled con-

ditions a number of oil companies in Okla-

homa have deemed it necessary, because of

the enormous capital invested in refineries,

tank farms, pipe lines and gasolene plants,

Lookout House and Method of Mounting Projector

Lp operate s(;mc form of guard jjrolcclioii

against the destruction of any of the ma-
i^inery, material or buildings. At first

armed guards on foot were used to i^atrol

the various farms and i)lants, and in one

instance as large a iiuiiibcr as three ImiKhcil

and fifty were used in guarding a single tank
farm on which were located about one thou-

sand 55,000 barrel tanks, most of which were
full of oil representing an investment of

approximately $100,000.00 each. This sys-

tem did not prove entirely satisfactory on
account of the difificulty of guarding the

property at night due to a lack of proper
illumination. The problem then became one
of supplying light where needed and it was
found that the General Electric Form L-1

flood Hghting projectors equipped with 400-

watt Mazda C flood lighting lamps would fill

the requirements. To give an idea of the

area covered, this farm is ai)proximately

fourteen miles in length by three to four miles

in width.

In adapting the Form L-1 flood lighting

projector to this class of service it was
necessary to surmount a number of difficul-

ties, as the service required the control of the

beam from some point remote from the

lamp. It was also necessary to mount the

lamp on some form of derrick, the elevation

of which would be above the elevation of

the tanks so that the beam might be thrown
unobstrticted over an area limited only by
the intensity of the light. To accomplish

this a standard oil field derrick approximately
forty-two feet in height was built, and on top

of this extending up about eight feet was
constructed a look-out house resembling very

closely the look-out tower of a light house.

The flood lighting i)r()icrlor was mounted
six feet above the roof of the lot)k-out hou.se.

and arrangement was made for the complete
conlrol of the beam from the house. This

control was accomplislied 1)\ mounting the
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flood lighting projector on a pipe support
which extends six feet above the roof of the

kx)k-oiit house, and down to the floor level.

The lower end is telescoped by a larger pipe

which rises about four feet above the floor

to which it is fimily fastened by means of a

pipe flange. The larger pipe acts as a guide

and at the same time supports the weight of

the pipe support and {projector through a

bearing collar. An additional guide bearing

was installed on the roof of the look-out

house and a water shed installed over it. The
control of the beam is accomplished by means
of one lever arm which transmits vertical

motion to the beam through a rod extend-
ing up and connected to the rear portion of

the projector which is normally connected
to the adjustment arm. The horizontal

motion is transmitted through the pipe sup-

port.

These derricks were located approximately
a mile apart, but, the spacing varied some-

what under topographical conditions. Small
direct-ciu-rent generators were installed to
fviniish current for the lamps, these serving
from one to four derricks, depending on the
layout. An armed guard was stationed at
each derrick to operate the projector, and
this guard had under him several other guards
patrolling a given area. A definite set of
flash signals was used between the guard
operating the projector and the patrol guards,
these signals being flashed by means of small
pocket flash lights. This system proved
entirely satisfactory and greatly reduced the
number of guards required.

This system, as originally installed by one
of the largest operating companies in Okla-
homa, so satisfactorily filled the requirements
that other companies made similar installa-

tions, until at this writing there are from
three to four hundred flood light projectors
in use for this class of service in the oil fields

of Oklahoma.

AN APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING VISIBLE FROM INVISIBLE LIGHT
By W. S. Andrews

Consulting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Below is described an ingenious apparatus which has been constructed by the author to separate visible
from invisible light. With it a flux of pure invisible Ught can be readily obtained for the examination of the
true fluorescent colors of fluorescent compounds or for other purposes.

—

Editor.

Prof. R. W. Wood delivered a lecture before
the Royal Institute of Great Britain in 1911
on "Invisible Light," and described a method
for separating the invisible ultra-violet rays
from visible light of a mixed spectrum.

such as may be produced by a high-tension
disruptive spark between iron terminals.

B. A quartz lens.

D. A diaphragm of thin sheet metal
pierced with a fine pinhole at C, the dia-

Fig. 1. Diagram of Apparatus

A simple and inexpensive apparatus based
on Prof. Wood's idea has been made and its

operation is so satisfactory that a description
of it may be found acceptable.

Fig. 1 illustrates the principles of this

apparatus in diagrammatic form, the letters

referring to the different parts, as explained
in the following:

A. Source of visible light mixed with a
large percentage of ultra-violet radiation.

phragm being so placed that the pinhole is

in the exact mean focus of the ultra-violet

rays.

E. An imaginary line indicating in an
exaggerated degree the mean focus of visible

light from source A.
F. A small metal disk the function of

which will be described later.

G. A screen of cardboard or other suit-

able material.
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H. A front view of the screen G.

The operation of this instrument, which
naturally must be in a darkened room, is

based on the fact that the mean focus of

visible light is located at a measurable dis-

tance bevond the mean focus of invisible

Fig. 2. Showing Appearance of Apparatus

ultra-violet light owing to the greater re-

frangibility of the latter over that of the former.

If, therefore, the diaphragm D is carefully

adjusted so as to bring the pinhole C into

the exact mean focus of ultra-violet light, the

rays of the latter will pass through the pin-

hole and spread out again on the other side

of the diaphragm. The mean focus of visible

light being some distance beyond the pinhole,

its rays will be largely intercepted by the

diaphragm, through the pinhole in which
only a few of the nearly parallel rays of

visible light will pass.

In operation, if the screen H is made of

non-fluorescent material, there will appear on
it only the small illuminated spot K, but if

it is coated with a fluorescent substance,

such as powdered willemite, this small lumin-

ous spot will be surrounded by a disk of bright

green light produced by the fluorescence of

the willemite excited by the circular field

of invisible ultra-violet rays. Should it be
found desirable to cut out the spot of visible

light, the small metal disk F can be set up
in such a position as to cast its shadow over

the spot K and so transform it from a bright

spot to a dark one, leaving the disk of green

fluorescent light otherwise unimpaired.

Figs. 2 and '^ show the external appearance
of this apparatus, which includes the spark gap
A, the quartz lens B and the diaphragm D.
The screen G-H and small stop F, being

external movable adjuncts, can be located so

as to meet desired conditions of work. The
size of the luminous disk that is formed on
the fluorescent screen by the conical beam
of ultra-violet light is naturally regulated by
the distance of this screen from D, and the
movable stop F may be adjusted to a proper
position, or not used at all at the option of

the observer.

This apparatus is valuable for determining
the exact fluorescent colors of various com-
pounds. When such compounds are exposed
to the direct rays of an open iron spark, their

true fluorescent color is masked to a greater

or lesser degree by the visible light component
of the spark, this being especially the case

with compounds that show only a weak
intrinsic fluorescence. When a compound
is placed within the invisible field of the ultra-

violet rays of this separator, it shows its true

Fig. 3. End View of Apparatus

Showing Iron Spark Gap

fluorescent color, and the passing it thus into

a visually dark field and its becoming thereby

illuminated ])roduces a surprising and inter-

esting effect.

Fig. 3 shows an end view of the apparatus
with the iron spark gap open to view.
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A TEMPERATURE SCALE ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY AND THE RADIATING PROPERTIES OF TUNGSTEN

WITH REFERENCE TO THIS SCALE

By Edward P. Hyde

Director of Xela Research Laboratory, National Lamp Works of General Electric Company

The following article deals with a veiy important problem which has been faced by both the theoretical
physicist and the practical illuminating engineer: viz., what is the real temperature of the tungsten filament
of a lamp under any given conditions of incandescence.

—

Editor.

In the measurement of high temperatures,

such as that of incandescent tungsten, two
sources of difficulty have been encountered
which have occasioned uncertainties in mak-
ing accurate comparisons of results obtained
in different laboratories. One of these

difficulties has arisen from a lack of agreement
in regard to the temperature scale for high
temperatures as established through the
radiation from the interior of a uniformly
heated enclosiu-e, representing a theoretical

black body, and the other from a lack of

agreement in regard to the emissive power
of the radiating metal.

The first of these difficulties, viz., the lack

of agreement in regard to the true tempera-
ture scale, has recently been the subject of

much investigation, but there still exist

inconsistencies which require fiu-ther study.
Some years ago, Day and Sossman^ in their

work with the gas thermometer determined
the temperature of gold at its melting point

to be 1336 degrees K (1063 degrees C+ 273
degrees) and the melting point of palladium
to be 1823 degrees K, the corresponding
temperatures of various other metals at their

melting points also being determined. These
melting-point temperatures are generally used
as bases of establishing the optical scale for

the radiation from a black body, other points
of the scale being determined through the
use of Wien's equation:

In the region of short wave-lengths and for

•ordinary temperatures this is equivalent to
the more rigorous form of the equation given
by Planck which has a theoretical foundation.
In applying Wien's equation in optical
pyrometry, it is necessary to employ mono-
chromatic light (or at least to know the
effective wave-length of any spectral band
used) and also to know the value of the
constant G. Assuming the temperatures of

melting gold and melting palladium as known,
and making use of monochromatic light of
known wave-length, it is obvious, of course,

that Ci is determined; but only recently have
there been effected the refinements in optical
pyrometry, such as the precise evaluation of

the effective wave-length of transmission of

commonly used so-called monochromatic fil-

ters such as Jena red glass F-1^512.

Recently, under greatly refined conditions,
determinations of Ci, on the assumption of
Day and Sossman's^ melting-point tempera-
tures for gold and palladium, have been
carried out; and at the same time various
independent determinations of the constant
Ci by other methods not involving the
melting point of palladium have been made.
The observed results are inconsistent. The
value of Ci which seems most probable is

about 14350 /i degrees, whereas the value of

Ci required to harmonize the melting point
of palladium found by Day and Sossman
(1823 degrees K) with that of gold (1336
degrees K) is more nearly 14460 ^u degrees.

In order that there may be agreement
among the laboratories of the General
Electric Company and a degree of definiteness

in the temperature scale employed, consistent
with the best experimental data at present
available, representatives of the Research
Laboratory at Schenectady and of Nela
Research Laboratory at Cleveland agreed
to adopt a temperature scale founded upon
the melting point of gold taken as 1336
degrees K, the acceptance of Wien's equa-
tion for the visible spectrum, and the value
14350 IX degrees for the constant G. On these
terms all the best experimental data become
reasonably consistent except that the melting
point of palladium is raised 5 degrees to a
value 1828 degrees K.
With respect to the other source of diffi-

culty, viz., the uncertainty regarding the
emissive power of tungsten, only recently
have entirely satisfactory experiments leading
to its evaluation been made, and the results
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of these experiments, just completed in

Nela Research Laboratory, have not yet been
generally adopted. The reflecting power of

tungsten at room temperature has been
determined by various experimenters,^ and
the emissive power is readily deducible from
this determination. But the conclusion, based
on the experiments of Hagen and Rubens,'*

that the emissive power of metals in the

visible region is not a function of temperature
is not verified for tungsten. The author^

in 1912 showed that the emissive power of

tungsten in the visible spectrum varied with

the temperature in relation to the emissive

powers of carbon and tantalum, and in the

recent work of Worthing^ this change in the

emissive power of tungsten with temperature
is completely isolated and accurately de-

radiation from the interior has the characteris-

tics of black-body radiation, and consequently
the true temperature of the interior may be
determined with the use of a calibrated optical

pyrometer. Correcting for the difference in

temperature between the interior and the

exterior of the hollow shell, the characteristic

radiation from tungsten at a known tempera-
ture may be observed. Meastirement of the

brightness of the exterior in comparison with
that of the interior, observed through the

small hole, gives the emissive power of tung-

sten at the given temperature and for the

wave-length of light used.

With this knowledge of the emissive power
of tungsten it is possible to reverse the

process, and from a measurement of the

brightness temperature* of a tungsten filament

TABLE I

TEMPERATURE SCALE
Based on the following constants: Melting Point of Gold 1336° K. Melting Point of Palladium 1828° K.

These result in C, = 14350m Xdeg.

Color Lumens Color Lumens Relative

Brightness True
Temperature

Temperature per Watt Temperature per Watt Watts

Temperature Corrected for end eflfects and Uncorrected. These values apply to commercial
bulb absorptions vacuum lamps of the type given in Schedule T-1

1600° K 1701° K 1714° K 0.78 1696° K 0.67 19.05

1650 1758 1775 1.04 1758 0.90 22.82

1700 1816 1837 1.40 1821 1.22 27.18

1750 1874 1898 1.81 1882 1.59 31.78

1800 1932 1960 2.31 1944 2.04 37.20

1850 1990 2021 2.90 2005 2.57 43.09

1900 2049 2082 3.56 2066 3.17 49.69

1950 2108 2144 4.35 2129 3.89 57.35

2000 2167 2205 5.26 2190 4.72 65.48

2050 2227 2266 6.30 2250 5.67 74.47

2100 2287 2327 7.45 2311 6.72 84.53

2 1 50 2347 2389 8.69 2372 7.86 95.54

(Melting point of tungsten = 3676° K)

termined over a wide range of temperature

and for two wave-lengths near the ends of the

visible s])ectrum.

It was necessary, therefore, to rely up^on

direct determinations of the emissive ijower of

tungsten, the measurement of which involved

extreme difficulty. Determinations of this

(juantity were undertaken by Mendenhall and

I'Vjrsythe,^ Langmuir,** and others, culminating

in tlie cx])criments of Worthing" in which a

hollowtungsten filament with small holes jmnc-

tured through the shell was em])loye(l. The

* Sec I'hys. Rev. Vol. 10, (Jet. 1917, for a discussion of the

substitution of the term "brightness temperature" for the term
"black-body temperature" more commonly used in the past.

The reason for the change is to be found in the growing use of a

second kind of black-body temperature, viz,, "black-body color

temperature," To distinguish the two it is proposed to call the

former "black-body brightness temperature," or, mcjre briefly,

"brightness temperature," and the latter, briefly, "color tem-
perature."

to com])ute from the known emissive power
the true temperature. The relation between

the brightness tem])erature for X =0.()()5/x

and the true temi)eratvire of tungsten is given

in Table I.

Within the past few years the idea of

"color tem])eratvire '"•' has come to be ein-

jjloyed more and more, as it is frciiuenlly

more convenient to determine the (luality of

the radiation from such a subscance as

tung.sten than to measure the "brightness

temperature." The color leni])erature is

gix'en by the t(.'ni])eralure of a black body
when its radiation matches in color the

radiation from the incandescent metal at

.some definite ojjeriiting voltage. Tin- relation

between brightness tem])erature and color

tem])eratnre for tungsten has recent l\- been
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determined by Cady and Fors>'the in colla-

boration \Yith the author ;•" and since the

relation between brii:;htness temperature and
true temperature is now known it is possible

to go directly from color temperature to true

temperature.
The values of color temjierature corre-

sponding to given values of brightness temper-
ature are included in Table I. Inasmuch as

color temperature finds an important use in

commercial lamps, the relationships between
color temperature and lumens per watt, and
between color temperature and relative watts
have been determined'" and are included

in the Table. The first of these relations is

given for the two cases: (1) when the cooling

effect at the ends of the filament, and the

absorption of the lamp bulb have been
corrected; and (2) when no corrections

whatever have been made, the lamps em-
ployed, however, being reasonably free from
deposits on the bulbs. The relation between

color temperature and watts is given onh'
for the latter case. Of course, the observed
relations, when no corrections are made,
will vary with the type of lani]), bvit the values
given in the Table are fairly accurate for all

commercial vacuum lamps of the type given
in the Lamp-makers' Schedule T-1.

The various relations given in the Table,
based on the temperature scale described in

earlier ])aragraphs, have been adopted for

use in the laboratories and factories of the
General Electric Company.

' Amer. Jour, of Sci. 29, p. 93; 1910.
- Loc. cit.

3Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Gesell. 12, p. 112; 1910.

Bui. Bur. of Standards, 7, p. 197; 1910.

Phys. Rev. 35. p. 306; 1912.
< Phys. Zeit. 11, p. 139; 1910.
» Astrophys. Jour. 36. p. 89; 1912.
« Phys. Rev., 10, Oct.; 1917.
' Astrophys. Jour., ST. p. 380; 1913.
8 Phys. Rev., ser. II, 6, p. 149; 1915.
9 Trans. 111. Eng. Soc. (U.S.) 4. P- 334; 1909.

Am. Inst, of Elec. Eng. 32, p. 194.5; 1913.

i»Phys. Rev. 10. Oct. 1917.

IMPROVISING A CURRENT LIMITING REACTOR BY DC.
EXCITATION OF A PAIR OF TRANSFORMERS

B^' F. Parkman Coffin

Research T .iboratory, General Electric Company

Probably there is less excuse for not accomplishing a desired end when employing electricity than when
using any other agent. This statement is based upon the fact that electrical apparatus is unusually flexible.

The following article describes an instance in which unusual requirements were fulfilled by the application of

direct current to alternating-current apparatus.

—

Editor.

In carrying on some experimental work in

the factory requiring about 250 kilowatts of

single-phase power at any frequency available,

some difficulty was experienced in getting con-

tinuous power from the testing department's
alternators without frequent interruption by
the regular production testing.

The main source of power for testing

purposes in the building was a feeder from
the 10,000-volt, 40-cycle system, delivering

power to a 1,000 kw. synchronous motor-
generator. As occasional short circuits were
expected to occur in the experimental appar-
atus it was deemed inadvisable to take power
from this feeder without a protective react-

ance which would limit the current on short

circuit sufficiently to prevent the automatic
oil switch on the line from tripping and
shutting down the synchronous motor. A
heavy short circuit would be very likely to

shut down the entire 40 cycle system supply-
ing power to the General Electric Works as

well as to the city of Schenectady. This had
happened in the past when trouble had

developed in other apparatus connected to

this feeder, for instance, an insulation break-

down on an older synchronous motor formerly

connected.
A transformer was installed to step down

the voltage from 10,000 to 570. Then two
old auto-transformers, of a type formally

used on single-phase interurban railway cars

for reducing the voltage from 3,000 to 453,

were installed as an improvised current-

limiting reactor in the 570-volt line, one side

of this circuit being grounded to the iron

floor. The two secondaries were connected
in multiple with each other and in series with
the grounded side of the circuit, as in Fig. 4,

while the primaries were so connected as to

allow of circulating a direct current of 50
amperes or less through the two coils in

series, but connected in mutual opposition as

far as the induced alternating voltage was con-

cerned.

In this way the iron cores were initially

saturated with a unidirectional magnetic flux

of opposite polarity in each with respect to
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Fig. 1. Preliminary test of two transformers used as current-

limiting reactors. Primaries excited with direct current.

Transformers: core type, 10 kv-a.. 1100/2200-110/220

volts, 5 to 1 ratio, used 1100/220 volts. Alternator, 8 kw.,

250 volts, 125 cycles

the alternating e.m.f. in the secondary coils.

This has been termed a "magnetically
biased" condition of the core.*

Before setting up the large compensators
a preliminary test was made with a pair of

10-kw. lighting transformers connected as

in Fig. 1. The most convenient source of

power at the time was a small 8-kw. alternator

giving 250 volts at 125 cycles, although one
test was made at 40 cycles.

The curves in Fig. 3 were taken with the

load short-circuited so that the secondary
coils of the two transformers were in multiple

to act as a reactance connected directly

across the alternator while the voltage was
held constant. The d-c. excitation on the pri-

marv coils was varied to change the reactance,
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Fig. 2. Test curves made with the set-up in Fig. 1 to show the relation between'the

voltage across a varying load and the load (full curves), also between the voltage

across the reactance and a varying load (dotted curves). Alternator supply held at

250 volts and 125 cycles. Direct-current excitation held constant for each curve
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Fig. 3. Test curves made with the set-up in Fig. 1 to

show the relation between direct-current excitation

and short-circuit alternating current

and the resultant alternating current plotted

as ordinates.

For the curves in Fig. 2 the alternator

voltage was held constant at 250 volts and
125 cycles. The d-c. excitation was held at

a constant value for each curve while the

load was varied. Curves were plotted for

the voltage across the load and for the volt-

age across the reactance. These curves are

l)r()bably not very representative of what
might be shown ])y tests at a lower frequency.

Tlie dotted set of curves show an ujiward

curvature which would give a better voltage

regulation to tlic circtiit uiidcr normal

* This iiu'lhod of (-(imu'ctinR liansforincrs for u-^c .is .1 lurrent-

liiiiilinn reactor has been described by Mr. John B Taylor
in a jiapcr cnlitlcil "ICvcn Harmonics in AUi-riiatinR Current
Circuits*'. Transactions of the A.l.K.K., Vol. XXVHI, Part I.

page 720, 1 <•()!>.
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operation, for a gi\-en current limit on short

circuit, than a coil of uniform reactance at

all loads, such as an air-core reactor. When
tests were made on 25-cycle transformers at

125 cycles the leakage reactance between
primary and secondary was likely to be con-

siderable. This would alter the current ratio

between the a-c. and d-c. Axnndings and might
account for a large portion of the difference

between the current ratios at 125 cycles and
at 40 cycles, in Fig. 2.

On the results of this test the railway

compensators were set up and connected as

in Fig. 4. The winding on compensator B
was opened at 5 between the primary and
secondary coils in order that the d-c. excita-

tion might be introduced across the gap.

Necessary changes were made in the ground
connections to allow of grounding the wind-
ing and casings as shown.
The outfit was then tested with current

from the load side before being connected to

the power lines, the tests being similar to

those made with the small transformers on
short circuit. In Fig. 5 the applied voltage

was held at 570 with frequencies of 25 and
54 cycles, as 40-cycle power was not available.

The d-c. excitation was varied by means of

the exciter field rheostat and the resulting

current flowing through the reactive coils

plotted as ordinates. A third curve was taken
with an impressed voltage of 190 at 54 cycles.

For Fig. 6 the d-c. excitation was set at

20 and 40 amperes, respectively, for the two
curves, while the applied voltage was varied

from 100 to 570 volts.

As these tests were made some time ago,

and without any idea of publication, the

data are not as complete as the writer would
wish to have them. The two curves in Fig.

6 show a tendency to follow the magnetiza-
tion curve of iron, and have just reversed

their curvature in order to follow the knee
of the curve with increasing saturation. It

would have been instructive to have extended
the curv^e to higher degrees of saturation and
to have taken a parallel curve without d-c.

excitation. This would have shown the
normal magnetizing current of the trans-

former at different impressed voltages.

In Fig. 7 are shown a series of unsym-
metrical hysteresis loops, starting at different

flux densities along the magnetic saturation
cur\^e of silicon steel and dropping through
an amplitude of 4,000 lines per sq. cm. in

each case; then returning to the starting

point. In each the steel is more and more
magnetically biased as the centers of the
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Fig. 4. A current-limiting reactor set-up employing two
single-phase compensators with primaries excited by
direct current
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various applied alternating-current voltages with

constant direct-current excitation for each curve
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successive loops shift further away from the

intersection of the neutral axes. In the

reactor with a d-c. component of ampere-
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Fig. 7. Group of unsymmetrical hysteresis curves of amplitude B = ± 2000,

starting at various flux densities along the magnetic saturation curve of

silicon steel and then returning to the starting point

turns giving a magnetically biased core, if

we impress a constant alternating voltage

across the winding (B), and vary the d-c.

excitation (H), the alternating magnetizing

current will vary over the range of H at a

rapidly increasing rate in the case of each of

the successive loops. In other words, as we
increase the direct-current ampere-turns we
reduce the reactance because more alternat-

ing current must flow to overpower the d-c.

magnetization before it can induce the same
counter-electromotive force.

The resulting magnetizing current will be

unsymmetrical in wave form above and below

the axis, as in Figs. 8 and 9.* As two reactors

The raising and lowering transformers were
each of "jOO-kw. capacity, 25 cycles, air blast,

so that the impedance they offered to limit

short circuit currents was small.

Several different transformer
connections were available to

obtain different voltages, but on
each connection the voltage was
controlled by varying the react-

ance with the exciter field rheo-

stat, exactly as if taking power
from an individual alternator.

Power was frequently inter-

rupted by opening the exciter

field switch before opening the

line switch, as the field switch

was conveniently located on the

testing table. Constant voltage

was maintained with varying load
by the exciter field rheostat, as

the transformer ratios were such

that a small margin of excess

voltage was available for regula-

tion over the rated voltage of the

lowering transformer; viz., 2760
volts on the load side, which
was held with a 250-kw. load

and about 53 amperes d-c. ex-

citation, while with excitation

raised to 62 amperes nearly 3,000

volts could be obtained with a 200-kw. load.

This reactor was used with entire success

for several months and all short circuits were

Fig. 8. Unsymmetrical Curve of Magnetizing

Current on Saturated Iron

Fig. 9. Oscillogram: Upper curve, applied voltage;

lower curve, magnetizing current on saturated iron

must Vjc used with their coils cither in series

or ])aralle], this distortion will be opposite

in each, and will l)e ])artially neutralized.

Reproduced from Mr. j. B. Taylor's A.l.I':.!-;. i)iii)er.

limited Lo values whit'h diil not trip the oil

switch on the feeder. The power drawn from

the system varied from small amounts up to

250 (ir 30(1 kw. single i)hase.
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REPRESENTING YOUR EMPLOYER
By a. B. Lawrence

Switch BOARn Dkpartment, General Electric Company

Into the minds of all members of the department should be instilled the fact that every one is in some
ilecree responsible for the position attained by his company, and that the greatest possible service to the
purchaser must be the steadfast aim of the entire organization.

—

-Editor.

Remember that you individually represent

the company that employs you. By the

performance of your \vork you represent

its status in the customer's mind. Your ideas,

your ^vorkmanship, your service should be of

the best. Never forget that, ^vhatever part

of the business you are responsible for hand-
ling, you represent the company. If you are

a commercial man, the manner in which
\-our proposal is written, the thoroughness
with which you do your work and the care

with which you answer all questions creates

an impression good or bad. If you are a
designer, the care and thought expressed

in your designs to meet the customer's
requirements will convey an impression to

that customer, good or bad. If you are a
production man, the manner in which you
follow an order, the manner in which you
tell the. customer how the factory is getting

along with it, will create an impression, good
or bad. If you are a requisition engineer, the
manner in which you carry on your corre-

spondence asking foi information, suggesting
changes or executing them, creates an
impression, good or bad. If you are a factory
foreman, the appearance of your shop, the

alertness with which your workmen are

performing their work, and the efificiency of

your organization establishes to a large extent
the company's position in the customer's mind.

Confidence must be inspired; it cannot
be bought. You must inspire confidence by
your dealings, by your correspondence, by
the statements you make, by the products
\-ou turn out. The impression the customer
gains, the confidence he has in you and in your
products, determines the possibility of your
doing business.

You must represent your product honestly.
This applies not only to the commercial man
but to the designer and the production clerk,

and all others who tell about your products.
It is unwise to undertake to claim more than
your goods will perform. It is unwise to
neglect to tell the whole truth or to issue an
erroneous statement. If you misrepresent
your apparatus, its performance, its design,
or any feature of it, you will lose a customer's
confidence.

Be very thorough and follow instructions.

These instructions are issued because condi-

tions have warranted them. If the instruc-

tions should be changed, then those respon-
sible for issuing them should know about it;

but follow instructions first of all.

In your correspondence, be sure that

you have answered all questions. There is

nothing so annoying to a customer and so

disastrous to your business interests as to

give a partial reply or an evasive answer
to a customer's letter. Be definite and
thorough.

Act in keeping with the dignity of the
company which you represent and with the

quality of the apparatus you undertake to

sell. If you appear to be slipshod, careless,

and lacking in interest, naturally the customer
will expect an inferior product.

Be courteous. Never offend, whatever
the provocation may be. Make the customer
feel that you are anxious to do what he
wishes done and in the best possible manner.
Be responsive, not indifferent. There is

all the difference in the world between a
responsive attitude and an indifferent atti-

tude. Be enthusiastic about your products.

Be just full of good talking points. Perfect

your knowledge, learn all you can about what
your company is manufacturing, and why
they are manufacturing it as they do.

Bring out the good points of the appa-
ratus, but never, never belittle a competitor.

If you cannot sell your product by telling

its good points let your competitor have the
order. Under no circumstances and under
no pressure are j^ou to try to establish your
product by belittling the output of those

who are in competition with you.
If in any case you find that some one else

has to offer some apparatus that appears to

be superior to that which your company
makes, do not attempt to prevent its sale,

but let your company know the conditions

and its engineers should do their best to

enable you to meet the situation the next
time it occurs.

There is nothing so helpful in doing
business as to take a prospective customer
to a man who has purchased some of your
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apparatus and have that customer say he
has bought the best article that can be
obtained.

The company's success is directly depen-
dent upon the individual success of its

employees. If you fail in performing your
duty, the company will fail. If you succeed,

if you do your duty well, }'0u will add your
little effort to the total product of success.

The company will succeed and you will

succeed. The two go hand in hand.
The success of the company is measured

in dollars. Are you making the most of this

opportunity? Are you seriously and con-

scientiously doing your part ? Are you aiming
to make the product so good that the cus-

tomer will feel that he has the best there is,

that he is going to buy of you again? Is he
going to tell his friends that they should buy

the same kind and that no matter what it

costs, it is the best'' To establish this fact

in the minds of your customers and to create

that impression which will give your company
a continued increase in business, is your
opportunity.

Loyalty is one of the ])rime factors of

success, loyalty and co-operation. Never by
word or deed fail to recognize that the
company you work for is the best company
you could work for. Help your fellows to see

the things that are helping them; to stand
by the compan^^ to stand by its products,

to be enthusiastic exponents of its efforts.

Stand by your management, stand by those
who are immediately placed in positions of

responsibility above you. If you do this, you
can be sure that you are paving the way to

vour advancement.

DEVELOPMENTS IN SWITCHBOARD APPARATUS
The devices described under this heading in this issue are a modified form of high voltage series relay and

an improved safety-first enclosed lever switch. The high voltage relay is employed for tripping oil circuit

breakers in cases where current transformers are not required for meter circuits and where their cost would not
justify their use for the excitation of tripping coils. The enclosed safety-first lever switches arc designed for the
purpose of preventing the closing of the switch while its circuit is out of order or is being worked on. The
switch is opened, and the cover is then closed and secured by a padlock against meddling.

—

Editor.

High Voltage Series Relay

The usual and most accurate method of

tri]3ping oil circuit breakers is by means of

relays, or trip coils connected to the second-
aries of current transformers. These trans-

formers may also supply current to meters
and instruments or they may be of special

design for tripping purposes only. But when
the cost of such current transformers is

prohibitive due to the high potential of the

circuit, some other arrangement is frequently
introduced. One of these is the high-voltage
series relay.

The solenoid is mounted on a high-voltage

insulator which isolates the relay from
ground.
The solenoid coil is connected in series with

the circuit and in addition one end of the coil

is connected to the solenoid frame to avoid
objectionable static stresses.

The caHbration jjarts, adjustments for load

settings, and time-limit arrangements and
cfmtacts are connected to the series solenoid

j)lunger by means of a wood rod. All these

jjarts, with the excei)tion of the contacts, are

at ground potential. Thus adjustments can
be made with safety at all times—even when
th(; line is at operating i)otential.

When the relay operates it closes a set of

contacts in series with the oil (inuit breaker

tripi)ing circuit.

The normal ampere capacity of the relay

coils should be equal to the normal current

carrying capacity of the circuit to be pro-

tected. In this connection it might be of

interest to say that although the relays are

calibrated for current from normal to three

times normal, they, of course, should not be
subjected to continuous dut>- above their

rated normal capacity.

High-voltage series relays are either instan-

taneous or time limit. Time limit, when used,

is obtained by means of an oil dashpot
arrangement.
The high-tension series relay shown in

Fig. 1 contains various improvements over

previous types, and is available for use at

15,000 volts and upward.
The features are:

1. The relay solenoid is above the relay

contacts and adjusting ])arts. This keeps the

high-tension leads away from adjacent api)a-

ratus.

2. The operatini' rod is in tension. This

avoids bending and breaknig.

3. The solenoid, which is niounted on a

post insulator, does not require change in

adjustment after installation.

•1. The inverse time c^lement is an oil

(lash])ol niounted on the lianu' wliieli holds

the tripping contacts. Thus the calibration

can be adjusted wliile the relay is in service.
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5. A counter weight is used to balance the

weight of the contacts and rod. This allows

accurate calibration with a su-itch rod of any
length.

t3. A sliding weight with holding clamp is

used to vary the restraining force on the

solenoid phmger and consequently to furnish

a means for calibrating the relay.

7. The contacts are strong and have a

large double break. They are protected from
dust and mechanical injury by a sheet iron

cover.

S. "With each relay there is furnished a
wood rod which gives

ample insulation and
allows the tripping

switch, the time limit

details, etc., to be
mounted where they
can be adjusted easily

without danger to the
operator.

9. For all voltages

the same contacts,

mechanism, and solenoid are used.

The solenoid coil varies in capacity

according to the normal current of

the line. The size of the insulator

on which the solenoid is mounted will

vary according to the line voltage.

The solenoid coil can be changed
readily when the line is dead.

Improvements in Safety-first Enclosed

Lever Switches

Fig. 2 shows a phantom view of

a triple-pole, safety-first, enclosed

switch unit with plain lever switch,

i.e., without quick break parts. One
can see that all current carrying

parts, switch, terminals, and fuses

—

mounted on a slate base—are totally

enclosed when the fuse chamber door
is shut. Danger of shock is obviated
by preventing access to current-

carrying parts when they are alive.

The sheet metal enclosing box
replaces the cast iron box of earlier

design, making the device

_ more substantial, yet afford-

^^^^^ ing an appreciable reduction

^B^H weight.

M^^g^M This box is adapted to

^l^^^ft single or group mounting,
V|^^^^ and can be used for open or

I conduit wiring. It has in all

_ , „. ,_ ,
eight entrance holes and when

Fig. 1. High-voltage .^. • ^ u ^ .-u A
Series Relay bcmg installed the cover and

mechanism are removed, thus converting the

switch into a convenient pull-in box.

The operating mechanism consists of an
external handle, attached to a "U" shaped
shaft which in turn engages hook shaped
castings (one for double-pole, two for triple-

Fig. 2. Safety-first Enclosed Lever Switch

pole) mounted upon the cross bar of the lever

switch. The switch handle is so arranged in

conjunction with the cover that the fuse

compartment is accessible only when the

switch is in the open position. By the same
arrangement it is also impossible to close the

switch while the fuse cover is open. Raised
letters on the cover indicate, according to the

position of the handle, the open and closed

positions of the switch.

Provision is made for locking the switch

in the open position so that only authorized

persons holding the key will be enabled to

close the circuit controlled. In the latest

design. Fig. 3, which will be available in the

near future, three locks, each controlled by
a different individual, may be used. This

means, for instance, that no person will be

able to close this switch while another person

is working on the line. This feature is of

distinct advantage. The fuse compartment
may also be locked, thus preventing tamper-

ing withi the line fuses.

Two improvements which have met with

great favor have been added to the switch,

but these for the present will be furnished

only as accessories upon specific order. A
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safety catch, Fig. 3, may be furnished for

fastening to the switch cover immediately,
under the operating handle. When this catch
is used, it is impossible to close the switch

by accident or otherwise, without first

disengaging the catch. Thus when the switch
is open the operator is required to use both
hands to close it, one to move the handle,

the other to hold the catch in the released

position. This positively removes the possi-

bility of accidental closure.

The second improvement consists of the

use of porcelain bushings for the top and
bottom entrances where open wiring is being

used. This tends to produce greater safety,

as it provides not only increased insulation

but also prevents mechanical injury to the

insulating covering of the wires.

These safety-first lever switches are low
in cost, afford the maximum protection to

controlled apparatus and to operators, and
should be specified for every installation

where front connected knife switches are

required. They are e specially adapted to the
control of individual motors on machine

Safety-First Enclosed Lever Switch showing Safety

Catch for Operating Handle—Provision

for Three Padlocks

tools in all industrial applications, and to all

lighting and power circuits coming within

the range of the switch rating.

Fig. 4. Safety First Enclosed Lever Switch, showing Quick Break Parts
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Year No. of Fires Fire Loss
Average Loss

per Fire

1907 43 $1049 $24.00
1908 36 462 12.00
1909 19 284 14.00
1910 17 76 4.00
1911 53 1836 34.00
1912 73 3435 47.00
1913 57 3366 59.00
1914 62 827 13.00
1915 62 817 13.00
1916 66 7021 106.00

Total for 10
years 488 $19,173 $39.00

LIFE IN A LARGE MANUFACTURING PLANT
Part III. FIRE PROTECTION

The question of fire prevention is of vital importance to every one of us. The liability of personal injury
or loss of property from this cause is one of our daily concerns. There is nothing that will create panic in an
assembly so quickly as an alarm of fire. In large manufacturing plants, where a large number of men and
women are often employed ir one building, it is a moral obligation of the management to institute special

firecautions against this hazard, and to provide adequate means to extinguish fires when they do break out.

n this installment of the series we describe the fire-fighting system and the fire organization of the Schenectady
Works of the General Electric Company.

—

Editor.

The cost of a man's life insurance is a
measure of his security from early death;

the cost of a manufacturing plant's fire

insurance is a measure of the plant's security

from fire.

It is a very rare occurrence for the cost of

a man's life insurance to grow less; for even
though he improves his health (his resistance

to disease) he nevertheless grows older; but
the manufacturing plant can grow older and
at the same time reduce its fire insurance rate

by improving its resistance to fire.

This has been proved to be true to a
surprising degree by the experience of the
General Electric Company in its various

plants. At the Schenectady Works, for

example, the cost of each $100 fire insur-

ance in 1893 was 75 cents as compared with
an average of less than 10 cents for the last

ten years. In this chapter we will describe

the provisions that were made which have
brought about this remarkable reduction in

instirance cost, and the corresponding decrease
in the fire hazard.

These improved conditions have benefited

the Company, the employees, and the public
in the following respects

:

The Company:
Maximum safety from loss of property.
Maximum safety from loss of profits.

The Employees:
Maximum safety from loss of life.

Maximum safety from loss of wages.

The Public:

Maximum assurance of prompt deliveries,

due to minimum interruptions.

Maximum safety from fire as the result

of using electrical devices.

The actual fire losses year by year for the
past ten years in the Schenectady Works
are given in the table.

In the first eight months of 1917 there
were fifty fires in the Schenectady Works
with a total property loss of $588. Since
this represents an average loss of approxi-
mately $11 per fire, it can readily be seen
that: first, the fire department is operated

efficiently; and second, the employee's loss

in wages is trifiing.

Mutual Insurance Contract

For over twenty years the General Electric

Company has placed its insurance with a
mutual fire insurance company. The busi-

ness is handled by this company at cost, i.e.,

no profits and no agents. The cost includes

expenses of management, service, inspections,

and losses.

This insurance contract requires that all

the member manufacturing companies have
their properties built according to certain

specified standards of fire-proof or slow-

burning mill construction, and equipped with
standard sprinkler systems, individual water
supply plants, etc. In all the plants of the

General Electric Company there are installed

about 250,000 automatic sprinkler heads
which adequately cover approximately 15,-

500,000 square feet of floor space.

Mr. M. F. Westover, Secretary of the

General Electric Company, in charge of

matters relating to fire insurance, stated

recently that the architectural and engineer-

ing advice received from the insurance com-
pany in connection with new building con-

struction was alone worth the money paid
out in premiums.

Building Construction

Wherever possible the factory buildings are
subdivided into sections by fire-proof walls,
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designed to prevent the spreading of a fire.

The openings in these fire walls are provided
with self-closing fire doors which are held

open by a fusible link of alloy of such a
character that when the temperature rises

to a predetermined point the alloy melts and

I

N
Giving Fire Alarm from Master Box

the door automatically shuts. These doors

are hung on wheels which run on an inclined

track, and when released by the melting of the

alloy the force of gravity propels the door
down the track until it is firmly shut. These
doors are constructed of metal and other

fire-proof material, and at regular intervals

the operating mechanism is inspected and
tested.

In all modern buildings throughout the

various factories special stair towers are

erected. These are also provided with fire-

proof doors and windows, and serve a double
purpose, viz., to prevent a possible fire from
sweeping up the stairway and spreading to

additional floors, and to serve as fire-proof

and smoke-proof exits for employees. The
location of these stairs has been carefully

worked out by the various experts of the

insurance companies and the State Factory
Inspection Department. As a general rule

they are provided at both ends of the liuilding

and in the middle of the building. By this

arrangement a large number of exits is pro-

vided ; if a fire were to break out at one end of

the building the employees could use the

stairways at the other end and in the middle,

or if a fire were to break out in the middle of

the building the stairs at both ends would be
available.

The same arrangement is used in the large

office buildings; for instance, in the main
office building at Schenectady each wing is

isolated by fire-proof walls and doors and
is served by an enclosed stairs at the end,

which is shut off from the halls by fire-proof

doors. In addition there is a main staircase

at the middle of the building.

Exits are clearly marked by red signs, and
at night by red lights. All fire alarm boxes
are marked by blue lights, and all fire hose

lines inside the building are indicated by
green lights.

Fire Fighting Equipment in Buildings

Each building is provided with an elaborate

equipment for preventing, detecting, and
extinguishing fires, night and day. A standard
fire alarm system is used, to which are con-

nected 82 fire alarm boxes on four separate

circuits. The number of the box corresponds

to the number of the building in which it is

installed. Fire gongs operated from the

central station announce the existence of a

fire to all buildings in the vicinity. For a

first alarm only certain designated companies
respond; but on a second alarm all companies
respond.

T*^

Giving Alarm from Auxiliary Box

Each floor of the buildings is supplied with

13^-in. hose lines permanently connected to

the water system. There are over ten miles

of these shoj) lines in the Schenectady Works
alone. '.V,V2i] water pails are distributed

throughout the works, as well as numerous
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other pails containing sand, sawdust, and wet
bags for extinguishing oil and electrical fires.

Automatic sprinklers, numbering almost

75,000 in the Schenectady Works, are the

standard means employed for automatically

extinginshing fires at their inception. These
are placed eight feet apart at the ceiling.

Here again the skill of the metallurgist is

employed, as in the case of the fire doors,

for when the temperature rises to a dangerous
degree at any point it melts the alloy of the

sprinkler, and the surrounding walls, parti-

tions, floors and contents of the building are

drenched. The fact that only those sprinklers

close to the fire are put in operation results

in a great saving of property, as much
imnecessary flooding is thus avoided. The
auto-sprinkler both discovers and extinguishes

a fire, "as it is first on the scene.

Each building is further supplied with fire

ladders, thus making it unnecessary for the

ladder companies to carry extra long ladders

for the high factory buildings.

It has been found that two of the main
sources of fire are spontaneous combustion
and careless smokers, and special precautions

are taken to obviate these hazards. Oily

waste must be thrown in metal cans specially

provided and emptied at regular intervals.

Smoking is prohibited in the factory buildings

at all times, and in the yards and streets

except during the noon hour. Certain men
are made responsible for preventing accumu-
lations of rubbish, dust, greasy overalls, etc.

Handling Inflammable Materials

In manufacturing electrical apparatus there

is more opportunity for fires than in some
other lines of work. Certain departments
require special care on the part of the em-
ployees against this danger. They include
the painting and japanning departments,
where benzine or other solvents are used
that are very inflammable, and under certain

conditions explosive; the insulating depart-
ments, where linseed oil, varnish, benzine,

alcohol, and other highly inflammable ma-
terials are used; departments in which cotton,

ntunerous soldering irons, lead melting pots,

etc., are required; and testing departments
and all other places where electric wiring,

much of it carrying current at high voltage,

is to be found.
A great quantity of transil oil is used in

the installation of transformers, regulators,

switches, and oiher apparatus, and in treat-

ing wood; and while this oil is not specially

liable to become ignited, when once burning it

makes a bad fire and one that is hard to put
out.

In departments that use japan, varnish,
and oil tanks, and in baking ovens where
special risk is involved, special equipment for

putting out fire^: has been provided. Some

Permanent Fire Ladder Installation

of the ovens are connected with steam pipes
to smother fires; some of the testing depart-
ments have a supply of carbon dioxide for

putting out oil fires in closed tanks. In some
places sawdust boxes for smothering japan,
varnish, or benzine fires have been installed.

The idea of the fusible plug used in the
nprinkler system can be carried still further

and used to advantage in automatically
smothering fires that start in dripping tanks.

Iron doors, hinged and swung beyond the
center of gravity, are held in place by fusible

links which melt in case of fire and close the
lids.

Central Fire Station Equipment and Water System

The fire headquarters building is shown in

Fig. 1, page 834. Hose companies 3 and 7

(the latter the night company) and the ladder
company are quartered in this building. The
fire chief also has his office here. The emer-
gency hospital occupies the rear. Its work
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was described and illustrated in the install-

ment on Medical Service and Hospitals,

appearing in the General Electric Review
of August, 1917.

This station contains the following appa-
ratus: one automobile hose wagon carrying

Typical Hose House

Interior of Hose House, Showing Four-way Hydrant,

Hose, and Other Equipment

1500 ft. of 2^-in. hose, j^lay pipes, extin-

guishers, two deluge sets, 1 rubber covers,

axes, rakes, forks, shovels, door opener, hose

lines and life line; seven two-wheeled hose

reels, each carrying 500 ft. of 2'>^-in. hose,

])lay j)ipcs, axe, and pij)e holder; two laddci

trucks, carrying ladders, axes, forks, shovels,

extinguishers, and rubber covers; and three

spare hose reels to replace regular equipment
when repairs are to be made, one of the spare
reels being fully equipped so that it can be
pressed into service at any time.

There are 125 hydrants in serv-

ice in the Works, 41 of these hav-
ing hose houses over them, in each
of which is installed 200 feet of

2^-in. hose (100 ft. connected to

the hydrant and 100 ft. in reserve),

two play pipes, one pipe holder,

one axe, two spanners, and hydrant
wrenches. There are almost 14 miles

of fire hose in service, disposed of as

follows: 5000 ft. of 25^-in. hose
carried on fire apparatus; 8200 ft. of

2^-in. hose in hydrant hose houses;
and 57,950 ft. on fire plugs in the
buildings.

The pressure on the water system
is maintained by both gravity and
pumps. In the main pumping
station (Buildings 13 and 13A)
are installed one Snow pump of

(),000,000 gallons capacity daily,

one Drane pump of 3,000,000 gal-

lons, and two Worthington fire

pumps of 2,160,000 gallons. In
Building 61 there are two Worth-
ington fire pumps of 4,320,000
gallons capacity, and in Building
1 18 one Alberger pump of 7,000,000
gallons capacity, making a total

daily pumping capacity of 22,-

480,000 gallons. The tank on the

hill in Bellevue at the back of the

works contains 1,036,000 gallons of

water. The water for the system
is taken from the Mohawk River
and the old Erie Canal and is

distributed through 14}^ miles of

\ ard mains. The mains are inter-

connected and arranged in such a

way that a rupture at any i)oint in

the system can be quickly isolated

Ijy valves and will alTect only a

very small part of the system.
Additional protection is afforded

by connection to the city water
system, which will enable city water

to be utilized in the event of a breakdown
of the whole of the Com])any's i)umi)ing i)lant.

The average daily consinnption for factory

j)urp()ses is 8,650,857 gallons. This docs not
include water for drinking purposes, which is

obtained from tlie cit\' mains.
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The Organization

The fire organization was formed during

the summer of 1SS9, and consisted of forty

men. Its present strength (in 1917) is 176

men, formed into eight hose companies and
one ladder compan>', each with its own
quarters and apparatus.

It is significant of the efficiency of the

present fire-fighting system and organization

that during this period of 29 years, in which
the Schenectady Works has increased in size

from 144,000 square feet of floor space to

5,333,000 square feet, the fire department has

been enlarged only 4.4 times and is protecting

a space 38V'2 times as large.

Fire Crew for Each Building

The other members of the department are
termed "call men," who are selected from
the shops on the recommendation of the
foremen. Men are preferred who have had
experience as professional fire fighters. These
men receive one week of vacation in the
summer and other perquisites.

Each building is served by a definite

number of firemen, who are assigned to

certain departments or floors. They are

formed into companies and are put in charge
of a hose house, where they report upon the

first fire alarm. These companies average
fifteen men each, and are organized with a

r^^J^^

8w9

Hose House Containing Reel Cart Hose House Containing Two-Hose Reel Cart

The permanent professional fire fighters

of the Schenectady department consist of a
fire chief, who is a member of the International

Association of Fire Engineers and the New
York State Fire Chiefs' Association, assistant

chief, two inspectors, and the captain of the
night fire company. The night fire company
consists of two officers and ten men located

at the central fire station. These men sleep

in the station and the Company furnishes

them with lodging, supper and breakfast.
Each member is on duty from 5:30 p.m. until

6:30 a.m., and with the exception of the
captain, all are regularly employed in the
shops during the day. They are allowed one
night off in three and are the busiest fire

company in the department. They responded
to 59 fire alarms in 1916.

captain, lieutenant, and senior hoseman.
Each member of the company is responsible

for the fire equipment in his department or

section of the building under his care, and
he makes daily inspections of the sprinkler

system, fire hose, pails, fire alarm gongs, etc.

The cleanliness and general good order within
the buildings are also looked after by these men.
Each man is furnished with a helmet, coat,

rubber boots, and other items that make up a
fireman's equipment. This paraphernalia is

kept in a metal locker close by his station in the

shop. He is supplied with a fire department
badge which admits him to the works at all times.

Fire Department Drills

Under the direction of the chief, the fire

department is drilled twenty times a year.
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entire

each drill being entirely unannounced. When
respondins:: to this alarm no one but the

chief is aware of the fact that it is a drill ; and
thus the surprise element keeps every member
on the qui vive. At all fire drills a second

alarm is soimded, which calls the

department into action.

Hose races are held once a year to

determine which company has the

greatest speed. The night patrol men
are drilled once a month on hose

duty, sprinkler valve duty, and shop

fire protection. In the winter in-

structions are given to the whole
department by the fire chief. These
lectures and discussions are held in

the g>-mnasium of the central fire

station.

Regular inspections are being

made constantly. The buildings and
grounds are inspected by the chief

and assistant chief, and the sprinkler

valves by the assistant chief and
inspectors. The inspectors also in-

spect all of the indicator post valves

on the sprinkler system, the hydrants,

yard valves, hydrant hose houses,

hose companies, and apparatus.

These inspections are conducted
weekly, and are in addition to the inspection

of the buildings and departments by the other

members of the fire department.

Exit Drills

Exit drills for employees are given once a

month. A complete organization is formed
in the shops at each drill, consisting of leaders,

stairway guards, firemen, searchers, and
power men. These exit drills are conducted
by the foreman of each department, who has
a regular corps of assistants. It is the duty
of the leaders to form the line for the march
to the various exits and to lead the way out.

The stair guards are stationed on the landing
at the top of the stairs and on intermediate
landings to direct and assist the employees
in leaving the building. The duty of the
searchers is to search the building for anyone
who may have been left behind, due to injury
or faintness. The searchers are the last

people to leave the building. In the meantime
the power men shut off all power and stop
all machinery in the building, and the firemen
turn in the alarm and use the inside hose lines,

extinguishers, buckets, etc., every possible

means being employed to extinguish the fire

while the fire department is responding. An
alarm is provided on every_ floor, consisting

of an air whistle of distinctive tone which can
be heard distinctly over the entire floor.

Firemen's Club Facilities

On the second floor of the fire central

station is a pool room, reading room, gym-
nasium, and shower bath room for the con-

Firemen's Quarters in Fire Station

venience and recreation of all members of

the fire department. The dormitory for the

night company is in the same building.

A relief association is formed among the

members of the fire department, and an
assessment of 10 cents a week is paid in by
each member. A benefit of $9.00 per week
for 13 weeks is paid members of the associa-

tion on account of illness or disability. This
organization is a flourishing one, has a good
substantial surplus in the treasury, and since

the association was organized in 1904 has
paid a substantial dividend to the members.

A Typical Year's Work

During the year 1915 the fire department
responded to G2 alarms of fire, 22 bell alarms,

and 40 still alarms. The fire loss was $817.29,

the largest individual loss being $300.00.

Twenty-five fires were extinguished with

IJ^-in. shop lines, 15 with fire pails, 11 with
extinguishers, 6 with 2^-in. house lines, 6

with sprinklers, 4 with sand, 1 with wet bags,

and 1 with pyrene.

The longest fire with which the Schenectady
Works fire department has fought lasted

three months. A pile of soft coal 500 feet long,

40 feet wide, and 25 feet high caught fire from
spontaneous combustion. From one to five
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streams of water were played night and day
upon this coal fire for ninety days. But this

was not sufficient, as it was found necessary

to turn over the coal so that the water could
penetrate all portions of this huge pile. The
expense of doing this wifeh skilled firemen and
high-class mechanics soon became such an
item that foreign laborers with shovels were
employed to perform the work. Forty pairs

of rubber boots were worn out in extinguish-

ing this one fire.

Company in fire prevention are not limited

to the protection of its manufacturing plants

and its employees; its work in this direction

has been extended to the benefit of the public

by careful study of all its products with the
view of minimizing the chance of fire through
their use. Some of the devices that are more
commonly used by the public that receive

special attention in this respect include

electric lamp sockets, flat irons, snap and
push switches, small motors, and domestic

AFIRE
In this plant may put

every man out of work.

Guard the property

against Fire, and protect

YOUR JOB

NO SMOKING

Fire Protection
Have you planned what you would

do in case of fire? Do you know
where the nearest fire alarm box is?

Do you know how to send in an
alarm?

Do you know all the means of
escape from your building? Are they
clear and usable?

Do you know if the fire doors will

work automatically? Have you pro-
vided tor prompt closing of all dcors
and w^indow^s in case of fire?

Do you know where the fire appa-
ratus in your building is kept? Do
you know how^ to use it?

Do you know where the nearest
hydrants are and do you know how
to get out the hose?

If you haven't thought of these
things, now is the time to begin.

5a/«fv BatUHn No. 70. Gtntrat EJ*ctrie Compuny. Sadly BulltUn No. S3. Ctmtol EUclm Company.

Bulletins Reminding Employees of the Dangers of Fire

It is a peculiar fact in the life of members
of the fire department that the more effi-

ciently they do their work the less excitinj^;

the work becomes. The members do not
feel, however, that their work is less interest-

ing, as there is nothinj^ that j^ives an ambitious
man j^rcater satisfaction than the feclinj.,^ that

he has done his work well ; that by doinj^ so

he has benefited others. The record of the

Schenectady Works Fire Department is one
of which they can feel justly j)r()U(l; there are

few fire departments which can boast that the

averaj^e Ujss jjcr fire is only eleven dollars.

The activities of the General iilectric

heating devices. Frequent conferences are

held between the company's engineers and
representatives of the National Board of

Underwriters with the purpose of adopting

designs that insure the greatest security from
electrical fires.

The foregoing description relates par-

ticularly to the fire dejjartment of the Schenec-

tady Works, as this is the largest organization

of the kind in the Company. The Company's
other ])lants have each a well organized fire

department that resembles in most respects,

though on a smaller scaK\ the department at

Schenectady.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
REVIEW

CONSERVING AND RECLAIMING RAW
MATERIALS IN INDUSTRY

The metal, fuel, and lumber resources of the

United States are so great that many of us

had come to consider them, at least for the

regular demands of peaceful times, as inex-

haustible. This state of mind has been
responsible for a waste of raw material in the

conduct of American business that is appall-

ing in the light of the enfor^ ed economy being

practiced today by the warring countries of

Europe.
But the heavy demands created by the war

for raw material of all kinds and the steeply

rising prices have brought many industries to

a rude awakening of their wastefulness; and
now that our country is involved in the strife

and will require the full measure of its re-

sources adequately to provide our soldiers,

sailors, and allies with the necessary imple-

ments of war, it is a clearly defined patriotic

duty of every American firm to institute

means for conserving and reclaiming every
particle of useful material.

War is a campaign of destruction against

the enemy; its success is measured in terms
of destruction. Heavy waste of material and
loss by reprisal are unavoidable; but this

waste can and should be oflset in part in our
factories by a strict economy of materials. This
practice should be adopted without exception,

for the increased demands caused by factory

waste may entirely deplete our supply of

some materials, or so reduce them as to inter-

fere seriously with the prosecution of the war.
As outlining what results can be accom-

plished in reclaiming materials in manufacture,
we publish in this issue an article by Mr. W.
Rockwood Conover descriptive of the methods
employed at the Schenectady Works of the
General Electric Company for salvaging all

material having intrinsic value. We may
safely venture the statement that, aside from
the service rendered to the country at this

time by this practice, the proceeds for the
year will show a handsome margin of profit

over expense. This fact of itself, apart from
any motive of patriotism, should induce
every manufacturer, railroad and other con-
sumer, large and small, to adopt some such
system for making every pound of raw
material serv^e a useful purpose.

An indispensable product in this war is

coal, and little less important are petroleum
and its products. One or the other of these
fuels is necessary for the movement of troops,

artillery, supplies, etc., the operation of our
naval and air fleets, and the manufacture of

a large ]:)art of our ammunition. The demand
for coal is so urgent that a real shortage is

reported, and many of our large power plants

have had to o]:ferate on a hand-to-mouth
basis for months owing to the inability to

obtain a reserve supply of coal. This condi-

tion focuses attention on the enormous waste
of coal that occurs under the boilers of many
of the smaller power houses, a large part of

which is preventable and, at a time like the
present, inexcusable. Proper attention to

stoking and the installation of a steam-flow
meter and a few small devices to show how
combustion is proceeding will do much to

help matters in isolated plants. But when
we read the statement by Mr. R. H. Rice in

his article on The Large Turbo-Generator,
that the larger turbine units being built

today deliver twice the power at the switch-

board for each pound of coal that the first large

units did—a better performance by 300 to 400
per cent than that of the usual isolated steam
plant—we perceive that the avoidable waste
is greater than is apparent on first thought.

Another means of conserving our coal supply
is afforded by the use of fuel in powdered from.

Not only is combustion of the better grades
of coal improved by this method, but the lower
grades of fuel are thus made available. This
subject is being very thoroughly covered by
the series on "Methods for More Efficiently

Utilizing our Fuel Resources" now appearing
in the Review. The installment in this issue

by Mr. V. Z. Caracristi deals with the firing

of railroad locomotives with powered coal, and
the results that have been obtained are highly

gratifying. Railway locomotives are one of

the largest users of coal and they are no-
toriously wasteful of this valuable fuel.

The electrification of some sections of trunk
line railways and the employment of water
power for their operation is still another
means of conserving our fuel supply. What
rriay be accomplished in this way is outlined

in a contribution by Mr. W. D. Bearce to the

series mentioned above.
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Public Utility Rates
By H. S. Cooper

Secretary, Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association

This article should be read by every central-station manager, public utility commission member, and
municipal officer. The greater the spread of knowledge concerning the operating mechanism of public
utilities and the factors which influence their rates, the less will be the unjust criticism of their rates. Not
infrequently, a city thinking its public utility rates are high will compare them with those of similar cities with
the ultimate intent of enforcing a decrease in its own rates. Mr. Cooper carefully and completel}^ analyses
this situation and conclu.sively shows that inspection of rate schedules by the comparison method is fallacious.
He concludes the article with the earnest recommendation that public utilities educate their public to a better
understanding of the conditions under which the utilities have to operate.

—

Editor.

To the untechnical outsider, "the ulti-

mate consumer," the charges for the
"product" of a public utility: the "rates"
for water, gas, or electric current (especially

the last) are mysteries, open to the suspicion
of having been made and maintained as such
for the express purpose of deluding the user
of the product. This suspicion has been
fostered by two opposite forces: the utilities

themselves and those opposed to them. The
utilities have strengthened it by having rates

which could not be justified or could not be
logically explained, or else by refusing or

neglecting to explain their rates even when
they were perfectly just and explainable.

The opponents and enemies of public utilities,

privately owned and operated, have not only
seized on any and every case of negligence,

carelessness, irregularity, inequity, or dis-

crimination in the rates and made public
capital of them, but in many cases have taken
advantage of the ignorance of the general

public on these matters to make positively

untrue and entirely misleading statements
with the evident intention of making capital

with the public in favor of themselves. This
latter condition has been made worse by the
fact that a majority of the utilities have re-

fused, or neglected, to enlighten the public
fully and intelligently upon the subject of

their rates or the reason for those rates, even
after such biased or untruthful charges have
been made.

Therefore, h)ctween these two ]jarties, there

is little wonder that the general jmblic is not
correctly conversant with either the general
operating mechanism of its public utilities or

the ba.sing of their rates. If this miscom])rc-
hension went no further than a misunder-
standing, even then the result would be un-
satisfactory; but this ignorance, incited by
misinformation, ])aves the way for sus])icion

of all the acts and motives of the utilities,

and incites re])risal for so-called wrongs and
inequities which have been either greatly

exaggerated or have been entirely imaginary.

Added to this, as a factor of misunderstand-
ing, is the great and, by the public, unrecog-
nized difference between the public utility

and any other class of business. As a rule

the public understands, thinks it understands
or takes on trust every other kind of business,

manufacturing or distributive, or both. It

believes that the principles which it sees un-
derlying all these private businesses are of

universal api^lication, and it is rendered still

more suspicious of the utilities and their

methods when the fact is forced on it that,

in certain things, the utility business operates
in ways apparently opposite to the ordinary
commercial businesses with which they are

familiar.

Moreover, the public has so much more
business to transact with the average private

commercial establishments than it has with
the utilities that it conceives that the methods
of the private enterprises are the onh' correct

ones, and that any business the methods of

which vary greatly from these must be wrong
in its principles. No full and concerted
effort has ever been made to explain clearly

and practically that the difference between
the operating mechanism of a public utility

and that of a private commercial enterprise

is one of form only and that the eternal

axioms of all commercial life, the basic princi-

ples of all permanently successful businesses,

rule the public utility ])lant as well as the

de]jartment store, the hardware shop, or the

livery vStable.

To further com])licalc the matter, the

product of the more imjjortant utility, elec-

tricity, is an intangible substance; it is in all its

uses merely a "form of service. " The i)ublic

has been familiar with dealing in c-ommodities,

in tangible goods, in an actual ] physical and
])ers()nal service. Ilowcxcr llie electric

"unit of rates," the kilowatt-hour, is funda-
mentally an entirely different unit from that

of any other business with which the public

deals and il is, consequentlv, suspicious of

that nnit and all its combinations in rate
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schedules. Xo full and concerted effort has

ever been made to explain clearly to the pub-
lic that the "product" is not a quantity or

a bulk or a measure, but that it is actually a

sendee expressed in tenns of quantity and
time as a "kilowatt-hour"—the supply of

a certain amount of a certain kind of electrical

ser\-ice for a certain length of time. Thus
explained and illustrated by the concrete

example of a serNnce of light, heat, or power,

there is immediately laid a basis for expla-

nation of the equity of varying rates for the

same product—the great stumbling-block

and trouble-breeder with the public.

The ordinary retail commercial organi-

zation, such as a department store, conducts
its selling and prices on a system of averages

by which the profitable customers pay for

the unprofitable ones. The charge custom-
ers, no matter how slow in paying they may
be. obtain their goods at the same price for

the same quantity as do the ctistomers who
pay spot cash; the one who requires a spool

of cotton delivered in a remote suburb pays
no more for it than does the one who carries

it away. The service which, to a greater

or lesser extent, must necessarily accompany
all retail merchandizing is averaged over all

customers, as are all other costs or expenses
(including bad debts and, often, poor buying
of goods). The whole commercial teaching
of the retail purchaser at private commercial
establishments is on the one-price principle.

It is the same as that impossible "single-rate

"

ideal of certain rate faddists. This method
of average charging is, at the present time,

perfectly legal in a private manufacturing
or distributing business, but the instant any
business is, or becomes, a public business
(a "Public Ser\'ice Corporation" or a "Pub-
lic Utility") the manner of selling its goods
or product or service to the public is legally

changed.
The private enterprise has entire control

of the price it may demand for its goods or

ser\-ices. If the cost of its operation, its

material, or its labor increases, it is at perfect
liberty to instantly increase its price or
"rates" to its customers, and the only limit
to such raise of price is what the customers
will stand. This course is not open to the
utility, its rates are generally contractually
fixed at a maximum for a long term period,
and it cannot raise those rates without the
consent of the public no matter how much
its loss or loss of profit may be under the
existing rates. Also, the private concern
may legally practice any discrimination it

may desire among its patrons. It may
charge one ])rice to one customer and another
price to another; it may, simply as a matter
of like or dislike, give credit to one and refuse
it to another; it may sell to one and refuse

to sell to another, and there is no legal recourse
against it or its practices. This the utility

cannot do, its price for the same service

must be identical to all; and it may refuse

service to no customer or prospective customer
who complies or agrees to comply with the
reasonable rules and regulations approved
by the public and put in force by the utility.

It must serve friend and foe alike, no senti-

ment must enter into its business relations

with its customers ; its most bitter enemy and
detractor must have the same service and
courtesy as its best friend.

The profit of the private concern is legally

unlimited. Without regard to the cost to

it of any article or service it sells, it may
set any price it may desire on that article

or service and the public must pay that price,
• go elsewhere to get it, or failing to do the .

latter must go without it or use a substitute.

This is not the case with the utility. Its

product or service must be sold to each con-
sumer at as near the particular cost of the
product or service demanded by such con-

sumer as is commercially possible, plus a
certain legally fixed, agreed, permitted, or

passively allowed profit.

As very few customers of any one utility

(e^icept in the case of the largest utilities)

require the utility service or product under
identical conditions, it would seem that it

would be commercially impossible to have
a different rate for each customer. This is

true and brings up another matter in which
the public utility method of charging is

necessarily different from that of the private

concern. While it would be possible to

obtain the exact cost of service or product
to every individual customer, such an oper-

ation would entail so great a cost of labor

and accounting as to make the rates prohibi-

tive to all but the well-to-do; a condition to

be avoided in public service as the very in-

tention of such service is to be directed to

the largest number in any community, to

the whole public if this is possible.

It is therefore the custom among public

utilities to form their customers into groups
or classes whose demand for product or

service is more or less similar in character.

The members of such groups as residences,

rooming-houses, hotels, stores, theaters,

churches, etc., make as individuals very
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similar demands for their electrical service.

Private residences will, on the average, burn
only a certain percentage of the lights in-

stalled and will burn these only during certain
hours of the day. Other groups, such as

churches, theaters, or meeting-halls may
burn their lights only one or two evenings a
week or month. The residence may light

up one or two lights at a time as daylight
fails, the theater or church may suddenly
turn on hundreds of lights and as suddenly
turn them off. In fact, there are hundreds
of variations of demand which may be made
on the electrical service desired by the public.

The public actually makes a "demand"
of the public utility in regard to its service;

it orders the public utility to serve it in such
and such a manner and to such and such a
degree, and the public utility is legally com-
pelled to fulfil each and every such demand
if the public pays it cost plus profit to do so.

It is this ability of the public to compel the
fulfilling of a demand which is one of the prin-

cipal factors in the difference of price-making
between the public utility and the private
commercial concern. If the public went to
its grocer and said, "I want a pound of sugar,

send it up at the most convenient time for

you, " the price of that sugar would be at its

minimum per pound. But if the customer
said, "Send me, at your very busiest time,
ten pounds of sugar in one-pound packages,
a package every ten minutes," that grocer
would soon advance the price of sugar to
that customer or find some method of avoid-
ing filling any more such freak orders. But
the utility is not only compelled to fill such
freak orders as long as it is paid cost plus
profit to do so, but it must stand prepared to
fill, at any minute, night or day, Sundays
or week-days, any and all of the freak orders
or demands of every one of its connected
customers. It cannot store or reservoir

its product—electric current—so it must have
a reserve of machinery and apparatus ready
at any time to generate, translate, and dis-

tribute electric service in quantity and kind
the very instant it is demanded; in other
words, must have it "on tap" so fully and
completely that any customer who, at any
time, throws in a switch gets instantaneously
the electric service he pays for.

If the grocer gets out of sugar the customer
may be dissatisfied, may even transfer his

patronage to another grocery, Ijut there is no
legal obligation on the part of the grocer to

maintain, as far as is humanly in his power,
a stock of sugar which will fill any sudden

demand from his customer, nor is there any
liability for damages against the grocer
because he allows his regular customers to
fail to receive their supply from him. But
the public utility is legalh' compelled to do
this or forfeit the right to do business in that
community. Now, to be so able to fulfil

any such demand at any time, to have a
reserve of capacity to accomplish this, adds
greatly to the costs and consequently to
the rates, and it especially adds to the rates

of those customers whose demands are

responsible for this condition of affairs. The
simple and correct commercial reason is

"that he who dances must pay the fiddler;"

in public utility rates
'

' he who demands must
pay for his demand." In other words the
customers, or class or group of customers,
whose ordinary demand for the most of their

electric service is in the evening only but who,
at the same time, demand that this service

shall be on tap the whole twenty-four hours
whether they use it or not, because they may
want to use it, these and such as these must
not only pay for the electric service which
they use but, in equity, they must pay the

expense of keeping it on tap ready for their

use the whole twenty-four hours because,

by their actions and by their installation,

they demand that this shall be done.

As has been shown, the public utility does

not merely sell its product—gas, water, or

electric current. If it sold merely the prod-

uct, the customer would be compelled to

come or send to the gas works, water reser-

voir, or station switchboard and carry away
its needs of gas, water, or electricity, if such
a procedure were possible. But because
such procedure is nearl}^ impossible pract -

cally, and absolutely so commercially, the

pub'ic utility delivers its product in every
case and in that delivery lies the difference

in rates, because that delivery is always in

accordance with the demand of the customer,

and, as stated, the demand of the customer
may be exceedingly varied but in all cases it

must be fulfilled by the utility as long as

that customer pays the utility sufficient to

reimburse it for the cost of its raw product,

for the cost of the specific service demanded
and, in addition, the profit legally due the

utility on the transaction. It will be seen

therefore that actually the basis of rates or

the "prices" of the ])ublic utility are not only

figured very similarly to those of the private

commercial concern but that, as a matter

of fact, they are more strictly and impartially

equitable than are those of the private busi-
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ness. The private price method is simpler

and easier to understand because it is a one-

.
price method; the same price to every one
for the same quantity and without regard

to the cost of the varying demand made by
the different customers. This, as can be
easily seen, is so inequitable that it actually

amounts to discrimination because discrim-

ination is, in one of its phases, "the
charging of an equal tariff for unequal
service." The public has, however, in its

modem retail dealings with its private sup-

pliers become so accustomed to this average or

one-price method of charging that it not only
has not been able to recognize the inherent

equity and reasonableness of the public utility

price-methods, but it has actually viewed these

methods with grave suspicion as being an en-

deavor on the part of the "wicked corpora-
tions" to "put one over on the public"!

Outside the fact that this matter has not
been fully explained to the public lies the
further fact that the utility has never ex-

plained to them that its price methods, or

rate-bases and rate-schedules, are now and
have been for a long time fixed on it by legal

enactment, and that even if the utility de-

sired to return to the slipshod and inequitable
price-fixing methods of the private merchan-
dizing concerns, neither the public nor its

representatives would allow them to do so

upon full consideration of the matter. While
the public "kicks" at the amount or the
comparative amount of its public utility

bills, while it hoots at "kilowatt hours"
and affects inability to comprehend "de-
mand," there are among it and representing
it in the council-chamber, commission-room,
legislative-hall, or on ^he judicial-bench those
whose understanding or training enables
them to see the defects of the private com-
mercial price-making methods, especially
when applied to public or quasi-public supply
by a virtual local monopoly. Left to the
untechnical public, the price-fixing of public
utility product or service would be "a thing
fearfidly and wonderfully done," and the
utilities should be thankful that, in many
cases, those outside of the utility business
have been more industrious in forming true
rates on a proper rate-basis than have many
of the utilities themselves.

In order to comprehend and appreciate
fully the equity of a proper public-utility
rate schedule, it is necessary that the public
should be preinformed as to what has been
aptly termed "the operating mechanism"
of a public utility, the peculiar conditions

which differentiate its method of doing busi-
ness from the methods of the private com-
mercial business. Mention has been made of
the fact that the utility may not select its

customers: it cannot refuse its service or
product to any person within its franchised
territory who desires that service or product,
providing that the one so desiring shall

indubitably pay the cost plus profit. Men-
tion has also been made of the fact that the
profit, or the percentage of profit, made by
the utility is a matter fixed in some public
manner and that its prices, or rates, are not
allowed to fluctuate with fluctuating costs

but are generally fixed by the public, or their

maximum is fixed by the public for greater

or less periods in the future.

Almost always the utility is a "monopoly,

"

that is to say, it has the monopoly of supply
of its particular product or service within
the community in which it operates or within
which it has chartered and franchised rights.

This privilege of sole sale of its product or
service is not a positive right as no states, nor
any community within them, have the right to

give directly to any utility such a privilege.

But it has come to be a recognized economical
and commercial fact that competition in any
one public-utility service almost invariably
leads to price-cutting, loss of profit, and the
final failure of one or the other of the competi-
tors; and it has also been found that, in the
end, the public pays the loss, directly or indi-

rectly. In view of all these proved facts, the
existing utility is often allowed to remain a
monopoly by the community refusing to
enfranchise a competing utility. The ad-
vantage of this negative method of creating

a monopoly is that it leaves the way open
for the community to permit of a competitor
if it desires or has reason to do so, and the
original utility is thus to a certain extent
put on its good behavior.

The cost of having the utility product
on tap is entirely a separate matter from the
cost of manufacturing and distributing the
product. It goes on, as one of the most
authoritative state public-utility commissions
declared "whether the consumers use much,
little, or none of the product, " and its actual

cost to each customer should be paid by that
customer in addition to what he pays for

the actual product which he uses. In fact

the "fixed-service charge," or as it is often mis-

called "the minimum charge, " is really some-
thing which is paid the utility by the consumer
for his privilege of having the product or

service continuously on tap.
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These charges are greatly misunderstood
by the average consumer and are especially

resented by the small consumer. It is true
that the exaction of such a charge does seem,
at first glance, like an imposition on and an
injustice to the consumer whose total monthly
use of gas, water, or electric current at its

regular rate to him may not amount to the
sum of the fixed-service charge. His pro-
portion of the charge is so large, compared
to that of a larger consumer of the same class,

that it would seem to be a palpable injustice

to make the small consumer pay more for

the fixed-service charge for potential service,

than he does for the gas, water, or current
which he has used for actual service.

But the one who takes this view forgets
that there are matters, entirely outside of

the quantity of product used, where the
small consumer makes a demand that entails

a cost to the utility that i; as large (not pro-
portionally as large nor in ratio to the product
used, but actually as large) as the same char-
acter of demand made by the largest con-
sumer. The small consumer costs very
nearly as much to meter and serve as does
the larger one, the small consumer costs

just as much to read meter, to bookkeep,
bill, and collect as does the large one and the
small consumer demands, equally with the
largest one, that the product be on tap for

him similarly in every particular, except in

quantity, as it is for the largest consumer,
no matter whether he uses "much, little,

or none of the product.
"

Equally with the larger consumer, the
smaller consumer demands at all times a
"KiO per cent service;" and the ability on
the part of the utility to satisfy thi^ demand
instantly and fully is not only a large portion
of its everyday active oj^erating ex]:)ense but
it constitutes also quite a jjortion of its fixed

charges for bond interest, taxes, insurance,
superintendence, deferred maintenance, and
all the expenses that run on whether the
product is used "much, little, or none at all.

"

Another matter peculiar to the utility

business is the right of the utility to protect
itself from bad or slow debts, by compelling
customers or intending customers of doubtful
or unknown solvency or credit to make a
deposit or give a bond or guarantor for the
possible amount of their use of the utility

product or service. The utilities of gas,

water, and electric current are comi)elled
to sell to all meter consumers on at least

thirty days time, and it is becoming more and
more the rule to meter all utility product

consumption, and to read the meter at inter-

vals one month apart, and to bill the customer
in the same manner. As the utility is com-
pelled to supply everyone within its fran-

chised territory who agrees to follow its

reasonable rules and regulations, it would
be entirely at the mercy of any unscrupu-
lous person who used the product or serv-

ice as long as he was allowed to do so

without payment and then refused to pay
for it. Such amounts would be small, the
legal expense of collection comparatively
large, and the actual collection uncertain.

Therefore, the law generally allows the utility

to protect itself from such losses by requiring
the prerequisite of a cash deposit, a bond,
or a guarantee from all customers whose
credit is doubtful or unknown. Many
customers of utilities and even some whole
communities object to the enforcement of

this precaution which is a double necessity

in the case of a public utility as it is designed
to protect both the utility and its prompt-
paying customers, and is another instance

of the superior equity of public utility rate-

schedules over those of private commercial
concerns.

In its competitive efforts to sell against

its rivals in or out of the community, the
private commercial concern often takes credit

risks which result in a large amount of bad
debts, and these it invariably adds into its

costs. Thus the prompt or solvent customers
pay the losses of the slow or insolvent ones.

Such a method, being inequitable, could not
be allowed in a public utility; each one of

its consumers must pay only the costs which
he, individually, causes. Therefore the

utility must make no commercially pre-

ventable bad debts and, as it is compelled
to take as customers anyone and everyone,
no matter what their credit may be, it is

only equitable to the prompt and solvent

customers that those whose credit is doubt-
ful, and who might cause bad debts, be put
into such a position that they cannot do so.

The costs of generating, translating, dis-

tributing, and serviceing gas, water, or electric

current and the ])rofits of a utility are very
de])endcnt u])()n local conditions. This
condition is absolutely true of the individual

utility in an\' one community or small group
of small communities. It is also true, to

quite an extent, of those new large groups of

interconnected communities now often served

by high-potential transmission lines from
centr.'il generating ])lants. Such being the

case, it follows that the rates would be liable
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to vary greatly in dilYerent communities.
This is found to be exactly so and is another
matter in pubHc utiHty business which the

public does not comprehend, of which it is

suspicious, and on which it has never been
iuHy enlightened. Even wath the advent
of state Utility Commissions in a majority

of the states, the fact that these commissions
do not forth\\4th compel the higher rate utili-

ties to come down to the rates of those lower

or lowest is always an argument as to whether
"the public service corporations are or are

not running these commissions.
"

There is scarcely a town or city contem-
plating a revision of its public utility rates

whose first thousrht is not to compare its own
rates with those of some other town or city

which has lower rates, and to seek forthwith
to reduce its rates to or below those of the

compared towns or cities. The public has
not been made to comprehend clearly and
to appreciate fully the easily proved fact

that, in most cases, local conditions absolutely
fix rates independent of any action or intention

of the local utility.

The public reasons that as the price of its

other staples are matters of comparison with
adjacent and somewhat similar communities,
the same ought to be true of its gas, water, or
electric current. It notices that the products of

the flour mills and grist mills and furniture
factories and bakeries and breweries and other
manufacturing and distributing concerns in

adjacent towns sell locally at about the same
price, and it cannot understand why this

should not also be the case with the product
of the utilities. It has never been informed
by its home utilities as to the peculiarities

of the "operating mechanism" of a public
utility and especially of its utility or utilities.

To it all electric central stations "grind out
juice" somewhat as different grist-mills

grind out meal. That the difference in capital

invested, age of plant, kind of fuel, kind and
quantity of water, station and pole-line

investment per customer, use of current
per capita, and a hundred other such local

matters could make a very perceptible dif-

ference in the costs of operating—and conse-
quently in the price of the current delivered

—

^ould hardly entei the heads of the general
public. Na.tura]ly, therefore, a large dif-

ference between the rates of one city and
some other similar one (especially if such
similar one were closely adjacent) should
indicate that one or the other of these two
plants was charging too much—making too
much monev—and, if the rates in the one

town were the higher, the first instinct would
be to lower them compulsorily, the lower
rates in the other town being a seemingly
justifiable reason for such action.

It is hardly necessary to point out the
inequity of such a proceeding but it may be
necessaiy to show the utter uselessness of

any formal attempt to compare the rates

in any separate cities with the intent of

using such comparison as a factor in the
revision of rates in any one of the cities com-
pared.

Suppose the comparison is made ; what has
been proved? Simply that the rates of

one city are higher than those in another
city; that is all. Suppose that even in the
comparison of the rates of one city with those
of a hundred or a thousand other cities, the
one has the highest rates of all ; what has been
proved? Simply that they are the highest.

Such comparisons do not in the slightest

particular prove that these high rates should
be lowered.

The citizens of the high-rate town might
think so, but thinking so and proving that
thought to be just and equitable are two
different things. Merely as a mathematical
fact some towns among the hundred or thou-
sand will have higher rates than all the others

;

will that fact alone be justification for lower-
ing the rates of those towns to the same level

as the next lower, or should they be low-
ered until they equal the very lowest in the
whole group, and this shuffling continued
until they are all on one lowest level? "It
is a poor rule which will not work both ways ;

"

if, in such comparison, the adjacent town or
towns are found to have higher rates than the
one, ought not the rates in the latter be raised?
Any point of view in this matter shows the
fallacy of the idea of comparison of rates as
a basis for fixing rates, but its first apparent
equity appeals strongly to those who have no
technical knowledge of rate-making and,
strange to say, it has even had and still has
in a few cases an appeal to those who should
know better; some heads of public utilities

and some members of cit}^ and state public
utility commissions.
The fault of this condition as a whole is

actually that of the public utilities themselves
and the remedy lies with them also. In the
"ancient days" of the utility business, ten
or twelve years ago, very few of the public
utility plants had a full schedule of rates

which they could justify as a whole. There-
fore when threatened by a comparison of

rates they were in no condition to act on the
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defensive and most of them made a reduction
here and there in their schedule or made a
sliding cut—all as "a sop to Cerberus "-and
Cerberus swallowed the sop and took a nap
until hunger assailed him again and then the
performance was repeated. The fault of

the utility lay in the fact that, even if the

city were right in its contention as to the
rates being too high, the utility should not
have permitted the city to compel it to lower,

revise, or rearrange its rates on a viciously

false basis: that of comparison with those of

some other city or cities. The course of the
utility should have been to protest to the

utmost against such a basis of revision and
to have immediately started a revision of its

own upon the proper basis of cost plus profit

and with variations to groups according to

service rendered—the only correct and equi-

table method of rate-making. By allowing

the public to bulldoze it into a "revision of

rates by comparison," the utility not only

virtually acknowledged the justice and equi-

ty of this method but it established it as an
accepted and approved precedent to be used
not only again and again against itself later

on, but to be used against other utilities with
the prestige of victory attached to it.

If the revision of the rates of a public utili-

ty were a matter of frequency, say every six

months or a year, and if such revision were
actually what its name indicates and not an
attempt to arbitrarily lower the rates as a

whole, the use of the comparison method
would not be so vicious. However, not only

is the so-called "revision" more often an
arbitrary "reduction" than anything else, but

it is nearly always the case that the results of

such revision are made to stand for a term
of years, and there is thus perpetuated an
inequity and injustice to both utility and
public, for it is an axiom that rates which
are too low in whole or in part are not finally

advantageous to the public. If the utility

loses money on certain of its rates and makes
up that loss on other rates, it is most certain-

ly practicing discrimination; and if it loses

on all its rates or even if it loses all or a i)or-

tion of its legitimate profit on all its rates,

the jmblic will be finally compelled to make
up that loss or a large portion of it— if only

by receiving a less than H)() ])er cent local

service.

Another fault of the utility has been that

it has often endeavored to rebut the claims

of the city in its comjiarisons, by intro hieing

evidence tending to show that there were
cities whose utility rates were higher than

those in the home city. Such an attempt
at rebuttal is probably more mischievous
than no action whatever, as it virtually

acknowledges the equity and justice of the
comparison method and the occasion then
becomes a Marathon race in which each side

endeavors to bring in a najority of cases

favorable to its contentions. There are

two other objections to this method: one is

the peculiarity that there never was a pubHc
utility with rates so low but what the munici-
pality could find others with rates still lower:

and the other is that no matter how few exam-
ples of lower rates the municipality may find

the fact that it finds any at all is always used
as a hammer to endeavor to pound down the

rates.

For the utility to wait until the actual

comparison is sprung upon it is a poor policy

and a heavy handicap but, if such is the case,

the first and only action of the utility in the

matter should be to discourage, to the extent

of strong opposition, the idea of "the compari-
son of rates" by the representatives of the

public.

The first step in this "discouragement"
should be to lay before the public representa-

tives the facts, data, and reasons showing
that such a method of fixing rates is not only

unreasonable, inconclusive, and useless for

the end desired, but also the further fact thai

any action taken by the city or its repre

sentatives based on such comparisons is

liable to be confiscatory of the property or

legal profits of the utility and discriminatory

in its results among those of the public who
are consumers of the product of the utility

It is always wise to fully educate the public

to the incontrovertible fact that where one
community pays more for its public utility

product or service than does another com
munity, that fact is not of itself prima facie

evidence that the higher rates of the one
community are too high and should be re

duced. There is, in the first place, always

the chance that the lower rates in eftect in

the other communities are too low for a reason

able profit on a 100 per cent local service

and that the service is "low" as well as the

rates. In the nex place, public utilit>'

products or services produced or given l)\

local plants arc strictly home products and
arc subject to all the variations and increases

in cost which local conditions will cause

Therefore as a safety-first preliminary—long

before the danger actually comes to a head —
the utilit\- should educate its community t(^

the knowledge that anv local conditions in
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any one community which are more unfavor-

able to low* costs of utility operation than
they are in another city will tend to give the

first city higher utility rates independent of

any action or intention of the utility itself.

Once a community is made to fully under-

stand and appreciate this point, a large

amount of the utility's rate troubles \vill have
been brushed awav.

Also if a community is made to fully

understand and appreciate what these local

conditions are and how they affect the cost
of operation, a still further amount of the
rate troubles will be eliminated.

This presupposes, however, that the rates

of the utility have been made on some equi-
table basis and give only a reasonable return
to the utility.

Conserving 80,000,000 Pounds of Industrial

Wastes a Year*
By W. RocKwooD Conover
General Electric Company

Saving and reclaiming waste products in industry may be a far greater factor in supporting our National
Government than any one of us is able to understand or conceive today. To conserve everything possessing
inherent value should be the policy of every American manufacturer. It is today a patriotic and economic
duty.

—

Editor.

Within the last decade conservation has
become a world-wide slogan. The word has
become a popular one in both business and
private life. In many industrial establish-

ments throughout the country saving and
utilizing the waste products of production
are receiving a new prominence among other

established practices of recognized value in

engineering and manufacturing. Saving by-
products is at all times a desirable and
economic procedure. This is true in times of

peace. In time of war it becomes not only a
universal necessity but an imperative duty
under which every citizen is bound to faithful

pursuance and performance. In a period of

conflict between nations certain kinds of

by-products may rank in close importance
with products, and the things which we have
been accustomed to consider waste may
become necessities in the general furnishing

of the engines and equipment of war. The
industrial manager in every field, the manu-
factiu-er large and small, the business man
in every calling in life must, in this great

crisis study the conservation of waste and the
reclaiming of the by-products of production
and every-day living as never before in the
history of the country. Such conservation
may constitute a far greater degree of helpful

support to our National Government than we
have yet been able to understand or coribeive.

Metal By-products

In the larger industries engaged in the
manufacture of a mechanical and electrical

* From Industrial M tnagemenl

product such as the several plants of the
General Electric Company, and similar com-
panies, also in those industries the products
of which are composed chiefly of metal parts

such as machinery for mills and factories,

agricultural and traction machinery, auto-
mobiles and their accessories, etc., metal
scrap such as steel, iron, copper, brass and
various alloys constitute the greater portion
of the valuable by-products. In the Schenec-
tady plant of the General Electric Company
the aggregate of by-products reclaimed in

1916 amounted to more than 80,000,000
pounds—over 40,000 net tons. Of this large

amount approximately 15,000,000 pounds of

scrap were used for home consumption in the
foundries in the making of steel, iron, brass,

and composition castings.

Under the present system all shops are given
credit for the scrap produced in each depart-
ment. In the large boring mill and machine de-

partments the metal borings and turnings are
shoveled into steel boxes, capable of holding
about two tons,which are placed in convenient
localities near the machine tools. These boxes
are provided with hinged ends to facilitate

discharging, and with handles for lifting with
the shop cranes and conveying to the cars.

This obviates the operation of wheeling out
chips to the sidings in barrows by the
floor labor gangs, thereby effecting a good
economy in cost of handling. This class of

scrap is shipped in car lots in its original

form.
The process of briquetting steel and iron

borings and turnings which has been estab-
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lished in several of the larger manufacturing
centers of Europe as in the cities of Berlin,

Vienna, Budapest, Stolberg, Chemnitz,
Cassel, Milan, and in Switzerland at Win-
terthur, has in recent years come into use
to a limited extent in this country. It is

one of the new developments for which, in

connection with certain prospective metal-
lurgical reactions, there appears a somewhat
attractive field about to be opened up, and
one in which the big industries of the country
will more generally take interest in the future.

In giving consideration, however, to the

increased market value of steel and iron

borings and turnings which have been
briquetted the cost of the installation and
operation must not be lost sight of, as

this has a very material bearing on the

net gain to be credited to the operation.

This is especially true where liberal market
figures are already being obtained for these

by-products shipped in their original form.

In the present crowded condition of industrial

plants it is obvious that the cost of installa-

tion in a very appreciable number of cases

must include the erection of new buildings

for the purpose, which will involve an impor-
tant item of investment to be charged against
the receipts. In general the larger industries

throughout the country are still adhering
to the practice of shipping their borings and
turnings unbriquetted in car lots.

In the sheet steel punching department
where the armature disk work is performed
the scrap from an annual production of more
than 27,000 tons of punchings is bundled on
the shop floor and wheeled to cars on the

sidings in close proximity to the shop. Ap-
proximately 100 machines are in constant
daily operation and many of the presses are

operated overtime during the year to keep
pace with the demands on the department
which results in increased output of scrap.

The small scrap from this department is

accumulated in steel cans or barrels at the

presses and loaded by the floor truckers into

a separate car from those containing the

bundled product.

Main Building where By-products are Reclaimed

In the manufacturing departments having
machine-tool sections devoted to the machin-
ing of small parts and in the automatic
machine departments the chips and turnings,

consisting of steel, iron, copj)cr, l)rass, com-
position, bal)bitt, etc., are collected in steel

barrows and containers, weighed, tagged, and
sent to the scrajj building on narrow gage

cars. The tag attached to the container
designates the department from which the
chips come, class of material, and weight.

As far as practicable the scrap from these

departments is kept separate in the process
of machining, the chips from one kind of

metal being removed from the tool pans as

soon as the job is finished and before another
metal is started cutting. Chips removed from
machines operating with cutting oils are run
through oil separators before delivery to the
scrap building.

Mixed chips and turnings from machines
operated on short jobs, involving frequent
changes of metal, and from those operated
on parts assembled from two or more metals
or materials are collected by the floor sweepers
and forwarded to the scrap building for sort-

ing and loading. Here a force of thirty-five

men is engaged in the process of separating

the various metals, compositions and alloys,

and preparing for shipment. Several electro-

magnetic machines are employed in separating

the various classes of mixed turnings, such as

copper mixed with iron, steel, mica, etc.,

babbitt with brass or iron, and other mixed
metals.

The by-products reclaiming and storage

building is sixty-two feet wide by three

hundred and twelve feet long, and is equipped
within with narrow and broad gage tracks

and overhead cranes for loading and unload-
ing cars and the transfer and placement of

obsolete machinery and materials to be stored.

The contiguous outside yard area is provided
with narrow and broad gage trackage, load-

ing platforms, storage sheds, and with gantry
crane service for the handling of heavy
materials, a considerable quantity of which,

such as heavy castings, must necessarily be
stored without the building while awaiting
disposition.

Apparatus and material designated by the

mechanical inspection force of the shops to

be scrapped has a blue tag attached and
reaches the by-products building where it is

taken apart and all materials of value saved.

Benches arc ])rovided for the men who do
the work of disassembling, and the various

metals and materials are sorted into barrels,

boxes, or bins in i)re])aration for shi])mcnt or

consum])tion in the home foundries.

A great variety of materials thus reach the

sera]) building from the various shoi)s in

addition to the chips and turnings collected

from the machine sections. Fiber, rubber,

r()])c, rags, bin-la]) sacks and wra])]nngs.

IratluT bi'lling, asbi'stos boai'd and i)a])er,
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cloth trimmings, armature and field insulation
papers, insulated copper wire, and small lots

of copper, brass, and composition in various
forms and stages of shop processes which
have been condemned by the inspectors, due
to engineering changes or defects in work-
manship or material, are forwarded to this

building for sorting and disposal.

Destructor Plant, showing Overhead Conveyor from

Carpenter Shop

Rope slings which have been cut in the

process of lifting and moving castings or

become worn by use are inspected by the

chief rigger and wherever possible made into

shorter lengths. In like manner steel crane

and elevator cables are regularly inspected,

defective sections cut out and slings made
from the remaining portions which are intact

and safe for the lifting of heavy loads. Steel

slings are used to a large extent in many of

the manufacturing departments of the Sche-

nectady plant, and a certain percentage of

these are made up from cables removed
from elevators and cranes. Leather belting

also receives careful inspection before it

is discarded by the millwright department,

only such portions as are of no value for

repairs or for making short belts being sent

to the scraj) building. All insulated wire ends,

clippings, and short lengths of cable and con-

ductor are sent to the scrap building where
the insulation is burned off. This leaves the

jmre copper for shi]jmcnt at market ])rices

for this class of scrap. Certain grades of

clean copper wire are wound by machine into

bundles of a suitable size to go into standard

crucibles.

Special care and attention are given to the
sorting and preparation of all the various
classes of metals in order to meet the market
rulings as to condition, size, and form in which
the different grades of scrap must be shipped,
and also to obtain the highest quotations
which the market affords.

Babbitt Casting Department

Adjoining the main scrap building is an
addition equipped with furnaces and molds
for the melting and casting of babbitt chips

and turnings received from the machine shops.
The furnaces have a capacity of 3000 pounds
per run, or 12,000 pounds total production
per day. All of the clear babbitt scrap, also

babbitt which has been separated from brass
or other metal turnings in the separators, is

sent to the department for casting. Approxi-
mately 327,000 pounds of this metal was
reclaimed and cast into pigs during the year
1916, practically all of which was consumed
at the home plant. Babbitt dross which in

previous years was shipped to outside dealers

is now rendered in the local plant.

Destructor Plant

The destructor plant, a building of steel

construction having a floor area of 10,000
square feet, is equipped with two 300-h.p.

Heine boilers. The steam from these boilers

is delivered through the mains to the shops.

The waste products and refuse of the manu-
facturing departments, except such .as are

scheduled to be sent direct to the scrap build-

ing, are collected in narrow gage dump cars

placed near platforms located at the shop
sidings and hauled from these points to the
destructor plant. Two trains of five to six

cars each are in constant operation daily

collecting and hauling material from the yards
and shops.

The waste products of the carpenter shop
(shavings, sawdust, board ends, etc.), are

conveyed to the destructor plant by an
overhead conveyor, the board ends from the

box lumber saws first passing through a cut-

ting machine which reduces the material to

chi])s. The larger sizes of scrap from this

shop, refuse lumber from construction work,

boxes in which incoming materials have been

received, excelsior, refuse from the shop
waste cans, and a variety, also, of by-products

having little or no commercial value are

collected and brought to this building by the

refuse trains. All lumber fit for future use

is sorted out and saved, as are also boxes,

excelsior and other materials of value. The
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lumber serves a valuable purpose for tem-
porary skids and blocking in the shops, and
in frequent cases is suitable for permanent
work. All the excelsior taken from incoming
freight and express cases is baled and sent

to the shipping department. Shavings and
sawdust are also used in packing whjrever
practicable.

Two important reclaiming processes con-

ducted in the destructor plant deserve men-
tion. These are the repairing and sa\ang of

boxes, and the cutting and bailing of waste
papers from the general offices and the shop
offices. All incoming boxes of suitable size,

from which materials have been removed in

the receiving department, are sent to the

stock department floors overhead to be used
in delivering materials out to the shops.

Incoming boxes which are unsuitable for

stock deliveries, boxes opened in the shops,

also tote boxes which have become broken
and worn in service, are placed in the refuse

cars at the shop sidings and delivered to the

destructor plant with other materials. A
workman equipped with hammer and saw
and nails is assigned to the task of repair-

ing. Boxes which are not too badly worn
or broken to render the process of rec-

lamation unprofitable are mended with
the refuse lumber delivered at the build-

ing. Fifty to sixty boxes are reclaimed

d^y having an average value of twenty-
five to thirty-five cents each. A constant
supply of boxes for handling or storing

materials is thus going back to the manu-
facturing and shipping departments and
store rooms.
Waste papers are collected from the gen-

eral offices, engineering offices, production,

accounting, and shop offices in sacks and in

this manner sent to the destructor plant on
the refuse cars. These papers are run through
a slitting machine for the purpose of effac-

ing engineering or commercial data which
might prove of value to the public, after

which they are baled for shipment to the
mills. In the process of baling paper and
excelsior, board trimmings and scrap wire
received at the building are utilized exclus-

ively.

Careftd attention is given by the foreman
to inspection and sorting of the refuse, and
all scrap metals, wire, and other materials of

value, which by accident have been mixed
wnth the normal waste products of the shops,
are thus reclaimed.
The output from the two 300-h.p. boilers

in 1916 amounted to more than 53,000,000

pounds of steam. Aside from its practical
utility in the disposal of waste the plant
shows a good profit in steam production.

Paper By-products from the Shops

The waste cuttings and trimmings of

armature and field coil insulations, press-

board papers, and other papers used in pro-

duction are accumulated in sacks in the

Interior of Destructor Plant Producing 53,000,000 lbs.

of Steam a Year

various shops and sent to the main scrap
building for storing and shipping. These
papers are kept- carefully separated in the

manufacturing departments, thus avoiding
the labor of sorting at the scrap building,

and insuring the receipt of the highest market
prices for the various grades. Wrapping
papers received on incoming materials are

accumulated and sent to the central stores

building to be used in wrapping small pack-
ages of materials delivered out to the shops.

In the end these papers reach the destructor

plant and are baled and sold to the dealers.

Magazines and periodicals are put into sep-

arate bundles for which a proper rate for

this classification is obtained. Printed office

forms which have served their original pur-

pose, are cut and glued into pads and the

backs of these sheets are used in the various

shop offices and on the shop floors for scratch-

pad purposes in a systematic effort to reduce

as far as practicable the exj^ense of clerical

routine. As in the case of wrapping papers,

they are eventually sold as scrap product. At
the present time the toial shipments of

paper by-products from the Schenectady
plant average approximately 550 tons per

year.
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In nearly all manufactiiring plants there

are more or less scrap metals lying about the
yards and open areas between shops unless

some system of inspection and collection is

established. In addition to the regvdar col-

lections from the maniifacturing departments,
a man is assigned to the task of looking over
the grounds and gathering up these metals,

usually consisting of pieces of copper, brass,

iron, or steel, such as bolts, nuts, scrap wire,

pipe, etc. At the points of filling of low ground
areas, the materials unloaded by the dump
trains are also inspected and all metals re-

claimed from the refuse which is discharged
and biorned at these places.

The process of reclamation in some cases

is carried on within the departments, where
the raw materials are used in production.

In the research laboratory every effort is

made to conserve the valuable elements used
in laboratory work. The by-product from
the production of tungsten contacts is regen-

erated and reduced to its original form,

effecting a large saving in the yearly expendi-

ture for new stock. The by-product of

molybdenum is also reclaimed and utilized

in regular consumption.
In the foundries waste products are con-

served as far as jjossible. Slag from the

cupolas is carefully inspected and all metal
of value picked out and again used in the

process of charging. Sand from the gang-
ways and molding floors is screened, and a

considerable percentage saved for further use.

In the mica-insulation department, where
more than 300 hands are employed in the

production of mica insulations of various

kinds, the waste product is treated in fur-

naces which burn out varnish, paste, etc.,

enabling it to be again used in the process of

manufacture. All of this scrap is thus

utilized in the production of insulation sheets

to be cut into various forms of pasted mica.

Power house ashes are delivered to the

dump cars by mechanical conveyors and used

for filling de])ressions and low areas and for

the underlying base of ])lant roadways and
trackage. Ashes from the destructor |)lant

are also used for filling. Because of the nature
of the material burned under these boilers

the potash content is not sufficiently high to

render the process of reclaiming commercially
desirable or ])racticable.

Improved Methods of Handling By-products

Under the period of reconstruction after

the war the new condition of intensified

activity in all indnslria] undcrlaking will

render more scientific and improved methods
of handling materials not only desirable but
imperative. This will be true in the handling
of factory by-products only in a relatively

less degree than in the handling of materials
used in production. New and more economic
methods must be developed. Transveyors
under floors along the line of machine tools,

receiving chips through metal chutes direct

from the machines, oil extractors and power
loading facilities, all combined in a complete
system of mechanical ]Derformance of previous
manual operations, will be necessary to estab-

lish the work of handling the metal by-products
of the big machine shops of the future on an
economic and efficient basis. Those industries

manufacturing a uniform, standardized line

of product, such as the automobile industries,

agricultural machinery plants and like indus-

tries, offer greater opportunity for the develop-
ment of progres.sive methods of handling by-
products than do those industries manu-
facturing a varied line of apparatus such as

the larger of the electrical manufacturing
companies. In the latter all methods of

procedure are subject to interruption and
modification coincident with the constantly

changing conditions arising from the pro-

duction of a largely diversified line of semi-

standard and special product in addition to

the regular standard lines.

Present Need for Greater Conservation

Nothing that is of value should be allowed

to escape the process of reclamation even in

normal times. In times of war it may be
advisable to reclaim certain by-products
which show a loss to the manufacturer in

order to conserve the supply of those materials

which, because of the increased consumption,
might otherwise become abnormally depleted.

Now, more than ever before, the manu-
facturer must give increasing attention to the

con.scrvation and reclaiming of the by-prod-
ucts of his factory.

It is the purpose of the management of

the General Electric Company to conserve

everything possessed of inherent value. The
question of ])rofit in the ])rocess of conserva-

tion is not always the chief or deciding factor.

It is the desire of the comjmny to render all

the assistance possil)le botli to the National

Govermnent and to the mills which manu-
facture raw materials or finished fabrics in

conserving everything that ma>' he of use in

l)ro(]ucti()n, and in consistently following out

this ])rinciple it is endeavoring to be of service

to tilt' i)ublic at large.
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METHODS FOR MORE EFFICIENTLY UTILIZING OUR
FUEL RESOURCES

Part V

THE USE OF PULVERIZED FUEL FOR LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION

By V. Z. Caracristi

Vici£-President. Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company

It has often been pointed out that electrification of the steam railways will not involve the relegation of
serWceable steam locomotives to the scrap heap. They will be used on other lines until worn out. Electrifica-
tion will proceed gradually, and we shall probably continue to use the steam locomotives on some of our railroad
lines for many years to come. The conservation of our fuel resources demands that when improved methods
of combustion can be economically installed on locomotives it should be done. The steam locomotive, at its

best, is a wasteful type of prime mover, as compared with a large central station, and it is especially so when
burning inferior grades of coal on the grate. The use of pulverized fuel offers an opportunity for utilizing low-
grade coals with the same efficiency as the best grades, either on the locomotive or in the power station of an
electrified railroad.

—

Editor.

The weight and power of modern locomo-
tives have about reached the maximum in

those of recent construction, and the factors

that prevent further development in hauling
capacity are the following limitations in

design:

L That of size, which is governed by
the right-of-way conditions and clearances

through bridges, tunnels, etc.

2. The track, bridge, and culvert con-
ditions Hmiting the weight on wheels.

3. Tractive power which can be expressed
in terms of frictional weight available for

tractive effort.

4. The ability to construct the boiler of

sufficient size to furnish steam, particularly

when operating under severe overload con-
ditions.

The magnitude of the boiler .limitations

can be more readily understood when the
fact is taken into consideration that it is

necessary to develop a boiler horse power
from each two or less square feet of available

heating surface, particularly when the avail-

able heating surface is largely represented by
boiler tubes of approximately 2 in. internal

diameter, having a length, in some cases, of

as much as 23 ft., whereas the efficient work
performed in the transmission of the heat to
the water through such boiler tubes is all

accompHshed in the first eight or ten feet.

Much progress has been made and develop-
ment work done in the direction of improved
boiler design and efficiency by the use of

:

1. Brick arches, which, through the regen-
erative action of the heat stored therein,

insure more complete combustion of the gases
arising from the fuel bed.

2. More efficient utilization of the steam
evaporated by the boiler by means of super-

heating, and evaporation of the water carried
in suspension in the travel of the steam
through the superheater tubes to the engine
cylinders.

3. Feed water heating by utihzation of

the heat from the exhaust steam.
The overall thermal efficiency of a locomo-

tive when operated under full tonnage and
speed conditions is very low, particularly
when deductions are made for the combustible
in the fuel passing through the grates in the
form of coal and coke and out of the stack
in the form of unconsumed gases and in the
form of cinders which are rich in carbon
content.

The fact to take into consideration is that
a locomotive passes through all stages of load
conditions, being represented by no load
during the times spent at stations and on
sidings; a heavy load when overcoming the
inertia of the train at starting or when
accelerating; extreme load when operating on
level tracks or grades at speeds; and no load
when drifting down-grade.

Estimates have been made as to the amount
of fuel lost by the boiler through these
operating conditions, which run from 40 to
60 per cent of the coal as fired.

Because the locomotive is a self-contained
unit, it is necessary for the boiler and the
firebox to receive careful attention at each
terminal. The necessity, on account of fire

risk, for carrying the ash in an ash-pan
between terminals limits the capacity for

operation. This limitation, however, is

not as great as that brought about by the
necessity for cleaning the melted ash or
clinkers from the top of the grates in order to
prevent a blocking of the air necessary for

the combustion of fuel, or the cleaning of the
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Consolidation Type Locomotive in Service on Delaware & Hudson

Cylinders 27 inches x 32 inches
Driver wheels 63 inches
Weight on drivers 267,500 pounds .

Boiler pressure 195 pounds
Tractive power 61,400 pounds

flue sheets, which cleaning is generally out of the stack before it has been in the high
impracticable when on the road. temperature zone a sufficient length of time
A locomotive, when starting out from a to be consumed,

terminal, if considered as a 100 per cent unit, The percentage of slate and other foreign

will drop off in efficiency so that at the end non-combustible matter in the coal is becom-
of a 125-mile run the efficiency is reduced to ing greater as the thinner seams of coal are

probably not more than 60 per cent. This being mined, and as the labor condition grows
condition is very much accentuated when the more difficult to control. The percentage of

coal supply is of a poor grade, and it is becom- fine coal is also becoming great, due to the
ing worse from year to year as the mining modern methods of mining through under-
conditions and fuel supply for railroads grow cutting by mechanical means and the use of

less efficient. high explosives for the removal of the coal.

The best seams and grades of coal are being Efforts have been made to increase the

depleted and the proper grade of coal for boiler capacity of large locomotives through
locomotive operation is becoming more diffi- the use of mechanical stokers. The results,

cult to obtain. Some coal, now being used from the standpoint of steaming ability, have
on a nvmiber of roads, is of such quality as been good, but the fuel consumed under stoker

would not have been considered at all suitable conditions has been materially increased,

for locomotives some few years ago. The use of mechanical stokers on engines of

The extreme draft conditions under which high power has become an economic necessity,

it is necessary to operate a locomotive are brought about by difficulty in securing labor

such that, either hand or stoker fired, the fine to handle the coal from the tender to the

coal is drawn through the firebox, flues, and locomotive firebox, and in general it may be

Mikado Type Locomotive in Service on Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Cylinders 25 inches x 32 inches
Driving wheels .W inches
Weight on drivers 220.200 pounds
Boiler pressure 200 pounds
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Pacific Type Locjmotive in Service on New York Central

Cylinders 26 inches x 26 inches
Driver wheels 69 inches
Weight on drivers 174,500 pounds
Boiler pressure 180 pounds

said that the grade of men entering the rail- The use of pulverized fuel, burned in sus-

road ser\ice has been considerably lowered on pension, offers an opportunity to overcome
account of the unattractive conditions of a great many of the difficulties mentioned
firing, through which apprenticeship it is above in the operation of steam locomotives.

necessary to develop locomotive engineers. In the first place, this method eliminates the
Fuel oil, although largely used by the rail- necessity for manual labor for firing; and,

roads in the Southwest, is not an ideal owing to the fact that the combustion of the
locomotive fuel for the reason that high rates particles of fuel, when entering the com-
of combustion are not possible wdthout loss of bustion zone, takes place so -rapidly when
efficiency, restilting in heavy fuel consumption properly supplied with necessary air for

when operating under overload conditions, combustion that high rates of firing and of

dense smoke and waste of oil at the burner. steam generation can be maintained, irrespec-

Although the supply of fuel oil is in no tive of the ash or volatile content. The
immediate danger of being depleted, the combustion takes place in suspension, and
demand for hydrocarbon fuels for automobile the air is admitted into the firebox through
and truck service and for marine and navy free openings from the atmosphere. The
use is becoming greater each year, and it is necessity for .high firebox vacuum is elim-
quite possible that the use of fuel oil for steam inated, permitting the engine to be relieved

generating piu-poses will be legislated against of about 75 per cent of the cylinder back
as a movement in the direction of conserva- pressure, which, in turn, reduces the steam
tion of this valuable product. necessary per horse power of cylinder output,

Ten-wheel Locomotive in Service on Central Railway of Brazil

Cylinders 21 )^ inches x 20 inches
Driver wheels 68 inches
Weight on drivers 124,200 pounds
Boiler pressure 175 pounds
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thus enabling the engine to be operated at
shorter cutoff and under more favorable con-
ditions.

The waste of combustible through the
stack in the form of unconsumed gases or

Arrangement of Back Boiler-head showing Addition of Equipment Necessary
for Operation of Pulverized Fuel Burning Apparatus

cinders and through the grates to the ash-
pan is entirely eliminated.

At the present time there are in successful

road service a number of locomotives scat-

tered throughout the United States and
Brazil operating with pulverized fuel. The
possibilities for the use of low-grade fuels,

such as lignite, bituminous slack, anthracite
dust or tailings have been demonstrated.
Furthermore, the efficiency of the firebox,

as compared with that by hand firing, has
been increased from 20 to 25 ])er cent, and
the ability to instantly sto[) combustion and
the use of fuel when the engine is standing
or drifting is resulting in a fuel saving of

from 25 to 40 i)er cent.

Advantages of a Combustible Such as Pulverized
Fuel

The advantages can be summarized as
follows

:

1st. Possibility of applying pulverized fuel

to existing motive power without
changes in the boiler or other heavy
expense.

2nd. Possibility of increasing
train load over ruling grades and
on long, heavy pulls, due to the
improved steaming capacity and
reduced cylinder back pressure of

the locomotive.

3rd. Reduced handling and de-

lay to locomotives on engine house
and ash-pit track through the
elimination of cleaning, dumping,
and rebuilding of fires.

4th. Reduced fuel consumption
at terminals and on road through
more effective combustion and the
positive control over the fuel fired.

5th. Ability to utilize inferior

grades of fuels that are not now
suitable for burning on grates in

locomotives or for the commercial
trade.

6th. Conservation of the better

grades of fuel for revenue tonnage.

7th. Greater average monthly
mileage possible for the locomotive.

8th. Less liability for engine and
train -crew overtime, particularly on
relatively long runs and under the

present eight-hour basis.

9th. Elimination of the neces-

sity for more than one fireman or

for labor or equij^iment to shovel or

push the fuel ahead on the tenders.

10th. Reduced coaling station

labor.

1 1th. Reduced ashes and cinders to be dis-

posed of at terminals and on the line of road.

12th. Elimination of smoke, sparks, and
fire hazards, resulting in reduced loss and
damage claims.

13th. Less classification and switching of

company used fuel at coaling stations.

14th. No loss of fuel from tenders, fuel

being carried in an enclosed tank.

15th. No special fuel or c luipment for

firing u]) locomotives.

Kith. li^limination of liability for burning of

wooden trestles and cross ties or snow sheds.

17th. Better drainage and reduced work
on road bed, due to elimination of ashes and
cinders from tlu' nsjlil-of-wav.
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18th. Elimination of pn"^tes, ash-pans, 21st. Elimination of losses brought about

smokebox draft appliances, inspection, adjust- by neo;lect in the proper method of firing coal

ment. repairs, and renewals. on grates.

Arrangement of Pulverized Fuel Burning Apparatus on a Locomotive

(1) Turret valve (17)
(2) Pressure reducing valve (18)
(3) Cutout valve (19)
(4) Emergency regulating valve (20)
(5) Feeder control wheel (21)
(6) Steam line to feeder turbine (22)
(7) Steam line to turbo-blower (23)
(8) Stack blower valve (24)
(9) Operating handle for damper 22 (25)

(10) Speed indicator for turbine 18 (26)
(11) Duplex steam gauge for steam lines (27)

6 and 7 (28)
(12) Firing up steam coupling (29)
(1.3) Firing up steam valve (30)
(14) Fire door (31)
(1.5) Peep-hole (32)
(16) Boiler steam gauge

Turbo-blower (33)

Feeder turbine (34)

Fuel feed screw (35)
Driving gear (36)
Fuel hose (37)
Induced air damper (38)
Fuel nozzle (39)
Burner (40)
Burner hand hole cover ("41)

Fuel filling hole cover (42)
Feeder hand hole cover (43)

Feeder clutches (44)

Feeder clutch operating handle (45)

Steam strainer for firing up line 33 (46)
Steam strainer for turbo-blower line 7 (47)

Steam strainer for feeder turbine (48)
line 6

Firing up steam line

Turbo-blower nozzle valve
Grease cup for feed screw
Pressure blower manifold
Pressure blower conduits
Fuel and air commingler
Exhaust steam line

Primary arch
Security arch
Auxiliary air inlets

Slag pan
Three-way valve
Steam nozzle
Steam nozzle pipe
Flexible connection
Pulverized fuel container

19th. Reduced firebox and boiler repairs

and renewal through the maintenance of

more uniform firebox temperatures.
20th. Elimination of firing tools and like

loose equipment on the locomotive.

The above advantages are slightly offset by
the cost of drying and pulverizing the fuel. The
expense of this, however, is again balanced by
the possibility of reducing the first cost of the

fuel on a B.t.u. basis; and as such expense is
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directly chargeable to the cost of the fuel it is

only indirectly an operating charge.

The capital account requirements for the

installation of pulverized fuel have, in this

country, somewhat retarded the universal

application of pulverized fuel to existing power.

The cost of suitable fuel for hand, stoker, or oil

firing, however, is reaching a point where the

installation of pulverized fuel burning equip-

ment is becoming an economic necessity.

Foreign countries not as well favored as

the United States with suitable coal deposits

for hand and stoker firing are rapidly coming
to a realization of the necessity for the

utilization of the low-grade fuels which are in

nearly all places available. Such cotmtries

been found practicable; graphitic anthracite

coal, such as is found in the Canadian North-
west and in the New England States, which
has heretofore been considered of no value for

fuel; and lignites from other sections, which
cannot be burned in locomotives in any other

form, due to the formation of clinker on the

grates and the impossibility of keeping uncon-
sumed coal from passing out of the stack and
causing right-of-way fires.

In the burning of fuel in pulverized form in

locomotives the principal difficulties which
had to be overcome were:

1. To maintain a combustion intensity

suitable for developing high overload capacity

of the locomotive boiler.

ANALYSIS OF FUELS WHICH HAVE BEEN USED ON LOCOMOTIVES IN PULVERIZED FORM

Kind Moisture

Illinois unwashed screenings. . .

j

3.70

B. R. & P. bituminous
I

0.88

Brazilian bituminous 1.73

Texas lignite 21. 52
Eagle Pass bituminous 0.65

Bankhead graphitic anthracite. 0.48

Calgary, B. C, lignite 8.84

Bituminous (1) 0.50

Anthracite slush (2) 100
Kentucky unwashed screenings.

\

2.46

Volatile

35.25
25.67
14.02
33.08
33.45
13.68
33.97
29.50
6.00

36.00

Fixed
Carbon Ash Sulphur

48.74 10.61 1.70
63.05 10.40 1.64

60.04 25.94 8.25
29.28 16.12 1.97
40.10 26.43 0.84
70.83 15 49 0.94
54.63 11.40
60.00 10.00 1 50
71.00 22.00 2.50
54.00 7.94 0.79

riNENESS THROUHH

100 Mesh 200 Mesh

12,400
13,912
10,904
7,801
8,845

13,750
11,250
13,964

99.66

99.8
97.2
98.8
98.2
98.7

97.25

96.6
88.0
91.8
90.5
90 5
86
86
83.0

Note.—Locomotive using a mixture "f 40 per cent of (1) and 60 per cent of (2).

as are now depending upon the importation

of high-grade coal for locomotive use are, at

the present time, operating under severe

handicap, brought about by the inability to

get English coal and the necessity for sub-

stituting American coal, which is more firable

and is of a structure such as will not stand the

handling incident to transportation without

a large loss due to the formation of an ex-

tremely fine dust.

It is interesting, perhaps, to note that such

coals as are not suitable for use in hand or

stocker fired installations on locomotives are

particularly adapted for burning in pul-

verized form. In the first place such coal is

usually high in volatile constituents and is

easily pulverized and gives better thermal

efficiencies in the evaporation of water than

the so-called high-grade coal.

Some of the coals which have been success-

fully l)urned in pulverized form in locomotives

are given in the table al'ove.

It will be noticed that this table covers the

entire range: Brazilian bituminous coal, lor

which no other method of combustion has

2. Formation of honeycomb on the flue

sheets, due to the iron and sulphur in the ash

in a molten condition freezing on the flue

sheets, stopping the flues and preventing the

passage of the gases to the stack. These

difficulties have been successfully overcome
but each fuel has to be treated as an inde-

pendent problem and sufficient progress has

not as yet been made to determine the proi)er

relationship in the various elements of the

combustion process from an analysis of the

fuel and ash. Sufficient progress, however,

has been made to reduce the variables to a

known quantity and simplify the adjustment

of these known elements After the firebox

has been properly arranged for a specific fuel,

considerable latitude in the analysis of the

fuel as received from the mine is permissible

without the neci>ssity for re-adjustment, so

that each coal de|)osit can be treated as a

unit and the variations brought about by the

different mining oj)erations and working o\

the seams developed can be disregarded.

It is perhaj)s iiiteristing to recall that the

first elTorts to burn fufl oil undL>r locomotive
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boilers were extremely discouraging, and it

was only after considerable development work
in methods of combustion, extending over

many years, that it was found possible to

maintain the rate of combustion necessary

to give good steaming results with the use of

this fuel. Even now, due to the use of steam
jets, and the necessity for sanding flue sheets

to remove unconsumed carbon, etc., it is a
most wasteful practice as far as utilization

of heat value in the fuel is concerned.
In stationary practice the introduction of

natural gas under boilers required special

regenerative features and, until the firebox

had been properly arranged, practically no
evaporation results were obtained.

Part VI

POSSIBILITIES OF CONSERVATION OF FUEL BY RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION

By W. D. Bearce

R.\ILW.\Y AND Tr.^CTION ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

The most potent factors in the conservation of fuel during the last twenty years have been: (1) the develop-

ment of water power, (2) the concentration of the production of power from fuel in central stations where the

most economical methods may be utilized, and (3) the distribution of power electrically. There is still much
to be done in the way of replacing inefficient isolated power plants of various kinds and sizes with electric

power From the point of view of fuel conservation the most important field remaining for the more extended
use of electricity is on the railways. One-fourth of all the coal mined in the country, as well as a considerable
quantity of oil, is consumed by steam locomotives. The locomotive is an isolated power plant of low efficiency,

and the only excuse for its continued existence is the cost of electrification. Data are now available which
show that in one case, cited by the author, an electrified railway has earned 20 per cent annually on the invest-

ment.

—

Editor.

According to the classification of the U. S.

Geological Survey, the steam railroads are

the next to the largest consumers of coal

products in the United States, their require-

ments being exceeded only by the group of

industries classed as "Industrial Steam
Trade."* Out of a total production of more
than half a billion tons of bituminous coal,

the steam roads are charged with the con-
sumption of 135,000,000 tons, or 27 per cent.

The railroads also consume 6,735,000 tons

of anthracite, or 7.7 per cent of the total

production.

The report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission gives figures for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1916, showing a total of

63.862 steam locomotives in service. These
engines are operating over 259,211 miles of

route, or a total of 394,944 miles on a single

track basis The transportation systems
represented by these figures operated every
type of railway from light infrequent service

roads to heavy transcontinental freight and
passenger haulage. Locomotives vary in

size from small switchers up to the heavy
freight engines weighing 300 tons or more.

Figures on the consumption of fuel oil for

steam locomotives indicate that oil burners
consumed a total of more than 42,000,000
barrels for the year 1916. These locomotives
were operated over nearly 32,000 miles of

track in twenty-one states.
• Thij classification covers a wide range of consumers includ-

inR the following: large mills, factories, central power stations,
purnpinK plants, and brick and cement burners

At the present prices of the crude product,
it is probably somewhat more expensive to

operate with oil than with coal, although in

some cases the reduced damage from forest fire

offsets the extra cost. Many of the western
roads, however, on account of the proximity
of government reserves are required to use
oil over long distances. Large amounts of

fuel oil are required by the United States

navy, as well as by large numbers of merchant
ships, and the supply of the principal product
of the oil refineries in the shape of gasolene
hardly equals the demand. It is, therefore,

quite as important to save fuel oil as to

conserve the supply of coal.

The number of electrically operated rail-

ways is small in comparison to those operating
by steam, totalling only 47,000 miles, or

103^ per cent of the total trackage. The
rolling stock includes 80,000 passenger motor
cars, more than 1000 express motor cars, and
about 540 electric locomotives. The coal

consumption per mile is small, however, when
compared with that required by steam
locomotives. In fact, it may be conceded
that the traction systems of our large cities,

such as New York, Boston, Chicago, and
others, are operated on a most efficient basis

as far as coal consumption is concerned.
Many cities, such as Buffalo, Baltimore,

St. Louis, and San Francisco, are supplied to a

large extent from hydroelectric plants, and
thus require little if any coal for their oper-

ation. This is also the case with a large
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number of small interurban roads throughout
the count n-. Taking into account the large

amounts of hydroelectric poAver utilized and
the efficient vise of coal in the power plants

of the large electric railway systems, it is

ob\"ious that if our steam railroads were
operated on the same efficient basis tremen-
dous sa\-ings of coal would result.

It is e\-ident, therefore, that the most
significant economies should be secured b}'

reducing the 27 per cent of the total output
now required by steam engines used on our
great railway systems. Some impro\-ement
in efficiency is being secured by modernizing
large numbers of engines of the older types
and by discarding obsolete engines for

up-to-date equipment. Competent engineers,

however, are satisfied that the greatest

distance of 1000 miles from the Pacific Coast.
The use of fuel for railroad trains would thus
be entirely eliminated, saving thousands of

tons of coal and many barrels of fuel oil.

In Evn-oi^'can countries, where the high
price of coal and its scarcity have furnished
added incentive, railway managements are
vigorously pushing plans for electrification.

In Italy and Switzerland the coal situation is

acute, and plans are well matured for the
utilization of the vast water powers in order

to become independent of foreign coal supply
in emergencies such as the present war. These
plans contemplate not only the electrical

operation of the railroads but the electrifi-

cation of industrial plants as well.

In addition to the actual saving in coal

resulting from electrification of the existing

Figs. 5 and 6. Exhibition Test of Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Locomotives on 1.66 per cent Grade near Janney Substation.

Three steam locomotives operating at 9-10 m.p.h. with 2000 tons trailing; two electric locomotives

operating at 15-16 m.p.h. with 3000 tons trailing

reduction in coal consumption could be
obtained by the electrification of a great

many of our railroads which are large con-
sumers of coal. The results obtained on
various roads in the United States during
the past twenty years have amply demon-
strated the feasibility and desirability of

electrification.

It is a remarkable fact that ample water
powers exist within easy transmission distance
of practically all the great railways of the
northwestern United States and Canada.
Many of these powers are undeveloped
owing to the absence of a market for power
and in some cases because of their location
on government lands. By the development
of these water powers, electricity could be
delivered to the right-of-way of all the trans-

mountain railways of the northwest for a
* See General Electric Review, November, 1916, p. 1009-

steam railroads, the experience of main line

railroads now operating electrically demon-
strates that an increased capacity of track

is made available by the increased train loads

and the greatly increased operating speeds.

Furthermore, under steam operation, the

fuel coal has to be transported over the road
as non-revenue tonnage from the mines or

from the point of delivery on the right-of-way

to the various coaling stations, thus occupying
the tracks and engines which might otherwise

be used in the production of revenue. A
non-revenue movement which is much more
difficult to reduce to actual figures, however,
is the hauling of this same coal in the engine
tenders. This movement of company coal

in cars and on tenders, together with water
for steaming purposes, is estimated by
Mr. A. H. Armstrong* in the case of mountain
divisions of a trunk line railway (sections now
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1

in the most immediate need of electrification)

as 10 per cent of the total gross ton-miles

carried over the rails. Under these conditions

the electric locomotive, due to freedom from
coal and water requirements, is inherently

capable of hauling 10 per cent more average
train tonnage with no increase of weight upon
the driving axles.

Data are now available for several railway

systems showing that the cost of conversion

to electrical operation in the case of roads
with a reasonable amount of traffic is amply
justified from the financial standpoint. The
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway, which
was electrified in 1913 at an initial cost of

$1,201,000, showed a total net saving per

year over steam operation of S242,300,
exceeding 20 per cent upon the entire cost of

electrification. In addition to this definite

money saving the road secured a greatly

increased capacity and a great improvement
in the service. These facts being well

established, it is quite within reason that the

Federal Government should take steps to

conserve the existing supply of coal and
fuel oil by assisting to finance such electrifi-

cations as competent engineering authorities

should be able to show will make the greatest

saving in fuel.

In order to establish a definite ratio of

comparison between the efficiency of the

steam locomotive and the electric systems,

data from various roads have been compiled

showing that as an average figure seven
pounds of coal on the steam locomotive
tender is equivalent to a kilowatt-hour of

electricity on the alternating-current switch-

board at the power-house. A kilowatt-hour

of electrical energy can be produced in a

Fig. 7. Passenger Train on a Mountain Grade
Hauled by Five Steam Locomotives

modern povv^er plant with two and one-half

pounds of coal. This means that it requires

seven pounds of good coal on a steam loco-

motive to haul the same amount of net

tonnage as could be handled with an electric

locomotive by burning two and one-half

pounds of coal in an up-to-date pow&r house.

It is necessary to use net tonnage figures to

POWER CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRIFIED RAILROADS IN UNITED STATES AND
EQUIVALENT COAL SAVING

Railroad

Long Island R.R
New York Central Elcc. Div. . . .

New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford

Penn. R.R.—N.Y. Terminal. . . .

West Jersey & .Sea vShorc R.R.. .

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific

Erie R.R.—Rochester Div
So. Pacific—Oakland, Alameda
& Berkeley Div

Baltimore & CJhio

Grand Trunk—St. Clair Tunnel .

.

Detroit River Tunnel
Gr. No. Ry.—Cascade Tunnel. . .

Boston & Maine—Hoosac Tunnel
Norfolk & Western
Penn. R.R.— Paoli Div
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Ry

Trolley
Voltage

600 D-C.
600 D-C.

11,000 A-C.
600 D-C.
600 D-C.

2,400 D-C.
11,000 A-C.

1,200 D-C.
600 D-C.

3,300 A-C.
()00 D-C.

6,600 A-C.
3-phase

11,000 A-C.
11,000 A-C.
11,000 A-C.

3.000 D-C.

Miles
Electric
Track

208
253

531
97
150
90
38

138
8
12
20
7

21
90
95

600

2358

Steam

Water
Power

Steam
Steam

Steam
Steam
Steam
Water
Water

Water
vSteam
Steam
vStcam
Water

vStcam
vSteam
vSteam

Water

Kilowatt-hour
Consumption
per Year at

Power Station

78,652,000
92,000,000

90.500,000
49,347,000
30,018,400
23,408,270
1,894,860

27,844,800
7,014, ()(){)

3,396,453
7,431,000
4,080,000

7,727,000
50,4I0.5.'")2

23,4()(),()()0

134,400,000

608.124,335

Equivalent
Coal in
Tons at
7 Lbs.

Tons of
Coal
Saved

per Year

275.280
322,000

317,000
172,715
105,000
82,100
6,315

97.457
24.549
11,880
26,000
14,280

183,500
215,000

212.000
115,000
70,000
82.100
6.315

97,457
16.400
7,900
17.300
14,280

27,045 18,000
177,000 118,000
82,040 ! 54,700

I

470.400* I
470,400»

2,129,021 1,643,052

•Oil burning locomotives were used on a large part of the sections now electrifiod, so that this fiKurc i< tabulated for comp.irative

purposes only. Three and one-half barrels of oil arc ordinarily considered as equivalent to a ton of coal.
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secure a fair basis of comparison, since there

i:? a much greater percentai:[e of non-revenue
freii];ht wnth steam than with electric liaulage

owing to the handUng of company coal for

the steam locomotive.

These assumptions are based on a good
quality of coal both on the locomotive and
in the power station. Experience has demon-
strated that there is no economy in attempting
to use low-grade fuel on the locomotive, but
with stationary boilers and equipment it is

possible to materially reduce the cost of

power by burning low-grade coal. For
purposes of comparison, the ratio of 7 to 2]/^

is a conservative figure.

On systems where hydroelectric power can
be used practically the entire coal con-
sumption of a road may be conserved by
electrification. Where steam power stations

are required, nearly two-thirds of the present

coal consumption may be saved.

In ihe table on page 862 there are 2358 miles

of track which has been converted from steam
to electric haulage. Figures for the kilowatt

hours consumed have been tabulated and the

equivalent coal calculated on the basis of

7 lb. of coal per kilowatt-hour. These figures

represent the amount of coal that would be
required were these electrified roads operating
with steam engines. Assuming that all of
this coal would be saved where water power
is used, and two-thirds where electricity is

produced in steam stations, the amount of

coal saved is calculated in the adjoining
column.

While the total track miles included in the
table is less than one per cent of the steam
road mileage of the United States, it should
be noted that the calculated savings exceed
a million and a half tons of coal or equivalent
fuel oil as a result of electrical operation. The
most conspicuous savings are shown by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul electrification

which has secured a saving of fuel equivalent
to nearly half a million tons of coal per year.

The electrification of the Cascade division

of this road consisting of 221 miles of track
is being pushed vigorously and when in

operation will also add 364,500 barrels of oil

to the saving now being made.

The Operation of Railway Substations
without Attendants

By W. D.Bearce
Railway and Traction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The author gives a brief historical review of the progress made during the past three years in the equip-
ment of automatic substations for railway service. While about thirty automatic railway substation equip-
ments are under construction at Schenectady, the following description is mainly confined to railway systems
which are now actually operating attendantless substations.

—

Editor.

The automatic railway substation, as it is

being equipped today in rapidly increasing
numbers, was first put into commercial opera-
tion about three years ago in the stations of

the Elgin & Belvidere Electric Company near
.Chicago. After one of these stations had been
tried out, the other two stations operated by
this company were also equipped for auto-
matic opera cion.

The operation of substations without
attendants was first tried out by the Detroit
Edison Company and the equipment installed

in 1912 was a forerunner of the present auto-
matic station. This installation consisted of

a 500-kw. synchronous converter connected
to the lighting system in the city of Detroit
for the purpose of maintaining the proper
voltage in the outlying districts. A new
station was installed instead of additional
feeder copper and was controlled by the
operator of the main alternating-current
supply station. Control was effected entirely

from this main station over the 4400-volt,

three-phase, alternating-current line. A
similar installation was made in 1914 by the
New South Wales Government Tramways in

one of the outlying substations of Sydney,
Australia. The scheme of control was quite

different, however, the starting, shutting
down, etc., being effected by the use of pilot

wires. This station, however, was connected
to a railway load and was subject to the
fluctuating peaks common to railway service.

As a matter of general information, it

should be stated that the stations installed

at Detroit and in Sydney were of the remote
control type while that put in operation on
the Elgin & Belvidere system was strictly

automatic. The automatic equipment is

essentially different from the remote control

system in that the machines are started up
connected to the line and shut down without
the assistance of an operator either in the
station or in any remote station. These
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functions are performed in accordance with

the requirements of the load on the system
whereas with the manually operated or remote
controlled station the starting, loading, and
shutting down of the converting apparatus

is either left to the judgment of the substation

attendant or performed in accordance with a

set schedule. With automatic control, sensi-

tive relays are relied upon to observe • the
conditions of load on the trolley feeders and
the control equipment acts automatically in

response to the movement of these relays.

In order to eliminate the possibility of the

circuit being opened by overload circuit-

breakers, a ciurent-limiting resistance is

installed as a part of the automatic equip-

ment. This resistance is adjusted to be
connected into circuit when the current drawn

Prairie. Each of these stations contains a
o()()-kw., three-phase synchronous converter
with the necessary transforming and switch-
board equipment. The first automatic equip-
ment was installed in the Union Station; and
after a short experience, the two remaining
substations were similarly equipped. Auto-
matic operation on the last two stations was
started in August, 1915.

The essential features of the installation

are a motor-operated drum controller arranged
to make the necessary connections for start-

ing and connecting the synchronous converter

to the line; the direct-current exciter forming
a part of the same set so connected that it

gives the proper polarity to the synchronous
converter fields before connecting the con-

verter to the line; the necessary controlling

Fig. Automatic Railway Substation fBrennan) Interurban

Railway Company, Des Moines, Iowa
Fig. 6. Automatic Railway Substations (12th and High

Streets), Des Moines City Railway Company

from the substation machinery reaches certain

predetermined overload values and the output
of the station is thus limited to the desired
amount. While the remote control substation
makes some savings in the cost of attendants'
sen-ices, the automatic station goes still

further and makes appreciable savings in

the cost of power. The current-limiting
feature furnishes an additional safety feature
which prevents injury to the substation
machinery and thus assists in keeping the
converter machinery alwaj^s ready for service.

Elgin & Belvidere Electric Company

The Elgin & Belvidere Electric Company
operates a single-track road 36 miles in length
handling a 600-volt interurban service. Power
is purchased at 26,000 volts, three-phase, 25
cycles and delivered to three substations
located at Gilberts, Union, and Garden

and protective relays; and the load limiting

resistance. The converter is started up when
the potential on the trolley falls to 450 volts

or below. This low voltage causes a contact-

making voltmeter to start up the drum con-

troller which, in turn, energizes the actuating
coils of the starting and running alternating-

current switches, the field switch, and the

direct-current line switch. As soon as the
converter reaches full speed and full voltage,

the drum controller comes to rest and the

station thus operates until the current which
it is supplying to the trolley circuit falls below
some predetermined value, at which time a cur-

rent relay operates and shuts down the station.

The series current- limiting resistors are

placed between the posidve terminal of the
converter and the station bus, and they are

automatically cut into circuit at predeter-

mined overloads.
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The operation ©f these stations on the

Elgin & Belvidere Electric Company's lines

has been viewed by a large number of railway

men and, as a result, automatic equipments
have been installed and are in operation on

Fig. 7. Automatic Railway Substation at Union, Elgin and

Belvidere Electric Company

Fig. 8. Interior of Automatic Railway Substation, Elgin and

Belvidere Electric Company

half a dozen other system.s in the United

States. There arc also under construction

in the Schenectady plant of the (^icneral Elec-

tric Com])any about thirty e(|uipments rang-

ing in ca])acity from 200 to 1500 kw.

Des Moines Ra'lway Properties

Twj of the most ardent advocates of the
automatic substation are the Des Moines
City Railway Company which operates 85
miles of city trackage and the Interurban

Railway Company which operates

74 miles of interurban line. Both
of these lines have installed a
number of automatic equipments,
and plans have been completed for

seven additional automatic sta-

tions on the city lines and three

on the interurban lines. Several

more stations are under considera-

tion. In general, the scheme of

operation of these substations is

the same as that employed by the

Elgin & Belvidere Electric Com-
pany. One of the no\'el features

is a portable automatic station

containing a 500-kw. synchronous
converter which is at present in

use on a spur of track reaching

out to a gravel pit. This portable

substation is completely equipped
for operation either on the 23,000-

volt interurban transmission lines

or the 4400-volt city supply. Auto-
matic substations on the city lines

are located at Twelfth and' High
streets, 500-kw. with a second

500-kw. unit projected; East

Second and Walnut streets,

500 kw. ; East Fourteenth and
Lyon streets, 500 kw.; East

Fourteenth and Florence streets,

500 kw. ; 33rd and Easton

streets, 500 kw.; Waveland, 500

kw.; and 20th and Clark streets,

500 kw.
The suburban stations are lo-

cated at Brennan and Hyperion,

each of 30()-kw. capacity. The
portal)le automatic substation

of 500-kw. capacity is in

operation l)ctwcen Herrold and
Moran.
Cne of the remarkable features

of the Des Moines installation

was the saving effected in feeder

copper by the use of automatic

equipment. A detailed estimate

furnished by the Railway Com-
pany shows a saving of more than $140,000

in favor of the automatic plan. Table

1 shows the comparative costs of the

automatic and the manually operated equip-

ment.
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TABLE I

DETAILED ESTIMATE OF COST OF INSTALL-
ING ADEQUATE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Feeder Plan

Present feeder copper at 25c. per lb $112,800
Additional copper necessary for proper

voltage regulation at 25c. per lb 172,500

Two 1000-k\v. synchronous converters

installed in power house, building ex-

tension, switchboard, equipment, etc.

.

60,000

§345,300

Automatic Substation Plan

Present feeder copper $112,800
Seven synchronous converters and con-

trol equipment 98,000
Installation of seven equipments 8,500
Seven substation buildings 21,000
Seventeen miles 4400-volt transmission
Hne 34,000

Miscellaneous material 10,000
Auto-transformers for stepping voltage
from 2200 to 4400, labor, cable, switch-

ing equipment, etc 9,500

$293,800
Credit feeder copper taken down at 20c. . . 90,200

$203,600

Manually-operated substations plan, total $345,300
Automatically-operated substation plan,

total 203,600

Difiference $141,700

Although no operators have been displaced
owing to the fact that all automatic substa-

tions are new, the Des ]\Ioines lines are mak-
ing a large saving on operators' wages since

the several automatic stations dispense with
attendance which would have been required
for manually operated stations. Consider-
able savings are also being made from the

elimination of light-load losses as well as the
reduced maintenance on the equipment and
the hghter duty secured by the load-limiting

resistance.

Milwaukee Electric Railway 8b Light Company

The first 1200-volt automatic substation
was put in operation during last summer on
the Interurban division of the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company's lines

at East Troy. This substation is at the end
of the interurban division 28 miles distant
f om West Allis, the nearest substation, and
contains four 300-kw., 2o-cycle, 600-volt syn-

chronous converters arranged to be operated
two in series for 1200 volts. One set of these

machines has been equipped with automatic
control and is now handling the load without
assistance. The other set is being retained

for standby use. Some modification of the
equipment used in former stations was
necessary, in order to take care of the 1200-

volt service and to provide for the operation

of the two machines in series. The equip-

ment is arranged to cut in the two machines
when the trolley voltage drops to 950 and
the current relay operates to shut down the

station when the current falls to 25 amperes.
The dashpot effect is used to prevent the

station from dropping out during the ordinary
passenger stop which requires about five

minutes after the power drops to the 25-

ampere point. Since there is a two-hour
schedule on this division, the station is shut
down quite a large part of the time. Esti-

mates on the approximate saving effected

by the elimination of two operators and the

reduction in the no-load and light-load losses

give an annual saving of more than $1700
per year for the single station.

Grand Rapids, Grand Haven 8b Muskegon Railway

Another station recently put in operation
is the Spring Lake Station of the Grand
Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon Railway
Company containing a 500-kw., six-phase,

600-volt synchronous converter. This is a
new station and was put in operation with
automatic equipment in May, 1917. The
line is equipped for the most part with an
over-running third-rail, and handles con-
siderable freight and express service in addi-

tion to the regular passenger and summer
resort traffic. The automatic equipment is

similar in general to the other 600-volt

stations now in operation; and it is expected
that considerable savings will be effected

from the elimination of operators' wages and
light-load losses on the machine.

Other automatic equipments are in opera-

tion in different parts of the country and
among the several stations now under con-

struction is one automatically controlling two
units in the same station, the second unit

being put in service to take care of load peaks
during rush hours at morning and night while

the first unit handles normal loads.
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The Large Turbo-Generator

Part II

By R. H. Rice

Turbine Engineering Dep.\rtment, Gener.\l Electric Company

In the first installment of this article a comparison is made, on the basis of first costs and operating costs,

between three types of power plants for steel mill and blast furnace operation; viz., a steam turbine plant, a gas-

engine plant with steam reserve, and an all-gas-engine plant. A battery of four blast furnaces is assumed, each
furnace having a capacity of 550 long tons of pig iron per day, and the power plant is designed to supply all

blast furnace demands for air, water, steam and electricity, and in addition to furnish 20,000 kw. of electricity

for steel mill operation. The result of the comparison is very favorable to the steam turbine plant and shows
that, contrary to the usual case, the plant with the lower first cost has the lower running charges. In other
words, by spending only 50 per cent of the cost of an all-gas-engine plant an operating economy of 30 per cent is

effected. In this installment brief specifications for the several plants are given and portions of the discussion

of the paper by David vS. Jacobus of the Babcox and Wilcox Company and Alex. Dow of the Detroit Edison
Company are included.

—

Editor.

APPENDIX A
Specifications for Blast Furnace Plants

The figures in the paper apply to an installa-

tion of blast furnaces in a steel mill, of which
the principal constituent elements are given

below. The data upon which all the values

depend were set forth in a paper read before

the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl-
vania, except that economizers have been
added and the details of the feed-water heat-

ing system re-arranged for the steam plant

to bring the efficiency up to that of the latest

practice.

Blast Furnaces

Four blast furnaces have been included, in

which it is expected that carbon will be con-

sumed with a total amount of 12,835 short

tons per furnace, per average month of 730
hours. This figure corresponds to an out-

put of 550 long tons of pig per day with a

coke rate of 1800 pounds per long ton, con-

sidering 85.2 per cent of the weight of coke

as net carbon passing into the gas.

By means of the following formula the

quantity of air and gas produced for each
pound of carbon leaving the furnace in the

gas is determined. These computations are

derived from a gas analysis and the values

obtained are in cubic feet at 14.7 lb. ]jer scj.

in. and a temperature of GO deg. P., and this

quantity is substantially equal to cubic feet

at 30 in. mercury and 62 deg. F. temperature.

N2 = percentage of N in the

gas.

C =the sum of the ])ercenl-

ages of gases contain-

ing c'lrbon.

Then, 39.6 N2/C = cubic feet of air per lb

of carbon.

3140/C = cubic feet of gas per lb.

of carbon.

The air as computed is actual air after

allowances have been made for slip, etc., and
is the figure indicated on the governing beam
of a turbo-blower with a properly calibrated

air governing apparatus.

The carbon is the carbon in the gas and
consists of the net carbon in the coke and in

the limestone, etc., less the carbon in the pig,

flue dust, etc.

The gas analysis used for this case is

:

Per Cent
CO 26.2

CO. 12.9

CH4 0.1

C =vSum of gases containing carbon 39.2

Ho, = 3.5

N2 = Nitrogen by difference 57.3

100.0

The lower or net heating value of this gas

is computed to be 95.5 B.t.u. per cu. ft.

Substituting in the formulae the value of

N2 and C for the gas analysis, we have for

these furnaces:

Cu. ft. of air per lb. of carbon = 57.0

Cu. ft. of gas ])er lb. of carbon = 80.1

The total heat in the gas will then be:

12,835X2000X80.1 X 95.5 X 4 730= 1076

million B.t.u. per hoin-.

All the gas ])roduce{l ])asses through pri-

inar\- washers, and 30 per cent of the gas is

assunu'(l to be ust'd in the stoves.
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General Characteristics of the Plant

The plant is designed to supply all blast

tuniace demands for air, water, steam, and
electricit\'. and also during week-da\' hours

to supply to steel mills, per furnace, 5()()() k\v.

of electricity, or a total for the plant of 20,000

k\v. of electricity. If, and when, the gas is

insufficient to generate sufficient power for

the full output of the steel mills, coal must
be used to make up the deficiency. The cost

of this coal is included in the figtu-es of Table
I, last item under "charges," at $2.00 per

long ton delivered at fire-room door, and
containing 13,500 B.t.u. per pound, plus 50

cents per ton for firing and ash-handling.

The gas-engine plant has apparatus pro-

\-ided for burning this coal in such emergencies.

The entire plant in either case is assumed
to be located on a river or a great lake, and
includes apparatus for unloading ore, storing

it, and delivering it to the furnaces; and water
is supposed to be of such quality that it is

proper for use without purification. There
is also included in the figures a water intake
system \\'ith conduits and standpipes.

APPENDIX B
Four-furnace Combined Gas-engine Plant with

Steam Reserve

This plant includes a gas-electric and a gas

blo\\-ing station, and also an electric pumping
station. There are steam spares provided
in all cases for emergency use. These include

a boiler house supplying regularly a small

amount of steam for various purposes about
the plant, but wnth sufficient reserve capacity
so that by coal firing, steam for the emergency

spares may be supplied when necessary. Gas
holders are pro\4ded to store a comparatively
small amount of gas, and furnace gas can be
turned on or off and used under steam boilers

as occasion demands, coal being used to make
tip any deficiency. The average amount of

coal used for make-up is small.

The system includes a reserve of boilers

and steam spares which have been found
necessary in practice, so that the blast

furnace, steel mills, and pumps will seldom
have to be shut down.

Boiler Plant for Gas Engine Station

The following table shows the steam used in

million pounds per month in this boiler plant

:

Opera(tion of electric station steam turbines. 23.57
Power st'ation, miscellaneous 2.13
Gas washer station, miscellaneous 0.47
Bla;st furnace, miscellaneous 9.47

Total steam 35.64

The following quantities are used:

Heat added in boilers—1135 B.t.u. per
pound of steam.

Heat consumption of boilers at 65 per cent

efficiency— 1135 X 35,640,000/730 X
0.65 = 85 millions B.t.u. per hour.

Coal used in addition to gas—8800 long
tons per year at $2.50 = $22,000 (same
as in Plant C).

Normal coal to make margin same as in

Plant C as found later, 43,000,000
B.t.u. per hour. Normal coal cost

43,000,000 X24 X6 X52 X2.50 ___ .._

13,500X2240 = ^^^'^^^

per year. Total coal cost, $48,600.

TABLE 1

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF FOUR-FURNACE PLANTS

First Costs All-Gas
Secondary washers and pipes $ 120,660
Electric station 2,094,450
Blowing station 1,001,350
Pumping plant 246,000
Boiler plant 30,000
Gas producers 100,000
Gas producer auxiliaries 40,000

Gas Engines
with Steam
Reserve

$ 120,660
2,164,450
1,085,350
246,000
104,500

Steam
Turbine

5 709,640
536,304
121,496
656,240

Total first cost $3,632,460
Running Charges, per Year

Secondary washers $ 11,300
Electric station 72,000
Blowing station 34,000
Pumping plant 5,000
Boiler plant 5,000
Gas producers 10,000

,720,960 $2,023,680

11,300
72,000
34,000
5,000
6,000

21,920
2,400

54,190

Running charges, total
Coal at $2.00 ton, S0.50 firing.

Fixed charges at 13 per cent. .

137,300
22,000

472,220

128,300
48,600

483,725

124,906
60,400

263,078

Total charges, per year $ 631,520 $ 660,625 $ 448,384
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Gas-Electric Station

Alternating current circuits are provided
which are supplied by gas-driven electric

generators. One of these circuits has steam
turbines floating on the line at light load
which are capable of taking greater load in

emergencies. Gas engines are installed with
a maximum capacity of 30,000 kw. and a

steam ttirbine with a capacity of 2000 kw.

Power Distribution in Kilowatts
Kw.

Blast furnace, miscellaneous 850
Pumping station ; 720
Secondary gas washers 642
Blowing station 58
Electric station, miscellaneous 650
Steel mills 20,000

Total power 22,920

Steam turbine power 725
Gas engine power 22,195

Total power 22,920

As already explained, 20 per cent efficiency

is assumed, giving a gas engine consumption
of 22,195X3410/0.20 = 378,000,000 B.t.u. per
hour.

The maximum amount of electric power
which is needed for week-day working hours
in the steel mill is 20,000 kw., that is, 5000
kw. per furnace. The gas from the furnaces
is, on the average, more than sufficient to
furnish this amount of power, but on account
of fluctuations of both load and gas a greater

load than that specified would involve shut-
downs of the mill for unduly protracted
periods when the gas is bad, or else it would
involve undue expenditure for make-up coal.

Gas Blowing Station

Seventy-four cu. ft. of blower displacement
has been provided per pound of carbon.
The blowing engine gas consumption is taken
at 8534 B.t.u. per gas i.h.p. hour. This is a
test figure for the best plant investigated with
an engine having limited overload capacity.

Another plant gave 15,000 B.t.u. per gas

i.h.p. hour. The average ratio of theoretical

adiabatic air card to gas indicator card is

0.844. The air-tub dis])lacement ])er furnace
is 12,835X2000X74/730X00 = 43,400 cu. ft.

per min. The average theoretical power for

adiabatic co'm]>ression (at 15 lb. ])er sq. in. air

pressure) is 5 h.p. per 100 cu. ft. of air ])er

min. Gas blowing engine i.h.p. per furnace is

434 X 5/0.844 = 257 1 . Gas blowing engine heat
consumi)ti()n is 8534 X 2571 X -1 = 88,000,000

B.t.u. ])<'r hour.

Pumping Station

Water Distribution in Gallons per Minute
Secondary washers 920
Electric station 5,310
Blowing station 2,080
Blast furnaces 6,667
Make-up and miscellaneous 1,000

Total plant water 15,977

Heat balance for complete gas-engine plant
with steam reserves:

Million B.t.u.

per hour

Boilers 85
Electric station 378
Blowing station 88
Stoves at 30 per cent of total gas 323
Margin 245

Total 1,119

Heat from normal coal 43
Heat from gas 1076,

The cost of the complete plant, including
reserve boilers and steam spares in electric

blowing and pumping station, is given in the

first column of Table I.

APPENDIX C
Four-furnace All-gas-engine Plant

This plant has no steam blowing or electric

units, and one steam pump used only for

emergencies. Reserve gas producers are

provided, which normally relieve the open
hearth producers, so that both sets are running
light. For emergencies, the regular producers
are run on their furnaces at full load, and the

reserve producers are diverted to the gas

engines. There is thus no heat used during
normal operation by the engine producers.

Emergency coal, S22,000 per year.

A boiler plant supplies steam as in B, exce])t

for steam turbines, giving 12,070,000 ]:)Ounds

per month and requiring 1135X12,070,000
730X0.05 = 29,000,000 B.t.u. per hour. The
electric station will have gas engines exclu-

sively, supplying the entire power of B
and requiring"22,920x3410/0.20 =391,000.()()()

B.t.u. ]jer hour.

//('(// Hdlancc for AU-i^as Plant, in Million B.t.u.

p:r Hour
Boilers 29
Electric station 391

Blowing station 88
Stoves 323
Margin 245

'I'otal 1,070

APPENDIX D
Four-furnace Steam Turbine Plant

This ])lant is ccjuipped with large; modern
boilers, witli Till imi)rovemcnts and with
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economizers. The boilers can burn coal as

well as gas. The steam conditions are such

as would be used in modem stations, 235

lb. per sq. in. gauge, 200 deg. superheat,

2S.5 in. vacuum. There are motor-driven

circulating pumps directly attached to the

generator steam turbines, and not included

in the general pump station. Tliroughout

the plant motor-driven auxiliaries are also

used, wnth enough steam-driven auxiliaries

for emergencies and to heat the feed water to

an amount consistent with the best efficiency

of the boiler economizers. Plant service and
blower circulating pumps are condensing
steam driven.

Turbo-Electric Station

There are three turbo-generators rated at

12,000 kw. continuous load; tw^o of these to

be operating continuously for regiilar week-
day load, and one to be a spare. There are

small motor-generator and turbo-generator

sets for excitation, feed-water heating, etc.

Power Distribution in Kilowatts

Blast furnace, miscellaneous 850
Auxiliarv power, e.xciter losses, etc 320
Steel mills 20,000

Total power 21,170

Water rate for average load, 12 lb. of steam
per kw-hr. Average steam consumption of

turbo-generator, 12X21,170 = 254,000 lb. per
hour.

Turbo-Blowing Station

Five turbo-blowers are provided, one for

each furnace and one spare. Allowing 3 per
cent for time out and stove losses, and using
57.9 cu. ft. of air per lb. of carbon, as pre-
N-iouslv deduced in Appendix A, we have as

the ca'pacitv of the blowers, 12,835 X 2000X
1.03X57.9 730X60 = 35,000 cu. ft. per min.
Steam consimiption of a high efficiency

centrifugal compressor at average air pres-

sure 15 lb., 1.08 lb. of steam per 100 cu. ft.

of air. Total steam consumption of blowers

350X1.08X60X4 = 90,800 lb. per hour.

Pumping Station for Steam Turbine Plant

Water Distribution—Gallons per Minute
Make-up and general losses 600
Blast furnace water 6,667
Turbo-blower water 1,200
Electric station 500

Total plant water 8,967

Turbo-generator circulating water 43,700
Turbo-blower circulating water 12,400

Total water 65,067

The circulating pumps are directly con-
nected \\dth the generators and blowers, and
their costs are included therewith.

Boiler System for Turbine Plant

Boilers rated at 2500 h.p. each are used
with economizers and feed-water heaters

using exhaust steam from auxiliary apparatus.

Steam Consumption Table—Lbs. per Hour

Total non-condensing steam lost 12,800
Total non-condensing steam for heating feed

water 20,000
Turbo-generators 254,000
Turbo-blowers 90,800
Condensing pumps 6,300

Total steam 383,900

The temperature of feed water at entrance
to economizers is 143 deg. P., and 6 per cent

of the total heat of the gases is counted as

available in the economizer. The main
boiler raises the water from 233 deg., utilizing

75 per cent of the heat in the gases, correspond-

ing to 75 per cent boiler efficiency. Total
heat of the steam above 233 deg. is 1113
B.t.u. per lb. Total heat in the gas 383,900 X
1113/0.75 = 570,000,000 B.t.u. per hour.

The steam-turbine plant, therefore, by
these figures requires more heat than the gas-

engine plant.

The heat storage capacity in the boilers

is considerably more than exists in the gas-

engine plant, so that probably no more make-
up coal will be needed than in the gas-engine

plant. However, in order to make this com-
parison conservative, no consideration is

given to this and enough coal is provided for,

in addition to that provided for in the gas-

engine plant, to make the apparent surplus

or margin the same. This calls for an addi-

tional 62,000,000 B.t.u. per hr., requiring

coal costing $38,400 per year additional to

that in the gas-engine plant.

Heat Balance for Complete Steam-Turbine Plant

Millions Previous
B.t.u. Value of

per hour Gas Plant

Pumps, generators and blow-
ers 570 508

Stoves 323 323
Margin 245 245

Total 1,138
Deduct heat from coal 62

Heat from gas 1,076 1,076
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The costs of the complete plant are <^iven

in the second column in Table I of the main
body of the paper and need not be here
repeated.

APPENDIX E

Segregated Gas Electric Station

In order to enable a better comparison to
be made of the electric stations in the steam
and gas plants, all of the items in each case
pertaining directly to the electric station are
brought together. This, therefore, provides
an electric station using gas-engine-driven
generators fed by blast-furnace gas and includ-
ing the necessary gas washing station and
pumping station to supply the exact amount
of gas and water for the gas-electric station

only. In the complete plant, as already
mentioned, there were boilers for supplying
the amount of steam regularly needed about
the plant and for reserves for emergencies.
That fraction of these boilers which is pro-
portionate to the amount of gas used in the
electric station is herein included in the cost

of the gas-electric station. This is necessary
to give a station which will supply the
requisite amount of electric power in any
emergency.

Segregated Steam-Turbine Electric Station

In the same way as the gas-engine electric

station was segregated, we segregate the
steam-turbine electric station by including
that fraction of the boilers and auxiliaries

which belongs directly to the electric station.

DISCUSSION

By DAVID S. JACOBUS
Advisory Engineer, Babcock 8b Wilcox Company,

New York City

Mr. Rice's comparison of the results ob-
tainable with large steam turbines and gas
engines is a most interesting one. He shows
that the thermal efificiencies of the two types
of prime movers will be about the same for

the power plant considered, where blast

furnace gas is used for fuel, together with
coal which is used in small amounts during
occasional deficiencies of gas supply. When
it comes to figuring the total charge for the

plant per year, the balance is strikingly in

favor of the steam turbine.

Mr. Rice states that by using the most
modern equipment of boilers, superheaters
and economizers, with gas which is passed
through primary washers, an efficiency of 81

per cent can be oh)tained. This figure may
be reached with the proper equipment and
the best sort of o]jeration for a continuous load.

To obtain the best efficiencies with blast

furnace gas there must be but little excess

air supplied for combustion, and the gas

must be completely burned before the prod-

ucts of comlnistion pass upward between
the boiler tubes. To accomplish this there

must be a sufficient furnace volume so dis-

posed that there will be a proj^er path of

travel for the flames, and the gas burners
must be arranged to give the proi)er pro])or-

tions of air and gas and the ])roi)er mingling
of the air and gas. Recent develo])ments

* This has been doner in the rfvisif)n ai ijublishod in the Gen-
KRAL Electric Rkvikw.

with burners arranged so as to bring the
pressure of the gas up to the outlet and so

designed as to give an intimate mixture of

the air and gas before entering the furnace
have shown that higher furnace temperatures
can be maintained than in the older practice,

and that the gas can be burned with a shorter
flame than in certain of the older forms of gas
burners. Higher furnace temperatures and
the ability to burn the gas within a given
furnace volume, and the proper design of the
boiler and its economizer make it possible

to obtain the efficiency given by Mr. Rice
Mr. Rice deals with the possibilities of

future development showing that an increase

in economy can be secured through an increase

in the steam pressure and the steam tem-
perature and by paying attention to certain

features of economizer operation. As time
goes on undoubtedly the trend of progress wi 1

be in this direction, as the increase in the cost

of fvicl will make it possible to install more
elaborate and expensive systems than those

which now give the best commercial returns.

In the comparisons made in the pai)er the

gas engine plant includes a reserve steam
plant for carrying a i)ortion of the load in

case of emergencies. It would l)c interesting

from a thermodynamic standpoint to com-
pare I lie efficiency obtainable from the best

engine plant with no steam reserve i^lant with

that obtainable from the best modern steam
turbine plant, tlie efficiencies being based on
the heat in the gas used by the gas engine,

and on tlie heat in the coal or gas used by the

steam turbine ])lant.* It would also be inter-
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esting to make a comparison on the basis

of the heat of combustion of coal, the coal

in one case being gasified in producers and

the gas supplied to the gas engines, and in

the other bunied under the boilers. Such a

comparison would not be a commercial one,

as all fixed and operating charges would be

eliminated, and further it would not form

the basis of a fair comparison as the reserve

steam plant is necessary to secure the same
approximate degree of reliability for the gas

engine plant as for the steam turbine plant,

and the fuel required for the reserve steam
plant should be included. The compari-

son nevertheless would give interesting data

respecting the thermodynamic possibilities

apart from reliability and fixed charges. It

would appear that the results will indicate

a somewhat greater coal consumption for a

gas engine plant where the coal is gasified

in producers than for a steam turbine plant,

which is contrary to the ideas of many. It

would add to the value of the paper if figures

could be given by Mr. Rice to cover these

cases.

Mr. Rice speaks of combined gas engine

and steam turbine plants, pointing out that

a steam turbine plant operated by the waste

heat from a gas engine involves such a large

expense in comparison with the increase of

power as to make it unattractive under
existing conditions. Should the cost of fuel

be great enough a plant of the sort might
be commercially practicable, but it seems
that this will not be the case for a long time

to come.
In the gas engine we obtain high efficiencies

at the high temperature end of the cycle but
are unable to utilize the low temperature end.

In the steam turbine with modern condensing
apparatus the low temperature end of the

cycle is utilized to the fullest extent. It

would therefore appear that there are great

possibilities in combining the two. On work-
ing out an actual case it will be found that
the work of the steam turbine would be com-
paratively small, amounting to, say, 10 per
cent of that of the gas engine, and it can be
seen that the large amount of additional

expense and complication involved would
offset the saving in the cost of fuel unless

the fuel is comparatively expensive.

Time and time again those of inventive
minds have proposed new cycles for the pro-

duction of power. In most cases these have
[I been impractical, or if promising from a
t thermodynamic standpoint, have not been
! so commercially. Mr. Emmet, who has done

so much for the steam turbine is, as most of

you no doubt know, working on the develop-

ment of a cycle where the work at the high
temperature end is done by a turbine driven

by the vapor of mercury and the work at the

low pressure end is done by a steam turbine.

This combination ]:)romises as high or even
higher efficiencies than are obtainable through
the combination of a gas engine and a steam
turbine plant. It is eminently fitting that a

man who has done so much in the develop-

ment of the steam turbine should lend his

energies to the development of a system of

the sort.

It behooves us to look into the future in

our endeavors to improve. Should we develop

highly economical systems which are not

immediately adopted our work is not in vain;

we shall be pointing out a way for those who
will succeed us, who will have to go much
more seriously than we do into the great

problem of saving and conservation.

By ALEX. DOW
President, The Detroit Edison Company,

Detroit, Mich.

The most useful response which I can
make to the invitation to join in this dis-

cussion is to give you, first, some personal

opinions based on thirteen years' knowledge
of big turbines; and, second, the recent costs

of a steam turbine station.

The first big turbine for which I was
responsible was big in its day, although it

would be considered small now. It was a

3000-kilowatt vertical shaft 600-turn machine
which went into commission in 1904. It was
followed by three others of the same size and
speed, and a fifth of the same size but higher

speed and more economical. Following these,

I have had in the service of The Detroit

Edison Company four 9000-kilowatt turbines,

three of 14,000 kilowatts, and one of 15,000

kilowatts, all of these being of the vertical

type; and three 20,000-kilowatt machines of

the horizontal type. We have under contract

two turbines of 30,000 kilowatts and one of

45,000 kilowatts, the latter of which is now
in transit from the factory.

A word as to the vertical shaft machine.

It was pre-eminently a reliable turbine. Its

reliability earned the affection of the men
who had to live with it. Its inherent limita-

tions are those of the vertical shaft, restraining

it to a low rotative speed, which means (in

a large turbine) either impracticably large

disks or a sacrifice of economy. If some one
would discover and apply a force acting
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horizontally as gravity acts vertically, the
limitations would be removed, and I believe

the vertical shaft machine would continue to

be the favorite of the central station operator.

My first large turbine used just twice as

much steam per kilowatt-hour as does the
latest one. Of course, that first one is out
of service long ago. It was replaced by one
of the 9000-kilowatt turbines, and its original

string of boilers, rearranged with different

stokers and gas passages, serve the 9000-

kilowatt machine. The new turbine takes
less steam and the boilers now make more
steam. The improvement in the boiler room
during the thirteen years is less spectacular

but quite as useful as the improvement in the
steam turbine. Unfortunately it is less

known. I confirm Mr. Rice's statement that
sustained boiler house efficiencies of 81 to

82 per cent are possible, economizers being
used. My justification for this statement is

that we have year after year a boiler house
efficiency of 76 per cent, all losses by banked
fires included, etc., and made without econo-
mizers.

My observation is that turbine efficiency is

too often cancelled, in the total operating
costs, by badly designed and badly managed
boiler houses, by poor condenser practice

and by neglect of station heat balance—the
usual fault of heat balance being an excessive

TABLE I

CONNORS CREEK POWER HOUSE

Production Expense

12 Months Ending June 30, 1D16

Expense
Total per kw-hr.

Production Expense Cents

Operation:
vSupcrintendcnce % 10,841.40 .013
Wages 54,308.36 .043
Fuel 197,554.76 .158
Water 10.00
Lubricants 1,416.60 .001

Station supplies and ex-
pense 5.562.85 .005

Maintenance:
Station buildings 7,786.!)6 .006
Steam equipment 23,826.70 .019
Electrical equipment 3,299.80 .003

Total $310,607.43 .248

Kw-hr. output 125,158,800
Maximum (lemand (30 min.) 35,000
Average load 14,300
Load factor .409

Coal i)er kw-hr.—pounds. . 1.44

B.t.u. per kw-hr 19,700

or careless use of steam auxiliaries; the less

frequent fault being making a fad of electric

auxiliaries.

I arrange the conditions of power house
design for economy, in order of importance,
as follows:

1. Design your furnace and the gas
passages of your boiler for the exact fuel you
are going to use, or for an intelligent com-
promise among the different fuels which you
may be compelled to use at one time or

another.
2. Design the condenser system so as to

utilize the full possibilities of high expansion
which characterize the steam turbine but
without over cooling the condensate.

3. Buy a good steam turbine—remember-
ing that it is possible to refine turbine design,

in reaching for thermal efficiency, beyond
the point of mechanical reliability.

4. Make your heat transfer as nearly as

possible a closed cycle. This requires that

you consider condensate temperature, make-
up water, auxiliary power, station uses of

energy, furnace draft and economizers, as

one all together problem, and not as several

separate problems to be left separately to

the purchasing agent or to the "catalogue
engineer."

TABLE II

CONNORS CREEK POWER HOUSE

Production Expense

12 Months Ending December 31, 1916

Expense
Total per kR-hr.

Production Expense Cents

Operation:
Superintendence $ 20,521.67 .013

Wages 68,477.62 .042

Fuel 282,135.47 .174

Water 10.00
Lul)ricants 1,055.23 .001

Station supplies and ex-

pense 10,037.92 .006

Maintenance:
Station buildings $ 11,711.94 .007

Steam equipment 26,670.32 .Oil)

Electrical equipment 4,394.92 .003

Tolal $425,015.0'J .262

Kw-hr. output 162,117,600
Maximum demand (30 min.) 36,000
Avera^'c load 18,500
Load factor .514

Coal per kw-hr.—i)ounds. . 1.45

B.t.u. per kw-hr 19,800

(Hourly wage antl price of coal per ton increased

over July, 1915, to June, 1916, figures.)
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TABLE III

CONNORS CREEK POWER HOUSE
Production Expense

S Months Ending March SI, 1916

Expense
Total per kw-hr.

Production Expense Cents

Opfration
Superintendence $ 4,955.84 .009

Wages 27,460.64 .050

Fuel 144,735.71 .264

Water .... ....

Lubricants 543.43 .001

Station supplies and ex-

pense 2,789.67 .005

Maintenance:
Station buildings $ 6,972.03 .013

Steam equipment 8,681.11 .016

Electrical equipment. . . . 870.18 .002

Total §197,008.55 .360

Kw-hr. output 54,654,900
Maximum demand (30 min.) 45,000
Average load 25,300
Load factor .562

Coal per kw-hr.—pounds . . 1.56

B.t.u. per kw-hr 20,300

(Hourly wage and price of coal per ton increased
over January, 1916, to December, 1916, figures.)

The three tables which follow show our
operating cost figures for the Connors Creek
Station which went into regular service in

June, 1915, with one 20,000-kilowatt turbine,

followed presently by a second, and which put
its third 20,000-kilowatt turbine into com^
mission in ^larch, 1917. It should be noted
that the output from Connors Creek has been
limited during the twenty-one months by
transmission conditions. That is to say, to

increase the output would have involved
electric transmission or distribution losses

external to the station, and that, therefore,

the turbines have not ordinarily been loaded
beyond three-quarters rating. The dif-

ference between the July to June twelve
months (Table I) and the January to Decem-
ber twelve months (Table II) is due to the
disturbance of coal supplies and costs in the

last weeks of 19 IG. The same cause, together

with the increased vise of heat in the buildings

during the winter months, has affected the

three months' costs, January to March, 1917,

(Table III). The difference between 19,700

heat units per net kilowatt-hour of output
under normal conditions and 20,300 in the

three months period is 600 heat units of

which 400 should be charged to disturbance

of normal furnace operation by the use of

unusual qualities of fuel. It takes time for

the best of firemen to discover how to deal

with a different coal fed without notice into

his stokers. The remaining 200 heat units

represent the difference between the mid-
winter radiation losses and the average for

twelve months. A midsummer period for the

same station shows 19,200 heat units.

Let it be noted that the Connors Creek
figures are for current actually metered out

at the transmission voltage of 23,000 to

25,000 volts. They should not be compared
with figures of current generated, whereof
part is used for station purposes.

Let it be noted also that these figures

represent a design of the years 1913 and 1914,

and a balance between investment costs and
operating costs based upon fuel of 13,500 heat

units costing $2.40 per short ton. Were we
designing today for fuel at $5.00—which
seems to be the probability—we would buy
turbines of still higher rotative speed, which
would require about 9 per cent less steam
than our Connors Creek turbines, and which
would be nearly as reliable; we would install

economizers, for which we have room, but
which we have not heretofore thought
desirable, and thereby bring our maintained
boiler room efficiency up from 76 per cent to,

say, 81 per cent; and we would make certain

other refinements in our heat balance which
might save one per cent of our total fuel. The
result of these changes would be a reduction

from a normal use of 19,700 heat units per

kilowatt-hour to something like 17,000 per

kilowatt-hour of net output.
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Metal Cutting with the Electric Arc
By Graham Kearney

Canadian General Electric Company, Limited, Vancouver, B. C.

In our June, 1917, issue we published an article on Electric Arc Welding by Mr. H. L. Unland, in which
were included some remarks on cutting by the means of the carbon arc and a table showing approximate
cutting speeds for sheet steel. The present article is based on observations by the author in a practical applica-
tion of this method, and some recommendations are given respecting the best arrangement of electrode holder,
size and shape of carbon, and methods of securing contact for the positive terminal to the material being worked
on. A table is included which is an exact copy of notes taken in the course of an afternoon's work on A-in.
steel plate: The rate of cutting checks very closely with the curve given in Mr. Unland's article. The outfit

with which these results were secured replaced an oxy-actylene outfit that had been used to do the same work.
The records show that the cost per ton by the gas method was approximately $11.00 as compared with $2.40
for the electric arc method. Besides this economy, the electric arc is much safer, for during the time that the
oxy-acetylene apparatus was used two explosions of gas tanks occurred.

—

Editor.

and with a properly shaped electrode it can
be controlled with a considerable degree of

accuracy.

While the possibiHties of the electric arc

as a cutting instrument have been generally

recognized as a sort of by-product of its

principal function as a welding medium there

seems to be a considerable field in which
api aratus designed for electric welding can
be successfully exploited, primarily for cutting

purposes. Some data have been compiled
regarding cutting speeds, but there appears
to be a lack of specific information as to the
actual process, and though the method of

operation is simplicity itself, there are a few
points which are worthy of note by anyone
interested in the operation of such equipment.
The data on which these notes are based

do not cover a very wide field of observation.

The tests were made with a 30-kw., 60-volt

standard arc welding set installed in a small
rolling mill, and the set has as yet been in

o[eration only a short time, but sufficient

work has been done to demonstrate the value
of the method. This mill is at present

enj aged in working up scrap iron and steel

into standard shapes. The scrap metal is

cut to suitable sizes and made into faggots of

a standard size and weight, before being placed

in the furnace for conversion into billets. The
electric cutting apparatus was installed for cut-

ting the considerable quantity of scrap which
is too large to \)c handled by shears. This
consists chiefly of plates of various sizes and
thickness, shafting, bars, rails, etc.

In cutting, as in welding, the positive lead

of the direct current generator is connected
to the piece to be cut, or to the work, while

the negative is connected by means of a
suitable holder to a carbon electrode. A
contact is made between this carbon and the
work, and in breaking this an arc is formed
which almost instantly melts the metal where
it strikes, 'i'he molten metal is allowed to

run off, and the arc mf)ved slowly along the

work, forming a well defined ctit. No great

skill is required in the mani])ulation of the

arc, as when once formed it is fairly stable,

The apparatus on which these tests were
made is being operated at from 400 to 500
amperes, and with these current values a

carbon M-in. diameter having a taper point

4 in. long, tapering to ^-in. diameter, proves
quite satisfactory. The carbon, when new, is

gripped in the electrode holder about ^ in.

back of the beginning of the taper, and is

moved about ^ in. at a time as it consumes.
With this method of operation, the shape of

the taper point is well maintained throughout
the life of the electrode. Although the carbon
becomes white hot, a current of 500 amperes
can be maintained, and quicker and more
accurate work can be done than with a larger

carbon, or with a carbon of uniform diameter.

500-Ampcre Arc Welding Set used for Cutting Scrap

With a straight M-in. carbon, the tendency

of the arc to travel around the circumference

of the carbon prevents acctn-atc control, and
also, in the case of a deep cut, necessitates the

removal of considerably more metal, thus

increasing tlie time and cost of the cut.

The standard type of electrode holder as

used for welding is not suitable for this heavy
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service, for owing to the high ciirroiU values

a much larger contact must be provided

between holder and electrode. It was found

that where the carbon is gripped about 43^
in. from the point, as described above, the

holder melts rapidly; gripping the carbon

further back produces a peculiar action on

the electrode. This wastes uniformly through-

out its length, resulting in a carbon, at the

end of about an hour's operation, approxi-

mately Y6 i"- diameter and o to G in. long.

Naturally, as the diameter of the carbon
decreases, the current will also decrease

owing to the increased resistance which
becomes a considerable part of the total

resistance of the circuit. Starting at 450 to

oOO amperes with a new carbon, the current

drops to a final value of about 150 amps, at

the end of the life of the carbon. This of

course greatly reduces the cutting speed.

The writer designed a special head for the

electrode holder, having jaws bored accurately

to ^4-in. diameter, and enclosing practically

the entire circumference of the carbon. This
head was made of considerable mass and
radiating surface to assist, as far as practi-

cable, in keeping the carbon cool. With this

are to be performed on a great number of
pieces of different sizes and shapes, however,
it is difficult to design a clamp which can be
quickly applied, and which will, in all cases,

give a satisfactory contact. Scrap metal is

Position of Electrode and Arc when Cutting Steel Plates

holder the desired point is easily maintained
on the carbon.
An important point in the operation of the

cutter is the connection between the positive
lead and the work. A good contact is essential
and this can, of course, be obtained in an
endless variety of ways. Where operations

Clamping Head for Electrode Holder

usually very dirty, and frequently thickly
coated with rust or scale, and unless a suit-

able device is used a great deal of time will

be lost in making connections. The writer
found that for this class of work the following
arrangement worked out most satisfactorily

and economically.
A clamp was made consisting of a copper

bar 3^ in. by 2 in. by Q}/^ in. reinforced on
the bottom by an iron bar of the same
dimensions. To one end of this bar a lug
was attached into which was sweated the
positive lead. On the other end was fastened
a yoke, or clevis, in which was set a cam
lever. A piece of ^ in. by 2 in. copper bar,

6 in. to 8 in. long, is clamped to the work by
means of an ordinary screw clamp. The free

end of this piece is inserted under the cam,
by which it is then clamped tight to the
copper bed of the clamp. A number of such
pieces were provided, some perfectly plain and
flat, and others having half their length bent
into arcs of different radii, in order to fit

shafting, etc., of different diameters. Two
or more ordinary screw clamps were pro-
vided.

This device introduces the apparently
undesirable feature of having two separate
contacts where one would suffice, but it

results in a great saving of the operator's
time, and the actual energy loss in the extra
contact is negligible. A new piece of work
can be cleaned and a copper piece attached
by a helper while the operator is working.
When he desires to change to the new work.
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it is only necessary to lift the cam lever,

remove the clamp, and attach it to the new
connection. The helper then removes the

old connection from the finished work. The
making of these connections takes only a

small part of a helper's time; he can usually

be employed chiefly at other work. The
clamp used in this particular case, as shown
in the photograph, is very crude, and could

of course be greatly improved in mechanical
design and simplified in construction.

A particularly attractive field for this

apparatus is in cutting steel plates, in cases

where an accurate or sharply defined edge
is not essential. A table of results of opera-

tion on a i^-in. steel plate is given; it is an
exact copy of notes taken in the course of an
afternoon's work. The original plate was
18 ft. by 4 ft. by 4 in., and was cut into seven

necessary, and the holes were made quickly
and cheaply. Some of them are irregular in

shape, owing to the fact that the work was
done out-of-doors in a strong wind, which
rendered the placing of the arc difficult.

Plate can be most effectively cut when it is

laid flat, so that the molten metal drops away
freely. The most effective method is to start

the cut at the side away from the operator,

and to cut towards him. The insulating

shield of the holder can be rested on the work,

greatly steadying the arc and reducing the

strain on the operator. In this way a good
chalk mark can easily be followed. The point

of the electrode should be kept as close to the

surface of the plate as possible, but a short

distance back from the end of the cut. In

thick plates it will be necessary to move it to

and fro downward from this position to force

Clamps and Copper Bars for Connection to Work. Electrode

Holder with Carbon Electrode almost Consumed
Pile of Scrap Plates Cut by Electric Arc

pieces approximately 26 in. by 52 in., and
one piece 32 in. by 52 in. This last piece was
then cut in halves across its 32-in. length.

The table shows some lost time, a good deal

of which might have been avoided, but the

total time should represent fair working
conditions. It will be seen that the net
average time taken per foot checks closely

with the curves given by Mr. Unland in the

June, 1917, issue of the Gknkral Electric
Review.
On the same day a very effective job was

done in cutting openings in a shell for a steel

furnace made of J^-in. steel plate. This
is clearly shown in the photograph, in which
will be noticed the bolt holes, also cut by the

electric arc. The net time taken to cut a

J^-in. hole in the l^-'^i^- plate was 33/2 seconds.

On this ] (articular work an accurate fit was not

the arc to the bottom of the plate. Operating
in this manner, the greater part of the arc is

hidden from the operator's sight, lessening

the eye strain, and with a little practice the

operator can determine the condition of the

cut by the sound of the arc. When the art-

is playing on soHd metal, or in other words,

when the upper portion of the cut has pro-

gressed further than the lower, the arc is

practically noiseless. As the metal directly

below the arc melts away a slight roaring

occurs. In a like manner, when cuttini:

a hole through a plate, the arc will operate

silently, but will begin to roar as soon as the

hole is through.
In cutting round sections, such as shafting,

the most satisfactory method is to start thi~

cut at the l)ottom, t^utting straight across as

dec]) as ])ossiI)k', and, if it can be done, turn-
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ing the work so as to keep cutting from the

the bottom. With a Kttle experience the

operator ^\^U be able to judge the A\ndth at

which the cut should be started, depending

on the diameter of the shaft. For a 4-in.

shaft this need not exceed 1 in., decreasing

to about } 2 in. at the center of the shaft when
using a pointed carbon. It is stated that,

where scrap is cut for making billets, the

metal which is run off from the cut can be

saved, re-melted in an open hearth furnace,

and worked into billets. The WTiter is not

prepared to make a statement on this point,

but it seems quite feasible, and if so prac-

Thc item of power is based on a rate which
might be considered low for some localities,

though it is somewhat higher than the actual
rate in effect at this plant. It will be noted,
however, that an increase of 100 per cent in

the power rate would only increase the total

cost of the work by 26 per cent. This might
be partially offset by a difference in labor

cost. The cost of electrodes can be reduced
by using longer carbons, say IG in., instead

of 10 in. as the percentage thrown away in

unburned ends then becomes much less.

While it is not practicable, in cutting thick

metal, to use a carbon shorter than about

Shell for Steel Furnace showing tuyere openings and bolt holes

cut by arc. The position of a new electrode in

the holder is clearly shown

Details of Furnace Shell

tically all waste in cutting would be elim-

inated. Where cutting is extensively done
for other purposes, the waste metal might
easily be sold as scrap. The writer found that
a 23/^-in. shaft could be cut in 23^ to 3 minutes,
and a 4-in. shaft in 10 to 12 minutes, leaving
a small piece in the center which can be easily

broken when cold. It might be mentioned
that this last small piece, in work of any
shape, is very difficult to cut, as the arc
naturally tends to strike to the larger mass
of metal on either side.

A statement is given showing the cost of

the particular operation described above.

43^^ in., the used carbon of this length can
be put aside and used down to about 3 in. in

length for cutting plates up to 3^ in. thick.

The cost per ton is mentioned. This is a
somewhat meaningless quantity, as it obvi-

ously depends on the amount of work to be
done per ton, or the extent to which a ton
of metal must be divided. It is given here,

however, for the sake of a, comparison which
can be made in this particular case. This
equipment replaced an oxy-acetylene outfit

which had been installed to do the same work.
The cost of this work by the oxy-acetylene
method, according to a statement by one of
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the officials of the plant, approximated
$11.00 per ton. In addition to this, two
explosions of gas tanks occurred, in which
the operators narrowly escaped serious injury.

The writer feels that a word of caution

regarding the handling of the electric appa-
ratus should be given to those who are not
familiar with the properties of the electric arc.

Great care must be exercised by the operator

to avoid accidentally striking the arc without
having the face and eyes protected by a

mask or shield, and the hands and arms must
be protected by heavy clothing, or preferably

by leather. Exposure of the skin to the rays

of the arc results in painful burning similar

to a severe sunburn, and the rays from the

arc cause a very painful inflammation in the

eyes. This effect is noticeable even when
using a mask with a window darkened to a

point where necessary vision is almost

prevented. When other workmen are em-
ployed within a radius of 50 ft. or 60 ft. from
the arc, it is necessary to provide a suitable

screen around the work to prevent serious

damage to their eyesight.

The mask, as furnished with the equip-

ment, is simple, light and easily adjusted.

In the writer's opinion, however, vision would
be greatly improved by painting the inside

a dead black; also, when working in a well

lighted place, extraneous light could be cut

off from the rear by a black veil. The writer

used a piece of black cloth, attached to the

back of the head strap and to both sides of

the mask. The lower end was fastened to a

piece of ^-in. round iron, bent to form a

circular arc. This rests on the operator's

shoulders, keeping the veil close in without
interfering with the ventilation, or with the

easy removal or adjustment of the mask.

TIME FOR CUTTING STEEL PLATE WITH ELECTRIC ARC.
APPROXIMATELY 400 AMPERES

AVERAGE CURRENT

Length of Cut
Inches

TIME
Time for Cut

MinutesMaterial Start
p. m.

Finish
p. m

Remarks

1—i^-in. steel plate

2—re-in- steel plate
3—ft-in. steel plate

4 A -in. steel plate
5—^-in. steel plnte
6—i^-in. sfeel plate
7—i^-in. steel plate
8—^-in. steel plate

52

52
52
52
52
52
52
32

2.37

2.55
3.15
3.28
3.46
4.09
4.27
4.43

2.55

3.09
3.26
3.41

3.58
4.24
4.39
4.51

14

13M
11

13
12

lOH
8

New carbon*
4 min. to change carbon

New carbon

New carbon
6 min. change cut

95

* The first cut was started with a M-in. copper plated electrode. After cutting about 1 ft. this was found

unsatisfactory, as the copper coating had melted away, and a 10-in. by ^-in. plain carbon with 4-in. taper

point was substituted. This style of carbon was used throughout the rest of the work.

Total length of cut 33 ft.

Total time 2 hr., 14 min.
Time actually cutting 95 min.
Total time per foot 4.07 min.

Average net time per foot 2.78 min.

Total weight of plate (calculated) 1800 lb.

Cost of Cutting
Power:

56 kw-hr. (estimated, including free running losses when not cutting) at Ic $ .56

Electrodes:
2 carbons at 20c 40

Labor.
Operator, 2 }4 hr. at 40c .90

.08

.22
Helper, }4 hr. at 80c.

Fixed charges on i)lant

Total cost, 33 ft $2.16

Cost per foot ^-O^S

Cost per ton 2.40
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The Automobile Headlighting Problem Again
By Evan J. Edwards

National Lamp Works of General Electric Company

The author treats the problem of automobile headlighting in an unusually clear and comprehensive man-
ner. He first traces the recommendations made for the various common types of illumination to their various
types of origin: city driver, rural driver, and laboratory illumination specialist, and then, considers the illumi-

nation problem as viewed by each of these persons. Following this, he impartially analyzes the advantages
and disadvantages of the fixed, the controllable, and the diffusing systems of lighting, concluding with a
recommendation for the controllable system.

—

Editor.

Much has been written and said regard-

ing the automobile headlighting situation.

However, there still seems to be a lack of

common understanding of certain funda-

mental points which can be accounted for

only by reason of the different points of view
of those who have studied the problem.
Speaking only of those who are well equipped
in knowledge of illumination matters, and
who have not been influenced by a direct

commercial interest, it may be of interest to

note how these differences of opinion may
have come about. One man, we will say, is

a driver himself and lives in a large city

located in the eastern part of the United
States. His judgment may be based almost
entirely upon his experience in driving on
city streets and much used state roads lead-

ing out in the principal directions from the
city. In his experience he has been meeting
vehicles almost continuously, and there has
been light on the road other than that given
by his own headlamps, coming from street

lighting units or the lights of other vehicles.

Another man may be located in a smaller

city in the middle west where nearly all of

his driving at night is on country roads where
there is no street-lighting system and where
automobiles are nearly all going in one direc-

tion at any particular time of evening and he
meets other vehicles only infrequently. There
is also a third man, an expert in matters of

optics, but who does not, himself, drive a
car. It is not diffictilt to see that the opinions

of these men will differ. In the case of the
driver who uses his machine only on city

streets and much used state roads, it is not
surprising that he sees little excuse for a

controllable system from which upward
light could be obtained. His experience has
shown him that an upward light system for

his car could hardly ever be put into opera-
tion. Furthermore, on account of the light

which has come from street lighting units or

other machines, he has experienced little

difficulty in seeing objects above the roadway.

-HozizorfrAL l/m/t
Limit OF /'-^y BelowHokizontal
Limit OF z'-it * "

-Limit of s'-ze' >•

OF 6% UPK/AKO

LIMITING ANGLES OF TOP OF BEAM

Horizontal 1° 43' Below 2° 17' Below 3° 26' Below

Distance illuminated for no change in grade
Distance illuminated for 6 per cent change upward
Distance illuminated for 6 per cent change downward . . .

Height above road at lOOfeetnochangeingrade

Infinite

50 ft.

Infinite

3 ft.

-3 ft.

9 ft.

100 ft.

33 ft.

Infinite

-6 ft.

6 ft.

75 ft.

30 ft.

Infinite
-1 ft.

-7 ft.

5 ft.

50 ft.

25 ft.

Infinite
— 3 ft

Height above road at 100feetfor6percentchangeupward . .

Height above road at 100 feet for 6 per cent change downward
-9 ft.

3 ft.

Diagram from article "The Automobile Headlighting Problem," by Evan J. Edwards, Electrical Review, Sept. 29, 1917
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In the second case of the man who drives

mostly on country roads he has constantly

felt the need of upward light when attempt-
ing to get along without it, and it appears to

him entirely unreasonable that he should
not be allowed to drive with full safety and

56.000

48.000

40,000

32.000

24,000
Clear Closs

/
Co\,'er

16.000
1 1

Star- Frosted
/ Lens

1

8M0 (

/
- All Frosted
/ Cover

-- 1.--J-. >->:;klik^/
20" 16' 12" &« 4° 0° 4" 9" I2P 16" Jt-'"

Angle fromAy.ls

(From Illuminating Engineering Practice)

Beam Candle-power of Parabolic Automobile Projector with

6-8-volt 3.0-ampere Mazda C Lamp

comfort as long as there were no eyes ahead
to be blinded. For the third case of the man
who has not himself had the experience of

driving at night, he is likely to miss entirely

some very important points in his theoretical

consideration of the problem. It is not

unusual for such a man, for example, to

think of the machine as being on a road which
is nearly level. Although the mathematics of

the case are entirely simple, it is only by
driving on the road that a jjerson gets a real

appreciation of the variations in the height of

a beam above the roadway due to the chang-

ing road curvatures off profile. The theoretical

man seems inclined to assume that when the

beam is limited to angles below the horizontal

the approaching driver will be exposed at the

worst to only occasional flashes of glare.

A slight experience on the road brings out

the fact that these are not occasional flashes of

glare but arc freciuent and sometimes con-

tinuous over a period of one or two minutes.

The height of the beam is so sensitive to

changes in road curvature that with a system

limited to the horizontal the beam is as high

as the approaching driver's eyes, perhaps as'

much as a fourth of the time the machine is

on the road.

These same natural differences of opinion
enter into the question as to the allowable

upper limit of candle-power which can be
allowed to reach the approaching driver's

eyes. The man who drives only on the lighted

city streets believes this limit to be relatively

high. The man who drives only in the

country has experienced serious interference

with vision even when approaching the lowest

intensity dimmed lights. The laboratory

optical expert is likely to base his opinion too

much on the results of a laboratory method
which neglects certain conditions of practice.

There is little doubt that each of these

experts is right insofar as concerns the solution

to the problem as he sees it—but it should be

recognized that no solution can be fully suc-

cessful unless uniformly and widely applied.

There is little satisfaction in equipping for

no glare if others on the road are not equipped
in a similar manner. The solution to be

ultimately successful must not only be right

but must be the only one generally recognized

and practised.

Judging from what has been written and
said, the existing difference of opinion can be

sifted down to an advocacy of one of two
general solutions. Without complicating

matters by introducing the fine points of

detailed distribution of these two systems

and a third at present much used they may
be characterized as follows:

1. The single fixed system of distribution

where the light in the upward angles

is presumably reduced to the point

where it cannot cause serious glare.

2. The double or controllable system by
which it is possible to get near road

light without glare, as well as a com-
bination of upward and downward
light somewhat as is obtained from

the unmodified paraboloids placed

with their axes parallel to the plane

of the road on which the machine
stands.

'.\. In addition, of coiu-se, there is the

diffusing headlight system widely

practised, but the advocates of which

have been heard from only through

display advertising.

A brief method of discussing these funda-

mental systems is to enumerate the most

imi)ortant inherent advantages and dis-

advatit aires of each.
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1. The single fixed system having the high

intensity beam only in the lower angles.

Ad:\inta^cs

a. The possibility of excellent road sur-

face illumination A\"ithout producing
serious glare on a level road.

b. No manipulation depending upon the
knowledge or intentions of the
driver.

c. Constancy of characteristics once
properly installed and adjusted.

Disadvantages

a. Varying height of beam due to road
curvature causing serious glare

—

a part of the time.

b. Resulting difficulty for the driver in

anticipating the direction of the
road due to absence of light on
trees, telephone poles, and fences.

c. Practical difficulty in reducing the
upward intensities to a sufficiently

low^ value to eliminate glare on the
darkest roadway.

d. Limited range of illumination when
approaching the foot of a hill.

2. Controllable system capable of giving

either downward light only, or both upward

and downward light.

Advantages

a. Overcomes disadvantages b. and d.

as noted above, except at such times
as there are approaching vehicles.

b. Permits a good road surface illumina-

tion at all times.

c. Gives warning to the driver of a vehi-

cle approaching on the cross-roads.

d. More likely to render visible danger
signs such as at railroad crossings.

e. Gives the roadway pedestrian warning
at a great distance.

f

.

Permits of the full pleasure and feeling

of security in night driving that
comes as the result of strong upward
light, at times when there are no
approaching vehicles.

Disadvantages

a. "With the control of the system left to

the discretion of the driver there is

sure to be some abuse, although this

possibility is diminished b}^ the as-

sumption that the controllable sys-

tem will be capable of giving good
road surface illumination at the time
of passing.

3. The diffusing system where the beam
intensity is cut down and the light is scat-

tered through a wide angle symmetrically as

regards up and down.

1
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>00% Blinding Clare
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Beam Candle -Pov^er

(From Iltuminaling Engineering Practice)

Nature of Relation Between Beam Candle-power and Visibility

of Objects Viewed against Beam where the

Background is Totally Dark

Advantages

a. It seems that the only advantage to
this system is the ease by which the
results can be accomplished. Almost
any kind of a diffusing transmitter
in the door of the headlight can be
used with any kind of lamp and
reflector with any kind of adjust-
ment.

Disadvantages

The disadvantages are so great that it

seems as though this scheme was as far

from the best solution as anything could be.

a. The beam intensities are not suffi-

ciently reduced to do away with
glare except on well lighted streets.

b. Beam intensities, however, are reduced
far below the point of even fair road
illumination.

c. The light is scattered through such a
wide angle that it is effective in pro-
ducing glare in all positions forward
of the car, where the background is

dark.

It has been the observation of the writer that
practically all who have studied this problem
agree on the main points as outlined above,
and further that those who drive machines a
great deal over a wide variety of road condi-
tions agree that the single fixed systems, no
matter how carefully worked out and adjusted,
can never be satisfactory. There is left but
one point of serious difference of opinions and
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that is in the matter of whether the control

of the lights can be left to the discretion of

the driver. The disadvantage of doing so is

sure to appear more serious to some than to

others. If the point is to be settled in advance
it must be decided by opinions, and the proof
can come only as the result of experience;

not experience with one experimental equip-
ment on the road but by experience with a
simply understood and uniformly applied
practice.

The writer believes the best solution to be
a controllable system which is capable of

giving high intensity road illumination up to

say fifty feet forward of the car as measured

on a level road at times of passing, and of
strong upward light in addition at other times.

This necessarily brings in the disadvantage of

allowing discretion to all drivers, but this

is parallel to the present discretion of drivers

in the matter of controlling the speed of his

car. With uniform equipment, as above
outlined, there would be little incentive to

abuse, first, because the driver is still able to

see his way in passing after cutting out his

upward light; and second, because he knows
that the other fellow is equipped to serve him
the same kind of mistreatment in return,

should he feel inclined to disregard the rights

of others.

The Phantom Circuit Remote Control System
By H. H. Reeves

Supply Department, General Electric Company

The system dealt with in this article was assigned to provide a simple, reliable, and economical means
for turning on in the evening and off in the morning those groups of street incandescent lamps which are

located at a distance from the central station and are fed by local transformers. The author describes the

theory and operation of the system, the various component pieces of apparatus, and analyses its merits. The
article is based upon a paper delivered by^the author at the convention of Alunicipal Electricians, Niagara
Falls, September, 1917.

—

Editor.

Introduction

Everyone is familiar with the recent devel-

opments which have improved the efficiency

of the incandescent Mazda lamp.

The use of the gas-filled lamp with

its high efficiency has had far reach-

ing results, especially in street light-

ing where certain evolutionary, if

not revolutionary, changes are in

progress. A few years ago the

Mazda lamp was used in street

lighting only as a sort of "filler in,"

i.e., its use was limited to unim-
portant streets or districts where
an excuse for illumination was all

that was required. T(xlay, it has

replaced large numbers of arc lam])s

and has forced its consideration for

all classes of street lighting.

Practically all arc lamps used

for street lighting were operated

on series circuits, as arc lamy)s

built for and oj)erated on constant

jjotential circuits were in general

less efficient due to the power con-

sumed in the steadying resistance.

These series circuits were supplied

with a constant current b\- a mox--

able-coil transformer in the station ; and when
incandescent lamps replaced the arcs, they
were installed on these same series circuits. In

25OO V AC Line

Fig. 1. Connection Diagram of Phantom Circuit Remote Control System!

as applied to an Ungrounded Neutral Line

Z300V A.C.Line

Connection Diagram of Phantom Circuit Remote Control System

as applied to n Grounded Neutral Li ic
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new installations, however, there is a tendency
toward using lamp circuits supplied and
controlled b\- transfonners sometimes remote
from the station, these transfonners being

mounted on poles and connected directly to

the 2o00-volt light and power feeders. This
arrangement is possible with incandescent

lamps but was not practicable witli arc lamps
OAAnng to the inherent characteristics of the

latter.

Irrespective of whether the lamps are con-

nected in series or in parallel in these pole

installations, some means must be provided
for connecting the lamps to the feeder at

night and for removing them in the inorning.

There were two ^ methods available for

accomplishing this; first, by manual operation;

and second, by time-s'v\'itches mounted on
the pole with the transformer which supplies

the lamp circuit. Both of these were open to

certain objections, in consequence of which
there has been developed* and made com-

Fig. 3. Station Reactance

mercially available a system of control from
the station or some central point. This
system is known by the name '

' Phantom
Circuit Remote Control System."

* In the Consulting Engineering Department of the General
Electric Company.

The designation "Phantom Circuit" is

used because no separate circuit is required
for the control, the impulse for operating the
swtch being sent over the feeder wires. It is

called
'

' Remote Control
'

' because * the
operator at the station has absolute control

Fig. 4. Aluminum Rectifier Cells for Providing

12 5-volt Direct Current where no Other
Source of Direct Current is Available

of the street lights, deriving power from his

high-voltage feeder wires ten or fifteen miles
away.

Theory

It ijS a well known fact that a circuit can be
used for more than one purpose at the same
time, a familiar example being multiplex
telegraphy where several messages are sent
over the same wire simultaneously. In the
present instance, however, alternating-current
power lines are used for transmitting a small
direct current without interfering with their

function of carrying power. The high-voltage
wires are used as one side of the circuit and the
ground as the other as indicated in Figs. 1 and
2. It is necessary, therefore, to get the
direct-current on the lines without letting the
alternating current escape to the ground.
This is accomplished on a three-phase non-
grounded neutral line or on a single-phase
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line by means of a reactance (Fig. 3 and item

2 in Fig. 1) which offers little resistance to

the passage of direct current, but offers

sufficient impedance to the alternating current

to pi-event grounding the system.

Fig. 5. Potential Transformer for Use

with Aluminum Cell Rectifier

The station reactance is connected between
two of the line wires, and one side of the direct-

current suppty is connected to a tap at the

center in order to decrease the resistance at

this point.

In the station a source of 125-volt direct

current must be provided which can be

grounded on either side alternately. If there

is such a source available, the rectifier (Fig. 4

and item 4 in Figs. 1 and 2) and the potential

transformer (Fig. 5 and item S in Figs. 1 and
2) can be omitted as their function is to

supply direct current for the control impulse

where a direct-current supply is not available.

The direct-current is impressed on the

alternating-current lines only for a few seconds

—just long enough to operate the oil switch.

A high resistance (Fig. G and item 11 in

Fig. 1) is connected across the terminals of

the knife switch (Fig. 7 and item 1 in Fig. 1)

and offers a permanent path to ground for the

exciting current of the reactance.

At the line end of the system, a reactance

(Fig. 8 and item -5 in Figs. 1 and 2) similar to

Fig. 6. Resistance Unit for Connection of Cross

Terminals of Knife Switch shown in Fig. 7;

Ungrounded Neutral System

that at the station is installed. The line

reactance, however, is connected between
one line wire and ground. A polarized relay

(Fig. and item G in Figs. 1 and 2) for

controlling the solenoid circuit is inserted in

the circuit between the reactance and ground.
If the direct-current impulse passes through
this relay from line to ground, the closing

solenoid (Fig. 9 and item 7 in Figs. 1 and 2)

is energized and the street lights are turned
on ; if from ground to line they are turned off.

The solenoids obtain their power from a
source of 110-volt alternating current which
is usually available. When the oil switch is

closed, the contacts (Fig. 9 and item 9 in

Figs. 1 and 2) in the closing solenoid circuit

are opened, and those in the opening solenoid

circuit are closed mechanically, so that the

next operation must of necessity be the

opening of the switch.

It requires about 0.05 amperes of direct

current to operate the polarized relay. If

more than one switch is operated from the
same station equipment, the direct current

required from the station is increased pro-

portionately. This means that a special

reactance of lower resistance is necessary

when more than one switch is operated, or the

standard reactances can be paralleled.

The closing solenoid requires an instan-

taneous alternating current of 15 amperes at

110 volts, but this decreases in about 0.1

seconds to 4 amperes. The opening solenoid

takes 8 amperes at the start but this falls to

three amperes, and it is this lower current at

which the contacts open.

The oil switch (Figs. 9 and 10 and item

iO in Figs. 1 and 2) breaks the current of the

primary of the transformer or of the circuit

which it is controlling.

Fig. 2 shows a three-phase line with the

neutral grounded at the station. No station

Fig. 7. Two-pole Double-throw

Control Switch

reactance is needed in this case as the direct

current can be connected to the transmission

line through the grounded wire by a single-

pole double-throw switch as Indicated at A
in the diauram.
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The proper operation of this system of

control depends upon the absence of jjjounds

on the alteniating-current lines. The control

can be used even if the neutral of the system is

grounded at the station, providing the ground

Fig. 8. Line Reactance

can be disconnected momentarily while the

control impulse is being sent. The average
tree ground will not interfere with its opera-

tion, as the resistance of the tree ground is so

much higher than that of the control circuit

impulse is being sent, or a condenser could be
permanently connected in the grounding line

of the ground-detector circuit.

There will be no inductive disturbances in

parallel telephone lines, as the alternating
current flowing through the ground is infini-

tesimal .

Description

Figs. 3, 4 (four cells), 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show
all of the material for a complete 60-cycle
2300-volt system. Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

include those parts of the apparatus located at

the station, and Figs. 8 and 9 include those
parts located out on the line at the point where
the switching is to take place.

The capacity of the double-pole double-
throw reversing switch (Fig. 7 and item 1

in Figs. 1 and 2) is 30 amperes, 125 volts.

The incorporation of "safety-first" features

led to the selection of a switch which had its

blades entirely enclosed in a cast-iron cover
leaving only a rubber handle projecting

through a slot.

The station reactance (Fig. 3 and item 2
in Fig. 1) is enclosed in a cylindrical sheet-

steel case, which gives it a very substantial as

well as compact appearance. It is absolutely
weatherproof, the three leads which connect
to the ends and middle point of the winding
being brought out through bushings at the
cover end. Also, it was designed for a potential

test of 12,500 volts between coil and casing.

Fig. 9. Top Compartment of Oil Switch showing Polarized

Relay and Operating Solenoid and Mechanism

that the direct current is not short circuited.

If the alternating-current system is grounded
through ground detectors, this ground could
be removed for the few seconds that the

Fig. 10. Bottom Compartment of Oil Switch with

Tank Removed to show Oil Circuit Breaker

The constant-potential transformer (Fig.

5 and item 3 in Figs. 1 and 2) used in connec-
tion with the rectifier for supplying direct

current is for use on a 60-cycle 110-volt
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alternating-current circuit, and the secondary

is wound for 500 volts with a tap at the middle
point. Its momentary capacity is 500 watts.

The rectifier (Fig. 4 and item 4 in Figs.

1 and 2) is made up of four cells, each cell

consisting of a glass iar containing an elec-

Figs. 11 and 12. Installation of Phantom Circuit Remote Control

in Rural Districts Located Four and Eight Miles

Respectively from Central Station

trolyte in which is submerged the aluminum
terminals. It is capable of delivering 0.5

amperes direct current at 125 volts.

The line reactance (Fig. S and item 5 in

Figs. 1 and 2) is similar to the station react-

ance.

The solenoid o])crated oil switch (Figs. 9

and 10 and items 6', 7, 8, .9, and 10, Figs. 1

and 2) consists of a 2300-volt 30-ampcre

double-pole single-throw oil switch, an open-
ing solenoid, a closing solenoid, two sets of

mechanically operated contacts, and a polar-

ized relay. These are all mounted in a cast-

iron box, the switch blades being submerged
in a tank fastened to the bottom of this box.

Conclusion

The operation of the phantom circuit

remote control system has demonstrated
that its advantages may be classified some-
what as follows

:

Reliability

Ample power for operation under all com-
mercial conditions.

Strong construction.

No complicated or delicate mechanism.

Adaptability

Applicable to any non-grounded alternat-

ing-current feeder circuit.

No auxiliary circuits necessary.

Flexibility

A number of switches can be controlled

simultaneously.

Simplicity

Auxiliary circuit under control of operator

at all times.

No flicker in house or street lights when
switch is operated.

Negligible attention to switch after instal-

lation.

No necessity for visiting switch to reset,

operate, or wind mechanism.
Control mechanism can be installed in any

convenient location such as a City Hall,

PoHce Station, or Fire Station.

Street Hghting systems 5, 10, or 15 miles

from the station can be connected directly to

2.300-volt feeders without running special

circuits for each system, and the station

oi:)erator can control the various systems at

will. Less station room is required, the

attention which the engineering and operating

force must give to street lighting is minimized,

and the expensive rcjjair department required

for kee])ing complicated arc-lam]) mechanisms

in service can be dispensed with. Thus, the

l)bant()m circuit remote control system has

simi)li(icd matters consi(lcral)l\- for the cen-

tral station.
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Some Features in the Design of Domestic
Electric Ranges

By J. L. Shroyer

Heating Device Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The electric cooking proposition is being received with far more serious consideration than is commonly
supposed by the general public. Actually, electric cooking is gaining converts at a truly remarkable rate. A
typical example of the success which attends the introduction of electric ranges into the home is given in
"Electric Range Campaigning by the Central Station," General Electric Review, October, 1916, p. 778.

The production of the electric ranges illustrated in the following article has been made possible only by exhaus-
tive research and skillful application of the principles of mechanics, electricity, and human nature. The de-

scription of the requirements of an electric range, the difficulties met and how they have been solved in the
ranges herein described, should prove to be of particular interest to the salesman, the central station manager,
the dealer, and the housewife.

—

Editor.

"The electric range has come to stay.

These few words effectively sum up the

expressions received by your sub-committee
from scores of progressive central station

commercial men all over the country. Those
men who have been selling ranges for the
longest time are most enthusiastic about
them. They have had an opportunity of

determining just how valuable the electric

Fig. 1. Electric Range with Four Eight-inch Three-heat Hot
Plates and Two Three-heat Oven Units (one for broiling).

The side receptacle at the left is for attaching an

Electric Flat-iron, etc.

range load is. They have passed through the
exploitation period in their respective terri-

tories, have placed the sale of ranges on a
definite basis, and are making preparations
at the time this report is written for the
sale of ranges on a scale undreamed of

hitherto."

The foregoing paragraph is quoted from
the report submitted by the Electric Range
Committee of the N.E.L.A., June 1, 1917.

Such a report is indeed gratifying to
electric range manufacturers. First, it

indicates that they have been sjiccessful in

producing a range which is mechaiiically and
electrically practical; second, that their foun-
dation for this endeavor, i.e., the belief'that

Fig. 2. The Electric Range shown in Fig. 1 with an Electric

Cooker substituted for the Left Rear Hot Plate, the

Right Front Hot Plate in position for removal, the

Fuse Cabinet Front raised, and the Top Oven
Unit lowered

electric cooking is practical, superior to other
methods, and profitable to the central station,

has been finally confirmed.

The present success of the electric range has
been due, in no small degree, to the helpful

co-operation of practical central station men
with receptive designers.
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This article is intended to discuss briefly, in

the light of experience, the important features

that must be considered in the design of a

modern electric range.

Engineers have been accustomed to design

apparatus that is to be operated and cared

Fig. 3. Electric Range with Four Eight-inch Three-heat Hot

Plates, Two Three-heat Oven Units, and a

Three-heat Broiling Closet

for exclusively by men. The electric range

must primarily meet the approval of women.
Further, the electric range must be made for

operation by the most unintelligent class of

servants, and yet must have the approval

of the highly intelligent and critical housewife.

The electric range designer also had to

enter the field of thermal engineering. This

was not only a new field to the electrical

engineering profession, but involved many
new problems that required time and experi-

ence for their best solution.

This work therefore presented four distinct

kinds of problems; namely, mechanical,

electrical, thermal, and those in which
cuHnary and domestic requirements must be
considered. Each problem became more
involved in proportion to its bearing on the

other problems.
The construction of the electric range oven,

for example, is not a simple maLter. The
relatively high cost of electrical energy as a

source of heat, and the advantages to be

derived from confining the heat required a

durable and efficient thermal insulation.

This immediately introduced several serious

difficulties. First, a suitable heat insulator

was required. ("Compared with other develoj:)-

ments, very little had been done towards the
perfection of heat insulating materials. A
material was required which could be used
with uniform results. Non-homogeneous
materials, or materials which are a]jt to

settle and leave parts of the walls uninsulated,

must be avoided. It must be unaffected by
moisture and should be impervious to liquids

and vapors. This is important in maintaining
an odorless range. The insulation must be

heated each time the oven is used, and there-

fore must have a low specific heat. One and
one-half inch of insulation (weighing 0.01 lb.

per cubic inch and having a specific heat of

0.195, or 0.1025 watthours per pound per

degree C.) around an 18 in. by 18 in. by 14 in.

oven will require approximately 325 watt-

hours to raise its temperature 125 degrees C.

A good oven of this size may be heated and
a pan of biscuits baked with a total con-

sumption of 500 to 750 watthours. It is

therefore evident that the efficiency of a

domestic range oven depends largely on the

specific heat of the insulation.

Fig. 4. Cross Section of an Electric Range

The insulation must also have a high

thermal resistivity. This is important when
the oven is used for longer operations, such

as baking bread, roasting meats, etc.

An investigation of known materials dis-

closes that low si^ccific heat and high thcnnal
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resistivity are not ordinarily found in ma-
terials embodying the other requirements.

In fact, they seem to fall at opposite ends of

the scale of material characteristics.

The lining of the oven presents another

separate problem. A material that will not

readily rust nor oxidize, and a con-

struction which will not warp at

high temperatures must be used.

The heat storage capacity is very

important. A 0.024 in. steel lining

for an IS in. by IS in. by 14 in. oven
\\'il] require 260 watthours to raise

its temperature 225 degrees C.

This is a high percentage of the

total energy required for most oven
operations. A suitable finish for

the lining is also a difficult problem.

The matter of assembling the vent
tubes, the duct for electrical con-

nections, and the lining itself so

that it may be readily replaced,

must be carefully con.sidered.

The oven door shotild fit suffi-

ciently snug to prevent fumes
coming out about the edge. These
fumes are not only objectionable

in general, but discolor the range
and cause trouble by condensation.

Most persons who are unfamiliar

with the electric range do not
appreciate the need of adequate
ventilation; they are apt to think
of it as a fireless cooker. Many
baking operations require some
ventilation, in order to properly
'brown" ; the excess moisture must
be eliminated or things baked may be too

soggy. All ovens should be provided with
approximately 1-in. vents with close-fitting

dampers. Broiling always creates a great

deal of smoke and vapor which should be
allowed to escape from the compartment as

generated. A 2-in. vent is barely large enough
for best results. A damper is not necessary
in the broiler flue. All flues should connect
with a flue chamber which in turn should be
provided with a standard fitting to facilitate

piping to a chimney when desired. It is

important that the pipe fitting be designed
and located so that fumes and vapors will be
directed away from the wall in case the range
is not piped to a chimney.

Control of Heating Units

Provision must be made for connecting
the heating units to the electric circuit and
for controlling their temperature. For the

connection of units a special cable is required.

The insulation must have a high dielectric

strength, it must be impervious to moisture
and unaft'ected by temperatures too high for

rubber, and must withstand considerable
mechanical abrasion.

Fig. 5. Electric Range with Four Eight-inch and Two Six-inch Hot Plates,

Two Ovens with Two Units Each, and a Warming Closet. All

units are of the three-heat type

Rather than mount switches directly on
the range frame, it has been found advan-
tageous to use an integral switchboard,

which constitutes the complete electrical

equipment except for the units.

Appearance

The electrical engineer is also required to

consider the design from an aesthetic view
point. Most women, in considering an
electric range, give considerable thought to

the effect it will have on the appearance of

their kitchens. The range should therefore

have a shape and finish that is pleasing to

the eye, and it must not be a dirt catcher.

Smooth sheet metal surfaces with plain,

though gracefully curved castings, are more
desirable than angular parts, or parts embody-
ing elaborate ornamental designs. Plain

white enamel splashers add to the attractive-

ness.
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Arrangement

Except where floor space is at a premium,
the cabinet type is by far the most popular
design. With this construction ranges must
be made with the oven on either the right- or

left-hand side of the cooking top. The

Fig. 6. Method of Attaching Plug to Hot Plate

warming closet should be adjacent to the

oven, as it is usually dependent on the

thermal conduction from the oven for its

source of heat. An ideal arrangement con-

sists of the warming compartment above
and the broiling compartment below the

oven. The cooking top should be smooth.
An outlet receptacle for attaching mis-

cellaneous kitchen ap])liances—which has

]jroved a great convenience—should be pro-

vided at the end opposite the oven. This is

important, as the range is usually placed

with the oven adjacent to a wall, and it

would be very inconvenient to get at that

end to attach a plug; nor would a standard

cord reach an ironing board i)laccd at a

convenient distance from the range.

Easy to Keep Clean

An electric range which is kept clean will

create favorable comment of itself. Ever\-

effort should be made to construct the range

so that it may be readily cleaned. Corners,

cracks, ornamental figures in castings, an

excessive amount of nickel finish, a shelf

beneath the range, etc., increase the diflicultN'

of keeping the range clean. The oven should
be constructed so that dirt, which tends to

collect in the bottom, may be readily removed.
A shelf beneath the range is invariably

made the handy place to keep kettles, pots,

pans and miscellaneous utensils. Such a
place is not in keeping with the appearance
of an electric range, and should be omitted
in the construction of the range. It is also

difficult to clean both the shelf and the floor

beneath it.

Connection of Units

It is important that all heating units he
connected in the simplest manner to facilitate

cleaning, changing units, locating trouble, and
making repairs. An ordinary attaching plug

has proved the most satisfactory connection.

With this detachable connection any person
can remove, exchange, or replace any unit in

the range. Such a construction permits cen-

tral stations to replace defective units through
the parcel post at a cost of a few cents, instead

of at the expense of an electrician's services.

This feature is of especial importance in

localities where customers are scattered over

a large territory, and where ranges are more
generally sold. If units are permanently
wired in, the services of an electrician are

required to made changes or repairs.

Fig. 7. Switchboard and Connections for the Range

Shown in Fig. 5

Separately Fused Units

Though the underwriters do not reciuire

that the individual heating units be sei)a-

rately fused, the i)ractice has been found

cs.sential to satisfactory o])eration. It is a

serious matter to h;i\e tlie whole range "oil
"
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during the preparation of a meal on account

of trouble wnth a single unit. Any cook will

manage to complete a meal without serious

difficulty with one unit out of order; but if

the whole range goes "off" it will require the

ser\4ce of an experienced "doctor" from the

central station to get her back to an agreeable

frame of mind. Most people will tolerate a

certain aniount of inconvenience to gain a
particular end, but refuse to endure irregu-

larities that interfere with their meals.

Again, separately fused units enable anyone
to test any heating unit for open-circuits and
grounds. This may be done by inserting an
ordinary electric lamp in place of the line

fuse and turning the unit to low^ heat. If the

lamp does not light when the fuse connected
to the neutral is loosened, the unit is not
grounded. Then, if the lamp glows when the

fuse is tightened, the unit is "OK" electrically.

This test is based on the assumption that

both the range frame and the neutral or one
side of the line are grounded. This provision

is a very important feature, as the condition

of any unit can be determined without the

aid of a testing equipment, and without
removing the unit from the range. This is a

big asset in the mind of the repairman, whose
opinion is of no small moment in determining
the general attitude of a central station

towards a particular type of range.

Method of Inserting Oven Unit for Electric Range

Interchangeable Units

A three-heat open-coil unit should be used
in the top of the oven, the Vjottom of the oven,
and the broiling compartment. With the
plug connection this enables anyone in the
household to interchange the units. The
importance of this feature can be appreciated

onh- by those who have been calletl on to

console a customer whose range did not have
interchangeable units, and in which the
oven unit or broiler unit failed during the
preparation of a Sunday dinner. If the
broiler could have been substituted for the

Fig. 9. Oven Broiler Unit

baking unit, or vice versa, the annoyance
would have been avoided.
With interchangeable units the central

stations need to carry but one style of unit.

,

All confusion which may occur in selecting

a particular type of unit is eliminated. There
is no possibility of a customer or a repairman
putting a unit in the wrong place, with the

resulting unsatisfactory service to the cus-

tomer before the difficulty is discQvered.

It is likewise desirable to have all units for the
cooking top interchangeable as to location,

regardless of their size or wattage.

The Importance of Grounding

It has been found that when the neutral

is not grounded at the range, a potential of

several thousand volts may occur between
the wiring and the frame from lightning or

other unusual conditions. Tests on actual

circuits show that potential strains in excess

of 750 volts occur quite frequently.

When used on a grounded system, it is best

to connect the grounded busbar direct to the

range frame, and to ground the frame to the

nearest water pipe. This eliminates all

possibility of the operator getting shocks
from the range, and reduces the liability of

trouble due to electric surges.
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It is plain that with a range grounded as

specified, the maximum voltage between
the wiring or heating element and the frame
is limited to the amount required to force the

surge through the impedance of the wiring and
element.

Fig. 10. Eight-inch Cast-in Sheath-wire Hot Plate (all metal)

Except in the case of a direct stroke of

lightning, or its equivalent, this method of

grounding w411 protect the insulation of the

wiring and prevent the units burning out

due to an arc to the range frame.

By grounding the neutral or grounded line

at the range, and thereby eliminating the

voltage due to a surge passing through the

reactance of the line back to the transformer

ground, the potential at the range to ground
is greatly reduced.

HEATING ELEMENTS
Oven Units

The open-coil sheathed wire oven unit has

proven the most durable, practicable, and
efficient type that has been developed.

With separate three-heat control of both
the top and bottom units, the most efficient

oven is the one with a minimum thermal
storage. The sheath wire heating unit comes
to a temperature above that required for bak-
ing during the first few seconds after the cur-

rent is turned on. Thereafter, all additional

energy is effective in heating the air in the

oven.
The amount of energy required to pre-heat

such an oven is that which will bring the air

in the oven to the temperature required for

best results. If an oven or an oven heating

unit is designed with massive parts which
must be brought up to a high temperature
before the air will reach a baking tempera-

ture, that oven must have a low efficiency.

This feature of construction is extremely
imj)ortant for such operations as baking
biscuit, muffims, etc., where a relatively small

amount of energy is required for actual i)aking.

If the air in an oven is u]) to the required

temperature good results are obtained.

Hot Plates

The most practical hot plate is the one

which will give the best service under average

operating conditions. Speed, efficiency, and
ease of cleaning are prime requisites. With the

same input, speed and efficiency depend on
the same characteristics of design. A person

may place his finger very near the bottom of a

hot flatiron without getting burned; but the

instant actual contact is made a sufficient

amount of heat is instantly transferred by
conduction to cause a serious burn. The
importance of conduction in the efficient

transfer of heat was recognized in the design

of the cast-in sheathed wire unit. It has been
found that this type of unit gives the best

average efficiency.

Hot plates which depend on convection

and radiation for the transfer of heat require

carefully selected dishes for the best efficiency.

For example, it is not possible to boil one
pint of water in a small uncovered aluminum
sauce-pan placed in the center of a 73^-in.,

1500-watt open grill type unit. However, if

the bottom and sides of this dish are painted

black, the water will boil in about 23 minutes.

Some manufacturers of "radiant" type units

have found it advisable to recommend that

their customers paint the bottoms of their

kitchen utensils black. They show figures to

prove that for such operations as boiling two
quarts of water 25 per cent more energy is

required for clean-bottomed dishes than when
a dish with a black bottom is used. The use

of bright, clean-bottomed utensils on cast-in

hot plates does not decrease their efficiency.

For operations requiring only a short time

and a small amount of energy, there is a slight

difference in efficiency in favor of the radiant

type unit over the cast-in ty]:)e. HowcA'cr,

the saving of energy due to higher efficiencies

where small total amounts are involved is

negligible compared with the saving by a

cast-in unit where a large amomit of energy is

involved.

Transformer

Heating —^',

Element

^Transformer
Ground

'Range
frame

Ground

Fig. 11 Diagram showing the Grounding of the Neutral

and the Range Frame

Since the radial ion of heat \-aries with

ai)i)roximately tlic fourth ])()wer of the

temperature of the radiating body, a unit

l)ased on this principle has a very low effi-

ciency when oi)erating at low heat. The
amount of lu>al transmit tt-d b\- conduction
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from a heated bod}' varies directly as its

temperature. The efficiency of a cast-in unit

is, therefore, not appreciably reduced when
operated at low heat. This distinction is an
important feature in favor of the cast-in unit,

for in the preparation of a meal the low heat

is used a great deal.

The cast-in unit is, without doubt, the most
rugged and indestructible unit yet designed.

It is also the easiest to keep clean; it is odor-

less and sanitary, and is thereby in keeping

VN-ith the other advantages of electric cooking.

Fig. 14. Detail Parts of the Electric Cooker

Insulated Cooker

The electric cooker is a deep vessel of special

construction to retain the heat, and is located

a perforated bottom rack on which potatoes,

etc., are placed to be steamed. A tightly

fitting cover prevents the escape of steam
from the pail so that the vegetables are cooked
with better results than if allowed to soak in

boiling water.
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The cookers require very little current,

and are useful for preparing stews,

vegetables, puddings, pot roasts, cereals,

etc., which require steaming or slow

boiling.

/O 1/ 12 /S /4 JS 16 17 /e
M/nutes

Fig. 12. Time to Preheat a Standard Oven 18 Inches by 18

Inches by 14 Inches

in one or more of the rear holes in the cooking
top of the range. It is covered by a lid which
fits in the hole of the cooking top.

It contains an aluminum cooker pail

having a wire handle so that it is easily

removed from the cooker. Inside this pail is

Cost of Electric Ranges

Most persons have been unable to

account for the high cost of electric

ranges. In fact, many who are in-

terested in the progress of electric

cooking, in comparing the cost of gas

ranges with electric ranges, overlook

the vast amount of additional equip-

ment required for the electric range,

such as hot plates, oven units, broiler

units, vegetable cookers, switches, fuse

plugs, fuse blocks, special cable, ter-

minals, bushings, connection plugs, oven
insulation, etc. To offset this there

are only cheap cast-iron burners on

the gas range. On account of the

increased weight, the electric range must be

mounted on a substantial angle iron frame;

the whole construction must be more
sturdy than for gas ranges. Again, a higher

quality of workmanship is demanded on an

electric range.
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Direct Current Aluminum Lightning Arresters
By V. E. Goodwin

Lightning Arrester Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The direct current aluminum lightning arrester finds its principal application in the protection of street

railway equipment. While it was not uncommon to find from 5 to 10 per cent of a railway company's cars
out of commission after a severe electrical storm some years ago, the table on page 893 shows that since the
introduction of the direct current lightning arrester only a very small percentage of motors protected by this

device are damaged. When we read that one Massachusetts company had 78 armatures damaged by lightning

and other electrical disturbances during the summer of 1916, with an average expense for repairs of S50,
and compare this with item Xo. 3 where 181 arresters have been installed over a period of five y^rs with no
damage to motor equipment by lightning, there appears no justification, economical or otherwise, for failure

to install this type of protective apparatus.

—

Editor.

A few years ago it was not uncommon for

electric railway repair shops to find 5 or 10

per cent of the company's cars out of com-
mission after a severe electrical itorm. In

order to avoid thcFe failures some companies
were forced to employ the expedient of

Fig. 1. 600-Volt Direct Current Aluminum Arrester for

Station Service

shutting off the power from the lines and
pulling down the trolleys on all cars which
were in service.

Ten years of experience in service and a

longer period of laboratory investigation with
the direct current aluminum lightning arrester

has done a great deal to relieve this trouble-

some situation. In fact, where direct current

railway equipments are properly equipped
with these protectors failures during electrical

storms are very rare. Figs. 1 , 2, and 3 illustrate

some of the forms of this type of arrester.

Fundamentally, the arrester is a coml)i-

nation of excess voltage and high frequency
absorber. The films on the plates are formed
up to the critical voltage governed by the

maximum operating voltage of the system.

At voltages below this value the cells are

excellent condensers of large capacity. When
normal d-c. voltage is impressed a small

leakage current flows to ground, which is of

the magnitude of one milliampere for each
arrester. If an abnormal disturbance of high

frequency should occur on the circuit the

arrester will allow much larger currents to

flow to ground, this discharge current being
nearly proportional to the electrostatic

capacity and varying as the applied fre-

quency. Since the arresters are in parallel

with the motors and other car equipment
this feature of the aluminum cell affords an
ideal by-pass for high frequency disturbances.

With a disturbance of higher voltage, i.e.,

voltages above the critical film value, the

valve action of the film comes into play and
the cell acts like a safety valve on a steam
boiler and allows the excess portion of the

voltage to go to ground, the discharge being

limited only by the internal resistance of the

cells.

A consideration of this problem of pro-

tection always involves a clear dift'erentiation

between normal and abnormal conditions.

Fig. 2. 600-Volt Direct Current Aluminum Arrester

for Car Service

In the case of the former we have a condition

in\'()l\'ing a lan;c amount of energy and a

reasonably constant voltage and frequency;

with the latter we have small and often

minute (lu.'intities of energy suddenly induced

in the form of liigh \'oltage or high frequency,
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or combinations of both of these distorting

elements. The duty of the arrester is therefore

to separate these two elements by remoWng
the imdesirablc ones \\'ithout in any way
affecting normal operating conditions. The
direct-current ahmiinum arrester is the only

protector yet developed which practically

fulfills these reqviirements.

expense per arrester. In most cases they
include installation in the spring, weekly or
monthly inspections, repairs, removal in the
fall, and storage in the winter. On some of

the southern systems lightning may occur the
year round, and hence the arresters are not
removed during the winter months. In these
cases the expense of removing and storing

Fig. 3. 3000-Volt Direct Current Aluminum Arrester for Station Service

with Series Expulsion Type Operating as Disconnecting Switch

The following tabulation gives the service

records of these arresters on several systems.
The record is not entirely complete in that

it does not show all of the cars damaged by
lightning previous to the installation of the
altuninum arresters.

The figures in the last column show quite

a variation in the annual maintenance

the cells is avoided, but of course a slightly

higher repair expense is incurred.

The cells of this aluminum arrester are

connected directly to the circuit and conse-
quently have full line voltage applied while
in service. Like all electrolytic cells, there is a
constant though slight deterioration going
on at all times. The rate of wear on the

PROTECTION CARS DAMAGED
BY LIGHTNINf; Annual Cost

Railway No. of
Years

of

Service

Lightning of Mainte-

Company Cars Al Years of other Al Other Conditions Aluminum
Arrester Service Types Arrester Types Arrester

No. 1 44 44 3 1 Very severe $0.75
No. 2 170 83 4 87 5 45 Very severe 1.30
No. 3 2000 181 5 1164 5 688 Severe at times

not segregated
No. 4 23 23 4 -— — Bad .50
No. 5 42 40 4 1 4 3 No record Not severe 1.93
No. 6 90 90 4 — 2 — Severe 3.00
No. 7 40 40 5 — — Very severe 1.40
No. 8 13 13 2 — 2 * Severe at times .25
No. 9 24 24 3 — * Severe No record
No. 10 97 81 7 — No record vSevere .90
No. 11 108 108 3 108 2 49 Severe No record
No. 12 25 25 4 — — Not severe No record
No. 13 65 65 2 — 3 —

.

Very severe No record
No. 14 72 72 4 1 1 t30 Severe 1.00
No. 15 50 17 1 33 2 30 Severe 1.45
No. 16 167 66 4 101 5 55 Severe 1.85

* Previous to installation of aluminum arresters, trolleys had to be pulled down and cars stopped during storms because of frequent
damage to motors.

t Year previous to installing aluminum cells.
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plates and electrolyte depends upon the

service to some extent, but principally upon
the operating temperature and line voltage.

Under ordinary conditions the life of these

parts is from two to four years, or even longer.

Even under the worst conditions this

maintenance expense is small compared with

the saving in maintenance on car equipments.

As an example, we might cite a case in

Massachusetts where a company lost 78
armatures by lightning and other disturb-

ances during the summer of 1916. The
repair of these armatures required an average

expense of fifty dollars, to say nothing of

inconvenience to the public and the loss of

servdce and prestige to the company. Assum-
ing conservatively that the use of aluminum
arresters would have eliminated half of these

troubles, the saving of $1900 would have
more than paid for 100 arresters during the

first year.

This same type of arrester is ser\'ing as a

by-pass protector for feeder regulators and
fields of large alternating machines. It has

also proven to be effective in preventing

flash-overs on rotary converters as the result

of high frequency disturbances. Very little

has been published about this arrester and
this brief summary of its operating records

should be of interest to railway operators.

Developments in Switchboard Apparatus
Polyphase Induction Reverse Power Relays

The reverse power relay shown in Fig. 2 is

constructed along the lines of an induction

watthour meter—simple and strong.

The operating characteristics are perma-
nent.

The torque is high and the power to operate

is small.

There is practically no vibration even at

heavy currents.

The reverse power relay is made in single-

pole units and with circuit closing contacts.

Instantaneous or time delay trip can be ob-

tained. If time delay action is desired the

time and current setting of the overload relay

which mu't he connected in series with the

reverse power relay contacts will determine

the action of the combination.

The relay is operated by three separate

driving elements,each having a current coil and
a potential coil, irrespective of whether used

for quarter or three-phase circuits. The third

element is required for delta or ungrounded
Y circuits in order that each phase may be

properly represented in every short circuit.

If but two elements were used many single-

phase troubles would involve only one of

these elements and the benefit of polj^phase

action would be lost. Although only one

element may be involved in case of a

ground on a grounded Y circuit, the voltage

triangle will not have become so badly

1. Reluy Fie. 2. Rcliiy with Cover Removed
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distorted as when a single-pliase line-to-line

short exists.

For delta or unjxi'ounded Y circuits two
current and two potential transformers are

sufficient. The third current coil carries the

resultant cuirent of the two current trans-

formers and the third potential coil is con-

nected across the open delta of the two po-

tential transformers.

The polyphase construction makes the

action of the relay more reliable than could

be obtained by means of three single-phase

relays because of the fact that any incorrect

tendency on the part of one phase is balanced
by a similar but opposite incorrect tendency
on some other phase. The incorrect tenden-
cies being balanced out, the true power
direction will not be overpowered.
The dri\'ing elements are all connected to

a single vertical shaft with two horizontal

disks. The upper disk is driven by one
element and the lower disk by the two remain-
ing elements, one in front and the other in

back of the relUy.

One set of contacts is opened or closed,

depending upon the direction of rotation of

the relay shaft.

Under nonnal direction of power the disks

tend to rotate to the right and allow the

contacts to remain open. Reversal of di-

rection of power flow causes the disks to

rotate to the left and close the main contacts.

These contacts are automatically relieved of

the tripping current by the heavier contacts

of an auxiliary relay inside the case. This
auxiliary relay, which closes instantly, re-

mains automatically locked in contact by its

actuating coil as long as the tripping current

flows. Although the main contacts carry the
tripping current for only an instant, they are

for additional safety constructed of heat-

resisting metal. The relay, when properly
installed, will operate correctly on practically

all single-phase short circuits, even though
the voltage between two lines which are short-

circuited may fall to zero. The relay will

operate correctly on balanced three-phase
short circuits with 10 amperes secondary and
one percent normal voltage remaining. The
relay will operate properly in practically

ever>' case for balanced short-circuits, with
a voltage of one-half per cent normal. When
voltage falls to such a low value, however,
system conditions are apt to be distorted so
that positive operation cannot be assured in

ever>' case with any type of relay.

The polyphase relay should not be used on
systems having the neutral grounded, except

after proper investigation, unless two or more
parallel lines are involved and the relays are
interconnected in a balanced group. In such
a case the power currents are balanced out
and the faulty current controls the operation
of the relay.

Figs. 3 to G show approved methods for

wiring the relay. Other methods which are
electrically equivalent and which for particu-

lar installations may result in more con-
venient or economical wiring are possible.

Connections differing from these are some-
times called for in combinations of several

devices and on diagrams showing switch-

board wiring.

Overload relays connected as shown are

necessary to prevent the reverse power relay

from tripping the circuit breaker except when
power reversals of definite magnitude occur.

The contacts of these relays are connected in

series with the reverse power relay contacts.

Any type of overload relay may be used, but
a plunger type relay is recommended when
instantaneous action is desired.

An auxiliary switch which will be opened
by the tripping of the circuit breaker must be
connected in series with the tripping studs of

the reverse power relay, provided the over-

load relay contacts are not capable of break-
ing the tripping current.

A resistor must be connected in series with
each potential coil as shown in the wiring
diagram. For this purpose three resistors of

500 ohms are furnished with each relay, for

use on circuits of from 25 to 60 cycles.

The relays are designed for use in the
secondary circuits of potential transformers
for voltages above 600, and in the secondary
circuits of current transformers having a
normal rating or continuous current carrying

capacity of 5 amperes.
The current coil of each element requires

but 5 volt-amperes and the potential coils

take 30 and 35 volt-amperes for 60 and 25
cycles respectively.

Outdoor Fuse and Disconnecting Switch for Vertical

Mounting

A combined disconnecting switch and fuse

has been employed extensively in connection
with small outdoor apparatus on transmission

lines operating up to 4500 volts.

The combined fuse and disconnecting

switch is used nearly always to protect trans-

former banks where no switches on the

primary side of the transformers are required.

The fuse is suitable for opening exciting

current of transformer banks not exceeding
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300-kv-a. in capacity. Secondary switches

should always be provided so that the

load can be removed by means of these

switches in case it should become necessary

to open the primary side in which the fuses

are connected.

Fig. 7. Combined Fus2 and Disconnecting Switch

The switch shown in Fig. 7 is made in

single-pole units only and should always be

mounted in a vertical position. A hook is

])rovided for opening or replacing the fuse

holder. To open the circuit the holder is

lifted completely out of the contacts by the

fuse hook; then, if desired, the upper end of

the fuse holder may be inserted into and
hung from the lower contact clips. To close

the circuit the upper contact of the holder is

placed in the upper cHps by the operating

rod and then the lower contact is pressed

into the lower clips by the hook.

The construction of the fuse holder sup-

ports is such that the entire operation is

simple and easily completed.

The fuse holder is constructed of built-uj)

porcelain petticoat insulators so spaced as to

provide ample creepage surface. These contact

parts at the ends of the fuse holder are of brass,

and when the holder is in normal operating or

closed position they engage with the stationary

contacts on the supporting insulators.

The contacts are protected against the

affects of ice, sleet, and snow by mounting
them at an angle and by means of a

punched hood attached to the top of each

insulator.

The fuse passes through the center of a

specially treated fiber tube within a porcelain

fuse holder. The fuse is attached to the upper

or closed end of the fuse holder by means of

an adjustable clamp, and to the lower or

open end of the fuse holder by a ring which,

when tightened, holds the fuse firmly in place

without the possibility of its shearing off. The
cross section of the fuse is less near the closed

end of the fuse holder than at any other

point and melts here when an overload occurs.

The explosion consequent upon the expansion

of the gases formed, effectively expels the

arc downward through the open end of the

holder and instantly opens the circuit. New
fuses may be readily inserted.

This fuse and disconnecting switch is made
for 15,000, 22,000, 35,000 and 45.000 volts.

The maximum current rating is 50 amperes.

No special arrangements are needed for

mounting. The unit is bolted to the cross arm.
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Some General Notes on the Protection of Eyesight
By W. S. Andrews

CONSI'LTING EnC.I.NEERJNO DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Ether vibrations between the limits of 3900 and 7600 Angstroem units create the impression of light, but
on each side of this band of the spectrum arc vibrations which, while they are not visible, may injure the eye.
The longer, or heat, rays emanating from such mechanical operations as electric welding and furnace work should
be guarded against by the use of an appropriate shield. A table is given showing the heat absorption properties
of a number of substances that are available for the purpose. With visible light, three conditions are injurious
to eyesight, namely, intense glare, insufficient light and flickering. The rays at the other extreme of the
spectrum, which are commonly known as ultra violet rays, are most injurious to the eye, and are specially
dangerous because they do not make themselves manifest through visibility or other sensation. Fortunately,
the more injurious of these rays are completely absorbed by moderate thicknesses of ordinary glass, and where
the existence of such rays is suspected ample protection may be obtained by goggles provided with common
glass windows. Lenses made of clear quartz, however, do not intercept the ultra violet rays.

—

Editor.

Infra-red or Heat Rays.

The greater part of the radiation from the
sun consists of invisible heat rays; but as

these are also accompanied by very bright
light rays, the direct influence of which the
eye naturally avoids, no special protection is

required excepting under unusual conditions.

In various mechanical operations, however,
such as in furnace work, iron welding with
the electric arc, etc., the operator should
carefully guard his eyes against heat rays by
some appropriate shield. Various kinds of

glasses are sold for this purpose, some of

which are wonderfully efficient in absorbing
heat rays while they are fairly transparent
to visible light. Dark mica also makes a
very efficient screen for heat rays but it also

absorbs a large percentage of light. Ordinary
clear glass absorbs some amount of heat, but
it is not sufficient protection against any
intense source.

It is commonly known that visible light is

a sensation produced in otir eyes by vibrations

or waves in the ether of space. These waves
are so exceedingly minute that their length

from crest to crest is generally expressed in

"Angstroem Units," each unit being one
ten-millionth part of a millimeter.

Ether waves that measure 7600 to G500
A.u. from crest to crest are manifested to the

eye as red light, and those that measure 4200
to 3900 A.u. are seen as violet light. Between
these extreme limits of wave-lengths we
find \'isible light of all the colors in the rain-

bow, the blending together of which in day-
light produces what is known as white light,

being thus named because it shows all objects

in their true colors. Light that is artificially

produced by flame or incandescence usually
contains a preponderance of red and yellow
rays, so that it does not show colors as cor-

rectly as does daylight.

Just as there are no sharp lines of definition

between the different colored bands in the rain-

bow, so also do visible and invisible radiations

gradually merge one into the other ; and for con-

venience itmaybe roughly stated that the aver-
age human e^'e perceives visible light between
wave-lengths' from 7600 to 3900 A.u.

Ether waves that measure more than 7600
A.u. (up to about 3,000,000 A.u.) constitute
the infra-red or heat rays, and those that
measure less than 3900 A.u. (down to about
500 A.u.) are known as ultra-violet rays.

We have, therefore, three divisions of

radiation under consideration that are mani-
fested respectively as infra-red or heat rays,

x-isible light, and ultra-violet rays, the first

and last being invisible. All of these radia-
tions which have a common origin in the
almost unthinkably minute waves in the
universal ether, differ from each other only
in wave-lengths and frequency, but yet they
affect our senses very diversely. Let us,

therefore, proceed to examine their physio-
logical effects with special reference to safety
of eyesight.

Material of Screen Thickness
in Inches

Percentage
Heat

Absorbed

Clear white mica
Clear window glass

Flashed ruby glass

Blue glass

Emerald green glass

Dark mica
Corning G124J glass

0.004
0.102
0.097
0.093
0.100
0.004
0.095

19
26
31
57
64
67
90

Table I shows the heat absorption of

different glasses and mica as based on recent

tests. However, owing to the fact that glass

varies very much in its chemical constituents,

as well as in its depth of coloration, the

figures presented can only represent general

approximate results. The thickness of the

material also naturally influences its absorp-

tive power, although not in a direct ratio.

It is worthy of note that dark mica only

4/1000 of an inch thick absorbs heat rays

better than green glass that is 1/10 of an inch
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thick. The source of heat used in this test

was a 2{)()-\vatt gas-filled tungsten lamj:)

operated at a little below normal voltage.

As the surface of our bodies is sensitive to

heat rays, we are thereby warned; but it is to

be remembered that the delicate tissues of

the eye are more liable to be injured by these

rays than the coarser tissues of our skin, and
common prudence will dictate a reasonable
amount of precaution, when the eyes are

exposed to heat rays, especially if these rays

feel uncomfortable to the skin.

Long continued proximity of the eyes to

even moderate sources of heat may easily

produce bad effects by cumvilative action.

In this way, glass workers who o]3erate with
unprotected eyes near to their gas jets are

subject to cataract which might be entirely

prevented l)y the use of ]:)rotecting goggles.

Visible Light

There are three very important features

in connection with visible light that should
be carefully avoided to preserve good eye

sight; viz., intense glare, insufficient light,

and flickering. A very bright light naturalh'

exerts a great strain on the delicate muscles
of the eye, which endeavor to contract the
pupil abnormally to shut out as much as

possible of the glare, and under this condition

the eye soon gives warning of fatigue. Also,

reading or working in a dim light such as

twilight can only be done at a risk of injury,

as in this case the muscles of the eye are

strained to expand the pupils to the fullest

possible extent. With a flickering light these

effects are greatly aggravated, as the invol-

untary muscles of the eye try to keep pace
automatically with the variations in bright-

ness, and eye strain of more or less severity

ensues. A flickering light above all things

should 1)e a\^oided in reading, or in fact in

doing any work requiring the continuous
use of the eye.

In all mechanical o])erations that involve
the use (jf high temjjeratures and consequent
intense glare, suitaljly colored glasses should
always be worn. Many different kinds of

glasses have been jnit on the market b\-

manufacturers; and, in selecting from these,

it should be borne in mind that the ])articular

shade and dej)th of cf)]onng which ;Jves the

clearest definition combined with sufficient

obscuration of glare should be ("hosen. The
selection must therefore be nccessaril\-

governed by the character of the work and
the intensity of the liglil ; but as the eye is

mfjre sensitive to yellow-green light tlian lo

other combinations, it will generally be found
that glasses inclined to this shade will give
the best results. When used for protection
against very bright light, such as that pro-
dviced in electric arc welding or in the manipu-
lation of melted quartz, etc., a smoky effect

is usually introduced into the glass to help
the absorption. Gertain tints of dark mica
have been found particularly effective in

this respect, and this material is all the more
valuable on account of its efficiency in absorb-
ing heat rays as previously noted.

Special optical glasses are now commonl\-
employed in goggles that are used for small

work, but in heavy welding operations with
large current it is necessary to protect the

entire face and neck from the intense radia-

tion produced; and in this case masks made
of light vulcanized card or fiber are employed,
having comparatively large openings through
which to see the work. The expense of fitting

these large apertures with special optical

glasses is considerable, so combinations of

ruby and green glass plates are in common
use and have proved to be an economical
and effective substitute. Combinations of

ruby and blue glass have also been tried for

this purpose, but better definition and general

good results are to be attained with the red-

green combinations. If dark mica can be

procured of a proper size and uniform in

tint and thickness, it would constitute a

very effective material for use in masks;
but for mechanical reasons, it would neces-

sarily require facing on both sides with sheets

of clear glass.

In standardizing glasses for various opera-

tions, it is to be emphasized that the main
features to be considered are the attainment

of a maximum of definition with a sufficient

diminution of glare, and certain color com-
binations fill these requirements, but the

])articular depth of tint may i)erhaps be best

decided by the o])erator, as there is a consider-

able individual difference in acuteness of

vision, thus making it impossible to lay down
an exact standard for general use under
(k'linite conditions.

Ultra-violet Rays.

These are by far the most dangerous of all

radiations to the e\-e, and the more so because

they are not only in\isil)le but also because

we are unprovided b>' nature with any organ

or sense for detecting them, so we know of

lliem onl\- 1)\' their effects. Fortunately.

the niosl dcK'terions of the ultra-violet rays.

i.e., lliosi' ra\-s ha\-ing a wave-length ot
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about 3400 A.u. and less, are completely

absorbed by a moderate thickness of almost

any ordinary kind of glass, so that, when their

existence is known, their harmful etlects on
the eye can be easily guarded against.

The electric arc between carbon and iron,

and iron and iron, is one of the most prolific

generators of these harmful ra\-s, and
operators on arc welding must necessarily be
extremely careful in the employment of

protective screens. Indeed, it may be stated

that electric welding calls for eye-sight pro-

tection against intense heat rays, glare,

flickering, and ultra-violet rays. Notwith-
standing this fact, however, complete im-
munity- from bad effects to the eyes of

operators can be assured by the proper use

of protective lenses. The masks that are

commonly used by operators not only are

necessary for the protection of the face and
neck from direct dangerous radiations but
for the protection of the eyes from reflected

ultra-violet rays; these rays together with
heat rays can be reflected from a surface in

the same way as visible light, so that complete
protection can onl}' be assured by cutting off

all light from the eye excepting that which
passes through the lens.

For the same reason arc welding should
not be cairied on in an open shop or even
behind screens closed only at the sides. The
reflection of the vivid and flickering flashes

from the walls and ceiling may easily affect

the eyes of other operators who are not
engaged in welding, and are therefore

unprovided with any protective device.

The light from mercury-arc lamps is also

rich in ultra-violet rays, but when these

lamps are made of glass the rays are absorbed,
thus rendering the light harmless excepting

for the glare. When made of clear quartz,

however, they should never be used excepting
when thoroughly screened by suitable glass

shades, or very dangerous eye trouble will

be siire to ensue since clear quartz is trans-

parent to ultra-violet rays. Spectacles or eye
glasses made with so-called pebble or crystal

lenses, (i.e., natural clear quartz) therefore

afford no protection to the wearer; but the
rays cannot pass through the ordinary lenses

of plain clear glass.

Ultra-violet rays produce the effect known
as "fluorescence" in certain chemical sub-
stances. When these substances are seen by
a mixtiu-e of visible and ultra-violet light,

such as that emitted from the iron arc, their

apparent color is changed. Thus, soda
salicylate in tablet form or in powder changes

its color fron: \n\vc while lo a hriglU blue
while it is illuininalcil 1)\- llie ntixLure of

rays, unless the visible light is so strong that
it overjiowers the fluoresccaL color. A high-

tension disruptive discharge of electricit\-

between iron i)oints is an excellent source of

Fi3. 1 . (A) Spectrum of Iron Spark

(B) Spectrum through Ruby Glass

(C) Spectrum through Green Glass

(D) Spectrum through Blue Glass

ultra-violet rays for producing fluorescent

effects, because it emits an excess of ultra-

violet rays as compared with its visible light.

A pebble or crystal lens can be readily dis-

tinguished from one of plain glass by this

light, for if the lens is interposed between
the iron spark discharge and a fluorescent

substance, such as soda salicylate, the blue

color will immediately vanish and the salicy-

late will assume its natural white; but if the

lens is made of quartz, the blue fluorescence

will remain unchanged.
There are numerous substances that show

different fluorescent colors under the influence

of ultra-violet light, but soda salicylate is

mentioned here because it can be procured at

any drug store, whereas matiy of the other

substances thus affected may be more or less

difflcult to obtain.

Fig. I shows the full spectrum of the vis-

ible light emitted by a disruptive iron spark

discharge and also the absorption effects of

various colored glasses when interposed

between the spark and the photographic

plate on which the spectrum is recorded.

It may be stated that the apparatus for

producing ultra-violet rays as described

and illustrated in the General Electric
Review, April, 1916, p. 317, is especially

suitable for testing spectacles or eye glasses

to ascertain if the lenses are made of natural

quartz or ordinary optical glass.
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Life In a Large Manufacturing Plant

Part IV. RESTAURANTS
This installment of the series is interesting as showing how engineering methods have been applied to a

restaurant service where it is necessary to serve 1700 meals in approximately thirty minutes. It also illus-

trates what can be done in the matter of reducing costs by quantity production and a proper consideration to

the buying of food stuffs. The price of the noon day meal at the Schenectady Works of the General Electric

Company is twenty cents, and we are safe in stating that this is less by from 50 to 100 per cent than the cost

of a similar meal at any of the popular lower price commercial restaurants.—Editor.

Menu

Roast Beef Mashed Potatoes

Stewed Tomatoes Bread and Butter

Milk (or Coffee)

Coconut Pudding

Price 20 cents

This bill of fare is typical of the noonday
meal that is being served today to employees
of the Schenectady Works of the General
Electric Company. It is a full equivalent of

the meals that were served in this restaurant

five years ago, despite the steep increase in

the cost of all food stuffs during this period.

The ability to serve this meal today at the
price in force five years ago is the result of

skillful application of engineering principles

in the kitchen and in the method of serving

customers.
The following table, which was prepared

by a food expert, shows that this midday
meal provides one-third of the nourishment
required for a day's hard work.

A Million Meals a Year

The figures below show that the popularity
of this restaurant is increasing, owing as

much to the improved facilities as to war
conditions.

Number of Number of

Year Employees in Customers
Schenectady Works Served Annually

1908 11,359 324,377
1909 11,361 467,779
1910 16,462 626,178
1911 16,107 592,765
1912 17,487 611,525
1913 19,977 710,570
1914 16,823 580,081
1915 15,347 499,706
1916 20,985 707,415
1917 (9 months) 21,000 619,201

The meals for 1917 will probably amount
to 800,000, as almost 20,000 meals were being

served every week during September, 1917.

If this rate is kept up without any further

increase the year 1918 will show over a million

customers.

CALORIES IN 20-CENT MIDDAY MEAL

Amount Calories Calories
Calories
Carbo-
hydrates

Total
Oz. Protein Fat Calories

2.4 69 81 150

2 7 24 19 50
5 13 80 75 168

2 ^5 2 18 25
3 17 46 \-^ 108

2.25 20 8 112 140

0.5 100 100
8' 30 88 47 165

0.136 150 150

25.286 161 429 466 1056

Roast beef
Gravy (brown sauce)
Mashed potatoes. . . .

Stewed tomatoes
Coconut pudding . . . ,

Bread
Butter
Mug of milk
Sugar

Total

Average calories needed daily by a man employing muscular strength 3250

Number of calories in the 20-cent noonday meal at the General Electric Schenectady restaurant . . 1056 or 32 Via'

,

If a Schenectady workman could eat his other two meals just as economically as the above their

cost would be only 41.5 cents

And his daily cost for fo(jd would be 61.5 cents
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Centralized Purchasing

It will bo interred that such a restaurant

has probably established favorable relations

with markets, packini^ establishments, fish-

eries and grocers, and that rock-bottom prices

should result because of the loyalty of the

>;Tipply houses to one of their largest spot

ash customers. The dealers in Schenectad>-

alone sell 5>oO,000 worth of i)rovisions ever\-

year to this restaurant.

The meat is bought direct from a Chicago
acking house, and the fish from Boston. In

purchasing the groceries, vegetables, etc.,

the policy is followed of first obtaining the

best products possible, and then giving the

business to the firms who. service considered,

quote the best prices.

Quantity Production

All the meats, vegetables, etc., are pre-

pared in the kitchen; the puddings are made
here, and also TOO pies and 600 loaves of

bread are baked daily. By providing facilities

for these cooking operations the cost has been
reduced to the minimum.

Kitchen Equipment

The kitchen is equipped with aluminum
pots, kettles, and other utensils, for although
it has been found that these utensils cost

more, their durability and the ease with which
they can be kept clean justifies this initial

extra expense. From the standpoint of the
chef the aluminum kettle will stay hot longer

than a copper kettle, and will also produce
more satisfactory food. For the same reason
aluminum trays are used in the restaurant;

they are light in weight, rugged, and easy
to keep clean. Wherever possible the me-
chanical processes, such as cutting bread,

chopping meat and vegetables, artificial

refrigeration, etc., are performed by electric

motors.

Another example of thrift is found in the
simple fact that the flour is not purchased in

barrels but in bags; for each flour bag, after

being emptied, furnishes two towels for the
restaurant employees.

Restaurant Service

Of the 3500 meals served daily, 500 are
breakfasts, and 200 are riiidnight lunches;
300 are suppers, and SOO meals are delivered
to the shops. Thus 1700 meals are served
during the noon hour in the main restaurant
building. This situation involves mechanical
difficulties which can be economicall\' met
onlv bv mechanical means.

In 19 U) the seating capacity of this res-

taurant was 802 and the maximum meals
possible to serve during the huicheon hour
was 050. In 1917 the seating capacity had
been increased to 1110, and 1400 meals have
been served in half an hour. The maximum
number which can be served during the entire

noon hour has not yet been ascertained in

practice, as the new system has never been
worked to its full capacity. In fact, the

second floor is serving practically as many
meals as were served in the entire building

before the improvements were made.
This increase in seating and serving ca-

pacity has already been accompanied by an
increase of 1000 meals served per week
without any addition to the payroll. This
largely accounts for the fact that the res-

taurant is self-supporting at the extreme
prices prevailing for food products.

Engineering in Restaurant Service

The increase in seating capacity was a
simple architectural detail; but the increased

serving capacity required the skill of the

engineer for its solution—a problem of

quantity distribution in limited time. The
essential feature of the new service was the

installation of a "serve-self" system, ex-

pedited by four conveyor belts. Before the
adoption of the serve-self plan in 1917, it

had been opposed on the grounds that one
slow man can delay a hundred who are

waiting the opportunity to serve themselves.

But the conveyors are so arranged that they
not only eliminate all physical efiforts in

connection with serving oneself, but they
likewise speed up the process and avoid the

objectJion of the slow man delaying those

behind him.
When operating under the old plan, fifty

waitresses served approximately 1000 meals,

each waitress delivering food for twenty
customers. With the new arrangement 1700

men serve 1700 meals, thus making each
person serve only one meal. Obviously, one
person can serve one meal quicker and better

than one person can serve twenty meals.

The progress of the restaurant patrons is

routed so that there is no retracing of steps

or doubling back. The traffic does not

interfere with the serving, as was the case

when waitresses were moving back and forth

with heavily loaded trays. Looking at the

matter in a different way, the serve-self

system brings the man to the food, whereas
the waitress was compelled under the old

system to bring food to 20 men.
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Meals Served in One Minute

The average time required by a eustomer,

from the pay-as-yoii-enter cash desk until he
is ser\-ed and seated, is less than one minute.
The progress is as follows

:

Promptly upon the blowing of the whistle

at noon, four lines of men form in front of

four cash registers to purchase their luncheon
tickets. Few of us have ever had the oppor-
- unity of watching a cashier make change and
sell 29 tickets per minute, yet this is the rate

of speed at which each of the four cashiers

operates. Anyone who hears the clang of a

cash register bell every half second can
appreciate how rapid must be the food dis-

tribution necessary to keep pace. After the

men file past the cash register, they approach
at right angles to the end of one of the four

belt conveyors. Adjacent to the nearer end
of the belt conveyor the ticket is exchanged
for an aluminum tray which is laid on the

conveyor belt. These belts travel at the

rate of 65 feet per minute and allow 15 seconds
for the customer to select his food. Following
his tray he helps himself to either meat or

fish; then potatoes, tomatoes, pudding or

pie, and milk or coffee, all awaiting him on a
hot steam table, parallel to the belt. By this

time his tray is within five or six feet of the
end of the belt, w^here the checker o.k.'s the

contents of his tray.

After removing his tray from the conveyor
belt the diner takes it to his seat. It is

])erfectly proper to say that he takes it to

his reserved seat, because tickets are only
sold up to seating capacity; but the capacity
of the restaurant is much greater than would
be indicated by the number of seats, because
many men have finished their luncheon by
12:10 p.m., and the process of removing the
dishes begins immediately. At 12:10 service

again begins in the restaurant until all comers
have been fed.

The intermittent plan of service assures

a seat for all who have entered and thus
prevents congestion. One of the benefits

of this system is the fact that the trays, dishes,

silver, and glasses used by the early arrivals

are promptly w*ashed and used by the late

comers. Thus it is possible for 1700 people
to be serv^ed within an hour with only 1300
trays, glasses and sets of silver and dishes.

Incredible as it may seem, so many men
complete their meal and leave the restaurant
in 10 minutes that their dishes can be washed
and dried and used by the second set of diners
who begin serving themselves at 12:10—ten
minutes afterthe blowing of the factory whistle.

Each of these conveyors serve from 80 to
40 people per minute, and since there are
four of them 120 to 100 meals caii be served
each mimite during the noon period.^ Thus
the opportunity has not yet appea^d for

testing the new arrangement at its maximum
number of meals.
To form a conception of this service imagine

a file of soldiers, standing at the regulation
distance of 40 inches from each other, reach-
ing up Fifth Avenue, New York, from 26th
Street to 50th Street; these 1700 men

—

more than a regiment—are served in less

than 10 minutes.

Reduction in Payroll

In 1916, under the old system, 150 em-
ployees were required to serve approximately
950 regular meals. In 1917 the number of

employees has been reduced to 66, and despite
this economy 1400 regular meals are served
quicker and better. It is this increased speed
of the mechanical self-serving system which
has lessened the unit cost of the noonday
meal to an extent exceeding the fondest
expectations of the advocates of the con-
veyor installation.

Office Building Restaurant

In the basement of the main office building
of the Schenectady Works is another res-

taurant which served over half a million
customers last year. All of the cooking is

done electrically, and the following equip-
ment is installed

:

16 electric toasters,

2 large electric toasters—hotel size,

13 electric ovens for baking and roasting,

12 electric stoves for boiling, stewing, and
grilling,

6 electric coffee urns,

3 electric exhaust fans with ventilating
ducts to the roof,

2 electric dishwashers,
1 electric hot table,

1 electric dough mixer,

1 electric potato peeler,

1 electric potato masher,
1 electric food .chopper,

1 electric aluminum soup kettle—the
largest electric kettle ever manu-
factured,

1 electric machine for ice and refrigeration.

With such modern equipment as this the
cuisine is of the best. This restaurant is not
only of great convenience to the office

employees, but it provides a ready and
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agreeable means of entertaining visitors and
customers.

Lynn Works

At the Lynn Works there are four res-

taurants. One of these is located in the

Administration Buildine. where the depart-

ment heads, engineers, and other office

employees have their noonday meal. In

another building is the foremen's dining room,
which is patronized also by the foremen's

assistants, clerks, etc. There is also a lunch
room serving meals on the serve-self plan,

which can accommodate from 1500 to 2000
employees dtiring the noon hour. In the

West Lynn Works there is a girl's cafeteria

serving soup, light sandwiches, ice cream,

and hot cocoa. In all of these restau-

rants the same quality of food is served

to all.

Pittsfield Restaurant

At the Pittsfield Works the restaurant

conditions are somewhat different. Owing
to the proximity of the homes of many of the

employees the demand for meals is not so

great as in the case of some of the other

factories. However, as electric cooking
devices form an important part of the prod-

uct manufactured at the Pittsfield Works,
it was found desirable to equip a small

restaurant where electric cooking devices

could be shown in actual operation and where

a first-class meal could be served at practically

cost.

The Pittsfield restaurant is furnished with
a large electric kitchen, the ranges, bake
ovens, broilers, and toasters being operated
electrically. The meat cutters, dishwasher,
potato peeler, and refrigerating equipment
are all driven by electric motors.

Harrison Lamp Works

Due to space restrictions at the Harrison
Works three types of service are rendered.

There is an office and staff dining room
accommodating one hundred and twenty-
five employees, where a substantial course

dinner is served at noon. A factory cafeteria

is maintained, serving two to four hundred
people, and a considerable number of meals
are delivered on trays to manufacturing
departments.
The food service is identical in all cases

and it is sold at the lowest possible prices,

the average cost per person being under
sixteen cents. Meat and potatoes, with
bread and butter, for instance, cost the

employee ten cents; ice cream cones, three

cents; milk and soup, two cents, etc.

At the Other Plants of the Company

All of the other Works of the Company
have ample restaurant facilities, but those

described are typical and further description

would only lead to repetition.

I
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
REVIEW

THE STATUS OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
Adequate illumination is one of the most potent

factors in the safeguarding of life, limb, and prop-

erty. The importance of good lighting for this

purpose is not fully appreciated, as is indicated by
the fact that while public appropriations for police

protection, being regarded as an obvious necessity,

are at least sufficient and are often even generous,

the lighting budget is generally subject to minute
scrutiny from the standpoint of economy, with the
result that it is in many cases extremely difficult to

provide really adequate illumination with the funds
available. When it is considered that the police are

seriously handicapped without the aid of proper
street lighting, and that such lighting is about the
best way of breaking up gangs and rowdyism on the
streets, the great desirability of providing liberal

appropriations for public lighting is apparent.
Although probably all practical forms of artificial

illuminants have been utilized for street lighting at

various times and places, the electric light, which
found its first considerable applications for such
installations, proved by far the most suitable and
successful and has become paramount in the field.

In fact, at the present time statistics show that
nearly one-tenth of all the current generated in the
central stations of this country is used for the light-

ing of public streets, parks and thoroughfares.
This does not include the large amount of energy
that has of late been utilized to an increasing and far

reaching degree for the decorative illumination of

public and private buildings, statues, flags, foun-
tains, and spots of scenic beauty, to say nothing of

the remarkable development of various flood light-

ing installations for protecting and enhancing the
efficiency of munition and industrial plants, rail-

road terminals, shipping docks, aviation fields, ship-

building yards, railroad bridges, and ship canal
locks, and for lighting playgrounds, athletic fields,

skating rinks, foundation excavations, new build-
ing operations, fire fighting, and other applications
too numerous to mention.

This marked advancement in electric lighting
activities is undoubtedly due to the great strides

that have been made in bettering the efficiency of

electric illuminants during the last few years, and to
the large amount of constructive work that has been
accomplished in the last decade in the field of il-

luminating engineering, particularly in the way of
devising practical means for securing greater ef-

fectiveness of light distribution.
In this connection it is interesting to note that

the science of illuminating engineering was not
thought of as such and did not come into use until
lamps reached a state of development where they
gave enough light and could be operated cheaply
enough so that it became necessary to really plan
for general lighting effects. When the total time is

considered which elapsed between the first known
use of artificial light and the time when illuminating
engineering came to be recognized as being worthy
of a specific name, it may be said that illuminating
engineering sprung up overnight from actual neces-
sity.

To the Illuminating Engineer "light" is raw
material. By his knowledge, experience, and skill

he first calculates the amount of light that is neces-
sary to produce a required degree of illumination,
and then after selecting lighting units of proper
size and light quality and equipped with distributing

mediums of specified dimensions and character-
istics, determines by exact computation the correct

height and arrangement of the light sources to give
the results desired. It is hardly necessary to state

that, due to the large number of different types of

artificial illuminants, many available in various
ratings, each possessing peculiar characteristics of

color, intensity, distribution, steadiness, adapt-
ability, size, initial and maintenance cost, etc., and
all capable of varied performances by means of a
great variety of light-directing accessories, the prob-
lems of the Illuminating Engineer are by no means
simple and obvious of solution.

The article entitled " Street Lighting with Modern
Electric Illuminants" by Messrs. Rose and Butler
that appears in this issue presents well arranged and
clearly explained data which can be used by the
operating engineer to obtain a general understand-
ing of his street lighting problems, enabling him to
handle without outside assistance his ordinary street

lighting installations and to determine when the
services of an illuminating engineer are required,
due to the size or special features of the problem.
It must not be overlooked that these data cover the
subject from the standpoint of illumination only.

The comparison of installation and miintenance
costs can only be made by taking into consideration
the various local conditions which govern each case.

With parallel improvements in the efficiency of arc
and incandescent lamps and the large variety of

fixtures and mediums of diffusion, reflection and
refraction now available for both types of illumi-

nants, the problem of the selection of just the proper
lighting unit and equipment to best meet the con-
ditions at hand becomes increasingly difficult.

A great deal of needless trouble and expense, both
to central stations and municipalities, have been
caused in the past by faulty or loosely drawn street

lighting contracts which led, in some cases, to serious

misunderstandings and even litigation. For this

reason the subject of contracts is receiving more and
more attention as its importance is becoming
recognized. It is not an easy matter to draw up
such a contract which will provide for every con-
tingency that may arise, but a frank discussion of

all the factors entering into the problem, including
the various local conditions to be met, greatly sim-
plifies the work of drawing up an agreement satis-

factory and equitable to both parties. Above all

things the contract should be specific on all the
points it is intended to cover. One very important
provision that should not be omitted is a paragraph
stating the basis for changing from one type of unit
to another, should this become desirable or necessary
during the life of the contract; in any event a change
should not be made without the written consent of the
municipality in order to avoid the possibility of

future controversy. S. H. Blake.
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The Automatic Hydro-Electric Generating Station

of the Iowa Railway and Light Company
By L. B. BoNNETT

Lighting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The automatic hydro-electric generating station has been successfully developed—now who can specify
what will be the limitations of its possibilities? It is very easy to conceive that many relatively small auto-
'matic hydro-electric generating stations will supplement the large hydro-electric stations and steam-electric

stations which will feed the vast and interconnected transmission networks of the future. On a smaller scale

the automatic hydro-electric generating station described in this article supplements a large steam-electric
station.

—

Editor.

Many automatic substation equipments
controlling synchronous convertors for rail-

ways have been put into service in this coun-
try. Descriptions of these substations have
appeared from time to time in the technical

press. Impressed by the successful perform-
ance of these substations , the Iowa Railway
and Light Company has recently put into

operation an automatic generating station.

This station is hydro-electric and is controlled

in a manner fundamentally similar to that
which has proven so satisfactory in automatic
substation operation. It is located at Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, and contains three vertical

generating units with space
for a fourth. The generators

are each rated 500 kv-a., 2

phase, 60 cycle, 2300 volt, 60
r.p.m., and the water-wheels
operate under a ten-foot head.

Power is obtained from the
Cedar River by a concrete
dam above which there are

automatic flashboards for rais-

ing the level an additional

three feet to make a total head
of ten feet. Each wheel is

equipped with a motor-oper-
ated gate and no oil-pressure

governor is used, the load
being controlled through the
motor-operated gate by a
contact - making ammeter.
Excitation is obtained from
either one of two induction-
motor driven exciter sets, each
one being large enough for

exciting the entire station

equipment. These exciters

are rated 100-kw. at 125 volts, and arc driven
by 2.'j00-volt, 2-phase, 1200-r.p.ni., s(|uirrcl-

cage induction motors.
The hydro-electric ])lant is some ."JOOO ft.

from the main .steam generating station of

the Company where there is an installed

capacity of about 20,000 kw. in turbine-

generators. The hydro-electric plant feeds

its entire output into the steam station buses
from which distribution is made. The tie

between the two stations consists of two
single-phase, concentric, 600,000 cir. mil

cables operated at 2300 volts. In the steam
station there is a bench-board upon which are

mounted indicating instruments showing both
the load on individual generating units

and the total output of the hydro-electric

plant. As there is only one main cable be-

tween the two stations carrying the combined
output of the three units it was necessary,

Fig. 1. Front View of the Automatic Generating Stali

Iowa Railway & Light Company

in order to read individual loads, to carry

leads from Ihc si'condaries of the current

transformers in the hydro-electric i)lant to

the indicating instruments in the steam jilanl.

'I^lie control is so arranged that an\' genera-

ting unit or units will start entirely auto-
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matically depending upon the height of the

water in the forebay ; or by remote pull-button

control in the steam station. The units ha\-e

indiN-idual float s^\-itches set for slightly difter-

ent levels. If the Avater rises to a certain level

it closes the float s^^•itch of the first unit, and

that machine is started and
put into serN-ice. If the flow

of the river is such that the

water continues to rise, the

second float switch closes

starting the second machine.

The third switch is set still

higher. The machines are

shut down in the reverse

manner as the water level falls.

In parallel with these float

switches there are control but-

tons in the steam station so

that any hydro-electric unit

can be started from the steam
station, independently of the

height of the water. For each
hydro-electric unit there is

also in the steam station a
control button w^hich, when
opened, shuts down that gen-

erator and prevents it from
starting again either from the

steam station or the float swdtch until this

button is reclosed.

The correct sequence of operations in start-

ing is obtained by properly placed segments
on the drum of a motor-driven controller.

This arrangement definitely determines the

proper time-spacing bet\veen the different

steps of starting the unit and connecting its

generator to the bus.

The closing of the float switch or of the
remote control button in the steam plant

starts the motor driving the controller drum.
The first contact made closes a contactor
which throws full voltage on the induction
motor of one of the exciter sets. The motor
is properly designed for this duty and comes
to speed in two or three seconds, requiring

about six times normal current. The exciter

rheostat is set to give about 125 volts and
the exciter builds up to this voltage.

Shortly after the exciter is started, another
segment of the controller causes the motor-
operated gate of the water-wheel to open a
sufficient amount to give a free running
generator speed of about 70 cycles. After
opening the gate this amount the controller

stops and waits for the generator to come up
to a speed of about 55 cycles. A centrifugal

switch mounted on the shaft of the generator

is adjusted to close at about 55 cycles (55

r.p.m.). The closing of this switch starts the*

controller again, and after a definite interval

of about two seconds, the generator is thrown
on the bus without field but in series with a
reactance of about 20 per cent. The gate is

Fig. 2. Forebay Side of the Automatic Generating Station

open a sufficient amount to cause the speed

to be slowly increasing, and the interval be-

tween the closing of the centrifugal switch

and the throwing of the generator on the line

is adjusted so that the speed of the generator

is approximately 60 cycles at the time it is

connected to the bus.

The controller continues to rotate, first

exciting the field at a low value (pulling the

generator into exact synchronism), then

strengthening the field to normal full -load

value and, shortly afterward, short circuiting

the reactance.

In the meantime, as soon as the generator

is pulled into synchronism, the control of the

gate opening has been taken up by a contact-

making ammeter connected to a current

transformer in the generator leads. This is

adjusted so that it opens the gate until full-

load current is flowing.

After having performed its function of

closing the different contactors in proper

order the controller motor stops, leaving the

drum in the full running position. Since the

generators are rated at 500 kv-a. and revolve

at only 60 r.p.m. they have considerable

inertia. However, only 39 seconds is required

from the beginning of the opening of the gate

until the generator is connected to the bus
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with the reactance short circuited. Within
45 seconds the generator is carrying full load.

In spite of the speed ^^•ith which these genera-

tors are connected to the bus, there is no
mechanical jar perceptible. The generator

causes only about t\nce normal current to

flow when it is first con-

nected to the bus without
field, and the applying of

the weak field pulls it into

synchronism \\-ithout se-

rious surges.

An oscillogram taken of

the current at the time
one of the generators was
thrown on the line is shown
in Fig. 10. The first part

of the film is of the current

flowing when the generator
is connected to the line

^^^thout field, the next is

of the current when the
weak field is applied which
soon pulls the machine into

step. The field is then
strengthened to normal.
There now seems to be a

tendency for the current to pulsate (this is

presumably caused by the heavy reactance in

series with the machine) . As soon as the react-

the generator to the line to the short cir-

cuiting of the reactance is about eleven
seconds.

When the float switch opens or the proper
control button switch is opened, the con-
tactors drop out disconnecting the generator

Fig. 8. General View of the Interior of the Automatic Generating Station.

A Motor-driven Exciter is shown in the Lower Left-hand Corner

from the line, the gate closes and the con-
troller runs to the off position ready for the
next operation.

Fig. 7. Waterwheel Gate Control in the Foreground and
Automatic Control Cabinet Panels in the Background

ance is short circuited, the current quickly
steadies down. The wave amplitude at the end
of the film is somewhat less than normal load
as the contact-making ammeter was set for

holding less than full load on the day this film
was taken. The time from the connecting of

Fig. 9. Benchboard on which are Mounted all the Indicating and
Totalizing Meters and supplementary Remote Control Equip-

ment of the Hydro-electric Station. This Benchboard
is located in the Main Generating (steam) Station
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The generators operate with a fixed excita-

tion adjusted for normal full-load value. If

the water level is so low that with full-gate

opening normal load cannot be obtained, the

generator due to its high excitation takes care

of part of the wattless kilovolt-amperes of the
system. The speed and voltage are, of course,

determined by the steam turbine-generators.

Thermostats or their equivalent are in-

stalled in the bearings so that if any over-

heating occurs the machine in difficulty will

be shut down.
A number of tests were made to see what

would happen in case of wrong operation of

down. The generator within a couple of

seconds was disconnected from the bus, and
the water-wheel gate started to close. As
the control buttons were in the running posi-

tion, the controller tried to start the machine
again but could not until the exciter was again
running at normal voltage.

The oil switch connecting the tie cable to

the steam station bus is equipped with inverse

time-limit relays set for a current exceeding
that which the hydro-electric generators are

capable of giving on short circuit. This
switch, therefore, wall trip only in case of a

short circuit in the cable between the two

^ff/ierator on Line without Field Weak Field

Fig. 10. Oscillogram of the Current Flow between Generator and Line when a Unit is being placed in Service

the control buttons or failures of the equip-
ment. In the steam station there is another
control button switch, the opening of which
transfers the control from the contact-making
ammeter to two other buttons to allow remote
control of the gate opening by hand if desired.

In one test the contact-making ammeter was
left in control of the load, and an attempt was
made to control by hand at the same time.

The operators could increase or decrease the
load, but as soon as the hand-control buttons
were released the ammeter returned the load

again to the proper value.

The operator opened one of the other

control-button switches and then immediately
closed it again. The opening tri])pcd all the

contactors and started the closing of the

gates. The immediate reclosing again of the

button switch did not immediately close all

the contactors; the control waited until the

speed of the machines had dro])ped to a frac-

tion of normal. The regular sequence of

starting was then repeated, and the machine
connected to and loaded on the bus.

One of the generators was operating under
full load when the exciter was pviri)oscly shut

stations. If this happens, all contactors drop
out because of low voltage on their coils.

In the hydro-electric plant there is an
emergency throw-over switch which, in

case of failure of voltage on the main
cable, transfers the control circuits to a

separate source of power from the steam
station. This furnishes energy for closing

the gates of the water-wheels, and the
machines are shut down until the voltage

returns on both phases of the incoming cable.

Then, provided the control buttons are in

the correct position, the generators start

again and pick uj) their load.

The operator accidentally tripped the

switch in the steam ]:)lant when one of the

generators was carrying load. In less than
two seconds the generator tripjied out its

contactors because of over-s])eed, and the

gate was closed obtaining i)ower from the

separate source b\' means of the automatic

throw-over switch.

Recently, the exciter of the steam station

failed while the automatic i)lant was running.

As the hydro-electric plant is nuu-h too small

to carry the total load, it should not only
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disconnect itself from the load but should
close its water-wheel gates. This is exactly

what happened. The failure of the exciter in

the steam station caused increased current to

flow in the hydro-electric generators. The
contact-niaking ammeters on these genera-

tors immediately started the closing of the
gates, and almost completely closed them be-

fore the voltage of the system dropped too
low.

Under normal conditions the load was
found to be steady, varying only as the
water level changes, so that there was
no tendency of the contact-making am-

There are no instruments in the hydro-
electric plant, all indicating and totalizing

meters being in the steam plant at the other
end of the tie cable, and are located on the
bench-board shown in Fig. 9.

The station will be operated at its full

capacity at times of peak load, being started
and stopped from the steam station, so that
the latter can be run at a more nearly con-
stant load with consequently more efficient

operation of the boilers. At other times the
generators will be normally controlled from
the float switches so that all water available

will be used to generate power, and none will

lb *

4 4AA^^^
IWIlll1
IHljjIllflll1

Weak Field —

^

*/iormal Fields -'^ Reactance 3hort circuited— ..

Fig. 10 (Cont'd) The length of the Oscillogram is equivalent to about 15 seconds and extends from the time the generator was
first connected to the line to the time the machine is satisfactorily carrying its share of the load

meters to keep the gates in motion. The
steam station takes care of all fluctuations of

load.

The station is very attractively designed;

the building is of Indiana limestone, and the
interior is finished in cream color pressed
brick. The foundation and water wheel pits

are of concrete. The automatic equipment for

the control of each generator is grouped be-
side that generator and is arranged in

mahogany-finished cabinets. All the control
wiring is inside the cabinets, the doors of

which can be locked. Each cabinet and
motor-driven controller rests upon a pressed
brick pedestal raised six inches from the
tiled floor. The photographs appearing in

this article were taken before the finishing

floor was laid.

be wasted over the dam. At the same time
the pond level will not be dropped so low as

to interfere with maximum capacity operation
at times of peak load.

It is interesting to note that the cost of an
automatic control equipment similar to this

is not greatly in excess of that of the ordinary
hand-control switchboard. The control

equipment is simple, and consists of con-

tactors and other material whose reliability

has been proven in many years of use under
severe conditions of frequent operation.

Where a hydro-electric plant is auxiliary to

a larger station, such an automatic equipment
with the saving in operating expenses and
the most economical use of the water may
spell the difference between loss and profit

in the operation of the plant.
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Methods for More Efficiently Utilizing Our
Fuel Resources

PART VII. GENERAL UTILIZATION OF PULVERIZED COAL*

By H. G. Barnhurst

Chief Engineer, Fuller Engineering Company

This article of the series first briefly reviews the extent of the use of pulverized coal in the Portland

cement industry and then treats of its later application in other industries. It is being used more and more

extensively in metal heating furnaces, m metallargical furnaces in the steel and copper industries and for burn-

ing lime and dolomite for making furnace refractories. A field in which enormous quantities of this fuel will

be used is in the generation of power in stationary power plants. The article refers to many low-grade solid

fuels which can be utilized with good results in pulverized form, and states that the dangers incident to the

use of pulverized coal have been greatly exaggerated. The preparation and handling of pulverized fuel are

discussed in detail in the latter part of the article.

—

Editor.

The availability of a fuel which is of such a

nature that it can be applied to a large number

of different conditions, is of vast importance to

those interested in any development which

tends toward economy and reduction of fuel

requirements.

Industrial Furnaces

Pulverized coal was first appHed successfully

for economical reasons in connection with the

burning of Portland cement. The growth of

the Portland cement industry also had a great

bearing on the development and use of pul-

verized coal, in that it is in this industry that

pulverizing machines were brought to the

present high state of development, for in the

manufacture of cement not only the coal is

pulverized but for each barrel of cement

manufactured, weighing 380 lb., there are

required about 600 lb. of raw material such as

limestone shale or cement rock as well as the

380 lb. of cUnker produced by the kilns which

must be pulverized in order to make the

finished product, so that in the neighborhood

of 1100 lb. of raw materials, clinker and coal

must be ground to produce one barrel of

Portland cement. As there are a hundred

million barrels of Portland cement made in

this country annually, these figureswill give

one a reason why pulverizing machines have

been so highly dcvckjped during the last few

years. Fine grinding of the raw material

means reduction in the quantity of fuel

required and also makes i)ossible the highest

quality of the finished ])roduct, so far as the

chemical analysis or combination is concerned.

Fine grinding of the clinker means increased

ftcad bpfore the Cleveland EnKinccriiiK Society, Cleveland,

Ohio. Seplcmljcr 25. 1917.

strength for the reason that the hydraulically

active units in cement are in direct proportion

to the percentage of fine or impalpable powder
in the finished product.

This statement is made to emphasize the

fact that equipment for preparing and hand-
ling pulverized coal has long since passed the

experimental stage, and has now been de-

veloped to a high state of efficiency and is

readily obtainable.

Somewhere between thirty to fifty million

tons of pulverized coal have been used to

date in the manufacture of cement alone.

The application of this ideal form of fuel

has been gradually taken up by engineers

connected with other industries, who have

speedily recognized its value to such an

extent that the steel industry today is using

in the neighborhood of two milHon tons of

pulverized coal annually in various types of

furnaces such as open-hearth, heating, pud-

dling, soaking-pit, continuous heating, re-

heating, annealing, forging, and furnaces of

practically every description where heat is

required, and is being used successfully.

It is very evident that the future pos-

sibilities of the application of pulverized

coal are now being recognized by the large

steel companies as a subject worthy of their

careful investigation; this is proven by the

number of a])pHcations now oi)erating and

contracted for. The results already obtained

make it very ai)i)arcnt that this form of fuel

will replace other methods of firing in a great

many cases.

A great deveIo])ment is now going on in the

application and use of ])ulverizcd coal in

connection with the cop])cr industry; ore

roasting furnaces, reverijeratorx- and ct)pi)er
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melting furnaces of all types are now success-

fully operating with this form of fuel, and
between one and two million tons of pul-

verized coal is used in this industry alone each
year.

Another large field in which pulverized coal

is commanding attention is in its application

to rotary kilns for the desulphurizing and
roasting of various grades of ores, and also

noduHzing flue dust so as to make available

products heretofore rather expensive to re-

cover. In one installation ore is now being
treated at the rate of SOO to 1000 tons daily,

requiring from 250 to 300 lb. of coal per ton
of ore desulphurized and nodulized.

In another large installation ores carrying

as high as 40 per cent moisture and of rather a
soft nature are being successfully handled,
requiring from 400 to 500 lb. of pulverized

coal per ton of ore nodulized.

Pxilverized coal is being successfully used
today in the burning of lime in rotary kilns

for making oxide of lime for use in open-
hearth furnaces. Also for burning dolomite
to replace magnesite used for furnace linings.

The shortage in the supply of magnesite has
been responsible to a certain extent for this

development.

Power Generation

A very important development is now
going on, which will, when it attains its

gro"«th, require more pulverized coal than
probably all of the other industries combined,
and that is in its application to locomotives,
particulariy in the West.
There is still another field in which enor-

mous quantities of this fuel will be used, a
field in which all are concerned, and that is in

the generation of power in stationary power-
houses. There are quite a number of instal-

lations in successftd operation using in the
neighborhood of one hundred to two hun-
dred thousand tons of pulverized coal an-
nually, and the success obtained by these

plants has created so much interest, and has
brought out so strongly the desirability of

the use of this fuel for power purposes, that
today there are a number of new installations

being made, and by engineers of national

repute.

The peculiar conditions existing today, on
account of the war and other reasons, such as

the gradual disappearance of sources of fuel

like natural gas, and the shortage in supply
of crude oils, which have become of too much
value to be used for ordinary fuel purposes,
have compelled those interested to carefully

investigate the ])ossibility of adopting pul-
verized coal to replace their present expensive
methods of operation and lower the fuel cost.

These statements have been of a rather
general nature to bring out forcibly the
fact that coal in pulverized form is going to

Fig. 1. Single-roll Coal Crusher

become one of the most important fuels. The
results thus far obtained have shown that,

with installations properly designed and in-

stalled, it is not only a desirable fuel from
an operating standpoint but one which will

eventually betome necessary on account of

its economy.
At the shops of the Missouri, Kansas and

Texas Railway pulverized coal has been used
under boilers for over a year with very satis-

factory results. These boilers have been
operating continuously day and night—for

short periods daily at from 150 to 180 per
cent rating. Practically no repairs to furnace

arches or walls have been made during the

year's operation. Absolutely smokeless operation

has been accomplished. The flue gas analysis

during some of the recent tests has shown
from 15 to 17 per cent CO2. Coals carrying,

on an average, from 10 to 22 per cent of ash
with a moisture content varying up to 17 per
cent, as fired, are burned satisfactorily. The
furnace efficiency has been very nearly per-

fect; three tests made in June showed a fur-

nace efficiency of 98.4, 98.6 and 99.4 psr cent.

Burning Various Grades of Coal

Practically any coal can be burned in

pulverized form with a proper furnace and
burning equipment. Each application, how-
ever, must necessarily be governed by the
quality of the fuel available in the district in

which it is made. Generally speaking, how-
ever, the coals which would give the most
satisfactory results would be those in which
the ash content would be less than 10 per cent,

the volatile averaging between 30 per cent and
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40 per cent and the fixed carbon between 40
per cent and 50 per cent. The sulphur content
should be low, although coal with a sulphur
content running as high as 5 per cent is being
burned in pulverized form under boilers with-
out any detrimental results. The ash should
have a high melting point. These statements,
however, are tentative, as most excellent
results have been obtained from all sorts of

coals, differing widely from the ideal analysis
stated.

their use in gas producers is not very satisfac-

tory, so that until the development and burn-
ing of these coals in pulverized form was an
assured success they were not used in as large

quantities as is now possible.

The largest deposits of lignite and mineral
coals appear to be in the Northwest awaiting
future development when proper means are
at hand for obtaining the highest possible

economy from their combustion, and the
location of these large deposits will now be
of great value to the districts in which they
are located.

Around steel plants there are large quanti-

ties of waste fuel such as coke breeze. This
fuel is being used to a certain extent on some
forms of grates, with forced draft, but it

can be burned in pulverized form under
boilers for generating power and possibly in

open-hearth furnaces for making steel.

In the anthracite field there are large

quantities of coal daily pumped back into

the mines, which coal is a result of the washing

and crushing operation to bring the coal to

Fig. 2. Plan and Elevation of Plant for Pulverizing Coal

Coalfkf^r

It is very ajjparent that the development
in this method of burning coal has brought
coals from which heretofore very inefficient

results have been obtained within reach of a
great many consumers. For instance, from
Texas to lildmonton. Alberta, the country is

underlaid with various grades of lignites, low-
grade mineral coals with high moisture con-
tent and of such a nature that the ash would
melt or flow down on the grates, thereby pre-
venting the highest cniciency from being
obtained. They are of such a nature that

commercial sizes. This silt, or washcry waste
coal, carries as high a heat value normally as
the coals which have been operated upon.
The President of one of the large coal com-
l)anics in the East said that in the neighbor-
hood of eight or ten million tons of this silt

annually was jnunped back into the mines to
(ill up old workings.
A nmnl)(>r of the coal comi)anies arc now

carefully investigating the ap])lication of

anthracite, or low volatile coals, with a view
to using this waste coal in i)ulverized form
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to obtain power, thereby releasing for the

market the coals of higher grade which they
are firing at the present time.

Pulverized anthracite is now being burned
in one or two installations, and the \\Titer

has burned pulverized anthracite in a special

form of fiuTiace.

PREPARING AND HANDLING PULVER-
IZED COAL

The coal, as received, is either in the form
of slack, lump, or run of mine, and as it comes
to the pvdverizing plant it should be crushed
so that it will go through approximately a
one-inch ring. A single-roll coal crusher of

approved make is usually the equipment
employed. The coal should then be dried at

low temperature to eliininate the moisture.

Ordinarily it should be dried so it will not
contain more than one per cent moisture.

A low moisture content in the pulverized coal

as fired in metallurgical or other furnaces

lead,s to uniform temperature conditions

which are highly desirable. This condition is

also necessary in order to obtain a product of

the highest quality. The highest efficiency

is also obtained with dry coal.

The drier is of the rotary type; that is

the coal is fed into an inclined shell mounted
on rollers and is gradually passed through
the drier by gravity. The firing chamber
is usually located under the shell, or so

arranged that the products of combustion
from the drier can be used not only to

heat the shell of the drier but also to pass

through it in order to obtain the greatest

economy from the fuel biirned for drying
the coal.

The drier should be so arranged that the
gases of combustion coming from the furnace
do not come in contact with the coal being
dried until the^' are reduced in temperature
so they will not ignite the coal. The temper-
ature of the coal being dried should only be
stifiicient to drive off the moisture; if the coal

is allowed to become too hot, the volatile

content may be reduced, thereby sacrificing

some of the heat value of the coal. This
condition is very readily obtainable, as

practice has shown. A pyrometer should be
installed to indicate to the operator the tem-
peratttre to which the coal being dried is

exposed. An evaporation of from 5 to 7

lb. of moisttire from the coal being dried can
be readily obtained per pound of coal burned
on the grates in the drier. The amount of

evaporation however naturally depends upon
the quality of the coal being handled in the

driers. The driers can also be fired with
pulverized coal if desired.

A magnetic separator of some standard
make is installed, either before the crusher or
after the drier, so as to remove what may be
called tramp iron which consists of pick

Fig, 3. A Coal Drier

points, railroad spikes, coupling pins, links,

hammer heads, sledges, tobacco cans, nails,

etc., all of which have been accumulated in

the mines and in the crushing operation at

the mines. The amount of iron per ton will

vary in certain districts but it is an item of

such importance that magnetic separators
are being installed in every first-class pul-
verized coal plant which is now being erected.

The elimination of this iron naturally im-
proves the pulverizing and conveying opera-
tion, and prevents breaks, and losses due to
intermittent operation, and lessens the wear
and tear on the machinery.

Coal as it is passed through a modern pul-

verizing plant should be elevated and con-
veyed in dust-tight equipment. After crush-
ing, the coal should be elevated to bins above
the driers. These bins should be of ample
capacity and arranged with variable speed
feeding mechanism so that the driers at all

times will have uniform feed. This is very
important in order that the moisture content
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be reduced uniformly and thereby allow

close furnace regulation where the fuel is

burned. Leaving the drier the coal is elevated

and discharged into storage bins above the

pulverizers. These storage bins should be of

such capacity that the pulverizing machinery

Fig. 4. An Installation for Drying and Pulverizing Coal

will at all times receive amj^le feed to ]3revent

them from running empty. All storage bins

should be of dust-tight construction, and
equipped with deep hopper bottoms so that

the coal is constantly in motion while being

drawn off. It is in coal lying dormant or

stationary that spontaneous combustion or

smouldering action is generated, particularly

so where coals are under ])rcssure.

Danger of Spontaneous Combustion no Greater

Than with Other Forms of Coal

The danger of spontaneous combustion of

pulverized coal has been greatly exaggerated.

It has been considered that the matter of

pulverization increases this danger, but it is a

matter of fact that practically nothing more
than the usual ordinary ])recautions taken

with all fuels are necessary to guard against

it. The mere factor of pulverization is not

of any unusual imj)ortance as is readily shown
in the commercial j^xluction of lamp black,

which is handled \'cry much like ])ulvcrized

coal, without dangerous results. This lamp
V)lack is ])robably .'JO to oO times finer than

the average size particles found in commercial
l)ulverized coal.

In the lamp black industry, by the way, it

has been found that only partially filling the
barrels when shipping ga\'e much better results

than when packing the material to the top.

Spontaneous combustion results simply from
the absorption of oxygen. If this absorption

becomes too rapid, heat
will be generated and in-

candescent combustion will

result. The presence of

pyrites tends to oxidation

to a rapid extent in any
fuel, with the probable
disengagement of light car-

buretted hydrogen, and
spontaneous combustion
results. In the case of

lamp black, this condition

of course is removed as

the lamp black contains

practically no sulphur.

Certainly not in the form
of p\'rites.

Pulverizing

Pulverizers of ample ca-

pacity to take care of the

fuel requirements should
be of such a nature that

their cost of operation,

attendance, power, and
repairs are at a minimum. A first-class

pulverizer should be one which can operate

if necessary over a period of from one to

Fig. S. A Near View of the Pulverizer shown in Fin. '•
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three months continuously without shut-

ting do^^^^ even for oiling. The pulverizers

should also be of a type that nonnally
dehvers a product containing the highest

percentage of impalpable powder. Coal
should be pulverized so that ordinarily 95
per cent ^^'ill pass a 100-

mesh sieve. The machinery
in the pulverized coal plant,

where possible, should be
driven by electric motors.
The drives should be stand-
ardized and the motors in-

terchangeable. Back-gear-
ed motors are successfulh-

used in a great many instal-

lations, and the pulverizers

can be driven either by
motors with belt drives or

gear driven ^^-ith a flexible

coupling between motor
and pulverizer.

Dust collectors are some-
timesinstalledinconnection
with driers. This dust is

formed by the action of

through the drier, as the

with a given moisture content and with
standard driers, will not vary very much.

In the Lehigh Valley district, where the
coals carry from 5 to 10 per cent moisture as
received, 25 to 35 lb. of coal are required to
be burned on the grates per ton of coal dried.

Fig. 6. A 50-ton Open-hearth Furnace Using Pulverized Coal.
The Fuel Bins are shown at each end of the Furnace

the coal passing

coal falls down a
certain amount is ground to dust and this

dust, being in suspension, is carried along by
the air currents through the drier; the dust
collector will recover it. Dust collector should
also be arranged in connection with the pul-

verizers.

Cost of Preparation

The adoption of pulverized' coal for any
particular operation naturally depends on
the cost of preparation or handling, which
is a charge in addition to the fuel itself. How-
ever, in a great many cases the original cost

of the fuel is less than that where lump coal

is used. The power required in a first-class

pulverized coal plant, per net ton of coal

handled, is in the neighborhood of 17 h.p.-

hours per ton produced. Since the efficiency

of the motors will average about 89 per cent,

the corresponding power consumption will

be 14.3 kw. -hours. This includes the power
for crushing, drying, elevating, conveying,
and delivering the pulverized coal to the
conveyors leading to the point of use. The
repairs vars' slightly with the quality of the
coal, but generally speaking the repair costs
for the pulverizing plant should be some-
where between 5 and 7 cents per net ton of

coal handled.
The drier fuel is practically a constant, as

the amount required per ton of coal dried.

The cost of this coal is naturally based on the
cost of the coal as received. The great varia-
ble in the cost of preparing pulverized coal
is then reduced to the labor item. The labor
varies inversely with the quantity of coal
handled and the time or continuity of opera-
tion in the pulverizing plant. In other words,
the question of labor cost is one directly af-
fected by the equipment installed. One man
can handle quite a number of machines, so
that in making up an estimate on the prob-
able cost of pulverizing coal, careful con-
sideration should be given to these state-
ments.

Generally speaking, coal in fairly large
quantities, from 50 to 100 tons and upwards
per day, can be pulverized and deHvered to
the furnaces at a cost from 20 to 50 cents per
ton, depending upon the quantity handled.
Nothing has been said, however, as to interest
and depreciation, taxes, overhead, and other
burdens entering into the ultimate cost of
preparation, as these are items which have to
be considered in each specific case. For
instance, the cost of a pulverizing plant, if

it is to be operated 10 or 12 hours per day,
would be considerably greater than an instal-

lation to turn out the same production in 24
hours. The cost of preparation will vary also
with the investment, for a given production,
done in one shift, will naturally be accom-
pHshed at less cost than if it required two or
three shifts.
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To make a positive statement as to the cost

of any given sized pulverized coal plant today
is rather difficult, in that the conditions

governing every installation var\\ Generally
speaking, however, an ideal plant with a

daily capacity of 100 tons of pulverized coal

Fig. 7. Iron Caught by a 12-inch Magnet (Placed in Chute
Back of Coal.Dryer). between November 20, 1913,

and July 16, 1914. The quantity was about

one barrel

will cost today, with the present prevailing

high prices, in the neighborhood of from
$300 to S400 per ton of capacity. The cost

of a plant for 250 tons daily capacity of pul-

verized coal will be from S250 to $300 per ton.

These are just general statements to give

some idea as to the cost of pulverized coal

plants. Information on this subject can be
readily obtained from those familiar with the

matter.
To the cost of the pulverizing plant there

must naturally be added the cost of the

conveying system to the furnaces, also the

storage bins, burners, etc., as well as the air

supply.
When making comparisons between dif-

ferent methods for burning coal, in order to

be fair and just, the cost of each equipment
should be considered from the time the coal

is received on the track until it is delivered

into the furnace. The storage of the raw
coal is a condition always necessary ; the con-

veying and handling of this coal from storage

to the plant is also a necessity. The handling

of any coal at furnaces, ])articularly with

boilers, requires the installation of bins and
spouts. These items are the same whether
stokers or j)ulverized coal is used for firing.

The cost of ])rci)aring pulverized coal, as

stated above, would sometimes lead one to

believe that the cost is excessive and that it

is a cost due entirely to the i)ulverizing of the

coal; but the cost of preparation, as just out-
lined, includes items which are common to
any system of mechanical firing.

For instance, the distribution of coal in

certain plants requires hand labor, so in each
case a careful study should be made of the
conditions governing the installation, the
cost of the present operation, and the cost of

the pulverized coal installation, and its cost

of operation, before arriving at a decision as

to the advantage of one system over another.

There are too many pulverized coal ])lants

in existence today to allow a careful engineer
to be misinformed as to the ultimate cost of

the preparation. The cost sheets of plants

using pulverized coal for years are readily

obtainable.

Conveying Systems

The subject of pulverized coal handling
from the pulverizers to the point of use is also

important. The application of any particular

method depends upon the distance to which
coal must be transported as well as the quanti-

ty to be handled per hour. The general

practice in plants where pulverized coal has
been used for a number of years, and in plants

where the capacity would be from about 50
tons per day upward, is the use of screw con-

veyors for convcNdng the coal. These screw
or spiral conveyors are mounted in dust-tight
troughs. The gudgeon forming the connec-

tion between the different sections of the

conveyor runs in chilled bearings and when
properly installed its upkeep is very low.

They do not require much attention, and the

bearings last for years, the coal itself acting

as a sort of lubricant. Coal after being

pulverized only weighs from 32 to 38 lb.

per cubic foot and is permeated with air and
flows along the conveyors like a fluid. The
power consumption for distribution with this

system is the lowest of any, and when prop-

erly installed this system is dustless.

There are other means of conveying pul-

verized coal, such as carrying the coal is

suspension. More power however is required

for furnishing air to carry the coal in suspen-

sion, and at such a velocity as to ])rcvent its

building up in the blast pipes, than is used

where screw conveyors are installed. The
necessity of closing up every leak, and the

possibility of moisture atfecting accumula-

tions in the transmission lines, make a system

of this kind usually expensive to operate.

Anollicr method now being developed is

the conveying of ])ulvcrizcd coal through

pipes by means of comi)resse(l air. With
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this system the coal enters the pipes in

chari^es. compressed air being used as a means
of propulsion. Relief valves and cyclone*

collectors, naturally, must be installed to

relieve the pressure after the charge has been
delivered at the receiving point. This system
is installed in three or four plants. It should

be considered where coal is to be transported

a long distance, but it is not applicable to

short distance transport.

Conclusion

The pulverizing action increases the super-

ficial area of the coal, thereby rendering its

combustion far easier of accomplishment and
more complete, since each minute particle

will be surrounded by sufficient air to insure
its combustion. It is evident, also, that the
more finely di\dded the coal is the more readily

it can be satisfactorily burned, and under
proper conditions is absohitely smokeless.

Summing up the whole subject, it may be
seen that the use of pulverized coal has no
insuperable difficulties to overcome, but
merely those which have always hampered
the introduction of new methods. Pulverized
coal is here to stay, for it is very closely allied

to the conservation of our natural resources.

PART VIII. THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRYf

By Walter Miller

CosDEN & Company, Tulsa, Okla.

The main product of the petroleum industry was formerly kerosene; but electricity has largely superseded
kerosene as an illuminant, except in rural districts remote from electric service. Now, gasolene is the foremost
product with lubricating oils as indispensable secondary products. Gasolene may be regarded as our highest
grade of fuel; it is refined by intricate processes principally from the higher grades of petroleum. The low-
grade oils are largely burned as crude fuel in competition with coal, since they are easier to burn efficiently.

Pulverized coal, however, may be efficiently burned with equal facility, and coal is more plentiful in nature,
especially in the United States. Its use in pulverized form should release a large proportion of the low-grade
fuel oils for increasing the production of gasolene by means of the newer processes for "cracking" the heavy hydro-
carbons. The author describes the essential features of the various processes for refining petroleum.— Editor.

The Petroleum Industry may be divided

into the following four general classifications:

The production of crude oil.

The transportation of crude oil.

The refining of crude oil.

The marketing and distributing of refined

products.

The development of crude oil production,
in this country, commenced in the original

Pennsylvania oil fields wdth the development
of well-boring methods in the 1850's. Small
bottles sold as medicinal oil were the first

commercial product.
As the yield from developed fields decreased

new sources were discovered. These spread
to the Ohio-Illinois field, to Texas, Louisiana,
Kansas, Oklahoma, California, and now to

Wyoming.

Production of Crude Oil

The experiences in the Pennsylvania fields

are to some extent typical of those in subse-
quently discovered fields. The first wells

drilled—and this condition held for several
years—frequently flowed at the rate of 400 to

500 barrels per day. As the number of wells

•"Cyclone" is used to designate the systems for carrying pul-
verized coal in suspension.

t Abstract of paper read before the Pittsfield Section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, October, 1916.

increased, and the yield of oil became greater,

the rate of flow gradually diminished as the
"rock-pressure" (original subterranean pres-

sure) became reduced. When this initial

pressure of a field is reduced, by the taking
out of oil, the escape of gas, etc., the territory

becomes known as "settled production."
Wells newly drilled in Pennsylvania fields

today will yield from 25 to 35 barrels of crude
oil the first day, a reduction of fifty to sixty

per cent on the second day, and a further

reduction to the normal one-eighth to one-
quarter barrel per 24 hours in the course of

ten to twenty days. A method of increasing

the yield of a group of wells was invented
some time ago, and has been put into

practical operation comparatively recently.

Compressed air is forced into a well located

at about the center of the group to be
operated. There is little appreciable effect

upon the surrounding wells the first day.

but as the air pressure is gradually built

up a distinct increase in the flow of oil

to the other wells takes place. The best

results have so far been obtained with an air

pressure of 80 to 85 pounds per square inch on
the air well. At that pressure, the flow of air

through the oil bearing strata of sand is con-
siderable, and is plainly evidenced by the fact
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that the gas from the operating wells is appre-
ciably leaner, due to air gradually seeping
through and escaping with the natural gas.

A typical Pennsylvania oil farm may con-
sist of 100 wells and yet have only one man to

do all of the work connected with its opera-
tion. The individual wells require but little

attention, beyond pumping from 10 to 30
minutes every 24 hours. The power for

pumping the wells is furnished by a gas-driven
engine; and mechanisms known as "powers,"
operating on the eccentric principle, are

connected in such a way as to pump from four

to sixteen wells simultaneously. The gas for

operating the driving engine is obtained from
the wells, and therefore it costs nothing.

The yield from the individual wells is often

stimulated by "shooting," that is, by explod-

ing a cartridge of nitro-glycerine at the bottom
of the well. This has the effect of enlarging

the opening at the bottom, crushing the sand
structure for some distance, and exposing fresh

surfaces. The increased yield is only tem-
porary, however, and the production soon
drops back to its former level. The increase

can be quite closely estimated and the advisa-

bility of shooting or not shooting is largely a
matter of market price and arithmetic. The
condition of "settled production" can best be
decribed by stating that the rate of production
from these wells has not decreased 5 per cent

in five years.

The Ohio-Illinois fields are having a similar

history. The wells are still producing much
more than those of Pennsylvania, but are on
the down grade, and are producing very much
less than in the initial years of their develop-

ment.
The producing fields which are most in the

public eye today, are the mid-continent fields,

consisting of those of Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Kansas, parts of Texas, and other nearby
locations. The Oklahoma fields startled the

world two or three years ago, when the cream
of the field had apparently been drained, by
developing a new yield through the applica-

tion of the simple expedient of deepening
the wells to a new strata of oil-bearing sand.

In a few months the production increased

from about 100,000 barrels to iJoO.OOO

barrels per day. While this high ])roduc-

tion did not last very long, new drilling

and dcvclo[)ment work in the deeper sand
has served to keep the production close to

the 300,000-barrc] mark for much of the time.

The most promising new field dcveloi)mcnt

in this country is in Wyoming. Many thou-

• Recent statistics arklcd by orlitor.

sands acres have already been drilled, and
land amounting to over a million acres has
been leased for development purposes.

*In 1916 a little more than 6,250,000 barrels

were produced. Indications point to a pro-
duction of 15,000,000 barrels for 1917 and
30,000,000 in 1918.

*Great efforts are being made in all parts of

the United States to augment the production
of crude oil to keep pace with the constantly
expanding requirements of this country and
her allies—and thereby assist in winning the

war. While most of the new development
work is being done in the Western states, at-

tempts are also being made to swell the output
in the older oil-bearing territory.

*Table I gives a comparative summary of

the crude petroleum movement in July, 1917,

representing the operations of 151 pipe lines

and refining companies, and was compiled
from reports received by the United States
Geological Survey.

TABLE I

CRUDE PETROLEUM MOVED FROM FIELD
SOURCES (BARRELS OF 42

GALLONS EACH)

Field July. 1916 July, 1917

Appalachian 1,831,000 2,122,300
Lima- Indiana 300,700 291,100
Illinois 1,471,600 1,367,800
Oklahoma-Kansas 9,607,700 12,240,800
Central & North Texas 875,200 931,800
North Louisiana 969,300 856,000
Gulf Coast 1,224,300 1,637,500
Rocky Mountain 535,200 722,800
California Omitted because of delays

incident to securing first-

hand data.

Transportation of Crude Oil

The transportation of crude oil is an interest-

ing though not a very complicated division of

the industry. Until the development of the

pipe line on a long-distance scale, transporta-

tion was effected by railways, etc., and it was
usually a matter of economy to erect refineries

close to the producing fields and thus ship only

the finished products. The successful develop-

ment of the pipe line, however, made it

possible to build refineries on the Atlantic sea-

board and at other localities best adai)ted for

the work and for subsequent distribution of

the refined products. The Tide Water Oil

C'onipany ivas the first organization to bring oil

through a pipe line from the oil fields to the

oeean. Since the first line was completed, in

1888, inan>- mori- haxc been conslruclcMl and
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the many large refineries now operating on
the Atlantic seaboard and on the Texas coast

bear \\-itness to the efficiency and economy
made possible by that development.
Most of the pipe lines are of six-inch di-

ameter, although there are some eight-inch

lines. Large pumps, usually driven by in-

ternal combustion gas or oil engines, are used

to force the oil through the pipes, an initial

pressure of SOO to S50 pounds per square inch

being employed. Pumping stations are situ-

ated along the pipe line from ten to ninety

miles apart, depending on the topographical

features of the' country traversed and the

fluidity of the crude oil. The Tide Water Pipe
Line extends from Stoy, Illinois, to Bayonne,
New Jersey, a distance of S2S miles, and re-

quires twenty pumping stations to operate

for that distance.

It is possible to pump 13,000 barrels of oil

through a six-inch line in twenty-four hours
for a distance of nearly 100 miles. Probably
400,000 to 500,000 barrels of crude oil are

pumped each day from the oil fields to

refineries on the Atlantic, Gulf, and Great
Lake shores through such pipe lines.

Marketing and Distributing the Refined Products

The village grocer filling the little boy's

can with kerosene, the tank wagon which stops

at the kitchen door, the garages which take
your money when you run out of oil or gaso-
lene, are doing the same thing in principle as

the large freight steamer which may take
200,000 cases, holding ten gallons each, to

South America, Europe or Asia, or the large

tank steamer which may load as much as

4,500,000 gallons of products for one voyage.
To attempt to picture all the ramifications

of distribution would involve crossing the
Andes in pack trains, exploring the interior of

China, and traveling through Alaska on dog
sledges.

Classes of Petroleum

Crude oils are divided by some authorities

into three, and by others into four general
classes: Paraffin, asphaltic, and cyclo-
paraffin, a fourth class being a combination
of the first two called semi-asphaltic. As a
matter of fact, practically all crude oils con-
tain compounds which properly belong under
each of the three basic headings and the name
given a particular crude oil is usually indica-
tive only of its predominating constituents.

Pennsylvania oil is generally accepted as being
the nearest to a pure paraffin crude oil ob-
tainable on a large scale, while the mid-

continent oils and products of the Illinois

fields are usually spoken of as semi-asphaltic
or semi-paraffin crude oils. In these latter

oils there are asphaltic-forming hydrocarbon
compounds present in quantities sufficient to
necessitate modifying the refining methods
appreciably and in addition there is con-
tained a very large proportion of the paraffin

series. Many of the Texas crude oils are

composed of highly unsaturated hydrocar-
bons, are heavy in gravity, difficult to refine,

contain little or no wax but large proportions
of asphalt, and yield products with poor flash

and low boiling points.

The two principal sources of the naphthenic
or cyclo-paraffin base crudes are the Russian
and the Californian. The products are dis-

tinguished by their high specific gravity, and
viscosity, and they are quite stable.

Refining

The refining of crude oil, reduced to its

simplest terms, may be said to consist of

separating the oil into its constituent products
and removing the impurities. Due considera-

tion must be given to the characteristics of the
raw material and the products which it is

desirable and profitable to make.
The principal operations of an oil refinery

may be divided into two general classes ; those
for separating the products in the original

crude oil, and those for removing the im-
purities. There are two operations in the
first class; distillation, and crystallization by
freezing. Distillation is the more important
and is applied in the preliminary separation
and final selection of most of the products;
while crystallization is resorted to in separat-
ing the solid paraffin waxes from the oils in

which they are originally held in solution.

The two operations in the second class consist

of (a) the sulphuric acid-treating method,
which is usually employed for purifying gaso-

lene, illuminating oils, and the cheaper grades
of lubricating oils; and, (6) filtering through
Fuller's earth, the method generally used for

decolorizing and purifying insulating oils,

light spindle lubricating oils, automobile
lubricants, and steam cylinder lubricating

stocks.

The distillations are usually carried on in

horizontal cylindrical tanks, which range in

capacity from 180 barrels (of 50 gallons) to

more than 1,000 barrels, or 50,000 gallons.

In refining, generally three methods of dis-

tillation are followed: First, the "Dry" or

"Cracking," Second, the "Wet" or "Steam,"
and Third, the "Vacuum."
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First: Cracking distillation is so called

because, under the influence of the high tem-
perature necessary to distill the oil in the ordi-

nary way. the more unstable of the heavier

hydrocarbons break up or "crack" into

lighter compounds. At the same time a small

quantity of fixed gas, that is, hydrocarbon
vapor not condensable under ordinary condi-

tions, is evolved \vith the attendant formation
of some coke.

The principle of subjecting an oil to a tem-
perature higher than its natural boiling point,

in order to crack it, has long been applied to

increasing the production of illuminating oils

from heavy gra\'ity, lower priced products.

Of late years this method has been very ex-

tensively used in making gasolene from these

same products, and even from the illuminating

oil itself.

Another very important function of dry
distillation is the crystalizing of the wax
present in the crude oil. As found in crude
oil, paraffin wax has very little crystalline

form, being in an amorphous state, and only
after it has been subjected to thermoHzing, or

heat treatment of dry distillation, does it

attain the crystalline form of the paraffin

wax of commerce. The difference in the
structure between the regular paraffin wax
and that in the amorphous form is made
apparent by comparing the former with vaso-
line or "petroleum jelly." This latter is really

paraffin wax in its original amorphous state,

but decolorized by filtering through Fuller's

earth.

Second: The object of introducing live

steam into the still during the steam distillation

of products is diametrically opposite to that
underlying dry or "cracking" distillation.

The comparatively low vapor pressure of

superheated steam has the effect of reducing
the pressure on the surface of the oil in the
still. This enables the refiner to carry on dis-

tillation at materially lower temperatures
than the natural boiling points of the oil. It

tends to eliminate the destructive distillation,

or cracking, of the dry method, preserving the
quality and uniformity of the hydrocarbons.

Third: The vacuum distillation method is

that of distilling under a partial vacuum by
exhau-sting the vapors from the still with a
pump. The object is the same as in the steam
method; viz., to prevent destructive distilla-

tion by carrying out the distillation at lower
temperatures . It involves more expensive ap-
paratus and is costlier to operate. It is being
used but little now, as the results secured by
the steam distillation method are considered

to be equal to those of the vacvium method by
most refiners.

Selective Condensation

While full advantage has been taken by
refiners of the possibilities of separation by
distillation, it was not until about eight or ten
years ago that any practical attemi)t was made
to utilize the fractionating possibilities of

selective condensation of the vapors of dis-

tillation. It was a well known fact that while
the hydrocarbons comprising the distillate

obtained at any particular part of the distilla-

tion consisted of a much narrower range of

boiling points than the product being distilled,

there was still a wide difference between the
light and heavy fractions of any such distillate.

About 1908 an aerial condensing towerwas per-

fected, based on the principle of the dephlegma-
tor, which succeeded in separating the stream
of distillate into from two to four parts.

This separation is accomplished by passing
the vapors through tubes around the outside
of which air is allowed to circulate. The
principle has since been extended to a much
further degree and the aerial condensing
towers with which the more modern crude
stills are equipped enable refiners to separate
the distillate at any point into as many as.ten
fractions. By means of this apparatus it is

possible to extend the separation and obtain
uniformity of products to a degree impossible
under the older methods.

In addition to the three methods of distilla-

tion that have been mentioned, distilling under
pressure in special apparatus is now largely

resorted to in order to increase the production
of gasolene. This procedure will be referred
to later in connection with other gasolene-
making processes.

Separating the Wax
Crystallization or freezing is resorted to for

separating the wax from the oil. As the
boiling points of the waxes are the same as

many of the lubricating oil series, it is obvious
that separation by distillation is impossible.

The method generally employed is to cool the
wax-bearing distillates to a temperature at

which wax crystals will solidify, and then to
force the cooled mixture through filter

presses. In this operation from 75 to 80 per
cent of the mixture passes through the canvas
plates of the filter press while the remainder
is retained in solid form. This soft wax, or
"slack wax" as it is called, consists of a mixture
of approximately 40 per cent paraffin wax
and 60 per cent heavy oils. It is necessary in
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this first crystallizing operation to have the
temperature low enough to remove all of the
available wax from the distillate being pressed.

The next step is a further separation of the

slack wax. This is done by dumping it, after

melting, to what are known as sweateis, an
apparatus consisting of long shallow pans
equipped with hot and cold water coils for

alternately cooling and heating the wax. The
slack wax is first cooled to the point of solidi-

fication, and after this has been reached the

cooling water is withdrawn and the cake

slowly heated. An effect similar to distilla-

tion, but on a lower plane of physical pro-

cessing, is obtained. A selective melting of the

slack wax takes place, the lighter oils and lower

melting point waxes being allowed to run off

into suitable receiving tanks until the wax of

commercial standards is left. The principal

purpose of this process, as distinguished from

is later put through a separating and concen-
trating process, and about fifty per cent of the
original acid is recovered. The oils are then
washed, first witlj water and then with a solu-

tion of caustic soda to neutralize any acid
particles which might have remained.

Filtration processing is also carried on in

upright cylindrical tanks, somewhat similar in

appearance to the agitators as the acid treat-

ing tanks are called. These filters, which are

about fourteen feet in height and ten feet in

diameter, are filled with comparatively coarse

Fuller's earth to within six inches of the top.

The oil is forced through the Fuller's earth

under a slight pressure and the decolorizing

and purifying action continues until the earth
has become satuated with impurities. It is

interesting to know that even after the tank
is filled practically to the top with Fuller's

earth it is still possible to get over five

Oil Burning Tanker "La Brae." Driven by 2600-h.p. Curtis Turbine through Alquist Reduction Gear

that of the pressing operation, is to insure all of

the oil being eliminated from the wax. The
intermediate fractions of both methods are

simply returned to the raw material tanks and
reprocessed, until final separation has been
accomplished.

Purifying Operations

The purifying operations are less compli-
cated than the separating processes. The
sulphuric acid treatment consists in mixing
suljjhuric acid with the oil to be treated, and at

the same time agitating the oil either with air

or by mechanical means to insure intimate

and uniform contact of the acid and oil. The
apparatus consists of an uj)right cylindrical

tank with a cone bottom to facilitate the

drawing off of the acid and impurities. The
acid attacks and throws down in the form of

sludge some of the unstable hydrocar])ons,

imi)urities, and coloring matter. This sludge

thousand gallons of oil into a filter before all

of the spaces between the grains of the earth

have been filled. When the clay, as the

filtering medium is sometimes called, becomes
saturated with impurities the oil remaining in

it is washed out with naphtha and the clay is

revivified bv gradual heating in a rotary kiln

to about 1000 deg. F.

"Cracking" Processes for the Manufacture of Gaso-

lene

The fact that heavy hydrocarbons could be

broken up or "cracked" into lighter constitu-

ents by heating above the normal boiling ])oint

of the oil has been known ;iinl used in a

practical way since 1861, fur increasing the

yield of illuminating oils at the expense of the

heavier and less valuable fractions. It was
not imtil comjjaratively recently that the

growing requirements for gasolene have made
such a process desirable for increasing the
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the output of hydrocarbons suitable for use

in internal combustion engines. Pre\4ous to

1910, the aim of the refiner was to pass as

much as possible of the light distillates from
the cnide oil into the kerosene fractions.

There was usually a good export and domestic
market for kerosene, while gasolene and
naphtha were a "drug." Four and five cents

a gallon was considered a good price for

gasolene and hundreds of thousands of

barrels were burned as fuel under stills and
boilers. Over practically all the world laws
were passed requiring the burning-oil products

to conform to certain flash specifications, in

this way restricting the quantity of naphtha
which the refiner could mix off with his burn-
ing oil fractions. The closer the refiner could
approximate the legal limit of flash-point and
still pass inspection, the less gasolene he would
have to dispose of at a loss. Today, the
situation is so different that every particle

of illuminating oil is squeezed for the last drop
of gasolene or naphtha which can be extracted

from it. Instead of shipping burning oils with
a flash-point as near as possible to the limit,

practically all such products are being turned
out now with flash-points from 15 to 30 degrees

higher than legally required.

With gasolene selling at from 20 to 30 cents

per gallon, however, the incentive to increase

the production quickly stimulated the inven-
tive minds of oil men and scientists; and
processes and apparatuses almost without
number, comparatively few of which ever
passed the laboratory stage, have been
worked out and patented. These processes

can be divided into three general classes

:

First: Those employing the principle of

pressure distillation in stills of the cylindrical

type. These are known as two-phase proc-
esses, because of the fact that both liquids

and vapors are present at all times. This
makes the pressure and temperature inter-

dependent. It is practically impossible to

develop a higher temperature than that due
to the boiling point of the oil at the pressure
employed.

Second: Those treating the oil in tubes at

high temperatures, the entire product being
vaporized. These are known as single-phase
processes. Any temperature can be used
regardless of the pressure and vice versa.

Some of these employ steam.
Third: Those termed "catalyzer processes,"

in which the oils to be treated are heated in

the presence of metals having a catalyzing
effect. Cracking is accomplished without pres-
sure and at comparatively low temperatures.

The most successful example of the first

method is the process invented by Dr. W. M.
Burton of the Standard Oil Company of

Indiana. That company has now in operation
about 400 stills of the Burton type and other
refiners have in operation, and in course of con-
struction, between 300 and 400 more. During
1917, the gasolene produced by this process,

over and above the normal yield from crude
oil, will probably amount to 400,000,000 or

500,000,000 gallons.

None of the second method processes has
been operated on anything like the scale of the
Burton. The Hall process, which employs a
continuous one-inch tube 350 feet long, operates

at from 950 to 1000 deg. F. and at pressures

up to 70 pounds; the Rittman process, which
involves the use of about an 8-inch tube 12 to

16 feet high, operates at temperatures ranging
from 1000 to 1400 deg. F. and at pressures

from 70 to several hundred pounds; and the
Greenstreet process, carried on in a continuous
2-inch pipe about 200 feet long, with super-

heated steam at pressures and temperatures
similar to the Hall process, are all being
worked on a comparatively small scale.

The only system of the third class which
appears to have reached a practical stage is the
process employing aluminum chloride as a
catalyzing agent, patented by Dr. A. M.
McAfee of the Gulf Refining Company. This
company has a large plant in course of con-
struction for carrying on this process. Dr.
McAfee's method is alsonoted for theimproved
quality of the by-products of distillation. The
principal problem is the recovery of the
catalyzing agent, on a commercial scale, which
presents considerable difficulty.

Manufacture of Gasolene from Natural Gas

There is one more large source of gasolene
of comparatively recent origin and that is the
extraction of the product from natural gas.

It is obtained from the gas from oil wells and
natural gas wells. The growth of this industry
since it first became a commercial factor

about 1910, has been phenomenal; stim-
ulated as it was by the constantly increas-

ing demand and higher prices, which also

played such a large part in the growth of the
cracking process. By one method, the gas
issuing from the wells is compressed to pres-

sures ranging from 75 to 300 pounds, and cooled
while under pressure, to temperatures at

which the heavier hydrocarbons condense.
The yield obtained varies from one-half
gallon to five gallons per 1000 cubic feet. The
gas issuing from oil wells naturally contains
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the larger yields. This casing-head gasolene,

which is very high in gravity and extremely
volatile, is blended with the comparatively
heavy naphtha fractions derived from crude
oil, and is put on the market in that form.
Another method largely used is known as the
absorption process, in which the gases issuing

from the well are allowed to bubble through
the blending stock, as the heavy naphtha is

termed, at pressures ranging from 30 pounds
upwards, and at temperatures low enough to

cool the heavier hydrocarbons and retain them
in the blending stock. The estimated pro-
duction from this source was 43,000,000
gallons in 1914, close to 75,000,000 gallons

in 1915, and the rate of increase will be
even more rapid for three or four years to

Successive Steps in Refining

In order to illustrate the oil refining process
we can follow the progress of Pennsylvania
crude oil through a modern refinery. The
first step is to divide the crude oil into its

various constituents, this being accomplished
by distillation in a still heated by fire as dis-

tinguished from stills heated by steam.
By separating the liquefied fractions as they

come from the condenser coils, an initial yield
of the various products is obtained in about
the following proportions:

Crude Gasolene about 15 per cent
Crude Illuminating Oil and
Naphtha Mixture about 10 per cent

Crude Illuminating Oil about 15 per cent
Crude Illuminating Oil and

Light Gas Oil Mixture. . . . about 20 per cent
Lubricating Distillate (mix-

ture of Gas Oil, Wax, and
Lubricating Oils) about 23 per cent

Steam Cylinder Lubricating
Oil (Cylinder Stock) about 16 per cent

Loss about 1 per cent

The next step in the process is a further
distillation of the mixed products in order to
get a sharj)cr separation than was possible in

the original operation. The crude illuminating
oil and naphtha mixture is redistilled. Be-
cause of the comparatively low boihng point
of this fraction, it is possible to get the
requisite heat from steam. The mixture is

thus divided into crude na])htha and crude
illuminating oil in about equal proportions.
Fire-heated stills are necessary to further
separate the crude illuminating oil and light

gas oil mixture. This ])roduct breaks u]j into
about 20 y)cr cent crude gasolene, 50 ])er cent
crude illuminating oil, and 20 jjcr cent Hght
gas oil. The lubricating distillate, sometimes

called wax distillate, is a more complex
mixture than either of the preceding, in that
it contains three constituents instead of two;
viz., gas oil, wax, and lubricating oil, in addi-
tion to impurities which are present to a
greater or lesser extent in all the fractions.

The first step is to eliminate the wax from the
mixture. For this purpose, artificial refrigera-

tion is resorted to, the entire distillate being
cooled to about 20 deg. F, at which point all

wax particles solid at ordinary temperatures
will have assumed crystalline form. This
cooled distillate is then forced at high pressiire

through the filter presses. About 75 per cent
of the mixture passes through the plates while
the remainder is retained. This "slack wax"
contains all of the 9 per cent of wax in the
original distillate, mixed with some of the
heavy lubricants. The selective melting of

the sweating process removes the heavy
lubricants and very soft waxes, and leaves
commerical scale wax ready for purifying and
decolorizing.

The lubricating distillate, called "pressed
lubricating distillate," from which the wax
has been removed, now undergoes a combined
steam and fire distillation which vaporizes the
gas oil, the more volatile constituent, and leaves

the lubricating oil content in the still as a
residue. This treatment completes the first

phase of the refining operations, that of the
separation of the crude oil into its constituent

products, and the results at this point are,

roughly, as follows:

Crude Gasolene and Naphtha, about 24 per cent
Crude Illuminating Oil about 30 per cent
Gas Oil abotit 20 per cent
Lubricating Oils about 7 per cent
Wax about 2 per cent
Steam Cylinder Lubricating

Oil about 16 per cent
Loss about 1 per cent

There are of course by-products ("tailings"

and "intermediate cuts") which require inci-

dental working and reprocessing
In the second j^hase of refining, that of

removing imjKirities, the crude gasolene,

naphtha, and illuminating oils are all treated
with 06 deg. gravity sul])huric acid. The
agitator is filled to within four to six feet of its

to]) with the product to be treated. The acid

is introduced at the toj) of the tank while the

entire contents are violenth' agitated. The
water wash, neutralization witli caustic soda,

and in some refineries filtration through
Fuller's earth, i)ractically comi)lete the i)rocess

during which one or two per cent of the i)roduct

treated is lost.
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Gas oil is not usually refined, as the uses to

which it is put do not require any particular

standard of purity. It is used for enriching

illuminating gas.

The better grades of lubricating oils are

usually purified by filtration through Fuller's

earth until the requisite standards are at-

tained, the loss on this occasion amounting to

about 4 per cent. "With the sulphuric acid

method the operation is similar to that for

gasolenes and refined oils, but from two to five

times as much chemical is used and the losses

are from 5 to 25 per cent, depending on the
quality of the raw material and quantity of

acid used.

The wax is purified by filtration, either

through Fuller's earth or bone black. The
loss involved is approx:imately 1 per cent.

Steam cylinder lubricating oil or "cylinder

stock" is suitable for most of its uses without
further processing, but it is sometimes filtered

and the wax content settled out cold as vase-
line to make the finer grades of oil known as

cold test cylinder stocks.

The yields of finished products obtained
from Pennsylvania crude oil, when worked
out as described, are approximately as fol-

lows :

Gasolene and Naphtha about 23.7 per cent
Illuminating Oil about 29.5 per cent
Gas Oil about 20.0 per cent
Lubricating Oil about 6.7 per cent
Wax about 2.0 per cent
Cylinder Stock about Ifi.O per cent

Loss about 2.1 per cent

Insulating Oils

Insulating oils are not an everyday product
of a refinery. In the sequence of the products
yielded by crude oil, they fall between the gas
oil and the lubricating oil fractions. They are

actually very light lubricating oils, doubly
distilled, with a lower content of the low
melting point waxes than average lubricating

oil, and are very carefully refined.

Insulating oils are usually distilled from
lubricating distillate which has undergone a
minimum of destructive distillation; and
filtration through Fuller's earth plays a very
important part in their purification. Finally,

before shipping, the all-important complete
dehydration must be effected. The special

processes employed in producing this class of

products not only involves special equipment,
but also requires more elaborate testing equip-

ment and chemical and processing skill than is

available in all refineries.
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Operation of Series Incandescent Lighting Circuits

with Series Transformers
By E. D. Treanor

Transformer Engixeerixg Department, General Electric Company

The series street-lighting transformer was developed for the purpose of furnishing a local low-voltage
series lighting circuit where a standard high-voltage series circuit might be dangerous. The type of transformer
described in the following article is the latest and most highly developed form of series incandescent lighting
transformer for the above purpose. Mr. Treanor clearly describes the open-circuit and short-circuit character-
istics of the series transformer and shows how these have been brought into agreement with the necessary
and the desirable characteristics of the series incandescent circuit. He then analyzes the combined subject
of grounding, operation, and protection.

—

Editor.

The rapid growth of street lighting with
high candle-power incandescent lamps has
greatly increased the use of small series

transformers which are connected in existing

high-voltage constant-current circuits to
facilitate the operation of street lighting

units. These transformers are used primarily
to utilize existing circuits and to retain the
advantages of the series system while limit-

ing the voltage on the circuits actually
connected to the lamps. Therefore, they
are largely employed in areas where the
maximum voltage is fixed by consideration
of safety. It frequently happens that the
voltage which may be used in streets or
parks is fixed by ordinance.
Some aspects of the operation and charac-

teristics of series transformers are not so

well understood as those of constant-poten-
tial apparatus; and, as a result, the series in-

stallations are not always arranged so that
the best service will be obtained. A brief

description of the more important features
may therefore be of interest.

The system as usually operated consists
of one or more series transformers connected
in a constant-current series circuit, which
is supplied by a constant-current transformer
or constant-current regulator. The trans-
former may be in series with high candle-
power lamps, or the entire load on the
constant-current transformer may be made
up of small circuits each isolated by a
series transformer. These scries trans-

formers may each feed the lighting circuit

for a park area, one or more city blocks, a
bridge, a "safety isle," etc. As the u.sual

consideration is to limit the voltage on the
lamps and their fixtures, the size of the .series

transformer is fixed by the voltage which is

considered safe. As the current is known,
the working voltage may be obtained by
dividing the load in watts, ])lus the line loss

in watts, by the current.

Open-circuit Voltage

One of the features of a series system is

that if an open circuit occurs at any point
the entire open-circuifvoltage of the system
is available at that point to maintain the
current or to operate the cut-out. The
equivalent of this feature is needed in the
series transformer, since its maximum work-
ing voltage is usually not sufficient to operate
the film cut-outs. It is, therefore, important
that the open-circuit voltage of a trans-

former, operated as just described, be very
much higher than its working voltage, since

the automatic operation of the film cut-outs

at each lamp depends upon this.

This open-circuit voltage lasts onlymomen-
tarily under normal conditions, as che film

immediately breaks and restores the trans-

former to the normal voltage for its load.

When, however, the circuit is broken acci-

dentally, so that the film will not close it,

adequate protective devices are necessary

for the open-circuit voltage may be of dan-
gerous value. These protective devices must
function without interfering with the normal
operation of the films across the lamps.
The actual value of the open-circuit

voltage cannot readily be measured and, on
account of the fact that its wave shape is

much distorted, a statement of its value in

effective volts may be misleading, for the

danger to operators or to the public depends
upon the peak voltage, the value of which
is not indicated by a measurement or a

statement of the cft'ectivc value of the ojjen-

circuit voltage. It is quite possible that

the ])eak voltage may be three or more times

as high as the j^cak of a sine wave of the same
effective value. As a concrete exami)le. a

two-kilowatt series transformer having a

working voltage of 256 volts at 7^2 ami^eres

may have an cflective open-circuit voltage

of 925 volts, which on a sine wave would
mean a peak of 925X1.41 = 1300 volts.
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However, the actual peak of the distorted

wave may be 4000 volts, corresponding to

the peak of a 2S20-volt sine wave.
Protection against this condition is there-

fore absolutely necessary. The usual method
of supplying this is by means of film cut-outs

of the proper strength connected directly

across the transformer. These cut-outs are

of such strength that they will permit the

failure of a lamp and the operation of its

individual film without .puncture of the

main film; but when the circuit is broken
and cannot be closed by the individual films,

this protective de\-ice short circuits the trans-

former and reduces the voltage to zero.

Open-circuit operation of a series transformer
is somewhat analagous to short-circuit opera-
tion of a constant-potential transformer. In
the short circuit of a constant-potential trans-

former, the current increases to a value
limited by the transformer impedance. In
the open-circuit operation of a series trans-

former, the voltage rises to values limited

practically by the saturation of the core

and other factors discussed more in detail

elsewhere. Either condition is abnormal
and will usually result in damage to the
transformer by burning out the winding of a
constant-potential transformer and by over-

heating the core of a series transformer.
The overload relay is a protective device
for the constant-potential transformer, and
the film cut-out for the series transformer.
The smaller series transformers, due to their

large radiating surface, can operate on open
circuit indefinitely without overheating; and,
as their open-circuit voltages are not dan-
gerous, no protective devices are needed.
When the transformer is so large that its

open-circuit voltage is dangerous the pro-
tective device must be used in any case,

and consequently there is no longer any
object in making the transformer capable
of thermally withstanding open-circuit con-
ditions. A short circuit on a series trans-
former (externally) merely results in zero
load, so that the transformer is not damaged
by continous operation short circuited.

Assuming a peak voltage of 1000 volts
(corresponding to an effective value on a
sine wave of 710 volts) as the maximum
value which is safe on apparatus which
operators handle, although they do not
touch current carrying parts, protective
devices should be used with all transformers
having higher peak voltages. This means
that transformers of one kilowatt or above
are provided with protective devices con-

sisting of two pairs of clips, one pair adapted
to hold the film cut-out and to be inserted in

in the second pair which is connected across
the transformer. The latter pair of clips

short circuits the transformer when the pair

containing the cut-out is removed for exami-
nation or replacement of the film.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Series Lighting Circuit Employing Single

Series Transformer with Middle Point of Secondary Grounded
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Fig. 2. Diagram of Series Lighting Circuit Employing Two
Similar Series Transformers with Intermediate Point

Between Secondaries and Middle Point of

Lamp System Grounded
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Fig. 3. Diagram of Series Circuit Employing Two Similar

Series Transformers with Intermediate Point Between
Secondaries and Middle Points of Lamp Circuit

Grounded and with Two Protective

Devices in Circuit

It must be understood that the high open-
circuit voltage is necessary to maintain the
operation of a series system (i.e., to supply
the high voltage required to break the film

and close the circuit after a lamp fails) but
it is dangerous under accidental conditions

and safe-guards must be provided against

these dangerous conditions.

Grounding of Secondary Circuits

The secondary circuit is frequently grounded
to reduce, to a value equal to half the open-
circuit voltage of the transformer, the voltage
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above earth which may occur in case of an
accident. Without this ground the breaking
of a pole might open the transformer sec-

ondary and ground one side, so that full

open-circuit voltage would exist between
line and ground on the other side of the

I
Fig. 4. Series Lighting Transformers of Various Sizes for Mounting on Poles

transformer. The permanent grounding is

accomplished by connecting the middle
point of the secondary to earth, or by using

two independent transform-
ers (at least having two in-

dependent magnetic circuits

and secondaries) connected
in series, with the point be-

tween them grounded. The
advantages and disadvan-
tages of these two arrange-

ments are as follows:

Referring to the single

transformer having its neu-
tral point grounded, the dis-

advantage is that if the
secondary circuit becomes
grounded at any point away
from the center of the second-

ary system, the lamps be-

tween the transformer and
the accidental ground will

be subjected to excessive

current amounting ])crha])s

to nearly 100 per cent over

the normal current. Tliese lamps, shown
at A in I<"ig. 1, will be ])urned out.

The advantages arc tliat there is only
normal strain on the winding, and that the

single unit costs less.

With two equal transformers connected in

series the disadvantages are as follows: First,

if the transformers have not been specially

designed for this system of operation, (i.e.,

if two standard transformers of half capacity

are used) there will be an extra strain on
the ends of the secondary winding due to

the fact that one end is grounded per-

manently. Ordinarily, how-
ever, this is not important.
Second, the two transformers
will cost more than a single

unit. Third, a ground on one
side of the system may sub-

ject the other transformer

to severe overload, in spite of

the protective device. Fig.

2 shows this is due to the

fact that a ground occurring

on one side of the middle of

the system causes the other

transformer to add to its load

the lamps included between
the middle point and the

accidental ground, whereas
the load on the other trans-

former is decreased. This
condition can be satisfac-

torily avoided only by grounding the middle
point of the lamp system, as well as the point

between the transformers. This connection

Scries Lighting Transformers for Installation in Manholes or at Base of Poles.

will ]:)revcnt any overload on either trans-

former, but will have the disadvantage that

Ihe lam])s at B in l-'ig. 2 will be cut out,

although they will not be damaged in case

of an accidental ground.
The advantage in this system is that, if tlie

point between the two transformers is prop-
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erly grounded, a ground on the secondary cir-

cuit does not damage the lamps at A in Fig. 2.

Even if only one or two lamps are included

between the ground and the transformer,

these lamps will not be subjected to excessive

current, as the short-circuit current of each
transformer under this system is only three

to five per cent in excess of normal current.

In general, then, if protection of the lamp
is the primary object, the system having
two transfonners in series is superior; but
in order to prevent the possibility of over-

loading one transfonner, it is necessary
to securely ground the middle point of

the secondary circuit. This arrangement
entails the use of a separate protective

device on both transformers, which slightly

Figs. 6 and 7. Views of Protective Device, Assembled and Disassembled

increases the cost of installation. This
system is really the equivalent of two distinct

series loops with a common return wire for

which the earth is used, as shown in Fig. 3.

For transformers less than 1 kilowatt
capacity, grounding is not usually considered
necessary. For transformers from 1 to

3 kilowatts capacity inclusive, the ground-
ing of the neutral really accomplishes very
little, as the full normal voltage is not
dangerous, and even half of the open-circuit

voltage is dangerous, so that the protective
device must be relied upon to render the
system safe, irrespective of whether the
neutral is grounded. If the ground is made
to keep the voltage above earth within a
specified or ordinance limit, the object of

the latter is defeated unless the peak voltage
is considered instead of the effective voltage.
The only real value of grounding the sec-

ondary of such a transformer is to prevent

high static potentials from accumulating on
the ungrounded secondary, due to a ground
on the primary or even to the normal potential
of the primary above earth. For this pur-
pose a ground at one end of the secondary
serves as well and avoids the possibility

of burning out lamps as referred to in the
case of Fig. 1 where the middle point of the
transformer secondary is grounded.

Regulation

The regulation may be seriously changed
by running the secondary cable in iron

armor which adds an inductive component
to the load and greatly increases the line

losses and decreases the available output of

the transformer. It is difficult to calculate

and provide for this effect, so it is

generally better to avoid such opera-
tion wherever possible.

Apparatus

The transformers are built in ca-

pacities ranging from 40 watts to

10 kilowatts, and in all standard¥ series currents from 4 amperes to

73^ amperes. They may be mounted

_ either on the poles, in manholes, or,

in case of the smaller sizes, in the
base of ornamental poles, or buried
at the foot of the poles. When
mounted on poles they are provided
with suitable porcelain outlet bush-
ings and weather-proof cable for

connection in the primary and
secondary circuits, (see Fig. 4).

When they are to be used in man-
holes or at the base of poles, a water-tight

construction is used with wiping sleeves for

connection to the lead cable of the circuit

(see Fig. 5).

The smaller transformers, namely, the

2-kilowatt sizes and less, are of the air-cooled

type with a shell-type core and circular

steel casings. The larger transformers are

oil-cooled and use standard lighting trans-

former parts with special porcelains or subway
bushings. The insulation throughout is so

proportioned as to be adequate for the

strains to which the transformer > may be
subjected on series systems of app oximately
10,000 volts, and for the internal strain due
to open-circuit voltage
The protective devices are usually mounted

across the secondary terminals of the trans-

former. They are contained in small steel

cases similar to the transformer cases. The
films consist of disks of easily fusible metal.

O
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cemented to the two sides of insulating
washers. Under the open-circuit voltage
of the transformer, the gap between the
two disks breaks down and the soft metal
melts and bridges the gap, thus short cir-

cuiting the transformer.

Fig. 8. Curves Illustrating Normal Conditions with Series

Transformer Secondary Closed

"Saw tooth" exciting current in transformer.
Sinusoidal flux wave.
Sinusoidal voltage across loaded transformer.

Fig. 9. Curves Illustrating the Condition with Series

Transformer Secondary Opened

/. Forced sinusoidal e.\citing current.
B. Flux wave distorted to a flat-topped wave by saturation

of core.

E. Distorted voltage wave with very high peak caused by
the distorted flux wave.

It is not within the scope of this article to

give a detailed discussion of the cause of the

voltage distortion, but a very brief explana-

tion and reference to some of the factors

which determine the value may be inckided.

When the secondary of a series transformer
is open circuited, the current flowing in the

primary is practically unchanged, as the

series transformer forms only a small part

of the total load on the supply transformer,

and the latter is designed to prevent change
of the current value with change of load.

Not only is the value of the series current

unaffected by the open circuit on the sec-

ondary of the series transformer, but its

wave shape remains unchanged, and as the
remainder of the load is, under the conditions
considered, noninductive and the supplying
voltage sinusoidal, the current will be
sinusoidal.

In a loaded series transformer the primary
current may be considered as made up of

two components, one balancing the secondary
load current, and the other, amounting to
perhaps 10 per cent of the total, is the
exciting current. The exciting component
is of the usual "saw tooth" wave shape
taken by a closed magnetic circuit under
sinusoidal voltage. When the secondary
circuit opens, the entire primary current
is forced through the transformer as exciting

current of quite different wave shape from
that which is required to produce sine

voltage. The core is subjected to far greater

magnetizing force than normal and the iron

is saturated. Under these conditions the

voltage is distorted into a single narrow
peak, whose effective value is far higher

than that which would be produced by an
exciting current of the same root-mean-
square value but of the usual wave shape
of the exciting current taken by a closed

magnetic circuit, and whose peak may be
very much higher still.

Thus the voltage across a series trans-

former under these conditions may appear
to be safe and yet contain a peak actually

dangerous to the apparatus or to life. The
ratio of peak to effective value in a sine

wave is 1.41, while the ratio in the distorted

wave may rise to 10 or more. Ordinary
voltmeters reading the effective value of the

wave give no indication of the peak value.

This effect is illustrated graphically by Figs.

8 and 9.

The demand for very close regulation

tends to increase the value of the peak, for

when very accurate ratio is required over a

wide load range, i.e., the transformer has good
regulation, the normal exciting current is

small, and the ratio of increase on open
circuit is great, so that the peak value is

relatively higher. The ratio of peak on
open circuit to peak on closed circuit is

roughly equal to the ratio of full scries

current to the percentage of exciting current

of the transformer under load. The peak

can never be higlier than the peak of the

primary system, and ina>' be reduced by
magnetic leakage*

* A very full and interesting trc.itise on this subject is given

under the chapter headed "ShapinR of Waves by MngneUc
Saturation" in "Theory and Calculation of Magnetic Circuits'

by Dr. Stcinmclz.
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Street Lighting with Modern Electric lUuminants
By S, L. E. Rose and H. E. Butler

Illuminating Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Company

This article amounts practically to a handbook on street illumination, covering both incandescent and arc

lamps from the illumination standpoint, and enables anyone having to do with street lighting to compare
different units on the basis of illumination. It discusses the various "factors entering into street lighting con-

tracts which should be thoroughly understood bj' all parties concerned in order to avoid controversies later on.

It is a well known fact that street lighting appropriations are usually much too small and are apt to remain so

until the advantages of well lighted streets are better recognized.

—

Editor.

The earliest form of street lighting con-

sisted of lamps placed in the windows of

house.«; for certain specified hours each night,

and probably the first street lighting company
on record was organized by an Italian abbott,

Landati Carafta, in Paris, about the sixteenth

century, whereb}' torch bearers were furnished

to guide people through the streets at night,

for which a fixed charge per hour was made.
The next development was street lanterns,

and as early as 1745, it is said, reflectors were
used on these lanterns.

In 1879, Thomas A. Edison perfected the

electric incandescent lamp and shortly after

lighted the roads and paths at Menlo Park,

which was probably the first incandescent

electric street lighting system in this country.

It was not until about 1900, however, that
incandescent electric lamps were extensively

used in street lighting.

About 1880, Thomson brought out the open
arc which gave a great impetus to street light-

ing by electricity. This was followed by the

enclosed arcs which were placed on the market
about 1895, and marked a step forward in

electric lamps for street lighting.

In 1905, the luminous or magnetite arc

lamp was developed, and marked a distinct

advance both in efficiency and light distri-

bution. The development since that time has

been mostly in the improvement of electrodes

and minor changes in the lamp itself.

PI J
m >— "ji

. -T ** ...^ .. .. ..^ .....jiM

Fig. 1. Advances in Efficiency of Series Incandescent Lamps, 1900-1916
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It was about 1908 that tungsten filament

lamps were first used for street lighting, and
the growth since that time has been rapid.

In 1911, the tungsten filament or Mazda
lamps as they are now called were available

in sizes up to 350 c.p., while in 191G lamps of

1000 c.p. were in common use, and today
1500 c.p. lamps are being used in some places.

The advances in efficienc}- made both in in-

candescent lamps and arc lamps are shown on
Figs. 1 and 2. It will be noted in Fig. 2,

which shows the advances in series arc lamp
efficiencies, that the enclosed flame arc is

slightly higher in overall efficiency than the

luminous arc. For this reason some may
wonder why data are not included on the flame

arc lamp. In street lighting, overall efficiency

is not always the deciding factor. Other
factors such as maintenance, operation,

candle-power distribution, available acces-

sories, such as the prismatic refractor, etc.,

enter into the problem with the advantages

all in favor of the luminous arc or Mazda
lamp. Very few systems of street lighting

with flame arc lamos were ever installed in

this country and this lamp is now practically

obsolete as a street lighting unit. Further-

more, the flame arc was only available in one
size and, therefore, only adapted for one class

of lighting where large units could be used.

For the foregoing reasons the authors did not

consider the flame arc lamp for street lighting

and did not think it worth while to furnish

data on this obsolete unit.

So long as incandescent lamps were not

available in large candle-power sizes, the

arc lamp had no serious competitor for street

lighting. With the advent of the large Mazda
series lamps, however, conditions were changed,

and today units suitable for all classes of

street lighting are available in both arc and
incandescent lamps. The selection is usually

governed by local conditions.

Probably the greatest advance in street

lighting accessories was the development of

the Holophane prismatic refractor which
gives a control of light distribution hitherto

unattainable. It can be used on either arc or

Mazda lamps, its use being made possible by
the fact that with the magnetite arc lamp the

arc does not travel down as it does on the

open and enclosed carbon arcs, and with

/
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Fig. 2. Advances in Efficiency of Series Arc Lamps, 1880-1916
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Fig. 3-a. Flat Radial Wave Reflector Unit used with 40-, 60-,

80- or 100-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp
Fig. 3-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical

Plane of the Unit shown in Fig. 3-a

Curves ,4 B, C and D correspond to the lamps named in Fig. 3-c.

Mazda lamps the filaments have been con-

centrated into a much smaller space than on
the older incandescent lamps.

Utilitarian lighting usually is accomplished
by means of pendant units mounted on
bracket arms along ojie side of the street,

while for ornamental lighting the units are

mounted on top of poles and placed on both
sides of the street, arranged either parallel

or staggered. As the name implies, an orna-
mental system uses diffusing or other orna-

mental glassware and the aesthetic effect is
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Fig. 3-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps one side of street only, on 4-ft. bracket arm. Height, 18 ft. Width of street, 40 ft.

100-c-p. Mazda Scries Lamp. S-24>^ bulb C: 60-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp, S-243^ bulb
80c-p. Mazda Series Lamp, 8-24).^ bulb D: 40-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp, S-24}^ bulb
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Fig. 4-a. Dome Radial Wave Reflector Unit used with 40-, 60-,

80-, 100- or 250-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp
Fig. 4-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical

Plane of the Unit shown in Fig. 4-a

Curves A, B, C and D correspond to the lamps named in Fig. 4-c.

obtained by some sacrifice in the efficiency

of the unit. In a system of this kind, the

upper stories of the buildings receive light

from the unit and the street receives back-

some of the upward light by reflection and
diffusion from the building fronts.

Obviously, intensities will vary with the

class of service; i.e., outlying districts will

not require as high an intensity as important
residence streets, and the residential districts

will not need the intensity of the business

districts. In the various districts, the im-
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Fig. 5-a. Prismatic Refractor Unit used with 40-, 60-, 80-,

100- or 250-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp

portant streets are usually given preference

over the side streets as regards intensity of

illumination.

Table I gives an indication of the illumina-

tion intensities required for various classes

of ser\'ice but local conditions may necessitate

a variation from these values, and a further

development of the art may see them materi-

Fig. 5-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical

Plane of the Unit shown in Fig. 5-a

Curves A, B, C, D and E correspond to the lamps shown in
Fig. 5-c.

ally increased, as evidenced by some recent
western installations.

TABLE I

Average Hor. Ilium.
Foot-candles

Principal streets in cities . . . 0.25 to 1.0

Important side streets 0.10 to 0.25
Residence streets 01 to .05
Suburban roads 005 to .01
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A: 2.50-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-.3.5 bulb C: 80-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp, S-24H bulb
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R: 40-c-p. "Mazda Series Lamp, 8-24!-^ bulb
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Fig. 6-a. Novalux Pendant Unit with Diffusing Glass Globe

and Reflector used with 250-, 400-, 600- or 1000-c-p.

Mazda Series Lamp

Fig. 6-c. Novalux Pendant Unit with Prismatic Refractor and

Reflector used with 250-, 400-, 600- or 1000-c-p.

Mazda Series Lamp

In using Table I it should be borne in mind
that the color or reflecting power of the pave-
ments and buildings have a marked effect on
the illumination of a street. Buildings or

pavements having dark-colored or dirty sur-

faces require a higher intensity of illumination

than those having light-colored surfaces in

order to appear equally well lighted.

The data are presented mostly in the form
of curves which are practically self-explana-

tory, and need no lengthy description in order

to indicate their usefulness in solving the
street lighting i:)roblems that come within
their range. However, there frequently are

cases where special conditions have to be
met, or where individual and distinctive

treatment is required, which will make neces-

sary the services of an illuminating engineer.

The assumptions upon which the calcula-

tions are based, and the range of the calculated

values, were made to conform as nearly as

possible to what was considered good average

])ractice. In case other values are met, it

will usually be possible to interpolate suf-

ficiently close for all practical purposes. The
curves show initial values of illumination and,

where necessary, some allowance should be

made for depreciation in service. The various
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Fig. 6-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical

Plane of the Unit shown in Fig. 6-a

Curves /;> /•', (/' and // corrosiiond to the lamps named in FIk- C-e.

Fig. 6-d. Initial Distribution of Cnndle-powcr in a Vertical

Plane of the Unit shown in Fig. 6-c

Curves .1 , /{, C uiid I) corrcsiiund to llu- lan\i>s namrd in FiK. fl-e
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illustrations are made up of three distinct

parts: photograph of the unit; characteristic

distribution curves of its candle-power; and
curves sho^\•ing its average foot-candles,

minimum foot-candles, and uniformity of

ilhmiination for various spacings. The uni-

formity factor is the ratio of minimuin to

maximum foot-candles.

The folloNN"ing are a few of the many ques-

tions that can readily be answered by refer-

ence to the curves

:

For ornamental systems, how do the j^ar-

allel and staggered arrangement of units

compare ?

Where more than one imit ])cr ])olc is cin-

ployed, these curves can be used by simply
increasing the illumination values and the
wattage two or more times according to the
number of units per pole. Other uses will

suggest themselves, and the illustrations

shovild be a valuable aid in designing and lay-

ing out street lighting systems.
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Fig. 6-e. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on one side of street only, on 4-ft. bracket arm. Height, 25 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

.4, B, C, D: Prismatic Glass Band Refractor and Steel Reflector
E, F, A , H: Diffusing Glass Globe and Steel Reflector
A and R: 1000-c-p., 20-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb
B and G: 600-c-p., 20-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb
C and G: 400-c-p., 1.5-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb
D and H: 250-c-p., 6.6-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-35 bulb

What average or minimum intensity

of illumination will result from a specified

spacing and arrangement of units ?

Taking equal average or minimum
intensity of illumination as a basis, what
will be the spacing required for the various
units with their different equipments ?

From this and the wattage, what is

the power consumption per linear foot?
Taking equal uniformity of illumina-

tion as a basis, what will be the snac-
ing required ?

With a specified spacing and equip-
ment, what will be the average and mini-
miun illumination and the uniformity ?

Clear glass globes are seldom seen today
on large candle-power units, due to the high
intrinsic brilliancy of the light sources, but
if clear glass globes are used the units should
be suspended as high as local conditions will

permit. Diffusing glass globes or similar

glassware will reduce the glare, and though
lowering the efficiency of the unit as a whole,
they may increase the ability to see.

Ornamental or "white-way" installations

are becoming more and more popular as an
advertising feature for a city. Business men
realize the advantages of an ornamental
lighting system in attracting crowds to their

street and are usually willing to help finan-
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dally in the installation. Civic Improvement
Leagues and Associations also realize the

advantage to their city in such a system and
are usually found giving the movement their

vigorous support.

Street Lighting with Mazda Series Lamps

The most efficient incandescent lamp for

street lighting today is the Mazda series lamp.

It can be equipped with a variety of acces-

sories suitable for all types of outdoor lighting

from the rural highway to the so-called

"white-way" or ornamental systems in bus-

iness districts. Various equipments of glass-

For outlying and residence districts, espe-

cially where shade trees line the streets, small

units, Figs. 3a, 4a, and 5a, which can be hung
low and spaced at frequent intervals _\\all give

better results than large units. Figs. 7a and
7c, spaced at relatively long inter\^al3. Fig\ 3,

4, and 5 give data on small units available for

this class of service. For relatively wade
spacings, the refractor is particiUarly well

adapted.
Where large pendent units may be used,

the data in Fig. 6 will apph^ and for orna-

mental installations the data are given in

Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 7-a. Novalux Omarrjenta! Unit with

Diffusing Glass Globe used with 400-,

600- or 1000-c-p. Mazda Series Lamp

Fig. 7-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 7-a

Curves A, B, C and D correspond to the lamps named in Figs. 7-c and 7-d.

ware and reflectors together with a wide
range of candle-power sizes (see Tables II

and III), give a flexibiHty which adapts this

lamp to almost every condition to be met in

TABLE II

DATA ON MAZDA SERIES LAMPS

Nominal Total
Lumens

Watts

Rated C.P. 6.6 Amps. 7.5 Amps.

40 400 35 36
60 600 46.8 48
80 800 60 60
100 1000 72 72
250 2500 155 147
400 4000 244 228
600 GOOO ;j(J8 344

street lighting service. Never before has there

been so large a number of units to select from,

which will meet both small and large a[)pro-

priations and give sati.^factory results.

Table III lists high-current Mazda lamps

with which auto-transformers are used hav-

ing 6.6 amperes or 7.5 ampe^-es primary and

15 or 20 amperes secondary.

TABLE III

Nominal
Rated C. P.

Total
Lumens

Lamp
Amperes

Watts at
Auto Trans-

former

400
600
1000

4000
6000
10000

15
20
20

245
330
544

Street Lighting with Arc Lamps

The most efficient and useful arc lamp for

street lighting today is the direct-current,

series, luminous or magnetite arc lamp. It

is economical to maintain and reliable in

operation. It is made in two types, one for

pendant lighting and one for ornamental or

"white-way" lighting. It can be equipped
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Fig. 7-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on both sides of street, staggered. Height, 15 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

A: 1000-c-p., 20-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb, and Medium Density Diffusing Globe
B: 600-c-p., 20-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb, and Medium Density Diffusing Globe
C: 400-c-p., 1.5-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb, and Medium Density Diffusing Globe
D: 400-c-p.. 15-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb, and Light Density Diffusing Globe

Fig. 7-d. Same as Fig. 7-c. except lamps are arranged parallel instead of staggered
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with clear or diffusing glassware, or with a
prismatic refractor. Long life and high
efficiency electrodes are available which,

when operated at various currents (see

Table IV), give a wide range of candle-power

to this unit. For data on the pendent type
luminous arc see Figs. 9, 10, and 11; and for

data on the ornamental tvpe see Figs. 13 and
1-1.

There are still a great man}- enclosed

carbon arc lamps in use for street lighting in

this country which should be replaced by
modern illuminants. In order that a compari-

son may be made between these obsolete

lamps and the modern street lighting units,

lighting contracts not being specific enough.
This matter has been receiving more and more
attention by the National engineering socie-

ties and various states.

Committees have endeavored to draft

model contracts that would serve as a guide,

but the work is not so easy of accomplish-
ment as it might seem, owing to the different

conditions prevailing in various localities.

A great many factors which enter into this

problem make it extremely difficult to draft

a satisfactory street lighting contract. This
condition results from the wide diversity of

opinion as to what constitutes good street

lighting and as to what is the best basis upon

Fig. 8-a. Novalux Ornamental Unit with

8-panel Diffusing Glass Globe used with

400-, 600- or lOOOc-p. Mazda Lamp

Fig. 8-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 8-a

Curves .-1, B and C correspond to the lamps named in Fii^s. 8-c and S-d.

similar data have been prepared for the carbon
arcs and are shown in Fig. 12.

Street Lighting Contracts

A great deal of trouble and misunder-
standing between central station and city

officials has been caused in the past by street

TABLE IV

DATA ON DC. SERIES LUMINOUS
ARC LAMPS

Pendant Type Ornamental Type

Amps. Watts . Amps. Watts

4
5
6.6

310
388
510

4
6
6.6

4o:<

fi32

which different systems may l)e fairly and
equitably compared. Some favor uniform over

non-uniform lighting; some favor staggered

over ])arallel arrangement of units; and some
favor hanging the units over the center of the

street instead of along the curb line. As to

what arc the relative advantages of each of

these it is difficult to state, due to lack of

sufficient data, and what is best in one case

may ]:)c entirely imsuitablc in another due to

a change in conditions.

Interior lighting i)ractice is standardized to

a great extent. There is a fairly close agree-

ment as to till' intensities recjuired for various

classes ol" interior Hghting, but street lighting

practice is not .so well standardized nor is it

likely to be until the prol)leins mentioned

previously, and inan\' others, have been
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Fig. 8-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on both sides of street, staggered. Height, 15 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.
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B: 600-c-p., 20-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb
C: 400-c-p., 15-amp. Mazda Series Lamp, PS-40 bulb
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Fig. 9-a. Pendant Type Luminous Arc

Lamp with Clear Glass Globe

Fig. 9-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 9-a

Curves A, B, C, D and E correspond to currents and electrodes named in Fig. 9-c.

solved. It is usually not a question of how
much light should be given this street or that

,

but of what will be the irreducible minimum,
of accommodating the street lightingor

system to an appropriation which is usually

much too small.

It is quite generally agreed that the best

method of comparing lamps or lighting units,

as regards their efficiency as light generators,

is on the basis of total lumens per watt.

(Spherical candle-power X 4 tt). The total

lumens will be a maximum when the lamps

Fig. 9-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on one side of street only, on 4-ft. bracket arm. HciKht, 2:> ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

A: 6.0-amp. lona life electrode C: 5-amp. loiiR life electrode

B: .O-amp. hiRh cfTicicncy electrode D: 4-nmp. hlRh cflRciency electrode

E: 4-amp. long life electrode
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Fig. 10-a. Pendant Type Luminous Arc

Lamp with DifTusing Glass Globe

Fig. 10-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 10-a

Curves .4, B, C, D and R correspond to the currents and electrodes named in Fig. 10-c.

have the least possible equipment; they will

be greater with a clear globe than with a

diffusing globe, and will gradually decrease

as equipment is added. It can, therefore.

be readily understood that it would be unfair

to compare two units for efficiency, one having
a clear globe and the other a diffusing globe.

Obviously, the total lumens will vary with

/i^O 20G JOO

Fig. 10-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on one side of street only, on 4-ft. bracket arm. Height, 25 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

A: 6.6-amp. long life electrode C: 5-amp. long life electrode

B: 5-amp. high efficiency electrode D: 4-amp. high efficiency electrode

R: 4-amp. long life electrode
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Fig. 11 -a. Pendant Type Luminous Arc

Lamps with Prismatic Band Refractor

Fig. 11-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 11-a

Curves .1, B, C, D and E correspond to the currents and electrodes named in Fig. 11-c.

different densities of diffusing globes. Before
writing contracts, therefore, it is advisable

to know the energy consumed and the charac-
teristic candle-power distribution of the equip-
ment it is proposed to use. These can best

be obtained in a properly equipped labora-

tory. The contract should specify the lamp
equipment, operating conditions, etc., and if

the specifications are complied with the city

will get its full measure of illumination. It is a

/OG 20G SOO /oo ffOO

Fig. H-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on one side; of ^^t^^et only, on 4-ft. bracket arm. Hcinht, 2.') ft. Width of street, 00 ft.

A: 6.0-amp. long life electrode C: 5-anip. loiiK life electrode
B: 5-amp. high efficiency electrode D: 4-amp. high efficiency electrode

IL: 4-ump. long life electrode
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Fig. 12 a. Enclosed Carbon Arc Lamp with Light Opal Glass

Inner Globe, Clear Glass Outer Globe, and Street Reflector

Fig. 12-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical

Plane of the Unit shown in Fig. 12 -a

Curves A, B and C correspond to the lamps named in Fig. 12-c.
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Fig. 12 c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on one side of street only, on 4-ft. bracket arm. Height, 25 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

A : 6.6-amp. d-c. series enclosed carbon arc lamp
H: 6.6-amp. a-c. series enclosed carbon arc lamp
C: 7..5-amp. a-c. series enclosed carbon arc lamp
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Fig. 13-a. Ornamental Type Luminous Arc

Lamp with Diffusing Glass Globe
Fig. 13-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 13-a

Curves A, B, C, D and E correspond to the currents and electrodes named in
Figs. 13-c and 13-d.

ILLUMINATION CONSTANTS

HEIGHT OF
LAMP 15 ft. 18 ft. 25 ft.

Angle Distance Horizontal Distance Horizontal Distance Horizontal
Degrees from Lamp Constant from Lamp Constant from Lamp Constant

0.000 0.004444 0.000 0.003086 0.000 0.001600
5 1.312 0.004394 1.575 0.003051 2.1"87 0.001582

10 2.645 0.004245 3.174 0.002948 4.408 0.001528
15 4.019 0.004005 4.823 0.002782 6.699 0.001442
20 5.460 0.003688 6.551 0.002561 9.099 0.001328
25 6.995 0.003309 8.394 0.002298 11.66 0.001191
30 8.660 0.002887 10.39 0.002005 14.43 0.001039
35 10.50 0.002443 12.60 0.001697 17.51 0.0008795
40 12.59 0.001998 15.10 0.001388 20.98 0.0007193
45 15.00 0.001571 18.00 0.001091 25.00 0.0005657
50 17.88 0.001180 21.45 0.0008197 29.79 0.0004249
55 21.42 0.0008387 25.71 0.0005824 35.70 0.0003019
60 25.98 0.0005556 31.18 0.0003858 43.30 0.0002000
65 32.17 0.0003355 38.60 0.0002330 53.61 0.0001208
70 41.21 0.0001778 49.45 0.0001235 68.69 0.00006401
72.5 47.57 0.0001208 57.09 0.00008392 79.29 0.00004351
75 55.98 0.00007706 67.18 0.0000.')351 93.30 0.00002774
77.5 67.66 0.00004506 81.19 0.0000.U29 112.8 0.00001622
80 85.07 0.00002327 102.1 0.00001616 141.8 0.000008378
81 94.71 0.00001801 113.6 0.00001182 157.8 0.000006125
82 106.7 0.00001198 128.1 0.000008320 177.9 0.000004313
83 122.2 0.000008044 146.6 o.()()(K)()r)r)86 203.6 0.000002S96
84 142.7 0.00()()0.")()7() 171.3 0.()()0003.'')25 237.9 0.000001827
85 171.5 0.0()()()()2942 205.7 0.0()()()()2043 285.8 0.000001059
86 214.5 0.000001509 257.4 0.000001048 357.5 0.0000005431

87 286,2 0.0000006371 343.5 0.0000004424 477.0 0.0000002294

88 429.6 0.0000001889 515.5 0.0000001312 715.9 0.00000006801
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Fig. 13 -c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on both sides of street, staggered. Height, 15 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

A: 6.6-amp. long life electrode with medium density diffusing globe
B: 5-amp. high efficiency electrode with medium density diffusing globe
C: 5-amp. long life electrode with light density dfffusing globe
D. 4-amp. high efficiency electrode with light density diffusing globe
E; 4-amp. long life electrode with light density diffusing globe

Fig. 13-d. Same as Fig. 13-c, except lamps are arranged parallel instead of staggered
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comparatively simple matter to check up the
energy consumed, but the makinj^ of satis-

factory candle-power or illumination tests

in the street is both difficult and expensive,

especially during the winter months and that

is when the lights are used most. There are

some variations in individual lamps and
equipment from the ideal aimed at in manu-
facture, and the contract should not be too
rigid and should not impose unnecessary

restrictions on the central station, or the
increased cost of the service will be more than
the supposed advantages are worth.

Advances in the art may make a change
desirable and some means of doing this should
be ])rovided for on a fair and equitable basis to

both parties. It would seem as if the best service

and lowest rates can onh' be obtained by a

close co-operation between all the parties con-

cerned before the contract is written and signed.

Fig. 14-a. Ornamental Type Luminous Arc

Lamp with Eight-panel Diffusing

Glass Globe

Fig. 14-b. Initial Distribution of Candle-power in a Vertical Plane of the Unit

shown in Fig. 13-a

Curves .1, B. C, D and E correspond to the currents and electrodes named in Figs.

14-c and 14-d.

INDEX

The units described, together with their

wattage, are indexed in the following by figure

number in order that the ])hotometric charac-

teristics and the calculated data on any tmit

may be more readily located.

Advances in Efficiency of Incan-
descent Lamps Fig. 1

Advances in Efficiency ot Arc
Lamps Fig. 2

Mazda Lamps: 40, (JO, 80, and 100 c-p.

Flat Radial Wave Reflector Fig. 3

Dome Radial Wave Reflector Fig. 4
Holophanc Prismatic Refractor. . . .Fig. 5

Mazda Lamps: 250, J,00, 000, and 1000 c-p.

Novahix Pendant Unit (Form 0)

Diffusing Olass Globe and Reflector. Fig. (>

(a, 1), and e)

liolophane Prismatic Refractor and
Reflector ^

Fig. 6
(c, d, and c)

Novalux Ornamental Unit
Diffusing Glass Globe (No. 37) . . . .Fig. 7

Eight-i)anel Diffusing Glass Globe
(No. Ul) Fig. 8

Pendant Type Luminous Arc Lamps

Clear Glass Globe Fig. 9
DifTusing Glass Globe Fig. 10

Holophanc Prismatic Band Re-
fractor Fig. 11

Enclosed Carbon Arc Lamp
Light Opal Glass Inner Globe, Clear

Glass Outer Globe and Street Re-
flector Fig. 12

().()-ami). a-c. scries 425 watts
7.r)-amp. a-c. series 480 watts

(LG-amj). d-c. series 495 watts

Ornamental Type Luminous Arc Lamps

DifTusing Glass Globes (No. 37). ..Fig. 13

Eight-panel Diffusing Glass Globe
(No. 91) Fig. 14
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Fig. 14-c. Calculated Illumination Values on Street Surface along Center Line of Street

Lamps on both sides of street, staggered. Height, 15 ft. Width of street, 60 ft.

6.6-amp. long life electrode, and medium diffusing glass

5-amp. high efficiency electrode, and medium diffusmg glass

5-amp. long life electrode, and medium dTffusing glass

4-amp. high efficiency electrode, and medium diffusing glass

4-amp. long life electrode, and medium diffusing glass

soo
Sfi^C/'^<f -^^£"7-

Fig. 14-d. Same as Fig. 14-c, except lamps are arranged parallel instead of staggered
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The Lighting of New York City's New $3,000,000
Garbage Disposal Plant

By A. L. Powell
Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.

A description is given of the process employed for reducing 2000 tons of garbage daily, the final products
consisting of grease and dry tankage. The tankage is ground up and makes an excellent fertilizer. The great
amount of piping and belting made a satisfactory lighting system, providing adequate illumination for reading
steam gauges and records, and for operating valves, belt shifters, etc., a problem requiring special attention.
The installation successfully fulfilling these requirements is shown by diagram and photographs. A special
arrangement for illuminating the interior of each reducer was required for observing the process of "cooking."
The boiler room, outlying buildings, and yards are lighted by 100- and 200-watt Mazda C lamps, and flood-
lighting projectors are employed in the yard to assist in construction work, and in loading and unloading
barges.

—

Editor.

The Metropolitan By-Products Company
have recently placed this modern plant in

operation at Green Ridge, Staten Island. It

is said to be the largest in the world, and when
operated at full capacity can handle 2000 tons

per day, which will take care of the refuse

from Manhattan, Bronx, and Brooklyn.
The artificial lighting, as well as every other

detail of the plant, was the subject of careful

design, and therefore warrants description.

Description of Process

Modern chemical engineering has done
great things in the line of hygienic disposal

of refuse. It is no longer necessary to carry
it out to sea to be dumped overboard, and
then by the action of the waves gradually
brought back to shore. By the careful ap-
plication of scientific processes this cast-off

material can be partially reclaimed, and more
important, rendered inoffensive and harmless.

This gigantic, well constructed plant is

evidence that sufficient by-products can be
produced to make it a profitable venture.
These are grease, dried tankage (which when
ground forms an excellent fertilizer), and a
certain amount of metal.

The method of disposal is one of straight

dehydration. There is no digestion carried

on to give odors, and no chance for unpleasant
smells if there are no leaks in the piping sys-

tem. The product, as it comes from the
reducer house, is dry and sterile.

Every precaution is taken to avoid the
system becoming a nuisance. The raw
garbage is delivered in huge barges so con-
structed as to prevent the discharge of any of

the water drained from the garbage, and care-

fully covered with a special canvas apron to

prevent any falling off.

The garbage is unloaded by steam hoist

grab buckets, and delivered to closed con-
veyors of the steel scrai)er type which carry
it to the main building where the reducers
are located. A ])ncf description of the gen-

eral method of reclaiming the by-products
from the garbage is given in a paper presented
by Gustave R. Tieska before the American
Society of Municipal Improvements, Novem-
ber 11, 1916.

In this plant the Cobwell process is used.

Conveyors distribute the raw garbage to the
reducers, which are then sealed air-tight. A
solvent is next pumped in and steam admitted
to the jacketed walls. Gasolene is ordinarily

used as a solvent, but in this instance a special

kerosene distillate etc., is employed.
An agitating device is constantly turning,

and the charge is "cooked" until the solvent

and water evaporate. These vapors are

drawn off to a condenser, and there again
assume a liquid state. This liquid is pumped
to a closed tank where the solvent and water
separate by gravity. The solvent is drawn
to a storage tank, and the water discharged
into the adjacent stream.

When the garbage has been dried by this

method, fresh solvent is pumped into the
reducer to dissolve the grease. After picking

up the grease the mixture is drawn to an
evaporator of the vacuum type. Vaporiza-
tion separates the solvent from the grease.

The former, after being liquefied in a conden-
ser, is ready to be used again.

After the grease has all been extracted

from the garbage the jacketed walls are again

filled with steam, and after being thoroughly
dried the tankage is removed from the re-

ducer and conveyed from the building by
belted conveyors, ground in pan mills, and
screened by rotary screens. Tliis tankage
or fertilizer is then stored, and finally auto-

matically conveyed to the loading vessel

through swivel si)OUts.

Reducer House

The main building is a onc-story stinicture

;}() feet high, 200 feet wide, and 330 feet long.

When completed this will contain 250 re-

ducers 8 feet in diainclcr and I feet higli.
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Each unit has a capacity of from S to

10 tons per 24 hours, depending on

the steam pressure used.

The reducers are arranged in rows

facing each other, as shown roughly

on the plan and elevation of a small

portion of the plant (Fig. 1). Be-

tween the rows a walk is pro\-ided for

the operators. From here the valves

and other mechanisms are controlled.

There is also a higher runway at the

rear for the workmen who fill the

tanks from the overhead conveyors.

The night view of the reducer

house (Fig. 2) shows one of the con-

vevors for raw garbage at the extreme

right. It is also seen that there is

a veritable maze of piping for steam

and solvent, and transmission ma-
chinery or belting. This multiplicity

of overhead structures complicated

the lighting problem and made a

careful analysis necessary. Light-

ing units had to be so placed that

dense shadows were avoided. The
requirements for lighting were as

follows

:

L Sufficient general lighting for

safety. The workmen must be able

to move about the plant without the

UabiHty of stumbling over piping,

falling off the runway, or being caught

in the moving parts.

2. Adequate illumination for the

operation of valves, belt shifters,

reading of steam gauges, etc.

3. Suitable spread of the light so

that the conveyors can be inspected,

and the reducers loaded and emptied.

4. The operators are required to

keep a log or record of each charge.

This is done on a tabulated sheet

attached to a board at each reducer.

These data must be readily discernible

at all times. Needless to say, if this

requirement was met by general light-

ing, there would be adequate illumi-

nation for the first two items.

5. Some special arrangement was required

to light the inside of the tanks so that the

charge could be inspected while being

"cooked.

"

Method of Lighting

As shown in the plan, a row of outlets was
located on the beam above the walk along

the front of the reducers, for here a minimum
of obstructions existed. One outlet was

Fig. 1. Plan and Elevation of Portion of Reducer Plant

Showing Arrangement of Reducers and Lighting Units

placed in each bay giving a spacing of ap-

proximately 20 feet by 30 feet. 200-watt

Edison Mazda C lamps with dome shape

(distributing) porcelain enamel steel reflectors

were used, giving a specific power consump-

tion of }/z watt per square foot of floor area.

The average illumination intensity is in the

neighborhood of 2 foot candles.

This equipment and arrangement fulfill

conditions 1, 2, and 4. There is sufficient
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spread of light to illuminate the conveyors
and charge the reducers. The night view
(Fig. 2) is taken from the runway under the
conveyors and gives a very good idea of the
illumination.

Fig. 2. Night View of Reducers showing Maze of Steam Piping
spite of these, the Excellent Illumination that has been

The reducers are emptied through doors
at the rear. The dried tankage is raked out
and falls on a belted conveyor beneath the
floor proper. The night view (Fig. '.]) shows
this arrangement. Special lighting was re-
quired here as the runway obstructed the rays
from the overhead units. The lower conveyor
is normally covered with loose planking, and
if this space is not fairly well Hghted there
is great danger of stumbHng over misplaced
boards or stepping into openings. For exam-
ple, in the foreground of this picture can be
seen a board in an almost up-right position.
A central row of outlets is provided, and

40-watt Edison Mazda lamps with wire
guards are placed on 20-foot centers. These
are close to the walk, about 7 feet above the
floor. Advantage is taken of this line of
wiring to provide a means of attaching port-
able himps for use when rei)airing or inspecting
the interior of the reducers.
The line of conduit ])asses through a cir-

cular recejjtacle box having a j)orcelain socket.
From the side of this box a line of T)i])e, after
being bent downward, terminates in the fe-

male portion of a plug attachment. This is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4, one of the
plugs being indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3.
This permits any of the tanks being reached
with a portable lamp.

The close-up day view of a
reducer (Fig. 5) gives an idea
of the scheme employed to
light the interior when in
operation. Two openings with
suitable projections are cast
in the top of the tanks at A
and B. These are placed at
such an angle that the light

entering one is specularly
reflected from the surface of
the charge to the second open-
ing. These are kept steam
tight by means of re-enforced
glass plates and suitable

gaskets.

In A is placed a paraboHc
shaped polished aluminum
reflector with an opening the
size of the glass plate men-
tioned above. A bayonet
candelabra socket is protected
by a wooden cover, an ex-

tension on which serves as a
handle. A G-volt 12-candle
])ower Mazda C automobile
headlight lamp was found to
furnish enough light.

A flexible conduit extends from the lamp to

a push switch near opening B. When the
operator wishes to observe the condition of

the charge he peers in at this opening and
presses the switch. Such an arrangement is

desirable on account of the intermittent re-

quirements.

Boiler House

Adjoining the main building is the boiler

house with water tube ])oilers of 7500 horse

])ower caj)acity: 2()()-watt units are placed
about IS feet above the floor on the wall oy)-

])osite the firing doors. These are installed at

an angle so that the maximum light is directed

toward the boilers, yet there is sufficient

downward light to illuminate the coal heaps
and tracks.

Outlying Buildings

General illumination of a suitable intensity

is j)rovi(led by 100- and 200-watt Mazda C
lam])s in dome type reflectors in the machin-
ery building where are located the pumps and
the blacksmith, machine, and pattern shops.

and Belting, and in

Obtained
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In addition to the main building, which
has been described in detail, there are a num-
ber of storage buildings, condensers, evapora-

tors, and storage tanks. These latter have
a capacity of 41)0.000 gallons of solvent, and
14.1H)0 barrels of grease. Their lighting re-

quirements are not at all exacting.

Yards

For lighting the yard, units have been so

located that practically all the outdoor spaces

are illuminated, and no shadows cast by the

buildings. Some of these lamps are held by
brackets attached to the buildings, and in

outh-ing portions poles are erected. Medium
size Mazda C lamps are used \\'ith weather-
proof equipment, giving a wide spread of

Ught.

At regular intervals along the conveyor
structures iron pipes are erected with curved
tops which support 100-watt Mazda C lamps
in distributing reflectors.

Fig. 3. Runway between Reducers. Under the Loose Flooring

shown is a belt conveyor which carries off the dry tankage

raked out through the doors. Good illumination is

required here on account of the uneven surface

of the flooring

Several floodlighting equipments are advan-
tageously placed with the beams so directed

that construction work and the loading of

barges is facilitated.

The fact that the plant operates continu-
ously, with three shifts of eight hours each,
makes artificial Lighting of much importance,
and it is fitting that the matter should have

received such careful attention, for very fre-

quently plants which operate under similar
conditions are erected where the lighting is

apparently an afterthought, and more or less

of a makeshift system is in use. In many

Fig. 5. View of Top of one of the Reducers showing Peak-

holes A and B and Light Source for Examining Contents

chemical plants, for example, every attention
is given to the arrangement of machinery, and
all details of the chemical processes very care-

fully planned in advance. The designing engi-

neer is prone to look at his technical side of the

Fig. 4. Plug Attachment for Portable Light for Cleaning and
Repairing Reducers. These outlets are located on either

side of the Lighting Units shown in Fig. 5

question as of importance, and neglects to
provide means by which the human factor can
operate at maximum efficiency. Proper arti-

ficial lighting has been proved to be a most
important element in plant construction. No
matter how perfectly a system may be worked
out from a mechanical point of view, this

advantage will be offset if the men who oper-

ate the plant cannot work effectively. Such a
condition does not exist in this instance.
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Life in a Large Manufacturing Plant
Part V. MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION

By Chas. M. Ripley
Publication Bureau, General Electric Company

The Mutual Benefit Association of the General Electric Company provides its members with a combined
health, accident, and life insurance policy at a cost far below that at which the same protection could be
obtained from a commercial insurance company. It is wholly mutual, without the expenses of high salaried
officials and heavy rentals for office space, and through its existence thousands of employees are afforded pro-
tection against the contingencies of accident who otherwise could not afford the cost of this insurance, and
much privation and suffering is thus saved them and their families.

—

Editor.

An elnployees' organization largely under
their own management, with financial trans-

actions totaling close to $200,000 per j^ear

and with 23,000 voluntary members in six

different cities—this is the General Electric

Mutual Benefit Association.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe this

Association, telling what it costs and what it

affords the members, and how and when it was
organized; to explain its scheme of operation

and management and its various sources of in-

come; and lastly, briefly to review the main
essential points of its constitution and by-laws.

An enthusiastic member made the following

comment on the protection afforded by the

Mutual Benefit Association:

"The great health and accident insurance

companies of this country have several

different policies compensating for accidents

and several different policies compensating
for sickness; but the 'accident' policies do
not recompense for sickness and the ' health

'

policies which protect against sickness do not

recompense for accidents.

"An exception to this is a combined health

and sickness policy which costs considerably

more than either of the above. Many of these

policies, however, which do protect against

both accident and sickness, do not pay any
death benefit.

"The General Electric Mutual Benefit

Association, however, protects against both
accident and sickness and, in addition to this,

pays a death benefit to the members.
"Therefore, it may be seen that the

protection and benefits of the General Electric

Mutual Benefit Association arc more com])rc-

hensive and lib'jral than those of the companies
who conduct their lousiness for a profit. This
would naturally be cx])ccted, since the General
Electric Mutual Benefit Association is not con-

ducted for profit, and has no rent nor salaries

to pay; even its stationery and ])rintcd forms
are provided free of ex])ense."

Protection

Briefly stated, the ])rotection consists of a

death benefit and a weekly indemnity while

sick or disabled. The death benefit paid out
of the treasury of the Mutual Benefit Asso-
ciation is $100, but the General Electric

Company supplements this by another pay-
ment of $100; thus, in effect, making the
death benefit $200. This is payable at once in

cash to the beneficiary of the deceased member.
The weekly disability payment in case of

sickness is $6.00 per week for men and $5.00
per week for women. Payment is continued
for fourteen weeks during any twelve con-
secutive months. In all periods of disability

members are excused from paying dues. A
visiting committee is formed in each case to

call upon the sick member and in many cases

the Company's nurse likewise calls upon the
patient.

The liberality of the arrangement is shown
by the fact that even though a member leave

the employ of the General Electric Company
while disabled through sickness or accident,

his right to receive payment of the benefits to

the full amount is not annulled for a period of

two years from the beginning of the dis-

ability, provided that he has not in the

meantime recovered from the disability

or secured remunerative employment. Or
putting it differently, the weekly benefits

are limited to fourteen weeks in twelve
months, and the right to receive them is

extended over a period of two years from
date of such disabiHty without regard to

service in the General Electric Company.
Similarly, if the disability should result in

death, the death benefit would be paid any
time during a two-year period, even though
the member had left the employ of the

General Electric Company. The Association

follows the wisely established jiractice of

most fraternal organizations by omitting the

benefit for the first week of disability.

Members are Steady Workers
An interesting fact in connection with tlie

Mutual Benefit Association is that during

hard times, when business is slack, the

])ercentage of em7)loyees who are members
of the Association increases rather sharply.
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This is shown in Fig. L In other words, it

appears from the record that the members
of the Association are more steadily employed
than those who are not members. This does

not indicate that when work is slack, members
of the Association are carried through the

hard times because they are mem-
bers of the Association; but it does
indicate that the steadiest and
most far-sighted employees who
are interested in their work are

those who have already joined the

Mutual Benefit Association; and
these are retained on the pay roll

because of their ability, and not
because they are members of the
Mutual Benefit Association.

Over Four Millions Life Insurance

Last year the Schenectad}', Lynn
and Pittsfield Mutual Benefit

Associations paid benefits to mem-
bers amounting to approximately
$80,000. The total of death and
sick benefits in the various fac-

tories of the General Electric Com-
pany approximate $100,000 per
year. The amount of life insur-

ance carried by all these Associa-

tions is over $4,500,000.

purposes; therefore, the method pursued by
this Association in collecting its dues of

10 cents every week has been largely respon-
sible for its phenomenal growth. However,
for industrial managers who care to go into
this question, it would be interesting to

Field Day, Pittsfield Works Section, General Electric Company
Mutual Benefit Association

Finamcing the Association

The cost of this triple protection against

death, sickness, and accident varies from
nothing a year in some sections, up to a
maximtun of $5.20 per year. The cost per
member averaged $4.07 at Lynn in 1916;
and the average at Schenectady was but
$3.97 in 1917.

It would not be fair to health and accident

insurance companies to compare their cost

and the protection offered with the cost and
protection offered by the General Electric

Mutual Benefit Association, as the latter, it

might be said, is literally "in business for its

health." The fundamental idea of the
Mutual Benefit Association is to help one
another and not to make a profit. The
administration expenses, including stationery
and blank forms, are paid by the General
Electric Company, and these with the
auxiliar}^ $100 benefit, amount to approxi-
mately $18,000 for the year 1916.

The combination of health, accident, and
life insurance purchased from corporations
engaged in this enterprise is expensive.

Factory workers are not inclined to invest a
large sum of money in advance for such

obtain data on death, accident, and life

insurance and see if any protection could be
purchased for $4.00 per year! And when it is

further considered that the premiums of the
Mutual Benefit Association are payable
weekly to a collector, it will be obvious that
an internal organization can perform a service

among fellow employees which it would be
practically impossible for an outside cor-

poration to carry on at a profit, or even at cost

under existing conditions. In other words,
there are thousands of employees who would
not have any protection against the con-

tingencies of accident, were it not for this

Association, formed and conducted by fellow

employees. This recalls the fact, shown in the

October issue of the General Electric
Review, in the chapter dealing with fire

protection in the General Electric Company,
that a decided advantage results from
adopting the plan of mutual fire insurance;

and just so the mutual life, health and
accident insurance has proved a wonderful
success.

Other Sources of Income

The total receipts of the various Mutual
Benefit Associations are approximately
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Field Day, Schenectady Works Section, G. E. Mutual Benefit Association

S 100,000 per year. In addition to the dues
from members, the Association has other small
sources of income, principally the annual
field days held at Lynn, Schenectady, and
Pittsfield. The receipts from these field days
are turned into the treasury of the Mutual
Benefit Association. Dances are held from
time to time; and other entertainments, more
or less impromptu in their nature, assist in

swelling the treasury fund and in reducing the
dues paid by the members. These events
meet with hearty response from the members,
for the money paid for admission to the
various entertainments and amusements is

practically refunded to them by a lessening

of their dues. This results in a large atten-

dance at such events, an illustration of which
is seen in the 1917 Schenectady field day, for

which over 13,000 tickets were sold.

The slogan adopted for this fourth annual
field day which appeared on posters displayed

throughout the plant, was: "Suspend assess-

ments to the death benefit fund. Twenty
thousand tickets to be sold—two tickets per

member. Buy now and cancel later pay-
ments."
Good natured rivalry was shown in the

ticket-selling contests between sections, and
$75.00 was divided as first and second prizes

for the two sections selling the greatest

number of tickets. In preparing for this field

day, a special committee was appointed and

View from Grand Stand in Ulustration Above. Office Buildings of General Electric Company in Background
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one of the indirect benefits which resulted

was a mder acquaintanceship between those
sharing in the management of the event.

The receipts for the last field day were
$1400. After expenses were deducted for the
prizes, etc., a net balance of SI 125 was added
to the death benefit fund.

It might be well to mention that these

field days are under the direct auspices of the

Mutual Benefit Association and are separate

and distinct from the General Electric

Athletic Association.

The attendance at the Mutual Benefit

Association field day at Lynn was over
30,000, and the total proceeds of last year's

entertainments were $2836.
At Pittsfield special stress is laid upon the

social features of the Mutual Benefit Asso-
ciation and the fraternal spirit developed by
the various entertainments.

"The Mikado" was reproduced by mem-
bers of the Association at the Colonial

Theater and the attendance was 1418 and
included about 100 outsiders. All of the

performers were members and the rehearsals

and various negotiations connected with the
management of the affair contributed in

developing executive ability among the em-
ployees.

An electrical fair was participated in by the
members of the Association, and the dance,
attended by 1200 young people, netted a
profit of nearly

Financial Statistics

The financial operations of the Mutual
Benefit Association in Schenectady over the

period of four years and a half which it has
been in existence, may be summarized in

round numbers

:

Total receipts $86,800
Total disbursements 68,700

Balance on hand $18,100
Number of sickness claims 2,494
Total sickness benefits $49,630

Death benefits:

(Mutual Benefit Association) . $10,500
(General Electric Company) . . 7,800

Total $18,300

SUMMARY OF AUDITS, GENERAL ELECTRIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION, LYNN, MASS.

YEAR ENDING

9-25-11 9-30-12 9-30-13 9-30-14 9-30-15 I 9-30-16 9-29-17

Number of sections 35
5040

45
5911

45
5963

45
5857

45
6143

46
7093

53
Members 7408
Receipts
From dues $19844.10 $25799.45 $27236.38

354.20
$27083.45

57.25
$24573.80

111.55
$28866.00

18.99
$34577.68

From entertainments
From interest 181.33 121.64 177.25 156.08 163.13

Expenditures
Disability benefits 17809.99 20636.82 24682.28 22873.59 20098.79 25095.56 30785.60
Stationery, car fares, etc..

.

194.46 228.92 148.92 88.79 133.54

Average dues per member . . 4.62 4.36 4.57 4.62 4.00 4.07 4.67

Disabilities 711 863 989 869 756 987 1155
Average amount paid each

disabled member 25.05 23.91 24.91 26.32 26.58 25.43 26.67

No. of disabilities per 1000
! members. 141 146 166 148 123 139 156
Disabilities, yjer cent of total

membership 14.1 14.6 16.6 14.8 12.3 13.9 15.6

Amount in sections' treasuries 5543.16 8153.78 6691.28 8915.48 10263.01 9516.58 12190.88

EMERGENCY AND DEATH BENEFIT FUND

Receipts
Proceeds of entertainments
and field days $21.50

20.50
$318.74

31.97
$332.14

35.03
$1456.19

44.55
$15920.20

44.70
$1560.09

31.68
$2836.54

Interest on deposits 52.05

Total amount in treasury. . . 2043.69 1467.60 1687.92 1718.59 2S67.24 2793.06 2363.55

Expenditures
Death benefits 2800.00 3500.00 4280.00 3350.00 ;U)()().()0 6200.00 6300.00

liiiicrgency benefits 264.00 230.00 57.50 154.50 69.00 65.00

Total amounts expended jor all

benefits

No. of'^ deaths
20609. '.)9 24400.82 29192.28 26281.09 23853.29 31304.66 37150.60

28
6.5

30
6.1

43
7.2

34
6.6

36
6.8

62
8.7

65

Death rate per 1000 members 8.8
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Table I shows a summary of audits of the

Lynn Mutual Benefit Association for a

period of years up to October, 1917. Attention

is directed to the thoroughness with which
these audits were made and the fact that the

General Electric auditors donate their time in

making these audits \nthout charge to the

Association.

History

The plan of organization and management
of the six Mutual Benefit Associations of the

General Electric Company is practically

identical \\-ith the original plan conceived in

the Lynn Works in 1902. It is fitting to

record that these great actiWties sprung from
one man's idea, whose faith in the success

of the plan was so great that he personally

loaned a sum of money to form the nucleus

of the Lynn Association. It is impossible to

estimate the amount of distress which has
been alleviated by this altruistic deed and
the idea which time has proved so successful.

Scheme of Operation

If the Schenectady death benefit fund is

equal to S3000 or more, no assessments are

levied against the section treasuries; but
when the death benefit fund, owing to pay-
ment to families of deceased members, falls to

$1500 or less, monthly assessments are made
on each section equivalent to 10 cents for

each member of the section. This minimum
and maximum of the death benefit fund
varies in the different associations, according
to their size. In some associations $1000
is the maximum and others $2000, etc,

Similarly, when the treasury of each sec-

tion shows a balance of $300 or more,
the pa^'ment of dues by members is

suspended until such time as the balance is

reduced by the payment of sick benefits to

$200, when the maximum assessment of

10 cents per week is levied upon each member.
From this it will be seen how a payment

of over $2800 into the death benefit fund,
resulting from the annual field day and other
entertainments at Lynn last year resulted
in a direct suspension of dues from the
members. Each section of the Association
collects its own dues and compensates its

own members for disability.

The advantage of the sub-division into

sections not only makes the work of collection

easier, but groups together, for mutual aid,

the employees in a department. It establishes,

therefore, a community of active interest in

each small group. New employees of the
department, when approached with a request

to join, will usually be attracted to an
organization composed of fellow workers in

the same department, while they might
hesitate to join a large organization of the
whole Works. On account of the acquaint-
anceship among the members, the genuine-
ness of the disability claims can readily be
established, and fraudulent practices are,

therefore, easily prevented. Finally, by a
sub-division of the Association into groups,

the Company is given a better opportunity
of coming into touch with individual members
than would otherwise be the case.

Membership

Membership begins with the payment of

an initiation fee of 50 cents and the first week's

dues of 10 cents. Thereafter, 10 cents is

payable and collected every week in advance
and no member can be obliged to make any
further contribution. As previously stated

this payment is suspended altogether for

shorter or longer periods when the section

treasury shows a balance of $300 or more.
This provision stimulates economical adminis-

tration of the funds in each section, and
establishes a wholesome rivalry among the
various sections. It arouses the interest of

the members themselves, who have it largely

in their power to secure inexpensive insurance

for themselves by maintaining a full quota
of membership in their section, and by
carefully but sympathetically scrutinizing

all claims for disability payments, to the end
that only just claims shall be allowed.

Finally, it prevents the accumulation of

unnecessarily large funds in the treasuries.

Many sections have thus been enabled to

suspend payment of dues for a part of the
year; some have even afforded their members
full insurance for the whole year at no cost

whatsoever

!

Size and Growth

With a membership of 22,675 in the
summer of 1917, the Mutual Benefit Asso-
ciation stands in an enviable position among
co-operative employees' associations. Some
large corporations have benefit associations

whose membership is compulsory; so the

success of this Association is all the more
gratifying because membership is voluntary.

It will be recalled that the idea was first

conceived in Lynn, Mass. Fifteen years ago
there were but 656 members and, as seen in

the curves of membership shown in Fig. 1,

the growth was quite gradual during the
first ten years. However, the membership in
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the past two years has increased very rapidly
—81 per cent as shown in Fig. 1.

Only in the year 1917 did the Schenectady
Association, orj^anized four \-ears and a half

ago, in March 1913, exceed in size the
Association at the Lynn Works. The Lynn
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number of employees in the works. Very
few of those who were laid off were members
of the Association.

Fig. 3 shows the phenomenal growth of

the Association's percentage at the Schenec-
tady Works during its comparatively recent

existence—four and a half

years.

Similarly, Figs. 4, 5, and
(i show respectively the
situation at the Erie, Pitts-

field and Fort Wayne
Works, and it will be
noted that the progress

of the Association clearly

proves that the idea upon
which it was founded has
finally met with a most
enthusiastic reception on
the part of General Electric

employees as a whole.

1911 1913

Year

Fig. 1. Curves showing Growth of Membership of General Electric

Mutual Benefit Association

Association, however, can boast of a larger

percentage of membership, 58.7 per cent of

its employees being members in 1917, against
42 per cent in the Schenectady Associ-

ation during this its greatest year.

The Association at the Sprague
Works has the largest percentage of

employees as members, and the Pitts-

field Association shows a greater pro-
portionate development in point of

time than others, it being but two
years old and having 43 per cent of

the employees as members.
Fig. 2 permits a careful study

of the fluctuation in the total number
of employees and members at the
Lynn Works. As mentioned earlier

in this chapter, when j)criods of

depression occur, such as in 1908 and
1915, a sharp increase is noted in the
percentage of emjjloyees who are

members of the Mutual Benefit Asso-
ciation. In 1915, 72 ])er cent of the
total number of em])loyees were mem-
bers of the Association.

A study of Fig. 7, which gives

the same information for the S])rague

Works, reveals the same situation to an even
more pronounced degree, for here it is clearly

shown that during the 1908 depression the

membership was 79 per cent, and during the

] 9 1 5 slump it rose to 82 jjcr cent of the total

Doubly Mutual

The mutual features in

connection with the Associ-

ation are of two kinds, viz.,

mutual advantages to the employees them-
selves, and mutual advantages in the relations

between the employees and the Company. The
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Number of Employees and Membership of Mutual

Benefit Association, Lynn Works

mutuality among thr tiii])l()\c'c's has already

been discussed in connectit)!! with protection,

acciuaintanceshi]), and entertainments. The
relation between the (^()mi)any and Ihe

emi)loyces is almost iMitircl\- iiuliivcl and
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psychological, but none the less important.
The fact that few of the members of the
Association are laid off during the slack times
is one indication that the members of the
Association are able and trustworthy em-
ployees. And, since the Company encourages

1915 t9l5 /9I6

Year

Fig. 3. Employees and Membership, Schenectady Works

the Mutual Benefit Association it may be
inferred that the executives in charge of its

affairs consider such activities on the part of

the employees as really mutual with respect
to the Company's welfare.

Extensions

At the Lynn Works the Mutual Benefit
Association activities are extended to include
additional features as follows:

1. Additional emergency benefits payable
to disabled members in such amounts and

1600

3300

1500

Employees
U- — "

Members ^ * 35%

\Jr'
—

Z3.57.

-
_^

Fig. 4. Employees and Membership, Erie Works

manner as the Committee in charge of the
emergency fund may allow.

2. Temporary loans at no interest charge
or other- extra cost which the loan fund
committee may decide to grant to any

TABLE OF MEMBERSHIP

Year Schenectady Lynn • Sprague Ft. Wayne Pittsfield Erie
Total No.
Members

1902 656 656
1903 1285 1285
1904 1856 1856
1905 2591 2591
1906 2874 300 3174
1907 3076 305 3381
1908 2524 200 2724
1909 3684 200 3884
1910 4785 250 5035
1911 5040 275 5315
1912 5911 310 492 6713
191.3 1346 5963 315 601 8225
1914 2256 5857 300 751 9164
1915 3620 6143 250 777 10790
1916 6875 7093 325 994 2410 900 18597
1917 9460 7408 400 1205 3052 1150 22675

Total Xo. of

employees in

1917 22600 12644 650 4372 7050 3500

Grand total number of employees in General Electric factories above. . 50,816

Grand total number of members in Mutual Benefit Association 22,675

Percentage of employees who are members of Mutual Benefit Association 44.6 per cent
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member of more that one year's stand-
ing.

3. Banquets attended by officers, com-
mittees, and members of sections. These are

held in the large new restaurant, which is

admirably adapted to such events.
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Fig. 5. Employees and Membership, Pittsfield Works

At Pittsfield the presentation of theatrical

entertainments, such as the "Mikado," are

a step in advance in fostering the social and
fraternal spirit.

Essential Points of Organization *

A study of the structural organization
suggests clearly five features as important

2. Management of these sub-divisions by
the members themselves, with only a general
supervision of all by a representative of the
Company.

3. Limitation of the trust funds in the
treasuries to such amounts as, under ordinary
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Fig. 6. Employees and Membership, Fort Wayne Works

circumstances, would seem sufficient for the
payment of all guaranteed benefits.

4. Utilization of practically all contributed
moneys for the purpose for which they are

contributed—sickness, accident, and life in-

surance.

5. Simplicity of administration.

These principles and the method of their

application have proved efficacious and
afford the employees the cheapest insur-

ance against disability and death, consistent

with safe and sane management; and at

the same time develop contentment among
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Fig. 7. Employees and Membership, Sprnnuc Works

factors in the achic\cnient of success. They
are:

1. Sub-divi.sion of the Association into

small, self-acting arid self-administering

though closely cr)nnc('tcd Ixxlics the Sec-

tions.

the nicinhcrs, and rclalious of inuUial K)>'alty

between the cmpl()>'ces ai\d the Works'
management.
A brief outline of the (\)ustitulion and

By-Laws and lluMr siL^nilicaiKH' may be in

order at this point

.
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The Constitution and By-Laws provide

that the Mutual Benefit Association shall be
divided into individual sections, the member-
ship of which shall not exceed 150. Member-
ship in a section is, as far as practicable,

recruited from one department of the Works,
and transfers from one section to another
are made possible and easy whenever mem-
bers are transferred from one department to

another. When necessary, two or more
sections are formed in the same factory

department. Each section has its own
administrative body and treasury, and
operates independently of, and yet inter-

dependently with, all other sections; but
its procedure of business is controlled by
the governing mles of the whole Associa-

tion.

A chairman, vice-chairman, secretary-

treasurer, and six directors constitute the
governing body, and their decisions in regard

to payment of claims and all other matters
of procedure are final and conclusive as long

as they do not conflict with the provisions

of the Constitution and By-Laws. While
each section, therefore, remains a separate

unit, all are brought together and placed on
the same basis of operation by the common
Constitution and By-Laws, and a close

correlation is established through the emer-
gency fund, the loan fund, through social

activities involving the whole Association,

and through the work of the general chairman.
The latter is the only official of the whole
Association, and the only appointee of the

General Electric Company, with whose se-

lection, however, the statutory influence of

the Company ceases. It is the function of the

general chairman to guard the interests of

the whole Association, to stimulate the

various officers and committees, to keep all

sections within bounds of constitutional

limitations, and to act as the connecting link

between the Association and the Company.
Though he is not vested with any executive

authority in any section, save that of pre-

venting unconstitutional ])roccdure, he must
draw his real power from the ])ersonal

influence which he may be able to exert; and
this influence will be strengthened and
enlarged to the degree to which he will offer

wise and definite counsel, and at the same
time kee]) it clearly before all members that

his opinion and suggestions are only of an
advisory nature and do not need to be

followed by the sections unless their contrary
actions conflict with the accepted Con-
stitution and By-Laws. Because they realize,

therefore, their own power in the premises,

the members naturally .proceed with care
and are consequently willing to seek and take
council. As presiding officer of the emergency
committee, the general chairman is afforded

an excellent opportunity of discussing with
the section chairman the welfare of the
Association as a whole and of the individual

sections. Holding his finger on the pulse of

the membership and having the confidence

of the Company, the general chairman can
work to the advantage and benefit of both
interests; and he will fill this dual position so

much the better the more fairly and im-
partially he deals with both and the more
strictly he keeps the Association to those
activities which promote the objects for

which the Association was founded, viz.

:

to foster a fraternal spirit among its members,
to afford relief to its members for disability

through sickness or accident, and to provide
benefits in case of death.

An Industrial Democracy

Sixmming up the whole situation then, it

may be said that the General Electric Mutual
Benefit Association represents truly an in-

dustrial democracy—a government of the

members, by the members, and for the

members. Not unlike the greatest political

democracy, the United States of America,
the Association is composed of indi\adual

self-governing sections, all of which, however,
operate under a common Constitution, the

interpretation and enforcement of which is

lodged in a central de])artment, that of the

general chairman. Like each State of the

Union, each section of the Association

bears the cost of its own administration

and sup])orts itself for that purpose l)y

taxation of its own members, to whom in

return it affords protection and certain

l^rivileges. As the States of the Union,

however, have delegated to the Federal

Government certain functions, such as the

conduct of the i)ostal system, whose benefits

must be shared by all the pcoi)le alike, so the

sections of the Association have transferred

to the central (lei)artment the ])ayment of

death benefits, and sucli other matters as

can best be underlaken 1)\- the Association

as a whole.
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Mazda Lamps for Motion-Picture Projectors
By L. C. Porter

Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.

The excellent qualities of the incandescent lamp promoted an investigation into the possibilities of using
this type of lamp in motion-picture projectors. In the beginning of the following article is given an analysis
of the difficulties encountered in successfully developing an incandescent lighting system to replace the arc-

lighting system which has been commonly used. The description of the manner in which these difficulties

have been surmounted, by the development of a special incandescent lamp and condenser and the addition of

a spherical mirror, is very interesting. The article is concluded by a table comparing the detailed operating
cost of the new incandescent lamp with that of the arc lamp and showing that the former type of lamp pro-
jector is more economical to operate than the latter.

—

Editor.

The inherent advantages of the incandescent

lamp such as simpHcity, steadiness of light,

cleanliness, good color value, and lower fire

risk, as well as ease of control, have made
this type of lamp a most desirable light source.

These advantages are obtained where Mazda
lamps are used for projection purposes as

well as for general ligh'uing service.

For a long time it was thought impractical

to apply Mazda lamps to large motion-picture
projectors. There were three reasons for this

behef

:

1. The crater of the arc in common use as

a light source for motion-picture pro-

jectors operates at about 130 candle-

power per square millimeter; whereas
the tungsten filament of a Mazda
lamp at the melting point emits only
79 candle-power per square milli-

meter and at practical operating
temperatiu-es about 34 candle-power
per square millimeter.

2. - The condensers in common use utilized

a solid angle of light of about 32
degrees. This angle picked up a
high percentage of the light flux from
an arc due to the light distribution

characteristic of the arc (Fig. lA),

whereas with the nearly spherical

light distribution of the Mazda lamp
this became a very small proportion
of the available light flux (Fig. IB).

3. The crater of the arc is a relatively

solid homogeneous light source and
an image thereof projected onto the
screen resulted in fairly even illu-

mination; whereas with the filament

of the Mazda lamp in back of the
piano-condensers an enlarged image
thereof was projected, resulting in a
very streaked screen.

Great though these obstacles seemed to be,

they have been overcome. The enormous
difference in brilliancy of the two sources was

A

L^Li^ht Source.

C' Condenser

Fig. 1. Diagram showing Distribution of Light from (A) 90-deg. Carbon Arc, and (B) Projection-Type Mazda
and Proportion of Total Flux Utilized
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lessened by developing a new type of IMazda
lamp and a new lens system. Probably the

condenser plays the greatest part in solving

the problem, therefore it will be described

first.

Obviously, it was highly desirable to utilize a

much greater soli dangle of light than was inter-

cepted by the piano-condensers commonly

Fig. 2. Special Condenser

used. It was found impractical to make a
piano-condenser of sufficiently short focus as

the thickness of the glass would be great and
the curvature excessive, resulting in much
spherical abberation. The difficulty was
overcome by the design of a condenser some-
what similar to a semaphore lens, i.e, it was
a one-piece condenser made in steps, or cor-

rugations (Fig. 2). With this condenser a
solid angle of 75 degrees[was intercepted which

immediately resulted in a very large increase

in the amount of light flux available.

The condenser is 4 re iri- diameter and is of

23^-6H in. conjugate foci, meaning that the

light sovirce should be located 23^ in. back of

the edge of the convex face

of the condenser and the film

63^ in. ahead of the corru-

gated side. The former dis-

tance must be closely adhered
to for best resiilts, but the

latter may be increased an inch
or so without materially affect-

ing the resultant illumination.

A further gain in illumina-

tion was obtained by the use

of a spherical mirror (Fig. 3)

placed in back of the hght
source. This arrangement
practically doubled the avail-

able useful angle, making a

net increase of from 32 degrees

with the old piano-condensers

to 150 degrees by use of the

new condenser and mirror.

The corrugations on the con-

denser also performed the further function of

breaking up the filament image, resulting in

a smooth and even screen illumination. The
great increase in light flux thus obtained went
a long way toward offsetting the difference in

operating efficiencies of the arc and the Mazda
lamp. To further decrease this difference the

Fig. 3. Spherical

Mirror

Fig. 4. Arrangement of Lamp, Mirror, and Condenser
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lamps were operated very close to the melting
point, resulting in high brilliancy and an
average life of approximately 100 hours.

Many types of lamps were tried and the one
finally chosen has a filament arrangement
somewhat different from those in common use.

The filament consists of four helices of tungs-

ten arranged in one plane (Fig. 5). This con-

struction has a double advantage. First, it

brings more of the filament close to the focus

of the condensor; and, second, it enables the
spherical mirror, when properly adjusted, to

throw images of these filament coils back be-

tween the coils themselves, thus resulting in

an effectually solid light source. It can be
seen that careful setting of the lamp, mirror,

and condenser are necessary to obtain maxi-
mtmi results. Fig. 6 shows these elements in

their proper relative positions.

The capacity of the lamp finally chosen was
750 watts operating at 30 amperes. The de-

Fig. 5. A Front and a Side View of the Motion-Picture

Mazda Lamp

termining factor was that the condenser
would pick up light from a 0.4-in. square,
hence the filament was designed which would
place the greatest possible amount of light in

that area. Low voltage (25) and high amp-
perage are used because these call for heavier

wire, and the greater the diameter of the wire
the higher the temperature, hence the greater
the candle-power (within certain limits) that
can be obtained therefrom.

Using a 25-volt lamp some ejonomical
means of reducing the line voltage of 110 or

Mirror

Sate -Vt'-I

Lamp

Fig. 6. 30-Ampere Motion-Picture Lamp, Corrugated
Condenser, and Spherical Mirror in Correct

Operating Positions

120 to that of the lamp became desirable.

For this purpose special compensators have
been designed for use on alternating-current

circuits* (Fig. 7). These control equipments
consist of a compensator with either a rheo-
stat, or a reactance control in the primary,
by means of which the secondary current can
be regulated very closely and exactly 30 am-
peres delivered to the lamp regardless of

whether the primary voltage happens to be
105, 125, or any value between. An accurate
ammeter on which to read the secondary cur-

rent forms part of the equipment. This ac-

curate control is of great importance. With the
lamp operating at so high an efficiency as to

give an average of but 100 hours life, a very
small amount of over current will reduce this

life materially. As the lamps are fairly

expensive, it is evident that the saving in

lamp renewals will soon more than offset the
additional cost of accurate control equip-
ment.

* Motor-generators are used for direct-current service.
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A 600-watt lamp operating at 30 volts and
20 amperes has also been developed and may
be used w4th gasolene generator sets which are

being marketed throughout the country for

motion-picture work. This lamp is made in

a somewhat smaller bulb than the 30-ampere

TABLE I

LUMENS

\

Fig. 7. Compensator for Alternating-current Circuits

lamp, thus allowing the use of a smaller con-

denser and a smaller mirror. This is of ad-

vantage in machines for home use, portable

machines, etc., where compactness and light

weight is of value. As the lamp does not

exceed the Underwriters' limit of 660 watts,

it may also be used on house lighting circuits,

in schools, churches, etc., without special

wiring. The "Compensarc" will control

either the 750- or the 600-watt lamp.

After the application of Mazda lamps to

motion-picture projectors had become pos-

sible, the various manufacturers of motion-

picture machines developed new housings

containing the new lamp, condenser, and
mirror with proper means for adjustment.

One of these furnishes two lamps in the

housing. Each is carefully focused before

the picture is started and then in case one

burns out the other can be quickly substi-

tuted with practically no interruption to the

picture. These housings (Fig. 8) are inter-

changeable with the old arc-lamp housings

])reviously used. Another type of hou.sing

is being built which fastens onto the front of

the arc-lamp housing.

Objective
Focal Length

in Inches
4}^ 5 5H 6 eyi 7 7J4 8

Objective
Aperture

I'A 325 261 216
IH 440 355 294 247
2 577 464 384 323 275
2M 727 588 487 409 349 300 262

2.H 900 727 600 505 430 370 323 284
2% 880 727611 521 448 392 345
3 863 727 620 532 466 410

3H 855 727 625 550 480

3H 845 727 635 557

3H 833 727, 640
4 830 727

Not satisfied with the good projection

obtained by the means which has been de-

scribed, investigation was carried further. It

was found that by increasing the diameter of

the objective lens a still greater increase in

illumination resulted, approximately as given

in Table I which is based on an arbitral y
standard of 600 lumens for the 53^-in. ob-

jective of 23^-in. aperture.

Fig. 8. Lamp Housing, showing Arrangement

of Mirror, Lamp, and Condenser

Objective lenses in common use with arc

lamps are 13^ in. and l^:i in. in diameter.

There are available standard lenses of 2J 2-in.

diameter. These latter lenses will transmit

exactly double the illumination of a l3"2-in.

lens, and it is highly desirable to use the larger
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TABLE II

COMPARATIVE COST DATA MAZDA LAMP VS. ARC LAMP FOR MOTION-PICTURE
PROJECTORS

Renewal
Cost of Maz-

Additional
Cost per 10-

Type of Arc
Type of .\rc

Control

Renewal
Cost of Car-
bon per 10-

hour Period
Based on

da per 10-
hour Period
Based on

Net Price of
$6.00 Per

hour Period
of Mazda
Renewals

Over Carbon
Renewals

Cost ot

Current per
10-hour Period
for Arc at Kw-

hr. Rate

Cost of
Current Per
10-hr. Period
for Mazda
Lamp

Saving in

Cost of Cur-
rent for 10-
hour Period
for Mazda

Total Saving
per 10-hour

Period
Over Arc

with Life of
Cost in New
York City

Lamp Giving with Mazda Over Arc 100 Hours
Life of 100 Life of 100
Hours Hours Rate Cost

35-50 amp.
[
$0.10 $4.62 $0.85 $3.77 $3.47

(a-c. or d-c.) Rheostat $0.30 $0.60 $0.30 ] .08 3.67 .68 2.99 2.69
.06 2.76 .51 2.25 1.95

35-50 amp.
.30 I

[

.10 2.36 .85 1.51 1.21

(a-c.) Compensator .30 .60 .08

.06

2.09
1.42

.68

.51

1.41

.91

1.11

.61

35-50 amp. Motor-
i

.10 2.15 .85 1.30 1.00

(d-c.) Generator .30 .60 .30 { .08 1.72 .68 1.04 .74

[
.06 1.29 .51 .78 .48

60-75 amp. .39 A-C. .21
f

.10 7.48 .85 6.63 6.40

(a-c. or d-c.) Rheostat .37 D-C. .60 .23
i

.08 5.98 .68 5.30 5.07

[
.06 4.48 .51 3.97 3.74

60-75 amp.
i

.10 3.74 .85 2.89 2.68

(a-c.) Compensator .39 A-C. J60 .21
] .08 2.99 .68 2.31 2.10

[
.06 2.24 .51 1.73 1.41

60-75 amp. Motor-
f

.10 3.40 .85 2.55 2.36

(d-c.) Generator .37 .60 .23 1 .08 2.99 .68 2.04 1.81

.06 2.04 .51 1.53 1.30

lens when changing from an arc to a Mazda
lamp in large motion-picture projectors.

The use of a Mazda lamp as a light source

for the motion-picture machine has the fol-

lowing advantages:
1. Large reduction in operating cost as

given in Table II.

2. Better pictures giving less eye fat-

igue, due to better color and greater

steadiness of light.

3. Reduction in wear and tear on machines
and film, due to ash from carbon arc.

4. Less heat in the operator's booth.

5. Simpler control.

The 750-watt lamp will replace any alter-

nating-cuirent arc on the market and direct-

current arcs up to 40 amperes and will project

pictures 12 feet wide on a white plaster or

cloth screen, or 16-foot pictures on a metallic,

fiber, or glass screen.

j-,-g£r-.*
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Developments in Switchboard Apparatus
OUTDOOR DISCONNECTING SWITCHES, FUSES, AND CHOKE COILS FOR

USE UP TO 150,000 VOLTS

The type of high-tension disconnecting

switch used for two- and three-phase outdoor
circuits up to 110,000 volts is shown in Fig. 1.

From 110,000 volts up, the construction of

the switch is similar except that there are

two blades in series in each phase. Fig. 2.

When choke coils or fuses, or both, are

used in combination with the disconnecting

switch, the upper voltage limit is 70,000. A
35,000-volt combination switch, fuse, and
choke coils is shown in Fig. 3.

In apparatus of this type, four combina-
tions are in general use

:

(1) Switch, Choke Coil, and Fuse—for a

complete substation equipped with light-

ning arrestors ; where the normal capacity

of the line is not greater than 50 amperes,
where short-circuit protection only is

required, and where the switch need
open only the line charging current.

(2) Switch and Fuse—primarily for sta-

tions similar to (1) but where no light-

ning arrestors are used.

(3) Switch and Choke Coil—same as (1)

except that an oil circuit-breaker replaces

the fuse because (a) the normal capacity

of the line is greater than 50 amperes,
(b) automatic overload protection is

required, and (c) the line must be opened
under power load.

(4) Switch—same general use as for indoor
disconnecting switch.

The disconnecting switch is designed for

large capacity outdoor stations under weather
conditions of any character, and it is always
mounted on channel-iron bases. Each phase
has a separate channel iron fastened hori-

zontally to the supporting structure (usually

a steel tower) by means of lag screws and
bolts. Thus the switch will not jar loose or

out of alignment, even if the supporting

structure should be moved ; for the alignment
of the insulators, on which the switch is

mounted, is dependent entirely on the

alignment of the channel-iron bases. All the

insulators are of the petticoat type.

The switch is opened and closed when
movable insulators (one for each pole of the

switch and connected together by means of

pipe joining bell-cranks fastened to the

insulator pins) are turned by an operating

handle located near the ground and connected

to one movable insulator by means of a

suitable length of pipe. The operating lever

can be locked in the open or the closed

position.

As the rotating insulator is turned by means
of the operating handle, a crank shaft trans-

mits motion to the switch blade which
describes an arc of 90 degrees in a plane

perpendicular to the base of the switch. The
end of the switch blade fits over a stationary

wedge-shaped contact as shown in Fig. 4.

By means of this construction all ice or snow
is removed each time the switch is operated,

Fig. 1. Disconnecting Switch for Two- and Three-phase Circuits up to 110,000 Volts
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the effect being the same as drawing a sharp
edge against each side of the wedge-shaped
contact.

The s^^^tch is equipped with horn-type
arc-deflectors, fastened on the inside of the

cap which supports the stationary contact,

and it is so shaped that

when the blade is opened
the horn fits into the spHt
part of the blade. As the

blade moves upward, the

arc is formed between the

horn deflector and the top
of the blade with an ever

increasing distance between
the opening. This definitely

confines the arc to the horn
and blade, and quickly rup-

tures the arc without short-

circuiting the line or involv-

ing adjacent apparatus.
Eye holes are provided

on each end of each single-pole unit to take

the strain off" the terminal and to prevent the

connection between the line and the switch

from becoming broken or disconnected from
the switch. Separate strain insulators are

used for dead ending the line.

(2) Correct spacing is secured by means
of connection rods of proper length.

(3) The break is in a plane vertical to the
base of the switch.

(4) The arc-horn, which is bolted in the
middle of the stationary clip in con-

Fig. 2. Disconnecting Switch for 110,000 Volts and Above

The switches are suitable for breaking the
exciting current of transformers up to 15,000
kv-a. The essential features are as follows

:

(1) Each phase of the circuit is connected
to separate poles of the switch which are
mounted on a separate channel-iron base.

Combination Switch, Fuse and Choke Coil for 35,000 Volts

junction with the upward movement of

the switch blade, assists the arc in

mounting the arc-horn.

(5) The opening and closing of the switch
is controlled by an operating handle
insulated from the live parts and located

near the ground. The
handle can be locked
either in the open or

closed position.

(6) For each phase there

are only two moving
parts, the rotating in-

sulator and the hinge
blade.

(7) The mechanical con-
struction is strong the
switch is rust-proof,

and weather-proof.
The fuses are quite simi-

lar to the fuse and discon-

necting switch described in

the General Electric
Review, November 1917,

p. 901, except that the

former is for horizontal

mounting.
The holder for the fuse

consists of a brass and fiber

tube enclosed in a suitable

porcelain housing. On each side of the ends of

the tube is a round contact which fits into the
clip which holds the tube in place. These clips

have a spring that insures a constant pressure
of the holder and prevents it from being
removed by jar. The clips are enclosed in a
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suitable shield which prevents ice or snow
from interfering with the proper operation
of this holder.

Hour-glass type choke coils for outdoor

use have the same general construction, from
10,000 to 70,000 volts, as standard indoor
coils on steel bases, except that the outdoor
coils are mounted on petticoat insulators.

Conservation in Use of Coal
The Committee on Coal Conservation of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States has addressed a

circular to the members of the Chamber on "Conservation in Use of Coal," with the intention of influencing
owners and managers of power plants to employ more efficient methods of burning coal under boilers On this
committee are such prominent men as Tohn W. Lieb, Vice-President, New York Edison Company; Ira N.
Hollis, President, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and President of the American Society of Engineers; Lester
P. Breckenridge, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Sheffield Scientific School, Yale Universit3^ and P. H.
Gadsden, President, Consolidated Railway and Lighting Company, Charleston, S. C The coal situation is

now so acute that we are publishing the comments and recommendations of this circular in the hope that
their wider publicity will be of assistance in relieving the situation.

—

Editor.

Costs of production have more attention

today than ever before. The costs of coal for

generation of pow^ has in many instances

not had the same consideration as other costs,

because coal has been cheap and obtainable

in abundance; cheap coal and cheap labor

sometimes made it apparently economical
in dollars and cents to install and run an
inefficient plant.

Coal has now become expensive. It is hard
to obtain. Efficiency in its use and avoidance
of waste have become of first importance,

since without power other materials cannot
be utilized.

These conditions make it imperative for

every owner or manager of a power plant to

examine into the cost of the power his

establishment uses, the economy with which
it is generated and applied, and the increase

in efficiency that is possible. Some of the

steps that an owner or manager should take
are to

:

Reconsider the Advantage of Buying Heat
and Power from a specialized plant that
makes nothing else and can afford the
investment and supervision that gets

a maximum of value out of each pound
of coal; in some localities hydro-electric

power may be available;

Find the Nearest Source of Coal that will

meet the requirements, even if it does
take a little more trouble to use it; the
tax on the transportation system will

thus be reduced so far as haulage by rail

is shortened ; coal is mined in twenty-six

states, and these states extend parcti-

cally across the continent and from the
northern to the southern borders;

Give to the Power Plant and its Personnel
Recognition and Encouragement such as

is due an expert and important (le])art-

ment, thus getting new effort and atten-

tion to offset the extra attention and
care needed with coal inferior in grade
and preparation to the coal formerly
available

;

Seek to Increase Skill and Proficiency in the
men who handle the coal; a fireman at a
hand-fired boiler shovels thiee to ten

tons of coal a day—or as great a value
in mateiial as many skilled men in other

departments;

Put the Fuel-using Equipment into as

Perfect Condition as Possible; provide at

hand-fired plants an ample firing floor

with a good surface, together with a

smooth-bottomed coal car if it can be
used; eliminate leaks in the boiler setting,

see that fire-doors fit properly, replace

defective grate bars, make sure that

smoke connections are clean and tight;

if mechanical stokers are used, see that

they are in good repair and that direc-

tions for using them are being followed;

in general, make the plant and the fire-

room of such character that an efficient

man will stay on the job;

Install Simple and Convenient Means by

Which the Fire-room Force May See

Results; scales for weighing fuel and ash,

meters for measuring water fed to the

boiler, and devices for determining the

quality of flue gases, the draft over the

fire, etc., can be made to interest the men
in the fire-room and show the actual

results of efforts to economize; con-

venient means for operating the fiuo

dam])er must be installed;

Endeavor to Run Boilers in Service at their

Capacity; if enicicncy is increased, one

or more boilers in a battery may he

dropped

;
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Provide Water that is Free from Scale by
using, when necessary, water-treating

de\'ices if the plant is large, and special

feed-water heaters in small plants

:

Reduce Loss of Heat After it is Generated:

see that boiler surfaces and steam pipes

are properly covered; the simplest and
most inexpensive covering will reduce
loss by eighty per cent; in the engine

room cut out useless steam lines, have
valves properly set, reduce the small

auxiliary pumps, etc., to a minimum,
provide the repairs the engineer has been
asking

;

Obtain Expert Advice; good steam engineers

are familiar ^^'ith well tried ways of reduc-

ing both consumption of coal and con-

sumption of heat; their advice should
be obtained in all practical cases; this is

not a time for radical innovations but
for utilizing tried experience.

One pound of coal per hour has yielded a
horse power per hour. That is the record of

present possibility. It cannot by any manner
of means be attained by every plant. But
the fact that at present the average attain-

ment throughout the country is but one-third

or one-fourth of this record is indicative of

the possible savings that can be made if the

care and attention which the power plant

deser^'es are actually given to it.

Most users of coal can join in promoting
efficiency of coal. Railways have made real

progress in firing locomotives; they can often

go farther. Gas works can generally effect

further saving b}'- using careful technical

direction. Manufacturing plants of every
degree can show great results in the aggre-

gate.

The Bureau of Mines on behalf of the
federal government has gathered a great deal

of information about the use of coal and has
expert advice to give regarding means of

economy. Some of the publications in which
the Biireau of Mines has embodied the results

of its experiments and made praccical sug-
gestions based upon expert observations and
conclusions of its stafif and other engineers
are indicated in the following list. In many

instances state agencies, too, have data and
suggestions which are to be had for the
asking.

Combustion in the Fuel Bed of Hand-
fired Furnaces. Technical Paper No.
137. Price 15 cents.

Hand-firing Soft Coal Under Power-
plant Boilers. Technical Paper No. 80.

Factors Governing the Combustion of
Coal in Boiler Furnaces. Technical
Paper No. 63. Price 5 cents.

Experiments With Furnaces Having
Hand-fired Return Tubular Boiler.
Technical Paper No. 34.

Economic Methods of Utilizing West-
ern Lignites. Bulletin No. 89.

The Smokeless Combustion of Coal in

Boiler Furnaces. Bulletin No. 40.

Price 20 cents.

City Smoke Ordinances and Smoke
Abatement. Bulletin No. 49.

Deterioration and Spontaneous Heat-
ing OF Coal in Storage. Technical
Paper No. 16.

The Deterioration of Stored Coal.
Bulletin 136.

Operating Details of Gas Producers.
Bulletin 109. Price 10 cents.

Directions for Sampling Coal for
Shipment or Delivery. Technical
Paper No. 133.

Graphic Studies of Ultimate Analysis
OF Coals. Technical Paper No. 93.

Price 10 cents.

Saving Fuel in Heating a House.
Technical Paper No. 97.

Where a price is indicated, the pamphlet
is obtainable only by purchase from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C. Remit-
tance by money order should accompany
orders. Copies of other pamphlets may be
obtained without charge from the Bureau of

Mines, Department of the Interior, Washing-
ton, D. C. Upon apolication to the Bureau
of Mines a complete list of its publications

can be obtained.
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Subscriptions to Second Liberty Loan by
General Electric Employees

The response by the Company's emplo^^ees

to the Government's call tor subscriptions

to the Second Liberty Loan was even more
liberal than that to the first loan. The showing
is all the more significant when it is considered

that the greater portion of subscribers to the

second loan were also subscribers to the first

loan on the weekly or monthly payment basis,

and as these payments have not yet been
completed, these employees in subscribing

to the second loan are required to make
payment on the two loans simultaneously
for a period of several months. The subscrip-

tion per capita of the 72,000 employees of the

Company to both loans is S90.

At the Schenectady Works a committee
of seven chairmen, headed by Mr. G. E.

Emmons, and assisted by 100 departmental
committees with a total membership of 1000,

inaugurated a campaign having for its slogan,

"Over the Top for a Million." The work of

this committee soon kindled the enthusiasm

that assures success, and at once spirited

rivalry between departments began. Thou-
sands of signs all over the plant indicated the
progress of the loan in the seveial depart-
ments, the goal most vigorously striven for

being "100 per cent employees subscribing."

On Thuisday, October 25th, the result of

the campaign was announced during the
noon period. Some preparation by the

employees for a demonstration was planned,

as it was known that the million dollar mark
had been attained; but when Mr. Em.mons
announced the amount as being SI,500,000
the enthusiasm of the crowd overflowed all

bounds. Practically the entire factory force

of 21,000 men and women paraded through
Schenectady bearing signs, effigies of the
German Kaiser, and all manner of noise-

making contraptions. The accompanying
photographs show some of the incidents

connected with the campaign at the Schenec-

tady Woiks.

FIRST LOAN SECOND LOAN

Schenectady Works, including General Offices

.

Lynn Works
Pittsfield Works
Erie Works
Fort Wayne Works
Edison Lamp Works
Sprague Electric Works
National Lamp Works
District Offices

Foreign Selling Companies

Subscribers Amount

13,309 $1,057,400
8,737 559,800
4,145 287,400
2,384 177,450
2,129 152,050
3,212 213,650
802 57,850

3,389 278,200
1,748 219,050

39,855 $3,002,850

39,855 $3,002,850

Subscribers Amount

20,905 $1,497,600
9,111 555,000
4,413 289,050
2,360 160,050
2,922 196,600
3,387 200,250
594 56,450

2,908 250,400
1,717 224,100

48,317 $3,429,500

23 18,000

48,340 $3,447,500

DISTRICT OFFICES

FIRST LOAN SECOND LOAN

Number Number
Subscribers

68

Amount

$ 8,400

Subscribers Amount

Atlanta 20 $ 2,100

Boston 177 26,750 134 34,800

Chicago 377 41,350 242 22,800

Cincinnati 109 16,450 150 20,000

Denver 32 3,000 24 5,400

New York 358 47,500 497 52,000

Philadelphia 226 25,360 257 28,350

Pacific Coast 225 31.800 166 25,150

St. Louis 84
92

1,748

10,250
8.200

$219,050

87
140

1,717

17,300

Southwest . .
16, LOO

$224,100
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"The White House, Washington.

"To the Soldiers of the National Army:

"You are undertaking a great duty. The heart of the

whole country is with you. Everything that you do will

be watched with the deepest interest and with the deepest

solicitude not only by those who are near and dear to you

but by the whole nation besides. For this great war draws

us all together, makes us all comrades and brothers, as all

true Americans felt themselves to be when we first made
good our national independence.

"The eyes of all the world will be upon you because

you are in some special sense the soldiers of freedom. Let

it be your pride therefore to show all men everywhere not

only what good soldiers you are but also what good men
you are, keeping yourselves fit and straight in everything

and pure and clean through and through. Let us set for

ourselves a standard so high that it will be a glory to live up

to it and then let us live up to it and add a new laurel to

the crown of America.

"My affectionate confidence goes with you in every

battle and every test. God keep and guide you!

"WooDROw Wilson."

"^^m^-
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Schenectady Works

Xamk DKrAKTMENT
Branch of
Service Name Department

Branch of
Service

Adams, C. S Test Navy
Atfieri. V Motor Armv
Aird, A. \V Test O. T. C.
Aldour, V Swbd. Screw Machine... .Army
Alex, W Swb'd Polishing Army
Alexander, J Test N. G.
Alexander, W Swbd. Polishing Army
Alfieri, V Sec. I Motor Army
Alger, H Sec. I Motor Army
Allen, F. O Field Coil Winding N. G.
Allen, T- W Sec. I Motor N. G.
Allen, L. M Indue. Motor Eng N. G.
Allen, M Foreign O. R. C.
Allewelt, R. L Mfg. General N. R.
Allison, A. J Industrial Control Army
Althousc, V Screw Mach Army
Anderson, D Armatuie Army
Anderson, G. B. . . . Test Army
Anderson, G. H.. . . Drafting N. G.
Anderson, W Power & Mining O. R. C.
Anderson, W. F.. . . Machine Shop No. 9 Army
•Andrews, J. M.. . .Power & Mining N. G.
Angeramo, C Swb'd Assembly Army
Anthony, H Shipping Army
Anunziatta, M Insul. & Car. Brush Navy
Armstrong, S. W.. . Cost Navy
Arnold, E Test N. G.
Atkinson, F. C Drafting Navy
Atkinson, M. H.. . .Research Lab Army
Aylward, J Screw Mach Army
Baer, W Wire & Cable N. G.
Bahan, W Rheostat N. G.
Bahr, W. C Turbine Navy
Bailev, C. C Railway Com'l O. R. C.
Baker, C. E '. Test Army
Baker, L. R Sec. I Motor Army
Baker, W. M Brush Holder N. G.
Bancroft, A. J Swb'd Assembly Army
Banders, A. J Wire & Cable N. G.
Bander, A. J Changing Reels N. G.
Banning, H Test N. R.
Barber, H Rheostat Navy
Barbour, C Sec. I Motor N. G.
Bressette, W Sec. I Motor N. G.
Bardin, H. N Test O. T. C.
Barker, H Rheostat N. G.
Barrett, F Turbine N. G.
Beaver, G Test N. G.
Benham, H Die & Tool Room Army
Benham, L. H Apprentice Army
Bentlej', G Apprentice Army
Berenek, W Punching Army
Berganni, G Grounds & Bldg Army
Berrson, E. J Power Station N. R.
Best, T. G Test Army
Beszterda, F Punch Press Oper Army
*Betlev, M. A Turbine Navy
*Bill, E. M Railway Equip O. R. C.
Binks, E Punch Press Oper N. G.
*Bird, H Power & Mining N. G.

Commissioned Officer. N.G., National Guard.
Corps. O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.

.0.

Bisbing, I. S Swb'd Sales
Bishop, H. N Turbine
Bishop, L Power & Mining .

Blackburn, E. J.. . . Motor
Bleau, A. J Armature
Blesscr, J Wiring Supplies. .

Blum, L Drafting
Bohanske, J. T Armature
Bolster, W. A Turbine
Bosley, G Motor
Bosworth, W. S.. . . Construction
Boucher, A. J Mica
Bowman, G Customer's Index
Boyd, R Payroll
Boyd, R. A Contactor Control
Braccio, M Punching
Bramer, A Rheostat
Bratt, E. T A-C. Engrg
Bratt, G Rheostat
Brinkman, L. M. . .Testing Lab
Britten, J Flow Meter
Brockway, R. M. . . Industrial Control O.
Brooks, W. E Turbine
Brophy, C. S Purchasing
Brosokie, A Turbine
Brown, C. A Motor
Brown, G. C Mica
Brown, H Wiring Supplies
Brozozowski, A. . . . Wiring Supplies
*Bruns, C. B Piece Rate O.
Brush, K. F Stand. Lab
Buhrmaster, L. A. . Meter
Bulnes, W. F Piece Rate
*Burns, C. B Rheostat O.
Butler, A. I Test O.
Butler, T. W Test
*Button, J. S Lighting
Byrne, J Turbine
Caliusac, C. J General Acct
Callahan, J Grounds & Bldg O.
Camemzo, M Rheostat
Cameron, A Shipping
Cameron, A. D. . . . Supply O.
Campbell, R. E. . . . Test O.
Campbell, R. V. . . . Swb'd Detail
Campbell, W Drafting Canadian
Canaby, B Tinsmith
Cappele, A Turbine
Caride, G Punch Press Oper
Carle, L. A Swb'd Detail
Carlson, G. W Crane
Carmino, R Transportation
Carniight, F. J Armature
Carpinelli, F Shipping
Carlo, J. A Sec. I Motor
Caropellucci, G. . . . Wire & Cable
Case, G. J vSec. I Motor
Catapano, A vSwb'd Polishing
Catell, G. W Research Lab .

Caul, C General Acct

N. G.
Navy
N. G.
N. R.
N. G.
N. G.
Army
Navy
R. C.
Army
Army
Army
Army
N. G.
N. G.
Army
N. G.
N. G.
N. G.
N. G.
Army
T. C.
Army
Army
N. G.
N. G.
Army
N. G.
Army
R. C.
N. R.
N. G.
Navy
R. C.
R. C.
Navy
N. G.
Army
Army
T. C.
Navy
Army
T. C.
T. C.
Army
Army
Navy
Army
Army
N. G.
N. G.
Army
N. G.
Army
Army
Navy
Navy
Army
Navy
Navy

Naval Militia. Naval Reserve. O.R.C



Department
Cauthers, A Contactor Control Army
Cellini, J Armature Army
Chambers, \V. C. . Shipping N. G.
Chase, H Wire S: Cable N. G.
Chesebro, E Turbine N. R.
Christman, F. N. . . Publication Bureau Army
Christman, W Wiring Supplies N. G.
Chrysler, H. M. . . . Sec. I Motor Navy
Citraro, W Sec. I Motor Army
Citraro, U.. Motor Army
Civisca, G Contactor Control Army
Clapp, E.N Test O. R. C.
Clark, H Contactor Control Army
Clark, P. F Armature N. G.
Clarkson, W. B. . . .Industrial Control Army
*Clinton, J. S Collection N. G.
Clement, A. W Stand. Lab N. G.
Clough, J. H Research Lab Army
Clute, G. P Draftsman Army
Coburn, C Power & Mining Army
Cohen, J. E Swbd. Detail Army
Coipeland, R. C. . . Test O. T. C.
Coleman, J Swb'd. Assembv Navy
Collem, F Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.
Comstock, F. H.. . . Turbine Navy
Conde, O Armature Army
Condit, W. F Contactor Control N. G.
Congress, A Drafting Army
Connel, W. N Armature Navy
Conte, A Swb'd—Switch Army
Cooper, J Rheostat Army
Copkeley, E Machine Shop No. 16. . . .Army
Coppolo, F Motor Army
Corlettc, L. H Local Sales O. T. C.
Cornick, H. F Wire & Cable Army
Corrigan, J Wiring Supplies Army
Corrigan, J. E General Acct Army
Cotton, A Screw Mach. Oper N. G.
Cramer, S Punch Press Oper Army
Crandall Steam Fitting Army
Crawford, J. H Supply O. T. C.
Crego, A Shop Electric N. G.
Crego, E. R Stand. Lab N. G.
Cretico, G. D Turbine Army
Crosthwait, F Turbine Army
Crosthwaite, J Industrial Control Navy
Crowe, J Crane N. G.
Cudncy, F. P Armature N. G.
Cullen, F. J Drafting N. G.
Cullings, R. E Swb'd Assembly N. G.
Cummings, F Controller Army
Cunningham, M.H. Production Army
Cuomo, T Wiring Supplies Army
Curley, J. S Foreign N. G.
Cutler, G. H Shipi)ing Army
Dadson, W Wiring Supplies Navy
Daley, S. J General Acct Army
l:»amp, II Grounds & Bldg N. G.
Dana, I J Lighting Army
Dargis, D Machine Shop No. 16 ... . Navy
Dascola, D (>)inmutat<)r Army
*Davcnport, G Publication Bureau N. G.
Davignon, J Turbine Army
Davis, E. C Controller Army

Name Department
Branch of
Service

Davis, H Swb'd Assembly N. G.
Davis, K Shipping N. G.
Davis, M. W Sec. I Motor N. G.
Dawson, E. S., Jr.. . Research Lab O. T. C.
DeFelice, P Sec. I Motor Army
Degenaar, C. B. . . . Drafting N. G.
Deichman, K. S.. . . Foreign N. R.
Deicke, H. G Shipping Army
Delia Rocca, S Swb'd Detail Army
DeLaVergne, L. . . . Foreign O. T. C.
Delongchamp, J. J. Contactor Control Army
De Mars, P. A. . . . . Test Army
Dessar, D Swb'd Sales O. T. C.
Deuell, A. R Drafting N. G.
Devevo, T Swb'd Polishing Army
Dewar, F Mica Armv
*DeWitt, H. A Foreign Army-
Dexter, H. E Industrial Control Army
Dibble, E. B Drafting Army
DiCerbo, G Testing Lab Army
Dichman, E. W. . . . Foreign O. R. C.
Dickenson, W Motor N. G.
Dickie, A Test O. T. C.
Diefendorf, G Controller Navy
Dillon, J.J Swb'd Punchings Army
Dillon, T Wire & Cable N. G.
DiLorenzo Army
*Dingley, N Stand. Lab Army
DoUey, H. B Employment Bureau N. G.
Donald, C Controller Army
Donnelly, M Sec. I Motor Navy
Doubler, CD Drafting O. R. C.
Dowd, P. C Railway Equip Army
Doyle, J Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.
Drach, E. W Test Navy
Drake, G. H Switchboard Army
Drazen, J Sec. I Motor N. G.
Drumn, H Brush Holder N. G.
Duble, A. G Test O. R. C.
DuCharme, M. A. . Motor N. G.
Dufel, A. H Apprentice Army
Dugett, F. X Drafting Army
Duncan, H. J Industrial Control Army
Dunn, G Motor Army
Dunn, G. M Sec. I Motor Army
Dunn, G. N Gen. Screw Mach Army
Dunn, P. H Field Coil Wind Army
Dunphy Shipping Army
Durette, P. J Swb'd Assembly Army
Durham, C Swb'd—Switch Army
Dyer, H. A Research Lab O. R. C.
Dyke, C. T Industrial Control Army
Eagel, S Punch Press Oper Army
Eaton, C. C Publication Bureau Army
Eaton, I. V Mica Army
Edwards, C. B Advertising Marines
Eddy, W Stand. Lab O. R. C.
Ellis, C. H Swb'd Detail Navy
Ellsworth Carpenter O. R. C
Ellsworth, L. R. . . . Motor Army
Emrick, L. II Test Navy
Erickson, J Swb'd Assembly Army
Ernst, D. F Stand. Lab Navy
Eshlcman, C Test N. G.

Commissioned OfTit.cr. N.Cl., National (niard.
Cori>». O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.
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Xame Department
Ettinger, L. E
Evans. \V. T
Fairchild, D
Fallon. F. J

Fallon. G. J
Farrington. E. O. .

.

Farrington, J. K. . .

Farini. G
FasuUo. A
Faulkner. F
Fedigan, L
Ferguson, C. S
Ferriiccio, G
FiaH, F
Finley. P. T
Finnigan, W. J
Fiorillo, I

Fishbaugh. C
Fitch. J. C
Fitzgerald. W. J... .

Fiumo. C
Flansburg, J
Flicker, C. J
Flood, E. J
Ford. J
*Forsberg, P
Foti. J
Fountain, E
Fountain. F. F
Fowler, W. K
Fox, E. D
Foy, L. J
Foy, W. J
Frame, E
Frame. C. E
Franklin, E
Frantzman, E
Frazer, H. C
Frazier. G. H
Frederick, H
Frisbie, L. R
Fudowicz, V
Fuller, W
Fullom, E. J
Fumel, E. D
Funk. C. J
Gagnier. J
Gale. H
Gallagher, E
Gamble. K. P
Garahan, T. F
Gardner, E
Garling, E
George, A
*Gibbes, L
Giddings, B
Gilbert, J. W
Gillan. J. E
Gillespie, A
Gilmore, C. J
Girard. L. E
Girrard, A
Gisner. O. G
Goetzenberger, R. L

Commissioned Officer. X.G., National Guard.
Corps. O.T.C.. Officers' Training Camp.

Drafting Army
Special Tool Room Xavy
Motor Army
Crane Army
General Acct Armv
Stand. Lab N. G.
Rheostat N. G.
Turbine N. G.
Machine Shop No. 9 Army
Armature Army
Shipping Army
Research Lab Army
Motor Army
Armature Army
Motor Army
Contactor Control Army
Sec. I Motor Army
Wiring Supplies N. G.
Swb'd Test Army
Drafting; Army
Blacksmith Army
Rheostat N. G.
Sec. I Motor N. G.
Shipping Army
Research Lab Army
Railway Equip O. R. C.
Contactor Control Army
Rheostat N. G.
Swb'd Detail Army
Test O. T. C.

Army
Sec. I Motor Navy
Rail Bond Army
Machine Shop No. 16. . . .At my
Comm. & Mach Army
General Acct
Armature Army
General Acct Army
Production Army
Contactor Control Navy
Tool Dept. No. 60 N. G.
Wiring Supplies Army
Blacksmith N. G.
General Acct Army
Brush Holder N- M.
Publication Bureau N. G.
Field Coil Wind Army
Armature Navy
Armature Army
General Acct Navy
Production O. T. C.
Searchlight N. G.
Rheostat Navy
Swb'd Punchings N. G.
Receiving N. G.
Switchboard Army
Switchboard Army
Controller N. G.
Machine Shop No. 9 Navy
Shipping Army
Sec. I Motor Navy
Carpenter N. G.
Turbine N. R.
.P. & M. Eng Army

Branch of Branch of
Service Name Department vService

Goggins, H Sec. I Motor Navy
(Hircickic, E Swb'd—Switch Navy
Gosling, T. A Sec. I Motor Navy
Goss, H Steam Fitting Army
Graves, R Cost Navy
Graubait, B Controller Army
Green, A Wiring Supplies Army
Green, J. L Test Navy
Greene, C Shipping Army
Greene, R. E Test Navy
Grecnough, C Publication Bureau Army
Gregson, E. J Swb'd Sales British Army
Grehulski, S. T. . . .Sec. I Motor Army
Griffin, M. C Sect. " E " BIdg. 56 N. G.
Griffin, W. J Drafting N. G.
Grismer, J Turbine Navy
*Grosbeck, E Cost Army
Gross, J. J Turbine Army
Guena, R Turbo-Winding Army
Guzokowski Swb'd Polishing Army
Haas, P. A Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Hadden, G Wiring Supplies Army
Haddy, G. R Sec. I Motor N. G.
Haig, A Test O. R. C.
Haire, J. M General Acct Army
Halbert, C. T Test Army
Halleck. W Shipping Army
Hallenbeck, R Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.
Hamilton, E Searchlight N. G.
Hampel, O Die & Tool Room Army
Hann. R. S Contactor Control Navy
Hanson, H Switch No. 24 Army
Harbisott, H Rheostat N. R.
Harmon, H. M Switchboard Army
Harper, J Turbine Marines
Harris, L. B Research Lab Army
Harris, M Swb'd Assembly N. G.
Harris, P Contactor Control N. G.
Harris, W. C Rwy. Motor Engrg. . . . O. R. C.
Harrison, W. H. . . . Sec. I Motor N. G.
Hart, E. H Sec. I Motor Army
Hart, J. E Commutator Army
Hart, H. W Turbine N. G.
*Hart, M. S Power & Mining O. R. C.
Hartman, C. E Swb'd Assembly N. R.
Hartman, H. W.. . .Research Lab Army
Harvey, J. W Power & Mining O. T. C.
Harvey, W. A Turbine Army
Haskuis, A. K Solenoid Brake 35 O. T. C.
Hastings, D Turbine Navy
Haubner, C. J Motor Navy
Haupt, W.. . Die & Tool Room N. G.
Haus, J Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Hauson, R Power & Mining Navy
Haverly, E. H General Acct Army
Hawkins. C. F Drafting O. R. C.
Heart, H. L Test O. R. C.
Heath, R. D Armature N. G.
HefTerman, J Swb'd Detail Army
Hefner, C. B Test O. T. C.

Heine, H. H Test N. R.
Heitkamp. N Shipping N. G.
Henderson, G. A. . . Foreign Army
Henke, R Swb'd—Oil Switch Army

N.M., Xaval Militia. Naval Reserve.
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Branch of

Name Department Service

Henlev, E. K Test Army
Kenyan, G. W Test O. T. C.

Herrgesell, E Turbine Army
Herzog, E Drafting N. G.

Hibbard, E. I Transportation Army
Hickev, P. C Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Hickey, T Turbine Navy
Hidegh, J Controller N. G.

Hiefeaman Swb'd Detail Army
Hield, |. W Contactor Control Navy
Hildcrbrand, M. J.. Apprentice N. G.

Hillard, A. J.. .
.".

. .Sec. I Motor Army
Hillman, C. R Crane Army
Hinkle, A. E Test Navy
Hoehn, G Motor Army
Hoffman, J Swb'd Detail N. R.

Hogan, A Drafting N. G.

Hogan, G. E Machine Shop No. 16 . . . . Navy
Honor, H Commutator Navy
*Hoose, J. L Turbine O. R. C.

Hopkins, E. O
Hoppe, G. H. . .

Hopper, R. W. .

Home, R
Horstman, H. . .

Hortkotte, E. H
Houck, D

Receiving Army
Research Lab Army

. Motor Navy

. Turbine Navy

. Shipping Army

. P. & M. Eng O. T. C.

Mica Army
Howard, M Transportation Navy
Howe, G Research Lab Army
Howe, W Payroll Army
Howell, V. C Motor Army
Hoyt, H. A Test O. R. C.

Hudson, W. F Test N. R.

Huff mire, F Apprentice Army
Huffmire, F. C Rail Bond Army
Hughes, C. N Production N. R.

Hughes, J. E Production N. G.

Hulse, P vSearchlight Army
Hunter, I Drafting N. G.

Hurstman, H Shipping N. G.

Huzzar, F' Swb'd—Switch Army
Hyson, W. A Sec'l Motor Marines
lacussa, P Swb'd—Switch Army
Irish, M. H Shipping N. G.

I vers, W. F Test O. T. C.

Ives, 12. C Production Navy
I wanski, H. K Mica Army
Jackson, H Steam Fitting Army
Jackson, J Transportation Army
Jacoboski, B. J General Credit Army
Jacuessa, P Swb'd Assembly Army
Jahn, E Drafting O. T. C.

Jukobcjski, B. J. . . General Credit Army
Jenkins, G Swb'd Assembly Army
Jensen, L. M Tool Dept., Bldg. 60 N. G.

*Jewell, W. S., Jr.. . Rwy. Motor Engrg. . . . O. T. C.

Johansen, C Armature N. G.

"ojin, H. M 'I'urbine Army
ohns, R Apprentice N. G.

()lins(jn, I). C Contactor Control N. R.

ohnson, G Steam Fitting Army
ohnson, J Research Lab Army

Johnston, R. J Illg. Eng. Lab Navy
* Jones, A. L.,"jr.. . . Power & Mining O. R. C.

Commissioned Officer. N.G., National Guard.
Corps. O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.

Name Department
Branch of
Service

Jones, H Wiring Supplies N. R.
Tones, J. A Test O. R. C.
Jones, R Rheostat N. G.
Josephs, L. C Rwy. Locomotive O. R. C.

Joyce, J. E Motor Army
junken, L. H Test O. T. C.
Jutton, F. L Commutator N. G.
Kankie, Louis Oil Switch N.G.
Karborski, V Swb'd—Switch N. G.
Kasper, C. F Flow Meter Army
Kastelberg, L Apprentice Army
Kastelberg, L Wiring Supplies Army
Kaupp, CO Test O. T. C.
Kazda, F Motor Navy
Keatur, H Shipping Army
Keefe, T Swb'd Assemblv N. G.
Keene, A. D Ind. Control .

." O. R. C.
Kehrer, P. S Turbine Armv
Keift, W Swb'd—Switch Navy
Keiser, D. S Test N. M.
Keith, R. B General Acct Army
Kelsfant Swb'd Punchings Army
Kelafant, F. M. . . . Apprentice N.G.
Kelafant, M. A. . . . Apprentice Army
Kelly, A.J Armature Army
Kelly, W. J Drafting Army
Kemp, C. E Drafting Navy
Kennedy, A Induction Motor Army
Kennedy, W. A.. . .Publication Bureau Army
Keer, K.J Brush Holder Army
Kerrigan, A.J Test Navy
Keyser, S Sec. I Motor Army
Kieft, A. B Transportation Navy
Kiicciak, A Motor N. G.
Kildare, R Research Lab Navy
King, H. L. P Test O. R. C.

King, J Publication Bureau Army
Kingsbury, C Test N. G.
Kinlock, E Payroll Army
Kirchner, J Cost N. G.
Kistler, R. E Test N. R.
Kling, G Wire & Cable N.G.
Klocek, J Armature Army
Klotz, F Swb'd. Assembly N. G.
Knight, G. R Construction Army
Knights, P Shop Electric N. R.
Kniociak, A Sec. I Motor Army
Kniskern, L Motor Army
Knowlton, D Rheostat Navv
Kocning, S. A Test O. T. C.

Koontz, W. J Crane Armv
Kotz, G Drafting N.G.
Koutney, A Porcelain Armv
Kovell, J. J Rheostat Navy
Kozak, W Armature Armv
Krida, H Swb'd Test N.G.
Kubes, J. F Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Lackie, H. M Punch Press Oper Armv
L'.ihcy, E Stock N.G.
Lamb, H. J Lighting Army
Laml)ertson, H Swl)'d—Switch Army
Laml)ertson, H Swl)'d Assembly Army
L.Liiibcrtson, II Switchboard Armv
I,an-, l'\ W Mail Clerk Navv

N.M., Naval Militia N.R.. Naval Reserve. O.R.C., Officers' Reserve



Name Department
Lange. A Sec. I Motor N. G.
Lasher, J Screw Mach. Opcr Navy
Laskev. W. G Test Army
LaTafto. A. J., Jr. .Test N. G.
Lauder. H. W Test O. T. C.
Law, C Switchboard Navy
Lawyer, C Rheostat N. G.
Lazzi, J Sec. I Motor Army
Le Doux, F. A Sec. I Motor N. G.
Lee, A Research Lab Army
Lee, F. J Sec. I Motor Army
Le Gasse, W Payroll Army
Leonard, H. R Supply O. R. C.
Lese, S Motor Army
Levens, H Drafting N. G.
Lewis, H. M Research Lab Army
Lichtenbui g, C. . . . Swb'd. Engineering O.T.C.
Lincoln, L. B Contactor Control Army
Lisiscki, S Ins. & Car. Brush N. G.
Little, J Armature Navy
Loiselle, A Gen. Screw Mach N. G.
Lonergan, J. B Shipping Navy
Lorenzo, V, Switchboard Army
Losee, E. B Sec. I Motor N. R.
Loucks, H Order & Stock Army
Loyche, T Steam Fitting Army
Lukasewitz, C Swb'd—Switch Navy
Lund, C Sec. I Motor Navy
Lundberg, E Machine Shop No. 9 Navy
Lupkin, T- S Sec. I Motor Army
Lupoid, NL B Test O. R. C.
Lux, H. E Test O. T. C.
McAttee, F. R Stand. Lab Army
McCann, J Armature Army
McCarthy, J. F.. . . Motor N. G.
McCuUough, M.. . .Swb'd Detail Army
McDonald, F Turbo-Winding Army
McDonald, G Research Lab Army
McDonald, H Sec. I Motor Army
McDonald, ]. T.. . .Turbine Army
McDonald, R Test N. R.
McFadyen, G. L. . . Swb'd. Sales Army
McGinnis, J Swb'd—Switch Army
McGovern, A. J.. . . Drafting N. G.
McGovern, L. J.. . . Turbine N. G.
McGowan, H Rheostat Marines
Mclnturff , R. H. . . Test Army
McKeown, C. V. . . Sec. I Motor Army
McLaughlin, V Mica Army
McMaster, J. A. . . . Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.
McOleer, E. C Switchboard Army
McPartlon, T. J Draftsman Army
McRae, C Rwy. Commercial Army
MacFadven, G. L. . Swb'd Sales Army
Mabie, D Sec. I Motor N. G.
Madden, J Swb'd Detail Navy
Madigan, J Steam Fitting Navy
Madison, E. C Turbine N. R.
Madison, G Machine Shop No. 10. . . .N. R.
Magadieu, W. J.. . . Armature N. G.
Mahan, H. E Illg. Eng. Lab O. T. C.
Male, H Commutator Navy
Mallia, W. M Gen. Screw Mach Army
Malone, F.. A Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.

^^
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Department
Branch of
ServiceName

Man, W. B. C Turbine Army
Manderson, E Turbine Army
Mann, W. C Power & Mining Army
Manns, C Grounds & Bldg Army
Marble, G Insulator Army
Marciniak, F Punch Press Oper Army
Marconi, T Gen. Screw Mach Army
Mariano, C Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Marlow, J Punch Press Oper Navy
Martin, D. S PubHcation Bureau. Brit. Army
Miller, W. J Production Army
Millham, R Apprentice Army
Mingonet, A. J Swb'd. Assembly .Army
Mitchell, F Motor N. G.
Mitchell, G. W General Acct N. G.
Mitchell, S. L Shipping Army
Monroe, H. B Mfg. General Army
Monzo, P Blacksmith Army
Moore, Thos. R.. . , Gen. Screw Mach N. G.
Moot, R. D Law O. T. C.
Moran, T Apprentice Navy
Moras, }. C Rwy. Commercial Army
Morgan, G. R Test O. R. C.
Morgan, H. D Swb'd Punchings Army
Morgan, J. E. P.. . .Collection British Army
Morgan, W. L Apprentice Navy
Morgan, W. L Sec. I Motor N. G.
Morris, G. W Power & Mining O. T. C.
Mortfnson, L Steam Fitting Army
Mott, W. C Arma. Assembler Army
Mudge, W. A Research Lab O. T. C.
Mulford, A Foreign O. T. C.
Murphy, C. F Swb'd Test Army
Murphy, H Turbine Army
Murray, J Swb'd Assembly Army
Martin, W. A Sec. I Motor Navy
Martinelli, G Grounds & Bldg Army
Massey, F Turbine Army
Matheson, G Steam Fitting Army
Mathias, H Transportation Navy
Maxson, E Swb'd Assembly N. G.
Maxwell, J. J Turbine N. G.
Mayer, W. F Drafting N. G.
Mazzuccio, J Armature N. G.
Meaney, R Shipping Army
Meaton, E General Acct Army
Memelo, J Swb'd—Switch N. G.
Merkel, F. W Test Army
Merrihew, R. W. . . Motor Army
Messaro, M Turbine Army
Meyers, H Searchlight Navy
Michael. H. S Power & Mining Army
Migonet, A Swb'd Assembly Army
Miller, E Swb'd—Switch Navy
Miller, G Swb'd Detail N. G.
Miller, G. W Die & Tool Room Army
Miller, H. F Turbine N. G.
Miller, J Motor Army
Miller, ].B Field Coil Winding Army
Miller, W Swb'd Assembly N. G.
Murray, R Grounds & Bldg N. G.
Myers, R. F Shipping Army
Myres, N Painter Army
Myrick, E. B Test O. R. C.

Commissioned Officer. N.G., National Guard.
Corps. O.T.C, Officers' Training Camp.

N.M.. Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve. O.R.C., Officers' Reserve
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Branch of
Name Dkpartment Service

Nealon, J Armature Army
Ncander, H Turbine ^!- 9'
Xeilsen, C Crane Oper X. G.

Xekola, T., Jr Bench H:>n<l X. G.

Nelson, J Commutator Armv
Nerling, A Commutator X. G.

Xeville, C. B Apprentice Xavy
Nielson, O. E Switchboard Army
Nightingale, R Swb'd—Switch Army
Xold, F. M Production X. G.

Xolte, H. C Die & Tool X? vs-

Norton, G Swb'd. Detail Army
Noxkowiak, A Armature Army
Nunn, P. H Advertising Army
Oatting, W. H Publicity Clerk N. G.
Oatting, W. H., Jr.. Apprentice X. G.

Oatting, W. H Machine Shop No. 16. . . . X. G.

O'Brien, J Gen. Screw Mach N. G.

O'Connor Research Lab Army
O'Connor, J Armature Army
O'Connor, J Millwright Navy
O'Connor, T Sec. I Motor N. G.

O'Connor, W Drafting N. G.

O'Connor, W. F. . . . Apprentice N. G.

Odell, J. B Publication Bureau Army
Oneal, L. E Test N. R.

Onion, W. E Sec. I Motor X. G.

Ormand, J Swb'd Detail X. G.

Orminski, B Punch Press Oper N. G.
O'Rourke, C. D.. . .Armature Army
Ossing, E. J Brush Holder Army
Osterberg, O. L. . . . Drafting N. G.

Osterlitz, H Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Ottman, F. L Research Lab Army
Pace, L Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.

Packer, J Turbine Army
Page, A. B Research Lab Army
Paiewski Porcelain X. G.

Palancez, J Rheostat N. G.
Palmer, M Turbine Army
Palmer, W. W Test Navy
Palmieri, Jos Sec. I Motor N. G.
Pangburn, E. C. . . . Foreign N. G.

Panquay, L Grounds & Bldg N. G.
Papazian, N Draftsman Army
Parkhurst Research Lab Army
Parkhurst, E Apprentice Navy
Parks, E Punch Press Oper Army
Patcigo, C Transportation Army
Patnode, A Rheostat N. G.
Pattce, I Die & Tool Room Army
Payne, V. J Shijjping N. G.
Peck, D Turbine Navy
Pellerin, A Swb'd—Switch X. G.

Penkoske, J. R Rail Bond Army
Penney, F. H Industrial Control O. T. C.

Penrose, R Blacksmith Navy
I'entavalle, N Controller Navy
I'epi)er, E Production N. G.
Perkins, A. L Switchboard Army
Peterson, P. L. O.. . ConiuAler Navy
Pctrica, L Laborer Army
I'etrol, M Punch Press Oper Navy
PhilTer, C Swb'd— ( )il Switch N. G.
Pierpont, N. M. . . .Swb'd Inspection N. G.

Branxh of
Xame Department Service

Pohl. W. J Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
*P<)llock, R Rheostat O. R. C.
Polsinello Punch Press Oper Armv
Popky, C. H Test O. R. C
Potter, C. C Drafting N. Q.
Powe, W. C Test Navy
Powell, L. C General Credit N. G
Powell, S. F Field Winder Army
Pratt, J. W Swb'd—Oil Switch X. G.
Prior, j Punch Press Oper Army
Pritchard, L. W.. . . Gen. Screw Mach Xavy
Prock, vS Swb'd—Switch Army
Provoss, I Steam Fitting Army
Puderbaugh, E. T. . General Acct Army
Putnam, G. H General Acct Xavy
Pvle, C. W Test O. R. C.
Quay, W Swb'd Xo. 24 Army
Raemer, J. J Turbine Navy
RafTele, S Turbine Army
Ralph, C. J Research Lab Army
Ralph, F. C Production O. T. C.
Ramsey, G Turbine : N. G.
Randall, P. M Test O. T. C.
Randall, W. H Draftsman Army
Rankin, L. C Miller Oper Army
Razven, S Swb'd Polishing Army
Redmond, J Insulator Army
Rehm, E. R Drafting Army
Reilley, F. K Stand. Lab Army
Reinhart, G Varnish & Japan N. G.
Rcinhart, H. M.. . .Shop Electric Navy
Rcittenger, S., Jr.. .Tinsmith N. G.
Renaud, C Research Lab Army
Renfro, C. H Test O. R. C.
Renwick, T Turbine Army
Renze, P Armature Army
Rextrew, H Production N. G.
Rhodes, T. W Swb'd. Sales Army
Riccio, F Swb'd—Switch Navy
Rice, H. J Power & Mining O. T. C.
Richter, R. O Mica Army
Rideldoffer, W. A. .Test O. T. C.

Rider, M. G Turbine Army
Ridings, F Turbine Navy
Rifcnbark, G. E.. . . Drafting N. G.
Rilday, M . P Shijiping Army
Riley, H. J Motor.
Riley, J. A Crane & Elev. .

Rimz, P Porcelain
Ritter, R Research Lab. .

Roberts Rheostat
Roberts, C Commutator. . .

Robinson, W. C... Swb'd—Switch.
Rogers, A Research Lab.

.

Rogers, J Drafting
Rogers, M C\)ntact()r Control.

Navy
. Army
Army

. Army
. Xavy
.Army
N. G.
.Army
N. G.
N. G.

Rollins. R. H. Production Army

Commissioned Officer. N.G., National Guard,
jrps. O.T.C., OffuxTs' TrainiriK Camp.

Romano, T Punch Press Opei Navy
Ronoakowski, L.. . . Armature Army
Rooney, W. T Cost Army
Roscorla, R Turbine N. G.

Rosecrans, H. E Collection Marines
Rossi, I) Turbine N. G.
Rossi,

I
Wire tK: Ca!)lo N. G.

Rotli, !•:. R lllg. iing. Lab Army

N.M., N.ival Militia. N.R.. Naval Ri-scrvc. O.R.C., Officers' Rcs.-rv.
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Name
Rothmver, H
Rounds. E. W
Rowe, L. I

Rvan, I

Rvan, J. M
S^, C
Salmon, C
Sams, J. A
Sanborn, R. P
Sandquist, H
Sankowski, W
Sauter, L
Schafer, R
Schafifer, P
Schaffer, P
Schaidt, F
Schaufelberger, E. .

Scheflfer. R. E
Schell, A
Scheppach, M. A.. .

Schermerhorn, C. F.

Schermerhorn, I.. . .

Schermerhorn, W. .

Schilling, F. F
Schmich, J. E
Schnitzlein, F
Schoonmaker, W. F.

Schoufler, F
Schuenberg, G. G.

.

Schult, W. F
Scott, Chas. E
Scott, J. E
Scott, R. J
Searles, W
Seckman, J. R
Seeds, E. C
Seekman, J. R
Selke, O
Sellers, J. E
Semerad, J. V
Senior, F
Senior, F. E
Service, J. H
Seward, L. E
Shaffer, M
Shannon, W
Shaw, C. B
Shell. A
Shephard, M. A....

Sheridan, W
Sherman, R. H
Sherwood, A. W.. .

.

Shiely, H. J
Shirlev, A. A
Shrive'r, H. D
Siegel, F. C
Simmons, R
Simone, S
Sindy, J
Siska, Jos
Sitterlv, O
Skoda,' J
Skolka, J
Skolka, K
Slater, F. D

Branch of Branch of
Department Skrvick Name Department Service

Slocuni, A Insulator N. G.
Small, R Wiring Supplies N. R.
Smith, L. W Swb'd. Sales Army
Smith, B. D Test Army
Smith, C Rheostat N. G.
Smith, E. A Research Lab Army
Smith, E. J Turbine Navy
Smith, E. N Sec. I Motor Army
Smith, F. S Piece Rate Army
Smith, T- D General Acct N. G.
Smith, W. W Motor Army
Smoek, H. E Test O. T. C.
Snell, H Receiving Army
Snow, A. T Test Navy
Snyder, C. F Testing Lab Army
Synder, M. E Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Synder, W.J Wire & Cable N. R.
Sommerman, G. H. Apprentice Navy
Sommerman, G. . . .Tool Dept No. 60 Navy
Sonn, L Rheostat Navy
Sorensedn, B. N.. . . Construction Army
Sorgeus, W Stand. Lab Army
Spoor, B Swb'd—Oil Switch N. G.
Sprigg, L. R Motor Army
Spurck, J. S Swb'd Sales N. G.
Squillace, D Sec. I Motor Army
Squires, L Drafting Army
Stacy, T. M Piece Rate Navy
Stanford, J. C Apprentice Army
Steiner, P vSec. I Motor N. R.
Stephenson, D vSwb'd Assembly Army
Stephenson, W Apprentice N. G.
Stephenson, W Searchlight N. G.
Stevens, B Sec. I Motor Navy
Stevenson, A. R.. . .Research Lab Army
Stiles, H Publication Bureau Army
St. John, O Tinsmith N. G.
Stoddard, S Steam Fitting N. G.
Stone, R. E Publication Bureau Navy
Stote, G Sec. I Motor Army
Strickland, J. J. . . . Test Army
Strongnell, J. G.. . . Shipping N. G.
Stroops, B Controller Navy
Summers, C Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Sutcliffe, J Drafting N. G.
Sutherland, H. M. .Power & Mining Armv
Sutton, J. E Motor N. G.
Swain, E. H Test N. R.
Swanker, W Shipping Army
Swanson, W. A. . . . Cost O. T. C.
Swartz, H Rheostat Navy
Swensen, L. N Motor Navy
Swiegart, G. J Works Billing Army
Szarowucz, F Crane Army
Talbot, G. E Armature N. G.
Taylor, A Piece Rate Army
Tavlor, C. W Test N. G.
Taylor, N Test Army
Tavlor, W. C Test Navy
Tazzi, J Motor N. G.
Telfer, G. R Construction Army
Terk, G. A Power & Mining Navy
Tetrault, J. M Motor Army
Thiebaud, M Tool Dept. No. 60 Army
Thibodeau, A Switch No. 24 Army

N.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve. O R.C., Officers' Reserve

Turbine Army
Test Army
Motor Army
Swb'd Detail N. G.
Shipping Army
Swb'd Assembly Army
Rheostat N. G.
Stand. Lab Army
Power &- Mining N. R.
Mica Army
Wiring Supplies Army
Swbd. Assembly Army
Armature Navy
Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Shop Electric Armv
Swb'd Assembly N. G.
Swb'd Assemblv N. G.
Test O. T. C.
Test N. G.
Test O. T. C.
Motor Navy
Turbine Navy
Rheostat N. G.
Illg. Eng. Lab O. T. C.
Test Army
Motor Army
Publication Bureau N. G.
Screw Mach Army
Test Army
Shipping N. G.
Motor Army
Ind. Motor Engr O. T. C.
Supply O. T. C.
Rheostat N. G.
Test Navy
Test N. G.
Foreign N. R.
Gen Screw Mach N. G.
Armature Army
Sec. I Motor O. T. C.
Swb'd Detail Army
Sen. Dr. Press Army
Test Army
Production Army
Research Lab Navy
Rheostat Army
Purchasing .Army
Wiring Supplies N. G.
Indue. Motor Engr Army
Steam Fitting Army
Apprentice Army
Test O. T. C.
Sec. I Motor N. G.
Industrial Control Army
Test O. R. C.
General Acct N. G.
Crane Navy
Sec. I Motor Army
Punch Press Oper Army
Motor Army
Apprentice Navy
Cabinet Shop Navy
Supply Army
Wiring Supplies Army
Apprentice Army

Commissioned Officer. N.G., National Guard.
Corps. O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.
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Thomas, O
Thompson, W. ...

Towle, J
Travis, A. G
Tressler, Q. D
Trojakowski, E. . .

Troy, R
Triiax, H
Trudeau, L
Tryon, F. E
Trvson, F
Tulio, X
Turnbull, A. M. . .

Turner, C. H
Turnei , F. S
Turner, J. L
Turpin, H. J
Turpin, J. J
Underwood, F. J. .

Underwood, J. G..

.

Ukhoff, L. S
Uppleby, J
Urbano, V
Urys, J
Utman, F
Van Auken, J. W..

.

Van Bramer, P.. .

.

Van Buren, F
Van Husen, L
Van Laak, W. F....

Van Natten, W. . . ,

VanOstenburgge, H
Van Patten, W. T-- •

VanSothen,C.E. H
Van Voast, S
Van Voorhis, F
Van Vorst, P. L.. .

.

Van Wormer, W. . .

Vaughn, G. W
Vedder, H. V
Vegelahn, F
Vernon, G. M
Verwiebe, H. G. . . .

Viall, R
Vincent, D
Volk, G
Vollmer, C
Voris, E
Vrooman, H
Walker, C. A
Wallace, J. W
Walsh, J. C
Walters, H
Walz, C. D
Ward, B. E
Ward, R
Warner, R. J
Warren, C L
Wasstjn, G C
Waterhouse, G.. .

.

Waters, H
Wats(;n, J
Watts, G
Way, A
Weaver, A

Tool Dept. No. 60 Army
Armature N. G.
Wiring Supplies Army
Motor Army
Apprentice Navv
Drafting N. G.
Supply Army
Shipping N. R.
Stand. Lab Navy
Preliminary Test Army
Motor Army
Motor Navy
Shipping Army
Se;;tion "A" Army
Switchboard Army
Contactor Control Army
Drafting Army
Contactor Control Army
Test Army
Drafting Army
Research Lab Army
Wiring Supplies N. G.
Motor N. G.
Punch Press Oper Army
Searchlight Army
Sec. I Motor Aimy
Motor N. R.
Armature Army
Rheostat N. G.
Contactor Control Army
Carpenter N. G.
.Controller N. G.
Armature Army
.P. & M. Eng Army
Motor N. R'.

Test Navy
Axjprentice Army
Wire & Cable Army
Test Navy
Test Navy
Coat Navy
Die & Tool Navy
Production N. G.
Sec. I Motor N. G.
Turbine A; my
Contactor Control Navy
Turbine N. G.
Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Screw Mach N. G.
Test Army
General Acct N. G.
Construction Army
Sec. I Motor Army
Power Station N. R.
Lighting N. G.
('ontactor Control Army
Flow Meter.

.

'. Navy
Test Navy
Production N. G.
Swb'd—Switch Army
C(jil Varnisher Army
Armature Navy
Wiring Su])plies N. R.

Research L.ab Armv
Test (). T. C.

Name
Weinhold, H
Weir, J
Welch, N.J
Wells, L
Wert, I

We-th, J. R
West, A. K
Wcstover, W
White, A
White, B
White, J
White, L. F
White, T. E
Whitmyre, C. F....

Whitmyre, R
Whyland, C
Wiazkniski, B
Wickham, R
Wilbur, H
Wilkie, C
Wilkins, J. A
Williams, A
Williams, A. F
Williams, C. B
Williams, C. B
Williams, F
Williams, F. E
Williams, F. E
Williams, H
Williams, R
Williams, W
Willoschat, W. T.. .

Wilson, L. M
Wilson, O. E
Wilson, W
Wiman, L. E
Winckler, C
Winslow, F. E
Winters, W. B
Witt, O
Wolff, C. J
Worthington, H.. . .

Wood, E
Wood, M. L
Woodcock, R
WolfT, C. J
Worthington, G. R
Wrazkowski, B. . . .

Wright, C
Wright, G. W
Wright, W. F
Wroblewski, S
Wynkoop, F. J
Wysoniski, F
Yager, F
Yetto, C. W
Young, E. G
Yovits, I

Yudc, J. I

Zant, L. M
Zch, ]<,

Zeiglcr, J
Zimmcr, II

Zway, W

Br.wch of
Department Service

Armature Army
Publication Bureau \. G.
General Acct Army
Insul. & Car. Brush N. G.
Stand. Lab Army
Lighting O. R. C.
Stand. Lab Army
Test Army-
Transportation Armv
Rheostat N. G.
Research Lab Army
Turbine N. G.
General Acct N. G.
Sec. I Motor Army
Armature Army
Armature Army
Swb'd Polishing Army
Rheostat N. R.
Publication Bureau Army
Steam Fitting Army
Drafting Navy
Armature N . G.
Drafting N. G.
Test Armv
Rail Bond N. G.
Punch Press Oper Army
Sec. I Motor Navy
Test Army
Tndustrial Control Armv
Flow Meter N. R.

. Machine Shop No. 9 Army
Foreign N. G.
Drafting N. G.
Swb'd—Oil Switch Army
Switchboard N. G.
A-C. Eng O. T. C.

, Shop Electric Army
. Power & Mining Army
Sec. I Motor N. G.

. Die & Tool Army
, Motor Army
Test O. R. C.

. Contactor Control Navy

. Motor Army
, Grounds & Bldg Navy
. Sec. I Motor Army
.Punch Press Oper Army
Swb'd. Polishing Army

, Steam Fitting N. G.
Swb'd—Switch N. G.
Test O. R. C.

C'omp. Coil Winder Army
Switchboard Army
Rheostat Army
Wire & Cable Marines
Swb'd—Switch N. G.
Sec. I Motor O. T. C.

Motor Army
Foreign Army
Test Army
Stand. Lab Army
Swb'd Detail N. G.
Switchboard O. R. C.

.Swb'd. Switch Army

Commissioned Officer. N.G., National Guard.
Corps. O.T.C'., Officers' TrainiriK Caiiip.

N.M.. Naval Militia. N.K., Naval Rcs^tvi'. O.R.C., Omcers' Rfserve
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Name OCCI'PATION

Branch ok
Servick

Anderson, C. J Drill Hand N. G.
Anderson. C. H. . . . Arm. Winder Army
Anderson, C W. . . . Machine Hand Navv
Andrews, J Clerk . N. G.
Arguet, E. C Machinist Army
Aucella, P Repair Man Army
Augustine, P Craneman N. G.
Avles, W. R Field Winder Armv
Babine. J Buffer Plaster N. G.
Bain, A. C Apprentice N. M.
Blarney, F. O Bench Worker Navy
Balfour, N. \Y Apprentice Armv
Ballard, D. W Assembler Navy
Barbour, J.J Clerk N. G.
Barden, F. J Draftsman Navy
Barnes, J. H Draftsman Armv
Barteaul, N. W. . . . Clerk N. G.
Bartlett, L. S N. G.
Baston, E. H Meter Worker N. G.
Baylor, S. H Apprentice N. M.
Bently, A. N Apprentice N. R.
Bernard, H Clerk Army
Bisset, C. E Set-up Man Army
Black, O. M Tester N. R.
Blake, C Apprentice Army
Blake, G Machinist Army
Blinn, T. H Lining Job Army
Blinn, W Clerk Navy
Booth, R. I Specialist Army
Borjeson, A Brazing Army
Borkoski, H Drill Hand Army
Boud, S Machinist Army
Bradv, T. P Clerk N. G.
Brigg's, R. P Fitter N. G.
Britton, C. W Clerk Navy
Brown, C Inspector Army
Brown, C. A Inspector Army
Brown, H. A Clerk Army
Brown, H. L Clerk Army
Brown, R. E Assembler Army
Broyderick, F. H. . . Mach. Hand Navy
Buchanan, M Oiler Armv
Burkart, G Tester N. R'.

Burke, G. E Repairs N. G.
Burrill, G. F Assembler Army
Bursey, C. G Apprentice Army
Butler, C. F Army
Butler, E Draftine Army
Buttimer, G Clerk Army
Bruni, J Operator N. M.
Bynne, T. C. F. . . . Milling Mach Army
Callahan, D. F Stockkeeper Army
Callahan, J. E Assembler Army
Cameron, R. B.. . .Clerk N. G.
Campbell, H. J. . . . Carpenter N. G.
Campbell, W. H. . . Hand Reamer Army
Cann, G. R Watchman Navy
Can , H . V Chauffeur Army
Carroll, M. F Chauffeur Army
Carter, H Clerk Navy
Carter, J. E Army

Name
Carter, R. H
Chai)man, J
Chisholm, E. D.. . .

Cilot^'ey, J. G
Clark, R. W
Clarke, T
Clements, H. B. . . .

Cloon, E. C
Cochrane, D. G.. . .

Cody, C. A
Collins, J.J
Condon, W
Cooper, C. J
Cooper, P. I

Corliss, F. W
Cote, G. O
Coughlin, J
CoughUn, W. E.. ..

Couleman, H
Counihan, D. T.. . .

Coulter, F. R
Cousson, W
Cox, E. H
Croft, C. R
Crosby, J
Cuffe, P. J., Jr
Cunningham, L. . . .

Curdo, L. A
Currack, L. H
Curran, T., Jr
Currie, C. S
Currie, C. S
Currie, E. L
Curtis, H. B
Davis, J. J

Davis, R. R
Day, F. L
De AngeUs, E
De Mont, T. E. . . .

Des Maisons, O. A.

.

Deignan, T. J
Demanso, O
Dennis, L. F
Dineen, J. J. M.. . .

Dolan, F. T
Donlan, T
Donnelley, J. B. . . .

Donnelly, P
Donohue, F. C. J.
Dolman, H
Doucetter, W. J.. . .

Doyle, J. T-, Jr
DuCett, W. F
Dudley, R. A
Dukeshire,W.E.,Jr
Dunn, W. F
Durgin, T. A
DurncU, F. E
Eastman, C. E
Edwards, M. R.. . .

Eliott, H. C

Branch of
Occupation Service

Machinist N. R.
Meter Worker N. G.
Tester N. M.
Press Hand Navy
Drill Hand Army
Crane Operator Army
Apprentice N. M.
Machinist Army
Apprentice N. M.
Corcmaker Army
Guard Army
Assembler Army
Assembler Army
Inspector Army

Army
Cook Army
Watchman Army
Cleaner Army
Screw Mach. Oper N. G.
Apprentice Navy
Apprentice N. M.
Tester Army
Clerk • Army
Lathe Hand Army
Machinist Army
Machine Hand N. G.
Tester N. G.

Army
Machinist Army
Clerk N. G.
Apprentice N. G.

Army
Winder N. G.
Shear Hand Army
Machine Hand Army
Grinder N. G.
Bucket Work Army
Transportation Army
Checker N. R.

, Draftsman Army
Machinist Navy
Press Hand N. R.

, Drill Hand Army
.Hand Worker Army
Bench Worker Army
Mach. Worker Army
Clerk Army
Inspector Army

. Screw Mach. Opr Army

.Forming Coils N. R.
Crane Man Army

. Clerk Army
Apprentice Navy

. Lathe Hand Army

.Apprentice Army

.Bench Hand N. G.
Cutter Grinding Army
Gear Cutter Army

Army
Tracer N. G
Bench Hand N. G

X.G., National Guard. X.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve.
O.T.C.. Officers' Training Camp.

O.R.C., Officers' Reserve Corps.
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Branch of
Xame Occupation Service

Eliott, J. E Jewel Work X. G.
Evans, R. B Repair Hand Army
Evans, L. E Helper Army-
Evans. R. H Clerk Armv
Fairbanks, V. G. . . . Blueprinting Army
Farlev, E. B Lathe Hand Navy
Farrell, ]. T Guard Army
Faulkner, K Tester N. G.
Fenning, R Clerk N. G.
Finn, G Clerk Army
Fitzgerald, J. B.. . .Insi)ector N. G.
Fitzgerald, j. P. . . .Screw Mach. Oper Armv
Fitzgerald, R. M.. .Shaft Work Navy
Fletcher, F Clerk A) my
Floyd, C. L Helper N. G.
Foley, J Inspector Army
Ford, F Roll Mach. Oper Army
Ford, H. G Testins: N. M.
Foss, E. A Tool Maker N. M.
Fredeen, A. R Mach. Work Navy
Fullman, L.J Apprentice Army
Fyles, T. W Clerk Canadian Army
Gallant, W. C Field Winder N. R.
Gardiner, H. C Iron Worker Army
Garvey, G. H Tester Army
Garvin, J -. Carpenter N. R.
Gass, Wm. C Turret Lathe Army
Gates, D. D Screw Mach Navy
Gerber, A Packer Army
Getchel, I. E Draftsman N. M.
Gibbons, W. D Apprentice Army
Gilbert, A Bench N. G.
Gilkey, A. M Tester Navy
Gillilunot, C. E. . . .Clerk N. G.
Gilman, M Lathe Navy
Gilman, M Machine Hand N. R.
Gladu, C. E Apprentice Army
Glode, A. G Inspector Army
Godfrey, L. S Clerk N. G.
Goloski, W Boxmaker Army
Goodman, J. R Army
Goodrich, R. E. . . . Apprentice Army
Gordan, D Die Maker Army
Gosselin, F Motor Assem Army
Grady, W Checker Army
Graham, H. B vScrew Mach. Oper Army
Granger, W Bench Army
Graves, R. P Clerk
C,ray, H. B Tester Army
Gray, L Weigher Army
Green, ('. W Lathe Hand Army
Cjrccu, L. G Grad. Apj) Army
Grey, C Machinist Army
Groham, T Cleaner Army
Guay, W. J Machinist Navy
Guion, O. H., Jr. . .Tester N. G.
Gunderman, M. . . . Brazing Wire N. R.
C/upjjy, H Bucket Work Army
C/ustafsfjn, N. R.. .Tool Maker Army
Ilackett, J Lathe Hand Army
' lackett, J Lathe Hand Army
Ilaggcrly, J Lathe Army
Hague, R Coil Former N. R.
1 lamann, C Tester Army

Name OcCUI'ATinN
Branch of
Service

Hanlon, P Machinist Army
Hanscom, J Grinder Army
Harriman, P. C. . . .Apprentice N. M.
Harrington, A. T.. .Apprentice N. G.
Harrington, F Clerk N. G.
Harrington, J Inspector Army
Harris , P Draftsman N. G.
Hart, L. A Iron Worker Navy
Hastings, R Clerk Army
Hays, L. E Electrician Army
Healey, CD Boring Mill Oper Army
Henderson, A Typewriter Repairer Army
Hennigan, W Bench N. G.
Heraty, P Crane Man Army
Higgins, G Bench Hand Army
Higgings, J Drill Hand Navy
Hill, E Lay-Out Army
Hill, H Specialist N. G.
Hilvard, A Inspector Army
Hodson, R Clerk N. M.
Hobbs, A. C Painter Army
Hobson, H. D Apprentice N. G.
Hodder, A Crane Hand Army
Hoey, P Machinist Army
Hodgon, W Armature Winder Army
Holmes, A Apprentice Army
Holt, R Assembler Army
Honor, H Carpenter.
Hood, O. W Inspector.

,

Hopwood, J Packer. . .

Horgan, J Drill

Hosker, j Checker. .

Howard, W. F Drill

Huback, C Tester . . . ,

Navy
.N. G.
. Navy
.Army
. Army
.N. R.
.Army

Hubbard, W Assembler Army
Hutchinson, L Tester.
Hutchings, F. A. . . . Tester
Isbister, W Apprentice
Jackson, A Wireman's Helper.
Jacobs, J Bench Hand
Jarvis, J. R Draftsman.

.0.

N,
R.
N.
,N.
N.
N.

Gill, J Office Boy Navy
Jenkins, W. W Winding Army
Johnson, G. R Die Maker N. G
Johnson, S Screw Mach. Oper Army
Johnson, W Steam Fitter N. G.
John, E Repair Man N. G.
Jones, E Machinist N. R.
Tones, H. R Drill Hand N. G.
Jones, R Bench N. G.
Johnson, G Carpenter Navy
Jordan, C Crane Man .... Canadian Army
Jordan, F Leading Hand N. R.
Jordan, G Laborer N. G.
Joy, S. O Apprentice Army
"Kadra, W. M Repair Hand N. R.
Kalmen, W Machine Hand Army
Karlson, R. F Machine Hand Navy
Keating, H. A Misc. W>)rk N. Ci.

Keefe, A Inspector Army
Keefe, H. A Inspector Army
Kelley, K Tool Maker Army
Kelley, E. E Machine Hand Army
Kelley, II. L Bookkeeper Navy

N.O., National (luard. N.M. Naval Mililia. N.R., Naval Ri-s<tvo.
O.T.C., Officcr.s' TrainlriK Camp.

O.R.C, OiriiiTs' RisiTvc Corps
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Branch of
Name Occvpatiox Service

Kelley. P. J Ruling N. G.
Kenerson, E. H.. . .Machinist Army
Kenerson, X. L. . . .Apprentice N. G.
King, M. M Machinist N. G.
King, J. P Tester Army
Knowles, E. J Clerk Navy
Knowst, V Boring Mill Oper Armv
Kozel. V Boring Mill Oper N. G.
Krause, E. F Calculator Navy
Ladere, G. E Field Winder Army
Laffy, J Meter Tester O. R. C.
Lakeman, G. C. . . . Shipping Dept N. G.
Lambors, N Strip Armature Army
Landry, J Repair Work Army
Landrv, J- J Press Work Armv
Landry, J. J Press Work N. G'.

Lane, P. T Piper Army
Larrabee, G Detail Assembler N. G.
Miller, H. E Apprentice Army
Miller, S Tester Army
Mitchell, A. C Apprentice Army
Mitchell, N. P Apprentice Navy
Mitchell, W. M.. . .Lathe Hand N. G.
Moore, H. E Machinist Army
Moore, P. H Grinder N. G.
Morin, A. M Square Shafts Army
Morin, E.J Plater Army
Morrison, F Lathe Hand N. G.
Morrison, R. E. . . . Winder N. G.
Morse, G. V. ^L. . . Clerk Navy
Moulds, J. J Calculator Army
Murphy, L. A Press Oper Army
Murry,' A. J Mica Worker N. R".

Murrav, C. F Army
Murray, W. F Machine Hand N. G.
McKechnie, E. P.. . Draftsman Army
McKenna, A. H.. . . Coil Work Army
McKenna, J. J Machinist N. G.
McNair, G. C Machinist N. G.
McQuire, T.J Lathe Hand Army
Madden, E Machinist Army
Mahoney, W. H.. . . Core Worker Army
Malley, E.J Guard Army
Malloy, W Navy
Malouis, N.J Press Work Army
Markham, O. I . . . . Student Army
Maroni, F Press Hand Navy
Martin, F Tester N. R.
Martin, P. L Clerk N. G.
Mason, H Bench Hand Army
Matthews, A. K.. . . Shipper Army
Matthews, C. L. . . . Enamel Wirer N. G.
Matthews, R Wireman Navy
May, L. G Clerk N. G.
Mayhew, H. C Apprentice N. G.
Mazrine, F Screw Mach. Oper Navy
McCarthy, J. J. . . . Press Oper Army
Mac Donald, H. T. . Salver Army
Merkel, W. C Student Army
Melanson, F. P. . . . Specialist Army
McBride, L Machinist N. R.
Mieusset, C. E Clerk Army
Larrabee, G Assembler N . G.
Larson, A. R Draftsman Navy

Branch of
Name Occufation Service

Lathe, W Apprentice Army
Lavin, W. J Grinder Army
Law, H. A Tester Army
LeBlane, A. J Field Winder Army
Lee, J. H Detail Work N. G.
Leeman, G. W Lathe Hand Army
Leger, F Carpenter Army
Leighton, L Bench N. R.
Lennon, T. A Meter Winder N. G.
Leod, W. R Lathe Hand Navy
Leomte, J. E Apprentice Army
Leslie, G Helper Navy
Lilley, E. J Drill Hand N. G.
Lindquist, J. A Die Sinker Army
Lindsay, A. B Clerk N. G.
Lipson, E Tester Army
Lizotte, J. T Piece Maker Army
Logan, J. A Clerk Navy
Longley, E. E Apprentice Army
Lowell, E. B Apprentice N. M.
Luce, E Apprentice Navy
McBride, T Winder Army
McClurg, R. F Tester Army
McDonald, G Clerk N. G.
McGauchy, G Machine H'and Army
McGowan, W. D.. . Assembler N. G.
Newcomb, H. E.. . .Assembler Army
Newcomb, L Drop Press N. G.
Nichols, E. H Clerk Canadian Army
Nichols, W Lathe Hand British Army
Nicholson, T Brakeman N. G.
Nicholson, E. N.. . . Clerk N. G.
Nickerson, W. H. . . Apprentice N. R.
Nolan, E. J Bench Hand Army
Nowell, H. R Machinist Army
Oberlander, R. F. . .Apprentice N. R.
O'Brien, F Winder Army
O'Connell, T Tool Maker Army
O'Neill, E Drill Hand Army
Orberg, A. W Draftsman Army
Orrell, D Testing Army
Ortengren, R Draftsman Army
Palmarino, M Laborer Army
Pastalla, J Army
Pasquale, J. J Inspector Navy
Pearl, A. C Apprentice Navy
Polletier, E. P Winder N. R.
Pendergast, G. A.. . Winder N. G.
Perkins, H. M Tester N. G.
Peterman, E Helper Army
Petropolos, M Helper Army
Pickett, J . L Coil Worker Army
Picordi, J Oiler Army
Piecewicz, J. M. . . . Lathe Oper Navy
Pilling, E. E... N. G.
Pitcher, L. C Shaper Army
Powers, J. G Grinder N. G.
Pratt, W Crane Oper. . Army
Priest, A. L Clerk N. G.
Prout, T. L Assembler Navy
Prudden, J. M.. . . .Clerk Army
Pye, L. T Tinsmith Army
Quinn, R. E Assembler Army
Quirk, D. T Apprentice N. G.

N.G., National Guard. X.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Re.serve.
O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.

O.R.C., Officers' Reserve Corps.



Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Rankin, S. P Draftsman X. G.

Rankin, H. G Case Mfg Army
Rafferty, J. F Machinist Army
Reardo'n, j. A Apprentice Army
Redfern, W. M. . . .Apprentice N. M.
Regan, J. J Assembler N. G.

Rcvnolds, S. D Wirenran Army
Rich, H. W Mill. Mach. Hand Army
Richards, A Screw Mach. Opcr N. G.

Richard, A Tool Maker Navy
Richard, E Macliinist Navy
Richardson, E. L.. . Calculator Army
Robert, H. A Grinder N. G.

Robertson, J. L.. . .Finisher Army
Rodda, E Tool Work Army

|^<^ Roderick, E.G.... Clerk Navy
.W: Rogers, E. J Bench Hand Army
^ ™

Rose, E.J Lathe Hand Navy
Rousseau, J. H Crane Man N. R.
Rose, K Tester Canadian Army
Ryan, J. L Carpenter N. G.

Roval, G. A Testing N. R.

vSalcrno, T Laborer Army
vSalter, G. H Machinist N. G.

Salome, F Lath Oper Army
Saulnier, E. A Wood Worker N. G.

Scadding, J. E Guard N. G.

Scarnici, V Steam Fitter Army
Schlimper, W. F. , .Apprentice Army
Schwart, M Punch Press Oper Army
Seely, F. J Draftsman N. R.

Serven, H Grinder Army
Sewell, C. W Insulator N. G.

Sidell, C. V Clerk Army
vSilva, C. E Draftsman Army
SulUvan, S Helper Army
ShafTner, R Checker N. G.

Shea, C. A Construction Army
Shea, E. W Clerk Army
Sheldon, J. F Machinist Army
Shillady, S Moulder N. G.

Shipman, R Office Boy N. M.
Shmorad, S Blacksmith Army
Sholes, W. E Assembler N. M.
Simard, W Stockkecper Navy
Smith, A Testing Army

^ Smith, E. E Ai)prentice Army
Smith, K. I Ai)prentice N. G.

Smith, M . H Tester Army
Smith, S. C Electrician N. G.

Specht, F. A Winder Army
Speed, H. C Lathe Hand N. M.
Spellman, li. J Insjjector Army
Sproul, H. T Screw Mach. Oper N. G.

St. Clair, L Machinist Army
Steckel, F., Jr Meter Work Navy
Stedman, P." R Army
Steel, E Plumber Navy

Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Stege, D. P Apprentice Army
Stevenson. E. W. . . Clerk Army
Stivens, C. W Insulation Army
Stopper, A Helper Army
Straw, S. H Apprentice N. G.
Sullivan, F. E Coil Winder Army
Swanson, C. F Machinist Army
Sweetland, A. L.. . . Steam Fitter N. G'.

Sylvia, H. G Wireman Navy
Talbot, R. W Screw Mach. Oper N. G.
Tavlor, K. F Boring Mill Oper Navy
Thibeault, L Die vSetter N. G.
Titus, H Assembler N. G.
Toof, R Apprentice Army
Tracy, D.J Tester Marines
Trainor, J. P Lathe Hand Navy
Traynor, E Tester N. G.
Tripp, E. C Repairer Army
Twomev, J. T Carpenter Army
Upham; G. W Clerk N. M.
Voci, A Machine Helper Navv
Vallier, E. E Drill Hand Army
Vieno, E. J Machine Hand Navy
Walata, W Machine Hand Army
Wallace, R. C Tester Army
Walsh, W. H Screw Mach. Oper N. G.

Watson, G. F Assembler N. G.

Wardman, G Tool Work Army
Webber, G. E Misc. Work Army
Webster, H. E Repairer Army
Welch, J Assembler Army
Welsh, P.J Clerk : Army
West, D Apprentice Army
West, M.N Cutter Army
Wevmouth, P. E.. . Apprentice N. R.

Wheaton, H. P Clerk Marines
Wheelden, A. E.. . .Die Grinder Army
Wheelock, L. A. . . .Clerk N. G.

Whelplev, G Moulder Navy
White, D. W Tester Army
Whiting, J. W Wireman N. G.

Whiting, J. W Wireman Armv
Whitticr, P. G Draftsman N. G.

Wilkinson, H. E.. . . Bucket Work Navy
Wilkinson, A. A.. . .Screw Mach. Oper Army
Williamson, H. P.. . Mould Mach. Oper Navy
Witherell, R. B. . . . Tool Maker Army
Wing, E. P Tester N. G.

Winslow, A. S Tester Army
Wolfendale, G Field Winder Army
Woron, M Packer Navy
Yery, W. K Bench Hand Army
Young, M.. J Tester Army
Young, M. A Clerk Army
Young, W. H iiucket Work Army
Yourick, J.J Press Hand Army
Zalnerailis, V Ajjijrenlice Na\;>'

Ziegler, A. A AiJiirenlicc N. G.

N.G., National Guard. N.M., Naval Militia. N.R.. Naval Reserve. O.K.C., UtVuers' Reserve Corps.

O.T.C"., Officers' TraininK Camp.
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Name OCCIPATION

Branch of
Service

Abbot, W Clerk O. R. C.
Alexander, L Punch Press Oper Army
AUessio, H Bench Hand Army
Anderson, L Punch Press Oper Army
Archey, J Tool Maker Army
Armsby, L Stockkeeper N. G.
Asci. D Moulder Army
Atkinson, E Draftsman Army
Austin, H Machine Hand Navy
Bailey, C Winder N. G.
Barber, C Electrician Army
Barker, L Shear Oper Army
Bastion, R Winder Navy
Bauer, G Machine Hand Army
Baumgartner, A.. . .Steam Fitter Army
Bawden, A Apprentice Navy
Beach, C Assembler Army
Beauchaine, E Winder Army
Beaudry, R Stockkeeper N. G.
Beebe, H Apprentice O. R. C.
Benoit, C Blacksmith . Army
Benson, F Assembler Navy
Blackwell, J Draftsman Army
Blais, A Clerk Army
Blondo, F Assembler Army
Bosma, J Assembler Army
Bouchard Punch Press Oper Army
Breen, J Lathe Oper Army
Brennan, H Drill Press Oper Army
Bringgs, W Lathe Oper Army
Brown, A Steam Fitter Navj^
Brown, P Making Insulation N. G.
Burdick, A Machinist N. G.
Burke, A Laborer N. G.
Burns, H Helper Navy
Byrne, J Clerk Army
Canaran, J Clerk Navy
Card, H. E Helper Army
Carroll, M Winder Army
Castronova, J Chipper Navy
Chalker, J Electrician Army
Chant, F Welfare Dept O. R. C.
Cidro, M Laborer Army
Cinnamon, J Cabler N. G.
Coffee, T Machine Hand Army
Cohn, J Electric Welder Army
Cole, E. K Assembler N. G.
Collette, W Assembler N. G.
Comerford, P Coil Taping Army
Conners, A Drill Press Oper Army
Conney, J Winder Army
Connors, A Drill Press Oper Army
Connors, J Blue Print Oper Army
Conta, A Truckman Army
Copeland, E Die Setter Army
Corbin, B Tester Army
Corley, H Winder Army
Cos, C Laboratory Work Army
Coudert, F Assembler Army
Coughlin, J Making Mica Insul Army
Crosier, P Draftsman Army
Cross, W PoUsher Army
Crossley, A Punch Press Oper N. G.

N.G., National Guard. N.M., Naval Militia. X.
O.T.C., Officers'

Name Occupation
Branch of
Service

Croughwell, T Clerk Army
Crowley, C Builder Army
Daley, f Drill Press Hand Army
Dalev, I Punch Press Oper N G.
Davis. H Winder N. G.
Decelles, E Assembler Army
Decellcs, E Apprentice N. G.
Decoteau, W Painter N. G.
Delevan, W Army
Delavan, W Draftsman Army
Demos, S Polisher Army
Demetroulos, S Army
Dempsey, M Marker N. G.
Derosia, A Bench Hand Army
De Sandres, A Draftsman N. G.
Desantis, F Machinist Army
Dieher, E Helper Army
Dolan, E Builder Army
Douglas, R Clerk Army
Dougherty, D Winder Army
Dunn, W Pressboard Insp Army
Edward, D Apprentice N. G.
Elting, R Clerk Army
Enos, J Helper N. G.
Fallon, F Rigger Army
Fanning, W Assembler Army
Fake, C Carpenter N. G.
Fasce, C Marker Army
Fazzani, A Truckman Army
Ferrell, A Inspector N. G.
Finnegan, J Crane Man N. G.
Flenniken, J Draftsman O. R. C.
Freidman, F Testing Insulation Army
Gaherty, T Punch Press Oper Army
Gallagher, C Helper N. G.
Gannon, E Assembler Army
Garner, C Machinist Army
Garrity, E Truckman Army
Gelinas, W Clerk Army
Gepponi, L Truckman Army
Goddette, W Assembler Army
Gomes, D Laborer Army
Goodwin, R Winder Army
Goldstein, C Machine Hand Army
Gould, V Builder Navy
Granfield, J Clerk N. G.
Green, L Inspector Army
Guilbault, D Repair Man N. G.
Haakensen, A Assembler Army
Hall, F Stockkeeper Army
Harwood, J Clerk Army
Hayes, A Assembler Army
Henchey, W Clerk Army
Hickey, L Winder Army
Hodecker, C Assembler N. G.
Holvec, E Assembler N. G.
Hooker, F Assembler Army
Horahan, J Assembler Army
Hornbeck, B Wire Oper Army
Hoyt, L Draftsman Army
Hunter, R Testing Army
Jandro, D Electrician Army
Jarvie, G Winder Army

R., Naval Reserve.
Training Camp.

O.R.C., Officers' Reserve Corps.



Name Occupation
Branch of
Service

I

Jeffway, H Wireman N. R.
Jerome, E Assembler N. G.
Johnson, G Helper Navy
Kammritz, E Tool Maker Army
Kataski, J Operator Navy
Kelley, J Tallyman Army
Kelley, H Clerk Army
Kelty, G Clerk Army
Kearney, J Assembler N. G.
Kiley, A Blacksmith Army
Killelea, H Electrician Army
Kilmer, J Assembler N. G.
King, C Truckman Army
Kirk, R Lathe Hand N. G.
Kistlcr, R Foreman O. R. C.
Knoblock, F Helper Army
Kopacz, B. K Polisher Army
Kudlata, H Assembler Army
Langlois, N. A Transit Man O. R. C.

Lasure, H Assembler N. G.
Lauder, H Testing O. T. C.
Lerner, P Drill Press Oper N. G.
Lawrence, R Assembler Army
Linberg, H Machinist Army
Lolos, W Checker Army
Lord, E Assembler Army
Lundergran, W. . . . Pattern Maker Army
Lux, H Testing O. T. C.
Lusk, H Box Maker N. G.
MacKie, T Clerk Army
McCarthy, T Chauffeur N. G.
McClintock, A Winder Army
McCormick, F. H. . Engineer Army
McGrath, P Drill Press Oper Army
Mclnnes, E. W Tester N. M.
Mcintosh, E Apprentice Army
McLaughlin, R. . . . Tester N. R.
Mclntyre, J Draftsman N. G.
Marcoux, A Assembler Army
Marshall, A Wireman Army
Massery, J Assembler Army
Metheis, L Tester N. G.
Miner, E Apprentice Navy
Miner, S Testman Army
Minsky, S Marker Army
Morris, E Welder Army
Morrison, J Electric Welder N. G.
Moesley, W Helper Army
Mountain, W Assembler Army
Mulaney, F Tester N. R.
Murphy, T Assembler Army
Murphv, W Winder N. G.
Nash, j Clerk Army
Needham, R Assembler Army
Normille, J Operator Army
)'Brien, J Watchman Army
Jldmixion, B Winder N. G.
)les, H Clerk Navy
)'ic.c, E Helper Army
)l)(-lchuch, M Trucker Army
)tis, K Clerk N. G.
'agncjni, A Lal)orer Army
'aiino, J 'I"ruckm;m Army
'aimer, D Screw Mach. Oper N. G.

Patterson, J Calculator N. G.
Parent, E Winder Army
Pearson, W Assembler Army
Peck, A Engineer Army
Pendergast, P Chauffeur Army
Peterson, J Draftsman N. G.
Petit, R Helper Navy
Perrv, L. A Winder Navv
PhilHps, S Tester Navv
Plouffe, P Cabler Army
Poitras, F Clerk Army
Polidoro, P Packer Army
Porter, R Apprentice Army
Powers, J Tester Army
Provost,'A Assembler Army
Purnell, S Assembler O. R. C.

Quathrociock, P. . . . Painter Army
Ransay, E Apprentice Navy
Ransay, W Machinist Army
Reed, L Apprentice O. R. C.

Reynolds, J Machinist Navy
Rice, L Laboratory Work Army
Rilev, T Operator of Saws Army
Rixon, F Clerk N. G.
Roulier, C Moulder Army
Rudin, J Helper N. G.
Ruggie, L Tester Army
Russell, E Inspector Army
St. John, E Repairman Army
Sala, R Lathe Hand Army
Sandow, D Draftsman Army
Scarbo, J Operator Army
Scholz, A Machinist Army
Scholz, P Machine Oper Army
Schultz, R Clerk Army
Scott, T Drill Press Hand N. G.
Servis, J Machine Oper N. G.
Shea, M Tester N. G.
Shepard, D Packer Army
Shriver, H Tester O. R. C.

Sibolski, J Coal Passer Army
Sitzer, E Clerk Army
Smith, A Assembler Navy
Smith, E Clerk Army
Smith, G Designer N. G.

Smith, J Coal Passer Army
Smith, L Wireman Navy
Smith, O Electrician '.

. . Navy
Spearman, E Clerk Army
Spears, E Lathe Oper Army
Stojda, W Assembler N. G.

Sutton, T Winder Navy
Tabor, A Winder Army
Tarantino, L Lat)orer Army
Tavlor, J Winder Army
Teehan, F Hcndi Hand N. R.

Teggi, T I'umli Press Oper Army
Thompson, C Tester Army
Thorpe, H Clerk O. R. C.

Ticknor, W Winder Army
Tillette, H Calculator O. R. C.

Tiilev, M Asseml)ler Army
'I'ilto'n, () : .Calculator Artny

Tisdcil, F Machinist Navy

N.G., National (iuard. N.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Resprvc.
O.T.C"., Officers' TrainiiiK Camp.

O.R.C, Oirvcrs' RcsiTvo Corps.
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Pittsfield Works

Xamk Occupation
Branch ok
Service

Treat. C Electrician X. G.
Trynor, H Labeler Army
Van Horn, R Student Arniv
Van Marter, G Tester N. G.
Varno, H Helper Armv
Vaughn, C Engineer O. T. C.
Vecellio, S Clerk Army
Vincent, F Clerk Army
Vito, D Stacker Army
Volin, L Drill Press Hand Army
Volin, T Helper Navv
Walcott, S Drill Press Hand N. G.
Welch, J Wire Operator Army

Branch of
Xame Occupation Service

Welch, R Apprentice Navy
Wells, R Grinder N. G.
White, R Apprentice O. R. C.
Williams, S Clerk Army
Wilner, E Machine Hand Army
Wood, E Machine Hand Army
Wood, H Die Setter N. G.
Wood, M Tester Army
Wright, A Machine Hand Army
Wright, W Tester O. R. C.
Wring, J Tool Maker Army
Zellmer, P Assembler N. G.
Zuffalsata, G Sheet Iron Worker Army

Erie Works
Name Occupation

Branch of
Service

Adams, W. G Craneman Navy
Anderson, R. A
Andrews, H. W. . . . Clerk O. R. C.
Barber, C. C
Bauer, F. W Lathe Oper Army
Baumeister, F
Britton, C. G
Cairn s, J. D
Carlson, O. H Shaper Army
Crane, D Inspector Navy
Bearing, G
Demond, A
Doyle, H
Dovle, H. J Machinist Navy
Gill, P. L
Gillis, M. D
Gorgon, T Molder Army
Hall, L. D
Hartlev, H. A Clerk O. R. C.
Hoskins, D. H
Hurley, A
Hurley, J. A Clerk Army
Jacobscn, J. H

(Complete List for Erie Works

Branch of
ServiceName Occupation

Johnston, A
Kinnear, F. D Inspector Navy
Landrette, J. T
Lemp, H
McCarthy, C Inspector Navy
McDamon, I Craneman Navy
McLean, A. H
McMitchael, J. H. . Clerk Army
Maffett, T Clerk Army
Maffett, T. V
Miller, P Craneman Army
Momeyer, K. W
Mook, P Oiler N. G.
Nelwon, E. W
Patten, L. M
Pratt, A Lathe Oper Navy
Renshaw, A. E
Schmelzer, E
Smith, D Clerk N. G.
Stover, R Wireman Navy
Thompson, C. H
Wallace, W. L Repairman N. G.
Yeager, E. W

not received at time of printing.)

Fort Wayne Works
Name Occupation

Branch of
Service

Adams, F Motor Repairer N. G.
Allen, L Clerk Army
Armiston, R Tool Dept Army
Asher, V Apprentice N. G.
Baker, E Helper Army
Barrowsm, I Packer N. G.
Bauer, G Clerk . N. R.
Bengs, E Tester N. G.
Beuchel, H Stockkeeper N. G.
Biltz, C N. G.
Bird, J Stock Room Army
Blake, V Soldering Army
Board, W Helper Army
Boroff, H vStock Room Army

N" G., National Guard.

Name Occupation
Bradley, D Tester
Brooks, H Clerk
Brown, M Tester
Brown, L Apprentice

,

Branch of
Service

Army
Army
Army
Army

Chancy, H Drill Press Oper Army
Coverstone, A Helper N. G.
Dailey, G Wireman Army
Delagrange, C Meter Assembler Army
Dennison, H Motor Assembler N. G.
Dohern, C Machinist Navy
Edwards, L Inspector N. R.
Ehremfort, W Mach. Oper Navy
Elder, L Toolmaker Army
Erickson, E Inspector Army

N.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve.
O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.

O.R.C., Officers' Reserve Corps.
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..Firehammer, P Electrician X. R.

Fosnough, H Clerk Army
Fox, C Inspector Army
Frank, C Apprentice O. R. C.

Frazier, E Wireman X. G.
Gail, A Meter Test Army
Gehrig, T Screw Mach. Oper Army
Gillcrt, C Foundry Helper X. G.
Golillet, C Winder Army
Grabner, W Wireman N. G.
Greider, E Bench Hand Army
Haag, H Bench Worker A.rmy
Hall, L. H Scrap Hauler Xavy
Hart, J Cleaner Army
Hembrock, C Stockkeeper Armv
Higgins, O Machine Hand Army
Hills, C Wireman X. G.
Hirth, R Bench Hand O. R. C.

Hlava, A Student N. G.
Hoppe, E Inspector O. R. C.

Horn, B Tool Room Keeper Aimy
Horn, O Stockkeeper Xavy
Houck, J Clerk Army
Huggles, A Helper Xavy
Huty, H Machinist Army
Jolly, J Repairman X. G.

Kelly, R Tester Army
Kensy, A Finisher O. R. C.

King, W. C Repairman Army
Kleint, H Apprentice Army
Kreager, D Helper Army
Kreigh, E Cleaner Army
Larson, C Bench Hand Army
Lash, E Helper Army
Locke, C. D Blacksmith Army
Maxson, R Spray Operator X. G.
McMaken, J Wireman Army
McXutt, C Inspector Army
Metcalfe, H Insulator Army
Meyer, P Clerk Army

Branch of
Xame Occupation Service

Mvers, D Clerk Army
Miller, W. R Bench Hand Army
Miles, F Helper Navy
Minnich, C Tool Maker Navy
Mischo, V Clerk Army
Mugg, C Motorman N. G.
Morrow, W Grinder Army
Xiemeyer, W Bench Hand Army
Ostein, I Stacker Army
Parnin, R Tester Army
Parisot, R vSmall Motor Prod Army
Plummer, F Inspector Army
Rosencrance, T Apprentice Army
Schmidt, C. W . . . . Guardsman Army
Schreiber, E.J Machinist X. G.
Schwarts, H Winder Army
Sheehan, C Machinist Army
Sheets, C Roller Army
Shondell, H Stamping Tags Army
Sihler, O. F Tester X. G.
Smith, C. C Clerk Army
Southern, W. R. . . .Machinist Xavy
Sowers, W Tester Army
Spradlin, K Blacksmith Xavy
Stanton, J Machine Hand Army
Stanger, G Helper Navy
Stephenson, H Draftsman N. G.
Stine, D Helper Navy
Streider, O Factory Eng. Dept. . . . O. T. C.
Thieme, G Grinder Army
Vanzant, H Tester Army
Walt, M. W Punch Press Oper N. G.
Weber, C Meter Dept Army
Woods, C Trans. Dept Army
Woodward, E. . . . Helper Navv
Williams, R Clerk Navy
Walker, F Helper N. G.
Woltz, H Motor Repairman Navy
Zacharias, J Power Cutter N. G.

Edison Lamp Works
Harrison Branch of

Name Occupation Service

Adams, G Gen. Work N. G.
Bachmura, S Gen. Work N. G.

Barden, F Machinist Xavy
Beger, J Salesman X. G.
Bender, W Exhausting Lamps Army
Benjamin, F Clerk X. G.

Bettchcr, C. W. . . . Engineer O. T. C.

Hloodgood, E Exp. Work Xavy
liray, W. J Clerk Army
15r<jx. F Wire Drawer Marines
I'.ruce, T. H Exp. Work X. G.

iJruno, S Lamj) Exhauster X. R.

Calabrese, A Machinist Army
Carson, W. D Electrician X. M
Carter, (' Wireman X. G.
Casey, 1 Clerk X. G.

Casey, M Clerk N. G.

Cincia, P Dragger Army

N.M., Naval Militia. N,
O.T.C., Officers'

Name Occupation
Cusick, T Wire Drawing. .

Donaghey, B Helper
Donnelly, C Machinist
DufYy, B Draftsman
Duffey, V Wireman
Englander, M Shrinkage Man.
Fagan, L Clerk
Erickson, E Apprentice
Flynn, J Fitter

Goetchius, A Machinist
Maine, H.
HefTern, J. . . .

Henry, [

HolTman, II..

Johnson, R. . .

Kaspereen, F.

. Clerk

.

. Exp. Work

.

. Exp. Work .

. Draftsman

,

. Repairing. . .

Blasting.

Knox, F Anchor Ma'-hine
Krotvk, T Leader

R., Naval RtMcrvc.
Training Camp.

O.R.C. om-crs

Opei

Branch of
Service

..X. G.

..X. G.

..N. G.
O. R. .'.

..X. G.

. .Armv

. . N. R.

. . Navy

. .Navy

..N. G.

. .Arm/

..N. G.

..N. G.
O. R. c\

. Army

.N. R.

. Army

.Armv



Edison Lamp Works

Name Occupation
Branch of
Service

Lansing. C Furnace Work N. R.
Leighton, A Reaming Army
Logan, J Exhausting Lamps N. G.
Mead. D Exp. Work Navy
Mever, H Apprentice N. G.
Miller. R Machinist N. G.
Muir. D Clerk Army
Neilson, E Machinist Army
Nicholas. R Wireman Army
Oliver, D Apprentice N. G.
Pendleburg, J Tungsten Swaging N. G.
Platner, J Clerk N. G.
Rackett, W Clerk N. G.
Rainbow, E Watchman N. G.
Ritchie, T Experimental Army
Segner, F Apprentice Navy
Shields, H Inspector.
Smith, A Machinist ....
Smith, T Passer
Snyder, L Foreman
Sommer, E Exp. Work . . .

Travis, R Polishing
Truxton, J Draftsman. . .

.

Tvman, H Ass't Foreman.

.Army

.Army

.N. G.
Army
.N. G.
N. G.
.Army
,N. G.

Branch of
Name Occutation Service

Victor, W Passer N. G.
Williams, C Assistant Inspector N. g!
Zirkclbach, J Gen. Work N. G.

East Boston
Aitken, R Packing Army
Berman, I Draggcr N. G.
Bowden, E Helper N. G.
Burke, J Foreman N. G.
Conry, W Foreman Army
McLaughlin, W.. . .Packing N. R.
McQuire, D Helper Navy

Newark
Goldmand, L. B.. . . Electrician N. R.
James, H Marker N. G.
Lord, R Clerk Army
Motz, F Foreman N. G.
PuUin, C Machinist Navy
Robert, C Clerk N. R.
Vice, L. L Reclaimer N. G.
Waters, H Clerk N. G.

National Lamp Works
Name Occupation

Branch of
Service

Anderson, H Mold Shutter N. G.
Ashdown, G. J Clerk N. G.
Ashford, F Nurse Army
Baker, R. F Engineer N. G.
Baldauf, H Bulb Blower Army
Ballou, L. C Salesman Army
Bard, R. T : Clerk N. G.
Barker, A. T Clerk N. G.
Boiles, F Glass Worker Marines
Brannan, E Elevator Man Army
Brooks, E Gatherer Army
Brooks, G Gatherer Army
Brown, R Repairer N. G.
Brundage, A Helper Navy
Caswell, C. C Salesman Army
Coburn, C Gatherer Army
Cook, H. N Bookkeeper N. R.
Coughlin, R. T. . . . Metal Reduction Army
Debasky, A Laborer

.

Davies, J. L Machinist
Derry, E. N Attendant
Devaney, A Inspector
Devlin, R Operator
Doane, L. C Engineer
Eddy, J Painter
Evans, G. A Clerk

.Army

. Navy

.N. G.

.N. G.

.N. G.

.Army

. Army

.Army
Forrest, A. W Machinist Navy
Gerlach, I. H Accountant Army
Goetz, J Oiler Army
Gregory, F. S Inspector N. G.
Hardin, L. G Engineer Army
Hayman, G. B Clerk N. G.
Herman, C Mach. Adjuster Navy

Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Hitch, H. M Clerk Army
Holm, C.X Engineer Army
Holt, P. A Asst. Foreman Army
Hull, E.J Foreman Army
Kavanaugh, W. J. . Mail Clerk Army
Kays, E. A Gatherer Army
Kays, R. P Gatherer Army
Kearney, F Gatherer Army
Kelley, W. B Inspector N. G.
Khoury, N Mounting Army
Kois, S Mold Shutter Army
Larkman, R. W. . . . Machinist Army
Larramore, F Coverer Army
Herbert, L Gen. Work N. G.
Lincoln, R. D Gatherer Army
Lindsay, J. C Supt. Employment Army
McFarland, E. J. . . Mach. Adjuster Navy
Mahoney, C Gatherer Navy
Malloy, T., ]t Gen. Work N. G.
Marks, D. W Gatheret Army
Marshall, F. C Clerk Army
Marshall, H Machinist Army
Martin, E. T Office Mgr Army
Martin, W. F Assembling Orders N. G.
Mattern, W. R. . . . Painter Army
Merrick, J Glass Worker N. G.
Moredock, A Clerk N. R.
Morrison, C. B. . . . Foreman Army
Murray, J. C Stockman Army
Neiss, G Blower Army
O'Donnel, M Laborer Army
Parmalee, L Chaser Army
Parry, J Asst. Foreman Army

X.G., National Guard. N.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve.
O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp,

O.R.C., Officers' Reserve Corps.
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Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Parehall, R. W Experimenter Marines
Peffer, H Gatherer Army-
Perry, R Salesman Army
Petoskv, X Gatherer Army
Pettit/M Clerk X. G.
Price, W Gatherer Army
Reisinger, J. C Technical Asst Army
Riser, A. J Gatherer Army
Rodgers, D Gen. Work Army
Roseborough, W . . . Branch IMgr O. R. C.
Ross, G. } Machinist Army
Ross, W.,' Jr Clerk X. G.
Rossington, L Clerk Canadian Army
Rossington, W Stenographer. .Canadian Army
Rust, L. J Engineer Xavy
Santoro, E Truckman X. G.
Savage, C. E Clerk X. G.
Skebe, M Tube Shop Work Army
Smith, A Swager X. G.
Smith, R. W Gen. Work Army
Smith, U. M Asst. Foreman Army
Snee, B Operator N. G.
Sorel, L Mold Shutter N. G.
Stambler, D Exhausting Lamps X. G.
Stephan, S Packer N. G.
Strang, J. J Warehouse Man Army

Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Streng, E. C Engineer Army
S\xc, J Painter Army
Svvartz, R. I Watchman X. G
Tefft, J. L Clerk X. G.
Thom, V Gatherer Army
Thornberg, C Gatherer Army
Thornton, L. M. . . .Asst. Supt Navy
Trittipo, W. E Salesman Armv
Vaiiglin, D Operator X. G.
Vise, J. A Blower Army
Walsh, J. A Stenographer Army
Weaver, A. J Inspector X. G.
Webb, H. L Clerk Canadian Army
Wentworth, P Mach. Operator X. G.
Whipple, H Laborer Marines
Whiteman, H Gatherer Army
Williams, J Gatherer Xavy
Windenburg, E. L. . Experimenter Xavy
Wise, P Packer Army
Wolfford, L. P Office Mgr Armv
Wolkersdorger, C. . Clerk X. G.
Wood, D. M Draftsman Army
Woodman, C Sortine Lamps X. G.
Wright, D. B Asst. Mica. Dept X. G.
Wright, E. L Glass Cutter Army

Sprague Electric Works
Branch of Branch of

Name Occupation Service Name Occupation Service
Kennedy, W. J Clerk N. G. Meier, A. L Winder X. G.
Kline, X Assembler N. G. Neville, R. J Bench Hand Navy
Larrison, W Punch Press Helper N. G. Reich, G. J Armature Connector N. G.
Lieberwirth, G. W.. Winder N. G.

District and Local Offices

Name

Atlanta

Occupation
Branch of
Service

Anderson, T Clerk N. R.
Bridges, P. A Clerk N. G.
Brown, G. N Salesman O. R. C.
Burel, J. A
Casey, H. J
Coleman, A. S
Doriocourt, C. D. . . Clerk N. R.
Dunn, vS. F
Fincher, W. B
Glover, C. V. C. . . . Salesman O. R. C.
Le Contc, W. L. ..Clerk O. R. C.
Loftis, W. T
Murphy, W. G Clerk O. R. C.
Pearce, E. F Salesman O. R. C.
Summer, H. N Salesman O. R. C.
Whitten, L. H
Yarborough, W. W. Clerk N. G.

Baltimore
Branch of

Name Occupation Service
Darby, G. W Clerk Army
Wheeler, E Salesman Army
Woods, R. S Navy

Boston
Clerk N. G.

Fiung.y.y.y.y.y.'.'.'.'.'.'.[N^G.

Anderson, A. E.

.

Barry, T. A. . . .

Chambers, E. M
Clapp, R. M....
Giljl)s, F Solicitor Army
Harding, J. W Clerk Army
Knight, R. M
Mclavin, J. ]

Morrill, L. B
Newington,

J Solicitor Army
I'ricc, M.S.! Clerk Army
Richardson, O. E.. .Salesman Army

N.G., National Guard. N.M. Naval Milit'a. N.R , Naval Reserve.
O.T.C., Officers' TrainiiiK Camp.

O.R.C.. Olfuers' Reserve Corps.

.^^m^^



District Offices

OCCIPATIOX
Branch of
SERVICli

.0. T. C.

Name
Robbins, R. R
Stewart, G. A Office Work Army
Stiles, R. A Clerk Army

Charleston
Bolden Clerk Army
Ricketts, P. S Clerk Army

Charlotte
Davis, H. E
Rowland, G. T Salesman . . .

Chicago
Alverson, F Helper N. R.
Allen, E. W Asst. Dist. Mgr O. R. C.
Colman, G. W Cashier Army
Curtin, P. J Chauffeur N. G.
Duhcan, R Clerk Canadian Army
Duwe, J. F Helper Army
Fawcett, W Solicitor Recruiting Office
Fiske, G Specialist O. R. C.
Gallagher, B. F. . . . Helper Army
Gardner, J Salesman O. R. C.
Gordon, J. D Solicitor N. G.
Head, H. G Solicitor O. R. C.
Kirkman, J Specialist O. R. C.
Lee, R. E Clerk O. T. C.
Lewin, W Helper N. R:
Logan, H Specialist Army
McSpaden, L Foreman Army
Lombardi, A Clerk N. R.
McMunn, W Clerk N. R.
Mendonsa, R. .

-.
. . . Clerk N. R.

Kirkman, J Specialist O. R. C.
Maier. J Clerk N. R.
Martin, J Office Asst N. G.
Murphy, W Laborer Army
Peterson, H Clerk Army
Quennell, A. W. . . . Salesman O. T. C.
Rowland, R. A Specialist O. R. C.
Shand, W Clerk. Canadian Army
Spring, H. E Salesman O. R. C.
Taussig, W. S Specialist O. R. C.
Taylor, E Engineer N. R.

Cincinnati
Bechtold, G Salesman Army
Drew, V Salesman Army
Freedman, S. S
Jaquith, M. L Salesman Army
Ledbetter, R. H
Reardon, H. B Specialist O. R. C.
Silva, A. D

DALLAS
Bowman, G Customer's Index Army
Kirkpatrick, G Clerk N. G.
Lange, F Clerk Navy
Lowery, M. A Clerk . N. G.
McBroom, L. R.. . . Salesman Navy
Mason, V. B Salesman N. M.

Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Mugford, E Clerk N. G.
Parker, J. G Clerk Army
Sydnor, E. B Counter N. M.

Detroit
Harvey, T Salesman Army
McLaughlin, R. G.. Salesman Army
Pond, F Asst. Salesman Army
Shorrock, E Asst. Salesman Army

Milwaukee
Logan, H Army
Spring, H. E O. R. C.

New Haven
Hall, T. B Office Boy N. G.
Kenworthv, A Clerk Army
Middleton, A. C. . .Foreman O. T. C.
Stevens, E. G Clerk Army

New York
Allen, O. F Salesman Army
Benton, H Clerk N. G.
Bradley, E Rep. Shop Man Army
Bush, H. B Clerk Army
Cadsman, B. J Mechanic Army
Carroll, P. H Construction N. G.
Clarks, A. V Clerk Army
Clifford, C. S Salesman N. G.
Costello,^E. A. Accounting Army
Dollet, H Rep. Shop Hand Army
Douglass, S. A Clerk O. R. C.
Fisher, H. L Clerk Army
Graham, R. W Clerk N. R.
Granberg, A. E. . . . Clerk N. G.
Harrison, L Salesman N. R.
Hennessev, J. M. . . Clerk N. M.
Hill, E. D Clerk N. R.
Williams, M Clerk Army
Monteith, H. L. . . .Rep. Shop Man Army
Muhlmeyer, G Rep. Shop Hand Marines
Ovington, H. D. . . . Clerk Army
Purcell, T. E Engineer N. G.
Quinn, J. M Rep. Shop Hand Navy
Rockwell, G. S Salesman Army
Schwab, I Clerk N. R.
Schwartz, G. L Electrician Army
Shelby, J. B Salesman N. G.
Solomon, A Clerk Army
Springett, J. D Clerk N. G.
Robinson, D. B. . . . Clerk Army
Taylor, J Salesman Army
Willoschat, W. G.. . Clerk N. G.
Wolfe, F. D Clerk . . N. G.

Philadelphia
Baer, C. A Salesman O. R. C.
Brady, J. T Salesman Army
Bolden, J. C Clerk Army
Cobb, P. M Helper Navy

N.G., National Guard. N.M., Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve.
O.T.C., OflScers" Training,"Camp.

O.R.C., Officers' Reserve Corps.
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Branch of
Name Occupation Service

Dalby, T Clerk Army
Hefner, W. J Foreman Army
Holden. X. C Clerk Army
Horn, A. F. E Salesman 0. T. C.
Knopplc, W. A Clerk Navy
Little, J. H Salesman O. T. C.
Livergood, H Foreman Armv
Withington, W Clerk N. G.
Yoder, G. A Clerk Navy

Pittsburgh
Calverley, J. G Salesman Army
Huber, L. S Salesman Army
Mundo, C. J Salesman O. R. C.

Portland
Bay, C. L Clerk.
Haves, F Clerk.
Reinke, J. F Clerk.
Soreghan, F Clerk .

Xeil, T Clerk .

N.G.. National Guard, N.M

N. G.
,N. G.
N. G.
N. G.
.Army

St. Louis
Branch ok

Name Occupation Service

Bailey, P. B Engineer O. R. C.
Moran, R. H Specialist Armv
Stokes, J. W Engineer O. T. C.
Purinton, R. B Engineer Army
Waugh, T. L Accountant Army

San Francisco
Matson, F. S Electrician
Stock, R. F Electrician

. . . Armv
.0. R. C.

Syracuse
Carlotte, L. H.
Grover, H. H..

Washington, D. C.

Warner, R. A Patent Dept O. R. C.

Naval Militia. N.R., Naval Reserve.
O.T.C., Officers' Training Camp.

O.R.C.. Officers' Reserve Corps.

l;:l
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We have included in this Hst the names of all employees

of the General Electric Company who have entered the

military service of the United States, as reported to us up

to the time of going to press. If any errors or omissions

have been made, please report the fact to the Editor, Gen-

eral Electric Review, Schenectady, N. Y,

•^:
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THE PATH OF GOLD

Ornamental Lighting of Market Street, San Francisco, Cal., with Luminous Arc Lamps

Mounted on Three-unit Standards

Street Lighting with Modern Electric Illuminants

Page 945



BALL BEflRINdS
(PATENTED)

Productive capacity must be built into a machine. A ma-

chine designed and built only for moderate output will fail

under the stress of intensified production. The overload ca-

pacity—the factor of safety—of a machine can be no greater

than that of its individual parts.

The speed limits of "tiSBCifl" Precision Bearings are

not definitely known, because they have never been
driven to the * 'destruction point. '

' Every-day oper-

ation at speeds up to 35,000 r.p.m. , however, indicates

that they are the safest, most serviceable bearings a
machine builder can use, whether for low, moderate,
or high speeds.

Be SAFE. See That Your Machines
Are 'fJORt^n" Equipped.

THE NORMA COmPHNy OF flMERICA
I7PO BRQ/qDWfly NEW VQRIC

Ball, Roller, Thrust, Combination Bearings



GENERAL EL-ECTRIC REVIEW

Another Bull's-eye!!

''AMERICA'S ELECTRICAL CHRISTMAS
99

A profitable Holiday selling plan, as big, broad, and comprehensive as the

previous three SOCIETY successes, America's Electrical Week, Electrical

Prosperity Week, and Wire Your Home Month.

The Society will send to all members and non-members : window and store

display material, shopping lists, letters in colors, etc., practically without

charge.

The S.E.D. big book tells the whole story. Get it at once. Based upon
the experience of years past, it shows how to go after the profitable busi-

ness; tells how to advertise appliances; what the central station, the elec-

tric shop, the wiring contractor should do. It is jam-full of illustrated

business-getting ideas,^prin'-.ed in three colors, 48 pages, 10 x 12.

"AMERICA'S ELECTRICAL CHRISTMAS"
comes at an opportune time, when you may be wondering and perhaps
worrying about how to make this season, of all Holiday seasons, a profit-

able one.

The Society for Electrical Development, Inc.
SUnited Engineering Societies Bldg., New York

Put your perplexitieM up to the Society—Enlist S.E.D. co-operation for 1 18.

This is the S.E.D. Book.

Use Coupon NO W!



GENERAL ELECTRIC REVIEW

THERE can be no slip in tlie Link-Beit Silent Chain Drive-—the chain

meshes into the gear, engaging more teeth than in a gear drive, as may
be seen by the illustration. All the power of the drive reaches the driven

wheel, pulling the load with unyielding, yet resilient force.

SILSC^? (gQ^SADi^ ©[^g'^^S
are operating every conceivable kind of machinery. The drive is Flexible as a Belt— Positive
as a Gear—More EHicient than Either. The success of Link-Belt Silent Chain is due to its

patented Pin-Bushed-Joint construction—a round pin and two case-hardened s' mi-clmilar
bushings—found in no other chain. Write for 128- page price list Data Book No. i

Link-Belt Company
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO
Neil- York ... 299 Broadway
hoston .... 49 Federal St.

I'insljurKh . . 1501 Park Bldg.

.St. Louii, Central Nafl BankBldg.
Buffalo . . 698 Hllicott Square
Wilkes-Barre 2d Nafl Bank Bldg.
Cleveland 429 Rockerjcller BMg.
Detroit . 732 Dime Bank Bldj.
Minneapolis . 418 S. Third St.

KansasCity, Mo. ,407 FinanceBldg.
Seattle . 576 First Avenue, S.

Portland, Ore., Jst. and Stark Sts.

Sin Francisco . 461 Market St. Toronto, Can., t

Los Angeles, 161 and 163 N. Los Link Belt Co.

Angeles St.

Read what one user thinks
of Link-Belt Silent Chain:

Denver, Lindrooth, Schubart
Boston Bldg.

Louisville, Ky., Frederick Wehle,
Starks Bldg.

Knoxville, Tenn., D. T. Blakely
Empire Bldg

Birmingham, McCrossin & Darrah,

Am. Tr. Bldg
New Orleans, C. i

bemia Bank Bldg
Charlotte, N.C., J.;

Com'l Bank Bl

^\'"
\iO,

,atcor-:^:^«Vte^^^

ate

a\>""''

-lOO

A to s".^ „ not e
ntVis-,

Q?,!!!"*^^^^. S'lC^

-/j^fr/f^^f'f'*'



Gt:Xl£RAL ELECTRIC REVIEW III

The "RADOJET" Air Pump (patents pending) produces highest vacuum with

the following advantages:
EXTREME SIMPLICITY MINIMUM SPACE - MINIMUM WEIGHT
NO MOVING PARTS NOISELESS OPERATION NO FOUNDATIONS

LOW STEAM CONSUMPTION QUICK STARTING

Marine Type Condensate Pump used in connection with "RADOJET" Air Pumps

C. H. WHEELER MFG. CO. - Philadelphia
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF 'CONDENSERS AND CONDENSER AUXILIARIES



IV GENERAL ELECTRIC REVIEW
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An Electrical Manufacturer Writes
"We recommend the ball bearings where a customer is undecided, for

several reasons. The ball bearings last longer, and give a more efficient

motor. The self-aligning feature is one of the unique features. They allow

a smaller air gap to be used with safety, thereby increasing efficiency and the

power factor. There is no trouble due to oil throwing or lack of attention.

The grease only requires renewal about every six months. Unless otherwise

specified, we ship a ball bearing motor.

"The unusual high efficiency obtained is the result of the use of self-

aligning ball bearings."

—

Excelsior Electrical Mfg. Co. Ltd., Torofito, Canada.

The Excelsior Electric Co., like many other motor manufac-
turers, have found the solution of the motor bearing problem.
Bulletin No. 70 explains in detail. Send for your copy.

SKF-BALL BEARING CO.
HARTFORD CONN.

WiSkML m\EJRm\ 13S



OKNF RAL ELECTRIC KKVIKW

Six 35 h.p. Morse Silent Chain Drives to flaking

rolls in Postum Cereal Co. plant, Battle Creek,

Mich. Details: Sprockets 17/79 teeth, 570/123
r.p.m., 42" centers; chains 1 3^" pitch, 4" wide,

speed 1210 ft.p.m.

Good
Investments!

Are You Interested?

'IX/'HEN a keen business man
selects an investment he

is guided largely by experience,

either his own or that of others

who have advised him.

AXT'HEN a keen engineer selects

a means of power trans-

mission, he also is guided by
experience, either his own or

that of other engineers. He does

not make a blind choice based

upon" initial cost. He investi-

gates the experience of others

and selects the BEST.

MORSE SILENT CHAINS
are being selected by the keenest business men and engineers

everywhere, because experience has shown that their in-

herent quaHties of design, material, and workmanship make
them the safest and most profitable power transmission

investment possible.

// experience is worth anything Morse engineers

will design your new drives

MORSE CHAIN CO.
ITHACA, N. Y.

Largest manufacturers of

silent chains in the world



VI GKXKRAI. I:LECTK1C REVIICW

Pulverized Coal Equipment
Among some of the plants using our Pulverized Coal Equip-

ment for heating Industrial Furnaces are the following:

American Iron & Steel Co., Open Hearth, Puddling and

Heating Furnaces.

American Locomotive Works, Steam Boilers.

Amer. Smelt. & Refining Co., Reverberatory Furnaces.

American Steel & Wire Co., Open Hearth Furnaces.

American Steel & Wire Co., Heating Furnaces.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R., Locomotives.

Atlantic Steel Co., Open Hearth Furnaces.

Bethlehem Steel Co., Open Hearth Furnaces.

Lackawanna Steel Co., Calcining and also Flue Dust

Nodulizing Kilns.

M. K. & T. Railroad, Steam Boilers.

Nichols Copper Company, Smelter.

Pacific Coast Coal Company, Steam Boilers.

Sizer Forge Company, Heating and Forging Furnaces.

Spanish-American Iron Co., Ore Roasting and Noduliz-

ing Kilns.

Stone and Webster Co., Steam Boilers.

Union Carbide Company, Lime Kilns.

Some of the above plants are using Pulverized Coal
containing from 10% to 17% of ash for heating their

metallurgical furnaces.

The satisfactory performance of our Pulverized Coal Equip-

ment warrants your investigation. We manufacture Coal Crush-

ers, Dryers, Fuller-Lehigh Pulverizer Mills, and Pulverized Coal

Feeders. All this equipment is described in our Catalogue No.

71 which we will be pleased to send to you.

Lehigh Car, Wheel & Axle Works
Main Office and Works: CATASAUQUA, PA.

Branch Offices:

NEW YORK, N. Y., 50 Clmrcli St. CIIR-ACiO, li.I,., McComiick Hldu.

PITTSBURGH, PA., Farmers Hank H.iildmj; PARSONS, KANSAS. First Nat. Hank HIcIk.



nKNRRAL ELECTRIC REVIEW VII

Old Switchboard New Switchboard

The board at the left no longer exists. It was evidently inefficient, dangerous, and liable to breakdown. It

was replaced by the board on the right — modern, safe, and reliable. The important thing is that the

change was made without interfering with service.

To close a sale
Suppose the factory manager to whom you want to sell better

light and power equipment says: ''Not now. We can't afford the time

it would take for installation. It would eventually mean increased out-

put, fewer accidents, less loss of time and money—but it would sacrifice

immediate production just when we must do the very best we can—

"

The7i tell him this

:

"You are mistaken about the interference. The Comstock
Company w^ill plan the vv^ork so that immediate production
will not be materially hindered; will guarantee it if you wish.

They have studied this very problem, know how to handle it,

have handled it."

Write for the Comstock Bulletins. They describe actual instal-

lations which are supremely efficient for present and future needs,

being flexible and permitting quick and economical alterations or

extensions without inconvenience.

L. K. Comstock & Company
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

NEW YORK CHICAGO CLEVELAND MONTREAL
30 Church St. 30 N. Michigan Blvd. 627 Euclid Ave. New Birks Bldg.



VIII GKNERAL ELECTRIC REVIEW

Friction
IS tAe Scrap/ii
of.Power..

Power which does not reach its ulti-

mate destination—which is not used to

create something—goes off in friction,

heat, and wear.

Plain journals in your machines are

using up power that should be utilized

in your production.

Install New Departure Ball Bearings in your
mechanism and you will not only eliminate friction

evils, but these bearings will nquire a negligible

amoimt of attention and will outlive the machines
themselves.

Is this a matter to be overlooked?

"Efficiency with Economy" is to he the watch-
word of this generation. It is not "folly to be wise"

on such matters.

Write our Engineering Department
for suggestions

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. CO.
BRISTOL, CONN.

818 Ford BuUdlnft. DETROIT

New DeS^ture
BALL \^Mrings



GENERAL ELECTRIC REVIEW IX
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I Surface Condensers For High Vacuum I

S ^ I ^HERE are two fundamental requirements for attainment of high M
S I vacuum with surface condensers. ^
= First, a design which insures the distribution of the steam to all of s
= the tube surface. =
= Wheeler High Vacuum Surface Condensers are designed so that the enter- =
= ing steam is distributed evenly over the top of the condenser, and liberal =
S tube spacing insures penetration of the steam to all of the surface. B
= The second fundamental requirement is thorough air removal, secured with M
= the greatest economy by using the Wheeler Turbo Air Pump. This pump E
S will evacuate the normal air leakage of a large condenser and turbine, at s
= vacuums above 99% of the theoretical. ^
= With Wheeler condensers you can maintain vacuums averaging approxi- =
S mately 29 inches the year round. S
S Send for Bulletins E. C. on Wheeler Surface Condensers, Wheeler Turbo E
S Air Pumps and, if you have not already obtained a copy, our "STEAM =

I TABLES FOR CONDENSER WORK." |

I WHEELER CONDENSER & ENGINEERING GO. I

= CARTERET
THE PIONEER AMERICAN CONDENSER BUILDERS

126 NEW JERSEY 1
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The Franklin Ifj MacNutt
and The Franklin y Esty

Books on Electrotechnology
These books have a wide reputation for simpHcity and clearness. Ask

almost any graduate electrical engineer.

No books ever published are better adapted for private study. Send in

an order and try for yourself.

1. Elementary Electricity and Magnetism
Every young electrician who wishes to understand his work should get this book.

$1.25

2. Advanced Theory of Electricity and Magnetism $2.00
A feature of this book is a very simple and practical treatment of Ship's Magnetism and the Compen-
sation of the Compass. Very important to every young man who aspires to be an officer in our new
Navy or in our new Merchant Marine.

Another feature is a remarkably simple mathematical treatment of electrical waves on telegraph, tele-

phone, and power lines.

3. Dynamos and Motors (Franklin & Esty) $4.00
An elementary treatise on Direct Current and Alternating Current Machines and Systems. This book
can be studied to advantage by anyone who has fairly mastered No. i.

4. Electric Lighting and Miscellaneous

Applications of Electricity $2.50
A companion volume to No. 3.

These books, No. 3 and No. 4, published in 1909 and 1912 respectively, constitute a rearrangement of
the materials of Franklin and Esty's Elements of Electrical Engineering and they are better foi private
study than Franklin and Esty's Elements.

5. Franklin, MacNutt & Charles' ''Calculus" $2.00
An intelligible treatise on an important subject. The University of Wisconsin recommends this book for

its correspondence students. The book is indeed well suited for private study.

SPECIAL OFFER
A working and workable library on Electrotechnology, books i, 3 and 4 for <pD*UU

Or books 3 and 4 for $5.00.

Above prices include postage. Books may be returned postpaid if not satisfactory,

and money will be refunded. Address

Franklin, MacNutt and Charles
South Bethlehem^ Pa.
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Why do Gurney Bearings

carry heavier loads?
Gurney bearings carry heavier loads than other ball bearings because our method of

assembling permits filling the races full of balls without cutting a filling slot in the
shoulder of the race.

The filling slot reduces the load capacity of the race, and for this reason most manu-
facturers prefer to have the races only about tw^o-thirds full of balls rather than use a

filling slot. It is only in the Gurney Bearings that you can secure the full complement
of balls without the filling slot.

Another reason for the high capacity of Gurney Bearings is the high accuracy of the
race contours, which is made possible by the use of special machinery developed by our Mr.
Gurney. By making the contour of the raceway an accurate curve which follows closely

the curvature of the ball, we greatly increase the area of contact between ball and race.

The increased area of contact makes it possible for a ball rolling in a Gurney raceway
to safely carry twenty-six times as much load as the same ball could carry rolling on a

flat surface.

These are the reasons for the large load capacity of Gurney Ball Bearings, and this

large load capacity is the reason why Gurney Bearings are used by such companies as

General Electric, Westinghouse, Allis Chalmers, J. G. Brill, Otis Elevator, Lodge & Ship-
ley, Pratt & Whitney, Brown & Sharpe, and many others almost as well known.

Our Service Engineering Department makes a specialty of solving difficult bearing
problems. If you have any such problems our engineers will be glad to give you the

benefit of their wide experience.

Gurney Ball Bearing Company
Conrad Patent Licensee

Jamestown, N. Y.

Representative Group of Gurney Bearings

Largest bearing is 19.685 in. diameter and has

a load capacity of 64,500 lbs.

Smallest bearing is 1.8504 in. diameter and
has a load capacity of 500 lbs.

The six largest bearings are "extra large

sizes" not listed in our catalogue.

Only twenty-six of the fifty-seven

standard sizes listed in our catalogue ,1 ^^^
are shown in this group. ^ ?^%^
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Lidgerwood Hoists
We build Electric Hoists for every character of service, and in any size.

Illustration shows a two-speed hoist handling 20,000 lbs. loads at 60 f.p.m. and 5,500
lbs. loads at 160 f.p.m. Long experience in hoisting work has enabled us not only
to develop a complete line of standard styles and sizes for contracting and mining
work, but it enables us to properly design and construct hoists for special duties.

Literature upon request

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY, 96 Liberty St., New York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh Chicago Los Angeles London, Eng.

As entirely distinct from any other speed-indicating device,

we invite the attention of Consulting and
Operating Engineers to our

FRAHM VIBRATING-REED
TACHOMETER

Frahm Tachometer with
Two Rows of Reeds

THIS remarkable instrument operates on the reasonance principle, and the steel reeds that
constitute its working parts vibrate in response to the impulses produced by the turbine, gen-
erator, motor, or other machine to which the tachometer is attached.

Mounted in a circular case of 9-inch diameter, the Frahm Vibrating-Reed Tachometer needs
only to be screwed to some part of the machine with which it is to be used

—

and that is all there
is to it!

No belt, no gears, no electrical connections are required, and consequently the costs of instal-
lation and maintenance are reduced to a minimum.

Many turbines, pumps, blowers, etc., are equipped with Frahm Tachometers, and they stay
"on the job" from month to month and year to year without attention or repairs.

All Builders of Steam Turbines will include Frahm Tachometers with their machines, if speci-
fied by the purchaser.

Speeds that can best be indicated by this type of tachometer are those which come between
the limits of 900 and 8000 r.p.m.

WRin; lOR IM.U.SIRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 854

James G. Biddle, 1211-13 Arch St.y Philadelphia
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Will It Crack Under The Strain?

is ever}' unit in your organization and equipment coming up to the speed of

production the present crisis demands'

Vulcan Hoists are designed to stand up under the severest production pressure. Their
hberal dimensions, big gears and drums, excellent brake systems, devices for the pre-

vention of overwinding, combine to reduce the danger of a breakdown to a minimum.

This is a vital consideration now, when your output is less than the demand and
you are straining every effort to supply the present need.

Inquiry will show where Vulcan

Hoists have helped solve the hoist-

ing problems of other mines. Why
not start your investigation now
by writing for catalogue and full

information?

VULCAN IRON WORKS
1745 Main St.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Vulcan Hoist made for Lehigh Coal & XT vr i /^u-
Navigation Company, Lansford. Pa. iNewYork Chicago

(One of several repeat orders.)

One of 60 storage battery trucks and tractors

operated by one company—36 more ordered

recently—all Edison-equipped

The illustration above shows how one man, using the industrial tractor, .*

or industrial truck can do the work of many hand truckers. It explains '

the great increase in the use of these labor-saving vehicles.

Edison Batteries are standard for use in industrial trucks and tractors.

Ask for illustrated Bulletin 600-G.

EDISON STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
Factory and Main Office

Distributors New York Boston
in Seattle Los Angeles

ORANGE, N. J.

Chicago Detroit San Francisco
New Orleans Pittsburgh
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SPRACO
Air Coolers and Washers

At the Long Island City Power Station of the
Pennsylvania Railroad a 2i,000-kv-a., ii,ooo-volt

turbo-generator has been supplied with clean, cool
air from a Spraco Washer since January, 1915-

The capacity of this Spraco Washer is 6o,cxx) cu.

tt. of air per minute, and a drop in temperature of
from 5 to 15 degress F. is obtained. Even when
operating for 23 hours a day the temperature of
the windings never exceeds 86 degrees C., although
they will stand no degrees C. without injury.

The 8,000-kw. turbo-generators in this plant are

cleaned twice a year, while the Spraco-supplied
unit has needed no cleaning since installation.

Why not improve the performance and
reduce the maintenance of your generators by
the installation of a Spraco equipment?

SPRAY ENGINEERING CO.
ENGINEERS—MANUFACTURERS

93 Federal Street BOSTON, MASS.

The accompanying illustration

shows one of three Vertical Shaft
Hydraulic Turbines furnished Blue
Ridge Power Co., Balcony Falls,

Va. developing 900 H.P. each under
IS feet head running 90 R.P.M.

S MITH HYDRAULIC JURBINES

of the type illustrated are SUITABLE
FOR LOW HEAD WATER POWER
DEVELOPMENTS, and are in SUC-

CESSFUL OPERA-
TION in many
Hydro Electric
plants in all parts of

the world.

NOTE THE SIMPLICITY OF
DESIGN AND HEAVY SUB-
STANTIAL CONSTRUCTION.

// interested address in-

quiry to Department "G".

S. MORGAN SMITH CO.

YORK, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:
76 W. Monroe Street, CHICAGO

176 Federal Street, BOSTON
405 Power Bldg., MONTRKAL
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Hydro-Electric

Power Stations
By Eric A. Lof and David B. Rushmore

Treats of

Hydrology

Dams

Headworks

Water
Conductors

Storage
Reservoirs

Power House
Design

Treats of

Hydraulic
Equipment

[Electrical

Equipment

Economical
Aspects

Organization

Operation

832 pages. 6 x 9 in. Illustrated. Cloth, $6.00 net.

Covers the entire subject of hydro-electric power plants, from the consideration of the rain-

fall furnishing the water supply, to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment.

It is extremely practical, and discusses such allied subjects as organization, management, and

economical aspects, so that the manager or engineer may select proper equipment and fully

understand the economic factors which enter into the problems.

FREE EXAMINATION—NO CASH IN ADVANCE

This coupon will bring copies of any of our books to you for exam-
ination; no cash in advance. Merely indicate the national engineering
society of which you are a member; or you can supply reference or

indicate your position. At the end of ten days you are to remit the

price of the books or return them postpaid.

If cash accompanies your order, you have the same return privilege,

your remittance being refunded upon the return of the books.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.

432 Fourth Ave., New York

London: CHAPMAN & HALL, Ltd.

Montreal, Can.: Renouf Publishing Cp.

Manila, P. I.: Philippine Education Co.

I

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
,

I
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., I

' 432 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City
I Gentlemen: Kindly send me for lo days' Free examination, copy

[

I

of Lof-Rushmore: Hydro-Electric Power Stations.
\

I agree to remit the price of the above book within 10 days after .

I
its receipt, or return it, postpaid, within that time. I

I N
•'

iName

I
Address I

I I am a member of

I
(State what Society)

|

I
Position or Reference

|

(Not required of society members) .

I This oflFer is also extended to subscribers to General Electric
j

I
Review. Please indicate if vou are a subscriber. G.E.R. 12-17 |

I J
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" WAINWRIGHT "

TURBINE EXPANSION JOINTS!

We offer a complete line of all sizes corrugated copper turbine exhaust

expansion joints. These are correct in design, material and workmanship for

this severe service—may be circular, rectangular or elliptical as required.

Inquirers should state full dimensions required for flanges.

Send for Bulletin No. 23

Pumps Condensers Steam Turbines Heaters

ALBERGER PUMP & CONDENSER COMPANY

140 CEDAR STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Boston
Philadelphia
San Franciaco

Pittsburgh
Chicago
St. Louia
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Tr'ade Markj The Guar'antee of Execllenee on Goods ELecti^ual.

Sales Offices

of the General Electric Company
This page is prepared for the ready reference of the readers of the General Elec-

tric Review. To insure correspondence against avoidable delay, all communica-
tions to the Company should be addressed to the Sales Office nearest the writer.

Atlanta, Ga., Third National Bank Building
Baltimore. Md.. Lexington Street Building
Birmingham, Ala., Brown-Mar.x Building
Boston. Mass., S-1 State Street
Buffalo. N. Y., Electric Building
Butte. Montana. Electric Building
Charleston. W. Va.. Charleston National Bank Building
Ch.^rlotte. N. C, Commercial National Bank Building
Chattanooga, Tenn., James Building
Chicago, III., Monadnock Building
Cincinnati, Ohio, Provident Bank Building
Clevelant), Ohio, Illuminating Building
Columbus. Ohio. The Hartman Building
Dayton, Ohio, Schwind Building
Den'\"ER, Colo., First National Bank Building
Des Moines, Iowa, Hippee Building
Dlxuth, Minn., Fidelity Building
Elmira, N. Y.. Hulett Building
Erie, Pa., Marine National Bank Building
Fort Wayne, Int)., 1600 Broadway
Hartford, Conn., Hartford National Bank Building
Indianapolis, Ind., Traction Terminal Building
Jacksonville, Fla., Heard National Bank Building
JOPLIN, Mo., Miners' Bank Building
Kansas City, Mo., Dwight Building
Knoxville. Tenn., Burwell Building
Los Angeles, Cal., Corporation Bldg.. 724 S. Spring St.

Louisville. Ky., Starks Building
Memphis, Tenn., Randolph Building
Milwaukee. Wis., Public Service Building
Minneapolis, Minn., 410 Third Ave., North
Nashville, Tenn., Stahlmann Building
New Haven, Conn., Second National Bank Building
New Orleans, La., Maison-Blanche Building

New York, N. Y., Equitable Bldg., 120 Broadway
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Gluck Building
Omaha, Neb., Union Pacific Building
Philadelphia, Pa., Witherspoon Building
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oliver Building
Portland, Ore., Electric Building
Providence, R. I., Turks Head Building
Richmond, Va., Virginia Railway and Power Building
Rochester, N. Y., Granite Building
St. Louis, Mo., Pierce Building
Salt Lake City, Utah, Newhouse Building
San Francisco, Cal., Rialto Building
Seattle, Wash., Colman Building
Spokane, Wash., Paulsen Building
Springfield, Mass., Massachusetts Mutual Building
Syracuse, N. Y., Onondaga County Savings Bank Bldg.
Toledo, Ohio, Spitzer Building
Washington, D. C, Evans Building
Youngstown, Ohio, Stambaugh Building

tGeneral Electric Company of Michigan
Southwest General Electric Company
For Hawaiian business address

Catton Neill & Company, Ltd., Honolulu
For all Canadian business refer to

Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto,
Ont.

For business in Great Britain refer to
British Thomson-Houston Company, Ltd., Rugby, Eng.

General Foreign Sales Offices: Schenectady, N. Y.;
120 Broadway, N. Y. City; 83 Cannon St., London, E. C,
Eng.

FOREIGN OFFICES OR REPRESENTATIVES:

Argentina: Cia. General Electric Sudamericana, Inc., Buenos Aires; Australia: Australian General Electric Co., Sydney
and Melbourne; Brazil: Companhia General Electric do Brazil, Rio de Janeiro; Central America: G. Amsinck & Co., New York,
U. S. A.; Chile: International Machinery Co., Santiago, and Nitrate Agencies, Ltd., Iquique; China: Anderson, Meyer & Co.
Shanghai; Colombia: Wesselhoeft & Wisner, Barranquilla; Cuba: Zalso & Martinez, Havana; England: General Electric

Co., (of New York), London; India: General Electric Co. (of New York), Calcutta; Japan and Korea: General Electric Co.
and Bagnall & HiUes, Yokohama; Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Ltd., Tokyo and Seoul; Mexico: Mexican General Electric Co.
Mexico City; New Zealand: The National Electric & Engineering Co., Ltd., Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin and Auck-
land; Peru: W. R. Grace & Co., Lima; Philippine Islands: Frank L. Strong Machinery Co., Manila; South Africa: South
African General Electric Co., Johannesburg, (Capetown, and Durban.

General Electric Company
General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

6520

MMimmu
This Tpacie Mark. The Guar>antee of Exeellenee on Goods ElectPieaL
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"We needed a switchboard.

*'At first it appeared that a com-
fletely new design was necessary.

n some way the manager heard
of the G-E ftTANPARD UNIT PANEL

idea and did a little investigating.

"He sent for the Index Bulletin

and found a line of panels exactly
suited to his service conditions.

"That completed switchboard is

the result. We are certainly satis-

fied with its appearance and opera-
tion."

Sevtntceii lines of STANDARD {\ N\r

PANELS are indexed and described in

this bulletin. They ran^e from a one kilo-

watt wall-mounted combination generator
and feeder panel, to "Dead Front" and
"Safety First" Tnuk Tviie Panels.
STANDARD UNTT pANELS

..^e of the
same hi^h quality, in every respect, as
especially designed panels.

The number of the Index

Bulletin is 4^001

General Electric Company
Ccnenil Office: SCIIKNiarrAOV. N. V.

Sales Offices In all lariie cities

[
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HOME OF THE CHALMERS MOTOR CAR.- DETWOtT

G-E Equipment Helps Build

Most American Automobiles
Quality, the keynote of the Chalmers car, is obtained by

using only the finest raw materials and building: the car
from the ground up in modern, electrically equipped shops.

The Chalmers shops use power from the Detroit Edison
Company. This power is generated by Curtis turbines and in

most cases is applied by G-E motors and control equipment.

Most of the power used in the automobile industry today—
and since its inception—has been and still is generated,
transformed, and applied through G-E apparatus.

I
''^iSiiM

^s.,

I

G-E motor-driven bearing burnishing
apparatus gives a perfect bearing in a
few seconds, taking the place of hand
scraping by 50 men.

i General Electric Company
j

General Office; Schenectady, N. Y. Sales offices in all large cities
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iir^

8nnn K^v-a. 25 Cycles
,VVV Self Cooled

Another milestone in transformer construction, for in building

this

—

the largest transformer of its kind in the world—G-E engineers

have shown their usual initiative.

The transformer illustrated has a capacity of 8,000 kv-a.,

44,000-6,600 volts, 25 cycles. Twenty-four radiating units furnish

a total surface of nearly 1,000,000 square inches.

The radiators, consisting of a number of vertical flattened tubes

welded into headers, are the equivalent of one solid piece of metal.

The headers are provided with flanges to which are bolted the cast-

iron elbows leading to the top and bottom of the transformer case.

The units are interchangeable and readily detached; in fact,

shipments are made with the radiator units separated from the

case.

This type of radiator gives a mechanically rigid and strong con-

struction, absolutely oil tight, and extremely light in weight.

This development is only one of the many cngnncering achieve-

ments which maintain G-E transformers in the first rank.

I J*

eral
fke: ScheiK

i i^ 1 1 illlll
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The Gateway to Greater Production
Despite the fact that a close relation exists be-

tween spoilage, slovving-up-of-men, damage to

machinery, and poor lighting, a trip through a

factory district is sufficient to show the num-
ber of factories properly lighted to be alarm-

ingly small.

And this condition exists even though the de-

mands upon American industry are greater to-

day than ever before with the labor shortage

becoming more acute every day.

This wastage and lost motion in industry

chargeable to poor lighting must be corrected.

Edison MAZDA C and C-2 Lamps are the

solution, the latest development in MAZDA
lighting

MAZDA C is an exceptionally powerful commercial
lighting unit specially developed for indoor and out-

door industrial needs. With this lamp night-time opera-

tion can proceed with day-time efficiency.

MAZDA C-2 is a high power lamp for use where
color comparison is necessary under artificial light.

Consult your local electric light companv or nearest

MAZDA agent for complete details.

EDISON LAMP WORKS of General Electric Companv HARRISON, N. J.

EDISO AZDA
BACKED BV MAZDA SERVICE
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ALUMINUM COMPANY
OF AMERICA
PITTSBURGH, PA.

ALUMINUM
INGOT

ROD RIVETS WIRE

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS
EXTRUDED SHAPES
SHEET TUBING

BRANCH OFFICES
BOSTON DETROIT PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO KANSAS CITY PITTSBURGH
CLEVELAND NEW YORK ROCHESTER

WASHINGTON

CANADA LATIN AMERICA
Northern Aluminum Co., Ltd.. Toronto Aluminum Company of South America. Pittsburgh. Pa.

SAN FRANCISCO ENGLAND
PiersoN. Reeding & Company Northern Aluminum Co.. Ltd., London
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Your Defenses Against
the High Cost of Steam
With increasing cost of coal and greater labor expense for

handling, every manufacturer wants to heat the water in

the power plant with exhaust steam and in the heater
best suited to the conditions. There's a strong defense

against high cost of heating in a

fATIONAL
DIRECT CO NTACT

FEED WATER HEATER
The water is first heated by surface contact and then

brought to maximum temperature by actual contact or

mingling with the steam. This is the feature which dis-

tinguishes the National from all other open heaters.

The contact pipes are double. From the inner, the

water overflows the port at the top and passes around the

large pipe as a thin film. It is broken into fine spray at

the bottom. The steam leaving the outer pipe at the

bottom passes through the spray, and finally all water and
steam are in direct contact above the filter bed.

Send for Catalogue No. 52

The National Pipe Bending Co.
93 Lloyd St., New Haven, Conn.

Boston
10 High Street

New York
149 Broadway

Kmm

The Feed Water Heater With Contact Pipes
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BRASS, BRONZE,
COPPER AND
GERMAN SILVER

Sheets, Rolls, Plates,

Wire and Rods, Seam-
less and Brazed
Tubing. Mouldings,

Angles and Channels,

Circles, Blanks and
Shells.

TOBIN BRONZE—
PHOSPHOR
BRONZE
Plates, Wire, Rods
and Seamless Tubes.

BENEDICT
NICKEL WHITE
METAL.

Seamless Tubing,
Sheets, Wire, Rods
and Ingots.

The American
Brass Company

Manufacturers of

Brass, Bronze, Copper
and German Silver

Mills and Factories

Ansonia Brass and Copper Branch - Ansonia, Conn.

Benedict and Burnham Branch - Waterbury, Conn.

Buffalo Branch Buffalo, N. Y.

Coe Brass Branch ... Torrington, Conn.

Coe Brass Branch - - - Ansonia, Conn.

Kenosha Branch .... Kenosha, Wis.

Waterbury Brass Branch - - Waterbury, Conn.

EXTRUDED
METAL
Rods, Special Shapes

and Pressed Metal

Parts.

BARE AND INSU-
LATED COPPER
WIRE AND CABLE

"K.K." Weather-
proof and Slow-Burn-

ing Wire.

Round and Flat
Magnet Wire, Office

and Annunciator
Wire.

DRAWN COPPER
FOR ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES

Rectangular Bars and
Strips, Commutator
Copper.

We Finance Extensions and
Improvements

to Electric Light, Power, and Street Railway properties

which have established earnings. If prevented from improv-

ing or extending your plant because no more bonds can be

issued or sold, or for any other reason, correspond with us.

Electric Bond and Share Company
Paid-up Capital and Surplus, $21,000,000

71 Broadway, New York

DEALERS IN PROVEN ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER AND STREET RAILWAY BONDS AND STOCKS
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— 84 pages {illustrated) —

You Will Find This Booklet

A Decided Help When
You Order Tools

Contains a fund of information and data
on tools for electrical construction and
repairs of all kinds. Write for a copy.
Sent gratis, postpaid, on request.

Ask for No. 17

MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS, Mfrs.
CANAL STA. 71 CHICAGO

The Babcock &
WilcoxCompany
85 Liberty Street, New York

Water Tube
Steam Boilers

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Works: Barberton, Ohio; Bayonne, N.J.

J—

^

As Labor Cost Goes Up

—

Make Your Hack Saw
Cost Go Down

but it can't be done with cheap saws.

Remember that

Sfarrctt Hack-Saws
are Unexcelled Just as Starrett

Tools are Unexcelled

Metal is cut at least expense when the right Starrett
Hack Saw is used. To find out which one or ones to

use, see page 208 of the Starrett Catalog No. 21KF,
or tell us what metals and shapes are cut in your shop.

,^ „^^ The L. S. Starrett Co.

r^ l2)i V'X^ Tht World's Greatest

Toolma^ers

//J ATHOL - MASS.l!

42-744

TAPES AND WEBBINGS
For Electrical Work

All grades and qualities required in the building

and repair of Dynamos, Motors and other electrical

apparatus. Every detail of manufacture (quality

of stock, uniformity of width and thickness, etc.)

has been carefully worked out under the advice of

the best electrical engineers, and special machinery
constructed to produce material as nearly perfect

as possible.

Write for samtiles and prices

HOPE WEBBING COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Registered (D U.S. Pat. Office

JOHN A. STEVENS
ENGINEER
Member A.S.M.E.

Light, Heat and Power Problems
Power Plants

Analysis—Design—Construction

Purchased Power Contracts Negotiated

8 Merrimack Street - LOWELL, MASS.

INDIA MICA
SPLITTINGS

L. VANDERVELDE
Late D. JAROSLAW

19 TOWER HILL
LONDON ENGLAND

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY
Manufacturer

Pelton-Double Tangential Wheels, the highest development
of tangential wheels; Pelton-Francis Turbines; a distinctive

type of the well known Francis Turbines; Pelton-Double
Pumps, either unidiffusion, turbine, or volute types, as best

meets the specific requirements of the purchaser.

Pelton catalogs art manuah of hydraulic

cnllncering anJ may be had for the asl^lnt

ADDRESS EITHER OFFICE

2197 Harrison Street 97 West Street

San Francisco, California New York, N. Y.

Let Us Bind

Your Reviews
Send your copies to us now,

while they are intact and in

good condition.

BINDING

Black Half Morocco $2.00

Black Fabrikoid $1.60

Maroon Cloth $1.35

Prices include carrier^s charges one way.

Forward your copies by mail or

express (prepaid) and remit by money
order or check. Do not remove the

covers or advertising pages; the book
binders will do that.

General Electric %eview
Schenectady, N . Y

.

ALL KINDS BRAIDING SILK

William Ryle & Co.
225 Fourth Ave.
Cor. 18th St.

NEW YORK
CITY

IT'S STRONG IT'S DURABLE IT'S AN INSULATOR IT'S IMPERVIOUS TO OILS OR GASES

SPAULDING'S HARD FIBRE
SHEETS, RODS, TUBES and SPECI ALTI ES—FOR ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL USES

J. Spaulding & Sons Co., tonawanda. n. y.

449 Broome St., New York, N. Y. 166 No. Clinton St., Chicago, III. 406 Baitemer BIdg., PIttaburgh, Pa.
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Alternating Current Generators

Two 500 KVA. slow speed three-phase Alternators running on Hopkinson Test at B.T.H. Works, Rugby, Eng.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. design and build medium and

slow speed alternating current generators single-phase and polyphase for

all pressures and frequencies. They have supplied a large number of

machines for coupling to various prime movers including hydraulic

turbines, steam, gas and oil engines.

The British Thomson-Houston Company, Ltd.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

Head Office and Works: Rugby, England
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES:

ARGENTINA—Cia. Generel Electric Sudamericana Inc., Buenot
Ayrei.

AUSTRALIA—Australian General Electric Co., Melbourne &
Sydney. Unbehaun 8e John»tone, Adelaide. Engineering Sup-
ply Co., Ltd., Briabane. Chat. Atkint & Co., Ltd., Perth.

BRAZIL—Cia. General Electric do Brazil, Rio de Janeiro.
CHILI—The International Machinery Co., Santiago.
CHINA—Anderien, Meyer & Co., Ltd., Shanghai.
INDIA—The British Thomton-Hou»ton Co., Ltd., Calcutta.

Turner Hoare & Co., Bombay.

JAPAN—The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Yokohama,
Bagnall & Hilles, Yokohama. Mitsui & Co., Tokio and Osaka.

MEXICO—Mexican General Electric Co., Mexico.

NEW ZEALAND—The National Electrical & Engineering Co.
Ltd., Aukland, Christchurch, Dunedin and Wellington.

SOUTH AFRICA—The South African General Electric Co.,
Johannesburg and Capetown. Johnson & Fletcher, Bulawayo
and Salisbury.
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All the

Big Steam Turbines

recently installed in most of the largest gen-

erating plants in the country are equipped with

R-P Turbine Oil Filters
Some of these plants are using the batch system in which

the oil from the turbine is frequently removed, replaced

by filtered oil, and the dirty oil filtered and used over

again. Other plants operate on our partial filtration

system in which the dirty oil is continuously removed,

filtered, and returned to the turbine.

Either system insures reliable operation, higher effi-

ciency, practically indefinite life of the oil, and freedom

from shut-downs.

Among the many plants operating R-P Turbine Oil

Filters are the following:

New Bedford Gas & Edison Co., New
Bedford, Mass.

Buffalo Gen. Elec. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New
Haven, Conn.

Erie County Elec. Co., Erie, Pa.

New Cornelia Copper Co., Cornelia, Ariz.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden,
N.J.

Virginia Power Co., Cabin Creek, W. Va.

Toledo Furnace Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Worcester Electric Light Co., Worcester,
Mass.

Dayton Power & Light Co., Dayton, Ohio.

United Illuminating Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Alabama Power Co., Birmingham, Ala.

Carnegie Steel Co., Duquesne, Pa.

Lehigh Valley Transit Co., Allentown, Pa.

Mail the coupon today for
your copy of our catalogue
G-10. It contains a mighty
interesting chapter on
'Steam Turbine Lubricat-

L ing Systems."

Wjifi^><(*'JimJft^-^'miiiV^'4i,i&iM','iii

Richa,d.„„.pf,^^.^
Co.

'^'Re-vo.rAve..MUwaukee.WU.
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HEADQUARTERS
ON either side, in this great conflict, the

great strategists sit at Headquarters, far

removed from the din and confusion of the

front line, directing the action.

Numberless scouts and messengers on wheel,

on wing, and by wire bring them the details

of every move. Headquarters has its fingers

on the pulse of all action. Headquarters has a

perfect and accurate picture and plan of the

entire scope of combat—more perfect, more
complete than that in the minds of those

immediately engaged on any small sector.

It is the mass of carefully compiled information,

checked by experts, that gives Headquarters
the large and definite view of all things.

And so it is at our IHeadquarters
in our fight on Friction and Power Loss.

Our scouts are our technically trained Sales-

men and our Lubrication Engineers scattered

over the face of the land—watching, checking,

and noting results in plants of all kinds, on
units of all descriptions.

They send in daily reports. These are checked,
tabulated, and classified. They continually
add to the sum total of the experience in

matter pertaining to lubrication, available at

Headquarters. Thus, if you have such and
such a machine and the difficulty is thus and
so—tell Headquarters.

Without guesswork, without doubt, we will

solve your problem. We have met and over-
come your condition before, and in the next
mail we can tell you how to remove the cause.

We recognize the cause and give the remedy
in the shape of the right Texaco Lubricant
for the purpose.

For there is a right Texaco Lubricant for
every purpose.

It may be for engine, turbine, dynamo, motor,
or machine of any kind. There is a carefully
prepared Texaco Lubricant made to meet the
individual requirements of speed, pressure,
heat, or surrounding conditions.

And we shall be glad to tell you which Texaco
Lubricant to use and why.

The thousands of plants which are using Texaco
Lubricants and which have achieved a high
degree of efficiency, are at once a recommenda-
tion of our careful analysis and a reason why
you should consult TEXACO Lubricating
Headquarters when you have any difficulty

of any kind.

To keep in touch with our friends, and those
who will sooner or later become our friends,

we publish a monthly magazine called "Lubri-
cation." It contains interesting items on
lubricatijig problems in general and specific
mention of successes obtained by the use of
Texaco Lubricants. You can have your name
put on the mailing list to receive this, without
obligating yourself in any way, by filling in

the attached coupon.

At the same time, should you desire any
information or should you wish to know prices
on lubricants for any purpose whatever, an
indication of your wishes will bring complete
results.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
Dept. G, 17 Battery Place, New York City

Houston Chicago New York
Offices in principal cities

There is a Texaco Lubricant for Every Purpose.

Texaco Lubricating Service Goes Into Every Branch of
Mechanical Activity.
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(Just Issued)

The
New Library of Practical Electricity

—A New McGraw-Hill Home Study Course by Terrell Croft

The New Library of Practical Electricity by
Terrell Croit marks a new era in electrical

literature.

The great field of electrical engineering,
with its limitless possibilities of earning power,
is brought to you in a form that makes the
conquest easy. Yet the Library is a creation
—an achievement that is without parallel in
technical literature.

Terrell Croft, author of seven of these volumes, stands
without peer in his field. He rose from dvnamo tender,
through the ranks, to electrical engineer with the West-
inghouse Company. He gained his experience with his
sleeves rolled up. He gives it to you in books that are
technically of the highest order, yet free from involved
theory and complex mathematics. And in the excellence
of the illustrations and printing, the fie.xibility and con-
venience of the thin paper, pocket-size volumes, together
with the richness of the morocco-grained Karatol binding,
they are fittingly dressed for this great achievement.

Not a Correspondence Coune
The New Library of Practical Electricity contains all

the facts you will ever need in electrical work—vastly
more than you could gain by experience. Yet oil this
valuable information on modern electrical practice is now
yours for the small sum of 50c per week or $16 for the
complete course—payable $2 ;jcr month. _ An hour or

less per day with the Library will give you a thorough working knowledge of the whole field.

The Secrets of Practical Electricity
Sent for 10 Days' Free Examination

This New Library of Practical Electricity will do every-
thing to help you succeed in electricity. Here are 8 books
flexibly bound in rich, morocco-grained Karatol, pocket
size, containing just the facts you must know to succeed—all in practical, handy form for instant reference. The
course contains nearly 3000 pages, size 4 J^ in. x 7Ji in., with as many

illustrations made specially for this flexibly bound, thin paper edition—3000 pages of actual PRACTICE.

^^r%#4 l\l /^ l\/l/\now Examine this new Library for 10 full ^4,^Cna INU Iwl Uncy (Jays at our expense, and find out for ^ ^^ I

per
month

8 vols. Complete

$16 for the Course

Mc-GRAW-HILL
BOOK CO., Inc.

239 W. 39fh St.

NEW YORK
Gentlemen: Please send

me the Library of Practical
ectricity (shippinK charges

prepaid) for 10 days' free exam-
ination. If satisfactory, I will .send

$2 in ten days and $2 ])er month un-
til $1() has been paid. If not wanted I

will write you for return shipping instruc-
tions.

Name

Home Address

City and State. .

Name of Employer

His Address

Your Position

Copyrteht Underwood iV Vtideriuood, ,V. Y, Copyright ttyow)t Br
(OE— Dec. '17)
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